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THE BOOK

JUDGES.

The Hebrew title of the seventh book of the Scriptures is D^Pfiitr Shophetim, which the Septuagirit

renders by KPITAI, and the Vulgate by Judices. Our word Judges is a correct and yet an insufti-

cient interpretation of the original. ' Judges,' with us, simply designates those who administer justice ;

the Hebrew word SHOrnETiM denotes also the administration of justice, but instead of being con-

fined to that function, it comprehends much more. ' Governors,' or ' Rulers,' would be a moie
sufficient interpretation of the Hebrew title, because that is the office really denoted, to vvhicii the

name of ' Judges ' is given merely because in those times to dispense justice in the last resort, or

in cases of high public interest, was a prominent and signal part of the duty of any king, prince,

governor, or civil magistrate. In the present book the term designates those occasional leaders and

chief magistrates of the Israelites who led out the people in war against their enemies, and after

having delivered them from the oppression of the neighbouring nations, exercised each, during peace,

the office of chief magistrate and judge in Israel. Nor was it only by the Hebrews that tliis term

was applied as a title of distinction to non-regal governors or magistrates. The Carthaginians, who
were descended from the Tynans, and spoke the Hebrew language, called their chief magistrates by

the same name ; but the Latins, whose language does not possess the sli of the ancient Hebrews and

Carthaginians, wrote the word with a sharp s, and adding a Latin termination, denominated them

Suffetes.

The date and authorship of the book cannot with positive certainty be determined. Some ascribe

it to Samuel, some to Hezekiah, some to Ezra ; but the tradition which assigns the anonymous books

of Scripture to some eminent historical personage is like that which leads the natives of Syria to

ascribe all great anonymous ruins to Solomon. When no internal evidence for determining the

question exists, it is much wiser to leave the matter unembarrassed by such vague conjectures.

In Israel there were many high servants of God who take no place in history, and many prophets

whose names have not descended to us. It has been urged that the book must have been written after

the establishment of regal authority among the Hebrews, in consequence of the frequently recurring

phrase, in apology for the disorders of the times, ' In those days there was no king in Isiael, but

every man did that which was right in his own eyes.' But those who produce this argument over-

look the fact that this remarkable phrase occurs only in the supplementary chapters (xvii. 6
;

xviii. 1 ; xix. I ; xxi. 2o), wiiich form a perfectly separable portion of the book, composing in fact

two appendices, which may have been written, and probably were written, subsequently to the con-

tinuous history of which the book is mainly composed. Wliatever weight, therefore, belongs to this

argument pertains only to this portion, and may not be extended to the entire book. That the sub-

stantial history of the book could not have been written later—however much earlier—than the expul-

sion of the Jebusites from Jerusalem, towards the beginning of David's reign (2 Sam. v. 6), is shewn
by the fact that the author expressly describes Jerusalem as being, at the time he wrote, in the pos-

session of the Jebusites. (ch. i. 21.) So also in 2 Sam. xi. 21, there is a distinct reference to a fact

recorded in Judges ix. 53, shewing that the book must have been in existence when the second book
of Samuel was produced. Upon the whole, therefore, it would appear that the first portion of .Judges

could not have been written later than the reign of Saul, or the seven first years of that of David ; and

as the history itself reaches down to the time of Eli, it cannot be taken back earlier than that, so tiiat

the resulting probability would confine the range of the history to the governments of Samuel and

Saul—most probably in that of Saul, as the change of the form of government by the election of a

king, would supply a motive for the composition of the history of the antecedent circumstances, which
had occurred since the death of Joshua and of the elders who outlived him, and the knowledge of

wliich liad been preserved in unconnected memorials, registers, poems, and traditions. As Samuel is
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the most conspicuous person of the period to which the composition of the history must thus be as-
cribed, the authorship of the book has usually been assigned to him by both Jewish and Christian
writers.

The supplementary portion comprised in the five last chapters could hardly have been written in

the reign of Saul, which did not sufficiently exhibit the advantages of a regulated government to call

forth tlie contrasting phrase wliich repeatedly occurs in it. We should, on that ground, be disposed to

assign that portion to the latter part of the reign of David, or, still more probably, to that of Solomon.
In confirmation of tliis we may point to xviii. 31, from which it appears that the house of God was
no longer at Shiloh wlien tliis supplement was written. The notion that Ezra was the writer of the
book is founded principally upon the expression which occurs in xviii. 30, ' He and his sons were
priests to the tribe until the day of the captivity of the land;' whence it has been hastily conceived
that it could not have been written till the time of the Babylonish captivity. But this conjecture has
no solid foundation ; for upon comparing Psalm Ixxviii. 60, 61, and 1 Sam. iv. 11, with that passage,

it will appear that the ' captivity ' intended by the historian, was a particular captivity of the tribe of
Dan, or rather of that part of the tribe settled in the north of Palestine, which seems to have occurred
about the time that the ark of God was taken by tlie Philistines.

The book of Judges is not to be regarded as a connected history ; but is to be viewed with refer-

ence to the manifest object of the author and tiie scope of the work. It is a collection of signal facts

which occurred in the history of the chosen people during this period, to shew that so far as they
adiiered to tlie Lord they prospered, but were abandoned to great afflictions when they fell away
from Him, and were delivered out of their troubles when they repented of their evil doings, and
turned witli humbled hearts to Him whom they had forsaken. The facts chosen to illustrate this great

argument seem to have been taken from unconnected documents of the kind already indicated, and
arranged with very little regard to methodical order, and exhibiting, in fact, much the same form of

composition as we find in the gospels. It is for tliis reason that tlie chronology of the book is involved

in great and peculiar difficulties. But as this subject is separately noticed at the end of the book, it

will not here require particular attention. [Appendix, No. 21.]

The authority of the book is demonstrated by the usual description of proof. It was, according

to the statement already made, set forth at a time when most of the events related must have been
generally known, and when the veracity of the liistorian could be ascertained by a reference to the

original documents. Several of its statements are confirmed by the books of Samuel (comp. Judg.

iv. 2; vi. 14; xi. with 1 Sam. xii. 9-12; Judg. ix. 53 with 2 Sam. xi. 21). The Psalms not only

allude to the book (comp. Ps. Ixxxiii. 11 with Judg. vii. 25) ; but copy directly from it entire verses

(comp. Ps. Ixviii. 8, 9 ; xcvii. 5 with Judg. v. 4, 5). The New Testament alludes to it in several

places (comp. Matt. ii. 13-23 with Judg. xiii. 5 ; xvi. 17 ; and see also Acts xiii. 20 ; Heb. xi. 32).

Josephus and Philo knew the book well, and not only mention it as of Scriptural authority, but use

its statements in their works. This external evidence for the authority of the book is corroborated

by much internal proof of its authenticity. All the narratives are in such perfect keeping with the

circumstances of the age to which they belong, and agree so entirely with the natural order of events,

as to render it impossible that the book should be the invention of a later age. Many instances of

this are pointed out in the notes.

Several of the commentators on Joshua have also written on Judges in the works cited in the intro-

duction to that book, namely, Strigelius, Chyrtaeus, Serarius, Drusius, Osiander, and Bonfrere ; and

besides these are the following : M. Buceri Commentarius in libnim Judicum, 1554-1563; Schmid,

Com?nentarius in librum Judicum, 1684-1691 ; Ziegler, Scholien iiber das Buck der Richter,

and Bemerkimgen iiber das Buck der Richter, 1791 ; Schnurrer, R. Tanchum Hierosolymitani ad
Uhros V. T. Commentarii Arabici Specimen, una cum Anott. ad aliquot loca libri Judicum, 1791 ;

Harenberg, Einleitung in das Buck der Richter; Paulus, Blicke in dns Buch der Richter, 1822;
Studer, Das Buch der Richter grammaiisch und historisch erkliirt, 1835. [More recently appeared, Das
Buch der Richter und Rut erkliirt von Ernst Bertheau ; Leipzig, 1845. This treatise forms part of a

commentary on the whole Bible at present issuing from the German press, entitled, Kurzgefassics

exegetisclm Handbuch sum Alten Testament. There has yet appeared no commentary, in this series, on

any of the previous books except Genesis: erkliirt von A. Knohel, 1852. We may mention, that the

Handbuch belongs to the Rationalistic school of exegesis.] The English language, which is signally

deficient in works on separate books of Scripture, has only Bush's Notes on Judges ; New York, 1838. [A.

very interesting book on the Life of Samson, by Dr Bruce of Edinburgh, has been recently published in

that city.]
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Chap. I.] JUDGES.

CHAPTER I.

I The acts of Judali and Simeon. 6 Adoni-bezek
jiisth/ requited. 8 Jerusalem taken. 10 Hebron
taken. 13 Othniel hath Achsah to wifefor taking

of Dehir. 16 The Kenites dioell in Judah. 17 Hor-
mali, Gaza, Askelon, and Ekron taken. 21 The
acts of Benjamin. 22 Of the house of Joseph, who
take Beth-el. 27 Of Manasseh. 30 Of Zebulun.
31 Of Ashe/. 33 OJ Najjhtali. 34 Of Dan.

OW after the

death ofJoshua
t came to pass,
' at the child-

1 en of Israel

asked theLoRD,
saying, Who
shall go up
for us against

the Canaanites

Lord said,

Judah shall go
up : behold, I

have delivered the land nito his hand.

3 And Judah said unto Simeon his brother,

Come up with me into my lot, that we may
fight against the Canaanites ; and I likewise

will go with thee into thy lot. So Simeon
went with him.

4 And Judah went up ; and the Lord de-
livered the Canaanites and the Perizzites into

their hand : and they slew of them in Bezek
ten thousand men.

5 And they found Adoni-bezek in Bezek :

and they fought against him, and they slew

the Canaanites and the Perizzites.

6 But Adoni-bezek fled ; and they pur-
sued after him, and caught him, and cut oft"

his thumbs and his great toes.

7 And Adoni-bezek said. Threescore and
ten kings, having 'their thumbs and their great

toes cut off, ""gathered their meat under my
table : as I have done, so God hath requited

me. And they brought him to Jerusalem,
and there he died.

8 H Now the children of Judah had fought
against Jerusalem, and had taken it, and
smitten it with the edge of the sword, and set

the city on fire.

9 ^And afterward the children of Judah
went down to fight against the Canaanites,

that dwelt in the mountain, and in the south,

and in the 'valley.

[B.C. 142.5.

10 II And Judah went against the Canaan-
ites that dwelt in Hebron : (now the name of
Hebron before ?mf 'Kirjath-arba :) and they
slew Sheshai, and Ahiman, and Talmai.

11 IT And from thence he went against the
inhabitants of Debir : and the name of Debir
before was Kirjath-sepher

:

12 And Caleb said, He that smiteth Kir-
jath-sepher, and taketh it, to him will I give
Achsah my daughter to wife.

13 And Othniel the son of Kenaz, Caleb's
younger brother, took it: and he gave him
Achsah his daugliter to wife.

14 And it came to pass, when she came to
him, that she moved him to ask of her father
a field : and she lighted from oft' her ass : and
Caleb said unto her. What wilt thou ?

15 And she said unto him, Give me a
blessing : for tliou hast given me a south land

;

give me also springs of water. And Caleb
gave her the upper springs and the nether
springs.

16 II And the children of the Kenite,
Moses' father in law, went up out of the city of
palm trees with the children of Judah into the
wilderness of Judah, which lieth in the south
of Arad ; and they went and dwelt among
the people.

1

7

11 And Judah went with Simeon his bro-
ther, and they slew the Canaanites that in-
habited Zephath, and utterly destroyed it.

And the name of the city was called 'Hor-
mah.

18 Also Judah took Gaza with the coast
thereof, and Askelon with the coast thereof,

and Ekron with the coast thereof.

19 And the Lord was with Judah; and
'he drave out tlie inhabitants of the moun-
tain ; but could not drive out the inhabitants
of the valley, because they had chariots of
iron.

20 "And they gave Hebron unto Caleb, as
Moses said : and he expelled thence the three
sons of Anak.

21 H And the children of Benjamin did not
drive out the Jebusites that inhabited Jeru-
salem ; but the Jebusites dwell with the

children of Benjamin in Jerusalem unto this

day.

22 IT And the house of Joseph, they also

went up against Beth-el : and the Lord was
with them.

23 And the house of Joseph sent to descry
Beth-el. (Now the name of the city before

was "'Luz.)
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24 And the spies saw a man come forth out

of the city, and they said unto him, Shew us,

we pray thee, the entrance into the city, and
'°we will shew thee mercy.

25 And when he shewed them the entrance

into the city, they smote the city with the

edge of the sword ; but they let go the man
and all his family.

26 And the man went into the land of the

Hittites, and built a city, and called the name
thereof Luz : which is the name thereof unto
this day.

27 II "Neither did Manasseh drive out the

inhabitants of Beth-shean and her towns, nor
Taanach and her towns, nor the inhabitants of

Dor and her towns, nor the inhabitants of

Ibleam and her towns, nor the inhabitants of

Megiddo and her towns : but the Canaanites

would dwell in that land.

28 And it came to pass, when Israel was
strong, that they put the Canaanites to tri-

bute, and did not utterly drive them out.

29 H "Neither did Ephraim drive out the

Canaanites that dwelt in Gezer; but the

Canaanites dwelt in Gezer among them.

30 H Neither did Zebulun drive out the

inhabitants of Kitron, nor the inhabitants of
Nahalol ; but the Canaanites dwelt among
them, and became tributaries.

31 If Neither did Asher drive out the in-

habitants of Accho, nor the inhabitants of

Zidon, nor of Ahlab, nor of Achzib, nor of

Ilelbah, nor of Aphik, nor of Rehob :

32 But the Asherites dwelt among the

Canaanites, the inhabitants of the land : for

they did not drive them out.

33 t Neither did Naphtali drive out the

inhabitants of Beth-shemesh, nor the inha-

bitants of Beth-anath ; but he dwelt among
the Canaanites, the inhabitants of the land :

nevertheless the inhabitants of Beth-shemesh
and of Beth-anathbecame tributaries unto them.

34 U And the Amorites forced the children

of Dan into the mountain : for they would not

suffer them to come down to the valley

:

35 But the Amorites would dwell in mount
Ileres in Aijalon, and in Shaalbim : yet the

hand of the house of Joseph '"prevailed, so

that they became tributaries.

36 And the coast of the Amorites was from
"the going up to Akrabbim, from the rock,

and upward.

13 Heb. was hiavtj. i* Or, Maateh-nhrnhhim.

Verse R. ' Cut off hia thumbs and his great ^oes.'—The
remarkable character of this mutilation, and its uniform
infliction by Adoni-bezek himself upon his own captives,

lead us to suppose that there was some ulterior object
beyond mere gratuitous cruelty. Was it to disable them
from acting in future in a warlike capacity ? In the hands
of a man without thumbs, few of the weapons of antiquity
could be very effective ; and the want of the great toes

would be a check upon agility in flight or action. Accord-
ingly, we read of many instances of similar mutilation, in
ancient history. Thus the Athenians cut off the thumb of
the right hands of the inhabitants of the island of jEgina, to

preclude them from managing the spear, and from disputing
with themselves the empire of the sea. The disabling effect

of such a mutilation, in a military point of view, appears
also from the practice, among those Romans who disliked

a military life, of cutting off their own thumbs, that they
might ri-nder themselves incapable of serving in the army.
Pareuts were known thus to disable their children for the
same reason. This became so common a practice at last,

that the senate and the emperors found it necessary to

punish the act severely as a crime. Kven at this day, in
some of tho.se continental states where the anny is recruited
by a compulsory conscription, men are occasionally known
to cut off the thumb of the right hand, to prevent their
being called to a service they dislike ; and even soldiers in
the army do the same, to ensure their discharge. It has
therefore been necessary to render such an act a punish-
able offence. A trace of this practice exists in the word
poltroii, which we and the French have adopted from the
Italian, which, while it immediately denotes, as with us, a
dastardly soldier who shrinks from his duty, etymologically
signifies ' cut-thumb,' being formed from pdllice, ' thumb,'
and trdiico, ' cut off, maimed.' As to the loss of the great
toes—independently of the inconvenience occasioned in the
act of walking or running, the disabling effect to an
Oriental is infinitely greater than to a European. The

feet and toes are much employed in almost all handicraft

operations throughout the East, and in many cases the loss

of the great toes would completely disqualify a man from
earning his subsistence. Besides the many little active

operations which they are tutored to execute, the artisans,

as they work with their hands, seated on the ground, hold

fast and manage all their work with their feet and toes,

in which the great toes have a very prominent duty to

perform.

7. ' Threescore and ten kings.'—This extraordinary num-
ber of kings will not surprise the attentive reader of Scrip-

ture, or of ancient history in general. The sacred history

concurs with the profane in shewing that the earliest sove-

reignties were of exceedingly confined extent, often con-

sisting of no more than a single town, with a small sur-

rounding district. In the time of Abraham there were not

fewer than five kings in the vale of Sodom ; that is, a king

to every city that is mentioned: and in Joshua xii. there

is a list of thirty-one kings, whom the hero of that name
overthrew in the small country of Canaan ; and now we
come to a conqueror who, probably within the bounds of

no very extensive territory, had overcome no less than

seventy kings. Small states of this sort have existed in the

early period of almost every nation, and their history has

been everywhere the same. One or more of such states

acquired, in the course of tiiiu', such predominance as

enabled it to absorb tlir ntli. rs urailuiiUy into its own body
;

or else foreign invaders t-oiKinrr. il ilio several states in

detail, and formed them int.. ..m- kii.,mlom. This has been

the usual process by which large states were orij;iii;ilIy

formed, wherever we find them existing. E^pt its. If \sas

at first divided into several states. So, in Chma and .1 a[in ii

,

the several provinces into which we see those nations di-

vided, were anciently so many independent sovereignties.

It was the same in ancient Greece; and, in reading the

Iliad of Homer, the modem reader is astonished at the

vast number of kings sent by Greece and its islands to
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the Trojan war; which renders it evident that this small
region was at least not inferior to Canaan in the number
of the little principalities into which it was divided. But
we need not go out of our own country for examples. We
may conceive the number of kingdoms into which this

island was divided, from the fact, mentioned by Caesar, that
there were four kings in the single county of Kent. The
Silures, the Brigantes, and other small tribes, among whom
the country was portioned, had each their own king. The
Saxons did things on a large scale, when they divided
the country into so few as seven kingdoms. In the time of
the Komans, Gaul, Spain, and Germany were, in like man-
ner, cut up into a countless number of small states and
kingdoms. In more modern times, and even in our own,
we see a similar state of things subsisting in Africa, Ame-
rica, and part of Asia, where we encounter a great number
of sovereigns, or independent states, in a small extent of
country ; each canton having its own king.— ' As I have done, so God hath requited me.'—Had no
further explanation been given, the act of the Hebrew vic-

tors, in cutting off the thumbs and great toes of their royal
captive, would have been cited (as other acts not similarly
explained have been) as a deed of motiveless and savage
barbarity, attesting the innate cruelty of their nature. But
when the person thus treated himself lets us know that he
regards it as an act of retributive justice,—and when, thus
himselfmutilated, the bitter remembrance comes before him
of the threescore and ten kings who were similarly dealt
with by him, and whom, with barbaric pride, he kept to

gather their meat under his table,—the case as regards the
Israelites is greatly altered. So far from being a barbarity
of their own invention, gratuitous and uncalled for, they de-
part from their ordinary practice to render it an act of retri-

butive justice, and thereby expressed in no equivocal terms
their detestation of the manner in which this tyrannical
king had been wont to treat the illustrious persons who
became captive to him.

In speaking about contemporary usages, however, it will

be necessary to guard against one dangerous source of mis-
conception. Except with reference to the times in which
we ourselves live, we are in the habit of practicaUi/ for-

getting that contemporary nations are not necessarily in

the same state of civilization ; and there are classes of
usages, especially such as are connected with war, which,
as existing in any one nation, will be much better illus-

trated, or rather estimated, by the practices of any other
nations in a similar state with respect to civilization, in

whatever age existing, than by references to the usages of
contemporary or even neighbouring nations. The dimi-
nution of the barbarities of war which advancing civiliza-

tion produces, is perhaps less the effect of humane feeling

than of the interested considerations which civilization

evolves. The barbarian has no interest in being merciful,
and therefore—unless by a fortunate accident—he has no
mercy. His war is one of extermination. His object is to

injure or disable the enemy as much as possible, and he
knows no way of doing this but by destroying as many as

possible of their number. His glory is to accumulate the

mortal trophies of those he has slain. He gives no quarter,

nor expects to receive any ; and if he does take prisoners,

it is only that they may in some future day of triumphant
festival "taste with tenfold intensity all ' the bitterness of

death.' The reason of this is, that he has no use for their

lives ; and the only motive which prevents him from de-

stroying them on the spot is—that he may devour them
at leisure, or that he may ofler them in sacrifice to his

grim idols.

Then, as a nation becomes settled, it finds that the labour
of a man has such value as to make his life worth pre-

serving. The captives are therefore spared to labour as

slaves. Under this state of things, however, interest will

suggest the advantage of allowing the captive to be ran-

somed by his friends, if communications can be opened
with them, and if the sum which they can offer exceeds
the value which the captor sets upon his services. A
savage could not preserve his prisoner wiUiout encumber-
ing himself with the charge of his subsistence, and he will

only spare his life when there are facilities for making a
profit of him by selling him to tliose by whom his services

may be needed, or when there is some equivalent prospect
of valuable ransom. Under this state of things, captive
kings and chiefs are generally exposed to a peculiar treat-

ment, by reason of the active and leading part which their

position had obliged them to take against their present

conquerors. Sometimes we shall find that they are put to

death, and that in cold blood, and with circumstances of
ignominy, weeks or months after the conflict has been de-
cided. Oftener they are subjected to some mutilation, and
are obliged to render menial and ignominious services to

their conqueror.

In a still more improved condition of society, where the
disadvantages of an act ofwarfare are generally less unequal
than in the savage or semi-civilized conditions, prisoners

are taken on both sides; and as both consider that the
presence of their own citizens and soldiers is of more ad-

vantage than the services of foreign slaves, an exchange of
prisoners is the result. If, under these circumstances, a
king or chief person should become a prisoner, he obtains

his liberty either for a high ransom, or by exchange
against one or more persons of the highest rank, or by the

cession of some advantage to the captors. The highest

state of civilization possible while war exists, seems to be
indicated by the liberation of officers (even of high rank)
acting under orders, upon their parole engagement, not
again during the war to fight against their captors.

The condition of society, as indicated by war, described

in this last paragraph, is not to be found in any ancient

nation, although parts of it might be occasionally brought
out by some concurrence of circumstances.

We have entered into this statement because the true
question as to the war practices of the Hebrews is nothing
more or less than this,—Whether their practices in war
did or did not correspond with the progressive developments
of their national condition ? not,—Whether in theJirst stage

of their social progression they had the war usages which
are found only in the last ?

Now, in answer to this question, we have not the least

hesitation in declaring our conviction that the practices of
the Hebrews, as regards the treatment ofprisoners, were not
only not worse, but not nearly as bad as those of other
nations in the same state of civilization. It would be
almost unnecessary to state that in the long period over
which the history of the Hebrew people extends, they
passed through various states of civilization ; that their

social condition was progressive, like that of all other na-
tions ; and that, as time passed, many old customs were
relinquished, and many new ones came into use.

During the time in which the Hebrews were engaged
in the conquest of Canaan, and were well settled in that

country—that is, down to the time of King David—they
were in a condition very similar, as respects war, to ihat

which we have firstly described, while the settled nations
around them were for the most part in that condition which
has been secondly indicated. And yet it will be found that

during this period the usages of the Hebrews were far

above those of the first condition ; but were in many re-

spects equal to, aud in some respects above those of the
second condition—and this through the correctives which
their religious system applied to the principles of warfare
which naturally belonged to their condition.

During the period of which we now write, the Hebrews
had no interest in preserving the lives of their prisoners.

The conquest of the country being incomplete, they were
themselves rather pressed at times for room ; and their

operations in agriculture and pasturage were of too con-
tracted and simple a description to need more hands than
every family with its natural dependants afforded. There
was no market open to them in which they could sell their
prisoners for slaves, had they been so inclined. And as the
nations with whom they warred were their near neighbours,
they could not employ them with any profit to themselves
without affording them the means of escape. In short, it

was impossible that they could have kept them without
incun-ing the cost of their maintenance, which no ancient
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nation ever diil. Under such circumstances no prisoners

•were taken. Those who could, escaped ; and those who
could not, were slain either on the field of battle or in the

pursuit. In fact there were no surrenders or capitulations

of bodies of men, no laying down of arms, by which pri-

soners are obtained in modern warfare. No prisoners were

ever reserved to be tortured and slain in cold blood on

some future occasion. It is true that one or two instances

of prisoners being put to death after the act of warfare, do

occur—such as that of the Midianites (Num. xxxi. 13-17)

and of king Agag (1 Sam. xv. 32, 33) : but these were not

preserved with the view of their being subsequently de-

stroyed ; but they were put to death because they had

without authority been spared by the military commanders,

although the nation had before the battle devoted them, by

a solemn and irrevocable ban, to destruction. In the case

of those kings who were taken in the course of the battle,

and were put to death on the same da//, at its close, this

cannot be called cold blooded. It was a crowning act of

triumph and vengeance, while the blood of the victors,

maddened by the recent conflict, still boiled in their veins.

At the worst, this was the most barbarous practice of the

Hebrews in their most barbarous state ; and was of far less

atrocity than the acts towards their distinguished prisoners

of nations far in advance of the Israelites of these times in

general civilization—if indeed there be any true civilization

by which the heart is not civilized. Thus the heathen

attributed, to some extent, the victories which they achieved

to the might and blessing of their gods : therefore, in ac-

knowledging the obligation to these gods, prisoners were,

by some of them, preserved to be offered to these gods in

sacrifice, on some high holiday ; but from this, and from a

hundred other barbarities connected with or arising out of

this form of acknowledgment, the Hebrews were precluded

by the strict prohibition of human sacrifices, as a thing

most abhorrent to Jehovah. Yet no nation was more per-

severingly taught than the Hebrews that the glory of all

their victories was to be ascribed to their Divine King

;

and this made the agents of these victories, the generals,

judges, and kings, heedful that they might not seem to take

too large a share of the glory to themselves, by ostentatious

exhibitions of their triumphs. No royal and noble captives

were dragged in chains at their chariot wheels ; none were
allowed to live on, to be paraded in distant cities to mark
the triumph of the conqueror, and afterwards ignominiously

slain
;
none were ever blinded or mutilated by them, or

exposed to mockery and insult ; nor were any ever kept by
them to grind in the prison-house, or to gather meat under
their tables : not even Solomon in all his glory entertained

the vulgar ambition of having dethroned kings among the

menials of his house ; and if ' kings' daughters were among
the honourable women ' (see Ps. xlv. 9 ; attributed to Solo-

mon) of his Egyptian spouse, they were given to her by her
father rather than her husband ; and, after all ; they were
' honourable (not degraded) women.' The custom among
the Hebrews of slaying the kings of a conquered people

upon the field of battle was, after all, of only momentary
duration. It had already so far declined in the time of

Gideon, tliat he would have spared Zeba and Zalmunna
had not they, by putting his brothers to death, rendered

the case one of blood-revenge. And although Agag was
put to death at a much later period, that was a peculiar

case, to which we have already adverted. And after having
relinquished this practice, they resorted to none of these

intermediate barbarities of which we have spoken. Captive

kings came to be treated with consideration and even kind-

ness ; and for the most part, when not slain in battle, were
continued in the rule of their territories on the condition

of paying tribute. The Hebrews also, within as short or

a shorter time than any other people, ceased to wage ex-

terminative wars. With an enlarged territory and increased

means of employment, it became their interest to take and
preserve captives for the sake of the services which they

might render in the public works and in the fields. There
may be exceptions, and examples of gratuitous barbarities

;

but what history is there, even modern history, in which
such do not occur ?
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That the Egyptians were, at this period, very far above
the Hebrews in all the arts of civil life, it would be very

useless to dissemble or dispute. It has therefore occurred

to us that we cannot better conclude this note than by
shewing that in this comparatively advanced state of that

people, when captive labour had become valuable to them,

they still retained barbarous war-usages which were not

known to the Hebrews in their most barbarous state, much
less in that more civilized condition which they afterwards

attained. The illustration derivable from this source is the

more important, inasmuch as, from their long residence in

Egypt, they could hardly be unacquainted with the war-

usages of that country, and the difference cannot well be

accounted for but by reference to the different circum-

stances in which they were placed, and the entirely different

principles of their religion and government.

An admirable representation of a battle-field is found on

the walls of the pronaos of the great temple at Medinet
Habou, and is thus described by Dr. Richardson :—' The
south and part of the east wall is covered with a battle-

scene, and the cruel punishment of the vanquished, by
cutting off their hands and maiming their bodies, which
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is performed in the presence of the chief, who has seated

himself in repose on the back part of his chariot to

witness the execution of his horrid sentence. Three
heaps of amputated hands are counted over before him,

and an equal number of scribes with scrolls in their

hands are minuting down the account. As many rows of

prisoners stand behind, to undergo a similar mutilation in

their turn ; their hands are tied behind their backs, or

lashed over their heads, or thrust into eye-shaped manacles

;

some of their heads are twisted completely round, some of

them are turned back to back, and their arms lashed toge-

ther round the elbows ; and thus they are marched np to

punishment.' Now we are prepared to admit that Kichard-

son has here taken rather too strong a view of the case.

We believe with Wilkinson that the heaps of hands,

tongues, and other members, counted by the scribes in the

presence of the king, are taken from the slain enemies,

whose numbers they serve to authenticate. However, the

particular manner in which the dead are mutilated for this

purpose does not say much for the humanity of idea among
the Egyptians. There was no such practice among the

Hebrews ; and the not remarkably humane nation (the

Turks), which has retained to our own day an analogous

practice, does not go further than to cut off the right ears

of the slain. The strained and torturing postures, painful

to behold, in which the prisoners are bound, seems to us,

a-s it does to Richardson, a very unequivocal intimation of

the inhuman manner in which the Eyptians treated their

captives. Wilkinson allows that, 'To judge from the

mode of binding their prisoners, we might suppose tliey

treated them with unnecessary harshness, and even cruelty,

at the moment of their capture and during their march
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with the army' (Ancient Egyptians, i. 396). He also ad-

mits that the Egyptian hatred of foreigners might often

lead the soldiers to commit acts of brutal severity, but

excuses them by reference to the incidental brutalities of

the armies of civilized Europe. This excuse is as good for

the Hebrews, and even better, as they were a less ' civilized'

people. But, in fact, the brutalities of the Egyptians were
not incidents but usages. Nations do not perpetuate in

marble the memory of incidental barbarities which they

deplore ; and that the Egyptians delighted in images of
human suffering and of tyrannic power over strangers, is

proved by the multiplication of such images in every pos-

sible form,—not only in sculpture and painting, but as

figured on their official dresses, and wrought in their orna-

mental furniture. Scenes of immolation figure on their

thrones ; and their more splendid chairs present, as sup-

porters of the seat, the gilt or golden images of captives,

bound in the most painful postures, with ropes around their

necks. To the thinking mind this last circumstance will

appear much more conclusive than many facts of much
greater intrinsic importance. The return after victory is

represented in the continuation of the same historical piece

to which the preceding observations refer :—
' The king

returning victorious to Egypt, proceeds slowly in his car,

conducting in triumph the prisoners he has made, who walk
(bound as above) beside and before it, three others being

bound to the axle He arrives at Thebes, and presents

his captives to Amunre and Maut, the deities of the city,

who compliment him, as usual, on the victory he has gained,

and the overthrow of the enemy he has " trampled beneath
his feet'" {Egypt and Thebes, 67). The victorious king
trampling upon the bodies of his conquered foes frequently
occurs in such scenes ; and so fond were the Egyptians of
the ideas and images connected with this act, that they
were wont to have the figure of a slave or captive wrought
upon their sandals, that they might thus tread it under feet.

Sandals thus figured have been found. In some cases the

king or chief alights from his chariot to bind with his own
hand the chiefs he has conquered ; and in others he holds
himself the end of the rope around their necks whereby
they are led, or rather driven, before his chariot in his

triumphal march.

As a conclusion to the whole of these scenes, tlie hero
slays with his club, in the presence of his gods, the prin-

cipal captives who have fallen into his hands. That the
mode of representation is in some respects symbolical, or

rather conventional, must be admitted. For as the artists

wanted space or ingenuity to intimate the number slaiu

before the gods in any other manner, the captives are re-

presented as bound together in one mass, all on their knees,

with hands uplifted towards the inexorable hero, who,
represented in colossal proportions, stauds over them,
grasping in one hand their united hair, while the other
wields the uplifted club or battle-axe with which he seems
about to demolish them all with one blow. Scenes of this

sort are repeated in every possible form.

Endeavours have of course been made to explain away
the obvious meaning of these groups. Mr. Hamilton thinks
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such scenes represent the punishment or destruction of

Briareus, an opinion sufficiently refuted by the fact that a

woman is included in one of the groups of this description

:

and it is admitted by Wilkinson that they are foreign cap-

tives, the names of whose districts and towns can be read

off; but he nevertheless thinks they do not represent human
sacrifices, but form a religious allegory, purporting to be

an acknowledgment of the victory obtained by the assist-

ance of the deity to whom the oftering seems to be made.

If so, this would be a curious method of expressing such

acknowledgment ; and one, too, which would express at

least the former existence, in a less civilized state, of the

actual custom thus figuratively indicated.

See the subject more largely considered in the author's

rictorial History oj Palestine, ii. 386-391, from which this

note is abridged.

18. •Judah took Gaza . . Ashelon . . . EkTon.'—These

towns, however, must soon have been recovered by the

Philistines. This is the only place from which we could

gather that Judah ever did possess these cities ; and when
they are next mentioned, we again find them in the hands

of their former owners ; who probably availed themselves

of the earliest ' servitudes," with which the Israelites were

punished for their apostacy, to retake their lost towns.

19. ' Chariots of iron.'—See the note on Exod. xiv. 7.

Most commentators and Biblical antiquaries agree in think-

ing that it is not necessary to suppose that these chariots

were made of iron, but only that they were armed with it.

As, however, such chariots do not occur in Egyptian sculp-

tures, and are not mentioned by Homer in his Iliad, in

which chariots of war are so often brought under our

notice, it admits of a question whether armed chariots of

war were at this time known in the west of Asia. If not,

we may conclude—not, certainly, that the ' iron chariots

'

of the Canaanites were wholly composed of iron, but that

they were so braced and strengthened with that metal, that

their onset in war was more terrible than if they had been

more entirely composed of some lighter material. In that

case, ' iron chariots ' was probably a term by which such

were distinguished from other and lighter chariots, also

employed in war. There is no difficulty in the epithet, if

the Canaanites only used iron to emboss or sheath their

chariots, in the same way that the Greeks of Homer used

brass, tin, silver, and gold ; for it is usual to describe an
article as made of that substance with which it is only

exteriorly covered or ornamented. Indeed metal appears
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to have been profusely employed in the chariots of the

Homeric period. Hence, from this burnished splendour,

the epithets 'splendid' and 'bright' are continually applied

to them. The extent to which metal was employed in the

superior sort of chariots will appear by the description

which the same poet gives of the chariot in which Juuo
and Minerva sped to assist the Greeks :

—

' Hebe to the chariot roU'd

The brazen wheels, and join'd them to the smooth
Steel axle ; twice four spokes divided each.

Shot from the centre to the verge. The verge

Was gold, by fellies of eternal brass

Guarded, a dazzling show ! The shining naves

Were silver ; silver cords, and cords of gold.

The seat upbore ; two crescents blazed in front.

The pole was argent all, to which she bound
The golden yoke with its appendant charge,

Inserted braces, straps and bands of gold.'

Supposing the Canaanites to have had the principal parts

of iron, which are here described as of steel, silver, and
gold, we may easily obtain a notion of the iron chariots of
the text.

The general form of the ancient unarmed chariots will

be seen from our two wood-cuts, together with that which
has already been given under Exod. xiv. The first of the

present cuts, like the former one, is from Egyptian sculp-

ture, and the vehicle seems, also like that, so small and
light, as to be obviously intended merely for the conveyance
of the warrior, without being, in itself, from its weight and
power, an offensive engine. We observed, in the note to

Exod. xiv. 7, that the Egyptian chariots have generally but
one rider. The present has three ; one holding the reins,

another bearing a spear, and the third a shield. Yet it is

still so small as scarcely to afford room for one person,

and, with the three, is so crowded, that the warriors appear
to be placed in unusual circumstances. In fact, as the tra-

vellers who have examined the battle-scene at Thebes, from
which it was taken, describe it, this is a chariot of the de-

feated party, who, in their flight, crowd in twos and threes

into the cars intended only for one person. (See Richard-
son's Travels, ii. 23.) In ordinary circumstances, a single

person would have the shield in one hand, the spear in the
other, and the reins lashed around the body. The chariots

described by Homer always carried two persons—the war-
rior himself and his charioteer. The office of the latter

Ancifnt WAR-CHAmoT.—From an Egj-ptLin Bas-rclicf.
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was one of very considerable importance ; and all the

heroes were competent to perform its duties on occasion.

Patroclus, who was the dear and intimate friend of

Achilles, and from whose death such important conse-

quences resulted, was at the same time the charioteer of

that impei-ious hero.

The second cut is, in our opinion, of much more conse-

quence than the other, as affording a more probable re-

presentation of the chariots (not Egyptian), mentioned in

Scripture, which can now be obtained. It also agrees better

with the description of Homer. Indeed it seems to us the

most perfect representation of an ancient chariot that now
exists. It formed the termination of a line of procession

among the bas-reliefs of Persepolis, and is now in the

British Museum. It is to be regretted that it is represented

as forming part of a walking procession rather than in

proper action. We need not give a verbal description of

the details which the cut so clearly exhibits; but the

reader will not fail to observe its evident superiority for

the purposes of a war-chariot to the slight cars of the

Egyptians.

We have described unarmed chariots as illustrating the

present text ; but we do not wish to be understood as reject-

ing the notion that the ' iron chariots ' of the Canaanites

were armed with offensive projections. It is possible that

they were, and we shall perhaps find a future opportunity

of noticing such chariots. Meanwhile, the above statement

will shew that this supposition is not absolutely necessary

to the elucidation of the text. The high antiquity of such

chariots as those which have engaged our attention, com-
pared with the less certain, though also probably very high,

antiquity of armed chariots, gives the former an unques-

tionable claim to priority of attention.

.31. ' Accho.'—This place was, in times long subsequent,

enlarged and improved by the first Ptolemy, after whom it

was then called Ptolemais. It has now recovered its

ancient name, being called by the Arabs Ahka, and by the

Turks Acra or Acre. The apostle Paul touched at and
spent a day in this place on his return to Jerusalem, from
his travels in Greece and Asia Minor. (See the note on

Acts xxi. 1.)— ' Nor the inhabitants of Zidon.'—See the notes on

Num. xxxiv. 6 ;
and Josh. xix. 24. In the latter of these

notes we have explained the opinion of Michaelis, that

not included in the lot of Asher, and have given

s to the objections which might be made to that

opinion. On arriving at the present text, he confesses that

in its literal meaning it bears strongly against his theory;

and says that it is the only text by which it is not favoured.

Hopeless of getting over the difficulty which it offers, he

says :
—

' To declare my opinion honestly, I conceive the

words iVVi ''3C'V, inhabitants of Sidon, to be of doubtful

authority and a mere interpolation.' It is not however
just for a critic, without being able to adduce ancient manu-
scripts or versions in support of his opinion, to propose to

omit a particular clause, merely because it happens to stand

in the way of a favourite hypothesis. For ourselves, we
are disposed'to adopt the local hypothesis of Michaelis, in

such a modified form as does, in our opinion, obviate all

the difiiculties of this perplexing subject, and has the ad-

vantage not only of being not adverse to, but of obtaining

support from, the present text. It will be observed, that

Tyre is not mentioned here, as in Josh, xix., but that

Sidon is ; and, further, that Achzib and Accho, towns on

the coast to the south of Tyre, are mentioned among those

whose inhabitants the Asierites could not drive out. Our
impression is that Sidon, and its proper and ancient ter-

ritory, were not included in the lot of Asher; but that Tyre
was. We conceive that the Sidonians, having found an

advantageous situation for a commercial port, southward

of their own territory, had extended their frontier so as to

include this spot, and had there recently founded Tyre.

So now, under this view, the present text would mean that

the Asherites had neglected to drive ' the inhabitants of

Sidon,' that is, those who were formerly inhabitants of

Sidon, from Tyre and the usurped district, and had not

obliged them to retire within their old boundaries. Other-

wise, under the same view, the expression * inhabitants of

Sidon ' may well be understood to denote the Sidonians

generally ;
' Sidon ' being understood as the name of the

country as well as of the town. In the Old Testament

there is no particular name for this district except that of

the principal town—^just as we find in Ps. Ixxxiii. 7, where

the words, ' the Philistines with the inhabitants of Tyre,'

are obviously used generally for the Philistines and Phoe-

nicians. Tyre was then the principal town, as Sidon was

at the present date, and as such gave name to the whole

Phoenician territory. Therefore, the text would express,
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tliat the Sidwiiari* had Drt Jieen expelled—bot it does not

(say from -what place, that taring well undereuxid : for the

Ix^ori/lary of Anher having, in Josh, xix., being defined ax

eztendinij to .Sidon, and aii imlwliruj Tyre, ' tiie daogfater of

Sidon,'—the present exprewiwi would obviotwly mean that

the Sidonians ought t/j have been expelled from Tyre. If

the text had naid'tbe inhaWtantj) of Tyre and Sidon,' thi»

explanation would not be aduiMiUe; bnt the singular

of Tyre here, affords a strong ^onnd for the riew

we hare taken. We regret that we cann'/t here »liew in

detail the applicability of thi» view to tfie dolntion of all the

difficnltiei) which attend the gn^ect. Bnt the reader who
feels an interest in the matter, and refers to the previous

notes, will readily perceive these applications; and be will,

we tnwt, find his considerations better assisted toy this view,

than by any which has yet been proposed. [App. So. 22.]

Cn.M'TKIl JI.

1 An tijujel rtljiih-llt the j>et/jik at liochim. 10 Tlie

v-irJirjliiMii of the new ijeruiraiitm "fter Jonhva. 1

4

GoiTh uwjer awl jnty t'/ward lliem. 20 2'lm Cu-
I are left to prme I»Tad.

And an 'ang(;l of the I»rd came up from

Gilgal to Bochim, and said, I rna<le you to go
up out of" Egypt, and have brought you unto

the land w}iich I sware unto your fathers

;

and I Haid, I will never break my covenant

with you.

2 And 'ye shall make no league with the

inhabitanta of this land ; ''ye shall throw down
their altare : but ye have not obeyed my
voice : why have ye done thia?

3 Wherefore I also Baid, 1 will not drive

them out from before you ; but they tiball be

*ais thorm in your sides, and their gods shall

be a ''snare unto you.

4 And it came to pasa, when the angel of

the LfjRD spake these words unto all the chil-

dren of Israel, that the people lifted up their

voice, and wept.

5 And they called the name of that place

'Bochim : and they sacrificed there unto the

Lord.
6 If And when Joshua had let the people

go, the children of Israel went every man unto

his inheritance to po.'-sess the land.

7 And the people served the Lokd all the

days of .loshua, and all the days of the elders

that 'outlived Joshua, who ha<l seen all the

i^reat works of the Loiii;, that he did for

srael.

8 And Josliua the son of Nun, the servant

of the I><-jRu, died, hciruj an hundred and ten

years old.

9 And they buried him in the border of his

inherit^inec in Tinniath-heres, in the mount
of Ephraim, on the north side of the hill

Gaasli.

10 IF And also all that generation were
gathered unto their fathers : and there arose

another generation after them, which knew not

the I^jRi), nor yet the works which lie had
done for Israel.

!r. « Di-ul. 7. 2. 3 iMul. 12. 3. « Joit
jftotmtie'l 'tttyt after Joihun. « PmI, 44. 12. h
Cliap. ^. 12. '• Or, were currapt.

11 And the children of Israel did evil in

the sight of the L/jrd, and served Baalim :

12 And they for-,ook the Lord God of their

fathers, which brought them out of the land

of Egypt, and followed other grnls, of the goda
of the people that were round about them, and
bowed themselves imto them, and provoked

the Lord to anger.

\?j And they forsook the Lord, and served

Baal and Ashtaroth.

14 If And the anger of the Lord was hot

against Israel, and he delivered them into the

hands of sprjilers that sjjoiled them, and Tie

sold them into the hands of their enemies

round about, so that they wjuld not any longer

stand before their enemies.

lb Whithersoever they went out, the hand
of the Lord was agaiast them for evil, as the

Lord had said, and 'as the Lord had sworn

"unto them : and they were greatly distressed.

16 If Nevertheless the Lord raised up
judges, which '"delivered them out of the hand
of those that spoiled them.

17 And yet they would not hearken unto

their judges, but they went a whoring after

other gods, and bowed themselves unto them:

they tunied quickly out of the way which their

fathers walked in, obeying the ajmmandments
of the I>fjRD ; hut they did not so.

18 And when the Lord raised them up
judges, then the Lord was with the judge,

and delivered them out of the hand of their

enemies all the days of the judge: for it re-

pented the J>fjRD because of their groanings

by reason of them that oppressed them and
vexed them.

19 And it came to pass, "when the judge
was dead, tJuit they returned, and "corrupted

tJiermelves more than their fathers, in following

other gods to serve them, and to bow down
unto them ; "they ceased not from their own
doings, nor from their stubborn way.

20 5f And the anger of the Lord was hot

against Israel ; and he said, Because that this

people hath transgressed my covenant which

I commanded their fathers, and have not

hearkened unto my voice ;

!3. 13. » r,«»xl. 23. 33, Mnd 3<. 12. » ThiX U, Krepen.
W). I. » I>'V. 2*1. IV'ut. ?H. 10 Heb. iawrf.

i» Hel,. tliey let jMliiiig/,M nflktir.
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211 also will not henceforth drive out any
from before them of the nations which Joshua
left when he died :

22 That through them I may prove Israel,

whether they will keep the way of the Lord

to walk therein, as their fathers did keep it,

or not.

23 Therefore the Lord "left those nations,

without driving them out hastily ; neither de-

livered he them into the hand of Joshua.

Verse 1. ' From Gihjal to Bochim.'—Yrom this we may
iufer, that the angel had made his appearance at Gilgal,

tefore he came to Bochim. The latter place is thought to

have been at or near Shiloh, or, as some think. Bethel.

10. 'All that generation.'—That is, doubtless, the gene-
ration which had grown up in the wilderness, and had wit-

nessed a part of the works of the Lord there. They had
also crossed the divided Jordan, had beheld the wonders
through which the Lord had enabled them to overcome
' nations greater and mightier than themselves,' and who,
in the last days of Joshua, had solemnly renewed the cove-

nant with Jehovah.
The chapter before us claims the most attentive consi-

deration of those who would thoroughly understand the

condition of the Israelites during the several centuries which
elapsed from the death of Joshua to the establishment of a
regal government It is a masterly summary of the lead-

ing principles of conduct which the subsequent circum-
stances illustrate. The succeeding brief collection of lead-

ing facts would not be well understood without the general
and connecting statement contained in this chapter.

11. 'Served Baalim.'—The word Baalim (lords) being
plural, the meaning is, that they served not one particular

deity, but the various gods of the country, as is expressly
said in v. 12. Jahn's section, on ' The Theocracy from
Joshua to Samuel,' in his Histori/ of the Hebrew Common-
wealth, forms so valuable, though short, a commentary on
this chapter, that we shall not deny ourselves the satisfac-

tion of quoting its substance in our notes. Referring to the

apostacy of the Israelites, he observes :
' The last admoni-

tions of Joshua, and the renewal of the covenant with
Jehovah, failed to produce all the effect intended. That
feneration, indeed, never suffered idolatry to become pre-

ominant, but still they were very negligent in regard to

the expulsion of the Canaanites. Only a few tribes made
war on their hereditary foes, and even they were soon weary
of the contest. They spared their dangerous and corrupt-

ing neighbours, and, cimtrary to an express statute, were
satisfied with making them tributary. They even became
connected with them by unlawful marriages ; and then it

was no longer easy for them to exterminate or banish the

near relatives of their own families. Thus the Hebrews
rendered the execution of the law more difficult, if not im-
possible, and wove for themselves the net in which they

were afterwards entangled.' Their Canaanitish relatives

invited them to their festivals, at which the most gross and
corrupting rites of idolatry were freely exercised. These
debaucheries were consecrated by the religious customs of

all nations; and however painful it may be to refer to

them, the truth of Hebrew history will not allow us to

overlook them, in estimating the causes which operated in

seducing the Israelites from their allegiance to Jkuovah.
The enticements of their pagan relatives and neighbours,

and the impurities which their religion sanctioned, but

which the law of Jehovah counted abominable, too soon

brought His subjects to submit themselves to deities so

tolerant of sin, and so highly honoured by the people with
whom they associated. • At first, probably,' says Jahn, ' a
representation of Jehovah was set up, but this was soon
transformed to an idol, or was invoked as an idol by others,

of which there is a remarkable example in the time soon

after Joshua (Judg. xvii., xviii.j. Idolatrous images were
afterwards set up with the image, and the Hebrews ima-
gined that they should be the more prosperous if they ren-

dered religious homage to the ancient gods of the land.

The propensity to idolatry, which was predominant in all

the rest of the world, thus spread itself like a plague.

From time to time idolatry was openly professed ; and this

national treachery to their King Jehovah, always brought

with it national misfortunes.' [Appendix, No. 2.3.]

14. ' He delivered them into the hands oj spoilers that

spoiled them.'—Idolatry was probably not openly tolerated

till the generation which had sworn anew to the covenant,

had become extinct. I3ut, after that, the rulers were un-

able, or unwilling, any longer to prevent the worship of

pagan deities. ' Then the Hebrews," to continue our quota-

tions from Jahn, ' rendered effeminate by this voluptuous

religion, and forsaken by their King Jehovah, were no

longer able to contend with their foes, and were forced to

bow their necks under a foreign yoke. In this humiliating

and painful subjection to a conquering people they called

to mind their deliverance from Egypt, the ancient kind-

nesses of Jehovah, the promises and threatenings of the

Lord ; they forsook their idols, who could afford them no
assistance, returned to the sacred tabernacle, and then found

a deliverer who freed them from the yoke of bondage.

The reformation was generally of no longer duration than

the life of the deliverer. As soon as that generation was

extinct, idolatry again crept in by the same way. Then
followed subjection and oppression under the yoke of a

neighbouring people, till a second reformation prepared

them for a new deliverance. Between these extremes of

prosperity and adversity, as the consequences of their fide-

lity or treachery to their king, Jehovah, the Hebrew nation

was continually fluctuating till the time of Samuel. Such

were the arrangements of Providence, that as soon as ido-

latry gained the ascendancy, some one of the neighbouring

people grew powerful, acquired the preponderance, and

subjected the Hebrews. Jehovah always permitted their

oppressions to become sufficiently severe to arouse them

from their sluml^ers, to remind them of the sanctions of the

law, and to turn them again to their God and king. Then
a hero arose, who inspired the people with courage, defeated

their foes, abolished idolatry, and re-established the autho-

rity of Jehovah. As the Hebrews, in the course of time,

became continually more obstinate in their idolatry, so each

subsequent oppression of the nation was always greater and

more severe than the preceding. So difficult was it, as

mankind were then situated, to preserve a knowledge of

the true God in the world ; though so repeatedly and ex-

pressly revealed, and in so high a degree made evident to

the senses.' This and the preceding extracts, from the

same author, excellently discriminate the spirit of the pe-

riod, the history of which now engages our attention.

16. ' Judijes:—See the introductory note to this book.

It is important to the right understanding of the very inte-

resting period before us, to have a distinct idea of the nature

of the office held by the Hebrew judges. It will have been

observed that the Hebrew constitution made no provision

for a permanent and general governor of the nation. It is

true that such rulers did exist, as Moses, Joshua, and the

judges ; but their office was not a permanent institution,

but arose from circumstances, and from the necessity of the

times, each ruler being, as occasion required, appointed by

God, or elected by the people. We must not regard this

irregularity as a defect in the Hebrew system of goveni-

ment ; for, framed as it was, it became very possible for the

state to subsist in happiness and strength without a general

ruler. In the first place, God himself was the chief magio-

trate, and had established an agency, through which his
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will might be at all times ascertained. Under him there

was Iiis visible minister, the high-priest, who was empow-
ered to attend to the general affairs of the nation, when
there was no military or civil ruler specially appointed for

the purpose. We are also to remember that every tribe

had its own chief or prince, whose office was permanent,

and who, with the subordinate heads of families, wielded

the patriarchal powers, which, in ordinary circumstances,

were amply sufficient to keep the affairs of his tribe in

proper order. In this state of affairs, the mild authority

of the high-priest ought to have been sufficient for the pur-

poses of general government But this was not the case
;

the apostacy and rebellion of the Hebrews, and the punish-

ment with which such sins were visited, gave occasion to

the appointment of extraordinary functionaries, which the

organization of the state did not itself require. These were

the judges. They arose, from time to time, as they were
wanted ; and were sometimes called by God himself to their

high work, and were sometimes elected by the people.

The judge was commonly a person, who, having been in-

strumental in delivering the people from oppression, usually

continued to administer the general government during the

remainder of his life. Some, however, seem to have been

appointed to govern in time of peace. Deborah ruled in

Israel before the war with Jabin ; Samuel certainly was
not introduced to the government by his military exploits;

and of Jair, Ibzan, Elon, and Abdon, it is at least uncer-

tain that they held any military command. The oppres-

sions which this book records were not always equally felt

all over Israel ; and hence the authority of the deliverer

sometimes only extended over the tribes he had delivered,

or over those which chose to acknowledge his authority, or

concurred in his appointment. Thus Jephthah did not

exercise his authority on the west of the Jordan ; nor did

that of Barak extend to the east of that river. Some of the

judges appear to have ruled, contemporarily, over different

tribes : and this is one of the circumstances which per-

plexes the chronology of the period.

The judges, as we have seen, did not transmit their dig-

nity to their descendants, neither did they appoint succes-

sors. The authority of the judges was very considerable

;
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and was in fact only limited by the Law. They exercised
most of the rights of sovereignty, but they could not enact
laws or impose taxes upon the people ; they made peace
and war, and, in their judicial character, they decided
causes without appeal : yet all this power seems rather to

have been the result ofcharacter and influence, than of any
authority recognised as inherent in the office. No salary

or income attached to it, unless it might be a larger share
in the spoils of war, and such presents as might, according
to Oriental custom, be oflfered to the judge, as testimonials

of respect. These high functiouaries had no external

marks of distinction ; they were surrounded by no circum-
stances of pomp or ceremony ; they had no courtiers,

guards, train, or equipage. They were in general men of
moderate desires ; and were content to deserve well of their

country, without caring to aggrandize their own power, or
to be enriched by the public wealth. Some of them mani-
fest errors of conduct, which the sacred writer does not

extenuate or conceal : but ancient or modern history does
not exhibit a succession of public men more distinguished

for disinterested patriotism and zeal, or more free from the

public crimes which, in common histories, so frequently

flow from resentments and from the lust of wealth or
power. ' Their exalted patriotism, like everything else in

the theocratical state of the Hebrews, was partly of a reli-

gious character; and these regents always conducted them-
selves as the officers of God ; in all their enterprises they
relied upon Him, and their only care was that their coun-
trymen should acknowledge the authority of Jkhovah,
their invisible King They were not merely deliverers

of the state from a foreign yoke, but destroyers of idolatry,

foes of pagan vices, promoters of the knowledge of God, of

religion, and of morality, restorers of theocracy in the
minds of the Hebrews, and powerful instruments of Divine
Providence in the promotion of the great design of preserv-
ing the Hebrew constitution, and, by that means, of res-

cuing the true religion from destruction.' Jahn's Heb.
Commonwealth—sect. ' Office of the Judges ;' see also his

Archaologia ; Kosenmiiller, in Lib. Jud. Prooemiiim;
Michaelis, CommentarieSt art. .53 ; Lewis's Origines //e-

hraa ; and Home's Introduction, iii. 84.

CHAPTER III.

1 T/ie nations which were left to prove Israel. 5 Sy
communion with them they commit idolatry. 8 Oth-

niel delivereth them from Chushan-rishathaim,
15 Ehud from Eijlon, 31 Shamrjar from the

FhiUdines.

Now these are the nations which the Lord
left, to prove Israel by them, even as many
of Israel as had not known all the wars of

Canaan
;

2 Only that the generations of the children

of Israel might know, to teach them war,

at the least such as before knew nothing

thereof;

3 Namehj, five lords of the Philistines, and
all the Canaanites, and the Sidonians, and the

Hlvites that dwelt in mount Lebanon, from

mount Baal-hermon imto the entering in of

Ilamath.

4 And they were to prove Israel by them,

to know whether they would hearken unto

the commandments of the Lord, which he

I Ileb. Aram-nahaTuim. 8

commanded their fathers by the hand of

Moses.
5 H And the children of Israel dwelt

among the Canaanites, Hittites, and Amo-
rites, and Perizzites, and Hivites, and Jebu-

sites

:

6 And they took their daughters to be their

wives, and gave their daughters to their sons,

and served their gods.

7 And the children of Israel did evil in the

sight of the Lord, and forgat the Lord their

God, and served Baalim and the groves.

8 U Therefore the anger of the Lord was

hot against Israel, and he sold them into the

hand of Chushan-rishathaim king of 'Meso-

potamia : and the children of Israel served

Chushan-rishathaim eight years.

9 And when the children of Israel cried

unto the Lord, the Lord raised up a 'deli-

verer to the children of Israel, who delivered

them, even Othniel the son of Kenaz, Caleb's

younger brother.

10 And the Si)irit of the Loud 'came upon
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him, and he judged Israel, and went out to

war : and the Lord delivered Chushan-risha-

tliaim king of 'Mesopotamia into his hand

;

and his hand prevailed against Chuslian-risha-

tliaim.

11 And the land had rest forty years. And
Othniel the son of Kenaz died.

12 K And the children of Israel did evil

again in the sight of the Lord : and the Lord
strengthened Eglon the king of Moab against

Israel, because they had done evil in the sight

of the Lord.
13 And he gathered unto him the chil-

dren of Ammon and Amalek, and went and
smote Israel, and possessed the city of palm
trees.

14 So the children of Israel served Eglon
the king of Moab eighteen years.

15 But when the children of Israel cried

unto the Lord, the Lord raised them up a

deliverer, Ehud the son of Gera, ''a Benja-

mite, a man "leftlianded : and by him the chil-

dren of Israel sent a present unto Eglon the

king of Moab.
16 But Ehud made him a dagger which

had two edges, of a cubit length ; and he did

gird it under his raiment upon his right thigh.

17 And he brought the present unto Eglon
king of Moab : and Eglon ivas a very fat man.

18 And when he had made an end to offer

the present, he sent away the people that bare

the present.

19 But he himself turned again fi-om the

^quarries that ivei-e by Gilgal, and said, I have

a secret errand unto thee, O king : who said,

Keep silence. And all that stood by him went
out from him.

20 And Ehud came unto him ; and he was
sitting in a "summer parlour, which he had
for himself alone. And Ehud said, I have a

message from God imto thee. And he arose

out of his seat.

21 And Ehud put forth his left hand, and

< Heh. Aram. 5 Or, the si,n ofJemini. « Heb. shut ofMs
9 Or, it came out at tite fundament. lo

took the dagger from his right thigh, and
thrust it into his belly :

22 And the haft also went in after the
blade ; and the fat closed upon the blade, so

that he could not draw the dagger out of his

belly ; and 'the dirt came out.

23 Then Ehud went forth through the

porch, and shut the doors of the parlour upon
him, and locked them.

24 When he was gone out, his servants

came ; and when they saw that, behold, the

doors of the parlour u-ere locked, they said,

Surely he '"covereth his feet in his summer
chamber.

25 And they tarried till they were ashamed

:

and, behold, he opened not the doors of the

parlour ; therefore they took a key, and opened
them : and, behold, their lord teas fallen down
dead on the earth.

26 And Ehud escaped while they tarried,

and passed beyond the quarries, and escai)ed

unto Seirath.

27 And it came to pass, when he was come,
that he blew a trumpet in the mountain of
Ephraim, and the children of Israel went
down with him from the mount, and he before

them.

28 And he said unto them. Follow after

me : for the Lord hath delivered your ene-

mies the Moabites into your hand. And they

went down after him, and took the fords of

Jordan toward Moab, and suffered not a man
to jjass over.

29 And they slew of Moab at that time

about ten thousand men, all "lusty, and all

men of valour ; and there escaped not a man.
30 So Moab was subdued that day under

the hand of Israel. And the land had rest

fourscore years.

31 H And after him was Shamgar the son,

of Anath, which slew of the Philistines six

hundred men with an ox goad : and he also

delivered Israel.

hi hand. 7 Or, graven images. ^ Ueh. a pailmir o/c^'ollng.

Verse 8. * Chushan'rishathaim., king of Me^opotaviia.^—
This king must have been something "of a great conqueror,
as we cannot but suppose that he had subdued the other na-
tions west of the Euphrates before he reached the Hebrews.— ' Served.'—This servitude, as applied to the state of
subjection to which the Hebrews were oftentimes reduced,
must be understood with some variation of meaning ac-

cording to circumstances; but generally it signifies the
obligation to pay tribute and make presents to the con-

q\iLTor. That they were obliged to render personal or
military service does not appear from the Scriptures; but
that they were sometimes subject to the most severe and
cruel treatment will he seen in the sequel. It is very pro-

bable that their subjection to this distant king was more

favourable than that to the immediately neighbouring
nations and even to nations dwelling in the same land with
themselves, to which they were afterwards reduced.

12. 'Ei/lon the king of Moab.'—The Moabites, by a long

peace, would seem to have recovered the strength which
they had lost in their wars with the Amorites. Probably
they, and their kindred tribes the Amorites, used, as the

pretence for their aggressions, the reasons which we find

in Judg. xi. 13-15; namely, that they were entitled to the

country which formerly belonged to them, but which had
been taken from Ihem by the Amorites, and which the He-
brews, having recovered from the latter, retained as their

own possession. As to the Amalekites, the deep and rooted

enmity between them and the Hebrews, sufficiently ac-
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counts for the aid which Eglou received from them iu his

ucdertaking.

13. ' The cil;i ofpalm-trees.'—That is, Jericho. Eglon
would seem, in'virtue of his new conciuests, to have esta-

blished the royal residence on the west of the river, at

Jericho. As this was in the tribe of Benjamin, that tribe

doubtless felt more strongly than those more remote, the

severity of the Moabitish oppression. Hence we are not

surprised to find the next deliverer belonging to that tribe.

15. ' Lefthanded.'—The Septuagiut and Vulgate versions

sanction the opinion entertained by many that Ehud was
an ambidexter, one who could use both hands alike. The
original indeed seems to sanction the other opinion that

Ehud was really left-handed, that is, that he had a better

use of his left hand than of his right. It is 'WD^.T. naX
' bound in his right hand :' which seems to imply a defi-

ciency of power in his right hand, compensated by unusual
power in the left; and this is the explanation of Josephus.

One thing is certain, that the tribe of the Benjamites was
remarkable for men who enjoyed a singular facility in the

use of their left hand, whatever might be the condition of
their right. Thus in ch. xx. 1 6, we read of 700 left-handed

Benjamites, every one of whom could sling a stone at a

hair's breadth, and not miss. The expression for ' left-

handed ' is exactly the same there, as that which here cha-

racterises the left-handedness of Ehud ; and that this sin-

gular endowment or acquirement was not mere left-handed-

ness, we seem to learn from I Chron. xii. 2, where the sacred

historian, speaking of the men of that tribe who resorted

to David at Ziklag, says :
—

' They were armed with bows,
and could use both the right hand and the left in hurling

stones and shooting arrows out of a bow.' Notwithstand-
ing, therefore, the rather strong inference from the Hebrew
word rendered ' left-handed,' it is highly probable that the

'left-handed' Ehud, and the "00 'left-handed' Benjamites
were ambidexterous, like the men of the same tribe in the

above-cited text. We may, nevertheless, suppose that some
of the Benjamites were particularly skilled in the left

hand, to the neglect of the right, and that others were
trained to use both hands with equal effect. It is curious

to find this tribe, iu particular, distinguished in this man-
ner. ' Benjamin ' means ' son of the right hand,' and one
might also suspect that some fancy in connection with their

name, had led the tribe to give particular attention to cul-

tivating the power of their hands. The reason why the

left-handedness of Ehud is here noticed is evidently to ac-

count for his being able to good purpose to carry on his

right thigh, under his garment, the weapon usually worn
on the left. No one would suspect that he had any weapon,
unless they saw it girded upon his left thigh ; and very pro-

bably he disposed his dress so as to expose his left side

more than the other, which would at the same time pre-

clude the suspicion that he had arms, and enable him the

more effectually to conceal the weapon he actually carried.

18. ' When he had made an end to offer the present, he

sent away the people tliat bare the present.'—This present

was perhaps the annual tribute, or at least an occasional

offering, such as it is usual in the East for tributaries and
subordinate governors to send their lord. Such offerings

the pride of Oriental despotism determines to be tribute,

even when tliey are strictly presents from a foreign and
independent power. The English ambassadors to Persia

and China had great trouble to make it distinctly under-

stood, that the presents of which they were the bearers,

were not to be regarded iu the light of tribute, but as tokens

of consideration from a friendly power. This point was,

with much difficulty and debate, gained in Persia; but it

was never unequivocally conceded in China, where our
ambassadors were invariably regarded as the bearers of

tribute. Israel then being in subjection to Eglon, their

•present' was doubtless a customary tribute. It seems
to have been introduced with great state, being carried by
several persons. It is quite Oriental, to make the utmost

parade of such offerings. The king, to magnify his power,

and the offerer, to enhance the apparent value of his gift,

concur in this desire for a parade—a great number of men,
horses, and camels, being employed to convey what a very

few, if not one, might carry with ease. The principle of

this matter seems to us to be well illustrated by the existing

practice in Persia. At the great annual festival of Nurooz,
at the vernal equinox, the king sits in state and receives

with great solemnity the presents which are at that season

sent to him from all parts of his empire. The tributary

and dependent chiefs and princes who acknowledge him as

paramount lord, then send their tributes and dues in the

form of presents ; the governors of provinces thus also send
their annual offerings ; and even the ministers of state, and
all those invested with high office, are expected to contri-

bute their present on the occasion. And all this, although

in the first instance it has the appearance of a voluntary

offering, is in fact a rigidly exacted tribute, which no one
can in safety hope to evade. Oriental ostentation prefers

to receive in this form, and with this state and parade,

what might be conveniently and certainly obtained in an-

other form. Two-fifths if not one half of the revenue of

Persia, is received in this manner and on this occasion.

These offerings usually consist of the best specimens of the

produce and manufactures of the countries from which they

come. Even money is often offered, and is sure to be
favourably received. Mr. Morier's account of the affair is

an instructive illustration of the many passages of Scrip-

ture which allude to the custom :
—

' The first ceremony was
the introduction of the presents from different provinces.

That from Prince Hossein Ali Mirza, governor of Shiraz,

came first. The master of the ceremonies walked up,

having with him the conductor of the present ' (this was
Ehud's office on the present occasion), ' and an attendant

who, when the name and titles of the donor had been pro-

claimed, read aloud from a paper a list of the articles. The
present from Prince Hossein Ali Mirza consisted of a
veri) long train of trays placed on men's heads, on which
were shawls, stuffs of all sorts, pearls, etc. ; then many
trays filled with sugar, and sweetmeats; after that many
mules laden with fruits, etc. The next present was from
Mohammed Ali Khan, Prince of Hamadan, the eldest born
of the king's sons. His present accorded with the charac-

ter which is assigned him ; it consisted of pistols and spears,

a string of one hundred camels, and as many mules. After

this came the present from the Prince of Yezd, another of

the king's sons, which consisted of shawls and silken stuffs,

the manufacture of his own town. Then followed that of

the Prince of Mesched: and last of all, and most valuable,

was that from Hajee Mohamed Hossein Khan, Ameen-ed-
Doulah ' (prime minister). ' It consisted of fifty mules,

e.ich covered with a fine Cashmere shawl, and each car-

rying a load of one thousand tomauns.' A tomaun is a gold

coiu worth about twelve shillings ; and one or two camels
would have carried the whole, which fifty were employed
to carry for the purpose of parade.

19. ' Tlie quarries that were by Gilgal.'—It does not ap-

pear what sort of quarries there might be at Gilgal in the

plain of Jericho. The word unquestionably means graven

images in other places (see Dent. vii. 25; Jer. viii. 19;
li. 52) ; and is so understood by the Septuagiut and Vulgate

in the present text. The idols might have been erected at

Gilgal by Eglon, and the sight of them there would inspire

Ehud with new ardour to execute his purpose.

21. * Tlirust it into his belly.'—The Scripture, as in some
parallel cases, mentions this as a historical fact, without

either commendatory or reprehensive remark ; and we
have certainly no right to infer the approbation which is

not expressed. No doubt Ehud's deed was a murder ; and
the only excuse for it is to be found in its public object, and
in the fact that the notions of the East have always been

and are far more lax on this point than are those which
Christian civilization has produced among the nations of

Europe. No one can read a few pages of Oriental history

without being aware of this : and it is by Oriental

notions rather than by our own, that such acts as those of

Ehud must, to a certain extent, be judged. Indeed there is

a certain state of uncivilization existing somewhere in all

ages, in which such an act is not regarded as a crime. At
the time this act was performed all nations seem to have
been in that degree uncivilized ; for no one who has ac-
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quainted himself with the sentiments which then and long

after prevailed, will apprehend that there anywhere existed

a public opinion in any quarter by which the act of Ehud
would have been condemned. We need not greatly wonder
at this if we recollect that two centuries have scarcely

passed since a pamphlet by Colonel Titus {Killing no

Murder), written for the purpose of recommending and
vindicating such assassinations (witli special reference to

Oliver Cromwell), acquired great celebrity, and was re-

ceived with much approbation by not a few high born and
educated persons in this country. Not so much as forty

years ago there were those who could judge that the

feeling in which the publication originated, and the senti-

ment to which it appealed, would still find a response in

/Ais country ; for the pamphlet was then republished under
the avowed impression that its arguments were applicable

to the encouragement and justification of any attempt which
might be made upon the life of Napoleon Buonaparte.

24. ' He covereth his feet in his sumrner chaviber*—It is

customary for people in the East to take a nap in the after-

noon during the heat of the day ; and the servants of Eglon
appear to have supposed that their lord had locked himself
up in the summer parlour to enjoy his customary sleep.

The ' summer parlour ' seems to have been one of those de-
tached or otherwise pleasantly situated apartments which
are still usually found in the gardens and mansions of the
East, and to which the master retires to enjoy a freer air and
more open prospects than any other part of his dwelling
commands, and whither he usually withdraws to enjoy his
siesta during the heat of the day. It is strictly a private
apartment, into which no one enters without a very special
invitation ; and accordingly it is here described as an
apartment which the king ' had for himself alone.' As
such apartments frequently communicate by a private
stair with the porch, so that any one can go from it to the

'thout the necessity of passing into or through the

interior parts of the mansion, it will be seen that there was
nothing to impede the egress of Ehud unless the porters of
the outer gate had seen any cause for suspicion.

28. ' Took the fords of Jordan.'—This must have been
to prevent the Moabites, who remained in their own coun-
try east of the Dead Sea, from passing over the Jordan, to

assist their countrymen who had established themselves on
the west of that river, as well as to prevent the escape of
the latter. The river Jordan has several fordable places,

which are of course more numerous in summer than in

winter or spring, when the stream is swollen with rains or
melted snows. It is now seldom forded except on horse-
back ; and the few places otherwise fordable were, as we
see, well known to the ancient inhabitants, who on this and
other occasions guarded them, to prevent the passage
across the river. The points where the river may, in dif-

ferent parts of the year, be forded, are still well known to

the inhabitants of the land, althougli the communication
across the river is now very infrequent.

31. ' Shamgar.'—From the manner in which Shamgar is

mentioned here, it does not appear whether he took any
part in the administration of affairs; but from the notice
which is taken of ' the days of Shamgar,' iu ch. v. 6, it is

probable that he did. Dr. Hales thinks that the time of
his administration is included in the eighty years, and that
his government on the west was in part contemporary with

that of Ehud on the east of the Jordan. But in the absence

of other positive information, it may be safe to prefer the

statement of Josephus, who says that Shamgar succeeded

Ehud, but died in the first year of his administration.

— * Slew., . .six hundred men with an ox goad.'—We
are to suppose that the Philistines made an attempt to sub-

due the southern tribes, but were repulsed with the loss of
six hundred men by Shamgar, who was probably a husband-
man, and other men, who fought the invaders with the

ox-goads which they were employing iu their labour. It

is not necessary to suppose this the single-handed exploit

of Shamgar ; but as, even so, the deed was not equal to

some afterwards performed by Samson, this point must be
allowed to remain uncertain. The ox-goads, which are

i>=
Ox-Goad.

still used in Syria, are well calculated for offensive weapons
on occasion, as will be seen by the following description

from Buckingham. On the journey from Soor (Tyre) to

Acre he observed the people ploughing the ground for

corn :
—

' Oxen were yoked in pairs for this purpose, and
the plough was small and of simple construction, so that it

seemed necessary for two to follow each other in the

same furrow, as they invariably did. The
15
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holding the plough with one hand, by a handle like that

of a walking crutch, bore in the other a goad of seven or

eight feet in length, armed with a sharp point of iron at one

end, and at the other with a plate of the same metal shaped

like a caulking-chisel. One attendant only was necessary

for each plough, as he who guided it with one hand

spurred the oxen with the point of the goad, and cleaned

the earth from the ploughshare by its spaded heel with the

other.' {Palestine,!. 9\.) Maundrell, who gives nearly

the same description, says, ' May we not conjecture that it

was with such a goad as one of these that Shamgar made
that prodigious slaughter related of him? I am confident

that whoever should see one of these instruments would
judge it to be a weapon not less fit, perhaps fitter, than a

sword for such execution.'

lYerses 1 and 2, Appendix, No. 2t.]

CHAPTER IV.

4 Deborah and Barak deliver Israel from Jabin and
Sisera. 21 Jael hilleth Sisera.

And the children of Israel again did evil in

the sight of the Lord, when Ehud was dead.

2 And the Lord sold them into the hand
of Jabin king of Canaan, that reigned in Ra-
zor; the captain of whose host ivas Sisera,

which dwelt in Harosheth of the Gentiles.

3 And the children of Israel cried unto the

Lord : for he had nine hundred chariots of

iron ; and twenty years he mightily oppressed

the children of Israel.

4 IT And Deborah, a prophetess, the wife

of Lapidoth, she judged Israel at that time.

5 And she dwelt under the palm tree of

Deborah between Ramah and Beth-el in mount
Ephraim : and the children of Israel came up
to her for judgment.

G And she sent and called Barak the son

of Abinoam out of Kedesh-naphtali, and said

unto him, Hath not the Lord God of Israel

commanded, sayinij. Go and draw toward

mount Tabor, and take with thee ten thousand

men of the children of Naphtali and of the

children of Zebulun ?

7 And I will draw unto thee to the 'river

Kishon Sisera, the captain of Jabin's army,

with his chariots and his multitude ; and I will

deliver him into thine hand.

8 And Barak said unto her. If thou wilt go

with me, then I will go : but if thou wilt not

go with me, then I will not go.

9 And she said, I will surely go with thee

:

notwithstanding the journey that thou takest

shall not be for thine honour ; for the Lord
shall sell Sisera into the hand of a woman.
And Deborah arose, and went with Barak to

Kcdcsh.
10 H And Barak called Zebulun and Naph-

tali to Kedesli ; and he went up witii ten thou-

sand men at his feet : and Deborah went up
with him.

11 Now Heber the Kenite, which was of

the children of "Hobab the father in law of

Moses, had severed himself from the Kenites,

and pitched his tent unto the plain of Zaa-
naim, which is by Kedesh.

12 And they shewed Sisera that Barak
the son of Abinoam was gone up to mount
Tabor.

13 And Sisera ^gathered together all his

chariots, even nine hundred chariots of iron,

and all the people that tvere with him, from

Harosheth of the Gentiles unto the river of

Kishon.

14 And Deborah said unto Barak, Up
;

for this is the day in which the Lord hath

delivered Sisera into thine hand : is not the

Lord gone out before thee ? So Barak went
down from mount Tabor, and ten thousand

men after him.

15 And Hhe Lord discomfited Sisera, and
all his chariots, and all his host, with the edge
of the sword before Barak ; so that Sisera

lighted down off his chariot, and fled away on
his feet.

16 But Barak pursued after the chariots,

and after the host, unto Harosheth of the

Gentiles : and all the host of Sisera fell upon
the edge of the sword ; and there was not ^a

man left.

17 ^ Ilowbeit Sisera fled away on his feet

to the tent of Jael the wife of Heber the Ke-
nite : ft)r there was peace between Jabin the

king of Hazor and the house of Heber the

Kenite.

18 And Jael went out to meet Sisera,

and said unto him. Turn in, my lord, turn in

to me ; fear not. And when he had turned in

unto her into the tent, she covered him with a

"mantle.

19 And he said unto her. Give me, I pray

thee, a little water to drink ; for I am thirsty.

And she opened "a bottle of milk, and gave
him drink, and covered him.

20 Again he said unto lier. Stand in the

door of the tent, and it shall be, when any
man doth come and enquire of thee, and say.

Is there any man here? that thou shalt sav,

No.
21 Then Jael Heber's wife took a nail of

the tent, and "took an hammer in her hand,

. 29. 8 Hpb. gathered hy cry, or, proclamation*
> Or, rug, or, blanllet. 7 Cluip. 0. 2j.
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and went softly unto liim, and smote the nail

into his temples, and fastened it into the

ground : for he was fast asleep and weary.
So he died.

22 And, behold, as Barak pursued Sisera,

Jael came out to meet him, and said unto
him. Come, and I will shew thee the man
whom thou seekest. And when he came into

her tent, behold, Sisera lay dead, and the nail

was in his temples.

23 IT So God subdued on that day Jabin the

king of Canaan before the children of Israel.

24 And the hand of the children of Israel

'prospered, and prevailed against Jabin the

king of Canaan, until they had destroyed Jabin
king of Canaan.

Verse 2. 'Jabin king of Canaan.'—The northern Ca-
naauites had, in the course of time, recovered from the

effects of that great overthrow which they sustained in the

time of Joshua. A new Jabin, reigning lilie his prede-
cessor in Razor, by the lake Merom, rose into great power.
His general, Sisera, was an able and successful warrior

;

and his powerful military force contained not fewer than
900 of those iron-armed chariots of war which the Israel-

ites regarded with so much dread. With such a force he
was enabled, for the punishment of their sins, to reduce
the northern tribes to subjection, and hold them tributary.

Considering the character of the power which now pre-

vailed over them, there is reason to conclude that this was
the severest of all the oppressions to which Israel had
hitherto been subject. The song of Deborah in the next
chapter conveys some intimations of their miserable con-

dition. The villages and open homesteads, which were
continually liable to be pillaged, and the inhabitants in-

sulted and wronged by the Canaanites, were deserted

throughout the land, and the people found it necessary to

congregate in the walled towns. Travelling was unsafe

;

in consequence of which the highways were deserted, and
those who were obliged to go from one place to another,

found it necessary to journey in bye-roads and unfre-

quented paths. At the places to which it was necessary
to resort for water, they were waylaid and robbed, wounded
or slain : and, to crown all, they were disarmed ; among
40,000 in Israel, a shield or spear was not to be found.

The details of this picture are exactly such as are offered

by the condition of any oppressed or subjugated popula-
tion, at this day, in the East. The government itself may
be content with its tribute ; but it will be obliged to wink
at, because unable to prevent, the far greater grievances,

the exactions, robberies, insults, woundings, deaths, to

which the people are subjected by the inferior officers of
government, by bands of licentious soldiers, and by an
adverse and triumphant populace,—all of whom look upon
them as their prey and spoil, as things made only to be
trampled on. Such oppression the Israelites endured for

twenty years. They then remembered that, to them,
trouble was the punishment of sin ; and that there was
One able and willing to deliver them, if they would but
turn themselves unto Him. They did turn, and their de-

liverance was certain from that hour. Pictorial Historti of
Palestine, ii. 378.

10. ' Ten thousand men at his feet.'—Patrick and others

think that this means that the soldiers were all footmen.
This is very probable ; but it does not necessarily follow
from the expression, which is merely an Oriental mode of
reference to the persons who are subject to the control of
a particular person. It may be taken from the action of
a slave being prostrate at the feet of his master, denoting
submission or obedience. We continually meet with the
expression in Oriental books. Mr. Roberts says that when
the Hindoos speak of the British king, they often allude to

the millions that are ' at his feet.' The governors, generals,

or judges in the East are said to have the people of such
countries, armies, or districts ' at their feet.' Nay, it is

common for masters, and people of small possessions, to

speak of their domestics as being 'at their feet.'

11.' Pitched his tent,'—This is an interesting indication

VOL. II. B

that this family retained in a settled country like Palestine

the habits of a pastoral people. At the present time, a
very large proportion of the existing population of Persia
consists of pastoral tribes of foreign (Tartar) origin, who
pitch their tents and feed their flocks in the pasture lands
and (except by themselves) unappropriated plains of that

extensive region.

12. ' Mount Tabor.'—This mountain was on the confines

of Zebulun and Naphtali, and stands out in the north-east

comer of the plain of Esdraelon. Its name appears
among the Greek and Roman writers in tlie shape of
Itabi/rion and Atabi/r\on, and it is now known by the

name of Jebel Tur. The only other places of Scripture

where its name occurs are Josh. xix. 22 ; Judg. viii. 13
;

Ps. Ixxxix. 12; Jer. xlvi. 18; Hos. v. 1. Mount Tabor
stands out alone and eminent above the plain, with all its

fine proportions from base to summit displayed at one
view. It lies about five miles south of Nazareth, and has

been generally regarded as the mountain on which our
Lord was transfigured ; but this is very uncertain, and its

name does not occur in the New Testament. The height
of the mountain has been very differently estimated.

Some of the old travellers reckoned it to be four miles

high ! Others, more moderate, were content with two
miles, or even with one mile ; and it has since been, by
later accounts, reduced in its altitude. According to the

barometrical measurements of Schubert, the height of the

summit above the level of the sea is 1905 feet, and 1432
feet above the level of the plain at its base. At the top is

an oval plain, of about a quarter of a mile in its greatest

length, covered with a bed of fertile soil on the west, and
having at its easteru end a mass of ruins, seemingly the

vestiges of churches, grottoes, strong walls and fortifica-

tions, all decidedly of some antiquity, and a few appearing
to be the works of a very remote age. Three of the

grottoes are, absurdly enough, pointed out by the local

guides as the remains of the three tabernacles which Peter

proposed to erect for Jesus, Moses, and Elias. No par-

ticular history is assigned to any other of the remains,

which seem, however, to have been mostly extensive re-

ligious buildings. The whole appears to have been once
enclosed within a strong wall, a large portion of which
still remains entire on the south side, having its firm foun-

dations on the solid rocks ; and this appears to be the most
ancient part. Perhaps we might attribute to these a very

high antiquity ; for the mountain seems to have been from
the earliest times employed as a military post, for which
it is admirably adapted. From the summit of this moun-
tain there is one of the most extensive and interesting

prospects which the country affords. To the south is dis-

covered a series of valleys and mountains, extending as

far as Jerusalem, fifty miles distant ; to the east, the valley

of the Jordan, with the lake of Tiberias, appear as beneath

the feet, the lake itself seeming as if enclosed in the crater

of a volcano; to the north are the plainsof Galilee, backed
by mountains, beyond which is visible, to the north-east,

the high snow-capped range of Jebel-eth-Thelj, or ' the

Snowy Mountain,' which is one of the designations of

Jcbel-esh-Sheikh—the Mount Hermon of Scripture. To
the west, the horizon line of the Mediterranean is visible

over the range of land near the coast, and portions of its
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C^

bine surface are seen tlirongh the openings left by the

downward bends in the outline of the western hills.

The mountain itself, as viewed from the south-west, pre-

sents a semi-globular appearance ; but from the north-west

it bears the aspect of a truncated cone. ' It is,' says Po-

cocke, ' one of the finest hills I ever beheld, being a rich

soil that produces excellent herbage, and is most beauti-

fully adorned with groves and clumps of trees.' These

are chiefly, according to Burckhardt, composed of the oak

and wild pistachio; but there are also (says Hasselqnist)

the caiob-tree, the terebinth, the holly, and the myrtle,

not to mention the large variety of other plants and flowers

which cover the surface. The verdure is less abundant

on the south than on the other sides of the mountain.

There are ounces and wild boars in the wooded parts

(Burckhardt); and Ilasselquist saw the rock-goat and

fallow-deer. Red partridges, also, are in great numbers.

William Biddulph, who was there early in the seven-

teenth century, gives a much fairer account of the moun-

tain than some subsequent travellers. ' We beheld,' he

says, 'the prospect of the mountain to be very pleasant,

somewhat steeple, but not very high nor very large, but

a comely round mountaine, beset with trees and thicke

bushes, which at that time of the yeere flourished grecne.'

Besides the travellers cited in the course of the note, see

Mauiidrell's Jounici/ ; JullifTi-'s Letters from Palestine, i.

40- i;:i AVr ;i'. '7/
, . ^. v "i'~; Game's Letters from

tlic /',; '

;
i : l^ildicol Beseorches, i\\. 210-

227 -
'

11. 174-180; Lord Nugent,

£un.l. I .. ; ' - "'. .1. -'"i-t, 20.5.

IT). ' Siscni Inil'l'd ''""" "M 'I'" chariot, and fled atcatj

on his feet:—This seems rather strange conduct; but it is

evident that the chariots being so hotly pursued, particu-

larly perhaps his own chariot, which may Iiave been dis-

tinguished by its greater splendour—he saw that his only

chance for safety was to escape on foot, when he had an

opportunity to do this unnoticed, calculating that l?arak

would continue the pursuit of the chariots, as actually

happened. ^^

18. ' Into the tent.'—We must consider these Kenitcs as

Arabs, and estimate their proceedings accordingly. Sisera's

claim on Jael, in the absence of Heber, was perfectly

proper. When a stranger comes to an Arab camp where
he has no acquaintance, he proceeds to the first tent, and
if the proprietor is himself absent, his wife or daughters

are not only authorized, bnt required to perform the duties

of hospitality to him. As a character for liberal hospi-

tality is au actual distinction to an Arab, no one can with

honour repel from the tent a stranger who claims hofspi-

tality, nor, in ordinary circumstances, does any one desire

to do so : on the contrary, there is rather a disposition to

contend who shall enjoy the privilege of granting him
entertainment. In the present instance Sisera's application

to the tent of the sheikh, whose privilege it was more
especially to entertain strangers, was in the common course

of things. As belonging to a friendly people, Sisera's

claim for protection was as valid as a common claim for

hospitality, and could not be refused. Having once pro-

mised protection to a person, and admitted him to his tent,

tlie Arab is bound not only to conceal his guest, bnt to

defend him even with his life, from his pursuers ; and if

his tent shoiJd be forced and his guest slain there, it is

his duty to become the avenger of his blood. On these

sentiments of honour Si.sera seems to have relied ;
parti-

cularly after Jael had supplied him with refreshments,

which, in the highest sense, are regarded as a seal to the

covenant of peace and safety : and, in fact, after all this,

an Arab would be bound to protect with his own life even

his bitterest enemy, to whom he may have inadvertently

granted his protection. It is probable that Jael intro-

dnced Sisera for safety into the inner or woman's part of

the tent. This she might do without impropriety, although

it would be the most grievous insult for any man to in-

trude there witliont permission. There he was safe, as a

pursued man.
19. 'She ....gave him drinh.'—li is very likely th.il

Sisera not only desired to have some refreshment, because

he really wanted it, but as a seal to the pledge of prolco-
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tion which he had received in the words ' Fear not,' which
Jael had addressed to him. At least his mind seems to

have been satisfied ; for he had then no hesitation to re-

cruit his weary frame with sleep. A person who needs

protection always feels quite at rest on the subject when
he has once obtained meat or drink. This is the case

even with a captive enemy, and much more so with a

guest, as Sisera was. We have illustrated part of this

subject in the note to Num. xviii. 19 ; and we now limit

our attention to the single point to which we have ad-

verted. The usage was not peculiar to the Orientals.

We find it in Homer. Lycaon had been a captive to

Achilles, who sent him to Lemnos to be sold : but he
escaped from thence, and was again found by Achilles on

the field of battle. He thus commences his plea for life :

—

' I clasp thy knees, Achilles ! Ah, respect

And pity me. Behold ! I am as one

Who hath sought refuge even at thy hearth.'

A very striking instance of the force of this feeling, as

connected with the simple act of receiving drink from a

captor, occurs in Bohaeddin's Vita Saladini. ' During a

truce between the Crusaders and the Saracens, in the

Holy Land, Reginald, lord of Kerak, cruelly pillaged and
imprisoned the (pilgrim) caravan returning from Mecca
to Egypt ; adding insult to breach of faith—" Let your
Mahomet deliver you !" Fired with indignation thereat,

Saladin the sultan vowed to despatch him with his own
hand, if he could ever make him prisoner. The fatal

battle of Hattin, in which the Crusaders were defeated,

and their principal commanders taken, gave him that op-

portunity. He then ordered the captives into his presence

—Guy de Lusignan, the king of Jerusalem, his brother

Geofi'ry, and Count Reginald. Saladin presented Guy, who
was nearly expiring for thirst, with a delicious cup cooled

with snow, out of which the king drank, and then gave it

to Reginald. " Observe," said Saladin, " it is thou, king, and
not /, who hast given the cup to this man." After which
he said to Reginald—" See me now act the part ofMoham-
med's avenger." He then offered him his life, on condi-

tion of his embracing the Mohammedan faith ; and on his

refusal, the sultan first struck him with his drawn scimi-

tar, which breaking at the hilt, his attendants joined and
despatched him." Here we see that Saladin felt and in-

tended that the cup which he gave Lusignan should be

received as a pledge of protection. So it was probably
understood by the king, whose good-natured attempt to

include Reginald in the concession, obliged the sultan to

call his attention to the fact that the force of the pledge

depended on its being received immediately from the

person with whom the power to grant protection rested.

20. ' T7iou shall sai/, iVo.'—Sisera seems to have felt

quite certain that the pursuers would not dare search the

haram, after the woman had denied that any man was
there. Indeed, it is almost certain that they would not

have done so : for the Hebrews had too long and too re-

cently been themselves a nomade people, not to have
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known that a more heinous and inexpiable insult could

not be offered to the neutral Kenite Emir, than to disturb

the sanctity of his haram, or even to enter, unpermitted,

the outer part of his tent. We very much doubt whether
they would have ventured, even if they had been certain

that Sisera was there, to have entered to kill him, or take

him thence, while under Heber's protection, although they

might possibly have tried means of withdrawing him from
that protection.

21. ' Aail of the tent.'—This was probably one of the

large pins which are driven into the ground, and to which
are attached the ropes which, at tlie other extremity, are

fastened to the poles of the tent in order to keep them
erect. These pins are generally of wood, but sometimes
of iron, and are driven into the ground by a mallet, which
is apparently the ' hammer ' of the text. It would seem
that Jael could find no instrument more suited to the

purpose.

It is very likely that Jael. when she first invited Sisera

to the protection of her husband's tent, had no intention to

destroy him. But as he slept, the thought seems to have
occurred to her that the greatest enemy of the Israelites

now lay helpless before her, and that it was in her power
to win great favour from the victors by anticipating the

almost certain death which awaited the chief captain of

Jabin's host. When we reflect that ' there was peace be-

tween Jabin, king of Hazor, and the house of Heber the

Kenite,' and that it was in the knowledge that he deserved

no wrong at their hands, that Sisera accepted the shelter

which Jael offered ; and when, moreover, we consider

that the emir, Jael's husband, had no interest in the re-

sult, save that of standing well with the victorious party,

it will be difficult to find any other motive than that which
we have assigned—the desire to win the favour of the

victors—for an act so grossly opposed to all those notions

of honour among tent-dwellers on which Sisera had relied

for his safety. It was a most treacherous and cruel

murder, wanting all those extenuations which were appli-

cable to the assassination of king Eglon by Ehud. The
time is gone by when commentators or historians might
venture to justify this deed. Our extended acquaintance
with the East enables us to know that those Orientals whose
principles would allow them to applaud the act of Ehud,
would regard with horror the murder, in his sleep, of a

confiding and friendly guest, to whom the sacred shelter of

the tent had been offered. That Deborah, as a prophetess,

was enabled to foretel the fall of Sisera by a woman's
hand, does not convey the Divine sanction of this deed,

but only manifests the Divine foreknowledge ; and that the

same Deborah, in her triumphant song, blesses Jael for

this act, only indicates the feeling, in the first excitement
of victory, of one who had far more cause to rejoice at the

death of Sisera than Jael had to inflict it.

22. * As Barak pursued Sisera.'—He continued to pur-

sue the chariots after the escape of Sisera (v. 16), but, not

finding Sisera when he had routed the whole host, appears

to have hastened back to seek the fugitive.

CHAPTER V.

The soiiij of Deborah and Barak.

Then sang Deborah and Barak the son of

Abuioam on that day, saying,

2 Praise ye the Lord for the avenging of

Israel, when the people willingly offered them-
selves.

3 Hear, O ye kings
; give ear, O ye princes

;

I, even I, will sing unto the Lord ; I will sing

praise to the Lord God of Israel.

1 Deut. 33. 2. 2 Dcit. 4. 11. Psal. 97. 5. 3 Heb./M

4 Lord, 'when thou wentest out of Seir,

when thou marchedst out of the field of Edora,

the earth trembled, and the heavens dropped,

the clouds also dropped water.

5 "^The mountains ^melted fi'om before the

Lord, even 'that Sinai from before the Lord
God of Israel.

6 In the days of ''Shamgar the son of

Anath, in the days of "Jael, the highways were
unoccupied, and the ^travellers walked through

"byways.
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7 The inhahitants of the villages ceased,

they ceased in Israel, until that I Deborah

arose, that I arose a mother in Israel.

8 They chose new gods ; then teas war in

the gates : was there a shield or spear seen

among forty thousand in Israel ?

9 My heart is toward the governors of

Israel, that offered themselves willingly among

the people. Bless ye the Lord.

10 "Speak, ye that ride on white asses, ye

that sit in judgment, and walk by the way.

11 They that are delivered from the noise

of archers in the places of drawing water,

there shall they rehearse the "righteous acts

of the Lord, ecen the righteous acts toward

the inhabitants of his villages in Israel : then

shall the people of the Lord go down to the

gates.

12 Awake, awake, Deborah : awake, awake,

utter a song : arise, Barak, and lead thy cap-

tivity captive, thou son of Abinoam.

13 Then he made him that remaineth have

dominion over the nobles among the people

:

the Lord made me have dominion over the

mighty.

14 Out of Ephraim xvas there a root of them

against Amalek ; after thee, Benjamin, among

thy people ; out of Machir came down go-

vernors, and out of Zebulun they that "handle

the pen of the writer.

15 And the princes of Issachar ivere with

Deborah ; even Issachar, and also Barak : he

was sent on "foot into the valley. ''For the

divisions of Reuben there were great '^thoughts

of heart.

16 "Why abodest thou among the sheep-

folds, to hear the bleatings of the flocks ?

"For the divisions of Reuben there were great

searchings of heart.

17 Gilead abode beyond Jordan : and why

did Dan remain in ships ? Asher continued on

the sea '"shore, and abode in his "breaches.

18 Zebulun and Napbtali loere a people

that '"jeoparded their lives unto the death in

the high places of the field.

19 The kings came and fought, then fought

» Or, Meditate.
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the kings of Canaan in Taanach by the waters
of Megiddo ; they took no gain of money.

20 They fought from heaven ; the stars in

their
'

'courses fought against Sisera.

21 The river of Kishon swept them away,

that ancient river, the river Kishon. O my
soul, thou hast trodden down strength.

22 Then were the horsehoofs broken by the

means of the "pransings, the pransings of their

mighty ones.

23 Curse ye Meroz, said the angel of

the Lord, curse ye bitterly the inhabitants

thereof; because they came not to the help of

the Lord, to the help of the Lord against the

mighty.

24 Blessed above women shall Jael the wife

of Ileber the Kenite be, blessed shall she be

above women in the tent.

25 lie asked water, and she gave him
milk ; she brought forth butter in a lordly

dish.

26 She put her hand to the nail, and her

right hand to the workmen's hammer ; and
^'with the hammer she smote Sisera, she smote

off his head, when she had pierced and stricken

through his temples.

27 "At her feet he bowed, he fell, he lay

down : at her feet he bowed, he fell : where
he bowed, there he fell down "dead.

28 The mother of Sisera looked out at a

window, and cried through the lattice, Why
is his chariot so long in coming ? why tarry

the wheels of his chariots ?

29 Her wise ladies answered her, yea, she

returned "answer to herself,

30 Have they not sped? have they not

divided the prey ; "to every man a damsel

or two ; to Sisera a prey of divers colours,

a prey of divers colours of needlework, of

divers colours of needlework on both sides,

meet for the necks of them that take the sjjoil ?

31 So let all thine enemies perish, O Lord :

but h't them that love him be as the sun when
he goeth forth in his might. And the land

had rest forty years.

llei). Bctwce
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Verse 1. ' Then sang Deborah.'—The fine triumphal

ode in tliis cliaptcr is a nol>le specimen of Hebrew poesy

;

the more prominent beauties of wliich will not fail to

strike the reader even as seen through the disadvantages

of a translation, made at a time when the principles of

Hebrew poetry were but little understood. It has been

ably analyzed and illustrated by Bishop Lowth and others.

20

' Its design,' says Dr. Hales, ' seems to he two-fold, reli-

gious and political : first, to thank God for the recent

victory and deliverance of Israel from Canaanitish bondage

and oppression ; and next, to celebrate the zeal with which
some of the tribes volunteered their services against the

common enemy ; and to censure the lukewarmness and

apathy of others, who staid at home, and thus betrayed tlie
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public cause ; and by this contrast and exposure to heal

those fatal divisions among the tribes so injurious to the

common weal.'

Much ingenious but somewhat too lax criticism has been

produced to shew that this poem must have been in fact

composed long after the events to which it relates. Much
has been inferred from a supposed resemblance which it

bears to Ps. Ixviii., whence it has been supposed that the

psalm was the original from which this was imitated. But

it is surely quite as reasonable to infer that certain ideas

and phrases in this ancient theophania were transferred to

the psalm, which is admitted to, have been composed on

occasion of the removal of the ark by David. The allega-

tion is part of a system which denies to the early books of

Scripture the antiquity which they claim, and assigns them
to a much later age than the events which they describe.

That this ode does however belong to the earlier time,

might be shewn by no small amount of internal evidence.

Thus it alludes to several historical facts, which are not

mentioned in ch. iv., nor anywhere else in Jewish history

;

and which are such as a later writer would not have been

likely to invent. Such are the mention of Jael in v. 6, a

leader apparently contemporary with Shamgar (Judg. iii.

31), who is elsewhere entirely passed over. So too, in

ch. iv., only the tribes of Zebulon and Naphtali are spoken

of (comp. ;;. 18); but in v. 14, 1,5 of the song, Ephraim,

Benjamin, Manasseh, and Issachar, are represented as

having been present at the battle. In v. 23 the poetess in-

vokes curses on Meroz, of which there is elsewhere no

mention. All these are beyond the invention of a later

poet ; at least, they give to such a supposition the greatest

degree of improbability. So too the mention of the mother

of Sisera probably rests upon family circumstances, well

known to the Israelites of the day ; while a later poet, in

employing an ornament of this kind, would have been far

more likely to have introduced the wife or children of the

unfortunate chief, lamenting the destruction of a husband

and a father.—In the second place, the poem exhibits no
allusion whatever to events of a later age, nor any traces of

a later language. On the other hand, there are traces of

the more ancient views in respect to God, which in later

ages were changed,

—

e. r/., God is represented as dwelling

on Mount Sinai ; while afterwards Zion becomes his ha-

bitation.

The following may be mentioned as among the most
important of the works and treatises which have been

written in illustration of this Song, to some of which we
have ourselves been much indebted :—Schultens, Obss. Phi-

lol. Crit. ad Debora et Mosis Cantica, 1745; Liiderwald,

Spicileg. Obss. in Deborce Epinicium, 1772'; Schnurrer,

Comment. Philol. in Cantic. Dehora, 1775; Weston, yln

Attempt to translate and explain the difficult Passages in the

Sotig of Deborah, 1788; HoMman, Comment. Philol. Crit.

in Carmen Deborce, 1818; Kalkar, De Cantico Deborte,

1834; Robinson, Interpretation of Judges v., in the Ame-
rican Biblical Repository for 1831.

2. ' For the avenginy ofIsrael.'—The original words thus

translated have, says Dr. Robinson, ' been a crur inier-

pretum in every age.' The Vatican copy of the Septuagint

has aTTeKaKvtpQr] aTroKaAv^fia fv 'Itrpo^A, * a revelation has

been revealed in Israel'—a version which stands in no

possible connection with the context ; while it seems im-

possible to discover how the 'Vulgate makes out from the

Hebrew words the sense adpericulum^ which it gives thus

:

qui sponte obtulistis de Israel animas vestras ad periciihiin,

' who of Israel freely exposed your lives to peril.' The
verb V^S parah, sometimes means ' to let loose, to free from

restraint,' whence the version of Luther and many other

continental ti-anslators ; but it occurs in a bad sense when-

ever so employed elsewhere (Exod. xxxii. 25 ; Prov. xxix.

IS), and neither in a good or bad sense does that interpre-

tation suit the context. Our own version, although not

very clear, is preferable to any of these, and appears to

have been derived from the Syriac, in which the word in

question signifies ' to avenge.' Still the sense thus obtained

is not produced without a painful and scarcely justifiable ,

inversion of the whole sentence; and, upon the whole, the I
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version offered by the Alexandrian codex of the Septua-

gint, which has the sanction of Theodotion, and has been

in modern times produced by Schnurrer, is critically the

most correct, as it certainly is the most intelligible of any

—

'that the leaders led in Israel.' It has been adopted by Dr.

Robinson, who translates the verse thus ;

—

' That the leaders led in Israel,

That the people willingly offered themselves,

Praise ye Jehovah
!'

He shews how suitable it is to the context by remarking

:

' Israel had long been sunk in despondency, and was in-

capable of making an effort to throw off its chains. Hence

the prophetess begins with a burst of gratitude to God,

that the nation had once more roused itself to action. The

second clause refers, by common consent, to the people,

who spontaneously came forward to the war : what then

could be more suitable or natural, than that the first clause

should contain a reference to the princes and rulers of the

people, who did the same ? 'We see in the case of Barak

how unwilling they were to lead the way; and the same

fact is asserted in v. 17. That this unwillingness was over-

come, both on the part of the rulers and of the people, the

prophetess makes the opening subject of her song of praise.'

6. ' In the days of Shamgar in the days of Jael.'—Of
Shamgar see the note on iii. 31, In the interval which

followed between him and the oppression by Jabin, we
may perhaps place Jael, who is here spoken of along with

Shamgar, as a judge or deliverer of Israel ; but who is

nowhere else mentioned in the Jewish annals. The older

interpreters have generally supposed this person to be the

same with the wife of Heber, mentioned below. There is,

however, no ground whatever for this assumption, except

the identity of the names ; and in the multiplicity of in-

stances in which different Hebrews bore one and the same

appellation, this ceases to be an argument for an identity of

persons here. There are besides several considerations

against this assumption. The wife of Heber is nowhere

spoken of, except as the destroyer of Sisera ; had she been

formerly celebrated, there could hardly have failed to be

some distinct allusion to it. Further, the phrase in the days

of any one, is nowhere employed except in reference to

persons who have made an epoch in history by their cha-

racter and distinguished standing ; e.g., Gideon, Judg. viii.

28 ; Saul, I Sam. xvii. 12 ; David, 2 Sam. xxi. 2.

7. 'Tlie villages ceased:—What goes before in italics,

rather mars than improves the sense. It is easy to under-

stand that the inhabitants of the villages and small towns,

being peculiarly defenceless and exposed to oppression, in

so troubled a state of society, would in time abandon their

homes and repair to the fortified towns and the caverns

of the mountains, so that at length an occupied village

could scarcely be found in the country. Dr. Robinson

proposes ' the leaders ceased.' But the reasons advanced

for it seem to us of little weight, and the sense of the au-

thorized version is not only better supported, but appears

much more suitable to the context,

— ' A mother in Israel.'—Vehomh here calls herself 'a

mother in Israel' in the sense of benefactress
;
just as dis-

tinguished men are termed ' fathers of their country,' or

' fathers" in general. Job xxix, 10 ; Gen. xlviii. 5.

Compare also the use of the phrase father towards a pro-

phet (2 Kings vi. 21 ; xiii. 14).

8. ' Was there a shield or spear seen in Israel —
We thus see that it was the policy ofthe northern Canaanites,

while the Israelites were in subjection, as it was afterwards

of the Philistines (I Sam. xiii. 9), to deprive the people of

their arms. Did Shamgar's employment of the ox-goad

arise from the want of a better weapon ? This text affords us

an opportunity of noticing shields and spears, which are so

often mentioned in theBible, accompanied by such pictorial

illustrations as will, at one view, bring the whole subject fiiUy

before the reader. They exhibit the various forms of these

offensive and defensive arms among the same and aniong

different ancient people, and also among those modern

Oriental nations which are supposed to have preserved the

ancient forms of these weapons. From these, and from
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the statements which we annex, some ideas of the form of

the Hebrew weapons may be collected. We are not to

suppose that there was anything peculiar in their shape or

substance. There are fewer peculiarities in the arms of

most nations than in anything else belonging to them. The
act of warfare itself brings them acquainted with the wea-
pons of their neighbours, and perhaps of remote nations

;

and a people is seldom slow in adopting from a conquered
or conquering enemy, improved or varied forms of the

arras which they mutually employ. Hence, as we know
little or nothing precisely concerning the forms of the

Hebrew arms, we may safely consider them as repre-

sented by those of the nations with which they were
acquainted.

Shiklds.—The shield is unquestionably the most ancient

and most general piece of defensive armour in the world.

When it was first invented we cannot say : but it is men-
tioned in the Bible long before helmets or other defensive

armour. It is the only defensive armour mentioned in the

books of Moses. The Egyptians as usual claim the honour
of the invention ; and before it was discovered, men pro-

bably endeavoured to break the force of blows by in-

vesting—as Diodorus tells us that the first kings of Egypt
did — their persons in the skins of lions and bulls.

Among the means for this purpose, the superior con-

venience and efficacy of such a contrivance as a shield,

could not fail soon to occur to the mind : and accordingly,

there is hardly any nation in which the shield, in some
form or other, is not employed. Savages, who have not

the least idea of such defences as the helmet or cuirass, are

yet seldom found without the shield.

There are three, if not four, sorts of shields mentioned

in Scripture ; or, at least, there are four names by which
they are distinguished. The largest seems to be that

called nay tzinnah, which was twice the size of the ordi-

nary shield, as we learn from 1 Kings x. IG, 17; 2 Chrou.

ix. IP, where COO shekels of beaten gold were employed in

the construction of the one, and 300 shekels of the other.

Formidable as this weight of metal for the tzinnah is, it

probably does not give an approximating idea of its full

weight, and still less of its size, as shields were almost

never wholly of metal, but were of wood or skin covered

with metal. We may suppose the tzinnah to answer to

the larger kind of shields which were used in ancient

nations. Concerning these and other ancient arms there

are very complete indications in Homer's Iliad. Among
his heroes, as well as in other times and nations, these

larger shields were chiefly used by persons fighting on
foot. Their length was nearly equal to that of a man, as

Lahok Eotptun Suiild.

• gather from several passages in that old poet : thus, 1

I
s of Hector :-
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' So saying, the hero went, and as he strode,

The bull-skin border of his bossy shield

Smote on his heels, and on his neck behind.'

There are some specimens of such large shields among the

paintings of the ancient Egyptians ; and being measured
with the figures of the warriors who bear them, they are
found to be as high as from the heel to the neck. They do
not often occur in the paintings, and are of a different

shape from those in common use, being broader in propor-
tion to their length, and not being rounded at the summit,
but pointed, something like a Gothic arch. The great size

of the larger shields is also implied in the intimations

which we find of the bodies of the slain being carried on a

shield ; as in the famous injunction of the Spartan mother
to her son, ' Either bring back this buckler, or be brought
back upon it.' This refers also to the sentiment of honour
connected with the preservation of the shield. It was
natural enough for a man, when escaping, to desire to dis-

encumber himself of such a burden aud incumbrance as the

larger kinds of shields were ; and therefore the sentiment
of honour was brought in, which made it disgraceful to lose

the shield under any circumstances. The civilized Greeks
and Romans, and the barbarous Germans, equally shared
this sentiment. Among the latter, those who left their

shields in the enemy's power, were excluded from civil

and religious privileges, and often sought a release from
ignominy in a voluntary death. The Hebrews participated

in this feeling ; and David, in his fine elegiac ode on the

death of Saul and Jonathan, does not omit to mention this

among the subjects of national regret, ' Ye mountains of

Gilboa, let there be no dew, neither let there be rain, upou
you, nor fields of oflFerings : fur there the shield of the

mifjhty is vilehj cast away' ( 2 Sam. i. 21.)

The length of these shields seems to shew that they were
either oblong or oval ; and that they were hollow, which
implies external convexity, we gather from their being
described as 'enclosing' or 'encompassing' the body.
Homer has such expressions, and so has David (' With
favour wilt thou compass him as with a shield,' Ps. v. 12),

which seems to prove the analogy in this respect. Tyrtaus,
in one of his hymns still extant, is very precise on this

point : ' The warrior stands in the contest firm upon both
feet: the hollow of the spacious shield covering, below,
his sides and thighs, and his breast and his shoulders

above.' The manner in which these large heavy shields

were used may be collected by a comparison of the dif-

ferent passages in Homer. 'They were supported by a
leathern thong which crossed the breast. So Agamemnon
advises the warriors to 'Brace well their shields,' aud
foretels that before the approaching battle is over

—

' Every buckler's thong
Shall sweat on the toil'd bosom.'

And so in the battle itself, Pallas finds Diomede beside his

chariot,

' Cooling the wound inflicted by the shaft

Of Pandarus ; for it had long endured
The chafe and sultry pressure of the belt,

That bore his ample shield.'

His wound was on the right shoulder; whence we may
infer that the belt hung from that shoulder, and crossed

the breast to the left side, where it was attached to the

shield, which could, of course, be moved at pleasure,

behind, or in front. Lighter shields had sometimes a
thong fastened to the handle, by which they were hung
round the neck, and carried in any convenient' position

when not in use,—upon the arm, at the back, or even on
the hip. In action, aud indeed often out of action, shields

of different sizes were carried and swayed by means of a

handle fixed to its inner surface ; or, if large, by two loops

or handles, through one of which the arm was pa.'ssej

while the hand grasped the other. Among the Egyi)liaiis,

the thong by which the shield was hung at the back, mi

high that its top rose above the head of the bearer, ]ias>ril

over the ri^ht shoulder and under the left arm. The
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handle was usually fixed horizontally, but sometimes per-

pendicularly, so that the warrior might pass his arm
through it, and grasp a spear. In marching it must have
been thrown behind, as we see from the instance of the
margin of Hector's shield smiting his heels as he walked.
In marching immediately to the assault, it was however
sometimes turned entirely iu front ; the warrior then ad-
vanced, like Mars

—

' Behind his broad shield pacing
;'

but then the length of the shield obliged the owner to walk
with short steps, like Deiphobus:

—

' Tripping he came, with shorten'd steps, his feet

Shelt'ring behind his buckler.'

This also shews its length, and seems at the same time
to prove that its weight prevented it, under such circum-
stances, from being held at such a distance before the
body, as to allow the free action of the feet. The weight
of the larger kind of shield rendered it so great an incum-
brance to a person otherwise heavily armed, that persons
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of consideration had an attendant, whose principal business
it was to cari7 the shield of his superior. Aud this he did

not merely when it was not wanted, but in action he some-
times marched before the warrior, to ward off the missiles

which were aimed against him. The warrior of course
sometimes took it himself, when in close action. David
was made Saul's armour-bearer. Jonathan's armour-
bearer took a very active part in his master's exploit
agaiust the Philistine garrison (1 Sam. xiv.). Goliath had
an armour-bearer who carried his great shield before him
(1 Sam. xvii. 6, 7, 45). Arrian relates that Alexander
had the shield which had been taken from the temple of
the Trojan Pallas carried before him in all his wars. The
large shields were of great service when a body of men,
acting in concert, joined their shields and opposed, as it

were, a wall against the assault of the foe. In attacking

fortified places the soldiers also joined their shields over
their heads, to protect themselves from the missiles which
were discharged upon them by the besieged. This was
called the testudo, or tortoise, because the soldiers were
thus covered from the weapons of their enemies as a tor-

The TEarVDO, or Tortoise-shaped Assembl:

toise is by its shell. This invention was exhibited in

various forms, which ancient authors describe. That it

was known to the Jews is clear from its having been in
use among the ancient Egyptians, as shewn in the note to

Deut. XX. 12 ; and that they also knew it as in use among
the Babylonians, appears from Ezek. xxvi. 8, where tl.e

king of Babylon is described as lifting up the buckler
against the city of Tyre. To render this junction of
shields the more compact, the Roman legions had their
scutum, with squared sides. It was of an oblong form
(Polybius says, generally four feet long by two and a half
broad) with a convexity given to its breadth. This shield,
though it seems to have been reduced by the Romans to a
comparatively moderate size, may be taken as an average
representative of the class of large shields, and therefore
may be put in the same group with the Hebrew tzinnah.
But the square form being intended to assist united action,
we are not to expect to find it so prevalent among Ori-
entals and barbarians, who trusted less to the effect of
combined action than did the Romans ; and to an indivi-
dual, a square shield with its sharp angles, is less con-
venient than one more or less of a rounded figure. Hence
we seldom find shields other than round or oval among the
Orientals, either ancient or modern. Those commonly in
use among the ancient Egyptians were, however, rounded

! of Shields.—From the Column of Trajan.

only at the top; and as the shields of this people were, in
all probability, such as the Israelites continued to use for
some time after their departure from Egj-pt, they claim
particular notice. In their general form they were similar
to our common grave-stones, circular at the summit, and
squared at the base ; sometimes with a slight increase or
swell towards the top, and near the upper part of the outer
surface is usually seen, instead of a boss, a circular hollow,
the purpose of which it is difBcult to ascertain. In some
instances at least this national shield appears to have been
concave within. Its size was generally about half the
height of a man by double its own breadth.

Another Hebrew shield was the [JD magen, which is the

first that the Scripture mentions (Gen. xv. l),and seems
to have been that which was most commonly in use ; being
conveniently portable, and perhaps really more useful than
the large one ; for although it did not protect the whole
person, it could be turned with facility to ward off a
coming blow or missile. This kind of shield is generally
mentioned in connection with arrows and swords ; but the
tzinnah with spears. It was about half the size of the
latter, as we see that Solomon only appropriated three
hundred shekels of gold for the manufacture of a magen,
but six hundred for a tzinnah. Among the ancients, the
lesser shield seems to have been always used by horsemen
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and persons who fought in chariots, and occasionally by
lightly armed footmen. The large sliield was not the only

line ill use in the Homeric period. Neptune's advice to

the Argives shews this :—

' The best and broadest bucklers of the host,

And brightest helmets put we on, and arm'd

With largest spears advance.

Ye then, who feel your hearts

Undaunted, but are arm'd with smaller shields,

Them give to tliose who fear, and in exchange

Their stronger shields and broader take yourselves.'

And agaiu :

—

' With many a stroke

The bull-hide shields and lighter targes rang.'

Perhaps, however, there was not such a contrast of size

between the smaller and larger shields mentioned here, as

between the tzinimh and mac/eii. The latter is the shield

which the present text meutions, and is thought by Gese-

nius to be analogous to the Roman clijpeiia. In this opinion

we concur, becaitse both seem to have been shields of

average form and size. The Roman c!i/petisyras a medium-
sized shield, round, oval, or hexangular in figure; and
had sometimes a boss in the centre, as had the Hebrew
maijen, to which bosses are assigned in Job xv. 26 :— ' The
thick bosses of his bucklers.' The central boss, which was
a kind of projecting dagger, does not however seem to have
been peculiar to any one kind of shield. It rendered the
shield at the same time an offensive as well as a defensive
weapon, and was of great use in bearing down the enemy
in close fight. The shield of Agamemnon had twenty-
one bosses,—twenty surrounding bosses, and one in the
centre.

The Hebrews must have had a considerable variety of
shields; for besides these two, which occur most fre-

quently, there are others of which we know nothing dis-

tinctly ; but may infer that the different terms describe
peculiarities of form and size. One of these is the mnb
sohairah, which, from the etymology, would seem to have
been of a round form, which was and is a very common
shape for the smaller kind of shields, and sometimes for

the larger, as will appear by our cuts. It may well be

r.oman Conibnt with the Spenr

taken as the type of the Roman shield called parrna, a
small round shield much used by the cavalry and light

armed foot, and now very common in the East. Another

is the t37ty shelet (which occurs only in the plural), and as

it appears, from a comparison of parallel passages, to be

sometimes used as synonymous with viagcn, we may infer

tliat the former was (.'ssentially the same as the latter, with

some small variation of make or ornament. See, for in-

stance, Sol. Song, iv. 4, ' Thy neck is like the tower of

David, builded for an armoury, whereon there hang a

thousand bucklers (magen), all shields ^s/ii((a!, sing, slielel)

of mighty men.' The last clause is evidently a repetition

of the preceding, sittdrt being used as a verbal change for

ma</eii. We do not notice the [IT? /lidon, translated
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'target' and 'shield,' in 1 Sam, xvii. 6, 45; because it

is more thaa doubtful that any thing of the kind is in-

tended.

Thus much for the different descriptions of shields. The
varieties of form and size in which they were cast the

wood-cuts will sufficiently represent. We have now to

mention the materials of which shields were made. They
were sometimes of wood, as they still are in several bar-

bai'ous nations. Xenophon describes the bucklers of the

Egyptians who served in the army of Artaxerxes at the

battle of Cuuaxa, as long wooden shields which reached

down to the feet. Plutarch, in his Life of Camillus, says,

that the Romans used wooden shields till the time of that

general, who caused thora to be covered with plates of iron.

This agrees with the description of Polybius, who says

that the larger Roman shields were in his time composed
of two planks glued together, and covered first with linen

and then with hide. 'Fhe extreme edges, both above and
below, were guarded with plates of iron ; as well to secure

the shield against the strokes of swords, as that it might,

without injury, be rested on the ground. To the surface

was likewise fitted a shell of iron, to turn aside the more
violent strokes of stones, spears, or other ponderous wea-

pons. But the ancient shields with which we are his-

torically best acquainted, were made wholly of bull's hide

doubled or tripled, or even more thickly folded. A pre-

vious extract from the Iliad shews Hector's shield to have
been of this material ; and this seems to have been the

case with the shields of most of the Homeric heroes,

whether Greeks or Trojans. These shields were often

anointed and rubbed, to keep them in good condition, and
prevent cracking or injury from wet, as were also those of

metal, to preserve them from rust. To which there are

allusions in Scripture, as in 2 Sam. i. 21, 22 ; and in Isa.

xxi. 5 :—
' Arise, ye princes, and anoint the shield.' These

shields of skin had often a metallic border, to preserve the

margin from injury. The hides were often plated and
otherwise strengthened and ornamented with metal ; most
commonly brass, but often silver and gold. Such were
many of the shields of Homer's heroes. That most fully

described is the shield of Ajax, and the description is most
instructive. It is given in the account of the fight between
that hero and Hector :

—

' Ajax approach'd him, bearing, like a tow'r.

His seven-fold brazen shield, by Tychius wrought
With art elaborate ; like him was none
In shield-work, and whose home in Hyla stood

;

He fram'd the various shield with seven hides

Offatted beeves, all plated o'er with brass.'

Hector hurls his spear at Ajax :
—

' It struck the shield of Ajax ; through the brass,

Its eighth integument, through six of hide

It flew, and spent its fury on the seventh.'

Afterwards, Hector

' Retiring, heav'd

A black, rough, huge stone-fragment from the
j

Which hurling at the seven-fold shield, he smoi

Its central boss ; loud rang the brazen rim.'

We beg to direct attention to the circumstance, that this

shield is called a brazen shield, though seven of its eight

integuments were of skin. We may therefore infer with

probability that the ' brazen ' shield of Goliath was merely
covered with brass ; for if it had been of solid metal, and
had been, like his other weapons, proportioned to his

gigantic bulk, it is not easy to understand how his armour-
bearer could have supported its weight. This conjecture

might also apply to the ' golden ' shields which were made
by Solomon ; and for which, after they had been taken
away by Shishak, king of Egypt, Rehoboam substituted

shields of brass. However, we will not insist on this,

because such shields, hung up for display in armouries
and sacred places, were often, among the heathen, of solid

metal. (See 1 Kings x. 16, 17; and xiv. 25-28.) Men
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prided themselves on keeping these plated shields bright

and polished, whence Homer so frequently applies to them
epithets expressing their brightness and splendour. They
were kept in a case, seemingly of leather, when not in use

:

and hence to ' uncover the shield ' is an expression de-

noting preparation for battle (Isa. xxii. 6).

But although shields for action were generally plated

with metal, those entirely of metal were also known.
Hadadezer had golden shields, which became the prey of
David (2 Sam. viii. 7). Alexander the Great had a body
of Argyraspides, or soldiers with silver shields; and Alex-
ander Severus established a troop of Chrysaspides, or sol-

diers with golden shields. Judging from the account of

the famous shield of Achilles, we should suppose that the

shields then used were not of a solid mass, but that their

thickness was composed of several plates of the same or

different metal. Of this shield we learn incidentally, in

the account of the owner's combat with iEucas, that

—

' With five folds

Vulcan had fortified it ; two were brass
;

The two interior, tin ; the midmost, gold.'

For the reason already stated, it is important to note

further the materials of the Egyptian shields. From the

paintings, they appear to have been commonly covered

with bull's hide, having the hair outwards, sometimes
strengthened by one or more rims of metal, and studded

with nails or metal pins ; the inner part being probably

wicker-work, or a wooden frame. See Wilkinson, i. 288.

The mention of this shield leads us to notice the ela-

borate and costly ornamental work with which the higher

class of shields were ornamented, and which, very pro-

bably, belonged to the golden shields of Solomon. There
was, in fact, no part of their armour which the ancients

prized so highly and took so much delight in ornamenting.

They adorned its broad disk with all sorts of figures

—

with birds, beasts, and the inanimate works of nature

—

with representations of their own or other exploits—with

historic scenes—with the picturesque circumstances of

life—and with the effigies of gods and heroes. Like the

gorgeous works in metal described by Spenser, they

' Wrought with wilde antickes which their follies play'd,

In the rich metall as they living were.'

We have endeavoured to make this note as complete, for

the purposes of Scripture illustration, as our limits would
allow. We have given such particulars concerning the

shields of the Egyptians, Greeks, and Romans as our object

required. With those of ancient Persia, the Hebrews were
certainly at one time acquainted, and we therefore give

specimens taken from the existing sculptures of that

country. We have little to add to the information which
the cuts afford. It will be seen that the shields were
round or oval, those for the cavalry being, as usual, the

smallest. From ancient authors we only learn that some
of their shields were light, being formed of common osier

work : but they had others of brass, and of very large

size.

Under the impression that the forms of the ancient

offensive and defensive arms are in general well preserved

in the East, we give a group of modem Oriental shields

and spears. Those of Arabia deserve particular attention.

The shields now used by the Arabs are generally round,

and may vary from ten to eighteen inches in diameter.

The most valued are made of the hide of the wild ox or

the hippopotamus: they have also a sort made of the skin

of a fish, which Sir William Ouseley could only get them
to describe as ' a great fish ;' Morier says it was the whale

;

but we have no doubt it was the manat
( Trichechus ma-

natns, Linn.), with the skin of which the Arabs make
shields said to be musket-proof. They have, besides,

shields of metal, generally copper, and also of hard wood :

the latter are sometimes plated with copper, or covered

with iron bars. The others require no remark, unless to

direct attention to the general resemblance of the Mameluke
shield to the scutum of the Romans.
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Modern Oriental Shu

Spears.—Spears, as offensive weapons, are as ancient

and as universal as the sliield is for defence. In fact,

these two seem, of all others, to be the most general of

offensive and defensive arms. The origin of a spear is

very easily traced. A stick sharpened at one end, and
hardened in the fire, was probably the first spear, and con-

tinues to be the only offensive weapon of some savages.

Attention would of course be directed to the improvement

of its point, in order to render it a more complete instru-

ment of destruction ; and, for this purpose, horn, fish-bone,

flinU, etc., were employed, as they still are by the rude

people to whom the use of metals is unknown. Brass, or

rather copper, was no doubt the first metal used for this

and other purposes, and it continued to be employed long

after the use of iron was known. The epithet ' brazen

'

is continually applied to spears in Homer ; and we might

almost suspect that they were wholly of brass, were it not

probable that he merely intended to describe them as

having the head and heel of that metal, the wooden shaft

being also perhaps covered or decorated with it It seems

certain, at all events, that the spearheads were of brass

;

for all those that are not simply mentioned as ' brazen

spears' are, with some variety of expression, like that of

Teucer,

' Rough-grain'd, acuminated sharp with brass.'

Even the gods in Homer are furnished with brazen spears.

Herodotus, in speaking of the Massageta: {Clio, 215), tells

us that their spears, the points of their arrows, and their

battle-axes, were of brass. From this it is clear that the

whole was of brass, or covered with brass, else he would
have said, as well of the spears as of the arrows, that they

were headed with that melal. .Such seem to have been
known to the Hebrews, since the spear is, in the Hebrew
poetry, sometimes called, as in Homer, the 'glittering

spear,' which seems to imply that something more than

the head was of polished metal. Indeed, the lance which
Goliath carried, besides his great heavy spear, is ex-

pressly described as a brazen lance (improperly rendered
• target,' 1 Sara. xvii. G). Iron, steel, and other metals,

2G

were afterwards employed in pointing and decorating

the spears.

pears.—From Sculptures at rerscpulis.Ancient r

We know little about the construction of the Hebrew
spears ; and, in so simple an instrument, nothing very pe-

culiar is to be expected, as we find the same forms, with

little variation, in nations the most remote from each other.

Our wood-cuts will exhibit the forms of those which were
anciently in use, and the manner in which they were em-
ploved. Like other nations, the Hebrews seem to have

had two kinds of spears—one a missile, to be discliargcd
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at the foe, and the other for giving thrusts. It would
seem, however, that the same weapon was often made to

serve both purposes on occasion, as it certainly did with
Homer's heroes. They begin their combats with throwing
their spears at each other ; then each endeavours to re-

cover the spear he has thrown, and falls to close onset. It

is evident that, in this case, a person who could not recover
his own spear, would, in most instances, be able to secure
that which had been thrown by the other; and as, no
doubt, every one preferred his own weapon, there was
perhaps an understanding between the combatants, that

each should be allowed to recover his own, if both had
been ineffectually thrown. It is else difficult to understand
how it happens th.at the heroes so long retain possession of
the same favourite spear, which they are continually

throwing away. Some of the heroes came into action,

however, like Goliath, with two spears, one carried behind
the buckler, and the other in the right hand. Probably
one was a lance intended to be thrown iu the first instance,

and the other a spear for closer action ; or, it is possible,

that the one was merely intended as a provision against the
loss of the other. So far as the spear and javelin were dis-

tinct, the former seems to have no determined size any
more than the latter. We read of them as long and short

among different people or individuals. Great length in the

spear was, however, usually affected. Of Hector, it is

said :

' Eleven cubits' length
Of massy spear he bore, its brazen point
Star-bright, and coUar'd with a ring of gold.'

Tills was a moderate length of spear, compared with the
sarissa of the Macedonians, which is stated, by different

ancient authors, to have been of the scarcely credible
length of sixteen cubits, that is, about eight yards. That
some of the Hebrew spears were of great length (perhaps
the length was a token of dignity) will be inferred from
the fact, that Joshua's spear, when he held it up, served as
a signal to the ambuscade in the affair of Ai (Josh. viii.

18-2C). The Romans reduced their spears to more moderate
length. Those used in the time of the emperors were gene-
rally between six and seven feet long, including the point.

But we incline to think that perhaps the most probable re-

presentation of the Hebrew spear is that still retained by
the Arabs, and which serves both for thrusting and for

throwing to a short distance. It is about twelve feet long,

with a poiuted head of iron or steel. It is often quite

plain ; but sometimes it has two balls or tufts of black
ostrich feathers, as large as fists, placed at a short distance

from each other towards the top; the upper ball being
fringed with white ostrich feathers. These ornaments give

the weapon a rather elegant appearance. It is only thrown

by an Arab to a short distance, and when he is sure of his

aim,—generally at a horseman whom he is pursuing and
cannot overtake. To strike with the lance, he poises it for

a time over his head, and then thrusts it forward, or else

holds and shakes it at the height of the saddle. A pursued

Arab continually thrusts his lance backward to prevent the

approach of the pursuer's mare, and sometimes kills either

pursuer or his mare by dexterously throwing the point of

his lance behind. It will be observed that the weapon has

at the lower extremity an iron spike, which alone is often

sufficient for these purposes. The Hebrew spears were
furnished in the same manner, and applied to exactly the

same uses. Abner was pursued by the swift-footed Asahel,

who would not be persuaded to desist :—
' He refused to turn

aside, wherefore Abner with the hinder end of the spear

smote him mider the fifth rib, that the spear came out be-

hind him, and he fell down there and died.' (2 Sam. ii.

23.) This spike at the lower end is intended for the pur-

pose of sticking the spear into the ground when the warrior

is at rest. This is a common custom in the East; and it

was usual among the Hebrews. When Saul pursued David
into the wilderness of Ziph, he is described as asleep in his

encampment, with ' his spear stuck in the ground at his

bolster ' ( I Sam. xxvi. 7). This also was the custom
among Homer's warriors, whose spears were similarly

iked at the nether end for the s • purpose. Thus, when
Nestor and Ulysses go in the night to Diomede-

' Him sleeping arm'd before his tent they found
Amidst his sleeping followers ; with their shields

Beneath their heads they lay, and at the side

Of each, stood planted in the soil his spear

On its inverted end ; their polished heads
All glitter'd like Jove's lightning from afar.'

The Arabs have also a shorter kind of lance, wliich we
may properly call the javelin, perhaps answering to that of
the Hebrews, and which can be hurled to a considerable

distance. This, among them, is chiefly used by those who
act on foot. "The ancient darts and javelins were too

various for us to describe particularly. The cuts exhibit

the principal forms of these missiles. We are perhaps best

acquainted with those of the Romans, which may be fairly

taken as types of the rest. One of them was a light kind
of dart, about three feet long, and not more than an inch
thick, with a point four inches long. It was a sort of hand-
arrow. The point was made to taper to so fine an end,

that it bent at the first stroke, so as to prevent the enemy
from throwing it back again. These weapons were used
by the light-armed troops, who carried several of them in

tiie left hand, with which they held the buckler, leaving

the right hand free cither to throw the darts or use the

sword. Something of this sort, but probably less delicate,

may have been the ' darts.' Of this kind seem to have
been the ' darts ' (CtDlB' s7ie6a(im) of which Joab took

tliree in his hand, and struck them through the heart of
Absalom, as he hanged in the tree (2 Sam. xviii. 14). Be-
sides these slender darts, the Romans had other javelins

longer, and stronger, and heavier. The two principal

sorts were between four and five feet long ; and the metal
was carried halfway down the haft, which in one sort of
javelin was square, and in anothei- round. These weapons
were discharged at the enemy in commencing an action

;

but if there was no time or distance for this, the soldiers

threw their missiles to the ground, and assailed the foe

sword in hand. There are many allusions in the Greek
and Latin poets and some in Scripture to poising of the

javelin, its whistling motion through the air, and the clash

of the adverse missiles striking against each other. So
Virgil:-

' Pois'd in his lifted arm, his lance he threw

;

The winged weapon, whistling in the wind,

Came driving on, nor miss'd the mark design'd.'

And again :

—

' Thick storms of steel from either army fly.

And clouds of clashing darts obscure the sky."
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Ancient Egyptian Javklin.

The particulars given concerning the spears and jareliDS

of the Komans will be found to illustrate the subject gene-

rally ; since they confessedly derived their weapons of this

sort from the Greeks, through whom we may trace them

to Egypt and Western Asia. We know that among the

Egyptians, the spear was ofwood, between five and six feet
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in length, with a metal head, into which the shaft was in-

serted and fixed with nails. The head was of bronze or
iron, sometimes very large, and usually with a double edge.

But the Egyptian spear does not appear to have been fur-

nished with a metal point at the other extremity, as among
the ancient Greeks and modern Orientals. The same
people had several kinds of javelins. The most common
is that represented in our wood-cut. The brazen knob, sur-

mounted by a ball, to which are attached two thongs or

tassels, served both as an ornament and a counterpoise to

the weight of the point. It was, as in the instance which
our cut exhibits, sometimes used as a spear for thrusting,

being held either with one or both hands. See further in

Wilkinson, i. .312-316. The ancient javelins were not

always discharged entirely by the hand, the projection

being in some instances assisted by a strap girt aroimd the

middle. There was also in use a sort of harpoon—that is,

a dart to the head of which was fastened a long strap, which
the warrior retained, when he discharged the dart, in order

to draw it back again.

10. ' Ye that ride on white asses, ye thai sit in judgment,

and loalk bi/ the way.'—It is clear that three classes of

persons are described here, and this would have been

clearer had ' ye that' been supplied to tlie last clause.

First, there are those that ride ou white asses, which we
may take to denote nobles, princes, magnates ; for of the

sons of Jair who judged Israel, and of the sons and
nephews of Abdon who also judged Israel, it is expressly

stated, seemingly as a circumstance of their condition in

life, that they rode on asses' colts (x. 4 ; xii. 14). That a

second class is denoted by ' those who sit in judgment,'

seems less clear in our version than in the origiual. In

fact this translation of the clause, although the general

one, seems very doubtful, and is not obtained by a process

natural to the Hebrew language. It has been suggested to

have the word translated ' in judgment,' as a proper name,

and read ' Ye that rest at Middin,' there being a place of

that name in the tribe of Judah (Josh. xv. 61) ; nor is this

proposition unworthy of notice ; for at this place some in-
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cident may have occurred with which we are unacquainted,

aud to such incidents there are several aUusions in the

chapter. But this interpretation does not agree with the

obvious intention of the text to designate classes. There-

fore, although rather for the want of a better alternative

than from entire conviction, we are disposed to acquiesce

for the present in the interpretation adopted by Cocceius,

Schnurrer, Herder, Dathe, Gesenius, llobinson, and
others, who consider that the word translated ' judgment'

may be traced to a verb which signifies ' to extend ' or
' to stretch out,' and that the substantive here denotes

something extended or spread out to sit or lie upon, as

carpets or coverings, and also of the large outer garments

of the Hebrews which they used also to sleep upon at

night. It is difficiJt to convey by one word the full scope

of this explanation ; but perhaps, with reference to the

fact that the Arabians, Persians, etc. sit upon a piece of

carpet like a hearth rug, the cost and value of which is

proportioned to the means of the person to whom it be-

longs, the word suggested by the above authorities is less

strange than it seems, namely, ' Ye that sit on splendid

carpets,' that is the opulent, as distinguished from the

nobles who are mentioned in the preceding clause, and the

poor, who come in the next. The remaining clause, ' those

that tcalk by the way,' as designating the poor, distin-

guished from the nobles who ride, and from the opulent who
sit at ease, is a very graphic intimation. The effect of the

whole verse then is, the noble, the wealthy, and the poor,

poetically designated by circumstances peculiar to their

condition, are invoked to join with the prophetess to

praise Jehovah for the great deliverance he had wrought
in Israel.—

' White asses.'—Commentators have been rather per-

plexed by this, from not being able to understand that there

were asses that could be described as positively white.

Some have therefore chosen to refer the whiteness not to

the asses, but to their trappings or furniture ; while others,

taking the Arabic sense of the word nhV tzachor, render it

' streaked ' or ' parti-coloured asses,' and understand it to

mean a sort of zebra. We think we can explain this. In

the first place, asses perfectly white are by no means un-

common in Western Asia. They are usually in every

respect the finest of their species, and their owners cer-

tainly take more pride in them than in any other of their

asses. They also sell at a much higher price ; and those

hackney ass-men, who make a livelihood by hiring out

their asses to persons who want a ride, always expect better

pay for the white ass than for any of the others. The
higher estimation in which they are held is indicated by
the superior style of their furniture and decorations ; and in

passing through thestreets, the traveller will notfail to notice

the conspicuous appearance which they make in the line of

asses which stand waiting to be hired. The worsted trap-

pings are of gayer colours, the beads and small shells are

more abundant and fine, and the ornaments of metal more
bright. But, above all, their white hides are fantastically

streaked and spotted with the red stains of the henna plant

—a barbarous kind ofornament, which the western Asiatics

are also fond of applying to their own beards, and to the

tails and manes of their white horses. Here then we have
an account of both senses of the word. If we take the

Hebrew meaning, that of ' white,' then we have here the

white asses ; but if we take the Arabic meaning, then we
have that also here : for tzachor, the word in question, is

that which the Arabs apply to such white asses when spotted

and striped with the henna dye—not to every parti-colour,

but to this parti-colour of white and red. As we are un-
willing to suppose that the Hebrews disfigured these beau-
tiful animals in this style, we certainly prefer the simple
sense of ' white.' These white asses being less common
than others, and being, so far as we have had opportunities

of observing, usually larger and finer than most others of
their species, we can easily understand why it should be a

sort of distinction to ride them, in a country where horses

were not employed.
11.' Deliveredfrom the noise of archers in the places of

drawiiy water.'—From this =' '•' '" '— •'—would seem as if, in the
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state of oppression from which the Hebrews had now been
delivered, it had been dangerous for them to go to a little

distance from their towns, in order to obtain water at the

wells and springs. Certainly they were in some way or
other molested by their oppressors at the places from which
they obtained their water, whether we understand it of the

villagers and towns-people, or of the shepherds who were
abroad with the flocks. In the open, unprotected lands of
the East, the watering-places are at this day the scenes of
continual conflict and oppression. To such places the
necessity for water conducts different people, who cannot
anywhere meet in peace. These parties of hostile tribes

fall in with each other, and quarrel and fight ; and thither

the natives of the wilds resort to plunder the parties of tra-

vellers and merchants who come in search of water. In
the deserts of Syria and Arabia, natives and strangers are
thus equally annoyed near the wells. The former, in the

seasons when water is easily procured, are continually on
the move, and their enemies scarcely know where they are

:

but in summer, they are obliged to encamp near the wells

for a considerable time, and it soon becomes known where
they are encamped (' near such and such a well,' is a suffi-

cient indication of locality), and their enemies hasten to

attack them. This therefore is the principal reason of war,

—the neighbourhoods of wells being the principal seats of
war and depredation in those countries. Travellers also,

knowing that such tribes are encamped near, or are likely

to visit the wells, often dread to approach them, in the fear

of being plundered, if not also killed. For this reason, we
have known parties of travellers, that were reduced to almost
the last extremity from want ofwater in the parched deserts,

obliged to avoid the places where their wants might be
satisfied, from having heard that parties of Arabs were en-

camped in the neighbourhood ; aud we have heard of others

who, from the same cause, were obliged to go one or two
days' journey out of their way, to one watering-place, in

preference to another that lay directly in their road. No
travellers, unless in great force, dare encamp near a well,

however pleasant and desirable it might be, from the fear

of disagreeable visiters. They water their cattle and re-

plenish their water-skins in all haste, and then go and
encamp at a distance from any roads leading to the well.

Dr. Shaw mentions a beautiful rill in Barbai-y which is

received into a large basin, called Shrub ice kriib ; that is,

Drink and away, from the great danger of meeting there

with robbers and assassins. With equal propriety, and for

the same reason, almost every Oriental watering-place

might be called ' Shrub we krub.'

12. 'Awake, awake, Deborah

V

—Having invited the

whole nation to join the song of victory, the prophetess

now turns to herself and Barak, the leaders and heroes of

the triumph, in a tone of vivid appeal and excitation.

She calls upon herself to dictate a strain descriptive of the

preparation and the conflict—that strain to which the

nation shall respond ; and on Barak to lead forth his cap-

tives and display them in triumph before his countrymen.

If we assume this to be the proper interpretation, then

the remainder of the poem is the song which Deborah
thus indites.

14. ' Out of Epliraim was there a root of them against

Jmaleh.'— ' Root ' is here a firmly established seat, dwell-

ing; compare the similar use of the verb Isa. xxvii. 6;

Ps. Ixxx. 10; Job V. 3. But how could Ephraim be said

to dwell by Amalek, when this people, as is well known,
inhabited the country to the south of Palestine, between

Mount Seir and the Egyptian borders ? The answer is

rendered easy by a notice in Judg. xii. 1,'j, where it is said

that Abdon was buried in the land of Ephraim in the

mount of the Amalekites. It is hence probable, that colo-

nies of this people had formerly migrated into the country

of the Canaanites, and that one of these at least had
maintained itself among the Israelites of the tribe of

Ephraim. It is the Ephraimites who dwelt near them,

who thus come out to war. Schnurrer supposes Amalek
to be, both here and in xii. 1.5, only the name of a moun-
tain ; but the other supposition seems more probable.

Other explanations it would be a loss of time to recount

;
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suffice it to say that they are mostly not more intelligible

than our English version.

— ' After thee, Benjamin.'—It would seem that Ben-

jamin was so small as not to form a distinct corps, but

united itself to Ephraim. it should be remembered
that the dreadful havoc which all but annihilated this

tribe (as recorded in the 20th chapter) seems to have
taken place before this time.
— ' Out of MacJtir came down (/orernors.'—Machir,

who was the son of Manasseh and father of Gilead (Geu.
1. 23 ; Num. xxvii. 1), is here put for the tribe of Ma-

— ' Tlieij that handle the pen of the writer.'—A common
interpretation of this is, that Zebulun being a commercial
tribe, contained of course a great number of clerks, whose
patriotism led them on this occasion to lay aside the pen
for the sword. To this there are several objections. One
is, that there is no evidence that Zebulun was a commer-

cial tribe. Another is, that 133^' shebet, here rendered

' pen,' never has that meaning anywhere else, and is not

likely to have it here. It has the meanings of a rod ; the

staff of a ruler—a sceptre ; in 2 Sam. xviii. 14, adart; and
elsewhere, a measuring rod. Any one of these senses is

better than that of our version. IJut having rendered the

following word "ISO sopher, by ' writer,' it became neces-

sary to make shebet a pen. Sopher means ' a scribe,' cer-

tainly, in a general sense ; but scribes had many functions

besides handling the pen. Thus the officer was called a
sopher who had charge of the muster rolls, and selected

from the mass of the adult males the number required to

be levied for particular service. This appears to have
been done by means of a rod, in the same way that cattle

were tithed, as described in the note to Levit. xxvii. 32.

That is to say, it being ascertained that one out of such
and such a number would be required, the sopher counted
them as they passed, and touched out for the service,

with his rod, the men on whom the proportioned num-
ber recurred. This process excluded partiality in the
sopher. It might be well therefore to read ' the rod of

the musterer,' and the sense would be that the men on
whom the duty devolved, in the tribe of Zebulun, came
forward readily, on this important occasion, to raise the
required levy. If this be a doubtful interpretation, we may
take the rod simply to be an ensign of office, which office

we cannot doubt was connected importantly with the dis-

cipline and efficiency of the army. In the kingly period
there is much mention of such personages, who seem to

have held a most dignified station, being, perhaps, to the
whole kingdom, what the inferior sopherim were in their

respective tribes. See, for instance, 2 Kings xxv. 1 9, 'The
principal scribe (sopher) of the host which mustered the
people of the land.'

15. ' Was sent anfoot into the valley.'—Thisshould be re-

ferred to the tribes enumerated above rather than to Barak,
that the;/ ' went down at his feet,' ' or followed him into the
valley,'—that is from Mount Tabor into the plain or valley

below in which the enemy lay. Thus far we have had an
enumeration of the tribes who took part in the great enter-

prise, being Ephraim, Benjamin, Manasseh, Zebulun, and
Issachar. Of these only Zebulun is recorded in chap, iv.,

while Naphtali, who is there mentioned, is here first spoken
of in V. 18 below ; where both Zebulun and Naphtali are
particularly celebrated. Probably they constituted the
chief portion of the troops and bore the brimt of the battle,

dwelling as they did in the more immediate vicinities of
Jabin. Thus they are naturally the only tribes mentioned
in the brief notices of history ; while on a triumphal oc-
casion like the present, the deeds of all who were con-
cerned in the battle would doubtless be placed in tlie

strongest light.

— ' For the divisions of Reuben' etc.—Here commences
a reproachful notice of the tribes which failed to obey the

•summons of Deborah ; and here v. 16 should properly
begin. Keuben, it will be remembered, dwelt beyond tlie

.Jordan and Dead Sea, in a country well watered and
al>ounding in rich pastures. The war on the west of

30

the Jordan, remote from their settlements, could not affect

deeply their separate interests ; and although there seems
to have been at first a general impulse among them to pass

over the river to the assistance of their brethren, the pa-

triotic intention soon subsided, and they concluded that the

peaceful bleatings of their flocks were far preferable to the

harsh clangours of war. There is much poetical beauty

in the passage relating to Eeuben which cannot be ex-

hibited in a translation, and which it would take too much
space to indicate.

17. ' Gilead.'—This was the name of a son of Issachar,

i;. U, and also the name of the mountainous country east

of the Jordan, inhabited by the tribe of Gad and half tribe

of Manasseh. It may therefore either mean in this place,

either that half tribe of Manasseh (the other half having
gone to the battle, v. 11), or the tribe of Gad, or, as we
think most probable, both together. It would therefore

appear tliat none of the Israelites beyond Jordan took part

in this enterprise.

— 'breaches:—' Havens ' would be better ; for although

the word primarily denotes rents or fissures, it signifies

bays or harbours, as indentations of the shore, when ap-

plied to the sea-coast, and this is very accurate ; for the

celebrated harbour of Accho or Acre lay in the territory of

this tribe, and Achzib and Tyre are mentioned as falling

within its borders. Josh. xix. 29.

18.' Zebulun and Naphtali.'—These two tribes are here

particularly celebrated. They are the only tribes men-
tioned in chap. iv. Jabin and Sisera dwelt in their terri-

tories ; and the oppression would therefore naturally fall

most heavily on these tribes. We may conclude, therefore,

that they were more eager to throw olf the yoke of bond-
age ; that they indeed would rise in greater numbers, and
exhibit a more determined valour. Hence they are said

to have despised their lives even unto death, i. e. to have
rushed fearlessly upon danger and death. The Arabian
poets use similar expressions.

19. ' The kings came andfought.'—We now come to the

description of the battle. From the circumstance that

kings are here mentioned, we may with probability infer

that other allied kings took the field along with the army
of Jabin.
— ' The]/ took no gain of money.'—We prefer Robinson's

translation, ' They took no spoil of silver.' The enemy liad

been accustomed to carry off much booty ; but now they
obtained none.

20 ' The stars in their courses fought.'—The stars here

stand for 'the host of heaven.' It is the same as if we
were to say 'the heavens fought,' etc. Josephus says

{Antiq. V. 5, 4) that a tempest of hail, rain, and wind dis-

comfited the Canaanites. If this was not a historical fact

handed down by tradition, we must at least regard it as

the traditional interpretation of the text in the age of Jo-

sephus ; and it is a very probable one, agreeing as it does
with 19, 15.

21. 'The river Kishon.'—This river, after traversing

the plain of Acre, enters the bay of the same name at its

south-east corner. It has been usual to trace its source
to Mount Tabor; but Dr. Shaw affirms that in travelling

along the south-eastern brow of Mount Carmel, he had au
opportunity of seeing the sources of the river Kishon,
three or four of which lie within less than a furlong of
each other, and are called Ras el-Kishon, or the head of
the Kishon. These alone, without the lesser contributions

near the sea, discharge water enough to form a river half

as large as the Isis. During the rainy season all the
waters which fall upon the eastern side of Carmel, or
upon tlie rising grounds to tlie southward, empty them-
selves into it in a number of torrents, at which time it

overflows its banks, acquires a wonderful rapidity, and
carries all before it. It was doubtless in such a season
that the host of Sisera was swept away, in attempting to

ford it. But such inundations are only occasional, and of
short duration, as is indeed implied in the destruction in

its waters of the fugitives, who doubtless expected to pass

it safely. The course of the stream, as estimated fiom
the sources tlius indicated, is not more than seven miles.
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It ruus Tery briskly till withia half a league of the sea;

hut when not augmented by rains, it never falls into the

sea in a full stream, but insensibly percolates through a

bank of sand, which the north winds have thrown up at

its mouth, ft was in this state that Shaw himself found

it in the month of April, 1722, when it was crossed by
him. Notwithstanding Shaw's contradiction, the assertion

that the Kishon derives its source from Mount Tabor has

been repeated by modern travellers as confidently as by
their ancient predecessors. Buckingham's statement, being

made with reference to the view from Mount Tabor itself

deserves attention. He says that near the foot of the

mountain on the south-west are ' the springs of the Ain-

esh-Sherrar, which send a perceptible stream through the

centre of the plain of Esdraelon, and form the brook

Kishon of antiquity.' Further on, the same traveller, on
reaching tlie hills which divide the plain of Esdraelon

from that of Acre, saw the pass through which the river

makes its way from one plain to the other {Travels in Pa-
lestine, i. 1C8, 177). We have had opportunities of seeing

much of streams similarly constituted ; and it does not

seem to us difficult to reconcile the seemingly conflicting

statements with reference to the Kishon. On further in-

quiry, and more extensive comparison of observations

made at different times of the year, it will probably be

found that the remoter source of the river is really in

Mount Tabor ; but that the supply from this source is cut

off in early summer, when it ceases to be maintained by
rains or contributory torrents ; whereas the copious supply

from the nearer springs at Kas el-Kishon, with other

springs lower down, keep it up from that point, as a per-

ennial stream, even during the drought of summer.
Thus during one part of the year the source of the river

may appear to be in Mount Tabor, while during another

part the source of the diminished stream is at Kas el-

Kishon. In this view of the case we should expect that

travellers crossing the plain iu or shortly after the season

of rain, would have encountered the temporary stream

from Mount Tabor before the point where it meets the

perennial streams from Carmel. The fact is, however,

that the route has been little travelled in that season ; but

the required evidence is by no means wanting. Mariti

(ii. 12) mentions the case of the English dragoman who
was drowned, and his horse with him, in the attempt to

cross such a stream in February, 1761. During the battle

of Mount Tabor, between the French and Arabs, April

16, 1799, many of the latter were drowned in their at-

tempt" to cross a stream coming from Deburieh, which
tlicn inundated the plain (Burckhardt, Si/ria, p. 339).

Monro, who crossed the river early iu April (in its lower

or perennial part), in order to ascend Mount Carmel, de-

scribes it as traversing the plain of Esdraelon : which he

could not have done if he had not seen a stream flowing in

that direction uniting with the river below Mount Carmel.

The river, where he crossed it, in a boat, was then thirty

yards wide. Afterwards, iu crossing an arm of it, in the

plain from Solam to Nazareth, he incidentally furnishes

ground for his former view by stating that he crossed ' a

considerable brook, and afterwards some others, which
flow into a small lake on the northern side of the plain,

and eventually contribute to swell the Kishon' {Ramble,

i. 55, 281). Dr. Robinson says that this account corre-

sponds with channels that he observed {Bibl. Researches,

iii. 230). Prokesch also, in April, 182y, when travelling

directly from Ramleh to Nazareth, ent'^red the plain of

Esdraelon at or near Lejjun, where he came upon the

Kishon, flowing in a deep bed through marshy ground

;

and after wandering about for some time to find his way
through the morass, he was at last set right by an Arab, who
pointed out the proper ford {Reise ins H. Land, p. 129).

The Scriptural account of the overthrow of Sisera's host

manifestly shews that the stream crossed the plain, and
must have been of considerable size. The above argu-

ments, to shew that it did so, and still does so, notwith-

standing Dr. Shaw's account, were, iu substance, given

several years ago in the Pictorial History of Palestine,

i. 191 ; and the writer has had the satisfaction of seeing
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his view since confirmed by Dr. Robinson, who adds that
' not improbably, in ancient times, when the country was
perhaps more wooded, there may have been permamnt
streams throughout the whole plain.'

23. ' Curse ye Meroz,' etc.—The prophetess here turns

abruptly to curse the inhabitants of Meroz. Of the history

or site of this city no trace exists. We may suppose it to

have lain on the borders of Issachar and Naphtali ; and
that its inhabitants having an opportunity^ of destroying

the flying Canaanites neglected to improve it.

25. ' Butter:—This was probably curdled milk, as

butter would be out of place here, and the parallelism as

well as the context requires something liquid. Sour or

thick milk is a favourite beverage among the Arabs, and
Josephus is probably right in affirming that it was what
Jael brought for the refreshment of Sisera. It is said to be

very refi'eshing-, but we are unable to speak from our own
experience, never having been able to conquer our repug-

nance to it sufficiently to test its qualities.

28. ' The mother of Sisera.'—By a prosopopeia no less

abrupt than beautiful, the mother of Sisera is now intro-

duced as looking through her lattice in anxious expectation

of the return of her lingering son. 'The first sentences,'

says Bishop Lowth, ' exhibit a striking picture of maternal

solicitude, and of a mind suspended and agitated between

hope and fear. Immediately, impatient of delay, she an-

ticipates the consolations of her friends ; and, her mind
being somewhat elevated, she boasts with all the levity of

a fond female,

—

" Vast in her hopes and giddy with success."

Let us here observe how well adapted every sentiment,

every word, is to the character of the speaker. She makes
no account of the slaughter of the enemy, of the valour

and conduct of the conqueror, of the multitude of the

captives, but

" Burns with a female thirst of prey and spoils."

Nothing is omitted which is calculated to attract and en-

gage the passions of a vain and trifling woman ; slaves,

gold, and rich apparel. Nor is she satisfied with the bare

enumeration of them—she repeats, she amplifies, she

heightens every circumstance ; she seems to have the very

plunder in her immediate possession ; she pauses and con-

templates every particular. To add to the beauty of this

passage, there is also an uncommon neatness in the versi-

fication
;
great force, accuracy, and perspicuity in the dic-

tion ; and the utmost elegance in the repetitions, which,

notwithstanding their apparent redundancy, are conducted

with the most perfect brevity. In the end, the fatal disap-

pointment of female hope and credulity, tacitly insinuated

by the unexpected apostrophe,

—

" So let thine enemies perish, Jehovah !

"

is expressed more forcibly by this very silence of the per-

son who was just speaking, than it could possibly have been

by all the powers of language.'

— ' Throuyh the lattice.'—The original word
35y'^J

eshnab occurs only here and in Prov. vii. 6. It comes from
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a root signifying ' to be cool,' hence a lattice or blind of

open wood-work to admit the coo! air, while they exclude

the view from without. The windows of all female apart-

ments are in the East to this day furnished with the same

kind of lattices, which are usually provided with small

frames opening upon hinges.

— ' Whi/ is his chariut so long in comingf—This is the

meaning ; but the literal rendering is still more expressive

:

' Why is his chariot ashamed to come?'
30. ' l^reg of needlework.'—The original word flDpT

rikmah is from a root, which, both in Hebrew and Arabic,

signifies ' to diversify,' ' to variegate,' particularly in colour,

and is not necessarily applied to needlework, though it

does not exclude it. See the note on Gen. xxxvii. 3.

CHAPTER VI.

Tlie Israelitesfor their sin are oppressed hj Midian.

8 A prophet rebitketh them. 1 1 An angel sendeth

Gideon for their deliverance. 17 Gideon s prese7it

is consumed with fire. 24 Gideon deslroyeth Baal's

altar, and offereth a sacrifice vpon the altar

JehovaJi-shalom. 28 Joash defmdeth his son, and
calleth him Jerubbaal. 33 Gii

deon's signs.

I. s army. 3(j Gi-

And the children of Israel did evil in the

sight of the Lord : and the Lord delivered

them into the hand of Midian seven years.

2 And the hand of Midian 'prevailed

against Israel : and because of the Midianites

the children of Israel made them the dens

which arc in the mountains, and caves, and

strong holds.

3 And so it was, when Israel had sown,

that the Midianites came up, and the Amale-
kites, and the children of the east, even they

came up against them ;

4 And they encamped against them, and

destroyed the inci'case of the earth, till thou

come unto Gaza, and left no sustenance for

Israel, neither ''sheep, nor ox, nor ass.

5 For they came up with their cattle and

their tents, and they came as grasshoppers for

multitude ; for both they and their camels

were without number : and they entered into

the land to destroy it.

6 And Israel was greatly impoverished

because of the Midianites ; and the children

of Israel cried unto the Lord.
7 H And it came to pass, when the children

of Israel cried unto the Lord because of the

Midianites,

8 That the Lord sent ^a prophet unto the

children of Israel, which said unto them. Thus
saith the Loud God of Israel, I brought you

up from I'gypt, and brought you forth out of

the house of bondage ;

1) And I delivered you out of the hand of

the Egyptians, and out of the hand of all that

oppressed you, and drave them out from be-

fore you, and gave you their land
;

10 And I said unto you, I am the Loud
your God ; 'fear not the gods of the Amoritcs,

in whose land ye dwell : but ye have not

obeyed my voice.

11 H And there came an angel of the

Lord, and sat under an oak which irtis in

Ophrah, that pertained unto Joash the Abi-
czrite : and his son 'Gideon threshed wheat by

the winepress, ^to hide it from the Midian-

ites.

12 And the angel of the Lord appeared

unto him, and said unto him. The Lord is

with thee, thou mighty man of valour.

13 And Gideon said unto him. Oh my
Lord, if the Lord be with us, why then is all

this befallen us ? and where be all his miracles

which our fathers told us of, saying. Did not

the Lord bring us up from Egypt ? but now
the Lord hath forsaken us, and delivered us

into the hands of the Midianites.

14 And the Lord looked upon him, and

said. Go in this thy might, and thou shalt save

Israel from the hand of the Midianites : have

not I sent thee ?

15 And he said unto him, O my Lord,

wherewith shall I save Israel? behold, 'my
family is poor in Manasseh, and I am the

least in my father's house.

16 And the Lord said unto him. Surely I

will be with thee, and thou shalt smite the

Midianites as one man.

17 And he said unto him, If now I have

found grace in thy sight, then shew me a sign

that thou talkest with me.

18 Depart not hence, I pray thee, until I

come unto thee, and bring forth my 'present,

and set it before thee. And he said, I will

tarry until thou come again.

19 And Gideon went in, and made ready

'a kid, and unleavened cakes of an ephah of

flour : the flesh he put in a basket, and he

put the broth in a pot, and brought it out unto

him under the oak, and presented it.

20 And the angel of God said unto him.

Take the flesh and the unleavened cakes, and
lay them upon this rock, and pour out the

broth. And he did so.

21 Then the angel of the Lord put forth

the end of the staff that ims in his hand, and
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touched the flesh and the unleavened cakes ;

and there rose up fire out of the rock, and

consumed the flesh and the unleavened cakes.

Then the angel of the Lord departed out of

his sight.

22 And when Gideon perceived that he

was an angel of the Lord, Gideon said, Alas,

O Lord God ! '"for because I have seen an

angel of the Lord face to face.

23 And the Lord said unto him. Peace be

unto thee ; fear not : thou shalt not die.

24 Then Gideon built an altar there unto

the Lord, and called it "Jehovali-shalom :

unto this day it is yet in Oplirah of the Abi-

ezrites.

25 IT And it came to pass the same night,

that the Lord said unto him, Take thy

father's young bullock, "even the second

bullock of seven years old, and throw down
the altar of Baal that thy father hath, and

cut down the grove that is by it

:

26 And build an altar unto the Lord thy

God upon the top of this '^rock, '"in the or-

dered place, and take the second bullock, and

ofier a burnt sacrifice with the wood of the

grove which thou shalt cut down.

27 Then Gideon took ten men of his ser-

vants, and did as the Lord had said unto

him : and so it was, because he feared his

father's houshold, and the men of the city,

that he could not do it by day, that he did /*

by night.

28 1[ And when the men of the city arose

early in the morning, behold, the altar of Baal

was cast down, and the grove was cut down
that icas by it, and the second bullock was
offered upon the altar that was built.

29 And they said one to another. Who
hath done this thing ? And when they en-

quired and asked, they said, Gideon the son

of Joash hath done this thing.

30 Then the men of the city said unto

Joash, Bring out thy son, that he may die

:

because he hath cast down the altar of Baal,
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and because he hath cut down tiie grove that
teas by it.

31 And Joash said unto all that stood

against him. Will ye plead for Baal? will ye
save him ? he that will plead for him, let him
be put to death whilst it is ijet morning : if he
be a god, let him plead for himself, because
one hath cast do\^n his altar.

32 Therefore on that day he called him
Jerubbaal, saying. Let Baal plead against-

him, because he hath thrown down his altar.

33 H Then all the Midianites and the

Amalekites and the children of the east were
gathered together, and went over, and pitched

in the valley of Jezreel.

34 But the Spirit of the Lord "came upon
Gideon, and he '"blew a trumpet; and Abi-
ezer "was gathered after him.

35 And he sent messengers throughout all

Manasseh ; who also was gathered after him

:

and he sent messengers unto Asher, and unto

Zebulun, and unto Naphtali ; and they came
up to meet them.

30 IT And Gideon said unto God, If thou

wilt save Israel by mine hand, as thou hast

said,

37 Behold, I will put a fleece of wool in the

floor ; and if the dew be on the fleece only,

and it be dry upon all the earth beside, then

shall I know that thou wilt save Israel by mine
hand as thou hast said.

38 And it was so : for he rose up early on

the morrow, and thrust the fleece together,

and wringed the dew out of the fleece, a bowl

full of water.

39 And Gideon said unto God, '"Let not

thine anger be hot against me, and I will

speak but this once : let me prove, I pray thee,

but this once with the fleece ; let it now be

dry only upon the fleece, and upon all the

ground let there be dew.

40 And God did so that night : for it was

dry upon the fleece only, and there was dew
on all the ground.

Verse 2.
' Made them dens'—That is, prepared or fitted

up as residences the deus and eaves of the mountains. They
did not make them de novo \a the sense of cutting out, ex-

cavating, or constructing them, for it is said they were
already in the mountains ; but they so worked upon them
as to adapt them for dwelling-places and strongholds

against their enemies.
— ' Caves.'—See the note on Gen. xix. SO. Let us add

a very appropriate incident here, as related by William
of Tyre. When Baldwin I. presented himself with some
troops before Askelon, the citizens were afraid to come out

to give him battle. Ou this, finding it would be of no

advantage to remain there, he ranged about the plains be-

tween the mountains and the sea, and found villages whose
inhabitants having left their houses had retired with their

wives and children, their flocks and herds, into subter-

raneous caves. This also illustrates ch. v. 7.

3. ' When Israel had sown.'—It will be recollected that

the Midianites were chiefly wandering herdsmen— that is,

just such a people as the Bedouin Arabs are at the present

day. The oppression to which the Israelites were at this

time subject, was, therefore, of a very different nature from

those which they had previously experienced ; and from

the minute and expressive details which are given, we dis-

315
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cover, without difficulty, that tlicy bad never before ex-

perienced anythiug so grievous. Under this view let us

illustrate these details by the present conduct of the Be-
douins towards cultivators.

4. ' Encamped against them, and destroiied the increase

of the earth .... and left no snstenajicefur Israel'—It may
be stated as a maxim, that whenever the nomade is master
of the cultivator, the impoverishment and ultimate ruin of

the latter are inevitable. The Bedouin Arabs come up
from their deserts in the spring, and perhaps remain
through the summer in the territories of those cultivators

who are so unfortunate as to lie at their mercy. If there

is not an established understanding between the nomades
and the cultivators, as to the proportion which the latter

are to pay for exemption, the Bedouins encamp and pas-

ture their cattle in the cultivated grounds, after securing

snch corn and other vegetable products as they may happen
to require for their own use during the remainder of the

year. Thus the 'increase of the earth is destroyed,' and
' no sustenance ' remains to reward the cultivator for the

labour and patience he has spent on its production.

— ' Neither sheep, nor ox, nor ass.'—The Bedouins, when
thus oppressing the cultivator, seize all the cattle that are

brought abroad, and add them to their own flocks and
herds ; and as it is impossible and useless to keep them
continually in confinement, the inhabitants soon become
deprived of all their cattle, like the Israelites. Even their

persons are not safe ; as the Bedouins will not scruple to

rob of his clothes and property any person whom they can
find beyond the protection which the walls of the towns
and villages aiford,—if they do not kill him, or detain him
as a prisoner till his friends have been induced to pay
heavily for his ransom. We do not know whether the

Midianites entered the towns. It is possible that they did

not, as tlieir visits were annual, and they do not appear to

have taken or occupied any towns. This aggravation was
not necessary to reduce the people to ruin, and oblige

them to relinquish their paternal fields and pleasant homes,
to retire to ' the dens which are in the mountains.' Then
doubtless the Midianites could enter the towns, and destroy

and plunder at pleasure such property as the fugitives had
left behind. It is possible that the Israelites returned to

their homes for the season after the invaders had with-

drawn for the year. The nomades usually come towards

the end of April or beginning of May, and remain till

September. In the period of their absence, some useful

products might be raised, to eke out a subsistence during
the period of their stay, and perhaps part of the barley

harvest might in a favourable season be got in and carried

off to the mountains before the Midianites arrived. This
miserable state of things could not long be borne ; and
accordingly we find that the period in which the Israelites

were subject to this urgent oppression of the Midianites

was shorter than that in which any other of their oppres-

sors tyrannized over them.
In Western Asia, those cultivators who are subject to

such annual incursions generally make a compromise with

the invaders, agreeing to pay them a heavy tribute, on the

condition that the harvests shall not be touched, or the

cattle driven off. Even powerful communities, which
might be able to cope with the Bedouins, often enter into

a compromise of this sort, to prevent the necessity for

continual warfare and watchfulness. With these, the

arrangement is a matter of convenience ; but miserable is

the condition of those with whom it is a matter of neces-

sity, and to whom it is the only alteniative on which they

can secure a scanty subsistence from their own fields. The
tribute, usually paid in produce, is generally very heavy

;

U'sides which the chiefs expect extraordinary presents,

and what is received in one year as a present, is certain to

be exacted in the next year as a right. Thus the pressure

accumulates till it can no longer be borne ; cultivation is

then relinquished, and whole settlements are abandoned
by tlieir inhabitants, who disperse themselves into other

villages or towns, or form a new settlement where they

hope to be more at ease. This does not perhaps often

happen ; but individual families arc continually changing

one village for another, in the hope of that relief which
they can nowhere find. In the Hauran, for instance, as

described by Kurckhardt, very few individuals die in the
villages in which they were born. ' This continued wan-
dering,' says that traveller, ' is one of the principal reasons

why no village in the Hauran has either orchards, or

fruit trees, or gardens for the growth of vegetables. " Shall

we sow for strangers ?
" was the answer of a Fellah, to

whom I once spoke on the subject, and who by the word
"strangers" meant both the succeeding inhabitants and
the Arabs who visit the Hauran in the spring and sum-
mer.' Even in the pashalic of Bagdad, the government
of which is enabled in ordinary circumstances to keep the
Arabian tribes of his territory in some degree of order, no
persons dare undertake the cultivation of the soil at any
considerable distance from the city, except the Seids, who
claim to be descended from Mohammed, and the supposed
sanctity of whose character renders them comparatively
secure from depredation. Yet even they are often obliged

to erect a fort on their grounds, in which a strong guard
is stationed at the time of hai-vest. These details will

help to shew the distressing situation of cultivators when
exposed to the oppression of pastoral tribes.

5. ' Grass/toppers.'—Rather, • locusts'—a most expres-

sive comparison.

1 1. ' Gideon threshed wheat hij the winepress, to hide it

from the Midianites'—This is a most expressive illustra-

tion of the preceding remarks. Gideon was obliged to

thresh his wheat in a small quantity, and in an imusual
place, to conceal it from the Midianites. This shews that

the oppression of the Hebrews from the Midianites was in

the severest form, seeing that they could not retain any
part of their own produce except by stealth. The small-

ness of the quantity is shewn by the manner in which it

is threshed, which was not with cattle, as usual with large

quantities, but by means of the flail, which was seldom
employed but in threshing small quantities. And then
the threshing was near the winepress, that is, in ground
appropriated to another purpose. The flail also falling on
corn placed on the dead ground, not on a boarded floor as

with us, made but little noise, whereas the bellowing of
the oxen might, in the other case, have led to detection.

It will be observed that this threshing-ground was in the

open air, else Gideon could not have expected dew to fall

on the ground, or on the fleece which he spread out there

(to. 37-40). [.\i.ebxuix, No. 25.]

15. ' My faviily is poor.'— Literally, ' my thousand is

the meanest' or ' poorest'—From Exod. xviii. 25, it appears

that the Israelites were divided into tens, fifties, hundreds,

and thousands—a division recognised in M icah v. 2 :
' Thou,

Bethlehem Ephratah, though thou be little among the

thousands of Judah,' etc. These ' thousands ' embraced,
of course, numerous families, and the assertion of Gideon
seems to be, that the thousand to which his belonged had
become not only much diminished in numbers, but also

impoverished in resources, so that they could do but little

towards withstanding an enemy.
— ' And I am the least in my father's house.'—From

which it would seem that he was either the youngest, or

in his own apprehension the least competent for the task

proposed to him. It would represent himself as wanting
in the ability, rank, and influence which could alone be

expected to induce his countrymen to join his standard

against the Midianites.

19. ' The flesh he put in a bu.<>ket, and he put the broth in

a pot.'—Tlie circumstances of this entertainment are, to a

considerable extent, illustrated by the notes to Gen. xviii.

The broth is the most peculiar circumstance of this hastily

prepared meal. It leaves us to infer, either that Gideon
boiled or stewed the kid, and served up the meat and soup
separately, or else that he stewed one part of the kid, and
roasted or broiled the other. Both metliods are consonant

to Oriental usages; and perhaps the latter is the best

hypothesis, as the animal thus divided might he the more
speedily dressed. In this case, the roasted part was pro-

bably prepared in the most usual way of providing a

hasty dish,—that is, by cutting the meat into small pieces,
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several of which are strung upon a skewer, like larks, and
so roasted, or rather broiled : as several of these skewers
of meat can be dressed together, a meal may in this way
be very soon prepared. This dish is called kaboob, and is

very common in Western Asia. When meat is thus dressed

iu two ways, the stew is generally intended for immediate
use, and the kaboob for a future meal, or for the traveller

to carry with him for his refreshment on the way. As
Gideon brought the meat, as distinguished from the
' broth,' in a basket, it was probably intended by him that

the stranger should take it away with him iu that basket

for his future use. This was a proper mark of careful

hospitality and attention. The basket was probably a
small hand-basket made of palm-leaves or rushes.

25. ' 77(6 second bullock.'—Commentators are perplexed

about the description of this bullock as the ' second.' We
would hazard a conjecture, that as the Midianites'took
away all the cattle of the Hebrews that they could lay

hands on, Gideon's father had very few cattle, the second
of which, in point of age, he is directed to offer as the

fittest for sacrifice. It is singular that one of seven years

old should be selected, three years being the usual age.

Was it with reference to the seven years which the op-

pression of the Midianites had lasted? or, was it that this

bullock, although seven years old, was the youngest above

three years of age, and therefore the most proper for

sacrifice? This alone would imply how slender the herd
of Joash had become. Perhaps he had but two bullocks

above three years of age, this being the second of the two.
— ' The grove.'—The word translated 'grove' here and

elsewhere is HTJ'X asherah, and the rendering is after the

Septuagint. It has, however, been much doubted whether
this be the real signification of the word ; and the best

Hebrew scholars of this and the last age have rejected the

interpretation. The reasons against it are of great weight.

It is urged that the word almost always occurs with other

words denoting idols and statues of idols ; that the verbs

which are employed to denote the making of an Asherah
are incompatible with the idea of a grove, being such as

to build, to shape, to erect ; that the words used to denote

its destruction are such as breaking to pieces, subverting ;

that the image of Asherah is described in 2 Kings xxi. 7,

as being placed in the temple ; and that Asherah is coupled

with Baal in the same way that Ashtoreth is in Judg. ii.

13; X. 6 ; 1 Kings xviii. 19; 2 Kings xxiii. 4, and par-

ticularly in Judg. ii. 13: iii. 7, where the plural form of

both words may be regarded as of itself denoting images

of this goddess. The signification ' grove ' is indeed
utterly incongruous with 2 Kings xvii. lu, where we read
of 'setting up groves under every green tree.' Moreover,
even the Septuagint, which may be regarded as the source

of this strange interpretation, renders the word by 'Astarte'

in 2 Chron. xv. 10 (as the Vulgate has done in Judg. iii.

7), and conversely renders 'Ashtoreth' by 'groves' iu 1 Sam.
vii. 3. On the strength of these arguments most modern
Biblical critics conceive that Asherah is but a name for

Ashtoreth, and that it more especially denotes the relation

of that goddess to the planet Venus : for although the pri-

mary relation of Baal and Ashtoreth was to the sun and
moon, they came in the course of time to be connected in

the religious conceptions of the Syro- Arabians with the

planets Jupiter and Venus as the two stars of good fortune.

31. ' Will ye plead for Saalr etc.—The meaning of

Gideon's father is certainly not very clearly produced iu

this translation of his speech. What he means to say,

according to the original, and the best versions, is to the

eifect. Is it for you to become the avengers of [or to con-

tend for] Baal ? If he be, as you say, a god, he must be

well able to avenge [or contend for] himself, and his in-

sulter, even should ye spare him, will be found dead by
break of day. If, therefore, he be a god, let him avenge
himself upon [or contend with] the man who hath cast

down his altar.

32. ' JerubbaaV—The name is derived from the burden
of his father's speech, ' Let Baal avenge,' or, as some in-

terpret, ' Let Baal contend.'

3S. 'A bowl full of water.'—See the note on Gen. xxvii.

2S, which will partly explain what seems to us extraor-

dinary in this abundant dew. It will be observed, that we
are to look for the miracle in its having fallen at one time

upon the fleece, without any on the floor, and that, another

time, the fleece remained dry while the ground was wet
with dew. The quantity also may have been more than

usually abundant ; but less so than would seem to us in

regions where dews fall lightly. We remember, while
travelling in North-western Asia, to have found all the

baggage, which had been left in the open air, so wet, when
we came forth from the tent in the morning, that it seemed
to have been exposed to heavy rain, and we could witli

difficulty believe that no rain had fallen. So also, when
sleeping in the open air, the sheep-skin cloak which served
for a covering has been found in the moming scarcely

less wet than if it had been immersed in water.
[Verse 25, Appendix, No. 2G.]

CHAPTER VII.

7 Gideon's army oflivo and thirty thousand is brought

tu three hundred. 13 He is encouraged by the dream
and interpretation of the barley cake. 1 G His stra-

tagem of trumpets and lamps in pitchers. 25 T!ie

Ephraimites take Oreb and Zeeb.

Then Jerubbaal, who is Gideon, and all the

people that were with him, rose up early, and
pitched beside the well of Harod : so that the

host of the Midianites were on the north side

of them, by the hill of Moreh, in the valley.

2 And the Lord said unto Gideon, The
people that are with thee are too many for me
to give the Midianites into their hands, lest

Israel vaunt themselves against me, saying.

Mine own hand hath saved me.

3 Now therefore go to, proclaim in the ears

of the people, saying, 'Whosoever is fearful

and afraid, let him return and depart early

from mount Gilead. And there returned of

the people twenty and two thousand ; and there

remained ten thousand.

4 And the Lord said unto Gideon, The
people arc yet too many ; bring them down

unto the water, and I will try them for thee

there : and it shall be, that of whom I say unto

thee. This shall go with thee, the same shall

go with thee ; and of whomsoever I say unto

thee. This shall not go with thee, the same

shall not go.

5 So he brought down the people unto the

water : and the Lord said unto Gideon, Every

one that lappeth of the water with his tongue,

as a dog lappeth, him shalt thou set by him-

self ; likewise every one that boweth down upon

his knees to drink.
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6 And tlie number of them that hipped,

puttimj then- hand to their mouth, were three

hundred men : but all the rest of the people

bowed down upon their knees to drink water.

7 And the Lokd said unto Gideon, By the

three hundred men that lapped will I save

you, and deliver the Midianites into thine

iiand : and let all the other people go every

man unto his place.

8 So the people took victuals in their hand,

and their trumpets : and he sent all tlte rest

of Israel every man unto his tent, and retained

those three hundred men: and the host of

Midian was beneath him in the valley.

9 1 And it came to pass the same night,

that the Lord said unto him. Arise, get thee

down unto the host; fori have delivered it

into thine hand.

10 But if thou fear to go down, go thou

with Phurah thy servant down to the host

:

1

1

And thou shalt hear what they say

;

and afterward shall thine hands be strength-

ened to go down unto the host. Then went

he down with Phurah his servant unto the

outside of the ^armed men that were in the

host.

12 And the Midianites and the Amalekites

and 'all the children of the east lay along in

the valley like grasshoppers for multitude

;

and their camels were without number, as the

sand by the sea side for multitude.

Yd And when Gideon was come, behold,

there was a man that told a dream unto his

fellow, and said, Behold, I dreamed a dream,

and, lo, a cake of barley bread tumbled into

the host of Midian, and came unto a tent, and

smote it that it fell, and overturned it, that

the tent lay along.

14 And his fellow answered and said. This

is nothing else save the sword of Gideon the

son of Joasli, a man of Israel : for into his

hand hath God delivered Midian, and all the

host.

1.5 And it was so, when Gideon heard

the telling of the dream, and -"the interpre-

tation thereof, that he worshipped, and re-

turned into the host of Israel, and said. Arise
;

for the Lord hath delivered into your hand

the host of Midian.

16 H And he divided the three hundred men
i/ito three companies, and he put 'a trumpet

in every man's hand, with empty pitchers, and

"lamps within the pitchers.

1

7

And he said unto them. Look on me,

and do likewise : and, behold, when I come to

the outside of the camp, it shall he that, as I

do, so shall ye do.

18 When I blow with a trunijict, I and all

that are with me, then blow ye the trumpets

also on every side of all the camp, and say..

The sicord of the Lord, and of Gideon.

19 t So Gideon, and the hundred men that

u-ere with him, came unto the outside of the

camp in the beginning of the middle watch

;

and they had but newly set the watch : and

they blew the trumpets, and brake the pitchers

that iccre in their hands.

20 And the three companies blew the trum-

pets, and brake the pitchers, and held the

lamps in their left hands, and the trumpets in

their right hands to blow withal: and they

cried, The sword of the Lord, and of Gideon.

21 And they stood every man in his place

round about the camp : and all the host ran,

and cried, and fled.

22 And the three hundred blew the trum-

pets, and 'the Loud set every man's sword

against his fellow, even throughout all the

host: and the host fled to Bethshittah "in

Zererath, and to the "border of Abel-meholah,

unto Tabbath.

23 And the men of Israel gathered them-

selves together out of Naphtali, and out of

Asher, and out of all Manasseh, and pursued

after the Midianites.

24 H And Gideon sent messengers through-

out all mount Ephraim, saying, Come down

against the Midianites, and take before them

the waters unto Ik'th-barah and Jordan. Then
all the men of Ephraim gathered themselves

together, and took the waters imto Beth-barah

and Jordan.

25 And they took "two princes of the Mi-
dianites, Oreb and Zeeb ; and they slew Oreb
upon the rock Oreb, and Zeeb they slew at

the winepress of Zeeb, and pursued Midian,

and brought the heads of Oreb and Zeeb to

Gideon on the other side Jordan.

hinp thereof. * Ht'li. trumpets tri tfif hands o/all of them.

Verse 1. ' Vte wrll ,///«,«/.—This well or fi>mitain

was situated not far from Gilboa, on tlie borders of Ma-
nnsseh. It is probably the same wliicli is mentioned in

1 Sam. xxix. 1. As tlie word Harod means ' fear,' or

'trembling,' it is likely that it obtained its name either

from the pamc which here seized the Midianites, or, still

more probably, from the fear which induced many of

those who had joined Gideon's standard to turn bacK from

that place, as related in v. ."?, where indeed the very word
occurs. [See 2 Sam. xxiii 25, where Harodites are spoken of.

)
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6. ' Lapped, putting their hand to their mouth . . . .

bowed down upon their knees to drink water.'—These two
modes of action have been differently understood, and the

first in particular has been the subject of various inter-

pretations. The dog drinks by shaping the end of his long

thin tongue into the form of a spoon, which it rapidly intro-

duces into, and withdraws from, the water, throwing each
time a spoonful of the fluid into its mouth. The tongue of
man is not adapted to this use ; and it is physically ira-

possilile for a man, therefore, to lap, literally, as a dog
laps. The true explanation, probably, is, that these men,
instead of kneeling down to take a long draught, or suc-

cessive draughts, from the water, employed their hand as

the dog employs its tongue—that is, forming it into a

hollow spoon, and dipping water with it from the stream.

We have often seen it done, and the comparison to the

hipping of a dog spontaneously occurred to our mind.
Practice gives a peculiar tact in this mode of drinking

;

and the interchange of the hand between the water and
the mouth is so rapidly managed as to be comparable to

that of the dog's tongue in similar circumstances. Besides,

the water is not usually sucked out of the hand into the

mouth, but, by a peculiar knack, is jerked into the mouth,
before the hand is brought close to it, so that the hand is

approaching with a fresh supply almost before the pre-

ceding has been swallowed : this is another resemblance
to the action of a dog's tongue. When travelling with
small caravans, we have had opportunities of seeing both
processes. On coming to water, a person who wishes to

drink cannot stop the whole party to wait for him ; and
therefore, if on foot, any delay would oblige him to un-

usual exertion in order to overtake his party. Therefore
he drinks in the manner we have described ; and has sa-

tisfied his thirst in much less time than one who, having
more leisure, or being disposed to more deliberate enjoy-

ment, looks out for a place where he may kneel or lie

down to bring his mouth in contact with the water, and
imbibe long and slow draughts of the pleasant fluid. This
consumes so much time, that few but those who are

mounted indulge in it, as they can ride on before and
satisfy themselves by the time their party comes up, or, if

they linger behind after it has passed on, can easily over-

take it again. This last was the course usually adopted
by the writer and other Europeans, who were unprovided
with drinking vessels, and to whom the difference of time
was of no importance ; as they were not practised in that

facile and cleanly use of the hand in drinking which was
so easy to the natives, and which scarcely interrupted their

progress. This explanation may help to shew how the
distinction operated, and why those who ' lapped, putting

their hand to their mouth,' were considered to evince an
alacrity and readiness for action which peculiarly fitted

them for the service on which Gideon was engaged.
10. ' Go thou with Phnrah thy servant down to the host.'

—The ideas of the Hebrews concerning the character of
a spy were very different from those which prevail in mo-
dern Europe. The oflice was usually undertaken either

by the commander-in-chief himself, or by some other per-

son of high consideration. Joshua and Caleb were among
those sent as spies into Canaan; and now Gideon is in-

structed to undertake the same office. It was much the

same among the Greeks : indeed there are some lines in

the tenth book of the Iliad which seem rather a striking

illustration of this passage. In a night consultation

among the Grecian kings and chiefs, about the operations

of the following day, Nestor inquired whether there was
no chief whom the prospect of the glorious recompense of

' Extensive as the heav'ns, and fair reward,'

would not induce to undertake the perilous duty of pn
ceediug as a spy to the Trojan camp ? The task w;

accepted by Diomede in these words

:

' I, Nestor, feel such courage; and myself
Will enter Ilium's host, encamp'd so nigh ;

But shall adventure with a livelier hope.

}ES. [B.C. 12-49.

And be embolden'd much, some valiant friend

Advent'ring with me ; for a friend may spy
Advantage ere myself, and may advise

Its happiest uses overseen by me.
He ceased, and willing to partake his toils

Aro.se no few.'

Among these were some of the most distinguished princes
in the host, as both the Ajaxes, Menelaus, and Ulysses.
From the various candidates for the distinction, Aga-
memnon advised Diomede to select whichever he consi-

dered the most deserving and best able to assist him,
without respect to pedigree or power. He accordingly
chose Ulysses ; and the two proceeded together on their

glorious enterprise. The sequel is minutely related. After
gaining some infotmation by the way from a counter-spy,
whom they afterwards slew, they proceeded to the place
where the Thracian allies of the Trojans lay encamped.

' They, wearied, slept profound ; beside them lay,

In triple order regular arranged.
Their radiant armour, and their steeds in pairs.'

Among the sleepers, the two illustrious spies committed ter-

rible havoc, and returned safely, and with rich spoil and
important intelligence, to their own camp.

Every one will also recollect the popularly-known in-

stance, in our own history, of king Alfred, who did not
think it beneath liis character to act as a spy, and who,
under the disguise of a harper, went to the camp of the
Danes, and remained there several days, caressed and un-
suspected, making observations and collecting information
which tended much to the success of his subsequent en-
terprises.

12. ' Like iirasshoppers.'—Kather, ' like locusts,' which
is here far more significant.

— ' And their camels.'—This alone indicates the nomade
or semi-nomade character of the Midianites. See the note

on Num. xxxi. 2. That the Midianites abounded in camels
at a comparatively late period, appears from Isa. Ix. 6 ;

and indeed we generally hear something about camels
whenever we meet with this people in Scripture.

13. M cake of barley bread tumbled into the host of
Midian, and came unto a tent . . . and overturned it.'—
To understand this, it is necessary to recollect that Gi-
deon's force was in the hill of Moreh, and that the Mi-
dianites were below in the valley. The barley-cake which
the man saw in his dream, doubtless seemed to roll down
the hill into the valley, overturning the tent with which
it came in contact. 'This naturally enough connected it

with Gideon, nor less so the apparent inadequacy of the

cause to produce this result. If it had been a great stone,

it would have been no wonder that the tent had been over-

turned by it ; but that it should be overturned by a barley-

cake seemed as little likely, in human probability, as that

Gideon with his little band should overthrow the vast host

of Midian. That it was not only a cake, but a barley-cake,

seems a circumstance designed to shew more strongly the

insignificance of the cause. And that it was so understood,

seems to imply that wheat bread had already become the

substantial food of the people, barley having become
limited in its use as the food of cattle, and of the poorest

classes of the community. It is generally stated, by old

writers, that the use of barley was known before that of

wheat; but it gradually sunk in importance when wheat
came into extensive use ; so that ideas of poverty and de-

gradation became associated with cakes of barley. Among
the Bomans, cohorts and individual soldiers who miscon-
ducted themselves were, among other punishments, allowed

only barley bread for food, instead of wheat ; whence,
among them also, bread of barley was associated with

ideas of dishonour and insignificance.

16. ' Pitchers.'—Made of earthenware, so as to be easily

broken. They were probably of the forms in use among
the ancient Egyptians, as represented in the annexed en-

graving, some of which were very well suited to the pur-

pose for which they were on this occasion employtd,

namely, for containing the lights until the proper time

came for disclosing them.
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— ' Lamps

'

—Instead of lamps furnished -H-itli wicks

and fed with oil, we are prohahlj to understand tordus or

flambeaux, which ihc urigiual mil i-quallj i>.g..ifj, u.»Jc

of tow and grease, or of resinous billets of wood, which

would afford a flame much stronger and better suited to

the open air when exposed.

20. ' Blew the trumpels, and brake the pitchers, and held

the tamps in their left hands .... and Ihei/ cried, The
sword of the Lord, and of Gideon.'—As the Midianites

could not imagine that every man had a trumpet and a

light, the noise of so many trumpets, the blaze of so many
lights, with the crash of the broken pitchers from different

quarters, must have conveyed to their minds the most ex-

aggerated ideas of the numbers of the assailants by whom
tliey seemed to be beset. Gideon's army would have been

great indeed, if, as the Midianites must have supposed, the

number of the fighting men had been in proportion to that

of the trumpeters. This measure offers altogether one of

the most curious stratagems to be met with in the history

of military operations, and was well calculated to confuse,

and excite a panic in an encampment of undisciplined

nomades, whose confusion was probably increased by the

alarm and fright of their numerous cattle. The Lord

gave effect to this stratagem ; so that the host of Midian

was discomfited without the Hebrews striking a blow.

Their position was vi'ry singular, standing about the camp
blowing till 11 iniiiip Is and holding their torches, as if to

cncouiu ' li lit to the fighting men whom the

Midiiinr , ;
' i have entered their camp—while

they n iL\ :

•
'

li-lu ^ulficient to enable their enemies to

slay each otlu-r, but not enough to enable them to distin-

guish that those whom they slew were not enemies, but

friends. The war-cry was taken from the interpretation

of the dream, ' The sword of Gideon,' to which Gideon,

with his usual modesty, prefixed the name of the Lord

—

' The sword of the Lord, and of Gideon.'

24. ' Take before them the waters.'—The fords of the

Jordan to prevent the escape of the enemy across the river.

This had been done before in the case of the Moabites

;

and was the usual practice when the enemy belonged to

the country east of the river.

2j. ' lirotiijhl the heads <jf Oreb and Zeeb to Gideon.'—

It was an ilmost uiii\ersal custom to take off the hearts of

opposing chit {•, and bring them to the \ ictorious general.

It .s a sort of t. 0[,hj , and as s«cl. Las hee^ regarded at one
time or other in nearly all nations. David cut off the

head of Goliath, probably intending to bring it to Saul

;

and the head of Saul himself was cut off by the Philistines

and sent by them to their own country. Such was also

the custom among the Homans : thus Pompey's head was
brought to Cicsar, and that of Cicero to Marc Antony, not

to mention other instances. Barbarous oriental conquerors

have built monuments with the heads of their conquered

enemies ; and, at present, the heads of conquered chiefs

and commanders are transmitted to Constantinople from
the most distant parts of the Turkish empire, to be laid at

the feet of the sultan, and then to decorate his palace

gates. Herodotus relates that the Scythians cut off the

heads of all their enemies whom they slew iu battle. To
bring a head to the king constituted the right to a share in

the spoils of war, which could not be obtained without it.

The sculls of distinguished enemies were made into drink-

ing cups ; and the scalps were in all cases tanned, and
carried by the warrior, tied to his bridle, as a trophy of

military honour ; the valour of a Scythian being estimated

by the number of scalps in his possession. (Melpomene,

64, 65.) This is like the custom among the North Ame-
rican Indians, whose war-song concludes with expressing

the intention to tear off the scalps of their enemies, and
make cups of their sculls.

But Oreb and Zeeb were taken captive, and their heads
afterwards cut off. This was an ancient and is also a mo-
dern practice. It was so in Egypt, where the sculptured

battle-scenes, which still exist, exhibit the captives as

treated with great severity; and those that seem of dis-

tinction are often represented as being decapitated by the

hero himself: and this has from the most ancient times

remained the custom in most parts of Asia, where the cap-

tured chief or general is either sent to the capital and
there decapitated, or is else beheaded on the spot by the

captor, ana his head sent to the king, if the latter does not

happen himself to be the captor. See the notes on Josh.

X. 4(1; Judg. i. 7.

33
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CHAPTER VIII.

1 Gideon pncifieth the Ephraimites. 6 Succoth and
Peniiel refuse relief to Gideon s army. 12 Zebult

and Zalmunna are taken. 16, \7 Succoth and Pemiel
tire destroyed. 21 Gideon revengeth his brethren's

death on Zebah and Zalmunna. 23 He refuseth

i/ovemment. 27 His ephod the cause of idolatry.

28 Midian subdued. 30, 32 Gideon'^cldldren, and
death. 33 The Israelites' idolatry and ingratitude.

And tlie men of Ephraim said unto him,

'Why hast thou served us thus, that thou

calledst us not, when thou wmitest to fight

with the 3Iidianites? And they did chide

with him ^sharply.

2 And he said unto them. What have I

done now in comparison of you ? /* not the

gleaning of the grapes of E]ihraira better than

the vintage of Abi-ezer ?

3 God hatli delivered into your hands the

princes of Midian, Oreb and Zeeb : and what
was I able to do in comparison of you? Then
their ^anger was abated toward him, when he

had said that.

4 IT And Gideon came to Jordan, and
passed over, he, and the three hundred men
that roere with him, faint, yet j)ursuing them.

5 And he said unto the men of Succoth,

Give, I pray you, loaves of bread unto the

people that follow me ; for they be faint, and

I am pursuing after Zebah and Zalmunna,
kings of Midian.

G And the princes of Succoth said. Are
the hands of Zebah and Zalmunna now in

thine hand, that we should give bread unto

thine army ?

7 And Gideon said. Therefore when the

Lord hath delivered Zebah and Zalmunna
into mine hand, then I will 'tear your flesh

with the thorns of the wilderness and with

briers.

8 And he went up thence to Penuel,

and spake unto them likewise : and the men
of Penuel answered him as the men of Suc-

coth had answered him.

9 And he spake also unto the men of

Penuel, saying, 'NVhen I come again in peace,

I will break down this tower.

10 H Now Zebah and Zalmunna icere in

Karkor, and their hosts with them, about

fifteen thousand men, all that were left of all

the hosts of the children of the east : for there

fell 'an hundred and twenty thousand men
that drew sword.

11 -And Gideon went up by the way of

them that dwelt in tents on the east of Nobah

and Jogbehah, and smote the host : for the

host was secure.

12 And when Zebah and Zalmunna fled,

he pursued after them, and took the two kings

of Midian, Zebah and Zalmunna, and "dis-

comfited all the host.

13 f And Gideon the son of Joash re-

turned fi-om battle before the sun was vp,

14 And caught a young man of the men
of Succoth, and enquired of him : and he

"described unto him the princes of Succoth,

and the elders thereof, even threescore and
seventeen men.

15 And he came unto the men of Succoth,

and said. Behold Zebah and Zalmunna, with

whom ye did upbraid me, saying, Are the

hands of Zebah and Zalmunna now in thine

hand, that we should give bread unto thy men
that are weary ?

16 And he took the elders of the city, and

thorns of the wilderness and briers, and with

them he 'taught the men of Succoth.

17 And he beat down the tower of 'Pe-

nuel, and slew the men of the city.

18 H Then said he unto Zebah and Zal-

munna, What manner of men icere they whom
ye slew at Tabor ? And they answered. As
thou art, so icere they ; each one '"resembled

the children of a king.

19 And he said, They u-ere my brethren,

even the sons of my mother : as the Lord
llveth, if ye had saved them alive, I would

not slay you.

20 And he said unto Jether his firstborn,

Up, and slay them. But the youth drew not

his sword : for he feared, because he loas yet

a youth.

21 Then Zebah and Zalmunna said. Rise

thou, and fall upon us : for as the man is,

so is his strength. And Gideon arose, and

slew Zebah and Zalmunna, and took away the

"ornaments that icere on their camels' necks.

22 H Then the men of Israel said unto

Gideon, Rule thou over us, both thou, and

thy son, and thy son's son also : for thou hast

delivered us from the hand of Midian.

23 And Gideon said imto them, I will not

rule over you, neither shall my son rule over

you : the Lord shall rule over you.

24 And Gideon said unto them, I would

desire a request of you, that ye would give

me every man the earrings of his prey. (For

they had golden earrings, because they were

L^nnaelites.)

25 And they answered, We will willingly

« tftoH hast dime 'into «.« ?

. accurdhig tu the/urm, &c. Or. oniaiaeiits l^ke t
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give them. And they spread a garment, and
did cast therein every man the earrings of his

prey.

2li And the weiglit of the golden earrings

that he requested was a tliousand and seven

hundred slickels of gold ; beside ornaments,

and "collars, and purple raiment that was on

the kings of Midian, and beside the chains

that mre about their camels' necks.

27 And Gideon made an ephod thereof,

and put it in his city, even in Ophrah : and
all Israel went thither a whoring after it

:

which thing became a snare unto Gideon, and
to his house.

28 IT Thus was Midian subdued before

the children of Israel, so that they lifted up
their heads no more. And the country was
in quietness forty years in the days of Gideon.

21) IT And Jerubbaal the son of Joash went
and dwelt in his own house.

30 And Gideon bad threescore and ten
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sons '''of his body begotten : for he had many
wives.

31 And his concubine that luas in Shechem,
she also bare him a son, whose name he

'"called Abimelech.

32 H And Gideon the son of Joash died

in a good old age, and was buried in the

sepulchre of Joash his father, in Ophrah of

the Abi-ezrites.

33 And it came to pass, as soon as Gideon
was dead, that the children of Israel turned

again, and went a whoring after Baalim, and
made Baal-berith their god.

34 And the children of Israel remembered
not the Lt)RD their God, who had delivered

them out of the hands of all their enemies on

every side

:

35 Neither shewed they kindness to the

house of Jerubbaal, namely, Gideon, ac-

cording to all, the goodness which he had

shewed unto Israel.

Verse 2. 'Is nnl the gleaninr] of thejjrapas of Epiiraim
better than the vintaye ofAbi-ezer I'—Abi-ezer was the chief
of the family from which Gideon descended. Tliis fine

metaphor, whicli conveys the most favourable idea of
Gideon's mildness and humility, insinuates that their

services at the end had been incomparably greater than his

at the beginning. The resentment of the Ephraimites
evaporated in the warmth of this compliment ; and we can
hardly find a better illustration of Solomon's proverb :

—

' A soft answer turneth away wrath.' ( Prov. xv. 1
.

)

9. ' I will breakdown this tower.'—The people of this

place had probably, in giving their answer, pointed in-

sultingly to a tower in wliich their chief defence lay, inti-

mating thereby that he might do his worst, for that they
were well able to defend themselves.

11. ' Went np bii the wa;/ of them that du-elt in tents.'—
The route which Gideon took from Penuel seems to have
been across the mountains of Gilead to the north-east of
the Jabbok, through a tract of country occupied only by
uomade trilies, thus coming unexpectedly upon the camp
(if tlif Midianites, who expected no attack in that quarter.

If .I.i;;l«/liiih !« the same with Ramoth Gilead, as the

Chaldre parajilirast supposes, the Midianites were pro-

bably encamped somewhere about Ahela, called in xi. .'i.'S,

Abel Cheramim, 'the plain of the vineyards.' Gideon
appears to have returned to Succoth by another shorter

way, namely, by 'tlie heights of Ilare.^,' or the Sun-hills

(rendered in v. 13 ' before the sun was up'); probably so

called, as Geddes conjectures, because, over them, the

rising sun was first seen by the inhabitants of the low
country about the Jordan, and indcfd by all the Israelites

^^ho(lw^ltl1^ \hr wrMi'ni snl^' -I init , n , r.

Ii;. • //,• /...-/;
. , _ (/,w„, / /'

1"

. Ilii'i II- 11' '
' « and briers,

:hi i!<' ; / It is probable
tlK'in to dr:illi in llii^ w ,i\ . ilnii' i.:!.nee being the

that of the men of I'enurl, whom be certainly did

put to death. It is doubtful whether they were merely
scourged with thorns and briers till they died (supposing

they did die), or that thorns and briers were laid on their

naked bodies, and then threshing sledges or other heavy
implements of husbandry drawn over them, according to a

sort of punishment which was well known in ancient times.

In northern nations, where the l)ody is completely covered,

the idea of such punishments, with thorns on the naked

person, seems a far-fetched device ; bnt in the East, where
the clothing leaves much more of the person exposed, and
where, in consequence, men are continually lacerating their

skins in passing through thickets, etc., the idea of such
laceration is always kept present, cither by the experience

of actual suffering, or by the presence of those who have
recently suffered. Hence tearing the flesh with thorns

comes to be a familiar idea of penal infliction ; and, as

such, is popularly mentioned as among the punishments
which misdoers deserve, or will obtain, not only in this life,

but in the life to come.
18. ' Each one resembled the children of a king.'—This is

an Orientalism still in use. In the measures of comparison,

the king and that which belongs to him forms the superla-

tive ; and to say that a person or a thing is kingly, or like

that which belongs to a king, is to say that it is the most
excellent of its kind. Thus when a young person is distin-

guished for beauty or dignity of appearance, to say ' he is

like the son of a king,' is understood as the highest com-
pliment which can be bestowed upon him. It happens, in

some way or other, that in the East the royal families are

usually remarkable for the beauty and majesty of their

persons ; so thai the eoinparisou is something more than n
nur.' ]lii,i > I, 1 , ,| t- i I' the superlative. The present

ro\,i! ! l\ .1 r I I II
1 1. 1' quoted as an instance. It

w.ii i I MM by picking a nation, to

ohi.iih ,i ii:,. 1 M 1 ..: I ,. II ;i ,1! :i|ipeared, when the late king
of I'lrsia was .seen silting on his throne, with his numerous
sons standing around him.

19. ' Ml/ brethren, even the sons of my mother.'—In coun-
tries where polygamy is tolerated, the ties of brotherhood
are, as might be expected, much more close and tender

between those who arc born of the same mother than those

who are connected only as children of the same father. Of
this we have liad and shall have ample evidence in the

sacred history. This explains why ' son of my mother ' was
among the Hebrews, as now among the Arabs and othei-s,

a far more endearing expi-ession than that of ' my brother,"

in the general sense.

20. ' He said unto Jether his firstborn. Up, and slay

them.'—The Hebrews had no executioner. VVhen a man
was guilty of homicide, the execution devolved on the

next of kin, by riEht of blood-revenge : in other cases cri-

minals were stoned by the people, the witnesses setting the
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example : aud when a king or chief ordered a persen to he

put to death, the oiSce was performed hy the person to

whom the command was given. And this was generally

a person whose consideration in life bore some proportion

to that of the person to be slain. Thus Solomon gave the

commission to kill Joab, the commander-in-chief, to

Beuaiah, a person of so much distinction as to be himself

immediately promoted to the command which the death of

Joab left vacant. In fact, the office even of a regular

executioner is not by any means dishonourable in the East.

The post of chief executioner is in most Oriental courts one

of honour and distinction. When thus there was no

regular executioner, it came to be considered a sort of

honour to put a distinguished person to death ; and, on the

other hand, the death itself was honourable in proportion

to the rank of the person by whom the blow was inflicted.

It was the greatest dishonour to perish by the hands of a

woman or a slave. We see this feeling distinctly in the

present narrative, where the two princes much prefer to die

by Gideou's own hand than by that of a youth who had
olitained no personal distinction. As to the hero's com-

missioning his son to perform this office, it was perhaps

partly to honour that son with the distinction of having

slain two chief enemies of Israel; as well as because the

rules of blood-revenge made it necessary that the execution

of those who had slain their own brethren should cither be

performed by himself, or by a member of his own family.

It seems very probable, from all that transpires, that Oreb
and Zecb had put the brethren of Gideon to death after they

had takeu them captive, in the same way that they were
themselves now slain. Verse 19, however, contains an in-

teresting indication that there were exceptions to the

general practice ; else Gideon would hardly have expected

that the Midianites might have spared their brethren, or

have said that, had they done so, he would have spared them.

22. ' Rule thou over us, loth thou, and thij son, and th'j son's

son also.'—That is, they wanted him to be their king : and
here it is that the Hebrews first indicate their desire to esta-

blish an hereditary kingdom, forgetting the peculiar cha-

racter of their government, and the high distinction which
they enjoyed in having Jehovah for their sovereign. But
the pious hero himself was mindful of it, replying in the

true spirit of theocracy, ' I will not rule over you, neither

shall my son rule over you : the Lord shall rule over you.'

All his sons were not, however, of his mind, and did not

forget this offer—as we shall see in the next chapter.

24. ' Thei/ had golden earrings, because they were Ishmacl-

iles.'—The Midianites were not properly Ishmaelites, being

descended from another son of Abraham ; but having the

same manner of life, and being much mixed with them,

they might well be called so. The terms 'Ishmaelites'

and ' Midianites ' are used indifferently, even so early as

the time of Jacob (Gen. xxxvii. 25, 28). Probably all the

kindred tribes which followed the same mode of life, and
were much mixed with the Arabians, were called Ishmael-

ites in the general sense. It is also probable that large

numbers of real Ishmaelites acted with the Midianites on the

present occasion, and some would restrict the present text

to these. The present text might indeed be translated :^
' Those slain, who were Ishmaelites, wore golden pendants.'

The cut and note under Ex. xxxii. 2, shew that foreigners

are represented in the sculptures as adorned with ear-rings.

So in those of Persepolis, the Persians themselves are not

represented with rings, but there is one group represented

with large circular rings. From the difference of dress

they are evidently not Persians, and, as the camel is asso-

ciated with this group only, we may conclude them to be
Arabians, and as such furnished with ear-rings. The
Arabians certainly used them in the time of Mohammed

;

but they are not now commonly worn by men. Perhaps the

reason may be, that Mohammed prohibited rings of gold

;

I -which gradually made them careless whether they had any.

Mohammed, indeed, forbade all but silver ornaments to

both sexes ; but in the end allowed women to wear gold or

silver. This accounts for the fact that the modern Arabs
do not exhibit such costly ornaments as the ancient Ishmael-
ites. It seems, from what Mohammed says, that the men

were, in his time, accustomed to wear some sorts of orna-

ment which women only now display. One of his prohi-

bitions affords a striking illustration of the present enume-

ration of the Midiauite ornaments. ' Whosoever likes to put

into the nose or ear of his friend a ring of hell-fire, tell hira

to put on a gold ring ; and he who wishes to put on the neck of

hisjrieud a chain of hell-fire, tell him to put on a chain of

gold; and he who wishes to put on rings to his friend's

«)n's(s of hell-fire, tell him to yut on golden ones; wherefore

be it on to you to make your ornaments of silver.' ( Mischat-

ul-Masabih, i. 355.) This rigid and repeated law made
considerable alteration in the ancient ornaments of men.

The smaller ones appear to have been generally given

up, as a small quantity of silver is not of much value ;
but

the larger and more massive ornaments, being valuable

even in silver, were retained.

26. ' A thousaiid and seven hundred shekels of gold.'—

This quantity of gold would at the present time be worth

3113/.— ' Ornaments.'—The word is the same as that applied

to the ' ornaments' of the camels (v. 21), and they seem to

have been of the same form and material.

' Collars.'—This has been variously understood. The

Targum thinks they were ' crowns ;' some make them to

have been golden smelling-bottles, not to mention other

renderings. The original word (nia'D^) literally means

' drops,' and is with considerable probability thought to

denote ' ear-pendants,' called ' drops ' from the form which

they bore. Some think that these ear-pendants were of

pearls.
' Purple.-—See the note on Exod. xxxv. 35. The pre-

sent is the first indication of purple as a royal colour.

' Chains .... about their camels' necAs.' Also y. 21,

' Ornaments .... on their camels' necks'—The Jewish com-

mentators aud others think that they were in the form of a

crescent, and were worn in honour of the moon (see Isa.ni.

18), which was a great object of worship among the

Arabian tribes. We believe, indeed, that the semi-religious

use of this figure by Mohammedans, the Arabs among the

rest, is merely a relic of aucient idolatrous usage, the object

of which Mohammed had the address to change. What-

ever these ' ornaments ' were, they were doubtless of gold,

like the chains afterwards mentioned. The ancient nations

were fond of ornamenting their more spirited ridmg

animals, whether camels or horses, with gold.

At present in Persia a golden bridle, and a golden chain

to hang over the horse's nose, form part of the furniture of

the horse, which, with a dress of honour, kings and

princes send as a present of state to ambassadors and other

persons of high distinction. In Turkey and Egypt, also,

chains of gold are used, on state occasions, by persons of

high official station, in their horse furniture, connecting the

bridle with the breastplate of the animal.

27. ' Gideon made an ephod; etc.—He had, when called

to his high mission, been instructed to build an altar at the

same place as this, which perhaps induced him to think

himself authorized to have a sacerdotal establishment there,

where sacrifices might be regularly performed; for this

seems to be the meaning of the text, although some think

that the ephod was merely a trophy commemorative of

Israel's deliverance : if so, it was a very strange one. If

the former be the right conjecture, the worship performed

there was doubtless in honour of the true God, but was still

improper and unauthorized. Even in his life-time it must

have had the effect of withdrawing the attention of the

people east of Jordan from the tabernacle of Shiloh, and so

far tended to facilitate the step into positive idolatry which

the people took after the death of Gideon. The probability

that a sacerdotal establishment was formed is the more

strong when we recollect that others were formed by Micah

in Mount Ephraim (ch. xvii. 5-13), and by the Danites at

Laish (ch. xviii. 29-31). [See note at ch. xviii. in Appendix.]

32. ' Gideon died.'—G\Aeon seems to have been a man

eminently qualified for the high and difficult station to

which he was called. Firm even to sternness, where the

exhibition of the stronger qualities seemed necessary, and

in war ' a mighty man of valour,' we are called upon in
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his case, more frequently than in any other wliich has

occurred, to admire his truly courteous and self-retreating

character, and that nice and difficult tact—difficult if

not spontaneously itaturul—ia the management of men,

which is a rarer and finer species of judgment, and by
which he was intuitively taught to say the properest word,

and do the properest deed, at the most proper time. This

is the true secret of his ultimate popularity and influence,

which much exceeded that enjoyed by any judge before him.

33. ' Baal-herith.'—This idol is named only here and
in ix. 4, 46. The name means Covenant Lord, and with

reference to this signification Bajil-berith has been com-
pared to the Zeus "OpKios of the Greeks and the Deus
I'idius of the Latins. Bochart and Creuzer suppose the

name to mean ' God of Berytus ;' but there is no evidence
that Berith does mean Berytus, which seems rather to be

denoted by the name Berotbah in Kzek. xlvii. 16.

CHAPTER IX.

1 Ahimelech htj conspliaaj with the ShechcmUes, and
mxnier of his hrnlhren, is made king. 7 Jntham In/

a parable nimltdh lliem. and foirlelleth timr ruiii.

•20 (!<i<d rimsjiiiilh nilli tin- Shci liniii/c.i iK/aiiist him.

;?0 Zthid r'unih-f/i it. 4.") .tliimelerh 'iirenoweth

them, and .«,»</// tlie citij with sidt. 41) lli: burnetii

the hiihl (if the god lierith. 03 At Thebez he is

tliiin hi/ a 'piece of a millstone. 57 Jotham's curse

isfidjilhd.

And Abimelecli the son of Jerubbaal went

to Shecliom unto his mother's brethren, and

communed with them, and with all the family

of the house of his mother's father, saying,

2 Speak, I pray you, in the ears of all the

men of Shcchem, 'Whether is better for you,

either that all the sons of Jerubbaal, which are

threescore and ten persons, reign over you, or

that one reign over you ? remember also that

I am your bone and your flesh.

3 And his mother's brethren spake of him
in the ears of all the men of Shechem all these

words: and their hearts inclined 'to follow

Abimelcch ; for they said, He is our brother.

4 And tjiey gave him threescore and ten

pieces of silver out of the house of Baal-berith,

wherewith Ahimelech hired vain and light

persons, which followed him.

5 And he went unto his father's house at

Ophrah, and slew his brethren the sons of

Jerubbaal, hcint/ threescore and ten persons,

upon one stone : notwithstanding yet Jotham
the youngest son of Jerubljaal was left ; for

he hid himself.

6 And all the men of Shechem gathered

together, and all the house of Millo, and went,

and made Ahimelech king, "by the plain of

the pillar tliat ivas in Shechem.

7 If And when they told it to Jotham, he

went and stood in the top of mount Gcrizim,

and lifteil up his voico, and cried, and said

unto thein. Hearken unto me, yc men of

Shechem, that God mjiy hearken unto you.

8 The trees went ibrth on a lime to anoint

a king over them ; and they said unto the

olive tree, Heign thou over us.

9 But the olive tree said unto them, ^iinulil

I leave my fatness, wherewith by tne they

honour God and man, and 'go to be pro-

moted over the trees ?

10 And the trees said to the fig tree,

Come thou, and reign over us.

11 But the fig tree said unto them, Should

I forsake my sweetness, and my good fruit,

and go to be promoted over the trees ?

12 Then said the trees unto the vine,

Come thou, and reign over us.

13 And the vine said unto them. Should I

leave my wine, which cheereth God and man,

and go to be promoted over the trees ?

14 Then said all the trees unto the 'bram-

ble. Come thou, and reign over us.

15 And the bramble said unto the trees.

If in truth ye anoint me king over you, then

come and put your trust in my shadow : and

if not, let fire come out of the bramble, and

devour the cedars of Lebanon.

16 Now therefore, if ye have done truly

and sincerely, in that ye 'have made Ahime-

lech king, and if ye have dealt wcU with

Jerubbaal and his house, and have done unto

him according to the deserving of his hands

;

17 (For my ftither fought for yc

'adventured Ins life far, and delivered

of the hand of Midian :

18 And ye are risen up against my father's

house this day and have slain his sons, three-

score and ten persons, upon one stone, and

have made A bimclech, the son of his maid-

servant, king over the men of Shechem, be-

cause he is your brother :)

19 If ye then have cjealt truly and sin-

cerely with Jerubbaal and with his house this

day, then rejoice ye in Ahimelech, and let

him also rejoice in you :

20 But if not, let fire come out from Abi-

melecli, and devour the men of Shechem, and

the house of Millo ; and let fire come out

from the men of Shechem, and from the house

of Millo, and devour Ahimelech.

21 And Jotham ran away, ant} fled, and

went to Beer, and dwelt there, for fear of

Ahimelech his brother.

red you out
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22 H When Abimelech had reigned three

years over Israel,

2;} Then God sent an evil spirit between

Ahimelech and the men oi" Shcchem ; and the

men of Sheclieni dealt treacherously with

Ahimelech :

24 That the cruelty duxe to the threescore

and ten sons of Jeruiibaal might come, and

their blood be laid upon Abiinelech their

brother, which slew them : and upon the men
of Sheehem, which 'aided iiiiu in tlie killing

of his brethren.

"25 i\nd the men of Sheehem set liers in

wait for him in the top of the mountains, and

they robbed all that came along that way by

tiiem : and it was told Ahimelech.

26 And Gaal the son of Ebed came with

his brethren, and went over to .Sheehem : and
the men of Sheehem put their confidence in

him.

27 And they went out into the fields, and
gathered their vineyards, and trode the grapes,

and made 'merry, and went into the house of

their god, and did eat and drink, and cursed

Ahimelech.

28 And Gaal the son of Ebed said, Who
is Ahimelech, and who is Sheehem, that we
should serve him ? is not he the son of Jerub-

baal ? and Zebul his officer ? serve the men
of Hamor the father of Shcchem : for why
should we serve him ?

29 And would to God this i)eople were

under my hand ! then would I remove Ahi-

melech. And he said to Ahimelech, Increase

thine army, and come out.

30 ^f And when Zebul the ruler of the city

heard the words of Gaal the son of Ebed, his

anger was "kindled.

31 And he sent messengers unto Ahime-
lech '"privily, saying, Behold, Gaal the son of

Ebed and his brethren be come to Shcchem
;

and, behold, they fortify the city against thee.

32 Now therefore up by night, thou and

the people that is with thee, and lie in wait

in the field

:

33 x\nd it shall be, that in the moming, as

soon as the sun is up, thou shalt rise early,

and set upon the city : and, behold, ivheii he

and the peojile that is with him come out

against thee, then mayest thou do to them
"as thou shalt find occasion.

34 If And Abinielech rose uj), and all the

people that xvcre with him, by night, and

they laid wait against Sheehem in four com-
panies.

35 And Gaal the son of Ebed went out,

and stood in the entering of the gate of the

city : and Ahimelech rose up, and the people

that rvcre with him, from lying in wait.

3(3 And when Gaal saw the people, he said

to Zebul, Behold, there come people down
from the top of the mountains. And Zebul
said unto him. Thou seest the shadow of the

mountains as if the;/ v-ere men.
37. And Gaal spake again and said. See

there come people down by tin; "middle of

the land, and another company come along
by the plain of "Mconenim.

38 Then said Zebul unto him. Where is

now thy mouth, wherewith thou saidst. Who
is Ahimelech, that we should serve him ? is

not this the people that thou hast despised ?

go out, I pray now, and fight with them.

39 And Gaal went out before the men of

Sheehem, and fought with Ahimelech.
40 And Abinielech chased him, and he

fled before him, and many were overthrown

and wounded, even unto the entering of the

gate.

41 And Ahimelech dwelt at Arumah

:

and Zebul thrust out Gaal and his brethren,

that they should not dwell in Sheehem.
42 And it came to pass on the morrow, that

the people went out into the field ; and they

told Ahimelech.

43 And he took the people, and divided

them into three companies, and laid wait in

the field, and looked, and, behold, the people

were come forth out of the city ; and he rose

up against them, and smote them.

44 And Ahimelech, and the company that

was with him, rushed forward, and stood in

the entering of the gate of the city : and the

two other companies ran upon all the jicojile

that were in the fields, and slew them.

45 And Ahimelech fought against the city

all that day ; and he took the city, and slew

the people that iLxts therein, and beat down
the city, and sowed it with salt.

46 If And when all the men of the tower

of Shecheiu heard that, they entered into an

hold of the house of the god Berith.

47 And it was told Abimelech, that all

the men of the tower of Sheehem were ga-

thered together.

48 And Abimelech gat him up to mount
Zalmon, he and all the people that were with

him ; and Abimelech took an ax in his hand,

and cut down a bough from the trees, and

took it, and laid it on his shoulder, and said
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unto the people that were with him, What ye

have seen "ine do, make haste, and do as 1

have done.

49 And all the people likewise cut down
every man his hough, and followed Abime-
lecli, and ])ut llicm to the hold, and set the

hold on fire upon them ; so that all the men
of the tower of Shechem died also, about a

tiiousand men and women.
,50 II 'Fhen went Ahimelech to Thebez,

and encamped against Thebez, and took it.

51 But tlicre was a strong tower within the

city, and thither fled all the men and women,

and all they of the city, and shut it to them,

and gat them up to tiie top of the tower.

52 And Ahimelech came unto the tower,

and fought against it. and went hard unto the

door of the tower to burn it with fire.

53 And a certain woman "cast a piece of

a millstone upon Abimeiech's head, and all

10 brake his scull.

5-i 'J'hen he called hastily unto tlie young
man his artnourbearer, and said unto him,
Draw thy sword, and slay me, that men say

not of me, A woman slew him. And his

young man thrust him through, and he died.

55 And when the men of Israel saw that

Abimclcch was dead, they departed every

man unto his j)lace.

50 II Thus God rendered the wickcdnc-^s

of Ahimelech, which he did unto his father,

in slaying his seventy brethren :

57 And all the evil of the men of Shechem
did God render upon their heads : and upon
them came the curse of Jotham the son of

Jerubhaal.

Verse 4. ' 77w hini

work, UE(jyptc I'ln

temples, properly so .

indeed tliat they liml >

lioeii destroyed by tli(

' !ih.'—M. Henry, in his

I iiL'ly alleges tjiat no
i I iliis time. He admits

.:j I'l, Imt thinks they had
-i<iT]gs, who employed th(

the construction of their own characteristic

erections; but this seems to us doubtful, as well as his

conclusion that there were no temples actually standing

in Egypt till a good while after the time of Moses.

That they did not exist in the neighbouring countries he

is still more assured, and in this we concur with him.

The contrary arguments which might be adduced from
the present mention of tlie house of Baal-berith at She-

chem, ch. ix. 4, he thus answers :
' We find in the Bible

many places whose names begin with the word beth—
Beth-Phegor, Beth-Shemesh, Beth-Berith, which have
been supposed to be temples raised to idols. These places

were towns, and not temples (see Josh. xiii. 20 ; xv. 2").

The word Beth in this sense means " abode," and the name
of the place, as abode of Phegor, abode of Shemesh, abode
of Berith, that is to say, that these are towns consecrated

to those divinities who were considered to make their re-

sidence there. It was in this manner that .laeob himself
gave tlie name of I'.-ili-i'l, ••:iliiiil,- of tin. Most Ili"l\."

to the place where dm :;• iIh- i i- lit li.' )i mI in- -mmImiis

vision. Solomon. 1 ih • m.' ..i
, : r.,-.;,

which he raised i
.••,, :l: . ., ili. i i|.,i,i!i..

I
I

'
I

I
I lUs the opinion that no temple

1. i: .1 i; i ;. !".
i

ml if the taking forth of money
sliuiiUl Mvni Ui.i;i.uii .1. uujie definite signification to the

word than this explanation supposes it to have, it quite

suffices to understand it of the place in which the treasure

dedicated to Baal-berith was deposited. Even when there

here no temples properly so called, there must have been
some place in which the implements of service, the trea-

snres of the est;iMishment, and perhaps the vestments of the

priests were nsiuilly deposited : this seems, from i: 46, to

have been in the stronghold of the town. From all the
circumstances of the story it appears that Shechem was at

this time in the liands of an idolatrous race ; or at least

that an idolatrous faction had the upper hand in the city.

5. ' Slew his brethren.'—Here is the first indication

of a savage custom which is not yet extinct in Asia, and
under which a new king deems it a measure of policy to put
to death his brothers, from fear that their ambition, or the

44

favour III i!ir ih,.| :, !,,..,,ii,l^ tlirra, might lead them to

form i!i
I

I
i\ or life. Thus, the cora-

nie}i(ri,i I
,1,

I ^nalized by the same hor-
rible Ir;nr;ir1;MM ;|- lli.il o[' wllicll WC hcrC rCad. lu
Persia, where the same principle operates, the new mo-
narchs have rather sought to secure their own safety by
putting out the eyes of their brothers, and others whose
birth had, unhappily for them, put them in near connec-
tion with the throne. An English lady was one day in the

royal zenanah, when she observed one of the princes, a
boy ten years of age, with a handkerchief tied over his

eyes, groping about the apartment. On inquiring what
he was doing, he said that, as he knew his eyes would be

l>ut out when the king his father died, he was now trying

liow he should be able to do without them. The uncle
and predecessor of this lad's father secured the throne to

the nephew whom he loved by Abimeiech's process. ' He
had,' he used to say, ' raised a royal palace, and cemented
it with blood, that the boy Baba Khan (the name he always
gave his nephew) mirfit sleep within its walls in peace.'

— ' 'flireescoTe and ten persons.'—Besides these seventy

sons, Gideon had doubtless a proportionate number of
daughters. Such enormous families arc not unexampled
in tlic East. The kinp; mentioned in the preceding note,

I'liii.li AH Shih, ihe nephew of the blood-spiller and
r.ili.r oi iIm 1

o\ \\ lin expected to be blinded, had a much
Lir-. I i;iiiiil\ ilijii iliis. He also, like Gideon, 'had many
\M\is' jiha)'. Mil. :;ii). To have many, is a piece of state

in Oriental kings and rulers : but it is not always attended
with such numerous families. Solomon, who in this

respect was exceeded by no Oriental monarch, is not
known to have had more than one son.

6. 'All Ihe house of Millo.'—The word Nl^D millo

means ' a mound ' or ' rampart,' so called (from the verb

N7O mala, ' to fill ') as being filled in with stones and

earth ; hence it also denotes a fortress or castle, which is

doubtless the sense here, so that the term must be taken
to denote the fortress or citadel of Shechem. Accordingly,

Gesenius renders the clause: 'AH the men of Shechem,
and all that dwelt in the castle.' The same terra is even-
tually applied to a part of the citadel of Jerusalem, pro-

bably the rampart or entrenchment.
— ' Bi/ the plain.'—The marginal 'oak' is right In

like manner English councils were formerly held under
wide spreading oaks. Thus Augustine, the first Arch-
bishop of Canterbury, met the British bishops umler an oak
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in Worcestershire, which was therefore called, as Bede
tells us, Augustine's Oak. Aud Harkshire has its name,
as it were Bare-oak-shire, from a large dead oak, in the

forest of Windsor, where they continued to hold provincial

councils near its trunk, as had been done more anciently

under its extensive and flourishing branches. (Hody's
Enylish Councils.)

7. ' Stood in the top of mount Gerizim, and lifted up his

voice.'—In some places the precipices of Gerizim seem
to overhang the town, so that Jotbam's voice floating over

the valley from one of the summits of Gerizim might
easily be heard by a quiet audience eagerly listening in

the plain below. See the note on 1 Sam. xxvi. 13.

8. ' TJie trees went forth on a time to anoint a hing over

them,' etc.—Here we have the most ancient apologtie ex-

tant ; and yet one so complete and beautiful as to shew
that this pleasing form of conveying instruction had long

before been known and practised. The Greeks claimed

to be the inventors of the apologue ; but this ancient

parable of Jotham would alone suffice to throw their claim

to the ground, as its antiquity ascends far higher than the

times to which their accounts would refer the origin of

instructive fable. Indeed, modern researches, guided by
a more intimate acquaintance with Oriental literature than

Europe ever before possessed, tend to shew, that not only

was the apologue of Oriental origin, but that the main
stock of European fable may be traced to the East. There

such little fictions continue to instruct those who would
not listen to, or perhaps woulil not understand, abstract rea-

sonings or direct address. It is probable that such a mode
of instruction is about the most ancient of any. It is easy

to trace its origin to the period when languages were poor

in terms for the expression of ideas, and for discriminating

the shades of sentiment and thought, which therefore

obliged men to reason from natural objects. And this

custom, being once introduced, was retained, even when
languages became more copious in abstract terms ; because

it was found that only in this veiled form could wholesome
truths gain admittance to the ear of power, on the one

hand, or be rendered acceptable or intelligible to the un-

reasoning multitude, on the other. Hence it has happened
in the East—and not in the East only—that the sternest

purposes of power have been averted, and lessons of justice

and mercy inculcated, by a timely and pointed fable,

where open remonstrance or rebuke would not have failed

to give such ofience, or to provoke such indignation, as

would have ruined the incautious reprover. Instauces are

also recorded, in which even excited multitudes have hem
soothed, and have consented to receive, through a well

framed fable, lessons of moderation and prudence, which
able reasoners and eloquent deelaimers might have en-

deavoured vainly to instil. A short fable is also more
easily remembered, and the ' moral ' along with it, than

tlie moral alone expressed in abstract terms ; and hence it

is that the apologue has so often been chosen as the vehicle

through which to transmit wholesome general truths and
important precepts for moral guidance, or for the inculca-

tion of doctrines. Fables thus variously intended, are all

exemplified in the Sacred Scriptures. There we have
them as employed to reprove kings, to admonish multitudes,

and to instruct disciples. Our Lord himself did not dis-

dain to employ them. They are all perfect of their kind
;

nearly all of them are very short; and in most instances,

as in that now before us, the application is made by the

speaker. We may regard them as specimens of a mode of

instruction aud admonishment which must obviously have
been common among the Hebrews.
With respect to the present fable, we only need cite the

following remarks of Dr. Hales :
' For their ingratitude

to the house of Gideon, the Shechemites were indignantly

upbraided by Jotham, in the oldest and most beautiful

apologue of antiquity extant

—

the trees choosing a hing.

With the mild and unassuming dispositions of his pious

aud honourable brethren, declining, like their father, we
may suppose, the crown, when offered to them perhaps

successively, under the imagery of the olive-tree, the fig-

tree, and the vine, he pointedly contrasts the upstart am-

bition and arrogance of the wicked and turbulent Abime-
lech, represented by the bramble ; inviting his new and
nobler subjects, the cedars of Lebanon, to put their trust in
his pigmy shadow, which they did not want, and which
lie was unable to afford them ; but threatening them im-
periously, on their refusal, to send forth a fire from himself
to devour those cedars : whereas, the fire of the bramble
was short and momentary even to a proverb, Ps. Iviii. 9 ;

Eccl. vii. C
9. ' Olive tree ' (n?l zailh, Olea Europo'a).—The olive

seems to have been originally a native of Asia, whence it

was transplanted into Egypt and Barbary and the south of
Europe. The wood is hard-grained and heavy, and not
liable to be assailed by insects. Its colour is yellowish,
veined, and of an agreeable odour, while its texture ren-
ders it susceptible of a fine polish. The appearance of
the olive-tree is not unlike that of our willows, as the
leaves are lance-shaped, or narrow, and hoary. The fruit,

when ripe, is like a damson to the eye, with a soft oleagi-

nous pulp, and a hard nut in the centre. Cultivation has
produced several varieties of olive, which differ in their

fatness and savour. The olive was consecrated to Minerva

by the Athenians, who regarded the culture aud protection

of the olive tree as a religious duty. In some parts of

France, the inhabitants eat the berries of the olive with

their bread, and find them an agreeable and wholesome
condiment. The olive in general requires a little prepara-

tion in brine or hot water, to dissipate the bitter principle

which it contains, though a variety, which is very uncom-

mon in France, is so sweet that it may be eaten at once.

It is probable that the olives of Judaea, when in its pros-

perity, were of this character, and formed to the inhabitants

a pleasant accompaniment to the more substantial articles

of their (' " " ' ""daily food. The oil of the olive is pre-(

long vegetable oils, and has not only always had an ex-

tensive use in culinary purpt^ses, but formed the menstruum

or vehicle for the most celebrated perfumes.

1.3. ' 3fi/ wine, which cheereth God and man.'—Wme is

here expressed as cheering God, because it was used in the

sacrifices and offerings made to him. In the same way
we must explain verse 9, where God is said to be honoured

by olive-oil,—it being used in sacrifices, and for other

purposes connected with his service.
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14. 'Bramble' (IDX Atad; Sept. ^ciwi-os ; Vulg. Jiliam-

n»s).— This was probably a species of buckthorn, perhaps

the Zizi/phiis vulgaris, which is a native of Syria and
Palestine, whence it migrated into Europe in the reign of

Augustus Caesar. Many of the buckthorn family are re-

markable for the length and abundance of their spines,

which are the transformed stipulje. The fruit of the cue

before us is an edible drupe, a pulpy mass with a two-

seeded nut in the centre. Its comparative fruitfulness

gave it a specious claim to be counted the king of trees,

while the singularly combustible nature of its wood sug-

gested the idea of that ' fire ' which was to come forth and
consume the disaffected.

21. ' Beer.'—The word Beer, whether alone or in com-
pound names, denotes a well. The Beer of the present

text is not named in any other place : it was in the tribe

of Judah. Eusebius places it eight Roman miles north of

Eleutheropolis. This is probably an error, as he also

stjates that it becomes visible at the seventh Roman mile

on the road from Nicopolis to Jerusalem, which canuot be

true of a town situated as he indicates ; but is trae of a

place still bearing the corresponding name el-Bireh,

which, since Maundrell's time, has been identified with

Beer. Eusebius probably wrote ' Eleutheropolis ' for ' Je-

rusalem ;' for the place in question is nearly at the

expressed distance, northward, from the latter city. Bireh

is mentioned, uuder the name of Bira, by Brocard, in

whose time it was held by the Templars. By the Cru-
saders and the later ecclesiastics it was erroneously con-

founded with the ancient Michmash. Bireh is situated

on the ridge, running from east to west, which bounds the

northern prospect as beheld from Jerusalem and its

vicinity, and may be seen from a great distance north and
south. It is now a large village, with a population of 700

Moslems. The houses are low, and many of them half

under ground. Many large stones and various substruc-

tions evince the antiquity of the site ; and there are re-

mains of a fine old church of the time of the Crusades.

22. * Abimelech . . . reigned . , . oyer Israel.'— It is pro-

bable that his authority did not at first extend much be-

yond the city of Shechem, which had made him king;

but by gradual encroachments he seems to have extended

his authority over the neighbouring towns and territories,

compelling them to acknowledge his power, as we find

him in v. 50 warring against Thebez, in the tribe of

Ephraim, as a rebellious city, that seems to have refused

submission to him.
23. ' God sent an evil spirit,' etc.—As the circumstances

which follow are somewhat complicated and obscure, the

following connected statement of this portion of the history

from our Pictorial History ofPalestine will spare the need

of many separate annotations :

—

Abimelech reigned three years in Shechem, during

which he so disgusted the men by whom he had been

raised to that bad eminence on which he stood, that they

expelled him from their city. In return, he, with the aid

of the desperate fellows who remained with him, did his

utmost to distress the inhabitants, so that at the season of

vintage they were afraid to go out into their vineyards to

collect their fruits. Hearing of these transactions, one

Gaal went over to Shechem with his armed followers and
kinsmen, to see how they might be turned to his advantage.

We know not precisely who this person was, or whence
he came; but there are circumstances in the original nar-

rative which would suggest that he was a Canaanite, de-

scended from the former rulers of Shechem, and that his

people also were a remnant of the original Shcchemites.

He came so opportunely, that the people very gladly ac-

cepted his protection during the vintage. In the feasts

which followed the joyful labours of that season, Gaal,

who seems to have been a cowardly, boasting fellow,

spoke contemptuously of Abimelech, and talked largely of

what he I'l.iiia ;iii«l wiuild lUi. if aiuliorily were vested in

hini. 'I'liis «:ls U..m\ «itli uiu.l, iiMi-nation by Zebul,

one of tljr piiiiri|.;il iiiiiL^i-lrat.s ..f ilir eity, who lost no
time in sccrrtly sc iidini; tu ;ip|irisi' Alniii.lech how mat-

ters stood, and ailvisid Iiim to shew himself suddenly be-

'IC

fore the place, when he would undertake to induce Gaal to

march out against him. Accordingly, one morning, when
Zebul and other principal persons were with Gaal at the

gate of the city, armed men were seen descending the

hills. Zebul amused Gaal till they came nearer, and
then, by reminding him of his recent boastings, compelled
him to draw out his men to repel the advance of Abime-
lech. They met, and no sooner did Gaal see a few of his

men fall, than, with the rest, he fled hastily into the town.

Zebul availed himself of this palpable exhibition of im-
potence, if not cowardice, to induce the people of Shechem
to expel Gaal and his troop from the city. Abimelech,
who was staying at Arumah, a place not far off, was in-

formed of this the next morning, as well as that the inha-

bitants, although no longer guarded by Gaal, went out

daily to the labours of the field. He therefore laid am-
bushes in the neighbourhood; and when the men were
come forth to their work in the vineyards, two of the am-
bushed parties rose to destroy them, while a third hastened

to the gates to prevent their return to the town. The
city itself was then taken, and Abimelech caused all the

buildings to be destroyed, and the ground to be strewn

with salt, as a symbol of the desolation to which his in-

tention consigned it. The fortress, however, still re-

mained, and a thousand men were iu it. But they, fancy-

ing that it was not tenable, withdrew to the stronghold,

which had the advantage of standing in a more elevated

and commanding position. On perceiving this, Abimelech

cut down the bough of a tree with his battle-axe, and bore

it upon his shoulder, directing all his men to do the same.

The wood was deposited against the entrance and walls of

the fortress, and, when kindled, made a tremendous fire,

in which the building and the thousand men it contained

iu it were destroyed.

45. ' Beat down the city, and sowed it with salt.'—Virgil

is sometimes quoted in illustration of this practice :

—

' Salt earth and bitter are not fit to sow.

Nor will be turn'd or mended with the plough.'

It is no doubt true, as he says, that a naturally salt and

bitter soil is not productive : but merely strewing fertile

laud with salt is not calculated to make it unproductive.

Besides, there would have been no meaning in strewing

with salt a demolished city, with the view of rendering it

unproductive, because a town is not intended for culture,

but for building. As, however, lands have been rendered

utterly sterile by saline admixture or incrustation, salt

might well be taken to symbolize the desolation to which
the city was doomed. Or else, as salt was used iu the

confirmation of covenants, this act may possibly have beeu

part of a ceremony by which the city was doomed to be

rebuilt no more, so far as the interdiction of the destroyer

could have effect. This ceremony was not peculiar to the

Jews. When Hadrian levelled Jerusalem with the ground,

he caused salt to be strewed on the site it had occupied

:

and when, at a period much more modern (1 102), the em-
peror Frederic Barbarossa destroyed Milan, he not only

ploughed it up (another Hebrew practice), but strewed it

with salt, in memory of which, a street of the present city

is called Contrado della Sala. Sigonius, De liegn. Ilal.

1. 13, 14.

48. ' Afount Zalmon.'—The name means ' shady,' and

from what follows it would appear to have derived it from

being well clad with wood. It is perhaps another name
for Ebal or Gerizim, or possibly a collective name for both,

as there are no other high mountains in the neighbourhood

of Shechem.
50. ' Thebez.'—This place was in the region of Shechem,

and Eusebius and Jerome describe it as thirteen Roman
miles distant from the latter towards Scythopolis or Beth-

shean. In this quarter there still exists a village of the

name of Tubas, which may perhaps represent this ancient

site.

51. 'A strong tower within the city.'—This was doubt-

less a sort of citadel, such as exists m most considerable

towns of Western Asia, and which serves the people as a

last retreat when the town is taken by an enemy, and
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where the people in authority shut themselves up ou oc-

casions of popular tumult. In some parts we have seen

such towers in the open country, where the neighbournig

peasantry may deposit their more valuable property, or

themselves take refuge when the approach of an enemy or

of a plundering tribe is expected.

53. ' A piece of a m(7/sione.'—Literally ' the rider, as

the upper millstone from its riding or revolving upon the

lower. The Eastern hand-mill consists of two Hat round

stones, about two feet in diameter, which they rub one on

the other by means of an upright pin infixed as a handle

near the edge of the upper stone. In the operation of

JUDGES. [B.C. 1206—nei.

grinding, the corn falls down on the under stone through

a hole in the middle of the upper, wliicli by its circular

motion spreads it on the under stone, where it is bruised

and reduced to fiour ; this flour working out of the rim of

tlie millstones lights on a board set on purpose to receive

it. If, as is usual, a woman were working such a mill on
the roof of the tower, she would naturally be prompted, in

defence of herself and people, to run to the battlements

with the rider millstone ; which, let fall on the head of

Abimelech, would inevitably fracture his scull.

— ' And all to brake his scull.'—According to the pre-

sent use of language this would seem rather to express

intention than the result of action; but it does express the

latter, as the past tense (brake) of the verb ' to break ' indi-

cates. 'All to,' in many of our old writers, means
'altogether' or 'entirely,' and is so used here. So the

meaning is, ' and entirely brake his scull.' Without

nderstanding this. jies of our version hav

changed it, to indicate intention, by substituting 'break'

for 'brake.' The death of Pyrrhus at Argos, as told liy

Plutarch, resembles, in many of its circumstances, this

account of the death of Gideon's unworthy son. The
women in the East are often very active in throwing all

sorts of missiles, such as bricks, tiles, and stones, from the

walls of besieged places.

54. ' That men say not of me, A wojnan slew him.'—It

was, in ancient times, accounted in the highest degree dis-

honourable for a warrior to die by the hands of a woman

;

and certainly, military men would not, even now, count it

in any respect an honourable death. Burder quotes, in

illustration of this, Seneca the tragedian, who thus deplores

the death of Hercules :

—

' O turpe fatum ! foemina Ilerculere necis

Auctor fertur.'

—

Here. CEta:us,v. 1177.

' O dishonourable fate ! a woman is reported to have caused

the death of Hercules.'

Abimelech's device, to avoid this dishonourable fate,

availed hiin Utile; for nearly three centuries afterwards

we find his death ascribed to the woman who threw the

piece of miUstone from the wall. 2 Sam. xi. 21.

CHAPTER X.

I Tola jmlc/eth Israel in Shamir. 3 Jair, whose

thirty sons had thirty cities. 7 Tlie Philistines and
Ammonites oppress Israel. 10 In their misery God
sendeth them to their fahe gods. 15 Upon their

repentance he pilieth them.

And after Abimelech there arose to 'defend^

Israel Tola the son of Puah, the son of Dodo,
a man of Issachar ; and he dwelt in Shamir
in mount Ephraini.

2 And he judged Israel twenty and three

years, and died, and was buried in Shamir.

?> U And after him arose Jair, a Gileadite,

and judged Israel twenty and two years.

4 And he had thirty sons that rode on

thirty ass colts, and they had thirty cities,

wliich are called "Havoth-jair unto this day,

which arc in the land of Gilead.

5 And Jair died, and was buried in Ca-
mon.

6 U And 'the children of Israel did evil

again in the sight of the Lord, and served

Baalim, and 'Ashtaroth, and the gods of

Syria, and the gods of Zidon, and the gods of

Moab, and the gods of the children of Am-
mon, and the gods of the Philistines, and
forsook the Lord, and served not him.

7 And the anger of the Lord was hot

against Israel, and he sold them into the

' Or, tk'.iver. 2 Ik-b. mre. 3 Or. !l,e t'lllngrs ,,/Jidr.

hands of the Philistines, and into the hands

of the children of Amnion.
8 And that year they vexed and ''oppressed

the children of Israel eighteen years, all the

children of Israel that ivere on the other side

Jordan in the land of the Amorites, which is

in Gilead.

9 Moreover the children of Ammon passed

over Jordan to fight also against Judah, and

against Benjamin, and against the house of

Ephraim ; so that Israel was sore distressed.

10 H And the children of Israel cried unto

the Lord, saying. We have sinned against

thee, both because we have forsaken our God,

and also served Baalim.

11 And the Lord said unto the children

of Israel, Did not / deliver i/oii from the

Egyptians, and from the Amorites, from the

children of Ammon, and from the Philistines ?

12 The Zidonians also, and the Amalek-

ites, and the Maonites, did oppress you ; and

ye cried to me, and I delivered you out of

their hand.

13 'Yet ye have forsaken me, and served

other gods : wherefore I will deliver you no

more.

14 Go and cry xuito the gnds which ye

have chosen ; let them deliver you in the time

of your tribulation.
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15 IT And the' children of Israel .said unto

the Lord, ^\'e have sinned : do thou unto us

whatsoever "seeraeth good unto thee ; deliver

us only, we pray thee, this day.

16 And they put away the 'strange gods

from among them, and served the Lord : and
his soul '"was grieved for the misery of Israel.

17 If Then the children of Amnion were

"gathered together, and encamped in Gilead.

And the children of Israel assemhled them-
selves together, and encamped in Mizpeh.

18 And the people and princes of Gilead
said one to another, \\'hat man is he that will

begin to fight against the children of Amnion ?

ho shall "be head over all the inhabitants of

Gilead.

eh. irtis s/iorttned. 1 1 llch. crivd tii^cthiT, IS Cllnp. 11.8.

Vei-se 4. • T/iat rode on th irti/ ass colts, and the<j had th irty

cities'— It would seem from this that to ride on an ass's

colt was the privilege of the goveruor of a city, and a

mark of his authority. Horsley ingeniously conjectures

that it perhaps became so because the word TV signifies

either an ass's colt or a city. ' Hence in the hieroglyphic

system an ass's colt might be the symbol of a city.'

7. ' The Philistines .... and the children of Amnion.

•

—The Philistines probably subdued the Israelites in the

south of Canaan, west of the Jordan ; and the Ammonites,
the two tribes and a half to the east of that river. The
spirit of conquest or of aggression, however, soon led the

latter to cross the Jordan (v. 9). It seems probable that

they rather harassed and distressed the trans-Jordanic

tribes, than kept them in entire subjection ; and afterwards

extended their incursions to tlie west of the Jordan.

12. ' Maonites.'—We have not before met with a people

thus named ; and as the principal enemies of Israel are

enumerated in this list, it is not improbable that we
should, with the Alexandrian copy of the Septuagint,

read ' Midianites.' That they are intended, is also likely

from its being improbable that they, from whom the

Israelites had, at a comparatively recent period, suffered

such grievous oppression, should be omitted in the notice

of the oppressors from whom Israel had been delivered.

The Vulgate has ' Canaauites.' There was a town called

Maon in the mountainous region of Judea ; and another

called Beth-Meou and Baal-Meon on tlie west of Jordan
;

and some think that the old inhabitants of one of tliese

districts are intended. This does not seem very probable.

17. ' Tlie children of Ammon were gathered together' eic.

— It would appear from the next chapter that, as we ex-

plained above, the Ammonites had not brought the country
under complete subjection ; having contented themselves
with incursions attended with slaughter and spoliation.

But, from the claim made in the ensuing chapter, it seems
clear that they were assembled, on the present occasion,

with the view of completing their operations by the total

expulsion of the Hebrews from the country east of the

Jordan. It was probably this imminent danger whicli

aroused the tribes to the repentance expressed in the pre-

ceding verses. Past experience then taught them to ex
pect that the Lord would take pity upon them ; and in this

expectation, they appear to have been encouraged to as-

semble, in order to give the Ammonites battle. At any
rate, the whole history shews that the Ammonites had
not up to this time brought the trans-Jordanic tribes under
servitude, in the full sense of the word.

CHAPTER XL

1 The covenant between Jephthah and the Gi/endites,

that he should be their head. I '2 2'he treaty ofpeace
between him and tlie Ammonites is in vain. '29 Jeph-

thali's vow. 32 His conquest of the Ammonites.

39 He performeth his vow on his daughter.

Now Me]ihthah the Gileadite was a mighty

man of valour, and he was the son of 'an

harlot : and Gilead begat Jephthah.

2 And Gilead's wife bare him sons ; and

his wife's sons grew up, and they thrust out

Jephthah, and said unto him, Thou shalt not

inherit in our father's house ; for thou art

the son of a strange woman.
3 Then Jephthah fled "from his brethren,

and dwelt in the land of Tob : and there were

gathered vain men to Jephthah, and went out

with him.

4 H And it came to pass 'in process of

time, that the children of Ammon made war

against Israel.

5 And it was so, that when the children of

1 Hob. 1 1. 32, called Jcphlhac. * Hil) a uiiimnn an hm
> Uvh. be tlu- hear
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Ammon made war acrainst Israel, the elders

of Gilead went to fetch Jephthah out of the

land of Tob :

6 And they said unto Jephthah, Come,

and be our captain, that we may tight with

the children of Ammon.
7 And Jephthah said unto the children of

Gilead, Did not ye hate inc, and expel me
out of my father's house ? and why are ye

come unto me now when ye are in distress ?

8 And the elders of Gilead said unto

Jephthah, Therefore we turn again to thee

now, that thou mayest go with us, and fight

against the children of Ammon, and be our

head over all the inhabitants of Gilead.

y And Jephthah said unto the elders of

Gilead, If ye bring me home again to light

against the children of Amnion, and the

Lord deliver them before me, shall I be your

head ?

10 And the elders of Gilead said unto

Jephthah, The Loud ''Ik' witness between us,

if we do not so according to thy words.

t.
s \Uh. fmmllic /ace. i lUh. after dni/s.
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11 Then Jephthah went with the elders

of Gilead, and the people made him head
and captain over them : and Jephthah uttered

all his words before the Lord in Mizpeh.
12 If And Jephthah sent messengers unto

the king of the children of Ammon, saying,

What hast thou to do with me, that thou art

come against me to fight in my land ?

13 And the king of the children of Am-
mon answered unto the messengers of Jeph-

thah, "Because Israel took away my land,

when they came up out of Egypt, from Arnon
even unto Jahbok, and unto Jordan : now
therefore restore those lands again peace-

ably.

14 And Jephthah sent messengers again

unto the king of the children of Amnion :

15 And said unto him. Thus saith Jeph-
thah, 'Israel took not away the land of

Moab, nor the land of the children of Am-
raon :

16 But when Israel came up from Egypt,

and walked through the wilderness unto the

Red sea, and came to Kadesh

;

17 Then "Israel sent messengers imto the

king of Edom, saying. Let me, I pray thee,

pass through thy land : but the king of Edom
would not hearken thereto. And in like

manner they sent unto the king of Moab

:

but he would not consent : and Israel abode
in Kadesh.

18 Then they went along through the

wilderness, and compassed the land of Edom,
and the land of Moab, and came by the east

side of the land of Moab, and pitched on the

other side of Arnon, "but came not within the

border of Moab : for Arnon was the border of

Moab.
19 And '"Israel sent messengers vmto

Sihon king of the Amorites, the king of

Heshbon ; and Israel said unto him. Let us

pass, we pray thee, through thy land into my
place.

20 But Sihon trusted not Israel to pass

through his coast : but Sihon gathered all his

people together, and pitched in Jahaz, and
fought against Israel.

21 And the Lord God of Israel delivered

Sihon and all his people into the hand of

Israel, and they smote them : so Israel pos-

sessed all the land of the Amorites, the in-

habitants of that country.

22 And they possessed "all the coasts of

the Amorites, from Arnon even unto Jabbok,
and from the wilderness even unto Jordan.

23 So now the Lord God of Israel hath

dispossessed the Amorites from before his

people Israel, and shouldest thou possess it ?

24 Wilt not thou possess that which Che-
mosh thy god giveth thee to possess ? So
whomsoever the Lord our God shall drive

out from before us, them will we possess.

25 '"'And now art thou any thing better

than Balak the son of Zippor king of Moab ?

did he ever strive against Israel, or did he

ever fight against them,

26 ^Vhile Israel dwelt in Heshbon and
her towns, and in Aroer and her towns, and

in all the cities that be along by the coasts

of Arnon, three hundred years ? why there-

fore did ye not recover them within that

time ?

27 A\1ierefore I have not sinned against

thee, but thou doest me wrong to war against

me : the Lord the Judge be judge this day

between the children of Israel and the chil-

dren of Amnion.
28 Ilowbeit the king of the children of

Ammon hearkened not unto the words of

Jephthah which he sent him.

29 1[ Then the Spirit of the Lord came
upon Jephthah, and he passed over Gilead,

and Manasseh, and passed over Mizpeh of

Gilead, and from Mizpeh of Gilead he passed

over unto the children of Ammon.
30 And Jephthah vowed a vow unto the

Lord, and said. If thou shalt without fail

deliver the children of Ammon into mine

hands,

31 Then it shall be, that "whatsoever

cometh forth of the doors of my house to

meet me, when I return in peace from the

children of Ammon, shall surely be the

Lord's, "and I will ofl'er it up for a burnt

offering.

32 If So Jephthah passed over unto the

children of Ammon to fight against them

:

and the Lord delivered them into his hands.

33 And he smote them from Aroer, even

till thou come to Minnith, even twenty cities,

and unto ''the plain of the vineyards, with a

very great slaughter. Thus the children of

Ammon were subdued before the childien of

Israel.

34 If And Jephthah came to Mizpeh unto

his house, and, behold, his daughter came out

to meet him with timbrels and with dances

:

and she was his only child ;
'" "beside her he

had neither son nor daugiiter.

35 And it came to pass, when he saw her,

Num. 2\. 13, andt-'2. 36. 10 Deut. 9. 2fl. n nciit. 2. !«.

(unct/t Jhrllt, which sUalt come furih. '^ Or, or I wilt itff'cr it, &c

f
either sonvrdmightur. 17 lleh. of himself.

4'.)
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that he rent his clothes, and said, Alas, my
daughter ! thou hast brought me very low,

and thou art one of them that trouble me :

for I have opened my mouth unto the Lord,
and I cannot go back.

36 And she said unto him. My father, if
thou hast opened thy mouth unto the Lord,
do to me according to that which hath pro-

ceeded out of thy mouth ; forasmuch as the

Lord halli taken vengeance for thee of thine

enemies, even of the children of Ammon.
37 And she said unto her father, Let this

thing be done for me : let me alone two
months, that I may '°go up and down upon

the mountains, and bewail my virginity, I and
my fellows.

38 And he said, Go. And he sent her
away /or two months: and she went with her
companions, and bewailed her virginity upon
the mountains.

39 And it came to pass at the end of two
months, that she returned unto her father, who
did with her according to his vow which he
had vowed : and she knew no man. And it

was a "custom in Israel,

40 That the daughters of Israel went
"yearly "to lament the daughter of Jephthah
the Gileadite four days in a year.

' Ue\). from year to year. 21 Ot, to talk wil/t.

Verse 3. ' Tltere were gathered vain men to Jephthah, and
went out with him.'—The meaning of this obviously is that
Jephthah, being without any inheritance or family con-
nections to afford him a subsistence, and being expelled
from his native place, became an adventurer ; and his
character having brought around him a number of brave
but idle men, perhaps, similarly circumstanced, he, for
his own and their support, as well as to establish the repu-
tation he had previously acquired, made predatory incur-
sions into the neighbouring countries. This is meant by
' going out with him.' Probably they went out particu-
larly iuto the land of the Ammonites, to retaliate the in-

cursions which the latter made into Israel ; and this would
naturally lead the people to look to Jephthah, when they
wanted a military leader. The mode of life here indi-
cated is precisely that followed by David, when his repu-
tation brought around him men of similar character to

these followers of Jephthah. This kind of predatory life

is very far indeed from being considered dishonourable in

the East. On the contrary, the fame thus acquired is

thought as fair as any that can be obtained through any
class of military operations. An Arab or a Tartar desires
no higher or brighter fame than that which he may thus
acquire : and to make that fame unsullied, it is only neces-
sary that his expedition should not be against his own
nation or his own tribe. The associations formed by the
Arabs and Tartars for such purposes are seldom of longer
duration than the particular expedition ; and we therefore
think that the most striking illustration of the state of
things here and elsewhere indicated, may be derived from
the account which Tacitus gives of the manners of the
ancient Germans. When a warrior had acquired reputa-
tion for courage and conduct, young men became emulous
of placing themselves under so distinguished a leader, and
resorted to him, forming a retinue of bold volunteers who
felt bound to do their chief lionour by their exploits to

defend him with their lives, and not to survive him if

slain. This band gave distinction and power to the chief
himself ; and rendered him often so formidable, that
nei{.'lih(mriiig tribes and nations cultivated his favour by
eniliassiis ami presents, and obstinate and cruel wars were
often terniiiiated by his interposition. All the retinue
lived at the expense of their leader, who provided a plain

but plentiful table for them; and also from time to time
made them valuable presents. This involved great ex-
pense ; to support which he kept his troop almost continu-
ally enf;nf;id in invasions and plundering expeditions
aiiiiiiiK tin- Mi-iglibouring nations—or, in short, in the same
kind (if niilit;iiy freebooting which Jephthah and David
pr.ictised— and through which alone they could keep up
the state of a general, and maintain a character for libe-

rality to their band. They, like the Orientals, did not
account the act of pillaging base, while carried on beyond
the limits of their own tribe or nation : on the contrary.

they considered it a laudable and glorious emplpyment for

their youth, which procured them reputation, and pre-
served them from indolence and inaction. Some similar
feelings may be discovered in the border 'forays' which
were carried on on the frontiers of England and Scotland,
even at times when the two nations were at peace. Another
source which contributed to enable these old German cap-
tains to support their retinue, was found in the voluntary
contributions of the people of the district which was pro-
tected by their valour. These contributions consisted
chiefly of corn and cattle ; and were of the greatest ser-

vice in assisting them to furnish their troops with pro-
visions. The Hebrew leaders of the same class expected
the same assistance ; as we see by the instance of David,
who sent some of his men to Carmel to ask the rich Nabal
to send him provisions, grounding the demand on the
safety and protection which the shepherds had enjoyed
while his troop had been in the neighbourhood. These
details may assist us in understanding the position

which Jephthah occupied before he was called to lead the
army against the Ammonites, and which David filled

while the persecutions of Saul made him a wanderer.

13. ' Because Israel took awatj my land.'—See the note

on Deut. ii. 19.

15. ' Thus saith Jephthah.'—Jephthab's reply gives a

fair and clear recital of the whole transaction which had
placed these lands in the possession of the Israelites, and he
refuses to surrender them on the following grounds:— 1.

He denied that the Ammonites had any existing title to

the lands, for they had been driven out of these lands by
the Amorites before the Hebrews appeared ; and that they

(the Hebrews), in overcoming and driving out the Amor-
ites without any assistance from or friendly understand-

ing with the Ammonites, became entitled to the territory

which the conquered people occupied. 2. That the title of

the Israelites was confirmed by a prescription of above
three hundred years, during which none of Ammon or of

Moab had even reclaimed these lands: and, 3. As an
argnmentum ad Jiomincm, he alleged that the God of

Isi-ael was as well entitled to grant his people the lands

which they held as was their own god Cheniosh, accord-

ing to their opinion, to grant to the Ammonites the lands

which they now occupied. This admirable and well rea-

soned statement concluded with an appeal to Heaven to

decide the justice of the cause by the event of the battle

which was now inevitable.

1 7. ' In like manner they sent unto the king of Moab.'—
Of this deputation to Moab, no account is given anywhere
else; but the Jewish commentators observe that it is

clearly intimated by Moses himself, in Deut. ii. 29, ' As
the children of Esau who dwelt in Seir, and the Moabites

which dwelt in Ar, did unto me;" which they, with reason,

interpret to mean that, as the children of Esau would not,

wheu applied to, sufler the Israelites to pass through their
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land, so neither would the iMoabites when the same request

was made to them.

30. ' Jepldhah vowed a vom.'—It was usual among most

ancient nations, at the commencement of a war or battle,

to vow to some particular god that, if the undertaking

were successful, large sacrifices should burn upon his altar,

or temples be erected in his honour. We have instances

of this as well in the histories of Greece and Rome, as in

those of Oriental nations. Concerning the vow now before

us many volumes have been written ; the point of interest

being to determine whether Jephthah really did sacrifice

his daughter, or only devoted her to perpetual celibacy, as

consecrated to Jehovah. We have anxiously considered

this question ; and feel so much difficulty in arriving at a

decided opinion, that we shall express none, except on one

or two points which may be considered as established be-

yond dispute. For the rest, we sliall give what we con-

ceive to be the strongest arguments on both sides of the

question, leaving the reader to form his own conclusions

as to their comparative value. We may as well state

- here, however, that the balance of authority, Jewish and
Christian, seems considerably to incline in favour of the

common impression, which is, that Jephthah really did

offer his daughter as a sacrifice to Jehovah. We must
not, however, take the balance of authority for more than

it is worth ; and need not hamper the question, by giving

undue preponderance to that conclusion which it seems
rather to

31. ' Whatsoecer Cometh forth of the doors of mu house

to meet me .... shall surelij he the Lord^s, and I will

offer it up for a burnt offering.'—By comparing this read-

ing with tiiat in the margin, it will be seen that two very
different versions are given, through a very slight verbal

variation. The sense depends upon whether, at the com-
mencement of the last clause, we shall render the prefix

1 as ' and ' conjunctive, or ' or ' disjunctive. We may do
either ; but ' and' is the most usual sense, perhaps because,

in writing, the conjunctive ' and' is more frequently re-

quired than the disjunctive ' or.' In most cases, the con-

text enables us to determine which is to be understood

;

but the present is one of the few instances in which the

context does not discriminate the particle, but the particle

determines the meaning of the text. In this dilemma our
translation puts ' and' in the text, and ' or' in the margin.
The reader will easily perceive the resulting difference in

the meaning. If we take the and, it sanctions the opinion

that Jephthah did sacrifice his daughter ; because then his

vow only imports, that whatever came forth to meet him
should be the Lord's, by being offered up in sacrifice to

Him, and does not imply any alternative. Whereas the

or does imply an alternative, and says, in effect, that what-

ever came forth to meet him should be sacrificed as a burnt

offering, if fit for sacrifice ; but, if not, should be conse-

crated to God.
Now there is no question that the latter form of the vow

contained nothing contrary to the law ; but that the former

was most decidedly opposed to it. Jephthah could not but

be aware of the probability that he might be met by a

human being, or by some animal declared by the law to

be unclean and unfit for sacrifice. A vow which involved

such a contingency could not be lawful; particularly as

human sacrifices are again and again interdicted with the

strongest expressions of abhorrence and reprobation.

But, on the other hand, it is alleged, that there was nothing

to prevent human beings from being consecrated to God
and the service of his tabernacle. Samuel was thus de-

voted before his birth ; and in the division of the spoils in

the first Midianitish war, we are told that the lord's tri-

bute from the whole number of captive virgins was ' thirty-

two persons.' These facts are said to explain the species

of devotement which it was lawful to make. Jephthah's

vow was therefore lawful, if we read the prefixed 1 as
' or,' but unlawful if we must read it as ' and.' There is

then an interpretation under which the vow of Jephthah
was lawful, and did not involve the necessity or proba-

bility of human sacrifice. Such being the case, it is con-

tended by those who advocate the milder view of the

that this is the interpretation which we ought

to adopt ; Jephthah being, from his devout and judicious

conduct at the commencement of the war, apparently in-

capable of an intention so grossly repugnant to the law of

God as that which the other explanation supposes. With-

out committing ourselves to a final opinion, we must con-

fess that we concur with those who do not see the validity

of this argument. It may be granted that the hero acted

with the most devout intentions, without its being neces-

sary to concede that he was so well instructed in the law
of God as to be incapable of making an unlawful vow.

Who was Jephthah ?—a man who before his expulsion

seems to have led a bold, daring life, which obtained him
the reputation of ' a mighty man of valour,' and which
reputation enabled him, after he became a fugitive, to col-

lect a troop of ' vain men,' which he formed into a band
of freebooters, and became their captain. Moreover, he

was bred up beyond Jordan, where the connection with

the tabernacle and its observances was very loosely, if at

all, maintained ; where the ephod of Gideon had been a

snare to that hero, to his house, and to the people ; and
where, after his death, the people had turned aside and

made Baal-berith their god. Under these circumstances,

it is not too much to suppose that the law had become
very imperfectly known in general, and least of all to a

man leading the kind of life which the brave Gileadite

had led. It is highly probable that the people, during

their idolatry, had offered human sacrifices, in imitation

of their heathen neighbours who certainly did so; and
Jephthah's mind being familiarized to the notion that such

sacrifices were acceptable to the gods, mingled with a mis-

understood recollection (facte being better retained than

precepts) of Abraham's intended sacrifice of Isaac by divine

command—there is nothing very violent in the notion that

he may have contemplated the possibility of such a sacri-

fice in pronouncing his vow. One thing seems certain,

that whatever he intended, he could not be unaware that

some human being might, quite as probably as an animal,

be the first to come to meet him on his return home. In-

deed, ' coming to meet him,' seems to imply an act which
could scarcely be expected from any but a human being.

That this human being would be his daughter was within

the limits of possibility ; but we see from the result, that

it was his secret hope that she might be spared. He did

not, however, make her an exception, because the preva-

lent notion was, that the offering, whether for sacrifice or

living consecration, was the more acceptable in the same
proportion that it was cherished and dear.

We have stated these considerations to shew that the

unlawfulness of the vow, under the common interpretation,

cannot be, all the circumstances considered, admitted as a

reason of such weight as to enable us to deny positively

that Jephthah made such a vow. It does however enable

us to deny, most decidedly, that such an oflering could be

made upon God's altar, or by the high-priest, or by any

regular and faithful member of the priesthood. It seems

indeed almost superfluous to say that a human sacrifice

could not take place at the Loid's proper altar, or be

offered by his proper priest ; but perhaps it may not be

superfluous to shew from the text, that if Jephthah did

offer his daughter, it could not be at the tabernacle. It

will be remembered that the tabernacle was at Shiloh, in

the tribe of Ephraim. Now at the beginning of the next

chapter, and immediately after the conclusion of the war
with the Ammonites, we find Jephthah, who, from all we
know, had never till then, or even then, been west of the

Jordan, engaged in a bitter war with the Epiiraimites,

which renders it in the highest degree improbable that he

should, in the very heat of the quarrel, have gone into the

heart of that tribe to offer such a sacrifice, even had it

been lawful. That such a sacrifice was not offered at

Shiloh, where only sacrifices to the Lord could legally be

offered, does not however of itself prove that no such

sacrifice was ofiered. If this unhappy chief was so igno-

rant of the law as to think such a sacrifice acceptable to

God, he may well have been guilty of the other fault,

then actually a common one, of making his offering beyond
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the Jordan, where he was himself master—particularly

as it would seem (see ch. viii. 27) that Gideon himself had

given his sanction to this practice, and formed an esta-

blishment for the purpose. In the course of the preceding

observations we have included the paints we consider in-

disputable, namely, that if such a sacrifice were made, it

was contrary to the law of God—that it did not take place

at the only lawful altar—and that it could not have had

the sanction of the high-priest. [Appendix, No. 27.]

34. ' S/ie was his onli/ child.'—This circumstance is

mentioned to point out a cause, besides paternal atiection,

for the poignancy of his distress. It has been observed

how intensely anxious the- Hebrews were for posterity,

andas Jephthah I'liiilil ..uls Imi,,. i;,r 4. -r ndanU through

his daughter, tli- i
i '

,

' 'l"'te natural,

even under the mil I
'

i
'

'' ""
.37. ' And bewuU ,:,'., .

• ;
- 1 in i~ ilmught astrong

circumstance by those who mlie tlie milder view of Jeph-

thah's rash vow. If she was to die, that might be ex-

pected to have been mentioned as the circumstance to be

bewailed ; but the text itself rather refers the regret to

the loss of that hope of becoming ' a mother in Israel,'

which every Hebrew woman cherished with the force of a

passion. This may nevertheless be referred to her death

;

since to die without having borne children, no less than

to live without them, was the most lamentable fate which

could befal a woman ; and on this circumstance she might

the rather be supposed to dwell if really doomed to be

sacrificed ; because she may have thought it unbecoming

to allow herself to lament that which was to be an acknow-

ledgment of Israel's deliverance ; but not at all so to be-

wail the involved extinction of that hope, which, to the

daughters of Israel, was dearer than life itself.

39. ' Who did with her according to his vow.

'

—It is not

said what he did ; and that she is not said to have been

sacrificed, is considered good negative evidence that she

was not. Neither view, however, can obtain much sup-

port from this clause. It refers us back to the vow itself,

the principal considerations connected with which we have

already stated.— ' And slie knew no man.'—Jt Jephthah's daughter

were sacrificed, it is alleged by those who think that she

was not, that this remark would be frivolous. If she were,

however, we do not see any puerility in directing our at-

tention to what would doubtless have been considered as

a most painful circumstance, namely, that the onli/ child

of Jephthah had died without issue.

40. ' The daughters of Israel went yearhj to lame/it the

daughter nf Jeplkhah.'—Uuch of the sense of the whole

narrative' may be resolved into the interpretation of the

word ni3n^ Ze(aHno(//, here translated 'to lament.' It is

therefore rendered dififerently, according to the different

opinions which are entertained. Those who think that she

was sacrificed, are satisfied with our version; whereas

others refer to that in the margin, ' to talk with '—meaning

that the daughters of Israel went yearly to condole with and

entertain her. We can only say, without reference to any
particular theory, that the word means, in the general

sense, ' to praise or celebrate,' and would therefore denote

that the daughters of Israel kept a four days' anniversary

to commemorate this transaction, whatever were its result.

In a secondary sense, certainly, the word does mean to

rehearse or relate ; but this results from the former inter-

pretation, recital of the deed celebrated being part of the

act of celebration. To make this sense, which denotes

recital, to mean conversation, as in the margin, seems
rather forced. Recollecting the custom all over the East,

for people to go once a year to lament over the graves of

their deceased friends, this text seems rather to favour the

idea that the daughter of Jephthah really died.

We have thus gone over the subject, having no other

anxiety than to shew, that if such sacrifice were really

consummated, it was most decidedly against the law of

God, and could not have been at his altar, or by his priest

Further than this, the subject is perplexed with difficulties.

Several writers think that the story of the sacrifice, or

intended sacrifice, of Iphigenia, was taken from that which
we have been considering. There is certainly a remark-
able analogy of name ; Iphigenia being little different

from Jephthigenia, or ' Jephthah's daughter.' Iphigenia

was to have been sacrificed to propitiate Diana, by her

father's direction. This determination being opposed,

the damsel herself decided the matter, by declaring her

readiness to die for the welfare of Greece. But at the

moment of sacrifice she was saved by Diana, who substi-

tuted a hind in her room, and transported her to Tauris,

where she became a priestess of the goddess. This looks

like a combination of the present narrative with the result

of Abraham's intended sacrifice of Isaac. This, however,

is only one out of several versions of Iphigenia's story. The
one given by Cicero is more strikingly analogous :

' Aga-
memnon had vowed to sacrifice to Diana the most beau-

tiful object which should be born that year in his kingdom.
Accordingly he sacrificed his daughter Iphigenia, because,

in that year, nothing had been bom which exceeded her

in beauty—a vow which he should rather not have per-

formed than commit so cruel an action ' (^Offices, 1. iii. c.

2.5). A story still more strikingly illustrative is given by

Servius in his note on the Aineid, iii. 121, in which he

explains the reason why
' Fierce IdomenetLs, from Crete was fled,

Expell'd and exiled.'

He was king of Crete; and being, on his return from

Troy, overtaken by a storm, he vowed that, if he should

be saved, he would offer in sacrifice to the gods the first

object that should meet him on his arrival. Most unhap-

pily he was first met by his own son, and, according to

some accounts, he did with him according to his vow ; but

others state, that a plague arose, which, being construed to

denote the displeasure of the gods, the citizens not only

prevented the sacrifice, but expelled Idomeneus from his

kingdom.

CHAPTER XII.

1 Tlie Ephraimlfes, qwurclUiui vilh Jrplilhnh, and
discerned hy SUbbolclh. iiir slnln l>ii tJie (lilrndites.

7 Jephthah dieth. h lh-„„. n-h„ }„ul Ihiitij sons

and thirty daughters, II nml I'.hm. I :i and Ahdon,

who hadforty sons and tliii ty ui:phcics,judijc Israel.

And the men of Epliraim 'gathered them-

selves together, and went northward, and

said unto Jephthah, Wherefore passedst

thou over to tight against the children of

Ammon, and didst not call us to go with

thee? we will burn thine house upon thee

with fire.

2 And Jephthah said unto them, I and

my people were at great strife with the chil-

dren of Ammon ; and when I called you, ye

delivered me not out of their hands.

3 And when I saw that ye delivered me

not, I put my life in my hands, and passed

over against the children of Ammon, and the

Lord delivered them into my hand : where-
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fore then are ye come up unto me this day,

to fight against me ?

4 Then Jephthah gathered together all

the men of Gilead, and fought with Ephraim :

and the men of Gilead smote Ephraim, be-

cause tliey said, Ye Gileadites are fugitives

of Epln-aim among the Ephraimites, and
among the Manassites.

5 And the Gileadites took the passages

of Jordan before the Ephraimites : and it

was so, that when those Ephraimites which

were escaped said, Let me go over; that

the men of Gilead said unto him. Art thou

an Ephraimite ? If he said. Nay ;

6 Then said they unto him. Say now
Shibboleth : and he said Sibboleth : for he

could not frame to pronounce it right. Then
they took him, and slew him at the passages

of Jordan : and there fell at that time of the

Ephraimites forty and two thousand.

7 If And Jephthah judged Israel six years.

Tiien died Jephthah the Gileadite, and was

buried in one of the cities of Gilead.

8 H And after him Ibzan of Beth-lehem
judged Israel.

9 And he had thirty sons, and thirty

daughters, icltom he sent abroad, and took

in thirty daughters from abroad for his sons.

And he judged Israel seven years.

10 Then died Ibzan, and was buried at

Beth-lehem.

11 If And after him Elon, a Zebulonite,

judged Israel ; and he judged Israel ten

years.

12 And Elon the Zebulonite died, and
was buried in Aijalou in the country of

Zebulun.

13 If And after him Abdon the son of

Hillel, a Pirathonite, judged Israel.

14 And he had forty sons and tliirty

^nephews, that rode on threescore and ten

ass colts : and he judged Israel eight years.

15 And Abdon the son of "Hillel the

Pirathonite died, and was buried in Pirathon

in the land of Ephraim, in the mount of the

Amalekites.

Verse 1. * We unR burn thine house upon thee,'—Here
is a second proof of the haughty and turbulent disposition

of the Ephraimites. Comparing this with their complaints

to Joshua, their hostile attitude towards Gideon, and their

present insulting language to Jephthah, we cannot fail to

discover a disposition to lord it over the other tribes, and
an affectation of superior authority and pre-emiuence, to

which they were certainly not yet entitled. There were,

however, many circumstances to excite in them this dis-

position,—such as the distinction assigned them in the

blessing of Jacob—the fact that Joshua, the chief con-

queror of the land, had been an Ephraimite—and the pri-

vilege which they enjoyed of having the tabernacle within

their borders. The firm but temperate answer of Jeph-
thah, though less soft than that of Gideon on a similar

occasion, contrasts well with the personalities and threats

of this self-sufficient tribe.

3. ' I put mi/ life in m;/ hands.'—A strong Orientalism,

implying * I risked my life in a seemingly desperate un-

dertaking.' Mr. Roberts, who cites several proverbial

applications of this phrase among the Hindoos, thinks

that the idea is taken from a man carrying something
very precious in his hands, under circumstances of great

danger.

6. * Me could not frame to pronounce it right.'—Upon
this text a very curious dissertation might be written,

from which our limits compel us to abstain. It is, how-
ever, certain that the difference is not less in the ear than

in the tongue ; or, in other words, when the Ephraimites
were required to pronounce ' Shibboleth,' they heard it as
' Sibboleth,' and believed that in pronouncing the latter

word they gave the precise sound which they had heard.

Of various illustrations of this point we have collected, it

may suffice to direct attention to the very different way in

which an Englishman, a German, and a Frenchman, will

write down what they conceive to be the sound of the same
foreign word. Indeed, different persons of the same nation

will do so ; and to one who is conversant with travels in,

and histories of, eastern countries, it is often impossible to

recognise the same name under the very different forms in

which its vocal sound is represented. The following will

serve in the way of illustration. Carver in his Travels in

North America relates that the notes ofa certain Ameri-
can bird sound to the people of the colonies, Whipper-

will ; but to an Indian ear, Muck-a-wiss. The words, in-

deed, are not alike ; but in this manner they strike the ear,

or rather the imagination of both ; and the circumstance

is a proof that the mere sounds, if they are not rendered

certain by the rules of orthography, might convey differ-

ent ideas to different people. The Hev. C. B. Elliot in bis

Travels (ii. 134), after mentioning that the ancient Perga-

mus is now called Bergamo, adds, * So at least it would be

written according to the orthography of our language ;

but here P is pronounced as B, and B is sounded like V.

A learned native requested me to write for him in Turkish

characters some English word beginning with a B, as

black ; which being done, he made me repeat it two or

three times ; and then changed the B which I had written

into a P, saying, 'This (plack) is black.' The present

text indicates that a difference of dialects had already

arisen in different parts of the country, and by which the

inhabitants of one part were distinguishable from those of

another. In later times, we find Peter easily distinguished

in Pilate's hall as a Galilean, by his dialect. (Mark xiv.

70.) There is nothing extraordinary in this. England
herself offers a considerable variety of dialects and modes
of pronunciation ; and so does every otiier country. There
is scarcely any so small as to be exempt. In Greece, an

Athenian spoke Greek as differently from a Dorian as

perhaps a northern man speaks English from a native of

the southern counties. In the East itself, the Arabic of

Cairo, Aleppo, and Bagdad is so different, that one who
has made himselfmaster of the language in any one of those

cities, cannot, without great difficulty, undei-stand, or be

understood, in the others. Even in the small island of

Malta (where an Arabian dialect is spoken), the inha-

bitants of the several villages speak tlie same language

with so much difference as to render the market, to which

they resort in common, a sort of Babel. While that island

was independent, there was a knight (mentioned by De
Boisgelin) who gained great credit by being able to tell,

by means of this difference, from what villages the country
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people in the market came. The word choseu by the

Gik'aditi'S means a stream, which bcin^ the name of the

object immediately before them, would seem to be na-

turally suggested, and was well calculated to put the

Kphrairaites off their guard. We scarcely need remark,

that sh is of peculiarly ditBcul% if not impossible, pronun-

ciation to persons whose organs have not, in childhood,

been tutored to it. It is entirely wanting in many lan-

guages ; and when persons to whom such languages are

native, attempt to learn a language in which it exists, they

find it not the least arduous part of their task to master and

use properly this most difficult sound. This was the case

of the Ephraimites, who ' could not frame to pronounce it

right.'

7. • Was hurUd in [one o/"] the cities of Gilead.'—

There is a curious Habhinical comment on this, as read

without the clause enclosed in brackets (which is not

in the original), which we introduce partly as a specimen

of the perverted ingenuity which the Jewish doctors have

applied to the interpretation of Scripture, and partly as

shewing the strength of their conviction that Jephthah

really did offer his daughter in sacrifice. From Rashi's

comments on these words, it appears that the ancient rabliins

maintained that the hero, as a punishment for putting his

daughter to death, was visited by a disease which loosened

the joints of the different limbs and members of his body,

and caused them to fall off one after another, from time to

time,- as he was passing to and fro over the country : and
that they were buried separately, whenever they happened

to drop, so that when he died it could be said, from this

general distribution of his mcmbei-s, that he ' was buried

in the cities of (iilead.' The phrase is doubtless idiomatic,

the plural being put for the singular, as in Gen. xix. 29 ;

Jonah i. 5.

14. 'Nephews'— Kather 'grandsons,' that is, 'sons"

sous,' as in the margin.

CHAPTER XIII.

1 Israel is in iJie hand of the Philistines. 2 An angel

ap]ieareth to Manoah's wife. 8 The angel <ip-

jieareth to Manoah. 1 5 Manoah's sacrifice, whereby
the anijel is discovered. 24 Samson is born.

And the cliildren of Israel 'did evil again" in

the sight of the Loud ; and the Lokd de-

livered them into the hand of the Phihstines

forty years.

2 U And there was a certain man of Zorah,

of the family of the Danitcs, whose name iras

Manoah ; and his wife icas harren, and bare

not.

3 And the angel of the Lord appeared
unto the woman, and said unto her, Behold
now, thou art barren, and bearest not : but

thou slialt conceive, and bear a son.

4 Now therefore beware, I pray thee, and
Mriuk not wine nor strong drink, and eat not

any unclean tliiiif/ :

5 For, lo, thou slialt conceive, and bear a
son ; and 'no razor shall come on his head :

for the child shall be a Nazarite unto God
from the woiiil) : and he shall begin to deliver

Israel out of tlie hand of the Philistines.

6 H Then the woman came and told her
husband, saying, A man of God came unto
me, and his countenance was like the counte-

nance of an angel of God, very terrible : but

I asked him not whence he was, neither told

he me his name :

7 But he said unto me, Behold, thou shalt

conceive, and i)ear a son ; and now drink no
wine nor strong drink, neither eat any un-
clean t/ii/if/ : for the child shall be a Nazarite
to God from the womb to the day of his

death.

8 K Then Manoah intreated the Lord,

and said, O my Lord, let the man of God
which thou didst send come again unto us,

and teach us what we shall do unto the child

that shall be born.

9 And God hearkened to the voice of

Manoah ; and the angel of God came again

unto the woman as she sat in the field : but

Manoah her husband was not with her.

10 And the woman made haste, and ran,

and shewed her husband, and said unto him.

Behold, the man hath appeared unto me, that

came unto me the otiter day.

11 And Manoah arose, and went after his

wife, and came to the man, and said unto

him. Art thou the man that spakest unto the

woman ? And he said, I ain.

12 And Manoah said. Now let thy words

come to pass. 'How shall we order the child,

and " ^low shall we do unto him ?

13 And the angel of the Lord said unto

Manoah, Of all that I said unto the woman
let her beware.

14 She may not eat of any thinff that

cometh of the vine, neither let her drink wine

or strong drink, nor eat any unclean thiiif/

:

all that I commanded her let her observe.

15 If And Manoah said unto the angel of

the Lord, I pray thee, let us detain thee,

until we shall have made ready a kid "for thee.

16 And the angel of the Lord said unto
Manoah, Though thou detain me, I will not

eat of thy bread : and if thou wilt offer a

burnt offering, thou must offer it unto the

Lord. For Manoah knew not that he was
an angel of the Lord.

17 And Manoah said unto the angel of

the Lord, "What is thy name, that when
thy sayings come to pass we may do thee

honour ?

Hob. ir/mt ihttii bt the « 'X, &c.
'
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18 And the angel of the Lord said unto

him, ^^'hy askest thou thus after my name,
seeing it is 'secret ?

19 So Manoah took a kid with a meat
offering, and offered it upon a rock unto the

Lord ; and the ain/el did wonderously ; and
Manoah and his wife looked on.

20 For it came to pass, when the flame

went up toward heaven from off the altar,

that the angel of the Lord ascended in the

flame of tlie altar. And Manoah and his

wife Ifloked on it, and fell on their faces to

the ground.

21 But the angel of the Lord did no more
appear to Manoah and to his wife. Then
Manoah knew that he teas an angel of the Lord.

3ES. [B.C. 1141.

22 And Manoah said unto his wife, '"We
shall surely die, because we have seen

God.
23 But his wife said unto him, If the Lord

were pleased to kill us, he would not have
received a burnt offering and a meat offering

at our hands, neither would he have shewed
us all these tldnys, nor would as at this time

have told us such things as these.

24 H And the woman bare a son, and
called his name Samson : and the child grew,

and the Lord blessed him.

25 And the Spirit of the Lord began to

move him at times in the camp of Dan be-

tween Zorah and Eshtaol.

Verse 2. ' Zoru//.'—This is one of the towns wliich

were taken out of Judah's lot, and given to Dan. (Josh.

XV. 33 ; xix. 41.) It seems to have been a frontier town
towards Judah after tlie boundary was altered ; for when
the ten tribes revolted from the house of David, Reho-
boam retained Zorah, and it is mentioned among those

towns "which he made ' cities of defence in Judah.' (2
Chrou. xi. 10.) Its inhabitants were called Zorites and
Zorathites. (1 Chron. ii. 54; iv. 2.) Zorah existed as a
town in the time of Eusebins and Jerome ; and the site

may still be recognised under the name of Surah, situated

upon a spur of the mountains running into the plain north
of Bethshemesh. It will be well to recollect, that the ter-

ritory of Dan lay between that of Judal) and the Philis-

tines, and consequently at no great distance from any of
the places which are meutioned in the remarkable history

of Samson, and which were the scenes of his exploits.

18. ' Secret.'—The angel does not intend to tell Manoah
that his name is a secret, but that Secret is his name. The
marginal reading Wonderful is however more correct,

and far more significant.

1 9. ' Upon a rock.'—A rock -was signalized much in the

same manner in the history of Gideon (chap. vi. 20, 21).

Large masses of stone, of various forms, some of which
are well adapted to serve occasionally as altars, occur in

the plains and valleys of Judsea and other hilly

Some of these are seen in their natural position, rising

of tlie ground, while others appear as detached fragments,

thrown down from the rocky eminences. To such
insulated masses of rock there are frequent allusions in

Scripture.

2.'). ' Eshtaul.'—This was another principal town of

Dan which had once belonged to Judah. It was this place

and Zorah that furnished the six hundred armed Danites,

who went into the north of the country and took Laish
(afterwards Dan), forming a new settlement near the

sources of the Jordan. These are the only circumstances
which make Eshtaol of any historical importauce. It still

existed in the time of Je^rome, who describes it as being
ten miles to the north of Eleutheropolis, on the road to

Nicopolis or Emmaus. Eleutheropolis, which must some-
times be mentioned as the place from which Eusebius
and Jerome measure their distances, does not occur in the

Bible, or at least not under that name. It is supposed to

have been built considerably later than the destruction of

Jerusalem, and. in the fourth century, when the eminent
men whom we have named lived, was a place of much
importauce. Its name imports the /ree i?t(y. It lay near

what had been the boundary line between Judah and Dan,
and Dr. Robinson seems to have identified it with a site

now called Beit-Jibrin, where there are still some remains
indicative of a powerful city. This is twenty miles east of

Askelon, and twelve miles west-north-west from Hebron.

CHAPTEK XIV.

1 Samson dcsirelh a ivife of the Philistines. 6 In his

journerj he kllleth a lion. S Jn a second journey he

Jindeth honey in the carcase. 10 Samson's marriage
Jeast. 12 His riddle by his wife is made knoivn.

19 He spoileth tinrty Philistines. 20 His wife is

married to another.

And Samson went down to Timnath, and saw
a woman in Timnath of the daughters of the

Philistines.

2 And he came up, and told his father and
his mother, and said, I have seen a woman in

Timnath of the daughters of the Philistines

:

now therefore get her for me to wife.

3 Then his father and his mother said unto

him. Is there never a woman among the

daughters of thy brethren, or among all my
people, that thou goest to take a wife of the

uncircumcised Philistines ? And Samson said

unto his father. Get her for me ; for 'she

pleaseth me well.

4 But his father and his mother knew not

that it n-as of the Lord, that he sought an

occasion against the Philistines : for at that

time the Philistines had dominion over Israel.
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5 H Then went Samson down, and liis

f"ith;>r and his mother, to Tininath, and came
to the vineyards ofTimnath: and, behold, a

young lion roared "against him.

G And the Spirit of the Lord came
mightily upon him, and he rent him as he

would have rent a kid, and he had nothing in

his hand : but he told not his father or his

mother what he had done.

7 And he went down, and talked with the

woman ; and she pleased Samson well.

8 1 And after a time he returned to take

her, and he turned aside to see the carcase of

the lion : and, behold, there ivas a swarm of

bees and honey in the carcase of the lion.

9 And he took thereof in his hands, and

went on eating, and came to his father and

mother, and he gave them, and they did eat

:

but he told not them that he had taken the

honey out of the carcase of the lion.

10 If So his father went down unto the

woman : and Samson made there a feast ; for

so used the young men to do.

11 And it came to pass, when they saw

him, that they brought thirty companions to

be with him.

12 H And Samson said unto them, I will

now put forth a riddle unto you : if ye can

certainly declare it me within the seven days

of the feast, and find it out, then I will give

you thirty 'sheets and thirty change of gar-

ments :

1-3 But if ye cannot declare it me, then

shall ye give me thirty sheets and thirty

change of garments. And they said unto

liim, Put forth thy riddle, that we may hear it.

2 Ileb. in meeting hin.. » Or, shirli. Ueb. tu po:

14 And he said unto them. Out of the

eater came forth meat, and out of the strong

came forth sweetness. And they could not in

three days expound the riddle.

15 And it came to pass on the seventh day,

that they said unto Samson's wife, Entice thy

husl)and, that he may declare unto us the

riddle, lest we burn thee and thy father's

house with fire : have ye called us 'to take

that we have ? is it not so ?

16 And Samson's wife wept before him,

and said. Thou dost but hate me, and lovest

me not : thou hast put forth a riddle unto the

children of my people, and hast not told it

me. And he said unto her, Behold, I have

not told it my father nor my mother, and
shall I tell if thee ?

17 And she wept before him 'the seven

days, while their feast lasted : and it came to

pass on the seventh day, that he told her,

because she lay sore upon him : and she told

the riddle to the children of her people.

18 And the men of the city said unto him
on the seventh day before the sun went down,

What is sweeter than honey ? and what is

.stronger than a lion ? And he said unto

them, If ye had not plowed with my heifer,

ye had not found out my riddle.

19 H And the Spirit of the Lord came
upon him, and he went down to Ashkelon, and
slew thirty men of them, and took their "spoil,

and gave change of garments unto them which

expounded the riddle. And his anger was
kindled, and he went up to his father's house.

20 But Samson's wife was (/iven to his

companion, whom he had used as his friend.

Verse 1. ' Timnath.'—This place was very ancient, it

havins been mentioned in the time of Jacob. Judah had
bis she.'p shorn in or n.-ar Timnath (Gen. xxxviii. 12), his

visit to wliii-li iiuolvrd the only stain npon his cbaracler
witli wirn-li «( :ir.- ac.|u;unt,d.' The town was at first in

tlif lot (if'.Iu'lili. and iilu-rwards in that of Dan; but we do
iiol know that eitlier tribe ever acquired possession of it

I Josh. XV. .'J7; xix. 43>. It is mentioned under the names
of Tininah, Timnath, and Timnatha; and is usually stated

to have been twelve miles from Eshtacl and six from
Adullam, and it may perhaps be represented by the deserted

site called Tibnah. which is about an hour's journey from
Surah, which has hecu indicated as the Zorah to which
Samson belonged.

5. ' A young lion roared against him.'—It is evident from
this and other passages of Scripture, that lions formerly
existed in Juds^a. Some places, indeed, took their names
from the lion, as Lcbaoth and Beth-lebaoth (Josh. xv. 32;
xix. G). We do not know that lions are now to be met
with in that country ; but this is not surprising, as numc-

iiight be cited of the disappearance of wild
in the course of time, from countries where tliey

50

were once well known. TTiis is particularly the case with
respect to those animals which, like the lion, are no where
foinul ill li-"' i,:i;ii)i. rs. Lions have not, however, disap-

pciii. ! I , In w III \sia. They are still found in Meso-
poijii

1 > a— or, rather, on both sides of the
riviis I I 1 I

I

lirnti'S. That they existed anciently

in S>nai;isili V :ill in tin eastern parts of that country),

as well as in M - attested by several ancient

niachus, wlioi Iriniiij Hi ~\,i;i. had killed a very large

lion, single-hamlcii. but not until the animal had torn his

shoulder to the bone. The historian mentions this in-

cidentally in relating how Alexander the Great, while
hunting, was assailed by a large lion, which he slew. This
was thought a great feat even for Alexander, although he
was armed with a hunting-spear :—what then shall we say
of Samson, who overcame a lion when unprovided with any
kind of weapon? It will be observed that 'young lion'

does not here mean a whelp, for which the Hebrew has
quite a diflerent word—but a young lion arrived at its full

strength and size, when it is far more fierce than at a later

period of its life.
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Lion op "Westers Asia.

8. ' After a time he returned to take her.'—She had doubt-
less been betrothed to him in the first instance, and the
' time ' mentioned, refers to the interval, which it was con-
sidered necessary should elapse between the betrothal and
actual marriage : that is to say, it was usual for the be-

trothed bride to remain for a time in the house of her
parents, after which the bridegroom came to fetch her
home, and take her fully as his wife. The length of the in-

terval depended upon circumstances. As the youngpenple
were often affianced by their parents when mere children,

a long interval then elapsed before the completion of the
marriage ; but when they were already marriageable, the

time was shorter, as might be previi usly agreed upon be-

tween the respective parties. Even in such a case, however,
the time was seldom less than about ten months or a year,

which therefore may be taken to denote the period expressed
by ' a time,' in the present text. The Jews still keep up this

custom ; the parties being, at the least, betrothed six or
twelve months before marriage. After the betrothal, the

parties were considered man and wife ; and hence a be-

trothed woman guilty of any criminal intercourse with
another was regarded as an adulteress; and if, from any
cause, the husband should be unwilling to complete the

engagement, the woman was regularly divorced, like a
wife. In process of time the stringency of this law was
abated ; and now the betrothal is not as formerly by a ring,

but by a written engagement, the infringement of which
involves no higher penalty than a pecuniary fine. Yet
still, in this time, the man and woman appear to have had
little if any communication with each other; but it is diffi-

cult to determine exactly the terms on which they socially

stood towards each other. Some think that they had no
opportunities of even talking together ; while others allow

that the betrothal entitled the bridegroom to visit the bride

at her father's, but without any intimate communication.
The latter is the practice among the modern Jews, who
retain so much of their ancient oriental ideas, as to consider

it improper for a young man or woman even to walk toge-

ther in public, without being betrothed ; and among whom,
therefore, the betrothal merely admits to a restricted court-

ship. In point of fact, we apprehend that the betrothal was
considered necessary to enable a young man to pay to a
woman even that limited degree of particular attention

which eastern manners allowed. See Lewis's Origines
HebmtB ; Jahn's Archaolotfia ; Isaac's Ceremonies, etc., of
the Jews ; and Herschel's Sketch of the Jews.
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— ' Viere was a stcarm cfbees and hmiey in the carcase of
the lion.'—The preceding note explains in part the present

text. It is evident that several months bad elapsed be-

tween tlie first and second visit to Timnath, and in that

time the carcase of the lion must have been reduced to a

clean skeleton ; which might form a very suitable receptacle

for the bees which abounded in that region. This would

be particularly the case, if it remained covered with some

portions of the dried skin, or if it was in a secluded place

among bushes or high grass, as seems to be implied in the

fact of Samson's ' turning aside' to look for it, and in its

not having been previously discovered by others, who, we
may he sure, would have anticipated him in taking the

honey. Much less time than the probable interval would

amply have sufficed to have rendered the carcase of the

lion a perfectly clean habitation for the bees. A day or

two for birds and insects, and a night or two for beasts of

prey, would, in that country, have cleared the skeleton of

every particle of flesh ; and, in a few days more, the heat

of the sun would absorb all the moisture from the bones

and from any portion of the hide which may have been left

remaining. There is, therefore, nothing in this fact repug-

nant to the naturally cleanly habits of bees, and their

alleged repugnance to impure smells. Herodotus relates an

anecdote somewhat in conformity with this view. He says

that the Amathusians revenged themselves ou Onesilus, by

whom they had been besieged, by cutting off his head,

which they carried to their city, and hung up over one of

its gates. When it became hollow, a swarm of bees settled

in it, and filled it with honeycomb {Terpsichore, 114).

Virgil's fourth Georgic, which is devoted to the subject of

bees, concludes with the account of an invention by which

the race of bees might be replenished or renewed, when
diminished or lost. He speaks of it as an art practised in

Egypt ; and through the absurd distortions of the story, it

is not difficult to perceive that it originated in accounts of

bees swarming in the carcases of animals. The process, in

brief, is to kill a steer two years old, by first stopping his

nostrils, and then knocking him ou the head, so that

' His bowels, bruised within,

Betray no wound in the unbroken skin.'

The body is then left in a proper situation ; and when the

operator repairs thither nine mornings after :

—

' Behold a prodigy 1 for from within

The broken bowels and the bloated skin,

A buzzing sound of bees his ears alarms

:

Straight issuing through the sides assembling swarms.

Dark as a cloud they make a wheeling flight.

Then on a neighb'ring tree descending, light.'

Drydf.n.

in. ' .Samson made there a feast.'—This feast used to last

seveu days, as we see by y. 12 (see also the note on Gen.

xxix. 27 : several other marriage customs are noticed in that

chapter, and in chaps, xxiv. and xxxiv.); after which the

bride was brought home to, or fetched home by, her husband.

We must understand probably, in conformity with existing

usages in the East, that Samson made his feast at the

house of some acquaintance, or in one hired for the occa-

sion, as his own home was distant ; while, at the same
time, the woman entertained her female friends and rela-

tives at her father's house. The difl'erent sexes never

feasted together on such or any other occasions, and the

bride and bridegroom did not even give their respective

entertainments in the same house, unless under very pecu-

liar circumstances. In reading this narrative, we must not

forget that Samson was a stranger at Timnath.

11. ' Tliirt'j companions'—We difi'er from those who
think it was a regular custom for the bride's friends to pro-

vide the bridegroom with a number of companions or

bridesmen. We are continually liable to mistake in taking

peculiar cases as indications of general usage. It seems

more probable that Samson being a stranger in the place,

the bride's friends undertook to provide him with a suit-

able number of guests or companions to give proper im-

portance to his wedding.
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12. 'Twill now put forth a riddle unto you.'—U was a

very ancient cnstom among different nations—as the Phos-

nicians, the Kgyptians, the Greeks, and others—to relieve

their entertainments, by proposing difficult and obscnre

questions, to the solution of which a reward was annexed,

usually equivalent to the forfeiture which inability in-

curred. This was a favourite amusement and exercise of

ingenuity among most people in tliose times, when the very

limited extent of knowledge and general information,

aflbrded few topics of interesting conversation or discussion.

Devices of this sort were particularly necessary for amuse-

ment and pastime in a festival of seven days duration, like

the present. We need not remind the reader that the tales

of ancient and modern times, Oriental and European,

abound in instances in which the interest of the story turns

upon some great advantage or exemption from calamity

depending upon the successful interpretation of a riddle.

TUis was also, and is still in the East, a favourite, but cer-

tainly a very mistaken, method of testing the abilities of a

person of reputed wisdom or learning. Thus the queen of

Sheba came ' to prove Solomon with hard questions

'

(1 Kings X. 1). The Arabs, Persians, and Turks have

ancient and modern books, of great reputation among
themselves, containing riddles, or rules by which riddles

may be interpreted or manufactured.
— ' T/ie seven daijs of the feast.'—There are several

points in the account of this wedding to suggest that mar-

riages were among the Jews occasions of profuse expense

and display. It is so even now, and even in Palestine

itself, although any parade of wealth is there dangerous to

them. Burckliardt, in the interesting account which he

gives of the Jews of Tiberias, says, ' At their weddings

they make a very dangerous display of their wealth. On
these occasions they traverse the city in pompous proces-

sion, carrying before the bride the plate of almost the

whole community ; and theyfeast in the house of the bride-

groom for seven successive days and iiiyhts. The wed-
ding feast of a man who has about fifty pounds a year, and
no Jew can live with his family on less, often costs more
than sixty pounds.' Travels in Sj/ria^ p. 3'27.

13. ' 'JTiirtij sheets and thirty change ofgarments'—Instead

of 'sheets' the marginal reading of 'shirts' is unquestion-

ably to be preferred. That is to say, he oflered thirty

dresses, which probably consisted only of a shirt and upper

garment. Indeed, as it is probable that only one gar-

ment, of woollen, was worn at this time by the common
people, the shirt may be taken to denote that the dresses

were such as persons of consideration usually wore. See
the note on Deut. xxix. a.

U. 'Out of the eater came forth meat,' etc.—' Meat'
having now acquired a more restricted sense than that in

which it is here employed, 'food' would be better; or to

render the antithesis more exactly similar to the original,

even ' eatables ' might be employed. There is no difficulty

in this first member of the riddle, the antithesis being clear

enough under any of these readings. But it is less ob-

vious in the second member—' out of the strong came
forth sweetness :' for the antithesis of ' sweetness' is not
' strength' but ' sourness' or ' bitterness ;' and if the clause

had read ' out of the sour or bitter came forth sweetness,'

the nppn^iti.iii wniilil liMve been perfect. Indeed, there can
be litil.- .Imii! 1 il.it ! Ills is the signification, rightly under-

stood. I i I h wn that the Hebrew word for
' bittri : uidfor' strong,' and ' sharp ' for

both. Sij, 111 ilic Ai.a.ijc, ' Mirra, ' strength,' and Marir,
' strong, robust,' come from the root Marra, ' to be bitter.'

Thus too in the Latin, Acer, ' sharp,' applied to a man, de-

notes one who is valiant, who eagerly engages his enemy
;

and this very term is applied by Ovid as an epithet for

lions- genua acre leonum, 'the sharp (a fierce) kind of

lion.' The true antitiiesis of the riddle may therefore be

thus stated :
' Food came from the eater : and sweetness

from the sharp '—tliat is, eager, fierce, or violent. The
Syriac and Arabic versions both render tlie original by
' bitter:' and some copies of the Septuagint have dirh

Triiipov * from the bitter,' instead of dnh ttrxupov. Jo-

sephus gives the enigma in tliis form; that wiiich de-

58

vours all things produces pleasant food, although in itself

altogether unpleasant ; which seems to shew that even he
was somewhat embarrassed with the last clause, although

to the contemporaries of Samson the terms in which the

riddle is expressed were no doubt abundantly significant

and distinctly antithetic. See KosenmtiUer's ik.holia in

locum.
18. ' If ye had not plowed with my heifer, ye had not

found out my riddle.'—We do not understand this to mean
more than what we already know, namely, that the Philis-

tines could not have obtained the solution of Samson's
riddle, but with the assistance of his wife.

19. ' Ashketon,' otherwise called Askelon or Ascalou,

was, as we have before seen, the chief and denominating
city of one of the five principalities of the Philistines. It

was taken, with the others, by Judah (ch. i. 18), but that

tribe did not long retain it. It was situated on the Medi-
terranean coast, between Gaza on the south and Ashdod
on the north. It is distant about twelve miles from the

former town, and, as well as can be ascertained, about
twice that distance w.s.w. from Timnath. Why Samson
went so far it is not easy to determine, unless it were that

his aggression might be committed in another, and perhaps
more adverse principality than that iu which the previous

transactions had taken place. In the time of Herodotus
the place was famous for a temple, which, he says, was the

most ancient of those consecrated to the Heavenly Venus,
and which had been plundered by the Scythians, B.C. 630.

This Heavenly Venus was no doubt the same as ' Astarte,

—the 'Ashtaroth,' and the 'queen of heaven' {i.e., the

moon) of the Bible. After passing through the hands of

the powers which were successively dominant in this

region, Ashkelou became the seat of a bishopric in the early

ages of Christianity ; and, in the time of the Crusades, the

degree of importance which it still retained, and the

strength of its position, caused its possession to be warmly
contested between the Christians and Saracens; and it was
the last of the maritime towns which were taken by the

former (a.h. 548, a.d. 1 1 53). In the history of the Cru-
sades it is chiefly famous for a battle fought in its plains in

1099, when Godfrey of Bouillon defeated the Saracens;
and another in 1192, when the sultan Saladinwas defeated,

with great slaughter of his army, by our Richard the First.

Its fortifications were at length totally destroyed by the

sultan Bibars in a.d. 1270, and the port filled up with
stones. This doubtless sealed the ruin of the place. Since
the expulsion of the Christians, it has ceased to be a place

of any Importance. Sandys, early in the seventeenth cen-

tury, describes it then as ' a place of no note ; more than
that the Turke doth keepe there a garrison.' Fifty years
afterwards Von Troilo found it still partially inhabited

;

but its desolation has long been complete, and it is now an
entirely deserted ruin—'a scene of desolation,' says
Jollifie, ' the most extensive and complete I ever witnessed,

except at Nicopolis'—verifying the divine predictions de-

livered when Askelon was in its glory, ' Ashkelon shall

not be inhabited ' (Zech. ix. 5) ; and, ' Ashkelon shall be
a desolation.' . . . . ' And the sea-coast shall be dwellings
and cottages for shepherds, and folds for flocks ' (Zeph. ii.

4, 6) ; and this is the literal truth at present with respect

to the Philistine coast in general, and iu particular of Ash-
kelon and its vicinity. See Richardson, ii. 204.

Askelon was accounted the most impregnable town on
the Philistine coast. It is seated on a hill, which presents

an abrupt, wave-beaten face to the sea, but slopes gently
ndward, where a ridge of rock winds round the town iu

ruined, maintain in some few places the original elevation,

which was considerable. They are ofgreat thickness, and
flanked with towers at different distances. It is remarkable
that the ground falls within the walls, as it does on the out-

side ; the town was therefore situated in a hollow, so that

no part of its buildings could be seen from without the

walls. The interior is full of ruins of domestic habita-

tions, of Christian churches in the Gothic style, with some
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filffi

traces of more ancient remains. Of the latter, the prin

cipal ruin is situated ahout the centre of the town, and ap-

pears to have been a temple ; in which a few columns of

grey granite, and one of red, with an unusually large pro-

portion of felspar, and some small portion of the walls, are

all that now remains. It is possible that this structure may
have been the successor of that old temple for which the

place was anciently famous. Askelon was the native place

of Herod the Great, who considerably improved it, and
built tliere a celebrated palace, some traces of which might
still possibly be discovered. Askelon was never of much
importance as a sea- port, the coast being sandy and diffi-

cult of access. There is no bay or shelter for shipping

;

but a small harbour, at a short distance to the northward,

serves now. as it probably did formerly, to receive the

small craft that trade along the coast.

20. ' His companion, whom he had used as his friend.'—
This friend was probably what is called in the New Testa-

ment ' the friend of the bridegroom.' This person (called

the paranymph) was a trusted friend, who was charged

with a peculiarly delicate and confidential "" He de-

moted himself, for a time, almost entirely to the affairs of
the bridegroom, befoie the day of marriage, he was
usually the medium of communication between the bride-

groom and the bride ; during the marnage festivity, he was
in constant attendance, doing his best to promote the
hilarity of the entertainment, and rejoicing in the happi-
ness of his friend. Nor did his duties terminate with the

completion of the marriage, but he was considered the

patron and confidential friend of both parties, and was
usually called in to compose any differences which might
arise between them. Samson's friend must, as his para-
nymph, have had peculiar facilities in forming an acquaint-

ance with the woman, and of gaining her favourable
notice ; and the treachery of one whom he had so largely
trusted, must have been peculiarly distressing to Samson.
Milton, also, entertains the view tliat the paranymph is

here intended

—

' The Timnan bride

Had not so soon prefcrrd
Thy paranymph, worthless to thee compared.'

Samson Ayonistes.

CHAPTER XV.

1 Samson is denied his wife. 3 He burneth the

Philistines' corn with foxes andfirehramk. 6 His
wife and her father are burnt by the Philistines.

7 Samson smiteth theni hip and thigh. 9 He is

bound by the men of Jiidah, and delivered to

tlie Philistines. 14 He killeth them with a jaw-
hone. 1 8 God maheth thefountain En-hakkor for
him in Lehi.

But it came to pass within a while after, in

the time of wheat harvest, that Samson visited

his wife witli a kid ; and he said, I will go in

to my wife into the chamber. But her father

would not suffer him to go in.

2 And her father said, I verily thought

that thou hadst utterly hated her ; tlierefore

I gave her to thy companion : is not her

younger sister fairer than she ? 'take her,

I pray thee, instead of her.

3 If And Samson said concerning them,

*Now shall I be more blameless than the Phi-

listines, though I do them a displeasure.

4 And Samson went and caught three

hundred foxes, and took "firebrands, and

Or, Now s/iall I be btamelesifmm the Philistines though, &c.
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turned tail to tail, and put a firebrand in the

midst between two tails.

5 And when he had set the brands on fire,

he let them go into the standing corn of the

Philistines, and burnt up both the shocks, and
also the standing corn, with the vineyards and
olives.

6 Then the Philistines said. Who hath

done this ? And they answered, Samson, the

son in law of the Timnite, because he had

taken his wife, and given her to his com-
panion. And the Philistines came up and

burnt her and her father with firo.

7 IF And Samson said unto them. Though
ye have done this, yet will I be avenged of

you, and after that I will cease.

8 And he smote them hip and thigh with

a great slaughter: and he went down and

dwelt in the top of the rock Etam.

9 H Then the Philistines went up, and

pitched in Judah, and spread themselves in

Lehi.

10 And the men of Judah said. Why are

ye come up against us ? And they answered.

To bind Samson are we come up, to do to

him as he hath done to us.

11 Then three thousand men of Judah
'went to the top of the rock Etam, and said

to Samson, Knowest thou not that the Philis-

tines are rulers over us ? what is this that

thou hast done unto us? And he said unto

them, As they did unto me, so have I done

unto them.

12 And they said unto him. We are come
down to bind thee, that we may deliver thee

into the hand of the Philistines. And Samson

3ES. [B.C. 1140.

said unto them. Swear unto me, that ye will

not fall upon me yourselves.

13 And they spake unto him, saying. No
;

but we will bind thee fast, and deliver thee

into their hand : but sxirely we will not kill

thee. And they bound him with two new
cords, and brought him up from the rock.

14 H And when he came unto Lehi, the

Philistines shouted against him : and the

Spirit of the Lord came mightily upon him,

and the cords that tcere upon his arms became
as flax that was burnt with fire, and his bands
loosed from off his hands.

15 And he found a *ncw jawbone of an

ass, and put forth his hand, and took it, and
slew a thousand men therewith.

IG And Samson said. With the jawbone of

an ass, 'heaps upon heaps, with the jaw of

an ass have I slain a thousand men.
17 And it came to pass, when he had

made an end of speaking, that he cast away
the jawbone out of his hand, and called that

place 'Ramath-lehi.

18 If And he was sore athirst, and called

on the Lord, and said. Thou hast given this

great deliverance into the hand of thy servant

:

and now shall I die for thirst, and fall into

the hand of the uncircumcised ?

19 But God clave an hollow place that

u-as in "the jaw, and there came water there-

out ; and when he had drunk, his spirit came
again, and he revived : wherefore he called

the name thereof '"En-hakkore, which is in

Lehi unto this day.

20 And he judged Israel in the dajs of the

Piiilistines twenty years.

\ing away o/t/ie jawbone.

Verse 4. ' Foxes.'—The b^lfCf shtial, of the Hebrew,

reudered ' fox ' in our version, is now generally agreed to

be, in most cases, the jaclcal {canis aureus). This animal

is well enough represented as something between the wolf

and the fox, whence some naturalists are disposed to de-

scribe it as ' the wolf-fox.' It is about the size of the

former animal. The upper part of the body is of a dirty

yellow : a darker mark runs upon the back and sides ; and

the under parts ^re white. The jackals associate together

like the wolves, and form large packs, sometimes, in Pa-

lestine, of about two or three hundred ; differing, in this

respect, from the fox, which is not gregarious. In such

packs, they prowl at night in search of prey, which chiefly

consists of carrion, to obtain which they approach to the

towus and villages, and sometimes enter and prowl about

the streets, when they can gain admittance. In some

towns, large numbers remain concealed during the day, in

holes and corners, which they leave at night to scour the

streets in search of food. It is often necessary to secure

the graves of the recently dead with great care, to prevent

the corpse from being disinterred and devoured by these

animals. The bowlings of these packs of jackals are

frightful, and give great alarm to travellers ; hence they

are also called in Hebrew DVX ai/im, ' howlers,' impro-

perly rendered 'wild beasts of the islands,' in Isa. xiii.

22; xxxiv. 14; Jer. 1. 39. They do not molest man, un-
less when they can do so with great advantage, as when he
lies asleep, or disabled by wounds or sickness. The
jackals, like the foxes, live in holes which they form in

the ground : they are particularly fond of establishing

themselves in ruined towns, not only because they there

find numerous secure retreats, ready made, or completed
with ease, but because the same facilities attract to such
places other animals, on some of which they prey. From
this circumstance, the prophets, in descril)ing the future

desolation of a city, say it shall become the habitation of
jackals; a prediction verified by the actual condition of
the towns to which their prophecies apply. Thus, the
ruins of Askelon, which we noticed in the last chapter,

afford habit;ition to great numbers of these animals.

But a species of fox is also of frequent occurrence in

Palestine ; and it appears that the Hebrews included both
it and the jackal under the name of shual, although the

latter was sometimes specially distinguished as the 'ai/im.'

It must therefore, in most cases, be left to the bearing of the

context to determiue, when the jackal and when the fox are
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respectively denoted by the name (shiial) common to both.

That the jackal is the animal indicated in the text now
before us, we may infer from the number of the animals
taken by Samson, which must have been easier with crea-

tures which sometimes prowl in large packs, than with a

solitary and very wily animal like the fox, which is with

great difficulty taken alive. This consideration obviates

the cavils which have been made to the largeness of the

number ; and we are also to consider that the text does not

oblige us to suppose that the three hundred were caught

all at once, or even all by Samson himself. In the Bible,

a person is continually described as doing what he had
directed to be done ; and, no doubt, such a person as

Samson could easily procure whatever assistance he re-

quired.

— ' Tail to tail.'—That the ancients had an idea of

such conflagrations being produced by animals, and par-

ticularly by foxes, is very evident. It is alluded to more
than once, proverbially, by the Greek poets, as a thing

well known. Thus, Lycophron makes Cassandra repre-

sent Ulysses as a cunning and mischievous man—the ' man
for many wiles renowned' of Homer—and styles him, very

properly, \a;uiroupos, a fox with a firebrand at his tail, for

wherever he went mischief followed him And, what is

still more to the purpose, the Romans, who, at their feast

in honour of Ceres, the patron goddess of grain, offered in

sacrifice animals injurious to corn-fields, introduced into

the circus, on this occasion, foxes, with firebrands so fas-

tened to them as to burn them, in retaliation, as Ovid
seems to explain it, of the injuries done to the corn by
foxes so furnished. Richardson, in his Dissertation on the

Eastern Nations, speaking of the great Festival of Fire,

celebrated by the ancient Persians on the shortest night

of the year, says :
' Among other ceremonies common on

this occasion, there was one, wliich, whether it originated

in superstition or caprice, seems to have been singularly

cruel. The kings and great men used to set fire to large

bunches of dry combustibles, fastened around wild beasts

and birds, which being let loose, the air and earth appeared

one great illumination ; and as these terrified creatures

naturally fled to the woods for shelter, it is easy to con-

ceive that conflagrations, which would often happen, must
have been peculiarly destructive.'

There is, however, considerable difficulty in understand-

ing how this feat ofSamson's was effected. Commentators,

following the reading of the Septuagint, have, with common
consent, adopted the interpretation, that two foxes were
tied together by their tails with a firebrand between them.
Now this does not appear to have been the practice of the

Romans in their festival of Ceres, nor can it be clearly

traced in any other instance. We may preferably under-

stand the text to mean that each fox had a separate brand
;

and most naturally so ; for it may be questioned whether
two united would run in the same direction. They would
assuredly pull counter to each other, and ultimately fight

most fiercely ; whereas there can be no doubt that every

canine would run, with fire attached to its tail, not from
choice but necessity, through standing corn, if the field

lay in the direction of the animal's burrow : for foxes

and jackals, when chased, run direct to their holes, and
sportsmen well know the necessity of stopping up those of

the fox while the animal is abroad, or there is no chance

of a chase. We may therefore consider, that by the word
rendered 'tail to tail' is meant that the end or tail of the

firebrand was attached to the tail of the animal. Finally,

as the operation of tying three hundred brands to as many
fierce and irascible animals couIJ not be effected in one day
by a single man, nor produce the result intended if done in

one place, it seems more probable that the name of Samson,
as the chief director of the act, is employed to represent the

whole party who effected his intentions in different places at

the same time, and thereby insured that general conflagra-

tion of the harvest which was the signal of open resistance

to the long-endured oppression of the Philistines. [See

Kitto's Daily Bible lllus., Moses and the Judges, 3d ed.]

6. ' Burnt her and her father with >>e.'—The threat

which had before frightened Samson's bride into treachery

to her husband, is now executed in consequence of the re-

sults which that treachery produced. This is remarkable.

The act was no doubt a tumultuary proceeding of the per-

sons whose produce had been injured or destroyed by the

fire which Samson kindled. It is not easy to say what
was the precise motive of this act. What Samson says in

the next verse, ' Though ye have done this,' etc., seems to

sanction the opinion that they intended, by this deed, to

propitiate Samson, and prevent further aggression ; but

that the hero did not, for all this, think that he had suf-

ficiently availed himself of the occasion for avenging the

cause of oppressed Israel (see chap. xiv. 4) which the con-

duct of the Philistines towards himself hid given. We
61
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are to recollect that Samson was, from his birth, the ap-

pointed avenger of Israel ; and that, finding that his peo-

ple were become coutented slaves—more fearful of offend-

ing the Philistines than of asserting their independence

—

he was obliged to act individually, in transient and desul-

tory attacks, which, in order not to commit his nation

against their own will, he wished to be considered as acts

of large revenge and retaliation for his own personal

wrongs. Hence it is that the retaliatory measures of the

Philistines are never directed against the nation, but

against Samson personally, which shews that they consi-

dered him as acting on his own account; whereas, in fact,

he was merely taking occasion from his private wrongs to

avenge the wrongs of his people, for which purpose, as he
knew well, he had been raised up, and gifted with the ex-

traordinary personal prowess which he possessed.

8. ' In the top of the rock £(am.'—Rather in a cleft of

the rock Etam. Clefts of the rock difficult of access,

easily defended, and well suited for temporary retreats,

are of frequent occurrence in Palestine. De la Roque, in

his Voi/at/e en Si/rie, relates a fact curiously illustrative of

this incident. The Grand Seignor, wishing to seize the

person of the emir, gave orders to the pacha to take him
prisoner. He accordingly came in search of him with a

new army, in the district of Chouf, which is a part of

Mount Lebanon, wherein is the village of Gesin, and close

to it the rock which served for retreat to the emir. It is

named in Arabic Magara Gesin, the cavern of Gesin, by
which name it is famous. The pacha pressed the emir so

closely, that this unfortunate prince was obliged to shut

himself up in the cleft of a yreat rock, with a small

number of his officers. TTie pacha besieged him here

several months, and was going to blow up the rock by a

mine, when the emir capitulated.
— ' The rock Etam.'—We know nothing abont the po-

sition of this rocky hill, farther than we may gather from
the context. Josephus says it was in the tribe of Judah,

that is, within its western frontier ; and this statement is

confirmed by what follows in the text, as well as by the

fact that Rehoboam, king of Judah. fortified Etam, a town
which was no doubt on or near this rock. The summits
and hollows of rocks have, since Samson's time, in all ages,

furnished retreats to the heroes of the country. We shall

find other instances in the sacred history.

17. ' Jiamathlehi.'—The words should be translated

rather than given as a proper name ; and ' the lull of the

jawbone ' is preferable to the interpretation which is given

as a marginal reading.

19. ' God clone an hollow place that was in the jaw, and
there came water thereout'—Lehi, the name which Samson
gave to the place, is 'jawbone' in Hebrew. 'From a

fondness for multiplying miracles, it would seem,' says

Dr. Hales, ' several of the ancient versions, followed by

the English translation, understand Lehi here to denote

the jawbone of the ass, rather than the place so called ; at

variance with the sequel. The marginal reading, Lehi, is

correct.' All modern commentators concur in this. In-

deed, the propriety of this correction is evident from the

context ; for if we have ' jawbone ' here, we ought to retain

it in the concluding clause of this verse ; and instead of

saying, ' which is in Lehi unto this day,' say, ' which is in

thejawbone unto this day.'

CHAPTER XVI.

1 Samson at Gaza escapet/i, and carrieth auay the

gates of the city. 4 Delilah, corrupted by the Phi-
listines, enticeth Samson. 6 Thrice she is deceived.

15 At last she overconieth him. 21 Tlte Philistines

take him, and put out his eyes. 22 His strength

renewing, he pvlleth down the house upon the Phi-
listines, and ditlh.

Then went Samson to Gaza, and saw there

'an harlot, and went in unto her.

2 And it wa.'s told tlie Gazites, saying,

Samson is come hitlier. And they compassed
Idrn in, and hiid wait for him all night in the

gate of the city, and were 'quiet all the night,

saying. In the morning, when it is day, we
shall kill him.

3 And Samson lay till midnight, and arose

at midnight, and took the doors of the gate of

the city, and the two posts, and went away
with them, 'har and all, and put tlum upon his

shoulders, and carried them up to the top of

an hill that is before Hebron.

4 H And it came to pass afterward, that he
loved a woman 'in the valley of Sorek, whose
name icas Delilali.

5 And the lords of the Piiilistines came up
unto her, and said unto her. Entice him, and
see wherein his great strength lietlt, and by
what means we may prevail against him, that

we may bind him to 'afflict him : and we will

give thee every one of us eleven hundred jneccs

of silver.

6 And Delilah said to Samson, Tell me,

I pray thee, wherein thy great strength lieth,

and wherewith thou mightest be bound to

afflict thee.

7 And Samson said unto her, If they bind

me with seven ° 'green withs that were never

dried, then shall I he weak, and be as "another

man.
8 Then the lords of the Philistines brought

up to her seven green withs which had not

been dried, and she bound him with them.

9 Now tlicre were men lying in wait, abid-

ing with her in the chamber. And she said

unto him. The Piiilistines he upon thee, Sam-
son. And he brake the withs, as a thread of

tow is broken when it 'toucheth the fire. So
his strength was not known.

10 And Delilah said unto Samson, Behold,

thou hast mocked me, and told me lies : now
tell me, I pray thee, wherewith thou mightest

be bound.

11 And he said unto her. If they bind me
fast with new ropes "that never were occu-

pied, then shall 1 be weak, and be as another

man.
12 Delilah therefore took new ropes, and

bound him therewith, and said unto him. The
Philistines he upon thee, Samson. And there
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icere liers in wait abiding in the chamber. And
he brake them from oft" his arms lilce a thread.

13 And Delilah said unto Samson, Hitherto

thou hast moeked me, and told me lies : tell

me wherewith thou mightest be bound. And
he said unto her, If thou weavest the seven

locks of my head with the web.

14 And she fastened it with the pin, and
said unto him, The Philistines he upon thee,

Samson. And he awaked out of his sleep, and
went away with the pin of the beam, and with

the web.

15 H And she said unto him. How canst

thou say, I love thee, wlien thine heart is not

with me ? thou hast mocked me these three

times, and hast not told me wherein thy great

strength lieth.

16 And it came to pass, when she pressed

him daily with her words, and urged him, so

that his soul was "vexed unto death ;

17 That he told her all his heart, and said

unto her. There hath not come a razor upon
mine head : for I have been a Nazarite unto

God from my mother's womb : if I be shaven,

then my strength will go from me, and I shall

become weak, and be like any other man.

18 And when Delilah saw that he had told

her all his heart, she sent and called for the

lords of the Philistines, saying, Come up this

once, for he hath shewed me all his heart.

Then the lords of the Philistines came up
unto her, and brought money in their hand.

19 And she made him sleep upon her

knees ; and she calletl for a man, and she

caused him to shave off the seven locks of

his head ; and she began to afflict him, and
his strength went from him.

20 And she said. The Philistines be upon
thee, Samson. And he awoke out of his sleep,

and said, I will go out as at other times before,

and shake myself. And he wist not that the

Lord was departed from him.

21 H But the Philistines took him, and
"put out his eyes, and brought him down to

Gaza, and bound him with fetters of brass ;

and he did grind in the prison house.

22 Howbeit the hair of his head began to

grow again ""after he was shaven.

i\ lleh. shrn-tened. ii lleh. bored out. 1' Or, (is
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23 H Then the lords of the Philistines ga-
thered them together for to offer a great
sacrifice unto Dagon their god, and to rejoice :

for they said. Our god hath delivered Samson
our enemy into our hand.

2-4 And when the people saw him, they
praised their god : for they said, Our god
hath delivered into our hands our enemy, and
the destroyer of our country, "which slew
many of us.

25 And it came to pass, when their hearts

were merry, that they said. Call for Samson,
that he may make us sport. And they called

for Samson out of the prison house ; and he
made 'Hhem sport : and they set him between
the pillars.

26 H And Samson said unto the lad that

held him by the hand. Suffer me that I may
feel the pillars whereupon the house standcth,

that I may lean upon them.

27 Now the house was full of men and
women ; and all the lords of the Philistines

were there ; and tliere were upon the roof about
three thousand men and women, that beheld
while Samson made sport.

28 And Samson called unto the Lord, and
said, Lord God, remember me, I pray thee,

and strengthen me, I pray thee, only this once,

O God, that I may be at once avenged of the

Philistines for my two eyes.

29 And Samson took hold of the two middle
pillars upon which the house stood, and "on
which it was borne up, of the one with his

right hand, and of the other with his left.

30 And Samson said, Let "me die with

the Philistines. And he bowed himself with

all his might ; and the house fell upon the

lords, and upon all the people that icej-e there-

iu. So the dead which he slew at his death
were more than thet/ which he slew in his

life.

31 Then his brethren and all the house of

his father came down, and took him, and
brought him up, and buried him between
Zorah and Eshtaol in the buryingplace of

Manoah his father. And he judged Israel

twenty years.

Verse 1. ' Gaza.'—This town was the capital of the
most southern of the Philistine principalities, and is situated

about thirteen miles w.s.w. of Ascaloii, forty-five miles
s.w. hy w. from Jerusalem, and between two and three

miles from the sea. It is always mentioned as an im-
portant place in the Old Testament. Alexander the Great,
after destroying Tyre, laid siege to Gaza, which was at

that time occupied by a Persian garrison, and took it after

a siege of two months. Alexander was often repulsed,

and twice wounded during the siege ; and after the town
was taken he avenged himself by the most savage treat-

ment of the brave governor, Betis. He did not destroy the

town ; but having killed a part of the old inhabitants and
sold the rest, he re-peopled it with a new colony, and made
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it one of his garrisons. It was afterwards (b.c. 98) de-

stroyed by Alexander Jannaeus, the king of the Jews. It

lay desolate about forty years, and was rebuilt by Gabinus,

the lioman president of Syria. Augustus gave it to Herod
the Great, after whose death it was re-annexed to Syria.

It was afterwards, according to Josephus, again destroyed

by the Jews, with several other towns, to avenge a mas-

sacre of their countrymen at Ca?sarea. This explains the

expression of St. Luke, who, in mentioning Gaza, observes

that it was then a ' desert ' (Acts viii. 2G). It must, how-
ever, soon have been rebuilt or repaired, as it existed in

the time of Hadrian, who granted it some important privi-

leges; these were enlarged by Constantine, who gave it

the name of Constantia, in honour of his son, and granted

it the rank and privileges of a city. This seems to have

led to the statement that Gaza was rebuilt by Constantine
;

but we cannot find good authority for more than we have
stated. Jerome says, that the town existing in his time

was nearer to the sea than the old town.

Under so many changes, besides others of inferior mo-
ment which we have not specified, it is not to be expected

that much, if anything, of its more ancient remains should

now be found. It seems to have undergone a gradual de-

clension in importance, although its share in the commerce
between Egypt and Syria still maintains it as a small town
in a condition of comparatively decent prosperity.

Baumgartcn, who was at Gaza early in the sixteenth

century, describes it as a large place, containing more in-

habitants than jLTiis:iIi-Tn ; but ncit foitifud. II.', as well

as other old trav.llirs t.Us ns ;jr;iv,lv, lliat tin- remains

of the temple wlii.li S.nns.n, |,i,ll.a (ln»n«.-r,' Mill sliinvn,

consisting only ol':i li-w j.illars wlii.li wore Kipt standing

in memory of the event. 'I'o him, and to all subsequent

travellers, was shewn, at about a mile from the town, the

hill to wliioh Samson carried the gates of Gaza during the

night. Hut the text says that he carried them to ' the hill

wliich is before Hebron;' and Hebron is about twenty

miles from Gaza.—Sandys, who was in this neighbour-

hood about a century later, gives a rather full account of

the place, wliich is particularly valuable, as the remains

of ancient Gaza must have been in a more perfect con-

dition 2.30 years ago than at present. The following is

the substance of his account.
' It stands upon a hill surrounded with valleys ; and

those again well-nigh environed with hills, most of them
planted with all sorts of delicate fruits. The buildings

mean, both of forms and matter ; the best but low, of rough
stone, arched within, and flat on the top, including a

quadraligle: the walls surmounting their roofs, wrought
through with potsherds to catch and strike down the

refreshing winds, having spouts of the same, in colour,

shape, and sight, resembling great ordnance. Others

covered with mats and hurdles, some built of mud

;

amongst all, not any comely or convenient. Yet there are

some reliqiies left, and some impressions, that testify a

better condition; for divers simple roofs are supported
with goodly pillars of Parian marble, some plain, some
curiously carved. A number broken in pieces do serve

for thresholds, jambs of doors, and sides of windows.
On tlie north-east corner, and summit of the hill, are the

ruir.s of huge arches, sunk low in the earth, and other

foundations of a stately building. Fnun whence the last

Sanziack conveyed marble pillars of an incredible big-

ness; enforced to saw them asunder ere they could be
removed : which he employed in adorning a certain mosque
below in the valley.'. . . .' On the west side of the cily,

out of sight and yet within hearing, is the sea, seven fur-

longs off' (recent travellers make it more); 'where they
have a decayed and unsafe port, of small avail at this day
to the inhabitants. In the valley, on the east side of the

city, are many straggling buildings.' After mentioning
the hill to which Samson is said to have carried the gates

of the town, as higher than the otliers in this vicinity, and
as having at the top a mosque surrounded with the graves
of Mohammedans, he continues :—

' in the plain between
that and the town there stand two high pillars of marble,
their tops much worn by the weather : the cause of their

erecting unknown, but of great antiquity. South of that,

and by the way of ./Egypt, there is a mighty cistern, filled

only by the fall of rain, and descended into by large

stairs of stone : where they wash their clothes, and water
their cattle.' Most of this account is still applicable, except
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that some of the ancient remains of columns, etc., have
now disappeared. The substructions and columns of the

ruin in the centre of the town, scattered pillars of grey

granite, and fragments of old marble columns and statues

appearing in the buildings of the town, are all that is now
noticed. The hill on which Gaza stands is about two
miles in circumference at the base, and appears to have
been wholly enclosed within the ancient fortifications.

The town, being surrounded by and interspersed with
gardens and plantatious of olive and date trees, has a pic-

turesque appearance, to which its numerous minarets,

raising their elegant forms, not a little contribute ; and as

the buildings are mostly of stone, and the streets mode-
rately broad, the interior disappoints expectation rather

less than that of most other towns of Syria ; and both the

town and the people upon the whole seem comfortable, and
in every kind of accommodation far superior to the

Egyptians. The suburbs, however, are composed of

miserable mud huts ; but all travellers concur with

Sandys in admiring the richness and variety of the vege-

table productions, both wild and cultivated, of the environs.

The population of Gaza has been usually much under-

stated. It is really equal, if not superior, to that of Jeru-

salem, if correctly estimated by Dr. Robinson at fifteen

or sixteen thousand. They have manufactures of cotton

and soap ; but derive their principal support from the com-
merce between Egypt and Syria, which must all pass this

way. They also tralfie with Suez for Indian goods brought

from Jidda ; and they send a caravan with supplies of pro-

visions (which they sell on very advantageous terms) to

the pilgrims on their way to Mecca. The Arabs also

make it the mart for the sale of their plunder : and all

these sources of prosperity render Gaza a very thriving

place for the country in which it is found. See further in

Wittman's Travels in Turkey ; Richardson's Travels along

the Mediterranean ; Irby and Mangles' Travels in Egypt,
etc. ; and JoUiffe's Letters from Palestine ; Robinson's
Researches ; Narrative of the Scottish Deputation.

5. ' We will give thee every one of' us eleven hundred pieces

of silver.'—These pieces of silver were probably shekels
;

and the shekel being worth about half-a-crown. the total

5500 pieces of silver from the five lords of the Philistines

would amount to 687/. lus.-—a vast bribe for the time and
country.

7. ' Seven green withs.'—This is an interesting indica-

tion that the ropes in use among the Hebrews were of crude
vegetable tendrils, pliable rods, fibres, or leaves. As the

word translated ' withs ' (^n1 jeter) is a general word for a

rope or cord, we should not have known this, were it not

that the epithet ' green ' is here employed. ' Withs ' is too

restricted a term. 'Green ropes,' as distinguished from
' dry ropes,' is the proper meaning, the peculiarity being

in the greenness, not in the material. It may imply any
kind of crude vegetable commonly used for ropes, without

restricting it to withs, or tough and pliable rods twisted

into a rope. It is true that such ropes are used in the

East, and, while they remain green, are stronger than any
other ; and, so far, the probability is that such are here

particularly intended. In India, the legs of wild ele-

phants and buffaloes newly caught are commonly bound
with ropes of this sort. Josephus says that the ropes

which bound Samson were made with the tendrils of the

vine. At the present time ropes in the East are rarely

made of hemp or flax. Except some that are made with

hair or leather, they are generally formed with the tough

fibres of trees (particularly the palm-tree) and roots, with

grasses, and with reeds and rushes. These are in general

tolerably strong; but in no degree comparable to our

hempen ropes. They are very light in comparison, and,

wanting compactness, those required for given purposes

are always incomparably thicker than such as are em-
ployed for similar uses by ourselves. In most cases they

are also rough and coarse to the eye. The praise which
travellers bestow on ropes of this sort, must not be under-

stood as putting them in comparison with our own ; but

perhaps in comparison with the bands of hay which our
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peasants twist, and with reference to the simple and crude

materials of which they are composed.

U. 'New ropes,' as distinguished from the former.

These seem to be new dried ropes of the usual description,

and (as the Hebrew word seems to imply) of the thickest

and strongest sort.

13. ' If thou weavest the seven locks of my head with the

uteb.' A little attention will shew that a line has been

here dropped from the text, by some transcriber, since, as

it stands, Delilah does something which Samson does not

express, and omits something which he specifies. The
omitted clause is found in the Septuagint, by the help of

which the whole passage may be tlius rendered :— ' If thou

interweave the seven locks of my head with that web, and

fasten them to the pin, I shall become weak and be as another

'man. So while he was asleep she interwove with the web

the seven locks of his head, a.nA she fastened them to the

pin, and said unto him,' etc. We do not intend in this
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place to enter into the peculiarities of Oriental weaving

:

but it may help, to the better understanding of this trans-
action, to remark that, firstly, the looms of Palestine were
extremely simple, probably not unlike those that are still

used in many parts of Asia and Africa ; secondly, that they
were worked by women ; thirdly, that the web was nar-
row ; fourthly, that the woof was driven into the warp,
not by a reed, but by a wooden spatula ; fifthly, that the
end of the web was fastened to a pin or stake, fixed pro-
bably in the wall, or driven into the ground ; sixthly, that
Samson was probably sleeping, with his head in Delilah's
lap, when she wove his hair into the web. The annexed
engraving of Hindoo weaving will illustrate some of the
details, and will in particular render it clear how easy it

was for Delilah to weave in the long hair of Samson
while his head lay on her lap. Comp. v. 19.

19. ' She made him sleep upon her knees.'—Probably in
a relative position, such as is still often seen in the Kast,
where one person sitting cross-legged on a mat or carpet
which covers the floor (which is the usual sitting posture),
another extended at length or reclining, rests his head on
the lap of the former, as on a pillow.— ' She called for a man, and she caused him to shave

off the seven locks of his head.'—That a man should be able
not only to cut, but to shave off the hair on which, during
all Samson's life, razor had never before come, implies
either that Samson slept very soundly, or that the man
was very dexterous in his craft. In fact, the Oriental
barbers do their work with so much ease as to render the
shaving of the head (the head is usually shaven in the
Kast) rather gratifying than unpleasant. The most deli-

cate sleeper would scarcely be awakened by it ; and even
those who are awake are scarcely sensible of the operation
which they are undergoing.

21. ' Bound him with fetters of brass,' or rather, proba-

bly, of copper. This seems another proof that, although
iron was at this time pretty well known, it had not yet

come into general use. If it had, we should expect to

find Samson bound with fetters of that metal rather than

of brass, which is not thought of for such a purpose in

countries where iron is common. The emphasis is here
on brass, not as distinguished from any other metal, but

to shew that his fetters were of metal, and that he was,

not like the common race of offenders, bound with ropes

or thongs of leather.

— ' He did grind in the prison house.'—Of course, with

millstones worked by the hands, this being still the usual

method of grinding corn in the East. This is an employ-
ment which usually devolves on women ; and to assign it

therefore to such a man as Samson, was doubtless with a
view to reduce him to the lowest state of degradation and
dishonour. To grind com for others, was, even for a
woman, a proverbial term expressing a degraded and
oppressed condition ; and how much more for Samson,
who seems to have been made the general grinder for the
' prison-house !

'

To him, the great pang of his condition must have been
to feel that all this misery and degradation had been tho
obvious result of his own weak and dissolute conduct,
which had rendered all but entirely abortive the high
promise of his birth. It was probably more through this

than anything else, that he did not deliver Israel ; but, as

the angel had foretold, only began to deliver. Much as
we may blame the backwardness of the Hebrews to enter
into the great struggle to which Samson would have
led them, it must not be forgotten that the hero's private
character does not seem to have been calculated to inspire

them with confidence. Had his obedience to the Divine
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law been greater, and his discretion more apparent, the
history of Samsou would probably have been very
different.

22. ' The hair oj'his head began to grow again after he
was shaven.'—Reading this in connection with verse 17,

the force of the allusion is clear. The letting tlie hair
grow was a prominent circumstance in the condition of a
Nazarite ; and the extraordinary strength of Samson was
not a matter of thews and sinews, but was vested in him
as an extraordinary gift from God, on condition of his re-

maining in the state of Nazariteship. The loss of his hair

did not in itself deprive him of strength ; but the loss of
his hair involved the loss of his strength, because it took
him out of the condition of a Nazarite, with which it had
pleased God to connect the extraordinary physical powers
with which he was invested. So now, if we find Samson
again strong after the renewed growth of his hair, we are

bound to believe that it was not because his hair grew

;

but that the hero, in his debased condition, was moved to

repentance for his past misconduct ; and that, renewing
his vow of Nazariteship, including the consecration of his

hair, God saw proper to accept his vow, and in token of
that acceptance re-invested him, as his hair grew, with
the powers with which he had before so wilfully trifled.

The history of every nation boasts of some hero, whose
exploits, being far beyond the ordinary range of human
power, bear more or less resemblance to those of Samson.
Such was the Hercules of classical antiquity, the Rama of
India, the Rustam of Persia, and the Antar of Arabia,

—

not to mention others ; and many writers have undertaken
to shew, that the histories of those femous personages are

based on traditions concerning the doings of the Hebrew
champion. We indicate this opinion without feeling it

necessary to register its results, or to trace the analogies

which it offers.

27. ' There were upon the roofahout three thousand men
and women.'— It seems that the house or temple itself was
full of the principal people ; and that about three thousand,

apparently of the lower orders, had established themselves

on the roof. Against this statement there have been two
cavils. One is, how 3000 persons could stand on the roof

of a building ; and how persons thus placed could ' behold

while Samson made sport below.' Both may be answered
in one statement. In the first place, it is evident that the

temple or place of public entertainment (for it is not cer-

tain that it was the temple to which Samson was con-

ducted) consisted of an inclosure, quadrangular or oblong,

surrounded with walls and buildings, the principal build-

ing (the house properly so called) occupying that side of

the inclosure opposite to the entrance. The other sides

may be composed of dead walls, or cloisters, or offices,

and therefore may or may not have a roof; but the part

we have indicated is always the main building, whether
in a modern oriental palace, house, mosque, or other

structure. This also was the arrangement of many ancient

temples of Egypt, and even of Greece and Rome. If we
suppose, as every probability warrauts, that the present

house was of this construction, we have only to suppose

that Samson exhibited his feats of strength (which were

probably the ' sports' in question) in the open court or

area, while the spectators were crowded in the interior of

the building, which, being very open in front, aflbrded a

full view of the area to every person seated within, and
upon the roof above. This is in fact the usual process at

the present day, when fights, wrestlings, and other feats

are performed before a great personage, and a large body

of persons. As to the number on the roof, we are not

sure whether the objection which, merely from want of

knowledge, has been taken, applies to the presumed in-

adequacy of a roof to support the weight of so many
GT
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persons, or to the poasibility of its being sufiBciently ex-

tensive to accommodate so large a multitude. It is, how-

ever. Duly necessary to refer to the note on Deut. xxii. 8,

and to observe, that oriental roofs, being intended for

accommodation, and not merely, as with us, designed as

a defence of the interior from the weather, are formed

with nmch greater strength and durability in proportion

to their size, than any which our buildings exhibit. They
are either constructed with a number of small domes, the

external hollows between which are filled up to give a fiat

surface ; or else the roofing, altogether flat, is laid on

strong horizontal beams supported on walls and pillars.

In all our experience we never heard of a roof, in good

condition, conceniing which any apprehension was enter-

tained that it could be broken down by any weight which

might be placed upon it. As to the extent of roof required

for three thousand persons, there was of course as much
room on the roof as iu the interior ; and considering the

large scale of many ancient temples and theatres, interior

accommodation for three thousand persons, with room for

as many more on the fiat roof, is indeed a large, but by no
means an enormous, estimate. Who that recollects the

old temples of Egypt, with their vast flat roofs, of immense
blocks and slabs of stone, on which the modern Fellahs

establish their villages, will question tliut a temple-roof

might afford room for even a greater 1:11.1!. 1 . : |. imhis,

and be strong enough to bear their wi. 11 ! 1 « Inn

we consider the origin of the Phili-;i 1 n ir

vicinity to the Egyptians, it is no unllk. :;, -n;, liim th.a

tlie roofs of their public buildings, and indeed the build-

ings themselves, were on the same large scale and general

principles of arrangement as those of their great neigh-

bours. In the Egyptian temples, as in the buildings to

which we have referred, there was an interior open area,

with the main building opposite the gate which leads to

it ; and if Samson had ' made sport' iu the area of such a

structure as an Egyptian temple, thousands of spectators

might, under ordinary circumstances, have stood in perfect

security on the roof of the main building and of the

cloisters which usually extend along the other three sides

of the quadrangle.

29. ' The two middle pillars upon which the house

stood.'—To this it has been objected, how could a roof

capable of accommodating three thousand persons, be sup-

ported on two pillars ? In the first place, we do not see

that it is said there were no more than two. Indeed the

expression ' two middle pillars' implies that there were
others not in the middle ; and if need be, we may trans-

late :
' The two midmost of the pillars on which the house

stood." We have explained, that the main building, very-

open in front, does in most oriental buildings, public or

private, occupy one side of an inclosed quadrangle. To
illustrate our further ideas, we give a wood-cut of an
oriental residence of a superior description. It is only

intended to bear on the general principle of arrangement

;

as we, of course, do not suppose that the ' house' of the

text bore any detailed resemblance to it. It will be seen

that the large central hall {divan) being quite open in

front, the weight of the roof there rests on ttco pillars

(there might be more) which would rest upon the front

wall if there had been any. These pillars support in the

centre a heavy beam, the ends of which lodge on the side

walls ; and on it, of course, falls a very considerable part

of the weight of the roof, whether it be fiat or low, or

composed of small domes, one series of which would rest

their edges on this beam. Now, if these central pillars

were withdrawn, the cross beam would probably not, in

ordinary circumstances, break ; but its tmrelieved weight
and that of the part of the roof (always very heavy) sup-

ported by it, would either break down the side, walls on
which the whole weight would tlien rest ; or else the beam
would be forced out, when of course the immediately in-

ferior parts of the roof would fall in ; and this, connected

as the different parts of the roof are with each other and
with the walls, would in all probability involve the fall of

the whole roof, which, from its great weight, would ren-

der the simultaneous breaking down of tiie walls also a

very natural result. If this might happen under ordinary
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circumstances, liow much more, when the roof bore the
weight of three thousand people, who were doubtless
crowded in front, the better to witness the performances of
Samson in the open area ? We should thai consider the
fall of the roof, and with it of the walls, an inevitable
consequence of the destruction of the pillars. The fall

indeed of the front parts alone would have been sufficient

for the purposes of destruction ; for while the people on
the roof would be thronged in front to see the spectacle,

those greater personages below would also be towards the

front of the building, not only for the same nason, but
because, if the structure was really a temple, the interior
apartment—the adytum, the sanctuary—could not have
been a place of concourse, that being (as in the Hebrew
tabernacle and temple, and in most heathen temples) sacred
to the priests. We add another cut which will assist the
reader in apprehending the views expressed in this note
by generally illustrating the extent in which ' pillars

'

contribute to the support of Eastern buildings.

. At4^_

p-aS'
0^' '^

/it^tf^

CHAPTER XVII.

1 Ofthe money ihot Micah first stole, then restoreil. his

mutiier maketh imaffes, 5 wid he ornaments Jbr them.

7 He hireth a Leiite to be his priest.

And there was a man of mount Ephraim,
whose name was Micah.

2 And he said unto his mother, The eleven

hundred shekels of silver that were taken from
thee, about which thou cursedst, and spakest of

also in mine ears, behold, the silver is with

me ; I took it. And his mother said, Blessed

be thou of the Lord, my son.

3 And when he had restored the eleven

hundred shchcls of silver to his mother, his

mother said, I had wholly dedicated the silver

unto the Lord from my hand for my son, to

make a graven image and a molten image

:

now therefore I wiM restore it unto thee.

4 Yet he restored the money unto his

mother ; and his mother took two Imndred
shekels of silver, and gave them to the founder,

who made thereof a graven image and a
molten image : and they were in the house of

Micah.

5 IT And the man Micah had an house of

gods, and made an 'ephod, and "teraphim, and
""consecrated one of his sons, who became his

priest.

6 "In those days there teas no king in Israel,

but every man did that which was right in his

own eyes.

7 1[ And there was a young man out of

Beth-lehem-judah of the family of Judah, who
u-as a Levite, and he sojourned there.

8 And the man departed out of the city

from Beth-lehem-judah to sojourn where he

could find a place : and he came to mount
Ephraim to the house of Micah, "as he jour-

neved.
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9 And Micah said unto him. Whence
comest thou ? And he said unto him, I am
a Levite of Beth-lehera-judah, and I go to

sojourn where I may find a place.

10 And Micah said unto him, Dwell with

me, and be unto me a father and a priest, and

I will give thee ten shekels of silver by the

year, and ° 'a suit of apparel, and thy victuals.

So the Levite went in.

11 And the Levite was content to dwell

witli the man ; and the young man was unto

him as one of his sons.

12 And Micah consecrated the Levite;

and the young man became his priest, and
was in the house of Micah.

13 Then said Micah, Now know I that the

Lord will do me good, seeing I have a Levite

to mtj priest.

? Heb. an order <•/ gariiienU.

Here begins what may properly be considered as an

appendix to the boolt of Judges, and which includes the

five remaining chapters, the events recorded in which

happened long before the time of Samson, and probably

in the interval of anarchy which ensued upon, or began not

long after, the death of Joshua and of the elders who out-

lived him. In chronological order, the proper place for

these chapters would probably be between ch. ii. and iii.

This appendix consists of two main histories ; one explain-

ing the origin of idolatry (or at least of improper worship)

in the tribe of Dan, and detailing the foundation of the

settlements which the Danites established near the sources

of the Jordan. This history, comprehended in the present

and following chapter, exhibiting the measures to which

the Danites resorted in consequence of their confined terri-

tory, is obviously connected with ch. i. 34, where the cause

of their insufiicient inheritance is stated: 'The Amorites

forced the children of Dan into the mountain ; for they

would not suffer them to come down to the valley.' The
sad history which occupies the remainder of the appendix

(ch. xix.-xxi.) is expressly said to have occurred while

Phinehas, the grandson of Aaron (xx. >»), was high-priest

;

and must therefore be assigned to about the same period.

Verse 3. ' Iliad whotl;/ dedicated the siher viUo the Lord.'

—This chapter strikingly illustrates the mistalien ideas

which had arisen, and which, by insensible degrees, led to

downright idolatry, Micah and his mother clearly intended

to honour the true God by their proceedings ;
which were

nevertheless such as the law declared to be punishable with

death. What they designed seems to have been to set up a

little religious establishment in imitation of that at Sliiloh,

probably with an imitation of the ark, of the images of the

clierubim, and of the priestly dress, and ultimately com-

pleting the establishment by obtaining a Levite to officiate

as priest. And all the while they thought that they were

doing God service. But perhaps there was an under spe-

culation of gain : for the proprietor of the establishment

would certainly have got into thriving circumstances, if the

want of a correct understanding of the law, together with

the desire to save the trouble and (in disturbed times) the

apparent danger of travelling to Shiloh, had induced the

people to bring any portion of their stated offerings to

Micah's chapel. That they might the more readily be in-

duced to do so, is probably the reason why Micah, after

having tried with his own son as priest, was anxious to

obtain for his establishment the sort of credit which the

presence ofan officiating Levite would appear to give. We
need not add that the Levite hlid no more right to officiate

as a priest than Micah's own son. It will be remembered
how awfully the attempt of Korah had formerly been

punished.

a. ' An hov.ienf gods.'—'A house o( God,' or 'ahousefor
his god,' would be more probably correct. The word

usually translated ' God ' (D^n^tj! elohim) is always plural

;

and as Micah evidently intended his establishment in

honour of Jehovah, however mistakenly or interestedly, it

might be more proper to render the word here in the sin-

gular, as it always is rendered when our translators under-

stood it to refer to the true God.
7. ' Of the famih) of Jiidah.'—A man of the tribe of

Judah could not be a Levite ; and these words have there-

fore probably crept into the text by some mistake, unless we
suppose that it is merely intended to denote that the Levi-

tical city to which he belonged, and in which he had lived

(Bethlehem), was in the lot of Judah.

CHAPTER XVIII.

1 llie Dtmiles sendfive men to seek out an inheritance.

3 At the house of Micah they consult with Jonathan,

and are encouraged in their way. 7 They search

Laish, and bring back news of good hope. 11 Six

hundred men are sent to surprise it. 1 4 In the way
they rob Micah of his priest and his consecrated

things. 27 T/tey win Laish, and call it Dan. 30

I'hey set vp idolatry, wherein Jonathan inherited the

priesthood.

In 'those days there ims no king in Israel

:

and in those days the tril)e of the Danites

sought them an inheritance to dwell in ; for

unto that day all their inheritance had not

fallen unto them among the tribes of Israel.

2 And the children of Dan sent of their

family five men from their coasts, 'men of

1 aiap. IT. f., mA 21. 2i.

valour, from Zorah, and from Eshtaol, to spy

out the land, and to search it ; and they said

unto them. Go, search the land : who when

they came to mount Ephraim, to the house of

Micah, they lodged there.

3 When they iccre by the house of Micah,

they knew the voice of the young man the

Levite : and they turned in thither, and said

unto him. Who brought thee hither? and
what makest thou in this place ? and what hast

tlK)U here ?

4 And he said unto them. Thus and thus

dealetli Micah with me, and hath hired me,

and I am his priest.

5 And they said unto him. Ask counsel, we
pray thee, of God, that we may know whether

our way which we go shall be prosperous.
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6 And the priest said unto tlieui, Go in

peace : before the Lord ^'.s- your way wherein

ye go.

7 If Then the five men departed, and
came to Laish, and saw the people that ivcre

therein, how they dwelt careless, after the

manner of the Zidonians, quiet and secure
;

and there icas no "magistrate in the land, that

might put them to shame in amj thing ; and
they icere far from the Zidonians, and had no
business with any man.

8 And they came unto their brethren to

Zorali and Eslitaol : and their brethren said

unto them, "What say ye ?

9 And they said. Arise, that we may go up
against them : for we have seen the land, and,

behold, it /s very good : and are ye still ? be

not slothful to go, and to enter to possess the

land.

10 ^^^len ye go, ye shall come unto a
people secure, and to a large land : for God
hath given it into your hands ; a place where
there is no want of any thing that is in the

earth.

1

1

IT And there went fi-om tlience of the

family of the Danites, out of Zorah and out

of Eshtaol, six hundred men 'appointed with

weapons of war.

12 And they went up, and pitched in Kir-

jath-jearim, in Judah : wherefore they called

that place Mahaneh-dan unto this day : be-

hold, it is behind Kirjath-jearim.

13 And they passed thence unto mount
Ephraim, and came unto the house of Micah.

14 If Then answered the five men that

went to spy out the country of Laish, and said

imto their brethren. Do ye know that there is

in these houses an ephod, and teraphim, and a
graven image, and a molten image ? now
therefore consider what ye have to do.

15 And they turned thitherward, and came
to the house of the young man the Levite,

even unto the house of Micah, and 'saluted

him.

IG And the six hundred men appointed

with their weapons of war, which loere of the

children of Dan, stood by the entering of the

gate.

17 And the five men that went to spy out

the land went up, and came in thither, and
took the graven image, and the ephod, and the

teraphim, and the molten image : and the

priest stood in the entering of the gate with

the six hundred men that were appointed with

of war.

18 And these went into Micah's house, and
fetched the carved image, the ephod, and the

teraphim, and the molten image. Then said

the priest unto them. What do ye ?

ly And they said unto him. Hold thy

peace, lay thine hand upon thy mouth, and go
with us, and be to us a father and a priest : is

it better for thee to be a priest unto the house
of one man, or that thou be a priest unto a
tribe and a family in Israel ?

20 And the priest's heart was glad, and he

took the ephod, and the teraphim, and the

graven image, and went in the midst of the

people.

21 So they turned and departed, and put
the little ones and the cattle and the carriage

before them.

22 If And when they were a good way
from the house of Micah, the men that were

in the houses near to Micah's house were
gathered together, and overtook the children

of Dan.
23 And they cried unto the children of

Dan. And they turned their faces, and said

uato Micah, What aileth thee, 'that thou

comest with such a company ?

24 And he said. Ye have taken away my
gods which I made, and the priest, and ye are

gone away : and what have I more ? and
what is this that ye say unto me, What aileth

thee?

25 And the children of Dan said unto him,

Let not thy voice be heard among us, lest

'angry fellows run upon thee, and thou lose

thy life, with the lives of thy houshold.

26 And the children of Dan went their

way : and when Micah saw that they were too

strong for him, he turned and went back unto

his house.

27 If And they took the things ^Yach'^Wcah
had made, and the priest which he had, and
came unto Laish, unto a people that tccre at

quiet and secure : and they smote them with

the edge of the sword, and burnt the city with

fire.

28 And there was no deliverer, because it

was far from Zidon, and they had no business

with any man ; and it was in the valley that

lieth by Beth-rehob. And they built a city,

and dwelt therein.

29 And they called the name of the 'city

Dan, after the name of Dan their father, who
was born unto Israel : howbeit the name of

the city teas Laish at the first.

30 1 And the children of Dan set up the

Heb. possessor^ or, fieir of restraint. * Heb. girrled.

r neb. bitter u/so«
i Heb. ashed him ofpeace. « Heb. that thou art

8 Josh. 13. 47.
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graven imnge : and Jonathan, the son of

Gershoin, the son of Manasseh, he and his

sons were yncats to tlie tribe of Dan until the

day of tiie captivity of the land.

]fES. [B.C. 1406.

31 And they set them up Micah's graven

image, which he made, all the time tliat tlie

house of God was in Shiloh.

Verse 19. ' fries* unto a tiile.'—All this transaction

obviously means that the Dauites wished to have, and
had, a religious cstablishmeut independent of that at

Shiloh: and to this course they were probably the more
induced by considering the distance of the colony they

were about to establish from the present seat of the taber-

nacle, to which the law required them to resoit with their

otTeiings three times every year. On the unlawfulness of

such innovations, and the evils they were calculated to

produce, we have already remarked in the notes to chaps,

viii. and xvii. [.\ppendix, No. 2S.]

28. ' Tlicre was no deliverer, because it was far from
Zidon.'—As the people of this place lived after the manner
of the Sidonians, and were so circumstanced as to have a

claim on their assistance, it is highly probable they formed
a colony from Sidon, and were connected with or de-

pendent on that state.

30. ' Jonathan, the son of Gershom, the son if Manas-
seh,'—Tliere is but the difterence of one small letter be-

tween the name of Manasseh (nl'OD), as here, and that of

Moses (HB'b) ; and it is now generally agreed that this

Jonathan was really the son of Moses's son Gershom, the

Jews having interpolated the 3 in order to hide tliis dis-

grace upon the family of their great lawgiver and prophet.

The singular name of Gershom, and the date of the trans-

action, concur in establishing this view. Accordingly,

the Vulgate and some copies of the Septuagint have the

name of ' Moses' instead of ' Manasseh.' Indeed, the in-

terpolation has been very timidly executed. The letter j
was originally placed above the line of the other letters (as

it now appears in the printed Hebrew Bibles), as if rather

to suggest than to make an alteration ; but in process of

time the letter sunk down into the body of the word. The
Hebrew writers themselves admit this ; and say that the

intention was to veil this disgrace on the house of Moses,

by suggesting a fiyxirative descent of Jonathan from Ma-
nasseh, the idolatrous king of Judah, who lived about 800

years after the date of the present transactions.

It seems almost certain that this Jonathan, the grandson

of Moses, was the same who had been Micah's priest: and
how touchingly does it speak for the magnanimous disin-

terestedness of that truly great man, that not only did he

twice decline the offer of the aggrandizement of his own
family, when the Lord proposed to make of him ' a great

nation,' rejecting the Israelites for their rebellions :—but
that, neglecting all opportunities of enriching his de-

scendants, he left his sons undistinguished from common
Levites by rank or patrimony, and so poor, that one of his

grandsons was glad to accept a situation which afforded

only his victuals, with a suit of clothes and a salary of less

than twenty-five shillings by the year

!

CHAPTER XIX.

1 A Lerite (jning to Beth-lehem tofetch home his wife,

l(i An iild man entertaineth him at Gibeah. 22 The
(jiliiii/hi/es abuse his concubine to death. 29 He
iliiidiJh her into twche pieces, to send them to the

twdvc tribes.

And it came to pass in those days, ' when
there icas no king in Israel, that there was a
certain Levite sojourning on the side of mount
Ephraim, who took to him 'a concubine out of

Bethleliem-judah.

2 And his concubine ])laycd the whore
against him, and went away from him unto

her father's house to Beth-lehem-judah, and
was there " *four whole months.

3 And her husband arose, and went after

her, to speak ''friendly unto her, and to bring

her again, liaving his servant with him, and a
couple of asses : and she brought him into her

father's house : and when the father of the

damsel saw him, he rejoiced to meet him.

4 And his father in law, the damsel's

father, retained him ; and he abode with him
three days : so they did eat and drink, and
lodged there.

5 And it came to pass on the fourth day,

when they arose early in the moniing, that he

rose up to depart: and the damsel's father

said unto his son in law, ''Comfort thine heart

with a morsel of bread, and afterward go your

way.

6 And they sat down, and did eat and

drink both of them together : for the damsel's

father had said unto the man. Be content, I

pray thee, and tarry all night, and let thine

heart be merry.

7 And when the man rose up to depart, his

father in law urged him : therefore he lodged

there again.

8 And he arose early in the morning on

the fifth day to depart : and the damsel's

father said. Comfort thine heart, I pray thet;.

And they tarried 'until afternoon, and they

did eat both of them.

9 And when the man rose up to depart, he,

and his concubine, and his servant, his father

in law, the damsel's father, said unto him,

Behold, now the day "draweth toward evening,

I pray you tarry all night : behold, 'the day
groweth to an end, lodge here, that thine

heart may be merry ; and to morrow get you
early on your way, that thou mayest go
"home.

, or, n wifie a concubin
* Heb. i>tre»ijtlien.

jf the day.

1 Heb. liV; I/K iaii declmtd'.

Hcb. «i l*j( Uiil.
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10 But the man would not tarry that night,

but he rose up and departed, and came "over
against Jehus, which is Jerusalem ; and the>-e

were with him two asses saddled, his con-

cubine also icas with him.

11 And when they were liy Jehus, the day
was far spent ; and the servant said unto his

master. Come, I pray thee, and let us turn in

into this city of the Jebusites, and lodge in it.

12 And his master saicl unto him. We will

not turn aside hither into the city of a

stranger, that is not of the children of Israel

;

we will pass over to Gibeah.

13 And he said unto his servant. Come,
and let us draw near to one of these jilaces to

lodge all night, in Gibeah, or in Ramah.
14 And they passed on and went their

way ; and the sun went down upon them when
thej) tcere by Gibeah, which bdongeth to Ben-
jamin.

1

5

And they turned aside thitlier, to go in

and to lodge in Gibeah : and when he went
in, he sat him down in a street of the city : for

there was no man that took them into his house

to lodging.

16 H And, behold, there came an old man
from his work out of the field at even, which
teas also of mount Ephraim ; and he sojourned

in Gibeah: but the men of the place loere

Benjamites.

17 And when he had lifted up his eyes, he
saw a wayftiring man in the street of the city :

and the old man said. Whither goest thou ?

and whence comest thou ?

18 And he said unto him, We are passing

from Beth-lehera-judah toward the side of

mount Ephraim ; from thence am I : and I

went to Beth-lehem-judah, but I am now
going to the house of the Lord ; and there is

no man that "receivetli me to house.

19 Yet there is both straw and provender

for our asses ; and there is bread and wine

also for me and for thy handmaid, and for the

young man which is with thy servants : there

IS no want of any thing.

20 And the old man said, Peace be with

thee ; howsoever let all thy wants lie upon me
;

only lodge not in the street.

21 So he brought him into his house, and

gave proNender unto the asses : and they
washed their feet, and did eat and drink.

22 ^ Now as they were making tln'ir

hearts merry, behold, the men of the city,

certain sons of Belial, beset the house round
about, and beat at the door, and spake to the

master of the house, the old man, saying,

Bring forth the man that came into thine

house, that we may know him.

2.3 And 'Hhe man, the master of the house,

went out unto them, and said unto them. Nay,
my brethren, nai/, I pray you, do not so wick-

edly ; seeing that this man is come into mine
house, do not this folly.

24 Behold, here is my daughter a maiden,
and his concubine ; them I will bring out now,

and humble ye them, and do with them what
seemeth good unto you : but uuto this man
do not "so vile a thing.

25 But the men w6uld not hearken to him :

so the man took his conculnne, and brought

her forth unto them ; and they knew her, and
abused her all the night until the morning

:

and when the day began to spring, they let

her go.

2G Then came the woman in tlie dawning
of the day, and fell down at the door of the

man's house where her lord was, till it was
light.

27 And her lord rose uj) in the morning,

and opened the doors of the house, and went

out to go his way : and, behold, the woman
his concubine was fallen down at the door of

the house, and her hands we7-e upon the

threshold.

28 And he said unto her. Up, and let us

be going. But none answered. Then the

man took her vp upon an ass, and the man
rose up, and gat him unto his place.

21) 1[ And when he was come into his

house, he took a knife, and laid hold on his

concubine, and divided her, together with her

bQues, into twelve pieces, and sent her into all

the coasts of Israel.

30 And it was so, that all that saw it said,

There was no such deed done nor seen from

the day that the children of Israel came up

out of the land of Egypt unto this day : con-

sider of it, take advice, and speak i/our minds.

13 Gen. 19. 6. >« Ueb. the matter oftliisMly.

Verse 1. ' ^ concubine.'—We have explained in the note
to Gen. xvi. 3, that the original word means, not what we
should understand by the word ' concubine,' but a legal

and proper wife, with inferior rights and privileges—

a

' secondary wife," ' a concubine-wife.' The effect of the
narrative is much impaired by the use of a word so liable

to misconstruction as that of ' concubine.' The woman
whose sad history this chapter contains was evidently a free

woman before marriage, and not a slave married to her

master ; and her condition was, therefore, in so much supe-

rior to that of Hagar, the handmaid-wife of Abraham, and

of Bilhah and Zilpah, the handmaid-wives of Jacob. Jo-
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sephus calls tlie woman, without reserve, the Levite's wife.

See also the notes to Gen. xxi. 10; xxv. 6.

2. ' Played the whore.'—The whole narrative is adverse

to this statement. If she had done this, her husband would
have been more likely to have followed her to get her ca-

pitally punished, than to undertake a journey ' to speak
friendly to her'—'to speak to her heart," as the original

expresses—to rekindle her tenderness, and entreat her to

return to the home she had left cheerless. And if he had
been so lost to oriental feeling, most assuredly the father

himself, or the woman's brothers, if she had any, would not

have received her ; but rather would have proved impla-

cable avengers of the dishonour which her conduct had
brought upon them. It is the general feeling in the East
that, in such cases, the wrong falls more heavily on the

woman's own family than on the husband ; and, under this

feeling, the Arabs, for instance, often send the adulteress

home, where she receives her death from the hands of her
father or her brothers, if the crime is proved to their satis-

faction. On the other hand, a wife, not an adulteress, is

sure of refuge and protection at her father's : neither can
her husband compel her to return ; but he often prevails

upon her to do so by ' speaking to her heart,' and by ofter-

ing her propitiatory presents of trinkets and fine clothes.

But if she will not be persuaded, all he can do is to oblige

her to remain single by withholding a divorce ; neither has
she then any claim to the dowry which she would receive

if dismissed by her husband. That the Levite's concubine
was of this last class is evinced not only by such probabili-

ties, but by the testimony of the Chaldee Paraphrase, the
Septuagint, and Josephus ; which merely say that she ' dis-

liked ' or * despised her husband—or, simply, that she
separated herself from him—or, as Josephus more parti-

cularly explains, that such continual bickerings arose, that

the woman was disgusted, and went home to her father.

8. * TJiey tarried vntil afternoon.'—The verses 5-9, in-

clusive, may perhaps be the better understood from the
following statement.

The Orientals have generally two meals a-day, one from
ten to twelve in the morning, and the other (which is the

principal) about seven in the evening. As they commonly
rise as soon as it is light, and there is a long interval to

breakfast, they usually take some small matter that cannot
be called a meal, such as a crust of bread and a cup of
coflfee. What we understand here is, that the hospitable

father-in-law persuaded the Levite to delay his journey,
both on the fourth and fifth days, till after the late break-
fast, at which he engaged him so long, that the lateness of
the hour for commencing a journey furnished him with an
argument to induce the Levite to stay another day. ' Until
afternoon,' in this verse, explains what is meant by ' the
day groweth to an end ' in the ninth verse. This does not
mean that it was late in the evening, but that it was, as the
marginal reading has it, 'the pitching-time of the day,"

that is, the time, about the middle of the afternoon, when
travellers who (unless they journey by night) start at day-
break begin to think of pitching their tents for their rest

and refreshment till the following morning. This was a
late hour to begin a day's journey ; but not so late but that

a person bent on proceeding might hope to make consider-
able progress before sunset. Indeed, it is usual for persons
beginning a journey to depart in tHe afternoon, and, after

proceeding a short distance, remain in camp or otherwise
till the next morning, when the journey may be said to

commence regularly, the first day being merely a start.
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13. ' In Gibeah or in Ramah.'—Gibeah was over five

miles north by east from Jerusalem, and Ramah four and
a half miles north of the same city.

1 5. ' There was no man that took them into his house to

lodging.'—It seems that, up to this time, no caravanserais
or inns, in which travellers now obtain lodging in the
East, existed. We have not yet, certainly, found any dis-

tinct trace of their existence. Strangers, therefore, relied
entirely for accommodation upon the hospitality of the
people to whose towns they came ; as is still the case in
many Oriental towns, particularly in those where no cara-

vanserai has been erected, or other place set apart for their
reception. Under these circumstances, such an inhos-
pitable reception as that which the Levite experienced
rarely or never occurs, and can only be explained by a
reference to the peculiarly vile character of the people oi
Gibeah, which rendered them insensible to that honour
and distinction which a character for hospitality never
fails to procure, and which is in many places so eagerly
sought, that when a stranger enters a town the inhabitants
almost come to blows in the sharpness of the contest for
having him as a guest.

19. * T/tcre is both straw and provender for our asses

'

—
(See the note on Gen. xxiv. 25) ;

' and there is bread and
wine alsofor me,' etc. He had provisions for his party and
cattle, only wanting lodging for the night. People still

carry provisions with them in a journey even through a
peopled country. No one calculates on obtaining, unless
in very great towns, more than house-room, with the
chance of being able to buy bread and fruit. It is not
certain that even bread can be procured, and, not to leave
the matter entirely to chance, the traveller usually takes
from one great town to another so much bread as will

serve him intermediately. If he desires better fare than
he is likely thus to obtain, lie takes with him cooking uten-
sils, rice, vegetables, preserved meat, butter, etc., and at

the resting-place for the day has a warm meal prepared by
a servant or himself, from his own stores and with his own
utensils. We have known a single traveller accompanied
by a mule, exclusively laden with his bedding, provisions,

and cooking vessels. It is within the writer's own expe-
rience, that, in a journey of more than a fortnight through
a comparatively well-peopled part of Western Asia, it was
not possible more than twice (in two great towns) to obtain
other food than bread and fruit, and often this not without
much difficulty, and sometimes not at all.

20. ' Lodge not in the street.'—Unless they had bedding,
which travellers often carry with them, this would not
have been convenient : and it would be thought disgraceful
to the character of a town to allow a stranger, accompanied
by his wife, to do so even then. But in other respects,

lodging in the streets of a town is a less singular circum-
stance in the East than it would seem to us in England.
When the Bedouin Arabs visit a town, they usually prefer

sleeping in the street to spending the night in a house. So
also, when a person walks through the streets of Malta
in the nights of summer, he finds the foot-pavement ob-
structed by beds, occupied by married couples and single

people. These belong to shopkeepers and others who rent
the ground floors, and who, having no right to take their

beds to the roof, bring them out into the street to enjoy
the luxury of sleeping in the cool open air.

29. ' Divided her . . . into twelve pieces.'—See the note
on 1 XI. 7.
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CHAPTER XX.

I The Ltvite in a general assembly declareth his wrong.
8 The decree of the assemblt/. 12 The Benjamites,
being cited, make head against the Israelites. 18
T/ie Israelites in two battles loseforty thousand. 26
T/iey destroy by a stratagem all the Benjamites,
except six hundred.

Then all the children of" Israel went out, and
the congregation was gathered together as

one man, from Dan even to Beersheba, with

the land of Gilead, unto the Lord in Mizpeh.
2 And the chief of all the people, even of

all the tribes of Israel, presented themselves

in the assembly of the people of God, four

hundred thousand footmen that drew sword.

3 (Now the children of Benjamin heard

that the children of Israel were gone up to

Mizpeh.) Then said the children of Israel,

Tell us, how was this wickedness ?

4 And 'the Levite, the husband of the

woman that was slain, answered and said, I

came into Gibeah that helongeth to Benjamin,

I and my concubine, to lodge.

5 And the men of Gibeah rose against me,
and beset the house round about upon me by
night, and thought to have slain me : and my
concubine have they ''forced, that she is

dead.

6 And I took my concubine, and cut her

in pieces, and sent her throughout all the

country of the inheritance of Israel : for they

have committed lewdness and folly in Israel.

7 Behold, ye are all children of Israel

;

give here your advice and counsel.

8 H And all the people arose as one man,
saying, We will not any of us go to his tent,

neither will we any of us turn into his house.

9 But now this shall be the thing which we
will do to Gibeah ; tee will go up by lot

against it

;

10 And we will take ten men of an hun-
dred throughout all the tribes of Israel, and
an hundred of a thousand, and a thousand out

of ten thousand, to fetch victual for the people,

that they may do, when they come to Gibeah
of Benjamin, according to all the folly that

they have wrought in Israel.

11 So all the men of Israel were gathered

against the city, "knit together as one man,
12 U And the tribes of Israel sent men

through all the tribe of Benjamin, saying.

What wickedness is this that is done among
you?

13 Now therefore deliver us the men, the

children ot Belial, which are in Gibeah, that

we may put them to death, and put away evil
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from Israel. But the children of Benjamin
would not hearken to the voice of their bre-

thren the children of Israel

:

14 But the children of Benjamin gathered

themselves together out of the cities unto
Gibeah, to go out to battle against the chil-

dren of Israel.

15 And the children of Benjamin were
numbered at that time out of the cities twenty
and sis thousand men that drew sword, be-

side the inhabitants of Gibeah, which were
numbered seven hundred chosen men.

16 Among all this people there icere seven

hundred chosen men iefthanded ; every one
could sling stones at an hair breadth, and not

miss.

17 And the men of Israel, beside Ben-
jamin, were numbered four hundred thousand

men that drew sword : all these were men of

war.

18 H And the children of Israel arose, and
went up to the house of God, and asked

counsel of God, and said. Which of us shall

go up first to the battle against the children

of Benjamin? And the Lord said, Judah
shall go up first.

19 And the children of Israel rose up in

the morning, and encamped against Gibeah.

20 And the men of Israel went out to

battle against Benjamin ; and the men of

Israel put themselves in array to fight against

them at Gibeah.

21 And the children of Benjamin came
forth out of Gibeah, and destroyed down to

the ground of the Israelites that day twenty

and two thousand men.

22 IT And the people the men of Israel en-

couraged themselves, and set their battle

again in array in the place where they put

themselves in array the first day.

23 (And the children of Israel went up

and wept before the Lord rmtil even, and

asked counsel of the Lord, saying, Shall I

go up again to battle against the children of

Benjamin my brother ? And the Lord said.

Go up against him.)

24 And the children of Israel came near

against the children of Benjamin the second

day.

25 And Benjamin went forth against them

out of Gibeah the second day, and destroyed

down to the ground of the children of Israel

again eighteen thousand men ; all these drew

the sword.

26 H Then all the children of Israel, and

all the people, went up, and came unto the
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house of God, and wept, and sat there before

the Loud, and fasted that day until even, and
offered burnt offerings and peace offerings

before the Lord.
27 And the children of Israel enquired of

the Lord, (for the ark of the covenant of God
was there in those days,

28 And Phinehas, the son of Eleazar, the

son of Aaron, stood before it in those days,)

saying. Shall I yet again go out to battle

against the children of Benjamin my brother,

or shall I cease ? And the Lord said, Go
up ; for to morrow I will deliver them into

thine hand.

29 *\\ And Israel set liers in wait round

about Gibeah.

30 And the children of Israel went up
against the children of Benjamin on the third

day, and put themselves in array against

Gibeah, as at other times.

31 And the children of Benjamin went out

against the people, and were drawn away
from the city ; and they began Ho smite of

the people, and kill, as at other times, in the

highways, of which one goeth up to "the house

of God, and the other to Gibeah in the field,

about thirty men of Israel.

32 And the children of Benjamin said,

They are smitten down before us, as at the

first. But the children of Israel said. Let us

flee, and draw them from the city unto the

highways.

33 And all the men of Israel rose up out

of their place, and put themselves in array at

Baal-tamar : and the liers in wait of Israel

came forth out of their places, even out of the

meadows of Gibeah.

34 And there came against Gibeah ten

thousand chosen men out of all Israel, and the

battle was sore : but they knew not that evil

was near them.

35 And the Lord smote Benjamin before

Israel : and the children of Israel destroyed

of the Benjamites that day twenty and five

thousand and an hundred men : all these

drew the sword.

36 So the children of Benjamin saw that

they were smitten : for the men of Israel gave

place to the Benjamites, because they trusted

unto the Hers in wait which they had set

beside Gibeah.
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37 And the liers in wait hasted, and rushed
upon Gibeah ; and the liers in wait 'drew
tliemselves along, and smote all the city with

the edge of the sword.

38 Now there was an appointed "sign be-

tween the men of Israel 'and the liers in wait,

that they should make a great "flame with

smoke rise up out of the city.

39 And when the men of Israel retired in

the battle, Benjamin began "to smite aml\i]\\

of the men of Israel about thirty persons : for

they said, Surely they arc smitten down before

us, as ill the first battle.

40 But when the flame began to arise up
out of the city with a pillar of smoke, the

Benjamites looked behind them, and, behold,

"the flame of the city ascended up to heaven.

41 And when the men of Israel turned

again, the men of Benjamin were amazed : for

they saw that evil ''was come upon them.

42 Therefore they turned their backs be-

fore the men of Israel unto the way of the

wilderness ; but the battle overtook them

;

and them which came out of the cities they

destroyed in the midst of them.

43 Thus they inclosed the Benjamites

round about, and chased them, and trode them
down "with ease ''over against Gibeah toward

the sunrising.

44 And there fell of Benjamin eighteen

thousand men ; all these tcere men of valour.

45 And they turned and fled toward the

wilderness unto the rock of Rimmon : and
they gleaned of them in the highways five

thousand men, and pursued hard after them
unto Gidora, and slew two thousand men of

them.

46 So that all which fell that day of Ben-
jamin were twenty and five thousand men
that drew the sword ; all these were men of

valour.

47 '"But six hundred men turned and fled

to the wilderness unto the rock Rimmon, and
abode in the rock Rimmon four months.

48 And the men of Israel turned again

upon the children of Benjamin, and smote

them with the edge of the sword, as well the

men of every city, as the beast, and all that

''came to hand : also they set on fire all the

cities that '"they came to.

Ili-b. (0 jmfle of the pmple wi
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Verse 1. ' Tlie coiiyreijalion was gathered together.'—This
chapter contains some interesting information as to the

manner in which the Israelites commenced and conducted
a war. But as it was a war against one of their own tribes,

we must judge, by a comparison with other instances, how
far the usages here indicated may be laid down as general
practices. In such a case as this, we may expect to find

all the more equitable and faTourable preliminaries of the
ancient Hebrew warfare more exactly and carefully ob-
served than under ordinary circumstances. We see that

the first report of the wrong committed in Israel excited a
strong sensation, and produced a general rising of the

armed men. There was no divided feeling, as on common
occasions. The northern tribes concurred witli those of
the south; nor were even the tribes beyond Jordan back-
ward in responding to the general feeling. Nevertheless,

they did not act hastily. They met at the general place

of assembly, and there formally investigated the circum-
stances of the horrid affair which had so justly provoked
their indignation. And even then, instead of at once
marching against Gibeah, they sent a deputation to the
tribe of Benjamin, complaining of the wickedness which
had been committed, and urging the just demand, that the
offenders should be given up to justice. When the infa-

tuated Benjamites refused this reasonable request, and by
so doing adopted the cause of the criminals, then, and not
till then, the Israelites prepared for actual conflict. All
this is in exact conformity with what jurists call ' the law
of nature and nations,' and which now continues to be ob-
served among every civilized people. It is interesting to

learn that the general principles of this law were recog-
nized at so early a period, even though it should not appear
that it was considered necessary to proceed in conformity
with it under all circumstances.

10. ' Tofeteh victual for the people.'—The men served

at their own expense, finding themselves arms, victuals,

and whatever else they wanted : and for this reason, as

well as on account of the great numbers that came forward
on some occasions, the armies could not keep the field

longer than a few days, within which most of the military
expeditions recorded in Scripture terminate. When the
war was in the enemy's country, the soldiers might live

upon what their foraging parties obtained from the enemy

;

but otherwise, each man probably took with him a few
days' provision, such as travellers usually carry. Under
these circumstances, we scarcely thiuk, with some writers,

that the present arrangement intimates any general usage,

but rather that it was an expedient to meet an unusual
emergency. The peculiarities are, that it was a general
rising of the men bearing arms, and not a partial levy, for

which provision could be more easily obtained than for so

vast an army : then, the troops had precluded themselves
by oath from returning liome till the affair was brought to

a conclusion—however much time that might take ;—and
this oath, by the by, sufficiently indicates the prevalence of

the opposite practice ; and, lastly, the war was in their own
country, and where consequently the men were obliged to

live strictly upon their own resources. From all this it

seems to us probable that the forty thousand men selected

for the service dispersed themselves over the country,
bringing to the soldiers from their own towns and villages,

and from their own families, such supplies of food as they
required.

16. ' J£veri/ one could sling stones at an hair breadth, and
not miss.'—"This is the first mention of tlie sling; but we
find it noticed by Job, whose time is generally thought to
have been much anterior to that of the present history

(Job xli. 28). The bow and arrow are mentioned so early

as the time of Esau, and there is every reason, in the ab-

sence of positive information, to conclude that the sling
was of still earlier origin. Stones were unquestionably the
first missiles used ; and a device for giving increased force

to a stone is likely to have been earlier invented than one
for increasing the impetusof a dart—for this is the essential

character of an arrow. A sling is also a much less com-
plicated instrument than a bow, and this is a circumstance
which has weight in fixing the priority of invention. It

must be confessed, however, that the sling is not near so

generally diffused an instrument as the bow
;
probably be-

cause the latter, from its superior effect, has gradually
superseded the more primitive weapon. The ancients ge-
nerally assign the invention to the Phoenician neighbours
of the Jews ; and this is so far of importance as to show
that the Greeks and Romans derived the instrimient from
the East. But the weapon was known in the most re-

mote times by the Egyptians, although it does not appear
to have been very popular among them. The Jewish sling

was probably similar to theirs, which Sir J. G. Wilkinson
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describes as a thong of leather, or of string plaited, broad

in the middle, and having a loop at one end, by which it

was fixed upon and firmly held with the hand ; the other

f-xtremity terminated in a lash, which escaped from the

fingers as the stone was thrown ; and when used the slinger

whirled it three or four times over his head, to steady it

and to increase the impetus. The Egyptian slingers em-
ployed round stones for this purpose, which they carried in

a small bag, hanging from a small belt over the shoulder.

The Greeks and Trojans, according to the descriptions of

their warfare left by Homer, often pelted each other heartily

with stones, but appear not to have made much use ofthe sling.

It existed among them, however, but would seem to have
been used rather by the common soldiers than by tlje

heroes ; which is probably the reason why it is not brought

much under our notice iu the Iliad. It appears that the

centre of their slings was wadded with fine wool, v/hich,

yielding to the pressure of the stone, afforded it a secure

lodgment till the moment of dismission.

There are various indications of the attention which the

Hebrews gave to the use of the sling. From the history of

David, it seems to have been a usual weapon among the

shepherds, as they watched their flocks (1 Sam. xvii. 40)

;

and the effective use to which that famous shepherd ap-

plied it, in his combat with Goliath, may be taken as an

evidence of their skill. It is very probable that the hus-

bandmen protected their grounds from wild animals with

the sling, as well as the shepherds did their flocks from
beasts of prey. The Roman husbandmen did so, as still

do those of modern Egypt. Of all the Hebrews, the Ben-
jamites seem to haVe had a peculiarly distinguished repu-

tation as slingers. The present verse is not the only passage

by which this is demonstrated. The fact here recorded

concerning the accuracy of their aim, indicates that they

must have undergone a long and careful training to the

21. ' The children of Benjamin . . . destroyed . . . of the

Israelites that day Iwenlif and two thousand men.'—On
common military principles there is nothing to occasion

surprise in the defeat of an army of 400,000 men by one

of about 27,000. It has been the great mistake of Orientals

generally, in all ages, to calculate their prospects of success

rather by the numbers than by the efficiency of the men
they can bring into action ; and the abundant experience

which Oriental history affords, of the frequently disastrous

consequences of assembling such vast and unwieldy bodies,

has not yet operated in correcting this kind of infatuation,

which is not, indeed, peculiar to the Orientals. The diffi-

culty of obtaining subsistence for such vast bodies ; the

consequent necessity of entering into immediate action, in

order to bring the affair to a conclusion, without waiting

for those opportunities and advantages which are of so

much importance to a successful result;—the difficulty of

making such vast numbers act in concert against the enemy,
or for mutual support ; the tumultuary character of their

operations, under the imperfect organization of Oriental

armies ; and the facility with which a panic spreads among
large masses :—all these, and more, are circumstances

which concur not to illustrate the probability, but to ex-

plain the historical fact, that enormous masses of men have

so often been defeated by comparatively small, but compact
and vigorous, bodies, animated by one spirit, quick to per-

ceive, and alert to seize the advantages which cannot fail

to offer ; and, as being more easily directed and controlled,

more capable of concerted action, and not equally obliged,

by the difficulty of keeping their army on foot, to hurry

into conflict, and thus forego the advantages which might
"le Lord had been
idertaking (and it

is well to remember that he was not, as it helps us better

to understand the result), he would probably have directed,

as in the case of Gideon, that this vast host should be re-

duced to a small body of resolute men ; but as he was not

consulted, except partially and apparently as an after-

thought, they seem in the first instance to have been left

to their own ill-advised plans, and no divine power was
interposed to prevent the very natural result of a conflict of

400,000 against 27,000 'men of valour' («. 44).

33. ' Baal-tamar.'— Tlimor means a palm-tree ; and the

place perhaps had its name from a grove of palm-trees in

which Baal was worshipped. We know nothing of the

place beyond what the context shows, that it was near

(Jibeah. Jerome mentions a village as existing, in his

time, in this neighbourhood, under the name of Bethamari

;

and this looks like a variation or corruption of the same
name.

34. ' Ten thousand chosen men.'—These ten thousand

seem to form a third body, distinct from the ambuscade
and from the army engaged with the Benjamites at Baal-

tamar.

35. ' 77ie Lord smote Benjamin.'—In this verse the

sacred writer relates the event of the battle in general

terms. In the sequel he resumes the narrative, giving the

particulars of the battle and the consequences of victory

more in detail.

45. ' The rock of Bimmon.'—The escaped Benjamites

probably remained in a cave or eaves of this rock, or

rocky mountain. Of the mountain itself we know nothing

distinctly ; but some have thought it was the same as the
' exceeding high mountain ' which was the scene of

Christ's temptation, and concerning which see the note to

Matt. iv. 8.

CHAPTER XXI.

1 Tlie people bewail the desolation of Benjamin. 8 By
the destruction of Jabesh-gitead they provide llurm

four hundred wives. 16 They advise them to sur-

prise the virijins that danced at Shiloh.

Now the men of Israel had sworn in Mizpeh,

saying, There shall not .any of us give his

daughter unto Benjamin to wife.

2 And the people came to the house of

God, and abode there till even before God,
and lifted up their voices, and wept sore

;

3 And said, O Lord God of Israel, why
is this come to pass in Israel, that there should

be to day one tribe lacking in Israel ?

4 And it came to ])ass on the morrow,

that the people rose early, and built there

an altar, and offered burnt offerings and peace
offerings.

5 And the children of Israel said. Who is

tlicre among all the tribes of Israel that

came not up with the congregation unto the

Loud ? For they had made a great oath

concerning him that came not up to the Lord
to Mizpeh, saying, He shall surely be put to

death.

6 And the children of Israel repented

thcni for Benjamin their brother, and said,

There is one tribe cut off from Israel this

day.

7 How sIimII we do for wives for them that

remain, seeing we liave sworn by the Lord
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that we will not give them of our diiughters

to wives ?

8 IT And they said, What one is there of

the tribes of Israel that came not up to Miz-
peh to the Lord ? And, behold, there came
none to the camp from Jabesh-gilead to the

assembly.

9 For the people were numbered, and, be-
hold, there icere none of the inhabitants of

Jabesh-gilead there.

10 And the congregation sent thither

twelve thousand men of the valiantest, and
commanded them, saying, Go and smite the

inhabitants of Jabesh-gilead with the edge
of the sword, with the women and the chil-

dren.

11 And this is the thing that ye shall do,

'Ye shall utterly destroy every male, and
every woman that *hath lain by man.

12 And they found among the inhabit-

ants of Jabesh-gilead four hundred 'young
virgins, that had known no man by lying

with any male : and they brought them unto

the camp to Shiloh, which is in the land of

Canaan.

13 And the whole congregation sent some

'to speak to the children of Benjamin that

vere in the rock Rimmon, and to ^call peace-

ably unto them.

14 And Benjamin came again at that

time ; and they gave them wives which they

had saved alive of the women of Jabesh-gilead :

and yet so they sufficed them not.

15 And the people repented them for Ben-
jamin, because that the Loud had made a

breach in the tribes of Israel.

16 If Then the elders of the congregation

said. How shall we do for wives for them
that remain, seeing the women are destroyed

out of Benjamin ?

17 And they said. There must he an in-
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heritance for them that be escaped of Ben-
jamin, that a tribe be not destroyed out of

Israel.

18 ITowbeit we may not give them wives

of our daughters : for the children of Israel

have sworn, saying. Cursed be he that giveth
a wife to Benjamin.

19 Then they said. Behold, there is a feast

of the Lord in Shiloh "yearly in a place
which is on the north side of Beth-el, ^on the

east side °of the highway that goeth up from
Beth-el to Shechem, and on the south of

Lebonah.

20 Therefore they commanded the children

of Benjamin, saying, Go and lie in wait in

the vineyards

;

21 And see, and, behold, if the daughters
of Shiloh come out to dance in dances, then
come ye out of the vineyards, and catch you
every man his wife of the daughters of Shiloh,

and go to the land of Benjamin.

22 And it shall be, when their fathers or

their brethren come unto us to complain, that

we will say unto them, 'Be favourable imto
them for our sakes : because we reserved not

to each man his wife in the war : for ye did

not give unto them at this time, that ye should

be guilty.

23 And the children of Benjamin did so,

and took them wives, according to their

number, of them that danced, whom they

caught : and they went and returned unto
their inheritance, and repaired the cities, and
dwelt in them.

24 And the children of Israel departed

thence at that time, every man to his tribe

and to his family, and they went out fi-om

thence every man to his inheritance.

2.") 'Tn those days there u-as no king in

Israel : every man did that which teas right

in his own eyes.

vomen virgins. * IXeh. and spake nnd caHed. ^ Or, pn^ciaim peace.
9 OT,'Oiati/y us in them. 1" C:liap. 17. 6, and lb, I, and I'J. 1.

Verse 2. ' To the house of Go</.'—Rather ' to Bethel.'

8. ' Jabesh Gilead.'—This place, so famous afterwards
for its deliverance from the Ammonites by Saul (1 Sam.
xi. 1, 3), and the signal gratitude which its inhabitants

manifested (2 Sam. ii. 4), was in the half tribe of Ma-
nasseh beyond the Jordan, and is named by Josephus as

the metropolis of Gilead {Antig. vi. 5. 1). It would seem
from the last of the texts cited to have been at no great
distance from Bethlehem. Eusebius and Jerome state that

it was in their time a large town, standing upon a hill six

miles south of Pella on the road to Gerasa. Both Winer
and Raumer {Paldslina, p. 242) conceive that the small
stream called Wady Yabes, which Burckhardt describes as

emptying itself into the Jordan in the neighbourhood of

Bethshan, may have derived its name from Jabesh (^the

names being in fact identical), and that the site is to be

sought upon its banks. This is likely ; but the exact site

has yet to be determined.

17. ' There must be an viheritance for them that are

escaped of Benjamin,' etc.—Or rather, ' The right of inhe-

ritance to Benjamin belongs to them that are escaped,' etc.

The sense is, that the few that remained were the rightful

heirs of the possessions of the whole tribe ; and that it

would not be lawful to suffer the tribe to become extinct,

and to divide its property among the rest.

19. 'Behold, there is a feast to the Lord in Shiloh

j/earli/.'—This was doubtless one of the three annual feasts

held at the seat of the sanctuary, which at this time was at

Shiloh ; and it is generally considered to have been the

feast of tabernacles, which was celebrated with more testi-

vity than any of the others.— ' On the east side of the highcay that goeth up from
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Bethel:—This is a particular indication of the situation,

not of Shiloh, but of the place in the neighbourhood where

the young women were likely to come to dance. It is pro-

bably thus precisely described, that the Benjamites might

not mistake the place. It was not certain that the young

women would come there (see u. 21) ; but it was probable,

the custom being common. The Orientals generally have

no places in their towns where assemblies may be held for

festivity and dancing. It is therefore customary to hold

such assemblies in some pleasant places in the neighbour-

hood, in the gardens and plantations, or in small valleys, if

there be any. This is a favourite plan of the women when
they desire to enjoy themselves. There are certain occa-

sions of annual recurrence (as the religious festival of

Bairam among the Moslems) in which the women are

allowed this indulgence in the fullest extent, and thus they

form large parties which go out to amuse themselves with

music, dancing, and such other recreations as are common
among females. The approaches of the place where they

assemble are now usually guarded by eunuchs to prevent

intrusion. The different sexes never participate in each

other's amusements : and this was the case in the times of

the Bible ; for we never read of any amusement or festi-

vity in which they mingled : and if men had in this in-

stance been present with the daughters of Shiloh, the Ben-

jamites would not so easily have secured their prey. The
Oriental women have a great passion for suburl^au festi-

vities, and have many contrivances for securing its enjoy-

ment. It is the custom at Aleppo to send the women out

into the neighbouring gardens and plantations when au

earthquake is apprehended, on which occasions they enjoy

themselves to the utmost. Not long since, in order to se-

cure this indulgence, the women conspired together, and

raised money to hire an astrologer to go to the pasha and

foretell an earthquake. He was believed ; and the women
were sent out of town, and passed two or three days in all

sorts of festivity. But as the earthquake did not happen,

and the contrivance ti-anspired through the exultation of

the ladies at the success of their plan, they were recalled,

and the subservient astrologer lost his head. In the island

of Malta, the women indicate their Oriental descent by the

same attachment to rural festivity in the open air. On the

feast of St. Paul, in particular, they resort from all parts of

the island to the pleasant valley of Boschetto, and spend

the day in feasting, dancing, and music. It is true that

some of the males of the respective families are now usually

present ; but it is properly the women's festival ; and so

bent are they on securing its enjoyment, that it is one of

the strictest stipulations which they make before marriage,

that they shall be allowed to spend St. Paul's day, every

year, in the valley of Boschetto. We the rather allude to

this custom, because it is the celebration of a religious fes-

tival, as was that at which the daughters of Shiloh danced

their dances ; and because it is the relic of a more ancient

religious celebration in honour of Melkart (the Tyrian

Hercules) which the Phcenician colonists, who settled in

Malta, brought with them from Tyre. Indeed there are

circumstances which approximate it to the feast of taber-

nacles, at which the present transaction is supposed to have

taken place ; for on this occasion it is usual for the people,

on their return to Boschetto, to cover the vehicles in which

they are conveyed with branches of trees—chiefly of poplar,

which was also used in the more ancient festival, that tree

having been sacred to the ancient Melkart of Tyre.

12. ' 'Die daughters of Shiloh come out to dance in dances.'

—The preceding note may be taken to illustrate the cus-

tom, for the women to go out of the towns to hold the

festivities in the open air. It will be recollected that the

women of Israel were not required, like the men, to attend

at the place of the tabernacle during the three annual fes-

tivals ; whence it is that ' the daughters of Shiloh ' only

are mentioned in the present text. We also intimated, in

the former note, that the ancient religious festivals were

often celebrated with dances—not always so much as a re-

ligious act in itself, as an amusement in a season of general

festivity ; and such, perhaps, were the dances of the daugh-

ters of Shiloh. We must not always conclude an act to

have a religious intention because it takes place in the
season of a religious festival, any more than the festal ob-
servances of Easter and Christmas may be considered to

form any essential part of the celebration. A festival oc-

curs; and after attending to its prescribed observances,
people fall upon their customary recreations, particularly
when the festal season is of several days' duration. Danc-
ing seems to have been a very general recreation among
the Jews—the sexes dancing apart—both in their ordinary
entertainments and greater festival occasions. Dances
were also sometimes performed more distinctly on a reli-

gious account, than seems to have been the case in the in-

stance before us. Thus Miriam and the women of Israel

celebrated with music, songs, and dancing, the overthrow of
the Egyptians (Exod. xv. 20, 21) ; and thus David ' danced
before the ark with all his might,' when it was conveyed
to Jerusalem in triumph from the house of Obed-edom (2
Sam. vi. 14). Dancing accompanied with music was, in

fact, among the Jews and other ancient nations, a general

mode of expressing joy and exultation, whether religious,

secular, or domestic : but among some other nations it was
more formally and distinctly associated with religious wor-
ship than among the Jews, whose dances did not form any
part of their worship, but was an act of joy on particular

occasions, some of which were religious. 'The distinction

is important. We do not know of any authority which
Bishop Patrick has for saying, that the Hebrew virgins

only danced at the feast of tabernacles ; and we have no
doubt of its being a mistake. Perhaps it arose from the

fact that there was, in later times, more dancing at this

than at any other feast
;
perhaps because it included the

harvest-home and vintage festival. In the time of our

Saviour, all the elders, the members of the Sanhedrim, the

rulers of the synagogues, and the doctors of the schools,

and other persons deemed venerable for their age and
piety, danced together in the court of the temple, to the

sound of the temple music, every evening while this feast

lasted. The balconies around the court were crowded with

women, and the ground with men, as spectators. This,

however, conveys no intimation of earlier usage, as the

ceremony was professedly in imitation of David's dancing
before the ark.

Chronology.—The chronology of the period in which
the Judges ruled is beset with great and perhaps insuper-

able difficulties. There are intervals of time the extent of

which is not specified ; as, for instance, that from Joshua's

death to the yoke of Chushan-rishathaim (iii. 8); that of

the rule of Shamgar (iii. 31); that between Gideon's

death and Abimelech's accession (viii. 31-32) ; and that of

Israel's renewal of idolatry previous to their oppression by
the Ammonites (x. 6, 7). Sometimes round numbers seem
to have been given, as forty years for the rule of Othniel,

forty years for that of Gideon, and forty years also for the

duration of the oppression by the Philistines. Twenty
years are given for the subjection to Jabin, and twenty

years for the government of Samson
;
yet the latter never

completely conquered the Philistines, who, on the con-

trary, succeeded in subduing him. Some judges, who are

commonly considered to have been successive, were in all

probability contemporaneous, and ruled over different dis-

tricts. Under these circnmstances, it is impossible to fix

the date of each particular event in the book of Judges

;

but attempts have been made to settle its general chrono-

logy, of which we must in this place mention the most
successful.

The whole period of the Judges, from Joshua to Eli, is

usually estimated at 299 years, in order to meet the 480

years 'which (I Kings vi. I) are said to have elapsed from
the departure of the Israelites from Egypt to the founda-

tion of the Temple by Solomon. But St. Paul says (Acts

xiii. 20) ' God gave unto the people of Israel judges for the

space ofabout 450 years until Samuel the prophet.' Again,

if the number of years specified by the author of our book

in stating facts, is summed up, we have 410 years, exclu-

sive of those years not specified for certain intervals of

time above mentioned. In order to reduce these 410 years
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and upwards to 299, events and reigns must, in computing
tlieir years of duration, eitlier be entirely passed over, or,

in a most arbitrary way, included in other periods pre-

ceding or subsequent. This has been done by Archbishop
Usher, whose peculiarly faulty system has been adopted
in the Authorized Version of the Scriptures. He excludes
the repeated intervals during which the Hebrews were in

subjection to their enemies, and reckons only the years of
peace and rest which were assigned to tiie successive

judges. All this arises from the obligation which Usher
unfortunately conceived himself under of following the

scheme adopted by the Masoretic Jews, who, as Dr. Hales
remarks, have by a curious invention included the four

first servitudes in the years of the Judges who put an end
to them, contrary to the express declarations of Scripture,

which represents the administrations of the Judges, not as

synchronising with the servitudes, but as succeeding them.
The Rabbins were indeed forced to allow the fifth servi-

tude to have been distinct from the administration of
Jephthah, because it was too long to be included in that

administration ; but they then deducted a year from the

Scripture account of the servitude, making it only six in-

stead of seven years. They sank entirely the sixth servi-

tude of forty years under the Philistines, because it was
too long to be contained in Samson's administration ; and,

to crown all, tliey reduced Saul's reign of forty years to

two years only.

The necessity for all these tortuous operations has arisen

from a desire to produce a conformity with the date in

GES. [B.C. 1406.
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1 Kings vi. 1, which, as already cited, gives a perictd of only
480 years from the Exode to the foundation of Solomon's
temple. As this date is incompatible with the sum of the

' ditiereut numbers given in the Book of Judges, and as it

difters from the computations of Josephus, and of all the

ancient writers on the subject, whether Jewish or Chris-

tian, it is not tmsatisfactory to find grounds which leave

this text open to much doubt and suspicion. We cannot
here enter into any lengthened proof; but that the text

did not exist in the Hebrew and Greek copies of the Scrip-

ture until nearly three centuries after Christ, seems evident

from the absence of all reference to it in the works of the

learned men who composed histories of the Jews from the
materials supplied to them in tlie sacred books.

It may also be remarked, that even the ancient versions,

as they at present exist, do not agree in the number. The
present copies of the Septuagint, for instance, have 440,
not 480 years : on which, and other grounds, some scho-

lars, who have hesitated to regard the te.xt as an interpo-

lation, have deemed themselves authorized to alter it to

592 years instead of 480, producing in this way the same
result which would be obtained if the text had no exist-

ence. This, it has been already remarked, is the number
given by Josephus {Antiq. viii. 3. 1), and is in agreement
with the statement of Paul. There would then be for the

period from Moses's death to Saul's accession 468 years,

and the whole period of the Judges, from the death of

Joslma to that of Samuel, might be estimated at 450 years,

agreeably to Acts xiii. 20. If we add to these 450 years.
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forty years for the inarch in the Desert, eighty-four years

for the reigns of Saul, David, aud Solomon, until the foun-

dation of the Temple, the amount would be 574 years.

For the time when Joshua acted as an independent chief-

tain, eighteen years may be counted, which, added to 574,

would make up the above number of 592 years. It must,

however, be observed, that the number of 460 years repre-

sents only the sum-total of all chronologically specified

facts of our book down to the death of Eli, and does not

include the intervals of time in which the years are not

given. The statement of Josephus, above refeiTed to, rests

only on his own individual computation, and is contrary to

another statement of the same author.

It only remains to arrange the different systems of the

JES. CB.C. 1406.

chronology of this period so as to exhibit them in one view

to the eye of the reader. It has been deemed right, for

the better apprehension of the differences, to make the

table embrace the whole period from the Exode to the

foundation of Solomon's Temple. The authorities whose
views are embodied in this table are, Josephus, Antiq.

v. 1-10 ; Theophilus, Bishop of Antioch (330 a.d.), Epist.

ad Autolycum, iii. ; Eusebius (330 A.D.), Priep. Evangelica,

X. 4; Dsher (165 a.d.), Chronologia Sacra, p. 71; Jack-

son (175 A.D.), Chronological Antiquities, p. 145; Hales

(1811 A.D.), Analysis of Chronology ; Kussell (1827 a.d.).

Connection of Sacred and Profane History.

[See on the Chronology of Judges, Appendix,
No. 21.]



THE BOOK

RUTH.

The book of Euth, like the four last chapters of Judges, is properly an appendix to that book, being

a narrative of circumstances that occurred ' in tlie days when the Judges ruled.' The ancient Hebrew
canon accordingly makes it part of the book of Judges, but the modern Jews make it one of the five

Megilloth, or volumes, which consist of the Song of Solomon, Euth, Lamentations, Ecclesiastes, and

Esther; and of which Ruth is sometimes placed the first in order, sometimes the second, and some-

times the last. We know, from i. 1, that the circumstances which this beautiful narrative records

occurred in the time of the Judges ; but opinions differ exceedingly as to the precise date. The facts,

that Euth was the mother of Obed, the father of Jesse, David's father; and that Jesse was an old man
w hen David was still but a youtii, afford the only data on which an estimate may be formed. Josephus

places the events in the time of Eli ; but this is unquestionably too late. Others carry it so far back

as the time when Israel was subject to tlie Moabites under Eglon, or when Ehud or Shamgar ruled.

This is the opinion of several Jewish doctors, and also of Lightfoot, who places the history between

the third and fourth chapters of Judges. Otlier writers have placed it at almost every intermediate

period between the time of biie Moabitish servitude and that of Eli. The prevailing opinion of the

Jews themselves is, that the date should be placed in tlie time of Ibzan, who succeeded Jeplithali, or

was perhaps contemporary with liim on the other side of the Jordan. They indeed think that Boaz

himself was the same as Ibzan ; for which we know no other reason than that they were both Betli-

lemites, coupled with the desire to make the ancestor of David a person of unusual distinction. We
apprehend that the opinion which now most prevails is tliat of Archbishop Usher, which takes the mean

between the extreme opinions, and places tliese events in the time of Gideon. This idea is also

supposed to be corroborated by the fact that the only scarcity noticed in the book of Judges, to which

tliat mentioned in this book can be referred, is the one caused by the oppression of the Midianites,

from which Gideon was instrumental in delivering his people.

About the authorship of the book tliere are also different opinions ; but the most general is that

which attributes it to Samuel. That it could not have been brought into its present form earlier than

his time, appears from the genealogy with which the book concludes, and whicli traces the lineal

posterity of Boaz and Ruth down to David ; and tliat tlie book was composed at a period con-

siderably later than the circumstances it relates, is clear from iv. 7, which explains a custom referred

to as having been 'the manner in former time' m Israel concerning redeeming and concerning

changing. The expression moreover in i. 1,'when the Judges ruled,' marking tlie period of the

occurrence of the events, must doubtless be regarded as indicating that in the days of the writer kings

had already begun to reign.

Tlie canonical authority of tlie book of Ruth has never been questioned ; and is, in all essential

points, abundantly confirmed by the fact that the name of Euth the Moabitess is inserted by

Matthew in his genealogy of our Saviour.

The scope or object of the book has been differently understood by different writers. There are

some who suppose it composed chiefly in honour of David, by exliibiting the piety and faithfulness

of his ancestors; and this opinion seems to us as probable as any which has been suggested.

Bertholdt and other neological writers are disposed to treat the narrative as a pure fiction or parable,

intended to inculcate a man's duty of marrying his kinswoman. Higher ground is taken by Umbreit,

who advances tlie opinion that it was written with the specific moral design of showing how even a

stranger, and that one of the hated Moabitish stock, might, by placing her reliance on the God of

Israel, become by that faith so ennobled, as to be deemed worthy of becoming a mother of the great

King David. The most recent writer on tlie subject, Professor Bush, considers that llie ol)ject is
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spiritual aiui typical, being iutended to pre-intimate, by the recorded adoption of a Gentile woman

into the family from wliicli Christ was to derive his origi?i, the final reception of the Gentile nations

into the true Church, as fellow-heirs of the salvation of the Gospel.

The most valuable part of the literature of this book is embraced in the general introductions and

commentaries, to which the following may be added, not to speak of the numerous tales and poems

whicli have been founded upon it, or written to illustrate it :—Fuller, Commentary on the Booh of

Ruth, 1654; Carpzov, Collegium Rabbinico-Biblicum in Libellum Ruth, 1763; l&w&on, Lectures

on the Book of Ruth, 1802; Riegler, Das Buck Ruth, mil Ehileitung, etc., 1812; Engelberth,

I)as Buch Ruth, mit eiii hrit. Einleilung, etc. ; Urabreit, Ueber Geist und Zweck des Buches Ruth,

1834. [See Introduction to Judges, at the end.]

CHAPTER I.

1 Elimelech driven byfamine into Moab, dieth there.

4 Mahlon and Cltilion, having married wives of
Moab, die also. 6 Naomi returning homeward, 8

dissuadeth her two daughters in lawfrom going with

her. 14 Orpah leaveth her, but ituth loith great

constancy accompanieth her. 1 9 They two come to

Ueth-lehem, n-here they are gladly received.

OW it came
: to pass in the

' \ days when the

I ' judges 'ruled,

.,' that there was

f a famine in the

. land. And a

' certain man of

^- Beth - lehem -

. judah went to

sojourn in the

(nnutry of
'

i ill, he, and
ip. Li- wife, and

his two sons.

2 And the

Elimelech, and the

and the name of his

two sons Mahlon and Chilion, Ephrathites of

Beth-lehem-judah. And they came into the

country of Moab, and 'continued there.

3 And Elimelech Naomi's husband died ;

an<l she was left, and her two sons.

4 And they took them wives of the women
of Moab ; the name of the one reus Orpah,

and the name of the other Ruth : and they

dwelled there about ten years.

5 And Mahlon and Chilion died also both

of them ; and the woman was left of her two

sons and her husband.

6 H Then she arose with her daughters in

law, that she might return from the country

of Moab : for she iiad iieard in the country of

Moab how that the Lord had visited his

people in giving them bread.

7 Wherefore she went forth out of the

place where she was, and her two daughters

» lleb. Mned. « Ilcb. were. ' Or, if I were with ar
^ ' en.. R« .,..1 i,^ni-^i ™.»

n wns

Naomi

in law with her ; and they went on the way to

return unto the land of Judah.

8 And Naomi said unto her two daughters

in law, Go, return each to her mother's

house : the Lord deal kindly with you, as ye

have dealt with the dead, and with me.

9 The Lord grant you that ye may find

rest, each of you in the house of her husband.

Then she kissed them ; and they lifted up

their voice, and wept.

10 And they said unto her. Surely we will

return with thee unto thy people.

11 And Naomi said, Turn again, my
daughters: why will ye go with me? are

there yet any more sons in my womb, that

they may be your husbands ?

12 Turn again, my daughters, go your

way ; for I am too old to have an husband.

If I should say, I have hope, 'if I should

have an husband also to night, and should

also bear sons

;

13 Would ye 'tarry for tliem till they

were grown? would ye stay for them from

having husbands ? nay, my daughters ; for 'it

grieveth me much for your sakes, that the

hand of the Lord is gone out against me.

14 And they lifted up their voice, and

wept again : and Orpah kissed her mother in

law ; but Ruth clave imto her.

15 And she said, Behold, thy sister in law

is gone back unto her people, and unto her

gods :' return thou after thy sister in law.

16 And Ruth said, '^Intreat me not to

leave thee, or to return from following after

thee : for whither thou goest, I will go

;

and where thou lodgest, I will lodge: thy

people shall be my people, and thy God my
God:

17 Where thou diest, will I die, and there

will I be buried : the Lord do so to me, and

more also, if ouyht hut death part thee

and me.

18 When she saw that she 'was stedfastly

minded to go with her, then she left speaking

unto her.

uhnnii. « Ui-b. hfiie. 5 Ileb. / have mtuh hilterness.
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] 9 IT So they two went until they came to

Roth-lehem. And it came to pass, when they

were come to Beth-lehera, that all the city

was moved about them, and they said, Is this

Naomi ?

20 And she said unto tliem, Call me not

"Naomi, call me "ilara : for the Almighty
hath dealt very bitterly with me.

21 I went out full, and the Loud hath

fH. [B.C. 1312.

brought me home again empty : why then

call ye me Naomi, seeing the Lord hath tes-

tified against me, and the Almighty hath
afflicted me ?

22 So Naomi returned, and Ruth the

Moabitess, her daughter in law, with her,

which returned out of the country of Moab :

and they came to Beth-lehem in the beginning
of barley harvest.

Verse 1 1. ' Are there yet mvj more sons in mt/ womb, that

they maif be your husbai'idsf—It is impossible to under-
,

.stand tjiis without supposing it to refer to the custom,
^

which prevailed among the Hebrews and other nations, for

tlie living brother to marry the widow of one deceased, in

order to perpetuate that brother's family and inheritance.

To this it has been objected by Aben-Ezra and others, that

the law did not make such a marriage obligatory on any
j

but brothers by the father's side, and not by the mother's

only ; and that brothel's unborn when the elder brother

died, are not included in its operation. The fact is, that 1

the law says nothing in either case ; and we think that the

expressions of Naomi sufficiently shew that the practices '

indicated did prevail, whether the law intended to sanc-

tion them or not. We perceive no reason why we may not

in this, as in other instances, admit that the law did not
|

take cognisance of every usage connected with the par-
ticular subjects on which it legislated, but only to those
usages in such subjects which required particular direc-

tion or restriction. Some statements connected with this

law will be found under chap. iv.

IG. ' Thy people shall be my people, and thy God my
God.'—This appears to have been a form of compact anil

union, as we may infer from Zoheir's speech to Antar (vol.

iii. 98") :
' If you engage, we will engage ; if you fight, we

will fight ; if you die, we will die
;
yours is our property,

and yours is all we possess.'

20. ' Call me not Naomi, call me Mara.'—These names
are explained in the margin. In the note to Gen. xvii. 5,

there are some remarks on the changes of names whicli

sometimes take place in the East and elsewhere.

CHAPTER II.

1 liiith r/leaiicth in thejields of Boaz. 4 Bonz taking

hnou'lcihjc of her, 8 siteweth her yreat favour. 1

8

That which she got, she carrieth to Naomi.

And Naomi had a kinsman of her husband's,

a mighty man of wealth, of the family of Eli-

melech ; and his name teas Boaz.

2 And Ruth the Moabitess said unto
Naomi, Let me now go to the field, and
glean ears of corn after liim in whose sight I

shall find grace. And she said unto her, Go,
my daughter.

3 And she went, and came, and gleaned
in the field after tlie reapers : and her 'hap

was to light on a part of the field helonging

unto 'Boaz, who ims of the kindred of Eli-

melech.

4 H And, behold, Boaz came from Beth-

lehem, and said unto tiie reaj)ers, The Lord
he with you. And they answered him, The
Lord bless thee.

5 Then said Boaz unto his servant that

was set over the reapers. Whose damsel is

this?

6 And the servant that was set over the

reapers answered and said. It is the Moa-
bitish damsel that came back with Naomi out

of the country of Moab :

7 And she said, I pray you, let me glean

and gather after the reapers among the

sheaves : so she came, and hath continued

even from the morning until now, that she

tarried a little in the house.

8 Then said Boaz unto Ruth, Hearest

thou not, my daughter ? Go not to glean in

another field, neither go from hence, but

abide here fast by my maidens :

y Lei thine eyes he on the field that they

do reap, and go thou after them : have I not

charged the young men that they shall not

touch thee ? and when thou art athirst, go

unto the vessels, and drink of that which the

young men have drawn.

10 Then she fell on her face, and bowed
herself to the ground, and said unto him.

Why have I found grace in thine eyes, that

thou shouldest take knowledge of me, seeing

I am a stranger ?

11 And Boaz answered and said unto her.

It hath fully been shewed me, all that thou

hast done unto thy mother in law since the

death of thine husband : and hoio thou hast

left thy father and thy mother, and the land

of thy nativity, and art come unto a people

which thou knewest not heretofore.

\2 The Lord recompense thy work, and
a full reward be given thee of the Lord God
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of Israel, under whose wings thou art come to

trust.

13 Then she said, ^Let me find favour in

thy siglit, my hird ; for that thou hast com-
forted me, and for that thou hast spoken

"friendly unto thine handmaid, though I be

not like unto one of thine handmaidens.

14 And Bnaz said unto her, At mealtime

come thou hither, and eat of the bread, and

dip thy morsel in the vinegar. And she sat

beside the . reapers : and he reached her

])arched corn, and she did cat, and was suf-

liced, and left.

15 And when she was risen up to glean,

Boaz commanded his young men, saying.

Let her glean even among the sheaves, and
^reproach her not

:

16 And let fall also some of the handfuls

of purpose for her, and leave them, that she

may glean them, and rebuke her not.

17 So she gleaned in the field until even,

and beat out that she had gleaned : and it

was about an ephah of barley.

18 H And she took it up, and went into

the city : and her mother in law saw what

she had gleaned : and she brought forth, and
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gave to her that she had reserved after she

was sufficed.

1

9

And her mother in law said unto her.

Where hast thou gleaned to day ? and where
wroughtest thou ? blessed be he that did take

knowledge of thee. And she shewed her

mother in law with whom she had wrought,

and said. The man's name with whom I

wrought to day is Boaz.

20 And Naomi said unto her daughter in

law. Blessed be he of the Lord, who hath

not left off his kindness to the living and to

the dead. And Naomi said unto her. The
man is near of kin unto us, "one of our next
kinsmen.

21 And Ruth the Moabitess said. He said

unto me also. Thou shalt keep fast by my young
men, until they have ended all my harvest.

22 And Naomi said unto Ruth her daugh-
ter in law. It is good, my daughter, that

thou go out with his maidens, that they ^meet

thee not in any other field.

23 So she kept fast by the maidens of

Boaz to glean unto the end of barley harvest

and of wheat harvest ; and dwelt with her

mother in law.

). shame her not. ^ Or, one that hath ri<jht to redeem.

Chap. ii.—Among the admirable pictures of ancient

manners which Homer's description of the several scenes

represented on the famous shield of Achilles furnishes,

there is one—that of the harvest scene—which offers so

many interesting coincidences with the Hebrew harvest

usages, described in the present chapter, that we cannot do
better than use it as an introduction to the remarks we
have to offer, affording the reader an opportunity of tracing

the striking and beautiful analogies which occur between

the description of the old Greek poet and the indications of

this chapter.

' There too he form'd the likeness of a field

Crowded with corn, in wbich the reapers toil'd

Each with a sharp-tooth'd sickle in his hand.

Along the furrow here, the harvest fell

In frequent handfuls, there they bind the sheaves.

Three binders of the sheaves their sultry task

All plied industrious, and behind them boys

Attended, filling with the com their arms,

And off 'ring still their bundles to be bound.

Amid them, staff in hand, the master stood.

Enjoying mute the order of the field

;

While, shaded by an oak apart, his train

Prepared the banquet, a well-thriven ox
New slain, and the attendant maidens mix'd

Large supper for the hinds of whitest flour.'

COWPEB.

Verse 3. ' Gleaned in the field after the reapers'—The
law of Moses directed very liberal treatment of the poor at

the seasons of harvest and ingathering. The corners of

the field were not to be reaped—the owner was not to glean

his own field ; and a sheaf accidentally left behind in the

field, was not to be fetched away, but left for the poor.

There are equally liberal regulations respecting vineyards

and olive yards. (See the laws in Levit. xix. 9, 10, and

8G

Deut. xxiv. 19 21.) From the present text, as compared
with V. 7, we see that the privilege of gleaning after the

reapers—that is, offollowing the reapers while still at work
—was also conceded to the poor, not as a matter of right,

but as a favour, granted to particular persons whom the

owner wished to befriend. It did not, however, require any
special interest to obtain this favour, else Naomi would
scarcely have suggested it in the first instance, and Ruth
might have hesitated to apply for it to a stranger, ' the

servant that was set over the reapers.' The general right

of gleaning, we may suppose, did not operate till after the

reapers had left the ground. In most countries, a farmer
would render himself an object of popular odium who
should glean his own fields ; but usages differ as to the

time when gleaners shall be admitted. According to the

Law Dictionary, Art. Gleaning, the practice of gleaning

after the reapers was formerly a general custom in Eng-
land and Ireland ; the poor went into the fields and col-

lected the straggling ears of corn after the reapers ; and it

was long supposed that this was their right, and that the

law recognized it; but although it had been an old custom,

it ifi now settled by a solemn judgment of the Court of

Common Pleas, that a right to glean in the harvest-field

cannot be claimed by any person at common law.
— ' A part of thefield belonyimj unto Boaz.'—The cul-

tivated land not being enclosed in the East, the expression

denotes that part which belonged to Boaz of the large

extent of unenclosed ground under cultivation. See the

note on Deut. xix. 14.

4. ' The Lord be with thee . . . The Lord bless thee.'—

This interchange ofdevout salutation between the 'mighty
man of wealth ' and his labourers, is very impressive, and
strikes us the more from the partial disuse of our own old

analogous greeting of ' God bless you.' The verbal salu-

tations of the East continue to be generally more impres-

sive and more devout than our own.
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It strikes a traveller in the East to hear constantly sucli

pious salutations interchanged by those who pass by. It

is one of the circumstances which appear to remoTe the

East out of the range of every-day associations of business

and profession, and to carry back the mind into the sanc-

tified and patriarchal past. The Rev. J. Hartley (He-
searches in Greece) obser\es— ' Say to a Turk, according

to custom, " May your morning be propitious !" he re-

plies, " May you be the pledge of God !" Ask a Turk,
" Is your health good?" he answers, " Glory be to God !"

Salute him, as you pass him rapidly in travelling, he ex-

claims, " To God I commend you 1" and is answered,
" May God be with you !"

'

We shall notice this subject further under Ps. cxxix. 8,

from which passage we learn, that such as the present
were common forms of salutation, and not, as some con-
jecture, forms of devout acknowledgment at the com-
mencement of harvest. We may be sure, however, that

the devout Israelites were not wanting in their acknow-
ledgments of the Divine favour, and in their prayer for its

continuance, of which even the ancient heathens were not
unmindful.
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5. ' His servant that was set over the reapers.'— A. con-

fidential servant, or slave, appointed to see things done in

an orderly manner, that the work was properly executed,

that the labourers were supplied with provisions, and to

pay them their wages in the evening—exercising a ge-

neral superintendence and control. This ofiicer was well

known in the ancient harvest. In the Egyptian sculptures

he is often seen, as in the above-cited description of Homer,
leaning upon his staff, and

—

' Enjoying mute the order of the field.'

7. ' After the reapers among the sheaves'—Different

modes of reaping are indicated in Scripture, and most of

those so mentioned are strikingly illustrated by the Egyp-
tian monuments. In the most ancient times the corn was
plucked up by the roots, which continued to be the prac-

tice with particular kinds of grain after the sickle was
known. In Egypt, at this day, barley and dourra are

pulled up by the roots. The choice between these modes
of operation was probably determined in Palestine by the

oonsideration pnintfcl onf hv }h\!^s,-\ f l\-a/iiral Histor:/ of
Al.ppn, i. 71 . «l,.. stat.^s tha't Avh.af, ;.. «x-ll as barley iu

general, does not grow half as high as in Britain ; and is

therefore, like other grain, not reaped with the sickle, but

plucked up by the roots with the hand. In other parts of

the country, where the corn grows ranker, the sickle is

much employed ; the wheat was either cropped off under
the ear, or cut close to the ground. In the former case,

the straw was afterwards plucked up for use ; in the latter,

the stubble was left and burnt on the ground for manure.
As the Egyptians needed not such manure, and were eco-

nomical of straw, they generally followed the former me-
thod ; while the Israelites, whose lands derived benefit

from the burnt stubble, used the latter ; although the prac-

tice of cutting off the ears was also known to them (Job
xxiv. 24). Cropping the ears short the Egyptians did not

generally bind them into sheaves, but removed them in

baskets. Sometimes, however, they bound them into double
sheaves ; and such as they plucked up were bound into

single long sheaves. The Israelites appear generally to

have made up their com into sheaves (Gen. xxxvii. 7

;

Lev. xxiii. 10-15 ; Ruth ii. 7, 15 ; Job xxiv. 10 ; Jer. ix.

22; Micah iv. 12), which were collected into a heap, or

removed in a cart (Amos ii. 13) to the threshing-floor.

The carts were probably similar to those which are still

employed for the same purpose.
— ' In the house.'—This means the tent which was

pitched, or the shed which was erected, temporarily, upon
the ground, for the occasional accommodation and refresh-

ment of the persons engaged in getting in the harvest, and
of those who attended upon their wants. Here they enjoyed

of rest, under sliade, in the heat of the day,

partaking of such refreshments as were provided. After

this they resumed their labour, and continued it until

towards evening, as we see in the sequel.

9. ^Go unto the vessels and drink of that which the young

men have drawn.'—From this it appears that water was
(and from r. 14, that other refreshments were) provided

for the reapers, of which the gleaners were sometimes

allowed to partake. So in the Egyptian harvest scenes we
perceive a provision of water, in skins hung upon trees, or

in jars upon stands, with reapers drinking, and gleaners

applying to share the draught.

14. ' Eat of the bread, and dip thy morsel in the

vineqar.'—This would be but poor entertainment if it were

all according to our notions ; but in the East, where the

labouring poor fare much more humbly than with us, it

would form a grateful and reviving refection. The re-

freshing qualities of vinegar are well known, which is

probably the reason why it was provided on this occasion for

the reapers heated with their sultry labour ; for we do not

learn that vinegar was thus ordinarily used, any more than

it is now in the East. Probably the vinegar was mingled

with a little olive oil, if we may take an illustration from

the fare which was supplied to Joseph Pitts and his com-

panions when slaves of the Algerines. ' The food we had

to sustain nature was answerable to the rest of their kind-

ness : and this indeed, generally, was only a little vinegar

(about five or six spoonfuls), half a spoonful of oil, and a

few olives, with a small quantity of black biscuit, and a

87
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pint of water, a day." ( TYue and Faithful Account, p. 4.)

Here we have bread and vinegar, with a little oil, supplied

for daily provision. The provision which Boaz made for

his reapers was doubtless of better quality, and included

other articles not mentioned, ' bread ' being often a ge-

neral term answering to our ' food,' and including even

flesh-meat. The unfrequent use of animal food in the

East by the labouring classes renders it, however, doubtful

whether we are to understand it as included nnder the
' bread ' of the present text. It is remarkable that vinegar

made from wine is forbidden equally with wine itself to

Nazarites (Num. vi. 3); and, in like manner, the Moham-
medans generally consider wine-vinegar as included in the

prohibition of wine to themselves ; and perhaps the in-

ferior character of that which they obtain from other

sources may be a reason why vinegar is not now much
used in Western Asia.
— ' He reached her parched corn,' etc.— Seeing that

this was in the harvest-field, we apprehend that it was
some of the corn of the field parched extemporaneously in

the ear, as is still frequently seen in the East. Thus Mr.
Legh (in Macmichael's JoHr/if «, 1819) states that travelling
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at harvest time in the country east of the Dead Sea, they
one day rested near some corn-fields, ' where one of our
Arabs, having plucked some green ears of corn, parched
them for us, by putting them into the fire, and then, when
roasted, rubbing out the grain in his hands.' In Pinker-
ton's Collection there is a notice that ' In theWestern Islands

of Scotland the ancient way of dressing corn, called grad-
dan, from the Celtic word grady. signifying " quick," is as

follows: A woman, sitting down, takes a handful of com,
holding it by the stalks in her left hand, and then sets fire

to the ears, which are presently in a flame. She has a
stick in her right hand, which she uses very dexterously,

beating off the grain at the very instant when the husk is

quite burnt. Practice has taught them to do this very
dexterously.' It may in this state be eaten as parched
corn ; but usually in those parts this is but the com-
mencing process of bread-making, the grain thus husked
being subjected to the hand-mill, and then dressed in

cakes, so that in this way the corn may be threshed, win-
nowed, ground, and baked within an hour after being
reaped from the ground. See the note on Josh. v. 11.

CHAPTER III.

I By Naomi's instrvction, 5 Ruth lieth at Boaz's

feet. 8 Bonz achnowledgeth the right of a kinsman.

14 He sendeth her away with six measures of barley.

TuEN Naomi her mother in law said unto

her, ]\Iy daughter, shall I not seek rest for

thee, that it may be well with thee ?

2 And now is not Boaz of our kindred,

with whose maidens thou wast ? Behold, he

winnoweth barley to night in the threshing-

floor.

3 Wash thyself therefore, and anoint thee,

and put thy raiment upon thee, and get thee

down to the floor : hut make not thyself known

unto the man, until he shall have done eating

and drinking.

4 And it shall be, wiien he lieth dowTi, that

thou shalt mark the place where he shall lie,

and thou shalt go in, and 'uncover his feet,

and lay thee down ; and he will tell thee what

thou shalt do.

5 And she said unto her, All that thou

sayest unto me I will do.

-6 5f And she went down unto the floor,

and did according to all that her mother in

law bade her.

7 And when Boaz had eaten and drunk,

and his heart was merry, he went to lie down

at the end of the heap of corn : and she came

softly, and uncovered his feet, and laid her

down.
8 And it came to pass at midnight, that

the man was afraid, and 'turned himself : and,

behold, a woman lay at his feet.

y And he said, Who art thou? And she

answered, I am Ruth thine handmaid : spread

therefore thy skirt over thine handmaid ; for

thou art 'a near kinsman.

10 And he said. Blessed be thou of the

Lord, my daughter : for thou hast shewed

more kindness in the latter end than at the

beginning, inasmuch as thou followedst not

young men, whether poor or rich.

11 And now, my daughter, fear not ; I

will do to thee all that thou requirest : for all

the "city of my people doth know that thou art

a virtuous woman.
12 And' now it is true that I am thy near

kinsman : howbeit there is a kinsman nearer

than 1.

13 Tarry this night, and it shall be in the

morning, that if he will perform unto thee

the part of a kinsman, well ; let him do the

kinsman's part : but if he will not do the part

of a kinsman to thee, then will I do the part

of a kinsman to thee, as the Loud liveth : lie

down until the morning.

14 1[ And she lay at his feet until the

morning : and she rose up before one could

know another. And he said. Let it not be

known that a woman came into the floor.

15 Also he said, Bring the 'vail that thou

hast upon thee, and hold it. And when she

held it, he measured six measures of barley,

and laid it on her: and the went into the

city.

16 And when she came to her mother in

law, slie said. Who ai-t thou, my daughter ?

And she told her all that the man had doni;

to her.

17 And she said. These six yneasiires of

, s/icc!, or, ./i.rc/n.

' thai hath right to redeem.
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barley gave he me ; for he said to me, Go not

empty unto thy mother in law.

18 Then said she, Sit still, my daugliter.
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until thon know how the matter will fall : for

the man will not be in rest, until he have

finished the thing this day.

Verse 2. ' Behold, he winnowrth barley to night in the

threshinciflooT
;'—probably in the eveniug and the early

part of the night. This was to obtain the advantage of

the breezes which arise in the evening, and which continue

more or less through the night. Besides this, which is

peculiarly applicable to winnowing, in those parts of the

East where the heat of the sun is by day very powerful

and oppressive, much agricultural labour of various kinds

is performed on bright nights, for many hours after the

sun has set, or before it rises in the morning. The winnow-
ing was usually performed by tossing up the grain against

the wind with a fork (Jer. iv. 11, 12), and the night was
usually chosen for this labour, for the advantage of the

breeze which usually blew at night at the time of harvest.

The grain afterwards passed through a sieve, to separate

the bits of earth and other impurities which the mode of

tln-fsbinK often imparted to it. It then underwent a fur-

tlier purification by being tossed up with wooden scoops,

or short-handled shovels, such as we see represented in

Egyptian paintings. See Isa. xxv. 34, and compare the

out given under Dent. xxv. 4.

4. ' Go in, and uncover hisfeet, and lay thee down.'—;

We may depend upon it, that however strange the instruc-

tions of Naomi to Kuth may appear according to our own
usages and ideas—which are still so different from those

of the East—there is nothing in them which, in the pecu-

liar circumstances, was considered improper, under that

simplicity of rural manners, of which this book affords

so interesting a picture. We say, 'in the peculiar circum-

stances,' because it is evident, from the anxiety of Boaz

that it should not be known that a woman had come to

the floor (>'. 14), that it would not have been correct in

ordinary circumstances ; but in the case of Ruth, this act

was merely a process, doubtless conformable to general

usage, by which she reminded Boaz of the relative position

in which they stood to each other, and claimed from him
the performance of that duty which devolved upon him as

the kinsman of her deceased husband.

The act described in the text is more precisely defined

in the marginal note. Boaz probably slept upon a rug,

sheep-skin, or thick quilt, and was covered with another,

or by his cloak. Euth went and lay cross-wise at his feet,

lifting up and drawing over her the extremity of the co-

vering. Servants in the East often sleep in this manner,

as to position. They frequently sleep in the same apart-

ment or tent with their master, and when they do so, in-

variably lie at his feet, in the position described ; and if,

on a journey or otherwise, when the weather is cold, the

servant has not sufficient covering of his own, usage allows

him to avail himself of the covering at the foot of his

master's bed. The writer has himself known servants

take this liberty during a journey, as a matter of course.

By this act Ruth declared herself subject to the direction

and control of Boaz ; and partly assumed a right to that

protection the confirmation of which she claimed afterwards

as a favour.

7. ' Boaz .... leent to lie doimt at the end of the heap of
corn.'—While encamped in the neighbourhood of Hebron,

Dr. Robinson makes the following interesting entry in his

Journal (May 24) :—' The fine grassy slope on which we
were encamped, besides the cemetery on Jhe north, was
occupied on the south by threshing-floors, where the va-

rious processes of threshing, or rather treading out the

grain, were continually going on. The wheat harvest,

here in the mountains, had not yet arrived ; but they were
threshing barley, 'Adas or lentiles, and also vetches, called

by the Arabs Kersenna, which are raised chiefly

had three animals, some four, and once I saw two young

cattle and a donkey driven round together. In several of

the floors they were now winnowing the grain, by tossing

it up against the wind with a fork. Here we needed no

guard around our tent. The owners of the crops came
every night and slept upon their threshing-floors ; and this

we found to be universal in all the regions of Gaza. We
were in the midst of scenes precisely like those of the

book of Ruth, where Boaz winnowed barley in his thresh-

ing-floor, and laid himself down at night to guard the heap

of corn.'

9. ' Spread therefore thy skirt over thine handmaid : for

thon art a near kinsman.'—She had already placed herself

under his covering, and we may understand that this re-

quest refers merely to his making this his own act, rather

than as describing two actions, particularly as it is pro-

bable that she lay with no other covering than his mantle.

The idea which this act involves is before alluded to in the

former chapter, where Boaz himself, after praising the de-

votedness and truth of Ruth's conduct, says :
' A full re-

ward be given thee of the Lord God of Israel, under whose

u-ings thou art come to trust.'

More definitely, Ruth, by desiring Boaz to spread his

skirt over her, declares herself entitled to that protection

which a wife receives from her husband, or, in other

words, desires him to make her his wife. It was in fact a

very prominent part of the marriage ceremony among the

Jews and other Oriental people. The prophet Ezekiel

indicates this :
—

' I spread my skirt over thee .... and

thou becamest mine ' (Ezek. xvi. 8). The custom is still

kept up by the modern Jews, though not perhaps in all the

countries through which they are dispersed. When the

bride and bridegroom stand before the priest, the latter

takes up the end of the bridegroom's robe, and places it

upon the bride's bead, with a distinct allusion to this an-

cient ceremony. A similar usage prevails among some

tribes of Arabs, with whom the ceremony constituting

marriage is that one of the relations of the bridegroom,

in the tent of the bride's father, throws over her head a

man's abba or cloak, saying as he does so, ' No one shall

cover thee but such a one,' mentioning the bridegroom's

name. She is then conducted to the tent of her husband.

Mr. Roberts mentions an analogous custom as existing

among the marriage ceremonies of the Hindoos. This

part of the ceremony often produces powerful emotions on

all present ; and the parents on both sides then give their

benedictions. Hence a common mode of expressing that a

man has married a particular woman is to say, ' He has

given her the koori,' that is, has spread over her the skirt

so called.

15. ' Bring the vail that thon hast upon (Ape.'—This veil

was probably such as are still used in general by the

women of Western Asia when they go abroad. It has

little resemblance to what the word ' veil' would suggest

to the English reader. It is in fact a large sheet, which

being thrown over the head descends to the heels, and

being gathered in front by the hand, completely envelopes

tlie whole person. These veils differ little except in

colour, texture, and the manner in which the face is con-

cealed. Ladies of distinction sometimes have them of

silk, and these are mostly red, with narrow white stripes;

but the poor women, and often others who are not poor,

have them blue, striped ^vith white ; but those wholly of

white are in most general use. These veils are always of

linen or cotton, except those of red silk ; and those used by

poor women are coarse and very strong—such as we may
suppose poor Ruth's veil to have been. In Syria the

women so hold their veils as to conceal all the face except

one eye, to which custom Solomon probably alludes iu—
' Thou hast ravished mine heart with one of thine eyes'

80
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:^^,

(Sol. Song, iv. 9). In Persia the women also conceal the

face, having only a bit of lace over the eyes, through

which they can see ; but the Turkish women cover the

whole face with a large veil of horsehair, which is very

transparent from within, but seems perfectly opaque from

without : the rest of their persons they cover wiih the

sheet. We mention these particulars as illustrative of the
veil as a large general envelope ; but it Joes not appear
that the Hebrew women of ordinary rank concealed their
faces so generally as is now done in the same country.
See the notes and cuts under Isa. iii.

CHAPTER IV.

1 Boaz cnlleth into jridyment the next kinsman. 6 He
refiiseth the redemption according to the manner in

Israel. 9 Boaz buyeth the inlieritance. 11 He
marrieth Ruth. 13 She heareth Oberl the grand-

father of David. 1 8 Uu: generation of Pharez.

Then went Boaz up to the gate, and sat him

down there: and, behold, the kinsman of

wliom Boaz spake came by ; unto whom ho

said, IIo, such a one ! turn aside, sit down

here. And he turned aside, and sat down.

2 And he took ten men of the elders of the

city, and said. Sit ye down here. And they

sat down.

3 And he said unto the kinsman, Naomi,

that is come again out »f the country of Moab,

selleth a jjarcel of land, which was our brother

Elimelech's :

4 And 'I thouglit to advertise thee, say-

ing, Buy it before the inhabitants, and before

the elders of my people. If thou wilt redeem

it, redeem it : but if thou wilt not redeem it,

1 Hch. / laid 1 wilt reveal in l/ir'ne car.

then tell me, that I may know : for there is

none to redeem it beside thee ; and I am
after thee. And he said, I will redeem it.

5 Then said Boaz, Wiiat day thou buyest

the field of the hand of Naomi, thou must buy
it also of Ruth the Moabitess, the wife of the

dead, to raise up the name of the dead upon
his inheritance.

6 11 And the kinsman said, I cannot re-

deem it for niyself, lest I mar mine own
inheritance : redeem thou my right to thy-

self; for I cannot redeem it.

7 'Now this icas the manner in former time

in Israel concerning redeeming and concern-

ing changing, for to confirm all things ; a
man plucked off his shoe, and gave it to his

neigiiiiour: and this rcas a testimony in

Israel.

8 Therefore the kinsman said unto Boaz,

Buy it for thee. So he drew off his shoe.

y *\\ And Boaz .'*aid unto the elders, and
unto all the peoi)le. Ye are witnesses this day,

that I have bought all that icas Elimelech's,

» Deiit. 25. 1, 9.
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and all that tras Cliiliou's and Mahlon's, of

the hand of Naomi.
10 Moreover Ruth the JNIoabitess, the

wife of Mahlon, have I purchased to be my
wife, to raise up the name of the dead upon
his inheritance, that the name of the dead be

not cut off from among his brethren, and from
the gate of his place : ye a>-e witnesses this

day.

11 And all the people that were in the

gate, and the elders, said, JVe are witnesses.

The Lord make the woman that is come into

thine house like Rachel and like Leah, which
two did build the house of Israel : and "do

thou worthily in Ephratah, and 'be famous in

Beth-lehem

:

12 And let thy house be like the house of

Pharez, whom 'Tamar bare unto Judali, of

the seed which the Lord shall give thee of

this young woman.
Vd II So Boaz took Ruth, and she was liis

wife : and when he went in imto her, the

Lord gave her conception, and she bare a

son.

14 And the women said unto Naomi,
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Blessed be the Lord, which hath not "left

thee this day without a 'kinsman, that his

name may be famous in Israel.

15 And he shall be unto thee a restorer of

thy life, and "a nourisher of "thine old age

:

for thy daughter in law, which loveth thee,

which is better to thee than seven sons, hath
born him.

16 And Naomi took the child, and laid it

in her bosom , and became nurse unto it.

17 And the women her neighbours gave
it a name, saying. There is a son born to

Naomi ; and they called his name Obed : he
is the father of Jesse, the father of David.

18 H Now these are the generations of

Pharez : '"Pharez begat Hezron,

19 And Hezron begat Ram, and Ram
begat Amminadab,

20 And Amminadab begat Nahshon, and
Nahshon begat "Salmon,

21 And Salmon begat Boaz, and Boaz
begat Obed,

22 And Obed begat Jesse, and Jesse

begat David.

Verse 4. ^ There is none to redeem it beside thee ; and lam
after thee.'—The law on which the usages described in tlie

early part ofthis chapter are based will be found inDeut. xxv.

There is indeed considerable difference in the details there

stated, and the practice here followed ; but there is a gene-
ral identity, which will render the same statement appli-

cable to the illustration of both passages. This law, cum-
nionly called the Levirate law, was, in substance, to the
eflect, that, if a brother died without children, his next
surviving brother, or, if he had no brother, his nearest
kinsman, was bound to marry the widow, to raise up
chiidren to the deceased ; that is to say, his firstborn sou
by this widow, was to be considered as the son of the de-

ceased : his name, as such, was to be inserted in the
genealogical registers; and he was to receive the estate

which in that character devolved upon him. This law did
not originate with Moses. It existed long before his time

;

for we find it fully and rigidly in force in the time of
Jacob (Gen. xxxviii.). It is therefore to be regarded as

one of those prevalent usages which the law of Moses sub-

jected to certain limitations and directions which did not

previously exist. For instance, we see by the earlier

examples that the surviving brother had no choice but to

marry the widow ; whereas the law of Moses did not abso-

lutely compel him to do so. If his dislike to the woman,
or to the duty which devolved upon him ; or if his being
already married, indisposing him to take another wife

—

were stronger considerations than his duty to his brother;

the law provided an alternative, easy in itself, although
attended with some degree of ignominy. The woman was
in public court to take off his shoe, spit in his face (or on
the ground before his face, we are not certain which), and
say, ' So shall it be done unto that man that will not build

up his brother's house
;

' and, probably, the fact of this

refiisal was stated in the genealogical registers, in con-
nection with his name ; which is probably what is meant
by, ' His name shall be called in Israel, The house of him

that hath his shoe loosed ' (see Deut. xxv.). Under other
circumstances (that is, if the deceased had left children of

his own) marriage with a brother's widow was strictly

forbidden (Lev. xviii. 16; xx. 21). Analogous usages
have prevailed among different nations, ancient and
modern, particularljf in Western Asia. The law is almost
literally the same in principle, among the Arabians, the

Druses of Lebanon, and the Circassians—not to mention
others. It existed in Scotland so late as tlie eleventh cen-
tury, according to Lord Hales. Among the Arabians,
indeed, the obligation is not indispensable upon the sur-

viving brother. He generally offers his hand to his

deceased brother's widow ; but custom does not obtiye

either party to make this match, nor can the brother pre-

vent the widow from marrying another man. ' It seldom
happens, however,' says Burckhardt, ' that he refi(ses ; for

by such an uuion the family property is kept together.'

The custom of marrying the brother's widow has long
been discontinued by the Jews themselves, like several

others no longer suited to the condition in which they are

now placed, as a dispersed people without inheritance.

Nothing therefore now remains among them of the original

institution, except the ceremony of releasing both parties

from a connection which is no longer permitted to be

formed (Buxtorf, Si/nag. c. 30; Allen's Modern Judaism,

p. 4.32).

7. ' Plucked off his shoe.'—In the law (Deut. xxv.) this

act is directed to be performed by the woman ; but here it

seems to be done by the man himself, who gives his shoe

to Boaz. In the former instance, the man refiising to per-

form his duty, without coming to any arrangement with

the next of km to act for him, his shoe was taken from
him with some ignominy ; but here, as he does not abso-

lutely refuse without caring for the result, but makes over

his right to Boaz, the ignominy is spared, and the m.itter

is treated as an amicable transfer of right. The use of the

shoe in this transaction is sufficiently intelligible—the
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taking off the shoe denoting the relinquishment of the

right and the dissolution of the obligation, in the one in-

stance, and its transfer in the other. The shoe is regarded

as constituting possession ; nor is this idea unknown to

ourselves, it being expressed in the homely proverbial ex-

pression by whicb one man is said * to stand in the shoes
'

of another. There are therefore two ways of considering

this act : one as dissolving a right, the otlier as giving that

right to another. In tlie former respect, the practice of

the modem Jews in dissolving such a claim, may be taken

as a fair illustration of the ancient practice. When the

form of dissolving the mutual claim in question is to be

cone through, three rabbles, with two witnesses, proceed,

after morning prayers at the synagogue, to a place fixed

the previous evening, attended by others of the congre-

gation as auditors and spectators. The parties are then

lalkd forward, and declare that they come to be released

from each other. The chief rabbi then interrogates the

man, and finding him determined not to marry the widow,
orders him to put on a shoe of black list, which is exclu-

sively used for this purpose. The woman then says :
' My

husband's brother refuseth to raise up his brother's name
in Israel ; he will not perform the duty of my husband's

brother.' Then the brother says :
' I like not to take her.'

The woman then unties the shoe, takes it off, and throws

it on the ground. This she does with the right hand

:

' but,' says old Purchas, ' if she want a right hand, it put-

teth the rabbines out of their wits to skan whether with

her teeth or how else it may be done.' Having thrown
down the shoe, she spits on the ground before him, saying,
' So shall it be done unto the man that will not build up
his brother's house : and his name shall be called in Israel,

The house of him that hath his shoe loosed.' The persons

present then exclaim three times :
' His shoe is loosed.' The

chief rabbi then declares the woman at liberty to marry any
other, and gives her a certificate to that effect. See Allen's

Modern JudaUm ; Hyam Isaacs' Ceremonies ; a.\xA Purchas
Ids Pih/rimaqe, p. 233. Isaacs' account differs somewhat
from that of Allen, chiefly as to the treatment of the shoe,

which, according to the former, is knitted in a peculiar

manner, and must be unravelled by the man.

Even at the present time, the use of the shoe as a token

of right or occupancy, may be traced very extensively in

the East; and however various and dissimilar the instances

may seem at first view, the leading idea may still be de-

tected in all. Thus, among the Bedouins, when a man
permits his cousin to marry another (see the note on Gen.
xxix. 19), or when a husband divorces his runaway wife,

he usually says, ' She was my slipper ; I have cast her off'

(Biirckhardt's ' Bedouins.' p. 65). Sir F. Henniker, in

speaking of the difficulty he had in persuading the natives

to descend into the crocodile mummy pits, in consequence

of some men having lost their lives there, says, ' Our
guides, as if preparing for certain death, took leave of

their children ; the father took the turban from his own
head and put it upon that of his son ; or put Mm in hi»

place by giving him his slioes—" a dead man's shoes."
'

This was an act of transfer : the father delegating to his

son that charge of the family, which he feared he was
about to leave destitute. Messrs. Tyerman and Bennett,

speaking of the termagants of Benares, say :
' If domestic

or another business calls off one of the combatants, before

the affair is duly settled, she coolly thrusts her shoe under

her basket, and leaves both on the spot to signify that she

is not satisfied.' What the woman meant, doubtless, was
to denote, by leaving her shoe, that she retained possession

of the ground and the argument during her unavoidable
absence. The shoe was the symbol of possession. In
Western Asia, slippers left at the door of an apartment
denote that the master or mistress is engaged—that other
persons are in possession of their attention ; and later

comers do not then think fit to intrude, unless specially

invited. Even a husband does not venture to enter his

wife's apartments while he sees the slippers of visiters at

her door. These may serve as specimens of numerous
instances which might be cited, in which the shoe is the
symbol of possession, or of delegation or transfer, which
are the ideas which seem to be conveyed by the Hebrew
use of the shoe, in the present and other instances. In
fact, this employment of the shoe may, in some respects, be
considered analogous to that which prevailed in the

middle ages, of giving a glove as a token of investiture

in bestowing lands and dignities ; whence, also, the taking
away of gloves was, at least in some cases, a ceremony of
degradation or deprivation.

It is a fact that the Targum in the place of 'shoe,'

actually has 'right hand glove' in this place. We cannot

admit this to be a right interpretation ; but gloves were
certainly in use much more anciently than is commonly
supposed. They appear, although rarely, in Egyptian
sculptures, and not as worn by Egj'ptians, but seemingly by
the people of a colder Asiatic climate than cither Egypt
or Syria (see Wilkinson, i. 377). The gloves are long

8. ' Shoe.'—The same Hebrew word OV\ """l) denotes

both a sandal and a shoe ; more generally, doubtless, the

former than the latter, although always rendered ' shoe

'

in our version of the Old Testament, in which the word
' sandal ' does not once occur. It must, indeed, generally

be left to the context to determine which is intended ; and
this the context does not often enable us to say. It is very

likely, however, that shoes, properly so called, were in

use before this time, for it is probable that we are to un-

derstand, from the mention of 'rams' skins dyed red,' in

the books of Moses (see the note on Exod. xxv. 5), that

the Hebrews had the art of preparing and colouring

leather. If so, shoes were probably confined to the more
comfortable classes of the people ; for not only were san-

dals of the earliest date, but, so far as a covering for the

feet was employed at all, continued in general use for ages

after the invention of shoes. Indeed, down to the present

time, shoes have by no means superseded sandals in the

East.—When men first thought of some contrivance to

defend their feet from being cut by sharp stones, or in-

jured by cold, or scorched by the hot sand, they fastened to

the bottom of their feet soles of bark, wood, raw hide, and,

ultimately, of tanned leather, by means of straps or thongs

variously disposed—but most generally by two, one of

which was joined to the sole at the heel or hollow of the

foot, and after passing round the ancle, had fastened to it

another which passed between the great and the second

toe (see the note on Gen. xiv. 23). With some varia-

tion, this is the general form of the simpler kind of sandals

in different nations ancient and modern ; and it is well

illustrated by the third and fourth figures of Egjptian

sandals in the first of our present cuts. The latter, how-

ever, is prolonged in a sharp, peaked point much beyond

the toes, as is at present the case in a large proportion oJ
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modem Oriental shoes and sandals. The preceding figures
|

of the same cut also deserve attention. They are such as

appear on a large sitting figure now in the British Museum.
' They seem fastened by a strap passing between the great

toe and its neighbour, and attached to an upper part, per- i

haps of wood, which crosses the instep and descends to the
j

sole of the sandal on each side. The sole of the sandal
{

and the wooden part which crosses the instep are evidently

one piece, in this instance ' (Long's Eyiiplian Antiquities,

ii. 16). Among the same people the sandals of the

priests were, according to Herodotus, made of papyrus.

There is a figure in the British Museum which appears to

have sandals of this sort, and which is thus mentioned in

the work just cited :—These sandals ' must be considered

as made of a flexible material, for they are represented

bending exactly as the sole of the foot is bent at the toes,

owing to the kneeling attitude of the figure. The bottom
|

of the sole is also marked with transverse lines, showing 1

that it is composed of separate small parts, the whole of
j

which are kept together by a rim of similar strips, running
all round and forming the margin of the sole. It is

in fact a shoe of papyrus, or some other flexible ma-
I

terial' (see fig. a in the following cut). With the exam-
ples of Egyptian sandals in the first engraving, and those

which will be found in the second, the following observa-

tions of Sir J. G. Wilkinson may be usefully connected.
' The (Egyptian) sandals varied slightly in form ; (hose

worn by the upper classes, and by women, were usually

pointed and turned up at the end, like our skates, and
many Eastern slippers of the present day. Some had a

sharp flat point, others were nearly round. They were
made of a sort of woven or interlaced work, of palm leaves
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and papyrus stalks, or other similar materials ; sometimes
of leather ; and were frequently lined within with cloth,
on which the figure of a captive was painted ; that hu-
miliating position being considered suited to the enemies
of their country, whom they hated and despised.' These
facts are of particular importance on account of the prox-
imity of the Hebrews to, and their connection with, the
Egyptians, and from the exhibition which they ofkv of an
early and simple form of the sandal.
The progressive history of the sandal will be better illus-

trated by our cuts than by written explanation. From
these, it will be seen that it ultimately became an elaborate
and ornamental article, with a more complete sole, bound
to the foot and leg with lacings in multiplied convolutions,
and sometimes decorated with costly ornaments of various
kinds. Attention to the sandals became a foppery in the
end ; and we see that Philopcemen, in recommending sol-

diers to give more attention to their warlike accoutrements
than to their common dress, advises them to be less nice
about their shoes and sandals, and more careful in ob-
serving that their greaves were kept bright and fitted well
to their legs (Polybius, xi.). The Jewish ladies seem to
have been very particular about their sandals, if we may
judge from what is said of the bride in Sol. Song, vii. 1 :—
' How beautiful are thy feet with sandals, O prince's
daughter!' and in the instance of Judith, in the Apocrypha,
we observe that it was not so much the general splendour
of her attire—her rich bracelets, rings, and necklaces—that
attracted most strongly the attention of the fierce Holo-
femes; but it was 'her sandals' that ' ravished his eyes

'

(Jud. xvi. 9).

Some of the customs connected equally with sandals and
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shoes we have formerly noticed ; such as that frequent
washing of the feet which they rendered necessary, and
the custom of taking them otf on entering a sacred place,

or even a house. We need therefore only further mention,
that to loose or unbind the sandals was usually the business
of the lowest servants. Disciples, however, performed this

duty for their teachers ; but the rabbins advised them not
to do it before strangers, lest they should be mistaken for

servants. It was also the business of an inferior servant
not only to loose, but to carry his master's sandals or shoes,
when not immediately in use ; wlience the proverbial e.x-

pressions of John the Baptist, in speaking of Christ—
' Whose shoes I am not worthy to bear' (Mat. iii. U) ;—
' The latchet of whose shoes I am not worthy to stoop
down and unloose ' (Mark i. 7).

The Talmudists have some instructive remarks on the
sandal, which we the rather cite here, as, being intended
to mark the distinction between it and the shoe, it serves
well to connect with the preceding observations the few
further remarks which we have to offer on shoes, properly
so called. ' Shoes were of more delicate use, sandals were
more ordinary and fitter for service ; a shoe was of softer

leather, a sandal of harder. There were sandals also whose
sole or lower part was of wood, the upper of leather, and
these were fastened together with nails. Some sandals
were made of rushes, or of the bark of palm-trees, and they
were open both ways, so that one might put in his foot

either before or behind. Those of a violet or purple colour
were most valued, and worn by persons of the first quality

and distinction.'

A shoe is a covered sandal ; and the idea of attaching a
covering to the sole, so as to obtain a more complete pro-
tection for the foot, was too obvious to be delayed for any
considerable length of time. Indeed, at the present day,
the shoes generally used in the East remain something
between a complete shoe and a sandal, or, as we may say,

slippers. Many of them have no quarters, and scarcely
do more than cover the toes ; yet the natives walk in them
with extreme ease, and almost never let them slip from the
feet. The common shoe in Turkey and Arabia is like our
slipper with quarters, except that it has a sharp and pro-

longed toe turned up. No shoes in Western Asia have
' ears,' and they are generally of coloured leather^red or
yellow morocco in Turkey and Arabia, and green shagreen
in Persia. In the latter country the shoe or slipper in

most general use (having no quarters) has a very high heel

;

but, with this exception, the heels in these countries are

generally flat. No shoes, or even boots, have more than a
single sole (like what we call ' pumps '), which in wet
weather generally imbibes the water freely. When the

shoe without quarters is used, an inner slipper, with quar-

ters, but without a sole, is worn inside, and the outer one
alone is thrown off ou entering a house. But in Persia,

instead of this inner slipper of leather, a worsted sock is

used. Those shoes that have quarters are usually worn
without any inner covering for the foot. The peasantry
and the nomade tribes usually go barefoot, or wear a rude
sandal or shoe, of their own manufacture : those who pos-

sess a pair of red leather or other shoes seldom wear them
except on holiday occasions, so that they last a long time,

if not so long as among the Maltese, with whom a pair of
shoes endures for several generations, being, even on holiday
occasions, more frequently carried in the hand than worn
on the feet. The boots are generally of the same construc-

tion and material as the shoes ; and the general form may
he compared to that of the buskin, the height varying
from the mid-leg to near tlie knee. They are of capacious
breadth, except among the Persians, whose boots generally

fit closer to the leg, and are mostly of a sort of Russia

leather, uncoloured ; whereas those of other nations are,

like the slippers, of red or yellow morocco. There is also

a boot or shoe for walking in frosty weather, which differs

from the conmion one only in having, under the heel, iron

tips, which, being partly bent vertically with a jagged edge,

give a hold on the ice which prevents slipping. These arc

particularly useful in ascending or descending the frozen

mountain patlis. The sandal with the sole armed with
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iron points, represented in our last cut, had doubtless the
same use. The shoes of the Oriental ladies are sometimes
highly ornamental ; the covering part being wrought with
gold, silver, and silk, and perhaps set with jewels, real or
imitated. The observations therefore made above, in re-

ference to the sandals of the bride in Solomon's Song, and
of Judith, may be equally applicable to shoes : and indeed
it is not certain whether shoes or sandals are in these in-

stances intended. We have thus spoken first of modern
Oriental shoes, because we apprehend that they belong to

a class of subjects best illustrated by the existing usages of
the East. We have spoken from personal observation on
this point.

The shoes of the ancient Romans were chiefly of crude
untanned leather. Ultimately shoes of tanned leather, of
such forms as our cuts exhibit, were usually worn out of
doors by persons in good circumstances ; but in-doors they
continued to wear sandals. Wooden shoes were generally
worn by poor people, slaves, and peasants ; but sometimes
rude sandals, or shoes of raw leather. None but those who
had served the office of Edile were allowed to wear shoes
dressed with alum and of a red colour, which we may
therefore infer to have been a favourite colour for shoes,

as it appears to have been among the Hebrews, and as it is

now in Western Asia. The Roman senators wore shoes or

buskins of a black colour, with a crescent of gold or silver

on the top of the foot. Women also appear to have used

Emperor Aurelian forbade

men to wear red, yellow, white, or green shoes, allowing

them to women only ; and Heliogabalus forbade women to

wear gold and precious stones in their shoes ; and this, with

what we have said of modern shoes, helps us to understand

in what the splendour of the Hebrew women's shoes con-

sisted. Calmet finds boots of metal in the Scripture and
in Homer ; but we imagine that greaves only are intended

in the passages to which he alludes. What Vegetius says

about the Roman soldiers having iron shoes, probably
means that the soles were plated, shod, or nailed with iron.

This they certainly were. The nails had sometimes their

points outward, probably, as already intimated, to serve as

snow or frost shoes, and also to assist in scaling walls in

the attack of fortified places. Luxury, however, found its

way even to the nails of shoes ; for we are told that in the

army of Antiochus most of the soldiers had golden nails

under their shoes.

We have not mentioned Egyptian shoes, because we are

not aware that anything that can properly be called a

shoe occurs in Egyptian paintings and sculptures ; and the

sandals we have already noticed. Wilkinson, indeed, gives

a representation of a sandal of interwoven materials, with

low sides, like a shoe or slipper. It is clear, however, that

the Egyptians had the art of tanning and dressing leather.

This would be alone probable from our finding that art

among the Hebrews immediately after they left Egypt

;

and that the Egyptians made shoes with leather at some
period or other is testified by Belzoni, who says :—

' They
had the art of tanning leather, with which they made shoes

as well as we do, some of which 1 found of various shapes.

They had also the art of staining the leather with various

colours, as we do morocco, and actually knew the mode of

embossing on it, for I found leather with figures impressed

on it, quite elevated. I think it must have been done with

a hot iron while the leather was damp ' { h'esearches and
Operations, ii. 271, Svo. edit.). This is important ; because

it is fair to infer that the Hebrews were not ignorant of

what was known to their neighbours. The sandals or shoes

which the Hebrews wore when they left Egypt were

doubtless of Egyptian manufacture, and probably long

contiimed to afford the model of those which they after-

wards used. It is not however necessary to suppose that

the art of preparing leather and of forming shoes had at

that early time arrived at such perfection as is described

by Belzoni. This conclusion we find confirmed by Wilkin-

son, who believes the shoes or low boots which have been

found in Egypt to be of comparatively late date, and to

have belonged to Greeks ; for since no persons are repre-
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seiited in the paintings wearing them, except foreigners,

we may conclude they were not adopted by the Egyptians,

at least in a Pharaonic age. They were of leather, as de-

scribed by Belzoni, generally of a green colour, laced iu

front by thongs, which passed through small loops on either

side ; and were principally used, as in Greece and Etruria,

by women. This statement is, however, still interesting,

since the comparatively late time of the Greek domination
in Egypt belongs to a period which the Scripture history

embraces. It is also, as we have seen, allowed by Wilkin-
son, that the sandals of the very early Egyptians were
sometimes of leather.

In the absence of very definite information concerning

the shoes and sandals of the Hebrews, the statements we
have given concerning those of the modern occupants of

Western Asia, and of ancient nations with which the

Hebrews were at different times acquainted, will furnish
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the best assistance which can now be obtained for the elu-

cidation of the various passages of the Old and New Testa-
ment in which the equipment of the feet is mentioned.

2\. ^Salmon begat BoaZj etc.—In the genealogy of our
Saviour contained in the first chapter of St. Matthew, Boaz
is described (t;. 5) as the son of Salmon by Rahab. Now
if this Rahab were, as is usually supposed, Rahab the harlot,

who protected the spies at Jericho, it is not easy to conceive
that only three persons—Boaz, Obed, and Jesse—should
have intervened between her and David, a period of
at least 400 years. Usher's solution, that the ancestors of
David were probably blessed with extraordinary longevity,
is not altogether satisfactory. It seems more probable
that the sacred writers have mentioned in the genealogy
only such names as were distinguished and known among
the Jews, according to the practice of abbreviated regis-

tration which has been fully described under Genesis.

GiiErlAN AND Roman SANnALi.



TIIK FIRST BOOK

OF

SAMUEL,
OTHERWISE CALLED

THE FIRST LOOK OF THE KINGS.

The two books wliioli bear tlie name of Snninel anoiently made but one book among the Jews, whicli

was by them called the Book of Samuel (''^I'^pi.QD) : and this circumstance gave more propriety to

the title than it exhibits since the book has been divided into two ; for the portion of the whole which
now forms the second book, and which carries the Hebrew history throug-h a period which did not

commence till after the death of Samuel, could not possibly have been written by him. Whatever
impropriety therefore is found in the application of Samuel's name to these books, arises from the

division into two, for as one it might very properly be called after Samuel, not only from the great

figure whicii he makes in the first portion of it, but because that portion may very probably have
been written by him. But although the book bears this title in tlie earliest Hebrew copies with

which we are acquainted, it is a matter of some doubt whether it was so called at the earliest period
;

for it would seem that the Seventy read a different title in their copies, calling it, as well as the two
succeeding books, the Book of Kings, or rather of Kingdoms {flaaikdm'), which is a very proper

title, seeing that the book (taken as one) relates in much detail the institution of the monarchy and

the reigns of the first two of the kings. This has been imitated in the Vulgate, which calls the

two books of Samuel the first and second book of Kings ; and this is also preserved in the second

title of our version, ' otherwise called the first' and the 'second book of Kings.' The Syriac version

names this book ' the book of Samuel the Prophet ;' the Arabic, ' the book of Samuel the Prophet,

which is the first book of Kings.'

It is the belief of the Jews that the twenty-four first chapters of the book (the two taken as one)

were written by Samuel himself, and that the remainder was supplied by the prophets Nathan and

Gad. This notion is founded on the passage in the first book of Chronicles (xxix. 29), ' Now the

acts of David the king, first and last, behold they are written in the book of Samuel the seer, and in

the bonk of Nathan the prophet, and in the book of Gad the seer ;' and this really does seem as

conclusive evidence of authorship as can be fomid in Scripture. I'irsf, we have the acts of David,
' first and last,' in the books before us ; and then we are told by an independent authority, that the

books containing these acts were written by Samuel, Nathan, and Gad, who were successively con-

temporary with the events which they relate : and this of course implies, that the portion of this

history with which Samuel was contemporary (being the first twenty-four chapters) was written by

him. No extent of inquiry can bring us to any more satisfactory conclusion than is thus obtained.

It will in any case appear that the two books of Samuel were composed befi)re those of Kings and

Chronicles ; for in these many circumstances are manifestly taken and repeated from the books of

Samuel. "We may therefore assent to the general opinion that Samuel was the author of the greater

part of the first of the books whicli bear his name ; which was probably composed by him towards the

liillcr end of his life. There appear to be no allusions to monuments, etc., which are not consistent

\\\\\\ this hypothesis, although some have been led by them to conceive tliat the book was prepared in a

later age (by Jeremiah or Ezra), from contemporary documents or from oral traditions. The questions

of authorship, of exact date, and of the mode of formation, are however of little consequence in them-

.'iclves, though they may gratify our curiosity— the authority of the book never having been disputed,

and that being the same, if we regard it as an inspired book, in whatever age or by whatever person

composed. But the internal evidence seems to us entirely in favour of the contemporary authorship.

The narrative is full of natural touches and incidental allusions, whicli indicate that the writer wa.';
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personally cognizant of much that he relates ; nor is it likely tliat a writer in a later age would give

so mucli prominence to the history of David, while the annals of subsequent kings are so scantily

recorded.

If, therefore, it were even disputed that the work was a contemporary production, in the state in

wiiich it has descended to us, it would still be allowed that it had been reduced to its present shape

IVom contemporary materials, which Samuel, Gad, and Nathan are more likely than any other persons

of their time to have provided. Besides, a history, manifestly complete in itself, and wliich comes

down to the very verge of David's death without including that event, affords a manifest sign of

having been substantially written while that monarch still lived.

The books, as they stand, are among the most popularly interesting in Scripture. They are so

rich in lively pictures of character, and descriptions, tliat in this respect they deviate from exact

history, and sometimes become biographical. They also abound in little natural touches, which

constitute one of the chief beauties of the narrative. As the principal of these beaiitiful narrative

pieces of the two hooks, we may indicate the vision of Samuel, in 1 Sam. iii. ; the deatli of Eli, in

1 Sam. iv. 13-22; the anointing of Saul, in 1 Sam. x. ; and that of David, in xvi. ; and the grief of

David for the death of Absalom, in 2 Sam. xviii. 29-33. Not less striking are tlie various discourses

and addresses vvhich are interspered in the course of the history—such as tlie address of Samuel to

the people res[iecting their demand for a king, and in vindication of his own character, as given in

1 Sam. xii. ; tliat of Abigail to David, to dissuade him from wreaking his threatened vengeance upon

the liouse of Nabal,in 1 Sam. xxv. 24-31 ; that whereby Nathan made David sensible of the enor-

mity of his crime in the matter of Uriah and Batlisheba, in 2 Sam. xii. 1-12 ; that of the woman of

Tekoah to David, to induce him to recall Absalom, in 2 Sam. xiv. 4-17 ; that whereby Husliai in-

duced the council of war to reject the advice of Ahithophel, in 2 Sam. xvii. 7-13; and, finally, the

impressive words in which tlie aged Barzillai declined the proffered favours of the king, in 2 Sam.

xix. 34-37. There are, also, poetical pieces, winch, of their different kinds, are among the most

remarkable specimens of Hebrew poesy ; namely, the very beautiful song of Hannah, the mother of

Samuel, in 1 Sara. ii. ; the tender and affecting elegy of David upon the death of Saul and Jonathan,

in 2 Sam. i. 19-27; his short but characteristic and striking elegy upon the death of Abner, in

2 Sam. iii. 33-34; and the poem called ' tlie last words of David,' in 2 Sam. xxiii. which is remark-

able not less for the sentiments which it embodies, than for the felicitous images in which it

abounds.

The authenticity of the books is open to the full measure of the proof usually adduced. Portions

of them are quoted in the New Testament, as 1 Sam. xiii. 14, in Acts xiii. 22; 2 Sam. vii. 14,

in Heb. i. 5. References to them occur in other parts of Scripture, especially the Psalms, to which

they often afford very interesting historical illustration. Much stress has been laid upon the alleged

contradiction which the books contain ; these have been considered in the notes, which will, we trust,

shew that none of them are incapable of satisfactory explanation.

Tiie books of Samuel contain the history of Samuel's administration as judge, and of the regal

government introduced by his mediation, and established in the house of David. This history

divides itself naturally into three parts;— 1. The history of Samuel's administration as prophet and

judge, 1 Sam. i.-xii. 2. The history of Saul's government, and of the early history of David,

prospectively anointed king, 1 Sam. xii.-xxxi. 3. The history of David's government, with which the

second book is wholly occupied.

The history of the two books covers a space of about 120 years, reckoning from the birth of

Samuel to near the end of David's reign : of tiiis the first book occupies eighty years, or from the

birth of Sanmel to the death of Saul.

There are above a hundred treatises on different portions of the two books of Samuel. The
following are the separate commentaries on them, or on the group of historical books in which they

are included:—Strigelii, Comment, in quatuor Libr. Reg. et ParaUpp., 1591 ; Ferrarii Comm. in

Libr. JosucE, Jud., Ruth, Reg. et ParaUpp., 1609 ; Willet, An Exposition upon the First and Second

Books of Samuel, 1614; Bmsii, A/motatt. in Locos diffic. Jos., Jud., et Sam., 1618; Sa.nct\i in guat.

Libr. Reg. et ParaUpp. Comtnent., 1625 ; Bonfrere, Comment, in Libr. quat. Reg. et ParaUpp., 1643;

Guild, the Tlirone of David, or an Exposition of the Second Book of Samicel, 1659 ; Osiander,

Comment, in i et ii Sam., 1687 ; Schmidt, in Libr. Sam. Comment., 1697 ; Hensler, Erliiuterungen

des 1 Buck Sartmds, 1795. [Die Bikher Samitxls erllart, von Otto Thcnius, Leipzig, 1842; part of the

Kurxgefasstcs Handhuch mentioned in the Introduction to Judges, q. ».]
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CHAPTER I.

1 ElkanaU a Levtte, havinc; two wives, worshippeth

yearly at S/iiloh. 4 He clierisheth Hannah, though

barren, and provoked by Peninnah. 9 Hannah in

griefprayeth for a child. 12 Elifirst rebuking her

,

afterwards blesseth her. 19 Hannah having bom
Samuel, slai/elh at home till he be weaned. 24 She
presenteth him, according to her vow, to the LORD.

OW there

was a cer-

^ tain man
ix\ of Rama-

thaim - zo-

phim, of

I

, ^,j mount

'/-f\^ Ephraim,
'
'^ and his

\j
I

, name u-as

,^:'lj Elkanah,
'

'V^)^ the son of

Jeroham,
tlie son of

Elihu, the

bon of To-
Jm, the son

of Zuph,
an Epiira-

! thite

:

2 And
he had two

wives ; the

name of the one was Hannah, and the name
of the other Peninnah : and Peninnah had

children, hut Hannah had no children.

3 And this man went up out of his city

' 'yearly to worship and to sacrifice unto the

EoRD of hosts in Shiloh. And the two sons

of Eli, Hophni and Phinehas, the priests of

the Lord, icere there.

4 IT And when the time was that Elkanah

offered, he gave to Peninnah his wife, and to

all her sons and her daughters, portions

:

5 But unto Hannah he gave "a worthy por-

tion ; for he loved Hannah : but the Lord
had shut up her womb.

6 And her adversary also 'provoked her

sore, for to make her fret, because the Lord
had shut up her womb.

7 And as he did so year by year, ' 'when

she went up to the house of the Lord, so she

|irovoked her ; therefore she wept, and did

not eat.

8 Then said Elkanah her husband to her,

Hannah, why weepest thou ? and why eatest

thou not ? and why is thy heart grieved ? am
not I better to thee than ten sons ?

9 IT So Hannah rose up after they had
eaten in Shiloh, and after they had drunk.

Now Eli the priest sat upon a seat by a post

of the temple of the Lord.
10 And she icas 'in bitterness of soul, and

prayed unto the Lord, and wept sore.

11 And she vowed a vow, and said, O
Lord of hosts, if thou wilt indeed look on the

affliction of thine handmaid, and remember
me, and not forget thine handmaid, but wilt

give unto thine handmaid 'a man child, then

I will give him unto the Lord all the days of

his life, and "there shall no razor come upon
his head.

12 IT And it came to pass, as she '"continued

praying before the Lord, that Eli marked
her mouth.

13 Now Hannah, she spake in her heart;

only her lips moved, but her voice was not

heard: therefore Eli thought she had been

drunken.

14 And Eli said unto her. How long wilt

thou be drunken ? put away thy wine from thee.

15 And Hannah answered and said. No,

my lord, 1 am a. woman "of a sorrowful

spirit : I have drunk neither wine nor strong

drink, but have poured out my soul before

the Lord.
16 Count not thine handmaid for a

daughter of Belial : for out of the abundance

of my ""complaint and grief have I spoken

hitherto.

17 Then Eli answered and said. Go in

peace : and the God of Israel grant thee thy

petition that thou hast asked of him.

18 And she said. Let thine handmaid find

grace in thy sight. So the woman went her

way, and did eat, and her countenance was no

more sad.

19 H And they rose up in the morning

early, and worshipped before the Lord, and

returned, and came to their house to Raniah :

and Elkanah knew Hannah his wife ; and the

Lord remembered her.

20 AVherefore it came to pass, "when the

time was come about after Hannah had con-

ceived, that she bare a son, and called his

name "Samuel, saying. Because I have asked

him of tlie Lord.
21 And the man Elkanah, and all his

house, went up to offer unto the Lord the

yearly sacrifice, and his vow.

* lieh.Jroin Iter f/oin/j i

n ileb. ftayd of spi

'frnmiimrlitt I. angered
JuJg. 13.

Or, from Ik

[Icb. multiplied to pray.
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22 But Hannah went not up ; for she said

unto her husband, / loill not <jo vp until the

child be weaned, and then I will bring him,

that he may appear before the Lord, and
there abide for ever.

23 And Elkanah her husband said unto

her. Do what seemeth thee good ; tarry

until thou have weaned him ; only the

LoKD establish his word. So the woman
abode, and gave her son suck until she weaned
him.

24 IT And when she had weaned him, she

took him up with her, with three bullocks,

and one ephah of flour, and a bottle of wine,

15 Or, relumed him, wham I /mve obtained by petition, to the LORD.

and brought him unto the house of the Lord
in Sliiloh : and the child teas young.

25 And they slew a bullock, and brought
the child to Eli.

26 And she said, O my lord, as thy soul

liveth, my lord, I am the woman that stood

by thee here, praying unto the Lord.
27 For this child I prayed ; and the Lord

hath given me my petition which I asked of

him:
28 Therefore also I have '"'lent him to the

Lord; as long as he liveth "he shall be lent

to the Lord. And he worshipped the Lord
there.

' Or, he whom I Aayi lined by petit

Verse I. ' Raviathaim-Zophim'— It appears from v. 9
and ii. 11, that this is the full name of the place more
usually known as Ramah ; and the comparison of these

texts with vii. 17 and with viii. 4, xv. 34, xvi. 13, 19,

xviii. 19, 22, 23, xxv. 1, xxviii. 3, will leave little ques-

tion that this was the same Ramah which afterwards be-

came the ordinary residence of Samuel, and where he died
and was buried. The position of this Ramah was early

lost sight of by tradition, and in later times it has been
confounded with the Ramah of Benjamin, from which it

is obviously distinct. Many other conjectures have been
offered, but as no satisfactory evidence has been produced
in behalf of any one of them, it is not necessary here to

discuss their respective claims ; and we must be content to

regard the site of Samuel's Ramah as still unascertained.

See the note on ix. .5.

U. ' There shall no razor qome upon his head.'—This
was vowing to make him a Nazarite. See the note on
Num. vi. 2. Samuel, as a Levite, was bound to the ser-

vice of the tabernacle by the mere circumstance of birth :

the effect of the vow therefore was only to make his ser-

vice begin at an earlier age than usual, and to subject him
to the restrictions of Nazariteship.

20. * Called his name Samuel.'—This name, of Samuel,
is a specimen of a large class of Scripture names— of a
compound class, one part being the name of the Deity, or,

among idolatrous nations, the name of an idol. Samuel
means heard of God: and as other specimens, representing
the whole of this class of names, the following may be
indicated:

—

Adoni-jah, God is Lord; Jo-sedech, God
is just; Eth-baal, a Canaanitish name, the latter part

compounded of the name of the idol Baal ; Belshazzak,
Bel (a Babylonish deity) is ruler, or king ; etc. etc. See
the note on 1 Kings xvi. 31.

24. ' Three bullocks.'—The Septuagint and Oriental ver-

sions have, 'a bullock of three years old,' which is pro-

bably right, as one only is mentioned in the next verse.

CHAPTER II.

1 Hannah's song in thankfulness. \2 The sin of Eli'

s

sons. 18 Samuel's ministry. 20 By Eli's blessing

Hannah is morefruilful. 22 Eli reproveth his sons.

27 A prophecy against Eli's house.

And Hannah prayed, and said, My heart re-

joiceth in the Lord, mine horn is exalted

in the Lord ; my mouth is enlarged over

mine enemies ; because I rejoice in thy salva-

tion.

2 There is none holy as the Lord : for

there is none beside thee : neither is there any
rock like our God.

3 Talk no more so exceeding proudly ; let

not 'arrogancy come out of your mouth : for

the Lord is a God of knowledge, and by him
actions are weighed.

4 The bows of the mighty men are broken,
and they that stumbled are girded with
strength.

5 Theij that iccre full have hired out them-

' Heh. hard. 8 Dent. 32. 39. Tob. 13. 2. Wisd.

selves for bread ; and they that were hungiy

ceased : so that the barren hath born seven
;

and she that hath many children is waxed
feeble.

6 "The Lord killeth, and maketh alive

:

he bringeth down to the grave, and bringeth

up.

7 The Lord maketh poor, and maketh

rich : he bringeth low, and lifteth up.

8 He 'raiseth up the poor out of the dust,

and lifteth up the beggar from the dunghill,

to set them among princes, and to make them

inherit the throne of glory : for the pillars of

the earth are the Lord's, and he hath set the

world upon them.

9 He will keep the feet of his saints, and

the wicked shall be silent in darkness ; for by

strength shall no man prevail.

10 The adversaries of the Lord shall be

broken to pieces ; *out of heaven shall he

thunder upon them : the Lord shall judge

the ends of the earth; and he shall give
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strength unto his king, and exalt the horn of

his anointed.

11 And Elkanah went to Ramah to his

house. And tlie cliild did minister unto tlie

Lord before Eli the priest.

12 H Now the sons of Eli iccre sons of

Belial ; they knew not the Lord.
13 And the priest's custom with the people

luas, that, when any man offered sacrifice, the

priest's servant came, while the flesh was in

seething, with a fleshhook of three teeth in his

hand;
14 And he struck it into the pan, or kettle,

or caldron, or pot ; all that the fleshhook

brought up the priest took for himself. So
they did in Shiloh unto all the Israelites that

came thither.

15 Also before they burnt the fat, the

priest's servant came, and said to the man
that sacrificed, Give flesh to roast for the

priest ; for he will not have sodden flesh of

thee, but raw.

16 And if any man said unto him. Let
them not fail to bui-n the fat "'presently, and
then take as much as thy soul desireth ; then

he would answer him, Nay ; but thou shalt

give it me now : and if not, I will take it by

force.

17 Wherefore the sin of the young men
was very great before tiie Lord : for men
abhorred the offering of the Lord.

IS fl But Samuel ministered before the

Lord, being a child, 'girded with a linen

ephod.

19 Moreover his mother made him a little

coat, and brought it to him from year to year,

when she came up with her husband to offer

the yearly sacrifice.

20 If And Eli blessed Elkanah and his

wife, and said, The Lord give thee seed of

this woman for the 'loan which is lent to

the Lord. And they went unto their own
home.

21 And the Lord visited Hannah, so that

she conceived, and bare three sons and two
daughters. And the child Samuel grew be-

fore the Lord.
22 If Now Eli was very old, and heard

all that his sons did unto all Israel ; and
how they lay with the women that "assem-

bled at the door of the tabernacle of the con-
gregation.

23 And he said unto them. Why do ye

such things ? for "1 hear of your evil dealings

by all this people.

bWcXt.ai nniht; (Iny. « I'xod. 2ft. -1. 7 Or, ;)f(i

UEL. [B.C. 1165.

24 Nay, my sons ; for it is no good report

that I hear: ye make the Lord's people '"to

transgress.

25 If one man sin against another, the

judge shall judge him : but if a man sin

against the Lord, who shall intreat for him ?

Notwithstanding they hearkened not unto the

voice of their father, because the Lord would
slay them.

26 And the child Samuel grew on, and
was in favour both with the Lord, and also

with men.
27 If And there came a man of God unto

Eli, and said unto him. Thus saith the Lord,
Did I plainly appear unto the house of thy

father, when they were in Egypt in Pharaoh's
house ?

28 And did I choose him out of all the

tribes of Israel to be my priest, to offer upon
mine altar, to burn incense, to wear an ephod
before me ? and ' 'did I give unto the house of

thy father all the offerings made by fire of the

children of Israel ?

29 Wherefore kick ye at my sacrifice and
at mine offering, which I have commanded in

my habitation ; and honourest thy sons above

me, to make yourselves fat with the chiefest

of all the offerings of Israel my people ?

30 Wherefore the Lord God of Israel

saith, I said indeed that thy house, and the

house of thy father, should walk before nie

for ever : but now the Lord saith, Be it far

from me ; for them that honour me I will

honour, and they that despise me shall be

lightly esteemed.

31 Behold, the days come, that I will cut

off thine arm, and the arm of thy father's

house, that there shall not be an old man in

thine house.

32 And thou shalt see '*an enemy in mi/

habitation, in all the wealth which God shall

give Israel : and there shall not be an old

man in thine house for ever.

33 And the man of thine, rrhom I shall not

cut off from mine altar, shall be to consume

thine eyes, and to grieve thine heart : and all

the increase of thine house shall die '''in the

flower of their age.

31 And this shall be a sign unto thee, that

shall come upon thy two sons, on Ilophni and

Phinehas ; in one day they shall die both of

them.

35 And I will raise me up a faithful priest,

that shall do according to that which is in

mine heart and in my mind : and I will build

•hich she ashed, &c. o Ucb. assemblrd 6y troops. » Or, / hear evil Kords ti/i/ou.

tlie affliction o/l/ic tahcrnaclc,/ur all the wealth which Ood uould hace given Israel.
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him a sure house ; and he shall walk before

mine Anointed for ever.

36 And it shall come to pass, that every

one that is left in thine house shall come and

QEL. [B.C. 11G5.

crouch to him for a piece of silver and a

morsel of bread, and shall say, "Put me, I

pray thee, into ' 'one of the priests' offices, that

I may eat a piece of bread.

15 Or somewhat about the priesthood.

Verse 1 . ' Mine hont is exalted.'—This expression often

occurs in the Bible ; and doubtless the reference, here and
in other such passages, is to the horn as a general symbol
of power and glory, as being the chief instrument of

strength and defence to the animals which possess it. It

is however remarkable that, whether this were formerly

the case or not, some of the women in Syria do wear a sort

of horn upon their heads. This is particularly the case

among the Druses of Lebanon, speaking of whom Dr.

Macmichael observes, 'One of the most extraordinary

parts of the attire of their females is a silver horn, some-

times studded with jewels, worn on the head in various

positions, distinguishing their different conditions. A
married woman has it affixed to the right side of tlie head,

a widow on the left, and a virgin is pointed out by its

being placed on the very crown ; over this silver projec-

tion the long veil is thrown, with which they so com-
pletely conceal their faces, as rarely to have more than one

eye visible ' (Jo«rHcy, p. 251). Colonel Light gives a

similar description, and adds that the horn is a tin or

silver conical tube, about twelve inches long, and about

the size of a common post-horn. The wife of the emir

was distinguished by a gold horn enriched with precious

stones. Buckingham saw a similar horn in use among
the Christian women at Tyre ; and we have ourselves ob-

served a precisely analogous ornament worn by the women
at Twer and other places in Russia.

The cut which we introduce affords examples of these

remarkable appendages, and also contains, after Bruce,

two portraits of Abyssinian chiefs, shewing the horn
which such persons attach to their heads, which practice

seems founded on the idea of power, and particularly mili-

tary power, attached to that symbol. They therefore illus-

trate rather the idea than anything else ; for there does not

appear much reason to conclude that the Hebrew chiefs or

military commanders assumed a similar mark of distinction,

although there is something remarkable in the fact that

the false prophet Zedekiah ' made him horns of iron ;' and
said to Ahab, to encourage him in his expedition against

the Syrians, ' with these shalt thou push the Syrians, until

thou hast consumed them' (1 Kings xxii. 11). These
' horns ' attracted the particular attention of Bruce in a

cavalcade, when he observed that the governors of pro-

vinces were distinguished by this head-dress. It consists

of a large broad fillet, tied behind, from the centre of which
is a horn, or conical piece of silver gilt, about four inches

long, and in its general appearaiiee very much resembling

a candle-extinguisher. It is called kirn (just the same
word in the Hebrew, P|5 heren") ; and is only worn at re-

views, or parades, after a victory. The peculiar manner in

which the wearers are obliged to hold their heads, when

bearing this ornament, to prevent it from falling forward,

agrees remarkably with the text.

14. 'All that the fleshhooh brought up the priest took for

himself.'—This evidently refers to the peace offerings, of

which the fat only was consumed on the altar ; the breast

and shoulder belonged to the priest, and the rest was
allowed to the offerer, with which to entertain his friends

and to feast the poor. The sense therefore here is that

Eli's sons, not content with the liberal portion which fell

to their share, claimed to have a portion of that which re-

mained with the offerer, and with which he was prejaring
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his feast. It is a conjecture of Michaelis that this new
right of tlie priests may have arisen from the circum-
stance that, according to the Mosaic ordinance, they were
invited to the offering feasts, and that when they either

could not or would not accept the invitation, a dish was
out of civility sent home to them ; and. in process of time,

as has often happened, tliis courtesy was converted into a
right.

15. ' Give flesh to roast for the priest.'—ThK was an-
other course still more otiensive. Legally, the sacrifice

could not be disposed of before the fat parts had been
offered on the altar ; that is, the Lord's portion was to be
offered in the first instance. For this there appear to

have been two reasons ; one was, that they thus secured
an opportunity of obtaining more choice pieces than could
be obtained by the chance insertion of the iJesh-hook into

the boiler afterwards ; and another, that they liked roast

meat better than boiled. They are not singular in this

preference. In the East, meat as simply boiled, is not

much used or liked, although boiled often with their pil-

laus, or messes of boiled rice. This prejudice against

meat simply boiled is stronger in India than even in

Western Asia. Mr. Eoberts. in his note on Lev. viii. 31,
states that the Hindoos would almost as soon eat the flesh

of a living animal as of meat that has been boiled. It is

always either roasted or made into curry, or prepared
with spices ; and the Mohammedans of India who have

lUEL. [B.C. 1141.

made the pilgrimage to Mecca, relate it as a very won-
derful thing that boiled meat is there sold. In the text

just referred to, and in Num. vi. 19, there seems to be a
direction that the portion of the priests should be boiled

;

and if so, this appears to render the offence the greater in

demanding meat for roasting. Or it may be that, as the

legal portion of the priests was to be boiled, they were
anxious to have some additional parts which might be

roasted. Was there any ulterior design, in the direction

to boil the meat of sacrifices not consumed on the altar?

The meat left to the priests or offerers is always roasted

in heathen sacrifices.

32. ' There shall not be an old man in thine house fur
ever.'— We should understand this perhaps as implying
simply the calamity of untimely deaths in the family.

But it implied something more among the Hebrews, with
whom age was so much respected, as it is still in most
eastern nations, that the continual absence of age in a
family would alone lower its claims to that dignity and
respect which attend the presence of aged men. Under
this combination of ideas, it is, in the East, considered a
most venomous curse for one to wish that the family of
another may never furnish old men ; and nothing can
imply, according to the feeling of the speaker, more com-
miseration on the one hand, or more disrespect on the

other, than to say that a particular family has contained

no old men for many generations.

CHAPTER III.

I Hou' the word of the LORD ivas first reven/ed to

Srimucl. 1 1 God telleth Samuel the destruction of
Eli's house. 15 Samuel, though loth, telleth Eli the

vision. 19 Samuel groweth in credit.

And the, child Samuel ministered unto the

Lord before Eli. And the word of the Lord
was precious in those days ; there was no open
vision.

2 And it came to pass at that time, when
Eli was laid down in his place, and his eyes

began to wax dim, that he could not see
;

3 And ere the lamp of God went out in

the temple of the Lord, where the ark of God
zvas, and Samuel was laid down to sleep ;

4 That the Lord called Samuel : and he
answered. Here am I.

b And he ran unto Eli, and said, Here am
I ; for thou calledst me. And he said, I

called not ; lie down again. And he went
and lay down.

6 And the Lord called yet again, Samuel.
And Samuel arose and went to Eli, and said,

Here am I ; for thou didst call me. And he

answered, I called not, my son ; lie down
again.

7 'Now Samuel did not yet know the Lord,
neither was the word of the Lord yet re-

vealed unto him.

8 And tlie Lord called Samuel again the

third time. And he arose and went to Eli,

and said, Here am I ; for thou didst call me.
And Eli perceived that the Lord had called

the child.

9 Therefore Eli said unto Samuel, Go, lie

down : and it shall be, if he call thee, that

thou shalt say. Speak, Lord ; for thy servant

heareth. So Samuel went and lay down in

his place.

10 And the Lord came, and stood, and
called as at other times, Samuel, Samuel.
Then Samuel answered. Speak ; for thy ser-

vant heareth.

11 If And the Lord said to Samuel, Be-
hold, I will do a thing in Israel, at which both

the ears of 'every one that heareth it shall

tingle.

12 In that day I will perform against Eli

all thinff.i which I ha\e spoken concerning his

house : "when I begin, I will also make an
end.

13 ' 'For I have told him that I will judge
his house for ever for the iniquity which he
knoweth ; because his sons made themselves

"vile, and he 'restrained them not.

14 And therefore I have sworn unto the
house of Eli, that the iniquity of Eli's house
shall not be purged with sacrifice nor offering

for ever.

15 1 And Samuel lay until the morning,

and opened the doors of the house of the

'liij did Samuel before lie linew the LORD, a irf bc/ure Ihe leord of the LORD i

Heb. beginning imd vniiing. * Or, And I witl tell him, &r. i Clup
? lli^h.J'roivned nnt njwn then.
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Lord. And Samuel feared to shew Eli the

vision.

16 Then Ell called Samuel, and said,

Samuel, my son. And he answered. Here
am I.

17 And he said. What is the thing that

the LORD hath said unto thee ? I pray

thee hide it not from me : God do so to thee,

and "more also, if thou hide wnj 'thing from

me of all the things that he said unto thee.

18 And Samuel told him "every whit, and
bid nothinq; from him. And he said. It ;'.;

the Loud : let him do what seemeth him
good.

19 H And Samuel grew, and the Lord
was with him, and did let none of his words

fall to the ground.

20 And all Israel from Dan even to Beer-
sheba knew that Samuel teas "established to

be a prophet of the Lord.
21 And the Lord appeared again in

Shiloh : for the Loud revealed himself to

Samuel in Shiloh by the word of the Lord.

I Or, I, Heb. aU t/te things, or, words.

Verse 1. * The child Samuel ministered unto the Lord.'

—Josephus says that Samuel was, at this time, about

twelve years of age. His ministry doubtless consisted of

such Levitical duties as at his age he was capable of

performing. It is perhaps scarcely necessary to explain

that the transactions of this chapter did not take place in

the tabernacle. It is evident that at a proper distance

around this fabric were established such tents, cells, or

other dwellings, as were requisite for the accommodation
of the priests and Levites engaged in the sacred ministra-

tions, and in which were also deposited the utensils em-
ployed io the services of the tabernacle. It seems as if

Samuel lodged in some part of Eli's abode, or of one next
or near to it; as it is evident that he was within call, or
he would not else have supposed that Eli had called him.
Indeed, as the lad was thus within call, and appears to

have been accustomed to the call, we may infer that part
of his duty consisted in some degree of personal attend-

ance upon the high-priest. It is very probable that the
remarkable circumstances of his birth led Eli to feel such
a peculiar interest about the young Samuel, as might in-

duce him to take him under his immediate care and pro-

tection.

CHAPTER IV.

1 The Israelites are overcome by the Philistines at

Eben-ezer. 3 IViey fetch the ark, to the terror of
the Philistines. 10 They are smitten again, the ark

taken, Hophni and Phinehas are slain. 12 JEli at

the news, falling backward, breaketh his neck. 19

Phinehas' wife, discouraged in her travail with

I-chabod, dieth.

And the word of Samuel ' 'came to all

Israel. Now Israel went out against the

Phihstines to battle, and pitched beside

Eben-ezer : and the Philistines pitched in

Aphek.
2 And the Philistines put themselves in

array against Israel : and when 'they joined

battle, Israel was smitten before the Philis-

tines : and they slew of 'the army in the field

about four thousand men.

3 1 And when the people were come into

the camp, the elders of Israel said. Where-
fore hath the Lord smitten us to day before

the Philistines? Let us 'fetch the ark of

the covenant of the Loud out of Shiloh unto

us, that, when it cometh among us, it may
save us out of the hand of our enemies.

4 So the people sent to Shiloh, that they

might bring from thence the ark of the co-

venant of the Lord of hosts, which dwelleth

between the cherubims : and the two sons of

Eli, Hophni and Phinehas, were there with

the ark of the covenant of God.
5 And when the ark of the covenant of the

Lord came into the camp, all Israel shouted

with a great shout, so that the earth rang

again.

6 And when the Philistines heard the noise

of the shout, they said, What meaneth the

noise of this great shout in the camp of the

Hebrews ? And they understood that the

ark of the Lord was come into the camp.

7 And the Philistines were afraid, for they

said, God is come into the camp. And they

said. Woe unto us ! for there hath not been

such a thing "heretofore.

8 Woe unto us ! who shall deliver us out

of the hand of these mighty Gods? these are

the Gods that smote the Egyptians with all

the plagues in the wilderness.

9 Be strong, and quit yourselves like men,

O ye Philistines, that ye be not servants unto

the Hebrews, 'as they have been to you :

"quit yourselves like men, and fight.

10 H And the Philistines fought, and Israel

was smitten, and they fled every man into his

tent : and there was a very great slaughter ;

for there fell of Israel thirty thousand foot-

men.
11 And the ark of God was taken; and
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the two sons of Eli, Hophni and Phinehas,

'were slain.

12 If And there ran a man of Benjamin

out of the army, and came to Shiloh the same

day with his clothes rent, and with earth upon

his head.

13 And when he came, lo, Eli sat upon a

seat by the wayside watching : for his heart

trembled for the ark of God. And when the

man came into the city, and told it, all the

city cried out.

14 And when Eli heard the noise of the

crying, lie said. What mcancth the noise of

this tumult ? And the man came in hastily,

and told Eli.

15 Now Eli was ninety and eight years

old; and '"his eyes "were dim, that he could

not see.

16 And the man said unto Eli, I am he

that came out of the army, and I fled to day

out of the army. And he said, ^\^mt "is

there done, my son ?

17 And the messenger answered and said,

Israel is fled before the Philistines, and there

hath been also a great slaughter among the

people, and thy two sons also, Hophni and
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Phinehas, are dead, and the ark of God is

taken.

18 And it came to pass, when he made
mention of tiie ark of God, that he fell from
off the seat backward by the side of the gate,

and his neck brake, and he died : for be was

an old man, and heavy. And he had judged
Israel forty years.

19 IF And his daughter in law, Phinehas'

wife, was with child, near ^'io be delivered:

and when she heard the tidings that the ark

of God was taken, and that her father in law

and her husband were dead, she bowed her-

self and travailed ; for her pains "came upon
her.

20 And about the time of her death, the

women that stood by lier said unto her, Eear

not ; for thou hast born a son. But she

answered not, "neither did she regard it.

21 And she named the child "I-chabod,

saying. The glory is departed from Israel

:

because the ark of God was taken, and be-

cause of her father in law and her husband.

22 And she said. The glory is departed

from Israel : for the ark of God is taken.

Verse 1. ' Ehenezer . . . Aphck.'—The name Eberiezer

is here mentioned proleptically, as it was not given to the

spot till the occasion mentioned in chap. vii. 12 (seethe

note there). The Aphek is probably the same as the

Aphekah, enumerated among the towns in the mountains

of Judah in Josh. xv. 53. As the two places were obvi-

ously at no great distance from each other, and as Ebene-

zer was on the northern border of Judah, we are obliged

to place Aphek also towards the northern frontier, and (if

it be the same as Aphekah) among the central mountains

of the country—perhaps on their western declivities—be-

cause to place Aphek, as it usually is placed, away east-

ward between the central mountains and the Dead Sea, is

incompatible with that proximity to Ehenezer which the

present chapter assigns.

3. ' Let us fetch the ark.'—This very unhappy idea

seems to have'been borrowed by the Israelites from their

neighbours ; as we know that some of the ancient idolaters

carried their idols or most sacred symbols with them in

their wars, uuder the apparent idea that the efficient power

of their gods was morje concentrated, or more intense, in

association with their images or symbols. In fact, the

Israelites seem to have had the same notion of the matter

as that which the Philistines themselves manifested when
they heard the news.

8. ' iroe K«/o !«;—The ancient .systems of idolatry had
' gods many and lords many.' The nations did not deny

that tlie gods which others worshipped were gods, or tliat

the worship rendered to them was right. They did not

limit the number of the gods ; but they thought that among
them all there were some who took particular nations un-

der their peculiar care and protection, and who were

therefore entitled to pre-eminent worship from the pro-

tected nation. This is the origin of national gods. Per-

luips no ancient nation denied that the Jehovah of the

Jews was a god ; but He alone claimed to be the only God,
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and this claim they denied. So now, the Philistines fully

allow Jehovah to be a god, and a powerful god—but not

considering him to be the only god, they were not deterred

from fighting against him (as they understood), trusting

that their own national god or gods might yet deliver them
from the national God of the Hebrews. To correct the

notions of the Israelites, which tended to limit and localize

his power, the Lord allowed the ark to be taken ; but when
it had been captured, he neglected not to vindicate his own
honour upon the exulting Philistines and their supposed

triumphant god.

18. ' He fillfrom off the seat . . . . andhis neck brake.'

—Eli therefore sat on an elevated seat. Seats from which
even a man old and heavy could fall and injure himself,

are not now employed in the East, and do not appear to

have been in use among the Hebrews. Eli's seat would
appear to have been a sort of throne-seat, peculiar to him
as a mark of his dignity. Indeed the word (NDS or HDS)

is never used but to denote the seat of some dignified per-

son, as of a king, high-priest, judge, or prophet, as may
be seen by comparing the following passages iu which it

occurs— -2 Sam. vii. 13; 1 Kings x. 19; 2 Kings iv. 10;
1 Chron. xxii. 10; Job xxvi. 9; Ps. cxxii. 5 ; Neh. iii. 7.

It includes therefore the throne, and all raised seats of

authority. From the absence of any mention of other

than such seats, as well as from many direct intimations, it

appears sufficiently probable that the Israelites sat, as the

Orientals now do, on mats, rugs, etc., laid upon the ground,

or, indeed, seated themselves on the bare ground. But from
the frequent allusion to a seat in a definite sense, it is clear

that the Israelites had the use of chairs or stools, and con-

sequently that they sat less exclusively upon the ground,

or on mats, carpets, and cushions placed on the ground,

than do the modern Orientals. This indeed is also shewn
by the mention of ' sitting on the ground ' as a distinctive

act ; for it would not be such if the people always sat on
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NrrTNT Egyptian Si

thegiound or if tlie) did not often sit on raised seats

In the piescnt cat-e, hli manifestly sat on a raised scat, and
probably on one that had no back, for it was by falling

backward that he broke his neck. Upon the whole, on
this rather curious subject of domestic antiquities, it seems
possible to collect that the practice of the Hebrews, instead

of being limited to an identity with the existing usages of
Asia, offered something of that variety which certainly

existed in Egypt, and which combined the several usages
which Europe and Asia now offer. The various postures

of sitting on the ground now observed in the East—and
which we will on another occasion separately notice—are

all exhibited in the Egyptian sculptures and paintings,

but appear chiefly to have been assumed by the common
people, and in the presence of superiors. But they had
also stools, chairs, fauteuils, couches, sofas, ottomans, foot-

stools, in as great a variety as our own or any other mo-
dern European country can offer. But, although Solomon
probably had most of these, yet before his time, and among
the people generally at ani/ time, we do not suppose that

the Hebrews refined this matter to the same extent as the
Egyptians, and therefore we have derived our present

iUustrations from the ruder forms of the chairs and stools

in use among that people. Of these, not merely represen-
tations, but actual specimens, have been found, and are
among the most curious articles in the Egyptian Koom of
the British Museum. There are other examples in differ-

ent collections. With respect to this class of subjects, Sir

J. G. Wilkinson states that (speaking first of the chairs')

they are of an inferior description to those represented in

the sculptures, as compared with which they are deficient

both in elegance of form and in the general style of their

construction. The seat is only from eight to fourteen

inches high. In some the seat is of wood, in others of

interlaced strings or leathern thongs, in appearance, as

well as in rank, not very unlike our own rush-bottomed
chairs ; and, among the Egyptians, they probably belonged
to persons of inferior station, or to those rooms w hich were
set apart for casual visitors.

Some of the chairs in use among the Egyptians were on
the principle of our camp-stools, furnished with a cushion.

or covered with the skin of a leopard or othtr animal,
which could easilj be removed when the chair was folded

up, and it was not unusual to make other seats, and wooden
head-stools or pillows, in the same manner. They were
adorned in various ways, being bound with metal plates,

or inlaid with ivory or foreign woods ; and, even in some
ordinary chairs, sycamore, or other native wood, was
painted to imitate that of a more rare and valuable quality.

The seat was frequently of leather, painted with flowers or
fancy devices ; and (as already remarked) the figure of a
captive or of a conquered foe was frequently represented at

the side or among the ornaments of a chair. Sometimes
the seat was formed of interlaced work of string, carefully

and neatly arranged, which, like our Indian cane chairs,

appears to have been particularly adapted for a liot cli-

mate ; but over this even they occasionally placed a
leathern cushion, painted in the manner already mentioned.

Most of the chairs and stools were about the ordinary
height of those now used in Europe, the seat being nearly
in a line with the bend of the knee ; but others were very
low ; while chairs of state or thrones were so high as to

require the addition of a foot-stool : but the higher class

of seats must be reserved for a distinct notice. The skill

of the Egyptian cabinet-makers had, even in the early era

of Joseph, already done away with the necessity of uniting

the legs with bars. Stools, however, and more rarely

chairs, were occasionally made with these strengthening

members, as is still the case in our own country. The
stools used in the saloons were of the same style and ele-

gance as the chairs, and often only differed from them in

the absence of a back. Some of a more ordinary kind
had solid sides, and were generally very low ; and others

with three legs, not unlike those among the peasants of
England, were used by persons of inferior rank.

Such were some of the commoner forms of the seats which
the Egjptians offered to the imitation of the Hebrews.
To what precise extent they were imitated, it is impossible

to say ; although that the Hebrews had to a certain extent

seats framed on similar principles seems unquestionable.

We shall soon have occasion to point out obvious imitations

of the higher class of Egyptian seats by King Solomon.

CHAPTER V.

1 T/ie Philistines having broitrjht the ark into Ashdod,

set it in the liouse ofDagon. 3 Dagon is smitten

down and cut in pieces, and the;/ of Ashdod smitten

with eiiinads. 8 So God de'aleth with them of
Goth, vhen it ifas brouyht thither : 10 and so with

them of Ekron , when it was brought thither.

And the Pliilistines took the ark of God, and
brought it from Eben-ezer unto Ashdod.

2 When the Philistines took the ark of

God, they brought it into the house of Dagon,

and set it by Dagon.

3 If And when they of Ashdod arose early

on the morrow, behold, Dagon teas fallen upon

his face to the earth before the ark of the

Lord. And they took Dagon, and set him

in his place again.

4 And when they arose early on the mor-
105
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row morning, behold, Dagon icas fallen upon

his face to the ground before the ark of the

Lord ; and tlie head of Dagon and both the

palms of his hands tcere cut off upon the

threshold ; only 'the stump of Dagon was left

to him.

5 Therefore neither the priests of Dagon,
nor any that come into Dagon's house, tread

on the threshold of Dagon in Ashdod unto

this day.

6 11 But the hand of the Lord was heavy

upon them of Ashdod, and he destroyed them,

and smote them with ''emerods, eixn Ashdod
and the coasts thereof.

7 And when the men of Ashdod saw that

it was so, they said. The ark of the God
of Israel shall not abide with us : for his

hand is sore upon us, and upon Dagon our

god.

8 ^ They sent therefore and gathered all

the lords of the Philistines unto them, and said,

AVhat shall we do with the ark of the God of

Israel ? And they answered, Let the ark of

the God of Israel be carried about imto Gath.

And they carried the ark of the God of Israel

about thither.

9 And it was so, that, after they had carried

it about, the hand of the Lord was against

the city with a very great destruction : and

he smote the men of the city, both small and
great, and they had emerods in their secret

parts.

10 H Therefore they sent the ark of God
to Ekron. And it came to pass, as the ark

of God came to Ekron, that the Ekronites

cried out, saying. They have brought about

the ark of the God of Israel to us, to slay us

and our people.

11 So they sent and gathered together all

the lords of the Philistines, and said, Send
away the ark of the God of Israel, and let it

go again to his own place, that it slay us not,

and our people : for there was a deadly de-

struction throughout all the city ; the hand of

God was very heavy there.

12 And the men that died not were smitten

with the emerods : and the cry of the city

went up to heaven.

Verse 1. ' Ashdod.'—This town, called also Jzutns, and
now Shdood or Ezdoud, was tlie capital of one of the five

Philistine states ; as one of these, it was situated between

Ekron on the north and Askelon on the south. It was
nearer to the sea than the former, but not so near as the

latter, which seems to have been the only one of the five

that stood close out to the shore. Ashdod appears to have

been famous above all the towns of this country for its

strength. It was, however, taken by Uzziah, king of

Judah, who dismantled it and built towns in the territory

(2 Chron. xxvi. 6). It must, however, have been after-

wards again fortified, as we find it sustaining repeated

sieges from the Assyrians and Egyptians, who seem to have

coveted it greatly as a frontier town. Herodotus mentions

that the Egyptian king Psammeticbus, besieged it for

twenty-nine years (in the time of Manasseh, king of Ju-

dah), being the longest siege any city was known to have
sustained. The town was ultimately demolished by Jona-

than the Jewish prince, whose brother, the famous Judas
Maccabffius, had been slain on ' Mount Azotus.' It was
rebuilt under the Romans, and in the New Testament is

mentioned as the place to which the evangelist Philip

went after he had baptised the Ethiopian eunuch (Acts

viii. 40). It became the seat of a bishopric in the early

ages of Christianity ; and continued to be a neat town
in the time of Jerome. It is at present an inconsiderable

place, surrounded by a wall in which there are two gates

;

the most conspicuous object being a mosque in the centre

of the town, above which rises a very beautiful minaret.

There docs not appear to be any ruin, properly speaking
;

but the town contains abundant fragments of marble
columns, capitals, cornices, etc. It stands on the summit
of a grassy hill, around which the ground is beautifully

undulated, and covered with luxuriant pasture. See the

Travels of Sandys, Captains Irby and Mangles, Dr.

Kichardson, Pliny Fisk, etc.

2. ' Dagon.'—This was the tutelary deity of the Philis-

tines, and, as such, is frequently mentioned in the Scrip-

tures. There has been considerable discussion about the

form, sex, and identity of this idol. The common opinion
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is that it was represented half human and half fish— that

is, with a human bust and fish-like termination ; and the

more the subject has been investigated, the more reason-

able this conclusion appears. The figures of such beings

are represented on medals of Philistine towns; ancient

writers speak of such deities as worshipped in the same

towns ; the essential part of the word Dagon, dag (3"7)

means a fish, in Hebrew ; and the text itself of verses 4, 5,

favours the same conclusion, for it is said, that when the

image fell before the ark of God, its head and hands were

broken off, and only the fUT dagon, or fish, remained.

We think this evidence outweighs all that has been ad-

duced to show that dagan meant ' wheat ' in the Phoenician

language, and that Dagon was the Phoenician god of agri-

culture. The Philistines, moreover, were not the same

people a.s the Phtcnicians. It might be possible indeed to

combine both notions, by supposing that this Dagon was a

deified mortal, who had come in a ship to the coast, and

had taught the people agriculture and other useful arts

;

and that, as with the Cannes of the Chaldeans, his mari-

time arrival was figured by a combination in his images

of the human and fishy nature. In Sir William Ousclev's

Miscellaneous Plate (xxi.) there is, as copied from a Ba-

bylonian cylinder, a representation of what seems to he

this Cannes, as a bearded personage, fish from the waist
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downward. In fact, there were many of these personages

who came from the sea to instruct men in arts, and who
were deified as men-fish. One of these was called Odakon
{'nSdxuii'), whom Selden regards as this fish-god Dagon.

The Dagon of the Scriptures seems to have been repre-

sented of the male sex ; whereas the statements of the an-

cient writers, as well as the medals, represent the idol

worshipped by the Philistines as a female in the human
part. From this difference we must infer, either that the

same being was represented sometimes as a male, and

sometimes as a female ; or else we may allow that the

female was a distinct deity, and must then speak of her

merely as affording a kindred illustration, shewing the

fishy idolatries of the Philistines, and the probability that

Dagon, even if not the same being, was represented under

a similar form. In point of fact, the difference of sex does

not essentially affect the question of identity: for there

was little consistency in the sexes which the ancient idola-

ters assigned to their gods, many of whom they made of

either sex, or of neither, according to their minds. In

common history, the Philistine idol is spoken of under

the names of Derceto, Athara, and Atargatis, but most

usually the first, which is evidently a Syriac name by its

termination. Diodorus relates, that near the city of Aske-

lon in Syria, there was a deep lake abounding with fish,

not far from which stood a temple dedicated to a famous

goddess, called by the Syrians Derceto She had the head

and face of a woman, but the rest of the body was that of

a fish. He then proceeds to relate her fable, which

amounts to this, that Derceto, having given birth to a

daughter (who was the famous Semiramis), killed its

father, exposed the child, and threw herself into the lake,

where she was changed into a fish. The historian adds

that on this account the Syrians ate no fish, but rather

adored them as gods ; and for this reason also Derceto was

represented under the form we have described. Ovid

alludes obviously to the same fable as believed by the

Philistines :

—

' And knew not whether she should first relate

The poor Dircetis and her wondrous fate.

The Falestines believe it to a man.
And show the lake in which her scales began.

Metam. lib. iv. (Ehsden.)

It is remarkable, in connection with what we have

already said, that the same poet assigns a Babylonian origin

to this fable.

Lucian (Z>e Dea Syria) also states that he had seen

this idol represented in Phienicia (Philistia) as a woman
with the lower half fish ; but adds, that at Hierapolis (in

Syria), where she was worshipped, her statue was in a

female form throughout. He adds, however, that some

thought this temple dedicated to Juno ; and that it was

built by Deucalion, after his escape from the flood, as a

memorial of the waters of the Deluge having escaped

through a fissure in the earth, over which the temple was

built, and into which the worshippers on certain days

poured water. This is remarkable for the corroboration

it affords to the view entertained by those who think that

the mythology of Derceto was founded, partly at least, on

traditionary accounts of the deluge.

The consecration of fish and the abstinence from eating

them, is attested by many writers besides those we have

quoted, and seems referred to in the prohibition of fish-

idolatry by Moses. It was not only a Syrian but an

Egyptian practice. Lakes or ponds of tame consecrated

fish, like that which Diodorus mentions at Askelon, were

common in other parts of Syria : and it was firmly be-

lieved that whoever ate the fish would be punished, by

the goddess to whom they were consecrated, with fatal

diseases in the liver and bowels. The custom is, in some

degree, still kept up in Western Asia, where lakes full of

tame fish are consecrated to the Mohammedan suintS and

venerable persons. Thus there is connected with the

mosque of Abraham, at Urfah (supposed ' Ur of the Chal-

dees'J, a lake stocked with fish consecrated to him, and

which no Moslem would on any account molest, much less

eat. So also at Shiraz, in the garden containing the tomb
of Saadi, there is a fountain abounding with fish, some

said to be decorated with gold rings, to molest which is

considered an act of sacrilege, which the poet himself

would not fail to avenge, and which the local authorities

do not neglect to punish severely. Banier's Mytholociy

and Fables Explained, B. vii. ; Jahn's Biblische Archueo-

loyie ; Creuzer's Sijmholik ; Ouseley's Travels, vol. i. Ap-

pendix, No. 13. [On Assyrian Dagon, see Appendix, No. 29.]

5. ' Nor any that come into Dagon's house, tread on the

threshold:—P'rostrsitiou at the threshold, in the East, im-

plies the highest homage and reverence for the presence

that dwells within : hence Dagon was brought into an in-

telligible posture of humiliation before the ark of God.

In the East, particularly in Persia, the attention paid to

the threshold of holy places and the palaces of royalty, is

very observable, and tends to illustrate strikingly the text

before us, as well as that in Ezek. xliii. 8 ; in which God
complains that his holy name had been defiled by ' their

setting of their threshold by my thresholds,' by which we

understand, that idols being placed within his temple, or

their thresholds approximated to or identified with his

threshold, the acts of homage there performed by worship-

pers, were shared or appropriated by them, instead of

being given to Him only. In Persia, the mosques conse-

crated to eminent saints therein entombed, are never en-

tered without previous prostration at the threshold. Thus

in front of the highly venerated mausoleum of Fatima at

Koora, are inscribed the words: ' Happy and glorious is

the believer who shall reverently prostrate himself with

his head on the threshold of this gate, in doing which he

will imitate the snn and the moon.' So also, at the mau-

soleum of Sheikh Seffi at Ardebil, Morier (vol. ii. p. 254)

observes, ' Here we remarked the veneration of the Per-

sians for the threshold of a holy place ; a feeling which

they preserve in some degree even for the threshold of

their houses. Before they ventured to cross it they knelt

down and kissed it, while they were very careful not to

touch it with their feet. In writing to a prince, or a great

personage, it is common for them to say, " Let me make
the dust of your threshold into surmeh (coUyrium) for my
eyes."

'

, .

6. ' Smote them with emerods.'—This disease (B'-;r-_^

aphalim') is the same that is mentioned in Deut. xxviii. 27.

Some believe this to mean the dysentery ; and Jahn, after

Lichtenstein, is of opinion that the disorder arose from tne

bites of the venomous solpagus, which occasion swellings

attended with fatal consequences. He supposes that these

large vermin (of the spider class) were, by the special

providence of God, multiplied in extraordinary numbers,

and, being very venomous, were the means of destroying

many individuals. But, after all, we incline to prefer the

common opinion, that the disease, was the hsemorrhoids,

or bleeding piles, in a most aggravated form. It was by

diseases affecting such parts of the body as the text indi-

cates, that the gods were thought, in ancient times, parti-

cularly to punish offences against themselves; and there,

fore such a disorder would the more readily lead the Phi-

listines to conclude that their calamity was from Him
whose indignation had already been testified by the de.

struction of their idol.
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CHAPTER VI.

1 After seven months the Philistines take counsel how

to send back the ark. 10 They bring it on a new

cart with an offering unto Beth-shemesh. 19 The

people are smittenfor looking into the ark. 21 I'hei/

send to them of Kirjath-jearim tofetch it.

And the ark of the Lord was in the country

of the Philistines seven months.

2 And the Philistines called for the priests

and the diviners, saying, \Miat shall we do to

the ark of the Lord ? tell us wherewith we

shall send it to his place.

3 And they said. If ye send away the ark

of the God of Israel, send it not empty ; _
but

in any wise return him a trespass offering

:

then ye shall be healed, and it shall be known

to you why his hand is not removed from you.

4 Then said they. What shall be the tres-

pass offering which we shall return to him ?

They answered, Five golden emerods, and

five golden mice, according to the number of

the lords of the Philistines : for one plague

icas on 'you all, and on your lords.

5 ^^^lerefore ye shall make images of your

emerods, and images of your mice that mar

the land ; and ye shall give glory unto the

God of Israel : pcradventure he will lighten

his hand from off you, and from off your gods,

and from off your land.

6 Wherefore then do ye harden your hearts,

as the Egyptians and Pharaoh hardened their

hearts? when he had wrought 'wonderfully

among them, Mid they not let 'the people go,

and they departed ?

7 Now therefore make a new cart, and take

two milch kine, on which there hath come no

yoke, and tie the kine to the cart, and bring

their calves home from them :

8 And take the ark of the Lord, and lay

it upon the cart ; and put the jewels of gold,

which ye return him /or a trespass offering, in

a coffer by the side thereof; and send it away,

that it may go.

9 And see, if it goeth up by the way of his

own coast to Beth-shemesh, then 'he hath

done us this great evil : but if not, then we

shall know that it is not his hand that smote

us ; it roas a chance that happened to us.

10 If And the men did so ; and took two

milch kine, and tied them to the cart, and

shut up their calves at home :

11 And they laid the ark of the Lord

upon the cart, and the coffer with the mice of

gold and the images of their emerods.
12 And the kine took the straight way to

the way of Beth-shemesh, and went along the

highway, lowing as they went, and turned not

aside to the right hand or to the left ; and the

lords of the Philistines went after them unto
the border of Beth-shemesh.

13 And </ie^ 0/" Beth-shemesh were reaping

their wheat harvest in the valley : and they

lifted up their eyes, and saw the ark, and re-

joiced to see it.

14 And the cart came into the field of

Joshua, a Beth-shemite, and stood there,

where there was a great stone : and they clave

the wood of the cart, and offered the kine a

burnt offering unto the Lord.
15 And the Levites took down the ark of

the Lord, and the coffer that teas with it,

wherein the jewels of gold icere, and put them
on the great stone : and the men of Beth-

shemesh offered burnt offerings and sacrificed

sacrifices the same day unto the Lord.
16 And when the five lords of the Philis-

tines had seen it, they returned to Ekron the

same day.

17 And these are the golden emerods which

the Philistines returned _/b/- a trespass offering

unto the Lord ; for Ashdod one, for Gaza
one, for Askelon one, for Gath one, for Ekron
one

;

18 And the golden mice, according to the

number of all the cities of the Philistines

lelonc/inr/ to the five lords, both of fenced

cities, and of country villages, even unto the

°great stone of Abel, whereon they set down
the ark of the Lord : tohich stone remainetk

unto this day in the field of Joshua, the Beth-

shemite.

19 If And he smote the men of Beth-

shemesh, because they had looked into the

ark of the Lord, even he smote of the people

fifty thousand and threescore and ten men :

and the people lamented, because the Lord
had smitten many of the people with a great

slaughter.

20 And the men of Beth-shemesh said.

Who is able to stand before this holy Lord
God? and to whom shall he go up from us?

21 Tf And they sent messengers to the

inhabitants of Kirjath-jearim, saying. The
Philistines have brought again the ark of the

Lord ; come ye down, and fetch it up to you.

* Ui-h.them. 3 Or, i(. ^ ih, great stoiu.
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Verse 4. ' I'ive golden emeruds, and Jive gulden mice.'—
It -.ras a prevalent custom among the ancient idolatrous

nations to offer to the god from whom they expected, or to

whom they attributed, the cure of their diseases, a repre-

sentation, in metal or otherwise, of the parts aifected, of
tlie disease itself, or of the means of cure. The temples of
.Ssculapius and of other gods supposed to have the care of
man's health.were crowded with such representations. Some
learned men conceive that the idea of this practice was
derived from a tradition of the brazen serpent set up by
Moses, and which was instrumental in curing those who,
being bitten by living serpents, looked upon it. This ser-

pent, it will be remembered, was afterwards preserved in

the sanctuary. And, as in the present case, not only were
the gods propitiated by such offerings, or thanked for their

supposed assistance with respect to diseases : but such re-

presentations were offered with reference to every kind of

deliverance or prosperity, acknowledged or desired. Thus
emancipated slaves offered their chains, and those delivered

from shipwreck offered to Neptune tablets bearing a re-

presentation of the event. On this principle the Philis-

tines sent not only the images of their emerods, with re-

ference to their disease, but also images of the ' mice
'

which marred their land. These usages, which are not

unknown in Roman Catholic countries, subsist now to the

fullest extent in India. Tavernier mentions that when-
ever a pilgrim comes to a pagoda to be cured of a dis-

temper, he fails not to bring with him as an offering to

the god, a representation of the part affected, in gold, silver,

or copper, according to his means ( Travels, ii. 92). But a

more interesting account has been given by Mr. Roberts,

who also furnishes wood-cut representations of some of

these votive offerings. From his account it seems that the

temple of Kattaragam (sacred to Scandan) is particularly

femous for the cures which have been performed there,

and which is therefore crowded with votive offerings of
all descriptions, and which is resorted to by persons suf-

fering from all kinds of diseases, some of whom have
walked or been carried thither from an immense distance.

The offered images are usually of silver, and, judging from
the fac-similes given, are of very horrid execution. These
are full figures, as of a boy with a large belly, etc. ; but
representations of separate members are also given, as of
eyes, ears, mouths, noses, etc. And not only are images

of living objects represented, but those of articles in com-
mon use : as the head of a spear or arrow, cither to ensure
success in the chase, or to commemorate some distin-
guished act which the original had executed : a model of
a hut, given perhaps by a poor man, who sought blessing
and protection upon one he was about to build : a still and
a pair of bellows, presented probably by a person who was
about to commence the distillation of arrack, and wished
to ensure success upon his undertaking. Such facts as
these enable us clearly to perceive what the Philistines had
in view by their trespass-offering of emerods and mice.— ' Mice.'—The original word is -|33!; akbar, which
besides in this chapter is only found in Lev', xi. 29, and Isa.
Ixvi. 17. Since Bochart it has been usual to identify this

animal with the Jerboa, or jumping-mouse of Syria and
Egypt. The radical meaning of the word denotes a field-

ravager, one that devours the produce of agriculture. It

might therefore be applicable to several kinds of rodentia,
and the probability seems to be that it comprehended such
of them as were most destructive to the labours of the hus-
bandman. It may therefore have included the Jerboa,
which is perhaps denoted in Isa. Ixvi. 17 (see the Note
there)

; but in the present chapter it appears rather to de-
signate the short-tailed field-mouse, which is still the most
destructive animal to the harvests in Syria, and is most
likely the species noticed in antiquity and during the Cru-
sades

;
for had it been the jerboa, which in shape and

action resembles a miniature kangaroo, we should have ex-
pected the writers in the time of the Crusades to have
mentioned the peculiar form of the destroyer, which was
then unknown in Western Europe ; and that this was not
done, argues that the ravagers were of a species and ap-
pearance familiarly known to the Latin nations. These
therefore were probably the ' mice,' not only of the pre-
sent chapter, but which, in conjunction with the locusts,

destroyed in the beginning of the twelfth century all the
crops for four successive years ( Gesta Dei per Francos,

p. 823). Burckhardt also acquaints us that the province
of Hamah (Ha/natli) is the granary of Northern Syria,
but never yields more than ten for one, ' chiefly in conse-
quence of the immense numbers of mice, which sometimes
wholly destroy the crops." Afterwards he repeats the
same statement with reference to the crops of the Haouran.
Unfortunately he did not see the animal, and we incline
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to think that different field-mice may be intended, of

which the one under notice is the most abundant and
most destructive. However, the predominance in num-
bers and iujuriousness here ascribed to the short-tailed

field-mouse is by no means peculiar to Palestine. The
notorious devastations in the young plantations of the

Dean and New Forests in 1812, 1813, were chiefiy by

this destructive arvicole, which was found to be fifty to

one as compared to its long-tailed congener. In the

former of these forests 30,000 (of both species) were caught

in the year ending March, 1814, besides that a much
larger number were taken from the pitfeUs, by various ani-

mals and birds. [Appendix, No. 30.]

These animals collectively commit dreadful havoc in

the cultivated fields in those years when there is little or

no frost in winter. For this reason the Bedouins and pea-

sants are encouraged to destroy them by a price upon the

head of every one produced dead. It is remarkable that

the Jerboa is very rarely found among the animals pro-

duced for this premium. Some have thought this the

mouse (that is, the field-mouse) of the Scriptures. The
greater numbers and more extensive ravages of the short-

tailed field-mouse may render this doubtful ; and that it is

not, as others think, the shaphan of the sacred books, we
have had an opportunity of shewing under Lev. xi. 5.

8. ' Take the ark of God, and lay it upon the cart.'—
Bishop Cumberland makes the following remark upon a

passage in Sanchoniatho, respecting the Agrotis, who, it is

said, had a much worshipped statue, and a temple, carried

about by one or more yoke of oxen, in Phoenicia. ' Me-
thinks I see something like this in the advice of the priests

of the Philistines, successors to the old Phcenicians in their

religion and abode, to send back the ark of God upon a

new cart drawn by two milch-cows. This ark was the

epitome of the tabernacle, or moveable temple of God : a

like temple was that of Moloch, and of his Star Chiun
(Amos v. -26), or Remphan, whereof Si. Stephen says (Acts

vii. 43), that the Israelites carried them in the wilderness

to bow unto or worship.'

10. ' Took two milch kine,and tied them to the cart.'—

That the Philistines thought of placing the ark on a car,

to be drawn by oxen, shews that vehicles drawn by

such animals were in use among them, at least in their

sacred processions. There is nothing of the kind among
the Egyptians. Tlieir religious processions were walking

,s, and by water,—that is to say, as all their

; were along the Nile, their religious progresses from

one place to another were by that river, the short distances

to and from which they walked, bearing their arks, their

idols, and their implements of religious service. The Jews

had no religious processions after they became a settled

people, unless it were in the removals of the ark ;
which

removals resulted from circumstances, for it was intended

to be stationary. It was indeed not unlawful to take the

ark to the wars ; but the only instance in which this is

recorded to have been done, was when it was taken by the

Philistines. In the Wilderness the ark was carried on the

shoulders of the Levites, as were the other more sacred

utensils of the tabernacle; but the fabric itself, and its

heavier furniture, were placed on cars or waggons drawn
hij oxen. The ark itself was never thus conveyed, except
on the various stages of its return from the Philistines.

For the Israelites, observing that those people had in this

manner transported it safely, continued its removal in the

same manner, until the consequences that ultimately en-

sued reminded them of the more proper method.
Among the Egyptians, horses appear to have been in-

variably employed for draught, whether in chariots of war
or peace. But, although they had not themselves the

custom, their sculptures coincide with the Scriptures in

manifesting the use of oxen or kine for draught by
other nations. An instance, from this source, has been

given in this work, under Gen. xlv., and another from
the same source is now introduced. Indeed, all the

examples adduced in the former instance to illustrate the

subject of car/s, apply to the present, since all the carts

there represented from ancient and modern sources, are

drcmn by oxen equally with the more elegant class of

vehicles represented in the present instance ; and, taken

together, they demonstrate the extensive use of oxen for

draught in both the ancient and modern East. After So-

lomon, the IL^brews learned from the Egyptians and their

nearer neighbours to have chariots of war drawn by
horses ; and kings and high military commanders appear

to have had their private chariots also drawn by horses.

To these and agricultural purposes, wheel-carriages seem
to have been very much confined ; but, as far as they were
used, they appear, except in the cases specified, to have

been drawn by oxen. The use of war-chariots has now
nearly disappeared in the East, and with it the employment
of horses for draught. Oxen are employed everywhere,

from the Yellow Sea to the Mediterranean. And in our

present engravings, the elegance of the vehicles, and the

cost and finish of the equipments, shew that to ride in a

car drawn by oxen is not, nor was, considered a mode of

conveyance by any means so rude or ignoble as the illus-

trations given uuder Gen. xlv. may have suggested.

15. ' SeM-sAemesA.'— This name means 'house of the

sun,' or ' Sun-town.' It was a sacerdotal city in the tribe

of Judah, ou the south-eastern border of Dan (Josh. xv.

10 ; xxi. IB); and as appears from the present chapter, in

the neighbourhood of the Philistines. The text 2 Kings
xiv. 11, seems to indicate its position in a lowland plain.

It is placed by Eusebius at ten Roman miles from Eleu-
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theropolis, on the road to Nicopolis. Although at this

time in the hands of the Israelites, it appears to have been
eventually recovered by the Philistines, to whom it had
previously belonged. At the distance and in the vicinity

indicated by Eusebius and Jerome, a place called Ain
Shems (Fountain of the Sun) was found by Dr. Robinson,
and which he, with great probability, identifies with Beth-
Sheniesh. The name is applied to the ruins of an Arab
village, constructed with ancient materials. To the west
of the village, upon the plateau of a low swell or mound,
are the vestiges of a former extensive town, consisting of

many foundations, and the rei of ancient walls of

17. ' Ekron'—This place was the capital of the most
northern of the Philistine states, and seems to have been

the prime seat of the worship of Baal-zebub (2 Kings i. 2).

It was called Accaron by the Greeks. Its site was dis-

puted even in the time of Jerome. He notices the opinion

(which is that of the Talmudists) that Ekron was the

same with Strato's tower, afterwards called Ccesarea,

which is altogether improbable. The Accaron which

Jerome mentions as existing in his time as a large village
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between Azotus aud Jamnia to the east, that is, more in-

land, is most probably the Ekron of Scripture. The onlj

historical fact of any interest in connection with Ekron,

besides those mentioned in the canonical books, is, that

the town and territory were given by Alexander Balas to

Jonathan Maccabeus, as an acknowledgment of a great

victory gained in this neighbourhood by that prince over

ApoUonius. The history of this affair, in connection with

the gift, confirms the position which Jerome assigns to

Accaron ; but as this is generally admitted, we need not

recapitulate the evidence. The place had, in the time of

I'reidenbach (whose travels in Palestine were first pub-

lished in 1486), declined from a village to a solitary cot-

tage or hut, which still bore the ancient name. We are

not aware that any trace of the name or the site can now
be discovered.

18. ' Great stone of Abel'—There is little doubt that,

instead of reading Abe/ as a proper name, we should read

aben, ' a stone," as in the Septuagint, the Chaldee, and some
Hebrew manuscripts. This makes the reading simply the

great stone, which our version, having adopted Abel as a

proper name, inserts in italics, in order to complete the

sense. The authorized change of the final letter ([ for 5)
preserves the sense without any such addition.

19. ' Fifti/ thousand and threescore and (fn.'—This num-
ber is undoubtedly too large, and all critics agree that

there is here some error, owing probably to an erroneous so-

lution by copyists of the arithmetical sign which was ori-

ginally employed. Josephus and some of the ancient Jews
understood that only 70 were destroyed, not 50,070. The
Syriac and Arabic versions have 5070 (ny for 2y ). and this

statement agrees with 1 Cod. Kennicolt(comp. Gesenius,
Gesch. der Hebr. Sprach, p. 174). There is certainly some-
thing wrong ; for this is the only text in which numbers
are expressed where the lesser number is mentioned before

the greater. It reads thus : ' Of the people seventy men,
fifty thousand men,' not ' fifty thousand and seventy men,'
as in the customary form. We may therefore infer, either

that the 'fifty thousand' is an interpolation, or may conjec-

ture with Bochart that the particle '3 ki, ' out of,' has been

dropped, and that we should insert it, and read ' Seventy
men out of fifty thousand men.' Bethshemesh, indeed,

seems to have been a small place ; but it is not improbable,
if we prefer this alternative, that the people flocked thither

in great numbers from the neighbouring places, as soon as

they heard that the ark had arrived ; and thus there may
have been 50,000 persons present. [Appendix, No. 30.]

21. ' Kirjath-jearim.'—See the note on Josh. ix. 17; to

which we only add, that this place is called Kirjath-Baal
in Josh XV. 6(1, whence it was probably dedicated to the

worship of that god under the Canaanites, and perhaps
its name was changed by the Hebrews to Kirjath-jearim,
' the city of the woods.' Verse 1 3, which shews that Beth-

shemesh was in a valley, and chap. vii. 1, wliich describes

Kirjath-jearim as being on a hill, explains the expression,
' Come ye down and fetch it up.'

CHAPTER VII.

1 Tltet/ of Kirjalh-jearim bring the ark info the house

of Ahinadab, and sanctify Eleazar his son to keep

it. 2 After twenty years, 3 the Israelites, by

Samuel's means, solemnly repent at Mizpeh. 9

While Samuel prayeth and saciifcelh, the Lord
discomfiteth the Philistines by thunder at Eben-ezer.

13 The Philistines are subdued. 15 Samud peace-

ably and religiously jiidgcth Israel.

And the men of Kirjath-jearim came, and

fetched up the ark of the Lord, and brought

it into the house of Abinadab in the hill, and

sanctified Eleazar his son to keep the ark of

the Lord.
2 And it came to pass, while the ark abode

in Kirjath-jearim, that the time was long ; for

it was twenty years : and all the house of

Israel lamented after the Lord.
3 If And Samuel sjiake unto all the house

of Israel, saying. If ye do return unto the

Lord with all your hearts, then 'put away the

strange gods and 'Ashtaroth from among you,

and prepare your hearts unto the Lord, and

^serve him only : and he will deliver you out

of the hand of the Philistines.

4 Then the children of Israel did put away
'Baalim and Ashtaroth, and served the Lord
only.

5 And Samuel said, Gatlicr all Israel to

Mizpeh, and I will ])ray for you unto the

Lord.

6 And they gathered together to Mizpeh,
and drew water, and poured it out before tlie

Lord, and fasted on that day, and said there.

We have sinned against tlie Lord. And
Samuel judged the children of Israel in

Mizpeh.

7 IT And when the Philistines heard that

the children of Israel were gathered together

to Mizpeh, the lords of the Philistines went

up against Israel. And when the children of

Israel heard it, they were afraid of the Phi-

listines.

8 And the children of Israel said to Samuel,

^Ccase not to cry unto the Lord our God for

us, that he will save us out of the hand of the

Philistines.

9 H And Samuel took a sucking lamb,

and offered it for a burnt offering wholly

unto the Lord : and Samuel cried unto

the Lord for Israel ; and the Lord Mieard

him.

10 And as Samuel was offering up the

burnt offering, the Philistines drew near to

battle against Israel : but the Lord thundered

with a great thunder on that day upon the

Philistines, and discomfited them ; and they

were smitten before Israel.

11 And the men of Israel went out of

ISIizpeh, and pursued the Philistines, and smote

them, until they came under Beth-car.

12 Then Samuel took a stone, and set it

8. « Judges i. 1 1.
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between Mizpeh and Shen, and called the

name of it 'Eben-ezer, saying, Hitherto hath

tlie Lord helped us.

13 H So the Philistines were subdued, and

they came no more into the coast of Israel

:

ancl the hand of the Lord was against the

Philistines all the days of Samuel.

14 And the cities which the Philistines had

taken from Israel were restored to Israel, from

Ekron even unto Gath ; and the coasts thereof

did Israel deliver out of the hands of the Phi-

1 That is. The stone of help.

listines. And there was peace between Israel

and the Amorites.

15 H And Samuel judged Israel all the

days of his life.

1

6

And he went from year to year "in cir-

cuit to Beth-el, and Gilgal, and Mizpeh, and
judged Israel in all those places.

17 And his return loas to Ramah ; for

there was his house ; and there he judged
Israel ; and there he built an altar unto the

Lord.

Verse \. ' Tin

ark.'—Why the ark was not returned to Shiloh does not

very clearly appear. Probably no command on the subject

was given ; and from the experience which the Israelites

now had of the jealousy with which its sanctity was
guarded, they were afraid to remove it without express

orders. Besides, at this time the people were again far

gone into idolatrous practices, which made them compa-
ratively indifferent about the ark, and it is not unlikely

that the reaction of the sentiment of astonishment and
grief with which its loss had been regarded, did much to

impair that veneration of which it had been the object.

Add to this that they had been without the ark for seven

months, in the course of which they had accustomed their

minds to the want of it, and had learned to regard it as

less essential to them than it had before seemed. The
tabernacle still remained at Shiloh, which continued to be

the seat of the appointed ministrations, until it was re-

moved in the reign of Saul to Nob, probably in conse-

quence of the destruction of Shiloh in the Philistine war
(1 Sam. xiv. 3 ; Jer. vii. 12-U ; xxvi. 6-9).

2. ' Twenty years.'—Our version seems to say that twenty

years was the whole time of the ark's sojourn at Kirjath-

jearim. But it was certainly much longer ; for the ark

remained there all the reign of Saul and part of David's

reign (see 2 Sam. vi. ; 1 Chron. xiii.). What is really

affirmed here is, that from the first placing of the ark at

Ivirjath-jearim, twenty years passed in anxious expecta-

tion of Jehovah's interposition for the deliverance of his

people before Samuel gave them any hope ; that at the

expiration of that time he promised them deliverance upon
the complete renunciation of their idols. This sense is

clearly expressed in the original, and is preserved in the

Septuagint and Vulgate translations.

6. * Drew water, and poured it out before the Lord.'—
It is confessedly difficult to ascertain the precise meaning
of this act, since there is no mention of it among the

ceremonies directed by the law. In ancient times, in-

deed, almost every solemn act was accompanied by liba-

tions, or the outpouring of some fluid, generally wine

;

and we know that water was employed in the earlier times

for this purpose : but in the Law nothing but wine and
blood are directed to be poured out before the Lord. We
think that there may be some reference to the compact
into which the people now entered, and in which Samuel
acted on their belialf; and the idea may be, that their

words had gone forth not to be recalled, and may be illus-

trated under this view by reference to the beautiful text,

2 Sam. xiv. 14 : 'We are as water spilt on the ground
which cannot be gathered up again." Oaths were cer-

tainly, under some such idea, confirmed anciently by liba-

tions. Thus Ulysses says of Phidon :

' To me the monarch swore, in his own hall

Pouring libation
;'

and it appears that pouring water on the ground is a very
ancient and still subsisting way of confirming an oath iu
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India. As, however, there is not in the text any mention

of an oath or compact, and the sentiments prominently

produced are those of grief and humiliation, we do not feel

assured that the outpouring of water may not have been

symbolical of the abundance of tears that the occasion

required—pouring them out before the Lord.
— ' And Samuel judged the children of Israel in Miz-

peh.'—It is usually stated that Samuel succeeded Eli. He
was then little more than twenty years of age, and al-

though, as his years advanced, he doubtless acquired much
authority among the people from the influence of his

character and position, there is no evidence that it was
any other than that which prophets usually exercised. It

rather appears from the text that it was after the twenty

years of further servitude to the Philistines that Samuel
was publicly called to assume the civil government. At
the end of these twenty years the people Mamenled after

the Lord,' or repented of the sins by which they had

alienated themselves from him, and were disposed to re-

turn to their allegiance. Samuel then came forward iu

his prophetic character, and promised them deliverance

from the Philistines if they would put away the strange

gods, the Baals and Ashtaroths (representing the sun and

moon), and devote themselves to the exclusive service of

Jehovah. His directions were followed ; and he then

convened an assembly of all Israel at Mizpeh, wliere they

held a solemn fast and humiliation for their sins, and

poured out water before Jehovah, as expressive of their

despondency or grief: and to testify their good intentions

for the future, the prophet himself was there invested by

them with the authority of a 'judge.'

7. 'And when the Philistines heard,' etc-TheVhWh-
tines took umbrage at this great assembly in Mizpeh,

which, they rightly judged, boded no good to the conti-

nuance of their domination. They assembled their forces

and marched to that place to disperse the congregation.

The people, not being prepared for war, were filled with

alarm on the approach of their enemies, and besought

Samuel to cry to Jehovah, for them, that he might save

them from the hand of the Philistines. Samuel did so

with great earnestness ; and he was in the act of oflering

up a lamb as a burnt-offering, when the Philistines drew

near to battle. The prayers of the prophet were then an-

swered by a terrible storm of thunder and lightning, by
which the enemy were alarmed and confounded, while

the Israelites, recognising the sign, were inspired with

sudden and indomitable courage. They fell impetuously

upon the force they had so lately dreaded, and slew vast

numbers of them, chasing the remainder as far as Beth-

car. In memory of this great victory, Samuel set up a

memorial-stone, and gave it the name of Ebenezer ((Ae

help-stone), saying, 'Hitherto Jehovah hath helped us.'

This very brilliant victory broke the spirit of the Philis-

tines for many years. They were obliged to restore all

their conquests from the Israelites ; and, for a long time

to come, they kept carefully within their own territories,

and abstained from any hostile acts against the Hebrews.
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Their example was followed by the other neighbours of

Israel, which hence enjoyed the felicity of a profound

peace during the entire period of Samuel's sole adminis-

tration. [The war was renewed under Saul. See xiii. 3, &c.]

16. 'He went from year to year in circuit to Bethel, and
Gilgal, and Mi:peh.'— Some think that the practice of

having judges going in circuit every year, or oftener, to

administer justice, as among ourselves, was derived from
this practice of Samuel. There is, however, not much re-

semblance; since Samuel did not itinerate through the

country, but only within a very limited district. All the

towns named were within a short distance from each other,

and all within the limits of one tribe, that of Benjamin.
[On Gilgal, see Note 14 in Appendix, Vol. I.]

CHAPTER VIII.

1 Bi/ occasion of the ill f/overmnent of Samiiers sons,

the Israelites ask a king. 6 Samuel praying in

grief, is comforted hy God: 10 He telletli the manner

of a king. 19 God willeth Samuel to yield unto the

importunity of the people.

And it came to pass, when Samuel was old,

that he made his sons judges over Israel.

2 Now the name of his firstborn was Joel

;

and the name of his second, Abiah : they were

judges in Beer-sheba.

3 And his sons walked not in his ways, but

turned aside after lucre, and 'took bribes, and

Derverted judgment.

4 Then all the elders of Israel gathered

themselves together, and came to Samuel unto

Ramah,
5 And said unto him, Behold, thou art old,

and thy sons walk not in thy ways : now
"make us a king to judge us like all the

nations.

6 H But the thing 'displeased Samuel,

when they said. Give us a king to judge us.

And Samuel prayed unto the Lord.
7 And the Lord said unto Samuel,

Hearken unto the voice of the people in all

that they say unto thee : for they have not

rejected thee, but they have rejected me, that

I should not reign over them.

8 According to all the works which they

have done since the day that I brought them

up out of Egypt even unto this day, where-

with they have forsaken mo, and served other

gods, so do they also unto tliee.

9 Now therefore 'hearken unto their voice :

•'howbeit yet protest solemnly unto them, and

shew them the manner of the king that shall

reign over them.

10 11 And Samuel told all the words of

the Lord unto the people that asked of him a

king.

11 And he said. This will be the manner

of the king that shall reign over you : He will

take your sons, and appoint them for himself,

for his chariots, and to he his horsemen ; and
some shall run before his chariots.

12 And he will appoint him captains over

thousands, and captains over fifties ; and will

set them to ear his ground, and to reap his

harvest, and to make his instruments of war,

and instruments of his chariots.

13 And he will take your daughters to

he confectionaries, and to be cooks, and to be

bakers.

14 And he will take your fields, and your

vineyards, and your oliveyards, even the best

of them, and give thef/i to his servants.

15 And he will take the tenth of your seed,

and of your vineyards, and give to his "officers,

and to his servants.

16 And he will take your menscrvants, and
your maidservants, and your goodliest young
men, and your asses, and put them to his

work.

17 He will take the tenth of your sheep :

and ye shall be his servants.

18 And ye shall cry out in that day because

of your king which ye shall have chosen you
;

and the Lord will not hear you in that

day.

19 11 Nevertheless the people refused to

obey the voice of Samuel ; and they said.

Nay ; but we will have a king over us

;

20 That we also may be like all the

nations ; and that our king may judge us,

and go out before us, and fight our battles.

21 And Samuel heard all the words of the

people, and he rehearsed them in the ears of

tiie Loud.
22 And the Lord said to Samuel, Hearken

unto their voice, and make them a king. And
Samuel said unto the men of Israel, Go yc

every man unto his city.

s etril in the q/rs of Samuel. ' Or, iific.?.

( against tftem, then thou shalt shew, &c.

Verse !>. ' Afake us a king to judge us like all the na-

tions'—This demand, and the general subject involved,

lias been already somewhat fully illustrated in the notes

to Deut. xvii., to which the reader is referred.

HI

The sole administration of Samuel lasted twelve years,

dating it, as we do, from the end of the Philistine servi-

tude, and not from the death of Eli. Near the close of

this period, when the prophet was ' growing old and gray-
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heaJed,' being sixty-four years of age, he appointed his

BOQS, Joel and Abiah, to act for him at Bethel and Beer-

sheba. Bat they -walked not in the steps of their father.
' They turned aside af^er lucre, and took bribes, and per-

verted judgment.'

The misconduct of Samuel's sons, with his own advanc-

ing age, and the seemingly unsettled state in which the

government would be left at his death, were among the

causes which at this time induced the elders of Israel to

resort to Samuel at Kamah and to demand of him that a

king should be appointed to reign over them, as in other

nations. The causes which we have just stated, together

with the regular administration of justice to which Sa-

muel had accustomed them, occasioned the demand, it

would seem, at this particular time ; but there were deeper

causes which would unquestionably have brought them to

this point ere long, if it had not now. These causes have
been well discriminated by Jahn.

This able writer justly refers the frequent interruptions

to the welfare of the Hebrew state under the judges to—
' 1. The effeminacy and cowardice of tie people ; and, 2.

To the disunion and jealousy of the tribes, who never

assisted each other with the requisite zeal and alacrity.

But as this effeminacy arose from the vices of idolatry,

and their cowardice from a want of confidence in Jehovah

;

so the disunion and jealousy of the tribes, though selfishness

was the immediate cause, arose from a disposition to neglect

their Divine King, and not to consider themselves as the

united and only people of Jehovah. This disposition, if

it did not originate from, was at least very much height-

ened by the multiplication of deities. Thus both these

causes of their misfortunes owed their origin to idolatry,

that great cause of all their calamities, so often mentioned
in the sanctions of the law. Thus the people, by increasing

their gods, enervated themselves, and prepared for them-

selves those suiierings and chastisements by which they

were again to be brought back to their King, Jehovah.'
He proceeds to say that ' These causes of national mis-

fortune were all in operation at the time of Samuel,

and threatened to produce after his death still greater

calamities. The tribes beyond the Jordan had formidable

enemies in the Ammonites and the southern tribes in the

Philistines, while the northern tribes stood aloof from the

dangers of their more exposed countrymen. The latter

seems to have been the principal reason why the rulers in

general assembly requested a king. The tribes in south-

ern Palestine and beyond the Jordan were the most ear-

nest for this change in the government ; they feared that

the death of Samuel would leave them without a supreme
magistrate, and that the nation being again disunited,

they should be left to their fate. The degeneracy of

Samuel's sons, who had been appointed subordinate

judges, or deputies, increased their apprehensions. They
therefore strenuously insisted on their demand, "Nay,
but we will have a king over us, that we also may be like

all the nations." They had reason to hope that a king

invested with supreme authority might be able to unite

the power of the whole nation and protect each tribe

with the collected strength of all ; that under him the

affairs of government would be more promptly adminis-

tered and necessary aid more readily afibrded ; that if he
were a man devoted to Jehovah, he could more effec-

tually repress or prevent idolatry, and thus place the

welfare of the state on a more solid foundation. They
might imagine themselves justified in this request as Moses
had taken it for granted that the nation would eventually

have a king, and the same thing had been promised to

their great progenitor Abraham. It conduces greatly to

the honour of the Hebrews that they attempted this

change in their constitution, not by their own power, but

in accordance with the principles of the theocracy ; they

requested it of their King, Jehovah, by the intervention

of a prophet, and they effected it without bloodshed,—

a

manifest proof that tlie time of the judges was neither

what is usually understood by a " barbarous " nor a " he-

roic age."' [See in connection with the above, xii. 12.]

But as all the objects which they desiied to realize were

attainable under the theocracy, were tliey but faithful to

its principles and engagements ; and as the unseen King^

Jehovah, would necessarily be obscured by a subordinate,

visible monarch. He, by means of Samuel, gave the rulers

to undei-stand his disapprobation of their request; and at

the same time represented to them the burdens they would
have to bear imder a king, especially how easily he might
be led to imitate other Oriental monarchs, and to disregard

the law of Jehovah.

11. ' Tliis will be the manner of the king that shall reiyn

over you.'—The description which Samuel gives is doubt-

less a picture of such kingly governments as were at that

time established in the neighbouring nations, and such as

that of the Hebrews ultimately became. It is therefore

very instructive, and presents some striking analogies to

the present condition of kingly power in the East. Some
of these will hereafter come under our notice historically

with more advantage than in this place, which will there-

fore limit our remarks on the present chapter.

— 'He will take your sons, and appoint them for him-

self.'—This, and other passages of a similar import, which
follow, we understand to refer to such a right as that

which is still claimed by some Oriental monarchs, of

appropriating the services of any of their subjects accord-

ing to their pleasure : that is to say, the king is considered

so far entitled to the services of his people, that they can-

not refuse to serve him, when called upon to do so. The
remuneration depends on circumstances; but more will

not often be obtained than the wages of a slave—food and
clothing. In Persia, for instance, the king exercises the

right of calling, to work for him, any artisan distinguished

for his skill ; in consequence of which, reputation for skill

in any branch of art is deprecated as the worst of evils.

The ultimate operation of this feeling is to prevent all

improvement in the useful arts ; for even a man who has

completed an improvement, is afraid to give it effect, in

the knowledge that, by so doing, his prospects in life will

not be bettered, but wholly ruined.

— ' Some shall run before his chariots.'—Chariots are

not now used ; but in Persia it is, to this day, a piece of

state for the king and other great personages to have
several men run on foot before and beside them, as they

ride on horseback. This they do even when the rider

puts his horse to a gallop. The men are trained to their

business from boyhood; and the feats they are able to

perform would scarcely be considered credible in this

country. They are called shatirs. Chardin mentions a

candidate for the place of shatir to the king, who accom-
plished about 120 miles by fourteen hours' unremitted

rimning; and who was rather censured for not having
done it in twelve hours. Chardin himself followed him
on horseback in his seventh course, when the heat of the

day had obliged him somewhat to relax his pace, and the

traveller could only follow him by keeping his horse on
the gallop. No instance equal to this came to our own
knowledge in the same country ; but what we did see and
learn, rendered the statement of Chardin far from incre-

dible. It is astonishing to observe the extreme ease with

which the men appear to attend their master's horse in all

its paces, even the most rapid ; and, as a general rule, it

is understood that an accomplished footman ought to re-

main untired as long, or longer, than the horse ridden by
his master. The same custom existed in ancient Egypt,
and the illustration derivable from this source is the more
interesting, as Egypt was probably one of the contem-
porary nations which the prophet had in view, and the

more exact, as chariots were there actually employed.

12. 'He will appoint him captains'—Does this refer to

a power, exercised by the king, of obliging persons whom
he thought proper to nominate, to accept offices of honour
whether they desired it or not ? It is very possible. In

the East, a man must accept any office to which the king
nominates him. however disagreeable or ruinous to him-
self. Nor has this been confined to the East ; for no very
long period has elapsed since our own sovereigns exer-

cised the same power, and possessed also that claim upon
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the services of artisans and others, to which we have ad-

verted in a preceding note.

13. 'He will take youT daughters to he confectionaries

.

,

. cooks . . .and bakers'—We" have, on several occasions,

mentioned that these are the offices of females in Oriental

households; and how great a number must have been em-
ployed in providing for the vast royal establishments of

the East, may easily be imagined. It is not too much to

say, that thousands derive their daily food from the royal

kitchens. Perhaps the picture drawn by Samuel was

most completely realized in the time of Solomon, the daily

provision of whose household amounted to ' thirty mea-

sures of fine flour, and threescore measures of meal, ten

fat oxen, and twenty oxen out of the pastures, and an

hundred sheep, besides harts, and roebucks, and fallow-

LiniOT. A-NCIE-VT Eqtpt.

deer, and fatted fowl' (1 Kings iv. 22, 23). To prepare

all this for the table must have occupied no small number
of 'confectionaries, cooks, and bakers." The Rev. W.
Jowett calculates that not fewer than two thousand per-

sons were employed about the palace of that petty prince,

the emir of the Druses. He says, ' We saw many pro-

fessions and trades going on in it—soldiers, horse-breakers,

carpenters, blacksmiths, scribes, cooks, tobacconists, etc.

There was, in the air of this mingled assemblage, some-
thing which forcibly brought to my mind the description

of an eastern royal household, as given to the Israelites

by Samuel.' Christian Researches in Si/ria, p. 84.

The other topics of this remarkable chapter admit of

being reserved for consideration in connection with future

historical circumstances.

CHAPTER IX.

1 Sajil despairing to find his father's asses, 6 b;/ the

counsel of his servant, II and direction of yuuncj

maidens, 15 according to God's revelation, 18 cometh

to Samuel. 19 Samuel entertaineth Saul at thefeast.

25 Samuel, after secret commimicntion, bringeth Saul

on his way.

Now there was a man of Benjamin, wliosc

name teas 'Kisli, the son of Abiel, the son

of Zeror, the son of Bechorath, the son of

Aphiah, 'a Benjamite, a mighty man of

'power.

2 And he had a son, whose name iras

Saul, a choice young man, and a goodly : and

there was not among the children of Israel a

goodlier person than he : from his shoulders

and upward he teas higher than any of the

people.

] I
(^

> Chap. H. 5] . 1 Cliroi). 8. S3. * Or, the

3 And the asses of Kish Saul's father were

lost. And Kish said to Saul his son. Take
now one of the servants with thee, and arise,

go seek the asses.

4 And he passed through mount Ephraim,

and passed through the land of Shalisha, but

they found them not : then they passed through

the land of Shalim, and there they were not

:

and he passed throtigh the land of the Ben-

jamites, but they found them not.

5 And when they were come to the land

of Zuph, Saul said to his servant that was

with him. Come, and let us return ; lest my
father leave carintj for the asses, and take

thought for us.

6 And he said unto him, Behold now,

thej-e i.i in this city a man of God, and he is

an honourable man ; all that he saith cometh

mofJcmini. » 0r,»uist(l/l«.
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surely to pass : now let us go thither
; per-

adventure he can shew us our way that we
should go.

7 Then said Saul to his servant, But, be-

hold, ifw'Q go, what shall we bring the man ?

for the bread "is spent in our vessels, and
there is not a present to bring to the man of

God : what 'have we ?

8 And the servant answered Saul again,

and said. Behold, °I have here at hand the

fourth part of a shekel of silver : that will I

give to the man of God, to tell us our way.

9 (Beforetime in Israel, when a man went
to enquire of God, thus he spake. Come, and
let us go to the seer : for he that is now called

a Prophet was beforetime called a Seer.)

10 Then said Saul to his servant, 'Well
said ; come, let us go. So they went unto
tlie city where the man of God ivas.

11 *\ And as they went up 'the hill to the

city, they found young maidens going out to

draw water, and said unto them. Is the seer

here ?

12 And they answered them, and said.

He is ; behold, he is before you : make haste

now, for he came to day to the city ; for there

is a 'sacrifice of the people to day in the high

place

:

13 As soon as ye be come into the city, ye
shall straightway find him, before he go up to

the high place to eat : for the people will not

eat until he come, because he doth bless the

sacrifice ; and afterwards they eat that be
bidden. Now therefore get you up ; for

about '"this time ye shall find him.

14 And they went up into the city : and
when they were come into the city, laehold,

Samuel came out against them, for to go up
to the high place.

15 H "Now the Lord had 'Hold Samuel
in his ear a day before Saul came, saying,

16 To morrow about this time I will send

thee a man out of the land of Benjamin, and
thou shalt anoint him to be captain over my
people Israel, that he may save my people

out of the hand of the Philistines : for I have
looked upon my people, because their cry is

come unto me.
17 And when Samuel saw Saul, the Lokd

said unto him. Behold the man whom I spake

UEL. [B.C. 1095.

to thee of! this same shall "reign over my
people.

IS Then Saul drew near to Samuel in the
gate, and said. Tell me, I pray thee, where
the seer's house is.

19 And Samuel answered Saul, and said,

lain the seer: go up before me unto the
high place ; for ye shall eat with me to day,
and to morrow I will let thee go, and will

tell thee all that is in thine heart.

20 And as for thine asses that were lost

"three days ago, set not thy mind on them
;

for they are found. And on whom is all the
desire of Israel ? Is it not on thee, and on
all thy father's house ?

21 And Saul answered and said. Am not
I a Benjamite, of the smallest of the tribes of
Israel ? and my family the least of all the
families of the tribe of Benjamin ? wherefore
then speakest thou "so to me ?

22 And Samuel took Saul and his servant,

and brought them into the parlour, and
made them sit in the chiefest place among
them that were bidden, which were about
thirty persons.

23 And Samuel said unto the cook. Bring
the portion which I gave thee, of which I
said unto thee. Set it by thee.

24 And the cook took up the shoulder,
and that which icas upon it, and set it before
Saul. And Samuel said. Behold that which
is "left ! set it before thee, and eat : for unto
this time hath it been kept for thee since I
said, I have invited the people. So Saul did
eat with Samuel that day.

25 H And when they were come down
from the high place into the city, Samuel
communed with Saul upon the top of the
house.

26 And they arose early : and it came to

pass about the spring of the day, that Samuel
called Saul to the top of the house, saying.

Up, that I may send thee away. And Saul
arose, and they went out both of them, he and
Samuel, abroad.

27 And as they were going down to the

end of the city, Samuel said to Saul, Bid the

servant pass on before us, (and he passed on,)

but stand thou still ' 'a while, that I

thee the word of God.
may shew

Heb. is gone out of, &c.
8 Heb. in the ascent of the city.

Heb. revealed the ear of Samuel.

Heb. is with us f ' is found iji mj/ hand. Heb. Thy wttrd is good.
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Verse 4. ' Mount Ephraim.'—Ephraim adjoined Benja-
min on tlie north, which indicates the direction of Saul's

journey. ' Mount Ephraim ' is rather extensively used in

Scripture, and does not denote any particular mountain,
but appears to be applied to all that part of the central

range which passes through this tribe, including its rami-
fications and inferior heights.

— ' Land of Shalisha.'—This is usually supposed to be
the same with the Baal-Sbalisha of 2 Kings iv. 42. But
this, under the name of Beth-Shalisha, is placed by Euse-
bius and Jerome in the Thamnitic canton, about fifteen

miles to the north of Diospolis—a position which cannot
be well made to agree with any probable estimate of the
route taken by Saul. See the note on v. 14.— ' Ijand ofShalim,'—Some make this Jerusalem, which
is sometimes called Shalem or Salem ; and others think it

the same mentioned in Gen. xxxili. 18, as ' Shalem, a city

of Shechem.' But, in fact, the names have very consider-
able difference. Jerusalem and the ' city of Shechem ' are

called D?^ Shalem ; whereas the present is DviJB' Sliaalim.

In its present form, the name does not elsewhere occur

;

but it is supposed to be the same as the Shaalbim (D'a^pt?')

of Judges i. 35, and 1 Kings iv. 9 ; and the Shaalabbin of
Josh. xix. 42, which lay in the tribe of Dan, and which
usually occur in connection with Aijalon and Beth-shemesh.
Jerome also speaks of the existence of a village called

Shalim, in his time about seven miles west of Eleuthero-
polis, and which was therefore in the tribe of Dan, and not
far from the places which the Scripture associates with
Shaalbim. Although this may not be so much as the
former beyond the probable range of Saul's excursion, it is

difficult to connect these positions with those subsequently
indicated ; but it is useless to speculate from probabilities

of route in a random journey in search of strayed asses.

5. ' Land of Zuph.'—Compare ch. i. 1, from which, and
from what follows, it seems clear that this land of Zuph
was a canton or district of Mount Ephraim, in which was
situated Ramah, the native place and usual residence of
Samuel. It derived its name from Zuph, the great-great-

grandfather of Elkanah, the father of Samuel. This Zuph
was the head of the Levitical family of Zuphim ; and it is

iut resting to discover, from 1 Chron. vi., that he, and
consequently Samuel, was descended from Korah, the
ambitious Levite, whose awful doom is recorded in

7. ' There is not a present to bring to the man of God.'—
In this passage the points that claim attention are :—that
Saul and his servant thought it necessary to offer Samuel
a present ; that they would have given some victuals if any
had been left ; but that, having none, they determined to

offer him about sevenpence in money. All this would be
unintelligible if merely compared with any usages current
among ourselves. We should, by this standard, either

regard Saul and his servant as very silly, or else infer that

Samuel was very rapacious. This one text alone would,
therefore, render manifest the importance of illustrating

many of the usages described in Scripture, by a reference

to analogous usages still prevalent in the East. Such a
reference shews that the proceeding of Saul, in offering,

and of Samuel, in receiving, a present, is perfectljj regular
and common. The usages concerning presents which here,

and elsewhere, come under our notice, are among the most
diffused customs of the East. It is everywhere the com-
mon practice for an inferior to offer a present of some kind
or other to a superior with whom he desires an interview,

or of whom he seeks a favour. Manndrell has well discri-

minated the character of this usage. After mentioning that,

before visiting the pasha of Tripoli, he sent his present to

procure a propitious reception, he says: ' It is counted un-
civil to visit m this country without an offering in hand.
All great men expect it as a kind of tribute due to their

character and authority, and look upon themselves as

affronted, and even defrauded, when this compliment is

omitted. lOven in familiar visits among inferior people,

you shall seldom have them come without bringing a flower,

an orange, or some other such token cf their respect to the

HS
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person visited.' Being therefore received and offered as a
token of respect, the humblest present which the poorest

labourer can bring is never refused by the most exalted
personages; on the contrary, they account such presents
highly honourable to themselves, and therefore like them
to be offered before company. To refuse the humblest
offering is no less an incivility and insult to the person by
whom it is offered, than it is to approach the presence
of a superior without any offering.

Neither is there any thing extraordinary in Saul's first

intention to present Samuel with a piece of bread. Articles

of provision are the most usual presents which the rural

population offer to their patrons and superiors ; as such are

the things which they can the most readily furnish from
the produce of their field or orchard, or from their stock of
poultry, or their goats or sheep. A fruit, a flower, a fowl,

a kid, or a lamb, suffices to testify his respect, and to intro-

duce him to the person whose favour he desires. On the

same principle a merchant offers something from that in

which he deals, and an artisan fi-om the products of his skill.

Nothing more is expected from him, under the fair opera-

tion of this usage, than that which his circumstances or

temporary emergencies enable him to furnish. Plutarch
relates an anecdote, which is in exact conformity with
Oriental ideas. He says, that when Artaxer.'ces Longi-
manus was on a journey, he fell in with a peasant, who,
being at a distance from his cottage, and therefore unpro-
vided with anything which he could offer to his sovereign,

in testimony of his homage and respect, ran to the river

and filled both his hands with water, which he presented to

the king, who received it with the most gracious compla-
cency. This handful of water offered to ' the great king

'

matches very well with a piece of bread which Saul wished
to offer to Samuel. Bread was among the presents of eat-

ables which Jesse sent, by the hand of his son David, to

Saul, when the latter reigned as king (ch. xvi. 20).

As to money, there is not in all the East any of that

peculiar feeling about money which prevails among our-

selves. To receive money is there considered quite as good
and graceful as to receive money's worth. Indeed, money
is rather preferred ; and it is usually offered by those who
have no particular profession or pursuit from which a suit-

able offering might be derived : and a poor person who
finds it more convenient to offer sixpence in money, finds

it quite as acceptable as the basket of fruit which sixpence

would purchase. European travellers in the East, unpro-

vided with what they consider a suitable present to a great

man, are often led, by their home ideas, to hesitate about
offering money, lest the offer should be regarded as an
insult. But they are soon instructed in the difference be-

tween the customs of the East and West, by receiving very

intelligible hints that money is expected or will be accepted

;

and they are often astonished to find how small a sum a
very great man is satisfied to receive.

9. ' Beforetime in Israel.'—This parenthetical verse in-

terrupts the narrative here, and has no connection with

what precedes it. Houbigant puts it after the 11th verse,

which is obviously its proper place.

II.' TViei/found yoiin^ maidens going out to draw water.'—
The subject which this mdicates has been largely illustrated

in the note to Gen. xxiv. U. We shall here add the follow-

ing appropriate passage from Mariti's T)-avels, iii. 141 :

—

' When I was here ' (at Aiu in Palestine), ' a young Arab
woman, at whose wedding I had been present on the first

day of our arrival at the village, came hither to draw
water. She was accompanied by some other women, who
were singing a song allusive to her marriage. When she

arrived at the well she filled her vessel, after which the

rest of the women did the same. It is customary for

women to do this not only in the villages of Palestine, but
likewise in those of Galilee and other parts of Syria. "That

simplicity of life which prevailed amongst the patriarchs

is a good deal preserved among the country people in these

provmces.'

14. ' The city.'—It is not said what the city was called;

but as it was in ' the land of Zuph,' it has been assumed to

be the si-,me with the Kaniah, or Kamathaim Zvphim, w hich
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was the native place and ordinary residence of Samuel (ch.

i. 1). There is confessedly great difficulty in working out
the site of this place, as well as in tracing the course of
Saul's journey, lu dismissing Saul from the place subse-

quently, Samuel predicts an adventure which would befal

him near Rachel's sepulchre, on his way home. Now Saul's

home was in Benjamin, the southern border of which tribe

is several miles north of that sepulchre ; and it is therefore

manifest that if Saul in going home were to pass by this

sepulchre, the place from which he started must have been
to the south thereof. Gesenius contends that if we allow
weight to this mention of Rachel's sepulchre, we can only
look for Samuel's Ramah in the neighbourhood of Beth-
lehem ; where also Eusebius speaks of a Kamah. Not far

south-east of Bethlehem is the Jebel Fureidis, or Frank
Mount, which Robinson has identified as the site of the

ancient city and fortress of Herod, called Herodium ; and
Gesenius contends that if we fix here the site of Ramah, all

the circumstances mentioned in 1 Sam. ix. 10, are suffi-

ciently explained. But then the Ramathaim Zophim of

1 Sam. i. must have been a different place {Thesaurus,

p. 1276). To this Dr. Robinson himself, in his edition of

Gesenius, objects that the difference assumed in the last

sentence is inadmissible. ' Besides, no one who had seen

the Frank Mountain would suppose for a moment that a

city ever lay upon it. It was indeed occupied by Herod's

fortress ; but the city Herodium lay at its foot.' He adds
that Eusebius, in the passage referred to, obviously places

Ramah of Benjamin near Bethlehem, for the purpose of

helping out a wrong interpretation of Matt. ii. 18. Another,

and the most recent hypothesis in this vexed question,

would place this Ramah at a site of ruins now called

er-Rameh, two miles north of Hebron {Biblioth. Sacra,

No. I., pp. 46-51). But this also assumes that the Ramathaim
Zophim, the place of the prophet's birth, was different from
the place of his residence and burial, contrary to the testi-

mony of Josephus (Antiq., vi. 4, 6 ; vi. 13, 5), and to the

conclusion deducible from a comparison of 1 Sam. i. 1, with

verses 3, 19. In the midst of all this uncertainty. Dr. Ro-
binson thinks that interpreters may yet be driven to the

conclusion that the city where Saul found Samuel (1 Sam.
ix. 10) was not Ramah, his home.
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24. * 7^he cook took up the shoulder, and . ... set it before

Saul.'— It -was an ancient, and is a still existing, eastern

custom to distinguish at table the person whom the host
intends to honour, by the quantity or choice of the victuals

set before him. As to the quantity, see the note on Gen.
xliii. 34. From the present text it seems that the shoulder
was considered the choice and distinguishing portion.

Josephus calls it the royal portion ; and some symbolical
association with the idea of royalty does indeed seem to be
indicated in Isaiah ix. 6 :

' The government shall be upon
his shoulder.' Harmer, in his valuable Observations,
quotes from Ockley's History of the Saracens an anecdote,
which shews the high estimation in which the shoulder of
a lamb was (and we may add, still is) regarded in the
East. ' Abdalmelick, the Caliph, upon his entering into
Cufah, made a splendid entertainment. When he was set
down, Amrou, the son of Hareth, an ancient Mechmuzian,
came in ; he called him to him, and, placing him by him
upon his sofii, asked him what meat he liked best of all

that he had ever eaten. The old Mechmuzian answered,
an ass's neck, well seasoned and well roasted. You do
nothing, said Abdalmelick ; what do you say to a leg or
shoulder of a sucking lamb, well roasted, and covered over
with butter and milk?' The history adds, that while he
was at supper he said, ' How sweetly we live, if a shadow
would last !' Perhaps ' that which was upon the shoulder,'

in the te,xt, may have been the butter and milk with which
the caliph recommended a shoulder of lamb to be covered.

It seems to have been an ancient practice to considei

some portion of meat as particularly appropriated to do
honour to a distinguished guest. The chine is made to

serve this purpose in Homer. Thus, at an entertainment
given by Agamemnon,

—

' They feasted, and no want
Of his due portion any guest sustain'd.

15ut Ajax most was favour'd, whom the king.
The son of Atreus, with the whole huge chine
Distiuguish'd, as the hero of the day.'—Cowpek.

Here we see that, as among the Hebrews, the host assigned
to the guests their several portions. [Appendix, No. 31.]

CHAPTER X.

1 Samuel anointeth Said. 2 He confirmeth Mm by
prediction of three signs. 9 SauVs heart is changed,
and he prophesieth. li He concealeth the matter of
the kingdom from his uncle. 17 Saul is chosen at

Mizpeh by lot. 26 The different affections of his

subjects.

Then Samuel took a vial of oil, and poured
// upon his head, and kissed him, and said. Is

it not because the Lord hath anointed thee to

he captain over his inheritance ?

2 When thou art departed from me to day,

then thou shalt find two men by 'Rachel's

sepulchre in the border of Benjamin at Zelzah
;

and they will say unto thee. The asses which
thou wentest to seek are found : and, lo, thy

father hath left Hhe care of the asses, and sor-

roweth for you, saying. What shall I do for

my son ?

3 Then shalt thou go on forward from
thence, and thou shalt come to the plain of

1 Gen. 35. 20. 2 Heb. the business. 3 Heb. ash thee

Tabor, and there shall meet thee three men
going up to God to Beth-el, one carrying three

kids, and another carrying three loaves of

bread, and another carrying a bottle of wine :

4 And they will ""salute thee, and give thee

two loaves of bread ; which thou shalt receive

of their hands.

5 After that thou shalt come to the hill of

God, where is the garrison of the Philistines :

and it shall come to pass, when thou art corae

thither to the city, that thou shalt meet a

company of ])rophets coming down from the

high place with a psaltery, and a tabret, and a
pipe, and a harp, before tliem ; and they shall

prophesy

:

6 And the Spirit of the Lokd will come
upon thee, and thou shalt prophesy with them,

and shalt be turned into another man.

7 And ''let it be, when these signs are corae

unto thee, ''that thou do as occasion serve thee ;

for God IS with thee.

s to pass, that when these signs, &c.

119
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8 And tliou slialt go down before rae to

CJilgal ; and, behold, 1 will come down unto

thee, to oiler burnt offerings, and to sacrifice

saerilices of peace offerings : "seven days shalt

thou tarry, till I come to thee, and shew thee

what thou shalt do.

•) If And it was so, that when he had turned

his 'back to go from Samuel, God "gave him

another heart : and all those signs came to

pass that day.

10 And when they came thither to the hill,

behold, a company of prophets met him ; and

the Spirit of God came upon him, and he pro-

phesied among them.

11 And it" came to pass, when all that

knew him beforetime saw that, behold, he

prophesied among the prophets, then the

po()j)le said "one to another. What is this that

is come unto the son of Kish ? '"/s Saul also

among the prophets ?

12 And one "of the same place answered

and said. But who is their father ? Therefore

it became a proverb, /* Saul also among the

prophets ?

13 And when he had made an end of pro-

phesying, he came to the high place.

14 1[ And Saul's uncle said unto him and

to his servant. Whither went ye ? And he

said, To seek the asses : and when we saw

that thei/ were no where, we came to Samuel.

15 And Saul's uncle said, Tell me, I pray

thee, what Samuel said unto you.

IG And Saul said unto his uncle, He told

us plainly that the asses were found. But of

the matter of the kingdom, whereof Samuel

spake, he told him not.

17 1l And Samuel called the people to-

gether unto the Loud to Mizpeh ;

18 And said unto the children of Israel,

Thus saith the Lord God of Israel, I brought

up Israel out of Egypt, and delivered you out

of the hand of the Egyptians, and out of theEgyptii

Ileb. shoulder.
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hand of all kingdoms, and of them that op-

pressed you

:

19 And ye have this day rejected your

God, who himself saved you out of all your

adversities and your tribulations ; and ye

have said unto him, A'izy, but set a king over

us. Now therefore present yourselves be-

fore the Lord by your tribes, and by your

thousands.

20 And when Samuel had caused all the

tribes of Israel to come near, the tribe of

Benjamin was taken.

21 When he had caused the tribe of Ben-
jamin to come near by their families, the

family of Matri was taken, and Saul the son

of Kish was taken : and when they sought

him, ho could not be found.

"22 Therefore they enquired of the Lord
further, if the man should yet come thither.

And the Lord answered, Behold, he hath hid

himself among the stuff.

23 And they ran and fetched him thence :

and when he stood among the jieople, he was

higher than any of the people from his shoul-

ders and upward.

24 And Samuel said to all the people, See

ye him whom the Lord hath chosen, that

there is none like him among all the people ?

And all the people shouted, and said, ''God

save the king.

25 Then Samuel told the people the man-
ner of the kingdom, and wrote it in a book,

and laid it up before the Lord. And Samuel

sent all the people away, every man to his

house.

26 IT And Saul also went home to Gibcah
;

and there went with him a band of men, whose

hearts God had touched.

27 But the children of Belial said. How
shall this man save us? And they despised

him, and brought him no presents. But "he

held his peace.

Ueb. Let the king I

d of oil and poured it upon

-See the notes oa Exod. xj

Samuel tVerse 1.

Ills heiid.'—Sue the notes oa Exod. xxx. 2.'i, and Lei

\-2. The act of anointing was a sign of investiture with

royal authority, among the Hebrews, and some other Ori-

ental nations, from whom it has descended to ourselves

—

the act being part of the coronation ceremonies in our own

and other European kingdoms. Among the Hebrews,

however, it was the principal, not a subordinate, act of in-

auguration. We must distinguish two sorts of unction
;

one was private, by some prophet, and does not appear to

have conveyed any distinct right to the throne. ' They
were," says Jahn, ' only prophetic symbols or intimations

that the persons who were thus anointed should eventually

(jovern the kingdom.' Thus Saul himself did not become

king mitil some time after this anointing, when the kingdom
120

was renewed at Gilgal: and thus David, though anointed

in Saul's lifetime, did not at all pretend to the kingly dig-

nity, on any occasion, while Saul lived, nor afterwards until,

first the men of Judah, and, seven years after, the other

tribes, called him to the throne. In fact, no king, at any

period, alleges a right to the throne as proceeding from

the previous anointing by a prophet ; nor did the people

consider themselves bound to nominate him in consequence

of such anointing; though the knowledge of the fact that

he had been anointed had the effect of a prophecy in direct-

ing the attention of the people towards him, as one who

would, at some time or other, be a king. The other anoint-

ing, which took place afVer the new king had been solemnly

recogiiized by the people, formed tlie actual inauguration

ceremony ; and that it w.is repeated, even when tlie person
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had beeu already anointed by a prophet, shews that this

previous anointing was only regarded as a prophetic inti-

mation. David, who had been prophetically anointed by
Samuel, was twice afterwards anointed when successively

called to reign over Judah and Israel. The more formal
inaugural anointing was performed by the high-priest, and
probably with the holy anointing oil. This solemn anoint-

ing does not however appear to have been bestowed on
every succeeding king. The first king of a dynasty seems
to have been anointed for himself and his successors, and
the proper heir succeeded to the rights of his father, with-

out a renewal of the unction. The only exception appears
to have been in cases of disputed succession, when the
anointing was deemed to give the preference to the person
who obtained it. Thus David, as the founder of a new
dynasty, was anointed ; but none of his successors were,
except when the order of succession had been contested or

disturbed. Thus, Solomon was anointed, his right being
contested by his elder brother Adonijah ; Joash was
anointed, when his claim was asserted, after the throne of
Judah had been usurped and occupied for six years by
Athaliah. The case of Jehoahaz, the son of Josiah, the
only other king in the hereditary kingdom who is said to

have been anointed (2 Kings xxiii. 30), seems at first view
to be an exception to this rule, but, on further examination,
the act is so described as to convey an idea of irregularity

:

' The people of the land took Jehoahaz, the son of Josiah,

and anointed him, and made him king :' and the irregu-

larity itself is found by comparing his age with that of Je-
hoiakim {vv. 31 and 36), by which we find that he super-

seded his elder brother ; and this sufficiently accounts for

his having been anointed. This is the view which the
Hebrew writers entertain of the practice ; and it appears to

be correct, unless we suppose that other anointings took
place in the kingdom of Judah than those which are regis-

tered in the sacred books. [Appendix, No. 32.]— ' Kissed him.'—This is thought to have been a kiss of
homage and respect, and intended as an example of obedi-
ence to the new king. We do not feel assured that Samuel's
kiss was more than one of common regard : but it may be

as well to speak of it as a kiss of respectful homage, as it is

certain such was in use among the Jews. Thus, in Ps. ii.

1 2, the kings and judges of the earth are instructed to ' kiss

the son, lest he be angry ;' doubtless meaning that they
should offer the kiss of homage. The kisses of homage
and respect, so mentioned or alluded to in the Bible as to

enable us to discover the forms in which they were exhi-
bited, are kissing the hands of the superior person, or his

feet, or the ground before him, or some part of his dress.

Ancient Egyptian.

No one will suppose that Samuel's kiss was of this descrip-

tion, since such acts imply the humblest deference that can

be shewn. If his kiss were really the kiss of respect, it

was probably of that kind which is indicated by kissing

the forehead, and which implies respectful consideration

mingled with esteem. Such was Antar's salutation of

Prince Malik :
' Antar kissed the prince's head, and prayed

for a continuance of his glory' (ii. 119). This act has

still the same meaning among the modern Bedouins ; but

the state of the great Oriental sovereigns does not admit of

any but the mere abject indications of respect. The shades

of meaning, as denoting affection and respect, are so diver-

sified, as connected with the act of kissing, that it is not

easy to understand what is intended when the act is simply

mentioned without specification. We shall, however, en-

deavour to discriminate the different significations as they

2. ' Zehali.'— It is stated in the Narrative of the Scot-

tish Deputation, that on the face of a hill to the west of

Eachel's tomb stands a large and pleasant-looking village

called Bet-Jalah, inhabited entirely by Christians. ' May
not this,' it is asked, be the ancient Zelzah, ' by Rachel's

sepulchre in the border of Benjamin,' where Saul was
told that his father's asses had been found? In other pas-

sages of Scripture the place is called Zelah, from which
the modem name might easily be formed by prefixing the

common syllable 'Bet' (that is, 'home'), and softening

the sibilant letter. If so, then, this is the sjiot where they

buried the bones of Saul and Jonathan— ' in Zelzah, in

the sepulchre of Kish his father.' 2 Sam. xxi. 14.

3. ' Tabor.'—This is not in any way to be confounded with

Mount Tabor in its neighbourhood, which lay quite in an-

other direction. The site is not known.
5. ' Hill of God.'—Some infer from ch. xiii. 3, that this

was Geba, where there certainly was a garrison of the Phi-

listines. Wherever it was, we may conclude that this

name, ' hill of God,' was applied to it on account of a school

of the prophets being established there, where young men
received instruction in the Divine Law. The students in

this school (such as are elsewhere called ' sons of the pro-

phets ') were doubtless the ' company of prophets ' men-

tioned in the sequel. This is the first intimation we have

concerning the existence of such establishments, and we
may, with probability, attribute their origin to Samuel, in

his combined character of a prophet and civil ruler of the

country. These sons, or pupils, of the prophets, are often

afterwards mentioned, and they appear at times to have

been numerous. The establishments to which they be-

longed seem to have been generally presided over by some
121
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inspired prophet, whom the students called their father (2

Kings ji. 12). Samuel was one, and perhaps the first, of

these fathers (ch. xix. 20) ; Elijah was another (2 Kings

ii. 2), and was succeeded in his office by Elisha (2 Kings

Ti. 1). Besides the knowledge of the law, the pupils ac-

quired the art of sacred psalmody, or (as it is called here

and in 1 Chrou. xxv. 1, 7J of
' prophesying,' that is, of sing-

ing sacred hymns to instrumental music. Saul's ' prophe-

sying ' seems to have consisted in his being enabled, in

spirit and fact, to join them in their musical acts of praise,

without that previous instruction which they had received.

The students were employed by the prophets occasionally

in prophetical missions, even for the anointing of future

kings, and the reproving of those that reigned (2 Kings ix.

1 ; 1 Kings XX. 35). It seems that God generally selected

his inspired prophets from those schools, as Amos (vii. 1 4,

1 5) mentions it as extraordinary that, in his case, a herds-

man, rather than one of the sous of the prophets, had been

called to the prophetic office. The students lived in a

society or community, in houses built by themselves, and

were accustomed to eat together with the presiding pro-

phet ; and their food seems to have been chiefly pottage of

herbs ; but the people sometimes sent them bread, parched

corn, honey, dried fruits, &c. (2 Kings iv. 38-42 ; vi. 2).

This is the substance of what the Scriptures say about the

schools of the prophets. [Appendix, No. 33.]

23. ' He was higher than anij ofthe peoplefrom his shoul-

ders and upward.'—This circumstance has already been

pointed out in v. 2 of the preceding chapter ; and, no

doubt, the stature of Saul had no small effect in procuring

for him the ready acclamations of the people. It is evident

that the Hebrews partook fully in the notion, which we
find everywhere in the early history of nations, that height

of stature and accomplishments of person formed one of

the principal recommendations to honour. This was not

only the feeling of the people, but of Samuel himself; for,

when he was sent to anoint Jesse's sons, the tall figure and

fine appearance of Eliab made him hastily conclude that

he must be the destined king of Israel ; which mistake oc-

casioned the impressive rebuke from the Lord :
' Look not

on his countenance, or on the height of his stature : for the

Lord seeth not as man seeth ; for manlooketh on the out-

ward appearance, but the Lord looketh on the heart
'
(ch.

xvi. 7). Antiquity is replete with exhibitions of the same

kind of feeling. In the sculptures of Egypt and Persia,

tlie king is usually distinguished by his size and stature

from the persons with whom he is associated—not, of

course, that the kings were always, or even generally, thus

actually distinguished from their subjects; but they were

so represented, in conformity with the ideas of dignity as

associated with colossal proportions. There is an interest-

ing passage in Homer, where the old king of Troy, viewing

the battle-field from the walls, asks Helen the names of the

several Grecian chiefs who attract his attention. It is

remarkable that Priam's attention is exclusively drawn
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towards the tall colossal men, and these, according to

Homer, happen to be the most distinguished chiefs of the

Grecian host.

Herodotus (iii. 20) speaks of an Ethiopian nation which
al ways elected to the sovereign power the person most distin-

guished for size and proportionate strength, under the idea

(as Diodorus seems to explain it—iii. 1) that monarchy and
a fine person, being the two first gifts of Heaven, ought to

be associated. The same author (Herodotus), speaking of

the vast army mustered by Xerxes for the invasion of

Greece, takes notice that, in an assemblage of so many
myriads of men, there was not one who, in point of height

and beauty of form, might seem more fit than Xerxes to be

the master of such a host. It would be tedious to trace the

development of the same feeling among the Greeks, Ko-

mans, and other nations, who, however widely they dif-

fered in other respects, agreed very well in the desire to

give the place of authority to persons of superior personal

appearance, when no stronger interest intervened. This
kind of feeling is not yet wholly extinct, even in Europe,

where, although distinguished stature is not expected in

persons of authority, state requires its exhibition in the

guards and attendants of royalty. This too was very an-

cient ; for, ifwe may believe Josephus, when king Solomon
rode abroad in his chariot, he was escorted by the tallest

young men that could be found in the nation, mounted on

horseback, and in complete armour. This ' modern

'

practice is therefore as old as the time of Josephus, if not

so old as that of Solomon.
25. ' Tlie. manner of the kingdom.'—See the note on

2 Sam. V. 3.

26. ' Saul went home to Gibeah.'—This was the same
place in which the atrocious transaction occurred as related

in Judg. XX., which led almost to the utter ruin of the tribe

of Benjamin. It was the residence of Saul before he be-

came king, and remained such afterwards ; and i' was pro-

bably on account of his connection with the place that the

Gibeonites hanged up here ten of his descendants (2 Sam.
xxi. 6). Jerome speaks of Gibeah as being at his time

level with the ground ; and since then the locality does not

seem to have been, until recently, much explored by tra-

vellers. Dr. Bobinson, who made some valuable observa-

tions in this neighbourhood, detected Gibeah in a small

and half-ruined village called Jeba, which lies upon a low,

conical, or rather round eminence, in the ' broad ridge

which shelves down toward the valley of tlie Jordan, and
spreads out below the village into a fine sloping plain."

The views of the Dead Sea and the Jordan, and of the

eastern mountains, are here very extensive. Among the

ruins some large hewn stones indicative of antiquity are

occasionally seen. The spot is about five miles to the north

of Jerusalem.
27. ' Broiiqht him no presents.'—See the notes on Judg.

iii. 15; and ch. ix. 7.

CHAPTER XI.

1 Niihnsh offereth than of Jdbesh-gilead a reproachful

condition. 4 Thei/ semi vie.^sen(/ers, and are delivered

by Saul. 12 Said thereby is confirmed, and his

htmjdom renewed.

Then Nahasli the Ammonite came up, and

encamped against Jabesh-gilead : and all the

men of Jabcsh said unto Nahasli, Make a

covenant with us, and \vc will serve thee.

2 And Nahash the Ammonite answered

them, On this condition will I make a cove-

nant with you, that I may thrust out all your

1 Hel). F

right eyes, and lay it for a reproach upon all

Israel.

3 And the elders of Jabcsh said unto him,

'Give us seven days' respite, that we may
send messengers unto all the coasts of Israel

:

and then, if there be no man to save us, we

will come out to thee.

4 II Then came the messengers to Gibeah

of Saul, and told the tidings in the ears of

the people : and all the people lifted up their

voices, and wept.

5 And, behold, Saul came after the herd

out of the field ; and Saul said. What aileth
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the people that they weep ? And they told

him the tidings of the men of Jabesh.

6 And the Spirit of God came upon Saul
when he heard those tidings, and his anger
was kindled greatly.

7 And he took a yoke of oxen, and hewed
them in pieces, and sent tliem throughout all

the coasts of Israel by the hands of messen-
gers, saying. Whosoever cometh not forth

after Saul and after Samuel, so shall it be
done unto his o.\en. And the fear of the

Lord fell on the people, and they came out
"with one consent.

8 And when he numbered them in Bezek,
the children of Israel were three hundred
thousand, and the men of Judah thirty thou-

sand.

9 And they said unto the messengers that

came, Thus shall ye say unto the men of

Jabesh-gilead, To morrow, by tliat time the

sun be hot, ye shall have 'help. And the

messengers came and shewed it to the men
of Jabesh ; and they were glad.

10 Therefore the men of Jabesh said, To
morrow we will come out unto you, and ye
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shall do with us all that seemeth good unto
you.

11 And it was ,w on the morrow, that Saul
put the people in three companies ; and they
came into the midst of the liost in the morn-
ing watch, and slew the Ammonites until the

heat of the day ; and it came to pass, that

they which remained were scattered, so that

two of them were not left together.

12 H And the people said unto Samuel,
Wlio is he that said. Shall Saul reign over

us ? bring the men, that we may put them to

death.

13 And Saul said, There shall not a man
be put to death tliis day : for to day the Lord
hath wrought salvation in Israel.

14 H Then said Samuel to the peo])le,

Come, and let us go to Gilgal, and renew the

kingdom there.

15 And all the people went to Gilgal ; and
there they made Saul king before the Lord
in Gilgal ; and there they sacrificed sacrifices

of peace offerings before the Lord ; and there

Saul and all the men of Israel rejoiced

greatly.

Verse 2. ' That I mrnj thrust out all your right eyes.'

—

The earliest instance of this barbarous infJiction is attbrded

in the treatment of Samson, at Gaza. It probably ori-

ginated in the desire to disable or incapacitate an enemy
or rival without putting him to death. Persia is the

country which, more than any other, has in all ages been
distinguished for the frequency of this most horrid punish-

ment, and where, in consequence, like other customary
evils, it is regarded rather as one of the common cala-

mities of life, to which high station, in particular, is

incident, than as the subject of that intense horror and
compassion with which it is regarded by ourselves. The
punishment is entirely extra-judicial in that country. It

is not recognised by the law, and is always inflicted by
absolute power on the objects of its fear or anger. These
are usually such persons as have aspired, or are supposed

likely to aspire, to the throne (see the note on Judg. ix. 5)

;

or else the chiefs of tribes and other distinguished persons,

whom it is considered desirable to deprive of power with-

out putting them to death ; and sometimes the adult male
inhabitants of rebellious towns, in order to strike terror by
a dreadful example. The last wholesale form of this bar-

barity affords the nearest analogy to the case in the text, Sir

John Malcolm, in his Histonj of Persia, mentions an in-

stance of this sort which took place in the year 1795. At
that time the throne was contested by two persons, Lootf
All Khan, who had reigned and maintained his right, and
Aga Mohammed Khan, who claimed to reign, and by vic-

tories established his claim. The former was shut up by
the latter in the city of Kerman : but he effected his

escape ; and then Aga Mohammed ' wreaked his vengeance
upon the unfortunate inhabitants of the city of Kerman :

nearly twenty thousand women and children were granted

as slaves to his soldiers; and all the males who had
reached maturity were commanded to be put to death, or

to be deprived of their eyesight. Those who escaped his

cruelty owed their safety neither to mercy nor to flight,

but to the fatigue of their executioners, who only ceased to

be the instruments of glutting the revengeful spirit of

their enraged monarch, when they were themselves ex-

hausted with the work of blood. The numbers that were
slain on this memorable occasion were great, and ex-

ceeded even those who were deprived of sight, though the

latter are said to have amounted to seven thousand. Many
of these miserable wretches are still alive. Some, who
subsist on charity, wander over Persia, and recount, to all

who will listen to the tale, the horrors of that day of cala-

mity.' We have the rather copied this, as it affords a
modern exhibition of such horrors as those which but too

often distinguished the warfare of ancient times. Sir John
adds, in a note, ' It has been stated that Aga Mohammed
directed that a number of pounds weight of ejes should be

brought to him : nor is the tale incredible.'

Nahash was comparatively merciful in requiring only

one eye from the men of Jabesh. In Persia, the object

being to create blindness, one eye alone is almost never

taken. The only instance we know is that mentioned by
Sir R. K. Porter, who states that the late king's brother

(Hossein Ali Khan), having seized a troop of thirty rob-

bers, ordered them all to be punished by the loss of their

left eyes and right hands. Josephus says that the inten-

tion of Nahash, in proposing to put out the right eyes of

the men of Jabesh, was to disable them from acting as

warriors. According to him, this disability resulted from

the fact that a person who exposed his shield to the enemy
necessarily held it so as to conoeal his left eye, leaving

only the right for vision ; and consequently, that to lose

the right eye was, for warlike purposes, as bad as being

quite blind. We should also suppose that such a loss must

deprive archers and slingers of the power of taking an ac-

curate aim. Nahash, however, does himself assign a very

distinct reason for his proceeding.

7. ' And he took a yoke of oxen, and hewed them in

pieces.'—This is analogous to the incident recorded in

Judges xix., where the Levite sends about the remains ofJudges
Ha
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needed no oil

victim to the sin of the ' sons of
very place from whence Saul sends his present message,
The principle of the custom is not difficult to understand.
It was a conventional summon to war, to which usage had
attached such peculiar solemnity as would alone perhaps
have sufficed to give it effect, even without the denuncia-
tion of vengeance against those who failed to obey the call.

Nevertheless, ' So shall it be done to his cattle ' must have
been felt as a peculiarly awful threat, to a people who were
almost entirely devoted to agricultural and pastoral pur-
suits. The analogy enables us to perceive that the Le-
vite's transmission of his concubine's remains amounted to
the denunciation, ' So let it lie done to his wife and daugh-
ters who fails to become an avenger.' Probably the
Levite's conduct was a new, but striking, application of the
recognized principle: here we have apparently the more
regular practice.

Among many analogous customs which might be pro-
duced, we may refer to that mentioned by Lucian as prac-
tised among the Pythians. When any one had received
an injury, and had not the means of avenging himself, he
sacrificed an ox, and cut it in pieces, which he caused to
be dressed and publicly exposed ; then he spread out the
skin of the victim and sat upon it with his hands tied
behind him. All who chose to take part in the injury
which had been done took up a piece of the ox and swore to
supply and maintain for him, one, five horses ; another, ten

;

others still more: some infantry, each according to his
strength and ability : they who had only their person en-
gaged to march themselves ; and an army composed of such
soldiers, far from retreating or disbanding, was invincible,
as it was engaged by an oath—that their blood should be
likewise poured out if they did not observe its con-
ditions.

A still more striking illustration may be derived from
a passage in tlie third canto of Sir Walter Scott's Lad// of
the Lake, and the note thereon. In the latter he says,
that ' Wheu a (Highland) chieftain designed to summon
his clan, upon any sudden or important emergency, he
slew a goat, and, making a cross of any light wood, seared
its extremities in the fire, and extinguished them in the
blood of the animal. This was called the Fierij Cross, also
Creaa Taritjh, or the Cross of Shame, because disobe-
dience to what the symbol implied inferred infamy. It
was delivered to a swift and trusty messenger, who ran
full speed with it to the next hamlet, where he presented
it to the principal person, with a single word, implying the
place of rendezvous. He who received the symbol was
bound to send it forward, with equal despatch, to the next
village ; and thus it passed with incredible celerity through
all the district which owed allegiance to the chief, and also
among the allies and neighbours, if the danger was com-
mon to them. At sight of the Fiery Cross every man,
from sixteen years old to sixty, capable of bearing arms,
was obliged instantly to repair to the place of rendezvous.
He who failed to appear suffered the extremities of fire

and sword, which were emblematically denounced to the
disobedient by the bloody and burnt marks upon this war-
like signal.' Sir Walter further states that the Fiery Cross
was exhibited with effect so late as the civilwar of 174.5-6

;

and then quotes a passage from Olaus Magnus, shewing
tliat a practice almost precisely analogous existed among the
:incient Scandinavians. The command and denunciation
with the latter were to the effect that, on an appointed day, a
certain number of men, or else every man from fifteen years
old and upward, should come with his arms, and with means
for ten or twenty days, under pain that his or their houses
should be burnt, as intimated by the burnt symbol.
The effect of the message was no doubt much the same

in Palestine as in Scandinavia or in the Highlands, and is

thus stated by Sir Walter in the poem itself:

—

' Fast as the fated symbol flies.

In arms the huts and hamlets rise

;
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From winding glen, from upland brown.
Then pour'd each hardy tenant down,
Nor slack'd the messenger his pace ;

He show'd the sign, he named the place,
And pressing forward, like the wind,
Left clamour and surprise behind.
The fisherman forsook the strand.
The swarthy smith took dirk and brand

:

With changed cheer, the mower blithe
Left in the halfcut swath the scythe

;

The herds without a keeper stray'd.
The plough was in mid-furrow stay'd,
The falc'uer toss'd his hawk away,
The hunter left the stag at bay ; •

Prompt at the signal of alarms.
Each son of Alpine rush'd to arms.'

8. ' Bcieft.'—Jerome says that there were two villages
near each other, seven miles from Neapolis (Shechem) ou
the road to Scythopolis (Bethshan). This doubtless an-
swers to the site of the present transaction, being in the
great muster-field and battle-field of Esdraelon, and nearly
opposite to Jabesh-Gilead, on the other side of the river.
A place called Bezek is noted in Judges i. for the defeat,
by the tribes of Judah and Simeon, of the powerful king
whose capital it was, and who took his name (Adoni- Bezek,
or Lord of Bezek) from it. Whether this was the same as
the present Bezek, it is not easy to say. The tribes asked
of the Lord (at Shiloh doubtless) who should go up against
the Canaanites. The answer was ' Judah.' Accordingly,
Judah, calling for the aid of Simeon, went and defeated
the king of Bezek. As all the tribes were ready for this
service, and Judah was merely honoured with the pre-
ference, and as the answer was given at Shiloh, it is not
improbable that the Bezek of that narrative is the same as
this, and it seems by no means necessary that, as some
think, it should be in the tribe of Judah. Sandys, how-
ever, mentions a Bezek in that tribe. ' We departed (from
Bethlehem), bending our course to the mountains ofJudea,
lying west from Bethlehem : near to which, on the side
of the opposite hill, we passed by a little village, called (as
I take it) Bezec ; inhabited only by Christians, mortal
(as they say) to the Mahometans that attempted to dwell
therein.' If the first chapter of Judges require a Bezek in
Judah, this might well be taken for its position ; but as
no one mentions it besides Sandys, and he speaks so doubt-
fully, we fear there is no sufficient authority for giving it

in the map the place which he indicates.

12. ' And thepeople said,' etc.—In the late transaction
against the Ammonites Saul displayed a large measure of
those heroic qualities which the ancient nations most de-
sired their monarchs to possess. Considering all the cir-
cumstances, the promptitude and energy of his decision,
the speed with which he collected an immense army and
brought it into action, and the skill and good military
conduct of the whole transaction, there are probably few
operations of the Hebrew history which more recommend
themselves to the respect and admiration of the modern
soldier. Its effect was not lost upon the people, who joy-
fully recognized in their king the qualities which have
generally been held most worthy of rule ; and so much was
their enthusiasm excited, that they began to talk of put-
ting to death the small minority who had refused to recog-
nize his sovereignty. But Samuel interposed to prevent
an act unbecoming a day in which ' God had wrought
salvation in Israel.' So harsh a proceeding would also
have been rather likely to provoke than allay the disaf-
fection of the leading tribes. Samuel took advantage of
this feeling to invite the army, which comprehended in
fact the effective body of the Hebrew people, to proceed to
Gilgal, there solemnly to confirm the kingdom to Saul,
seeing that now his claims were undisputed by any por-
tion of the people. This was done with great solemnity
and with abundant sacrifices of peace and joy.
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CHAPTER XII.

1 Sarnitd testifieth his integrity. 6 He reprovelh the

people of ingratitude. 16 He terrifieth them with

thunder in harvest time. 20 He comforteth tliem

in God's mercy.

And Samuel said unto all Israel, Behold, I

have hearkened unto your voice in all that ye

said unto me, and liave made a king over you.

2 And now, behold, the king walketh be-

fore you : and I am old and grayheaded ; and,

behold, my sons are with you : and I have

walked before you from my childhood unto

this day.

3 Behold, 'here I am ; witness against me
before the Lord, and before his anointed

:

whose ox have I taken ? or whose ass have I

taken ? or whom have I defrauded ? whom
have I oppressed ? or of whose hand have I

received ani/ ''bribe ^to blind mine eyes there-

with ? and I will restore it you.

4 And they said. Thou hast not defrauded

us, nor oppressed us, neither hast thou taken

ought of any man's hand.

5 And he said unto them. The Lord is

witness against you, and his anointed is wit-

ness this day, that ye have not found ought

in my hand. And they answered, He is witness.

6 IT And Samuel said unto the people. If.

is the Lord that ''advanced Moses and Aaron,

and that brought your fathers up out of the

land of Egypt.

7 Now therefore stand still, that I may
reason with you before the Lord of all the

'righteous acts of the Lord, which he did °to

you and to your fathers.

8 'When Jacob was come into Egypt, and

your fathers cried unto the Lord, then the

Loud "sent Moses and Aaron, which brought

forth your ftithers out of Egypt, and made
them dwell in this place.

9 And when they forgat the Lord their

God, °he sold them into the hand of Sisera,

captain of the host of Hazor, and into the

hand of the Philistines, and into the hand of

the king of Moab, and they fought against

them.

10 And they cried unto the Lord, and
said. We have sinned, because we have for-

saken the Lord, and have served Baalim and
Ashtaroth : but now deliver us out of the

hand of our enemies, and we will serve thee.

11 And the Lord sent Jcrubbaal, and
Bedan, and '

°Jephthah, and Samuel, and deli-
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vered you out of the hand of your enemies on

every side, and ye dwelled safe.

12 And when ye saw that Nahash the king

of the children of Ammon came against you,

ye said unto me, Nay ; but a king shall reign

over us : when the Lord your God was your
king.

13 Now therefore behold the king whom
ye have chosen, atid whom ye have desired

!

and, behold, the Lord hath set a king over you.

14 If ye will fear the Lord, and serve him,

and obey his voice, and not rebel against the

"commandment of the Lord, then shall both

ye and also the king that reigneth over you
"continue following the Lord your God :

15 But if ye will not obey the voice of the

Lord, but rebel against the commandment of

the Lord, then shall the hand of the Lord be

against you, as it ivas against your fathers.

16 Now therefore stand and see this great

thing, which the Lord will do before your

eyes.

17 Is it not wheat harvest to day? I will

call unto the Lord, and he shall send thunder

and rain ; that ye may perceive and see that

your wickedness is great, which ye have done

in the sight of the Lord, in asking you a king.

18 H So Samuel called unto the Lord
;

and the Lord sent thunder and rain that day :

and all the people greatly feared the Lord
and Samuel.

19 And all the people said unto Samuel,

Pray for thy servants unto the Lord thy God,

that we die not : for we have added unto all

our sins this evil, to ask us a king.

20 IT And Samuel said unto the people,

Fear not : ye have done all this wickedness :

yet turn not aside from following the Lord,

but serve the Lord with all your heart

;

21 And turn ye not aside : for then should

ye go after vain things, which cannot profit nor

deliver ; for they «;-e vain.

22 For the Lord will not forsake his people

for his great name's sake : because it hath

pleased the Lord to make you his people.

23 Moreover as for me, God forbid that I

should sin against the Lord ''in ceasing to

pray for you : but I will teach you the good

and the right way :

24 Only fear the Lord, and serve him in

truth with all your heart : for consider ' 'how

great things he hath done for you.

25 But if ye shall still do wickedly, ye

shall be consumed, both ye and your king.

1 Ecclus. 4B. 19.

5 Heb. righteausnes.

Judges U. 1.

s Heb. 1
s Or, that 1 should hide mine eyes at him.

7 Gen. ^6. 5, 6. 8 Exod. i

cr. t3 Heb. from ceasing.
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Verse 2. 'And nowbehold the king wulMh before you.'—
The preceding solemnity had been obviously designed to

keep the people in remembrance of their continued depend-

ence upon Jehovah. But lest it should be construed into

an approbation and sanction of all their proceedings, the

prophet took this public occasion of reminding them that

their proceeding had been most unpleasing to their divine

King ; although, if they maintained their fidelity to him
and to the principles of the theocracy, some of the evil con-

sequences might be averted. He also neglected not the

opportunity of justifying his own conduct and the purity

of his administration. He challenged assembled Israel to

produce one instance of oppression, fraud, or corruption on

his part, while he had been their sole judge ; and in that

vast multitude not one voice was raised to impugn his in-

tegrity and uprightness. He then proceeded to remind
them of their past transgressions, in forgetting or turning

astray from their God, with the punishments which had
invariably followed, and the deliverances which their re-

pentance had procured ; shewing them, by these instances,

the sufficiency of their divine Sovereign to rule them, and
to save them from their enemies, without the intervention

of an earthly king, whom they had persisted in demanding.
And he assured them that, under their regal government,
public sins would not cease to be visited with public cala-

mities. To add the greater weight to his words, and to

evince the divine displeasure, the commissioned prophet

called down thunder and rain from heaven, then at the

usual season of wheat-harvest, when the air is naturally, in

that country, serene and cloudless. On this the people

were greatly alarmed at the possible consequences of the

displeasure they had provoked, and besought Samuel to in-
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terccde for them. The prophet kindly encouraged them
to hope that if they continued to trust faithfully in God, all

would yet be well.

11.' Jtruhbaal, and Bedan, and Jephlhah, and Samuel'
—No judge named Bedan occurs in the history. There
are various explanations ; of which that perhaps is the best

which follows the Septuagint, Syriac, and Arabic versions

in reading ' Barak' instead of 'Bedan.' The Syriac and
Arabic also have ' Samson ' instead of ' Samuel :' and it in-

deed seems as imlikely that the prophet should omit Sam-
son, as that he should place his own name in a list of mili-

tary deliverers. These alterations, sanctioned by the best

ancient versions, are in accordance with the list given by
the Apostle in Heb. xi. 32.

17. ' He shall send thunder and rain.'—It is evident that

rain and thunder must have been of extraordinary oc-

currence at this season, or else its exhibition might not

have been so distinctly recognized as the Lord's answer to

the call of Samuel. The wheat-harvest is usually over
towards the end of May or early in June, and its com-
mencement depends upon the cessation of the latter rains,

after which the corn soon arrives at maturity. Conse-
quently, that it was the time of wheat-harvest, is, iu itself,

an evidence that the season for rain had passed. Rain
sometimes falls so late as the early part of May ; but in the

remainder of that month, and throughout the months of

June, July, and the early part ofAugust, rain scarcely ever

falls, and continues to be rare even till the commencement
of the season of rain in October or November. Indeed we
see. from Prov. xxvi. 1 , that ' rain in harvest ' was as incom-

prehensible to an ancient Hebrew as ' snow in simimer.'

CHAPTER XIII.

1 Satil's selected band. 3 lie calleth the Hebrews
to Gilgal a/jahist the Philistines, whose garrison

Jonathan had smitten. 5 The Philistines' great host.

6 The distress of the Israelites. 8 Said, weary

of staying for Samvel, sacrificeth. 11 Samuel re-

proveth him. 17 The three spoiling bands of the

Philistines. 19 The policy of tlie Philistines, to

suffer no smith in Israel.

Saul 'reigned one year; and when he had
reigned two years over Israel,

2 Saul chose him three thousand men of

Israel ; whereof two thousand were with Saul

in Michmash and in mount Beth-el, and a

thousand were with Jonathan in Giheah of

Benjamin : and the rest of the people he sent

every man to his tent.

3 IF And Jonathan smote the garrison of the

Philistines that ims in "Geba, and the Philis-

tines heard of it. And Saul blew the trumpet

throughout all the land, saying, Let the He-
brews hear.

4 And all Israel heard say that Saul had

smitten a garrison of the Philistines, and that

Israel also "was had in abomination with the

Philistines. And the people were called to-

gether after Saul to Gilgal.

5 1 And the Philistines gathered them-

selves together to fight with Israel, thirty

thousand chariots, and six thousand horse-

men, and people as the sand which is on the

seashore in multitude: and they came up,

and pitched in Michmash, eastward from

Beth-aven.

6 H When the men of Israel saw that they

were in a strait, (for the people were dis-

tressed,) then the people did hide themselves

in caves, and in thickets, and in rocks, and in

high places, and in pits.

7 And some of the Hebrews went over

Jordan to tlie land of Gad and Gilead. As
for Saul, he was yet in Gilgal, and all the

people 'followed him trembling.

8 If 'And he tarried seven days, according

to the set time that Samuel had appointed:

but Samuel came not to Gilgal ; and the

people were scattered from him.

9 And Saul said. Bring hither a burnt

offering to me, and peace offerings. And he

offered the burnt offering.

10 And it came to pass, that as soon as ho
had made an end of offering the burnt offer-

ing, behold, Samuel came ; and Saul went

out to meet him, that he might "salute him.

11 If And Samuel said, \Vhat hast thou

done ? And Saul said. Because I saw that

the people were scattered from me, and that

thou earnest not within the days appointed,

» Hcb. Hi slink. ' Uc\i. IrcmbUd <{fier him.
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and that the Philistines gathered themselves

together at Michmash
;

12 Therefore said I, The Philistines will

come down now upon me to Gilgal, and I

have not 'made supplication unto the Lord :

I forced myself therefore, and offered a burnt

offering.

13 And Samuel said to Saul, Thou hast

done foolishly : thou hast not kept the com-
mandment of the Lord thy God, which he

commanded thee : for now would the Lord
have established thy kingdom upon Israel for

ever.

14 But now thy kingdom shall not con-

tinue : the Lord hath sought him a man after

his own heart, and the Lord hath commanded
him to he captain over his people, because

thou hast not kept that which the Lord com-
manded thee.

15 And Samuel arose, and gat him up from

Gilgal unto Gibeah of Benjamin. And Saul

numbered the people tliat were "present with

him, about six hundred men.

16 And Saul, and Jonathan his son, and

the people that xccre present with them, abode

in Gibeah of Benjamin : but the Philistines

encamped in Michmash.

17 H And the spoilers came out of the

camp of the Philistines in three companies

:

one company turned unto the way tliat leadcth

to Ophrah, unto the land of Shual

:

18 And another company turned the way
to Beth-horon : and another company turned
to the way of the border that looketh to the
valley of Zeboim toward the wilderness.

19 IT Now there was no smith found
throughout all the land of Israel : for the
Philistines said. Lest the Hebrews make them
swords or spears

:

20 But all the Israelites went down to the

Philistines, to sharpen every man his share,

and his coulter, and his ax, and his mat-
tock.

21 Yet they had 'a file for the mattocks,
and for the coulters, and for the forks, and for

the axes, and '"to sharpen the goads.

22 So it came to pass in the day of battle,

that there was neither sword nor spear found
in the hand of any of the people that tcere

with Saul and Jonathan : but with Saul and
with Jonathan his son was there found.

23 And the "garrison of the Philistines

went out to the passage of Michmash.

lUh. intrcaled the fM Heb. afile

Verse 1. ' Saul reigned year nd when he

reigned two years'—There is nothing about 'reigning ' in

the first clause of the original. It is, literally, ' Saul was
the son of a year,' which being the Hebrew idiom for ex-

pressing the age of a person, it seems that the first clause

describes his age, and the second states how long he had
reigned ; but that the word expressing the number of years

he had lived has in some way or other been lost Origen,

in his Hexapla, inserts ' thirty,' and is followed by Houbi-
gant and others. Vignoles, however, in his Chronology,

thinks that Saul was forty years of age at the time of his

election ; and Dr. Hales observes that he could not well

have been much younger, since, in the second year of his

reign, his eldest son, Jonathan, held a separate military

command, and smote the Philistine garrison in Geba, as

recorded in this chapter.

3. ' Jonathan smote the garrison of the Ph itistines.'—How
it came to pass that there were Philistine garrisons in the

land is not very clear. It would seem, however, that in

resigning their conquests after their last defeat, they had
retained some hill fortresses, from which they knew the

Hebrews would find it difficult to dislodge them ; and that,

when they recovered from the blow which was then in-

dicted upon their power, they contrived, by the help of

this hold which they had in the country, to bring the

southern tribes (at least those of Judah and Benjamin)
under a sort of subjection. Thus, when Saul was returning
home after having been privately anointed by Samuel at

Ramah, and met the sons of the prophets at Gibeah, we
learn that at that place was ' a garrison of the Philistines.'

And now we further learn that the Hebrews had in fact

been disarmed by that people. According to that jealous

policy of which other examples will ultimately be offered

{2 Kings xxiv. 14 ; Jer. xxix. 2), they had even removed
all the smiths of Israel, lest they should make weapons of

war; in consequence of which the Hebrews were obliged

to resort to the Philistine garrisons whenever their agricul-

tural implements needed any other sharpening than that

which a grindstone could give ; and as this was an unplea-
sant alternative, even these important instniments had been
suffered to become blunt at the time to which we are now
come ; and so strict had been the deprivation of arms that,

in the military operations which soon after followed, no one
of the Israelites, save Saul and his eldest son, was possessed
of a spear or sword. [Appendix, No. 34.]— ' Geba.'—This is very generally supposed to be the
same place as Gibeah, noticed under ch. x. 26. Both names
mean a hill, and Gibeah is in the original essentially the
same name as Geba, distinguished only by a feminine ter-

mination. If they were not the same, they must have
been very near to each other—much nearer in fact than we
can well expect to find towns so similarly designated ; nor
are there any ruins or named site near Gibeah which
might be supposed to represent Geba. Nevertheless there

are some reasons against regarding the two names as indi-

cating the same place ; and for the present the point must
be regarded as unsettled.

5. ' Thirty thousand chariots.'—If we allow two horses

and two men to each chariot, there must hare been sixty

thousand of each for the chariots alone. The horsemen
also are only six thousand, whereas, usually, the propor-

tion of cavalry in the ancient armies was far greater than

the chariots. Such a number of chariots, or anything ap-

proaching to such a number, never appears even in those

vast armies which ancient history describes as having been

occasionally raised by the great monarchs of the East. The
proportion of chariots in an army was in fact exceedingly

small. Pharaoh pursued the Israelites to the Red Sea with
only six hundred chariots. Jabin, the powerful king of Ca-
naan, possessed nine hundred (Judg. iv. 3). David took

one thousand from Hadadezer (2 Sam. viii. 3). Zerah, the

Ethiopian, had but three hundred in his army of a million
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of men (2 Chron. xiv. 9) ; there docs not appear to have

been more than two hundred in the immense army -which

Darius raised for the contest with Alexander (Q. Curtius,

iv. 8) ; Antiochus Eupator had but three hundred in his

large army (2 Mac. xiii. 2); and the great army which

Mithridates brought against the Romans contained but one

hundred. It may therefore be safely doubted whether the

Philistines, with all the assistance which their neighbours

might afford, could bring into the field a number of cha-

riots such as perhaps all Asia could not supply. That the

text conveys an erroneous impression is generally ad-

mitted ; but there are different opinions as to the correct

understanding. Some think, with Bishop Patrick, that the

number is right, but that it does not refer exclusively to

war-chariots, but includes carriages of all kinds, for con-

veying the baggage of the infantry, for taking back the

plunder from the Israelites, and other uses. Others appre-

hend that ' thirty thousand ' means not so many chariots,

but men fighting in them, in which sense the word ' cha-

riots ' is sometimes used. (2 Sam. x. 18 ; 1 Kings xx. 21

;

1 Chron. xix. 18.1 Some, however, prefer to take the

reading as ' three thousand," as we find it in the Syriac and

Arabic versions, concluding that some transcriber made

the alteration by writing Q'E'pB' sheloshim, thirlij, for

E''?E' sUalosh, three; and, after this correction, some com-

mentators, thinking three thousand still too large a pro-

portion, incorporate the previous conclusions, and sup-

pose that the number either included baggage-chariots,

or that we are to understand three thousand men fighting

in a much smaller number of chariots. Whatever expla-

nation we take, it seems impossible to understand that

thirty thousand war-chariots are intended.

9. ' He offered the burnt-offering.'—Sau\ had manifested

his inability of comprehending his true place, and his dis-

position to regard himself as an independent sovereign, by

entering upon or provoking this war without consulting,

through Samuel or the priest, the Divine will. Although

not formally so declared, it was the well-understood prac-

tice of the Hebrew constitution, that no war against any

other than the doomed nations of Canaan should be under-

taken without the previous consent and promised assistance

of the Great King. Yet Saul, without any such authority,

had taken measures which were certain to produce a war
128

with the Philistines. He probably thought that the ag^

gressions of the Philistines, and their existing position as

the oppressors of Israel, with their intrusion into the Hebrew
territory, made his undertaking so obviously just and patri-

otic as to render a direct authorization superfluous, as its

refusal could not be imagined ; Samuel was not, however,
willing that such a precedent of independent action should

be established ; and therefore he had appointed to meet
Saul on a particular day at Gilgal, 'to offer burnt-

offerings and peace-offerings,' and to shew him what
he should do, that is, both to propitiate the Lord, as

on other occasions, and to advise Saul how to act iu

carrying on the war On the appointed day Samuel
did not arrive as soon as the king expected. The prophet

probably delayed his coming on purpose to test his fidelity

and obedience. Saul failed in this test. Seeing his force

hourly diminishing by desertions, and, in the pride of his

fancied independence, considering that he had as much
right as the Egyptian and other kings to perform the

priestly function, he ordered the victims to be brought, and
offered them himself upon the altar. This usurpation of

the priestly office by one who had no natural authority as

an Aaronite, nor any special authorization as a prophet,

was decisive of the character and the fate of Saul. If the

principles of the theocracy were to be preserved, and if the

political supremacy of Jehovah was at all to be maintained,

it was indispensably necessary that the first manifestation

by the kings of autocratic dispositions and self-willed as-

sumption of superiority to the law, should be visited by
severe examples of punishment ; for if not checked in the

beginnings, the growth would have been fatal to the consti-

tution. It will hence appear that the punishments which
Saul incurred for this and other acts, manifesting the

same class of dispositions, were not so disproportioned to

his offences, or so uncalled-for by the occasions of the state,

as some persons have been led to imagine.

10. ' Saul went out to meet him.'—The custom of going

forth to meet and greet a visitor is frequently mentioned

in the Scriptures. It is still usual, in Western Asia, tosend

forth relatives or confidential persons of suitable rank to

meet and escort an approaching traveller, whose advance

has been previously notified ; but we cannot recollect that

it is customary anywhere for the host himself to do so. In

Ea.stern A.sia "the custom however still exists ; serving with
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other instances to confirm a suspicion we have long enter-

tained, that China and Japan would furnish to a diligent

student a larger number of striking illustrations of Scripture
manners and ideas than has been supposed. In the latter

country Thunberg and Ka:mpfer both noticed the custom.
The former says,—' At Japanie, where we dined, we were
received by the host in a more polite and obsequious man-
ner than I ever experienced since in any other part of the
world. It is the custom in this country for the landlord to

go to meet the travellers part of the way, and, with every
token of the utmost submission and respect, bid them wel-
come ; he then hurries home in order to receive his guests

at his house in the same humble and respectful manner,
after which some trifling present is produced on a small
low square table.'

14. ' Tliji hingJom shall not continue'—The apology
which Saui made to the prophet for what he had done

—

that his force was diminishing, and that he was afraid that

if he delayed any longer the Philistines would fall upon
him before sacrifices had been offered to Jehovah—shewed
little of that reliance upon the Divine King which every
Hebrew general was expected to manifest, and but little

anxiety to receive those prophetic counsels which Samuel
had promised to deliver. Under nearly similar circum-
stances, how different was the conduct of Gideon, who
gained immortal honour by those theocratic sentiments

UEL. [B.C. 1087.

which enabled him to leave to his successors a memorable
example of confidence in God ! Samuel saw through the
hollowness of Saul's apologies, and warned him tliat by
such sentiments as he entertained, and such conduct as he
manifested, he was rendering himself unworthy to be the
founder of a royal house, inasmuch as he could not become
a pattern to his successors ; and that by persevering in such
a course he would compel the appointment of one more
worthy than himself to reign over Israel, and to be the
father of a kingly race.

I.^. 'Samuel arose, and cjat him up from Gilqal unto
Gibeah of Benjamin.'—The Septuagint,' supported by the
Vulgate, preserves a clause which has here dropped from
the Hebrew text, but which the context indispensably re-
quires. * And Samuel arose and departed from Gilgal.
And the remnant of the people went tip after Saul to meet
the enemy, going from Gilgal to Gibeah of Benjamin.'
Samuel went away, probably home to Ramah, and Saul also
went home to defend his native town, the Philistines being in
strong force in that neighbourhood. Every copyist knows
how easy it is to drop a clause, when that which precedes
or follows ends in the same form of words, as in the present
instance : and this has been the occasion of several omis-
sions in the Hebrew text ; but the lost clause is usually
found iu some of the ancient versions.

CHAPTER XIV.

1 Jonathan, unwitting to his father, the priest, or the

people, goeth and miraculously smiteth the Philis-

tines' ganison. 15 A divine terror maketh them

beat themselves. 17 Saul, not staying the priest's

answer, setteth on them. 21 Tlie captivated Hebreivs,

and the hidden Israelites, join against them. 24
Saul's unadvised adjuration hindereth the victory.

32 He restraineth the people from eating blood.

35 He buildeth an altar. 36 Jonathan, taken by
lot, is saved by the people. 47 Saul 's strength and
family.

Now 'it came to pass upon a day, that Jo-

nathan the son of Saul said unto the young
man that bare his armour. Come, and let us

go over to the Philistines' garrison, that is

on the other side. But he told not his

father.

2 And Saul tarried in the uttermost part

of Gibeah under a pomegranate tree which

is in Migron : and the people that icere with

him loere about six hundred men
;

3 And Ahiah, the son of Ahitub, ^I-cha-

bod's brother, the son of Phinehas, the son of

Eli, the Lord's priest in Shiloh, wearing an

ephod. And the people knew not that Jo-

nathan was gone.

4 And between the passages, by which

Jonathan sought to go over unto the Philis-

tines' garrison, there teas a sharp rock on the

one side, and a sharp rock on the other side :

and the name of the one icas Bozez, and the

name of the other Seneh.

5 The "forefront of the one teas situate

northward over against Michmash, and the

other southward over against Gibeah.
6 And Jonathan said to the young man

that bare his armour. Come, and let us go
over unto the garrison of these uncircumcised :

it may be that the Lord will work for us :

for thei-e is no restraint to the Lord Ho save

by many or by few.

7 And his armourbearer said unto him.

Do all that is in thine heart : turn thee
;

behold, I am with thee according to thy

heart.

8 Then said Jonathan, Behold, we will

pass over unto these men, and we will discover

ourselves unto them.

9 If they say thus unto us, 'Tarry until we
come to you ; then we will stand still in our

place, and will not go up unto them.

10 But if they say thus. Come up unto

us ; then we will go up : for "the Lord hath

delivered them into our hand : and this shall

be a sign unto us.

11 And both of them discovered themselves

unto the garrison of the Philistines : and the

Philistines said. Behold, the Hebrews come
forth out of the holes where they had hid

themselves.

12 And the men of the garrison answered

Jonathan and his armourbearer, and said,

Come up to us, and we will shew you a thing.

And Jonathan said unto his armourbearer,

Come up after me : for the Lord hath

delivered them into the hand of Israel.
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13 And Jonathan climbed up upon his

hands and upon his feet, and his armourbearer

after him : and they fell before Jonathan

;

and his armourbearer slew after him.

14 And that first slaughter, which Jo-

nathan and his armourbearer made, was about

twenty men, within as it were 'an half acre of

land, lohich a yoke of oxen might plmo.

] .') If And there was trembling in the host,

in the field, and among all the people : the

garrison, and the spoilers, they also trembled,

and the earth quaked : so it was "a very great

trembling.

16 And the watchmen of Saul in Gibeah
of Benjamin looked ; and, behold, the multi-

tude melted away, and they went on beating

down one another.

17^ Then said Saul unto the people that

icere with him. Number now, and see who is

gone from us. And when they had numbered,
behold, Jonathan and his armourbearer loeiv

not thei-e.

18 And Saul said unto Ahiah, Bring
hither the ark of God. For the ark of

God was at that time with the children of

Israel.

19 And it came to pass, while Saul talked

unto the priest, that the "noise that loas in

the host of the Philistines went on and in-

creased : and Saul said unto the priest, With-
draw thine hand.

20 And Saul and all the people that ivere

with him '"assembled themselves, and they

came to the battle : and, behold, "every

man's sword was against his fellow, and there

was a very great discomfiture.

21 Moreover the Hebrews that were with

the Philistines before that time, which went

up with them into the camp from the country

round about, even they also turned to be

with the Israelites that xcere with Saul and
Jonathan.

22 Likewise all the men of Israel which

had hid themselves in mount Ephraim, when

they heard that the Philistines fled, even

they also followed hard after them in the

battle.

23 So the Lord saved Israel that day :

and the battle passed over unto Beth-aven.

24 IT And the men of Israel were tlis-

trcssed that day : for Saul had adjured tlu;

people, saying. Cursed he the man that eateth

any food until evening, that I may bo avenged

on mine enemies. So none of the people

tasted any food.

7 Or, halfafurroip ofm nr.rc of land. 8 Hcb. a tremhlhii
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25 And all they of the land came to a
wood ; and there was honey upon the ground.

26 And when the people were come into

the wood, behold, the honey dropped ; but
no man put his hand to his mouth : for the

people feared the oath.

27 But Jonathan heard not when his father

charged the people with the oath : wherefore

he put forth the end of the rod that was in

his hand, and dipped it in an honeycomb, and
put his hand to his mouth ; and his eyes were
enlightened.

28 Then answered one of the people, and
said. Thy father straitly charged the people

with an oath, saying. Cursed be the man that

eateth any food this day. And the people

were ''faint.

29 Then said Jonathan, My father liath

troubled the land : see, I pray you, how mine
eyes have been enlightened, because I tasted

a little of this honey.

30 How much more, if haply the people

had eaten freely to day of the spoil of their

enemies which they found ? for had there not

been now a much greater slaughter among
the Philistines ?

31 If And they smote the Philistines that

day from Michmash to Aijalon : and the people

were very faint.

32 And the people flew upon the spoil, and
took sheep, and oxen, and calves, and slew

them on the ground : and the people did eat

them '"with the blood.

33 Then they told Saul, saying. Behold,

the people sin against the Lord, in that they

cat with the blood. And he said. Ye have

"transgressed: roll a great stone unto me
this day.

34 And Saul said. Disperse yourselves

among the people, and say unto them, Bring

me hither every man his ox, and every man
his sheep, and slay them here, and eat ; and
sin not against the Lord in eating with the

blood. And all the people brought every

man his ox ''with him that night, and slew

them there.

35 1 And Saul built an altar unto the

Lord : '"the same was the first altar that he
built unto the Lord.

36 And Saul said. Let us go down after

the Philistines by night, and spoil them until

the morning light, and let us not leave a man
of them. And they said, Do whatsoever

seemeth good unto thee. Then said the

priest, Let us draw near hither unto God.

fOwi. 9 Oi,ttimuh. 10 llch. tvcre cried tiif/ttticr.
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37 IT And Saul asked counsel of God, Shall

I go down after the Philistines? wilt thou
deliver them into the hand of Israel ? But he
answered him not that day.

38 ^ And Saul said, Draw ye near hither

all the "chief of the people : and know and
see wherein this sin hath heen this day.

39 For, as the Lord liveth, which saveth

Israel, though it be in Jonathan my son, he
shall surely die. But there was not a man
among all the people that answered him.

40 Tiien said he unto all Israel, Be ye on

one side, and I and Jonathan my son will be
on the other side. And the people said unto

Saul, Do what seemeth good unto thee.

41 Therefore Saul said unto the Lord
God of Israel, '"Give a perfect lot. And Saul
and Jonathan were taken ; but the people

'"escaped.

42 And Saul said, Cast lots between me
and Jonathan my son. And Jonathan was
taken.

43 Tlien Saul said to Jonathan, Tell me
what thou hast done. And Jonathan told

him, and said, I did but taste a little honey
with the end of the rod that was in mine
hand, and, lo, I must die.

44 And Saul answered, God do so and
more also : for thou shalt surely die, Jona-

than.

45 And the people said unto Saul, Shall

Jonathan die, who hath wrought this great

salvation in Israel ? God forbid : as the
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Lord liveth, there shall not one hair of his

head fall to the ground ; for he hath wrought

with God this day. So the people rescued

Jonathan, that he died not.

46 Then Saul went up from following the

Philistines : and the Philistines went to their

own place.

47 If So Saul took the kingdom over

Israel, and fought against all his enemies on

every side, against Moab, and against the

children of Ammon, and against Edom, and
against the kings of Zobah, and against the

Philistines : and whithersoever he turned

himself, he vexed them.

48 And he '"'gathered an host, and smote

the Amalekites, and delivered Israel out of

the hands of them that spoiled them.

49 H Now the sons of Saul were Jonathan,

and Ishui, and Melchi-shua : and the names

of his two daughters ivere these; the name
of the firstborn Merab, and the name of the

younger Michal

:

50 And the name of Saul's wife teas Ahi-

noam, the daughter of Ahimaaz : and the

name of the captain of his host was Abner,

the son of Ner, Saul's imcle.

51 And Kisli was the father of Saul ; and

Ner the father of Abner was the son of

Abiel.

52 And there was sore war against the

Philistines all the days of Saul : and when

Saul saw any strong man, or any valiant man,

he took him imto him.

10 Ilfb. wcntfmth. 20 Or, wrought mightibj.

Verse 2. ' Miyroii.'—This, from the context, was olj-

vioiisly the name of some marked local site in the land
around Gibeah.

4. ' Bozez .... Seneh.'—Names, as the context expresses,

of two roclts near Gibeah. Every object in the least degree
marked seems to have had its distinctive name among the

Hebrews. So it is now with the Arabs. Every marked
hollow or projection (other than of sand) upon the plain,

every well, every clump of trees, has its proper name. So
has every defile, recess, promontory, or peak of the moun-
tains, however inconsiderable : and on a river, such as the

Tigris or Euphrates, there is not a single bend, angle, pro-

jection, creek, cliff, rock, mound, or group of trees to which
a proper name is not assigned. Thus a map of a country,

over which one may travel for a hundred miles without
finding a single town, might, nevertheless, be crowded with
hundreds of names of this description.

4, 5. 'Between the passages .... there was a sharp rock

on the one side, and a sharp rock on the other side .... The
forefront of the one was situate northward, over against

Michmash, and the other southward, over against Gibeah.'—
' We left Jeba' (Gibeah) ' for Mukhmas. The descent

into the valley was steeper and longer than any of the pre-

ceding. The path led down obliquely, and we reached the

bottom in half an hour. It is called Wady es-Suweinit.

It begins in the neighbourhood of Beitin and el-Bireh

;

and as it breaks through the ridge below these places, its

sides form precipitous walls. On the right, about a quarter

of an acre below where we crossed, it again breaks off, and

passes between high perpendicular precipices, which (our

guide said) continue a great way dowu and increase in

grandeur .... This steep precipitous valley is probably

"the passage of Michmash," mentioned in Scripture (1 Sam.

xiii. 23 ; comp. Isa. x. 28). In the valley, just at the left

of where we crossed, were two hills, of a conical, or rather

spherical form, having steep rocky sides, with small Wadys
running up between each, so as almost to isolate them.

One of them is on the side towards Jeba, and the other

towards Mukhmas. These would seem to be the two rocks

mentioned in connection with Jonathan's adventure. They
are not indeed so " sharp " as the language of Scripture

would seem to imply ; but they are the only rocks of tbe

kind in this vicinity. The northern one is connected to-

wards the west with an eminence still more distinctly iso-

lated. This valley appears to have been, at a later time,

the dividing line between the tribes of Benjamin and

Epiiraim.' Eobinson's Biblical Researches in Palestine,

ii. IIG.
. , , ,

14. ' Half-acre of land, which a yoke ofoxen might plow.

—The Hebrew is, literally, ' As in the half of a furrow of a

yoke of a field," which some regard as unintelligible, and

therefore prefer the Septuagint version, wliich has nothing

about the space, but, instead, says that Jonathan and his

armourbearer effected the slaughter ' with spears, pebbles,

and flints of the field.' We are willing to adhere to the

Hebrew text. It is certainly obscure ; but, as rendered in
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our version, or even as read literally, refers to a mode of

measurement which -was very ancient, and which still sub-

sists in the East. Some think that a single furrow is in-

tended, that is, half the space comprehended in the single

furrow (drawn circularly, of course) which a yoke of oxen

might trace in one day : but others suppose it to mean half

the space which a yoke of oxen might plough in one day.

Both alternatives are compatible with ancient usage ; the

former may be illustrated by the historical circumstance,

that so much land as could be ploughed around in one day

was granted by the Komans to Horatius Codes, in recom-

pense of his valorous stand, on the Sublician bridge, against

the arms of Porsenna. Intimations are frequent in ancient

writings of the prevalence of the custom of estimating the

extent of ground according to what might be ploughed in

a day ; and then it was usual to add, by what kind of ani-

mals the plough was drawn, to render the estimate more

exact. In this manner Homer measures the degree of

proximity to which Diomedes and Ulysses allowed the

Trojan spy to approach, before they rushed upon him from

their concealment. He says they were as distant from each

other as the furrows of two teams of mules. This is about

as obscure as the Hebrew text of the passage before us,

and is open to the same interpretations, the expression being

very similar. That it was the space which two teams of

mules could plough in a day is the common explanation,

which is thus given in Dacier's note :
—

' The Grecians did

not plough in the manner now in use. They first broke

up the ground with oxen, and then ploughed it more lightly

with mules. When they employed two ploughs in a field,

they measured the space they could plough in a day, and

set their ploughs at the two ends of this space, and those

ploughs proceeded towards each other. This intermediate

space was constantly fixed, but less in proportion for two

of oxen than for two of mules, because oxen are slower and

toil more in a field that has not yet been turned up, whereas

mules are naturally swifter, and make greater speed in a

ground that has already had the first ploughing.'
^

The idea kept in view by our translators, in rendering

' half a furrow ' by ' half an acre,' is that it applied to half

the space of ground which a yoke of oxen might plough in

a day ; and is derived from one of the Roman land-mea-

sures. This measure was called actus, of which there were

three sorts ; the first was a piece of ground 120 feet long by

only four broad ; the second {actus qiiadratus) was a square

of 120 feet ; and the third was a double square, being 240

feet long by 120 feet broad, which made an acre of ground,

or as much, according to Pliny, as a yoke of oxen might

plough in a day. Something of the same idea and standard

ofmeasure is exhibited in Domesday-Book, which shews the

results of a surveymade by order of William the Conqueror,

and in which the domains are estimated by the carucate

(from caruca, in French charrue, a plough), or plough-land

;

that is, so much land as would support a plough, or that

one plough would work. At this day, in the East, an idea

is popularly intimated of the extent of a man's possessions

by stating the number of yoke of oxen which would be

required to keep his grounds in order.
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26. ' T/ie lioney dropped.'—First we are told that the

honey was on the gi'ound, then that the honey dropped,
and lastly that Jonathan put his rod into the honeycomb.
From all this it is clear that the honey was bee-honey,
and that honeycombs were above in the trees, from which
honey dropped upon the ground ; but it is not clear whether
Jonathan put his rod into a honeycomb that was in the

trees or shrubs, or into one that had fallen to the ground,
or that had been formed there.

Where wild bees are abundant, they form their combs in

any convenient place that offers, particularly in the cavitii'.«,

or even on the branches, of trees ; nor are they so nice as

is commonly supposed in the choice of situations. In India,

particularly, and in the Indian islands, the forests oftiii

swarm with bees. ' The forests," says Mr. Roberts, ' literally

flow with honey ; large combs may be seen hanging on the

trees, as you pass along, full of honey.' We have good
reason to conclude, from many allusions in Scripture, that

this was also, to a considerable extent, the case formerly in

Palestine. Kabbi Ben Gershom and others indeed fancy
that there were bee-hives placed ' all of a row ' by the way-
side. If we must needs have bee-hives, why not suppose
they were placed in the trees, or suspended from the

boughs ? This is a practice in diflferent parts where bees
abound, and the people pay much attention to realize the

advantages which their wax and honey offer. The woods
on the western coast of Africa, between Cape Blanco and
Sierra Leone, and particularly near the Gambia, are full

of bees ; to which the negroes formerly, if they do not now,
paid considerable attention, for the sake of the wax. They
had bee-hives, made like baskets, of reeds and sedge, and
hung on the out-boughs of the trees, which the bees eagerly
appropriated for the purpose of forming their combs in

tliem. In some parts these hives were so thickly placed

that at a distance they looked like fruit. There was also

much wild honey in the cavities of the trees. (Jobson's
Gulden Trade, p. 30 ; in Astley's Collection.) Moore con-
firms this account ; and adds, that when he was there, the

Mandingos suspended, in this way, straw bee-hives not un-
like our own, and boarded at the bottom, with a hole for

the bees to go in and out. Travels into the Inland Paris

of Africa, in Drake's Collection.

As to the other supposition, that the honeycomb had been
formed on the ground, we think the context rather bears

against it; but the circumstance is not in itself unlikely,

or incompatible with the habits of wild bees. For want of

a better resource, they sometimes form their combs and
deposit their honey in any toler.ibly convenient spot they
can find in the ground, such as small hollows, or even holes

formed by animals. Mr. Burchell, in his Travels in South
Africa, mentions an instance in which his party (Hottentots)

obtained about three pounds of good honey from a hole
which had formerly belonged to some animal of the weasel
kind. The natives treated this as a usual circumstance

;

and indeed their experience in such affairs was demon-
strated by the facility with which they managed to obtain

the honey without being injured by the bees.

CHAPTER XV.

1 Samuel sendeth Saul to destroy Amalek. G Saul

favoureth the Kenites. 8 He spareth Agag and the

best of the spoil. 10 Samuel denounceth unto Saul,

commending and excusing himself, God's rejection of

him for his disobedience. 24 SauCs humiliation.

33 Samuel killeth Agag. 34 Samuel and Saul

part.

Samuel also said unto Saul, 'The Lord sent

me to anoint thee to be king over his people,

over Israel : now therefore hearken thou unto

the voice of the words of the Lord.
2 Thus saith the Lord of hosts, I remem-

ber that which Amalek did to Israel, 'how

he laid icait for him in the way, when he came
up from Egypt.

3 Now go and smite Amalek, and utterly

destroy all that they have, and spare theni

not ; but slay both man and woman, infant

and suckling, ox and sheep, camel and ass.
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4 And Saul gathered the people together,

and nvimbered them in Telaim, two hundred
thousand footmen, and ten thousand men of

Judah.

5 And Saul came to a city of Amalek, and

'laid wait in the valley.

6 If And Saul said unto the Kenites, Go,

depart, get you down fi-om among the Ama-
lekites, lest I destroy you with them : for ye

shewed kindness to all the children of Israel,

when they came up out of Egypt. So the

Kenites departed from among the Amale-
kites.

7 IT And Saul smote the Amalekites from

Ilavilah until thou comest to Shur, that is

over against Egypt.

8 And he took Agag the king of the

Amalekites alive, and utterly destroyed all

the people with the edge of the sword.

9 But Saul and the people spared Agag,
and the best of the sheep, and of the oxen,

and *of the ftitlings, and the lambs, and all

tliat teas good, and would not utterly destroy

them : but every thing that teas vile and

refuse, that they destroyed utterly.

10 1 Then came the word of the Lord
unto Samuel, saying,

11 It repenteth me that I have set up Saul

to he king : for he is turned back from follow-

ing me, and hath not performed my command-
ments. And it grieved Samuel ; and he

cried unto the Lord all night.

12 11 And when Samuel rose early to meet
Saul in the morning, it was told Samuel,

saying, Saul came to Carmel, and, behold, he

set him up a place, and is gone about, and
passed on, and gone down to Gilgal.

13 And Samuel came to Saul : and Saul

said unto him, Blessed be thou of the Lord :

I have performed the commandment of the

Lord.
14 And Samuel said, What meaneth then

this bleating of the sheep in mine ears, and

the lowing of the oxen which I hear ?

15 And Saul said. They have brought

them from the Amalekites : for the people

spared the best of the sheep and of the oxen,

to sacrifice unto the Lord thy God ; and the

rest we have utterly destroyed.

16 Then Samuel said unto Saul, Stay,

and I will tell thee what the Lord hath said

to me this night. And he said unto him.

Say on.

17 And Samuel said. When thou tcast

little in thine own sight, loast thou not made

» OT,/ought. > Or, «/ the second mrt. 5 Heh. rte.v
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the head of the tribes of Israel, and the Lord
anointed thee king over Israel ?

18 And the Lord sent thee on a journey,

and said, Go and utterly destroy the sinners

the Amalekites, and fight against them until

'they be consumed.
I'J Wherefore then didst thou not obey the

voice of the Lord, but didst fly upon the

spoil, and didst evil in the sight of the Lord ?

20 And Saul said unto Samuel, Yea, I

have obeyed the voice of the Lord, and have

gone the way which the Lord sent me, and
have brought Agag the king of Amalek, and
have utterly destroyed the Amalekites.

21 But the people took of the spoil, sheep

and oxen, the chief of the things which should

have been utterly destroyed, to sacrifice unto

the Lord thy God in Gilgal.

22 And Samuel said, Hath the Lord as

great delight in burnt oflerings and sacrifices,

as in obeying the voice of tlie Lord ? Behold,

*to obey is better than sacrifice, and to hearken

than the fat of rams.

23 For rebellion is as the sin of 'witchcraft,

and stubbornness w as iniquity and idolatry.

Because thou hast rejected the word of the

Lord, he hath also rejected thee from being

king.

24 If And Saul said unto Samuel, I have

sinned : for I have transgressed the com-
mandment of the Lord, and thy words : be-

cause I feared the people, and obeyed their

voice.

25 Now therefore, I pray thee, pardon my
sin, and turn again with me, that I may wor-

ship the Lord.
2G And Samuel said unto Saul, I will not

return with thee : for thou hast rejected the

word of the Lord, and the Lord hath rejected

thee from being king over Israel.

27 And as Samuel turned about to go

away, he laid hold upon the skirt of his

mantle, and it rent.

28 And Samuel said unto him, The Lord
hath rent the kingdom of Israel from thee

this day, and hath given it to a neighbour of

thine, that is better than thou.

29 And also the "Strength of Israel will

not lie nor repent : for he is not a man, that

he should repent.

30 Then he said, I have sinned : ijet

honour me now, I pray thee, before the elders

of my people, and before Israel, and turn

again with me, that I may worship the Lord
thy God.
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31 So Samuel turned agaiu after Saul

;

and Saul worshipped the Lord.
32 1[ Then said Samuel, Bring ye hither

to me Agag the king of the Amalekites.

And Agag came unto him delicately. And
Agag said, Surely the bitterness of death is

past.

33 And Samuel said, °As thy sword hath

made women childless, so shall thy mother
be childless among women. And Samuel

hewed Agag in pieces before the Lord in

Gilgal.

34 If Then Samuel went to Ramah ; and
Saul went up to his house to Gibcah of Saul.

35 And Samuel came no more to see

Saul until the day of his death : nevertheless

Samuel mourned for Saul : and the Loud
repented that he had made Saul king o\er

Israel.

Verse 2. ' Ainalek.'—This is the name of a grandson of

Esau, from whom the Amalekites are supposed to have
descended. This supposition is entirely founded on the

fact that Esau's grandson was so named ; for there is

nothing in Scripture which points to, or even hints at, this

commonly assigned origin of these bitter enemies of the

Hebrew nation. Indeed, there are some rather strong

considerations which seem to bear against it. These are :

that Moses, in Gen. xiv., relates that in the time of Abra-
ham, long before Amalek was born, Chedorlaomer and his

confederates ' smote all the country of the Amalekites

'

about Kadesh : and that Balaam calls Amalek ' the first

of the nations,' which, if understood of priority, could be
by no means correct of a nation descended from the grand-
son of Esau. To these considerations, however, it may be
answered, that Moses speaks, in the first instance, prolep-

tically, of the country which the Amalekites afterwarils

occupied ; and that, in the other, ' first ' does not refer to

priority of time, but to rank. But besides this, it is to be
observed that Moses never reproaches the Amalekites with
attacking the Israelites, their brel/iren ; though it is not

likely that he would have omitted to notice this aggrava-
tion of their offence, if it had existed. In the Pentateuch
there is continual reference to the fraternal relation of the
Hebrews and Edomites. But no term implying consan-
guinity is ever applied to the Amalekites ; and instead of
their name being connected with that of the Edomites,
tliey seem always associated in name and action with the
Cauaanites and Philistines. It is also difficult to under-
stand how the Amalekites could become so powerful a
people as they were when the Israelites left Egypt, if their

origin ascended no higher than the grandson of Esau. On
these grounds Calmet concludes that they were descended
from Canaan, and were, in fact, among the devoted nations—that devotement being the more strongly marked in

their instance, on account of their early and persevering
enmity to the Hebrews. This view does not materially
differ from that of the Arabians, who make Amalek to be a
son or descendant of Ham, who, according to them, be-
came the founder of one of the original jjHre Arabian
tribes, but which afterwards became mixed, by blending
with the posterity of Joktan and Adnan. This Amalek
had a famous son called Ad, who reigned in the south-east

of Arabia (Hadramaut) in the time of Hebcr, the ancestor
of Abraham, and whose age is the remote point of Arabian
chronology and fable, so that, ' as old as king Ad ' is a
proverbial expression of extnme and obscure antiquity.

This Adite branch of AiikiI. l.ii. . :.fi. i ]r^^\u^^ Misl.iin.

d

a fearful destruction froui n , :
. : II. i\,ii :ii iis im-

piety, was so weakened I li.:! :
. 1 . ;ih 11 He ir jlli-

to prevail over it, and, al'tir Li i 1-.
, MiL'id it tn with-

draw and disperse. These, and ()t}Kr Amalekite families,

then spread in Arabia Petrsea, in the peninsula of Sinai,

and in the southern parts of Palestine. The Arabs be-

lieve these to have been the enemies of the Israelites, and
entertain an opinion that some of them, being defeated by
Joshua, went into Northern Africa and settled there. The
tribes of Amalek and Ad they number with those that
have, from very remote ages, been completely lost, unless

so far as they may have been incorporated with other

tribes. There is nothing in this account adverse to the

Scriptural intimations. Indeed, it would be easy to shew
that the Amalekites, whether accounted as Arabians or not,

were a people who, although they had some towns and
hamlets, were of essentially Bedouin habits. In fact, we
may, perhaps, best estimate the position they bore with
respect to the Israelites, by regarding them as an unsettled,

predatory people, who, from their situation on the imme-
diate borders of the Hebrews, exhibited and experienced
the full effect of that opposition of social principle which
never fails to operate m similar circumstances. In the

same countries, at this day, a settled or settling people, on
the one hand, and the wild, aggressive, plundering Be-
douins, on the other, exhibit tie same feelings towards
each other which the Hebrews and Amalekites respect-

ively entertained. Independently of the first deep cause
of offence, and the high command under which the He-
brews acted, there was an obvious social necessity that
such dangerous neighbours as the Amalekites should be
extirpated or driven from the frontiers. The transaction

of this chapter was a fatal blow to the Amalekites. We
indeed find that they still subsisted as a people, for David
undertook an expedition against them while he was living

in the country of the Philistines (chap, xxvii. 8 ; 2 Sam.
i. 1). After that they cease to be historically noticed ; but
in the book of Esther we find Haman, an individual of

that nation, high in the favour of the Persian king. See
further on this subject in—Iperen, Hist. Crii. Edumaonim
et Amalchitarum, 1768,; Calmet, art. ' Amalek ;' D'Her-
be\ot, Sib/iotlicque OrieiitaU, arts. ' Av,' 'Amlak;' and
Michaelis's Commentaries, art. xxii.

4. ' Telaim.'—This is supposed to be thesameasTelcm,
mentioned in Josh. xv. 24, among the ' uttermost cities of

the tribe of the children of Judah towards the coast of
Edom southward.'
— 'Two hundred thousand footmen, and ten thousand

men of Judah
'—This is a very small proportion for so im-

portant and populous a tribe as that of Judah to supply

:

and the deficiency in its contributious is probably recorded
on this as on a former occasion, in order to intimate that,

since the sceptre had been of old promised to this tribe, it

was not generally content to see a Benjamite upon the
throne, and was less hearty tlian the other tribes in its

obedience.

7. ' Havilah.'—This certainly was not the district men-
tioned in the description of the garden of Eden as ' the
bind <.f Ilavilah.' Some indeed suppose it so: and be-
\i.\ in; . with US, that the Havilah near Eden was about the
III I III tlir Persian Gulf, they think that Saul traversed all

till' wiilr distance between, in pursuit of the Amalekites.
'Ibis is absolutely incredible, and is contrary to the text,

which makes the pursuit be towards Egypt, whereas this

would be exactly away from Egjpt. The text evidently

places this Havilah near the south of Judah. There arc

two explanations: one is, that the whole breadth of
country forming the north of Arabia, from the Persian
Gulf to tlie south frontiers of Palestine, was called Ha-
vilah, and that the statement in Gen. ii. refers to the
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eastern part of this land, and tlie present account to the

vesteru : or else, that there was more than one Havilah,

—

and this is exceedingly probable, when we recollect that

the name is taken from Havilah the son of Cush, and who
may, like his father, have left his name to different regions

in which his descendants successively settled. Joscphus

very properly describes the Amalekites of this history as

occupying the country between Pelusium in Egypt and the

Ked Sea.

9. ' Saul and the people spared Jgag.'—Josephus says

that they were won upon to spare him by the beauty and
tallness of his person. It is remarkable, by the by, that

the Arabians make the Amalekites to have been giants

;

and they believe that Goliath himself was an Amalekite.

12. ' CarmeV—This must not be confounded with

Mount Carmel. It is mentioned in Josh. xv. 55, among
the southern cities of Judah, and its name occurs between

those of Maon and Ziph. Nabal, who resided at Maon,
had his possessions in Carmel (1 Sam. xxv. 2). The place

is probably the same as the ' Carmelia,' which Jerome de-

scribes as being in his time a village, ten miles east of

Hebron, where there was then a Koman garrison.

— ' He set him up a place.'—This undoubtedly means
that he set up a trophy or monument of his victory over

the Amalekites. This we learn from 2 Sam. xviii. 18,

where we read that Absalom set up a pillar and called it

the monument ("I*, the same word here rendered ' place')

of Absalom. It was usual in ancient times to erect some
monument or other, in commemoration of a victory, gene-

rally on the spot where it had been obtained. This was

probably the design of Saul's monument. It is difficult to

say -what it was. Perhaps it was a pillar or obelisk

:

Jerome makes it a triumphal arch ; and he says it was

usual to make an arch of myrtle, palm, and olive branches

on such occasions. The trophies, however, with which

ancient authors make us best acquainted, were originally

a heap of the arms and spoils taken from the enemy. Such

spoils were in later times hung in an orderly manner upon

a column or decayed tree ; and, in the end, representations

of such trophies, in brass or marble, were substituted.

They were consecrated to some divinity, with a suitable

inscription ; and the sanctity with which they were in-

vested prevented people from disturbing or throwing them

down; but when they fell down, or were destroyedby

accident or time, they were never restored, under the im-

pression that! ; enmities ought not to be perpetuated.

In the eleventh book of the iEneid Virgil has fully de-

scribed the process of forming the most usual trophy, that

of arms fixed on a denuded or decayed tree.

The word 1^ tjad, applied to this monument and to

Absalom's pillar, literally means a hand, and is so trans-

lated in the Septuagint ; whence it has been supposed by

some that the trophy iu question was surmounted by the

figure of a hand, which is, in Scripture, the general em-

blem of strength and power. In the note to Num. ii. 2,

we have mentioned instances of standards surmounted by

the figure of a hand : and the cut of Koman standards ex-

hibits two of this description. To which we may add

that, in the mosques of Persia, generally, the domes (for

they have seldom minarets like the Turks) are surmounted

by the figure of an outspread hand, in the place where the

Turks would put a crescent, and we a cross or a vane.

26. ' Vw Lord hath rejected thee from being king.'—It

would be wrong to consider Saul's transgression in the

matter of the Amalekites as the sole act or occasion for

which this rejection was incurred. It was but one of

many acts by which he indicated an utter incapability of

apprehending his true position, and iu consequence mani-

fested dispositions and conduct utterly at variance with the

principles of government which the welfare of the state,

and indeed the very objects of its foundation, made it most

essential to maintain. Unless the attempts at absolute in-

dependence made by Saul were checked, or visited witli

some signal mark of the Divine displeasure, the precedents

established by the first king were likely to become the

rule to future sovereigns. And hence the necessity, now
at the beginning, of peculiar strictness, or even of severity,

for preventing the establishment of bad rules and pre-

cedents for future kings.

29. ' The Strength of Israel will not /le.'—The original

is more emphatic— ' He who gives victory to Israel ;' an

expression probably designed to convey a further rebuke

to the perverse king for the triumphal monument which

he had set up in Carmel, and wherebj^ he had secured to

himself that honour for the recent victory which, nnder

the principles of the theocracy, was due to God alone.

32. ' Agag came unto him delicateh/.'—' Cheerfully
'

would be a more intelligible rendering of the original

(nil']5J0 maadannolli) than ' delicately.' It seems that

Agag thought he had nothing further to apprehend, now

that he had obtained the protection of the king.

' Samuel hewed Agag _pie, -It is not clear
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whether Samuel did this himself or commanded others to

do it. The latter is certainly rendered possible by the

frequent practice of describing a great personage as doing

that which he commanded to be done. But, on the other

hand, there is nothing in the act incompatible with Ori-

ental usage, or with the position which Samuel occupied.

Samuel was not a priest, but only a Levite ; and tlie Le-

vites seem to have held themselves bound to act for the

Lord with their swords when required; as in the instance

of the slaughter with which they punished their brethren

for their sin in worshipping the golden calf: and, on a

later occasion, even a priest—Phinehas, afterwards high-

priest,—in the fervour of his zeal, took a javelin and slew

therewith Zimri and Cosbi, as recorded in Nnm. xxv. It

135
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is not, and never -was, in the East, unusual for persons in

power to slay offenders -with their own hands. In the pre-

ceding book, we have seen Gideon himself destroying the

two captive kings of Midian ; and in illustration of more
modern usage there is an anecdote in Chardin, which illus-

trates not only this point, but the hewing in pieces, and
also the idea concerning the connecting bond formed by
the eating of another's salt, to which we have had previous

occasions to refer. The circumstance occurred in Persia

when Chardin was there. The king, ' rising in wrath
against an officer who had attempted to deceive him, drew
his sabre, fell upon him, and hewed him to pieces, at the

feet of the grand vizier, who was standing ; and looking

fixedly upon him, and the other great lords who stood

on each side of him, he said, with a tone of indignation,
" I have then such ungrateful servants and traitors as

these to eat ray salt. Look on this sword, it shall cut off

all these perfidious heads." ' Hewing in pieces is still

sometimes resorted to as an arbitrary punishment in dif-

ferent eastern countries ; but we believe it is nowhere
sanctioned by law, which indeed seldom directs the mode
by which death shall be inflicted. Bruce notices

'
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of this form of death in Abyssinia ; and it is mentioned
among the atrocities of Djeziar, the notorious pacha of
Acre, that he caused fifty or sixty officers of his seraglio,

whom he suspected of fraud, to be hewed in pieces, each
by the sword of two janissaries. It was not a Hebrew
form of punishment, but appears to have been resorted to

in the present instance in order to inflict on Agag the same
kind of death which he had been accustomed to inflict on
others : for the ' as,' with which Samuel's answer com-
mences, implies analogy of action—that is, that his

(Agag's) mother should be made childless, in the same
manner as he had made women childless.

35. ' Samuel mourned for SauL' — The prophet had
much personal regard for a man who, with all his faults, had
many fine natural qualities which would well have fitted

him to rule with credit under a merely human monarchy

;

and who, moreover, was faithful, and even jealous of Je-
hovah as his God, however deficient in obedience to him
as his king. He therefore continued to mourn greatly for

him, and to bewail the doom which it had been his painful

duty to declare.

CHAPTER XVI.

I Samuel, sent by God under pretence of a sacrifice,

Cometh to Belh-lehem. 6 His human judgment is

reproved. 1 3 He anointeth David. 19 Saiil sendeth

for David to quiet his evil spirit.

And the Lord said unto Samuel, How long
wilt thou mourn for Saul, seeing I have re-

jected him from reigning over Israel ? fill

thine horn with oil, and go, I will send thee

to Jesse the Beth-lehemite : for I have pro-

vided me a king among his sons.

2 And Samuel said, How can I go? if

Saul hear it, he will kill me. And the Lord
said, Take an heifer 'with thee, and say, I am
come to sacrifice to the Lord.

3 And call Jesse to the sacrifice, and I

will shew thee what thou shalt do : and thou

shalt anoint unto me him whom I name unto
thee.

4 And Samuel did that which the Lord
spake, and came to Beth-lehem. And the

elders of the town trembled at his ''coming,

and said, Comest thou peaceably ?

5 And he said. Peaceably : I am come to

sacrifice unto the Lord : sanctify yourselves,

and come with me to the sacrifice. And he
sanctified .Tessc and his sons, and called thera

to the .'sacrifice.

G 11 And it came to pass, when they w^cre

come, that he looked on Eliab, and said,

Surely the Lord's anointed is before him.

7 But the Lord said unto Samuel, Look
not en his countenance, or on the height of

his stature ; because 1 have refused him : for

the LORD secth not as man secth : for man

looketh on the ^outward appearance, but the

Lord looketh on the 'heart.

8 Then Jesse called Abinadab, and made
him pass before Samuel. And he said, Nei-

ther hath the Lord chosen this.

9 Then Jesse made Shammah to pass by.

And he said, Neither hath the Lord chosen

this.

10 Again, Jesse made seven of his sons to

pass before Samuel. And Samuel said unto

Jesse, The Lord hath not chosen these.

11 If And Samuel said unto Jesse, Are
here all thy children ? And he said. There

remaineth yet the youngest, and, behold, he

keepeth the sheep. And Samuel said unto

Jesse, 'Send and fetch him : for we will not

sit Mown till he come hither.

12 And he sent, and brought him in. Now
he was ruddy, and withal 'of a beautiful

countenance, and goodly to look to. And
the Lord said. Arise, anoint him : for this

is he.

1

3

Then Samuel took the horn of oil, and

anointed him in the midst of his brethren :

and the Spirit of the Lord came upon David

from that day forward. So Samuel rose up,

and went to liamah.

14 1[ But the Spirit of the Lord departed

from Saul, and an evil spirit from the Lord
"troubled him.

If) And Saul's servants said unto him. Be-
hold now, an evil spirit from God troubleth

thee.

16 Let our lord now command thy servants,

which are before thee, to seek out a man, tcho

is a cunning player on an harp : and it shall
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come to pass, when the evil spirit from God is

upon thee, that he shall play with his hand,

and thou shalt be well.

17 And Saul said unto his servants. Pro-
vide me now a man that can play well, and
bring him to me.

18 Then answered one of the servants, and
said. Behold, I have seen a son of Jesse the

Beth-lehemite, that is cunning in playing, and
a mighty valiant man, and a man of war, and
prudent in "matters, and a comely person, and
the Lord is with him.

19 Wherefore Saul sent messengers unto

Jesse, and said. Send me David thy son, which
is with the sheep.
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20 And Jesse took an ass laden with bread,

and a bottle of wine, and a kid, and sent them
by David his son unto Saul.

21 And David came to Saul, and stood be-

fore him : and he loved him greatly ; and he
became his armourbearer.

22 And Saul sent to Jesse, saying. Let
David, I pray thee, stand before me ; for he
hath found favour in my sight.

23 And it came to pass, when the evil

spirit from God was upon Saul, that David
took an harp, and played with his hand : so

Saul was refreshed, and was well, and the evil

spirit departed from him.

Verse 12. ' He was riidJi/, and withal of a beautiful

countenance^ and goodly to look to.'—Rather, ' He was ruddy,
with beautiful eyes, and a goodly appearance.' Calmet,
with whom Dr. Hales concurs, makes David to have been
fifteen years of age at this time. Josephus, indeed, says
that he was but ten ; but this is perhaps too young for him
to have charge of the sheep ; and twenty-five, the age given
by Lightfoot, is too old for the context.

14. ' An evil spirit from the Lord troubled him.'—The
doom of exclusion had been pronounced upon Saul at a

time when he was daily strengthening himself on the

throne, and increasing in power, popularity, and fame ; and
when his eldest son, Jonathan, stood, and deserved to stand,

so high in the favour of all the people, that no man could,

according to human probabilities, look upon any one else

as likely to succeed him in the throne. But when the ex-

citement of war and victory had subsided, and the king
had leisure to consider and brood over the solemn and de-

claredly irrevocable sentence which the prophet had pro-

nounced, a very serious effect was gradually produced upon
his mind and character ; for he was no longer prospered

and directed by God, but left a prey to his own gloomy
mind. The consciousness that he had not met the re-

quirements of the high vocation to which, ' when he was
little in his own sight,' he had been called, together with
the threatened loss of his dominion and the possible de-

struction of his house, made him jealous, sanguinary, and
irritable, and occasionally threw him into fits of the most
profound and morbid melancholy. This is what, in the

language of Scripture, is called ' tlie evil spirit that troubled

him.' That it was not a case of demoniacal possession, as

some have been led by this form of expression to suppose,

is obvious from the effects to which we shall presently

advert Nor was it needful ; for, as acting upon the cha-

racter of man, earth contains not a more evil spirit than
the guilty or troubled mind, abandoned to its own impulses.

21. 'David came to Saul.'—Thus, in the providence of

God, an opening was made for David, whereby he might
become acquainted with the manners of the court, the

business of government, and the affairs and interests of the

several tribes, and was put in the way of securing the

equally important advantage of becoming extensively

known to the people. These were training circumstances
for the high destinies which awaited him. Saul himself,

ignorant that in him he beheld the ' man worthier than

himself on whom the inheritance of his throne was to

devolve, contributed to these preparations. He received

the youthful minstrel with favour ; and, won by his en-

gaging dispositions, and by the beauties of his mind and per-

son, not less than by the melody of his harp, became much
attached to him. "The personal bravery of David, also, did

not long remain unnoticed by the veteran hero, who soon
elevated him to the honourable and confidential station

of his armour-bearer—having obtained Jesse's consent to

allow his son to remain in attendance upon him. His
presence was a great solace and relief to Saul : for when-
ever he fell into fits of melancholy, David played on his

harp before him ; and its soft soothing strains soon calmed
his troubled spirit, and brought peace to his soul.

23. ' Saul was refreshed and was well.'—That the pro-

posal of employing a skilful musician emanated from the

courtiers of Saul, evinces that the Jews were of opinion

that music had much power in soothing mental disorders

;

and from the instance of Elisha's preparing his mind by
the notes of a minstrel for the prophetic inspiration (2
Kings iii. 15), we gather the opinion that was entertained

of its influence over even sane minds. Every nation bears

witness to the power of its ancient music ; and if the ac-

counts left to us are to be credited, the ruder art of ancient

times had some mysterious access to the heart and mind,
which the more artistical combinations of modern musical

art do not in the same degree possess. It may be, how-
ever, that the power of the music lay more in the suscepti-

bilities of the auditors than in the skill of the musicians.

Dryden's fine Ode of Alexander's Feast is founded upon
the notions of the power of music which the ancients enter-

tained, and is scarcely an exaggerated representation of the

effects they ascribed to it. They even assigned to it marked
effects not only upon the mind, but, by sympathetic in-

fluences, upon the body. Thus Aulus Gellius {Noctes At-
ticce, ii. 13) says, ' It has been credited by many, and has

been handed down to memory, that when the pains of

sciatica are most severe, they will be assuaged by the soft

notes of a flute-player. I have very lately read in a book of

Theophrastus, that the melody of the flute, skilfully and deli-

cately managed, has power to heal the bites of vipers. The
same is related in a book of Democritus, which is entitled,

" Of Plagues and Pestilential Disorders :" in this he says

that the melody of flutes is a remedy for many human com-
plaints. So great is the sympathy betwixt the bodies and
the minds of men, and betwixt the maladies and remedies

of mind and body.' Even the Chinese writers of every age,

according to Grosier, aflirm that their ancient music could

call down superior spirits from the etherial regions, raise

up the manes of departed beings, inspire men with a love

of virtue, and lead them to the practice of their duty.
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CHAPTER XVII.

1 The armies of the Israelites and Philistines being

ready to battle, 4 Goliath conielh proudly forth to

challenge a combat. 1 2 David, sent by his father

to visit his brethren, takelh the challenge. 28 Etiab

chideth him. 30 He is brought to Saul. 32 JJe

sheweth the reason of his confidence. 38 Without

armour, armed by faith, he slayeth the giant. 55

Saul taketh notice of David.

Now the Philistines gathered together tlieir

armies to hattle, and were gathered togetlier

at Shochoh, which hehnrjeth to Judali, and

pitched between Shochoh and Azekah, in

'Ephes-dammim.
2 And Said and the men of Israel were

gathered together, and pitched by the valley

of Elah, and ^set the battle in array against

the Philistines.

3 And the Philistines stood on a mountain

on the one side, and Israel stood on a moun-
tain on the other side : and there was a valley

between them.

4 H And there went out a champion out

of the camp of the Philistines, named Go-
liath, of Gath, whose height xcas six cubits and

a span.

5 And lie had an helmet of brass upon his

head, and he was "armed with a coat of mail

;

and the weight of the coat icas five thousand

shekels of brass.

6 And he had greaves of brass upon his

legs, and a 'target of brass between his shoul-

ders.

7 And the staff of his spear was like a

weaver's beam ; and his spear's head weighed

six hundred shekels of iron : and one bearing

a shield went before him.

8 And he stood and cried unto the armies

of Israel, and said unto them. Why are ye

come out to set your battle in array ? am not

I a Philistine, and ye servants to Saul ? choose

you a man for you, and let him come down to

me.
9 If he be able to fight with me, and to

kill me, then will we be your servants : but

if 1 prevail against him, and kill him, then shall

ye be our servants, and serve us.

10 And the Piiilistiue said, I defy the

armies of Israel this day; give mc a man,

that we may fight together.

11 When Saul and all Israel heard those

words of the Philistine, they were dismayed,

and greatly afraid.

12 If Now David was 'the son of that

Ephrathite of Beth-lehem-judah, whose name

Or, the ciKM ofDammim. Heb. ranged the battle.

tvas Jesse ; and he had eight sons : and the

man went among them for an old man in the

diiys of Saul.

13 And the three eldest sons of Jesse went
a7id followed Saul to the battle : and the

names of his three sons that went to the battle

were Eliab the firstborn, and next unto him
Abinadab, and the third Shammah.

14 And David was the youngest : and the

three eldest followed Saul.

1

5

But David went and returned from Saul

to feed his father's sheep at Beth-lehem.

16 And the Philistine drew near morning
and evening, and presented himself forty

days.

17 And Jesse said unto David his son.

Take now for thy brethren an ephah of this

parched corn, and these ten loaves, and run

to the camp to thy brethren ;

18 And carry these ten 'cheeses unto the

'captain of their thousand, and look how thy

brethren fare, and take their pledge.

19 Now Saul, and they, and all the men of

Israel, toei-e in the valley of Elah, fighting with

the Philistines.

20 H And David rose up early in the morn-
ing, and left the sheep with a keeper, and took,

and went, as Jesse had commanded him ; and

he came to the "trench, as the host was going

forth to the "fight, and shouted for the battle.

21 For Israel and the Philistines had put

the battle in array, army against army.

22 And David left '"his carriage in the

hand of the keeper of the carriage, and ran

into the army, and came and "saluted his

brethren.

23 And as he talked with them, behold,

there came up the champion, the Philistine of

Gath, Goliath by name, out of the armies of

the Philistines, and s])akc according to the same
words : and David heard t/wm.

24 And all the men of Israel, when they

saw the man, fled "from him, and were sore

afraid.

25 And the men of Israel said, Have ye

seen this man that is come up ? surely to defy

Israel is he come up : and it shall be, that

the man who killeth him, the king will enrich

him with great riches, and "will give him his

daughter, and make his father's house free in

Israel.

26 And David spake to the men that stood

by him, saying, AVhat shall be done to the

man that killeth this Philistine, and taketh

away the reproach from Israel? for who is

a Hcb. chtlied. * Or, mrget. » Cliap. 16. I.

I Or, place of tlie carriage. » Or, baltlearray, or, place ojjight.

o/peacc. li Hcl). Aom liis face. '» Josh. li. 16.
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this unclrcumcisecl Philistiue, that he should
defy the armies of the living God ?

27 And the people answered him after this

manner, saying, So shall it be done to the man
that killeth him.

28 ^ And Eliab his eldest brother heard
when he spake unto the men ; and Eliab's

anger was kindled against David, and he said.

Why earnest thou down hither? and with
whom hast thou left those few sheep in the

wilderness ? I know thy pride, and the naughti-
ness of thine heart ; for thou art come down
that thou mightest see the battle.

29 And David said, What have I now
done ? Is there not a cause ?

30 IT And he turned from him toward
another, and spake after the same '

'manner:
and the people answered him again after the

former manner.
31 And when the words were heard which

David spake, they rehearsed them before Saul

:

and he '^sent for him.

32 1[ And David said to Saul, Let no man's
heart fail because of him ; thy servant will go
and fight with this Philistine.

33 And Saul said to David, Thou art not

able to go against this Philistine to fight with

him ; for thou art but a youth, and he a man
of war from his youth.

34 And David said unto Saul, Thy ser-

vant kept his father's sheep, and there came
a lion, and a bear, and took a '"lamb out of

the flock

:

35 And I went out after him, and smote
him, and delivered it out of his mouth : and
when he arose against me, I caught him by his

beard, and smote him, and slew him.

36 Thy servant slew both the lion and the

bear : and this uncircumcised Philistine shall

be as one of them, seeing he hath defied the

armies of the living God.
37 David said moreover. The Lord that

delivered me out of the paw of the lion, and out

of the paw of the bear, he will deliver me out

of the hand of this Philistine. And Saul said

unto David, Go, and the Lord be with thee.

38 H And Saul "armed David with his

armour, and he put an helmet of brass upon
his head ; also he armed him with a coat of

mail.

39 And David girded his sword upon his

armour, and he assayed to go ; for he had not

proved it. And David said unto Saul, I

cannot go with these ; for I have not proved

them. And David put them off him.

u Heb. KW/, IS Heb. too* Aim. 16 Or, *M.

40 And he took his staff in his hand, and
chose him five smooth stones out of the

"brook, and put them in a shepherd's '"bag

which he had, even in a scrip ; and his sling

was in his hand : and he drew near to the

Philistine.

41 And the Philistine came on and drew
near unto David ; and the man that bare the

shield iceiit before him.

42 And when the Philistine looked about,

and saw David, he disdained him : for he w as

hut a youth, and ruddy, and of a fair coiui-

tenance.

43 And the Philistine said unto David,
Am I a dog, that thou comest to me with

staves ? And the Philistine cursed David by
his gods.

44 And the Philistine said to David,
Come to me, and I will give thy flesh unto the

fowls of the air, and to the beasts of the field.

45 Then said David to the Philistine, Thou
comest to me with a sword, and with a spear,

and with a shield : but I come to thee in the

name of the Lord of hosts, the God of the

armies of Israel, whom thou hast defied.

46 This day will the Lord "deliver thee

into mine hand ; and I will smite thee, and
take thine head from thee ; and I will give

the carcases of the host of the Philistines this

day unto the fowls of the air, and to the wild

beasts of the earth ; that all the earth may
know that there is a God in Israel.

47 And all this assembly shall know that

the Lord saveth not with sword and spear

:

for the battle is the Lord's, and he will give

you into our hands.

48 And it came to pass, when the Philis-

tine arose, and came and drew nigh to meet
David, that David hasted, and ran toward the

army to meet the Philistine.

49 And David put his hand in his bag, and
took thence a stone, and slang it, and smote

the Philistine in his forehead, that the stone

sunk into his forehead ; and he fell upon his

face to the earth.

50 So ''David prevailed over the Philistine

with a sling and with a stone, and smote the

Philistine, and slew him ; but there xoas no

sword in the hand of David.

51 Therefore David ran, and stood upon
the Philistine, and took his sword, and drew
it out of the sheath thereof, and slew him,

and cut off his head therewith. And when
the Philistines saw their champion was dead,

they fled.

17 Ileb. dolhed Dimd with h!s rht/ics. 18 Or, vallct/.
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52 ^ And the men of Israel and of Judah
arose, and shouted, and pursued the Philis-

tines, until thou come to the valley, and to

the gates of Ekron. And the wounded of the

Philistines fell down by the way to Shaaraim,

even unto Gath, and unto Ekron.

53 And the children of Israel returned from

chasing after the Philistines, and they spoiled

their tents.

54 IT And David took the head of the

Philistine, and brought it to Jerusalem ; but

he })ut his armour in his tent.

55 IF And when Saul saw David go forth

against the Philistine, he said unto Abner, the

captain of the host, Abner, whose son is this

youth ? And Abner said, As thy soul liveth,

O king, I cannot tell.

56 And the king said. Enquire thou whose
son the stripling is.

57 And as David returned from the slaugh-
ter of the Philistine, Abner took him, and
brought him before Saul with the head of the

Philistine in his hand.

58 And Saul said to him, "Whose son art

thou, thou young man ? And David answered,

/ a7n the son of thy servant Jesse the Beth-
lehemite.

Verse 1. ' Vie rhillstines gathered together their

armies'—Twenty-seven years had now passed since the
defeat which, at the beginning of Saul's reign, this war-
like people had sustained at Michmash. During this long
period they seem to have gradually recovered their

strength, and now deem themselves in a condition to wipe
out the disgrace their arras had then incurred, and to re-

gain their previous superiority over the Israelites.— ' Shochoh .... Azehah .... Ephes-dammim.'—These
three places were evidently at no great distance from each
other, the Philistines being encamped at the last of them
and betTveen the first two. Shochoh is mentioned, in

Josh. XV. 35, among the towns of the tribe of Judah 'in

the valley ;' that is, in the western plains of that tribe.

Jerome says that in his time there were two small villages

of this name, one on a mountain and the other on the
plain, nine miles from Jerusalem, on the road to Eleu-
theropolis. Dr. Robinson thinks he has discovered this

site under the name of Shuweikeh ; but there is nothing
beside the resemblance of name to rest upon, and that is

scarcely sufficient to establish the identity of a site which
is nearly twice as far from Jerusalem as the distance as-

signed by Jerome. Azekah, in his days, was also a vil-

lage on the same road. Ephes-dammim is evidently
between these two. In 1 Chron. xi. 13, it is mentioned
under the name of Pas-dammim.

2. ' Vallei/ of Elah:—Eluh means an oak or terebinth-

tree : wherefore Jerome renders it ' the valley of the oak ;'

and the Vulgate, 'the valley of the terebinth," or turpen-
tine-tree. In the Targum, the valley is called Butma,
which in the Arabic signifies a terebinth. Tradition
identifies it with the Wady Beit Ilanina, a fine valley

which commences in the neighbourhood of Kamah and
takes a south-westerly course till it comes nearly parallel

to Jerusalem, where it bends off westward and eventually
opens into the great Wady Ismail. The point -which tra-

dition fixes upon as the scene of the combat is that where
the valley comes nearest to Jerusalem, and is about six

miles from it on the west. The scene is appropriate and
picturesque. ' We entered,' says Dr. E. D. Clarke, ' the

famous tercbinthine vale, renowned fbr centuries as the

field of the victory gained by David over the uncircum-
cised Philistines. Nothing has occurred to alter the face

of the country. The very brook out of which David
chose the five smooth stones has been noticed by many a
thirsty pilgrim journeying from Jaffa to Jerusalem, all of
whom must pass it on their way. The remains of goodly
edifices, indeed, attest the religious veneration entertained

in later periods for this hallowed spot ; but even these

have DOW become so insignificant that they are scarcely

discernible, and nothing can be said to interrupt the na-

tive dignity of this memorable scene.' Dr. Robinson has
endeavoured to assign the transaction to another valley,

much more to the south. But the grounds on which this

conclusion is founded are peculiarly weak and unsatisfac-

HO

tory. It amounts to this :—having, as we apprehend,
placed Shochoh too far south, he then finds that the tradi-

tional valley of Elah has become too far distant north
from his Shochoh (see the last note), and therefore fixes

upon a valley more to the south and nearer to that Shochoh,
in order to bring about the necessary approximation.

4. ' Whose height was six cubits and a span.'—See the
note on Deut. iii. 11.

5. 'He had an helmet of brass vpon his head,' etc.—
Here we have the first account of what we may call a
complete suit of defensive armour, which naturally gives

occasion to some remarks on the subject generally, and on
the several parts of armour which we find here specified.

Sir Samuel Meyrick says that body-armour had its

origin in Asia. "The warlike tribes of Europe at first

contemned all protection but their innate courage, and
considered any other defence but the shield as a mark of
effeminacy. He adds that all the European armour, ex-
cept the plate, which was not introduced till the fourteenth
century, was borrowed from the Asiatics. This is of im-
portance, because it enlarges our range of illustration ;

since, the ancient armour being borrowed from the East,

its condition there is more distinctly illustrated by the
information we possess concerning the derived armour of

the ancient European nations. The notice of a suit of
armour in the present text is the earliest on record, and,
to those who feel interest in the matter, affords an import-
ant indication of the period when armour had arrived at

a state of some completeness, though it does not enable us
to ascertain the period when its several parts were in-

vented. It is evident that armour had at this time become
not uncommon. Saul himself had armour composed of

nearly the same articles as that of Goliath, the use of
which he offered to David, who, being, from his youth
and manner of life, unaccustomed to sucli warlike liarness,

preferred to act without the defence it offered. This fact

helps us to the conclusion that, as Saul was himself a giant,

taller by the head and shoulders than any other Israelite,

while David was but a stripling, his intention to make
David wear his armour proves that the armour then in

use was not so nicely adapted to the size or form of the

person destined to wear it as we find it to have been in

later times.

Helmets.—Of all kinds of armour a strong defence
for the head was unquestionably the most common, and
perhaps the most early. The shield and helmet have in-

deed formed the only defensive armour of some nations.

When men began to feel the need of a defence for the

head in war, they seemed in the first instance merely to

have given a stronger make to the caps which they usually

wore. Such caps were at first quilted or padded with wool,

then they were formed of hard leather, and ultimately of

metal, in which state they gradually acquired various ad-

ditions and ornaments, sucli as embossed figures, ridges,

crests of animal figures, horsehair, feathers, etc. ; and also
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flaps to protect the neck and cheeks, and even visors to

guard the face. Visors do not, however, appear to have
been used bv the ancient Orientals.

Of the Hebrew helmets (called V3i3 hoba, or yiip
qoha) we only know that they were generally' of brass

;

and that the helmet of the king was distinguished by its

crown. It is, however, interesting to learn that metallic

helmets were, so far as appears, exclusively in use among
them. Homer's heroes have also, generally, helmets of

brass. Whether the Hebrews had crests to their helmets

or not, it is impossible to say distinctly. We do not think

that tlie crest was a characteristic of Oriental helmets

;

but as the royal helmet in Egypt had a crest— as the hel-

mets of Asia Minor were sometimes crested—and as in the

Trojan war a crested helmet was worn by the Trojans,

and also, it would seem, by the Greeks— it is not unlikely

that the crest was known to the Jews. Plumes we are

not to expect ; they were not used in the most ancient

periods, and but sparingly in later antiquity. Homer
never mentions plumes, but often horsehair. So of Paris

it is said :

—

' He set his helmet on his graceful brows.

Whose crest of horsehair nodded to his step

In awful state.'

In the combat which followed, Menelaus was dragging
him along by this horsehair crest, when

—

' The broider'd band.
That under braced his helmet at the chin,

Strain'd to his smooth neck with a ceaseless force.

Choked him.'

But, fortunately for him, this band, ' though stubborn, by
a slaughter'd ox supplied,' snapped, leaving the said helmet

only in the victor's hand. It seems that in these crests

the ridge was covered with hair from the mane of the

horse, while other and longer hair hung dependent from
the extremity behind ; but the ridge often terminated in a

horse-tail when its surface had other ornaments. Meyrick
seems to think that the horsehair was sometimes gilt, and
he also supposes this ornament was occasionally composed
of wires of gold.

As we do not know the exact form of the Hebrew
helmet, we shall add a few remarks concerning those of

the nations who either were their neighbours, or with
whom they were connected, or to whom they were subject

at the different periods of their history ; and whose hel-

mets at such times they probably wore, or at least allowed
the forms they exhibited to modify their own. They
must certainly have been well acquainted with them.

Egyptians.—The historians tell us that, among this

people, only the kings and nobles wore helmets of metal

;

the common soldiers wore caps of woollen or of linen

strongly quilted. The decisive authority of the sculptures

and paintings, however, intimates a much more general

use of the caps than this information would suggest. They
were probably preferred because, being thick and well

padded, they afforded an excellent protection to the head,

without the inconvenience attending the use of metal in

so warm a climate. Our cut contains specimens of the

Egyptian helmets : figs, c and e exhibit the more usual

forms. The padded helmets are usually represented as of

a red, green, or black colour. Phrygians.—The Phrygian
bonnet in peace, and the helmet in war, formed the preva-

lent head-dress of the inhabitants of Asia Minor, and in

Meyrick's opinion the helmet is one of the most ancient, and
the same which was worn by the Trojan heroes in Homer.
Its general form will be seen in our wood-cut ; and the
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following particulars deserve attention, as they illustrate

our preceding observations concerning the transmutation
of a cap into a helnaet. Its principal characteristics were
those of a cap with the point bent forward, and with long
flaps descending to the shoulders. It sometimes appears
as a mere cap of the most soft and pliable stuflf, unable to

support itself, and hanging down in large wrinkles; at

others it appears to have formed a helmet of the most
hard and iutlexible substance—of leather, or even metal,
standing quite stiff and smooth, and enriched with era-

bossed ornaments. To many of these there are four flaps,

which would appear to have been made from the leg-skins

of the animals of whose hide the cap was originally

formed ; but in the lighter caps there are only a single

pair of flaps, which are often tucked up, and confined by a
string around the cro^n. A flap of mail frequently de-

scended from under the helmet to protect the neck and
shoulders. The St/rians seem to have adopted, with some
modification, the cylindrical helmet or cap of the Persians

;

bat there is one, represented in our wood-cut, which is

considered more peculiarly Syrian, and the resemblance
of which to that of the modern Chinese is very great.

They have alike a high ornamental spike at the top : that

which terminates the Syrian one is a lily, which, accord-
ing to Herodotus, was the ornament which the Assyrians
bore on the tops of their walking-sticks.—The Assgriaiis

had helmets of brass. The Medes and Persians.—As we
are not stating minute distinctions, we may mention gene-
rally that the helmets, or ' impenetrable caps' as Xenophon
rather calls them, of the Medes and Persians, exhibit four

principal forms in the accounts of ancient writers and in

tlie sculptures of Persepolis : these are cylindrical, hemi-
spherical, semi-oval, or conical. To these also applies the

remark concerning the origin of the form of national

helmets in that of national caps. The cylindrical cap
and helmet must, however, be particularly regarded as a
national characteristic of the ancient Persians, the other

forms being too general to be assigned as a national dis-

tinction. It is exhibited in the form of a cylinder of

various height, with a somewhat wider diameter at top

than at bottom, and resembling a hat without a brim-
particularly such hats with broad crowns as were iu use a

few years since. It is either plain, or fluted, or otherwise

ornamented ; and we see it exhibited either simply, or in

various combinations—sometimes as a diadem, often ra-

diated at top, and variously embossed and ornamented,
and encircling one of the round, semi-oval, or conical

caps. This cylindrical cap or helmet became greatly

difliised by the conquests of the Persians, and must have
been well known to the Jews during the captivity, and
while Palestine was a Persian province. Xenophon speaks
of brazen helmets with white crests ; but no crests appear
in the sculptures of the country. We need not particu-
larly dwell on the helmets of the Greeks and Jlomans.
These were, indeed, well known to the Jews in the later

period of their history ; but much that might be said con-
cerning them has been anticipated in our first observations.

The Roman helmet was borrowed from the Greeks with
slight modifications. Of the more elaborate Greek helmet
our cut of a Greek warrior furnishes a very fine specimen,
which will be better understood by the eye than by tech-
nical description. It has three crests of horsehair from
the mane, cut short and square, with a dependent tail.

Some helmets had as many as five crests of this sort. The
more common helmet of both the Greeks and Romans
was merely a scull-cap without ridge or crest, but having
at top a knob or button, and differing in no material re-

spect from that of the mounted Dacian below, except that

the latter has a spike instead of a knob. The helmets and
caps of the figures in the cuts to Judges v. will very ma-
terially assist in the illustration of the present note.— ' Coat of mail.'—When men had realized the means of
protecting their heads by strong caps and helmets, they na-
turally began soon to think ofextending the same protection

to other parts of the body. It would be absurd to suppose
that every nation adhered to the same rule of progression

;

but it may perhaps be stated as a general rule, with large
variations, that the progressive kinds of armour were

—

1 . The skins of various animals, and even, in some coun-
tries, of birds and fishes. 2. Hides, mats, wood ; linen or
woollen padded or folded; strong twisted linen. 3. Leather
bordered with metal. 4. Entire plates of metal ; but, as

these were heavy and inflexible, various contrivances were
resorted to in order to obtain the security which metal gives,

without its rigidity, and without all its weight. For this

purpose, the leather was covered with square pieces of metal,
riveted on ; or else, embossed pieces of metal were fastened

on so as to protect the more vital parts of the body,
and to serve at once for ornament and use. Sometimes also,

the defence was formed of bands or hoops of metal, sliding

over each other, and therefore yielding to the motions of
the body. 5. We then come to what is properly mailed
armour, by which a higher degree of flexibility was ob-
tained than a metallic covering might be supposed capable
of affording. This armour was of several kinds. Leather,
linen, or woollen, was covered with rings or with scales.
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Tlie rings were of various liinds and sizes, and variously
disposed. Sometimes they were fixed independently of each
other, as in the very fine specimen of Phrygian mail which
our wood-cut exhibits : in other instances, the rings were
twisted into each other, like the links of a chain ; and, in

some cases, the rings were set edgewise, as shewn in the

Egyptian hauberks (fig. a of the above cut"), which Denon
copied from the walls of Carnac. and which afibrds the

earliest known specimen of this kind of armour. A
similar suit, most elaborately wrought, occurs among the

Sassanian sculptures at Takht-i-Bostan in the figure of a

mounted king, which is also remarkable for the curious

mailed dress by which the front of the horse is protected.

The ordinary coat ofarmour among the Egyptians, although
the same general form, was less thick and cumbersome
than this. Its external surface presented about eleven rows
of horizontal metal plates ; and, when this cuirass had a
collar, with another narrower row at the bottom of the

throat, and above this two more completed the collar. The
breadth of each plate or scale was about an inch, twelve of
them sufficing to cover the front of the body : they were
well secured by bronze pins. They are often without collars.

Some of them have sleeves reaching nearly to the elbow,
while others are without any. Many soldiers wore a quilted

vest of the same form as the coat of armour, and intended

as a substitute for it ; and some had corslets, reaching only
from the waist to the upper part of the breast, and sup-

ported by straps over the shoulder.

Scale armour was that which obtained the desired results,

by arranging small pieces of metal, cut into the shape of

leaves, scales, etc., in such a manner that they fell over
each other like the feathers of a bird, or the scales of a fish.

Officer
; /, Do. Imperial.

This kind of armour had grown into extensive use long
before it was adopted by the Romans, who regarded it as a

characteristic of barbarians—that is, of all nations except
themselves and the Greeks. In the time of the emperors,
they were, however, led to adopt it from the Dacians and the
Sarmatians. This scaled armour was not, however, always
of metal : for the last-named people had none such. They
were without suitable metals, and therefore they collected

the hoofs of horses, and, after purifying them, cut them into

slices, and polished the pieces so as to resemble the scales

of a dragon, or a pine-cone when green. These scales they
sewed together with the sinews of horses and oxen ; and
the body armour thus manufactured was, according to Pau-
sanias, not inferior to that of the Greeks either in elegance

or strength. The Emperor Domitian had, after this model,

a cuirass of boars' hoofs stitched together ; and this, indeed,

would seem better adapted to such armour than the hoofs

of horses. With such armour as this of scales, or indeed

that of rings, any part of the body might be covered ; and,

accordingly, we see figures covered with a dress of scale,

ring, or chain armour, from head to foot, and even mounted
on horses which have the whole body, to the very hoofs,

clad in the same manner. Of this, our cut of a Dacian
warrior on horseback is a curious specimen. The con-

struction of such mailed armour had been brought to a

state of astonishing perfection. In some instances, parti-

cularly in scale-armour, we see figures covered completely

in suits fitted to the body with consummate accuracy, and
displaying not only the shape of the wearer but even the

muscular parts of the person ; that is to say, the armour
was so flexible that it yielded readily to the pressure of the

muscles and to the various motions of the body. Now
143
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Goliath's ' coat of mail ' was of scales ; and affords the most
ancient specimen of scaled armour on record. That it was
Euch, does not appear in our translation, which omits the

descriptive epithet DB'i^b'fJ kaskassim, which is found in

the text, and which is the same that, in the feminine plural,

is employed in Lev. xi. 9, and Ezek. xxix. 4, to express the
scales of a fish. Whether this kind of scaled armour was
adopted by the Jews does not appear. We should think it

very probable ; though it is certainly true that this is the
only instance in which the word D'li'i^E'g is used in appli-

cation to armour.
Having thus indicated the various methods in which

TTie thorax or breastplate.—There is no question that
this was the most ancient piece of armour for the pro-
tection of the upper portion of the body. When men began
to extend to that the protection which the helmet had given
to the head, a defence for the breast was naturally the first

desired and attempted. This was the principal use of the
tliorar, which for a long time continued to be, under various
modifications of form, the sole body-armour of ancient na-
tions

; and which, under further modifications, was used in

addition to other pieces of armour, subsequently introduced.
It probably originated with the Egyptians, among whom,
according to Meyrick, it was the only body-armour ; a
statement which is now known to be incorrect. It hung
over the breast and shoulders, in the manner of a tippet

;

and was made of linen, several times folded and quilted in

such a manner as to resist the point of a weapon. These
linen pectorals came into extensive use among the neigh-
bouring nations ; and those of Egyptian manufacture were
particularly valued. A linen thorax of this kind seems
to have been worn in the Trojan war by the Lesser Ajax,
who

—

' With a guard
Of linen texture light his breast secured.'

Sir S. Meyrick thinks that the Persians were the first

who gave a metallic character to the thorax ; and it is also

his opinion that it was the principal piece of body-armour
among the Hebrews.

The Corslet, called by the Greeks milhree, was of various
forms ; and composed, progressively, of the sundry mate-

:UEL. HB.C. 1063.

rials we have described. It was a sort of waistcoat, some-
times consisting of two compact pieces, one covering the
front and the other the back, and commonly fastened to

each 'other at the sides. It was at first, whether compact
or mailed, cut short round at the loins; as in the cut
of the Greek warrior, which illustrates many of the
details we are now giving. This is also seen in the
figure of the outermost Roman soldier in the annexed cut
for these short corslets continued to be worn by certain
descriptions of warriors long after that more complete
cuirass had been introduced, which followed the line of
the abdomen ; and which, whether of leather or metal, was,
as we see in the Roman cuirasses, hammered so as to fit

exactly to the natural convexities and concavities of the
body ; with the natural marks of which, as of the navel,
etc., it was often impressed. Such cuirasses were some-
times plain, but were often highly enriched with embossed
figures, of common or precious metals, in wreatbings,
borders, animal heads, and other figures. The Romans,
in particular, affected the Gorgon's head on the breast, as
an amulet.

Tlie girdle.—This was of more importance with the
thorax only, or with the short corslet, than with the cuirass
which covered the abdomen. Its use is seen in the cut of
the Greek warrior ; but it was often broader than it there
appears. It was a part of their armour on which the an-
cient warriors set high value. It was often richly orna-
mented; and the gift of a warrior's girdle to another was a
testimony of the highest consideration. Thus it is not for-

gotten to state that Jonathan gave his girdle to David ; and
we read in the Iliad (vii. 305), that when Hector and Ajax
exchanged gifts, in testimony of friendship, after a hard
combat together, the latter presented the former with his

girdle ; it is often mentioned in Scripture ; and from its use
in keeping the armour and clothes together, and in bearing
the sword, as well as from its own defensive character, ' to

gird ' and ' to ai-m ' are employed as synonymous terms.

The Skirt or Kilt fell below the girdle, and with the
short cuirass covered only the hips and top of the thighs,

but with the long cuirass covered great part of the thighs.

It was sometimes a simple skirt, but often formed a piece of
armour, and frequently consisted of one or more rows of
leathern straps, sometimes plated with metal and richly

bordered or fringed. In many of the Roman cuirasses, par-
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ticnlarly those of superior officers, the shoulders were pro-
tected in a similar manner.

The long cuirass which covered the person from the
throat to the abdomen, and, by means of the skirt, to the
thighs, may be said to combine the several parts we have
described, except the girdle, as may be seen particularly in
fig-/°f 'l"^ miscellaneous cat. They were in fact defensive
tunics

; and having mentioned them above, we have only to
repeat that they were, in different times and countries, com-
posed of all the materials specified at the outset of this note.
These several parts of armour when put on separately, or
when united in such long cuirasses as this, together with
helmet and greaves, left only the arms, the lower part of
the thighs, and the face, miprotected—and not always the
face, as some of the ancient helmets had visors. But some
parts being exposed, a step further was made by investing
the body from throat to heel in a complete dress of mail

:

this step, however, was never taken by the classical nations
of antiquity, it being in their view the attribute of such
' barbarians ' as the Sarmatians, Dacians, and Parthians.
We trust that this cursory statement will assist the general

ideas of the reader when armour is spoken of in Scripture

;

which is the more necessary, as, in the absence of any dis-
tinct intimations concerning the Hebrew armour, we can
only form our notions on the subject by considering the
kinds of armour which were generally worn by ancient na-
tions. It will be observed that tlie various words which
occur in our version, as, ' coat of mail, brigandine, haber-
geon, harness, breastplate ' (except that of the high-priest,
which has a different word) are expressed by what is essen-

tially the same word, in Hebrew, with such variations of

orthography as occur in other instances. The most usual

form of tins word is lint?* shirion. Sir S. Meyrick is of

opinion that this always or generally means the thorax of

which we have spoken, and which the Hebrews probably

derived from Egypt. He thinks that, in remote times, it

was attached to a short tunic, in the same way that the

sacred breastplate was fastened upon the ephod. ' Beneath

the pectoral were belts plated with brass or other metal, and
the uppermost of them was bound upon the bottom of the

tunic which connected the pectoral with the belts, and all

of them together formed a tolerably perfect armour
for the front of the whole body. These belt*,' called in

Hebrew lijn chagor, 'were generally two, one above the

other, and appear similar to those that are represented in

ancient Greek sculpture, though in some degree higher up.

This mode of arming properly explains the passage in

Scripture where Ahab is said to have been smitten with an

arrow D'pa'in 1"3 " between the openings " or " joints," that

is, ofthe belti, inu'n I'^-l
" and between the thorax" or " pec-

toral." The pectorals of the Egyptians were made of linen

and perhaps anciently those of the Jews were the same. In

after times they seem to have been covered with plates of

metal, and in the New Testament we meet with the words
eiipaKO! (nSripois, or pectorals of iron (Rev. ix. 9). The
military saiiuin or cloak is called in our translation a " ha-

bergeon," but the original (K'inn) is of doubtful significa-

tion, and occurs only twice (Exod. xxviii. .32 ; xxxix. 23).

But of whatever kind the garment may have been, it had
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an aperture at the upper part through which the head was
passed when it was put ou the body. Strutt conjectures

that it was the tunic upon which the thorax was put, and
bore the same relation to the thorax that the ephod did to

the sacred pectoral.' Meyrick is so high an authority on
these subjects, that it is difficult to dissent from him ; but

we think his statement too restrictive. So far from sup-

posing that the Hebrew shirion means only the thorax, we
are satisfied that it has a more extended signification, and
implies, perhaps, as understood by our translators, almost

any kind of body armour, being rather a general than a spe-

cific term. Indeed, he himself states, incidentally, that the

same word means a cuirass in the description of Goliath's

armour. Doubtless the Hebrews did wear such armour as

he describes ; but surely not such exclusively. We rather

imagine that they were at different periods acquainted with

most of the forms of defensive armour which we have
noticed.

Most of the same kinds of armour and arms assigned

in the sacred text to Goliath still exist in the modern
East. The annexed engraviuc, copied unaltered from
Cassas, might seem as if intended to represent Goliath

and his armour-bearer, though it really represents a man-
at-arms and his attendant (or armour-bearer) in Egypt at

the end of the last century.

6. ' Greaves of brass upon his legs'—These were a kind
of boots, without feet, for the defence of the legs made
either of bull's hide or of metal, generally brass or copper.

The ancient greave usually terminated at the ancle, and
rose in front nearly to the top of the knee. It was open
behind, but the opposite edges at the open part, nearly met
when the greave was buckled, buttoned, or tied to the leg.

There were some kinds that did not reach so high as the

knee. This piece of armour was useful not only in combat,

but for the purpose of guarding the leg against the impe-
diments, such as iron spikes, etc., which the enemy strewed

in the way, as well as to enable the warrior to make his way
more easily among thorns and briers. It appears from

ancient sculptures that greaves with the open part in front,

and defending the calf rather than the shin, were some-
times in use. Sometimes a greave was worn on one lej^

only, and that was the left ; that leg, and indeed the left

side generally, being advanced in action on account of the

buckler, which was borne ou the left arm. Homer's
heroes usually wore brass greaves : indeed the Greeks aie
continually called ' brazen-greaved Achaians ;' whence
some suppose that this defence was first, and for a time
exclusively, used by that people. The instance before us

shews the contrary ; and besides, greaves were worn by the

Trojans as well as the Greeks.

10. ' Gireme a man, that we maijfight together.'—Single
combats at the head of armies are of continual recurrence
in the history and poems of ancient times; and in many of
these instances it was a condition, as in the one before us,

that the result of such a combat should determine the

national quarrel. A remarkable example of this is the

combat between Paris and Menelaus, as described by
Homer ; to which, and other similar instances, we refrain

from particularly adverting, in order to make room for the

following striking illustration, drawn from the existing

practices of the Bedouin Arabs, as described by Burckliardt

{Notes on the Bedouins, p. 174):—'When two hostile

parties of Bedouin cavalry meet, and perceive from afar

that they are equal in point of numbers, they halt opposite

to each other, out of the reach of musket-shot ; and the

battle begins by skirmishes between two men. A horse-

s party,

exclaiming, " O horsemen,
mo !" If the adversary for whom he calls be present, and
not afraid to meet him in combat, he gallops forward; if

absent, his friends reply that he is not amongst them. "The

challenged horseman, in his turn, exclaims, " And you,

upon the grey mare, who are you ?" The other answers,
" I am * * * the son of * * *." Having thus become ac-

quainted with each other, they begin to fight ; none of the

bystanders join in the combat, to do so would be reckoned

f-'
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a treachrrous action ; but if one of the combatants should

turn back and fly towards his friends, the latter hasten to

his assistance and drive back the pursuer, who is in turn

protected by his friends. After several of these partial

combats between the best men of both parties, the whole

corps join iu promiscuous combat. . . . Should a horseman
not be inclined to accept the challenge of an adversary, but

choose to remain among the ranks of his friends, the chal-

lenger laughs at him with taunts and reproaches, and
makes it known as a boast during the rest of his life, that

such a one * * * would not venture to meet such a one * * *

in battle.'

This process is precisely the same as prevailed in the

ancient times of Arabia, and which is continually exhibited

in the old heroic story of Antar. From thence it seems,

however, that the challenger did not always call out the

particular person whom he wished to combat ; but, like the

Philistine, defied any one that would come against him.

If the champion's reputation or appearance made any war-

rior unwilling to come forward from the adverse party, he
paraded before them, boasting in a loud voice of his own
exploits, recapitulating the wrongs they had committed,

heaping insults and abuse upon them, and perhaps declar-

ing that he was the author of some particular act of revenge

or cnielty, against their tribe or some of its most esteemed
members. In the accounts of the numberless combats in

which Antar and others were engaged, we generally find

this last declaration the most effective in calling forth an
adversary. When they stand before each other, they ge-

nerally each make a speech, or rather recite extemporary
verses, before they begin, full of vauntings, threatenings,

and abusiveness, as before. A few short extracts from
these speeches will shew the analogy between them and
those of Goliath. Thus, in one of Antar's battles with the

tribe of Fazarah, Hasseiu comes forward, and in his chal-

lenge of Antar says,
—

' O my mother, sleep and be satis-

fied, and rejoice ; this day will I relieve my thirst with
Antar. When thou seest the birds mangle his carcass

under the dust, then extol and thank me. The slave !

This day I will leave him on the face of the earth, where
he shall lie dead on the barren waste. I will make him
taste thrusts from my spear-head, and I will smite him with

my bright and imfailing scimitar. I will leave the beasts

to run at him, and prowl around him on the wings of the

turbid night I will wipe out my shame with the sword
and spear ; and I will wreak my vengeance on the swarthy
slave.' On a subsequent day of the same engagement,
Antar himself, in responding to the challenge of Mocri-ul-

wahsh, says, among other things, ' Hey ! Mocri-ul-wahsh,

return thee home before thou remainest embowelled : I

will soon relieve the Arabs from thee ; and truly Maseeka
(the beloved of the other) shall be my wife. I will

plunder her property, and slay her father, and I will leave

her abode a desert with my sword.' The other retorts

with interest :
' Soon will I slay Antar with the sword of

conquest, and I will leave him dead on the sand. I will

seize Ibla (Antar's beloved), and return home, and she
shall serve my wife as her mistress. I will take numerous
camels, and will return rejoicing towards Maseeka. I am
ever the warrior of warriors, and this day will I consum-
mate my glory.' The terms of abuse and insult in these

passages are quite gentle compared with others that might
be cited.

12, 13.—'Now David was the son of that Ephrathite,'

etc.—We cannot refuse to avail ourselves of Ilorsley's

excellent note on this much-disputed passage ;—
' These

twenty verses are omitted in the Vatican copy of the ver-

sion of the LXX. From this circumstance, corroborated
in some degree by others in themselves of less weight.
Dr. Kennicott condemns this whole passage of the history

as an interpolation, and makes himself so sure of the con-
clusion, as to suggest that, in the next revisal of our public
translation, these twenty verses should be omitted. Uut I

hope that whenever a revisal of our public translation shall

be undertaken, the advice of this learned critic in this in-

stance will not be followed. It appears, indeed, from many
(ircumstances ofthe story, that David's combat with Goliath

MS

was many years prior in order of time to Saul's madness,
and to David's introduction to him as a musician. First,

David was quite a youth when he engaged Goliath {v.

•33-42) ; when he was introduced to Saul as a musician he
was of full age (xvi. 13). Secondly, his combat with
Goliath was his first appearance in public life (v. 5fi)

;

when he was introduced as a musician he was a man of

established character (xvi. 18). Thirdly, his combat with
Goliath was his first military exploit {v. 38, 39). He
was a man of war when he was introduced as a musician
(xvi. 18). He was unknown both to Saul and Abner at

the time when he fought Goliath. He had not, therefore,

yet been in the ofiice of Saul's armour-bearer, or resident

in any capacity at the court. Now the just conclusion

from these circumstances is, not that these twenty verses

are an interpolation, but that the last ten verses of the pre-

ceding chapter, which relate to Saul's madness and David's
introduction to the court upon that occasion, are misplaced.

The true place for these ten verses seems to be between
the ninth and tenth of the eighteenth chapter. Let these

ten verses be removed to that place, and this seventeenth

chapter be connected immediately with the thirteenth

verse of the sixteenth chapter, and the whole disorder

and inconsistency that appears in the narrative in its pre-

sent arrangement will be removed.*

These reasons, and the arrangement founded on them,
although adopted by recent commentators, are pronounced
to be unsatisfactory by Dr. Davidson in his Sacred Htr-
meneutics ; and he seems inclined to think that the true

point of difficulty has been touched by Calmet, who sup-

poses that either David's face, voice, and air, must have
been changed since the time that he had played before

Saul on the harp, or that during his gloomy insanity the

king had acquired false ideas of David's person, or after

his recovery had forgotten him. There is certainly much
in this : and it is satisfactory to find that this, like most of

the other alleged difiiculties of Scripture, disappears before

careful inquiry and consideration, and by no means requires

the desperate course, so often resorted to by some com-
mentators, of cutting out the passages they are unable to

understand.

25. 'Make hh Jatha's house free in /srae/.'—This is

understood to mean that the family should be exempted
from all the taxes, impositions, and services which were
incumbent on the great body of the Israelites.

34. 'A lion and a bear came.'—Not both at once, but at

different times. The context shews this ; and besides, the

lion and the bear never seek prey together. Concerning
lions, and the character of such an exploit as that of de-

stroying one, see the notes on Judg. xiv. David applies

the same narrative to each respectively. When he speaks

of seizing by the beard, the expression can only apply

—and that rather in a popular than literal sense—to

the lion, not to the bear ; the word however rendered
' beard ' sometimes denotes the chin, that is, the part on
which the beard grows ; so that the meaning is that David
seized the lion by the beard, and the bear by the chin or

lower jaw. There are several references to the bear in the

Scriptures, which shew that it was rather common and
dangerous in that country, and was particularly injurious

to the flocks. This animal still occurs in different parts of

Western Asia, but is nowhere common. It even con-

tinues to be found in the mountains of Lebanon and in the

wilderness bordering on Palestine ; but instances have now
become exceedingly rare of a bear having been met with in

the country itself Concerning the species, see the note and
cut under 2 Sam. xvii. 8.

The account which David gives clearly illnsfrates the

danger attending pastoral occupations in times and countries

where the beasts of prey have not altogether given place to

man. The dangers of such occupations, and the courage
and presence of mind which they required, account for the

honourable character which they bore in the early history

of nations. The proprietors of flocks and herds could not

always feel safe, in intrusting so hazardous a charge to

the zeal of hired servants, or even of slaves ; and hence it

came to pass, that they frequently committed tlicm to the
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care of their sons ; and the sons even of the most consider-

able persons were not thought above the performance of

this duty. But when beasts of prey were extirpated in the

progress of civilization, this employment, in ceasing to be

dangerous, lost its honourable distinctions, and gradually

sank to the level of other rural occupations.

The manner in which David records his exploits shews,

as we may readily suppose, that it is no common circum-

stance for a shepherd to deliver his flock from a lion or a

bear. Indeed, for even an armed man to slay a lion, was

considered a memorable circumstance in the history of the

most famous ancient heroes. We have often been reminded

of this first exploit of David by the first feat of the Arabian

hero Antar, which occurred while he also was tending his

father's flocks. But there is this serious difference, that

David ascribes the glory to God, while Antar exults in the

prowess of his own arm. The story runs :
' He used to

employ himself in tending the flocks, and as he conducted

them, he wandered about the deserts and plains, and loved

solitude and retirement One day he was thus wander

ing over the deserts with the flocks, and when the sun was

burning hot he left his people, and climbed up a tree and

took shelter from the heat, whilst the flocks grazed and he

watched them ; when lo ! a wolf started from behind the

trees, and dispersed them. But Antar seeing how the ani-

mal had dispersed the herds, he descended, and ran after

him till he overtook him, and struck him with his staff; he

made the oil of his brains fly out from between his ears,

and slew him ; he then cut off his head and his legs, and

returned growling like an angry lion He put the head

and legs into his scrip ; and leaving the carcass, he returned

to the flocks.' David's exploits were more heroic; but

Antar is said at this time to have been only ten years of

age. It is observable that this Arabian shepherd, like

David, had a scrip with him, and also a staff, such, perhaps,

as that which offended the giant, when he said, ' Am I a

dog. that thou comest to me with a staff?'

CHAPTER XVIII.

1 Jonathan lovelh David. 5 Saul etwieth his praise,

10 see/ieth to kill him in hisfury, Mfeareth himfor
his good success, J 7 offereth him his daughter for a

snare. 22 David persuaded to be the king's son in

law, giveth two hundred foreskins of the Philistines

for Michal's dowry. 28 Saul's hatred, and
David's glory increaseth.

And it came to pass, when he had made an

end of speaking unto Saul, that the soul of

Jonathan was knit with the soul of David,

and Jonathan loved him as his own soul.

2 And Saul took him that day, and would

let him go no more home to his father's house.

3 Then Jonathan and David made a cove-

nant, because he loved him as his own soul.

4 And Jonathan stripped himself of the

robe that loas upon him, and gave it to David,

and his garments, even to his sword, and to

his bow, and to his girdle.

5 If And David went out whithersoever

Saul sent him, and 'behaved himself wisely

:

and Saul set him over the men of war, and
he was accepted in the sight of all the people,

and also in the sight of Saul's servants.

6 H And it came to pass as they came, when
David was returned from the slaughter of the

^Philistine, that the women came out of all

cities of Israel, singing and dancing, to meet
king Saul, with tabrets, with joy, and with

^instruments of music.

7 And the women answered one another as

they played, and said, ^Saul hath slain his

thousands, and David his ten thousands.

8 And Saul was very wroth, and the saying

"displeased him ; and he said. They have

ascribed unto David ten thousands, and to me
they have ascribed but thousands : and icliat

can he have more but the kingdom ?

» Ot, prospered. 2 Or, Phitistines. 3 Heb. t/iree-^tr.

y And Saul eyed David from that day and

forward.

10 H And it came to pass on the morrow,

that the evil spirit from God came upon Saul,

and he prophesied in the midst of the house

:

and David played with his hand, as at other

times : and tke7-e ivas a javelin in Saul's

hand.

11 And Saul cast the javelin ; for he said,

I will smite David even to the wall with it.

And David avoided out of his presence twice.

12 H And Saul was afraid of David,

because the Lord was with him, and was

departed from Saul.

13 Therefore Saul removed him from him,

and made him his captain over a thousand

;

and he went out and came in before the

people.

14 And David 'behaved himself wisely

in all his ways ; and the Lord loas with

him.

15 Wherefore when Saul saw that he

behaved himself very wisely, he was afraid of

him.

16 But all Israel and Judah loved David,

because he went out and came in before

them.

17 H And Saul said to David, Behold my
elder daughter Merab, her will I give thee to

wife : only be thou 'valiant for me, and fight

the Lord's battles. For Saul said. Let not

mine hand be upon him, but let the hand of

the Philistines be upon him.

18 And David said unto Saul, Who am
I ? and what is my life, or my father's family

in Israel, that I should be son in law to the

king?

19 But it came to pass at the time when

Merab Saul's daughter should have been

pd inslrimcnts. * Chap. 21. 11, and 29. 5. Ecclus. 47. G.
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given to David, that she was given unto

Adriel the Meliolathite to wife.

20 H And Miclial Saul's daughter loved

David : and they told Saul, and the thing

"pleased him.

21 And Saul said, I will give him her,

that she may be a snare to him, and that the

hand of the Philistines may be against him.

Wherefore Saul said to David, Thou shalt

this day be my son in law in the one of the

twain.

22 IF And Saul commanded his servants,

saying, Commune with David secretly, and
say, Behold, the king hath delight in thee,

and all his servants love thee : now therefore

be the king's son in law.

23 And Saul's servants spake those words

in the ears of David. And David said,

Seemeth it to you a light tiling to be a king's

son in law, seeing that I am a poor man, and
lightly esteemed?
24 And tlie servants of Saul told him,

saying, "On this manner spake David.

25 And Saul said, Thus shall ye say to

David, The king desireth not any dowry, but

8 Ileb. wa$ right in his eyes, » Heb. According to lliese

an hundred foreskins of the Philistines, to be
avenged of the king's enemies. But Saul

thought to make David fall by the hand of

the Philistines.

26 And when his servants told David these

words, it pleased David well to be the king's

son in law: and the days were not '"expired.

27 Wherefore David arose and went, he

and his men, and slew of the Philistines two

hundred men ; and David brought their fore-

skins, and they gave them in full tale to the

king, that he might be the king's son in law.

And Saul gave him Michal his daughter to

wife.

28 IT And Saul saw and knew that the

Lord was with David, and tliat Michal Saul's

daughter loved him.

2i} And Saul was yet the more afraid of

David ; and Saul became David's enemy
continually.

30 Then the princes of the Philistines went

forth : and it came to pass, after ihey went
forth, that David behaved himself more wisely

than all the servants of Saul ; so that his

name was much "set by.

-ords. io ileh.fuljilled. It IMi. iirecims.

Verse 3. ' Then Jonathan and David made a covenant,

hecause he loved him as liis own soul.'—Such covenauts of

fraternization are still known in the East. The most re-

markable practice of the kind which has fallen under our

notice is recorded in Ogilliy's Asia as a Persian custom.

Although Ogilby's book (which is, we believe, a transla-

tion from the Dutch compiler, Dr. Olfert Dapper) is of

no authority in geography or natural history, the de-

scriptions of usages are, for the most part, good and

true ; and Irom its agreement with what we do know,

we have no doubt of the accuracy of this particular

statement:—'The great families or tribes generally meet
once a year, when they feast and make merry ; and if

any one have a peculiar kindness for another, then he

says. Come, let us be sworn brothers, and this is commonly
performed Ijetween two : and because these brothers must
have a father, they choose one whom they think fit, and
taking him by the lappet of his coat, say, We make you

our Babba, or father, which he dare not refuse. Tliese

going to the Khaliph (who hath every one's family regis-

tered), kiss his hand in token of their friendship ; and

being set down in a register for that purpose, they lay

themselves down one behind another on their bellies, first

the father and next the brothers ; whereupon the Khaliph

gives each of them three light blows with a stick on their

backs, and at the first says Allah, that is, God ; at the

second, Mahomet ; and at the third, Aaly ; which done,

they, kissing the staff, sign and conclude the agreement of

brotherly friendship, which they really keep, and are

more faithful to one another than brothers, affirming that

they shall meet sooner in Paradise than real brothers.'

4. ' Gave it to David.'—iii.'e the notes on Gen. xli. 42,

and xlv. 22, where we have mentioned the Eastern method
of doing persons honour by presenting them with robes.

We have now to add, that the honour thus conferred be-

comes infinitely more honourable when a king or prince

bestows on the favoured person a dress or robe which has

been worn by himself. This has always been the higlicst
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and most coveted honour in the East, and is so at this

day. In the book of Esther, the king of Persia, to confer

on Mordecai the highest distinction which a subject could

receive, directed him to be invested with the royal apparel
' which the king useth to wear ;' and, in the same country,

the same usage remains unaltered. Mr. Morier relates a

rather amusing illustration. When the Russian and Per-

sian plenipotentiaries were concluding a treaty of peace

in 1813, the former had the names of so many orders of

knighthood after his own in the preamble, that the Per-

sian ambassador, who had no such honours, ' at first was
at a loss how to make himself equal in personal distinc-

tions to the other negotiator ; but recollecting that, pre-

vious to his departure, his sovereign had honoured him
with a present of one of his own swords, and of a dagger

set with precious stones, to wear which is a peculiar dis-

tinction in Persia, and besides, had clothed him with one

of his own shawl-robes, a distinction of still greater value,

he therefore designated himself in the preamble of the

treaty as endowed with the special gifts of the monarch,

lord of the dagger set in jewels, of the sword adorned

with gems, and of the shawl-coat already worn' {Second

Joiirnet/, p. 299). This illustration is very complete, since

it shews the distinction not only of wearing robes, but

arms which had been used by the king ; and with both

his arms and robes the king's son honours David in the

instance before us.

And when, as in the present case, a distinguished person

takes his own robes or weapons immediately from his

own person, and bestows them on another, it is impossible

that a higher mark of consideration should be given, it

being regarded not as a mark of favour only, but also of

attachment. It is therefore a very rare honour ; as Oriental

princes, however profuse in their bestowal of marks of

consideration, are chary of giving indications of attach-

ment It is therefore difficult to find instances of this

rare favour. One occurs in D'Herbelofs Bibliothtquc

Orientate, art. Mkdinah. He says, that when the sultan
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Selim I. arrived at Aleppo, after he had defeated Cansou
Gauri, the Mameluke sultan of Egypt, and assisted for the

first time at public prayers in that city, the imaum con-

cluded prayers with the words,— ' God preserve sultan

Selim, the servant and minister of the holy cities of Mecca
and Medinah.* The sultan was so pleased with this title

that he took off his pelisse and gave it to the imaum. He
assumed the phrase as one of his titles, and his successors

have continued to bear it in their quality ofsultans of Egypt.
In Tavernier's Travels there is a striking history of a
lad whom the great Shah Abbas, when out hunting in the

mountains, found playing on a pipe as he tended a flock of

goats. Struck by the intelligence of his answers, the king
took him under his protection, and after employing him
in various capacities, ultimately made him nazar, or lord-

steward of the household. When the king died, the ear
of his successor was poisoned with insinuations against

the integrity of the nazar, as if he had enriched himself
at the expense of the treasures intrusted to him. But, on
opening the room in which the nazar's dishonest wealth
was supposed to be deposited, nothing was found but his

shepherd's weeds and sheep-hook, his pipe, his water-
bottle, and the scrip in which he used to put his victuals

—

all hung up against the wall. The nazar, observing the
king's astonishment, said, ' When the great Shah Abbas
found me in the mountains, keeping goats, these were all

my possessions ; and he took nothing from me. All else,

called mine, I owe to his and your bounty, and you may
justly reclaim it; but allow me to retain that which be-
longs to my original condition, to which I shall now
cheerfully return, since I no longer enjoy your confi-

dence.' The king, touched with admiration and remorse,
instantly caused himself to be disarrayed of his outer
robes, and gave them to the nazar ;

' which,' as Tavernier
remarks, 'is the greatest honour that a king of Persia
can bestow upon a subject.' This little anecdote illus-

trates several points in the early history of David.
6. ' The women came out of all cities of Israel, singing

and dancing, to meet king Saul.'— ' All the large cities of
Hindostan contain sets of musicians and dancing-girls,

under the care of their respective duennas, who are always
ready to attend for hire at weddmgs and other festivities,

or to finish the evening entertainment of the Europeans
and natives; and many of them accompany the Asiatic
armies to the field.

' The singing-men and singing-women, mentioned by
the aged Barzillai, and the daughters of music that we
read of in the sacred pages, as well as in the ancient
poets, resembled these characters in Hindostan. The
women of Israel came out to meet David and Saul, dancing
to instruments of music. The characters of Palestine re-
sembled those of India, who now celebrate a prince or
general in the same manner at a public festival.'—Forbes'
Oriental Memoirs.

In point of fact, the illustrative customs which Forbes
describes as existing in Hindostan, prevail throughout
the East, from the shores of the Mediterranean to those
of the Yellow Sea. We know with certainty that there
were professed musicians, singers, and dancers among
the Hebrews, as now in the East; but in the present in-

stance, it is clear to us that the praises of David were

chanted by the unbonght voices of the ' daughters of
Israel' themselves. (See the note on Exod. xv. 20.)

8. ' What can he have more but the kingdom ? '—From
this it would seem that the preference given by the women
to David over Saul on this occasion, first suggested to the

king the possibility that the son of Jesse was the man
worthier than himself, who was destined to succeed him
and to supersede his descendants ; and the notion having
once occurred, he probably made such inquiries as enabled
him to conclude or to discover that such was the fact.

The knowledge of it appears soon after ; and we know
that from this time forward David became the object, not
merely of his envy and jealousy, but of his hatred and
dislike. Yet he was afraid, if he as yet wished, to do him
any open injury ; but as he could not bear him any longer
in his former close attendance about his person, he threw
him more into the public service, intrusting to him the

command of a thousand men. From his subsequent ex-
pressions and conduct, it seems likely that the king
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expected that the inexperience of youth might lead Da-

vid into such errors in this responsible public station as

would cither give him occasion to act against him, or

would seriously damage his character with the people.

Hut if such were his views, they were grievously disap-

pointed. In his public station ' David behaved wisely in

all his ways, for Jehovah was with him ;' and the oppor-

tunity which was given him only served to evince his

talents for business and his attention to it ; and, conse-

quently, to increase and establish that popularity among
the people which his character and exploits had already

won.
25. ' Saul thought to make Davidfall hj the hand of the

rhilistines.'—The father, as we have already shewn, ex-

pecting the customary consideration for parting with his

daughter, an opportunity is afforded him of getting rid of

an obnoxious person by proposing that the price of the

girl's hand shall consist in the results of some difficult

and dangerous undertaking, in which there is every pro-

bability that the adventurer will perish. Instances of

this meet us continually in the poems and romances of the

East ; and are frequent in sach of our own as refer to the

ages and describe the manners of chivalry. The Bedouin

story of Antar—that most perfect picture of early Oriental

manners— affords several illustrations of tliis practice.

In one of these a plot is laid between Antar's rival and the

father of his beloved Ibla for his destruction. It is pro-

posed by the former, who thus states it to the father, by
whom Antar is bitterly hated, and who eagerly adopts the

expedient suggested. ' Pretend to be good friends with
Antar; appear very kind to hint, and do not prevent his

entering your tents. Soothe him with gentle words, and
when he comes to you, ask him about the dower of Ibla :

then he will say, " What do you wish?" tell him you
only desire a thousand Asafeer camels (a particular spe-

cies of camel, much valued for riding), that your daughter
may pride herself in them above the high and low. Know
then, Malik, that these camels are in the possession of

Monzar, son of Massema, the king of the Arabs, and the

lieutenant of Nushirvan ; and I know that Antar, in the

greatness of his courage, will go in search of them among
the tribe of Shiban, and he will expose his life to danger
and death, and you will never see him again.' Antar,

like David, readily undertook the dangerous service ; and,

like him, succeeded in the enterprise which was designed

to ensure his destriu;tion.

CHAPTER XIX.

1 Jonathan disclofeth hisfather's purpose to kill David.
4 He persuadet/i hisfather to reconciliation. 8 By
reason of David's good success in a new war, Said 's

malicious rage breaheth out against him. 1 2 Michal
deceiveth herfather with an image in David's bed.

18 David cometh to Samuel in Naioth. 20 SauUs
messengers, sent to take David, 22 and Saul himself.

And Saul spake to Jonathan his son, and to

all his servants, that they should kill David.

2 But Jonathan Saul's son delighted much
in David : and Jonathan told David, saying,

Saul my father seeketh to kill thee : now
therefore, I pray thee, take heed to thyself

until the morning, and abide in a secret place,

and hide thyself

:

3 And I will go out and stand beside my
father in the field where thou art, and I will

commune with my father of thee ; and what
I sec, tliat I will tcHl thee.

4 II And Jonathan spake good of David
unto Saul his father, and said unto him.

Let not the king sin against his servant, against

David ; because he hath not sinned against

thee, and because his worlds have been to thee-

ward very good

:

5 For he did put liis 'lifp in lii.s hand, and
slew the Philistine, and the Loud wrouglit a

great salvation for all Israel : thou sawest it,

and didst rejoice : wherefore then wilt thou

sin against innocent blood, to slay David
without a cause ?

6 And Saul hearkened unto the voice of

Jonathan : and Saul sware, As the Lord
livcth, he shall not be slain.

1 .ludijos 0. \1, and 12. 3. Chap. 28. 21. I'sal. 119. 109.

7 And Jonathan called David, and Jona-

than shewed him all those things. And
Jonathan brought David to Saul, and he was

in his presence, as ''in times past.

8 H And there was war again : and David
went out, and fought with the Philistines, and

slew them with a great slaughter ; and they

fled from ^him.

9 And the evil spirit from the Lord was

upon Saul, as he sat in his house witii his

javelin in his hand : and David played with

his hand.

10 And Saul sought to smite David even

to the wall with the javelin ; but he slipped

away out of Saul's jiresenco, and he smote

the javelin into the wall : and David fled, and

escaped that night.

11 U Saul also sent messengers unto

David's house, to watch him, and to slay

him in the morning : and Michal David's

wife told him, saying. If th(m save not thy

life to night, to morrow thou shalt be slain.

] 2 If So Michal let David down through

a window : and he went, and Hod, and es-

caped.

13 And Michal took an image, and laid it

in the bed, and put a pillow of goats' liair for

his bolster, and covered it with a cloth.

14 And when Saul sent messengers to take

David, she said, lie is sick.

15 And Saul sent the messengers again to

see David, saying, Bring him up to me in the

bed, that I may slay him.

IG And when the messengers were come
in, behold, there was an image in the bed,

with a pillow of goats' liair for his bolster.

^llvh. ycitcrdn;/ third day. 3 \lc\i. bis face.
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17 And Saul said unto Miclial, Why hast

thou deceived me so, and sent away mine
enemy, that he is escaped? And Michal
answered Saul, He said unto me, Let me go ;

wliy should I kill thee ?

18 IT So David fled, and escaped, and came
to Samuel to Ramah, and told him all that

Saul had done to him. And he and Samuel
went and dwelt in Naioth.

19 And it was told Saul, saying. Behold,

David is at Naioth in Ramah.
20 And Saul sent messengers to take

David : and when they saw the company of

the prophets prophesying, and Samuel stand-

ing as appointed over them, the Spirit of God
was upon the messengers of Saul, and they

also prophesied.

21 And when it was told Saul, he sent

other messengers, and they prophesied like-

wise. And Saul sent messengers again the

third time, and they prophesied also.

22 Then went he also to Ramah, and came
to a great well that is in Sechu : and he
asked and said. Where are Samuel and
David ? And o?ie said, Behold, t/ici/ be at

Naioth in Ramah.
23 If And he went thither to Naioth in

Ramah : and the Spirit of God was upon him
also, and he went on, and prophesied, until he
came to Naioth in Ramah.

24 And he stripped off his clothes also, and
prophesied before Samuel in like manner, and
iay down naked all that day and all that

night. Wherefore they say, ^Is Saul also

among the prophets ?

Verse 12. ' Michal let down David through a window.'—
Perhaps iu a basket, like Paul (Acts ix. 25). The en-

graving will give some idea of the mode in which this was
probably effected

13. 'Michal took an image,' etc.—In the original this

is a teraphim; and the intention, in placing it in the bed,
was evidently to make an appearance as if a human
being were lying there. Of teraphim we have already
written under Gen. xxxi. 19. As these images appear to
have been objectionable, it has occasioned some surprise
that so pious a man as David allowed any to remain in
his house. In fact, it is difficult to understand distinctly
what the ideas connected with these images were; and it

is very probable that the term was applied to different

kinds of images, some of which were less objectionable

than others. Abarbanel and other Kabbins specify dif-

ferent sorts of teraphim, besides those used idolatrously.

They say that one sort was a kind of talisman, designed
to draw down the favourable influences of the heavenly
bodies ; another served as a sort of dial, to make known
the time of the day ; and a third was iu the similitude of

some living person, and women had such figures of their

husbands that they might have their presence, as it were,
continually with them. The last of these explanations is

exceedingly doubtful. We cannot help thinking that

there was something wrong in these teraphim, and that

they formed a superstition to which women seem to have
been particularly addicted. We need not blame David,
however. The image was not produced till he had left

the place; and very probably he knew not that there was
such a thing in the house. It must be constantly recol-

lected that men and women live in separate tenements,
and are not much in each other's company ; so that a hus-
band has very little cognizance of what is kept or done in

the haram. And, whatever may have been the ease in

David's time, it is certainly true now, that one who re-

ceives a king's daughter for his wife is very differently

circumstanced from all other husbands. The princess

assumes the entire control of the domestic establishment;

in which the husband is seldom considered in much other
light than that of a favoured (and not always favoured)
upper servant. He is usually most submissive to her;
and rarely ventures on the smallest exertion of that autho-

rity which commonly belongs to htisbands in the East.
— ' Put a pillow ojf goats' hair/or his bolster, and covered

it with a cloth.'—It inust be observed, however, that the
word hair is not in the original, and that the word ren-

dered ' pillow ' ("1*33 kebir) is subject to various interpre-

tations. The Septuagint and Josephus say that it was a

govt's liver ; the use of which, as explained by the latter,

was, that the liver of a goat had the property of motion
for some time after being taken from the animal, and
therefore gave a motion to the bed-clothes, which was
necessary to convey the impression that a living person lay

in the bed. But the Targum says it was a goat-skin

bottle : if so, it was probably intlated with air—a fact

which would impair any claims to originality which the
recent invention of air-pillows may have established.

Others think that the goats' hair was put about the head
of the image, to look like human hair ; and, lastly, some
suppose that the article in question was a net or curtain of
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goats' hair, used, as a mosquito-curtain, for the purpose of

keeping away troublesome insects. Harmer traces an in-

genious traiu of reasoning which led him to conceive that

this ' pillow of goats' hair' was a mosquito-net or curtain

of that material. His philological reasoning, indeed,

somewhat halts ; but as the idea has been adopted by some
recent translators, and incorporated in their versions, it is

worth while to state that his principal objection rests on
the improbability of goats' hair being used for the bed of

a sick man. This we cannot see. We have ourselves

mattresses and pillows too of horsehair, with which also

we stuff our sofas aud easy chairs ; and there seems no
reason why goats' hair might not in the time of Saul have

been used to stuff a pillow. The ancient pillows were
usually very hard, and the use of one of goats' hair, or

perhaps oi any pillow, was probably regarded as a sort of

effeminacy, unsuited to any but women and sick persons

;

aud the use of it in the bed of one of such hardy habits as

David would therefore alone suggest and corroborate the

idea of his illness. The head of the image being thus

placed upon the bolster, Michal would draw over it the

top of the bed covering, which would not only lessen the

chances of detection, but increase the illusion, it being

customary in the East for people to sleep with their heads

under the covering, Those who prefer Harmer's inter-

pretation are, however, not probably wrong in assuming
that curtains or nets to keep off the gnats may have been
in use in the time of David, for we know from Herodotus
that they existed very anciently in Egypt.

15. ' Brbirj him up to me in the bed.'—It will be recol-

lected that the beds commonly in use were probably, as

DOW, merely a padded quilt, doubled, for a mattress, and
another, single, for a covering. There cannot, therefore,

be a more convenient way of transporting a sick person

than to wrap him up in his bed and carry him away. In

fact, this is the way in which we liave usually seen sick

persons, in Western Asia, carried from one place to another,

when circumstances rendered it necessary to remove them.

UEL. [B.C. 1062.

This also explains how it happened that the sick were
brought to Christ in their beds, to be healed.

24. ' Lai/ down nahed all that day.'—Reland has an ex-
cellent note on this subject, which we cannot refrain from
quoting, with slight alteration, as given by Whistou iu his

translation of Josephus. 'The word naked does not al-

ways signify entirely naked; but sometimes means with-
out men's usual armour, or without their usual robes or
upper garments ; as when Virgil bids the husbandmen
plough naked and sow naked. And we are thus to un-
derstand when Josephus fays that God had given the Jews
the security of armour when they were naked ; and when
he says that Ahab fell upon the Syrians when Ihey were
?iaked and drunk ; when he says that Nehemiah com-
manded those Jews who were building the walls of Jeru-
salem to take care and have their armour on upon occasion,

that the enemy might not fall upon them naked. I may
add that the case seems to be the same in Scripture, when
it says that Saul lay down naked among the prophets (1
Sam. xix. 24) ; when it says that Isaiah walked naked
and barefoot (Isa. xx. 2, 3) ; and when it says that Peter,

before he girt on his fisher's coat, was naked (John xxi.

7). Nor were the yvfxinjTesy or naked soldiers, others than
those levis armalura, who were free from the heavy ar-

mour of the rest. And the like may be supposed in several

other places. What is said also of David gives light to

this ; who was reproached by Michal for having shame-
fully uncovered himself while dancing before the ark

;

whereas it appears by the context that he had at that time

been covered with a linen ephod, propably such as the

Levites wore.' We are therefore to understand that, in

the present instance, and also in that of David, the king
put aside the outer robes and arms, by which his dignity

was, perhaps, more particularly distinguished, and ap-

peared in the light under-dress which, as now worn in

the East, is complete in itself, although, from fitting closer

to the body than the loose outer robes, it certainly does
suggest the idea of comparative nakedness.

CHAPTER XX.

1 David consuUeth with Jonathan for his safety. 1

1

Jonathan and David renew their covenant by oath.

18 Jonathan's token to David. 24 Saul, missing
David, seeheth to kill Jonathan. 35 Jonathan
loviiKjly taketh his leave of David.

And David fled from Naioth in Ramah, and
came and said before Jonathan, AVhat liave

I done ? what is mine iniquity ? and what is

my sin before thy father, that he seeketh my
life ?

2 And he said unto him, God forbid ; thou

shalt not die : behold, my father will do

nothing either gi-eat or small, but that he will

'shew it me : and why should my father hide

this thing from me ? it is not so.

3 And David sware moreover, and said.

Thy father certainly knowcth that I have

found grace in thine eyes ; and he saith. Let

not Jonathan know this, lest he be grieved :

but truly as the Lord liveth, and as thy soul

liveth, there is but a step between me and
death.

4 Then said Jonathan unto David, "What-

soever thy soul 'desireth, I will even do // for

thee.

5 And David said unto Jonathan, Behold,

to morrow is the new moon, and I should not

fail to sit with the king at meat : hut let me
go, that I may hide myself in the field unto

the third clay at even.

6 If thy father at all miss mc, then say,

David earnestly asked leave of me that he

might run to Beth-lehem his city : for there is

a yearly 'sacrifice there for all the family.

7 If he say thus, Jt is well ; thy servant

shall have peace : but if he be very wroth,

then be sure that evil is determined by him.

8 Therefore thou shalt deal kindly with thy

servant ; for 'thou hast brought thy servant

into a covenant of the Loud with thee : not-

withstanding, if there be in me iniquity, slay

me thyself ; for why shouldest thou bring me
to thy father ?

9 And Jonathan said, Far be it from thee

:

for if I knew certainly that evil were deter-

mined by my father to come upon thee, then

would not I tell it thee ?

! ear. ' Or, Sai/ t ithyv
» Cha
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10 Then said David to Jonathan, Who
shall tell me ? or what if thy father answer

thee roughly ?

11 II And Jonathan said unto David,

Come, and let us go out into the field. And
they went out both of them into the field.

12 And Jonathan said unto David, O
Lord God of Israel, when I have "sounded

my father about to morrow any time, or the

third dai/, and, behold, if titere ie good toward

David, and I then send not unto thee, and

'shew it thee ;

13 The Lord do so and much more to

Jonathan : but if it please my father to do

thee evil, then I will shew it thee, and send

thee away, that thou mayest go in peace

:

and the Lord be with thee, as he hath been

with my father.

14 And thou shalt not only while yet I

live shew me the kindness of the Lord, that

I die not

:

15 Bat also thou shalt not cut off thy kind-

ness from my house for ever : no, not when
the Lord hath cut off the enemies of David

every one from the face of the earth.

16 So Jonathan "made a covenant with the

house of David, saying, Let the Lord even

require it at the hand of David's enemies.

17 And Jonathan caused David to swear

again, 'because he loved him : for he loved

him as he loved his own sold.

18 IT Then Jonathan said to David, To
morrow is the new moon : and thou shalt be

missed, because thy seat will be '"empty.

19 And when thou hast stayed three days,

then thou shalt go down " '"quickly, and come
to the place where thou didst hide thyself

"when the business was in hand, and shalt

remain by the stone "Ezel.

20 And I will shoot three arrows on the

side thereof, as though I shot at a mark.

21 And, behold, I will send a lad, saying.

Go, find out the arrows. If I expressly say

unto the lad, Behold, the arrows are on this

side of thee, take them ; then come thou : for

tliere is peace to thee, and '^lo hurt; as the

Lord liveth.

22 But if I say thus unto the young
man. Behold, the arrows are beyond thee

;

go thy way : for the Lord hath sent thee

away.

23 And as touching the matter which thou

and I have spoken of, behold, the Lord be

between thee and me for ever.

24 H So David hid himself in the field :

« Uel>. searched. 1 Heb. tincotier thine ear. 8 Heh
II Or, d)ttgfntly. 12 Heh. grenthf. 13 lie

15 Hel). nut any thing. l« Or, Thou perverse rebel. \7 Ueb. Son I'/ie
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and when the new moon was come, the king

sat him down to eat meat.

25 And the king sat upon his seat, as at

other times, even upon a seat by the wall : and

Jonathan arose, and Abner sat by Saul's side,

and David's place was empty.

26 Nevertheless Saul spake not any thing

that day : for he thought. Something hath

befallen him, he is not clean ; surely he is not

clean.

27 And it came to pass on the morrow,

which was the second dag of the month, that

David's place was empty : and Saul said unto

Jonathan his son, Wherefore cometh not the

son of Jesse to meat, neither yesterday, nor to

day?
28 And Jonathan answered Saul, David

earnestly asked leave of me to go to Beth-

lehem :

29 And he said. Let me go, I pray thee ;

for our family hath a sacrifice in the city ;

and my brother, he hath commanded me to

be there : and now, if I have found favour in

thine eyes, let me get away, I pray thee, and

see my brethren. Therefore he cometh not

unto the king's table.

30 Then Saul's anger was kindled against

Jonathan, and he said unto him, " "Thou
son of the perverse rebellious icoman, do not

I know that thou hast chosen the son of Jesse

to thine own confusion, and unto the confusion

of thy mother's nakedness ?

31 For as long as the son of Jesse liveth

upon the ground, thou shalt not be established,

nor thy kingdom. Wherefore now send and

fetch him unto me, for he '"shall surely die.

32 And Jonathan answered Saul his father,

and said unto him. Wherefore shall he be

slain ? what hath he done ?

33 And Saul cast a javelin at him to smite

him : whereby Jonathan knew that it was

determined of his father to slay David.

34 So Jonathan arose from the table in

fierce anger, and did eat no meat the second

day of the month : for he was grieved for

David, because his father had done him
shame.

35 IT And it came to pass in the morning,

that Jonathan went out into the field at the

time appointed with David, and a little lad

with him.

36 And he said unto his lad. Run, find out

now the arrows which I shoot. And as the

lad ran, he shot an arrow "beyond him.

37 And when the lad was come to the

"se rebeilio.

Or, hg his love towards hit 10 Heb. mil

Or, that sheweth the i

i. 19 Heb. to pass ov{

155

Tia,
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place of the arrow wliich Jonathan had shot,

Jonathan cried after tlie lad, and said. Is not
the arrow beyond thee ?

38 And Jonathan cried after the lad, Make
speed, haste, stay not. And Jonathan's lad
gathered uj) the arrows, and came to his

master.

3d But the lad knew not any thing : only
Jonathan and David knew the matter.

40 And Jonathan gave his ""artillery unto
"his lad, and said unto him. Go, carry them
to the city.

41 H ^nd as soon as the lad was gone.

UEL. [B.C. 1062.

David arose out of a place toward the south,

and fell on his face to the ground, and bowed
himself three times : and they kissed one
another, and wept one with another, until

David exceeded.

42 And Jonathan said to David, Go in

peace, '"^forasmuch as we have sworn both

of us in the name of the Loud, saying. The
Loud be between me and thee, and between
my seed and thy seed for ever. And he arose

and departed : and Jonathan went into the

city.

Verse 5. ' Tu-morrow is the new moon, and I shouhi not

full to sit with the king at meat.'—See the note on Num.
xxviii. 11. The commencement of the new month or moon
was celebrated by extraordinary sacrifices and feasting, at
which, it seems, the head of a family expected all its mem-
bers to be present. It seems that David did not ordinarily
take meat with the king ; but on such occasions he was ex-
pected to be present—probably as being the king's son-in-
law. Some of the Rabbins say that the principal persons
of the court dined with the king on this occasion. In either
case, David might be expected to attend ; but the text does
not indicate the presence of any persons not of the king's
family.

12. 'About to-morrow any time, or the third day.'—
Rather, ' The morrow of the third day,' that is, the day
after to-morrow.

1 S. ' Thou shnlt he missed, because thy seat will be empty
—' Thy place has long been empty among thy friends or
simply, ' thy place has been empty,' or—' has long been
empty :'---are common expressions of compliment among
the Persians, addressed to one who is again seen itter

either a long absence, or after such short absences as occur
in the common course of life. The late king of Pcrsn,
for instance, used the expression as a gracious compliment
to Sir John Malcolm, at his first audience on his second
embassy. One who returns from a journey, or who joins

a circle of acquaintance whom he has not seen withm the
usual number of weeks or days, is greeted with tlie same
phrase of compliment.

19. * The stone £rf/,'—literally, 'the stone of the way,
or ' th^ way stone :' because, says the annotator m th"
Bible of 1 595, ' it served as a sign to shew the way to thtm
that passed by.' This seems likely, and then it appears to

point out a very early origin of mile-stones, or direction

posts.

25. ' TTie king sat upon his seat, •••hy the wall —From
the account of the manner in which the principal persons
were placed at Saul's table, and that they all had an assign d
place, David's seat being empty in his absence, it 1s t^ i

dent that Saul had hy this time introduced considerable stit

and ceremony into his court. The expression— Jonatl >

arose,' has been thought by some to imply that Jonatb i

stood during the meal ; but others suppose he arose on tl

entrance of his father, from respect, and then sat dow n
again. Josephus says that Jonathan sat on one side of
Saul, and Abner on the other, and the same view is taken
by the Syriac version. By Saul's being seated 'next the
wall,' it would seem that he sat in the corner, which, with
other circumstances, goes to shew that the comer at the
top of the room, was anciently, as now, the seat of honour
in the East—that is, the left hand corner, which places
the left arm to the wall, and leaves the right arm free

26. ' He is not clean.'—Saul conjectured that Divid s

nttendance was precluded by some ceremonial defikment,
from which he had not purified himself.

15G

30. ' Thou son of the perverse rebellinus woman.'— In

abusing another it is still customary in the East to apply
disgraceful epithets to the mother of tlie abused person.

There is no intention to stigmatize the mother personally.

She may be wholly unknown to those who employ such

expressions, and no one thinks /icr injured by them; but

they are in the highest degree offensive to her son. When
one person is offended with another, or when two persons

quarrel, it is, indeed, the last and most venomous mode of

attack for the parties to apply every intemperate epithet to

their respective mothers, wives, and daughters—to charge

them with offences, and to threaten what shameful thing

they will do or would do to them. But the mother is in all

these cases the most general and favourite object of this

revolting form of abuse ; and so prevalent is this habit, that

not only will a father like Saul use such expres'^ious in

abusing his son but even brothers in their quarrels with

each other will in the sime way and for tlie purposes of

mutual offence apply the same expressions to the mother
whom both of them resptct and love Similar forms of

reflected abuse—harmless to the object from which tli y
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are reflected—are not unknown in this country, and, so far

as they go, are quite analogous to those employed in the

lOast. The father, also, is sometimes, though not so often,

the object to whom contumelious epithets are applied for

the sake of annoying the son. Even Antar, who deeply

respected his father and loved his mother, does not scruple

on occasion to call his own brother ' base born,' and ' the

son of a dog.'
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33. ' Haul cast a javelin,' etc.—This act strongly illus-

trates the state of temper to which the unhappy king was
by this time reduced, and the strength of those paroxysms
of passion to which his diseased mind had rendered him so

liable. Javelins have been noticed under Judg. v. 8 ; and
the act of throwing one is illustrated by the cut now intro-

duced.

CHAPTER XXI.

1 David at Nob obtaineth of Ahimelech hallowed

bread. 7 Doeg was present. 8 David taketh

Goliath's sivord. 10 David at Gath feigneth him-

self mad.

Then came David to Nob to Aliimelecli the

priest : and Ahimelech was afraid at the

meeting of David, and said unto him, Why
art thou alone, and no man with thee ?

2 And David said unto Ahimelech the

priest, The king hath commanded me a

business, and hath said unto me. Let no man
know any thing of the business whereabout

I send thee, and what I have commanded
thee : and I have appointed my servants to

such and such a place.

3 Now therefore what is under thine hand ?

give me five loaves of bread in mine hand, or

what there is 'present.

4 And the priest answered David, and

said, There is no common bread under mine

hand, but there is 'hallowed bread; if the

young men have kept themselves at least from

women.
5 And David answered the priest, and said

unto him. Of a truth women have been kept

from us about these three days, since I came

out, and the vessels of the young men are

holy, and the bread is in a manner common,

"yea, though it were sanctified this day in the

vessel.

6 So the priest gave him hallowed bread

:

for there was no bread there but the shew-

bread, that was taken from before the Lord,
to put hot bread in the day when it was taken

away.

7 Now a certain man of the servants of

Saul was there that day, detained before the

Lord ; and his name teas Doeg, an Edomite,

the chiefest of the herdmen that belonr/ed to

Saul.

8 H And David said unto Ahimelech, And
is there not here under thine hand spear or

sword ? for I have neither brought my sword

nor my weapons with me, because the king's

business required haste.

9 And the priest said. The sword of

Goliath the Philistine, whom thou slewest

in the 'valley of Elah, behold, it is here

wrapped in a cloth behind the ephod : if thou

wilt take that, take it : for there is no other

save that here. And David said, There is

none like that
;
give it me.

10 H And David arose, and fled that day

for fear of Saul, and went to Achish the king

of Gath.

11 And the servants of Achish said unto

him. Is not this David the king of the land ?

did they not sing one to another of him in

dances, saying, *Saul hath slain his thousands,

and David his ten thousands ?

12 And David laid up these words in his

heart, and was sore afraid of Achish the king

of Gath.

13 And he changed his behaviour before

them, and feigned himself mad in their hands,

and "scrabbled on the doors of the gate, and

let his spittle fall down upon his beard.

14 Then said Achish unto his servants, Lo,

ye see the man is 'mad : wherefore then have

ye brought him to me ?

15 Have I need of mad men, that ye have

brought this fellow to play the mad man in

my presence ? shall this fellow come into my
house ?

8 Or, eipmally when this day there is other sanctijied in the vessel.

Or, made marks. ' Or, playet/i the mad man.

Verse 1. ' Nub.'—This is described in cli. xxii. 19 as a
' city of the priests ;' and in Nehem. xi. 32, its name is

mentioned after Anathoth, among the cities occupied by
the Benjamites on their return from the captivity. Jerome

says that, in his time, the ruins of Nob still existed

near Diospolis or Lydda. But this was in the south of

Ephraim ; and if he rightly determines its site, we may
conclude that, as the ten tribes did not return with Judah
and Benjamin, the latter tribe took the liberty of appro-

priating some part of the vacant territory of Ephraim

which adjoined its own. The Kabbiiis generally, however,

think that Nob was near Jerusalem—and so near, accord-

ing to some, as to be visible from thence. This is con-

firmed by Isa. X. 32 ; and it must therefore have been

situated somewhere upon the ridge of the mount of Olives,

north-east of the city. Dr. Kobinson states that he dili-

gently sought along this ridge for some traces of an ancient

site which might be regarded as that of Nob, but without

the slightest success. It seems difficult to understand this

chapter without supposing that the tabernacle must at this
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time have beeu at Nob. although we do not elsewhere find

the least intimation of sucli a circumstance ; and the con-

nected account which we have of the successive removals

of the ark, after having beeu restored by the Philistines

from Beth-shemesh to Kirjath-jearim, and from thence to

the house of Obed-edom, and afterwards to Jerusalem by
David, without any mention of Nob, might incline us to

suppose that, if the tabernacle was at Nob, the ark was not

in it There is no question that the customary services and
sacrifices still took place at the tabernacle, even when the

ark was absent.

4. ' There is hallowed Ji-earf.'—This was the old shew-
bread, which, after lying a week on the table in the holy
place, was taken away and might only be eaten by the

5. ' Tlie vessels oftlie young men are holt/,' etc.—We sub-

join the older version of Queen Elizabeth's translators :

'The vessels of the young men were holy though the way
were profane ; and how much more then shall every one
be sanctified this day in the vessel ;' meaning, as the anno-
tator explains—' shall be more careful to keep his vessel

holy, when he shall have eaten of this holy food.' The
word ' vessels' seems, as in 1 Thess. iv. 4, and elsewhere,

to denote the persons of the young men : and David appears

to mean that they were ceremonially clean when they had
set out, and that if they had since contracted any pollution

they could now be purified.

7. ' Doeg an Edoinite.'—He was of course a proselyte to

the Hebrew religion. Some of the Rabbins think that he
was of the seed of Israel, but is called an Edomite from
having lived in Edom ; but this has a very suspicious look,

and may be traced to their desire to intimate that no alien

by birth was admitted to ofiices of trust and importance
;

whence also they affirm that Uriah was a true Israelite, but

is called ' the Hittite,' because he had dwelt among the

Hittites.— ' TTie chiefest of the herdmen that belonged to Saul.'—
Saul had by this time probably made large additions to his

paternal property in flocks and herds, which constituted a

very considerable part of the wealth of the ancient mo-
narchs. As large possessions of this kind required to be

divided into several parts and fed in different places, the

person who had the general superintendence of the whole
held an office of very considerable importance. The
office of governor of the royal flocks is often mentioned by
the ancient writers, as existing in most countries of which
they had knowledge. David, however, who was practi-

cally well acquainted with the management of cattle, seems

to have abolished the office of general overseer of the pas-

toral concerns of the king, and appointed a particular over-

seer for the several species of cattle, which were divided

into separate flocks. Thus there was an Arab (Ishmaelite)

over the camels, and another Arab (Hagarene) over the

flocks ; there was also an overseer of the asses ; and the

herds had two overseers, one, a native of the district, for

those that fed in Sharon, and another for those that fed in

the valleys (I Chron. xxvii. 29). This excellent distribu-

tion was not, however, peculiar to him, as we find some-

thing of the same in Ulysses's little kingdom of Ithaca,

where Euma^us is the chief swineherd, and seems to have
nothing to do with any other cattle ; while Melantheus is

the chief goatherd. "These two act quite independently of

each other, and have many servants under them. They
sit at meat with princes and nobles in their master's house.

Euma^us, the son of a king, but sold for a slave, when
young, to the father of Ulysses, is treated as the friend of

the family, and Homer denotes his superior dignity to the

subordinate swineherds, by calling him, ' the swineherd,

prince of men.' Yet with all his superiority, he was not

above the practical duties of his office ; while at the same
time he was skilled in the use of arms, and rendered his

master powerful aid in his great combat with the suitors.

The character and situation of this remarkable person

serve exceedingly well to illustrate the condition which a

chief herdsman, even only of a particular species of cattle,

occupied in those early times. On the great sheep-walks of

Spain they have, at this day, over each flock a chief shep-
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herd. Ten thousand compose a flock, which is divided into

tea tribes. One man has the conduct of all. He must be

the owner of four or five hundred sheep, strong, active,

vigilant, intelligent in pasture, in the weather, and in the

diseases of sheep. He has absolute dominion over fifty

shepherds and fifty dogs, five of each to a tribe. He
chooses them, he chastises them, or discharges them at

will. He is the praepositus, or the chief shepherd of the

whole flock.

9. ' Vie sicord uf Goliath is here wrapped in a
cloth.'—Josephus says that David had dedicated the sword
to the Lord. It was a custom among the ancients to dedi-

cate to the gods some conspicuous part of the enemy's
spoils ; a relic of which is preserved in the European cus-

tom of^ depositing in churches standards captured in war.

As the pot of manna, and Aaron's rod that budded, depo-

sited in the tabernacle, had estal)lished the idea of laying

up things as memorials of the Lord's deliverances, it is very

likely that Goliath's sword was deposited there with the

same intention. As to the cloth in which it was wrapped
up, we are not thence to infer that it was thrust away in a

corner. The cloth was probably a rich piece, embroidered

or otherwise ornamented, in which the sword was wrapped
up. In India, at this day, all things which are valuable

or sacred, or which have been acquired at great expense or

trouble, are always folded in a cloth.

10. ' GaM.'—This was one of the five principalities of

the Philistines. No trace of it now remains, and even its

site has been matter of controversy. Calmet, and others

after him, conjecture that Ekron and Gath were at the op-

posite extremities of the land of the Philistines—the former

to the north, and the latter to the south. This conclusion

is chiefly founded on a construction of the texts 1 Sam. v.

8, 10, and xvii. 52, to which we see no occasion to sub-

scribe ; and it is thought to be supported by the mention

which Jerome makes of a Gath betwen Eleutheropolisand

Gaza. But even this would not make Gath the southern-

most city of the Philistines. Besides, Jerome says that

there were different Gaths in this neighbourhood ; for,

speaking of Jonah's birth-place, he says it was called Gath-

Opher, to distinguish it from other places of the same name
near Eleutheropolis and Diospolis ; and which of these

he understood as the Philistine city is clear from his

conjecture in his comment on Jer. xxv. 20, that as

Gath is not mentioned with the other Philistine states,

it was probably at that time incorporated with Ashdod.

He thus understood Gath to be nearer to Ashdod than to

any other of the Philistine cities ; and therefore he points

to the same place as Eusebius, who says that Gaza was four

miles from Eleutheropolis, on the road to Lydda. This

places the city within the allotted territory of Dan; and
Josephus distinctly says that Gath was in the tribe of Dan.
This is the position usually given in maps, and we appre-

hend that none could be found more in unison with the

general bearing of the Scriptures. Let us take the instance

of the migrations of the ark while in the hands of the Phi-

listines. It was first taken to Ashdod, and was from thence

carried to Gath, which this account makes the nearest to

Ashdod of all the Philistine towns; and its removal to the

nearest town is certainly more probable than that it was
taken to the most distant town of all, which Calmet's ac-

count supposes Gath to have been, without touching at the

intermediate towns of Askelon and Gaza on its way.

Then, again, the ark was removed from Gath to Ekron,

which the common account makes to have been the nearest

town, except Ashdod, to Gath ; whereas the other account

absolutely makes the ark in this removal traverse the

whole length of the Philistines' country, from Gath, the

most southern town, to Ekron, the most northern, with the

same silence as before concerning the intermediate towns.

For these and other reasons, we subscribe to the opinion

which places Gath at no great distance from Ashdod.

13. ' Feigned himselfmad.'—Ue must have feigned some
definite disorder. It seems to have been what is called the

falling sickness, which exhibited the symptoms he aflTected,

and which, according to Celsus, was supposed to be re-

lieved by foaming at the mouth. A writer in the Chriatian
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Remembrancer for \S-20, to whom we are indebted for this

illustration, cites the Captives of Plautus (iii. 4) in support
of it :—

Ti/ndarus. Hegio, this fellow was at JEWs deemed
A madman, give no ear to what he says.

'T is there notorious that he thought to kill

His father and his mother, and has often

Fits of the falling sickness come upon him.
Which make him foam at mouth. Pray get you

from him.
Hegio. Here, bear him farther off. [ To the sluves.'\

Aristophojites, How say you, rascal.

That I am mad, and that I sought to kill

My father and my mother ? and have often

Fits of the falling sickness come upon me.
Which make me foam at mouth ?

Hegio. Be not dismayed.
Many have laboured under this disease,

And spitting has restored them to their health.

Tyndarus. I know to some at ^lis it has proved of
special use.

— ' Let his spittle fall doion vpon his beard.'— So in-

tensely is the beard respected in the East, that this defile-

ment of his own beard by David, was well calculated to

convince Achish that he was really mad. He could scarcely

suppose that a man in his senses would do this indignity
to his own beard. For one person to spit on the beard of
another, or to say that he will do so, is the greatest possible

act or expression of contempt ; and the fall of a mau's own
saliva upon it is considered a sort of self-insult, of which
no sane man could, unless from natural infirmity, be guilty.

When the late Sir John Macdonald, the East India Com-
pany's envoy in Persia, had his first audience of the Shah,
in 182G, the Shah said that he had anxiously been expect-
ing the envoy for some time, and that his place had long
been empty (see the noteou ch. xx. 18) : the latter replied,

that after leaving Shiraz the sickness which prevailed in

the camp prevented his making such rapid progress as he
wished, but that after quitting Ispahan he had hastened
to the royal stirrup. His majesty said it was fortunate

he had not arrived sooner, or he would have been involved
in disputes with the Russians; adding, ' Poof rehsha pur,'—

' I spit on their beards' (Captain Alexander's Travels,

p. 208).

\5. ' Have I need ofmad men?—The Eabbins say that
the king's wife and daughter were mad, and hence they
assign the stronger emphasis to the question, ' Have /need
of mad men '?'

CHAPTER XXII.

1 Companies resort unto David at Adidlam. 3 At
MIzpeh he commendeth his parents unto the king nf
Moab. 5 Admonished by Gad, he cometh to Hareth.
6 Said going to pursue him, complaineth of his ser-

vants' unfaithfulness. 9 £>oeg accuseth Ahimelech.

11 Saul commandeth to hill the priests. 1 7 The
footmen refusing, Doeg executeth it. 20 Abiathar
escaping, bringeth David the news.

David therefore departed thence, and escaped

to the cave Adullam : and when his brethren

and all his father's house heard it, they went
down thither to him.

2 And every one that was in distress, and
every one that 'icas in debt, and every one that

was 'discontented, gathered themselves unto

him ; and he became a captain over them

:

and there were with him about four hundred

men.

3 IT And David went thence to Mizpeh of

Moab : and he said unto the king of Moab,
Let my father and my mother, I pray thee,

come forth, and be with you, till I know what

God will do for me.
4 And he brought them before the king of

Moab : and they dwelt with him all the while

that David was in the hold.

5 H And the prophet Gad said unto David,

Abide not in the hold ; depart, and get thee

into the land of Judah. Then David departed,

and came into the forest of Hareth.

6 H When Saul heard that David was dis-

covered, and the men that were with him,

(now Saul abode in Gibeah under a ^tree in

Heb. /tad a creditor. Heb. bitter ofsi

Ramah, having his spear in his hand, and all

his servants were standing about him ;)

7 Then Saul said unto his servants that

stood about him. Hear now, ye Benjamitcs

;

will the son of Jesse give every one of you
fields and vineyards, and make you all cap-

tains of thousands, and captains of hundreds ;

8 That all of you have conspired against

me, and there is none that * sheweth me that

my son hath made a league with the son of

Jesse, and there is none of you that is sorry

for me, or sheweth unto me that my son hath

stirred up my servant against me, to lie in

wait, as at this day ?

9 H Then answered Doeg the Edomite,

which was set over the servants of Saul, and
said, I saw the son of Jesse coming to Nob,
to Ahimelech the son of Ahitub.

10 And he enquired of the Lord for him,

and gave him victuals, and gave him the sword

of Goliath the Philistine.

11 H Then the king sent to call Ahimelech
the priest, the son of Ahitub, and all his

father's house, the priests that tvere in Nob :

and they came all of them to the king.

12 And Saul said. Hear now, thou son of

Ahitub. And he answered, 'Here / am, my
lord.

13 And Saul said unto him, Why have ye

conspired against me, thou and the son of

Jesse, in that thou hast given him bread, and

a sword, and hast enquired of God for him,

that he should rise against me, to lie in wait,

as at this day ?

Or, fjrove in a high place. * Ueh. uncovereth mine car.
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14 Then Ahimelech answered the king,

and said, And who is so faithful among all

ihy servants as David, which is the icing's

son in law, and goeth at thy bidding, and is

honourable in thine house ?

15 Did I then begin to enquire of God for

him ? be it far from me : let not the king im-
pute an;/ thing unto his servant, nor to all the

house of my father : for thy servant knew
nothing of all this, "less or more.

IG And the king said, Thou shalt surely

die, Ahimelech, thou, and all thy father's

house.

17 H And the king said unto the ^ "foot-

men that stood about liim. Turn, and slay tlie

priests of the Lord ; because their hand also

is with David, and because they knew when
he fled, and did not shew it to me. But the

servants of the king would not put forth their

hand to f;dl upon the priests of the Lord.
1

8

And the king said to Doeg, Turn tiiou,

and fall upon the priests. And Doeg the

Edomite turned, and he fell upon the priests,

and slew on that day fourscore and five per-

sons that did wear a linen ephod.

1

9

And Nob, the city of the priests, smote
he with the edge of the sword, both men and
women, children and sucklings, and oxen,
and asses, and sheep, with the edge of the

sword.

20 1[ And one of the sons of Ahimelech
the son of Ahitub, named Abiathar, escaped,

and fled after David.
21 And Abiathar shewed David that Saul

had slain the Lord's priests.

22 And David said unto Abiathar, I knew
it that day, when Doeg the Edomite teas

there, that he would surely tell Saul : I have
occasioned the death of all the persons of thy
father's house.

23 Abide thou with me, fear not : for he
that seeketh my life seeketh thy life : but witli

me thou shalt be in safeguard.

Verse 1. ' The cave AJiiUam.'—0{ the city called Adul-
1am, see the note on Josh. xii. 15, -where it is intimated
that this cave does not seem to have been near, or any
way connected with that city, which is in a plain where no
such caves as would afford shelter to four hundred men
are found. It is therefore far more probable that the cave of
Adullam was in the mountainous wilderness in the east of
Judah towards the Dead Sea, where such caves occur, and
where the western names (as Carmel) are sometimes re-

peated. This conjecture is favoured by the fact that the
usual haunts of David were in this quarter ; whence he
moved into the land of Moab, which was quite contiguous,
whereas he must have crossed the whole breadth of the land,
if the cave of Adullam had been near the city of that name.
Other reasons occur which would take too much room to

state : but the result is, that there appear at length good
grounds for the local tradition which fixes the cave on the
borders of the Dead Sea, although there is no certainty
with regard to the particular cave usually pointed out.

The cave so designated is at a point to which David was
far more likely to summon his parents, whom he intended
to take from liethlehem into Moab, than to any place in
the western plains. It is about six miles south-east of
bethlehem, in the side of a deep ravine (Wady Khureitun)
which passes below the Frank mountain on the south.
It is an immense natural cavern, the mouth of which can
be approached only on foot along the side of the cliff.

Irby and Mangles, who visited it without being aware
that it was the reputed cave of Adullam, state that it ' runs
in by a long winding, narrow passage, with small cham-
bers or cavities on either side. We soon came to a large
chamber with natural arches of great height ; from this

last there were numerous passages, leading in all direc-
tions, occasionally joined by others at right angles, and
forming a perfect labyrinth, which our guides assured us
had never been perfectly explored, the people being afraid
of losing themselves. The passages are generally four
feet high by three feet wide, and were all on a level with
each other. There were a few petrifactions where we
were : nevertheless the grotto was perfectly clean, and the
air pure and good '

( Travels, pp. 340, 34
1 ). It seems pro-

bable that David, as a native of Uethlehem, must have
been well acquainted with this remarkable spot, and had

probably often availed himself of its shelter when out wiih
his father's flocks. It would therefore naturally occur to

him as a place of refuge when he fled from Gath : and his

purpose of forming a band of followers was much more
likely to be realized here, in the neighbourhood of his

native place, than in the westward of it, where the citi/

of Adullam stands. These circumstances have consider-

able weight when taken in connection with what has
already been adduced ; but the question is one which there

is no means of deciding with certainty.

2. ' Ever;/ one that was in distress,' etc.—See the note

on Judges xi. 3.

3. ' Let my father and my mother . . . be with you.'—
This is the last we hear of David's parents. The Jews
think that his brethren were included ; bnt that the king
of Moab destroyed the whole family, except one brother
who was preserved by Nahash, king of the Ammonites,
and this was the kind act of that king for which David
afterwards (2 Sam. x. 2) expresses his gratitude.

5. ' l-'orcst of Uareth.'—Jerome says that there was in

his time a village called Arath, which had been the abode
of David. It was west of Jerusalem ; by which, with the

usual latitude, we may understand south-west, or south-

west by west, which was probably the true direction, as

David's present refuge does not seem to have been far from
Keilah. This place is only mentioned here.

6. ' In Gibeah under a tree in liamah.'—This is not in-

telligible. Itamah means a high place, or hill, and should

not here be rendered as a proper name. Better, ' in

Gibeah under a tree upon a hill.' Probably there was no
house large enough in Gibeah for him to hold his court

within doors; and if there had been such, he might still

probably have preferred the situation in which he now
appears, with the height for his throne, the tree for his

canopy, and the spear for his sceptre. The assembly is

described in such a manner as to suggest the idea that this

was the regular form in which Saul sat in state to admi-
nister public affairs, and not merely an accidental occur-

rence. It is, in fact, such a position as a modern Oriental

prince or chief would select, when any emergency re-

quired him to hold his court or transact his affairs in the

open air ; and which those who do so habitually regularly

prefer, both for tlie sake of state and convenience. It will
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be observed tbat Saul is almost never mentioned without a
spear in his hand. Spears seem to have been the earliest

sceptres, to illustrate which Bishop Patrick cites a passage

from Justin (lib. xliii. cap. 31. who, speaking of the early

times of the Romans, says, ' In those days kings hitherto

had spears as signs of royal authority, which the Greeks
called sceptres : for in the beginning of things, the an-

cients worshipped spears for immortal gods; in memory
of which religion, spears are still added to the images of
the gods.' And as some of the Greeks called spears
' sceptres,' soothers, who had called a spear by its common
name, even when regarded as a sceptre, continued long

after to call their sceptres ' spears.' So Pausanias tells

us that sceptres were called spears by the kings of

A rgos.

18. ^ Hefell upon the priests, and sleiu . . . .fuiirscore and

five persons'—Thus the unrighteous command of Saul ac-

complished to the letter the Lord's threalenings against

the house of Eli :—
' Behold, I will do a thing in Israel, at

which both the ears of every one tliat hcareth it shall

tingle. In that day I will perform against Eli all things
which 1 have spoken concerning his house: when I begin

I will also make an end' (iii. 11, 12; see also ii. -J"-

3()). Abiathar indeed escaped, and was afterwards ex-
alted to the high-priesthc

priest unto the Lord, that I

Lord which he spake c^n

Shiloh'(l Kings ii. 27). Tl

ever, extenuate the atrocity

ficing so many innocent and -v

rage.

of the first

from lieing

,vor.l of the

; persons to his blind

CHAPTER XXIII.

1 David, eriqtiiriyig of the Lord bij Abiathar, resctiefh

Keilnh. 7 God shewing hirn the coming of Said,

and the treachery of the Keilites, he escapeth from
Keiliih. 14 In Ziph Jonathan cometh and com-
forteth him. 19 The ZIphites discover him to Saul.

25 At Maim lie is rescuedfrom Saul by the invasion

of the Philistines. 29 He dwelleth at En-gedi.

Then they told David, saying, Behold, the

Philistines fight against Keilah, and they roh

the threshingfloors.

2 Therefore David enquired of the Lord,
saying, Shall I go and smite these Philistines ?

And the Lord said unto David, Go and smite

the Philistines, and save Keilah.

3 And David's men said unto him. Behold,

we he afraid here in Judali : how much more
then if we come to Keilah against the armies

of the Philistines ?

4 Then David enquired of the Lord yet

again. And the Loan answered him and said.

Arise, go down to Keilah ; for I will deliver

the Philistines into thine hand.

5 So David and his men went to Keilah,

and fought with the Philistines, and brought

away their cattle, and smote them with a great

slaughter. So David saved the inhabitants of

Keilah.

6 And it came to pass, when Abiathar the

son of Ahimelech 'fled to David to Keilah,

that he came down with an ephod in his

hand.

7 1" And it was told Saul that David was
come to Keilah. And Saul said, God hath

delivered him into mine hand ; for he is shut

in, by entering into a town that hath gates and
bars.

8 And Saul called all the people together

to war, to go down to Keilah, to besiege

David and his men.

9 II And David knew that Saul secretly

practised mischief against him ; and he said

to Abiathar the priest. Bring hither the

ephod.

10 Then said David, O Lord God of

Israel, thy servant hath certainly heard that

Saul seeketh to come to Keilah, to destroy the

city for my sake.

1

1

AVill the men of Keilah deliver me up
into his hand ? will Saul come down, as thy

servant hath heard ? O Lord God of Israel,

I beseech thee, tell thy servant. And the Lord
said. He will come down.

12 Then said David, Will the men of

Keilah '^deliver me and my men into the hand

of Saul ? And the Lord said, They will de -

liver thee up.

13 IT Then David and his men, which were

about six hundred, arose and departed out of

Keilah, and went whithersoever they could go.

And it was told Saul that David was escaped

from Keilah ; and he forbare to go forth.

14 And David abode in the wilderness in

strong holds, and remained in a mountain in

the wilderness of Ziph. And Saul sought him

every day, but God delivered him not into his

hand.

15 And David saw that Saul was come out

to seek his life : and David was in the wilder-

ness of Ziph in a wood.

16 And Jonathan Saul's son arose, and went

to David into the wood, and strengthened his

hand in God.
17 And he said unto him. Fear not : for

the hand of Saul my father shall not find thee

;

and thou shalt be king over Israel, and I shall

be next unto thee; and that also Saul my
father knoweth.

18 And they two made a covenant before

the Lord : and David abode in the wood, and

Jonathan went to his house.

19 H Then came up the Ziphites to Saul

2 Heb. shutup.

ICl
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to Gibeah, saying, Doth not David hide him-

self with us in strong holds in the wood, in

the hill of Hachilah, which is ""on the south of

Jeshimon ?

20 Now therefore, O king, come down ac-

cording to all the desire of thy soul to come
down ; and our part shall be to deliver him
into the king's hand.

21 And Saul said. Blessed he ye of the

LoKD ; for ye have compassion on me.

22 Go, I pray you, prepare yet, and know
and see his place whore his 'haunt is, and who
hath seen him there : for it is told me that he

dealeth very subtilly.

23 See therefore, and take knowledge of

all the lurking places where he hideth himself,

and come ye "again to me with the certainty,

and I will go with you': and it shall come to

pass, if he be in the land, that I will search

liiin out throughout all the thousands of

Judah.
24 And tiiey arose, and went to Ziph be-

fore Saul : but David and his men ivere in the

wilderness of Maon, in the plain on the south

of Jeshimon.

25 Saul also and his men went to seek

him. And they told David : wherefore he
came down into a rock, and abode in the wil-

derness of jNIaon. And when Saul heard that,

he pursued after David in the wilderness of

Maon.
26 And Saul went on this side of the moun-

tain, and David and his men on that side of

the mountain : and David made haste to got

away for fear of Saul ; for Saul and his men
compassed David and his men round about to

take them.

27 TT But there came a messenger unto

Saul, saying. Haste thee, and come ; for the

Philistines have 'invaded the land.

28 Wherefore Saul returned from pursuing

after David, and went against the Philistines:

therefore they called that place 'Sela-ham-

mahlekoth.

29 H And David went u'p from thence, and
dwelt in strong holds at En-gedi.

* Heb.jToot shall he. ^ Il-'b. spread themselves t(/.o^i, .^c.

Verse 2. ' Keilii/i.'—This place is mentioned in Josh.

XV. 44, among tlie westei-u towns of Judah. Jerome says

that it e.\isted in the fourth century as a small village,

eight miles from Eleutheropolis, on the road to Hebron,
where the tomb of the prophet Habakkuk was shewn.

15. ' Ziph.'—This occurs elsewhere as the name of a
city in the tribe of Judah (Josh. xv. fio ; 2 Chron. xi. 8).

It is mentioned by Jerome, but was not subsequently
noticed till Dr. Robinson discovered the name in the Tell
Zif (Hill of Zif ), which occurs about four and a half miles
south by east from Hebron, and which is a round emi-
nence, about a hundred feet high, situated in a plain. On
the top is a level plot, apparently once enclosed by a wall.

A site, also called Zif, lies about teu minutes east of this

hill, upon a low hill or ridge between two small wadys,
which commence here, and run towards the Dead Sea.

There is now little to be .seen besides broken walls and
foundations, mostly of unhewn stones, but indicative of
solidity, and covering a considerable tract of ground. In
the middle is a low massive square building, constructed
of small squared stones, and vaulted within with pointed
arches ; shewing that the place must have been inhabited
long alter the Mohammedan conquest. Cisterns are found
here as well as on the hill. Here then we have the Ziph
which gave its name to the surrounding wilderness.— ' Wiiderness (if Ziph.'—A hilly region was often

called a wilderness, as at present by the Arabs ; and it

usually took its name from some principal town within its

17. ' Thou shall he king over htael, and I shall he next

unto <Aee.'—There is really nothing in all history finer

than this love of Jonathan to David ; it was, as the
latter himself found occasion to describe it, ' Wonderful,
passing the love of women!' It was a noble spirit with
whicli the sun of the king held close to his lieart, and ad-
mitted the su])erior claim.s of, the man destined to super-
sede him and his in the most splendid object of human
ambition, which, on ordinary principles, he might have
considered his just inheritance. But his were not ordi-

nary principles, such as swayed the mind and determined
the conduct of his father. His were the true principles of

1(52

the theocracy, whereby he knew that Jehovah was the

true king of Israel, and cheerfully submitted to his un-
doubted right to appoint whom he would as his regent,

even to his own exclusion ; and, with generous humility,

was the first to recognize and admire the superior qualities

of tlie man on whom it was known that his forfeited des-

tinies had fallen. Yet lest, in our admiration of Jona-

tlian's conduct, human virtue should seem too highly
exalted, it may be well to remember, that the hereditary

principle in civil government was as yet without precedent

among the Hebrews, with whom sons had not yet learned

to look to succeed their fathers in their public offices.

None of the judges had transmitted their authority to their

sons or relatives ; and the only instance in which an at-

tempt had been made (by Abimelech) to establish this

hereditary principle, had most miserably failed. But the

friendship of Jonathan and David is a passage in the his-

tory of tlie Hebrew kingdom from which the mind re-

luctantly withdraws. If it had occurred in a fiction, it

would be pointed out as an example of most refined and
consummate art, that the writer represents to us in such
colours of beauty and truth the person he intends to set

aside, and allows him so largely to share our sympathies
and admiration with the hero of his tale.

19. ' In the hill of Hachilah, which is on the south of
Jeshimon:—Th\s hill Hachilah must be the same as ' the

mountain in the wilderness of Ziph,' mentioned in v. 14.

It could not be the Tell Zif mentioned in the note on v.

IR, and which is by no means calculated for a retreat to

David and his men. It was probably the general name of

the whole ridge of mountains upon which the town of

Ziph stood, and which bounded the wilderness of Ziph on
the south. This is rendered the more clear if we take the

marginal reading, ' on the south of the wilderness,' in-

stead of Jeshimon as a proper name. This is also the

siMise given by the Vulgate and the best modern Hebraists.

The rocky wilderness stretching eastward from Ziph to-

wards the Dead Sea, afforded among their recesses very

suitable retreats for fugitives.

23. ' Throtighout all the thousands of Judah.'—That is

throughout all the districts or cantons ; which were pro-
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bably distinguished liy the number of inhabitants, as our
hundreds originally were.

24. ' III. lite wilderness of Maoii, in Hie plain on the

south of Jeshimon.' 25. ' lie came down into a rock, and
ai/ode in the wilderness of Maon.'—That is, when David
heard of Saul's approach, he left the hill Hachilah, and
removed more to the south, into a plain in the wilderness

of Maon, and from thence to a strong rocky hill in the

same wilderness.

•25. ' The wilderness of Mann.' — This place is now

called Ma'in, one mile north, ten east from Carmel. Dr.

Robinson spent a night at this place with a band ot pea-

sants from Gutta, who were here keeping their flocks, and
dwelling in the caves among the ruins. This was ou the

declivity of a hill, which rises gradually not less than some
two hundred feet above the site of Carmel, which com-
mands a fine and extensive view over the surrounding
country. This is doubtless the ' mountain ' mentioned in

the next verse.

CHAPTER XXIV.

1 David in a care nt En-gedi, havitirj cut off Saul's

s/iirt, sparet/i his life. 8 He slieweih therehij his in-

nocenci/. 1 6 Saul, acknowledging his fault, laheth

an oath qf David, and departeth.

And it came to pass, when Saul was returned

from 'following the Philistines, that it was
told him, saying, Behold, David is in the wil-

derness of En-gedi.

2 Then Saul took three thousand chosen

men out of all Israel, and went to seek

David and his men upon the rocks of the wild

goats.

3 And he came to the sheepcotes by the

way, where ivas a cave ; and Saul went in to

cover his feet : and David and his men re-

mained in the sides of the cave.

4 And the men of David said unto him,

Behold the day of which the Lord said unto
thee. Behold, I will deliver thine enemy into

thine hand, that thou mayest do to him as it

shall seem good unto thee. Then David
arose, and cut off the skirt of 'Saul's robe

privily..

5 And it came to pass afterward, that

David's heart smote him, because he had cut

off Saul's skirt.

6 And he said unto his men. The Lord
forbid that I should do this thing unto ray

master, the Lohd's anointed, to stretch forth

mine hand against him, seeing he is the

anointed of the Lord.

7 So David 'stayed his servants with these

words, and suffered them not to rise against

Saul. But Saul rose up out of the cave, and
went on his way.

8 IT David also arose afterward, and went
out of the cave, and cried after Saul, saying.

My lord the king. And when Saul looked

behind him, David stooped with his face to

the earth, and bowed himself

9 And David said to Saul, Wherefore
hearest thou men's words, saying. Behold,

David seeketh thy hurt ?

10 Behold, this day thine eyes have seen

I Heb. after. « Ueb. the rote which was Sauts.

how that the Lord had delivered thee to day
into mine hand in the cave : and some bade

me kill thee : but mine ei/e spared thee ; and
I said, I will not put fortli mine hand against

my lord ; for he is the Lord's anointed.

11 Moreover, my father, see, yea, see the

skirt of thy robe in my hand : for in that I cut

off the skirt of thy robe, and killed thee not,

know thou and see \hi\.t there is neither evil nor

transgression in mine hand, and I have not

sinned against thee ; yet thou huntest my soul

to take it.

12 The Lord judge between me and thee,

and tlie Lord avenge me of thee : but mine

hand shall not be upon thee.

13 As saith the proverb of the ancients,

Wickedness proceedeth from the wicked : but

mine hand shall not be upon thee.

14 After whom is the king of Israel come
out ? after whom dost thou piu'sue ? after a

dead dog, after a flea.

15 The Lord therefore be judge, and judge

between me and thee, and see, and plead my
cause, and Meliver me out of thine hand.

IG IF And it came to pass, when David had
made an end of speaking these words unto

Saul, that Saul said. Is this thy voice, uiy son

David ? And Saul lifted up his voice, and
wept.

17 And he said to David, Thou art more
righteous than I : for thou hast rewarded me
good, whereas I have rev/arded thee evil.

18 And thou hast shewed this day how that

thou hast dealt well with me : forasmuch as

when the Lord had Melivered me into mine
hand, thou killedst me not.

It) For if a man find his enemy, will he let

him go well away? wherefore the Lord re-

ward thee good for that thou hast dune unto

me this day.

20 And now, behold, I know well that

thou shalt surely be king, and that the king-

dom of Israel shall be established in thiuj

hand.

21 Swear now therefore unto me by the

Lord, that thou wilt not cut oll'mv seed atter
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me, and tliat thou wilt not destroy my name
j

went home ; but David and his men gat them
out of my father's house. up unto the hold.

22 And David sware unto Saul. And Saul
|

Verse I . 'Eit-tjedi.'—This name first occurs in Josii. xv.
62, as tluit of a city in the tribeof Judah, and which, with-
out doubt, gave ite name to the ' wilderness ' in which
David now found refuge. Its more ancieut was Hazezou-
taniar; and by that name it is mentioned before the de-
struction of Sodom, as being inhabited by the Amorites,
and near the cities of the plain (Gen. xiv. 7). In 2 Chron.
XX. I, 2, bands of the Moabites and Ammonites are de-
scribed as coming up against King Jehoshaphat, appa-
rently south of the south end. of the Dead Sea, as far as
En-gedi. And this, as we learn from Dr. Robinson, is the
route taken by the Arabs in their marauding expeditions
at the present day. According to Josephus, En-gedi lay
upon the lake Asphaltites, and was celebrated for its beau-
tiful palm-trees and opobalsam (Antiq. ix. 1,2); while
its vineyards are also mentioned in Sol. Song. i. 14. In
the timeof Eusebius and Jerome, En-gedi was still a large
Tillage on the shore of the Dead Sea. It has always, until
recently, been sought at the north end of the Dead Sea.
But Seetzen recognized the ancient name in the Ain-jidy of
the Arabs, and lays it down in his map at a point of the
western shore nearly equi-distant from both extremities of
the lake. This spot was visited by Dr. Robinson, and he
confirms the identification. Tlie site lies among the moun-
tains which here confine the lake, a considerable way
down the descenrto its shore. Here is the beautiful foun-
tain of Ain jidy, bursting forth at once in a fine stream
upon a sort of narrow terrace or shelf of the mountain
above lour bundled feet above the Uvel of the lake The
stream rushes down the stup dc tint of tlie mountain
below, and its co iibc is hidd u 1 j i lu\uii mt thKk(.t of

trees and shrubs belonging to a more southern clime.

Near this fountain are the remains of several buildings,-

apparently ancient, although the main site of the town
seems to have been farther below. .The whole of the

descent below appears to have been once terraced for tillage

and gardens ; and near the foot are the ruins of a town,

exhibiting nothing of particular interest, and built mostly

of unhewn stones. This we may conclude to have been

the town which took its name from the fountain.

2. ' Wild goats.'—The domestic goats of Western Asia

have been noticed under Gen. xv. 9. There are also one

or more species of wild goats ; all large and vigorous

mountain animals, resembling the ibex or bouquetin of the

Alps. Of tliese Southern Syria (including Palestine),

Arabia, Sinai, and the borders of the Red Sea contain at

least one species, known to the Arabs by the name of

Bedan or Beddan, and Taytal, the Capra Jatia of Colonel

Hamilton Smith, and Capra Sinaitica of Ehrenberg, who
has figured it in his Symbola Phijsica. There is little

room for doubt that this animal is the 7jJJ jaal, ' wild ' or

' mountain goat ' of the present text, and of Job xxxix. 1 ;

Ps. civ. 18; Prov. v. 19. The male of thisspecies is con-

siderably larger and more robust than the larger he- goats.

The horns form regular curves backwards, with from

fifteen to twenty-four transverse elevated cross ridges, and

are sometimes nearly three feet long, and exceedingly

ponderous It lias a btard under the chin and the fur is

dark brown but the limbs are white with regular black

niulsd.ni tli fniit of the le).s with rings oi the same

I I
n the pcstiriois The ftniales
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are smaller than the males, more slenderly made, brighter
rufous, and with the white and black markings ou the legs

not so distinct. These animals live in troops of fifteen or
twenty, and plunge down precipices with the same fearless

impetuosity which distinguishes the ibex. Their horns
are sold by the Arabs for knife-handles, etc., bat the ani-

mals themselves are rapidly diminishing in number.
3. ' The sheepcotes .... where was a cave.'—This was,

no doubt, such a cave as shepherds were accustomed to

resort to (see the note on Gen. xix. 30). We have already
had occasion to mention that such caves are numerous, and
some of them very extensive, in Palestine, Arabia Petra;a,

and other mountainous parts of Western Asia. The cave
of AduUam, in which David remained with four hundred
men, besides his family, and this of En-gedi, ' in the sides

'

or farther parts of which six hundred men stood, without
being observed by Saul when also in the cave, must have
been large, but by no means remarkably large ; as the

ancient writers, as well as modern travellers, give us

accounts of caves fully extensive enough for this purpose,

and some that would have contained a much greater num-
ber of men. Some of them consist, not of one apartment,

but of two or more ; that is. the exterior entrance leads to

a sort of ante-chamber, within which there is another or

several others, which, collectively or separately, are much
larger than the first. Perhaps the cave of En-gedi was
such as this ; and the description that David and his men
' remained in the sides of the cave,' appears to sanction

this conclusion. Some of the caves are however single,

and, being very large with a narrow entrance, are so dark
in the remoter parts, that persons near the entrance cannot

by any possibility perceive others who remain in the in-

terior, while their own operations can, of course; be most
distinctly observed by the latter. This perhaps was the

relative position of David's party and the king.

Josephus has a striking account {Aiitiq. 1, xiv. c. 1,'i,

§ 5) of some of the caves of this country, and of Herod's

proceedings against the robbers, who, with their families,

sheltered in them. They, of course, preferred the most
inaccessible caverns, the entrances of which were high up
in the sides of rugged and precipitous mountains, so that it

was impossible for the soldiers to climb to them from
below or creep down from above. The plan adopted

therefore was to let down from the top, by iron chains,

large chests full of armed men, with provisions and suit-

able weapons for this strange warfare, such as long poles

armed with hooks, to pull out such of the robbers as they

could lay hold of and tumble tliem down the precipices.

The robbers kept themselves back in the interior of their

caverns, not daring to come near the entrance, and the

soldiers, finding no opportunity of using their hooks and
other weapons from their chests, at last managed to get

into the caves, where they killed those whom they found
within the light at the entrance, and employed their hooks

with advantage in pulling forward those who lurked in

the remote parts of their dens. They also killed great

numbers by setting fire to the combustibles which many
of these caverns contained ;

and in the end completely suc-

ceeded in the dangerous service of destroying in their re-

treats, previously deemed inaccessible, the incorrigible

UEL. [B.C. 1060.

robbers who had so long alarmed anil b n. .1 ih' .oun-
try. This account gives a lively i

' and
' caves' which are so frequently mil I

I i , mre.
14. ' -JJter a dead dog, after a ,/ . / - ^inulir |iliinse3

are still employed in the East by peixms who wish to ex-
press a sense of their own lowliness. In the East, if not
in the West, the flea certainly deserves all the contumely
which can be bestowed upon it ; and as to the dog, what-
ever be its general merits, its name has, in all ages and in
most countries, been used as an epithet expressing debase-
ment or detestation. In tliis sense it freriueiitly occurs in
Scripture. Thus Goliath.when he felt his ilignily affronted,
said, 'Am I a dog ?

' (eli. xvii. 43) ; and Abner, when
his conduct was questioned, ' Am I a dog's head ?

' (2 Sam.
iii. 8); and Jonathan's son, when touched by the kindness
of David, said, ' What is thy servant, that thou shouldest
loolc upon such a dead dog as I am?' (2 Sam. ix. 8).
There are several other instances of a similar bearing

;

besides which, the epithet ' dogs ' is, in the New Testa-
ment, applied in a general sense to persons addicted to
vile and sensual practices and habits, as ' Beware of
dogs, beware of evil workers* (Phil. iii. 2) ;

' Without are
dogs, and sorcerers, and whoremongers, and murderers,'
etc. (Rev. xxii. 15). All this needs little explanation, as
the same contemptuous estimate of the dog's character, and
the application of its name, continues to prevail ; but with
this difference (at least among ourselves), that the word,
as an epithet of abuse, is not so frequently found as it was
anciently in the mouths of distinguished persons. Homer's
heroes call one another ' dogs ' with great spirit.

1 6. ' /s this thy voice,' etc.— Saul's naturally good feelings

were touched by the generous forbearance of one whom he
had come there to destroy. ' Is this thy voice, my son
David ?

' he cried ; and his softened heart yielded to re-

freshing tears, such as he had not lately been wont to

shed. That which had been in David a forbearance re-

sulting from the natural and spontaneous impulse of his
own feelings, seemed to the king an act of superhuman
virtue, which forced upon him the recognition that he was
indeed that ' worthier ' man to whom the inheritance of
his crown had been prophesied. Rendering good for evil

was a new thing to him ; and now, in the regard and ad-
miration which it excited, he freely acknowledged the
conviction he entertained ; and added, ' .Swear now there-
fore to me by Jehovah that thou wilt not cut off my seed
after me, and that thou wilt not destroy my name out of
my father's house.' The anxiety of the king, and even of
Jonathan, on this point, seems to shew (what had already
happened in the case of Abimelech) that it was even then,
as it ever has been until lately, usual for Oriental kings
to remove by death all those whose claims to the throne
might seem superior or equal to their own, or whose pre-
sence might offer an alternative to the discontented. The
intense horror with which the Hebrews regarded tie pro-
spect or fear of genealogical extinction, also contributes to

explain the anxiety which both Saul and Jonathan felt on
this point more than on any other. David took the oath
required from him ; Saul then returned to Gibeah, and
David, who had little confidence in the permanency of the
impression he had made, remained in his strongholds.

CHAPTER XXV.

1 Samuel dieth. 2 David in Paran sendrth to Kiihal.

10 Provoked hy Nabal's churlishness, lie mindcth to

destroy him. 14 Abigail vnderstanding thereof,

18 taketh a present. 23 and hy her irisdom 32 paci-

fieth David. 36 Nabal hearing thereof dieth. 39
David taheth Abigail and Ahinoam to be his wives.

44 Michal is given to Phalti.

And 'Samuel died; and all the Israelites

I Chap. 28. 3, Ecclus. id. 13, SO.

were gathered together, and lamented him,

and buried him in his house at Ramah. And
David arose, and went down to the wilderness

of Paran.

2 IT And tliere wa.'s a man in Maon, whose
'possessions were in Carmel ; and the man teas

very great, and he had three thousand sheep,

and a thousand goats : and he was shearing his

bheep in Carmel.
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3 Now the name of the man teas Nabal

;

an i the name of his wife Abigail : and she

was a woman of good understanding, and of a

beautiful countenance : but the man was churl-

ish and evil in his doings ; and he was of the

house of Caleb.

4 If And David heard in the wilderness that

Nabal did shear his sheep.

5 And David sent out ten young men, and

David said unto the young men, Get you up

to Carmel, and go to Nabal, and "greet him in

my name

:

6 And thus shall ye say to him that liveth

in prosperitij. Peace be both to thee, and peace

he to thine house, and peace be unto all that

thou hast.

7 And now I have heard that thou hast

shearers : now thy shepherds which were with

us, we "hurt them not, neither was there ought

missing unto them, all the while they were in

Carmel.

8 Ask thy young men, and they will shew

thee. Wherefore let the young men find favour

in thine eyes : for we come in a good day

:

give, I pray thee, whatsoever cometh to thine

hand unto thy servants, and to thy son David.

9 And when David's young men came, they

spake to Nabal according to all those words in

the name of David, and 'ceased.

10 If And Nabal answered David's ser-

vants, and said. Who is David ? and who is

the son of Jesse? there be many servants

now a days that break away every man from

his master.

11 Shall I then take my bread, and my
water, and my "flesh tliat 1 have killed for my
shearers, and give it unto men, whom I know

not whence they be ?

12 So David's young men turned their way,

and veut again, and came and told him all

those sayings.

13 And David said unto his men. Gird ye

on every man his sword. And they girded on

every man his sword ; and David also girded

on his sword : and there went up after David

about four hundred men ; and two hiuulred

abode by the stuff.

14 If But one of the young men told Abi-

gail, Nabal's wife, saying, Behold, David sent

messengers out of the wilderness to salute our

master ; and he 'railed on them.

J 5 But the men were very good unto us, and

we were not "hurt, neither missed we any thing,

as long as we were conversant with them, when

we were in the fields

:

« Ilcb. sfcrncrf.
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16 They were a wall unto us both by night

and day, all the while we were with them
keeping the sheep.

1

7

Now therefore know and consider what
thou wilt do ; for evil is determined against

our master, and against all his houshold : for

he is such a son of Belial, that a man cannot

speak to him.

18 If Then Abigail made haste, and took

two hundred loaves, and two bottles of wine,

and five sheep ready dressed, and five measures

of parched corn, and an hundred "clusters of

raisins, and two hundred cakes of figs, and laid

tliem on asses.

1

9

And she said unto her servants. Go on

before me ; behold, I come after you. But
she told not her husband Nabal.

20 And it was so, as she rode on the ass,

that she came down by the covert of the hill,

and, behold, David and his men came down
against her ; and she met them.

21 Now David had said. Surely in vain

have I kept all that \h\sfeUoiD hath in the wil-

derness, so that nothing was missed of all that

pertained unto him : and he hath requited me
evil for good.

22 So and more also do God unto the ene-

mies of David, if I leay£ of all that pertain

to him by the morning light any that pisseth

against the wall.

23 And when Abigail saw Da^id, she

hasted, and lighted oft' the ass, and fell before

David on her face, and bowed herself to the

ground,

24 And fell at his feet, and said. Upon me,

my lord, vpon me let this iniquity he : and let

thine handmaid, I pray thee, speak in thine

"audience, and bear the words of thine hand-

maid.

25 Let not my lord, I pray thee, "regard

this man of Belial, even Nabal : for as his

name is, so is he ; Nabal is his name, and

folly is with him : but I thine handmaid saw

not the young men of n)y lord, vhom thou

didst send.

2C> Now therefore, my lord, as the Lord
liveth, and as thy soul liveth, seeing the Louo
hath withholden thee from coming to shed

blood, and from "'avenging thyself with thine

own hand, now let thine enemies, and they that

seek evil to my lord, be as Nabal.

27 And now this "blessing which thine

handmaid hath brought unto my lord, let it

even be given unto the young men that "follow

my lord.

» Uvh. rcsti-ii. 8 Mc^i, slaughter. ' Hch.Jtew upwi tfirtn.

11 \le\\ Iftt/ h to his heart. ii llch. saviitij thjfiel/.
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28 I pray thee, forgive the trespass of thine

handmaid : for the Lord will certainly make
my lord a sure house ; hecause my lord fighteth

the battles of the Loku, and evil hath not been

found in thee all thy days.

29 Yet a man is risen to pursue thee, and

to seek thy soul : but the soul of my lord shall

be bound in the bundle of life with the Lord
thy God ; and the souls of thine enemies, them
shall he sling out, ^'as out of the middle of a

sling.

30 And it shall come to pass, when the Lord
shall have done to my lord according to all

the good that he hath spoken concerning thee,

and shall have appointed thee ruler over Israel

;

31 That this shall be "^no grief unto thee,

nor offence of heart unto my lord, either that

thou hast shed blood causeless, or that my
lord hath avenged himself : but when the

Lord shall have dealt well with my lord.lhen

remember thine handmaid.

32 H And David said to Abigail, Blessed

he the Lord God of Israel, which sent thee

this day to meet me :

33 And blessed be thy advice, and blessed

be thou, which hast kept me this day from

coming to shed blood, and from avenging my-
self with mine own hand.

34 For in very deed, as the Lord God of

Israel liveth, which hath kept me back from

hurting thee, except thou hadst hasted and

come to meet me, surely there had not been

left unto Nabal by the morning light any that

pisseth against the wall.

35 So David received of her hand that

which she had brought him, and said unto

her. Go up in peace to thine house ; see, I

have hearkened to thy voice, and have accepted

thy person.

UEL. [B.C. lOGO.

36 H And Abigail came to Nabal ; and,

behold, he held a feast in his house, like the

feast of a king ; and NabaFs heart was merry

within him, for he was very drunken : where-

fore she told him nothing, less or more, until

the morning light.

37 But it came to pass in the morning, when
the wine was gone out of Nabal, and his wife

had told him these things, that his heart died

within him, and he became as a stone.

38 And it came to pass about ten days

after, that the Lord smote Nabal, that he

died.

39 H And when David heard that Nabal

was dead, he said, Blessed he the Lord, that

hath pleaded the cause of my reproach from

the hand of Nabal, and hath 'kept his servant

from evil : for the Lord hath returned the

wickedness of Nabal upon his own head. And
David sent and communed with Abigail, to

take her to him to wife.

40 And when the servants of David were

come to Abigail to Carmel, they spake unto

her, saying, David sent us unto thee, to take

thee to him to wife.

41 And she arose, and bowed herself on her

face to the earth, and said. Behold, let thine

handmaid he a servant to wash the feet of the

servants of my lord.

42 And Abigail hasted, and arose, and rode

upon an ass, with five damsels of her's that

went ' 'after her ; and she went after the mes-

sengers of David, and became his wife.

43 David also took Ahinoam ' "of Jezreel

;

and they were also both of them his wives.

44 H But Saul had given '"jNlichal his

daughter, David's wife, to Phalti the son of

Laish, which was of Gallim.

l?Heb. at her feet.

Verse I . ' Buried him in his oicn house at Bamah.'—The
Kev. W. Jowett, in his Christian Researches in Sijria, re-

lates :
' While walking out one evening, a few fields' dis-

tance from Deir-el-Kamr, at Mount Lebanon, with Hanna
Doomani, the son of my host, to see a detached garden

belonging to his father, he pointed out to me, near it, a

small, solid stone building, apparently a house ; very so-

lemnly adding, " Kalibar beiti/" " the sepulchre of our

family." It had neither door nor window. He then

directed my attention to a considerable number of similar

buildings at a distance, which to the eye are exactly like

houses, but which are in fact family mansions for the

dead. They have a most melancholy appearance, which

made him shudder while he explained their use. They
seem, by tlieir dead walls, which must be opened at each

several interment of the members of a family, to say,

" This is an unkindly house, to which visitors do not will-

ingly throng ; but, one by one, they will be forced to

enter, and none who enter ever come out again." ' Perhaps

this custom, which prevails particularly at Deir-el-Kamr

and in the lonely neighbouring parts of the mountain, may
have been of great antiquity, and may serve to explain

some Scripture phrases. The prophet Samuel was buried

' in his house at Ramah ' (1 Sam. xxv. 1) ; it could hardly

be in his dwelling-house. Joab ' was buried in his ow n

house in the wilderness' (1 Kings ii. 34); this is 'the

house appointed for all living " (Job xxx. 23).

Carpzovius (^/)fara(KS, p. 643) remarks :
' It is scarcely

credible that these sepulchres were in their houses and

under their roofs. It is more correct therefore to under-

stand this expression as embracing all the appurtenances

of a house, and whatever is contiguous. In this sense,

then, it means the court, or garden, in the farthest corner

of which they probably erected some such monument.'

Kubbehs, or tombs of the kind represented in the en-

graving, are still very common in the gardens of the

'And David -As David, ncdiately
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after the death of Samuel, removed farther southward,

even ' into the wilderness of Paran.' it would seem that,

having no confidence in Saul's fits of right feeling, he was
fearful of the consequences of the ahseuce of that degree

of moral restraint upon him which had existed while the

prophet lived. The southern country offers, iu the pro-

per season, excellent pastures, to which those of Judah,

who had ' large possessions of cattle,' were wont to send

their flocks during a part of the year. The advantage

offered by the free use of these open pastures was, how-
ever, in some degree counterbalanced by the danger from
the prowling Arab tribes with which they sometimes came
iu contact. David probably supported his men during

the eight months of his stay in this region by acting

against those tribes, and making spoil of their cattle. And
as their hand was against every man, it was natural that

every man's hand should be against them ; the rather, as

we may be sure, from their general conduct, that they

lost no occasion of oppressing or plundering the people

inhabiting, or pasturing their flocks, along or near the

southern frontier. Thus the presence of David's troop

was, for that reason, a great advantage to the shepherds,

as he had by this time secured sufficient control over his

men to oblige them to respect the property of the Israel-

ites. And this was, at least in the feelings of the people,

no small thing in a body of men, living abroad with

swords in their hands, and obliged, as they were, to col-

lect their subsistence in the best way they could.

— ' Wilderness.'—By wilderness or desert the reader is

not always to understand a country altogether barren and

unfruitful, but such only as is rarely or never sown or

cultivated ; which, though it yields no crops of corn or

fruity yet affords herbage, more or less, for the grazing of

cattle, with fountains or rills of water, though more
sparingly interspersed than in other places.

2. ' The man was very great.'—This, coupled with the

following description of his substance, affords an interest-

ing indication of what was considered to constitute a very

large prt.pLTiy among the Hebrews at this period.

— ' //' icas shearing Ids sheep in CarmeV—Except for

this incident, ;incl for the trophy set up by Saul for his

victory over the Amorites (xv. 12), and the mere name
in .Josh. XV. ri."i, Carmcl is not further mentioned in Scrip-

ture. Eiisebins and Jerome describe it as a village with

a Roman garrison. It is mentioned in the history of the

Crusades as a place where king Almaric found a pool

with plenty of water for his troops in 1172, when he drew

back and encamped here, after having marched without

effect against Saladin, who invaded the country south and

east of the Dead Sea. Hut it is not said whether the

place was then inhabited or ruined. How and when Car-

mel became desolate no record tells, and its name and site

were forgotten milil the present century, when it was

visited by Seetyx.'n ; but since his day no traveller appears

to hav(; recognized it till Dr. Robinson's visit.

The place now bears the name of Kurmul, and lies

about eight miles east of south from Hebron. The ruins

are extensive, lying around the head and along the two

sides of a valley of sojne width and depth; and the head

of which forms a semicircidar amphitheatre shut in by

rocl«. The main ruins are on the level ground west of

this amphitheatre; and here stands the castle, in what
must have been the middle of the ancient town. Tliis is

a remarkable ruin, the exterior walls of which may from
the style be referred to Herod or the Romans, while the in-

terior has been built up at a subsequent period, iu a later and
Saracenic style of architecture. The other ruins consist

chiefly of the foundations and broken vralls of dwellings

and other edifices, scattered iu every direction, and thrown
together in mournful confusion and desolation. Most of

the stones have been only rough-hewn, or else have been
worn away by time and exposure. A more particular ac-

count of the ruins may be seen in Professor Robinson's
Researches, ii. 19(i-199.

3. ' Of the house nf Caleb.'—Caleb means a dog in He-
brew ; and the ancient versions, as well as several of the

modern, do not render it as a proper name, but as a further

indication of Nabal's character. Under this view it will

denote a man of a dog-like, that is, of a churlish, snapping,

snarling disposition, or, as Boothroyd has it, ' irritable as

a dog.'

5. ' Get you np to Carmel, and go to Nabal, and greet

him in mij name,' etc.—We have already stated the results

of Dr. Kol)inson's researches in the region containing Car-
mel, Maon, Ziph, and Eu gedi. One passage iu his state-

ment afibrds a very interesting commentary on the portion

of the history of David contained in this and the con-
nected chapters. He writes :

' We were here in the

midst of scenes memorable of old for the adventures of

David during his wanderings in order to escape from the

jealousy of Saul ; and we did not fail to peruse here, and
with the deepest interest, the chapters of Scripture which
record those wanderings and adventures. Ziph and Maon
gave their names to the desert on the east, as did Eii-gedi

;

anil tA I 111 In. niiiabitants of Ziph endeavour to betray

the \ i > to the vengeance of his persecutor.

At i: I "' I'l
.
:ind liis men appear to have been very

nniri. 1,1 ii.. ,, I, iitii.n of similar outlaws at the preseiit

day ; for " every one that was in distress, and every one
that was in debt, and every one that was discontented,

gathered themselves unto him: and he became a captain

over them : and there were with him about four hundred
men." They lurked in these deserts, associating with the

herdsmen and shepherds of Nabal and others, and doing
them good offices, probably in return for information ana
supplies obtained through them. Hence when Nabal held
his annual sheep-shearing in Cannel, David felt himself

itled to share in the festival, and message, re-

counting his own services, and asking for a present.
" Wherefore let the young men find favour in thine eyes;
for we come in a good day

;
give, t pray thee, whatsoever

Cometh to thine hand unto thy servants, and to thy son
David." In all these particulars we were deeply struck
with the truth and strength of the Biblical descriptions of
manners and customs, almost identically the same as they
exist at the present day. On such a festive occasion near

a town or village, even in our own time, an Arab sheikh
of the neighbouring desert would hardly fail to put in a
word, either in person or by mes.sage ; and his message,
both in form and substance, would be only a transcript of

that of David.'

6. ' Peace he both to thee, and peace be to thine home,
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and peace be unto all that thou hast.'—The immutability
of ancient customs in tlie East is shewn in nothing more
strikingly than in matters of form and ceremony, and
especially iu that branch in which salutations are compre-
hended. The permanent type, the burden of all saluta-

tions, is now, as it was formerly, peace. We know not

any single passage we could adduce which would shew
this more strikingly, and so illustrate this and similar

te-xts, than the following extract from William Biddulph,
an old tra-veller in Palestine, whose account is inserted in

Purchas's Pilgrimage (p. 1340) :—
' The greatest part of

them are very courteous people amongst themselves, salut-

ing one another at their meetings with their hand on their

breast (for they never uncover their head) with these

words : Saiam Alike Siiltamim ; that is. Peace be unto you.

Sir. Wherunto the other replieth, Alekem Salam ; that

is. Peace be to you also. And sometimes thns, Elph
Marhabhaiaimm ; or in Turkish, thus, Hosh Geldanos,

Sophi Geldanos, that is. Welcome, my dear friend. And
in the morning, Subalkier Sultunnm, that is. Good mor-
row, Sir : and in the evening, thus, Misalker Sultamim,

that is, Good even. Sir. And when friends and acquaint-

ance meet, who have uot seen one another many days
before, they salute one another in Turkish, thus, Neder
halen 1 that is, How do you ? In Arabick, thus, Ish

halac Scedi 1 that is. How do yot;, Sir ? And Ish babtac >

that is. How doth thy gate? (meaning all within his gate),

and so proceeds by particulars to ask how doth thy

child, slave, horse, cat, dog, ass, &c., and everything

in the house except his wife ; for that is held a very
unkind question, and unusual amongst them. And if a
man come to their houses, and at the door inquire of the

children for their father, they will answer him ; but if he

inquire for the mother, they will throw stones at him and
revile him.'

11. ' Ml/ bread and m;/ water,' etc.—Here we have an-

other indication of the value of water. Among us it

would be considered strange to mention water in this way

;

but it is uot thus in the East. Water was usually pro-

vided by the masters for their husbandmen and the

shearers of their sheep. Nabal had probably procured

his with some difficulty, and by the labour of his people;

and it was therefore quite natural for him to mention it

among the articles of provision which he could not be ex-

pected to spare. On such great occasions as the ploughing

or harvest to the husbandman, or a shearing to the shep-

herd, the owner was careful to supply an adequate quan-

tity of water for the men while at work. In all such

operations in the East, a number of attendants are usually

employed to serve out water to the labourers, carrying it

to them as they stand at their work. Weak wine seems

to have been sometimes employed anciently. Homer
describes wine as being served to ploughmen ; but we
may believe that water was more common, though less

poetical :

—

' Oft as in their course

They came to the field's bourn, so oft a man
Met them, who in their hands a goblet placed

Charged with delicious wine.'

Iliad, x\-iii Cowper.

An adequate supply of water—good water—is also a

circumstance of the most essential importance in the pro-

vision for the festivities in which the occasions of extra-

ordinary rural or pastoral exertion terminated.

23. ' She hasted, and lighted off the ass.'—See the note

on Gen. xxiv. (55. The following description of Antar's

action on app: oaching the king of Persia is a very excel-

lent illustration of Abigail's proceeding in the presence of

David. Autar and his party meet with the king as he is

riding out to hunt :—
' On perceiving Nushirvan they

instantly dismounted. Antar presented himself, and at-

tempted to kiss Chosroe's feet in the stirrup, but the king

not only prevented him, but stooped towards him and
kissed him between the eyes; and never had JSushiryan

conferred such a mark of distinction on any one but Antar.'

To this last action, of kissing between the eyes, we have

referred in the note to ch. x. 1. In tlie above extract we
see, that, as is still the custom, they dismounted as soon

as they saw the king, and therefore either waited till he

rode up, or proceeded on foot to meet him. The parallel

is the more complete if; as some understand, David was
mounted, and that therefore the exp.ression ' fell at his feet

'

(literally ' fell on his feet') means that she took hold of his

feet—to kiss them, doubtless—as he sat on his ass or mule.

25. 'Nabalis his' name, and foil;/ is with him:—The
significant character of the Hebrew names gave great

occasion for a reference to, or an application of, the mean- .

ings which they oflFered. Of this there are many instances

in Scripture ; and the present is one of these, Nabal signi-

fying a fool.— ' Folly:—The folly here specified is not to be under-

stood in the usual sense of the word in a European idiom,

as a negative quality, or the mere want of sense, but as a

kind of obstinately stupid lethargy, or perverse absence of

mind, in which the will is not altogether passive.

29. ' 'flte soul ofmy lord shall be bound in the bundle of

life:—Mr. Roberts, 'in his Oriental Illustrations, borrows

from the proverbial expressions of the Hindoos by much
the best illustration of this text that has ever fallen under

our notice. He says :
' Anything important or valuable is

called a kattu, i. e., " a bundle, a pack, a bale." A yoirag

man who is enamoured of a female is said to be " bound up

in the kattu, bundle, of love." Of a just judge the people

say, " He is bound up in the bundle of justice." ' He
adds other instances, from the application of which we
see that Abigail intended to express that, under the Lord's

protection, the life of David was so securely guarded,

that all the attempts of his enemies against his existence

must prove abortive.

31;. 'He held a feast .... like the feast of a king:—
Sheep-shearing is "an operation to which allusion is fre-

quently made in the sacred volume. The wool iu very

remote times was not shorn with an iron instrument, but

plucked off with the hand. From the concurrent testi-

mony of several writers, the time when it is performed in

Palestine falls in the month of March. If this be ad-

mitted, it fixes the time of the year when Jacob departed

from Laban on his return to his father's house, for he left

him at the time he went to shear liis sheep. In like

manner the sheep of Nabal were shorn in spring; for

among the presents which Abigail made to Davitj^ five

measures of parched corn are mentioned. But we know
from other passages of Scripture that they were accus-

tomed to use parched corn when it was full grown, but

not ripe ; for the people of Israel were commanded in the

law not to eat parched corn or green ears, until the self-

same day they had made an ofl'ering to the Lord. This

time seems to have been spent by the eastern swains in

more than usual hilarity : and it may be inferred from

several hints in the Scriptures that the wealthier proprie-

tors invited their friends and dependants to sumptuous

entertainments. Nabal, on that joyous occasion, which

the servants of David called a good or festive day, al-

though a churlish and niggardly man, 'held a feast in his

house, like the feast of a king;' and on a similar occasion

Absalom treated his friends and relations in the same

magnificent style. The modern Arabs are more frugal

and parsimonious; yet their hearts, so little accustomed to

expand with joyous feelings, acknowledge the powerful

influence of increasing wealth, and dispose them to in-

dulge in greater jollity than usual. On these occasions

they perhaps kill a lamb, or a goat, and treat their rela-

tions and friends; and at once to testify their respect for

their guests, and add to the luxury of the feast, crown the

festive board with new cheese and milk, dates, and honey.
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CHAPTER XXVI.

1 Smil, by the discovery of the Ziphites, cometh to

Hachilah ot/ainst David. 5 David coming into the

trench stayelh Abishaifrom killing Saul, but tahelh

Ills xpear and cruse. 13 David reproveth Aimer,
IS and exhorteth Said. 21 Said acknowledgeth his

And the Zipliites came unto Saul to Gibcah,
saying, 'Doth not David liide himself in the

hill of Hachilah, ichich is before Jeshimon ?

2 Then Saul arose, and went down to the

wilderness of Ziph, having three thousand
chosen men of Israel with him, to seek David
in the wilderness of Ziph.

3 And Saul pitched in the hill of Hachilah,
which is before Jeshimon, by the way. But
David abode in the wilderness, and he saw
that Saul came after him into the wilderness.

4 David therefore sent out spies, and un-
derstood that Saul was come in very deed.

5 H And David arose, and came to the

place where Saul had pitched : and David be-

held the place where Saul lay, and "Abner the

son of Ner, the captain of his host : and Saul
lay in the ''trench, and the people pitched

round about him.

6 Then answered David and said to AJii-

melech the Hittite, and to Abishai the son of
Zeruiah, brother to Joab, saying. Who will

go down with me to Saul to the camp? And
Abishai said, I will go down with thee.

7 So David and Abishai came to the people

by night : and, behold, Saul lay sleeping within

the trench, and his spear stuck in the ground
at his bolster : but Abner and the people lay

round about him.

8 Then said Abishai to David, God hath
delivered thine enemy into thine hand this

day : now therefore let me smite him, I pray
thee, with tiie spear even to the earth at

once, and I will not smite him the second

time.

9 And David said to Abi^hjii, Destroy him
not : for who can stretch forth his hand against

the Lord's anointed, and bo guiltless?

10 David said furthermore. As the Loun
livcth, the Lord shall smite him ; or his day
shall come to die ; or he shall descend into

battle, and perish.

1

1

'i'hc Lord forbid that I should stretch

forth mine hand against the Lord's anointed :

but, I pray thee, take thou now the spear that

is at his bolster, and the crvise of water, and
let us go.

12 So David took the spear and the cruse

of water from Saul's bolster ; and they gat

them away, and no man saw it, nor knew it,

neither awaked : for they were all asleep ; be-

cause a deep sleep from the Lord was fallen

upon them.

13 U Then David went over to the other

side, and stood on the top of an hill afar oti';

a great space beiiif/ between them :

14 And David cried to the people, and to

Abner the son of Ner, saying, Answerest thou
not, Abner ? Then Abner answered and said.

Who art thou that criest to the king?
15 And David said to Abner, Art not thou

a valiant man ? and who is like to thee in

Israel ? wherefore then hast thou not kept thy
lord the king? for there came one of the

people in to destroy the king thy lord.

16 This thing is not good that thou hast

done. As the Lord liveth, ye are Svorthy to

die, because ye have not kept your master, the

Lord's anointed. And now see where the
king's spear is, and the cruse of water that was
at his bolster.

17 And Saul knew David's voice, and said.

Is this thy voice, my son David ? And David
said. It is my voice, my lord, O king.

18 And he said, AVherefore doth my lord

thus pursue after his servant? for what have
I done ? or what evil is in mine hand ?

19 Now therefore, I pray thee, let my lord

the king hear the words of his servant. If the

Lord have stirred thee up against me, let him
'accept an offering : but if they he the children

of men, cursed be they before the Lord ; for

they have driven me out this day from 'abid-

ing in the inheritance of the Lord, saying.

Go, serve other gods.

20 Now therefore, let not my blood fall to

the earth before the face of the Lord : for

the king of Israel is come out to seek a flea,

as when one doth hunt a j)artridge in the moun-
tains.

21 H Then said Saul, I have sinned: re-

turn, my son David : for I will no nuire do
thee harm, because my soul was precious in

thine eyes this day : behold, I have played the

fool, and have erred exceedingly.

22 And David answered and said, Behold
the king's spear! and let one of the young
men come over and fetch it.

23 The Lord render to every man his

righteousne.=s and his faithfulness : for the

Lord delivered thee into »«7/hand to day, but

I woidd not stretch forth mine hand again&t

the Lord's anointed.
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24 And, behold, as thy life was much set

by this day in mine eyes, so let my life bo

much set by in the eyes of the Lord, and let

him deliver me out of all tribulation.

25 Then Saul said to David, Blessed he

thou, my son David : thou shalt both do great

things, and also shalt still prevail. So David
went on his way, and Saul returned to his

place.

Verse 5. ' Siud hi;/ in the trench, and the. people pitched

ronnd about him.'—A 'trench' is here an exceedingly nn-

likely meaning of the word ?3yi3 ma gal. The marginal

reading, * in the midst of the carriages,' is better, if we
understand it to mean not wheel-carriages, but of things

curried on mules, etc., that is, baggage. This is occasionally

the sense of the word 'carriage' in our version. We may
be almost certain that no wheel-carriages were used in such
military excursions as the present—much less in such a

hilly part of the country as was the scene of this transaction.

A very slight reference to existing usages in the East will

suffice to elucidate the present and other allusions contained
in the Scriptures, to the form of encampments. In all the

dilfereut forms ofencampment—the nomade, the travelling,

the military—a general preference is given to a circular

arrangement. The circumstances of the ground sometimes
compel a departure from it ; and the additional exigencies
connected with pasturage and water render this more fre-

quent among the Bedouins than in other cases. With
tliem, when the circular form can be adopted, the place of
honour, occupied by the emir, sheikh, or chief, is in the

centre ; the other tents being pitched at a respectful dis-

tance around. Under the ordinary circumstances of a
camp, however, the chief often, among some tribes, fore-

goes this distinction for the sake of the character for hos-

pitality, which requires him to have his tent, in every form
of encampment, the nearest to that direction from which
strangers usually arrive. The eastern military and regal

camps, when the ground allows, are also disposed circu-

larly ; and, if the army be large, in a number of con-
centric circles, the royal pavilion being in the centre.

A description which Mr. Morier gives of the encamp-
ment of the Persian army, in the plain of Oujan, well

explains this— except in the circumstance that, as the

king had a palace in the plain, and resided in it instead of
in a tent, that became the central object. ' Around this

building, to an immense extent, at various intervals, was
spread the camp, consisting of tents and pavilions, of all co-

lours and all denominations. An order had been issued that

every tent in the camp should be pitched with its entrance

immediately facing the palace ; by which it was intended

that every one who came forth should make the serferou,
or bow the head to the royal abode The king thus be-

came, as it were, the nave of a great wheel ; and he was so

completely hemmed in by his troops, that if an enemy had
appeared, it would have been impossible to get at him with-

out first cutting a road through the labyrinth of ropes and
tents which everywhere surrounded him' {Hecond Jonrnetj,

p. 208). Unquestionably, Saul's camp was arranged on
the same general principle, and probably for the same rea-

sons—the honour and security of the royal person. It is

not indeed clear that Saul's party had tents in this unos-
tentatious expedition ; but the same general principle is

observed even when a party is without tents. This explains
how David was able to single out Saul even by night; and
it gives point to his ironical reproaches of Abner and the

rest, who had so insufficiently guarded their lord, around
whom they slept. The mention of ' baggage,' if baggage

be really intended by the word 7^yD, may obtain some

further illustration from observing the manner in which
travelling or mercantile caravans encamp. The circular

form is usually adopted. The circle is formed by a long
rope fastened to the gi-ound by pins of wood or iron, and
to which the camels are tied at night, forming the exterior

circle. Within this, a kind of rampart is made with the

bales of merchandise, forming a sort of wall to the i

area. In the centre of this area the tent of the principal

person, if he have any tent, is pitched ; and the provisions

and baggage are also usually there deposited. If the chief

personage have no tent (and he often does without one if no
women are of the party), he establishes himself among or

under shelter of the heap of baggage, where the other heads
of the party join him, unless his dignity be so distinguished

that he is left to enjoy it apart, except he see fit to invite

the society of others. The mass of the party repose along

the circumference of the circle, mostly within the rampart
formed by the bales ; but it often happens that many sleep

outside, particularly those who have charge of the cattle,

to be ready to protect them from thieves, or to check any
strife that may arise among them. This is also done by

other persons who have a personal interest in the cattle

they use—as more generally happens in the caravans of

horses and mules which traverse settled countries than in

the camel caravans which cross the great deserts. It will

easily be seen how far this applies to the elucidation of the

text before us ; and we believe that the statement we have
given will furnish a sufficient explanation of all the pas-

sages of Scripture which bear on this subject.

1 1. ' The spear that is at his bolster, and the cruse of
water.'—Literally ^nb'^5'^p, ' at his head,' answering to

1''n'^nD, ' at his feet.' 'This it is necessary to explain, that

the present text may not seem to contradict an observation

made under eh. xix. 13. Saul, as a king, and as sleeping

apparently in the open air, may have had a bolster ; but the

present text does not say that he had ; and we think it more
than doubtful that bolsters had yet come into use for other

tlian sick persons and women. The sleep of Saul, with

his head on a bolster and a vessel of water by his side, re-

ceives illustration from the practice of Eastern travellers.

The bolster is round, about eight inches in diameter and
twenty in length. In travelling, it is carried rolled up in

the mat or carpet in which the owner sleeps. In a hot cli-

mate, a draught of water is very refreshing in the night:

hence a vessel, filled with water, is always near where a

person sleeps. As to the custom of sleeping with the spear

stuck into the ground at the head, see p. 27 of this vo-

lume. However, the text as a whole receives much illus-

tration from the existing customs of the East.

13, 14. ' Then David stood on the top of an hill afar

off, a great space being between them : and David cried to

the people; etc.—See also Judg. ix. 7, 20 ; 2 Sam. ii. 25, etc.

In all these instances persons are described as addressing

the people ' afar off,' and from the tops of hills, so that we
are sometimes surprised to think how it was possible for

them to be heard. We do not remember ever to have met
with any attempt to explain this, save in the following in-

teresting passage from Hough's Letters on the Nielgherries.
' The great extent to which the sound of the voice is con-

veyed has been thought by some persons to be a proof of

the extreme rarity of the atmosphere, A similar observa-

tion is made by Captain Parry in his Voi/age of Discovery

to the Polar Segions, 1819-20, where he states, that in the

depth of winter "the sound of the men's voices was heard at

a much greater distance than usual. This phenomenon is

constantly observed on the Nielgherries, or Blue Mountains

of Coimbatore in South India. I have heard the natives,

especially in the morning and evening, when the air was
still, carry on conversations from one hill to another, and

that apparently without any extraordinary effort. They
do not shout in the manner that strangers think necessary,

in order to be heard at so great a distance ; but utter every

171
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svUable as distinctly as if they were conversing face to face.

When listening to them, 1 have often been reminded of

those passages of holy writ where it is recorded, that

Jotham addressed the ungrateful people of Shechem from

Mount Gerizim. In the dense atmosphere of England, and

even in the purer air of the plains of India, it is not easy to

imagine how a discourse could be carried on at so great a

distance, and from such an eminence ; but on the Nielgher-

ries, the portions of sacred history to which I have referred

receive a striking illustration.'

20. 'A partridge.' — The original word is Nip hore,

which signifies ' the crier ' or ' caller.' That it indicates a

species of the Tetraoidda (grouse, partridges), there is no

reason to doubt ; but to which one, if to any one, ofthe nume-

rous species inhabiting that country, it applies, is hard to say.

Probably it includes more than one species, as the ancients

did not discriminate species by different names so nicely as

we do, except among domestic animals. We set down the

names of such of them as we have been able to ascertain.

Francolims vulgaris, or Syrian partridge ; Perdrix rubra,

or red-legged partridge; Pndrix saxatilis, or Greek part-

ridge ; Perdrix petrosa, or Barbary partridge ; Pterocles

alchata, or pin-tailed sand-grouse; Pterocles arenariu), or

sand-grouse, and probably others which have not been yet

ascertained. If we ajie to suppose that sonje particular

Parthi; (Kalta )

spi cus IS intended by the Hebrew ^wt, there arc two be-
tween which we should somewhat hesitate to make the
preference. The first is the hatta, or hatha, which has
received that name among the Arabs from its cry or call,

which is a remarkable circumstance when we refer to the
etymology of the Hebrew word. Besides, the katta is one
of the most common- birds in and near Palestine, and actu-
ally swarms in the stony districts beyond the Jordan.
They are so numerous in this quarter, that they occasion-
ally appear like clouds in the distance. In fact, there is no
place in which they are known to be equally abundant, not,

certainly, in Arabia Petra>a. Burckhardt notices them
often. Near Boszra he says—' The quantity of kattas here
are beyond description ; the whole plain seemed sometimes
to rise: and far off in the air they were seen like large
moving clouds.' In the country cast of the Dead Sea, and

in the mountains of Edom, their numbers are the most ex-
cessive and incredible ; and so dense are the flocks in which
they fly, that the Arab boys often kill two or three at a time
merely by throwing a s'ick among them. According to

Russell the bird is found at all seasons, but thus numerously
chiefly in May and June, when, even in Northern Syria, a
quantity sufficient to load an ass has sometimes been taken
at one shutting of the clap-net. The Turks, among whom
the more delicate kinds of wild fowl are not in nmch re-

quest, are remarkably fond of this bird ; but by the Franks
in Syria the flesh is considered black, hard, and dry, and
the bird never appears at their tables. The katta deposits

upon the ground two or three eggs of a greenish black
colour, and about the size of a pigeon's ; and the dangers
to which they are exposed in this situation agrees with the

reference to the kore in Jer. xvii. 11; 'the partridge sitteth

on eggs and hatcheth them not.' The Arabs collect large

quantities of them, and eat them, fried in butter. Burck-
hardt, Hasselquist, and others are strongly of opinion that

this bird is the selav (or quail) of Scripture; bat perhaps
not on suflicient evidence, although it must be admitted
that the question as to the selav of the Israelites must be

understood to lie between the katta and the common quail.

It must be conceded, however, that some of the indica-

tions with respect to the ' partridge' of our version might
be equally applicable to some one of the red-legged part-

ridges, which, in the different species mentioned, are also

very common in Palestine. Travellers seem to have applied

the term ' red-legged ' without any discrimination of species

—for not only that which is distinctly so called, but the

Greek and Barbary partridges, and the Francoline vulgaris,

are red-legged. Monro shot a ' red-legged partridge ' in

the plains of Philistia, and says that its plumage resenibled

that of the red-legged partridge of France, but was nearly

twice the size, being little less than a hen-pheasant. This
he says was the Tetrao rubricollis {rei-necked) of Lin-

nteus, and he is probably right, as he must have known the

obvious distinction of the species, which is red-legged as

well as red-necked. Monro shot another partridge near

Jerusalem, and found it to be the Barbary partridge.

Burckhardt mentions the ' red-legged ' partridge as a
powerful runner. The present text in reference to hunt-

ing a partridge on the mountains, is applicable to the red-

legged partridges even more than to the katta, for they are

partial to upland brushwood, which is no uncommon cha-

racter of the hills and mountains of Palestine. The mode in

which the Arabs hunt them affords a further illustration of

the comparison. They often get near enough to throw a

destructive fire into a covey, by advancing under cover of

an oblong piece of canvas, stretched over a couple of reeds

or sticks, like a door. Having also observed that the birds

become languid and fatigued after they have been hastily

put up once or twice, they immediately run in upon them,
and knock them down with staves. Captains Irby and
Mangles state that, ' on approaching an Arab encampment
near Homs, we beheld a very animated and busy scene

:

the girls were singing, and the children busied in running
down the young partridges with dogs, as they were as yet

only able to fly a short distance at a time.'

—

Travels,

p. 261.

CHAPTER XXVII.

1 Scni/ hraritiq Dnvid to he in Goth, seeheth no morefor
him. 5 liiirld bcf/r/etli Zildag of Achish. 8 He,
inmrliiuj nlliir countries, persuadeth Acltish hefought
against Jmluh.

And David said in his heart, I shall now
'perish one day by the hand of Saul : there is

nothing better for ine than that 1 should spee-

dily escape into the land of the Philistines

;

and Saul shall despair of me, to seek mc any

more in any coast of Israel : so shall I esca])e

out of his hand.

2 And David arose, and he passed over

with the six hundred men that were with him
unto Achish, the son of Maoch, king of

Gath.

3 And David dwelt with Achish at Gath,

he and his men, every man with his houshold,

Hcb. he consumed.
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even David with his two wives, Ahinoam the

Jezrenlitess, and Abigail the Carraelitess,

Nakd's wife.

4 And it was told .Saul tliat David was fled

to Gath : and he souirlit \w more again for

liiui.

5 •! And David said unto Aehish, If I have
now found grace in thine eyes, let them give

me a place in some town in the country, that I

may dwell there : for why should thy servant

dwell in the royal city with thee ?

6 Then Achish gave him Ziklag that day :

wherefore Ziklag pertaineth unto the kings of

Judah unto this day.

7 And 'the time that David dwelt in the

country of the Philistines was "a full year and
four months.

8 H And David and his men went up, and

invaded the Geshurites, and the 'Gezerites,and

the Amalekites : for those nations were of old

the inhabitants of the land, as thou goest to

Shur, even unto the land of Egypt.

9 And David smote the land, and left nei-

ther man nor woman alive, and took away the

sheep, and the oxen, and the asses, and the

camels, and the apparel, and returned, and
came to Achish.

10 And Achish said, 'Wliither have ye
made a road to day? And David said,

Against the south of Judah, and against the

south of the Jerahmeelites, and against the

south of the Kenites.

1

1

And David saved neither man nor woman
alive, to bring tidinrjs to Gath, saying, Lest
they should tell on us, saying. So did David,
and so will be his manner all the while he
dwelleth in the country of the Philistines.

12 And Achish believed David, saying. He
hath made his people Israel 'utterly to abhor
him ; therefore he shall be my servant for ever.

umber of days. Ileb. a year of days.

Verse 2. ' Acliish, the son ofMancIi, h!nq of Gath.'—The
manner in which this person is distinguislied, as ' the son

of Maoch,' seems to render it probable that he -was not the

same as the Achish who reigned when David first went to

Gath. David's intention was now very different from what

it had been at the former visit. His future prospects, and

the enmity of the reigning king, were probably the common
talk, and might afford sufficient reason for the king of Gath
to deem it an act of policy to receive him well. Some think

that a refuge within his dominions is to be understood as

having been voluntarily offered by the king.

6. ' Ziklag.'—In the distribution of the land this town

was assigned to Judah (Josh. xv. 31), and afterwards to

Simeon (Josh. xix. 5) ; but it does not appear that the

Israelites ever possessed it; and we now find it belonging

to the Philistines, who gave it to David. We see, in ch.

XXX., that when the Pliilistines assembled at Aphek to

make war against Saul, and when David also had proceeded

to the same place of rendezvous, the Amalekites availed

themselves of the opportunity of invading the land, and

burnt Ziklag ; but, as the autlior of these chapters adds in

the text, that the town still in his time pertained to the

kings of Judah, it must afterwards have been rebuilt. We
have no information about the place of Ziklag, except that

it was in Daroma, the southern province of Palestine.

Daroma began at Elcutheropolis, and extended thence about

twenty miles southward. If we place it in the northern
part of that province, we shall have it at a convenient
distance to the south of Gath ; for the history of David's
transactions, during his sojourn among the Philistines,

seems to render it quite clear that Ziklag must have been
several miles to the south of Galh.

8. ' Geshurites.'—See the note on Josh. xiii. 2.— ' Gezrites'—If, on the best authority to be obtained,

the town of Gezer be rightly placed in the note to Josh,
xii. 12, the southward direction of David's excursion will

not allow these Gezrites to have been the inhabitants of
that Gezer, as some writers conceive. The word is rather
uncertain, and does not occur in the Septuagint vei-sion of
this text. We have no information concerning such a
people, unless, as Wells conjectures, they are the same as

the Gerrheuians of 2 Mace. xiii. 24; so called from their

chief town Gerra, mentioned by Strabo as lying between
Gaza and Pelusium in Egypt.

10. ^Jerahmeelites.'—The Jerahmeelites were merely
one ofthe branches of the family ofJudah, and probably oc-

j

cupied the southern part of that tribe's territory. The
information that David had been acting against his own

I
tribe was well calculated to please and satisfy Achish.

j

Jerahmeel, who gave name to this branch of the tribe, was
the great-grandson of Judah ; and concerning him and his

' posterity there are various particulars iu 1 Chron. ii.

CIIArTER XXVIII.

1 Achish putteth cunfdaice in David. 3 Said, having

destroyed the witches, 4 and now in his fear for-
saken of God, 7 seeketh to a witch. 9 tlie witch,

encouraged by Saul, raiseth up Samuel. 15 Snvl,

hearing his ruin, fainteth. 21 The woman with his

servants refresli him with meat.

And it came to pass in those days, that the

Philistines gathered their armies together for

warfare, io tight with Israel. And Achish

said unto David, Know thou assuredly, that

thou shalt go out with me to battle, thou and

thy men.
2 And David said to Achish, Surely thou

shalt know what thy servant can do. And
Achish said to David, Therefore will I make
thee keeper of mine head for ever.

3 IF Now 'Samuel was dead, and .all Israel

had lamented him, and buried him in Ramab,
even in his own city. And Saul had put away
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those that had familiar spirits, and the wizards,

out of the land.

4 IT And the Philistines gathered themselves
together, and came and pitched in Shunem :

and Saul gathered all Israel together, and
they i)itched in Gilboa.

5 And v/h-n Saul saw the host of the

Philistines, he was afraid, and his heart

greatly trembled.

6 And when Saul enquired of the Lord,
the Lord answered him not, neither by
dreams, nor by Urim, nor by prophets.

7 II Then said Saul unto his servants.

Seek me a woman that hath a familiar spirit,

that I may go to her, and enquire of her.

And his servants said to him, Behold, there

is a woman that hath a familiar spirit at

En-dor.

8 And Saul disguised himself, and put on
other raiment, and he went, and two men
with him, and they came to the woman by
night : and he said, I pray thee, divine unto
me by the familiar spirit, and bring me him
up, whom I shall name unto thee.

9 And the woman said unto him. Behold,
thou knowest what Saul hath done, how he
hath cut off those that have familiar spirits,

and the wizards, out of the land : wherefore

then layest thou a snare for my life, to cause
me to (lie ?

10 And Saul sware to her by the Lord,
saying, As the Lord liveth, there shall no
punishment hnppen to thee for this thing.

11 Then said the woman. Whom shall I

bring up unto thee ? And he said, Bring me
up Samuel.

12 And when the woman saw Samuel, she

cried with a loud voice : and the woman
spake to Saul, saying, AVhy hast thou de-

ceived me ? for thou art Saul.

13 And the king said unto her. Be not

afraid : for what sawest thou ? And the

woman said unto Saul, I saw gods ascending

out of the earth.

14 And he said unto her, "What form is

he of? And she said. An old man cometh
up ; and he is covered with a mantle. And
Saul perceived that it was Samuel, and he
stooped with his face to the ground, and
bowed himself

15 1[ And Samuel said to Saul, Why hast

thou disquieted me, to bring me up? And

[B.C.

Saul answered, I am sore distressed ; for the
Philistines make war against me, and God is

departed from me, and answereth me np more,
neither ""by prophets, nor by dreams : there-

fore I have called thee, that thou mayest
make known unto me what I shall do.

16 Then said Samuel, Wherefore then
dost thou ask of me, seeing the Lord is

departed from thee, and is become thine

enemy ?

17 And the Lord hath done 'to him, *as

he spake by "me : for the Lord hath rent the

kingdom out of thine hand, and given it to

thy neighbour, even to David :

18 Because thou obeyedst not the voice of

the Lord, nor executedst his fierce wrath
upon Amalek, therefore hath the Lord done
this thing unto thee this day.

19 Moreover the Lord will also deliver

Israel with thee into the hand of the Philis-

tines : and to morrow shalt thou and thy sons

ie with me ; the Lord also shall deliver the

host of Israel into the hand of the Philistines.

20 Then Saul 'fell straightway all along
on the earth, and was sore afraid, because of

the words of Samuel : and there was no
strength in him ; for he had eaten no bread
all the day, nor all the night.

21 IT And the woman came unto Saul, and
saw that he was sore troubled, and said unto
him. Behold, thine handmaid hath obeyed thy

voice, and I have put my life in my hand, and
have hearkened unto thy words which thou
spakest unto me.

22 Now therefore, I pray thee, hearken

thou also unto the voice of thine handmaid,
and let me set a morsel of bread before thee ;

and eat, that thou mayest have strength when
thou goest on thy way.

2.3 But he refused, and said, I will not eat.

But his servants, together with the woman,
compelled him ; and'he hearkened unto tluir

voice. So he arose from the earth, and sat

uiion the bed.

24 And the woman bad a fat calf in the

house ; and she hasted, and killed it, and
took flour, and kneaded //, and did bake
unleavened bread thereof:

25 And she brought it before Saul, and
before his servants ; and they did eat. Then
they rose up, and went away that night.
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Verse 2. ' / irilt make line keeper of mine liead:—lu the

East tlie head is usually meutioued as the principal part of

the body. lu common language ' the head' is equivalent to
' the life;' therefore, what Achish means is, probably, that

he would make David the commander of his life-guard—

a

most honourable office in the East.

4. ' Shunem.'—This place is mentioned in Josh. xix. 18,

as being in the tribe of Issachar. Here it is the place

where the Philistines encamp. It is also celebrated as the

native place of the beautiful Abishag (1 Kings i. 3), and
as the residence of the good woman who entertained

Elisha (2 Kings iv. 8-37; viii. 1-6). Eusebius and Je-

rome describe it as being in their day a village five Koman
miles from Mount Tabor towards the south, and bearing

the name of Sulem. It has been recently recognised under
the corresponding name of Solam, by several travellers, in

a village three miles and a half north of Jezreel.

— 'Gilbua.'—The circumstance of the narrative would
alone lead us to seek Gilboa in the mountains which bound
the great plain of Esdraelon on the south-east, and are in-

terposed between it and the Jordan valley. Here there

are a number of ridges, with a general direction from north-

west to south-east, separated by vallies running iu the

same direction. The largest of these vallies is the south-

ernmost ; it is a broad, deep plain, about two miles and a

half wide, and leading direct into the Jordan valley. This
is supposed to be distinctively (for the plain of Ksdraelou

is sometimes so called) the valley of Jezreel. The moun-
tains which bound it on the north appear to be those of

Little Hermon, and the higher mountains which bound it

on the south undoubtedly form Mount Gilboa. There is

still, indeed, an inhabited village, in whose name of Jelbom
that of Gilboa may be recognised.

7. 'A woman that hath a familiar spirit.'—See the note

on Dent, xviii. 11. From the present text it appears that

those who pretended to the spirit of divination included in

their pretensions the power of obtaining access to the coun-

sels of the dead ; or, rather, of calling on the dead to appear

to those who desired their presence. These were therefore

what we call necromancers ; the belief in whose powers
has existed in most countries, and still lingers perhaps in

some of the dark corners even of our own land. The pre-

sent chapter has given occasion to much discussion, turning

chiefly on the points—whether the appearance of Samuel
was real, or au imposition of the pythoness on the credu-

lity of Saul; and; i/real, by what power it was produced?
That the spirit of Samuel was evoked by the woman, and
came on the compulsion of her powerful arts, is an opinion

that has had its advocates, but has of late years generally

been rejected. Even Sir Thomas Brown, whose errors are

often on the side of credulity, rejected this explanation.

In his chapter, 'Of the last and most common promoter of

false opinions—the endeavours of Satan," he says,— ' Thus
hath he (Satan) also made men believe that he can raise

the dead, that he hath the key of life and death, and a pre-

rogative above that principle which makes no regression

from privations.' After alluding to the opinions of the

heathen philosophical schools on this point, he adds :

—

• More inconsistent is the error of Christians, who, holding

the dead do rest in the Lord, do yet believe they are at the

lure of the devil,—that he, who is in bonds himself, com-
mandeth the fetters of the dead, and, dwelling in the bot-

tomless lake, (calleth) the blessed from Abraham's bosom

:

—that can believe the real resurrection of Samuel, or that

there is anything but delusion in the practice of necro-

mancy, or the popular raising of ghosts' ( Vulgar Errors,

i. 10). For these and other reasons many believe that the

witch of Endor was nothing more nor less than ' a cunning
woman,' who, being acquainted with the state of public

affairs—guessing that the tall stranger, who assurtd her
that no harm should happen to herself, could be no other

than the king of Israel—and being well acquainted, as pro-

bably most of the Israelites were, with the person of Sanmel
^undertook the no very difficult task of deceiving Saul.

Under this view, it is thought that Saul did not see the ap-

pearance, but trusted to the woman's statement that she saw
it ; and that the voice which was heard was produced by
the powers of ventriloquism :—although others suppose
that the woman had an associate who personated the appear-

ance and imitated the voice of the dead prophet. Some,
however, conclude that this associate was a demon, whose
aid she invoked on this occasion. B\it, thirdly, a large

class of highly respectable interpreters contend that the

appearance was really that of Samuel ; but, of course, deny
that the power of the woman or of the devil had any share

in its production. They think that, when the woman was
preparing either to use her craft in imposing on Saul, or else

was about to employ her incantations in the expectation of

raising a demoniacal spirit to answer his questions, Samuel
himself, or his spirit, appeared, by the Lord's permission,

to the very great and declared surprise of the woman her-

self. The text certainly does throughout convey the im-
pression that the appearance was real. This also was the

opinion of the ancient Jewish church, as expressed in

Ecclus. xlvi. 20, where of Samuel it is said, that ' after his

death he prophesied, and shewed the king his end.' Jose-

phus also describes the appearance as really that of Samuel.

Dr. Hales, in his New Analysis of Chronology, has an able

article on this view of the subject ; in which he thinks that

the following were among the reasons for the permitted

appearance to Saul :— 1. ' To make Saul's crime the instru-

ment of his punishment, in the dreadful denunciation of

his approaching doom. 2. To shew to the heathen world
the infinite superiority of the Oracle of the Lord, in-

spiring his prophets, over the powers of darkness and the

delusive prognostics of their wretched votaries in their

false oracles. 3. To confirm the belief of a future state,

by " One who rose from the dead," even under the Mosaical

dispensation ' (Luke xvi. 31).— ' jBn-(/or.'—-This town is, in Josh. xvii. 11, assigned

to the half-tribe of Manasseh, although lying beyond the

limits of that tribe. It is mentioned in Ps. Ixxxiii. 10, in

connection with the victory of Deborah and Barak ; but is

chiefly memorable for the circumstance recorded in this

chapter. The name does not occur in the New Testament

;

but it was near to Nain, and in the time of Eusebius and
Jerome it still existed as a large village, four miles south

of Mount Tabor. At about this distance, in the northern

slope of the lower ridge of the lesser Hermon, a village of

this name is still found. Burckhardt describes the inha-

bitants as being aware of the Scriptural note of their vil-

lage ; for they point out the grotto which they believe the

witch to have inhabited. The Bible says nothing of her

grotto, and she probably lived in a house like the other in-

habitants of the place.

CHAPTER XXIX.

1 David marchinrj xcith the Philistines, 3 is

hy their princes. 6 Achish dismisseth him, with

commendations of hisfidelity.

Now the Philistines gathered together all

their armies to Aphek : and the Israelites

pitched by a fountain which is in Jezreel.

2 And the lords of the Philistines passed

on by hundreds, and by thousand.^ : but

David and his men passed on in the rereward

with Achish.

3 Then said the princes of the Philistines,

What do these Hebrews here ? And Achish

said unto the princes of the Philistines, Is not

this David, the servant of Saul the king of
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Israel, wliich hath been with me tliese days,

or these jears, and I have found no fault in

him since he fell unto me unto this day ?

4 And the princes of the Philistines were

wroth with him ; and the princes of the Phi-

listines said unto him, 'IMake this fellow

return, that he may go again to his place

which thou hast appointed him, and let him

not go down with us to battle, lest in the

battle he be an adversary to us : for where-

with should he reconcile himself unto his

master? sliould it not be with the heads of

these men ?

5 Is not this David, of whom they sang

one to another in dances, saying, 'Saul slew

his thousands, and David his ten thou-

sand.s ?

G 11 Then Achish called David, and said

unto him, Surely, as the Lord liveth, thou

hast been upright, and thy going out and thy

coming in with me in the host is good in my
sight : for I have not found evil in thee since

the day of thy coming unto me unto this

rthcle. 'the lords favour theeday :

not.

7 Wherefore now return, and go in peace,

that thou 'di.-please not the lords of the Phi-
listines.

8 And David said unto Achish, But what
iiave I done ? and what hast thou found

in thy servant so long as 1 have been 'with

thee unto this day, that I may not go light

against the enemies of my lord the king ?

9 And Achish answered and said to David,

I know that thou art good in my sight, as an

angel of God : notwithstanding the princes of

the Philistines have said, He shall not go up
with us to the battle.

10 Wherefore now rise up early in the

morning with thy master's servants that are

come with thee : and as soon as ye be up
early in the morning, and have light, depart.

11 So David and his men rose up early

to depart in the morning, to return into the

land of the Philistines. And the Philistines

went up to Jezreel.

3 Heb. thou art not (]nt>d in the eyes of the lords.

Verse 1. ' Apheh.'—'&ee note to Josh. xii. 18. This

must have been in tlie tribe of Issachar, in or on the bor-

ders of the great plain of Esdraelon ; and must not be con-

founded with the place of the same name in the tribe of

Judah, where the Philistines had their camp in the time

ofEli(ch. iv. 1).— ' JezTceL'—TUi place is described in Josh. xix. 18,

as being in the lot of Issachar. It is often mentioned in

the subsequent history, as it acquired political importance

from the presence of the kings of Israel, who had a palace

in Jezreel, and sometimes held their court there, although

Samaria was the capital. It is most frequently mentioned

in the history of the house of Ahab. There was the vine-

yard of Naboth, which Ahab coveted to enlarge the palace-

grounds (1 Kings xviii. 45, 46; xxi.) ; and here Jehu

executed his dreadful commission against the house of

Ahab, when Jezebel, Joram, and all who were connected

with that wretched dynasty perished (2 Kings ix. 14,

37; X. 1-11). These horrid scenes appear to have given

the kings of Israel a distaste to this residence, ns it is not
again mentioned in their history. It is, however, named
by Hosea (i. 4 ; comp. i. 11; ii. 22) ; and in Judith (i. 8

;

iv. 3 ; vii. 3) ; it occurs under the name of Esdraelon.

In the days of Eusebius and Jerome it was still a large
village, called Esdraela (' Jezrael ') ; and in the same age
it again occure as Stradela. Nothing more is heard of it

till the time of the Crusades, when it was called by the
Franks, Parvum Gerinum, and by the Arabs, Zeriu ; and it

is described as commanding a wide prospect—on the east

to the mountains of Gilead, and on the west to Mount
Carmel ( Giiil. Tijr. xxii. 26). But this line of identification

seems to have been afterwards lost sight of, and Jezreel

came to be identified with Jenin.

3. ' The princes nf the Philistines'—The heads of the

other Philistine states, not the lords in the court of Achish,
who probably concurred in or submitted to the views which
the king entertained concerning David.

CHAPTER XXX.

1 'J'he Aiiiali/utes spoil Ziklng. 7 David asking

counsel is encouraged by God to pursue them. II

Bij the means ofa revived Egyptian he is brought to

the enemies, and recovereth ail the spoil. 22 David's

lull! to divide the spod e.qiudUj hetiveen than thntjight

mid III! HI Ihtit Imp the slut}'. 2G He sendcth pie-

sviils to hisjriaids.

And it came to pass, when David and his

men were come to Ziklag on the third day,

that the Amalekitcs had invaded the south,

17G

and Ziklag, and smitten Ziklag, and burned

it with fire ;

2 And had taken the women captives, that

were therein : they slew not any, either great

or small, but carried than away, and went on

their way.

3 11 So David and his men came to the

city, and, behold, it u-as burned with fire;

and their wives, and their sons, and their

daughters, were taken captives.

4 Then David and the people that %i>ere
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with him lifted up their voice and wept, until

they had no more power to weep.

5 And David's two wives were taken cap-

tives, Ahinoam the Jczreelitess, and Abigail

the wife of Nabal the Carmelite.

6 And David was greatly distressed ; for

the people spake of stoning him, because the

soul of all the people was 'grieved, every

man for his sons and for liis daughters : but

David encouraged himself in the Lord his

God.
7 And David said to Ahiathar the priest,

Ahimelech's son, I pray thee, bring me hither

the ephod. And Abiathar brought thither

the ephod to David.

8 And David enquired at the Lord, say-

ing, Shall I pursue after this troop? shall

I overtake them ? And he answered him.

Pursue : for thou shalt surely overtake them,

and without fail recover all.

9 II So David went, he and the six hundred
men that icerc with him, and came to the

brook Besor, where those that were left behind

stayed.

10 But David pursued, he and four hun-

dred men : for two hundred abode behind,

which were so faint that they could not go

over the brook Besor.

11 And they found an Egyptian in the

field, and brought him to David, and gave
him bread, and he did eat ; and they made
him drink water

;

1

2

And they gave him a piece of a cake of

figs, and two clusters of raisins : and wdien he

had eaten, his spirit came again to him : for

he had eaten no bread, nor drunk aui/ water,

three days and three nights.

13 And David said unto him. To whom
helonr/est thou ? and whence art thou ? And
he said, I am a young man of Egypt, servant

to an Amalekite ; and my master left me,
because three days agone I fell sick.

14 We made an invasion upon the south of

the Cherethites, and upon the coast which

belongeth to Judah, and upon the south of

Caleb ; and we burned Ziklag with fire.

15 And David said to him, Canst thou

bring me down to this company ? And he

said. Swear unto me by God, that thou wilt

neither kill me, nor deliver me into the hands

of my master, and I will bring thee down to

this company.

16 H And when he had brought him down,

behold, theij were spread abroad upon all the

earth, eating and drinking, and dancing,

because of all the great spoil that they had
taken out of the land of the Philistines, and
out of the land of Judah.

17 And David smote them f\-om the twi-

light even unto the evening of *the next day :

and there escaped not a man of them, save

four hundred young men, which rode upon
camels, and tied.

IS And David recovered all that the

Amalekites had carried away : and David
rescued his two wives.

19 And there was nothing lacking to them,
neither small nor great, neither sons nor
daughters, neither spoil, nor any thincj that

they had taken to them : David recovered all.

20 And David took all the flocks and the

herds, ivhich they drave before those other

cattle, and said, This is David's spoil.

21 And David came to the two hundred
men, which were so faint that they could not

follow David, whom they had made also to

abide at the brook Besor : and they went
forth to meet David, and to meet the people

that ircre with him : and when David came
near to the people, he "saluted them.

22 H Then answered all the wicked men
and men of Belial, of 'those that went with

David, and said. Because they went not with

us, we will not give them ought of the spoil that

we have recovered, save to every man his wife

and his children, that they may lead them

away, and depart.

23 Then said David, Ye shall not do so,

my brethren, with that which the Lord hath

given us, who hath preserved us, and delivered

the company that came against us into our

hand.

24 For who will hearken unto you in this

matter ? but as his part is that goeth down to

the battle, so shall his part be that tarrieth by

the stuff: they shall part alike.

25 And it was so from that day 'forward,

that he made it a statute and an ordinance

for Israel unto this day.

26 H And when David came to Ziklag, he

sent of the spoil unto the elders of Judah,

even to his friends, saying, Behold a "present

for you of the spoil of the enemies of the

Lord
;

27 To them which were in Beth-el, and to

tliem which icere in south Ramoth, and to them

which were in Jattir,

28 And to them which were in Aroer, and

to them which were in Siphmoth, and to them

which were in Eshtemoa,
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29 And to thein which were in Rachal, and
to them wliich were in the cities of the Jerah-

meelites, and to them which loere in the cities

of the Kenites,

30 And to them which vv7-e in Hormah,

and to them which icere in Chor-ashan, and to

them which ivere in Athach,
ol And to them which were in Hehron, and

to all the places where David liimself and his

men were wont to haunt.

Verse 1. ' T/ie Amalekiles had invaded the soh(/i.'—The
strenglh of the country, both of the Hebrews and of the

Philistines, having been drawn northwards to the battle

in Esdraelon, the Amalekites, as might be expected,

eagerly availed themselves of the opportunity of invading

the defenceless south. In this expedition, which has en-

tirely the character of a nomade incursion into a settled

countiy, they were not likely to overlook David's town, or

to fail of avenging his recent expedition against themselves.

2. ' Slew not ani/.'—The men capable of bearing arms
having gone to the war, there were probably none of those

remaining in the town whom it was usual to put to death.

In most cases the women and boys were spared, to be used

as slaves, and the old people from the prevailing sentiment

of respect to age. David, iu his recent expedition against

the southern tribes, did not spare any ; while the Amale-
kites spared all. The reason of this difference, apparently

to the disadvantage of David's humanity, is obviously

that David had to do with armed men, whom it was not

usual to spare, whereas the Amalekites found none but

those whom it was unusual to destroy. This, and other

war practices which occur in this chapter, such as the

division of spoil, etc., have already been fully considered

in the notes to Num. xxxi. and Deut. xx. To this we
cannot here abstain from adding the excellent illustration

to be derived from the instructions which the Khalif

Abubekr addressed to Yezid, when about to send him at

the head of an army into Syria. After advising him to

behave kindly to his own troops, he says: 'When you
meet your euemies, quit yourselves like men, and don't

turn your backs ; and if you get the victory, kill no little

children, nor old people, nor women. Destroy no palm-

trees (see note on Deut. xx. 19), nor burn any fields of

corn. Cut down no fruit-trees, nor do any mischief to

cattle, only such as you kill to cat. When you make any

covenant, stand to it, and be as good as your word,' etc.

(Ockley's Conquest of Si/ria, p. 24).

9. ' The brook Besor.'—The winter torrent now called

Wady-Gaza, which is mentioned by Dr. Richardson as

falling into the Mediterranean, a little to the south of

Gaza, agrees exceedingly well with the situation which
the history would seem to assign to the brook liesor.

That so many of the men were tired by the time they got

to the brook Besor proves that Ziklag, and consequently

Gath, was a good distance to the north, and furnishes

another argument for not placing it so far to the south as

Calmet, T. H. Home, and others, have done. The vicinity

of a river was naturally selected as the resting-place of

those who were unable to proceed farther.

13. ' My master left mr, because three days agone I fell

sick.'—This Egyptian had probably been taken prisoner

treated with great kindness in the East; but it docs still

not unfrequently happen that, in rapid journeys over the
deserts, slaves are abandoned, and often perish, because
the inhuman master, or his party, will not consent to en-
cumber themselves with the necessary conveyance of, or
attendance on, a sick man. If he can, by his own exer-
tions, keep up with his company, it is well ; but if not,

there is little hope for him. Old slaves—that is, those
who have long been the property of a particular master, or
have been reared in his family—are, we believe, scarcely

ever thus treated ; but slaves newly purchased or acquired
do not often meet with equal indulgence. This 'young
man of Egypt ' would seem not long to have been a slave

to his Amalekite master.

27. ' To them which were in Beth-el,' etc.—Bethel and
the other principal towns in this list have already been
noticed.

— ' South Ramoth ' is mentioned in Josh. xix. 8, among
the cities of Simeon.
— ' Jattir ' is included in Josh. xv. 48, among the towns

ofJudahinthe mountains. Jerome reads it ' Jether,' as

he well might, and identifies it with a large village, which
existed in his time mider the name of Jethira. It was in

the interior of Daroma, near Malatha, about twenty miles
(south-east, of course) from Eleutheropolis, which places

it among the mountains, as the text referred to requires,

to the south of Hebron, among the well-known haunts of

David.
28. ' Aroer' was hardly the Aroer on the other side

Jordan, as all the places mentioned seem to have been in

the tribe of Judah or on its borders : the Septuagint reads

'Arouel' instead of 'Adamah' in the list of Judah's
towns given in Josh. xv. (y. 22) ; and this may be the
place intended.

— ' Eshtemoa ' is mentioned next to Jattir iu the list

(Josh. xxi. 14) of the towns which Judah gave to the
Levites, and, like it, is among the towns enumerated in

the mountains of Judah. Jerome says that it was in his

time a Jewish village of Daroma, to the north of another
village called Anem (probably the Anim menticmed after

Ashtemosh in Josh. xv. 50), which he seems to place to

the east of Hebron, but modifies his statement by saying,

that il -.'.: 'ii. ; 1 ilia-.' .'f tlh- >,M!,. ii;iliif, south
of ir '

i

, ,: lln' !' -r': -
i ; I , Or CVCIl

!':. // ; . .>;l„ /,!.,. h'm.mi.-mm.I ,„ ihe^'Bibie,

neither is Alnrli.

30. ' Chor-ashan ' is doubtless the Ashan given to the

tribe of Simeon in Josh. xix. 7, and perhaps the same as

the village of Beth-Asau of Jerome's time, fifteen miles
from Jerusalem. These presents, sent to the elders of so
many important places, shew that David had a party of

powerful friends in his own tribe.
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(JHAl'TEK XXXI

.

1 Saul having lost liis army, and his sons being slain, he

and his armourbearer kill themselves. 7 2'he Philis-

tines possess the forsaken towns of the Israelites.

8 They triumph over the dead carcases. 1 1 They of
Jabcsh-gilead, recovering the bodies by night, burn

them at Jabesh, and 7nournfully bury their bones.

Now 'the Philistines fought against Israel

:

and the men of Israel fled from before the

Philistines, and fell down 'slain in mount
Gilboa.

2 And the Philistines followed hard upon

Saul and upon his sons ; and the Philistines

slew Jonathan, and Abinadab, and Melchi-

shua, Saul's sons.

3 And the battle went sore against Saul,

and the ^archers 'hit him ; and he was sore

wounded of the archers.

4 Then said Saul unto liis armom-bearer,

Draw thy sword, and thrust me through there-

w itli ; lest these uncircumcised come and thrust

nie through, and 'abuse me. But his armour-

bearer would not ; for he was sore afi-aid.

Therefore Saul took a sword, and fell upon

it.

5 And when his armourbearer saw that

Saul was dead, he fell likewise upon his sword,

and died with him.

6 So Saul died, and his three sons, and his

armourbearer, and all his men, that same day
together.

7 1[ And when the men of Israel that loere

on the other side of the valley, and thei/ that

tvere on the other side Jordan, saw that the

men of Israel fled, and that Saul and his sons

were dead, they forsook the cities, and fled

;

and the Philistines came and dwelt in them.

8 H And it came to pass on the morrow,
when the Philistines came to strip the slain,

that they found Saul and his three sons fallen

in mount Gilboa.

9 And they cut off his head, and stripped

ofli' his armour, and sent into the land of the

Philistines round about, to publish it in the

house of their idols, and among the people.

10 And they put liis armour in the house

of Ashtaroth : and they fastened his body to

the wall of Beth-shan.

11 ^ And when the inliabitants of Jabesh-
gilead heard °of that which the Philistines had
done to Saul

;

12 All the valiant men arose, and went
all night, and took the body of Saul and the

bodies of his sons from the wall of Beth-shan,

and came to Jabesh, and 'burnt them there.

13 And they took their bones, and "buried

them under a tree at Jabesh, and fasted seven

days.

Verse 4. ' Thcrrfore Saul took a sword, and fell upon it.'

—The account here given is very materially different

from that which the Amalekite gives in the first chapter

of the following book. The moral difference between the

"two accounts is however only the difference between tWQ

forms of suicide. The account of Josephus reconciles the

two statements by supposing that Saul claimed the assist-

ance of the Amalekite, after having made an ineffectual

attempt at self-destruction. But there remain other dis-

crepancies which are not obviated by this explanation

;

and, upon the whole, the general impression is more pro-

bably correct, in receiving the statement in the present

chapter as the accurate account; and in regarding the

story told by the Amalekite as trumped up with the view

of recommending himself to the favour of David. The
plain account therefore is, that Saul, being wounded, and

fearing the most grievous insults if he fell alive into the

hands of the Philistines, chose rather to die by his own
hand. This is one of the very few instances of suicide

which occur in the Scriptures. It is still a practice ex-

ceedingly rare among the Orientals, even in the most
adverse circumstances of life, and with only prospects of

death and misery before them. This appears to have

been always the case in the East ; the ancient history of

which affords very few instances of self-murder, connpared

with that of the Western nations—the study of 'which has,

unhappily, rendered the modern mind but too familiar

with the historical celebrity of, and false principles con-

nected with, a crime by which men affected to dare and

to be superior to the calamities from which they shrank.

5. ' His armour-bearer . . . fell likewise upon his sword,

and died with him.'—The Jews think that this armour-

bearer was Doeg the Edomite, who had been promoted to

that oiEce for his alacrity in obeying the king when com-
manded to slay the priests. They also suppose that the
sword which Saul took was that of the armour-bearer, and
that the latter employed the same weapon, so that both
Saul and Doeg died by the very weapon by which the
priests of the Lord had been slain, by the order of the
one and by the hand of the other. That the weapon with
which Saul slew himself was that of the armour-bearer,
seems highly probable from the context ; but we have no
authority but this ancient tradition for supposing that the
armour-bearer was Doeg.

10. ' The:/ fastened his body to the wall of Beth-shan;
and the bodies of his sons also, as appears by verse 12.

Josephus understands that the bodies were gibbeted on
crosses outside the walls ; but others conceive, as the text

seems to require, that the bodies were fastened to, or sus-

pended against, tlie wall by nails or hooks. It was a
custom among some ancient nations to punish criminals

convicted of capital crimes, by throwing them from the

wall, so that they should be caught by hooks which were
inserted in the wall below, and by which they often hung
for a long time in exquisite tortures. Very possibly the
remains of these unhappy princes were fastened by such
hooks to the wall of Beth-shan.
— ' Beth-shan.'—This place was known to the Greeks

by the name of Nysa, and afterwards by that of Scytho-

polis, from the Scythians, who, when they overran Western
Asia, took this city and retained it in their possession as

lon;,^ as they continued in that region. It is known at

present by the name of Beisan, which is merely a softened

form of its ancient Hebrew name. It is situated about
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twelve miles to the south of the sea of Tiberias, and
nearly two miles west of the Jordan. It was a place of

such high repute among the Jews, that the Talmud says,

that if the garden of Eden were in the land of Israel, Beth-

shan was its gate ; and it is added, that its fruits were the

sweetest in Israel. It remained a place of considerable

importance in the fourth century, accoi'ding to Jerome

;

hut at present its site is only marked by a miserable vil-

lage in the midst of extensive ruins. Burckhardt describes

Beisan as situated upon rising ground, on the west side of

the valley of the Jordan, where the chain of mountains

(Gilboa) declines considerably in height and presents

merely elevated ground, quite open towards the west, and
the mountains do not begin again till one hour's journey

to the south. The ancient town was watered by a river

now called Moiet Beisan, or the Water of Beisan, which
flows in different branches towards the plain. The ruins

of Scythopolis are of considerable extent, and the town
built along the banks of the rivulet and in the vallies

formed by its several branches, must have been nearly

three miles in circuit. The only remains are large heaps

of black hewn stones, many foundations of houses and
fragments of a few columns. In one of the valleys there

is a large mound of earth, which appeared to Burckhardt
to be artificial, and which was probably the site of a castle

for the defence of the town. On the left bank of the

stream there is a large khan, where the caravans repose

that take the shortest route from Jerusalem to Damascus.
The village of Beisan contains seventy or eighty houses.

Its inhabitants are in a miserable condition from being

exposed to the depredations of the Bedouins, to whom they

also pay a heavy tribute. Dr. Kichardson also, who calls

the place ' an abominable sink of dirt and iniquity,' de-

scribes the village as ' a collection of the most miserable

hovels, containing about 200 inhabitants, and, in looking

at their wretched accommodation, and a Bedoween en-

campment that was spread out in the valley, we were not

surprised to hear that in these countries the dwellers in

tents look on the dwellers in towns as an inferior class of

beings.' He also says that his party found the weather
hotter at Beisan than in any other part of Juda?a. Masses
of ejected lava lie scattered around the village, and the

mountains have much the appearance of extinguished vol-

canoes. Captains Irby and Mangles found traces of the
walls of the ancient fortress, on the hill mentioned by
Burckhardt. They also discovered other remains, which
appear to have escaped his researches, and which suffi-

ciently attest the ancient importance of the place, when it

was the largest city of the Decapolis, being also the only
one west of the Jordan.

1 2. ' Burnt them,' etc. . . . ' and took their hones, and buried

them.'—This agrees with what was a common and honour-
able rite of sepulture among the nations of classical anti-

quity. This is the first time it is, as such, mentioned in

Scripture ; and from the Law we should certainly infer

that it was considered ignominious by the Hebrews. Per-

haps it was resorted to in the present instance to preserve

the remains of Saul and his sons from any further insult.

This rite, however, ultimately became honourable among
the Jews ; and perhaps the present instance gave the first

impulse to the change of opinion (see the note on Jer.

xxxiv. 5). Bat after the Captivity the practice was dis-

continued, and the ancient aversion of the Hebrews to this

rite revived with such vigour, that their learned men spent

much ingenuity iu proving that it never had existed

among them. Thus the Clialdce paraphrast alleges that

the text means only that they burnt a light or lamp over

them at Jabesh, such as they were accustomed to do over

the bodies of kiugs. This, although a manifest miscon-
struction of the plain sense of thu words, is M.r\ curious,

as shewing that the subsisting Ori. i
iil ii,: < f burning

lights over the remains of princ. ^ . xisted in

the timeof thcChaldeeparaphrasi. 1 by him
and his contemporaries as heingi^. n in ilmi tune ancient

f

LiOHTED ToMU.—Modern Oiuental.



THE SECOND BOOK

SAMUEL,
OTHERWISE CALLED,

THE SECOND BOOK OF THE KOGS.

CHAPTER I.

1 Tlie Amaleltite, who brought tidings of the overthroiv,

and acciiseth himself of Saul's death, is slain. 17

David lamenteth Saul and Jonathan with a song.

"" OW it came
to i)a=;s after

the death of

Saul, when
Dav id was

returned from
' tlie slaughter

' of the Ama-
lekite^, and
I)a^ id had
abode two

dajb in Zik-
'

'S

;

2 It came
even to pass

on the third

day, that, be-

hold, a man came out of the camp from Saul

with his clothes rent, and earth upon his head :

and so it was, when he came to David, that he

fell to the earth, and did obeisance.

3 And David said unto him. From whence
comest thou ? And he said unto him, Out of

the camp of Israel am I escaped.

4 And David said unto him, ^How. went the

matter ? I pray thee, tell mc. And he an-

swered. That the people are fled from the

battle, and many of the people also are fallen

and dead ; and Saul and Jonathan his son are

dead also.

5 And David said unto the young man that

. 30. 17. S Heb. fTI
I Chap. 3.

Heb. Beliold me.

told him. How knowest thou that Saul and

Jonathan his son be dead ?

6 And the young man that told him, said,

As I happened by chance upon mount Gilboa,

behold, Saul leaned upon his spear ; and, lo, the

chariots and horsemen followed bard after him.

7 And when he looked behind him, he saw

me, and called unto ine. And I answered,

^Here am I.

8 And he said unto me, Who art thou?

And I answered him, I am an Amalekite.

9 He said unto me again. Stand, I pray

thee, upon me, and slay me : for 'anguish is

come upon me, because my life is yet whole

in me.

10 So I stood upon him, and slew him, be-

cause I was sure that he could not live after

that he was fallen : and I took the crown that

u-us upon his head, and the bracelet that teas

on his arm, and have brought them hither unto

my lord.

11 11 Then David took hold on his clothes,

and Vent them ; and likewise all the men that

were with him

:

•

12 And they mourned, and wept, and fasted

until even, for Saul, and for Jonathan his son,

and for the people of the Lokd, and for the

house of Israel ; because they were fallen by

the sword.

13 ^ And David said unto the young man
that told him, Whence art thou ? And he

answered, I am the son of a stranger, an Ama-
lekite.

14 And David said unto him, 'How wast

thou not afraid to stretch forth thine hand to

destroy the Lord's anointed?

1 Or, mn coat of mail, or, mu embroidered coat hindercth me, that my. Sec.
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15 And David called one of the youug
men, and said, Go near, and fall upon him.

And he smote him that he died.

16 And David said unto him, Thy blood

be upon thy head ; for thy mouth hath testified

against thee, saying, I have slain the Lord's
anointed.

17 IF And David lamented with this

lamentation over Saul and over Jonathan his

son:

18 (Also he bade them teach the children

of Judah the use of the bow : behold, it is

written 'in the book "of Jasher.)

19 The beauty of Israel is slain upon thy

high places : how are the mighty fallen !

20 "Tell it not in Gath, publish it not in

the streets of Askelon ; lest the daughters of

the Philistines rejoice, lest the daughters of

the uncircumcised triumph.

21 Ye mountains of Gllboa, let there he

no dew, neither let there he rain, upon you,

nor fields of offerings : for there the shield of

the mighty is vilely cast away, the shield of

7 Josh. 10. 13. 8 Or, of the upright.

Saul, as Ihowjh he had not been anointed with

oil.

22 From the blood of the slain, fi-om tlie

fat of the mighty, the bow of Jonathan turned

not back, and the sword of Saul returned not

empty.

23 Saul and Jonathan icere lovely and
'"pleasant in their lives, and in their death

they were not divided : they were swifter than

eagles, they were stronger than lions.

24 Ye daughters of Israel, weep over Saul,

who clothed you in scarlet, with other de-

lights, who put on ornaments of gold upon your
apparel.

25 How are the mighty fallen in the midst

of the battle ! O Jonathan, thou wast slain in

thine high places.

26 I am distressed for thee, my brother

Jonathan : very pleasant hast thou been unto

me : thy love to me was wonderful, passing

the love of women.
27 How are the mighty fallen, and the

weapons of war perished

!

9 Micah 1. 10. 11 Or, sweet.

The Second Book, of Samuel.—The observations pre-

fixed to the First Book of Samuel apply equally to that

book and to this, leaving no occasion for introductory

remarks upon the present book.

Verse 10 ' T?ic bracelet that was vpon his arm'—We
suppose that the aimlet found on the peison of feaul and
Irought together with his crown to David was one ol

the insignia of rojaltv and not as some have imagined,

a mere personal ornament of value which the king hap-
pened to wear. This conclusion is amply supported by
the ancient and still subsisting customs of tlie East. When

182

worn hi/ men, they have been in nearly all eastern coun-

tries marks of dignity, and, in some, of exclusively royal

dignity. If we consult the numerous figures which the

sculptures and paintings of ancient Egjpt offer, we find

armlets very frequent ornaments of the women; but

among men they only appear on the figures of the kings.

Indun Armlets.

D'Herbelot, in mentioning the investiture of Malek
Rahim in the dominions and honours of his father (Alp
Arslan) by the Khalif, Kaycm Bemrillali, observes that

the ceremony of investiture ivas in such cases efl'ected

by sending to the Sultan, who received that honour, toge-

ther with his patent, a crown, bracelets, and a chain. In

India tlic armlet was a mark of sovereignty at the court

of the Grand Moguls. It still is such in Persia, where
no man but the king wears armlets. They figure con-

spicuously on the person, and even in the pictures of that

potentate, and are, for their size, probably the most splen-

did and costly articles of jewellery in the world, the two
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which he wears on state occasions being, together, deemed
worth a million sterling. This use of the bracelet was
not, in ancient times, unknown in our own country. Thus
the emblems of supreme autliority among the British
kings were golden bands, worn around the neck, arms,
and knees (Turner's Anglo Sax-ons, i. 383). One such
ornament, set with jewels, and supposed to have belonged
IP Caractacus, was found at the Herefordshire Beacon

(Nash's Worcestershire, ii. 142). In the early Saxon era,

such ornaments, although become more common, were
confined to persons of high distinction, and if of gold,

were considered proper presents for the sovereign.

[UEL. [B.C. 105G.

18. 'He hade them teach the children of Judah the use
o{ the bow.'—The words 'the use of not being in the
original, some commentators think that ' the Bow ' was
the title of the ensuing elegy, and that this is what was
commanded to be taught. This is possible ; but the com-
mon reading seems more than equally so, as the expe-
rience of the efficacy of this weapon, in the recent engage-
ment with the Philistines (1 Sam. xxxi. 3), was well
calculated to direct David's attention to the subject, and
induce him to desire that more attention should be paid
to that arm for warlike purposes. David's own stay

among the Philistines was also calculated to operate for

the same result. The bow was indeed well known to the

Hebrews long before this time; but it does not appear
that it was used to any considerable extent as a military

weapon. We read of no corps of archers in the Hebrew
army till after David's time ; but very large bodies of
archers are subsequently mentioned. They appear to

have been chiefly Benjauiites, who seem, throughout their

history, to have been remarkable for their partiality to

missile weapons. The archers of Ephraim are, however,
mentioned once (comp. 1 Chron. viii. 40 ; 2 Chron. xiv.

8, and xvii. 17 ; Ps. Ixxviii. 9). The frequent reference

to archery in the Psalms would alone suffice to shew the

interest which David took in the subject. The Bible

itself bears witness to the extreme antiquity of the bow.
Ishmael, when banished from his father's tents, ' dwelt in

the wilderness, and became an archer ;' and his nephew,

Esau, employed the bow in his hunting (Gen. xxi. 20,

and xxvii. 3). Very probably the invention of the bow
originated in the desire to obtain a weapon for the distant

attack of animals, whose strength or swiftness rendered

a close assault difficult or dangerous. Such a weapon

Teaching

would, of course, soon come to be employed against man
;

and to this we find allusions towards the end of Genesis,

where, speaking of Joseph, the dying Israel says: 'The

archers have sorely grieved him, and shot at him, and

hated him. But his (own) bow abode in strength, and

the arms of his hands were made strong ' (Gen. xlix. 23,

24). Here the strength of the arras is properly alluded

to, a strong arm being necessary to bend a strong bow.

The aged patriarch had, on a former occasion, told Jo-

seph :
' Behold I have given thee one portion above thy

brethren, which I took out of the hand of the Amorite with

my sword and with my bow' (xlviii. 22).

The most ancient offensive or defensive arms seem also

—From a Sculpture at Thebes,

to be those which are the most universal ; because that

simplicity of construction which leads to early invention,

leads also to independent discovery among different and

unconnected nations. This applies to the bow, which we

find to have been very extensively diffused. It exists

among nations the most brutal, or ignorant, or savage,

and even in the islands which lie most remote from any

continent ; although, indeed, there have been some nations

among whom no trace of its existence can be discovered.

The ancient bows were for the most part of wood, but

we sometimes read of horn being employed. Those of

wood were tipped with horn, and those of horn with metal

—often gold or silver. Indeed the bow was sometimes

183
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EOVPTIAN- Bows.

wholly of metal, as steel or brass ; and such are mentioned
in Scripture (Job xx. 24 ; Ps. xviii. 34). These of course
were, from their stifftiess, bent with great difficulty

;

whence David, in the last-cited text, properly mentions
it as a proof of the extraordinary strength with which the

Lord had endowed him, that a bow of steel was broken
by his arms. Thus, on account of the force required to

bend some ancient bows, whether of wood, metal, or horn,

it was often proposed as a trial of strength to bend some
particular bow; and we find ancient heroes glorying in

the possession and use of a bow which no one but them-
selves could bend. Such was the famous bow of Ulysses.

It had remained among his treasures during the twenty
years of his absence from Ithaca. In the end, it was
agreed that the hand of his supposed widow should be

given to him who, out of the numerous suitors, should be
able to bend this bow and to send the arrow through
twelve rings. The bow was of horn, and the string had
remained unhitched at one end, as usual when the weapon
was not in use. Not one of the suitors was able even so

far to bend the bow as to hitch on the string at the

loosened end, although they tried to relax the rigidity of

the bow by chafing it with suet before the fire. At last

Ulysses himself, who was present in the disguise of a

beggar, takes it, and the description of the manner in

which he deals with it is highly interesting.

' He now, with busy look and curious touch.

Explored the bow, now viewing it remote,

Now near at hand, aware that, haply, worms
Had, in his absence, drilled the solid horn.'

At last—
' When the wary hero, wise.

Had made his hand familiar with the bow.
Poising it and examining—at once—
As when in harp and song adept, a bard

Strings a new lyre, extending first the chords.

He knits them to the frame at either end.

With promptest ease ! with such Ulysses strung

His own huge bow, and with his right hand thrill'd

The nerve, which in its quick vibration sang
As with a swallow's voice

He seized a shaft, which at the table's side

Lay ready drawn .... He lodged the reed

Full in the bowstring, drew the parted head
Home to his breast, and aiming as he sat,

At once dismiss'd it. Through the num'rous rings

Swift flew the gliding steel, and, issuing, sped

Beyond them.'

0(lijs/i. xxi. CowPER.

It is observable that in the above extract, and in

the other descriptions of Homer, the end of the arrow
is drawn home to the breast, rather than to the right

ear, as in Egyptian and Persian figures, and in the

more modern practice both of the east and west. The
length of the ancient bows seems to have been very
various, but so far as we can collect, those intended
for efficient use, and not merely for teaching archery,

were seldom less than four feet long, or more than six.

somewhat above five feet may have been the aveijige

proportion of its length. The bow of the Ecyptians, who

paid great attention to archery, was usually of wood, and
about five feet in length. It appears from' the sculptures

that, in stringing it, the Egyptians fixed the lower point of

the bow in the ground, and, either standing or sitting,

pressed the knee against the inner side of the bow, while
they bent it with one hand, and with the other passed the

string into the notch at the upper extremity. While
shooting they frequently wore a guard on the left arm, to

prevent its receiving an injury from the string; and this

was not only fastened round the wrist, but was secured by
a thong tied above the elbow. Sometimes a groove was
fixed upon the fore knuckle, in which the arrow rested

and ran when discharged ; and the huntsman, whose bow
appears to have been less powerful than those used in war,

occasionally held spare arrows in his right hand while he
pulled the string.—See Wilkinson's Ancient Egi/plians,

ch. iii.

The bowstring was, among the ancients, formed of

leathern thongs, horsehair, catgut, or string. The arrows
were usually cither of reed or light wood, headed with

bone, ivory, sharp stone, brass, or iron. They were some-
times simply pointed, but oftener barbed, or leaf-shaped,

like a spear-head. Arrow heads of bronze have been

found in Egypt, triangular, in the shape of an elongated

cone, with a barb at each angle. The horrible practice of

poisoning the points of arrows, which now exists among
many barbarous nations, is very ancient Ulysses is re-

presented in Homer as having made a voyage to the island

of Ephyre

—

' In his swift bark, seeking some pois'uous drug,

Wherewith to taint his brazen arrows keen.

Which drug, through fear of the eternal gods,

IIus refus'd, but readily my sire

Gave to him, for he loved him past belief."

It is thought that St. Paul alludes to such poisoned wea-

pons when he exhorts the Ephesians to take ' the shield
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of faith, wherewith ye shall be able to quench all the fiery
darts of the wicked.' But more probably the allusion is

to another use of arrows,—which was, to fasten combus-
tibles to them, and to send fire against the enemy or
among the dwellings of a besieged place, or the works and
engines of a besieging army. There seems a most dis-

tinct reference to poisoned arrows in Job vi. 4; and
to the custom of shooting combustibles in Ps. cxx. 4;
and perhaps the latter reference may be detected in the

figurative language which compares lightning to the arrows
of the Almighty (Zech. ix. 14). The pestilence, and
other sudden, devastating, and unavoidable calamities, are

also described as the arrows of God. Arrows were usually

feathered, generally with the wing feather of a goose or

other large bird ; hence, and with reference to their

swiftness, there was a two-fold propriety iu the poetical

epithet of ' winged,' so often applied to these destructive

missiles.

The arrows were kept in a quiver, which was generally

either round or obeliscal. and wider at the open than at

the closed end, as the feathered ends of the arrows, which
were uppermost, required more room than the points. In

action, the Egyptian soldier usually bore the quiver in an
almost horizontal position at his back, kept in that posi-

tion by a weight which counterpoised its heavier end, and
drew out the arrows from beneath his arm. Many in-

Princes < AND QcivER.—From t ;-reUcf at Thebes.

Stances, however, occur, as in the above engraving, in

which the quiver is so placed at the back as to project over

the top of the shoulder ; but this appears to liave been only

during a march, or at a time when the arrows were

not required. 'The quiver seems to have been closed

by a lid or an over-lapping flap of skin, when no imme-
diate occasion for the arrows was contemplated. The
bow also had its case to preserve its elasticity, and pro-

tect it from sun and damp. It was usually of leather or

cloth, and was commonly suspended from the girdle, as

represented in the opposite figure from the ancient sculp-

tures of Persepolis. Among the Egyptians, bow-cases,

more corresponding to the shape of the bow itself, were

attached to the war-chariots, and were often very richly

ornamented : but the only thing of the kind that appears

to have been in use among the infantry, was a sheath of

pliable substance, probably of leather, which covered only

the centre, leaving the extremities exposed. As this only

appears when the soldiers hold the bow in their hands

during a march, it seems to have been chiefly intended to

protect the bowstring from the perspiration of the hand.

Taking it from the case, in preparation for action, is what

Habakkuk alludes to in— ' Thy bow was made quite

naked' (ch. iii. 9). The bow when out of its case was

usually carried on the left arm or shoulder ; but in a

sculpture at Tackt-i-Bostan, a king is represented with

his bow about his neck, in such a fashion as might have

suggested the Turkish use of the bowstring in strangling

state offenders.

Many of the above particulars are strikingly illustrated

in the account which Homer gives of the archery of Pan-

darus | and we cite it with the more satisfaction, on ac-

count of the supposed proximity of the date of tlie Troja

war to the times now under consideration

:
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' He complied,

And at the word uncas'd his polish'd bow,

The horn of a salacious mountain-goaL

Full si.xteen palms his measur'd length of horu

Had spir'd aloft; the bow -smith, root to root,

Adapted each, shav'd smooth the wrinkled rind,

Tlien polish'd all, and tipp'd the points with gold.

That bow he strung, and, stooping to his task,

Prepared it well for use, behind a fence

Of Lycian shields, lest, seeing him, the Greeks
Should fly to smite him ere the wound were giv'n.

His quiver's lid displaced, he chose a dart

Unflown, fuU-fledg'd, and barb'd with bitterest woe

;

He lodg'd it on the cord, but ere it flew,

To Lycian Phoebus vow'd, at his return

To Zelia's walls, in honour of his aid,

A hecatomb, all firstlings of the flock.

Then, seizing fast the reed, he drew the barb

Home to his bow, the bowstring to his breast.

And when the horu was rounded to an arch.

He twanged it. Whizz'd the bowstring, and the reed

With fell impatience started to the goal.'

/Karf,iv. 110-133. CowPEK.

The bow was however by no means generally used in

the Trojan war ; though it was preferred by some indi-

vidual chiefs. The spear seems to have been considered

the more honourable weapon in battle. It would seem,

however, that the use of the bow was cultivated as an ac-

complishment, useful in the chase and in occasional com-
bats. Achilles and Ulysses we know to have been able

archers, though we do not find them use the bow on the

field of battle. In later times we find bodies of archers in

the armies of Greece, Persia, and Rome, as well as in

that of the Hebrews. The Cretans and Persians were the

most famous archers of antiquity. The latter are spoken

of in Scripture (Isa. xiii. 18; Jer. xlix. 35 ; 1. 9, 14, 29,

42).

19. ' Tlie heauty of Israel is slain upon tliij high places'

—Jonathan is here intended, as appears from w. 25 :
' O

Jonathan, thou wast slaiu in thine high places.' With
Jonathan the poem begins, and with Jonathan, that tender

and magnanimous friend, it ends. The word ('3V Izehi)

rendered ' beauty ' in the present text, and elsewhere
' glory ' and ' honour,' means also the antelope or gazelle,

which is regarded in Western Asia as the symbol of agility

and beauty. It is probable that the animal comparison
should be preferred, since the figure is then more sus-

tained in the second clause. Under this view Geddes
translates it :

' O antelope of Israel ! pierced on thine own
mountains !' and the learned translator understands that

the last clause refers to the habit among animals of tlie

deer kind, when closely pursued, of running at last to

their usual haunt, and there awaiting the fatal stroke.

We see the allusion repeated in v. 25, and still with ap-

plication to Jonathan. There may also be a reference in

this comparison to the swiftness for which Jonathan was
celebrated, for in v. 23 Saul and his son are described as

being ' swifter than eagles.' We must be content with
this single observation, without attempting to analyze this

impressive elegy, or to expatiate on the several circum-
stances of beauty and true pathos which it offers.

2G. ' Thy love to me was wonderful, passing the love of
women,' or, as the word is frequently rendered, ' wives.'

—

Dr. Chandler, in his Life of David, remarks :
' This

figure has been censured as not well chosen, and uisinua-

tions dropped highly to the dishouour of the two noble

friends. But the expression gives no countenance to it.

It appears to me that there was somewhat in the conduct

of Michal, David's wife, in too hastily consenting to be
married to Phalti, that gave occasion to this comparison.

It is certain from her behaviour to him, at the bringing

the ark to Jerusalem, that she had not that high esteem
and affection for him that she ought to have had, as she

took this opportunity so bitterly to reproach him. It is

certain also that her marriage to Phalti must have been

preceded by a divorce from David, otherwise her second
marriage would have been real adultery : and her con-

senting to a divorce, though by her father's order, shewed
great want of affection and fidelity to David. On this

supposition no comparison could be better chosen, nor
more tenderly and delicately expressed. The brother's

love to him, as a friend, was more generous and constant

than the sister's, though a wife. The compliment to

Jonathan was very high, and just ; and the concealing the

sister's name was truly polite.'

CHAPTER II.

1 David, hy God's direction, with his company gocth

rip to Hebron, where he is made king of Jvdah. 6

He commendeth them, of Jabesh-gilead for their

kindness to Saul. 8 Abner maketh Jsh-bosketh king

of Israel. 12 A mortal skirmish between twelve of

'

Abner s and twelve of Joab's men. 18 Asaliel is

slain. 25 At Abner's motion Joab soimdeth a re-

treat. 32 AsaheVs burial.

And it came to pass after this, that Uavid
enquired of the Loud, saying, Shall I go up
into any of the cities of Judah ? And the

Lord said unto him. Go up. And David
said, Whither shall I go iipV And he snid.

Unto Hebron.

2 So ]3avid went up thither, and his two
wives also, Abinoam the Jezreelitess, and Abi-
gail Nabal's wife the Carmelite.

3 And his men that ivere with him did

David bring up, every man with his hous-

hold : and they dwelt in the cities of Ilebrtjn.

4 'And the men of Judah came ; and there

they anointed David king over the house of

Judah. And they told David, saying, Tliat

"the men ofJabesh-gilead iccre llicii that buried

Saul.

5 If And David sent messengers mito the

men of Jabesh-gilead, and said unto them,
Blessed he ye of the Lord, that ye have shewed
this kindness unto your lord, even unto Saul,

and have buried him.

6 And now the Loro shew kindness and
truth unto you : and I also will requite you
this kindness, because ye have done this

thing.

7 Therefore now let your hands be strength-

ened, and "be ye valiant : for your master Saul

is dead, and also the house of Judah have
anointed me king over them.

8 H But Abner the son of Ner, captain of

"Saul's host, took Ish-bosheth the son of Saul,

and brought him over to Mahanaim

;

Hcb. be ye the sons of valour.
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9 And made him king over Gilead, and
over til eAshurites, and over Jezreel, and over

Ephraim, and over Benjamin, and over all

Israel.

10 Ish-bosheth Saul's son icas forty years

old when he began to reign over Israel, and
reigned two years. But the house of Judah
followed David.

11 And the 'time that David was king in

Hebron over the house of Judah was seven

years and six months.

12 IF And Abner the son of Ner, and the

servants of Ish-bosheth the son of Saul, went
out from Mahanaim to Gibcon.

13 And Joab the son of Zeruiah, and the

servants of David, went out, and met "together

by the pool of Gibcon : and they sat down, the

one on the one side of the pool, and the other

on the other side of the pool.

14 And Abner said to Joab, Let the young
men now arise, and play before us. And Joab
said. Let them arise.

15 Then there arose and went over by
number twelve of Benjamin, which pe^-tained

to Ish-bosheth the son of Saul, and twelve of

the servants of David.

1

6

And they caught every one his fellow

by the head, and thi-ust his sword in his fel-

low's side ; so they fell down together: where-
fore that place was called 'Helkath-hazzurim,

which is in Gibeon.

1

7

And there was a very sore battle that

day ; and Abner was beaten, and the men of

Israel, before the servants of David.

18 IT And there were three sons of Zeruiah

there, Joab, and Abishai, and Asahel ; and
Asahel was as light "of foot "as a wild roe.

19 And Asahel pursued after Abner ; and
in going he turned not to the right hand nor

to the left '"from following Abner.

20 Then Abner looked behind him, and
said, A?-t thou Asahel ? And he answered, I

21 And Abner said to him, Turn thee aside

to thy right hand or to thy left, and lay thee

hold on one of the young men, and take thee

his ' 'armour. But Asahel would not turn aside

from following of him.

22 And Abner said again to Asahel, Turn

•1 Hcb. number ofdm/s. « Hel>. t/iem toijetim:
» Ileb. as one of the roes that is in thejicld. l" lloti. from after Alme,

thee aside from following me : wherefore should
I smite thee to the ground ? how tlien should
I hold up my face to Joab thy brother ?

23 Howbeit he refused to turn aside :

wherefore Abner with the hinder end of the

spear smote him under the fifth 7-ib, that the

spear came out behind him ; and he fell down
there, and died in the same place : and it

came to pass, that as many as came to the

place where Asahel fell down and died stood

still.

24 Joab also and Abishai pursued after

Abner: and the sun went down when they

were come to the hill of Ammah, that lieth

before Giah by the way of the wilderness of

Gibeon.

25 IT And the children of Benjamin ga-
thered themselves together after Abner, and
became one troop, and stood on the top of an

hill.

26 Then Abner called to Joab, and said.

Shall the sword devour for ever ? knowest

thou not that it will be bitterness in the latter

end ? how long shall it be then, ere thou bid

the people return from following their bre-

thren ?

27 And Joab said, As God liveth, unless

thou liadst spoken, surely then "in the morn-
ing the people had "gone up every one from
following his brother.

28 So Joab blew a trumpet, and all the

people stood still, and pursued after Israel no

more, neither fought they any more.

29 And Abner and his men walked all that

night through the plain, and passed over Jor-

dan, and went through all Bithron, and they

came to Mahanaim.
30 IT And Joab returned IVom following

Abner: and when he had gathered all the

people together, there lacked of David's ser-

vants nineteen men and Asahel.

31 But the servants of David had smitten

of Benjamin, and of Abner's men, so that three

hundred and threescore men died.

32 11 And they took up Asahel, and buried

him in the sepulchre of his father, which u-as

in Beth-lehem. And Joab and his men went

all night, and they came to Hebron at break

of day.

That is, thejMd of strumj men. « Uub. of his feet.

11 OTy spoil. 12 iiah. from the movoiiKj. 13 Or, gone aivay.

Verse 9. ' Made him king over Gilead,' etc.—From this

it appears that no tribe but Judah took part in the nomina-
tion of David. Ou the contrary all the other tribes elected

Saul's only surviving son, Eshbaal, as he was originally

named, but nicknamed Ishbosheth(a man of shame), from
his weakness and iDCapacity, which, it would appear, saved

his life, by precluding him from being present at the battle

in which his brothers perished. This measure was pro-

bably promoted by that radical jealousy between the tribes

of Judah and Ephraim which prevented the latter (which

took the lead among the other tribes) from concurring in

the appointing a king of the rival tribe, or indeed from
187
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heartily sympathising in any measure which that tribe

originated. But the prime agent in this schism was Abner,

the commander of the army, who had drawn ofi' the rem-
nant of the defeated army to the other side the Jordan, and
there, at Mahanaim, proclaimed Ishbosheth king. Abner
was a bold and able, but unprincipled man ; and doubtless

expected to govern in the name of his feeble nephew
; and

he did so.

14. ' Let the young men now arise and pla;/ before us.'—
For two years no hostile acts between the two kingdoms
took place. But war was at length provoked by Abner,
who crossed the Jordan with the intention of subduing the

tribe of Judah to the authority of Ishbosheth. David sent

Joab to meet him, and the opposing forces met near the

pool of Gibeon. But the men on each side felt that they

were all Israelites, and were reluctant to fight against each

other. The two generals, therefore, thought of a device

which has often been employed in the East and elsewhere,

to excite tribes or nations to battle, when relationship or

other causes made them reluctant or wanting in zeal. (See

the notes on 1 Sam. xvii.) Twelve men on each side were
matched to fight against each other between the two
armies ; and so well were they matched that they no sooner

came within reach of one another than each man seized

his opponent by the head, and sheathed his sword in )iis

lody, so that they were all killed on the spot. This kindled

t he opposing forces, and a desperate and most sanguinary
battle followed.

IG. -They caught every one his fellow by the head.'—
Doubtless by the hair of 'the head—that is, either of the

scalp or the beard. On account of the convenient hold

which the hair of the head or beard affords to an enemy in

battle, it has been the custom in most nations for soldiers

to dispense with it. Among those nations who wear the

hair of the head, and do not shave it off like the Moham-
medans, it is usually cropped close, as among our own sol-

diers ; and even among some of the nations that cherish the

beard, the soldiers have been persuaded or obliged to submit

to the loss of it. Among both the Russians and Persians

the beard is highly venerated; but in both nations the

soldiers have been obliged to part with that important

ornament. On the comparatively recent introduction of

European tactics into the Persian army, a great stand was
at first made for the retention of the beard ; and it was only

through theoccnrrpno" (if:in ;ic,'i,ii.nt to a bearded soldier,

that the late prill"''- !

'. \'t M
' erza, was convinced of

the unmilitary ill u i; m appendage, and reluc-

tantly issued an "i I . . i i.i M .1.1,s to be shaven. This
is, however, no niodviii aio^uiL-.) . Plutarch relates in his

Apophthegms that, when all things were prepared for a

battle, the officers of Alexander asked him whether he had
any further commands? He said, ' nothing ; unless that

tlie Macedonians shave their beards.' And when Parmenio
expressed some surprise at this order, he added :

' Have you
not observed that in fight, there is no better hold than the

beard?'
18. ' Light offoot as a wild roe.'—In the early history

of all nations, as we have already had occasion to observe,

physical endowments, such as strength and swiftness, hold

the very first place in the estimation of the people. We
hear much of physical characteristics and personal accom-
plishments, but never, or very rarely, of mental distinc-

tions. Among physical endowments swiftness seems to

have held no mean place in the esteem of the Hebrews. In
the last chapter, we see Saul and Jonathan described as
' swifter than eagles :' and now Asahel is ' light of foot as

a wild roe.' In like manner we find Homer thus distin

guishing the hero of the Iliad, whose name continually

recurs in the form of—' Achilles, swiftest of the swift.'

'21. ' Lay thee hold on one of the young men, and take his

armour.'—From this we see that it was the custom with the

Hebrews, as among other ancient nations, for the victor in

a combat to strip the slain enemy of his armour, as the

reward and honourable trophy of his conquest. In Home:
we have continual examples of this. Tlie heroes no sooner

kill an enemy than they jump from their chariots to secure

his armour; and they are so eager in this matter, that it

almost looks, sometimes, as if the armour of the respective

combatants was the sole object of the conflict. Sometimes
there is a fight over the dead body—from the anxiety of

the friends of the deceased to prevent his armour from
being taken, and from the eagerness of the victor and his

friends to secure such honourable prey. This practice was
well calculated to confuse a battle ; and seems therefore to

have been restricted to the chieTs, the mass of the soldiers

not being allowed to strip the dead until the next day, or

at least not until after the battle. Thus also in 1 Sam.
xxxi. we see that the Philistines did not come to strip the

slain till the following day. If Saul had been killed in

single combat, his armour would doubtless have been im-
mediately seized by the victor. Nevertheless, under every
modification, the practice was attended with much incon-

venience, as we discover in the Iliad (vi. 70) from what
Nestor says in his anxiety to prevent its bad conse-

quences :

—

' Friends, heroes, Grecians, ministers of Mars

!

Stay none behind, desirous of the spoil,

But slay we now ; that done, ye may at ease

Traverse the plains, and strip them where they fell.'

Some curious questions as to the right to such ."ipoil must
sometimes have arisen. We find an instance of this among
the Arabian conquerors of Syria. In the single combats
between the Greeks and Arabians, which preluded the

great and decisive battle of Yermouk, Serjabil was near

being killed by a Christian officer, when Derar came to his

assistance, and stabbed the latter to the heart. Then it

liccan! • :: .;'v"ti.-n between Serjabil and Derar which had
t!i. , 1 • •! I

i-l man's armour. Derar claimed it as

li;i\iii I 1.^ i
II

; Serjabil, as having wearied him in the

ei.iii! .1. I li. .1.1 reiice was referred to the general, who
liesii.iUil lu Jeiiiie. and sent to submit the matter to tlie

Khalif (Omar;, concealing the names of the p.arties, and
the armour being meanwhile kept by Serjabil ; but it was
taken from him and given to Derar, when Omar sent back
his determination, to the effect that the spoil of an enemy
was always due to the person by whom he was killed.

See Ockley's Conquest of Syria, p. 237.

CHAPTER III.

1 During the war David still waxeth stronger. 2 Six
sons were horn to him in Hebron. 6 Abner, dis-

pleased with Lth-boshclh, 12 revollcth to David. 13
Dinld nyuinlh „ ro„dili<m In hri,„i him his wife
iMul^nl. 1 7 Mm, ,. hurni.i r.mui.inu.l irUh ih, Israel-

itcs. ,s In,./,,/ I,,, l>„,„l\ ,i,„l ,l,.,„is,,,l -M .hmb,
reliirnii„jlri<mlHilth, is ,/isj,/,„.,a/ icilh l/ic hi,,/, and
hiticth Abner. 2» David ciirscth Joab, 31 and
Viuumethfor Abner.

Now there was long war between the liouse

of Saul and the lumsc of David : but David
waxed stronger and stronger, and the house

of Saul waxed weaker and weaker.

2 1[ And unto David were sons born in

Hebron : and his firstborn was Amnon, of

Ahinoam the Jczreelitess

;

3 And his second, Chileab, of Abigail the

wife of Nabal the Carmelite ; and the third,

Absalom the son of Maacah, the daughter of

Talniai king of Gcshur ;

4 And the fourth, Adonijah the son of
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Haggith ; and the fifth, Shcphatlah the son of

Abital

;

5 And the .sixth, Ithream, by Eglah David's

wife. These were born to David in Hebron.
6 If And it came to pass, while there was

war between the house of Saul and the house
of David, that Abner made himself strong for

the house of Saul.

7 And Saul had a concubine, whose name
uris 'Rizpah, the daughter of Aiah : and Ish-

boshetk said to Abner, Wherefore hast thou

gone in unto my father's concubine ?

8 Then was Abner very wroth for the

words of Ish-bosheth, and said. Am I a dog's

head, which against Judah do shew kindness

this day unto the house of Saul thy father, to

his brethren„and to his friends, and have not

delivered thee into the hand of David, that

thou chargcst me to day with a ftvult concern-

ing this woman ?

'J So do God to Abner, and more also, ex-

cept, as the Loud hath sworn to David, even

so I do to him ;

10 To translate the kingdom from the house

of Saul, and to set up the throne of David
over Israel and over Judah, from Dan even

to Beer-sheba.

1

1

And he could not answer Abner a word
again, because he feared him.

1

2

If And Abner sent messengers to David
on his behalf, saying, Whose is the land ?

saying also, Make thy league with me, and,

behold, my hand shall be with thee, to bring

about all Israel unto thee.

13 If And he said. Well;! will make a

league with thee : but one thing I require of

thee, "that is. Thou shalt not see my face, ex-

cept thou first bring Michal Saul's daughter,

when thou comest to see my face.

14 And David sent messengers to Ish-

bosheth Saul's son, saying. Deliver »ze my wife

Michal, which I espoused to me "for an hun-

dred foreskins of the Philistines.

15 And Ish-bosheth sent, and took her from

he?- husband, even from ^Phaltiel the son of

Laish.

1(3 And her husband went with her 'along

weeping behind her to Bahurim. Then said

Abner unto him, Go, return. And he re-

turned.

17 If And Abner had communication with

the elders of Israel, saying, Ye sought for

David ''in times past to be king over you :

18 Now then do it: for the Lord hath

spoken of David, saying, By the hand of my

servant David I will save my people Israel out
of the hand of the Philistines, and out of the

hand of all their enemies.

19 And Abner also spake in the ears of

Benjamin : and Abner went also to speak in

the ears of David in Hebron all that seemed
good to Israel, and that seemed good to the

whole house of Benjamin.

20 So Abner came to David to Hebron,
and twenty men with him. And David made
Abner and the men that were with him a
feast.

21 And Abner said unto David, I will arise

and go, and will gather all Israel unto my lord

the king, that they may make a league with

thee, and that thou mayest reign over all that

thine heart desireth. And David sent Abner
away ; and he went in peace.

22 ^ And, behold, the servants of David
and Joab came from pursuinff a troop, and
brought in a great spoil with them : but Abner
was not with David in Hebron ; for he had sent

him away, and he was gone in peace.

23 When Joab and all the host that was
with him were come, they told Joab, saying,

Abner the son of Ner came to the king, and
he hath sent him away, and he is gone in

peace.

24 Then Joab came to the king,,and said,

What hast thou done ? behold, Abner came
imto thee ; why is it tliat thou hast sent him
away, and he is quite gone ?

25 Thou knowest Abner the son of Ner,

that he came to deceive thee, and to know thy

going out and thy coming in, and to know all

that thou doest.

26 And when Joab was come out from

David, he sent messengers after Abner, which

brought him again from the well of Sirah : but

David knew it not.

27 And when Abner was returned to He-
bron, Joab 'took him aside in the gate to speak

with him "quietly, and smote him there under

the fifth rib, that he died, for the blood of

'Asahel his brother.

28 If And afterward when David heard it,

he said, I and my kingdom are guiltless be-

fore the Lord for ever from the "blood of

Abner the son of Ner :

29 Let it rest on the head of Joab, and on

all his father's house; and let there not "fail

from the house of Joab one that hath an issue,

or that is a leper, or that leaneth on a staff,

or that falleth on the sword, or that lacketh

bread.
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30 So Joab and Abishai his brother slew

Abner, because he had slain their brother

"Asahel at Gibeon in the battle.

31 H And David said to Joab, and to all

the people that tocre with him, Rend your

clothes, and gird you with sackcloth, and

mourn before Abner. And king David Itim-

self followed the "bier.

32 And they buried Abner in Hebron : and
the king lifted up his voice, and wept at the

grave of Abner ; and all the people wept.

33 And the king lamented over Abner, and
said. Died Abner as a fool dieth ?

34 Thy hands loere not bound, nor thy feet

put into fetters : as a man falleth before

wicked men, so fellest thou. And all the

people wept again over him.

35 And when all the people came to cause

12 Ohap. S. 23. 13 Ileb. Jerf. " Ileb. children of i

David to eat meat while it was yet day, David
sware, saying. So do God to me, and more
also, if I taste bread, or ought else, till the

sun be down.

36 And all the people took notice of it, and
it ' 'jileased them : as whatsoever the king did

pleased all the people.

37 For all the people and all Israel under-
stood that day that it was not of the king to

slay Abner the son of Ner.
38 And the king said unto his servants,

Know ye not that there is a prince and a great

man fallen this day in Israel ?

39 And I am this day '°weak, though
anointed king ; and these men the sons of

Zeruiah he too hard for me : the Lord shall

reward the doer of evil according to his wicked-

Verse G-8. 'Abner made himself strony for the house of
Said,' etc.—The good aud prosperous goverument of David
ill his small kingdom, together with the knowledge that he
had been divinely appointed to reign over all Israel, ap-
pears insensibly to have inclined the other tribes towards
him, by which, more even than by war, his cause gathered
that strength which that of Ishbosheth lost. Abner was fully
sensible that without himself the kingdom of his nephew
would fall to pieces, or rather pass quietly into the hands
of David. He rated his services at their full value ; and
although we do not ourselves see cause to suspect, as some
have done, that he contemplated taking the crown himself,
it is certain that he was not disposed to consider himself re-

sponsible to the king for his conduct, or to allow any of
his proceedings to be questioned by him. Now Ishbosheth
had heard that Abner carried on a criminal intercourse
with one of Saul's concubines, named Rizpah ; and as,

according to the usages of the East, the concubines of a
deceased sovereign became the property of the successor in

so strong and peculiar a sense, that such an act as that im-
puted to Abner might be interpreted into a design upon the
crown, or at least was an insulting encroachment upon the
peculiar rights of royalty, even the timid Ishbosheth was
roused to question Abner on the subject. It is not very
clear whether the charge was true or false ; but it is clear
that this overbearing personage was astonished and dis-

giisted that the king should dare to question any part of
his conduct.

9-21. ' Except, as the Lord hath sworn to David, even so

I do to him.'—From this it would seem that Abner was
conscious that he had been acting against a iiigher duty in

setting up Ishbosheth as king ; but tliis cannot justify the
grounds on which he now declared liis intention to act

against him. What he said was no vaiu threat, although
he was probably willing afterwards that the sou of Saul
should take it for an unmeaning outbreak of ]i;i^;-ioii. lie

sent messengers to David t<i . nh i in;. :i ir. ii\ -,
'.

li him,
under which he would enij.i : .1 n; i> imu in

bringing all Israel to aeliih . I
! : . .! ;irter

this he found a pretext f... -in l.n, 1 tn up. .ttdly

to Hebron to complete tlie a>;reeni<iit and arrange the
steps to be taken. David had sent to Ishbosheth to

desire him to restore to him his wife Michal, whom Saul
had given to another. He had a inrlitt right to make
this demand if so inclin.-l; ,, ,.; > , miy tuppose that

he was particularly indnr. In,,
, ,,i,; l,V at this junc-

ture in consideration of th ii;, measure was
likely to give to those ait.nla.l i,, ih. lUmily of Saul.
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As this claim was doubtless supported by Abner, it was
granted ; and having obtained an order to demand her
from her present husband, that personage himself under-

took to escort her to David. From this transaction it

would seem that the war had latterly been allowed to die

away, although without any concession or treaty having
been made on either side. That he was escorting Slichal to

David, proved to Abner a favourable opportimity, on his

way, of explaining his present sentiments to the elders of
the tribes through which he passed : especially to those of

Benjamin, which was naturally the most attached to the

house of Saul, while his own influence in it was the

greatest. He dwelt strongly on the public benefits which
might be expected from the government of one who had
been expressly nominated by Jehovah to the kingdom

;

and such a representation, coming from such a quarter,

coupled with the favourable dispositions towards David
which had grown up during his reign iu Hebron, was
attended with such eti'ect, that Abner was authorized to

make overtures to him in behalf of the tribes which had
hitherto adhered to the house of Saul.

24. ' Joab came to the hiiig, atid said, What hast thou

done ? '—Through the energy of his character, his abilities,

and experience in the affairs of peace and war, his influ-

ence and popularity with the army which was under his

command, aud his unquestioned devotion to the interests

of David, Joab had great autliority with the king. His
standing, indeed, iu the kingdom of Judah, had much
resemblance to that of Abner in the other kingdom : nor

were their characters unlike. In the points of difference

the advantage was on the side of Abner ; for his experience

in militai-y and public affairs was larger, from which, toge-

ther with his near relationship to Saul and his son, and the

high station he had occupied under them, his influence

with the people was far greater than that which Joab or

any other man in Israel could pretend to ; and hence his

greater power at this time of rendering essential services to

the king of Judah. Abner and Joab also served very dif-

ferent masters ; and thus it happened that while Abner was,

in the public eye, the greatest man in the kingdom of

Israel, Joab was, in that of Judah, only the greatest man
next to David. Upon the whole, Abner was the only man
in the country of whom Joab had cause to be afraid, and
by whom it was liki 1\ tliat his i.wn influence would be

superseded in case tin i
'

1 ;: ': n "i-re united through

his instrumentality. I

i

niMie from such con-

siderations than aii\ .; I [l.asure at the inter-

course between David ;mh1 Aim. n ai".sc.
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30. ' Because he had slain their brother Asahel at

Gibeon in the battle.'—This was -what Abner himself

feared, when he killed Asahel (oh. ii.22). We have already

stated the considerations which probably led Joab to dread

the influence of such a man as Abner with the king. But
it is also probable that he doubted tlie sincerity of Abuer's

intentions, and entertained the fears he expressed, that his

true object was to get such infonnation respecting his con-

dition and resources as he might afterwards employ to his

disadvantage . These considerations may have sharpened

the weapon of the avenger ; but there is no reason to ques-

tion that a leading motive to his conduct is that which the

Scripture here distinctly assigns—vengeance for a brother's

blood. This will be the more clearly seen if the reader

turns to the note on blood-revenge, in Num. xxxv.- It

would thei-efore seem, that, with the Hebrews, as among
the Arabians, the claim of reveuge for blood extended to

persons killed in war, when the slayer was known. Burck-
hardt observes that the Arabs always desire to know by
whom a man has been killed in a battle between different

tribes, that it may be determined againstwhom the avenger

has his claim for blood : and he thinks, with great proba-

bility, that their anxiety on this subject has influenced their

mode of warfare, since this fact is better ascertained in

siugle combats and skirmishes than in the confusion of a

general action. In Antar -we continually obsei-vc that the

next relative of a man killed in a fair fight acts and talks

as one bound to avenge his death on the slayer. To
obviate the bad effects of this practice, it is sometimes

customary for the sheikhs of both parties, with the consent

of the majority of their people, in concluding a peace, to

agree that the claims for the blood shed in the war shall

on both sides be remitted. But to such terms of peace the

Arabs, whose friends have been slain, are generally very

unwilling to assent; and it often happens that, rather than

do so, they leave their own tribe for a time, and settle with

another, in order to reserve their right of seeking revenge.

It must therefore, we think, be conceded that the existence

ofa blood-fend between Abner and Joab must have exte-

nuated, if it did not justify, the act of Joab in the eyes of

Israel. The extent to which the law of Moses had inter-

fered with this custom only provided for the safety of the

man-slayer while in a city of refuge. Hebron was a city

of refuge, and if Joab had slain Abner within that city, the

law would have allowed David to treat him as a murderer.

This Joab knew ; and hence his meeting Abner at the gate,

and drawing him aside before he entered the city. These

details we judge necessary, to shew that those who most

suflered from the death of Abner, and abhorred the manner
in which it was inflicted, knew that his offence was not

punishable by the king or by the law ;
and hence that it

was not merely the rank and influence of Joab which pre-

vented David from calling him to account for this barbarous

deed. Perhaps he could not have punished Joab in any case

;

but it is important to know that in the present case, the law,

custom and public opinion did not require or permit him to

do so.

31. ' Gird yon loith sackcloth.'—Sacks are usually made
of hair in the East ; whence we may understand that where

sackcloth is mentioned hair-cloth is intended. Hence the

idea is different from that which we, whose sacks are not

of the same material, would affix to the term. That this

is correct, seems to be confirmed by the fact, that the use

of hair-cloth, as a penitential dress, was retained by the

early Oriental monks, hermits, and pilgrims, and was
adopted by the Roman church, which still retains it for the

same purposes. Hair-cloth was, moreover, called ' sack-

cloth ' by the early Greek and tatin fathers, and this seems

conclusive. Perhaps, in a general sense, the word means

any kind of very coarse cloth : but, undoubtedly, more
particularly cloth of hair than any other. Our wood-cut

represents one of the hair-cloth penitential dresses worn by

the early devotees, designed after the old church prints of

Italy. There are some remarks on this practice of assum-

ing a mortifying dress as an expression of grief or repent-

ance in the note to Exod. xxxiii. 4. The principle is so

obvioirs that there are few nations among which, in

mournings for the dead, some kind of mortifying habit has

not been adopted. We do not know that sackcloth is now

^^J^

mu h used fui this pmpose in the East but ornaments iit

lehnquishcd, the usual dress is neglected, oi it is hidnsidt,

and one coarse or old assumed in its place.

— ' Bier.'—The original word is ni3t? mittah, which

generally denotes a bed or couch of any kind, on which a

man lies in sleep. Whether therefore the sense is, that the

term includes, fi-om the analogy of use, a bier as something

distinct from a bed, or that Abner was carried to his sepul-

chre on a proper bed, is not easy to determine. Our wood-

cut below represents an Egjptian bier, which, it will be

seen, looks very much like a bed. The forms of the biers

w hich appear in the funeral processions of this people are

very diversified, many of them exhibiting most elaborate

and expensive decorations. Our cut is a fair average spe-

cimen. It seems, then, that the Egyptians convcjed the

remains of persons of distinction on bed-like biers, and such

may have been the usage among the Jews. We cannot

determine whether they were the same beds that were used

for sleeping on, or were specially prepared for the occasion.

If the former, it -would prove that the Hebrews had move-

able beds ; and we have allowed that flicy might have s

such, although we have s\\\>\ - 1

as the modern Orientals u i i

or on the immoveable diva,

the note to Deut. iii. 11.) i
i

:

elude that persons of high distinc

sepulchres in rich beds, but the common people on biers,

such as are still used in the East, and which are little other

than hand-barrows. Thus, Herod was, according to Jose-

phus, carried to his sepulchre on abed (or rather bedstead,

or bedstead-like bier) of gold, enriched with precious stones,

upon which the body lay on a purple bed, and was covered

with a purple counterpane or pall. The corpse had a

crown on the head, and sceptre in the right hand. Thie

bier was surrounded by Herod's sons and kinsmen, after

whom came his guards and foreign troops accoutred as if

for war, who were followed by five hundred domestic

servants and freedmen, with sweet spices in their hands.

The bier was preceded by the bulk of Herod's army, in

proper order, under their officers. This perhaps suggests

a good idea of Abner's funeral procession.

But these customs were not peculiar to the East, though

ral they did,

.11 the ground,

ir rooms. (See

ir, we may con-

carried to their
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Akcient EGTPTiiN.—From a Bas-relief at Thebes.

probably derived from thence. The great men of Eome
were, after the same manner, carried to the funeral pile on

beds of state. Some of these beds were of gold, or gilded,

with ivory feet, or were wholly of ivory, the body being

covered with a rich pall. These bed-biers were carried

by the nearest relatives or the freedmeu of the deceased
;

but, according to Tacitus, the principal magistrates of

I'ome carried the funeral bed of emperors and dictators.

And not only was there the bed on which the deceased lay,

but many others were carried in the procession, adorned

with garlands and crowns of flowers, and containing the

images of the ancestors of the deceased. As many as six

thousand of these beds are said to have been carried at the

funeral of the dictator Sylla, and six hundred at that of

M. Marcellus, the nephew of Augustus. As we are only

illustrating that part of the subject which relates to biers,

we need not here state other particulars concerning the

Roman funerals. Yet we may add that the procession

stopped at the place of the Rostra, where a funeral oration

was delivered in honour of the deceased, which may be

taken, in some degree, as analogous to the king's lamenta-

tion over Abner.
33. ' Died Abner as a fool dieth T—This short but em-

phatic lament over Abner may be rendered, with stricter

adherence to theform of the original, as follows :

—

' Should Abner die as a villain dies ?

—

Thy hands—not bound.
Thy feet—not brought into fetters :

As one falls before the sons of wickedness, fellest

thou
!

'

As to the syntaclioal structure of tliese line-':, it is iniport.int

dilion ii: '
. ' ,

-
.

I ! Mi,i of
propositii'ii 1 , ni.i; I,' i! \'\ 111- ;. '''/ .

'
'

• ,1 I : :' ' -'. and
bythevc-rl. g.'n.Taliyln.V.miingay.,,/ -, '. u:, 'i:,.ri,L'ht

knowledge of this structure the bean n :: 1 i .; many
passages altogether depend ; and thr . : , : imt of

it is to be ascribed to the circumslamr, ihil ili> -imlyof
Hebrew so very seldom rCRches beyond the vocabulary into

the deeper-seated peculiarities of its construction. (See

Ewald's Jlehr. Gram. ^ .'i.'ifi.) As to the sense of the

words, J. D. Michaelis (in his Uebcrsetzung des Alten

Test.) saw that the point of this indignant, more than sor-

rowful, lament, lies in the mode in which Abner was slain.

Joab professed to kill him ' for the blood of Asahel his

brother' (2 Sam. iii. 27). But if a man claimed his bro-

ther's blood at the hand of his murderer, the latter (even if
192

^

he fled to the altar for refuge, Exod. xxi. 11) would have
been delivered up (bound, hand and foot, it is assumed) to

the avenger of blood, who would then possess a legal right

to slay him. Now Joab not only had no title to claim the

right of the Goel, as Asahel was killed under justifying

circumstances (2 Sam. ii. 19); but, while pretending to

exercise the avenger's right, he took a lawless and private

mode of satisfaction, and committed a murder. Hence David
charged him, in allusion to this conduct, with ' shedding

the blood of war in peace ' (1 Kings ii. 5) ; and hence he
expresses himself in this lament, as if indignant that the

noble Abner, instead of being surrendered with the forma-
lities ofthe law to meet an authorized penalty, was treacher-

ously stabbed like a worthless fellow by the hands of an
assassin.—Dr. J. Nicholson, in Kitto's Ci/clopadia, Art.

Abner.
35. ' Tilt the sun be damn.'—The Oriental fasts do not

consist of abstinence from particular articles ; but of abso-

lute abstinence during the day, while at night any usual

food is eaten. The Mohammedan fast of Ramazan, for in-

stance, is observed by such fasting by day and eating at

night; while the Christians keep the fast of Lent by daily

abstinence from some particular sorts of food, as flesh-meat,

etc., to which they are accustomed. The former was
doubtless ihe Jewish mode of fasting.

39. ' / am this daij weak, tliouijh anointed hing.'—Like
other eastern sovereigns David must have been deeply

impressed with the evils attending the inveterate custom of

blood-revenge—under which Abner had, at least ostensibly,

been slain—and with the extent to which it interfered with

good government. Nor was he insensible to the insult

offered to himself, in the present and other instances by
' the sons of Zeruiah,'—Joab and Abishai, and the high

hand with which they wrought their own will. As it was
of the highest importance to him that he should be clear of

any suspicion of having had any pari in tlic death of Abner,

he publicly, 'before Jehovah,' il' in- ! In:. If L'uiltlessof

the blood which had been shell. ;i: i ill burden

of that blood on Joab and on 111-

1

II i.d a public

act of solemn mourning, in w hi. h ii. Imh l! in.ik a pro-

minent part ; and at the funeral he followed the body, as

chief mourner to the grave, where he stood weeping, and
where he lamented in elegiac verse, over the prince and
great man, who had that day fallen in Israel. This con-

duct tended still further to satisfy and conciliate the tribes

attached to the house of Saul ; and by them the murder of

Abner was never imputed to him. Indeed, the event must

at the time have seemed to himself and others, anything

but advantageous for his cause. But we, who have his
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whole history before us. can see that the manner in which
he ultimately became king over all Israel, by the free and
unsolicited choice of the tribes, was more honourabVe and
safe to liim, and more becoming his divine appointment,

[B.C. 1048.

than the same result brought about through tlie exertion

of Abner ; whose conduct, as between David and Ishbn

sheth, must have seemed very equivocal, and could

best, have been but 'traitorously honest'

the

CHAPTER IV.

1 The Israelites beliicj troubled at the death of Atitier,

2 Bnnuah and liechab sin// Ish-bosheth, and bring

his head to Hebron. 9 David cmtsetli them to be

slain, and Ish-bosheth's head tu be buried.

And when Saul's son heard that Abner was
dead in Hebron, his hands were feeble, and all

the Israelites were troubled.

2 T[ And Saul's son had two men t/iat locre

captains of bands : the name of the one icas

Baanah, aixl the name of the 'other Kechab,
the sons of Rimmon a Beerothite, of the chil-

dren of Benjamin : (for Beeroth also was rec-

koned to Benjamin

:

3 And the Beerothites fled to Gittaim, and
were sojourners there until this day.)

4 And Jonathan, Saul's son, had a son

Verse 4. ' Lame of his feet.'—This is mentioned here to

shew that Mephibosheth was (according to Eastern no
tions) physically incapacitated fi-om sustaining the knigly

office ; and that, in consequence, the assassins of Ish

bosheth considered that, by compassing his death, thej had
extinguished the succession in the house of Saul.

5. ' Bed.'—See the note on Dent. iii. 11, where we hive
mentioned the diian or divan, as the usual, but not exclu

sive, seat as well as bed of the Orientals. A divan con
sists of a cushion placed under the wall of a room, upon
a bench or platform, often very slightly raised abo^e the

floor, and frequently upon the floor itself, with other

cushions against the wall to support the back. These
duans often extend along the upper end and two sides of

the apartment, particularly in rooms where the mastei of

the house receives friends and visitors. The Pei-sni «

despising the luxury of cushions, have only a breadth of

thick felt spread upon the carpeted floor, and have gene
rally no cushions between the back and the wall, unless

when lounging in their private apartments. We hive
said already that the Orientals generally take their after

noon nap, and have their beds at night on these duans or

on the floor itself, and have also noticed exceptions. The
annexed engraving illustrates these arrangements and
also bears on the statements given under 1 Sam. xx 25,

respecting the seat in the corner.

12. ' Cut off their hands and their feet.'—The mutila

tion of the hand or foot for particular crimes seems to be

implied in the lex talionis— ' Hand for hand, foot for foot

etc. And, in Dent. xxv. 12, excision of the hand is ex
pressly assigned to a particular offence, lu all suchdiiec

tions there seems an idea of retaliating on the offending

member. Thus the crimes which the hand or foot are

instrumental in committing are punished with the loss of

the hand or foot. In the present instance the hands and
feet of the assassins are cut off after death, perhaps with

a reference to the crime of the foot in entering the kings
bedchamber, and the crime of the hand in shedding inno-

cent blood. It is remarkable that mutilation only re

mains, in the letter of our own law, as a punishment for

offences against the majesty of the king—the loss of the

hand being ordained for striking within the limits of the

king's court, or in the presence of his judicial representa-

tive. At present, in the East, mutilation is, in common
with other punishments, inflicted, according to no specific

rule, on those whose situation renders them obnoxious to

the operations of arbitrary power. But in other cases

where the law is left to its own operation, the excision of

the hand is usually for offences of the hand, as theft,

', etc. In Persia, robbery and theft have of late

"led with death. But the law only pre

bes mutilation ; and this law was so much observed bj

the early Mohammedans, that, as we perceive in Arabian

tales, the loss of the hand was a permanent stain on a

man's character, as an evidence that he had been punished

for theft. The law of this subject, as stated in the

VOL. II. M

forgery,

years be Mi^clat ul Maaibih from a tradition givtn b> Aluhu

rail ah is that a thief is to have his rioht hand cut off
,

if he offends a second time he is to be deprived of the left

foot; if he steals again, he is to lose his left hand; and

if a fourth time, his remaining foot is to be taken fi-om
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that was lame of Ids feet. He was five years

old when the tidings came of Saul and Jona-
than out of Jezreel, and his nurse took him
up, and fled : and it came to pass, as she made
haste to flee, that he fell, and became lame.

And his name icas Mephibosheth.

5 And the sons of Rimmon the Beerothite,

Recliab and Baanah, went, and came about

the heat of tlie day to the house of Ish-bosheth,

who lay on a bed at noon.

6 And they came thither into the midst of

the house, as though they would have fetched

wheat; and they smote him under the fifth

rib : and Rechab and Baanah his brother es-

caped.

7 For when they came into the house, he

lay on his bed in his bedchamber, and they

smote him, and slew him, and beheaded him,

and took his head, and gat them away through

the plain all night.

8 And they brought the head of Ish-bosheth

unto David to Hebron, and said to the king.

Behold the head of Ish-bosheth the son of Saul

thine enemy, which sought thy life ; and the

2 Chap. 1. 4, 15. 3 lleb. At' was in his own eyes a bringer, &c.

Lord hath avenged my lord the king this day
of Saul, and of his seed.

9 ir And David answered Rechab and
Baanah his brother, the sons of Rimmon the

Beerothite, and said unto them,^As the Lord
liveth, who hath redeemed my soul out of all

adversity,

10 Wlien ^one told me, saying. Behold,

Saul is dead, ''thinking to have brought good
tidings, I took hold of him, and slew him in

Ziklag, 'who thoiujht that I would have given

him a reward for liia tidings :

1

1

How much more, when wicked men have

slain a righteous person in his own house upon
his bed ? shall I not therefore now require his

blood of your hand, and take you away from

the earth ?

12 And David commanded his young men,

and they slew them, and cut off their hands and
their feet, and hanged tliem up over the pool

in Hebron. But they took the head of Ish-

bosheth, and buried it in the "sepulchre of

Abncr in Hebron.

Or, which was the reward 1 mire him fur Ms tidings. Cliap. 3. 32.

CHAPTER V.

1 The tribes come to Hebron to anoint David over

Israel. 4 David's age. 6 He taking Zion from
the Jebusites dwelleth in it. 1 1 Hiram sendeth to

David. 1 3 Eleven sons are born to him in Jeru-

salem. 17 David, directed by God, smitelh the

Philistines at Baal-perazim, '12 and again at the

mulberry trees.

Then 'came all the tribes of Israel to David
unto Hebron, and spake, saying. Behold, we
are thy bone and thy flesh.

2 Also in time past, when Saul was king

over us, thou wast he that leddest out and
broughtest in Israel : and the Lord said to

thee, 'Thou shalt feed my people Israel, and
thou shalt be a captain over Israel.

3 So all the elders of Israel came to the

king to Hebron ; and king David made a

league with them in Hebron before the

Loud : and they anointed David king over

Israel.

4 ^ David was thirty years old when he

began to reign, and he reigned forty years.

5 In Hebron he reigned over Judah ^seven

years and six months : and in Jerusalem he

reigned thirty and three years over all Israel

and Judah.

6 1[ And the king and his men went to

Jerusalem unto the Jebusites, the inhabitants

of the land : which spake unto David, saying.

Except thou take away the blind and the lame,

thou shalt not come in hither : 'thinking, David
cannot come in hither.

7 Nevertheless David took the strong hold

of Zion : the same is the city of David.

8 And David said on that day. Whosoever
getteth up to the gutter, and smiteth the Je-

busites, and the lame and the blind, that are

hated of David's soul. Vie sliall be chief and
captain. "Wherefore they said. The blind and

the lame shall not come into the house.

9 So David dwelt in the fort, and called it

the city of David. And David built round

about from Millo and inward.

10 And David 'went on, and grew great,

and the Lord God of hosts ivas with him.

11 IT And "Hiram king of Tyre sent mes-

sengers to David, and cedar trees, and car-

penters, and "masons : and they built David
an house.

12 And David perceived that the Lord had
established him king over Israel, and that he

had exalted his kingdom for his people Israel's

sake.

13 1 And "David took /(2»i more concu-

bini's and wives out of Jerusalem, after he was

come from Hebron : and there were yet sons

and daughters born to David.
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14 And "these l/e the names of those that

were born unto hun in Jerusalem ; Sham-
niuali, and Shobab, and Nathan, and Solo-

mon,
15 Ibhai- also, and Elishun, and Nepheg,

and Japliia,

1() And Elishama, and Eliada, and Eli-

plialet.

17 ^ "But when the Philistines heard that

they had anointed David king over Israel, all

the Philistines came up to seek David ; and
David heard of if, and went down to the hold.

18 The Philistines also came and spread

themselves in the valley of Rephaim.

19 And David enquired of the Lord,
saying, Shall I go up to the Philistines ? wilt

thou deliver them into mine hand ? And the

Loud said unto David, Go up : for I will

doubtless deliver the Philistines into thine

hand.

20 And David came to '"Baal-perazim,

and David smote them there, and said. The

[B.C. 1048—1047.

Lord hath broken forth upon mine enemies

before me, as the breach of waters. Therefore

he called the name of that place "Baal-
perazim.

21 And there they left their images, and
David and his men "" " burned them.

22 H And the Philistines came up yet

again, and spread themselves in the valley of

Rephaim.

23 And when David enquired of the Lord,
he said. Thou shalt not go up ; but fetch a

compass behind them, and come upon them
over against the mulberry trees.

24 And let it be, when thou hearest the

sound of a going in the tops of the mulberry

trees, that then thou shalt bestir thyself: for

then shall the Lord go out before thee, to

smite the host of the Philistines.

25 And David did so, as the Lord had
commanded him ; and smote the Philistines

from Geba until thou come to Gazer.

Verse 3. ' King David made a league with them

.

. . .before

the Lord.'— It is important not to let this escape our atten-

tion, as it shews that the Hebrew monarchs were by no means
absolute in the strongest sense of the term ; but that there

were certain conditions which they pledged themselves to

observe. These leagues and covenants, which we find

uewly-elected kings entering into with the people, formed
what would, in our days, be called a constitution. The
terms of these covenants are not expressed ; but a careful

study of the historical books will enable the reader to dis-

cover several very important privileges of royalty as well

as restrictions on the royal power. The covenant probably
stated the rights of the king on the one hand, and those of

the people on the other. This is not the only instance of

such a covenant. On the election of Saul, Samuel wrote
' the manner of the kingdom' in a book, and laid it up be-

fore the Lord ; and this book probably stated the rights

and limitations of the kingly power, and formed the basis

on which the Hebrew government was established. The
covenant was not renewed at the commencement of every

fresh reign, as probably every succeeding king was con-

sidered, without any formal stipulation, to stand on the

same ground as his predecessors. Hence we only read of

such covenants in the cases of Saul, the first king; of

David, the founder of a new dynasty ; and of Joash (2

Kings xi. 17), who succeeded after an usurpation. It

seems, however, that the people retained the right of pro-

posing, at the commencement of a new reign, even in the

ordinary course of succession, such further stipulations as

their experience under former reigns suggested : and the

refusal of Rehoboam to listen to any such proposal, gave
occasion for ten of the tribes to secede from their allegiance

to the house of David, and establish a new and independent
kingdom.

6. ' The king and his men went to Jerusalem.'—It was
thus the first act of David's reign to undertake the reduc-
tion of the fortress of Jebus, on Mount Zion, which had
remained in the hands of the natives ever since the days of

Joshua, and which, as Josephus reports (Antig. v. 2), had
been, from its situation and its fortifications, hitherto

deemed impregnable. The fact that his rule was likely,

under all circumstances, to find the most zealous supporters

in his own tribe of Judah, probably disinclined David to

remove from its borders ; and he determined to make his

new conquest the metropolis of the empire. A more cen-

trical situation with respect to all the tribes would have

placed him in the hands of the Ephraimites, whose cordi-

ality towards a Judahite king might well be suspected, and
in whom little confidence could be placed in times of

danger and difficulty. Similar considerations have dictated

the choice of a very inconveniently situated capital to the

reigning dynasty of Persia. But although better sites for

a metropolitan city might have been found in the largest

extent of Palestine, there was none better within the limits

to which, for the reasons indicated, the choice of David was
confined. That the site is overlooked from the Mount of

Olives, although a great disadvantage in the eyes of modern
military engineers, was of little consequence under the an-

cient systems ofwarfare, and could not countervail the pecu-

liar advantages which it offered in being enclosed on three

sides by a natural fosse of ravines and deep vallies, and ter-

minating in an eminence, which, while strong in its defences

without, commanded the town within, and was capable of

being strongly fortified. The united influence of all these

considerations appears to have determined the preference of

David for a site which was open to the serious objection,

among others, of being so remote from the northern tribes

as to render the legal obligation of resort to it three times

in a year a more burdensome matter to them than it would
have been had a more centrical situation been chosen.

As Jerusalem henceforth becomes of importance in the

history of the Jews, we shall here state such particulars

concerning it as may conduce to the better understanding

of the references to it, in the history of the kingdom of

which it was the capital
;
purposing, in the New Testa-

ment, to resume the subject, with a view to the illustration

of such references to its then existing and then fore-

seen future state, as occur in that portion of the Holy
Scriptures.

The Scriptural history of Jerusalem we shall not here

11)0
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give. This would be essential in any other work
;
but in

notes to tbe Bible it seems a siipSrerogatory undertaking to

repeat that which the text itself sufficiently states. To the

time of Ezra and Nehemiah the history of Jerusalem is

found in the Scriptures ; and will for that period be unno-
ticed, unless as the several prominent circumstances of that

history occur in the sacred narrative. But in our future

notes, we shall supply all that part of its history concerning

which the Scripture contains no infoi-mation. This will

be from the termination of the Old Testament accounts to

the time of our Saviour, with a view of the subsequent de-

solations which He foretold ; and this will lead to some
notice of its present condition.

All therefore wc have now to do, is to convey some
general impressions concerning the site and immediate en-

virons of this renowned city ; and even this duty is further

limited by the occasion which we shall find to notice,

separately, the particular spots whii'h are historically men-
tioned in the Scriptures, hi I: t l- n. i.i i.hnographical

glance as we have now to "i • ' i! Ii--, as far as

possible, to abstain from !.• i n instances as

have proceeded from the li;iiir! -,im n mil ilie alterations

of time—that is, to render the vi.nv, as far as possible,

natural only. But it is impossible altogether to exclude

such circumstances ; since all our topographical notices arc

of much later date than the historical statements in the Old
Testament.

Jerusalem lies near the summit of a broad mountain
ridge. This ridge or mountainous tract extends, without

interruption, from the plain of Esdraelon to a line drawn
between the south end of the Dead Sea and the south-east

comer of the Mediterranean : or more properly, perhaps,

it may be regarded as extending as far as the southern

desert where, at Jebel Araif, it sinks down at once to the

level of the great plateau. This tract, which is nowhere
less than from twenty to twenty-five geographical miles in

breadth, is. in fact, high uneven table-land. The surface

of this upper region is everywhere rocky, uneven, and

mountainous . and is, moreover, cut np by deep vallies

which run east or west on either side towards the Jordan
or the Mediterranean.
From the great plain of Esdraelon onwards towards the

south, the mountainous country rises gradually, forming

the tract anciently known as the mountains of Ephraini

and J.idah ; until, in the vicinity of Hebron, it attains an
elevation of 3250 feet above the level of the Mediterranean

Sea. Further north, on a line drawn from the north end
of the Dead Sea towards the true west, the ridge has an
elevation of only about 2710 feet ; and here, close upon the

watershed, lies the city of Jerusalem. Its mean geogra-

phical position is in lat. 31° 46' 43" N., and long. 3.^° 13' E.

from Greenwich.
The traveller, on his way fi-om Eamleh to Jerusalem, at

about an hour and half distance therefrom, descends into

and crosses the great Terebinth vale, or valley of Elah (see

the note on I Sam. xvii. 19). On again reaching the high
ground on its eastern side, he enters upon an open tract

sloping gradually downwai-ds towards the east; and sees

before him, at the distance of about two miles, the walls

and domes of the city, and beyond them the highest ridge

of Olivet. The traveller now descends gradually towards

the town along a broad swell of ground having at some dis-

tance on his left the shallow northern part of the valley of
Jehoshaphat, and close at hand on his right the basin which
forms the beginning of the valley of Hinnom. Further
down both these vallies become deep, narrow, and preci-

pitous ; that of Hinnom bends south and again east, nearly

at right angles, and unites with the other, which then con-

tinues its course to the Dead Sea. Upon the broad and
elevated promontory within the fork of the two vallies of

Jehoshaphat and of Hinnom. lies the holy city. All around
are higher hills: on the east the Mount of Olives, on the

south the Hill of Evil Counsel, so called, rising directly

from the vale of Hinnom ; on the west the ground rises

gently, as above described, to the borders of the great

valley ; while on tlie north, a bend of the ridge connected
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with tlie Mount of Olives bounds the prospect at a distance

of more than a mile. Towards the south-west the view is

somewhat more open ; for here lies the plain of Rephaim,
commencing just at the southern brink of the valley of
Hinnom, and stretching off south-west, when it runs to the
western sea. In the north-west, too, the eye reaches up
along the upper part of the valley of Jehoshaphat; and
from many points can discern the mosque of Neby Samwil
[Prophet Samuel], situated on a lofty ridge beyond the
great valley, at the distance of two hours.

The surface of the elevated promontory itsel f, on which the

city stands, slopes somewhat steeply towards the east, termi-

na ting on the brink of the valley of Jehoshaphat. From the
northern part, near the present Damascus gate, a depression
or shallow valley runs in a southern direction, having on the
west the ancient hills of Akra and Zion, and on the east the

lower ones of Bezetha and Moriah. Between the hills of
Akra and Zion another depression or shallow valley (still

easy to be traced) comes down from near the Jafia gate,

and joins the former. It then continues obliquely down the
slope, but with a deeper bed, in a southern direction, quite

to the pool of Siloam and the valley of Jehoshaphat. This
is the ancient Tyropoeon. West of its lower part Zion
rises loftily, lying mostly without the modern city ; while
on the east of the Tyropoeon and the valley first mentioned,
lie Bezetha, Moriah, and Ophel, the last a long and compa-
ratively narrow ridge, also outside of the modern city, and
terminating in a rocky point over the pool of Siloam.
These three last hills may strictly be taken as only parts of
one and the same ridge. The breadth of the whole site of
Jerusalem from the brow of the valley of Hinnom, near the

Jaffa gate, to the brink of the valley of Jehoshaphat, is

about one thousand and twenty yards, or nearly half a
geographical mile ; of which distance three hundred and
eighteen yards are occupied by the area of the great mosque
of Omar, which occupies the site of Solomon's temple.

North of the Jafl'a gate the city wall sweeps round more to

the west, and increases the breadth of the city in that part.

The country around Jerusalem is all of limestone formation.

The rocks everywhere come out above the surface, which
in many parts is also thickly strewed with loose stones ; and
the aspect of the whole region is barren and dreary

;
yet

the olive thrives here abundantly, and fields of grain are
seen in the vallies and level places, but they are less

productive than in the region of Hebron and Nabulus.
Neither vineyards nor fig-trees flourish on the high ground
around the city, though the latter are found in the gardens
below Siloam, and very frequently in the vicinity of Beth-
lehem.

The Scripture affords few materials for a connected view
of the ancient city ; and although Josephus is more parti-

cular, the idea which he furnishes is less distinct than it

may at the first view appear. His descriptions also refer

to a time later even than that of Christ, although in all

essential points applicable to the New Testament period
;

and then the city had become in most respects very different

from the more ancient city which the Old Testament pre-

sents to our notice. Still his account affords certain lead-
ing ideas which must have been applicable at all periods,

and its substance may therefore be stated in this place. He
describes Jerusalem as being in his time enclosed by a triple

wall, wherever it was not encircled by impassable vallies

;

for there it had but a single wall. The ancient city lay
upon two hills over against each other, separated by an in-
tervening valley, at which the houses terminated. Of these
hills, that(Zion) which bore the upper city was the highest,
and was straighter in extent. On account of its fortifica-

tions, it was called by King David the Fortress or Citadel
(see V. 7-9); but in the time of the historian it was known
as the Upper Market. The other hill, sustaining the lower
city, and called Akra, had the form of the gibbous moon.
Over against this was a third hill, naturally lower than
Akra, and separated from it by another broad valley. But
in the time when the Asmonaeans had rule they threw
earth into this valley, intending to connect the city with
the temple ; and working upon.\kra, they lowered the height
of iu so that tiie temple rose conspicuously above it. Tiie

valley of the Tyropoeon or Cheesemak(!rs as it was called^

which has already been mentioned as separating the hills

of the upper and lower city, extended quite dow n to Siloam,

—a fountain so named, whose waters were sweet and
abundant. From witliout, the two hills of the city were
enclosed by deep vallies ; and there was no approach be-

cause of the precipices on every side.

Dr. Robinson, in comparing the information derivable

from Josephus with his own materials, declares that the

main features depicted by the Jewish historian may still

be recognised. ' True,' he says, ' the valley of the Tyro-
poeon and that between Akra and Moriah have been greatly

filled up with the rubbish accumulated from the repeated

desolations of nearly eighteen centuries. Yet they are still

distinctly to be traced ; the hills of Zion, Akra, Moriah and
Bezetha are not to be mistaken, while the deep vallies of

the Kidron and of Hinnom, and the Mount ot Olives, are

permanent natural features, too prominent and gigantic

indeed to be forgotten, or to undergo any perceptible

change.'

Recurring to the walls, Josephus says :
—

' Of these three

walls the old one was hard to be taken ; both by reason

of the vallies, and of that hill on which it was built, and
which was above them. But besides that great advantage,

as to the place where they were situate, it was also built

very strong: because David, and Solomon and the follow-

ing kings were very zealous about this work.' After some
further account of the walls, which has no immediate con-

nection with our present subject, he adds that * the city in

its ultimate extension, included another hill, the fourth,

called Bezetha, to the north of the temple, from which it

was separated by a deep artificial ditch.' But this part of

the city belonging to the New Testament history, will not

at present engage our attention.

From this account of Josephus, as compared with those

furnished by others, it appears that Jerusalem stood on
three hills. Mount Zion, Mouut Akra, and Mount Moriah,
on which last the temple stood. Or we may consider them
as two, after Mount Akra had been levelled, and the valley

filled up which separated it from Mount Moriah. Of these

hills Zion was the highest, and contained the upper city,

' the city of David,' with the citadel, the strength of which,
and of the position on which it stood, enabled the Jebusites

so long to retain it as their strong hold, and to maintain
their command over the lower part of the city, even when
they were obliged to allow the Israelites to share in its

occupation. This Mouut Zion (which we are only here
noticing cursorily) formed the southern portion of the an-

cient city. It is almost excluded from the modern city,

and is under partial cultivation. It is nearly a mile in

circumference, is highest on the west side, and towards

the east slopes down in broad terraces in the upper part

of the mountain, and narrow ones on the side, towards

the brook Kidron. This mount is considerably higher
than the ground on which the ancient (lowerj city stood,

or that on the east leading to the valley of Jehoshaphat,

but has very little relative height above the ground
on the south and on the west, and must have owed its

boasted strength principally to a deep ravine, by which it is

encompassed on the east, south and west, and the strong

high walls and towers by which it was enclosed and flanked

completely round. The breadth of this ravine is about one

hundred and fifty feet, and its depth, or the height of Mount
Zion above the bottom of the ravine, about sixty feet. The
bottom is rock, covered with a thin sprinkling of earth, and
in the winter season is the natural channel for conveying

off the water that falls into it from the higher ground.

On both of its sides the rock is cut perpendicularly down

;

and it was probably the quarry from which much of the

stone was taken for the building of the city.

The site, regarded as a whole, without further attending

to the distinction of hills, is surrounded ou the east, west,

and south l>y vallies of various depth and breadth, but to

the north-west extends into the plain, which in this part is

called ' the plain of Jeremiah,' anil is the best wooded tract

in the whole neighbourhood. The progressive extension

of the city was thus necessarily northward, as stated h\

I'JT
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Josephus. Tlie towu mtist probably, almost certainly, be-

gan at the southern, or Mount Zion, part of this site, and
in its ultimate extension, according to Josephus, compre-
hended a circuit of thirty-three furlongs ; whereas that of
the modern town does not appear to exceed two miles and
a half. The confining vallies are often mentioned in

Scripture. Those on the east and south are very deep.

The former is the valley of Jehoshaphat, through which
flows the brook Kidron, and the latter is generally called

the valley of Hinnom. This denomination is extended by
some topographers also to the western and least deep valley,

while others call it the valley of Gihon. On the opposite side

of these vallies rise hills, which are mostly of superior ele-

vation to that of the site of the city itself. That on the east,

beyond the brook Kidron, is the Mount of Olives. That on
the south is a broad and barren hill, loftier than the Mount
of Olives, but without any of its picturesque beauty. On
the west there is a rocky Hat, which rises to a considerable
elevation towards the north, and to which has been assigned
the name of Mount Gihon. Even in the north-east, at

Scopus, where the besieging Romans under Titus encamped,
the ground is considerably more elevated than the imme-
diate site of the town. Thus is explained the expression
of David :

' As the mountains are round about Jerusalem,
so the Lord is round about his people ' (Ps. cxxv. 2). The
relative height of those surrounding hills gives to the city

an apparent elevation inferior to that which it really pos-

sesses. The district for many miles round Jerusalem, is

now of a very barren and cheerless character, whatever may
have been its ancient condition. The considerations which
may have influenced David in rendering it the capital of his

kingdom have been already indicated : but his son Solomon
must be considered as having permanently fixed its metro-
politan character, by the erection of the temple and the
royal establishment. But it was the temple, chiefly, wnieh
in all ages maintained Jerusalem as the metropolis of the

country. Even after the destruction of that venerated
fabric, the mere fact that it had existed there, operated in

preventing the selection of any new site, even when the

opportunity occurred. The separation into two kingdoms,
alter the death of Solomon, did also necessarily prevent any
intentions of change which might have arisen, had the

whole country remained one kingdom, with a large choice
of situations for a capital ; and we are to remember that,

although, after the erection of the temple, it always re-

mained the ecclesiastical metropolis of the land, it was, in

a civil sense, for a long series of years, the capital of only
the smallest of the two kingdoms into which the land was
divided. But under all disadvantages, many of which are

perhaps the result of the wars, the desolations, and the

neglect of many ages, the very situation of the town, on
the brink of rugged hills, encircled by deep and wild
vallies, bounded by eminences whose sides were covered
with groves and gardens, added to its numerous towers

and temple, must, as Came remarks, have given it a sin-

gular and gloomy magnificence, scarcely possessed by any
other city in the world.

The best view of the site and locality of Jerusalem is

obtained from the Mount of Olives. The Mount is usually

visited by travellers, who all speak of the completeness of

the view obtained from the above spot. This view com-
prehends in the distance the Dead Sea and the mountains
beyond ; while, to the west, the city with its surrounding
vallies and all its topographical characteristics, is displayed

like a panoram;i, bilow and very near the spectator, the

Mount liii:i' th : II ii.(l from the town by the narrow
valley of .

I

,

;

1 1 is seldom indeed that any city

is scfii ill I
!

' I

J

'- ^ of detail as Jerusalem from the

Mount ol' I III,, -
I h, M.itoment of these details would

however enibnu-c so iiincb that is modern, that we shall not

at prese7it describe it, particularly as all that is of import-

ance to our present purpose has already been indicated.

The climate of the mountainous tract in which Jeru-

salem is situated, differs from that of the temperate parts of

Europe more in the alternations of wet and dry seasons than

in the degree of temperature. The variations of rain and
funshine which witli us exist throughout the year, are in
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Palestine confined chiefly to the latter part of autumn and
the winter, while the remaining months enjoy almost unin-
terruptedly a cloudless sky. The rains have been already
noticed under Deut. xi. 14, and do not therefore require
further notice in this place. Snow often falls, about Jeru-
salem, in January and February, to the depth of a foot or
more ; but it does not usually lie long. The ground never
freezes ; but the exposed standing waters in the reservoirs
are sometimes covered with thin ice for a day or two. The
high elevation of Jerusalem secures it the privilege of a
pure atmosphere, nor does the heat of summer ever become
oppressive except during the prevalence of the south wind,
or sirocco. Dr. Robinson states that during his sojourn at

Jerusalem, from April 14th to May 6th, the thermometer
ranged at sunrise from 44° to 64° F., and at 2 p.m. from
60° to 79° F. ; this last degree of heat being felt during a
sirocco, April 30th. From the 10th to the 13th of June,
at Jerusalem, the range at sunrise was from 56° to 74°, and
at 2 p. jr. once 8G° with a strong north-west wind. Yet
the air was fine and the heat not burdensome. The nights

are uniformly cool, often with heavy dew. Yet the total

absence of rain soon destroys the verdure of the fields, and
gives to the whole landscape the aspect of drought and
barrenness. The only green thing that remains is the
foliage of the scattered fruit-trees and occasional vineyards,

and fields of millet. The deep green of the broad fig-leaf

and of the millet is delightful to the eye in the midst of the
general aridness ; while the foliage of the olive with its

dull grayish hue scarcely deserves the name of verdure.

6. * Krcept thou takeaway the blind and the lame * etc.

—

This very difficult passage has been variously understood.
The majority of the Jewish, and many Christian, inter-

preters, apprehend that the epithet ' the blind and the
lame,' was given derisively by David to the idolatrous

images in which the Jebusites trusted for the security of

their town, and v^hile they retained which they believed

the place could never be taken. It is certain that the hea-
thens had tutelar gods for their cities, whose images they

set up in the fort or elsewhere : and these, the Greeks and
Romans, when they besieged a place, either endeavoured to

take away, or to render propitious. But we think it is

impossible to read this passage connectedly with such a.

reference—particularly as the Jebusites themselves are re-

presented as using this expression ; and, however proper

it might be from David, we can scarcely suppose thajthe
idolaters would themselves employ it The explanatory
statement of Josephus, followed by A ben Ezra and Abar-
banel, and supported by Dr. Kennicott, has better claims

to consideration. This is, that the Jebusites, persuaded of the

strength of the place, and deriding the attempt of David to

take it, mustered the lame and blind, and committed to them
the defence of the wall, declaring their insulting belief that

these alone were sufficient to prevent David's access. Dr.
Kennicott thinks the translation in Coverdale's version

better than the present. It is, ' Thou shalt not come in

hither, but the blynde and lame shall dryve the awaie,' etc.

He seems himself to think that the Jebusites professed that

the blind and lame were to keep him off merely by shout-

ing, ' David shall not come hither,'—or, ' No David shall

come hither,' and concludes a learned criticism on the text

by proposing to translate:—'And the inhabitants of Jebus
said, Tliou shalt not come hither j for the blind and the
lame shall keep thee off, by saying, David shall not come in

liither.' We are sorry to give this version apart from the

analysis on which it is founded ; but the considerations we
have stated, and the comparison of the difierent versions

we have given, will assist the reader's comprehension of

this most obscure passage.

8. ' Gettcth up to the gutter.'— The word rendered
gutter (yii'i tzinnor) occurs nowhere else except in Ps.

xlii. 8 ; where it is translated ' waterspout ;' and there is

a very perplexing diversity of opinions as to its meaning
in that place. The word in that text certainly means
a watercourse, and the probability is that the word here

denotes a subterraneous passage through which water
passed ; but whence the water came, whither it went, the

use, if any, to which it was applied, and whether the
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channel was not occasionally dry, are questii

ing which no satisfactory infonnation can be obtained.

But recent research has shewn that there is an exten-
sive system of subterraneous communications for water
in Jerusalem, and that some of these liave their outlets

beyond the walls. It is interesting to collect that commu-
nications of this kind existed even before the Israelites

obtained possession of the city. Besiegers have often ob-
tained access to besieged places through aqueducts, drains,

and subterraneous passages ; and we may be satisfied to

conclude that something of this sort happened in the present

instance. Josephus says simply that the ingress was ob-

tained through subterraneous passages. The Jews have
many traditions concerning passages leading from Jeru-
salem to difi'erent parts of the vicinity, and their account is

confirmed by Dion Cassius, who says, that in the last fatal

siege of the town by the Romans, there were several such
passages through which many of the Jews made their

escape from the beleaguered city.

1 1. ' Hiram King of Ture sent messengers to David.'—
It is interesting to note now early in David's reign his

famous alliance with the Phoenicians of Tyre commenced.
It may be remembered, however, that David was renowned
in the closely neighbouring states before he became king

;

and, no doubt, not only his eminent public qualities, but

his remarkable personal history, was familiar not less to

the Phoenicians than to the Philistines. And although

an enterprising, commercial, and skilful manufacturing

people like them, would be disposed to look down upon a

nation so inferior to themselves as the Hebrews in the finer

and larger arts of social life,—military success, and sucii

heroic qualities as the character of David offered, have
never yet failed to be appreciated wherever found. Hiram
' was ever a lover of David,' and the offered alliance must
have been the more gratifying to him, as it came before

David acquired greatness, and (before) ' his fame went out

into all lauds, and the Lord brought the fear of him upon
all nations.' This alliance was one of mutual advantage.

Tyre possessed but a strip of narrow maritime territory,

the produce of which, if not sedulously cultivated, would
have been very inadequate to the supply of its teeming
population and numerous flocks. But besides this, the

absorbing devotion of the Phoenicians to commerce and
the arts, rendered them averse to the slow pursuits of

agriculture, the products of which they could so much
more easily obtain in exchange for the products of their

foreign traffic and their skill. To them therefore it was
a most invaluable circumstance, that behind them lay a
country in the hands of a people who had none of the

advantages which were so much prized by themselves, but

who had abundance of corn, wine, oil, and cattle to barter

for them. An alliance, cemented by such reciprocal

benefits, and undisturbed by territorial designs or jealousies,

was likely to be permanent, and we know that it tended

much to advance the Hebrews in the arts which belong to

civilized life, and to promote the external splendour of tliis

and the ensuing reign. In the present instance Hiram
supplied the architects and mechanics, as well as the

timber (hewn in Lebanon), whereby David was enabled
to build his palace of cedar, aud to undertake the other
works which united the upper and lower cities, and ren-
dered Jerusalem a strong and comely metropolis.

24. ' Mulberrif trees ' (D'NSa becaim, Sing. N33 haca).—

The Septuagint, followed by Josephus, paraphrases this

word by saying, 'from the grove of weeping' {mh rov
&\(ravs Tov K\avdfjiwvos). But, in 1 Cliron. xiv. 14, it ren-
ders the same word by ' pear-trees," and is followed by the
Vulgate. The word, in the singular, is retained in our
version of Ps. Ixxxiv. 6, as a proper name. The Arabic
seems to consider that ' hills ' are here denoted. Eosen-
mliller and Gesenius think that the tree called by the
Arabians bak or baka, is intended ; but it is not well
agreed what tree this is. Some make it an elm ; but Dr.
Royle (art. Baca, in Kitto's Ci/clopadia) holds it to be a
poplar. The tree alluded to in Scripture, whatever it be,

must be common in Palestine, must grow in the neigh-
bourhood of water, must have its leaves easily moved, and
must have a name in some of the cognate languages similar
to the Hebrew baca. Now the bak of the Arabs, under-
stood as the poplar, is as appropriate as any tree can be for

the elucidation of the passages of Scripture in which the
baca occurs. ' For the poplar,' says Dr. Royle, ' is well
known to delight in moist situations ; and Bishop Home,
in his Comm. on Psalm Ixxxiv. has inferred that in the
valley of Baca the Israelites, on their way to Jerusalem,
were refreshed by plenty of water. It is not less appro-
priate in the passages in 2 Sam. and I Cliron., as no tree

is more remarkable than the poplar for the ease with
which its leaves are rustled by the slightest movement of
the air ; an effect which might be caused in a still night
even by the movement of a body of men on the ground,
when attacked in flank or when unprepared. That poplars
are common in Palestine may be proved from Kitto's
Palestine, i. 250 :

" Of poplars we only know, with cer-

tainty, that the black poplar, the aspen, and the Lombardy
poplar grow in Palestine. The aspen, whose long leaf-

stalks cause the leaves to tremble with every breath of
wind, unites with the willow and the oak to overshadow
the watercourses of the Lower Lebanon, and, with the
oleander and the acacia, to adorn the ravines of southern
Palestine. We do not know that the Lombardy poplar has
been noticed but by Lord Lindsay, who describes it as
growing with the walnut-tree and weeping-willow beside
the deep torrents of the Upper Lebanon.'"

CHAPTER VI.

1 David fetcheth the ark from Ktrjath-jenrim on n
new cart. 6 Uzzah is smitten at Perez-uzzah.
11 GodblessethObed-edomfortheark. 12 David
bringeth the ark into Zion with sacrifices ; danceth
before it, for which Michal despiseth him. 17 He
placeth it in a tabernacle with great joy andfeasting.
20 Michal reproving Davidfor his religious joy, is

childless to her death.

Again, David gathered together all the chosen

nicn of Israel, thirty thousand.

2 And 'David arose, and went with all the

people that wc7-e with him from Baale of

I 1 Cliron. 13. 5, R. 2 Or, at w/ttch the name even t/ie nan

Judah, to hring up from thence the ark of

God, "whose name is called by the name of

the Lord of hosts that dwelleth between the

cherubims.

3 And thoy ^set the ark of God upon a new
cart, and brought it out of the house of

Abinadab that was in 'Gibeah : and Uzzah
and Ahio, the sons of Abinadab, drave the new
cart.

4 And they brought it out of ''the house of

Abinadab which teas at Gibeah, "accom-
panying the ark of God : and Ahio went be-

fore the ark.

af the LORD 0/ hosts I

«n. „.;,..

I Heb. made to r
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5 And David and all the house of Israel

played before the Lord on all manner of

instruments made of fir wood, even on harps,

and on psalteries, and on timbrels, and on

cornets, and on cymbals.

6 H And 'when they came to Nachon's
threshingiloor, Uzzah put forth Jus hand to the

ark of God, and took hold of it ; for the oxen

"shook it.

7 And the anger of the Lord was kindled

against Uzzah ; and God smote him there for

his "error ; and there he died by the ark of

God.
8 And David was displeased, because the

Lord had '"made a breach upon Uzzah : and

he called the name of the place "Perez-uzzah

to this day.

i) And David was afraid of the Lord that

day, and said. How shall the ark of the Lord
come to me ?

10 So David would not remove the ark of

the Lord unto him into the city of David :

but David carried it aside into the house of

Obed-edom the Gittite,

11 And the ark of the Lord continued in

the house of Obed-edom the Gittite three

months : and the Lokd blessed Obed-edom,

and ail his houshold.

12 If And it was told king Da\id, saying,

The Lord hath blessed the house of Obed-
edom, and all that pertainetk unto him, be-

cause of the ark of God. 'So David went

and brought up the aik of God from the house

of Obed-edom into the city of David with

gladness.

13 And it was so, that when they that bare

the ark of the Lord had gone six paces, he

sacrificed oxen and fatlings.

14 And David danced before the Lord
with all his might ; and David was girded with

a linen ephod.

15 So David and all the house of Israel

brought up the ark of the Lord with shouting,

and with the sound of the trumpet.

16 And as the ark of the Lord came into

the city of David, Michal Saul's daughter
looked through a window, and saw king David
leaping and dancing before the Lord ; and
she despised him in her heart.

17 if And they brought in the ark of the

Lord, and set it in his place, in the midst of

the tabernacle that David had '° pitched for

it : and David offered burnt offerings and
peace offerings before the Lord.

18 And as soon as David had made an end

of offering burnt offerings and peace offerings,

'"he blessed the i>eople in the name of the Lokd
of hosts.

19 And he dealt among all the people, even

among the whole multitude of Israel, as well

to the women as men, to every one a cake of

bread, and a good piece ofjlesh, and a flagon

of tcine. So all the people departed every one

to his house.

20 11 Then David returned to bless his

houshold. And Michal the daughter of Saul

came out to meet David, and said. How glo-

rious was the king of Israel to day, who unco-

vered himself to day in the eyes of the hand-

maids of his servants, as one of the vain fellows

''shamelessly uncovereth himself!

21 And David said unto Michal, It u-as

before the Lord, which chose me before thy

father, and before all his house, to appoint me
ruler over the people of the Lord, over Israel

:

therefore will I play before the Lord.
22 And I will yet be more vile than thus,

and will be base in mine own sight: and '°of

the maidservants which thou hast spoken of, of

them shall I be had in honour.

23 Therefore Michal the daughter of Saul

had no child unto the day of her death.

I), bioieit. 1 1 That is, Ihe breach of Vzznli. 1! 1 Chroii. 15. 25.

Or, opctdy. i** Or, itf tlie hainjiitatds of my servants.

Tse 2. ' Bnalf.'—The same that is c;illcd Baalali,

illi li:i;il, and Kirjath-JL-ariiii. Coiiijjare Josh. xv.

i;. ' y;,,,/,- hold „f it ; for the oxen shook it.'—It will be

obnTv...! thai ilir mIioIh process adopted in the removal of

till' ail- 1 • I i'i> ! .-Hilary to the directions given in the

law. Ill • Ml be conveyed on a cart, or drawn
bv aii\ ,1. . :

•
'

I"' carried on the shoulilers of the

Leviu'.-,, Lj, iiiLa;,. ,1 Mav,.,: «liir!l picfUided the ark

itself from ln.iug hamil' I !'\ tli' K. !; is in its removals.

Indeed, in Num. iv. l.i, ii -a pain of death,

that any of the holy tlm;. ,: i
:

iiaiclied by the

Levites: and we might i-.x]".,; i,, ii:.d ihis law the more
rigidly enforced with respect to Ihi.' ark, on account of the

superior sanctity with which it was invested. The ark

had indeed before been conveyed on a cart, when retunied
L'OO

by the Philistines ; but that case was very different from
the present. The Philistines could not be supposed to

have been acquainted with the rules for its conveyance
;

and if they had, they could not have commanded the ser-

vices of the Levites for the occasion. Now the removal is

C;Oiiducted by persons who ought to have known what the

law required in such removals, particularly as they could

not but have heard of the awful judgment with which an
intrusion on the sanctity of the ark had been visited at

IJeth-shemesh (1 Sam. vi. 1<J). Probably the course

adopted by the Philistines on the occasion referred to,

formed the bad and inapplicable precedent adopted in tlie

present instance.

10. ' Obed-edom the Giltile.'—This Obed-edom was a
Levite, as appears from 1 Chron. xv. and xvi. Some sup-

pose he is called a Gittite because he had lived at Gath

;
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but more probably from being a native of Gath-rimmoD,
which was a city of the Levites.

14. ' David danced before the I.ord.'—(See the note on
Judges xxi. 21.) This dancing before the ark was cer-

tainly not a usual circumstance, nor were any of the
solemnities and rejoicings attending its present removal
usual ; but they were thought to be, and doubtless were,
proper expressions of exultation and joy at the progress of
the symbol of the Divine Presence to the seat of govern-
ment. It is highly probable, indeed almost certain, that

this dancing was accompanied by an appropriate sacred
song, or festive psalm, such, for instance, as Ps. Ixviii. Thus
viewed, the procedure may receive a by no means inapt

illustration from the following incident, which Captain
H. Wilson describes as having occurred on a day of festive

celebration in one of the Pellew islands. An elderly per-

son began a song or long sentence, and on his coming to

i

the end of it, all the dancers joined in concert, dancing
along at the same time : then a new sentence was pro-

nounced, and danced to ; which continued till every oue
had sung, and his verse had been danced to.

Some writers, attached to the present style of ideas,

maintain that the ancient dances of the Hebrews, which
accompanied their canticles, and especially the dance of
King David, were not, properly speaking, dances, but

only gestures, attitudes, prostrations, by which they occa-

sionally gave more fervour to their thanksgivings for any
signal favour they received, as, for example, after their

passage over the Ked Sea, for the destruction of Pharaoh's
army, and for their own deliverance from the persecution

of the Egyptians. By this also they attempt to explain that

testimony, which David, by dancing before the ark, gave
of his joy on that solemn occasion. But that is a mis-
taken zeal for propriety which connects ludicrous images
with an act which, in remote ages, in divers countries, was
considered part of religious worship, and was solemnized
formerly on that footing. The triumphal procession of the

Roman emperors was performed not merely by walking,

but by dancing or exultation. Down as late as the last

century, at Limoges, the people used to dance round the

choir of the church, which is dedicated to their patron saint,

and at the end of each psalm, instead of the Gloria Patri,

they sung as follows :
' St. Marcel pray for us, and we will

dance in honour of you.' In most of the eastern nations

the religious dance was practised, as the ancient Chinese
book Tcheonli mentions a dance called Tchon-von, invented

by Tcheon-kong. ' The dancers played on instruments

which they accompanied with their voices, and they suc-

cessively ran through the different notes of music. They
began with an invocation to Heaven, next to earth ; after

which, making a mock fight, they addressed themselves to

their ancestors ; then, breaking out into loud cries, they

called out towards the four quarters of the world.'

17.-' In the midst of the tabernacle that David had
pitched for it.'—The old tabernacle, made in the wilder-

ness, with the altar and all the sacred utensils, were, it

appears, still at Gibeon (1 Chron. xvi. 39; xxi. 29;
2 Chron. i. 3). Why David erected a new tabernacle, in-

stead of removing the former, does not clearly appear

;

but it is probable that it was too large for the place within

the precincts of his new palace, which for the present he
intended it to occupy.

\9. ' A good piece of fesh.'—It u-as a good piece, if the

sixth part of a bullock, as the rabbins say. But the piece

was probably not more than enough to furnish even-
person with a hearty meal. The oiiginal word ("ISC'N

eshpar) only occurs here, and in the parallel passage,

1 Chron. xvi. 3. _
Its etymology is very uncertain. It is

probably from K'X Jire, and "ID bidl, and may then mean
' roast beef,' as rendered by the Vulgate. This is the very

thing we do on occasions of great rejoicing.

' Aflayoii of wine.'—The words ; of wine' are not in the
original ; and it is agreed that nt^^ti'S asldshah, does not

mean ' a flagon.' The Septuagint has ' pancake ' here,
and ' honey-cake ' in the parallel text, 1 Chron. xvi. 3.

Honey was used as we use sugar ;
' honey-cake ' means

therefore a sweet cake, which might be true of a pancake.
We use sugar with pancakes, and they would therefore in
the literal sense be /)a/i-cakes. The fact seems to be that
the word not only denotes cakes generally, but particularly
the kind of cake prepared from dried grapes or raisins, and
pressed or compacted into a certain form. They seem to
be mentioned in the places where they occur (as above
cited) as delicacies with which the weary and languid were
refreshed.

20. ' Hoio glorious was the king of Israel to daj' etc.

—

The meaning of all this verse is, that Michal thought
David had acted a part unbecoming his royal dignity, in
laying aside the ensigns of that dignity, and taking so
active and leading a part in the rejoicings of the people.
Our translation is too broad, and insinuates a charge of in-
decency, which is not to be found in the original, and is

adverse to the plain meaning of the context. First, as to
the word ' uncovered,'—we have shewn, in the note to

I Sam. xix. 24, that the word rendered 'naked' often
means no more than being without the outer garment.

The present is a different word (n733 niglah), the frequent

signification of which is, * to shew oneself openly ;' as in
1 Sam. xiv. 8, ' Behold, we will pass over to these men
and discover ourselves unto them.' And that this is the sense
to be selected here, is clear from v. 1 6, where the cause of
Michal's contempt is mentioned—which is, not that she
saw him ' uncovered,' but that she saw him ' leaping and
dancing.' Then the word ' shamelessly ' is not in the ori-

ginal at all. Who the ' vain fellows' (.D'pT rekim) are, is

not quite clear. Some think that the term is scornfully
applied to the Levites; but this is on the supposition that
the reflection refers to David's ephod-dress, which seems
to have been the same as that of the Levites. We rather
think that it refers to the lower class of the spectators, as
the word seems often equivalent to our own popular terms
of contempt applied to the low and worthless. The sense
then is, that David, in Michal's opinion, had degraded
himself by laying aside his kingly state, and putting him-
self too much on a level with the common people. She

1 and
ated and popular, than thatreserved, and much less

of David.
21. ' /( was before the Lord that I uncovered myself.'—

That is, in reverence of the Divine Presence accompany-
ing the ark. To divest oneself of any part of one's raiment
is not now, that we can recollect, a mode of shewing
respect in the East, one being rather expected to be hilly

attired in the presence of a great personage, although it is

true that servants generally appear in the presence of
their masters with their outer robe laid aside, as if to shew
that they are ready for active service. This certainly may
have been the idea under which David divested himself of
his outer robes. But a more exact parallel is perhaps to

be found in the custom of the South Sea Islands, noticed
by Captain Cook, in the narrative of whose second voyage
we are told that, at Oparree, all the king's subjects, his
father not excepted, are uncovered before him: which un-
covering is there explained to be, the making bare the
head and shoulders, or wearing no sort of clothing above
the breast. It is added,' when Otoo came into the cabin,

Ereti and some of his friends were sitting there. The
moment they saw the king enter, they stripped themselves
in great haste, being covered before. This was all the
respect they paid him; for they never rose from their

seats, nor made any other obeisance.'
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CIlArXEU VII.

1 Nathan first approving the purpose, of David to hiild

God an house, 4 after by the ivord of Godforbiddeth
him. Vi He promiseth him benefits and blessinrjs in

his seed. IS David's prayer and thanksgiving

.

And it came to pass, 'when the king sat in his

house, and the Loud had given him rest round

about from all his enemies
;

2 That the king said unto Nathan the pro-

phet. See now, I dwell in an house of cedar,

but the ark of God dwelleth within curtains.

3 And Nathan said to the king. Go, do all

that is in thine heart ; for the Lord is with

thee.

4 ^ And it came to pass that night, that

the word of the Lord came unto Nathan,

saying,

5 Go and tell 'my servant David, Thus
me an housesaith the Lord, Shalt thou bui

for me to dwell in ?

6 "Whereas I have not dwelt in any house

since the time that I brought up the children

of Israel out of Egypt, even to this day, but

have walked in a tent and in a tabernacle.

7 In all tlie places wherein I have walked

with all the children of Israel spake I a word

with "any of the tribes of Israel, whom I com-

manded to feed my people Israel, saying, Why
build ye not me an house of cedar ?

8 Now therefore so shalt thou say unto my
servant David, Thus saith the Lord of hosts,

T took thee from the sheepcote, 'from follow-

ing the sheep, to be ruler over my people, over

Israel

:

9 And I was with thee whithersoever thou

wentest, and have cut off all thine enemies "out

of thy sight, and have made thee a great name,

like unto the name of the great men that are

in the earth.

10 Moreover I will appoint a place for my
people Israel, and will plant them, that they

may dwell in a place of their own, and move

no more ; neither shall the children of wick-

edness afflict them any more, as bcforetirac,

11 And as since the time that I commanded
judges to be over my people Israel, and have

caused thee tp rest from all thine enemies.

Also the Lord telleth thee that he will make
thee an house.

12 H And 'when thy days be fulfilled, and

thou shalt sleep with thy fathers, I will set up

thy seed after thee, which shall proceed out of

thy bowels, and I will establish his kingdom.

13 'He shall build an house for my name,
1 1 Chron. 17.1. 2 Hub. to my servant, to David. 8 \

^\Uh.f, mi after. ' ll.-b. from Ihi/Jiicc. 7 1 Kings 8. 2(

thee? for thou. Loud God, knowest thy

and I will stablish the throne of his kingdom
for ever.

14 "I will be his father, and he shall be my
son. 'Tf he commit iniquity, I will chasten

him with the rod of men, and with the stripes

of the children of men :

15 But my mercy shall not depart away
from him, as I took it from Saul, whom I put
away before thee.

16 And thine house and thy kingdom shall

be established for ever before thee : thy throne

shall be established for ever.

17 According to all these words, and ac-

cording to all this vision, so did Nathan speak

unto David.

18 If Then went king David in, and sat

before the Lord, and he said, Who am I, O
Lord God ? and what is my house, that thou

hast brought me hitherto ?

19 And this was yet a small thing in thy

sight, O Lord God ; but thou hast spoken

also of thy servant's house for a great while to

come. And ;;> this the "manner of man, O
Loud God ?

20 And what can David say more unto

ee? f

servant.

21 For thy word's sake, and according to

thine own heart, hast thou done all these great

things, to make thy servant know them.

22 Wherefore thou art great, O Lord
God : for there is none like thee, neither i-9

there any God beside thee, according to all

that we have heard with our ears.

23 And 'what one nation in the earth is

like thy people, even like Israel, whom God
went to redeem for a people to himself, and to

make him a name, and to do for you great

things find terrible, for thy land, before thy

people, which thou redeemedst to thee from

Egypt, from the nations and their gods ?

24 For thou hast confirmed to thyself thy

people Israel to be a people unto thee for ever :

and thou. Loud, art become their God.

25 And now, O Loud God, the word that

thou hast spoken concerning thy servant, and

concerning his house, establish it for ever, and

do as thou hast said.

26 And let thy name be magnified for ever,

saying. The Loun of hosts is the God over

Israel : and let the house of thy servant David

be established before thee.

27 For thou, O Lord of hosts, God of

Israel, hast ''revealed to thy servant, saying,

I will build thee an house : therefore hatli thy

Chron. n. (1, nTOO/l*e inrfms. 4lS«m. 16. 11. Psulm 78. TO.

BlKiiVi-S.amU.lS. 1 Chron. 22. 10. Mlcb. 1, 6.

IS Peiit. -1. 7. 18 iieb. openefl the ear.
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servant found in his heart to pray this prayer

unto thee.

28 And now, O Lord God, thou art that

God, and "thy words be true, and thou hast

promised this goodness unto thy servant

:

29 Therefore now "let it please thee to

bless the house of thy servant, that it may con-

tinue for ever before thee: for thou, O Loud
God, hast spoken it: and with thy blessing

let the house of thy servant be blessed for

ever.

. be tfmi pledsed and hless.

Vei-se 18. 'King David went in, and sat before the

Lord:—To our notions it may seem not properly respect-

ful for David to go and address the Lord in a sitting pos-

ture. We have partly shewn by anticipation under 1 Sam.

iv. 18, that this impression is groundless. The plain fact

is, that in the East the sitting postures are -various, and

that one of them is considered as respectful, or even re-

verent, as any posture can be.

The Orientals now sit upon the ground, or on carpets

or cushions laid on the ground. And although there is

evidence that the Israelites used raised seats, such as

chairs and stools, it is clear that they also sat on the

ground in the various postures now used in the East. The

case, in this respect, appears to have been much the same
with them as with the Egyptians, who, although they used

all kinds of raised seats, yet also sat on the floor in every

variety of posture. This is evinced by the small cut here

introduced. The posture of crouching, shewn in the

second figure of the cut, was very common among the

Egyptians, but is now rather unusual in the East. Sitting

cross-legged, a posture rather awkwardly represented in

the last figure, is now the usual and ordinary posture in

common life. It is the same as that which tailors adopt

in this country, and which to those used to it, is really the

sitting posture which gives more perfect repose to the

body than any other. The postures in which the figures

1 and 3 are represented in the cut—of sitting on the heels

—are more ditficult, and give less repose. These two

were postures of respect among the Egyptians ; and they

are figured in them when in the presence of their supe-

riors, as iveU as when hearing sacred enthlenis before t/ie

shrines of their gods. And this posture of sitting on the

heels—the only one in which the Egyptians could sit be-

fore the shrine of their gods, is obviously that in which

David sat before the shrine of Jehovah. This continues

to be the posture of respect in the East ; and no one thinks

of using any other in the presence of a superior. Great

personages sit thus, if they sit at all, in the presence of

kings ; and it is one of the positions, and the only sitting

one, which the Moslems take in their devotions.

19. ' The manner of man'—that is, a human custom, to

which God had graciously condescended, in order to convey

to his servant this intimation of His designs in a way which

he had been accustomed to consider the most bindmg.

CHAPTER VIII.

1 David subdiieth the Philistines and the Moabites. 3

He smiteth Hadadezer, and the Syrians. 9 Tui

sendeth Joram with presents to bless him. 1 1 The
presents and the spoil David dedicateth to God.
14 He putteth garrisons in Edom. 16 David's

officers.

And 'after this it came to pass, that David
smote the Philistines, and subdued them : and

David took 'Metheg-ammah out of the hand
of the Philistines.

2 And he smote Moab, and measured them
with a line, casting thera down to the gi-ound

;

even with two lines measured he to put to

death, and with one full line to keep alive.

And so the Moabites became David's servants,

and brought gifts.

3 U David smote also Hadadezer, the son

of Eehob, king of 'Zobah, as he went to reco-

ver his border at the river Euphrates.

4 And David took 'from him a thousand

^chariots, and seven hundred horsemen, and

twenty thousand footmen : and David houghed

all the chariot horses, but reserved of them /or

an hundred chariots.

5 And when the Syrians of Damascus came

to succour Hadadezer king of Zobah, David

slew of the Syrians two and twenty thousand

men.
(i Then David put garrisons in Syria of

Damascus : and the Syrians became servants

to David, and brought gifts. And the Lokd

preserved David whithersoever he went.

7 And David took the shields of gold that

were on the servants of Hadadezer, and

brought them to Jerusalem.
_

8 And from Betah, and from Berothai,

cities of Hadadezer, king David took exceed-

ing much brass.

y IF When Toi king of Hamath heard that

David had smitten all the host of Hadadezer,

10 Then Toi sent Joram his son unto king

David, to "salute him, and to bless him, be-

cause he had fought against Hadadezer, and
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smitten him : for Hadadezer 'had wars with

Toi. And Joram 'brought with hira vessels

of silver, and vessels of gold, and vessels of

brass

:

11 Which also king David did dedicate

unto the Lord, with the silver and gold that

he had dedicated of all nations which.he sub-

dued
;

12 Of Syria, and of Moab, and of the chil-

dren of Amnion, and of the Philistines, and of

Araalek, and of the spoil of Hadadezer, son

of Rehob, king of Zobah.

13 And David gat him a name when he
returned from "smiting of the Syrians in the

valley of salt, beiuf/ eighteen thousand men.

14 H And he put garrisons in Edom

;

throughout all Edom put he garrisons, and all

they of Edom became David's servants. And
the Lord preserved David whithersoever he
went.

15 H And David reigned over all Israel

;

and David executed judgment and justice
unto all his people.

16 And Joab the son of Zeruiah icas over
the host ; and Jehoshaphat the son of Ahilud
was '"recorder

;

17 And Zadok the son of Ahitub, and
Ahimelech the son of Abiathar, were the
priests ; and Seraiah was the "scribe

;

18 "And Benaiah the son of Jehoiada was
over both the Cherethites and the Pelethites

;

and David's sons were '^chief rulers.

^'ei-se 1 .
' Mitlieg-ami/iah.'—Tbere lias been some spe-

culation about the signification of this name. It seems
sufficient to know that it denotes ' Gath and her towns ;'

as in ihe parallel passage, 1 Chron. xviii. 1.

2. ' Measured them with a line.'—Some apply this to the
country of Moab ; but the plain meaning of the text seems
to be, that David (in conformity, doubtless, with a known
usage of Oriental warfare) caused all his captives to lie

down, and instead of destroying the whole, as the law au-
thorized, and as they all probably expected, marked oft' a
certain proportion to be spared. What that proportion was
is not very clear. Our version seems to make those who
were destroyed two-thirds of the whole ; but we prefer the
reading of the Septuagint and Vulgate, which, although
they differ in terms, concur in the sense of making the

proportion one-half. The former says there were two
lines for preserving alive, and two for putting to death ;

and the latter, that there were two lines, one for each pur-
pose

; and this is the clearest interpretation. As to the

principle of the measure, all comment has been anticipated
in the remarks on the ancient war-law of the Hebrews and
their neighbours, in the notes to Deut. xx. 6, 7, and
Judg. i., which will serve to shew that the procedure here
described could scarcely at that time have been considered
as a severe measure, but rather as an act of lenity, with the

intention of sparing a part of the male captives, whom the
law and the general custom of war doomed to death.

3. ' Zobah.'—See the note on 1 Chron. xviii. 3.

4. ' Houghed all the chariot horses.'—See the notes on
Deut. xvii. 16, .losh. xi. 6. The neighbouring nations,

with some exceptions, continue strong in cavalry; while
the Hebrews, according to the intentions of their lawgiver,
remain without horses. In David's own Psalms there are
frequent references to this, chiefly as contrasting their own
confidence in Jehovah with the reliance which their ene-
mies placed on their strong bodies of cavalry (Ps. xx. 7 ;

xxxiii. 17; Ixxvi. G; cxlvii. 10); and such expressions
occurring in hymns, were well calculated to foster in the

minds of the Hebrews, those feelings of contempt towards
cavalry which they unquestionably entertained. The di-

rection to hough the horses of the enemy is not in the

Law ; but was given to Joshua on occasion of his war with
the northern Canaanites : but whether David in the pre-

sent instance acted with reference to that direction, or ac-

cording to the common practice of the time, is not very
clear. The practice of thus treating the horses of the ad-
verse partjf, when they cannot be brought off, has been
continued m modem warfare, for the purpose of disabling

the animals and rendering them unserviceable to the

enemy. The Hebrews had more reason for such a pro-
20J

m by
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ceeding than any modern European nation : for they were
forbidden to employ horses in war, and did not employ
them for travelling or agriculture : and it is therefore dif-

ficult to see what they could have done with these ani-

mals, if they had preserved them. It is true they might
have sold them ; but then their enemies might have con-

trived to buy them back again, and employed them anew
against their conquerors. The policy therefore was to

diminish, as far as possible, the race of these animals, as

possessed by their neighbours ; and the importance of this

we cannot estimate without recollecting tliat the imme-
diate neighbours of the Hebrews do not appear to have had
any native breed of horses, but to have obtained them 1

purchase from Armenia or Egypt—a circumstance wh
rendered it not easy to repair the loss which the destruc-

tion of their horses involved. The same course was
adopted by the Romans towards elephants, which they

killed,—because, on the one hand, they had no desire

themselves to obtain the assistance of such auxiliaries, and
knew, on the other, that these creatnres were sometimes
dangerous to the troops in which they were employed.

8. ' Brass.'—Josephus says that this brass was of most
excellent quality, surpassing in value gold itself, like the

famous Corinthian brass among the Greeks.

10. ' Vessels of silver, and vessels of gold, and vessels oj

brass.'—If what Denon says be true, that the arts of other

nations are only spoils of those of the Egjptians, it will be

right to consider that the vases and other vessels, whether
of pottery or metal, in use among that most ingenious

people, furnished the models for the style, fashion, and
material of those possessed by, at least, their more imme-
diate neighbours—including the Hebrews, Syrians, and
others. We have therefore figured a small collection of

Kgyptian vessels; and our conviction that they may be

taken as examples of some of the vessels mentioned in

Scripture, is founded on stronger reasons than the alleged

derivation of all the arts from Egypt—and that is, on their

ancient universality and their existing prevalence.

Wherever they originated, certain it is, that wc every-
where recognize the same essential forms in the ancient

vases and domestic vessels. The Greek vases do not more
certainly resemble those of Egypt, from which they are

confessedly derived, than do those of ancieut Pei-sia and
Babylonia. But then, also, they are modern European and
modern Oriental. VVe may well derive the former from
the Egyptians, or indirectly from the Greeks, and we see

them preserved, more or less, in our water pitchers, jars,

ewers, bowls, ale and wine glasses, goblets, flower-glasses,

tea-pots, and many other examples. But then again we
recognize the same forms—or at least many of them— in
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China, India, Persia, Mesopotamia, Syria—everywhere in

the East. In Baghdad, or in any other town in that most
ancient of historical regions inwliich Baghdad is situated,

we see in the shop of an ordinary potter a variety of forms

of common vessels, which we do not hesitate at once to re-

cognize as ' classical,' or as ' Egyptian.' If we dig in the

neighbouring primitive soil of Babylonia, or Chaldaea, or the
' plain of Shinar,' we there find precisely the same wares

as are exhibited iu the shop of the potter, whose forms
we hesitate any longer to call ' classical ' or * Egyptian.'

They are universal : and therefore they are Egyptian, and
Syrian, and Hebrew : although, of course, we must make
some allowance for occasional peculiarities, resulting from
the individual wants or tastes of a particular nation. Now,
of these ancient universal forms, the remains of Egypt
certainly furnish the most complete and various speci-

mens ; and it is almost impossible to be much mistaken in

referring to them for the purpose of Scriptural illus-

tration : it being only necessary to recollect that in such

specimens we sometimes discover a tendency to the gro-

tesque in style and ornament, which we may reject as a

general illustration, regarding it as a peculiarity of Egyp-
tian taste.

Concerning the paintings of Egyptian metallic vases,

Mr. Long, iu his ' Egyptian Antiquities,' observes—' The
art of working in the precious metals, such as the making
of golden ornaments on gold vases, of large size and beau-

tiful workmanship, might be inferred from a variety of

incidental notices in ancient writers, but is confirmed by
the representations given in Kosellini. Here we see nu-

merous vases, painted yellow, which no doubt is intended

to represent gold. Many of these, though exceedingly

grotesque in some of their details, are often very finely

formed, and indicate not only a high state of manual skill,

hut much taste and imagination. Other plates in the same
work contain drawings of a great variety of vases and
vessels, some of which, for the lightness and beauty of

their form, are not to be surpassed by any specimens of

ancient or modern art.'

13. ' Returnedfrom stnitinij of the Si/rians in the valleij

ofsalt.'—SQe 2_Kings xiy. 7. That not the Syrians, as here,

but the Edomites, are intended, is evident from the fol-

lowing verse, and is clearly expressed in 1 Chron. xviii.

12, where we doubtless have the correct reading, from
which it would appear that a whole line has here been
dropped after ' Syrians,' which we might insert thus—
Meanwhile Abishai the son if Zeruiah slew of the Edomites,

in the valley, etc. Thus it appears that while David
carried on the war in person against the Syrians, his

general Abishai brought the Edomites under subjection.

17. ' Zadok . . . and Ahimelech the son of Abiathar
were the priests'—This is an obvious error of transcrip-

tion, and we must read Abiathar the son of Ahimelech.
We know that it was Abiathar who was priest ; that he
was the son of Ahimelech, and that this Ahimelech had
been slain some years before by Doeg. This is the first

occasion in which Zadok is mentioned as high priest ; but

afterwards, throughout the reign of David, he and Abi-

athar are often named separately or together, as both

bearing that character—a singular innovation, resulting

probably from circumstances over which the king had little

control. It seems likely that after Saul had slain the

priests of Ithamar's line at Nob, he restored the pontificate

to the line of Eleazer, in the person of Zadok ; while
David and his people, during his wandering and his reign

in Judah, had been accustomed to look to Abiathar, the

escaped sou of Ahimelech, as the high- priest; that he
thought it proper and prudent to recognize Zadok in that

character without depriving Abiathar of the consideration

he had previously enjoyed. If this explanation be cor-

rect, Zadok would have had this advantage over Abia-

thar, that he had actually discharged the regular func-

tions of high-priesthood at the tabernacle, which the

other had never an r fportunity of doing. It is probably

on this account thu' wherever the two names occur to-

gether that of Zadok is placed first.

18. ' Cherethites . . . Pelethites.'—See 1 Chron. xviii.

1 7. In the notes on the same chapter will be found some
remarks on other particulars mentioned here.

CHAPTER IX.

I David by Ziha sendeth for 3Iephibosheth. 7 For
Jonathan's sake he entertaineth him at his table, and
restoreth him all that was Saul's. 9 He mahelh
Ziba hisfarmer.

Ano David said, Is there yet any that is left

of the house of Saul, that I may shew him
kindness for Jonathan's sake ?

2 And titere luas of the house of Saul a

servant vi'hose name was Ziba. And when
they had called him unto David, the king said

unto him, Art thou Ziba ? And he said, Thy
servant is he.

3 And the king said, Is there not yet any

of the house of Saul, that I may shew the

kindness of God unto him ? And Ziba said

unto the king, Jonathan hath yet a son, which

is 'lame on his feet.

4 And the king said unto him, AVliere is

he? And Ziba said unto the king, Behold,

he is in the house of Machir, the son of Am-
niiel, in Lo-debar.

5 *i Then king David sent, and fetched bim

out of the house of Machir, the son of Ammiel,

from Lo-debar.

6 Now when Mephibosheth, the son of Jo-

nathan, the son of Saul, was come unto David,

lie fell on his face, and did reverence. And
David said, Mephibosheth. And he answered,

Behold thy servant

!

7 1! And David said unto him, Fear not

:

for I will surely shew thee kindness for Jona-

than thy father's sake, and will restore thee

all the land of Saul thy father ; and thou shalt

eat bread at my table continually.

8 And he bowed himself, and said. What
is thy servant, that thou shouldest look upon

such a dead dog as I am ?

9 If Then the king called to Ziba, Saul's

servant, and said unto him, I have given unto

thy master's son all that pertained to Saul and

to all his house.

10 Thou therefore, and thy sons, and thy

servants, filiall till the land for him, and thou

shall bring in the fruits, that thy master's sou
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may have food to eat : but Mephibosheth thy

master's son shall eat bread alway at my table.

Now Ziba had fifteen sons and twenty servants.

11 Then said Ziba unto the king, Accord-
ing to all that my lord the king hath com-
manded his servant, so shall thy servant do.

As fur Mephibosheth, said the king, he shall

eat at my table, as one of the king's sons.

^UEL. [B.C. 1037.

12 And Mephibosheth had a young son,

whose name icas Micah. And all that dwelt

in the house of Ziba v:ere servants unto i\Ie-

phiboshetli.

13 So Mephibosheth dwelt in Jerusalem :

for he did eat continually at the king's table
;

and was lame on both his feet.

Verse 11. 'He shall eat at mij table, as one of the kimj's

sons'—The general reader may be perplexed to know
why, when David intended Mephibosheth to eat at his own
table, he yet directed Ziba to bring to Jerusalem the pro-

duce of his estate, that he might have food to eat {v. 10).

The fact seems to be, that David by no means intended
that Mephibosheth, or any one else, should eat constantly

with him ; but only that he should have a right to the

honourable distinction of a place at his table, ou those

public occasions and festivals when the king was accus-

tomed to dine with the princes of his own family, and.

perhaps, with the chief officers of state. This is still cus-

tomary in the East, where the king usually eats alone, but
ou certain occasions admits liis relations and great func-
tionaries to his table. This is a very great privilege ; but
of course it does not afiFect the favoured person's ordinary
means of subsistence. The situation of Jonathan's son
in David's court seems to have been analogous to that

of David himself in the court of Saul. He, as the king's

son-in-law, had an assigned place at the royal table, but
was not expected to occupy it till the new moon. (See
the note on I Sam. xxv. 5.)

CHAPTER X.

1 David's messengers, sent to comfort Ilamm the son of
Nahash, are villainonslif entreated. 6 I'he Ammon-
ites, strengthened by the Syrians at Helam, are over-

come by Joab and Abishai. 15 Shobach, mahing a
new siipp/y cf the Syrians at Ilclam, is slain by
David.

And it came to pass after this, that the 'king

of the children of Ammon died, and Ilanun

his son reigned in his stead.

2 Then said David, I will shew kindness

unto llanun the son of Nahash, as his father

shewed kindness unto me. And David sent

to comfort him by the hand of his servants for

his father. And David's servanty came into

the land of the children of Ammon.
3 And the princes of the children of Am-

mon said unto Ilanun their lord, 'Thinkest

tliou that David doth honour thy father, that

he hath sent comforters unto thee ? hath not

David rather sent his servants unto thee, to

search the city, and to spy it out, and to over-

throw it ?

4 Wherefore Hanun took David's servants,

and shaved off the one half of their beards,

and cut off their garments in the middle, even

to their buttocks, and sent them away.

5 When they told it unto David, he sent

to meet them, because the men were greatly

ashamed : and the king said. Tarry at Jeri-

cho until your beards be grown, and then

return.

6 IT And when the children of Ammon saw

that they stauk before David, the children of

Ammon sent and hired the Syrians of Beth-

rehob, and the Syrians of Zoba, twenty thou-

sand footmen, and of king Maacah a thou-

sand men, and of Ish-tob twelve thousand

men.

7 And when David heard of it, he sent Joab,

and all the host of the mighty men.

8 And the children of Ammon came out,

and put the battle in array at the entering in

of the gate : and the Syrians of Zoba, and of

Kehob, and Ish-tob, and Maacah, icere by

themselves in the field.

9 When Joab saw that the front of the

battle was against him before and behind, he

chose of all the choice men of Israel, and put

tliem in array against the Syrians

:

10 And the rest of the people he delivered

into the hand of Abishai his brother, that he

might put them in array against the children

of Ammon.
11 And he said, If the Syrians be too strong

for me, then thou shalt help me : but if the

children ofAmmon be too strong for thee, then

I will come and help thee.

12 Be of good courage, and let us play the

men for our people, and for the cities of our

God : and the Lord do that which seemeth

him good.

13 And Joab drew nigh, and the people

that were with him, unto the battle against the

Syrians : and they fled before him.

14 And when the children of Ammon saw

that the Syrians were fled, then fled they also

before Abishai, and entered into the city. So

« Hfb. It, tUnetyes duth David.
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Joab returned from the children of Ammon,
and came to Jerusalem.

15 K And when the Syrians saw that they

were smitten before Israel, they gathered them-

selves together.

16 And lladarezer sent, and brought out

the Syrians that were beyond the river : and
they came to Ilelam ; and Shobach the cap-

tain of the host of lladarezer tveiit before

them.

17 And when it was told David, he gathered

all Israel together, and passed over Jordan,

and came to Helam. And the Syrians set

tliemselves in array against David, and fought

with him.

18 And the Syrians fled before Israel ; and
David slew the men of seven hundred chariots

of the Syrians, and forty thousand horsemen,
and smote Shobach the captain of their host,

who died there.

19 And when all the kings that were ser-

vants to lladarezer saw that they were smitten

before Israel, they made peace with Israel,

and served them. So the Syrians feared to

help the children of Ammon any more.

Verse 4. ' Shared off the one half of their hearth.'—The
shame of the meu, aud the indiguation of Da\'id, clearly

demonstrate that scarcely any indignity could exceed that

with which the king of Israels ambassadors were treated

by Hanun. So it would now be considered, in those nations

of the East by which the beard is cherished. It is not our

purpose to inquire into the source of that tenderness and
respect with which this appendage of the human face is

regarded among nations which have scarcely any other

feeling in common ; but we shall merely state a few facts

which seem to illustrate the force of the present narrative.

All the feelings concerning the beard which the Scrip-

tures indicate, are no where more strongly manifested than

among the Ari D'Arvieux, who has devoted a chaptf

to the exposition of their sentiments on this subject, cor-

rectly states, that the Ai-abs have such a respect for the

beard, that they look upon it as a sacred ornament, which
God has given to men to distinguish them from women.
They never shave it, but let it grow from their very youtli.

There is no ereater mark of infamy among them than that of

shaving it off. They regard it indeed as an essential part of

their religion, under the belief that Mohammed was never

shaven. It is also the badge of a free man, and a shaven

face is the brand of a slave. In this impression the Turks
concurred when D'Arvieux wrote ; but since his time great

alterations have in this respect taken place among ihem.

It was well if they thought nothing worse of a shaven

European, than that he was a runaway slave, of whom his

own country was ashamed. Under this view, well might
the ambassadors of David be overwhelmed with shame at

the insult and degradation they had received. The Arabs,

in short, regard the beard as the perfection and completion

of man's countenance, which they believe to be infinitely

less disfigured by the loss of the nose than by that of the

beard. ' It is,' adds the accurate observer, to whose re-

marks we are indebted,— ' it is a greater mark of infamy

in Arabia to cut a man's beard off than it is with us to

whip a fellow at the cart's tail, or to burn him in the hand.

Many people in that country would rather die than incur

that punishment. I saw an Arab who had received a

musket shot in the jaw, and who determined rather to

perish than allow the surgeon to C'Jt his beard off to dress

his woimd. His resolution was at P^gth overcome; but
not until the wound was beginnins '<• gangrene. He never
allowed himself to be seen wtiite his beard was off; and
when at last he got abitoxl, he went always with his face

covered with a black veil, that he might net be seen with-

out a beard ; and this he did till his beard had again
grown to a respectable length.'

More lately, the Wahabee chief, Saoud, acted upon this

respect for the beard, in his punishment of grave offences,

committed by persons of consideration. The loss of the

beard was the severest puuisliment he ever inflicted ; and
it was considi 1. M i

,i I , t.lrr.ible than death itself, by
thosewho liail i . .

'

: I lurckhardt, in la\s Material$

for a Histvri/ .
' ti

, relates an anecdote which
strongly illusir. Ill , i!. i. of Arabian feeling on this

point:— ' Saoud luui long luen desirous to purchase the

mare of a sheikh belonging to the tribe of Beui-Shammar,
but the owner refused to sell her for any sum of money.
At this time, a sheikh of the Kahtau Arabs had been sen-

tenced to lose his beard for some offence. When the

barber produced his razor in the presence of Saoud, the

sheikh exclaimed, " Saoud, take the mare of the Sham-
raary as a ransom for my beard '." The punishment was
remitted ; the sheikh was allowed to go and bargain for

the mare, which cost him 2-500 doUai's, the owner de-

claring that no consideration could have induced him to

part with her, had it not been to save the beard of a noble

Kahtany.' The same traveller observes, that the Arabs
who had the misfortune to incur this disgrace, invariably

concealed themselves from view until their beards had
grown again. Numerous other examples of respect for the

beard aud the disgrace of losing it, might be adduced ; but

the above will perhaps be considered to convey an adequate

illustration of the present text.

6. ' Sent and hired the Si/rians.'—The events of this war
being more precisely stated in 1 Chron. xix., we reserve

for that chapter such remarks as the narrative seems to

require.

CHAPTER XI.

1 W/iilc Joah besieyed Habbah, David committeth

udulte.ry with Uathsheba. 6 Uriah, sent for by

David to cover the aduUenj, woidd not go home
neither sober nor drunken, li He carrieth to Joah
the letterfor his death. 18 Joab sendelh the news

thereof to David. "20 David taketh Bath-sheba to

wife.

Axn it came to ])ass 'after the year was ex-

i neb. nf ihc return of the ymr.

pired, at the time when kings go forth to battle,

tiiat 'David sent Joab, and his servants with

him, and all Israel ; and they destroyed the

chililrcn of Ammon, and besieged Kabbah.

But David tarried still at Jerusalem.

2 If And it came to pass in an evening-

tide, that David arose from off his bed, and

walked upon the roof of the king's house

:

and from tiic roof he saw a woman washing

« 1 Cliron. 20. 1.
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liersolf; and tUe woman u-a.-< very beautiful to

look upon.

3 And David sent and enquired after the

woman. And one said, Is not this Bath-sheba,

the daughter of Eliam, the wife of Uriah the

llittite ?

4 And David sent messengers, and took

her ; and she came in unto him, and he lay

with her ; 'for she was 'purified from her

uncleanness : and she returned unto her

house.

5 H And the woman conceived, and sent and
told David, and said, I am with child.

6 And David sent to Joab, sayinfj. Send
me Uriah the Hittite. And Joab sent Uriah

to David.

7 And when Uriah was come unto him,

David demanded of lihn °liow Joab did, and
how the people did, and how the war pros-

pered.

8 And David said to Uriah, Go down to

thy house, and wash thy feet. And Uriah

departed out of the king's house, and there

^followed him a mess of meat from the king.

9 But Uriah slept at the door of the king's

house with all the servants of his lord, and went

not down to his house.

10 And when they had told David, saying,

Uriah went not down unto his house, David
said unto Uriah, Camcst thou not from thy

journey ? why then didst thou not go down unto

thine house ?

11 And Uriah said unto David, The ark,

and Israel, and Judah, abide in tents ; and

my lord Joab, and the servants of my lord,

are encamped in the open fields ; shall I then

go into mine house, to eat and to drink, and

to lie with my wife ? as thou livest, and as thy

soul liveth, I will not do this thing.

12 And David said to Uriah, Tarry here

to day also, and to morrow I will let thee de-

part. So Uriah abode in Jerusalem that day,

and the morrow.
13 And when David had called him, he did

eat and drink before him ; and he made him
drunk : and at even he went out to lie on his

bed with the servants of his lord, but went not

down to his house.

14 H And it came to pass in the morning,

that David wrote a letter to Joab, and sent it

by the hand of Uriah.

15 And he wrote in the letter, saying. Set

ye Uriah in the forefront of the 'hottest battle,

3 Or, and trfien she had jjtirrjled hrrse^/, SiC, she returned.
e lleb. neitt out a/ler hiin. 7 Heb. strung. B Heh./rmn n
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and retire ye "from him, that lie may be smit-

ten, and die.

1(3 And it came to jiass. when Joab ob-

served the city, that he assigned Uriah unto

a place vvliere he knew that valiant men
IVCIT.

17 And the men of the city went out, and
fought with Joab : and there; fell some of.,,the

people of the servants of David ; and Uriah
the llittite died also.

IS If Then Joab sent and told David all

the things concerning the war ;

I'J And charged the messenger, saying.

When thou hast made an end of telling the

matters of the war unto the king,

20 And if so be that the king's wrath arise,

and he say unto thee. Wherefore approached
ye so nigh unto the city when ye did figiit ?

knew ye not that they would shoot from the

wall ?

21 Who smote 'Abimelech the son of Je-
rubbesheth ? did not a woman cast a piece of

a millstone upon him from the wall, that he
died in Thebez ? why went ye nigh the wall ?

then say thou. Thy servant Uriah the llittite

is dead also.

22 1[ So the messenger went, and came
and shewed David all that Joab had sent him
for.

23 And the messenger said unto David,
Surely the men prevailed against us, and
came out luito us into the field, and we were
upon them, even uiito the entering of the

gate.

24 And the shooters shot from off the wall

upon thy servants ; and some of the king's

servants be dead, and thy servant Uriah the

Hittite is dead also.

25 Then David said unto the messenger,

Thus shalt thou say unto Joab, Let not this

thing '"displease thee, for the sword devoureth

"one as well as another : make thy battle nunc
strong against the city, and overthrow it : and

encourage thou him.

2(j H And when the wife of Uriah heard

that Uriah her husband was dead, she mourned
for her husband.

27 And when the mourning was past,

David sent and fetched her to his house, and

she became his wife, and bare him a son. But
the thing that David had done "displeased the

Loud.
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Verse \. 'At the time when kings goforth to battle.'—See
the notes on 1 Chron. xx., where tlie narrative of the war,

as given at the beginning of this and the end of the next
chapter, is repeated, without any notice being talien of the

unhappy transactions in which David was meanwlii'.e

involved at Jerusalem. There is much point in the

observation, which we find there as here, that although it

was the time when kings went forth to battle, David the

king of Israel did not go forth, but ' remained still at

.lerusalem.' Whether it was indisposition or self-in-

dulgence that prevented him, does not appear; but the

latter is commonly supposed.

2. 'David arose fioin off his bed, and jvalked upon

the roof.'—There have been many grave remarks and
sermons upon the consequences of idleness, as exemplified

in this instance, and so forth. Now there is no idleness

in the case, or anything to blame David for, but the sin

into which he fell. It is i|nir t. u '!i ii ii I;'- bad not been
at Jerusalem, and if he bail i

i
i ili.- roof of his

palace after sleep, this thin.. i i , \ r liappened to

him ; but this is no more tli.ui il . * > -. i;^ iiiith that if a

man were doing one thing, antither thing would not have

been done, which is as applicable to every human act as

to that of David. We are told that he oitghtnotto have

been at Jenisalem, but at the head of his armi/. Now this

is more than we know. It is, perhaps, rather creditable

to David that he knew that a king had more important

duties than to lead forth his armies in person on every
occasion. He was doubtless ready, if there had been

adequate occasion ; but the result proved that Joab was
fully equal to the service on which he was engaged : and
the king could probably more easily find one to command
the army tlian to conduct the civil government in his own
absence, according to his own plans and designs. Those
must have singular notions of an oriental monarchy who
suppose that David had grown indolent because he re-

mained in his metropolis ; for there are few men whose
ordinari/ home duties are more arduous and laborious than

those of most eastern kings; and we know, from a sub-

sequent event, that David actually undertook in his own
person, when at Jerusalem, more labour than he was able

adequately to sustain. Then, as to his afternoon sleep and
subsequent walk,—the idleness of this has seemed unques-

tionable. But this is the ignorant inference of people who
sleep at night for eight or nine hours through, and then

marvel to see others sleepful while they are wakeful, with-

out considering that these others have slept but five hours

at night, have risen at daybreak, and have discharged half

the duties of the day before they commence their own.
In warm climates the cool morning hours are highly fa-

vourable to exertion, and therefore the orientals rise early

to employ them ; and to compensate for this, as well as to

obtain the tobil quantity of sleep which nature requires,

they lie down again during the heat of the day, when, if

they remained awake, the relaxing warmth would make
exertion difficult. Taken in all, the orientals do not sleep

more, if as much, as we do ; but they find it convenient
and suitable to have two short sleeps instead of a single

long one ; and for this they do not deserve to be consi-

dered indolent. Joab doubtless slept as soundly in his

camp this afternoon as David in his palace.

— 'Walked upon the roof of the king',>: house.'—It is

usual, towards evening, to resort to the house-top to enjoy
tlie cool air. But the orientals do not properly walk
there; they have no idea of walking for enjoyment or
exercise ; and they regard it as one of the peculiar and
inscrutable madnesses of the Europeans to walk to and fro

without any present and apparent motive. They may
saunter or lounge about a little, which was perhaps what
David did ; but more generally they sit or recline on mats
or carpets. The roofs being flat, a house in an elevated

spot overlooks many other roofs and interior courts : but
prudent persons are cautious of inspecting the proceedings
of their neighbours, as, in many places, a man would be
thought perfectly justified in shooting a too inquisitive

person through the head—a thing which does sometimes
happen. Keeling, in our country also, would be very
strong against it, as we see from the following anecdote,

which we transcribed long ago from Brook, without a re-

ference to the particular work (probably the Mute Chris-

tian): 'I have read of one Sir William Champney, once
living in Tower Street, London, in the reign of King
Henry III., who was the first man in England who ever

built a turret on the top of his house, that he might the

better overlook all his neighbours ; but so it fell out, that

not long after he was struck blind.'

8. ' Go down to thi/ house.'—Detection would have been
death to Bathsheba;'and David's object was to screen the

effects of his own and her criminality, by getting Uriah
to go home. It is possible that the latter may have sus-

pected or heard something of the truth. The repeated

urgency of the king on this particular point was alone well

calculated to rouse his suspicions ; but the text seems to

assign an adequate reason for his refixsal, in that high and
honourable sense of military duty and propriety which he
so forcibly expresses in v. 1 1.

11. ' ?'/ie arA.'— It would seem probable from this, that

the ark was with the army ; and if so, this will make the

second recorded instance of the kind, the first being when
the ark was taken by the Philistines. As, however, the

place of the ark was a tent even in Jerusalem, this point

remains uncertain.

CHAPTER XII.

1 Nallian's parable of the ewe lamb causeth David to

be his own jjidr/e. 7 David, reproved by Nathm,
confesselh his sin, and is pardoned. 15 David
monrneth and prayeth for the child, while it lived.

24 Solomon is born, andnamed Jedidiah. 2G David
taheth Jiabbah, and tortureth the people thereof.

And the Lord sent Nathan unto David. And
he came unto liiin, and said unto him, There

were two men in one city ; tlie one rich, and

the other poor.

2 The rich man had exceeding many flocks

and herds :

3 But the poor rnan had nothing, save one

little ewe lamb, which he had bouglit and

nourished up : and it grew up together with

him, and with his cliildrcn ; it did eat of his

own 'meat, and drank of his own cup, and

lay in his bosom, and was unto him as a

daughter.

4 And there came a traveller unto the rich

man, and he spared to take of his own flock

and of his own herd, to dress for the wayfar-

ing man that was come unto him ; but took

the ))oor man's lamb, and dressed it for the

man that was come to him.

f) And David's anger was greatly kindled

against the man ; and he said to Nathan, .i.s-

the Lord liveth, the man that hath done this

t/iiiiff 'shall surely die :
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6 And he shall restore the lamb "fourfold,

because he did this thing, and because he had

no pity.

7 II And Nathan said to David, Thou art

the man. Thus saith the Lord God of Israel,

I 'anointed thee king over Israel, and I deli-

vered thee out of the hand of Saul

;

8 And I gave thee thy master's house, and

thy master's wives into thy bosom, and gave

thee the house of Israel and of Judah ; and if

tliat had been too little. I would moreover have

given unto thee such and such things.

1) Wherefore hast thou despised the com-
mandment of the Lord, to do evil in his sight?

thou hast killed Uriah the Ilittite with the

sword, and hast taken his wife to be thy wife,

and hast slain him with the sword of the chil-

dren of Ammon.
10 Now therefore the sword shall never

depart from thine house ; because thou hast

despised me, and hast taken the wife of Uriah

tlie Hittite to be thy wife.

11 Thus saith the Lord, Behold, I will

raise up evil against thee out of thine own
house, and I will 'take thy wives before thine

eyes, and give them unto thy neighbour, and

ho shall lie with thy wives in the sight of this

sun.

12 For thou didst it secretly: but I will

do tills tiling before all Israel, and before the

sun.

13 And David said unto Nathan, I iiave

sinned against the Lord. And Nathan said

unto David, 'The Lord also hath put away
thy sin ; thou shalt not die.

14 Ilowbeit, because by this deed thou hast

given great occasion to the enemies of the Loud
to blaspheme, the child also that is born unto

thee shall surely die.

15 51 And Nathan departed unto his house.

And the Lord struck the child that LTriah's

wife bare unto David, and it was very sick.

16 David therefore besought God for the

child ; and David 'fasted, and went in, and

lay all night upon the earth.

17 And the elders of his house arose, and
u-ent to him, to raise him up from the earth :

but he would not, neither did he eat bread with

them.

18 And it came to pass on the seventh day,

that the child died. And the servants of

David feared to tell him that the child was

dead : for they said, Behold, while the child

was yet alive, we spake unto him, and he would

not hearken unto our voice : how will he then

Vex himself, if we tell him that the child is

dead?
19 But when David saw that his servants

whispered, David perceived that the child was

dead : therefore David said unto his servants.

Is the child dead ? And they said, lie is dead.

20 '] hen David arose from the earth, and

washed, and anointed himself, and changed his

apparel, and came into the house of the Lord,
and worshipped : then he came to his own
house ; and when he required, they set bread

before him, and he did eat.

21 Then said his servants unto him. What
thing is this that thou hast done ? thou didst

fast and weep for the child, while it u-as alive
;

but when the child was dead, thou didst rise

and eat bread.

22 And he said. While the child was yet

alive, I fasted and wept : for I said. Who can

tell whether God will be gracious to nie, that

the child may live ?

23 But now he is dead, wherefore should

I fast? can I bring him back again? I

shall go to him, but he shall not return to me.

24 H And David comforted Bath-sbeba his

wife, and went in unto her, and lay with her :

and "she bare a son, and '°he called his name
Solomon : and the Loud loved him.

25 And he sent by the hand of Nathan the

prophet; and he called his name "Jedidiah,

because of the Lord.
26 H And Joab fought against Eabbah of

the children ofAmmon, and took the royal city.

27 And Joab sent messengers to David,

and said, I have fought against Kabbah, and

have taken the city of waters.

28 Now therefore gather the rest of the

people together, and encamp against the city,

and take it: lest I take the city, and "it be

called after my name.

29 And David gathered all the penjjli;

together, and went to Kabbah, and ibught

against it, and took it.

30 '"And he took their king's crown from

off his head, the weight whereof icas a talent

of gold with the precious stones : and it was

set on David's head. And he brought forth

the spoil of the city "in great abundance.

31 And he brought forth the people that

were therein, and put them under saws, and

under harrows of iron, and under axes of iron,

and made them pass through the brickkiln :

and thus did he unto all the cities of the chil-

dren of Ammon. So David and all thepeojile

returned unto Jerusalem.

:liar. IB. 22. « Eoclus. 47. 1 I. ? Il.h. fi'slrf! n fnl.

Beloved o/tlie LORD. n Ueb. hi;/ uame be eulkil aiA^n tl.
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Verse 1. • Th^rr , the

idea ia the prc's. 1,1 • ,! \.\^ ' «lii-lil.. ;. .'S lo a

higher order df l. : i ,
, i: .: .: .1 .ilinn, is .;i ,;,iii':lj-

applicable; and in mi.Ii Ui-i;^^ ., 4-t.(i|. d aud tusiaiiied

analogy seldom occurs, and is not to be expected. David's
crime was greater, even with reference to the comparison
only, tlian as here stated ; for not only had he taken the
pet-lamb from its master's bosom, but had produced the

death of the faithful and devoted owner. But probably a

more exact resemblance between the parable and the
transaction against which it was levelled, would have de-

feated the puipose of the prophet, by enabling the king to

discover too soon the drift of his apologue.

4. ' He spared to take of his own flock,' etc.—Tn the notes

to Gen. xviii., Judges iv., xix., and elsewhere, we have
touched on the Oriental feeling concerning the duty aud
honour of entertaining strangers. Tliis obligation is the

most imperatively felt in camps and in small towns. In
large towns the frequent concourse of strangers and the
n:ore elaborate organization of society, together with the
fjcilitics wliich visitors possess of providing for their

own wants, nicessarily operate, with other circumstances,

in dimiui.-.lung their claim upon the hospitality of the in-

haljitants ; though even there such claims are not entirely

neglected. We have little doubt that the same difference

prevailed anciently in the same countries. Now, it is clear,

from the mention of flocks quite at liand, that the scene of
the present fable is laid in a country town or village,

where, as at this day, the principal persons were bound in

point of honour and duty to provide for the wants of tra-

vellers. The ancient usage and feeling on this subject, and
which still survive in many small towns aud villages, we
conceive to be strikingly illustrated by what Burckhardt
states concerning Kerai, a town of 5,50 families, about
nine miles east from the Dead Sea towards its southern
extremity, and the site of which formed part of David's
dominion. The place has eight menzels or medliafes (lodg-

iug-places) for strangers. ' Their expenses are not de-

frayed from a common purse ; but whenever a stranger

takes up his lodging at one of the medhafes, one of the

people present declares that he intends to furnish that day's

entertainment; and it is then his duty to provide a dinner
or supper, which he sends to the medhafe, and which is

always in sufficient quantity for a large number. A goat

or lamb is generally hilled on the occasion, and barley for

the guest's horse is also furnished. There are Turks who
every other day kill a goat for this hospitable purpose ....
Their love of entertaining strangers is carried to such a

length, that not long ago, when a Christian silversmith,

who came from Jerusalem to work for the ladies, and who,
being an industrious man, seldom stirred from his shop,

was on the point of departure after a two months' resi-

dence, each of the principal families of the town sent him
a lamb, saying that it was not just that he should lose his

due, though he did not choose to come and dine with them.
The more a man expends upon his guests, the greater is his

reputation and influence ; and the fewfamilie.s who pursue
an opposite conduct are despised by all the others.' Travels

in Syria, p. .384.

5. ' I qare line th;/ m</.</';'~ '
.

, .

' /'
; imisler's wiiKS

iH'o (/)// ?;i«(/;/i.'—Sir ch. w I , \ .i !..m, rebelling

a,^^1inst David, takes pubih
|

n : l/is concubines.

From these farts Mr nnn I. Ill n i:!
I

,
,i.,i of the nre-

COntMlll's l,,n- I,

hears of the kii ;-

interest among In

king's court an'

I

little further grnn

212

)ossessiou of the late

ceed in this, he has

11, as the people will

him driveu from the

throne. A similar feeling appears to exist on the oppo-
site, or eastern coast of Africa, in the country bordering ou
the river Sofala. The lord of that country (according to

Dios Santos) maintains a number of wives, the chief of
whom are his near relations, and are called his queens, the

rest being regarded merely as concubines. As soon as the

Quiteva, or prince, dies, a successor is chosen, capable of
governing with wisdom aud prudence. Whether he be
qualified or deficient in these respects, it is enough to

.ecure his position that a majority of the king's women
declare in his favour, as on them the possession of the
throne really depends. He therefore repairs to the palace,

where he meets the ladies, and with their consent, seats

himself on a throne prepared for him in the midst of a
large hall. A curtain is then drawn before him and them

;

and the king, from behind it, issues orders for his pro-

clamation. On this the people rush in to tender tlieir

homage and swear obedience, which is done while the cur-
tain still conceals the new monarch from their view.
Here we see that the consent and presence of the late

king's womeu give the indispensable sanction to the act of

; and it is on account of their presence that the
on this occasion introduced, for without tliat

their presence could not be secured.

13. '/ have sinned against lln- /rr/ '—Th" o.'-ill' nt

remarks of Hales, in his ^n«/ '
i i i- ;: ii-

.'U3, may here be read with acl\.; .- ' i : h ,.1

is one of the most instruct im- a. , ..:..i ^; ^ ^ i ,,.;.,. ,i .,,

that most faithful and impartial ..1 ail l.i.-u.i us. llic ll.,lj

Bible. And the transgression of one idle and unguarded
moment pierced him through with many sorrows aud
embittered the remainder of his life, and gave occasion for

tlie enemies of the Lord tn 1 ! i;!:. t: ! on account of this

crying offence of "tin i :

••-
i

.
: , nwn heart." When

he only cut off the sUii ; , i
. . /, /,s heart smote him

for the indignity thus i,\,<..:\ m i), master; but when he
treacherouly cut oil a laiiliiul and j;allant soldier, who
was fighting his battles, alter having defiled his bed, his

heart smote him not, at least we read not of any com-
punction or remorse of conscience till Natlian was sent to

reprove him. Then, indeed, his sorrow was extreme; and
his Psalms, composed on this occasion, express in the

most pathetic strains the anguish of a wounded spirit, and
the bitterness of his penitence (Ps. xxxii. ; li. ; ciii.). . .

.

Still the rising again of David holds forth no encourage-

ment to sinners who may wish to shelter themselves under
his example, or flatter themselves with the hope of ob-

taining his forgiveness; for though his life was spared,

yet God inflicted upon him those temporal punishments
which the prophet had denounced. The remainder of his

days were as disastrous as the beginning had been pros-

perous.'

28. 'Tuhr ' '.
/ // '' Ih, riti/,and it be called ajter

mil name.'— '\\ i
i u; i;;nanimous conduct in Joab,

who, with all
1

ns to have been a faithful

servantof l).l^ ii .11 1 i his prosperity and honour.

Among the later ll. m :
il: \li li.s of the militjiry

commanders were ascn i ;- li
. : snit emperor, wlio

appropriated theglni) .
|
h. This was a rt*-

Tliey could not obtain x\n- im 1 i;;-, Mithoui

gaining, or, at least compleim;-. m ihtsoh.

History affords many analogous n :
n n, , laiv coni-

iip' I'livili "I i',.|.iii:i tin' glnry tliev had sown.
'I ase in the history of Alex-

;

I lis besieged Artacoaua, and.

1 ,
il |ih

I

111 il . M iMhing for the king's arrival,

1
1 I I bis coming, to resign to him the honour ol

1 i:. lown(l. vi. c. 6).

1 uinstance of giviuga name to a city on any par-
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CHAPTER XIII.

1 Amnon loving Tnmar, by Juimdab's cnunselfeiyninfi

hintse/f fir/t, riivislie//i her. 15 He hateth her , mid
nhame/'iil/i/ tunirlh her away. 19 Absalom enter-

taiiieth /ur, and concealeth his purpose. '23 At a
sheijishcaiiiifj, amomj all the king's sons, he kilteth

Amnon. JiU David grieving at the ?icws is com-
fortrd try Jonadub. 37 Ah'mlom Jleeih to Talmai at

Gcsliur.

And it camo to pass after this, that Absalom
the son of David had a fair sister, whose name
was Tamar ; and Amnon the sou of David
loved her.

2 And Amnon was so vexed, that he fell

siek for his sister Tamar ; ft)r she vas a virgin
;

and 'Amnon thought it hard for him to do any

thing to her.

3 But Amnon had a friend, whose name
icas Jonadab, the son of Sliimeah David's

brother : and Jonadab icas a very subtil man.
4 And he said unto him. Why art thou,

beiiirf the king's son, 'lean "from day to day ?

wilt thou not tell me ? And Amnon said

unto him, I love Tamar, my brother Absa-
lom's sister.

5 And Jonadab said unto him, Lay thee

down on thy bed, and make thyself sick : and

wiien thy father cometh to see thee, say unto

liiin, I pray thee, let my sister Tamar come,

and give me meat, and dress the meat in my
sight, that I may see it, and eat it at her

hand.

6 IT So Amnon lay down, and made him-

self sick : and w hen the king was come to see

him, Amnon said unto the king, I pray thee,

let Tamar my sister come, and make me a

couple of cakes in my sight, that I may eat at

her hand.

7 Then David sent home to Tamar, saying.

Go now to thy brother Amnon's house, and
dress him meat.

8 So Tamar went to her brother Amnon's
house ; and he was laid down. And she took

'ilour, and kneaded it, and made cakes in his

sight, and did bake the cakes.

y And she took a pan, and poured tiivtn out

before him; hut he refused to eat. And
Amnon said. Have out all men from me.

And they went out every man from him.

10 And Amnon said unto Tamar, Bring

the meat into the chamber, that I may eat of

thine hand. And Tamar took the cakes which

she had made, and brought than into the

chamber to Amnon her brother.

11 And when she had brought tliem unto

I Heh- il vns miintlluni, or, /uiiden in the e;/es of Anm-M.

him to eat, he took hold of her, and said unto

her. Come lie with me, my sister.

12 And she answered him. Nay, my bro-

ther, do not 'force me ; for ° 'no sneh thing

ought to be done in Israel : do not thou this

folly.

13 And I, whither shall I cause my shame

to go ? and as for thee, thou shalt be as one of

the fools in Israel. Now therefore, I pray

thee, speak unto the king ; for he will not

withhold me from thee.

14 Ilowbeit he would not hearken unto her

voice ; but, being stronger than she, forced

her, and lay with her.

15 II Then Amnon hated her "exceedingly
;

so that the hatred wherewith he hated her uus

greater than the love wherewith he had loved

her. And Amnon said unto her. Arise, be

gone.

16 And she said unto him, Tlierc is no

cause : this evil in sending me away is greater

than the other that thou didst unto me. But
he would not hearken unto her.

17 Then he called his servant that ministered

unto him, and said, Put now this woman out

from me, and bolt the door after her.

18 And s/ie had a garment of divers colours

upon her : for with such robes were the king's

daughters t/iat tvere virgins apparelled. Thou
his servant brought her out, and bolted the

door after her.

ly H And Tamar put ashes on her head,

and rent her garment of divers colours that

u-as on her, and laid her hand on her head,

and went on crying.

20 And Absalom her brother said unto her.

Hath Amnon thy brother been with thee ?

but hold now thy peace, my sister : he is thy

brother ; 'regard not this thing. So Tamar
remained '"desolate in her brother Absalom's

house.

21 f But when king David heard of all

these things, he was very wroth.

22 And Absalom spake unto his brother

Anuion neither good nor bad : for Absalom

hated Amnon, because he had forced his sister

Tamar.
23 M And it came to pass after two full

years, that Absalom had sheepshearers

Baal-hazor, which is beside Ephraim :
-

Absalom invited all the king's sons.

24 And Absalom came to the king, and

said, Behold now, thy servant hath sheep-

shearers ; let the king, I beseech thee, and his

servants go with thy servant.

! Heb. l/iiii. 3l\eh. mmniaghymwidiiff. 'Or. /mste.

It not 10 to be (lone. ' Heb. with great hatred greatly.

10 Heb. and desolate.

and
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25 And the king said to Absalom, Nay, my
son, let us not all now go, lust we hn charge-

able unto thee. And he pressed him : liovv-

beit he would not go, but blessed him.

2G Then said Absalom, If not, I pray thee,

let my brother Anuion go with us. And the

king said unto him. Why should he go with

thi-e y

27 Rut Absalom pressed him, that he let

Amnon and all the king's sons go with hiui.

28 ^ Now Absalom had commanded his

servants, saying, Mark ye now when Anuion's

heart is merry with wine, and when I say unto

you, Smite Amnon ; then kill him, fear not

:

"have not I commanded you? be courageous,

and be '"valiant.

29 And the servants of Absalom did unto

Amnon as Abs;dom had commanded. Then
all the king's sons arose, anil every man "gat
him up upon his mule, and fled.

oO 11 And it came to pass, while they were
in the way, that tidings came to David, saying,

Absalom hath slain all the king's sons, and

there is not one of them left.

31 Then the king arose, and tare his gar-

ments, and lay on the earth ; and all his

servants stood i)y with their clothes rent.

'62 And Jonadab, the son of Shimeah
David's brother, answered and said. Let not

my lord suppose that they have slain all the

1 • Or. wm .vo« Ml, slure I have commnnd,
16 Hcb. ttccurding to the word tif tht/ scrvi.

young men the king's sons ; for Amnon only

is d(!ad : for by the "appointment of Absalom
this liath been "determined from the day that

he forced his sister Tamar.
33 Now therefore let not my lord the king

take the thing to his heart, to' think that atl

the king's sons are dead: for Anuion only is

dead.

34 But Absalom fled. And the young man
that kept the watch lifted up his'eyesT iuid

looked, and, behold, there came much people
by the way of the hill side behind him.

of) And Jonadab said unto the king, Be-
hold, the king's sons come : '"as thy servant

said, so it is.

36 And it came to pass, as soon as he had
made an end of speaking, that, behold, the

king's sons came, and lifted up their voice and
wept : and the king also and all iiis servants

we|)t ''very sore.

37 H But Absalom fled, ;uid went to

Talmai, the son of '"Auimihud, king of

Geshur. And David nmurned for his son

every day.

38 So Absalom fled, and went to Geshur,
and was there three years.

39 And the soul of khv^ David '"longed to

go forth unto Absalom : for he was comforted

concerning Amnon, seeing he was dead.

Verse 2. ' Slie was a virgin, and Amnon thouyht,' etc.

—

This is not very intelligible as it stands. The sense doubt-
less is that virgins being in the East so closely watched,
Aranon found it impossible to obtain access to her without
witnesses : hence his distress, and the wicked device to

which he resorted.

6. 'Amnon lai/ down and made himself sick'—'The
.\siatics,' writes Mr. Koherts, ' are certainly the most
expert creatures I have seen in feigning themselves sick.

Thus those who wish to get otf work, or any duty, com-
plain they have a pain here, and another there ; they afiect

to pant for breath, roll their eyes as if in agony ; and,
should you touch tliem, they shriek out, as if you were
killing them. The sepoys, and those who are servants in

the Government offices, give great trouble to their superiors
by ever and anon complaining they are sick; and it re-

quires great discernment to find out whether they really

are so, or are merely atlecting it. Their general oliject is

either to attend a marriage or some religious festival.'

8. ' Made cakes in his siyht.'—This she might very well
do, according to several of the various processes of baking
described in former notes. It might, for instance, be done
at the circular fire pit in the floor, or upon the hearth, or
in a pan, or on a metallic plate placed over a brasier, or
against the sides of a heated jar or portable oven. Pro-
bably Amnon's request seemed reasonable to David, not
merely as tln^ fanry of a sick man, but on account of
Tam;irs liixm- i i

|
utntion for peculiar skill in making

some 111 ' I

I
isiry. We have already noticed

thai mi lie upon women in the Kast : and
that IluiuI -o :.: i..^ I. -hcst rank are expected to attend to

2H

them. The consequence of this is, that there is no accom-
plishment on which even ladies of disiinction pride them-
selves more than on their peculiar skill in such prepara-

tions. In the Arabian Nights there is the story of

Bedreddin Hassan, much of the interest of which is con-

nected with the skill in the making of tarts possessed by
his mother, who was the wife of one grand vizier and the

only daughter of another. She had a secret in this art,

which enabled her to make the best tarts in the world ; and
this secret she communicated to no one but her son. He
in the course of time becomes a ruined man and a fugitive,

and finally sets up as a pastry-cook in Damascus. After
many years his friends, including his mother, go from city

to city in search of him. Bedreddiu's own son, whom he
never saw, is of the parly, and in going through the bazaar
gluts himself with the tarts of his unknown father. On
his return, he declines one of the tarts of his granduiotlier,

who then exclaims, ' What! does my child thus despise

the work of my hands ? Be it known to yon, that not one
in the world can make such cream tarts, excepting myself
and your father Bedreddin, whom I myself taught.' The
boy contends he had eaten better tarts in the bazaar; to

test which assertion, the old lady sends for one ; and she
no sooner tastes it than she swoons away, declaring, ou her
recovery, that the maker must be her long-lost son. This
proves to be tlie fact, to the great joy of all parties con-

17. 'Bolt the door after her.'—The street-doors of
Oriental houses are usually kept bolted, except when the

inhabitant is a person of such consequence as to have one
or more porters in attendance, and then it is
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left open by tlay. Ai
course had porters a

understand is, Ihat An
Tamar out of tlie li"ii

iusteud of keepiu" it

r>f the king, of

: ;iiiil what we
Hi, to conduct

affection, and interest in their honour, i immediate

are always of wood, fastened to the dooi, and sliding into a

hole in the door-post. The additional bar, if any, used at

night, is also of wood. This was no doubt the case also

in the Bible times, for we read of bars of brass and iron,

mentioned, in the way of contradistinction, as fastenings of

extraordinary strength (1 Kings iv. 1.3 ; Isa. xlv. 2).

20. ' Tamar remuiiied dcs'ilate in her brother Jbsalom's

hotise.'—The natural tendency of polygamy is to produce a

house divided against itself. The several mothers hate

each other and each other's children, and spend all their

thoughts in plotting for the exclusive benefit of their own.

Hence the large family which is sometimes formed in poly-

gamy is not one family, but an assemblage of several fami-

lies, opposed to each other in interest and in feeling. The

ties of brotherhood and sisterhood seldom extend beyond

the children of the same mother ; and the only sentiment

in which they all concur is in respect for the common
father and common husband. Under this state of things,

however, the daughters, aware that there are others who
have equal claim upon their father's affection, do not so

much look up to him as their natural protector, and the

avenger of their wrongs, as to their uterine brother, whose

of the East, where the brother has often more adi

authority in all that concerns the daughter of his mother,

than the father himself. We find an instance of this here,

and one still earlier, in the case of Simeon and Levi, who
arranged the terms of their sister Dinah's marriage ; and
who, to the deep regret of their father, horribly avenged

upon the men of Shechem the injury their sister had

23. ' Baal-haxor, which is beside Ephraim

'

—not in the

tribe of Ephraim, in which we read of no town named thus,

but near a town called Ephraim
;
probably the same that

is mentioned in 2 Chrou. xiii. 19, and John .\i. .51. In

the former of these texts it is mentioned with Hethel:

Baal-hazor would therefore seem to have been in the tribe

of Benjamin ; and is prob:il.l v th.. same with the Hazor of

Neh. xi. 33. All the iji'ii' i 'i -i ,|iture agree very

well with the distance w 111' li 1 <,, of eight miles

from Jerusalem; about . i.. i i. ii. ., in a direction

N.N.E., D'Anville places hi.lu..ii.i, ul.u «liich Baal-hazor

was situated.

29. ' Every man <jat him up upon his mule.'—This is the

first time that the liiule is indisputably mentioned in the

Scriptures (see the note on Gen. xxxvi. 24) : and, as we
might expect, these animals begin to be mentioned at

nearly the same time that horses began to be partially

known among the Jews. Not at present to notice the

state of the question with respect to horses, we observe,

that although a few horses were kept for state, mules were

now used for riding by persons of distinction, in peace as

well as in war ; although the ass continued to maintain its

refpectabte position, and never wholly gave place to either

the muk or the horse. The taste seems decidedly to be

for muks iii this period of Hebrew history. We see here

that all the king's sons were accustomed to ride on those

animals and even Absalom, although he had chariots and

hoists and while he bore the state and title of a king, rode

upon a mule in battle (ch. xviii. 9). The king himself

also was wont to ride on a mule. He had a choice mule
—1 mule of state, known to be his ; and when he intended

bolomon to be anointed, with great solemnity, as king in

his own litetime, he does not direct his officers to take his

chai lots and horses for tlie regal procession, but ' Cause

Solomon my son to ride upon mine own mule' (1 Kings

1 oi) Mules, as well as horses, were also among the pre-

sents which Solomon received from those who, at a sub-

se |U(.nt ptnod, came from far to hear his wisdom (1 Kings

\ . The mule appears with equal dignity among
till (iiLcks Although used in the laborious services of

^iRultii >et choice animals of this class were employed

in in )ic d ^iiitied offices. Mules, mentioned as

\ pift illustrious by the Mysiaii-i .r^t

Loufeix'd on Priam,'

were yoked to the litter in which that aged monarch con-

veyed the ' glorious ransom ' of Hector's body to the

Grecian camp, and in which the body itself was taken

back to Troy. Chariots, drawn by mules, were also

allowed to contend for the prize in the cliariotraces of the

Olympic games, and in the similar games of the Romans.

Mules are still much used in the East, as well for riding as

for the conveyance of baggage and merchandise; and,

from the attention paid to their hr I. th-v arc .j.Mierally

much finer animals than in En-l n ' I i 'll^l^lUion,

in the mule, of the more useful .|ii li i :, in- horse

and the ass-its strength, activ,i>. . ,.;,i„ m.l great

powci- of radnraiii'", are characttii.^lics ol i.iculjar value

jn tia I

• a: ! t liivfore the Jews, although interdicted

f,.f,iii /, 111 : Lev. xix. 19), did not find it con-

veiii.iit I" ' '
I

'11 la It their use was forbidden. But as

thev coui'i not k-gaily breed mules, the question arises,

how ihcy obtained those which they possessed. It seems

probable that they were employed in the araiies which

Uavid overthrew ; and that, there being no precedent for

hamstringing mules, he preserved them for use. Or they
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may have been obtained from David's friend Hiram, the

king of Tyre ; for we find, in the time of Ezeliiel, that the

Armenians brought not only horses J)ut mules to the great

market of Tyre (Ezck. xxvii. 14). This they may have

done at a much earlier period. At any rate,_ this fact

points to Armenia as the possible source from which mules

might, more or less directly, have been derived. In Solo-

mon's time they might have been obtained from Egypt;
but, till his reign, the commercial relations with that

country do not appear to have been opened. (See the note

on Josh. xi. 6.)

CHAPTER XIV.

1 Joitl), suborning a widow of Tehoah hi/ a parable to

incline the /ting's heart to fetch home Absalom,
bringeth him to Jerusalein. 25 Absalom's beatity,

hair, and rhildren. 28 After two years, Absalom
by Joali is bronght into the king's presence.

Now Joiib the son of Zeruiah perceived that

the king's heart ira.i toward Alisalom.

2 And Joab sent to Tekoah, and fetched

thence a wise woman, and said unto her, I pray

thee, feign tliyself to be a monrner, and put

on now mourning apparel, and anoint not tliy-

self with oil, but be as a woman that had a

hmg time mourned for the deail

:

3 And come to the king, ami speak on this

manner unto him. So Joab put the words in

her mouth.

4 If And when the woman of Tekoah spake

to the king, she fell on her face to the ground,

and did obeisance, and said, 'Help, O king.

5 And the king said unto lier, What .aileth

tiiee? And she answered, I am indeed a
widow woman, and mine husband is dead.

6 And thy handmaid had two sons, and
they two strove together in the field, and iltere

tras 'none to part them, but the one smote the

other, and slew him.

7 And, behold, the whole family is risen

against thine handmaid, and they said. Deliver

him that smote his brother, that we may kill

him, for the life of his brother whom he slew
;
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and we will destroy the heir also : and so they

shall quench my coal which is left, and shall

not leave to my husband neither name nor

remainder ^upon the earth.

8 And the king said unto the woman, Go to

thine house, and 1 will give charge concerning

thee.

y And the woman of lekoah said unto the

king, My lord, O king, the iniquity be on me,

and on my father's house : and the king and
his throne he guiltless.

10 And the king said. Whosoever saith

07/17/1!^ unto thee, bring him to me, and he shall

not touch thee any more.

11 Then said she, I pray thee, let the king

remember the Lokd thy God, *that thou

wouldest not suffer the revengers of blood to

destroy any more, lest they destroy my son.

And he said, As the Lord liveth, there shall

not one hair of thy son fall to the earth.

12 Then the woman said. Let thine hand-

maid, I pray thee, speak one word unto my
lord the king. And he said. Say on.

13 And the woman said, Wherefore then

hast thou thought such a thing against the

people of God? for the king doth speak this

thing as one which is faulty, in that the king

doth not fetch home again his banished.

14 For we must needs die, and are as water

spilt on the ground, which cannot be gathered

up again ; "neither doth God respect any
person : yet doth he devise means that his

banished be not expelled from him.

15 Now therefore that I am come to speak

of this thing unto my lord the king, it is be-

cause the people have made me afraid : and

thy handmaid said, I will now speak unto the

king ; it may be that tlie king will perform the

request of his handmaid.

16 For the king will hpar, to deliver his

handmaid out of the hand of the man that

would destroy me and my son together out of

the inheritance of God.
17 Then thine handmaid said. The word of

my lord the king shall now be "comfortable :

for as an angel of God, so is my lord the king

'to discern good and bad : therefore the Lord
thy God will be with thee.

18 Then the king answered and said unto

the woman. Hide not from me, I pray thee,

the thing that I shall ask thee. And the

woman said. Let my lord the king now speak.

19 And the king said. Is not the hand of

Joab with thee in all this? And the woman

Ileb. upim titefare of the enHh.
awa'i nis /'/'c, tic lititit aho devise

111 Heb. Andm Abnakm l/icre

answered and said. As thy soul liveth, my lord

the king, none can turn to the right hand or

to the left from ought that my lord the king

hath spoken : for thy servant Joab, he bade

me, and he put all these words in the moulli

of thine handmaid :

20 To fetch about this form of speech hath

thy servant Joab done this thing : and my lord

is wise, according to the wisdom of an angel

of God, to know all tilings that are in the

earth.

21 IT And the king said unto Joab, Behold

now, 1 have done this thing : go therefore,

bring the young man Absalom again.

22 And Joab fell to the ground on his face,

and bowed himself, and "thanked the king :

and Joab said. To day thy servant knoweth

that I have found grace in thy sight, my lord,

king, in that the king hath fulfilled the

request of 'his servant.

23 So Joab arose and went to Geshur, and

brought Absalom to Jerusalem.

24 And the king said. Let him turn to his

own house, and let him not see my face. So

Absalom returned to his own house, and saw

not the king's face.

25 H '"But in all Israel there was none to

be so much praised as Absalom for his beauty

:

from the sole of his foot even to the crown of

his head there was no blemish in him.

26 And when he polled his head, (for it was

at every year's end that he polled it : because

the hair was heavy on him, therefore he polled

it:) he weighed the hair of his head at two

hundred shekels after the king's weight.

27 H And unto Absalom there were born

three sons, and one daughter, whose name ims

Tamar : she was a woman of a fair counte-

nance.

•28 IT So Absalom dwelt two full years in

Jerusalem, and saw not the king's face.

29 Therefore Absalom sent for Joab, to

have sent him to the king ; but he would not

come to him : and when he sent again the

second time, he would not come.

30 Therefore he said unto his servants. See,

Joab's field is "near mine, and he hath barley

there ;
go and set it on fire. And Absalom's

servants set the field on fire.

31 Then Joab arose, and came to Absalom

unto his house, and said unto him, Wherefore

have thy servants set my field on fire ?

32 And Absalom answered Joab, Behold,

1 sent unto thee, saying. Come hither, that i

uUiply to destroy.

leb. to hear,

reatly.

Or, became God /

!b. blessed.

11 Ueh.vrnr,
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may send thee to the king, to say, Wherefore

am I come from Gcshur ? it. had been good for

me to have been there still : now therefore let

me see the king's face ; and if there be any

iniquity in me, let him kill me.

33 So Joab came to the king, and told him:
and when he had called for A bsalom, he came
to the king, and bowed himself on his face to

the ground before the king : and the king

kissed Absalom.

Verse 2. ' Telwah.'—This place was afterwards fortified

by liehol)oam, and became the birthplace of the prophet

Amos. It gave its name to the adjacent desert on the

east. The place still bears the name of Tekua, and

lies about six miles south of Bethlehem. It is not men-
tioned in the New Testament. In 765 a.d., when
visited by St. Willibald, it was a Christian place and
had a church. In the time of the Crusaders, it was
still inhabited by Christians, who afforded assistance to

the Crusaders during the siege of Jerusalem ; and ulti-

mately King Fulco a.ssigned it to the canons of the church

of the Holy Sepulchre, in exchange for Bethany. In

1 138 A.D., it was sacked by a party of Turks from beyond
Jordan ; and no subsequent notice of it as an inhabited

place is found. In the time of Quaresmius it was, as now,
desolate, and not visited for fear of the Arabs. Later
travellers have not seldom passed this way, sometimes on
their route between Bethlehem and Hebron. Tekoah lies

on an elevated hill, not steep, but broad on the top, and
covered with ruins to the extent of four or five acres.

These consist chiefly in the foundations of houses built of

squared stones, some of which are bevilled. Near the

middle of the site are the ruins of a Greek church, among
which are several fragments of columns, and a remarkable
baptismal font. There are many cisterns excavated in

the rocks; and not far off' is a living spring of fine water.

SeeRobinson'si^iV.//. ../ //- .,,,,,:, , n, Palesline,\\.\ii'>-\Si.

7. ' Kill him. J r I / In other whom he slew.'

—This case, alth •. very remarkable, as

illustrating the uprim- n , i iln , usirini of blood-revenge

among the Jews. 8ii iiivef-iate was that principle, that,

although the mother herself was the most aggrieved party,

she had no influence in preventing the next male kin from
avenging the blood of the slain sou upon his slaying

brother. She therefore applies to the king for his pardon
and protection ; and knowing, as doubtless the king knew,
1 hat, in such a case, strong measures were necessary, she

is not satisfied with a general promise, but presses him
with her apprehensions, till at last he confirms his promise
by an oath : ' As the Lord liveth, there shall not one hair

of thy son fall to the earth.' She is then satisfied, and
begins to develop her design. That design was to induce
tlie king to satisfy his conscience in pardoning Absalom,
by proving that, in so doing, he did not otherwise than he
would have done in the case of a stranger, where no par-

tiality could operate. It is clear that David wished to

pardon his son, but was afraid, as a king, to do so. The
device of Joab turned the balance which had so long

wavered between private affection and public duty. That
device was prol>al)ly borrowed from the course taken by
Nathan to make David pronounce his own condemnation.

The two cases arc strikingly analogous; and in both the

crime stated in the fiction is inferior in its enormity to the

actual offence.

9. ' TJie iniquitij he on me,' etc.—that is, the iniquity of

pardoning a homicide, whom the avenger had a right to

slay wherever he should find him, except in a city of

refuge.

1 4. ' lie must nrcds dir, and are as water spilt on the

qround, which cannot heijitthered up again.'—Joab could not

liave found a more suitable advocate than this woman of

Tekoah. What could be better calculated to impress a

poet like David than the most beautiful figures of speech

which she employs? In verse 7 she compares the pro-

spective death of her only surviving son to the quenching
of her last live coal ; and here she compares death to

water, which, once spilt upon the ground, can be gathered

up no more. With reference to the latter figure, the Rev.

W. Jowett, in describing an Armenian funeral, says: —
' The corp.se is now carried out into tlie churchyard. A
slab lifted up discovered to our view that the whole
churchyard is hollow under ground. 'I"he body was put

into a meaner wooden coffin, and lowered into the grave.

I did not observe that they sprinkled earth upon it, as we
do; but, instead of this, a priest concluded the ceremony
by pouring a glass of water on the head of the corpse. I

did not learn what this meant; but it brought to my mind
that touching passage in 2 Sam. xiv. 14

—

'For we must

needs die,' etc. On inquiry, Mr. Jowett would have

learned that the water was holy water, and was intended

to give the corpse its final purification and protection,

before being shut out from the world for ever. The
custom is however impressive ; as is also another in use

among the same people, who collect into one place the

bones which may have become exposed, and every yeai

sprinkle them with water, praying for the hastening of

that time when the dry bones shall be quickened to eternal

life. It may further contribute to the illustration of tliis

fine image, to notice that it was the custom of the Jews to

throw out of window all the water in the house in which

any one has died, in the belief that the departed soul has

cleansed itself therein. There is a somewhat similar

custom in some of the provinces of France, only they

throw away the milk instead of the water. The Formo-
sans, who place their dead in green booths, set there

every day a calabash full of fresh water, with a bamboo
beside it, that the soul may be enabled to bathe and to

assuage its thirst. Essais sur la Lille'rature des He'breux,

iii. 53".

2G. • lleiyhed the hair of his headat two hundred shekels.'

— It appears that this handsome, but unprincipled and
vain man, glorying in the abundance and beauty of his

hair, wore it as long as he could without great incon-

venience ; and when it was cut caused it to be weighed,

that the reputation of its quantity might compensate to his

vanity for the present loss to his personal appearance.

The sacred historian condescends to notice the circum

stance, in order to explain and give point to the fact, tliat

the locks which Absalom so fondly cherished became sub-

sequently the occasion of his death. It would seem that,

at this time, the custom for men to wear the hair short, or

to shave the head, except in mourning, had not come into

use. In the time of St. I'uiil it was a shame for men to

wear long haii 1 ( '<<v. \i 1 i . but in the time of David
it was a glor^ i hi ! i i Inngand abundant. The
present is nii't li,

,
li iin.n of this fact We shall

find it also in >' ^ m - "mm , and confirmed by Josephus,

who ii!.-i
I
\. :

,

' IP linked men who formed the guara
oftliii I nurch wore their hair in long flow-

ing ti \ sprinkled every morning with gold

dust 111' II y 1:1 ini.inted it, of course), so that flieir

heads glitiircd in the sunbeams, as reflected from the

gold, if this were the custom a little earlier, the weight

of the unguents with which it was saturated, and of

the gold dust it cotitained, may somewhat lessen our

surprise at the weight of Absolom's hair, though it must
still have been extraordinary. There have been various

explanations as to the weight. In fact we do not know
with certainty what was the weight of the Hebrew shekel

at different periods. According to the common calcula-

tion the weight of 200 shekels would be 112 ounces troy
;

but the weight is hero said to have been by ' the king's

shekel,' which is generally understood to have been con-

siderably less than the common shekel. Some, with
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refereDce to this, reduce the weight of Absalom's hair to

half the above ; some (as Bochart) still lower, to 31b. 2oz.,

and even a pound lower than that. It may be even pos-

sible to bring down the quantity to four shekels, by sup-

posing that the quantity was originally stated in numeral
letters, and that the letter daleth H, which stands for four,

became transmuted in the course of copying into the very
similar letter resli ^, which, as a numeral, stands for two
hundred. But a head of hair weighing only two ounces
would not be very remarkable. These difl'erences shew
the difficulty of the matter, and that, in fact, we can know
nothing with certainty, except that the hair of Absalom is

intended to be described as remarkably fine and abundant.
Harmer states that lie had been told that it was a very
good English head of hair that weighs more than five

ounces. On this Jahn builds the hypothesis that the

shekel by which Absalom's hair was weighed, could not
have been more than a fifth, or perhaps a sixth of the

legal sliekel ; for, he says, we can hardly suppose the hair

of Absalom weighed more than double a good English

head of hair, and therefore the shekel could not have ex-

ceeded that proportion to the legal shekel.—So much
more wildly do men reason and infer on Scriptural topics

than the common sense of mankind would tolerate on any
other. In tact Harmer does not say to what kind of heads of

liair his information applied—whether of males or females,

or whether to the growth of one or of many years. It is

certain, however, that heads of hair greatly exceeding his

maximum have been known, especially among females,

and only more particularly among them, probably, because

their habit of allowing the hair to grow long has afforded

jnore opportunity for comparison ; for the hair of men
will certainly grow as thick, or even thicker than that of

women, and if we may jud^e from the long queues (wliieh

sometimes reach to the ground) of the Chinese, it will

in White's Beyidar Gradation in Man, pp. 92-9-t ; and
he adds, ' I have myself seen an Englishwoman, the wife

of a theatrical gentleman, whose hair is six feet in length,

and weighs upwards of three pounds, without that part

which is nearly connected with the head. Its colour is of

a light brown.'

We have only to add the opinion of those, who, unable

to satisfy their minds otherwise on the subject, suppose

that two hundred shekels mean the value of the hair when
sold : but it does not seem likely that the king's son would

sell his hair, nor can we see to what use it could be ap-
plied by those who bought it. Wigs, though certainly at

and before this time in use among the Egj ptians, do not
appear to have been ever used by the Jews. It remains
to observe that the Hebrew does not say that Absalom
polled his hair every year, but from time to time— occa-
sionally ;—that is, as the text explains it, when it became
heavy. This may have been at longer intervals than a
year.

— ' After the king's weiyht.'—The preceding note has
exhibited some of the opinions which have been held
respecting this ' king's weight.' It must denote some pe-
culiarity. Perhaps it intimates accuracy only—meaning
that the weight is given according to the accredited
standard weight in the royal treasury. Of this opinion.
Bishop Cumberland, in his standard w ork on the subject
of Hebrew weights and measures .1 / - i. r.ir.ls the
Recovery (f Jewish Measures u-../ i

, i
, seems

to have been, for he confesses him- :
, uiththe

arguments adduced by some modrin .1. >i , ,,i,,i i In istians,

for the existence of a shekel of inferior weight to the legal
standard, p. 1II9. The prevailing opinion is, however, in

favour of the 'king's shekel' beingof weight much inferior
to the other, in the proportion stated in the last note. But
the conclusion is obviously founded upon this text, and
must be therefore taken with the limitations which a just
view of the text may itself suggest. One notion is, that
the sacred books being revised after the captivity, the
Babylonish weight, distinguished as ' the king's weight,'
was introduced, as, at that time, more generally intelligible

;

and this, it is said, was only a third of the Jewish shekel.
If we could rely upon this, it would remove most of
the difficulty of the text as it stands. Another expla-
nation is that of the always ingenious Michaelis, who
concludes that as it was not forbidden the Israelites to
deal in common life by different weights, there arose in
process of time under the Judges, a shekel much smaller
than that of the sanctuary : but at last, to prevent uncer-
tainty and imposition, the kings fixed the weight of this

common shekel more accurately ; so that from this time
there were two lawful shekels current among the people,
the sacred and the royal.

27. ' Three sons.'—They seem to have died early, as
their names are not given, and as Absalom is elsewhere
described as building a monument to perpetuate his

memory, because he had no son. See xviii. 18.

CHAPTER XV.

I Absalom, byfair speeches and courtesies, stealelhthe

hearts of Israel. 7 Under pretence of a vow he oh-

taineth leave to go to Hebron. 10 He maheth there

a great conspiracy. 13 David vpon the newsfleeth
from Jerusalem. 19 Ittai uoutd not leave him.

24 Zadok and Abiathar are sent back with the ark.

30 David and his company go np mount Olivet

weeping. 31 He curseth Ahithnphel's counsel. 32
Hitshai is sent back with instructions.

A^'D it came to pass after tliis, that Absalom
prepared him chariots and horses, and fifty

men to run before him.

2 And Absalom rose up early, and stood

beside the way of the gate : and it was so, that

when any man that had a controversy 'came

to the king for judgment, then Absalom called

unto him, and said, Of what city art thou?

And he said. Thy servant is of one of the

tribes of Israel.

3 And Absalom said unto him, See, thy

matters are good and right ; but 'there is no

man deputed of the king to hear thee.

4 Absalom said moreover. Oh that I were
made judge in the land, that every man which

hath any suit or cause might come unto me,
and I would do him justice I

5 And it was so, that when any man came
nigh to him to do him obeisance, he put forth

his hand, and took him, and kissed him.

6 And on this manner did Absalom to all

Israel that came to the king for judgment

:

so Absalom stole the hearts of the men of

Israel.

7 IT And it came to pass after forty years,

that Absalom said unto the king. I pray thee,

let me go and pay my vow, which I have

vowed unto the Lord, in Hebron.

I
8 For thy servant vowed a vow while I

I

abode at Geshur in Syria, saying, If the Lord
« Or, none u-ill hear theefrom the king clown«ard.

219
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shall bring me again indeed to Jerusalem,

then I will serve the Lokd.
9 And the king said unto him, Go in peace.

So he arose, and went to Hebron.
10 ^ But Absalom sent spies throughout

all the tribes of Israel, saying, As soon as ye
hear the sound of the trumpet, then ye shall

say, Absalom reigneth in Hebron.
11 And with Absalom went two hundred

men out of Jerusalem, that, were called ; and
they went in their simplicity, and they knew
not any thing.

12 And Absalom sent for Ahithophel the

Gilonite, David's counsellor, from his city,

even from Giloh, while he offered sacrifices.

And the conspiracy was strong ; for the people
increased continually with Absalom.

13 If And there came a messenger to

David, saying. The hearts of the men of Israel

are after Absalom.
14 And David said unto all his servants

that icere with him at Jerusalem, Arise, and
let us flee ; for we shall not else escape from
Absalom : make speed to depart, lest he over-

take us suddenly, and ''bring evil upon us, and
smite the city with the edge of the sword.

15 And the king's servants said unto the

king. Behold, thy servants are ready to do
whatsoever my lord the king shall ^ap])oint.

16 And the king went forth, and all his

houshold 'after him. And the king left ten

women, ichich were concubines, to keep the

house.

17 And the king went forth, and all the

people after him, and tarried in a place that

was far off.

18 And all his servants passed on beside

him ; and all the Cherethites, and all the

Pelethites, and all the Gittites, six hundred
men which came after him from Gath, passed
on before the king.

19 IT Then said the king to Ittai the Gittite,

Wherefore goest thou also with us? return

to thy place, and abide with the king : for

thou art a stranger, and also an exile.

20 Whereas thou earnest but yesterday,

should I this day "make thee go up and down
with us? seeing I go whither I may, return

thou, and take back thy brethren : mercy and
truth he with thee.

21 And Ittai answered the king, and said.

As the Lord liveth, and as my lord the king

liveth, surely in what place my lord the king

shall be, whether in death or life, even there

also will thy servant be.

22 And David said to Ittai, Go and pass

over. And Ittai the Gittite passed over, and
all his men, and all the little ones that u-cre

with him.

23 And all the country wept with a loud
voice, and all the people passed over: the

king also himself passed over the brook
'Kidron, and all the people passed over,

toward the way of the wilderaess.

24 IT And lo Zadok also, and all the Le-
vites icere with him, bearing the ark of the

covenant of God : and they set down the ark
of God ; and Abiathar went up, until all the

people had done passing out of the city.

25 And the king said unto Zadok, Carry
back the ark of God into the city: if I shall

find favour in the eyes of the Lord, he will

bring me again, and shew me both it, and his

habitation

:

26 But if he thus say, I have no delight in

thee ; behold, licre am 1, let him do to me as

seemeth good unto him.

27 The king said also unto Zadok the

priest. Art not thou a "seer? return into the

city in peace, and your two sons with you,

Ahimaaz thy son, and Jonathan the son of

Abiathar.

28 See, I will tarry in the plain of the wil-

derness, until there come word from you to

certify me.

29 Zadok therefore and Abiathar carried

the ark of God again to Jerusalem : and they

tarried there.

30 H And David went up by the ascent of

mount Olivet, "and wept as he went up, and
had his head covered, and he went barefoot

:

and all the people that teas with him covered

every man his head, and they went up, weep-
ing as they went up.

31 If And one told David, saying, Ahi-

thophel is among the conspirators with Absa-
lom. And David said, O Lord, I pray thee,

turn the counsel of Ahithophel into fool-

ishness.

32 If And it came to pass, that u-Jicn David
was come to the top of the monnt, where he
worshipped God, behold, Hushai the Archite

came to meet him with his coat rent, and earth

upon his head :

33 Unto whom David said. If thou passest

on with me, then thou shalt be a burden unto
me

:

34 But if thou return to the city, and say

unto Absalom, I will be thy servant, O king
;

as I have been thy father's servant hitherto, so
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tcill I now also be tliy servant : then niayest

thou for me defeat the counsel of Ahitbophel.

35 And liast thou not there with thee Zadok
and Abiatliar the priests ? therefore it shall

be, that what thing soever thou slialt bear out

of the king's house, thou shalt tell it to Zadok
and Abiatliar the priests.

36 Behold, tltey huve there with them their

two sons, Ahimaaz Zadok's son, and Jonathan
Abiathar's son; and by them ye shall send
unto me every thing that ye can hear.

37 So llushai David's friend came into the

city, and Absalom came into Jerusalem.

prepared }nvi chariots,^ etc.— It

eii during liKs retirement in Gcshur,

Absalom formed tho.se designs for the ultimate

of which he soon after began to prepare the way ; this

was no- less than to deprive his father of the crown. As
David was already old, Absalom would probably have been
content to await his death, but for peculiar circumstances.

If David properly discharged his duty, he must have led

his sons to understand that although the succession to the

throne had been assured to his family, the ordinary rules

of succession were not to be considered obligatory or

binding, inasmuch as the Supreme King possessed, and
would exercise, the right of appointing the particular

person who might be acceptable to him. In the absence
of any contrary intimation, the ordinary rules might be

observed ; but, according to the principles of the theocratical

government, no such rules could be of force when a special

appointment intervened. It was already known to David,
and could not but be known or suspected by Absalom,
that not only he but some others of the kings sons weie
to be passed over, by such an appointment, in favour of

Solomon, whom, by this time, the king probably treated

as his destined successor. The fact that even the ordinary

law of primogeniture, as applied to the government, had
not yet been exemplified among the Hebrews, must have
tended to increase the misgivings of Absalom respecting

his own succession. Besides, in contending for the crown
while his father lived, he had but one competitor, and
that one fondly attached to him ; whereas, if he waited
until his father's death, he might have many vigorous

competitors in his brothers. These, or some of them, were
probably the considerations in which the designs of Ab-
salom originated. But these designs were not merely
culpable as against his own father, but as an act of rebellion

against the ordinations of the theocracy, since they involved

an attempt to appropriate by force that which God had
otherwise destinated, or which, at least, was to be left for

his free appointment. The ultimate success of Absalom
would therefore have utterly subverted tl e theocr teal

principle which still remained in the con titut on of tl

Hebrew state.

2. ' Absalom rose up earl;/.' — This shews thit tl

judicial and other pulilic business of tl e k

dispatched very early in Jjie morning 1 1

sovereigns in the East rise at day-breal a 1 I

morning devotions proceed immediately to tl

of public business. Thus, in describing the d t

king of Persia, Sir John Malcolm sajs At a 1

hour in the morning the principal ministe sand sccreta

attend the king, make reports upon what 1 as occur I

and receive his commands. After tliis aud e ce he p
ceeds to his public levee, which takes place al ost e
day, and continues about an hour and a hilf At tl

levee, which is attended by the princes, m sters and tl

Dfiicers of the court, all affairs which are w shtd to 1

made public are transacted ; rewards are g ven p i s

ments commanded, and the king expresses aloud tl o e

sentiments of displeasure or approbatioi wl ch he wisl s

to be promulgated.' ( Hist, of Persia, ii 434 4to ) & 1

are the duties which, with little variat on an Or e 1

king has discharged in the early morn g b fore n
England, persons of consideration u.sually leave the r beds
This explains why Absalom was obi ged to r se ea ly

when he wished to ingratiate himself with the persons who
went to the morning levee, to present their petitions, or to

submit their cases to the king's determination.— ' titood beside the way of the gate.'—The gate he'wg
here mentioned in connection with the administration of
justice, it may be well to notice a custom which so fre-

quently comes under our observation in the Old Testament
—that of public affairs being transacted and causes tried

at the gates of towns. In the Scripture we see transacted
at the gate such business as the purchase and sale of lauds
(Gen. xxiii. 18); the transfer to another of a right of
marriage, involving the conveyance of an estate (Ruth iv.

1— 10); with numerous passages, in which the same place
is described as the seat of justice. (Deut. xxii. 15 ; xxv.
7 ; Ps. cxxvii. 5 ; Prov. xxii. 22 ; xxxi. 23 ; Lam. v. 14

;

Amos V. 12; Zech. viii. 16, &c.) The cause commonly
assigned for this is, that, as the Hebrews were chiefly
an agricultural people, going out in the morning and
coming back at night, it was convenient for them to have
their affairs determined as they went or returned. The
same circumstance rendered the gate a place of great re-

sort, in consequence of which publicity was given to the
proceedings of the judges—' the elders of the gate,' as they
are called. Allowing due weight to such considerations,
we have no doubt that Goguet {Origiiie des Lois, i. 44)
is right in considering that the custom originated in the
ignorance, in the early times, of the art of writing, or the
infrequent and reluctant employment of it, after it had
come into use. Then, as decisions were not registered in

writing, it was necessary to their establishment that they
should be registered in the minds of men, who might
be appealed to as witnesses when any dispute arose about
the decison—or rather, whose presence gave such pub-
licity to the determination of the judges, as was calcu-

lated to prevent any dispute from arising. We see
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tliis clearly in the procedure of Boaz lu the gate of

H'thlehem. Having formed his agreement with his

relative, he calls ' uuto the elders and unto all the people,'

and says, ' Ye are witnesses this day, that I have

bonght,' etc. ; and, having completed his statement of

the compact, he again repeats, ' " Ye are witnesses this

d ly." And all the people that were in the gate, and the

elders, said, " We are witnesses." ' This was the record

of the transaction ; and we read of no written record or

document of any kind.

We find that precisely tlie same process of making the

pate, or a place near the gate, the seat of judgment, con-

tinues to prevail among those semi-barbarous nations of

Asia and Africa with whom written documents are not in

use, and where therefore the publicity necessary to establish

a judicial determination or a covenant can only be obtained

in a place of public resort, such as the gate usually is.

The same custom may be traced in Homer, in whose epics

we do not recollect that any written documents are men-

tioned. The following passage is very remarkable :-

' But when Aurora, daughter of the dawn.

Had tinged the East, arising from his bed

Gerenian Nestor issued forth, and sat

Before his palace-gate, on the white stones

Resplendent as with oil, on which of old

His father Neleus had been wont to sit

/n council like a god ; but he had sought.

By destiny dismissed long since, the shades.

On those stones therefore, guardian of the Greeks,

Sat Nestor now, his sceptre in his hand,

Aud thither from their chambers also came,

T' encircle him around, his uum'rous sons.'

Odyss. iii.—CowPER.

On this passage it is well remarked by Pope,—' We
have here an ancient custom recorded by the poet ; a king

placing himself before the gate of his palace on a seat of

marble ; worn smooth by long use, says Eustathius, or

p rhaps smoothed exquisitely by the hand of the workman.
What I would chieHy observe is, that they placed them-

SL'lves thus in public for the dispatch of justice. We read

in Scripture of judges siMin? in the gate; and that this

procedure of Nestor was for that purpose is probable from

the expression, " He sat in the seat where Neleus used to

sit" (which seems to express his wisdom in the discharge

of justice). Nestor is also described as bearing his sceptre

in his hand, which was never used but on some act of

regality, in the dispatch of business, or other solemn oc-

casion." But this was at the gate of the palace, not at

that of the town. Neither was David's court held at the

gate of Jerusalem. When kings came to acquire some
state, their sittings, wherever held, were sure to command
a sufficient attendance to give publicity and to establish

their determinations. Therefore they changed their seat

of judgment to the gate of their own palace ; while, pro-

bably, inferior mafri-tr:it<-s cnntiiiiiwl to adjudicate causes

of small importaiii- t th.' town in which the

court was held, Mil, ,1 1 ns. all causes, except

those which wcr.r ..-.i i i;, i,, il or referred by tlie

local judges to the Uiu^. i i;,j i ..liiuiued operation of the

same causes ultimately induced kings to discontinue the

sitting even at their own palace gates; although probably

the ciistnin of associating judicial procedure with gates
,„.,.,,,,.,,.,] n Vm-'-r P'liitnniance of the custom than the

.
.

.
I

,
I

,, 11, t wherever the king sat pub-

h I ..r written documents, required.

1; II ,!„. II ill 11 i,,,;il to the interior was effected,

it ^L^.•lll^ pi ..h.il.l.- lii '
: " 't fi. n-K'ient usage did not at

iirst induce llieiu i- Imt than to a room of

state oyer Me.f/ar/, ;n, I
: i.r.' preserved the idea

of the gate as"the s. I

. ;iili>, at the same time,

this continued assi>i ;: t
.4' jirti.-i. witli the

gate, maintained tin- 1 !
I
" •''

' > the

complaints of their ,1; i- 1: li i;i '
ii m :i1;l1

kings are particuhiiU riiriiu. Ii i imi . i. n iImi DjmiI,

or any other king oi 1m-,.,-1. iMlii.M..Mcr>il jn^iici,- m the

open gate ; and it is therefore uncertain what is meant by

' gate ' in the present text, .-^s it is mentioned inde-

pendently, without saying what gate it was, some think it

was the city-gate, others, the palace-gate ; and Jahn sup-

poses that here (and in Est. ii. 19,21; iii. 3; Dan. ii.

49, etc.) the word 'gate' is equivalent to 'palace.' We
are willing to allow this in a general sense, as the name of
'gate' is still very commonly applied in the East to the

court of a prince (see D'Herbelot, s. v. ' Bab'): but, in

the present instance, we incline to think that the gate of

David's palace is simply intended ; but that it is not neces-

sary to suppose that he held his morning levee for the

administration of justice in the open gate, but in the room
over it, from which there is usually access from the gate

itself, on the one hand, while it communicates (if part of

a palace or other habitable building) with the interior of

the residence, on the other. (See the note on chap, xviii.

24 ) So also, we imagine, when we read that the principal

entrance to the Alhambra (the palace of the Moorish kings

of Granada) was called the ' Gate of Judgment,' that this

was with reference to the king's tribunal being held over

the gate, or in a room to which there was access from the

gate ; not, as some travellers suppose, that it was held in

or before the open gateway ; or else it might be with a

respect to the idea that the inyul rei.ideiice. generally, was
the fountain of justice, wh ,,' l:- |i,:i, :pal gate might be

called the 'Gate of Jih! . iiue no historical

information that the M - 1
: 1 >pain held their

tribunals in the gatew.n - 1 ih u |m lues or cities; aud

the more renowned kluhfs of i'agilad, whom they in

general imitated, certainly did not. It was a very ancient

custom, long retained, but ultimately discontinued under

altered circumstances, although many ideas aud expressions

connected with it are still preserved, and even the custom

itself is still exhibited under circumstances analogous to

those in which it originated.

6. ' So Absalom stole the hearts of the men of Israel.'—
At the first view, such at enterprise as this against such

a man as David, and byjitis own son, must have seemed

wild and hopeless. But in the contest between youth and

age,—between novelty and habit,—between the dignity

and authority of an old king, and the ease and freedom of

one who has onli/ popularity to seek,—the advantages are

not all in favour of the old governor. Besides, it seems

that there was much latent discontent among the people,

arising in a considerable degree from that vei'y confidence

in the justice and wisdom of the king by which his thriine

ought to have been secured. It is the duty of an Oriental

king to administer justice in his own person, and itat duty

is not seldom among the heaviest of those which de-

volve upon him. This grew in time to be so sensibly felt,

that ultimately among the Hebrews, as in some Oriental

and more European states, the king only undertook to

attend to appeals from the ordinary tribunals. But under

the former state of things, the people will rather bring

their causes before a just and popular king than to the

ordinary judges : and he in consequence is so overwhelmed

with judicial hii-m- -. tn : ili re remain only two alterna-

tives—either i- ii; I I- time to these matters, to

the neglect ol 1, _ : dn of the nation; or else to

risk his populaut) i,-) l,\iii- .1 certain time every day for

the hearing of causes, whereby some of the suitors must
often wait many days before their causes can be brought

under liis notice. This hindrance to bringing a case im-

mediately before the king is caleulated ii> relieve him by

inducing the people to resort to il. nii ri.i' ml-es from

whom prompt justice might be ol 1 in, 1
1:

1
tlie other

hand, it is well calculated to end.i: _ i l.~
|

i| nijiity with

the unthinking multitude, who deem Uieir uuii ullairs of

the highest importance, and attribute to his neglect or in-

dolence the delay and difficulty which they experience.

David made choice of tlie latter alternative and incurred

the inevitable consequences.

7. ' After forty years'—There is no convenient point

from which "the commencement of this period might be

dated :—certainly not from the commencement of David's

reign, as its entire duration was but forty years. It is

generally concluded that the difficulty arose from the error
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of some transcriber iu writing D'y3"IX arha'i/im, 'forty,

for y3"1X arba, ' four :' and this understanding is supported

by the Syriac and Arabic versions, by Josephus, by the

Sixtine edition of tlie Vulgate, and by various manu-
script copies of the same version. These all read ' four

'

instead of ' forty.'

12. 'Sent for Ahitliophel.'—Absalom must have been

aware that this man, although David's choseu counsellor

and trusted friend, was likely to come if sent for. The
Jewish writers assign a reason for this by alleging that

Ahithophel was the grandfather of Bathsheba, and that he

had been alienated from David by his conduct towards

this woman and her husband. But this seems exceedingly

doubtful.
— ' G(7o/i.'— This place is mentioned in Josh. xv. 51,

among the towns in the mountains of Judah's lot. It

seems to have been not far from Hebron, where Absalom
was when he sent for Ahithophel.

18. ' 77/e Gitlites. sir hundred men which came lifter

him from Gath.'—These appear to have been native

Philistines of Gath, whom David had attached to his ser-

vice, after making himself master of their country, and
who had perhaps become proselytes. Some, however,

think that this body was composed of native Israelites,

called Gittites or Gathites, in memory of the 600 followers

who accompanied him when he sought refuge the second

time at Gath, and in which the actual members of that

body had been incorporated, and had been replaced as they

died off. But there seems no good reason why a body
tlnis constituted should be named from Gath rather than

from any other place or circumstances in which their

history connected them with David. Besides, the king

oliviously speaks to their leader Ittai in v. 19, 20, as a

foreigner, who, with his ' brethren,' could hardly be ex-

pected to incur distress for his sake.

23. ' T!:e brook Kidron.'—This brook, as mentioned in

the general notice of Jerusalem (chap, v.), flows through

the valley which lies between the city and the Mount of

Olives on the east. It discharges itself into the Dead Sea,

and, like most of the other streams of Palestine, is a mere
winter torrent, having a considerable current during the

rainy season, but being usually quite dry for uiue months

of the year. Its bed is very narrow and rather deep, and
is in one place crossed by a bridge of one arch.

26. ' Lei him do to me as seemeth good unto him.'—From
the -whole of the words which this sentence concludes, and
from other expressions similarly humble and resigned to the

dispensations of the Lord's providence, it is manifest that

David recognized in this unnatural conspiracy, which made
him a fugitive, a portion of the divine judgments which the

prophet had been authorized to denounce against him for

iniquities in the matter of Uriah and Bathsheba.

30. ' Had his head corered.'—This does not mean cover-

ing the head in a common sense, as by putting on a cap or

hat, which, it is evident, was not a sign of mourning; but

it obviously means wrapping up or enveloping the head

with a cloth or robe. 'This was also a custom of mourn-
ing among the Persians, Egyptians, and Komans—and is

indeed a rather general practice, being a sufficiently

natural expression of grief when understood as a resource

to conceal its expression. Do we not find something of

the same idea among ourselves in the hoods worn by
female mourners, and even in the sweeping hatbands worn
by the men at funerals? There are two touching illus-

trations of this custom in Quintus Curtius. Darius being

informed by the eunuch Tyriotes that his queen had died

in her captivity, but had been respectfully treated by the

conqueror, ' he covered his head and wept a long time ;

and then, the teai-s still flowing from his eyes, he uncovered

idsface, and holding up his hands to heaven, prayed to be

preserved in his kingdom ; but, if not, that none but Alex-

ander might be master of Asia.' And again, when the

same king was in the power of the traitor Bessus, every

moment expecting his own death, he had an interview

with Artabazus : they wept together, and the latter being

unwilling to leave Darius, tlie unhappy monarch ordered

him to be taken away, and covered his own head that he

might not see him depart in such affliction, and then flung

himself upon the ground. In these instances we see that

the covering of the head involves the concealment of the

face, and is taken as a sign of grief that would be concealed.

The principle of this idea was in the mind of the ancient

painter, who, despairing of exhibiting adequately the grief

of a father at the sacrifice of his daughter, represented his

head as covered with a veil. /

CHAPTER XVI.

1 Ziha, hy presents andfalse svt/gestiotts, vbtaineth his

master's inheritance. 5 At Hahurim Shiniei cursetli

David. 9 Daiid with patience abstaineth, and re-

straineth others, from revenue. 1 5 Hvshai insimiateth

himself into Absalom's counsel. 20 Ahithnphel's

counsel.

And when David was a little past the top of

the hill, behold, Ziba the servant of Mephi-

bosheth met him, with a couple of asses sad-

dled, and upon them two hundred loaves of

bread, and an hundred bunches of raisins,

and an hundred of summer fruits, and a bottle

of wine.

2 And the king said unto Ziba, What
meanest thou by these ? And Ziba said, The
asses le for the king's houshold to ride on

;

and the bread and summer fruit for the joung

men to eat ; and the wine, that such as be faint

in the wilderness may drink.

3 And the king said, And where is thy

master's son ? And Ziba said unto the king,

1 llch. I i,i oticisancc. * Or, tie still caw,

Behold, he abideth at Jerusalem : for he said.

To day shall the house of Israel restore me
the kingdom of my ftither.

4 Then said the king to Ziba, Behold, thine

are all that pertained unto Mephibosheth.

And Ziba said, 'I humbly beseech thee that

I may find grace in thy sight, my lord, O
king.

5 t And when king David came to Bahu-

rim, behold, thence came out a man of the

family of the house of Saul, whose name icas

Shimei, the son of Gera : 'he came forth, and

cursed still as he came.

6 And he cast stones at David, and at all

the servants of king David : and all the people

and all the mighty men icere on his right hand

and on his left.

7 And thus said Shimei when he cursed.

Come out, come out, thou 'bloody man, and

thou man of Belial

:

8 The LoKD hath returned upon thee all

the blood of the house of Saul, in whose

will and cursed. ' Heb. man 11/ blood.
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stead thou hast ruigned ; and the Lord hatli

delivered the kingdom into the hand of Ab-
salom thy son : and, "behold, thou art taken

in thy mischief, because thou art a bloody man.

9 IT Then said Abishai the son of Zcruiah

unto the king, Why should this Mead dog
curse my lord the king? let me go over, I

j)ray thee, and take oft' his head.

10 And the king said. What have I to do

with you, ye sons of Zeruiah ? so let him curse,

because the Lord hath said unto him, Curse
David. Who shall then say. Wherefore hast

thou done so ?

11 And David said to Abishai, and to all

his servants, Behold, my son, which came forth

of my bowels, seeketh my life : how much
more now may this Benjamite do it ? let him
alone, and let him curse; for the Lord hath

bidden him.

12 It may be that the Lord will look on

mine ° 'affliction, and that the Lord will re-

quite me good for his cursing this day.

13 And as David and his men went by the

way, Shimei went along on the hill's side over

against hiiii, and cursed as he went, and threw

stones at him, and "cast dust.

14 And the king, and all the people that

%i-ere with him, came weary, arid refreshed

themselves there.

15 H And Absalom, and all the people the

men of Israel, came to Jerusalem, and Ahi-

thophel with him.

* Heb. Miuld the in ihy mil. 5 I Sam. 21. H. Cluip. !i. 8.

IG And it came to pass, when Hushai the

Archite, David,'s friend, was come unto Ab-
salom, that Hushai said unto Absalom, "God
save the king, God save the king.

17 And Absalom said to Hushai, Is this

thy kindness to thy friend ? why wentest thou

not with thy friend ?

18 And Hushai said luito Absalom, Nay:
but whom the Lord, and this people, and all

the men of Israel, choose, his will I be, and
with him will I abide.

19 And again, whom should I serve ? sliould

I not serve in the presence of his son ? as I

have served in thy father's presence, so will I

be in thy presence.

20 f Then said Absalom to Ahithophel,

Give counsel among you wliat we shall do.

21 And Ahithophel said unto Absalom, Go
in unto thy father's concubines, which he hath

left to keep the house ; and all Israel shall

hear that thou art abhorred of thy father:

then shall the hands of all that ai-e with thee

be strong.

22 So they spread Absalom a tent u]jon

the top of the house ; and Absalom went in

unto his father's concubines in the sight of all

Israel.

23 And the counsel of Ahithophel, which

he counselled in those days, was as if a man
had enquired at the "oracle of God : so v;as

all the counsel of Ahithophel both with David
and with Absalom.

Verse 13. ' Threw stnms at him.'— In like manner, when
ttie later Jews were offended at what Christ said to tliem,

' they took up stones to cast at him.' Professor Paxtou
observes— '

'1 his conduct was evidently the relic of a very

ancient custom, which had gradually fallen into disuse, as

tlie conduct and policy of the warrior improved, till, among
the Jews at least, it was confined to the movements of

private rage or popular fury.' {Illustrations of Scripture,

iii. 381.) This custom was that of using stones as regular

and legitimate weapons of offence. There is no question

that stones were the first missiles that were used, whether
ill private quarrels or public warfare ; and one of the first

inventions for an offensive purpose was (as by the sling) to

give to the stone greater power and impulsion than when
discharged by the hand. We have no notice in the Bible

of the use of stones in regular warfare, unless in the de-

fence of besieged towns ; but there is abundant indication

that these were the weapons with which the Hebrews were
most accustomed to assail each other in their quarrels,

sometimes with fatal effect. See, for instance, Exod. xxi.

18, and Num. xxxv. 17. Nor was this an undignified re-

source, according to ancient notions. Homer's most stately

heroes do not hesitate to pelt each other with stones most

vigorously. In one action

—

Full frequ

We also see Diomede knocking down ^Encas with a

great stone and breaking his leg ; Ajax and Hector assail

each other in the same manner, and the latter has his

shield shattered to pieces with a stone as large as a mill-

stone. Agamemnon also, ' the king of men,' in dealing

destruction among the ranks of the enemy, employs by
turns ' spear, sword, and massy stones.' Other instances

of this use of stones might be mentioned for the purpose of

indicating that the act of throwing stones was not quite so

undignified as it now is. (See tlie cut at page 145 of this

volume.)

— ' And ca^t dust.'
—"Thus also the Jews of a later day,

when offended at the address of St. Paul, ' Cried out, and
cast off their clothes, and threw dust into the air' (Acts

xxii. 23). That practice is however susceptible of a dis-

tinct illustration, from the existing custom of the East, as

thus graphically described by Mr. lioberts. ' Who, in

the East, has not often witnessed a similar scene? Listen

to the maledictions : they are of such a nature that evil

spirits only could have suggested them. Look at the en-

raged miscreant: he dares not come near for fear of

punishment, but he stands at a distance, vociferates his

imprecations, violently throws about his hands ; then

stoops to the ground and takes up handsful of dust, throws

it in the air, and exclaims, " Soon shalt thou be as that—
thy mouth shall soon be full of it—look, look, thou cursed

one; as this dust so shalt thou be!"' We may add, that

the Oriental nations, generally, infinitely surpass those of

Europe ill the expressions and acts of insult and abuse;
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but that the exhibitions of their rage, however violent, are

seldom attended with personal injury, or proceed to the

length of bodily conflict.

21. 'Go in unto thy father's concKftines.'—Perceiving

that many held back or wavered from the apprehension
that Absalom would hardly go to the last extremities

against his father, and that possibly they might become the

victims of another reconciliation between David and his

son, this wily and unprincipled statesman advised that

Absalom should not delay to remove this apprehension by

such an act as -would in the sight of all the people commit
him, beyond all hope of a pardon or reconciliation, to the

bad cause in which he was engaged. This was that he
should rear a pavilion on the top of the palace (to render it

conspicuous from afar), into -which he should, ' in the

sight of all Israel,' enter unto the concubine-wives whom
David had left in charge of the palace. This atrocious

counsel was followed by Absalom, who thus unintentionally

accomplished Nathan's prophecy in ch. xii. 11.

CHAPTER XVII.

I Ahithophd's counsel is overthroimi by Hushai's, ac-

cording to God's appointment. 15 Secret intelligence

is sent unto David. 23 Ahithopkel hangeth himself.

25 Amasa is made captain. 27 David at Malia-
naim isfurnislied with provision.

MuREOVER Ahithophel said unto Absalom,
Let me now choose out twelve thousand men,
and I will arise aud pursue after David this

night

:

2 And I will come upon him while he is

weary and weak handed, and will make him
afraid : and all the people that are with him
shall flee : and I will smite the king only :

3 And I will bring back all the people

unto thee : the man whom thou seekest is as

if all returned : so all the people shall be in

peace.

4 And the saying 'pleased Absalom well,

and all the elders of Israel.

5 Then said Absalom, Call now Hushai the

Archite also, and let us hear likewise ^what he

saith.

6 And wlien Ilushai was come to Absalom,
Absalom spake unto him, saying, Ahithophel

hath spoken after this manner : shall we do

after his "saying ? if not ; speak thou.

7 And Hushai said unto Absalom, The
counsel that Ahithophel hath ''given is not

good at this time.

8 For, said Hushai, thou knowcst thy fatlier

and his men, that they be mighty men, and
they he 'chafed in their minds, as a bear

robbed of her whelps in the field : and thy

father is a man of war, and will not lodge with

the people.

9 Behold, he is hid now in some pit, or in

some other place : and it will come to pass,

when some of them be ^overthrown at the

first, that whosoever heareth it will say, There
is a slaughter among the people that follow

Absalom.
10 And he also that is valiant, whose heart

is as the heart of a lion, shall utterly melt

:

for all Israel knoweth that thy father is a

mighty man, and theij wliich be with him are

valiant men.
11 Therefore I counsel that all Israel be

generally gathered unto thee, from Dan even

to Beer-sheba, as the sand that is by the sea

for multitude ; and 'that thou go to battle in

thine own person.

12 So shall we come upon him in some

place where he shall be found, and we will

light upon him as the dew falleth on the

ground : and of him and of all the men that

are with him there shall not be left so much
as one.

13 Moreover, if he be gotten into a city,

then shall all Israel bring ropes to that city,

and we will draw it into the river, until there

be not one small stone found there.

14 And Absalom and all the men of Israel

said, The coimscl of Hushai the Archite is

better than the counsel of Ahithophel. For

the Lord had "appointed to defeat the good

counsel of Ahithophel, to the intent that the

Lord might bring evil upon Absalom.

15 H Then said Hushai unto Zadok and

to Abiathar the priests. Thus and thus did

Ahithophel counsel Absalom and the elders

of Israel ; and thus and thus have I coun-

selled.

IG Now therefore send quickly, and tell

David, saying. Lodge not this night in the

plains of the wilderness, but speedily pass over

;

lest the king be swallowed up, and all the

people that are with him.

17 Now Jonathan and Ahimaaz stayed

by En-rogel ; for they might not be seen to

come into the city : and a wench went and

told them ; and they went and told king

David.

18 Nevertheless a lad saw them, and told

Absalom : but they went both of them away
'

' and came to a man's house in Bahu-quickly,

rim, whirim, which had a well in his court ; wliither

they went down.

19 And the woman took and spread a

covering over the well's mouth, and spread

eb. bitter of soul,

presence gOf &:c.
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round corn thereon ; and the thing was not
nown.

20 And when Absalom's servants came
to the woman to the house, they said. Where
is Ahimaaz and Jonathan ? And the woman
said unto them, They be gone over the brook
of water. And when they had sought and
could not find them, they returned to Jeru-
salem.

21 And it came to pass, after they were
departed, that they came up out of the well,

and went and told king David, and said unto
David, Arise, and pass quickly over the water

:

for thus hath A hithophel counselled against you.

22 Tiien David arose, and all the people
that were with him, and they passed over

Jordan : by the morning light there lacked
not one of them that was not gone over

Jordan.

23 H And when Ahithophel saw that his

counsel was not "followed, he saddled his ass,

and arose, and gat him home to his house, to

his city, and '"put his houshold in order, and
hanged himself, and died, and was buried in

the sepulchre of his father.

JUEL. [B.C. 1023.

24: Then David came to Mahanaim. And
Absalom passed over Jordan, he and all the
men of Israel with him.

25 II And Absalom made Amasa captain
of the host instead of Joab : which Amasa
icas a man's son, whose name icas Ithra an
Israelite,''that went in to Abigail the daughter
of Nahash, sister to Zeruiah Joab's mother.

26 So Israel and Absalom pitched in the
land of Gilead.

27 H And it came to pass, when David was
come to Mahanaim, that Shobi the son of
Nahash of Rabbah of the children of Ammon,
and Machir the son of Ammiel of Lo-debar,
and Barzillai the Gileadite of Rogelim,

28 Brought beds, and "basons, and earthen
vessels, and wheat, and barley, and flour, and
parched corn, and beans, and lentiles, and
parched pulse,

29 And honey, and butter, and sheep, and
cheese of kine, for David, and for the people
that tvei-e with him, to eat : for they said, The
people is hungry, and weary, and thirsty, in

the wilderness.

' Hcb. gave cltarge C07iceniinff his home. [» Ishmaelite in 1 Chron. ii. 17 ; i

Verse 7. ' Tlie counsel that Mithophel hath given is not

good at this time.'—The counsel which Ahithophel had
given was in fact mavlsed by his usual political sagacity

—

advising prompt action before the king should be able to

collect his resources. Hushai at once saw that, according
to human probabilities, David was lost unless some plan of
frustrating this deep counsel were devised. He therefore,

with great presence of mind, adduced several specious ar-

guments against it, and in favour of delay—dwelling upon
the tried valour of David and his friends, and the serious

consequences of any check or failure in the first attack.

The least repulse at such a juncture must, he argued, be

fatal to the cause of Absalom. The awe in which they all

stood of the military talents and resources of the old king
gave such effect to these suggestions, that the fallacious

reasoning of Hushai had more effect upon the heads of the

conspiracy than the really sage counsel of Ahithophel.
8. ' As a bear robbed of her whelps.'—Harmer apologizes

for the coarseness of this comparison. We are unable to

perceive any coarseness that needs apology. David and
his valiant men are not compared to bears ; but their state

of mind, wlien chafed by wrong, and contending for

honour and existence, is compared to that most awful ex-

ample of animal rage, and of unswerving vengeance and
unconquerable energy, which the bereaved bear exhibits,

even to the death. On this point we may remark again,

under Prov. xvii. 12, where a similar comparison occurs

—limiting our attention at present to the animal itself.

We have stated in the note to 1 Sam. xvii., that the bear is

now very rare in Palestine, but is not altogetlier unknown,
and is still found in Syria aiul rithir parts of Western
Asia. We liclii-ve th:vt I'li.' M,,U i,.m . . tmt of a proper

Syriiin licar is lliat frivrn li\ M n
|

i
i ,M I'.hrenberg in

tlic .S'//;n/(M/,( /'////.mV,/, :ilh 1 ii' in our wood-
cut biis lK-r„ (li;;w,i. Thr ;] . i :lm;u , a 1 iimle) was killed

by tlie tnivi-UiTS near the village of Bischerre in Syria.

They li;ivc- diMermined it to be a distinct species, to which
tliey have given the name of the Syrian bear(6V»«ii

.Sijriacus). It is perhaps a variety of the brown bear

{JJrsus Arctos) produced by climate; and the figured spe-

cimen of Ehrenberg bears much resemblance to an ali)ino

specimen of the brown bear preserved in the British Mu-
seum.
The Syrian bear is sometimes of a fulvous brown

colour, and sometimes of a fulvous white, variegated with

fulvous spots; the fur is woolly beneath, with long,

straight, or but slightly-curled hair externally ; and be-

tween the shoulders there is a stiff mane of erected hairs,

about four inches long. The individual killed was neither

young nor old, and measured, from the nose to the tip of
the tail, about four feet two, the tail being six inches.

They saw her den (where there was much bear's dung),

formed by great fragments of calcareous rock that appeared

to have been casually thrown together. They ate of the

flesh, which they found sapid, but the liver was sweet and
nauseous. The gall appears to be held in great esteem

;

the skins are sold, and so is the dung, under the name of

bar-ed-dub ; the latter being used as a medicine for dis-

eases of the eye in Syria and Egypt. There was nothing
found in its stomach ; but it is described as frequently

preying on animals, though it, for the most part, feeds on
vegetables. It will be observed that Bischerre (Bishirrai

of Burckhardt) is a few miles east of Kanobin in Mount
Lebanon. It is there said to inhabit the higher parts of

the mountain, near the region of snow, in summer ; but in

winter wanders to the neighbourhood of the villages lower
down the mountain. As the Scripture indicates no cha-

racteristic of the bear which it mentions, except such as

are common to every species, we cannot otherwise con-

clude than that this bear is that which is intended, and
concerning which the information furnished by Ehren-
berg, however scanty, is by far the most satisfactory that

has hitherto been given.

10. 'He also that is valiant, whose heart is as the heart of
a lion.'—In v. 8, the bear robbed of her whelps is taken as

the .symbol of the rage and boldness of excitement and
despa'ir ; here the lion is made the symbol of native, or

permanently inherent, boldness and courage. In the Bible
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the native conrage of the lion is continually mentioned
both as a fact and as suppljing an illustrative figure

Nor IS this peculiar to the iiiblt for the daring and in

domitable warrior is compared to the lion in the poetry of

Greece and Rome, and of every nation, ancient or modem,
in which the lion exists, or is known by tradition or re-

port. Even we have the same comparison. Men of high
courage are called ' lion-like ;' they ' fight like lions ;' and
it was thought a proud distinction for the fiercest of our

kings to be called the ' lion hearted.' We think that this

concurrence of testimony, sacred and profane, ancient and
modern, far outweighs whatever evidence may be deduced
from the stray anecdotes by which it has, in modern times,

been occasionally sought to shake the claim of this mag-
nificent beast to those high distinctions which it has en-

joyed from the earliest records of time. We believe that

Leo Africanus was the first to assail the character of the

lion. He says that the lions in some parts of Africa were
so timid, that they would scamper away at the cry of chil-

dren ; and this was particularly the case in the neighlx)ur-

hood of Agla, whence it became a proverb in Fez, to cal!

blustering cowards * lions of Agla.' Elsewhere he ob-

serves, that the most timorous persons might drive the
lions away with a small stick. Mr. Barrow and others

have also more recently impugned the claim of the lion to

the more noble qualities which have been assigned to him
;

and numerous cases are related in which he has quailed

before the eye of a courageous man, and made an undig-

nified retreat in circumstances of danger. We have our-

selves, on the banks of the Tigris, seen the most outrageous
insults, by voice and missiles, insufficient to provoke lions

from their secure dens, the entrances to which were
strewed with the spoils of the animals they had devoured.

Nevertheless, we do not see why indiMdual instances, or

local modifications of character should be made to aflfect

the general estimation in which an animal is held. There

lb perhaps the same individuality of character among wild

beasts, as we allow to dogs and other domestic animals:

nor probably are they, in the different climates they in-

habit, without, so to speak, national peculiarities analogous

to those which we observe among the dispersed tribes of

mankind. It requires therefore the concurrence of a large

number of independent observations to establish the ge-

neral character of any animal, or to authorize us to modify

a character which has long been established. We may
therefore allow that there are cowardly lions, and that

even the lions of particular districts are timid creatures,

without being required to admit that the lion is not ge-

nerally as bold and courageous as the sacred writers and

the general consent of mankind affirm him to be.

13. ' Bring ropes to that citt/,' etc.—The exaggerated,

hyperbolical style which Hushai, here and elsewhere,

judges to be calculated to win upon Absalom, shews that

he perfectly understood the sort of man with whom he had

to deal. In the present instance it is possible that there

was some exaggerated reference to a mode actually adopted

in the siege of towns. Hooks or cranes were thrown upon

the walls or battlements, with which, by means of attached

ropes, they were sometimes pulled down piecemeal into

the surrounding trench or ditch. The language of Hushai

is of stronger import than this, and seems intended to

convey the idea, that, with such vast power as Absalom

could command, the mere manual force of his troops would

sweep the strongest town from the face of the earth. It is

iu fact a true Oriental style of speaking of or to a prince.

Forbes, in his Oriental Memoirs, has a passage which, as

227
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he states, illustrates tliis. In descriljing the manner in

which the chopdars or heralds proclaimed the titles of

Futty Singh, the Mahratta chief, as they marched before

him, when he visited the British camp at Brodcra, he

says ;— ' One of the most insignificant-looking men I ever

saw, then became the destroyer of nations, the leveller of

mountains, the exhauster of the ocean. After command-
ing every inferior mortal to make way for this exalted

prince, the heralds called aloud to the animal creation,

" Retire, ye serpents ; fly, ye locusts ; approach not, guanas,

lizards, and reptiles, while your lord and master con-

descends to set his foot upon the earth." Arrogant as

this language may appear it is less so than that of Ori-

ental pageantry in general. The sacred writings afford

many examples of such hyperbole ; none more so than

HushaVs speech to Absalom.' Indeed, all Hushai's

speeches to him furnish a choice collection of such Ori-

entalisms, Absalom is to collect an army • as the sand

that is by the sea for multitude :' which army is to light

upon David and the faithful few ' as the dew falleth on the

ground ;' and is to pull towns with ropes into rivers ' until

there be not oue small stone found there.'

18. ' Had a well in his court; whither they went clown.'

—This may have been either a proper well, at that time

dry, or a cistern for the preservation of rain-water, which
happened to be then exhausted. The water in common
cisterns is often out before the end of summer, and wells

also sometimes become dry in the same season. Some
wells remain dry permanently, and cisterns can of course

be kept dry when once exhausted. Hence there are in the

East great numbers of dry cisterns and wells, which fur-

nish occasional retreats to such as require concealment.

Hushai himself had, in v. 7, suggested the probability that

David was hid in some pit—perhaps referring to some such

place of refuge as that which the sons of the priests now
found. Instances are often heard in the East of persons

who have remained concealed a considerable length of

time, under similar circumstances. They are also occa-

sionally used as prisons. Scott Waring mentions a de-

scendant of Nadir Shah whom he found acting as head
groom to Mihdee Ulee Khan, on a salary of about forty

shillings a month. ' At two different periods he was con-

fined in a well for two, and tlien three years, and was in-

delited for his escape each time to the disturbances which
distracted Khorassan.' Empty cisterns (sometimes how-
ever with mire at the bottom) were used for the same pur-
pose by the Jews, as we see by Jer. xxxviii. 6 ; Zech.
ix. U.
23. ^ Hancjed himself.'—The far-seeing Ahithophel deemed

the cause of Absalom to be lost when he knew that the
cotmsel of Hushai was to be followed. His pride could ill

brook the neglect of the advice which he had given, and
which he had used to see so reverently regarded. On both
accounts he abandoned the cause. He went to his own
home, and while he was still wise enough to set his

affairs in order, he was mad enough to hang himself.

2.5. ' Amasa.'—The explanation concerning this man's
parentage which follows must be understood to mean that

he was a cousin of Absalom. Zeruiah, the mother of
Joab and Abishai, was a sister of David : Abigail, the
mother of this Amasa, was another sister of the king.
Thus Joab, Abishai, and Amasa were all nephews of
David and cousins of Absalom (see 1 Chron. ii. IG, 17)
The present text might seem indeed to make the mother
of Amasa not the sister, but the daughter of the sister cf
Zeruiah. But this arises from the ambiguity of the ex-
pression, which, as interpreted by parallel texts, can only
mean that Abigail was daughter to Nahash and sister to

Zeruiah. The mother's name is given probably to shew
that they were sisters by different mothers.

29. ' Cheese of kine.'—This is mentioned, we conclude,

fo distinguish the cheese from that made from the milk of

goats and sheep. These, with cows, furnish most of the

cheese used in the East. Canjfils' milk is not used for the

purpose, or very rarely. In different times and countries,

the milk of a great variety of anima^has been used for

making cheese. In the middle ages -Wread ofcheese from
deer's milk. The Arabs near Mount Carmel readily be-

lieved D'Arvieux, when, to prevent them from seizing the

cheeses which formed part of the cargo of a vessel wrecked
on the coast, he told them that they were made with sows'

milk. We conclude that when cheese is mentioned with-

out such distinction as in the present text, we are to un-
derstand that it is made from the milk of goats, and per-

haps that of sheep.

CHAPTER XVIII.

1 David viewing the armies in their march giveth them
charge ofAbsalom. 6 The Israelites are sore smitten

in the wood of Ephrairn. 9 Absalom, hanging in an
oah, is slain by Joab, and cast into a pit. 18 Ab-
salom's place. 19 Ahimaaz and Cushi bring tidings

to David. 33 David mourncthfor Absalom,

And David numbered the people tliat were

with liini, and set captahis of thousands and
captains of hundreds over them.

2 And David sent forth a third part of tlie

people under the hand of Joab, and a third

part under the hand of Abishai the son of

Zeruiah, Joab's brother, and a third part

under the hand of Ittai the Gittite. And the

king sai<l unto the people, 1 will surely go

forth with you myself also.

3 But the people answered. Thou shalt not

go forth : for if we flee away, they will not

'care for us ; neither if half of us die, will they

1 Hob. «l their hcarl on vs. « HA. <u I

care for us : but now thoti art Svortli ten thou-

sand of us : therefore now it is better that

tliou 'succour us out of the city.

4 And the king said unto them, 'What
seemeth you best I will do. And the king

stood by the gate side, and all the people came
out by hundreds and by thousands.

5 And the king commanded Joab and
Abishai and Ittai, saying. Deal gently for my
sake with the young man, ei-en with Absalom.
And all the people heard when the king gave
all the captains charge concerning Absalom.

G 1[ So the people went out into the field

against Israel : and the battle was in the wood
of J'^phraim

;

7 \\'here the people of Israel were slain

before the servants of David, and there was
there a great slaughter that day of twenty

thousand men.

8 For the battle was there scattered over

the face of all the country: and the wood

Ueb. he to succo:tr.
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Mevoured more people that day than the sword
devoured.

9 H And Absalom met the servants of

David. And Absalom rode upon a mule,

and the mule wc^nt under the thick boughs of

a great oak, and his head caught hold of the

oak, and he was taken up between the heaven

and the earth ; and the mule that teas under
him went away.

10 And a certain man saw it, and told

.Toab, and said. Behold, I saw Absalom hanged
in an oak.

1

1

And Joab said unto the man that told

him, And, behold, thou sawest him, and why
didst thou not smite him there to the gi-ound ?

and I would have given thee ten shekels of

silver, and a girdle.

12 And the man said unto Joab, Though
I should 'receive a thousand shekels of silver

in mine hand, yet would I not put forth mine

hand against the king's son : for in our hear-

ing the king charged thee and Abishai and

Ittai, saying, 'Beware that none touch the

young man Absalom.

13 Otherwise I should have wrought false-

hood against mine own life : for there is no
matter hid from the king, and thou thyself

wouldest have set thyself against me.

14 Then said Joab, I may not tarry thus

'with thee. And he took three darts in his

hand, and thrust them through the heart of

Absalom, while he was yet alive in the "midst

of the oak.

15 And ten young men that bare Joab's

armour compassed about and smote Absalom,
and slew him.

1(3 And Joab blew the trumpet, and the

people returned fi-om pursuing after Israel

:

for Joab held back the people.

1

7

And they took Absalom, and cast him
into a great pit in the wood, and laid a very

great heap of stones upon him : and all Israel

tied every one to his tent.

18 If Now Absalom in his lifetime had
taken and reared up for himself a pillar, which
is in 'the king's dale : for he said, I have no
son to keep my name in remembrance : and
ho called the pillar after his own name : and
it is called unto this day, Absalom's place.

19 H Then said Ahimaaz the son of Za-
dok, Let me now run, and bear the king

tidings, how that the Lord hath '"avenged

him of his enemies.

20 And Joab said unto him, Thou shalt

not bear tidings this day, but thou shalt

"bear tidings another day : but this day thou
shalt bear no tidings, because the king's son

is dead.

21 Then said Joab to Cushi, Go tell the

king what thou hast seen. And Cushi bowed
himself unto Joab, and ran.

22 Then said Ahimaaz the son of Zadok
yet again to Joab, But ''howsoever, let me, I

pray thee, also run after Cushi. And Joab
said. Wherefore wilt thou run, my son, seeing
that thou hast no tidings ' ^ready ?

23 But howsoever, said he, let me run.

And he said unto him, Run. Then Ahi-
maaz ran by the way of the plain, and over-

ran Cushi.

24 And David sat between the two gates :

and the watchman went up to the roof over
the gate unto the wall, and lifted up his eyes,

and looked, and behold a man running alone.

25 And the watchman cried, and told the

king. And the king said. If he he alone,

there is tidings in his mouth. And he came
apace, and drew near.

26 And the watchman saw another man
running : and the watchman called unto the

porter, and said. Behold anotlier man running
alone. And the king said, He also bringeth

tidings.

27 And the watchman said, '*Me thinketh

the running of the foremost is like the run-
ning of Ahimaaz the son of Zadok. And the

king said. He is a good man, and cometh
with good tidings.

28 And Ahimaaz called, and said unto the

king, '^ '"AH is well. And he fell down to

the earth upon his face before the king, and
said. Blessed be the Loud thy God, which
hath "delivered up the men that lifted up
their hand against my lord the king.

29 And the king said, '"Is the young man
Absalom safe ? And Ahimaaz answered.

When Joab sent the king's servant, and me
thy servant, I saw a great tumult, but I knew
not what it icas.

30 And the king said tinto him, Turn aside,

and stand here. And he turned aside, and
stood still.

31 And, behold, Cushi came ; and Cushi
Said, ' "Tidings, my lord the king : for the

Lord hath avenged thee this day of all them
that rose up against thee.

32 And the king said unto Cushi, Is the

young man Absalom safe ? And Cushi an-

Ileb. multiplied to devour. weigh upon mi
judged himfrcHeb. judged

leb. /,

B Heb. Beware i

Or, Peace be to
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swered, The enemies of my lord the king, and
all that rise against thee to do tliee hurt, be as

that young man is.

33 And the king was much moved, and
went lip to the chamber over the gate, and

he went, thus he said, O my
ly son, my son Absalom ! would

wept : and ;

son Absalom
God I had died'for thee', O Absalom, my son,

my son 1

Verse C. ' In the wood of Ephraim.'—This wood was, of
course, not in the tribe of Ephraim, but on the east of the

Jordan, near Mahanaim. U was so called, as some sup-

pose, from the slaughter of the Epliraimites in this neigh-

bourhood by Jephthah. Others think that the Ephraimites
had pasture grounds there : for it is an alleged fact,

which, if true, will well explain why the name of Ephraim
occurs in places remote from the inheritance of the tribe

—

that the Hebrews believe that Joshua gave to them the

privilege of feeding their cattle in any wood within the

lot of any of the other tribes : and the present wood being

conveniently situated near the Jordan, they used to take

their cattle across the river for pasture.

8. * The wouddtvoured more people that day than the sword.

^

—Josephus explains this by observing that more of Ab-
salom's army were slain in the pursuit through the forest

and vallies than on the field of battle. This not uufre-

quently happens.

9. ' His head caught hold of the oak." — The Fev.

I. Hartley, in his Researches in Greece, writes—' Passing

under the olive-trees, I have fi'equently noticed how easily

the accident which befel Absalom might actually occur. It

is necessary to be continually on one's guard against the

branches of trees; and when the hair is worn in large

locks floating down the back, as was the case with a youug
man of the parly to which I belonged, any thick boughs
interposing in the path might easily dislodge a rider from
his seat, and catch hold of his flowing hair. The custom
of wearing the hair exceedingly long, which Paul con-

demns as effeminate (1 Cor. xi. 14), is still common in

Greece, especially amongst the priesthood. Absalom doubt-

less wore his hair in this manner (2 Sam. xiv. 26); and
Homer celebrates continually the ' Achaans, with the head
of flowin? hair.'

17. ' Caul him into a great pit .... and laid a ven/

great heap (f stones upon him.'—The common opinion is,

that this was intended as a dishonourable grave, for one
who wanted nothing but the power to have been a parri-

cide. Under this view. Divine Providence rendered his

death dishonourable, by hanging him in a tree ; and man
made his funeral dishonourable, by subjecting him after

death to the punishment of stoning—awarded in the law

to the rebellious son (Dent. xxi. ai). And this opinion is

alleged to be supported by the fact, that the people are

continually throwing stones toward the monument of Ab-
salom, in the valley of Jehoshaphat, to mark their detesta-

tion of his crime. We feel obliged to dissent from this

view. We will not decidedly contend that the heap of

stones was intended to honour the memory of the king's

beloved, though guilty, son ; but we are certainly persuaded

that no such stigma was originally intended by this mode
of interment. Where do we read that a heap of stones

over a grave was accounted disgraceful ? So far from

being so, perhaps the most ancient and prevalent method
of preserving the memory of the mighty dead was to erect

over their graves a heap of earth or stones: and how shall

we sav. thut what was deemed honourable under ordinary

circuinstunees, was disgraceful in the case of Absalom ?

It is even possible that those wonders of the world, the

Egyptian pyramids—if they be indeed sepulchral monu-
ments—were, as such, founded on the idea which the

primitive heap of loose unwrought stones suggested. A
pyramid is little other than such a heap, compacted into a

regular and stable form, such as an ingenious and labo-

rious people might naturally think of giving to it. A py-

ramid is, in this view, a tumulus ; and the rude tumulus of

heaped earth or stone being perhaps deemed unseemly by so

2:io

refined a people, they determined to retain the essential

character of this kind of monument, but at the same time

to render it a gigantic effort of human art and human
labonr. Princes, and chiefs slain in battle, seem to have

been most generally distinguished by such heaped monu-
ments. Absalom was both. Nevertheless, it must be

confessed that in instances which occurred some centuries

earlier, a heap of stones does, on the first view, appear to

have been considered a posthumous degradation (see Josh,

vii. 26 ; viii. 29) ; but on this too much stress mnst not be

laid, as we know that the same posthumous treatment of

the body became, in other instances, honourable, which

had originally been accoimted degrading—burning for

instance.

But we are disinclined, in aiii/ of the cases mentioned,

to consider the heap of stones as a peculiarly sepulchral

monument, whether for honour or degradation. If we
consider the declared sense in which heaps of stone are

thrown up, we find that they were ' heaps of witness,' or

memorials of various transactions—of covenants or events

—and not monuments of persons, or only so as connected

with events, being a commemoration of the event of which

the death of such a person formed the crisis or termination.

Thus the heap of Achan commemorated the termination,

by his pimishment, of the public evil which his sin had
occasioned ; that over the king of Ai commemorated
the downfal of that city; and that in the text was a

memorial of the rebellion which terminated in Absalom's

death.

As to the fact that the natives throw stones at the sup
posed tomb of Absalom ; the act has many meanings in

the East, and we are not snre that travellers have not

given it, in many instances, the explanation which the;/

judged probable, rather than that which the natives had in

view. We will mention a few instances of this practice.

It is customary to make a heap of stones where a traveller

has been murdered, and every one who passes throws one

to increase the heap, from some superstitious feeling which
has not been well defined. Some think it a mark of de-

testation of the deed ; this it may be in part, but we believe

the leading idea is—to cover deep the innocent blood shed

there, that its cry from the earth for vengeance may not

be heard. It may also be a contribution of respect to the

memory of the deceased. The idea is not confined to the

blood of man. Burckhardt notices that the man who
sacrificed a goat at the tomb of Aaron, at Mount Hor,

covered the blood with a heap of stones. The throwing

of stones may also be an act of respect. The Moham-
medan pilgrims to Sinai visit what they believe to be the
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print of Mohammed's foot (or his camels foot, accord-

ing to some) impressed on the rock ; and, to testify their

respect, they bring a stone with them, -which they lay

there, and which has occasioned a very large heap to ac-

cumulate. The Arabs also thus distinguish the stone which
they stippose to be that which was twice stricken by Moses.

This mode ofdoing honour may be very widely traced. The
Egyptian and Grecian Hermes was thought to be honoured
by stones being thrown at the feet of his statue. Purchas,

after Acosta, remarks the same custom among the Pe-
ruvians :

' And such as their gods be, such are the things

which they offer unto them in their worship. They have
used, as they go by the way, to cast in the cross ways,

in the hills, and tops of mountains, old shoes, feathers,

and coca chewed. And when they had nothing else, they

cast a stone as an offering, that they might pass freely and
lustily ; hence it is that they find in the high-ways great

heaps of stones offered, and such other things.' As, how-
ever, there is no particular reason to respect the memory
of Absalom, it is probable that the sense in which stones

are thrown at his tomb is similar to that of the famous
stone-throwing in the Mohammedan pilgrimage to Arafat,

and which is considered as throwing stones at Satan, who
is believed to have there tempted Adam and Abraham.
The motive of the Arabs in throwing stones at Absalom's
tomb does not, however, shew the original intention of the

heap. And even with regard to the act as an expression

of detestation at Arafat, it is much forgotten, even by Mo-
hammedans, that it was considered by Mohammed himself

as no less an act of honour to God than of hate to Satan.

He says :
' Throwing stones and running between Safa and

Merwa, has not been ordained For any other purpose than

to remember God.' {Mischat-ul-Masabili, vol. i. p. 631.)

Even here, then, throwing stones and heaping them, is

stated to be for the purpose of memorial ; which we be-
lieve to he the primary motive wherever the practices
occur, in any of the diversified forms in which they are
exhibited.

18. ' Absalom's place:—This is literally ' Absalom's
hand ' (see the note on 1 Sam. xv. 12), and properly, ' Ab-
salom's monument ' or ' pillar.' The monument now
shewn in the valley of Jehoshaphat, as Absalom's tomb,
may perhaps be taken as the representative of this monu-
ment. He was buried under the great heap of stones on
the east of Jordan, and this therefore could not really be
his tomb, unless we suppose that David caused his remains
to be disinterred and removed to near Jerusalem, which
the feeling of the Jews with respect to the dead renders
altogether unlikely. Josephus describes Absalom's pillar
as of marble, and as being two furlongs from Jerusalem.
The structure now shewn, is situated on the edge of the
valley of Jehoshaphat near the brook Kidron, and between
it and the Mount of Olives. It answers well enough to
the indication of Josephus ; the distance would, as Buck-
ingham remarks, depend on the part of the city it was
measured from, but could not in any case be far from the
truth ; and the term marble may be indefinitely used to
imply any fine stone, and that of pillar to express any
lofty monument. Our cut will sufficiently exhibit its ap-
pearance, and supersede the necessity of detailed descrip-
tion. No one will suppose that this monument, as it now
appears, was the work of Absalom. It bears the unques-
tionable impress of classical taste in some of its parts ; and,
upon the whole, there is i piece )f workmans
to be met with in this part of the country. It is a square
isolated block hewn out of the rocky ledge, so as to leave
an area or niche around it. The body of the monument
is about twenty-four feet square, and is ornamented on

i
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each side with two columns and two half columns of the

Ionic order, with pilasters at the corners. The elevation

is about eighteen or twenty feet to the top of the archi-

trave, and it is wholly cut from the rock. But the ad-

jacent rock is not here so high as at the place of an
adjacent monument which bears the name of Zacharias,

and therefore the upper part of the work has been carried

up with masonry of large stones. This consists first of
two square layers, of which the upper one is smaller than

the lower, and then a small dome or cupola runs up into a

low spire, which appears to have formerly spread out a
little at the top, like an opening flame ; the main work is

perhaps twenty feet high, giving to the whole an elevation

of about forty feet. There is a small excavated chamber
in the body of the tomb, through which a hole has been
broken through one of the sides several centuries ago in

search of treasure. Upon the whole, it appears probable,

that the original square mass with the moulding and cor-

nice, formed the ancient Jewish tomb, surmounted perhaps
with a pyramid (such as appears in 'the tombofZechariah'),

and that the columns, with the metopes and the triglyphs,

were sculptured at a subsequent period, and the dome of

masonry perhaps added at a still later date ; so that its

primitive character, and perhaps its destination, became
greatly changed.

24. 'David sat hetween the two gates: and tlie watch-

man vient up to the roof over the gate.' ... 33. ' And the

hing was much moved, and went up to the chamber over the

iidtc.'—The due understanding of the passages wc have
here copied, will render intelligible many references to

the gate which the Scriptures contain, and will corrobo-

rate some of the statements in the note to chap. xv. 2. It

is not difficult to perceive that the entrance to the walled

town of Mahanaim was through a gateway, closed by two
gates, one outward, facing the suburbs, and one inward,

facing the town. They may have been opposite to each
other; but this is not always the case. In the gate-ioai/,

between the two gates, David sat, to render his presence as

public as possible to the persons going to the battle, and to

be ready to receive such intimations as the occasion might

2:!2

require. The gateway of Mahanaim was in fact the

head quarters. Or David may have taken a lesson from
Uriah, remaining in the gate and refusing the enjoyments

of his chamber, while his army remained in the field. We
are not to suppose that David's presence formed any ob-

struction in the gateway. There is frequently a raised

bench of masonry on each side, where the officers in at-

tendance often sit ; and there are also sometimes rooms or

c*lls, sometimes entirely open in front, for their accom-
modation and that of the guard. We have only to sup-

pose that David sat on the bench, or, if there were none,

in the front of one of those side rooms or recesses. Then,

the gateway was high, as we see by its top being the

station of a sentinel, who cou'^''om thence command a

view of the country. It vac '^ippareutly a sort of gate-

tower. The height was occupied by a room above the

gateway, and to which one could ascend from thence.

This is the room which, in the note to xv. 2, we have sup-

posed to have sometimes formed the seat of the gate tri-

bunal. There is such a room in most Oriental gateways,

whether of public or private buildings. In the former it

is usually a sort of state-room, and in the latter often a

drawing-room, handsomely fitted up, where the house-

holder receives and entertains his friends, whom etiquette

does not allow him to take to the interior parts of his

mansion. He can come from the interior to it by a dis-

tinct passage, while visitors ascend to it by a flight of steps

near to or in the gateway. In most cases this room has a
window towards the street, being usually the only one
that appears. In Egypt and Turkey this window projects

forward, something like a bay window, and is called a

kiosk : but in Persia it is commonly a strong lattice of

curious joinery inserted in the wall. Sometimes, however,

this favourite apartment was, and still is, used as a private

sitting-room, being the only place, except the roof, from
which the master can amuse himself by observing what is

going on out of doors. In this sense it seems to have

been the ' summer parlour ' of Eglon (Judg. iii. 20), and
the 'bed-chamber' of Ishbosheth (chap. iv. 7); as wc
may observe from the fact that the regicides seem to have
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entered the room and left it without appearing to have
been observed. This was certainly the case in the former
instance, and would scarcely have been practicable had
the room been other than over the gate, with such a sepa-

rate entrance as we have described.—The room to which
David withdrew would seem, from its being sought for

privacy, to have been rather a 'summer parlour ' than a
state-room. We need not remind the reader that rooms
—sometimes large and elaborately finished state-rooms

—

frequently occur over the gateways of our old towns and
castles.

CHAPTER XIX.

1 Jodb canseth the king to cease his mom-ning. 9 The
Israelites are earnest to bring the king bach. 1

1

David sendeth to the priests to incite them of Judah.
18 S/iimei is pardoned. 24 Mephibosheth excused.

32 Barzillai dismissed, Chimham his son is taken

into the king'sfamily. 41 The Israelites expostulate

icith Judahfor bringing home the king without them.

And it was told Joa!l), Behold, the king

weepcth and mourneth for Absalom.

2 And the 'victory that day was turned

into mourning unto all the people : for the

people heard say that day how the king was

grieved for his son.

3 And the people gat them by stealth that

day into the city, as people being ashamed
steal away when they flee in battle.

4 But the king covered his face, and the

king cried with a loud voice, O my son Ab-
salom, O Absalom, my son, my son

!

5 And Joab came into the house to the

king, and said. Thou hast shamed this day

the faces of all thy servants, which this day

have saved thy life, and the lives of thy sons

and of thy daughters, and the lives of thy

wives, and the lives of thy concubines ;

6 Tn that thou lovest thine enemies, and
hatest thy friends. For thou hast declared

this day, "that thou regardest neither princes

nor servants : for this day I perceive, that if

Absalom had lived, and all we had died this

day, then it had pleased thee well.

7 Now therefore arise, go forth, and speak

"comfortably unto thy servants : for I swear

by the Lord, if thou go not forth, there \\\\\

not tarry one with thee this night : and that

will be worse unto thee than all the evil that

befell thee from thy youth until now.

8 Then the king arose, and sat in the gate.

And they told unto all the people, saying, Be-
hold, the king doth sit in the gate. And all

the people came before the king : for Israel

had fled every man to his tent.

9 H And all the people were at strife

throughout all the tribes of Israel, saying.

The king saved us out of the hand of our ene-

mies, and he delivered us out of the hand of

the Philistines ; and now he is fled out of the

land for Absalom.

10 And Absalom, whom we anointed over

us, is dead in battle. Now therefore why
'speak ye not a word of bringing the king back ?

11 ir And king David sent to Zadok and

to Abiathar the priests, saying. Speak unto

the elders of Judah, saying. Why are ye the

last to bring the king back to his house ? see-

ing the speech of all Israel is come to the

king, even to his house.

12 Ye are my brethren, ye are my bones

and my flesh : wherefore then are ye the last

to bring back the king ?

13 And say ye to Amasa, Art thou not of

my bone, and of my flesh ? God do so to

me, and more also, if thou be not captain of the

host before me continually in the room ofJoab.

14 And he bowed the heart of all the men
of Judah, even as the heart of one man ; so

that they sent tins word unto the king, Re-
turn thou, and all thy servants.

15 So the king returned, and came to

Jordan. And Judah came to Gilgal, to go to

meet the king, to conduct the king over Jordan.

IG IT And 'Shimei the son of Gera, a Ben-

jamite, which icas of Bahurim, hasted and

came down with the men of Judah to meet

king David.

17 And there were a thousand men of Ben-

jamin with him, and 'Ziba the servant of the

house of Saul, and his fifteen sons and his

twenty servants with him ; and they went over

Jordan before the king.

18 And there went over a ferry boat to

carry over the king's houshold, and to do

"what he thought good. And Shimei the son

of Gera fell down before the king, as he was

come over Jordan

;

19 And said unto the king. Let not my
lord impute iniquity unto me, neither do thou

remember "that wiiich thy servant did per-

versely the day that my lord the king went

out of Jerusalem, that the king should take it

to his heart.

20 For thy servant doth know that I have

sinned : therefore, behold, I am come the first

8 Hcb. By loving, &c.
are ye silent f « 1 Kings S

» Chap. 10. 5.

Heb. tlie guod in liii eyes.

2a3
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this day of all the house of Joseph to go down
to meet ray lord the king.

21 But Abishai the son of Zeruiah an-

swered and said, Shall not Shimei be put to

death for this, because he cursed the Lord's
anointed ?

22 And David said, What have I to do

with you, ye sons of Zeruiah, that ye should

this day be adversaries imto me ? shall there

any man be put to death this day in Israel ?

for do not I know that I am this day king

over Israel

?

23 Therefore the king said unto Shimei,

Thou shalt not die. And the king sware

unto him.

24 IT And Mephiboslieth the son of Saul

came down to meet the king, and had neither

dressed liis feet, nor trimmed his beard, nor

washed his clothes, from the day the king de-

parted xuitil the day he came affain in peace.

25 And it came to pass, when he was come
to Jerusalem to meet the king, that the king

said unto him, Wherefore wentest not thou

with me, Mephibosheth ?

26 And he answered, My lord, O king,

my servant deceived me : for thy servant

said, I will saddle me an ass, that I may ride

thereon, and go to tlie king ; because thy ser-

vant is lame.

27 And '°he hath slandered thy servant

unto my lord the king ; but my lord the king

is as an angel of God : do therefore what is

good in thine eyes.

28 For all of my father's house were but

"dead men before my lord the king: yet

didst thou set thy servant among them that

did eat at thine own table. What right

therefore have I yet to cry any more unto the

king?

2i) And the king said unto him. Why
speakest thou any more of thy matters? I

have said. Thou and Ziba divide the land.

30 And Mephibosheth said unto the king.

Yea, let him take all, forasmuch as my lord

the king is come again in peace unto his own
house.

31 IT And Barzillai the Gileadite came down

from Rogelim, and went over Jordan with the

king, to conduct him over Jordan.

'62 Now Barzillai was a very aged man,

even fourscore years old : and '"he had pro-

vided the king of sustenance while he lay at

Mahanaim ; for he was a very great man.

33 And the king said unto Barzillai, Come
thou over with me, and I will feed thee with

me in Jerusalem.

34 And Barzillai said imtothe king, "'How
long have I to live, that I should go up
with the king unto Jerusalem ?

35 I am this day fourscore years old : and
can I discern between good and evil ? can thy

servant taste what I eat or what I drink ? can
I hear any more the voice of singing men and
singing women? wherefore then should thy

servant be yet a burden unto my lord the king ?

36 Thy servant will go a little way over

Jordan with the king: and why should the

king recompense it me with such a reward ?

37 Let thy servant, I pray thee, turn back
again, that I may die in mine own city, ayid

be buried by the grave of my father and of my
mother. But behold thy servant Chimham

;

let him go over with my lord the king ; and
do to him what shall seem good unto thee.

38 And the king answered, Chimham shall

go over with me, and I will do to him that

which shall seem good unto thee : and what-

soever thou shalt 'Vequire of me, that will I

do for thee.

39 And all the people went over Jordan.

And when the king was come over, the king
kissed Barzillai, and blessed him ; and he re-

turned unto his own place.

40 Then the king went on to Gilgal, and
Chimham went on with him : and all the

people of Judah conducted the king, and also

half the people of Israel.

41 H And, behold, all the men of Israel

came to the king, and said unto the king,

Why have our brethren the men of Judah
stolen thee away, and have brought the king,

and his houshold, and all David's men with

him, over Jordan ?

42 And all the men of Judah answered the

men of Israel, Because the king is near of

kin to us : wherefore then be ye angry for

this matter ? have we eaten at all of the king's

cost ? or hath he given us any gift ?

43 And the men of Israel answered the

men of Judah, and said. We have ten parts

in the king, and we have also more riffht in

David than ye : why then did ye "despise us,

that our advice should not be first had in

bringing back our king? And the words of

the men of Judah were fiercer than the words

of the men of Israel.
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Verse 4. ' Coi'ered hisjhce.'—This act is obviously the
same, or of equivalent signification to the covering the

head, mentioned in ch. xv. 30, and explained in the

10. ' lT7iy speak ye not a word of bringing the king back.'

—It might seem the obvious consequence of his victory

that David should repass the Jordan at the head of his

conquering army, and re-ascend his throne at Jerusalem.
But the mass of the people had chosen another for their

king, and by that act had virtually, to the extent of their

power, deposed himself; and in such a case it would ap-

pear that the civil principles of the constitution required
that he should, in a certain sense, be re-elected to the

crown by the people before he was entitled to regard him-
self as king over any but such as had continued to recog-

nize him in that character ; he therefore remained beyond
the Jordan until the tribes should decide to recall him.
It seems there was a general disposition among the people

to do this; they blamed one another for their rebellion

against the king, and for their remissness in recalling him,

but all seemed to shrink from taking the first step in

the matter. Judah, from its more intimate relations with
David, might be expected to give the example ; but
Judah had been the head-quarters of the rebellion; and it

appears that Jerusalem was in the occupation of Amasa,
who. from the extent to which he had committed himself
in Absalom's rebellion, might judge his case desperate, and
hence use all his influence to prevent the king's return.

14. 'And he bowed the heart,' etc.—The Jewish inter-

preters refer this, with great probability, to Amasa, not to

David : that is, that David having won over Amasa, the

latter employed his great influence in bringing the men of

Judah back to their allegiance.

13. ' And there went over aferrij boat.'—This translation

is very doubtful, and the text on which it is founded is not

free from suspicion of being corrupted. It is probable that

the reading now exhibited in the Septuagint is that of the

original Hebrew, and is followed by good modern autho-

rities. According to that, the words of the clause refer to

the men mentioned in the preceding verse ; and would be
rendered, ' And these went over Jordan before the king,

and were serviceable in bringing over the king's house-

hold :' that is, as some of the rabbins understand, by car-

rying over, on their backs, the women and children who
could not conveniently ford the river. Josephus and some
of the ancient translators understood that they threw a
bridge (of boats?) over the river; while Jerome supposes

that they forded the river before the king's people, pointing

out the proper places. An open interpretation, applicable

to all these explanations, such as that we have indicated,

would be the best and safest. As the text now stands,

however, a ferry boat or raft might have been used. Nor
is the thing itself unlikely : for, although the Jordan is not

a great river, it is wide enough and deep enough to render

such a mode of passing over aged people, women, children,

and baggage, convenient. The ancients had also shallow
flat-bottomed boats suited to such rivers ; and at this day
(according to the author of Esthen) rafts are employed for

such purposes on the Jordan.

23. ' Thou shall not die'— Considering the circum-
stance which Shimei urged, that he was the first in all

Israel (Judah excepted) to come forward with a strong
party to promote the restoration of the king ; and consi-

dering—what was a still greater merit and a more important
benefit to the royal cause—that his party was from the tribe

of Benjamin, it would have been a most ungracious act had
the king been inexorable. He therefore pardoned him
freely, although some of the oflieers were for putting him
to death. It was for the like reason probably—that is, for

fear of disgusting the valuable party to which he be-

longed, and in which he had much influence—the king
dared not entirely recal from Ziba the grant of Mephibo-
sheth's lands which he had hastily made to him. Under
the circumstances, the king could only say, ' Thou and
Ziba divide the land ;' to which the reply of Mephibosheth
was worthy the son of the generous Jonathan— ' Yea, let

him take all, since my lord the king is come again to his
own house in peace.'

24. '— had neither dressed his feet.'—His feet, which
were lame, and required attention ; or perhaps it means
that he had omitted that general attention to the feet which
is required in the East.— 'Nor trimmed his beard.'— After the explanation
given in the note to ch. x. 4, concerning the estimation in
which the beard is held in Western Asia, we scarcely need
add that very considerable care is taken of it, the neglect of
which is understood to express very forcibly the forgetful-
ness of grief. The manner in which it is attended to,

however, differs in various nations. It is clipped by some
to give it a favourite shape, and by others only trimmed
slightly to improve its appearanceir The example of Mo-
hammed, who is alleged to have diminished the length and
thickness of his beard, has had more weight with some of
his followers than with others. Almost every Moslem
carries a comb with him for the sole purpose of combing
his beard. This is often done, particularly after prayers,
at the conclusion of which the devotee usually remains
sitting on his heels and combing his beard. The hairs
which fall are carefully collected and preserved, to be
buried with the person to whose beard they belonged ; and
sometimes when he has collected a certain quantity, he de-
posits them himself in his destined sepulchre. It seems
that in the time of Mohammed the Jews did not dye their
beards, but the Arabs did ; for the traditions mention it as
a point of difference between Moslems and Jews. This,
however, is not conclusive evidence that the latter never
did so. The dyes usually employed for the beard are black
or fiery red. The latter is obtained by the application of
a paste oi henna leaves, and the black by a further applica-
tion of indigo. The process is painful and tiresome, and
must be repeated every fortnight ; but men cheerfully
submit to it for the honour of their beards. The Persians
dye their beards more generally than any other people,
and prefer the black colour. The Turks almost never dye
theirs, and the Arabs but seldom. When the last named
people use a dye, they are commonly content with the red
colour. In this they follow the instruction of their pro-
phet, who recommended dyeing the beard, but hated the
black dye, preferring the red, and recommending in this
the nearest approach to yellow that could be obtained by
art. Beards are also anointed, perfumed, and incensed in
the East by the upper classes. All this care of the beard
will illustrate the entire abandonment i

tlie neglect of that important appendage i

35. ' Can I hear any more the voice of
singing women 'V—As Barzillai mentions this am
attractions of the court, of which age rendered him inca-

pable of enjoying, it would seem that David had made
music to form one of the enjoyments of his regal state, and
had probably trained or collected a body of vocal and in-

strumental performers, as part of his royal establishment.

This we might expect from so accomplished a musician as

David. The performances of his ' singing men and sing-

ing women ' would seem, from what Barzillai says, to have
been so much admired, that the subject formed one of
those prominent wonders of the court, of which people
living in distant parts of the country were accustomed to

speak. This is still a royal custom of the East. Of pro-

fessed singing women, who are also musicians and dancers,

we have written under 1 Sam. xviii. 7. Of the corre-

sponding vocation among men, we may mention that it is

confined to music and singing, as men do not dance pro-

fessionally. Much that illustrates the various scriptural

intimations with regard to such persons might be drawn
from the existing usages of the East. Jonas Hanway re-

lates that Nadir Shah had in his army no less than nine
hundred ' chioux or chanters.' They wore a distinctive

dress, which Jonas describes, and ' they frequently chanted
moral sentences and encomiums on the Shah, occasionally

also proclaiming his victories as he passed along' ( Travels,

i. 170). Forbes, in his Oriental Memoirs, more than once
mentions a description of bards, whose services are much in

request in the courts of India. ' No Hindoo rajah is with-

J sorrow which
aplies.

inging men and
this among the
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out them. Hyder All though uot i Hiudoo delighted

to be constantly preceded by them They have a wonder
ful facility in speaking impro-v isatore upon any subject pro

posed to them, in a kind of declamation which may be

considered as a kind of medium between blank verse and
modulated prose [similar to the Hebrew poetry] ; but their

proper profession is that of chanting the exploits of

former days in front of the troops, while marshalling to

battle, and inciting them to emulate the glory of their an-

cestors.' In Syria there are men singers, who perform in

concert, each accompanying his voice by the musical in-

slrument in which he has most skilL A representation of

such a concert drawn from the life, is given by Hussel,

in his Natural History of Aleppo, and a copy of it is here

introduced The existence of such persons appears to

arise from the fact that, although the Orientals take great

pleasure m hearing music and singing, no man of any
rank likes to sing or to handle a musical instrument ; nor
are the youth of either sex taught music as an accomplish-

ment ; and tlie persons whose skill in vocal and instru-

mental music delights them are not regarded with much
respect. This could not have been the case among the

Hebrews, with whom persons of the highest rank and
respectability were skilled in music.

CHAPTER XX.

1 By occasion of the quarrel, Sheba maheth a party in

Israel. 3 Datnd's ten concubines are shut up in

perpetual prison. 4 Amasa, made captain over

Judah, is slain by Joab. 14 Joab pursueth Sheba

vnto Abel. 16 .4 wise woman saveth the city by

Sheba s head. 23 David's officers.

And there happenetl to be there a man of

Belial, whose name was Sheba, the son of

Bichri, a Benjamite : and he blew a trumpet,

and said. We have no part in David, neither

have we inheritance in the son of Jesse : every

man to his tents, O Israel.

2 So every man of Israel went up from

after David, and followed Sheba the son of

Bichri : but the men of Judah clave unto their

king, from Jordan even to Jerusalem.

3 H And David came to his house at Jeru-

salem ; and the king took the ten women his

'concubines, whom he had left to keep the

house, and put them in 'ward, and fed them,

but went not in unto them. So they were

"shut up unto the day of their death, iiving

in widowhood.
4 IT Then said the king to Amasa, 'As-

semble me the men of Judah within three

days, and be thou here present.

5 So Amasa went to assemble the men of
Judah : but he tarried longer than the set

time which he had appointed him.

6 And David said to Abishai, Now shall

Sheba the son of Bichri do us more harm than

did Absalom : take thou thy lord's servants,

and pursue after him, lest he get him fenced

cities, and "escape us.

7 And there went out after him Joab's men,

and the 'Cherethites, and the Pelethites, and

all the mighty men : and they went out of

Jerusalem, to pursue after Sheba tlic son of

Bichri.

I Clmp. IC. 2;

23G
Heb. deliver himselffro
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8 When they were at the great stone which
is in Gibeon, Aiiiasa went before them. And
Joab's garment that he had [)ut on was girded

nnto him, and upon it a girdle with a sword
fastened u])on his h)ins in tiie sheath thereof

;

and as he went forth it fell out.

9 And .loab said to Amasa, Art thou in

Iiealth, my brother? And Joab took Amasa
by the beard with the right hand to kiss him.

10 ]5ut Amasa took no heed to the sword

that was in Joab's hand : so he smote him
therewith in the fifth rib, and shed out his

bowels to the ground, and ".struck him not

again ; and he died. So Joab and Abishai

his brother pursued after Sheba the son of

Biehri.

11 And one of Joab's men stood by him,

and said. He that favouretli Joab, and he that

is for David, lei him fjo after Joab.

12 And Amasa wallowed in blood in the

midst of the highway. And when the man
saw that all the jicople stood still, he removed
Amasa out of the highway into the field, and
cast a cloth upon him, when he saw that every

one that came by him stood still.

13 When he was removed out of the high-

way, all the ])eople went on after Joab, to

pursue afler .Sheba the .son of I'ichri.

14 II And h(! went through all the tribes of

Israel unto Abel, and to Beth-maachah, and
all the Berites : and they were gathered toge-

ther, and went also after him.

15 And they came and besieged him in

Abel of Beth-maachah, and they cast up a
bank against the city, and "it stood in the

trench : and all the people that xoere with Joai)

'"battered the wall, to tlirow it down.

16 If Then cried a wise woman out of the

city, Hear, hear; say, I pray you, unto .Joab,

(Jome near hither, that I may sjicak with

thee.

17 And when he was come near unto her,

the woman said. Art thou Joab? And lie

answered, I am he. Then she said unto liim,

Hear the words of thine handmaid. And he

answered, I do hear.

18 Then she spake, saying, '"I'licy wen;

wont to speak in old time, saying, 'J'iiey shall

surely a.sk counsel at Ai)el : and so they ended
tlic matter.

19 I am one of them that are peaceabh; and
faithful in Israel : thou seekest to destroy a

city and a mother in Israel : why wilt thou

swallow up the inheritance of the Loud?
20 And Joab answered and said, Far be it,

far bo it from me, that I should swallow up or

destroy.

21 'J'he matter is not so : but a man of

mount Ephraim, Sheba the son of Biehri 'by
name, hath lifted up his hand against the king,

even against David : deliver Inm only, and 1

will de|)art from the city. And the woman
said unto Joab, Behold, his head shall be

thrown to thee over the wall.

22 Then the woman went unto all the

people in her wisdom. And they cut off the

head of Sheba the son of Biehri, and cast it

out to Joab. And he blew a trumpet, and

they '^retired from the city, every man to his

tent. And Joab returned to Jerusalem unto

the king.

2;-} If Now 'Mo/lb iras over all the host of

Israel : and Benaiali the son of Jehoiada was

over the Cherethites and over the Pelethites :

24 And Adoram was over tlie tribute :

and Jehoohaphat the son of Ahilud was "re-

corder :

25 And Sheva wa.s scribe : and Zadok and

Abiathar tcere the priests :

2G And Ira also the Jairite was '"a chief

ruler about David.

[Ii-b. dttuhled not hit sfj-oki?. » Or, it stood aijitintt the outmt
Thry plaint;/ •pulle in tlm bcrjinning, tayinn, Surcbj they will mil of Abel, a

la llcl). were teattered. " Chap. 8. 10.

Verse 1. ' We have no part in David,' etc.—From the

result we may see ground to doubt the wisdom of the se-

parate appeal which David had made to his own tribe of
Judah, inasmuch as his more intimate connection with
that tribe, by birth and by having reigned over it sepa-

rately for seven years, required the most cautious policy

on his side, to prevent his appearing to the other tribes as

tlie kiiig ol' a party. Now, when he had crossed tlie

Jonliui, proplc IVom all the tribes flocked to him to join in

the .ut ol' niall ;ind restoration. Hut when they came to

(oiisid.r .,r it I In- otliifF tiibi-s were not willing to forgive

.lu<J;ili I'.r 1, -
• !h' II III imi li ii-il with them; and they

fi-lt p;ii ii i
,

I li
I I

I I III' inviting them to join

in til.- Ill 1
||

' '
III lah, by acting indepen-

dently, li. Ill . ..' I I ill I 111 xhibit the appearance

of more alac rily aii'l zi;al in tlie king's behalf, putting the

other tribes in an unfavourable position by comparison.

They alleged also their claim to be considered, on the

ground that the ten tribes had tenfold the interest in the

kingdom to that whiel, lie- sir.fle i,il,e of ./.i.I.ili ,i,„!.|

claim. The answer nf ili.ii inli'- •..;i tin- nn i inipuline

and provoking that c'.iil'l l-i- inmli'. 'IIm > iilli-iil ih.ii

seeirif.' the king was i.r 11 . n 1 1
iln

.
tin ii hum- ijinl

to his own party. This impulse was supplied by one

Sheba, of the discontented tribe of Henjamin, who, per-

ceiving the state of feeling, blew the trumpet, and gave

forth the Hebrew watchword of revolt, ' To your tents, O
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Israeli' and, iu the name of the tribes, disclaimed all

further interest iu David, and bade defiance to his ad-

herents. The effect of this move, perhaps, exceeded his

expectation. Ou a sudden he saw himself at the head of

all the tribes, except that of Judah, which had occasioned

this defection, and which was left almost alone to conduct

the king from the Jordan to Jerusalem.

5. ' So Aiihisa Kent,' etc.—The defection of the ten tribes

must have supplied to David an additional reason for per-

forming the secret promise he had already made to Aniasa

(ch. xix. 13) of making him captain of the host, as that

person appears to have been high in favour with the tribes.

But most readers will feel dissatisfied that Joab should at

this juncture—after the brilliant displays which he had so

lately afforded of his loyalty, courage, and prudence—be
displaced in favour of the rebel leader

;
and even if judged

by the principles of the East, that every stroke of policy

by which something may be gained is a good stroke, what-

ever interests or honour it sacrifices,—even judged by this

rule, the policy of this operation may very much be

doubted, as, indeed, David himself had soon occasion to

suspect. In fact, we agree with Hales, that in this David
' seems to have acted rather ungratefiiUy and unwisely,'

justifying Joab's reproach (on a fomier occasion), " thou

lovest thine enemies and hatest thy friends." But the old

grudge and jealousy which he entertained against ' the

sons of Zeruiah,' who were above his control, and too

powerful to be punished, as in Abner's case, combined with

Joab's disobedience of orders iu killing Absalom, which

he could never forget, nor forgive, to the day of his death,

seem to have got the better of his usual temporising caution

and political prudence.'

8. ' It fell 0H<.'—That is, it fell out of the sheath. Jo-

sephus says that he purposely let it fall out as he ap-

proached Amasa, that, taking it up again, he might salute

him unsuspiciously, although he had the drawn sword in

his hand. This is probable. We see that further, to pre-

vent his intention from being suspected, he held the

weapon in his left hand.

9. ' Joab took Amasa btj the beard . . . . to kiss him.'—
As the Hebrew language has no neuter gender, it is not

clear whether the Aim should not have been rendered it;

that is, whether Joab took hold of Amasa's beard to kiss it

or him. The former seems most probable. In the East it

is generally considered an insult to touch the beard except

to kiss it. In kissing the cheek or forehead, it is not usual

to touch the beard, but it may be done incidentally with-

out offence. Among the Arabs, kissing the beard is an

act of respect: it is an exchange of respectful salutation

between equals, and also an act of respect and deference to

a superior. D'An'ieux correctly observes that, ' The
women kiss their husbands' beards, and the children their

fathers', when they go to salute them. The men kiss each

other's beards reciprocally ; and on both sides the beard,

when they salute one another in the streets, or are returned

from a journey. Such kisses are repeated from time to

time among the compliments they make one another.'

The same traveller, describing an entertainment given by
one Arab emir to several others, fails not to remark how,
as they arrived, they kissed one another's beards and
hands. Homer seems to describe the touching of the

beard, or at least the chin, as an act of respectful supplica-

tion. Thus, when Thetis goes to Olympus, to obtain

Jupiter's favour for her son Achilles—

' She sat before him, to his knees applied

Her left hand, placed her riyht beneath his chin.

And thus the king, Saturnian Jove, implored.'

It is remarkable that both in this instance and that of
Joab, the rigid hand is particularly mentioned.

10. ' And he died.'—Josephus has a just observation to

the effect—that this atrocious murder had much less shew
of excuse than that of Abner, since the fact that the latter

had slain Asahel, afforded, under the principle of blood-

revenge, a decent pretext for the assassination, which was
wanting in the present instance,

15. ' ^AeZ o/" Be(A-maac/mA.'—This place is called also

Abel-Maim, and simply Abel ; the additions being used to

distinguish it from other places of the last name, which
signifies a grassy place. 'The identity of the place in the

text under these different names is established by com-
paring V. 14, l.'j, 18, of this chapter; 1 Kings xv. 20;

2 Kings XV. 29; 2 Chron. xvi. 4. The addition of

'Maachah' indicates that it lay in or near to the region

Maachah, which lay east of the upper Jordan under Mount
Lebanon. The town was, eighty years after the date of the

present transaction, taken and sacked by Benhadad, king

of Syria, and it eventually was similarly dealt with by
Tiglath-pileser, who moreover expatriated the inhabitants

to Assyria.

What gave the town its peculiar reputation for wisdom
is not clear : but in most countries we find one or more
towns, the inhabitants of which, on some account or other,

are reported to be wiser than their neighbours.

22. ' Theij cut off the head of Sheba .... and cast it out

to Joab.'—It is a very common course in the East, when
an obnoxious person, who has taken refuge in a town,

palace, or fortress, is demanded by an army or by an en-

raged populace, for the inhabitants to consult their own
safety by sacrificing the offender. How many instances

occur in Turkish history of the heads of high functionaries

being reluctantly thrown out from the seraglio at Con-
stantinople, to pacify the enraged Janissaries 1

CHAPTER XXI.

1 The three years' famine for the Gibennites ceaseth,

1/1/ /imii/inij seven iif Snid's sons. 10 Rizpah's kind-

nrs^ui'ilo tlic ilra'd. 1
'J I)ari<l burieth the bones of

Said (Uiil .Inmilhnn In Id^ fillicr's sepulchre. 13

/("/;• /'ii/i/i's (ii/iiiiist i/ir J'liilislines, wherein four
mnjhty men of Dauid ^Uu/fuur giants.

Then there was a famine in the days of David

three years, year after year ; and David 'en-

quired of the Lord. And the Lord answered,

It is for Saul, and for his hloody house, be-

cause he slew the Gibeonitcs.

2 And the king called the Gibeonites, and

said unto them ;
(now the Gibeonites loere not

of the children of Israel, but 'of the remnant

of the Amorites ; and the children of Israel

had sworn unto them : and Saul sought to

slay them in his zeal to the children of Israel

and Judah.)

3 AVherefore David said unto the Gibeon-

ites, Wliat shall I do for you ? and wherewith

shall I make the atonement, that ye may bless

the inheritance of the Lord ?

4 And the Gibeonites said unto him, 'AVe

will have no silver nor gold of Satil, nor of his

house ; neither for us shalt thou kill any man
in Israel. And he said, AVhat ye shall say,

that will I do for you.
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5 And they answered the king, The man
that consumed us, and that "devised against us

that we should be destroyed from remaining

in any of the coasts of Israel,

6 Let seven men of his sons be delivered

unto us, and we will hang them up unto the

LoKD in Gibeah of Saul, "ichotn the Lord did

choose. And the king said, I will give tlievi.

7 But the king spared Mephibosheth, the

son of Jonathan the son of Saul, because of

'the Lord's oath that u-as between them, be-

tween David and Jonathan the son of Saul.

8 But the king took the two sons of Rizpah

the daughter of Aiah, whom she bare unto

Saul, Armoni and Mephibosheth ; and the

five sons of 'Michal the daughter of Saul,

whom she "brought up for Adriel the son of

Barzillai the Meholathite

:

9 And he delivered them into the hands of

the Gibeonites, and they hanged them in the

hill before the Lord : and they fell all seven

together, and were put to death in the days of

harvest, in the first days, in the beginning of

barley harvest.

10 H And "Rizpah the daughter of Aiah

took sackcloth, and spread it for her upon the

rock, from the beginning of harvest until water

dropped upon them out of heaven, and suffered

neither the birds of the air to rest on them by

day, nor the beasts of the field by night.

1

1

And it was told David what Rizpah the

daughter of Aiah, the concubine of Saul, had
done.

12 H And David went and took the bones

of Saul and the bones of Jonathan his son from

the men of Jabesh-gilead, which had stolen

them from the street of Beth-shan, where the

'"Philistines had hanged them, when the Phi-

listines had slain Saul in Gilboa

:

13 And he brought up from thence the

bones of Saul and the bones of Jonathan his

son ; and they gathered the bones of them that

were hanged.

4 Or, cut M ojf. i Oi. chosen"/ the LORD. « 1 Sam. 18. 3, and 2n. 8. 12.

« Cliao. 3. 7. 1" 1 Sam. 31. 10. n Or, Raiihn. I! Hel). the stiij

Or, Rtiphu. 16 See 1 Chron. 2u. 5. tl Or, Ripha.

14 And the bones of Saul and Jonathan his

son buried they in the country of Benjamin

in Zelah, in the sepulchre of Kish his father

:

and they performed all that the king com-
manded. And after that God was intreated

for the land.

15 H Moreover the Philistines had yet war
again with Israel ; and David went down, and
his servants with him, and fought against the

Philistines : and David waxed faint.

16 And Ishbi-benob, which ims of the sons

of the "giant, the weight of whose "spear

iceighed three hundred shekels of brass in

weight, he being girded with a new sicord,

thought to have slain David.

17 But Abishai the son of Zeruiah suc-

coured him, and smote the Philistine, and

killed him. Then the men of David sware

unto him, saying. Thou shalt go no more out

with us to battle, that thou quench not the

"'light of Israel.

18 "And it came to pass after this, that

there was again a battle with the Philis-

tines at Gob : then Sibbechai the Hushathite

slew Saph, which was of the sons of "the

giant.

19 And there was again a battle in Gob
with the Philistines, where Elhanan the son

of Jaare-oregim, a Beth-lehemite, slew '"the

brother of Goliath the Gittite, the staff" of

whose spear ivas like a weaver's beam.

20 And there was yet a battle in Gath,

where was a man o^ great stature, that had on

every hand six fingers, and on every foot six

toes, four and twenty in number ; and he also

was born to ''the giant.

21 And when he '"defied Israel, Jonathan

the son of "Shimeah the brother of David slew

him.

22 Tliese four were born to the giant in

Gath, and fell by the hand of David, and by

the hand of his servants.

1 Cliron. 20. A.

• Or, MichttVs sister. 8

; or, the head. t" neb.
19 Or, reproached.

Heb. hare to AdrieL

Verse 2. ' Saul sought to slai/ them in his zeal'—There
is no accouut of such an attempt in the preceding historj',

and various explanations have been given. Some think
that, being hewers of wood and drawers of water to the
priests, considerable numbers of them were slain at Nob,
at the same time with the priests. This is the Jewish ex-
planation ; but we doubt it, as not only improbable in

itself, but under the impression that the fact would have
been noticed in the account of that transaction if it had
really occurred. Is it not more probable that Saul, find-

ing the difficulty of forming a landed property for his family
in a country where all the land was already unalienably
parcelled out among- the families of Israel, had, under

pretence of zeal for the interests of his own people, formed

the design of utterly destroying the Gibeonites ; and, as

far as he was able, executed the design, giving their lands

and wealth to his relatives, by the survivors of whom they

were still possessed? [1 Sam. xxii. 7.]

6. ' Hang them up unto the Lord:—They probably slew

them first, and gibbeted them after. It was against the

law for a body to be left hanging after the sunset of the day

in which the person was put to death. The continued gib-

beting of Saul's descendants must have been very revolting

to the Jews, who were less accustomed to such things than

we have been. Drought is the usual cause of famine stated

in the Scriptures: and as we see, from v. in, that they re-
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malned hanging ' until water dropped upon them out of

heaven,' it seems more than probable that some vow or

usage, in such cases, decreed them to remain suspended

until that sign of peace and returning fertility was be-

stowed.— ' / will give (Afm.'—David has been censured by

some writers for consenting to the demand of the Gibeon-

ites. But we have wasted the pains which, under dif-

ferent texts, we have taken in expounding the doctrine

of avengement for blood, if the reader has not perceived

that the demand of the Gibeonites was one which the king

could not refuse. Ttiei/ might have accepted the blood-

fine ; but this was optional with them, and they were per-

fectly entitled to refuse it, and to demand blood for blood.

That the persons who were slain had themselves no hand

in the crime for which they were punished is more than

we know; it is most likely that they were active parties in

it, and still more that they reaped the profits of it. But

even were this not the case, it is a well known principle

of blood-avengemeut that the heirs and relatives of the

blood-shedder are responsible for the blood in their own
persons, in case the avenger is not able to reach the actual

perpetrator. That David had any interest in getting rid

of these persons, is equally absurd and untrue, for they

made no pretensions to the crown themselves, nor did

others make such pretensions for them. Even when the

cause of Saul's house was almost in want of a head, none

of these persons appeared to advance their claims, nor did

the warmest partisans of the cause dream of producing any

of them in opposition to David.

10. ' Suffered neither the birds of the air,' etc.—See the

second note on Judges xiv. 8.

20. ' On evert/ hand six Jingers, and on evcrtf foot six

Iocs'—This is one of the aberrations of nature of which
instances have been known in all ages and countries, al-

though they are sufficiently rare to remain a subject of

wonder. The old stories told by Pliny, Ctesias, and
others, of nations distinguished by a supernumerary allow-

ance of fingers and toes, are now universally exploded,

together with most of the other wonders which they and
other ancient writers relate concerning the Indian and
other remote nations, of which nothing was in their time

distinctly known. The most wonderful circumstance of

this kind, that rests on any thing like fair authority, is

that adduced by Dr. Dodd from M. Maupertuis, who says,

in his Letters, that he saw at Berlin two families, in

which six-diijitism, as he calls it, was equally transmitted

both on the side of father and mother.

CHAPTER XXII.

A psalm (if thanhsgimng for God's poueiful diiiver-

ance, and manifold blessings.

And David spake unto the Lord the words of

this song in the day that the Lord had deli-

vered hiin out of the hand of all his enemies,

and out of the hand of Saul

:

2 Aud he said, 'The Loud is my rock, and

my fortress, and my deliverer

;

3 The God of my rock ; in him will I trust

:

he is my shield, and the horn of my salvation,

my high tower, and my refuge, my saviour

;

thou savest me from violence.

4 I will call on the Lord, who is worthy to

be praised : so shall I be saved from mine

enemies.

5 When the 'waves of death compassed

me, the floods of 'ungodly men made me
afraid ;

6 The 'sorrows of hell compassed me about

;

the snares of death prevented me ;

7 In my distress I called upon the Lord,

and cried to my God : and he did hear my
voice out of his temple, and my cry did enter

into his ears.

8 Then the earth shook and trembled ; the

foundations of heaven moved and shook, be-

cause he was wroth.

9 There went up a smoke 'out of his nostrils,

and fire out of his mouth devoured : coals were

kindled by it.

10 lie bowed the heavens also, and came
down ; and darkness was under his feet.

1

1

And he rode upon a cherub, and did

1 I'sal. 18. 2, &c. « Or, pangs. 3 Utb. Belial. * Or, co

fly : and he was seen upon the wings of the

wind.

12 And he made darkness pavilions round

about him, "dark waters, and thick clouds of

the skies.

13 Through the brightness before him were

coals of tii'e kindled.

14 The Lord thundered from heaven, and

the most High uttered his voice.

15 And he sent out arrows, and scattered

them ; lightning, and discomfited them.

16 And the channels of the sea appeared,

the foundations of the world were discovered,

at the rebuking of the Lord, at the blast of

the breath of his nostrils.

17 He sent from above, he took me ; he

drew me out of 'many waters ;

18 He delivered me from my strong enemy,

and from them that hated me : for they were

too strong for me.

19 They prevented me in the day of my
calamity : but the Lord was my stay.

20 lie brought me forth also into a large

place : he delivered me, because he delighted

in me.
21 The Lord rewarded me according to

my righteousness : according to the cleanness

of my hands hath he recompensed me.

22 For I have kept the wajs of the Lord,

and have not wickedly departed from my God.

23 For all his judgments loere before me:

and as for his statutes, I did not depart from

them.

24 I was also upright "before him, and have

kept myself from mine iniquity.
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25 Therefore the Lord hath recompensed

me according to my righteousness ; according

to my cleanness "in his eye sight.

26 With the merciful thou wilt shew thy-

self merciful, and with the upright man thou

wilt shew thyself upright.

27 With the pure thou wilt shew thyself

pure ; and with the i'roward thou wilt '"shew

thyself unsavoury.

28 And the afflicted people thou wilt save

:

but thine eyes are upon the haughty, tliat thou

niayest bring them down.

29 For thou art my "lamp, O Lord : and
the Lord will lighten my darkness.

30 For by thee I have '"run through a
troop: by my God have I leaped over a wall.

31 As for God, his way is perfect ; the

word of the Lord is '"tried: he is a buckler

to all them that trust in him.

32 For who is God, save the Lord ? and
who is a rock, save our God ?

33 God is my strength and power : and he

'"maketli my way perfect.

34 He "maketh my feet like hinds' /erf :

and setteth me upon my high places.

35 He teacheth my hands ' to war ; so that

a bow of steel is broken by mine arms.

36 Thou hast also given me the shield of

thy salvation : and thy gentleness hath ' 'made
me gi-eat.

37 Thou hast enlarged my steps wider me

;

so that my "feet did not slip.

38 I have pursued mine enemies, and de-

stroyed them ; and turned not again until I

had consumed them.

39 And I have consumed them, and
wounded them^ that they could not arise : yea,

they are fallen under my feet.

Heb. lefore hi
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ing, lohen the sun riseth, even a iiiorniiig with-

out clouds ; as the tender grass springing out

of the earth by clear shining after rain.

5 Although my house be not so with God
;

yet he hath made with me an everlasting cove-

nant, ordered in all things, and sure : for this

is all my salvation, and all my desire, although

he make it not to grow.

G But the sons of Belial shall he all of

them as thorns thrust away, because they can-

not be taken with hands :

7 But the man that shall touch them must

be ^fenced with iron and the staff of a spear

;

and they shall be utterly burned with fire in

the same place.

8 H These he the names of the mighty men
whom David had : The 'Tachmonite that sat

in the seat, chief among the captains ; the same
icas Adino the Eznite : *he lift up his sjiear

against eight hundred, °whom lie slew at one

time.

9 And after him was ^Eleazar the son of

Dodo the Ahohite, one of the three mighty

men with David, when they defied the Philis-

tines tliat were there gathered together to

battle, and the men of Israel were gone away :

10 He arose, and smote the Philistines until

his hand was weary, and his hand clave unto

the sword : and the Lord wrought a gi-eat

victory that day ; and the people returned

after him only to spoil.

11 And after him teas ^Shammah the son of

Agee the Hararite. And the Philistines were

gathered together "into a troop, where was a

piece of ground full of lentiles : and the people

tied from the Philistines.

12 But he stood in the midst of the ground,

and defended it, and slew the Philistines : and

the LoHD wrought a great victory.

13 And "three of the thirty chief went

down, and came to David in the harvest time

unto the cave of Adullam : and the troop of

the Philistines pitched in the valley of llc-

phaim.

1

4

And David was then in an hold, and the

garrison of the Philistines teas then in Beth-

lehem.

15 And David longed, and said, Oh that

one would give me drink of tiic water of the

well of Beth-leheni, which is by the gate 1

16 And the three mighty men brake

through the host of the Philistines, and drew

water out of the well of Beth-lehem, that teas

by the gate, and took it, and brought it to

David : nevertheless he would not drink there-

of, but poured it out unto the Lord.
17 And he said. Be it far from me, O Lord,

that I should do this : is not this the blood of

the men that went in jeopardy of their lives ?

therefore he would not drink it. These things

did these three mighty men.
18 And "Abishai, the brother of Joab, the

son of Zeruiah, was chief among three. And
he lifted up his spear against three hundred,
' 'and slew them, and had the name among three.

1

9

Was he not most honourable of three ?

therefore he was their captain : howbeit he

attained not unto the fii-st three.

20 And Benaiah the son of Jehoiada, the

son of a valiant man, of Kabzeel, '"who had
done many acts, he slew two ''lionlike men of

Moab : he went down also and slew a lion in

the midst of a pit in time of snow :

21 And he slew an Egyptian, '^a goodly

man : and the Egyptian had a spear in his

hand ; but he went down to him with a staff,

and plucked the spear out of the Egyptian's

hand, and slew him with his own spear.

22 These things did Benaiah the son of

Jehoiada, and had the name among three

mighty men.

23 lie was '''more honourable than the

thirty, but he attained not to the first three.

And David set him over his '" "guard.

24 '"Asahel the brother of Joab was one of

the thirty ; Elhanan the son of Dodo of Beth-

lehem,

25 Shammah the Ilarodito, Elika the Ha-
rodite,

26 Ilelez the 'Taltitc, Ira the son of

Ikkesh the Tekoite,

27 Abiezer the Anethothite, Mebunnai the

Ilushathite,

28 Zalmon the Ahohite, Maliarai the Neto-

phathite,

29 Ileleb the son of Baanah, a Neto-
jiliathite, Ittai the son of Ribai out of Gibeah
of the children of Benjamin,

30 Benaiah the Pirathonite, Iliddai of the

""brooks of Gaasli,

31 Abi-albon the Arbathitc, Azmaveth the

Barhumite,

32 Eliahba the Shaalbonite, of the sons of

Jashen, Jonathan,

33 Shammah the Ilararite, Aliiam the son

of Siiarar the Ilararite,

Hcb. great of acts.

U.23,aman,irgrc.il

5 Hcb. slain.

>0 1 Chron. 11.20.
Ueh. lions of tiod.

nourablu among the t/lhV/.
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34 Eliplielet the son of Ahasbai, the son of

the Maachathite, Eliam the son of Ahithophel
the Gilonite,

35 Hezrai the Carmelite, Paarai the Ar-
bite,

36 Igal the son of Nathan of Zobah, Bani
the Gadite.

37 Zelek the Ammonite, Nahari the

Beerothite, armourbearer to Joab the son of

Zeruiah,

38 Ira an Ithrite, Gareb an Ithrite,

39 Uriah the Ilittite : thirty and seven in

aU.

Verse 1. ' T)iese be the last loords of David.'—The last

of his poetical compositions, probably ; or the original may
be understood to mean merely that it was a later compo-
sition than the preceding. The Hebrew Scriptures not
being divided into chapters, a few words to this effect

might be necessary to prevent this from being read as a
continuation of the preceding Psalm.—The first verse is

the title given by the compiler of the book. The title of
'sweet psalmist of Israel' is applied with great propriety

to David—the great lyric poet of the Hebrew nation.
' Sweet,' however, has somewhat changed its use since our
version was made, and now ' pleasant,' or ' agreeable,'

would better convey the sense of the Hebrew (D'J^J).

The literal expression is, ' Pleasant in the songs of Israel.'

8, ' T/iese be the names of the 7nigliti/ men.'—This account
is repeated, with some variation, in 1 Chrou. xi., in the

notes to which some remarks will be found on the exploits

of these distinguished men. An ingenious writer expresses

an opinion, that the band of ' worthies ' which the text pro-

ceeds to describe, forms a sort of order of knighthood. He
says :

' from 2 Sam. xxiii. 8-9, it appears that the heroes or
" mighty men" during the reign of David, were thirty-seven

in number, including Joab, who was commander-in-chief
of all his forces. These warriors were divided into three

classes, the first and second of which consisted each of

three men, Jashobeam, Eleazer, and Shammah ; Abithai,
Benaiah, and Asahel ; and tlie third class was composed
of the remaining thirty, of whom Asahel appears to have
been the head. Such is the list according to 2 Sam. xxiii.

;

but in 1 Chron. xi. 10-47, the list is more numerous, and
differs considerably from the preceding. The most pro-
bable solution of these variations is, that the first list con-
tains the worthies who lived in the former part of David's
reign, and that it underwent various changes in the course
of his government of the kingdom of Israel. At the
head of all these " mighty men " was Jashobeam the son
of Hachmoni (1 Chron. xi. 11), who from his oflSce is, in

2 Sam. xxiii. 8 (Hebrew and marginal rendering;, termed
" Joseb-Bassebet, the Hachmonite, head of the three," and
whose military appellation was Adino-he-Ezni (the lifting

up or striking with the spear), because he lifted up the
spear against, or encountered, 300 soldiers at once. How-
ever extraordinary it may seem, we may here perceive a
distinct order of knighthood, similar to our modern orders,

and presenting the same honorary degrees, and of which
Jashobeam, according to modern parlance, was the grand
master. An institution of this kind was, in every respect,

adapted to the reign, the character and the policy of
David.' Coquerel, Biographic Sacri'e.

CHAPTER XXIV.

1 David, tempted hij Satan, forccth Joab to number
the people. 5 The captains, in nine months and
twenty days, bring the muster of thirteen hundred
thousand fighting men. 10 David, having three

plagues propounded by Gad, repenteth, and chooseth

the three days' pestilence. 15 After the death of
threescore and ten thousand, David by repentance

p7-eventeth the destruction of Jerusalem. 1 8 David,
by Gad's direction, purchaseth Araunah's threshing-

floor; where having sacrificed, tlie plague stayelh.

And again the anger of the Lord was kin-

dled against Israel, and 'he moved David
against them to say, Go, number Israel and
Judah.

2 For the king said to Joab the captain of

the host, which was with him, ''Go now through
all the tribes of Israel, from Dan even to

Bcer-sheba, and number ye the people, that I

may know the number of the people.

•3 And Joab said unto the king, Now the

Lord thy God add unto the people, how many
soever they be, an hundredfold, and that the

eyes of my lord the king may see it : but why
doth my lord the king delight in this thing ?

4 Notwithstanding the king's word pre-

vailed against Joab, and against the captains

of the host. And Joab and the captains of

the host went out from the presence of the

king, to number the people of Israel.

5 1 And they passed over Jordan, and
pitched in Aroer, on the right side of the city

that lieth in the midst of the ^-iver of Gad,
and toward Jazer

:

6 Then they came to Gilead, and to the

"land of Tahtim-hodshi ; and they came to

Dan-jaan, and about to Zidon,

7 And came to the strong hold of Tyre,

and to all the cities of the Ilivites, and of the

Canaanites : and they went out to the south of

Judah, eveii to Beer-sheba.

8 So when they had gone through all the

land, they came to Jerusalem at the end of

nine months and twenty days.

y And Joab gave up the sum of the number
of the people unto the king : and there were

in Israel eight hundred thousand valiant men
that drew the sword ; and the men of Judah
vera five hundred thousand men.

10 IF And David's heart smote him after
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that he had numbered the people. And
David said unto the Lord, I have sinned

greatly in that I have done : and now, I be-

seech thee, O Lord, take away the iniquity of

thy servant ; for I have done very foolishly.

1

1

For when David was up in the morning,

the word of the Lord came unto the prophet

Gad, David's seer, saying,

12 Go and say unto David, Thus saith the

Lord, I offer thee three things ; choose thee

one of them, that I may do it unto thee.

13 So Gad came to David, and told him,

and said unto him. Shall seven years of famine

come unto thee in thy land ? or wilt thou flee

three months before thine enemies, while they

pursue thee '? or that there be three days' pes-

tilence in thy land ? now advise, and see what

answer I shall return to him that sent me.

14 And David said unto Gad, I am in a

great strait : let us fall now into the hand of

the Lord ; for his mercies are "great : and

let me not fall into the hand of man.

15 1[ So the Lord sent a pestilence upon

Israel from the morning even to the time ap-

]>ointed : and there died of the people from

Dan even to Beer-sheba seventy thousand

men.
16 And when the angel stretched out his

hand upon Jerusalem to destroy it, "the Lord
repented him of the evil, and said to the angel

that destroyed the people. It is enough : stay

now thine hand. And the angel of the Lord
was by the threshingplace of Araunah the

Jebusite.

17 And David spake unto the Lord when

he saw the angel that smote the people, and

said, Lo, I have sinned, and I have done wick-

edly : but these sheep, what have they done ?

let thine hand, I pray thee, be against me,

and against my father's house.

18 IT And Gad came that day to David,

and said unto him. Go up, rear an altar unto

the Lord in the threshingfloor of Araunah
the Jebusite.

19 And David, according to the saying of

Gad, went up as the Lord commanded.
20 And Araunah looked, and saw the king

and his servants coming on toward him : and

Araunah went out, and bowed himself before

the king on his face upon the ground.

21 And Araunah said. Wherefore is my lord

the king come to his servant ? And David
said. To buy the threshingfloor of thee, to

build an altar unto the Lord, that the plague

may be stayed from the peojjle.

22 And Araunah said unto David, Let my
lord the king take and offer up what scemeth

good unto him : behold, here he oxen for burnt

sacrifice, and threshing instruments and otlier

instruments of the oxen for wood.

23 All these things did Araunah, as a

king, give unto the king. And Araunah said

unto the king, The Lord thy God accept

thee.

24 And the king said unto Araunah, Nay
;

but I will surely buy ii of thee at a price

:

neither will I offer burnt offerings unto the

Lord my God of that which doth cost me
nothing. So David bought the threshingfloor

and the oxen for fifty shekels of silver.

25 And David built there an altar unto

the Lord, and offered burnt offerings and

peace offerings. So the Lord was intreated

ibr the land, and the jjlague was stayed from

Israel.

Verse 2. ' Number ye the people.'—There is another ac-

count of this transaction in 1 Chron. xxi., between which
and that now before us there are some apparent discrepan-

cies, which will be noticed under that chapter. We may
also refer the reader to what has been already said on the

subject of the Hebrew census, in the notes to Num. i. and
xxvi., some of the considerations in which will contribute

to the elucidation of the present chapter. There have
been various opinions as to the sin of David in this trans-

action, which must undoubtedly have been of a most
objectionable appearance, even in the general opinion of

the time, as it certainly was in the eyes of God, since we
see such a person as Joab—a man by no means of a very

tender conscience—giving a most decided opinion as to

the sin and danger of such a measure. The common im-

pression seems to be, that the act of taking a census was
in itself culpable, as indicating the sinful pride of the king

in contemplating the probable number of his subjects ; and,

strange as it may seem, this opinion had at first consider-

able weight in rendering the people in most European
countries averse to enumerations of the population, when
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such things first began to be seriously thought of by the

different European governments. The absurdity of this

opinion is shewn by a simple reference to the fact that,

under Moses, two enumerations of the population were

taken by the express direction of God himself. The ex-

planation given by Josephus is very little better. It is,

that David directed the census, without exacting for the

sanctuary the half shekel of poll-tax enjoined by the law

of Moses. Wc have, by anticipation, shewn the puerility

of this, in the note to Num. i. Neither here nor in 1

Chron. xxi. is there any mention of the half shekel, which
seems only to have been required at the fast census, to

assist in the erection of the tabernacle : and it is besides very

unlikely that, if this tax ought to have been levied, David
would have omitted to collect it, when he had himself

laid aside for the erection of the future temple sums com-
pared with which the result of such a collection would

have been a mere trifle. Therefore, although we believe

this collection did not necessarily accompany a census
;
yet

if it did it is impossible to prove that he did not, or to

iind any reason why he should not, direct it to be levied.
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We therefore concur in the explanation which is now
usually given by the best Biblical scholars, and which is

thus stated hy Home {' Introduction,' ii. 615). 'At the
time referred to, David probably coveted an extension of
empire ; and having, through the suggestion of an adver-
sary, given way to this evil disposition, he could not well
look to God for help, and therefore wished to know whe-
ther the thousands of Israel and Judah might be deemed
equal to the conquest which he meditated. His design
was to force all the Israelites into military service, and
engage in the contests which his ambition had in view

;

and as the people might resist this census, soldiers were
employed to make it, who might not only put down re-

sistance, but also suppress any disturbances that might
arise.' See the same view more fully exhibited in Mi-
chaelis's Conmientaries, art. clxxiv.

23. ' As a king, t/ive unto the king.'—The note of simili-

tude is wanting in the original, it may be that it should be
supplied, as by our translators ; but read literally, without
it, the text stands :

' a king unto the king.' Hence some
have supposed that Araunah had been the Jebusite king
before Jerusalem was taken ; or at least that he was of
the royal race, and probably the son and heir of the king
who last reigned. The expression may, however, only
denote the royal munificence of his character. It appears,

in any case, that Araunah, a Jebusite, retained much con-

sequence and property in Jerusalem, which last was so

much respected by David, that he refused to accept the

smallest portion of it without compensation. We find also,

from the case of Uriah the Hittite, that persons of Canaan-
itish descent found employment in the armies of the king,
in which indeed, it appears, he held a command, and was
obviously a person of some consequence. From these and
other instances, it appears that almost all but the genea-
logical distinction between the Israelites and the ancient
inhabitants of the land had by this time disappeared. There
is, however, much reason to conclude that many other
Canaanites had become converts to the Jewish faith.

2-1. ' Fifli/ shekels of siloer.'—As this was little more
than six pounds of our money, and paid not only for the
threshing-floor, but for all that was upon it—cattle and
implements— it seems to shew that the value of the pre-
cious metals among the Hebrews, at this time, was much
higher than it is now with us. It is, however, possible

that Araunah merely set a nominal price to satisfy the
delicacy of the king, who would not sacrifice to God at the
cost of other people. There is an apparent contradiction

between the account in 2 Sam. xxiv. 24, and 1 Chron. xxi.

2.5, which says that David gave Araunah 600 shekels of

gold by weight (which would be no less than 1200/. of our
money) ; but this may be removed by the very probable
supposition that after David knew, by the acceptance of

the altar erected on the spot, that the temple was to be
built in this place, he made a further purchase of a sufii-

cient site for the additional and much larger sum jast

named.



THE FIRST BOOK

OF THE

KINGS,
COMMONLY CALLED,

THE THIRD BOOK OF THE KINGS.

The two books of Kings form but one in the most correct and ancient editions of the Hebrew
Bible. In the time of the Masoretes we ivnow that this was tlie case. Liiie tlie books of Samuel,
botli these are included under one enumeration of sections, verses, etc. in the Masora. The more
modern copies have the same division as ours. Some of the ancient Fathers seem to have begun the

first book at the deatli of David, 1 Kings ii. 12.

Tiie titles of the books have been various. It would seem from Origen that they at first had

their title, like the books of the law, from the commencing words, IH ^7^^\ ve-iiam-melecii
David, ' Now king David.' The Septuagint simply terms the books BaatXddi', ' of reigns ' or
' kingdoms,' of wliicli it calls the books of Samuel the first and second, and these tlie third and fourth.

The title of the Vulgate translation in full is Liber Regum tcrtius ; sccundtim Hchraos, liher Ma-
lackim— ' The third book of Kings ; but, according to the Hebrews, the first book of Malaciiim.'

The title of the Syriac Version points attention to the fact that tlie books contain the history not

only of the kings, but of the contemporary prophets :
' The Book of tlie Kings who flourished

among this ancient people, containing also the history of the prophets who flourished in their times.'

The Arabic gives the first book the singular but appropriate title of ' The Book of Solomon.' In
this country the first of these books is no longer ' commonly called the Third Book of Kings,'

as the second title intimates ; but it was so at the time our version was made, and is so still in

Roman Catholic liurope, where the authority of the Vulgate is followed : in Protestant Europe the

books are named as with us.

Biblical scholars are much divided in opinion respecting the authorship of the books of Kings.

The general impression seems to be that they were brought into their present shape by some one of

tiie later prophets from contemporary histories and chronicles. The attempts to ascertain the authors

of the original documents have not been very successful. Some suppose that David, Solomon, and
Hezekiah respectively left the histories of their own reigns, and that these were probably incorpo-

rated in the general narrative as we find them : but there seems no solid foundation for this opinion.

There is much more reason to suppo.se that the contemporary prophets left on record the events of

their own times, .seeing that the books themselves, as well as those of Chronicles, contain distinct

references to existing hi.stories so prepared, and of which, probably, the present histories are no other

than summaries or abridgments. Tiie acts of Solomon are described by the author of Ciironicles

as pxistiiis' in more detail than in his own record—'In the words of Nathan the prophet, and in the

jiriiphrcy ..f Aliijih the Shilonite, and in the visions of Iddo the seer' (2 Chron. ix. 29). The same
.<:irr( i] w liii i- ^laio I hat the transactions of Jehoshaphat's reign were written ' in the words of Jehu
the .'^ou (if IlaiKiiii, Mho is mentioned in the book of the kings of Israel' (2 Chron. xx. 34); and
the prophet Isaiah is described as having penned ' the acts of Uzziah, first and last ' (2 Chron. xxvi.

22) ; as well as those of Hezekiah (xxxii. 32). In the books of Kings themselves references for

' the rest of the acts ' of particular reigns are given to ' the books of the chronicles of the kings of

Israel,' or ' of Judali,' which seems to imply the existence of public records, kept perhaps by the

high oflicer in the Hebrew court who bore the title of ' the recorder ' or ' registrar.' It is more than

likely that these chronicles extended in great detail over every .successive reign, whereas only the

events of particular reigns of great religious importance were recorded by the prophets, who were
not likely to employ themselves in recording the merely secular incidents of any reign. All these
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materials the author of ' Kings ' had before him. This evidence, which would be accepted as conclu-

sive with respect to the first materials of any ancient book of heathen origin, must be regarded as

establishing at least a probability in the present case. With respect to tiie preparation of the books

in tlieir present shape from tiie materials thus provided, tiie Jews ascribe the work to Jeremiah
;

others assign it to Isaiah ; but the most current opinion seems to be that whicli refers it to Ezra.

The intrinsic evidence, as between Jeremiah and Ezra, seems to us so nearly equal, that we should

hesitate to express an opinion between the alternatives, were it not that it seems unlikely that t\\ o

works so parallel to each other as ' Kings ' and ' Chronicles' should have been produced by the same

writer; and as the evidence which refers ' Chronicles ' to Ezra is much stronger than that which

ascribes to him the books of Kings, the probability arises that he was not the author of 'Kings ;'

and whatever tends to weaken his claim to the authorship of ' Kings,' goes to strengthen that of

Jeremiah. The common arguments which evince that the autlior was a priest and a prophet, apply

as fully to Jeremiah as to Ezra. There are marks that the books were written before the Exile

;

and although these are compatible with the authorsliip by Ezra, on the supposition of his copying in

some parts literally the contemporary documents before him, they are still more strongly in favour of

Jeremiah's authorship wlien other jirobabilities support liis claim to the preference. Tluis the ark of

the covenant is spoken of as being still in the temple (1 Kings viii. 8) ; the kingdoms of Judah and Israel

are mentioned as still subsisting (1 Kings viii. 8; xii. 9) ; the months of Zif and Bui are spoken of

(vi. 1 , 37, 38) ;—names wliich after the Captivity were no longer in use. Lastly, and particularly

in the later portion, the writer expresses iiimself throughout as a contemporary, and as a writer who

had witnessed wliat he describes. In the early portion tliis doubtless arises from tlie use of the con-

temporary documents, whoevci- was the final compiler ; but in the later portion, where this feature

is particularly manifest, it speaks more for Jeremiah than for Ezra, seeing tiiat he was contemporary

with the events and took a strong interest in public afluirs. Furtliermore tliere are certain lin-

guistical affinities between the books of Kings and the book of Jeremiah's prophecies, which would

go far to suggest that botli were the work of the same writer, in the absence of direct evidence to

the contrary. The reader may see this by comparing 2 Kings xvii. 13 with Jer. vii. 13; 2 Kings

X. 8, with Jer. xxii. 8 ; 2 Kings xxiv., xxv., with Jer. lii. ; 1 Kings xi. 4 ; viii. 25 ; ix. 5, with

Jer. xxxiii. 17 ; xiii. 13 ; xvii. 25 ; 2 Kings xxi. 12, with Jer. xix. 3. Upon the whole, then, we
apprehend that the balance of probabilities somewhat preponderates in favour of Jeremiah, although

no certainty on the subject can be realized. If Jeremiah was the autlior, he may be supposed

to have written the greater part of it before tlie destruction of Jerusalem, and to have finished it after

that event. Tliis seems best to agree with tlie internal evidence ; but there is nothing to forbid the

opinion that they may have been wholly composed after the downfall of the monarchy and the ruin

of the land ; and we know that, in ordinary circumstances, tlie overthrow of a state supplies a motive

for the preservation of its historical remains ; and Jeremiah, so eminently patriotic, must have

desired tliat the cliildren of the Captivity, wliose restoration he foresaw and predicted, should

possess a digested history of their extinct kingdom, to keep tliem always in mind of tlie causes of

tlie ruin which had befallen their nation, and to shew where tlieir hope of recovery lay ; and this

object would seem to have been consistent with the designs of Him by whose hand the pen of the

writer was guided.

It is important to bear in mind that whatever uncertainty hangs over the aufliorship of the

ijooks of Kings, tliere is none whatever respecting the verity of the facts which they relate. Tliere

is, indeed, internal evidence amply sufficient to prove this. Tlie fidelity and care of the author is

evinced by his incorporation of the original documents, preserving their differences of style (as is

obvious in the Hebrew), and tlie words and phrases proper to them. His sincerity and good faith

are manifested by the full disclosures whicli he gives of the guilt of the people and of their kings.

A great portion of the facts contained in the books are adduced in the same manner by otlier sacred

writers, which, besides establishing the historical verity of the books, aflferds tiie usual evidence of

their canonical authority. Compare 1 Kings x. 1 with Matt. xii. 42, and Luke xi. 31 ; 1 Kings

xvii. 9, 14 with Luke iv. 26 ; 1 Kings vi. 1 with Acts vii. 47 ; 1 Ivings xix. 10 with Rom. xi. 2-4 ;

1 Kings xvii. 1 with Rom. x. 18, and James v. 17, 18. It is further evident that our Lord and his

apostles found these books among tiiose which they regarded as divinely inspired, and which tiiey

quoted as such, thereby setting to them the seal of their authority. Thus our Lord quotes the

examples of Elijah and Elisha to support liis assertion that a prophet hatli no honour in liis own
country (comp. 1 Kings xvii. 9, and 2 Kings v. 14, with Lukeiv. 24-27) ; and has a pointed reference

to the visit of ' the queen of the south' to Solomon (Matt. xii. 42, comp. 1 Kings x. 1). The
books, by giving the history of the destruction of the kingdoms of Israel and Judah, and of the

exile of the people, bear a strong and invincible testimony to the veracity of tlie prophets, and to

the divine autliority by which they spoke. It is only necessary to add that the Je«s liave in all

times regarded these books as divinely inspired, and have always given them a place in their

canonical Scriptures ; and from their hands tiie Cliristian church has received them as an undoubted

part of those divine oracles which had been committed to their trust.
^
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The historical period covered by the two books of Kings is 455 years, from the anointing of

Solomon as king in u.c. 1015, to the accession of Evil-Merodach, the successor of Nebuchadnezzar

in Babylon. Of tliis period the first book, reaching to the death of Jehoshaphat in B.C. 889, covers

126 years ; and the second, reaching to the thirty-seventh year of the captivity of Jehoiachin, B.C.

560. covers 329 years.

Many of the narrative pieces in the books of Kings are scarcely exceeded by any in the books of

Samuel for their beautiful simplicity and natural force. Among these admirable pieces we may
indicate the judgment of Solomon, in 1 Kings iii. 16-28; the history of the disobedient prophet, in

xiii. ; and the narrative of the Shunamite woman in 2 Kings iv. Tlie pictures, as we may call

them, of the books of Kings, have generally a character of greater magnificence than those of the

books of Samuel. Such are those of Solomon oft'ering his noble prayer at the dedication of the

temple, in 1 Kings viii. ; of the descent of the fire from heaven at the voice of Elijah on Mount
Carmel, in 1 Kings xviii. ; and the appearance of Jehovah to the same prophet in Iloreb, than

which nothing more grand and august can be conceived, in 1 Kings xix. 9-15. The most remark-

able discourses contained in these books are Solomon's prayer to God in making choice of wisdom,

in 1 King.s iii. 6-9 ; the long and beautiful prayer which the same king uttered at the dedication of

the temple, in 1 Kings viii. ; the prophecy of Ahijah to the wife of Jeroboam, in 1 Kings xiv. 6-16;

the address of Elijah to Ahabin the vineyard of Naboth, 1 Kings xxi. 19-24 ; the prayer of Ilezekiah

after he had received the insulting letter of Sennacherib, 2 Kings xix. 15-19; and t lie prophecy of

Isaiah against that conqueror, 2 Kings xix. 21-34. The books also abound, like those of Samuel, in

little natural touches, which at once shew the hand of original contemporary writers, and evince the

historical fidelity of the ultimate compiler. Some of the most striking tri'^js of this nature are the

following: The threat of Benhadad (in 1 Kings xx. 10) that he would ^<(^^"n so large an army
that ' the dust of Samaria should not suffice for handfuls,' with the truly n'..,^ fr '^^,y of Ahab, ' Let

not him that girdeth on boast as he that putteth off " (his armour). This is '*l/?i®xJenhadad while he is

drinking. He replies in a single word, ' Place ;'—that is, ' Bring up the engines of war.' Again, it

is said {v. 27), 'The children of Israel pitched before them like two little flocks of kids, but the

Syrians filled the country.' The conduct of Jezebel—equally infamous as a wife and a queen— is

delineated with graphic fidelity in 1 Kings xxi. 7-16 and 2 Kings ix. 30-37: 'She painted her

eyes and tired her head, and lookeil out at a window.' Equally natural are the taunts uttered to

Micaiah the prophet, who had predicted the defeat of the Israelites—' Which way went tiie spirit of

the Lord from me to speak to thee ? ' and ISIicaiah's reply—' Behold thou shalt see in that day when

thou slialt go into an inner chamber to hide thyself.' The king says, ' Put this fellow in prison

until I come in peace ;" and the prophet answers, ' If thou return at all in peace, the Lord hath not

spoken by me' (1 Kings xxii. 24-28). Such zeal inspired the nation to repair the temple, that ' they

reckoned not with the men ; for they dealt faithfully.' (2 Kings xii. 15.) The king of Judah chal-

lenges the king of Israel, saying, ' Come, let us look one another in the face.' (2 Kings xiv. 8.) Tlie

honesty of a man could not be better delineated than is done in 2 Kings vi. 5. A labourer has lost his

axe in the water, and he exclaims to the prophet, ' Alas, master, for it was borrowed.'

There is no separate commentary in English on the books of Kings, nor any of recent date in

any language ; but several were produced in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, of which we
give the titles:

—

Jia^enhAgii Adnotationes in libros Eegum, Basil. 1525; Willerii Commentarius

in libros Regiim, Erancof. 1557; Sarcerii Comment, in libros Regum, Lipsiae, 1559; Martyris

(Peter Martyr) Comment, in duos libros Eegum, Tiguri, 1566; Mendoza, Comment, in libros

Eegum, Col. 1634 ; Schmidii Adnott. in libros Eegum, Strasb., 1697, which is perhaps the best of the

separate commentaries, probably because the writer had the advantage of all his predecessors' labours.

Several of those who have been noticed as commentators on ' Samuel' have also in connection

therewith commentaries on the books of Kings, as Serarius, Drusius, Sanctius (Sanchez), and Bon-

frerius. There are some others of less note. There is a good but diffuse commentary on that part

of the first book which relates to Solomon by the Jesuit Pineda, published at Seville in 1557 under

tlie title De rebus Salomouis. The apparent contradictions between the books of Kings and Chro-

[;les have engaged much attention, and gave occasion to the useful work of Jean Baptise le Brun,

better known by the name of Desmarettes, published at Paris in 1691 under the title of Concordia

lihrorum Regum et Paralipomenon. [Two Commentaries on Kings have recently appeared in Germany
;

namely, Commcntar iiber die Bucher der Konige, von K. F. Keif, Moskau, 1846 ; and Bio Biiclicr dcr

Kiinige erJclart, von Otto Thenius, Leipzig, 1849. The latter forms part of the Kwzgrfasstes Handburh

mentioned in the Introduction to Judges.]



Chap. I.]

CHAPTER I.

1 Abishag cherisheUi David in his extreme age. 5

Adonijah, David's darling, usnrpeth the kingdom.

11 By the counsel of Nathan, 15 Bath-shebaiyioveth

the king, 22 and Nathan secondeth her. 28 David
renetveth his oath to Bath-sheha. 32 Solomon, by

David's appointmetit, being anointed king by Zadok

and Nathan, the people triumph. 41 Jonathan

bringing the news, Adonijah's guests fee. 50

Adonijah, fleeing to the horns of the altar, vponhis

good behaviour is dismissed by Soil

lord the

king ''a j^oiing virgin : and let her stand be-

fore the king, and let her 'cherish liim, and
let her lie in thy bosom, that my lord the

king may get heat.

3 So they sought for a fair damsel through-

out all the coasts of Israel, and found Abishag
a Shunaramite, and brought her to the king.

4 And the damsel was very fair, and che-

rished the king, and ministered to him : but

the king knew her not.

5 H Then Adonijah the son of Haggith
exalted himself, saying, I will 'be king : and

he prepared him chariots and horsemen, and
fifty men to run before him.

6 And his father had not displeased him
°at any time in saying. Why hast thou done

so ? and he also tvas a very goodly man ; and
his mother bare him after Absalom.

7 And 'he conferred with Joab the son of

Zeruiah, and with Abiathar the priest : and
they "following Adonijah helped him.

8 But Zadok the priest, and Benaiah the

son of Jehoiada, and Nathan the prophet,

and Shimei, and Rci, and the mighty men
which beloiiffed to David, were not with i\.doni-

jah.

9 And Adonijah slew sheep and oxen and

sfGS. [B.C. 1015.

fat cattle by the stone of Zoheleth, which is

by 'En-rogel, and called all his brethren the

king's sons, and all the men of Judah the

king's servants :

10 But Nathan the prophet, and Benaiah,

and the mighty men, and Solomon his brother,

he called not.

11 H "Wherefore Nathan spake unto Bath-

sheba the mother of Solomon, saying. Hast
thou not heard that Adonijah the son of

'"Haggith doth reign, and David our lord

knoweth it not ?

12 Now therefore come, let me, I pray

thee, give thee counsel, that thou mayest

save thine own life, and the life of thy son

Solomon.

1.3 Go and get thee in unto king David,

and say unto him, Didst not thou, my lord,

O king, swear unto thine handmaid, saying.

Assuredly Solomon thy son shall reign after

me, and he shall sit upon my throne ? why
then doth Adonijah reign ?

14 Behold, while thou yet talkest there

with the king, I also will come in after thee,

and "confirm thy words.

15 If And Bath-sheba went in unto the

king into the chamber : and the king was very

old ; and Abishag the Shunammite ministered

unto the king.

16 And Bath-sheba bowed, and did obei-

sance unto the king. And the king said,

'"What wouldest thou ?

17 And she said unto him, jNIy lord, tliou

swarest by the Lord thy God unto thine

handmaid, saj/infj. Assuredly Solomon thy son

shall reign after me, and he shall sit upon my
throne.

18 And now, behold, Adonijah reigneth ;

and now, my lord the king, thou knowest it

not:

19 And he hath slain oxen and fat cattle

and sheep in abundance, and hath called all

the sons of the king, and Abiathar the priest,

and Joab the captain of the host : but Solo-

mon thy servant hath he not called.

20 And thou, my lord, O king, the eyes

of all Israel are upon thee, that thou should-

est tell them who shall sit on the throne of

my lord the king after him.

21 Otherwise it shall come to pass, when
my lord the king shall sleep with his fathers,

that I and my son Solomon shall be counted

"offenders.

22 If And, lo, while she yet talked with the

king, Nathan the prophet also came in.

ered into days. « Heb. Let them seek,

his darjs. ^ Heb, his words were witi

11 Weh.JIU up.

. a dmnsel, a virgii

Ileh. helped afie.

>. TVhnt to thee t
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23 And they told the king, saying, Behold

Nathan the prophet. And when he was come

in before the king, he bowed himself before

the king with his face to the ground.

24 And Nathan said, My lord, O king,

hast thou said, Adonijah shall reign after me,

and he shall sit upon my throne ?

25 For he is gone down this day, and hath

slain oxen and fat cattle and sheep in abund-

ance, and hath called all the king's sons, and

the captains of the host, and Abiathar the

priest ; and, behold, they eat and drink be-

fore him, and say, '*God save king Adonijah.

26 But me, even me thy servant, and Za-

dok the priest, and Benaiah the son of Je-

hoiada, and thy servant Solomon, hath he not

called.

27 Is this thing done by my lord the king,

and thou hast not shewed it unto thy servant,

who should sit on the throne of my lord the

king after him ?

28 IT Then king David answered and said,

Call me Bath-sheba. And she came '* into

the king's presence, and stood before the king.

20 And the king sware and said, As the

Lord liveth, that hath redeemed my soul out

of all distress,

30 Even as I sware unto thee by the Lord
God of Israel, saying, Assuredly Solomon thy

son shall reign after me, and he shall sit upon

my throne in my stead ; even so will I cer-

tainly do this day.

31 Then Bath-sheba bowed with her face

to the earth, and did reverence to the king,

and said, Let my lord king David live for

ever.

32 II And king David said. Call me Za-

dok the priest, and Nathan the prophet, and

Benaiah the son of Jehoiada. And they came
before the king.

33 The king also said unto them. Take
with you the servants of your lord, and cause

Solomon my son to ride upon '"mine own
mule, and bring him down to Gihon :

34 And let Zadok the priest and Nathan
the prophet anoint him there king over Israel

:

and blow yo with the trumpet, and say, God
save king Solomon.

35 Then ye shall come up after him, that

he may come and sit upon my throne ; for ho

shall be king in my stead : and 1 have ap-

pointed him to be ruler over Israel and over

Judah.

36 And Benaiah the son of Jehoiada an-

swered the king, and said. Amen : the Lord
God of my lord the king say so too.

" Ilcb. ix/TC the hi»g.
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37 As the Lord hath been with my lord

the king, even so be he with Solomon, and
make his throne greater than the throne of

my lord king David.

38 H So Zadok the priest, and Nathan the

prophet, and Benaiah the son of Jehoiada, anil

the Cherethites, and the Pelethites, went down,

and caused Solomon to ride upon king David's

mule, and brought him to Gihon.

39 And Zadok the ])riest took an horn of

oil out of the tabernacle, and anointed Solo-

mon. And they blew the trumpet ; and all

the people said, God save king Solomon.

40 And all the people came np after him,

and the people piped with ''pipes, and re-

joiced with great joy, so that the earth rent

with the sound of them.

41 IT And Adonijah and all the guests that

rcere with him heard it as they had made an

end of eating. And when Joab heard the

sound of the trumpet, he said, Wherefore is

this noise of the city being in an uproar ?

42 And while he yet spake, behold, Jona-

than the son of Abiathar the priest came

:

and Adonijah said unto him, Come in ; for

thou art a valiant man, and bringest good
tidings.

43 And Jonathan answered and said to

Adonijah, Verily our lord king David hath

made Solomon king.

44 And the king hath sent with him Za-
dok the priest, and Nathan the prophet, and
Benaiah the son of Jehoiada, and the Chere-

thites, and the Pelethites, and they have caused

him to ride upon the king's mule :

45 And Zadok the priest and Nathan the

prophet have anointed him king in Gihon

:

and they are come up from thence rejoicing,

so that the city rang again. This is the noise

that ye have heard.

46 And also Solomon sittcth on the throne

of the kingdom.
47 And moreover the king's servants came

to bless our lord king David, saying, God
make the name of Solomon better than thy

name, and make his throne greater than thy

throne. And the king bowed himself upon
the bed.

48 And also thus said the king. Blessed be

the Lord God of Israel, which hath given one

to sit on my throne this day, mine eyes even
seeing it.

49 And all the guests that were with Adoni-
jah were afraid, and rose up, and went every

man his way.

50 H And Adonijah feared because of

i>^ llc\i. u/iich belongctli (u inf. '? Or,/7i/(«.
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Solomon, and arose, and went, and caught
hold on the horns of the altar.

51 And it was told Solomon, saying, Be-
hold, Adonijah feareth king Solomon : for,

lo, he hath caught hold on the horns of the

altar, saying. Let king Solomon swear unto

me to day that he will not slay his servant

with the sword.

52 And Solomon said, If he will shew him-
self a worthy man, there shall not an hair of

him fall to the earth : but if wickedness shall

be found in him, he shall die.

53 So king Solomon sent, and they brought
him down from the altar. And he came and
bowed himself to king Solomon : and Solomon
said unto him. Go to thine house.

Verse fi. ' Hia mother bare him after Absalom.'—The
words ' bis mother ' are not in the original, and they in-

volve an error, for the mother of Absalom was Maacah,
whereas Adonijah was the sou of Haggith. The sense is,

that he was born next after Absalom, but not by the same
mother.

8. ' Shimei.'— It does not seem likely that the notorious

Sbimei of Bahurim should be thus conspicuously men-
tioned, or that he took any part in public affairs. This
was therefore most probably another Shimei. Accordingly,
Josephus distinguishes him as ' the king's friend ;' and we
may conceive him to have been the same person whom
we find in chap. iv. IS, as one of Solomon's twelve great
officers. It is remarkable, however, that both this Shimei
and the other were Benjamites.

' Stone of Zohdcth, which is ty En-rogel.'—Without
'ng the Rabbins in their speculations about this

stone, we may observe, that its situation is marked by the

proximity to En-rogel. From this proximity to the city,

it appears that Adouijah's party were too confident of suc-

cess and safety to affect secrecy in the first instance, or to

consider distance necessary—differing in this from Absa-
lom, who, when his conspiracy was ripe, went to Hebron
and declared himself kmg thtie This consideration elu

cidates the ensuing circumstances It will be observed
that Adonijah s entei tamment wis i sort of fUe champctre

—such as Orientals still delight in—by a fountain, and in

a pleasant part of a valley. The refreshments were not,

however, cold ; but the ' sheep and oxen and fat cattle

'

were killed and dressed on the spot ; which is also a pe-
culiarity of Oriental entertainments of this description.

20. ' Tell them who shall sit on the throne.'—U appears,
throughout the history of David, that his right to nominate
which of his sons he pleased to succeed him, was. at least

formally, distinctly recognized by his subjects. Michaelis
thinks that David had secured this right by the terms of

the covenant which he made with the people when he re-

ceived the crown. We are not inclined to concur in this

opinion. To us it rather seems that it was a right which
needed no stipulation, but was sanctioned by the general
usage which we see exemplified in the case of Jacob, who
deprived his eldest son Reuben of that priority which
would otherwise have belonged to him. It was therefore

natural to give that power to a king, in regulating the

succession to the throne, which the head of a family
enjoyed in regulating the inheritance of his sons. The
right of the eldest son was in general recognized ; but
with a reserved right in the father to giVe the preference
to a younger son, if he saw occasion. Oriental kings
still enjoy this power The late king of Persia, for

instance publicly itcognized his second son (whose son
now reigns) as his successor to the exclusion of the eldest.
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who however took no pains to conceal his intention to

put the matter to the arbitration of the sword. In fact,

notwithstanding the general recognition of the royal
and paternal right of selection, troubles so usually follow
its exercise, in consequence of the strong feeling for the
right of primogeniture, that instances of the preference

of a younger son are not of frequent occurrence. These
considerations will enable us to account for the stand
which, first Absalom, and then Adonijah, were able to

make for the right of primogeniture, and the powerful
support they were enabled to secure, even when we may
suppose it to have been generally known that David, iu

nominating Solomon, was acting under the Divine direction,

and not from the mere impulse of paternal preference.

As the Lord did not again direct a particular preference,

the troubles occasioned in this reign by a disturbance of

the usual course of succession, probably operated in pre-

venting the future kings from following the example ; for

we read of no other instance of preference of a younger
son. Indeed, it is by no means certain that David himself
would have nominated Solomon, had he not been aware
that such was the Divine will. It is true that he loved

Solomon, but he also loved Absalom and Adonijah; and
it is difficult to suppose that his affection to any of his

sons could exceed that which he manifested towards the

former.
— ' Bring him down to Gihon.'— It will be recollected

that Adonijah's party were by a fountain in the valley

east of Jerusalem ; now this Gihon is agreed to have been
a fountain or spring in the opposite or western valley.

This simple fact explains, better than all the recondite

reasons of the Kabbins, the motive of this precise direction.

It was an opposite site, similarly circumstanced and equally

public, selected for an opf osition proclamation, made with

all that authority and solemnity which the royal sanction

only could give. If Adonijah's party had 1)een In the

western valley, Solomon would probably have been anointed

and proclaimed in the ea.stern.

35. ' That he may come and sit vpon my throne.'—The
ancient and modem customs of the Kast, and indeed of

the west, afford many instances of kings securing, or en-

deavouring to secure, the throne to the destined successor,

by causing him to be proclaimed, crowned, or publicly

recognized in his own lifetime. It was a regular practice

for the ancient monarchs of Persia to have the heir so-

lemnly inaugurated and acknowledged when they went on
any dangerous expeditions. On the same principle, the

late king of Persia presented his second son to his court

as the future king, and caused him to be publicly acknow-
ledged ; nor was the required acknowledgment and homage
refused by any except the eldest son, who, even on that

solemn occasion, alleged his claim to the rights of the

first-born, and his determination to refer the result to the

decision of the sword.

51. •CaiKjht hold if the horns if the altar.'—As the
horns of the altar were five cubits (2^ yards) apart, it was
impossible for Adonijah to lay hold of the horns of the
altar. The Hebrew is literally, ' he caught hold in or
between the horns of the altar:' this he might easily do,

and this entirely obviates the difficulty. It is not certain

what altar Adonijah fled to, the temple being not yet
built, and the old tabernacle altar being at Gibeon ; but as

David had prepared a place for the reception of the ark
upon Mount Zion, and seems to have also erected an altar

there for the daily sacrifices, it would seem that this was
the altar to which Adonijah fled. Gibeon was not, how-
ever, so distant from Jerusalem as to make his going
thither inconsistent with the narrative. The Jews were

also familiar with the idea of flying to places at some dis-

tance for refuge, as iu the case of the cities of refuge.
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CHAPTER II.

1 David, /laving given a charge to Solomon, 3 of re-

ligiousness, 5 of Joab, 7 of Barzilltti, 8 of Shimei,

10 dieth. 12 Solomon succeedeth. 13 Adonijah,

moving Bath-sheba to sve vnto Solomonfor Abishag,

is put to death. 26 Abiathar, having his life given

him, is deprived of the priesthood. 28 Joab fleeing

to the horns of ike altar is there slain. 35 Benaiah

is prd in Joab's room, and Zadok in Abiathar s.

36 Shimei, confined to Jerusalem, by occasion of
going thence to Gath, is intt to death.

Now the days of David drew nigh that he

should die ; and he charged Solomon his son,

saying,

2 I go the way of all the earth : be thou

strong therefore, and shew thyself a man ;

3 And keep the charge of the Lord thy

God, to walk in his ways, to keep his statutes,

and his commandments, and his judgments,

and his testimonies, as it is written in the law

of Moses, that thou ' "mayest prosper in all

that thou doest, and whithersoever thou turn-

est thyself:

4 That the Lord may continue his word

which he spake concerning me, saying. If thy

children take heed to their way, to walk be-

fore me in truth with all their heart and with

all their soul, "there shall not "fail thee (said

he) a man on the throne of Israel.

5 Moreover thou knowest also what Joab

the son of Zeruiah did to me, and what he

did to the two captains of the hosts of Israel,

unto *Abner the son of Ner, and unto "Amasa
the son of Jether, whom he slew, and "shed

the blood of war in peace, and put the blood

of war upon his girdle that was about his loins,

and ill his shoes that loere on his feet.

6 Do therefore according to thy wisdom,

and let not his hoar head go down to the grave

in peace.

7 But shew kindness unto the sons of °Bar-

zillai the Gileadite, and let them be of those

that eat at thy table : for so tlicy came to

me when I fled because of Absalom thy

brother.

8 And, he\.\o\A,thou hast with thee 'Shimei

the son of Gera, a Benjamite of Baliurim,

which cursed me with a '"grievous curse in

the day when I went to Mahanaim : but he

came down to meet me at Jordan, and I sware

to him by the Lord, saying, "1 will not put

thee to death with the sword.

9 Now therefore hold him not guiltless :

for thou art a wise man, and knowest what

thou oughtest to do unto him ; but his hoar
I Deut. 21. 0. Jnfih. 1. 7. 2 Or, do wisch/. 3 2 Sam. 7. 1;

head bring thou down to the grave with

blood.

10 IT So "David slept with his fathers, and
was buried in the city of David.

11 And the days that David ''' reigned

over Israel tccre forty years : seven years

reigned he in Hebron, and thirty and three

years reigned he in Jerusalem.

12 H "Then sat Solomon upon the throne

of David his father ; and his kingdom was
established greatly.

13 11 And Adonijah the son of Haggith
came to Bath-sheba the mother of Solomon.

And she said, Comest thou peaceably ? And
he said, Peaceably.

14 He said moreover, I have somewhat to

say unto thee. And she said, Say on.

15 And he said, Thou knowest that the

kingdom was mine, and that all Israel set

their faces on me, that I should reign : how-
beit the kingdom is turned about, and is be-

come my brother's: for it was his fi-om the

Lord.
IG And now I ask one petition of thee,

"deny me not. And she said unto him. Say
on.

17 And he said, Speak, I pray thee, unto

Solomon the king, (for he will not say thee

nay,) that he give me Abishag the Shunam-
mitc to wife.

18 And Bath-sheba said. Well ; I will

speak for thee unto the king.

19 Bath-sheba therefore went unto king

Solomon, to speak unto him for Adonijah.

And the king rose up to meet her, and bowed
himself unto her, and sat down on his throne,

and caused a seat to be set for the king's

mother ; and she sat on his right hand.

20 Then she said, I desire one small pe-

tition of thee ; Ipray thee, say me not nay.

And the king said unto her. Ask on, my
mother : for I will not say thee nay.

21 And she said. Let Abishag the Sliu-

nammite be given to Adonijah thy brother to

wife.

22 And king Solomon answered and said

unto his mother. And why dost thou ask

Abishag the Shunammite for Adonijah ? ask

for him the kingdom also ; for he is mine

elder brother ; even for him, and for Abiathar

the priest, and for Joab the son of Zeruiah.

23 Then king Solomon sware by the Lord,
saying, God do so to me, and more also, if

Adonijah have not spoken this word against

his own life.

* Ileb. ht cut offfrom theefrom the throne. 5 2 Sam. 3. 27.

ron. 29. 23. '5 Ileb. turn not atctit/ my face.

253
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24 Now therefore, as the Lord liveth,

which hath established me, and set me on the

throne of David my father, and who hath

made me an house, as he '"promised, Adoni-

jah shall be put to death this day.

25 And king Solomon sent by the hand of

Benaiah the son of Jehoiada ; and he fell upon

iiim that he died.

2G ll And unto Abiathar the priest said

the king. Get thee to Anathoth, unto thine

own fields ; for thou cij-t "worthy of death :

but I will not at this time put thee to death,

because thou barest the ark of the Lord God
before David my father, and because thou

hast been afflicted in all wherein my father

was afflicted.

27 So Solomon thrust out Abiathar from

being priest unto the Lord ; that he might

"fulfil the word of the Lord, which he spake

concerning the house of Eli in Shiloh.

28 IF Then tidings came to Joab : for Joab

had turned after Adonijah, though he turned

not after Absalom. And Joab fled unto the

tabernacle of the Lord, and caught hold on

the horns of the altar.

29 And it was told king Solomon that Joab

was fled unto the tabernacle of the Lord
;

and, behold, he is by the altar. Then Solo-

mon sent BenaiaJi the son of Jehoiada, saying.

Go, fall upon him.

30 And Benaiah came to the tabernacle of

the Loud, and said unto him. Thus saith the

king. Come forth. And he said. Nay ; but I

will die here. And Benaiah brought the king

word again, saying. Thus said Joab, and thus

he answered me.

31 And the king said unto him, Do as he

hath said, and fall upon him, and bury him

;

that thou mayest take away the innocent

blood, which Joab shed, from me, and from

the house of my father.

32 And the Lord shall return his blood

upon his own head, who fell upon two men
more righteous and better than he, and slew

them with the sword, my father David not

knowing thereof, to wit, "Abner the son of

Ner, captain of the host of Israel, and -"Amasa

the son of Jether, captain of the host of

Judah.

33 Tlieir blood shall therefore return upon

the head of Joab, and upon the head of his

seed for ever : but upon David, and upon his

seed, and upon his house, and upon his throne,

shall there be peace for ever from the Lord.

34 So Benaiah the son of Jehoiada went
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up, and fell upon him, and slew him : and he

was buried in his own house in the wilder-

ness.

35 If And the king put Benaiah the son of

Jehoiada in his room over the host : and Za-

dok the priest did the king put in the room

of Abiathar.

36 K And the king sent and called for

Shimei, and said unto him, Build thee an

house in Jerusalem, and dwell there, and go

not forth thence any whither.

37 For it shall be, that on the day thou

goest out, and passest over the brook Kidron,

thou shalt know for certain that thou shalt

surely die : thy blood shall be upon thine own

head.

38 And Shimei said unto the king. The
saying is good: as my lord the king hath

said, so will thy servant do. And Shimei

dwelt in Jerusalem many days.

39 And it came to pass at the end of three

years, that two of the servants of Shimei ran

away unto Acliish son of Maachah king of

Gath. And they told Shimei, saying. Be-

hold, thy servants be in Gath.

40 And Shimei arose, and saddled his ass,

and went to Gath to Achish to seek his ser-

vants : and Shimei went, and brought his ser-

vants from Gath.

41 And it was told Solomon that Shimei

had gone from Jerusalem to Gath, and was

come again.

42 And the king sent and called for Shi-

mei, and said unto him. Did I not make thee

to swear by the Lord, and protested unto

thee, saying. Know for a certain, on the day

thou goest out, and walkest abroad any

whither, that thou shalt surely die ? and thou

saidst unto me. The word that I have heard is

good.

43 Why then hast thou not kept the oath

of the Lord, and the commandment that I

have charged thee with ?

44 The king said moreover to Siiiuiei,

Thou knowcstall the wickedness v\liich thine

heart is privy to, that thou didst to David

my father : therefore the Lord shall return

thy wickedness upon thine own head ;

45 And king Solomon shall be blessed, and

the throne of David shall be established be-

fore the Lord for ever.

46 So the king commanded Benaiah the

son of Jehoiada ; which went out, and fell

upon him that he died. And the "kingdom

was established in the hand of Solomon.
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Verse 5. ' TT7/u/ Joah the son rfZentiah did to me.'—The
predominating influence of the sons of his sister Zeruiah

had throughout his reign been very galling to David, and
he advises his son, in fact, not to incur the same grievance,

or to submit to it. As to Joab, he had through policy been
pardoned for the part he took in the conspiracy of Ado-
nijah, as David himself had, by like reasons, been con-

strained to overlook the crimes of which he had been pre-

viously guilty—such as the murders of Abner and Amasa :

yet should he again offend, Solomon is advised to bring

him to condign punishment, by which he would strike

terror into evil doers, and, more than by any other act,

evince the strength and firmness of his government.
9. ' Tlion art a wise man.'—By this it appears that

Solomon was noted for his wisdom even in his youth, and
before he had received special endowments from God.
This is natural. It is those who are already wise who
seek and obtain more wisdom ; and if Solomon had not
been already wise, he would not have preferred wisdom
before wealth and length of days.— ' His hoar head bring thou duion to the grave with
blood.'—We cannot admit, and do not find it necessary to

recapitulate, the ingenious attempts which have been made
to shew that the original words mean just the contrary to

what ours and all other translations make them express.

The question is not whether the counsel of David to his

son were good or bad, but what that advice was ; and the

plain, obvious, and downright meaning seems to be this.

The pardon which Shimei had asked beside the Jordan,

with a thousand men at his back, could not well have been
refiised: and David had now no wish to annul it. But
aware of the character of this disaffected and dangerous
Benjamite, he cautioned Solomon against him, and advised

him to keep him under his eye at Jerusalem, and to watch
him well, that he might have no opportunity of stirring up
sedition among the tribes ; and should his conduct again
offer occasion, David counselled the young king not to

spare him, but at once to rid his kingdom of so suspicious

and malevolent a character. The true purport of David's
advice must be collected from what Solomon actually did
towards Shimei, whom he put to death, as appears in the

next chapter, for violating the injunction which had been
laid upon him, not to leave Jerusalem under pain of death.

David had forgiven the personal insult offered to himself,

which constituted the original offence of Shimei ; but it

does not appear that Solomon was thereby, according to

the notions of the times, precluded from resenting it as a

political crime; and it would seem that a promise on the

part of a king not to punish a particular crime, left his

successor free to punish or not, as he pleased. Solomon
however felt there would be some indecency in avowedly
punishing an offence forgiven by his father, and therefore

subjected the offender to a new test and a new obligation.

The affair is just the reverse of that of our Ifaleigh, who,
after the lapse of many years, suffered under an old sen-

tence, but really for a new offence not in itself punishable,

whereas Shimei suffered for an old offence perhaps not in

itself then punishable, under a sentence for a new offence

which might of itself have been pardoned.

10. ' So David slept with his fathers'—David appears
to have survived the coronation of Solomon about six

months; for although he reigned seven years and six

months over Judah, and thirty-three years over all Israel,

yet the whole duration is reckoned only forty years in

2 Sam. V. 4, 5 ; 1 Chron. xxix. 27. The interval he seems
to have employed in the development, for the benefit of
his son, of those plans and regulations which had long
before been formed and considered in his own mind, and
to which the due effect was afterwards given by his son.

These are fully stated in the last five chapters of the
first book of Chronicles.

12. ' Tlien sat Solomon upon the throne of David.'—
Never monarch ascended a throne with greater advantages
than Solomon, or knew better how to secure and improve
them. Under David the kingdom had been much ex-
tended, and brought under good regulations. The arms of
the Hebrews had for so many years been feared by all

the neighbouring nations, that the habit of respect and
obedience on their part oft'ered to the new king the rea-

sonable prospect, confirmed by a Divine promise, that his

reign should be one of peace. Noiv, the predominant tribe

of Judah lay as a lion and as a lioness, which no. nation

ventured to rouse up (Gen. xlix. 9 ; Num. xxiii. 24

;

xxiv. 9). The Hebrews were the ruling people, and their

empire the principal monarchy of Western Asia. From
the Mediterranean Sea and the Phcenicians to the Eu-
phrates, in its nearer and remoter bounds ; from the river

of Egypt and the Elanitic Gulf to BerytTis, Hamath, and
Thapsacus ; all were subject to the dominion of Solomon :

nor were the tribes which wander in Northern Arabia
eastward to the Persian Gulf unconscious of his rule. At
home, the Canaanites had not, as we have seen, been
either entirely expelled or annihilated ; but they had
become obedient and peaceable subjects ; and, which was
of importance to an eastern king, liable to services which
no king dared to impose upon the Israelites themselves.

Jahn calculates that their whole number may have been
about 400,000 or .500,000, since ultimately 1 53,000 were
able to render soccage to the king. The warlike and
civilized Philistines, the Edomites, Moabites, and Ammon-
ites, the Syrians of Damascus, and some tribes of the

nomadic Arabians of the desert, were all tributary to him.

The revenues derived from the subject states were large

;

and the wealth in the royal treasuries great beyond cal-

culation ; and the king had the enterprise and talent to

open new sources through which riches were poured into

the couutiy from distant lands. Nor were the prospects

and promises with which this reign opened frustrated in its

continuance. ' Peace gave to all his subjects prosperity
;

the trade which he introduced brought wealth into the

country, and promoted the sciences and arts, which there

found a native protector in the king, who was himself dis-

tinguished for his learning. The building of the temple

and of several palaces introduced foreign artists, by whom
the Hebrews were instructed. Many foreigners, and even
sovereign princes, were attracted to Jerusalem, in order to

see and converse with the prosperous royal sage. The
regular progress of all business, the arrangements for

security from foreign and domestic enemies, the army, the

cavalry, the armories, the chariots, the palaces, the royal

household, the good order in the administration and in

the service of the court, excited as much admiration as the

wisdom and learning of the viceroy of Jehovah. So much
was effected by the single influence of David, because he
scrupulously conformed himself to the theocracy of the

Hebrew state.'

Uis kingdom was established greatli/.'—It may be
3 this place to remark, that although Solomon was

not the firstborn, nor even the eldest living son of David,
but succeeded to the throne through the special appoint-

ment of the supreme king, Jehovah, there was one cir-

cumstance which, from the usual notions of the Orientals,

could not but be highly favourable to him, even had all

his elder brothers been alive. Amnon had been born
before his father became king, and Absalom and Adonijah
while he was king of Judah only ; while Solomon was
bom when his father was king over all Israel, and lord

over many neighbouring states. And in the East there is

a strong prejudice in favour of him who is the son of the

king and of the kingdom, that is, who is born while his

father actually reigns over the states which he leaves at his

death. Thus, therefore, if, at the death of David, Amnon
and Absalom had been alive, as well as Adonijah and
Solomon, there might have been a contest among them on
these grounds : Amnon would have claimed as the eldest

son of David : Absalom would probably have disputed this

claim on the ground, first, that he was the first-born after

David became a king ; and, secondly, on the ground that

his mother was of a royal house : this claim could not

have been disputed by Adonijah ; but he would have con-

sidered his own claim good as against Amnon, on the one
hand, and as against Solomon on the other. But Solomon
might have claimed on the same ground as the others

against Amnon, on the one hand, and against Absalom and

well
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Adonijah, on the ground that their father was only king

of Judah when they were born, but king of all Israel at

the time of his own birth. And this claim would, in fact,

have been but a carrying out of the principle on which
Absalom and Adouijah are supposed to oppose Amnon

;

and in this claim there would have seemed so much reason

to an Oriental that, apart from all other considerations, we
doubt not it would have found many adherents in Israel

:

and we feel assured that it must have operated in producing

a more cheerful acquiescence in the preference given to

Solomon.
19. ' The king rose vp to meet her, and bowed himself

unto her . . . , and she sat on the hiiiti's riyht hand.'—This
reverential behaviour of the king towards his mother is in

entire conformity with the existing sentiments and usages

of the East. The mother, and not the wife, is the real

mistress of the house of which her son has become the

master. Her power in fact begins when that of European
women terminates—that is, when her husband dies and
her son inherits in his place. She then continues to be

treated by him with the utmost deference and respect ; and
he will still not venture to seat himself in her presence till

desired to do so. Nor can the great and powerful eman-
cipate themselves from the control which these habits

and forms shew to reside in the mother over her children.
' Imagine Ibrahim Pasha staying a whole week in the haram
of his mother, waiting for a favourable opportunity of

pressing a request upon her ; and, when admitted, kissing

her feet, refusing to be seated, and standing an hour and a

half with his arms crossed before him.' Mr. Urquhart,

who relates this anecdote in his Spirit of the East, states

the pardon of his step-father Mehemet Ali for an affront

he had inflicted on his wife, furnished the occasion on
which Ibrahim observed this etiquette— ' while he, the

conqueror of Syria, and the victor of Konieh, humbly
sued, from an aged woman, the pardon of the viceroy of

Egypt, and was rejected.' This calls to mind an anecdote

related by Quintus Curtius, which conveys another and
perhaps more striking illustration of this interesting

matter. He states that Alexander did not venture to sit

down in the presence of the mother of Darius, until de-

sired to do so: because among the Persians it was not the

custom for sons to sit before their mothers.—
' The king's mother.'—In eastern countries, where

polygamy is allowed or not forbidden by the law, and
where the kings have numerous wives and concubines,

there is no dignity analogous to that which the sole wife of

a sovereign occupies in Europe. In fact, there is no
ijiieen, in our sense of the word, as applied to the consort of

a king. But the mother of the king (and next to her, or

instead of her, the mother of the heir-apparent) is the

woman of the greatest influence and highest station in the

state, and the one whose condition is the most queenly of
any which the East affords. According to this view,
Bathsheba, during the latter part of David's reign, as

mother of the heir apparent, and during at least the early

portions of Solomon's reign, as mother of the king, was, in

fact, the queen of Israel ; whence in both periods we find

her taking a part in public afifairs, which, however slight,

is such as none but a woman so placed could have taken.

22. ' Ask for him the kingdom also.'— See the note

on 2 Sam. xii. 8. Bathsheba mentioned it as a small

petition, and probably considered it in that light. She
might, however, have suspected something, from the

manner in which Adonijah had spoken to her of the loss

of the succession, when all Israel had set their faces on him
that he should reign—a fact of some importance in con-

nection with the statement given in the note to ch. i. 20.

Solomon, however, was at no loss to discover the latent

motive, and acted accordingly.

26. ' Anathoth.'—This was one of the cities given to the

priests out of the tribe of Benjamin. There is no remain-
ing trace of its existence; but Josephus, Eusebius, and
Jerome concur in placing it three miles to the north of

.Jerusalem. It was the birth-place of the prophet Jere-

This was in 1 Sam. ii. 27, etc., where this deposition of the
house of Eli from the priesthood is foretold, while ch. iii.

1 1, etc., predicts the previous destruction which befcl that

house in the time of Saul. (See a note on 1 Sam. xxi.)

It will be recollected that the high-priesthood was in the

first instance settled upon Eleazar, the eldest son of Aaron

;

but in the beginning of 1 Sam. we find the priesthood held
by Eli, a descendant of Aaron's youngest son, Ithamar,
without being apprized of the cause of the alteration.

Now, the effect of the deposition of Abiathar and the ap-

pointment of Zadok is, that the priesthood is taken from
the Ithamar branch of Aaron's family, and restored to the

elder branch of Eleazar. In this line the dignity remained
during a long while after the return from the Babylonian
captivity.

28. ' Caught hold on the horns of the altar.'—We have
given some statements on the general subject of asyla in a
note to Josh, xx., and have there particularly referred to

the present instance, as illustrating the superiority of the

Hebrew practice and principle in this respect. This is in-

deed the first example of the altar being sought as a

refuge ; but the previous existence of the practice is dis -

tinctly indicated even in the Law (see the marginal re-

ferences on V. 31), where God directs, in the case of a
murderer, ' Thou shalt take him from mine altar, that he
may die.' The altar, therefore, was a place of refuge

before the time of Moses. Indeed temples, churches,

shrines, and altars have been privileged as sanctuaries in

almost every nation. Probably the law of Moses on this

subject was levelled against a practice which the Israelites

had first learned in Egypt, where some of the temples cer-

tainly were sanctuaries. Herodotus, for instance, mentions

a temple of Hercules which was a refuge for slaves who,
after they had received the marks or badges of that god,

could not be reclaimed by their masters. We have also

information concerning famous sanctuaries in Asia, Greece,

and Kome. Some of these only afforded protection to a

certain class of offenders or oppressed persons, but others

to all without distinction. Thus, the temples which en-

joyed this privilege became ultimately so many dens of

murderers and thieves ; and the resulting evil was most
sensibly felt by the civil authorities wherever the practice*

prevailed. ' It was,' says Banier, ' not only cities and
temples that served for sanctuaries ; the sacred groves, the

altars wherever the;/ were, the statues of the gods, those of

the emperors, and the tombs of heroes, had the same pri-

vilege ; and it was enough for a criminal to be within the

compass of those groves, or to have embraced an altar, or

the statue of some god, to be in perfect safety. Being
once within the protection of the asylum, the criminal re-

mained at the foot of the allar or statue, and had his

victuals brought to him, until he found an opportunity of

making his escape, or of satisfying the oflfended party.'

{Mythologij, b. iii. c. 8.) In ancient authors we, however,

sometimes read of the most sacred asylums being occa-

sionally violated. This was generally by some method
thought likely to be least offensive to the presiding deity,

as by cutting off the provisions of the refugee, or by wall-

ing up his place of refuge. Sometimes he was even torn

from the asylum and put to death. But it will be observed

that, where such instances occur, we are sure to hear of

some grievous calamity being the consequence of the pro-

fanation. It rarely happened that a refugee was slain in

his refuge ; and we may be sure that, if the pn'sent nar-

rative had been related in profane history, we should have
read of some horrible judgment falling upon Solomon and
Benaiah if not upon the city at large. But in the end, even

pagan superstitions gave way under the pressure of the

evils which this state of things produced, and notorious

oflenders were forced even from the altar, its protection

being only allowed to minor offences. Asylums such as

we have mentioned still remain in the East, being generally

the mosques built over the remains of distinguished saints

;

and the resources of the refugees are much the same, as

well as the means sometimes taken to bring them to

punishment—that is, by starving them in their retreat In

Europe, the privilege of sanctuary was revived in favour
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of the churches, and was in time followed by the usual
evils. Speaking of Funchal in Madeira, Ovington says

—

' Murder is here in a kind of reputation ; and it is made
the characteristic of any gentleman of rank or fashion to

have dipt his hand in blood. The chief source of this ex-
ecrable crime is the protection it receives from the
churches, which sort of sanctuaries are very numerous.
The indulgence given to such malefactors is the greatest

reproach to religion and humanity. It is enough if the

criminal can lay hold on the horns of the altar ; and the

STGS. [B.C. 1014.

utmost punishment inflicted is banishment or confinement;
both of which, by large presents, may be bought off.'

{Voijage to Surat, 1689.) In the reign of James I. the
privilege of sanctuary in England was finally abolished by
statute. This subject is of great interest ; and now, after
this statement of the ancient and modern practices, we
need only refer the reader again to Josh, xx., and remind
him that the Hebrew law provided no sanctiiari/ except
for involuntary offences, and that it directed wilful of-

fenders to be taken by force even from the altar of God.

CHAPTER III.

1 Solomon marriclh Pharaoh's damjhtcr. 2 High
places helnrj in iise, Solomon sacrijiceth at Gibeon.
5 Solomon at Gibeon, in the choice which God gave
him, preferring wisdom, obtaineth wisdom, riches,

and honour. 16 Solomon's judgment between the

two harlots maheth him renowned.

And 'Solomon made affinity with Pharaoh
king of Egypt, and took Pharaoh's daughter,

and broaglit her into the city of David, until

he had made an end of building his own house,

and the house of the Lord, and the wall of

Jerusalem round about.

2 IF Only the people sacrificed in high

places, because there was no house built unto

the name of the Lord, until those days.

3 And Solomon loved the Lord, walking

in the statutes of David his father : only he
sacrificed and burnt incense in high places.

4 And the king went to Gibeon to sacrifice

there ; for that wa.'! the great high place : a
tliousand burnt offerings did Solomon ofier

upon that altar.

5 H In Gibeon the Lord appeared to

Solomon in a dream by night : and God said,

Ask what I shall give thee.

G And Solomon said, Thou hast shewed
unto thy servant David my father great

'mercy, according as he walked before thee

in truth, and in righteousness, and in upright-

ness of heart with thee ; and thou hast kept

for him this great kindness, that thou hast

given him a son to sit on his throne, as it is

this day.

7 And now, O Lord my God, thou hast

made thy servant king instead of David my
father : and I am hut a little child : 1 know
not how to go out or come in.

8 And thy servant is in the midst of thy
jicople which thou ha.st chosen, a great people,

that cannot be numbered nor counted for mul-
titude.

9 "Give therefore thy servant an 'under-

standing heart to judge thy people, that I may
discern between good and bad : for who is

able to judge this thy so great a people ?

10 And the speech pleased the Lord, that

Solomon had asked this thing.

11 And God said unto him. Because thou

hast asked this thing, and hast not asked for

thyself "long life ; neither hast asked riches

for thyself, nor hast asked the life of thine

enemies ; but hast asked for thyself under-

standing "to discern judgment

;

12 Behold, I have done according to thy

words : lo, I have given thee a wise and an

understanding heart ; so that there was none

like thee before thee, neither after thee shall

any arise like unto thee.

13 And I have also ^given thee that which

thou hast not asked, both riches, and honour

:

so that there "shall not be any among the

kings like unto thee all thy days.

14 And if thou wilt walk in my ways, to

keep my statutes and my commandments, °as

thy father David did walk, then I will lengthen

thy days.

15 And Solomon awoke ; and, behold, it

rvas a dream. And he came to Jerusalem,

and stood before the ark of the covenant of

the Lord, and ofiered up burnt offerings, and

offered peace offerings, and made a feast to

all his servants.

IG ^ Then came there two women, that

tpcre harlots, unto the king, and stood before

him.

17 And the one woman said, O my lord,

I and tins woman dwell in one house ; and

I was delivered of a child with her in the

house.

18 And it came to pass the third day after

that I was delivered, that this woman was de-

livered also : and we iccre together ; tliere mis

no stranger with us in the house, save we two

in tlie house.

19 And this woman's child died in the

night ; because she overlaid it.

20 And she arose at midnight, and took

my son from beside me, while thine handmaid

slept, and laid it in her bosom, and laid her

dead child in my bosom.

21 And when I rose in the morning to

[Ifb. hearing. 5 Heb. many t/nys. " Heb. (o hear.

, hath nut been. " Chop. 15. 5.
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give my child suck, behold, it was dead : but

when I had considered it in the morning, be-

hold, it was not my son, which I did bear.

22 And the other woman said. Nay ; but

the living is my son, and the dead is thy son.

And this said. No ; but the dead is thy son,

and the living is my son. Thus they spake

before the king.

23 Then said the king. The one saith. This

is my son that liveth, ancl thy son is the dead :

and the other saith. Nay ; but thy son is the

dead, and my son is the living.

24 And the king said. Bring me a sword.

And they brought a sword before the king.

25 And the king said. Divide the living

child in two, and give half to the one, and half

to the other.

26 Then spake the woman whose tlie living

child was unto the king, for her bowels
'"yearned upon her son, and she said, O my
lord, give her the living child, and in no wise

slay it. But the other said. Let it be neither

mine nor thine, fmi divide it.

27 Then the king answered and said. Give
her the living child, and in no wise slay it

:

she is the mother thereof.

28 And all Israel heard of the judgment
which the king had judged ; and they feared

the king: for they saw that the wisdom of

God was "in him, to do judgment.

Verse 1. 'Solomon made affiiiil;/ loith Pharaoh king of
Egypt . . . took Pharaoh's daughter'.'— When Solomon felt

his throne secure, he sought "an alliance worthy the rank
to which his kingdom had attained. The nearest power,
from an alliance with which even he might derive honour,
was that of Egypt. He therefore demanded and received
the daughter of the reigning Pharaoh in marriage. Of
this jirinccss the annexed figure is supposed by Roselliiii

to be a portrait, as it more certainly is of a daughter of a
king who reigned about the time of Solomon. His new
spouse was received by the king of Israel with great mag-
nificence, and was lodged in ' the city of D.avid,' until the
new and splendid palace, which he had already com-
menced, should be completed. That Solomon should thus
contract an alliance, on equal terms, with the reigning
family of that great nation which had formerly held the
Israelites in bondage, was, in the ordinary point of view, a
great thing for him, and shews the relative importance
into which the Hebrew kingdom had now risen. The
king is in no part of Scripture blamed for this alliance,
even in places where it seems unlikely that blame would
have been spared had he been considered blameworthy

;

and as we know that the Egyptians were idolaters, this

Pharaoh's Dauo

absence of blame may intimate that Solomon stipulated

that the Egyptian princess should abandon the worship of
her own gods, and conform to the Jewish law. This at

least was what would be required by the law of Moses,
which tlie king was not likely (at least at this time of his

life) to neglect. Nor need we suppose that the royal
ftimily of Egypt would make much difficulty in this ; for,

except among the Israelites, the religion of a woman has
never in the East been considered of much consequence.
— ' Building. . . .the wall of Jerusalem round about.'—

Josephus understands by this, that he extended the walls

and made them much stronger than before. No doubt
Jerusalem was a walled town before this. It woidd ap-

pear, from Ps. 11. 18, that this was one of the objects in

which David had interested himself.

7. ' I am but a little child.'—Josephus says he was
twelve years of age : but Dr. Hales and others have
clearly shewn, by an analysis of the history, that he could
not have been much, if anything, less than twenty years
old when he ascended the throne. It is clear, that here
Solomon, in calling himself a little child, does so with re-

ference to his inexperience and his insufficiency for the

onerous duties which had devolved upon him, or, in short,

that he compares his condition to that of a little child. It

is a well-known Hebraism, to state a comparison in a
positive form ; supplying, therefore, the comparison, we
have :' I am 05 a little child, who knows not how to go
out or come in.' The last clause, to go out or come in, is, as

Houbigant says, not only a Hebraism, frequent in the
sacred writings, but is also a similitude taken from a little

child, as yet unable to walk firmly, and ignorant of all

things. This similitude in the last cl.ause sanctions a form
of comparison which we have assigned to the first.

27. ' She is the mother thereof.'—In despotic govern-
ments, both of the East and West, there have been fre-

quent instances of difficult judicial cases being decided in

this manner by an ingenious experiment upon the feelings

of the litigant parties. Perhaps the fame of this decision

of Solomon gave occasion, in many instances, to such ex-
periments. Calmet mentions two illustrative examples.
One is from Suetonius, who relates that the emperor
Claudius discovered a woman to be the mother of a young
man whom she would not own for her son, by command-
ing her to be married to him ; when the horror of such a
connection constrained her to confess the truth. Dio-
dorus reliites that, on the same principle, Ariopharnes,
king of the Thracians, being appointed to arbitrate be-

tween three men, who all claimed to be sons ofthe king of
the Cimmerians and demanded the succession, discovered
the rightful son and heir in him who alone refused to

obey the order for each of them to shoot an arrow into

the dead king's body. Better than either of these is the
illustration which Mr. lioberfs gives from a Hindoo book.
' A woman who was going to bathe left her child to play
on the banks of the tank, when a female demon who was
passing that way carried it off. They both appeared
l)efore the deity, and each declared the child was her own

:

the command was therefore given for each claimant to

seize the infant by a leg and arm, and pull with all their
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might in opposite directions. No sooner had they com-
menced than the child began to scream, when the real

mother, from pity, left off pulling, and resigned her claim
to the other. The judge therefore decided that, as she only
had shewn affection, the child must be hers.' {Oriental
Illustrations, p. 196.) Some less instructed readers of the

Bible are apt to wonder that no such striking anecdotes
occur in the judicial proceedings of their own country.

The reason is greatly in our favour. A judge must decide,

not according to his own impression founded upon the

feeling exhibited by the applicants, but according to evi-

dence derived from facts, and from nothing else. Let us
suppose a case like this decided by Solomon to have been
brought before an English magistrate, and that he were to

order the living child to be cut in two, and one half given
to the respective claimants—what would be the elBect?

The women certainly would not be alarmed, but would
probably be amused at so shallow an attempt to frighten

them : and this would be, because they must know well

that the magistrate could not and would not put the in-

nocent child to death. But under the Eastern despotisms

the case is different ; and there such a direction would be

really alarming, because, where the great practical law is

that the king shall do as he pleases, there can be no as-

surance, unless from a knowledge of his private character,

that he will not do an unjust and barbarous action. There-
fore the alarm of the mother, arising from her belief that
the king would really kill her child, is of very great im-
portance as an evidence of the despotic character of the
authority wielded by the Hebrew kings. It is indeed of
more importance than any thing we might infer from the
summary executions of Adonijah and Joab in the pre-
ceding chapter. There were reasons for their execution,
and their_ offences were known; but here the success of
the experiment depended upon its being believed by the
women that the king could and would order an unoffend-
ing infant to be_ slain. The royal authority among the
Jews had certainly many limitations ; but its general
tendency to despotism is everywhere apparent, and nowhere
more so than in the reign of Solomon. In our view, the
Hebrew government was generally not an absolute des-
potism on the one hand, nor a limited monarchy on the
other ; but what we would call a restricted despotism

—

that is, an authority restricted in some matters of general
right, but despotic where such restrictions did not apply.
It is evident that injudicial matters there was no practical
limit to the royal power, whether for condemnation or for

pardon.

CHAPTER IV,

1 Solomon's princes. 7 His twelve officersfor provi-

sion. 20, 24 The peace and largeness of his kiiiy-

dom. 22 His daily provision. 26 His stables.

29 His ivisdom.

So king Solomon was king over all Israel.

2 And these ivcre the princes which he had ;

Azariah the son of Zadok 'the priestj

3 Elihoreph and Ahiah, the sons of Shisha,

^scribes ; Jehoshaphat the son of Ahilud, the

^recorder.

4 And Benaiah the son of Jehoiada loas

over the host : and Zadok and Abiathar icerc

the priests

:

5 And Azariah the son of Nathan icas over

the officers : and Zabud the son of Nathan was
principal officer, and the king's friend :

6 And Ahishar teas over the honshold

:

and 'Adoniram the son of Abda loas over the

'tribute.

7 % And Solomon had twelve officers over

all Israel, which provided victuals for the king

and his houshold : each man his month in a
year made provision.

8 And these are their names : ^The son of

Hur, in mount Ephraim :

9 'The son of Dekar, in Makaz, and in

Shaalbim, and Beth-shemesh, and Elon-beth-

anan :

10 "The son of Hesed, in Aruboth ; to

him pe7-tai7icd Sochoh, and all the land of

Hepher

:

11 "The son of Abinadab, in all the region

of Dor ; which had Taphatli the daughter of

Solomon to wife :

12 Baana the son of Ahilud ; to him jKr-

taincd Taanach and Megiddo, and all Beth-
shean, which is by Zartanah beneath Jezreel,

from Beth-shean to Abel-meholah, even imto
the place that is beyond Jokneam :

13 '"The son of Geber, in Kamoth-gilead
;

to him pertained the towns of Jair the son of

Manasseh, which are in Gilead : to him also

pertained the region of Argob, which is in

Bashan, threescore great cities with walls and
brasen bars

:

14 Ahinadab the son of Iddo liad "Ma-
hanaim

:

15 Ahimiiaz icas'in Naphtali ; he also took

Basmath the daughter of Solomon to wife :

16 Baanah the son of Hushai icas in Asher
and in Aloth

:

17 Jehoshaphat the son of Paruah, in Is-

sachar

:

18 Shimei the son of Elah, in Benjamin :

19 Geber the son of Uri icas in the country

of Gilead, in the country of Sihon king of the

Amorites, and of Og king of Bashan, and
he ivas the only officer which icas in the land.

20 H Judah and Israel were many, as the

sand which is by the sea in multitude, eating

and drinking, and making merry.

21 And ''Solomon reigned over all king-

doms from the river unto the land of the Phi-

listines, and unto the border of Egypt : they

brought presents, and served Solomon all the

days of his life.
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22 H And Solomon's "provision for one

day was thirty "measures of fine flour, and

threescore measures of meal,

23 Ten fot oxen, and twenty oxen out of

the pastures, and an lumdred sheep, beside

harts, and roebucks, and fallowdeer, and fatted

fowl.

24 For he had dominion over all the rc-

f/ion on this side the river, from Tiphsah even

to Azzah, over all the kings on this side the

ri\er : and he had peace on all sides round

about him.

25 And Judah and Israel dwelt '^safely,

every man imder his vine and under his fig

tree, from Dan even to Beer-sheba, all the

days of Solomon.

26 1[ And "'Solomon had forty thousand

stalls of horses for his chariots, and twelve

thousand horsemen.

27 And those officers provided victual for

king Solomon, and for all that came unto king

Solomon's table, every man in his month

:

they lacked nothing.

28 Barley also and straw for the horses and

13 Ilfb. breail. " HlI.. con. 15 Ilcb. ronjlifcatli/.

"dromedaries brought they vmto the place

where the officers were, every man according

to liis charge.

29 H And '"God gave Solomon wisdom
and understanding exceeding much, and large-

ness of heart, even as the sand that is on the

sea shore.

30 And Solomon's wisdom excelled the

wisdom of all the children of the east comitry,

and all the wisdom of Egypt.

31 For he was wiser than all men ; than
Ethan the Ezrahite, and Ileman, and Chalcol,

and Darda, the sons of Mahol : and his fame
was in all nations round about.

32 And he spake three thousand proverbs :

and his songs were a thousand and five.

33 And he spake of trees, from the cedar

tree that is in Lebanon even unto the hyssop

that springeth out of the wall : he spake also

of beasts, and of fowl, and of creeping things,

and of fishes.

34 And there came of all people to hear the

wisdom of Solomon, from all kings of the

earth, which had heard of his wisdom.

Verse 1. ' So Idiirj Solomon ivas /(/«(/.'— Altliougli the

accouut whicli is here given of the internal organization

of Solomon's kingdom occurs even prior to that which de-

scribes the building of the temple, there is reason to think

that these arrangements did not, until a later date, assume
the completed form in which they are there exhibited.

The statement at the first view contains little more than a

list of officers. But on closer inspection it will be found
that even such a list is suggestive of an orderly arrange-

ment and distribution of functions, as well as of the nature

of what was considered public business. If it should be

observed that most of these have reference to the supply of

the wants of the court and the maintenance of the royal

authority, it must be admitted that these are practically

the chief objects of Oriental governments. However, we
shall perceive that in all states such offices make the most
conspicuous figure to the eye of the spectator, which, if it pe-

netrates more deeply, may discover that an adequate provi-

sion is nevertheless made through the working of some re-

cognized and unostentatious system, and through the minis-

tration of less splendid functionaries, for the well-being

and the good government of the people. The internal

polity of tlie constitution, as organized by the institutions

of Moses, joined to the principles of patriarchal rule

still at work in the several tribes, might seem ade-

quate to every purpose of internal government. And
whatever might be thus left wanting, was supplied by the

regulation of David, to which Solomon himselfgave effect,

appointing I_.evitical judges and officers throughout tlie

land. The list, as given in the sacred narrative, has
rather a Ibrmal appearance; and in the usual way in

which such lists are jireparcd, begins with the king him-
self—' So king Solomon was king over all Israel ;' and
then proceeds to enumerate the officers of his government.

3. ' T/ie sons of Shisha, scribes.'—The father, Shisha or

Slieva, had been sole scribe in the time of David, and that

three persons were now required in this office, seems to

shew cither the great increase of business which the ar-

2C0

raugements of Solomon threw into this department, or

some improved vi^'ws as to the distribution of labour.

These appear to have been the royal secretaries through

whom all the king's more formal commands were issued,

and who registered all public acts and decrees.—
' Jehoshaphat, the son of Ahilud, the recorder.'—This is

another instance of a son succeeding to his father's office.

The marginal reading in our Bibles, ' a remembrancer, or

a writer of chronicles,' helps to convey a notion of this

office. The only difficulty is in drawing the line clearly

between the functions of the recorder and those of the

scribes. But his services appear to have been of a less

temporary nature than tluirs. it bi-iutr ratlier his business to

give the form of pirini' it r.
.
nl m- chronicles to the

occuiTences of his tiiiM I'li as related to the

king and court. In ii;
I :.> was an office of

great trust and imporuu.'. , . llu i - - ids formed by these

officers in the Hebrew court probably furnished some of the

materials from which the Books of Kings and Chronicles

were compiled ; and a large portion of the latter perhaps

exhibit nearly the form of the original documents.
5. ' Over the officers,'—that is, over tliose officers or

governors of provinces enumerated below in vv. 7-19.

— ' I'rinripal officer and the hiny's friend.'—Here are

two of |)|.' cl'ii'f o'Hi'.-rs in the state lield by two sons of the

jii-"]'! t ^ !•! '!! l! is not easy to distinguish in what
IT-; I I- of one brother who was 'over the

ollic. ; . .,,;:, : 1 ni iliat of the Other who was 'principal

t''P'vtb.'Other office of 'the king's
11' If would seem that he had

' ' il ' -L' matters in which the king
M 1 1 10 functions of 'the king's

uliich this eminent person also held,

seems to have been very nearly what we understand by
the term favourite, as distinguished from the responsible

chief minister. From the connection in which it occurs,

it seems that this person was admitted to the peculiar in-

timacy of the king, was in all his secrets, and conversed

friend,' » hi, 1,

the general in

and court \\ 1

1

friend' or coiiii,
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familiarly with him. Sometimes a person holdiug no
public office enjoyed these privileges; but we at other
times find it associated -with some important office in the
state. So it -was under Solomon, -whose own friend Zabud,
a son of the prophet Nathan, was also the ' chief officer,'

which appears to point him out as what we call the prime
minister. Hushai, without any such office, was the king's

friend in the time of David ; and very worthily did he
support that character. In later times the term came to

be used in a more general sense, as applied to any one
employed to execute the royal commands, or holding a
high office in the state.

C. ' Adoniram .... was over the tribute.'—The same
person was over the tribute in the time of David (2 Sam

.

XX. 24). This officer seems to have been over those who
collected the taxes and tributes, whether from the Israel-

ites or from subject states ; and who received the amount
of their collections, and consigned it to the treasure cham-
bers of the king. The office seems to have answered in

some measure to that of our chancellor of the exchequer.

7. ' Twelve officers.'—The number does not appear to

have had any reference to that of the tribes, but to that of
tlie months of the year, as we see that, during the year,

these officers took their turns monthly to supply the royal

household with provisions. It seems, from the analogy of

usages that long prevailed in the East, and which are not

yet discontinued, that the taxes due to the state were paid

in the produce of the soil. Indeed, in 1 Sam. viii. 15, there

is express mention of one-tenth of the produce of the fields

and vineyards, which would be payable to the future king.

As we may suppose there may have been some difficulty in

the collection of this revenue and its transmission to the

capital, Solomon seems to have divided his dominion into

twelve governments or districts, with power in the pre-

siding officer to collect this revenue, from which each

government was charged with the maintenance of the

king's household for one month. The surplus probably

enabled the governor (if we may so call him) to support

his own establishment; perhaps in considerable state, as

the preferment would seem, from the rank of the persons

employed, to have been very valuable. It seems very
clear that Bishop Patrick is mistaken in supposing that

these twelve officers were merely commissioned to buy up
provisions in their several districts.— ' Which provided victualsfor the king and his hous-

hold.'—These twelve were appointed to preside over the

collection of provisions in as many districts into which the

whole kingdom was divided, every one being charged with

the duty of collecting in his district, within the year, pro-

visions enough to support the court for one month, follow-

ing each other in rotation. It appears likely that the

produce thus collected formed the kingly tenth, the exaction

of which had been foretold by Samuel, and of which
the present seems the first intimation. The comparative

simplicity of the court of Saul, and the great spoil ob-

tained by David in his wars, without any corresponding

expenditure, had probably rendered this imposition pre-

viously unnecessary. We have already explained why
this imposition must have been felt in a peculiar degree

onerous to the Hebrew people, on the ground that they

alreadi/ paid the sovereign tithe to the true king of the

Hebrew nation, Jehovah. And although they had been
forewarned that this additional charge upon them would
follow as a necessary consequence of their unauthorized
choice of a human king, we may be sure that the first

to impose it would greatly compromise his popularity

with the people. That Solomon actually did so—that
he imposed upon the people unaccustomed burdens which
they felt to be very grievous—are facts which we know,
and which seem to point to him as the one who first

demanded the obnoxious tenth, which, as we have in-

timated, was probably paid in the form of the produce
which these twelve officers were appointed to collect. The
' store cities ' and granaries which Solomon is said to have
erected in different parts of the country, were doubtless the

places in each district to which the produce of that district

was brought, and in which it was deposited until required
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for the use of the court. Supplying the court with pro-
visions merely, might seem to the English reader no very
heavy task to a nation. But a different notion will be
formed by reference to the large numbers of persons who
are fed from what may be considered as the provisions
supplied to an eastern court. Vast numbers of persons
who acted in some capacity or other as the servants of the
numerous officers of the king; the officers and attendants
of the great personages who were constantly visiting the
court of Solomon, and the numerous servants of those
officers and royal attendants ; the haram, which alone
contained a thousand women, with a great number of ser-

vants and eunuchs; and probably the rations of the royal
guards and of all dependant upon them:— all were to be
supplied from the court, being considered as members or
guests of the royal household. This explains the pro-
digious quantities of victuals which were daili/ required
for the use of the court.

8. ' The son of Hur.'—?,e\era\ of the persons in this list

are named after their fathers. It woidd have been better

to have retained the whole as a proper name, ' Ben-Hur,'
etc. It was a custom among the Hebrews, it seems, as it

is now among the Arabs, for sons sometimes to take their

father's name with the prefix Ben, ' son,' their own name
being afterwards neglected. They more commonly, how-
ever, annex their father's name to their own, and are then
called indifferently by their full name, or by either of its

component parts. Thus, David is generally called by his

own name, but sometimes Ben-Jesse, 'the son of Jesse,' and
at other times David-ben-Jesse, ' David the son of Jesse.'

This is precisely analogous to the present usage of the
Arabs.

11. ' — Which had Taphath the daughter of Solomon to

wife.' — Another of the governors was thus favoured
(v. 15). We suspect that this chapter docs not occupy
its chronological place. If it does, several of its state-

ments must be anticipatory ; for Solomon could not at this

time have had a marriageable daughter. We may there-

fore suppose that, like the account at the end of the
chapter, of Solomon's songs, proverbs, and researches in

natural history, this merely indicates what ultimately took

place. It is true, however, that, according to Oriental

custom, his daughter may have been betrothed long before

the marriageable age. It may be mentioned that there is

great difficulty in reducing into anything like chrono-
logical order the circumstances reported here and in
' Chronicles ' respecting Solomon's reign. A very able

and reasonably successful attempt to produce an orderly
arrangement has been made by the Kev. G. Townsend
in his Old Testament Chronologicalh Arranged, 1821.

19. ' Geher . . . in the country of Gilead.'—This region

seems to have been already appropriated, in v. 13, to 'the

son of Geber.' Was that officer the son of this Geber?
He is described as ' the only officer which was in the land,'

and Josephus says he had all the country beyond Jordan.

We cannot reconcile the statements of either the text or of
Josephus, but by supposing that he exercised a general

superintending power over this region, including that part

under Ben-geber, probably his own sou. Josephus adds,

that besides these, Solomon had other rulers who were
over the lands of the Syrians and Philistines, from the

river Euphrates to Egypt, and who collected the tribute of

the nations subject to this great king. [Appendix, No. 35.]

22. ' Thirtij measures of fine four, and threescore mea-

sures ofmeal.'—This meal is common flour as distinguished

from fine flour. The quantity is about 480 bushels of

meal, and 240 of fine flour.

23. ' Ten fat oxen,' etc.—The statement of the daily

provision for Solomon's household may well excite sur-

prise in the European reader. It is less astonishing,

although still very great, to one who is acquainted with

the extent and arrangement of Oriental courts, and the

vast number of persons, male and female, which the royal

establishments support. We have touched on this subject

in a note to 1 Sam. viii. We may now add one or two

other illustrations of another kind. One is the account of

the daily consumption of provisions in the royal establish-
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raent of Cyrus, the particulars of which were found by-

Alexander inscribed on a brazen pillar at Persepolis. The
whole account is long, and some of the items obscure, and
we shall only give the more conspicuous details. Upwards
of 1000 bushels of various qualities of wheat ; the same of

barley-meal ; 220 bushels of oatmeal ; 1 1 bushels of paste

mi.xed for pastry of different kinds ; 400 sheep ; 300
lambs; 100 oxen; 30 horses; 30 deer; 400 fat geese:

loo goslings; 300 doves; COO small birds; 11 bushels of

salt; 3750 gallons of wine (half being palm-wine when
the court was at Babylon or Susa, and the rest grape-

wine) ; 75 gallons of new milk ; the same of sour milk
(which was and is an article much consumed in the East).

Besides this, there is a supplementary account of a vast

quantity of corn, etc., dealt out in gifts and allowed for the

food of cattle. We cannot of course vouch for tlie authen-
ticity of this document (which may be found in Polya;nus,

Stratagematuin iii. 3) ; but, upon the whole, it is rather con-

firmed by the account ofthe number of cooks, confectioners,

wine-servers, etc., attending Darius in the camp, and cap-

tured, with the royal baggage, by Parmenio at Damascus
(see Athenseus, 1. xiii.) ; as well as by the present text, and
the existing state of things in the East. Still more remark-
able is the account which Tavernier gives of the imperial

kitchens, in his excellent account of the grand seignior's

seraglio as it was in his time. There were seven kitchens

distinct from each other, each having its own officer, but

all being under the control of one chief director, who had
altogether not less than four hundred cooks under his

superintendence. The kitchens were distinguished ac-

cording to the person, or class of persons, for whom food

was prepared in it. Thus there was one for the sultan,

another for the sultanesses, a third for the other women,
and others for the officers and attendants in the different

departments respectively, exclusive of the gardeners who
dressed their own meat. Besides these there were various

offices or laboratories in which conserves, sweetmeats,

sherbets, etc., were in continual preparation, affording

employment to four hundred persons. The consumption
of food may be inferred from all this. On this point

Tavernier himself observes, ' there enters no beef into

the kitchens of the seraglio; but the ordinary consump-
tion of every day, including all, as well those who eat

within as without, may amount to Jive hundred sheep, in

which number must be comprehended lambs and kids.

.\ccording to the proportion of mutton may be computed
the quantity of pullets, chickens, and young pigeons, the

number of which is limited according to the season ; as

also what may be consumed in rice and butter for the

pillau, which is accounted the best dish in Turkey and all

over the East.' After this we shall wonder the less at the

consumption of Solomon's household.

24. ' From Tiphsah even to Azzah.'—These two places

were evidently the extreme eastern and western towns of

Solomon's dominion. The river is the Euphrates. Tiphsah
is unquestionably the Thapsacus of the heathen authors.

It was on the western bank of that river, at a point where
its stream bends sharply eastward, which course it main-
tains for about twenty-five miles, when it receives the

Chaboras, and then inclines to the south again. The
Hebrew name of the place (npsri from flDS to pass over)

signifies a passage or ford, and at this place was a cele-

brated ford, the lowest on the Euphrates; it was therefore

a point of great trading intercourse between the nations

east and west of the river ; and this circumstance rendered

the possession of Thapsacus a matter of great importance

in the eyes of the neighbouring sovereigns ; and this ex-

plains the contests which took place in later times be-

tween the kings of Egypt and Syria for the possession of

Carchemish, a strong place lower down the river, at the

junction of the Chaboras. Azzah is Gaza.
25. ' Under his vine.'—The frequent expression in

Scripture, which describes a state of safety and repose by
the sitting of any man under the shade of his own fig-tree

and Ms own vine, shews that the Hebrews had the same
use of vine-arbours as existed among the ancient Egyptians,

and which we still find in Syria. Besides whatnas been
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already stated as to the pi actice oi the Egyptians, an in-

teresting lUustiatiou may bt demtd from the Mosaic
pavement at Prxneste, where we see a trellisedvine-bowei,

under whose pleasant shade several persons sit on benches

drinking wine and solacing themselves with music. At a
village (Beitdjin) near Caisarea, Shulze and his party took

supper under a large viae, the stem of which was nearly

a foot and a half in diameter, the height about thirty feet,

and covered with its branches and shoots (for the shoots

must be supported) a hut of more than fifty feet long and
broad. The bunches of the grapes were so large as to

weigh ten or twelve poimds, and might be compared to

our plums. Such a bunch is cut ofi' and laid on the

board, and each helps himself to as many as he pleases.

Dr. Russell acquaints us. Natural Histori/ of Aleppo, i. 80,

that the large grapes produced in the houses, upon the

vines that cover the stairs and arbours, are of healthful

appearance but have little flavour.

2G. ' Solomon hadforty thousand stalls.'—See 2 Chron.

ix. 25 : and here, not to multiply references, we may ob-

serve that we find it expedient to pass unnoticed in the

book of Kings many subjects, connected with the mag-
nificence and prosperity of Solomon's reign, to which due
attention will be given under the parallel passages in

Chronicles.

28. ' Barlei/ also and straw.'—The straw is used for

food, not for litter (see the note on Gen. xxiv. 25). With
some exceptions, arising from local circumstances, barley

may be stated as the usual food of Oriental horses. In

some Arabian districts dates are also given to them, and
some favourite horses are treated with meat raw or dressed,

or with the leavings of their owner's meals.

— ' Dromedaries.'—This is a finer breed of the Arabian

or one-humped camel, used for riding, and having the

same relation to the common camel that a race-horse or

hunter has to a coach-horse or pack-horse. It has been

usual to call the two-humped camel the ' camel,' and the

one-humped a ' dromedary :' but the two-humped camel

does not exist in Syria or Arabia, and is not likely to be

here intended. See the note on Gen. xii. 16.
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30. ' 77(6 children of the cast country.'—It has been dis-

cussed whether it be tlie Arabians, the Chaldeans, or the

Persians wliich are here indicated. It is not necessary to

were necessary to determine, we should fix the reference

to the Chaldeans, whose country is most usually under-
stood as the ' east country ' of the Scriptures. The country
of the Arabs was not, properly speaking, east from Pales-

tine ; and the Persians were too remote for their wisdom,
if they had any, to have been much appreciated by the

sacred writers. The word Wlp^ means 'ancient' as well

as ' east,' whence some think that the text means that

Solomon's wisdom exceeded that of all persons who lived

in the earlier times, and whose long lives were favourable

to the individual actiuisition of wisdom and knowledge.
— ' All the wifilom cf Eyi/pt.'—lt seems then that,

among the Ilelnxws as well as among the Greeks, the

Egyptians were justly famous for their wisdom, that is,

for their knowledge in science and art. Thns also Stephen
says of Moses, that he was ' learned in all the wisdom of

the Egyptians ' (Acts vii. 22). Egypt was deemed by the

Gentiles the fountain of the arts and sciences, and their

philosophers were wont to go thither to fructify their minds

by the outpourings of Egyptian wisdom. Tliis did Pytha-
goras, Anaxagoras, Herodotus, Plato, and others. JYow,

the point of concourse to the seekers after wisdom, was
the court of Solomon. These journeys of people from
remote regions to places where wisdom might be found,
are interesting indications of that condition of things under
which the general dearth of books, and the consequent
want of any interchange of literature between difierent

nations, obliged those who sought to derive benefit from
the wisdom and knowledge of other people or other

nations, to travel long and widely for it.

31. ' Wiser than alt men.'—Some think this to mean
that Solomon was wiser than all men past or future ; and
this seems warranted by ch. iii. 12 ; but, without this, the

context would seem to require us to understand no more
than that he was the wisest man of his own lime. If we
allow Solomon to have been the wisest man of all times,

we must remember that his wisdom was a supernatural

gift from God, whereas others have been obliged to acquire
knowledge by the slow and painful processes of study and
experience.
— ' nan Ethan,' etc.—Some of the Rabbins think that

the word rendered ' men,' above, sliould be the proper name
Adam, meaning the father of mankind ; also teaching that

this Ethan is Moses, that Heman is Abraham, and Chalcol,

Joseph. But others>(as Maimonides) indignantly deny that

Solomon was wiser than Moses, and think that all the

persons named were eminent Hebrews living in Solomon's
time. Josephus says the same. Certainly there were two
eminent persons called Ethan and Heman in the time of
Solomon, who were two of the three chief musicians of the

temple (comp. 1 Chron. vi. 33; xv. 17; xxv. 5); and
who probably, from the titles, were the authors of the

Psalms Ixxxviii. and Ixxxix. But also in 1 Chron. ii. 6,

we find all the names here mentioned assigned to sons of

Zerah, the son of Judah; and some think that these en-

joyed some traditionary reputation for their wisdom and
attainments, which is here referred to. They are said to

bisons of RIahoI; but this may have been another name
of Zerah, or may be understood as an appellative de-

scribing these persons as skilled in (sons of) mahol—music
or poesy. This characteristic would, however, apply as well

or better to the temple musicians.

32. ' Three thousand proverbs.'—The book of Proverbs

docs not contain so many : and some doubt exists as to the

proportion of even these which should be assigned to

Solomon. There are, however, many more such pithy

sentences in the book of Ecclcsiastes, which is usually

ascribed to him. Josephus absurdly says that the king
wrote three thousand books of proverbs.

— ' His songs were a thousand andjive.'—We have only

the ' Song of Songs' remaining, unless the 127th Psalm be

correctly attributed to Solomon. The Septuagint has ' five

thousand.'

33. ' He spake of trees' etc.—All these works on natural

history are lost
;
probably because, not being of a sacred

character, less interest was taken in their preservation

than was exercised in behalf of those which still remain.

Josephus imagines that Solomon made every plant and
living creature the subject of a parable.

CHAPTER V.

1 Hiram, sending to congratulate Solomon, is certified

of his purpose to build the temple, and desired to

furnish him with limber thereto. 7 Hiram, blessing

Godfor Solomon, andrequestingfoodfor hisfamily,
funiisheth him with trees. 13 The number of Solo-

mon's workmen and labourers.

And Hiram king of Tyre sent his servants

unto Solomon ; for he had heard that they

had anointed him king in the room of his

father : for Hiram was ever a lover of

David.
2 And 'Solomon sent to Hiram, saying,

3 Thou knowest how that David my father

could not build an house unto the name of

the Lord his God for the wars which were
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about lilin on every side, until the Lord put

them under the soles of his feet.

4 But now the Lord my God hath given

me rest on every side, so that there is neither

adversary nor evil occurrent.

5 And, behold, I ''jjurpose to build an

house unto the name of the Lord my God,

"as the Loud spake unto David my father,

saying. Thy son, whom I will set upon thy

throne in thy room, he shall build an house

unto my name.

G Now therefore command thou that they

hew me cedar trees out of Lebanon ; and my
servants shall be with thy servants : and unto

thee will I give hire for thy servants accord-

ing to all that thou shalt 'appoint : for thou

knowest that there is not among us any that

can skill to hew timber like unto the Sido-

nians.

7 ^ And it came to pass, when Hiram
heard the words of Solomon, that he rejoiced

greatly, and said. Blessed be the Lord this

day, which hath given unto David a wise son

over this great people.

8 And Hiram sent to Solomon, saying, I

have 'considered the things which thou sentest

to me for : and I will do all thy desire con-

cerning timber of cedar, and concerning timber

of fir. •

9 My servants shall bring them down from

Lebanon unto the sea : and I will convey them

by sea in floats unto the place that thou shalt

"appoint me, and will cause them to be dis-

chai'ged there, and thou shalt receive them :
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and thou shalt accomplish my desire, in giving

food for my houshold.

10 IT So Hiram gave Solomon cedar trees

and fir trees accordinr/ to all his desire.

1

1

And Solomon gave Hiram twenty thou-

sand ^measures of wheat/or food to his hous-

hold, and twenty measures of pm-e oil : thus

gave Solomon to Hiram year by year.

12 And the Lord gave Solomon wisdom,

"as he promised him : and there was peace

between Hiram and Solomon ; and they two

made a league together.

13 H And king Solomon raised a "levy out

of all Israel ; and the levy was thirty thou-

sand men.
14 And he sent them to Lebanon, ten thou-

sand a month by courses : a month they were

in Lebanon, and two months at home : and

"Adoniram was over the levy.

15 And Solomon had threescore and ten

thousand that bare burdens, and fourscore

thousand hewers in the mountains
;

16 Beside the chief of Solomon's officers

which iKre over the work, three thousand and

three hundred, which ruled over the people

that wrought in the work.

\7 And the king commanded, and they

brought great stones, costly stones, and hewed
stones, to lay the foundation of the house.

18 And Solomon's builders and Hiram's

builders did hew them, and the ' 'stonesquarers :

so they prepared timber and stones to build

the house.

Verse C. ' Ihio me cedar trees out of Lebanon.'—Ouly
the forests of the Lebanon mountains could supply the

timber required for this great work. Such of these forests

as lay nearest the sea were in the possession of the Phoe-

nicians, among whom timber was in such constant demand,
that they had acquired great and acknowledged skill in

the felling and transportation tliercof, and hence it was of

much importance tliat Iliram consented to employ large

bodies of men in Lebanon to hew timber, as well as others

to perform the service of bringing it down to the sea side,

whence it was to be taken along the coast in floats to the

port of Joppa, from which place it could be easily taken

across the country to Jerusalem. This portion of the

assistance rendered by Iliram was of the utmost value and
importance. If be b;id declined Solomon's proposals,

all else that be watiti'd might have been supplied from

Egypt. Hut that country was so far from being able to

supply timber, that it wanted it more than almost any

other nation.

The curious and iuteresting particulars contiiined in the

text relative to the operations of the king of Tyre in cutting

timber in Lebanon for king Solomon, mil : t ^m ji
.

luiit

of the manner in which such operatic 111 ; ',i t.d

in the same mountains. Thisweareeim: i i niylv iVuni

Dr. Bowring's very valuable llepuit . i\r < ouuhi nial

Statistics of Sijria. It strikes us that the method by which

labourers are obtained for the service, and the manner in

which they are supplied with food, is deserving of par-

ticular attention, as probably illustrative of the proceedings

of the two kings, and in particular of the mode in which

Hiram disposed of the corn obtained from Solomon. The
statement in the ' Report ' is too long for quotation entire,

and we are able to introduce only an abstract of its princi-

pal facts.

As the wood destined for Egypt is embarked at Scan-

deroon, it is of course obtained, as nearly as may be, from

the mountains which enclose the gulf and plain of that

part: it is necessary to premise that in this quarter the

wood is derived from two lines of mountains ; namely,

from the mountains of Hyass, which extend north and
south at the bottom of the gulf, and which are much the

highest. They are also the most richly timbered, both as

to variety and quantity, the trees being of much larger

growth, except near the base, owing to the difficulties of

transporting the timber to the sea-shore, from the steep-

ness of the mountains and the want of all roads. The
trees on them are white and yellow pine, of length from

100 to 150 feet, and of dimensions to take a square of

from 24 to 25 inches :
—

Yellow Oak . 80 feet, and 1 8 to 20 inches square.

Green . . . 18 to 20 feet, and 7 to 9 inches square.
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Beech . . . 30 to 35 feet, and 14 to 15 inches square.

Linden . . . 40 to 50 feet, and 25 to 27 inches square.

The pine is mostly knotted and very full of turpentine.

The oaks of both species are straight-grained, like the
American. The beech is of good, close-grained quality,

but not nearly so plentiful as the other two. The linden
tree is scarce.

In 1837 about ITiO wood-cutters were employed on these
mountains, with twice the number oftrimmers and dressers;

but in 1838 the work was confined to the lower parts, from
the difficulties of the transport, and from the want of roads.

The distance from the sea is from three to five leagues.

150 men could cut 35,000 to 40,000 trees in the year,

which it would require twice the number to dress and
trim, and upwards of 600, witli practicable roads, to trans-

port to the sea with buffaloes and bullocks. At the dis-

tance of about two to three leagues from the coast, where
the work is still carried on, the trees average from 1 5 to

20 feet long, and 8 to 1 2 inches square ; from thence is

brought a large quantity of firewood in large billets. In
1837 ten or twelve vessels, of from 50 to 100 tons, were
laden with it on government account.

The other source of supply is from the mountains of
Beilan, which stretch east and west along the southern
side of the Gulf of Scanderoon. They take their ascent

at from about one mile to two miles from the sea, leaving
a rich but entirely uncultivated plain between tlieni and it.

On these mountains the trees are :

—

Pine from 30 feet long, by about 15 to IC inches in the
square

;

Yellow Oak from 20 to 30 feet long, by about 10 to 15

inches in the square

;

but few of that size. About 50,000 were cut in 1837, and
brought down to the sea. for which about lOO men were
employed in cutting, 200 dressing and trimming, and three

times the number in the transport.

From both sources it appears that the number of trees

shipped for Alexandria has been, by the year, about 55,000
to 60,000 (another statement says 70,000 to 80,000 in

1837); about 40,000 fit for ship-building purposes, and the

remainder for house purposes, freighted in 39 vessels of
collectively 14,120 tons, besides 8 or 9 small craft, of 60
to 80 tons, which received cargoes of fire-wood.

In December, 1837, a European engineer in the Egyptian
service arrived from Alexandria to select and superintend
the cutting and preparing of 1,032,000 trees for dams and
proposed works on the river Nile, 70,000 of which to be
33 feet long, and 8 inches square ; the rest of small sizes,

and even branches as low as 5 or 6 feet long. In &ct, as

Mr. Hay remarks (in his report to Dr. liowring), the

Egyptian government appeared to consider the mountains
of this part of Syria as an inexhaustible mine for timber.

We think that this statement puts in our possession

several important and illustrative facts. It enables us to

perceive one of the strong reasons which has made the

mountain forests of Syria an object of desire to the rulers

of Egypt, from the Pharaohs and Ptolemies down to the
Sultans and to Mehemet All. It also shews the extent to

which the more southern foi-ests of Syria must have been
denuded of its timber to meet the wants of a country so
void of wood as Egypt. And the extraoi-dinary demands
occasioned by the peculiar wants of Mehemet Ali, and the
operations which thence arise in the mountains and on the
coast, may suggest some analogy to the circumstances
which attended and resulted from the extraordinary de-
mands of king Solomon.— ' Ml/ servants shall be with thy servants'—In the
preceding note we have been enabled, from the Report of
Di-. llowring, to furnish a view of the recent operations of
ftlliiig timber in Lebanon. But this view remains imper-
fect unless we are also informed of the condition of the
men employed in the work, and which probably is in no
small degree illustrative of the condition of the men whom
Hiram and Solomon anciently sent into the mountains—in
part, at least, by a forced levy—for the same service. This
information we are enabled from the same source to supply.
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For this work, then, all the effective population of the

district is forcibly taken, [as by Solomon, if not by Hiram,]
not leaving even a sufficient number of men to cultivate

the land for their own maintenance. But grain has been

imported by the government [as by king Hiram, from
Palestine] from other parts of Syria, and from Egypt, and
issued out as a portion of their pay, which is nominally
three piasters, or about sevenpence halfpenny per day, but

of which it falls short fully one-third by their being
obliged to take a fixed portion in grain, without reference

to their actual wants, and more than they require, at a
stated price, which is enhanced in various ways and under
various pretences, so as to be much higher than what it

could be produced for in the neighbourhood. Thus on
one side of the gulf the wood-cutters have been obliged to

buy corn at fifteen piasters the measure, while it might be
had at nine piasters on the opposite side of the gulf. It is

possible (for the system is an old one) that Hiram dealt

thus with the corn which he received from Solomon : for

that which had so much analogy in other points perhaps
did not fail in this.

The cutters and trimmers of the wood are exposed to the

contingency of a tree they have cut, being found, on trim-

ming and squai'ing, to have perished at the heart or other-

wise, when they receive no pay for it, but may take the
tree and make what use of it they can : but iu fact the
time and labour are lost, as the distance seldom leaves it

worth the transport. It seems, however, that competent
persons are now employed in the selection of the trees to

be cut down. Those who transport the trees to the coast,

who are about four times the number of those otherwise
employed, receive each a pair and a half of bullocks,

which are valued to them at abont 700 or 1000 piasters

per pair, which sum they are debited with, and must make
good in case of loss, death, or accident : the consequence
is, that when a man meets with such a misfortune before

he has the means of repairing it—which he must be for-

tunate and indefatigable even to hope for—he generally
has recourse to flight.

The season for working the timber continues for about
eight months—from the middle of March to the middle of
November :—the remaining four months the people are left

in a great measure to themselves ; but being winter months,
they cannot turn them to much account, excepting to pre-

pare and sow a little laud to meet the most pressing

exigencies of their families. A few of them who follow

different trades may find some little employment in the
larger villages. But independently of such resources,

their yearly earnings may be computed thus:—

Piasters.

Cutters—for 224 working-days, at 2J piasters . 504
Deduct for contingencies . . 60

•—444
Trimmers— i'or 224 working-days, at 3 piasters . 672

Deduct for contingencies . . 80

502
Transporters—for 224 working-days, at 3;| piasters 784

Deduct for keep of animals . 400
384

The contingencies of this last and most numerous class

are very heavy, for not only has each man to provide (at

the computed cost of 400 piasters) for the keep of the bul-
locks during the winter months when grass fails; but
during the four years in which they remain fit for their

hard service, he has to cover their cost, which is debited
to him at the rate of from 700 to 1000 piasters for each pair
of bullocks. To meet this he would have to lay aside 262
piasters of his net earnings of 384 piasters, leaving him
but 122 piasters (or twenty-four shillings ! five current
piasters in Syria being equivalent to one shilling), for his

eight months' daily subsistence, being a fraction over a half
piaster a day. It is also to be considered that the above
rates of pay are often merely nominal ; as the men have
so much above the fair market price to pay for the com
and other provisions supplied to them. The cut which
we introduce from the Egyptian monument, shews the

2G5
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mode in which these operations were anciently conducted
;

for it is generally understood to represent the people of Le-
banon felling timber in their mountains.

We have dwelt the more particularly on the develop-

ments of this system, as it very strikingly illustrates the

principles and results of that kind of compulsory labour

to which there are so many allusions and references in the

early history of the Hebrews. It is but right, however,

to point out that much of the evil of this system, as ex-

hibited in this statement, must have been obviated by the

plan of rotatory labour, which the great resources of

Solomon enabled him to establish.

9. ' / unll coiwei/ them by sea in foots unto the place

that thou shalt appoint mc'—By ' floats ' is to be under-

stood that the pieces of timber were bound together, and
so drawn tlirough the rivers and the sea. The timber now
chiefly comes from the mountains north of Lebanon, and

the greater part is sent far south of Joppa—namely to

Egypt—Alexandria. It is probably on account of this

distance, as well as from the greater facilities which now
exist in conveying timber in sailing vessels, that the use of

floats is discontinued. This and other Bible customs are,

however, still found on the Indian shores. The trees are

cut down before the rainy season, all the branches are

lopped off, and the trunks are squared on the spot. Notches

arc then made in the logs, and they are tied together by
ropes made of green withes gathered in the forest. If,

however, the waters of the rainy season should not reach

the spot where they are hewn down, they are dragged

singly to the place where it is known that in the wet mon-
soon they will float. Thus, in passing through remote

forests in the dry season, the inexperienced traveller, in

seeing numerous trees felled in every direction, and then

again, in another place, a large collection bound together

like a raft, which is also fastened to trees which are still

standing (to prevent it from being lost when the floods

come), IS at a loss to know how it can be got to the river,

or to the sea ; for he sees no track or path except that

which is made by the wild beasts ; he knows no vehicle

can approacli the place, and is convinced that men cannot
carry it. But let him go thither when the rains have
fallen, and he will see in one place men in a little canoe
winding through the forest ; in another direction a float

with some men on it moving gently along ; and in the
river he sees large rafts sweeping down the stream, with
the dexterous steersmen making for some neighbouring
town or the more distant ocean ; and then may be seen
in the harbours immense collections of the finest timber,
which have been brought thither 'by sea in floats.'

13. ' The king raised a levi/ out of all Israel.'—Solomon
bad certainly a strong leaning towards arbitrary power,
and, still in want of labourers, ventured to raise a levy of
30,000 Israelites, whom he sent to assist the Phoenician
timber-cutters in Lebanon,—not all at once, but in alter-

nate bands of 10,000 each, so that each band returned
home and rested two months out of three. This relief,

and the sacred object of the service, probably prevented
the opposition which the king might otherwise have
experienced. For the more onerous labour in tlie quar-
ries, Solomon called out the remnant of the Canaanites,

probably with those foreigners (or their sons) who had
been brought into the country as prisoners or slaves

during the wars of David, who had, indeed, lefl an enume-
ration of all of them (adult males) for this very purpose.

Their number was 153,600, and these also doubtless in

alternate bands, like the others ; and as such service is

usually required from persons in their condition, when
any great public work is in progress, this measure was
doubtless considered less arbitrary, and gave occasion to

less discontent, than we, with our notions, might be dis-

posed to imagine. Of these ' strangers,' 70,000 were ap-

pointed to act as porters to the others, and to the Phoenician
artisans, in bearing burdens, doubtless after the modes
shewn (from Egyptian sources) in the annexed engraving.

They also probably had the heavy duty of transporting to

Jerusalem the large stones, which 60,000 more of them
were employed in hewing and squaring in the quarries.

Of these the stones intended for the foundation were in

immense blocks ; and, as well as the rest, were probably

brought from no great distance, as quarries of very suitable

stone are abundant in the neighbourhood. The stones

were squared in the quarry to facilitate their removal. It

has been a question how such vast blocks of stone as we
see in some ancient buildings were brought to their des-

tination. Satisfaction on this point is afforded by the

annexed engraving, which shews how this was managed
by the Egyptians, and, doubtless, by the Israelites and
otliers. Tlie string of cattle was prolonged as the weight

to be drawn on the sledge required. The remaioing 3300

EOTTTTAN MOBE OP TRANSrOHTINO LAEOE StONES.
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of these strangers were employed as overseers of the rest,

and -were, in their turn, accountable to superior Israelite

oflicers. [ArPEXDix, No. 30.]

17. ' They brought great stones' etc.—In the treaty

with Hiram no mention is made of stones or their conYey-
ance, which must have been a matter of great difficulty if

they were brouplit from Lebanon. The text does not
seem to us to say more than that timber was brought from
Lelianoii ; aTul that, wherever the stone was obtained, it

M :i~ [11 :
1

' 1 ; I luwn with the help of the Phoenicians.
(',••' ame character with that of Lebanon,
iiiiL; been obtained much nearer. In Le-
I'aii. II. li ' \. ,. tiny might find large masses of stone,

which in tlie course of time had been loosened by earth-

quakes and frosts, and cast down into the vallies. The
stone of those regions generally is described by Shaw as

hard, calcareous, and whitish, sonorous like freestone, and
disposed in strata variously inclined. This stone has
nearly the same appearance throughout Syria and Pales-

tine, and is still used for building ; and is perhaps that

with which Solomon's Temple was built, and which Jo-

sephus describes as • white as stone.' The previous squaring

of the stones at the quarry facilitated their removal to the

site of the erection, and there produced the result noticed

in verse 7 of the ensuing chapter. As to the largeness of

the stones, we may remark that stones of astonishingly

large size were certainly employed in the ancient struc-

tures of Syria. Thus in the sub-basement of the great

temple of Baalbek (which was probably much more an-

cient than the now ruined Roman superstructure), Irby

and Mangles measured a stoue sixty-six feet in length by
twelve in breadth and thickness (p. 215). And Wood, in

his account of the same ruins, confirms this observation

;

and takes notice of stones which he found cut and shaped

for use in a neighbouring quarry, one of which measured
70 feet in length by U in breadth, and 14 feet 5 niches in

depth, containing 14,128 cubic feet ; and which would, if

of Portland stone, weigh 1135 tons. We might also refer

to the frequently enormous size of the stones employed in

the erection of the ecclesiastical and sepulchral structures

of Egypt.

[18. Appendix, No. 37.]

CIIArXER VI.

1 Tlie building of Sulotnon's temple. 5 The chambers
thereof. 11 God's pro7>nsewilo it. 15 The ceiling

and adorning of it. 23 T/ie chervbims. 31 The
doors. 3G The court. 37 The tiyne of building it.

And 'it came to pass in the four hundred and
eightieth year after the children of Israel were
come out of the land of Egypt, in the fourth

year of Solomon's reign over Israel, in the

month Zif, which is the second month, that he

"began to build the house of the Loud.
2 And the house which king Solomon

built for the Lord, the length thereof icas

tln-eescore cubits, and the breadth thereof

twenty culits, and the height thereof thirty

cubits.

3 And the porch before the temple of the

house, twenty cubits ims the length thereof,

according to the breadth of the house ; and
ten cubits was the breadth thereof before the

house.

4 ^ And for the house he made 'windows
of narrow lights.

5 H And 'against the wall of the house he
built ''chambers round about, against the walls

of the house round about, both of the temple
and of the oracle : and he made ^chambers
round about

:

6 The nethermost chamber icas five cubits

broad, and the middle icas six cubits broad,

and the third was seven cubits broad : for

without in the icall of the house he made ^nar-

rowed rests round about, that the beams
should not be fastened in the walls of the

house.

7 XvA the house, when it was in building,

was built of stone made ready before it was

brought thither : so that there was neither

hammer nor ax wo?' any tool of iron heard in

the house, while it was in building.

8 The door for the middle chamber icas

in the right "side of the house : and they

went up with winding stairs into the middle

chamber, and out of the middle into the

third.

9 So he built the house, and finished it

;

and covered the house "with beams and boards

of cedar.

10 And then he built chambers against all

the house, five cubits high : and they rested

on the house with timber of cedar.

11 II And the word of the Lord came to

Solomon, saying,

12 Concerning this house which thou art

in building, if thou wilt walk in my statutes,

and execute my judgments, and keep all my
commandments to walk in them ; then will I

perform my word with thee, "which I spake

unto David thy father

:

13 And I will dwell among the children

of Israel, and will not forsake my people

Israel.

14 IT So Solomon built the house, and

finished it.

15 And he built the walls of the house

within with boards of cedar, "both the floor

of the house, and the walls of the ceiling

:

and he covered them on the inside with wood,

and covered the floor of the house with planks

of fir.

16 And he built twenty cubits on the sides

nndows broad within and narrow without : or, sietred and dused. t Or. upon, orJoining to.

•lings, or, rebatements. « Heb. shoulder. « Or, the vault-bcams and the ceilings teith cedar.

11 Or,from thejloor of the house mto the walls, &c. and so verse 16.
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of the house, both the floor and the walls with

boards of cedar : he even built them for it

within, even for the oracle, even for the most
holy j^lace.

17 And the house, that w, the temple be-

fore it, was forty cubits hncj.

18 And the cedar of the house within was
carved with "knops and ''open flowers : all

teas cedar ; there was no stone seen.

19 M And the oracle he prepared in the

house witiiin, to set there the ark of the cove-

nant of the Lord.
20 And the oracle in the forepart teas

twenty cubits in length, and twenty cubits in

breadth, and twenty cubits in the height

thereof: and he overlaid it with '''pure gold
;

and so covered the altar ri-hich was of cedar.

21 So Solomon overlaid the house within

^vith pure gold : and he made a partition by
the cliains of gold before the oracle ; and he
overlaid it with gold.

22 And the whole house he overlaid with

gold, until he had finished all the house : also

tlie whole altar that loas by the oracle he over-

laid with gold.

23 H And within the oracle he made tuo
chcrubinis of

'''
'"olive tree, each ten cubits

high.

24 And five cubits loas the one wing of the

-herub, and five cubits the other wing of the

cherul) : from the tittcrmost part of the one
wing luito the uttermost part of the other were
ten cubits.

25 And the other cherub rras ten cubits

:

both the chcrubinis lecre of one measure and
one size.

26 The height of the one cherub was ten
cubits, and so was it. of the other cherub.

27 And he set the cherubims within the

inner house : and '
'' ' "they stretched forth the

wings of the cherubims, so that the wing of

the one touched the one wall, and the wing of
the other cherub touched the other wall ; and
their wings touched one another in the midst
of the house.

28 And he overlaid the chcrubinis with
gold.

2'J And he carved all the walls of the house
round about with carved figures of cherubims
and palm trees and ' "open flowers, within and
without.

oO And the floor of the house he o\erlaid

with gold, within and without.

31 If And for the entering of the oracle he
made doors o/" olive tree : the lintel and side

posts %vere '°a fifth part of the loall.

32 The "'two doors also were of olive tree
;

and he carved upon them carvings of cheru-
bims and palm trees and •'"open flowers, and
overlaid tliem with gold, and spread gold u])on

the cherubims, and upon the palm trees.

33 So also made he for the door of tin;

temple posts of olive tree, ""a fourth part of
the wall.

34 And the two doors 2cere of fir tree : the

two leaves of the one door rcere folding, and
the two leaves of the other door toej-e folding.

35 And he carved thereon cherubims and
palm trees and open flowers: and covered
them with gold fitted upon the carved work.

36 H And he built the inner court with

three rows of hewed stone, and a row of cedar
beams.

37 U In the fourth year was the foundation

of the house of the Lord laid, in the month
Zif:

38 And in the eleventh year, in the

month Bui, which is the eightii month, was
the house finished '''throughout all the j)arts

thereof, and according to all the fashion of it.

So was he seven years in building it.

2 Cv, gourds. 13 Heb. openings of^floweri
Or, the cheruhims strctcfied forth their vnngs. ,

19 Heb. openings ofJit

Ueb. openings offlowers. £8 Or^foursquare.

Heb. shut up. 15 Or, oily. '« Heb. trees of oil. " Exod. 25. 20.
"^ Ottjivesijuare. ^l Or, loaves of the doon

toith all the ordinances thereof.the appurtenances tfiereoj

Verse 2. ' The house which king Solomon htiilt for the

Lord.'—Mount Moriali, on w]iicli, agreeably to the last

wishes of David, tlie Temple was erected by Solomon, 621
years after the departure of the Hebrews from Egypt, was
an abrnpt ascent, the summit of which was, according to

.losi'plms. so small Hint it Iiad not suiTicii-nt b^sc for the

!. aiihvity of the

tlie stateinent be

111 the same source,

1 ir many ages, con-

: of this hill; they

moved back the wall on the north, the south, and the west;
and they also erected walls of immense square stones from
the lowest parts of the valley, so as at last to render the
top of the hill a furlong square. It will be distinctly re-

membered, that this was the vUimate extension, as it

:i|ipi';ircd ill tlic lime of our Saviour.
Til

:
miiiiMi ..(' Mi.ii:ili, being thus increased by Solo-

I
:

I
. iiKiitioned, appears to have been

i
'\ ' ill an interior colonnade, and was

11,1 • or ca-fcrior court, and the interior

ri:iiri. •'.'
: . I I lie coKrt 6c/bre //ic toH/i/f, and also

the I" / 1 Kings vi. 36; vii. 12; 2 Kings
xxiii. I (

;

'

i n. 11; XX. 5 ; Ezck. xl. 28.) Whe-
ther 111 - tv Ml ; wi re separated from each other by a

wall, or iiK-rcly by a sort of latticed fence or trellis, docs
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lilt

(The dimensions r

not clearly appear from the descriptions of the temple,

which are given in a very concise form. It is, however,

evident that the court called the nciv court, m 2 Ghron.

XX .'> was not properly a new court, but the second or

interior one newly repaired. There were various hmld-

in^s and apartments which served as magazmcs for the

wine oil corn, wood ; others in which were deposited the

habits and utensils employed in the temple service; and

some which served as lodges for the priests and Levites,

while ent'aged in their course of duty. It would appear that

both the courts (or the two interior courts if there were

three, as some conclude) were surrounded by a colonnade,

formed as in the court of the Egyptian temple, and behind

Temple at Eufou

feet, and tenths of a foot.)

or below which were the cells appropriated to these several

nurnoses We may suppose that those of the outer court

served as the magazines, while those of the inner court con-

tained the priestly cells, and whatever was needed for the

mmediate service of the temple. The diiference about the

courts consists in this-whether there were at first two or

three enclosing walls, and, consequently, whether the courts

were two or three. Jahn seems to think that there were

but two, regarding the outer wall, and the court enclosed

between it and the second wall, as a subsequent =«'< it>«n

!

b,.t both Calmet and Lamy hold that this third >val f)-om

the interior existed from the first, only the former thinks

that it was originally a simple wall without a colonnade
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or cells, whereas Laniy gives it a double colounade, but

•without cells. The discrepancy of these statements is due

to the want of agreement in the several passages of Jo-

sephus which refer to this temple. Upon the whole, how-
ever, we understand him to say, that there were, from the

first, three courts, each of which he calls a temple, and

that the middle court was surrounded with cloisters, and

the outer court had a double cloister, supported by high

pillars of native stone, roofed with cedar. But, in another

place, Josephus seems to say, that the outer wall was at

first without a colonnade, which was afterwards added

when that wall was thrown back and the enclosed area

enlarged : and this is Calmet's view. Although it is said

generally that the exterior wall—one of the most astonish-

ing works of the temple—was raised from the deep sur-

rounding valley to the level of the summit of Mount
Moriah, and, consequently, that all the courts were on the

same level
;
yet it appears that this must be a general

statement only, for, from what Josephus says elsewhere,

it appears that the inner court, with the sanctuary, had the

highest level, the middle court being a few cubits lower,

and the outermost lower still. This allowed all the beauty

of the temple and its several courts to be conspicuous from

without ; and, in a general view, must have given some
unity to the several parts of this extensive series of build-

There have been many most elaborate treatises on the

temple; but the difficulty of the subject—the mistaken

reference to classical ideas and models—with a compara-

tive ignorance of the ancient and modern Oriental archi-

tecture, have prevented any satisfactory result from being

obtained. Modern commentators and illustrators of Scrip-

ture have been so conscious of this that they have generally

shrunk from the subject. Dr. Home says, ' Various at-

tempts have been made to describe the proportions and
several parts of this structure ; but as scarcely any two
writers agree on this subject, a minute description of it is

designedly omitted.' Others decliue entering into the

sutiject on the ground that the details would be unintelli-

gible without plates. Of this excuse we cannot avail our-

selves, having always given whatever cuts we judge<l

necessary for the illustration of the various subjects which
have required our attention. But we feel that very little

can be done, even with plates, on the present subject. We
have therefore confined ourselves to a ground-plan of Solo-

mon's temple according to the ideas of Prideaux, which,

From Trideaox

altlioicgh not unexceptionable, seems to harmonize better

with the Scriptural accounts than any other which has

been offered. We give no elevation of the building, be-

270

cause we have seen none which we do not tliink calculated

to mislead the reader : and we think we have taken a
better course in giving an elevation of the Egyptian temple

at Edfou. We do not indeed suppose that Solomon's tem-
ple bore any close resemblance to this ; but it is better than

bare conjecture. As indicating the principle of arrange-

ment and general aspect of temples in a near country well

known to the Hebrews, and with which they had at this

time much intercourse, and the daughter of whose king
was the wife of Solomon;—and as, moreover, all the

neighbouring nations seem to have borrowed their earliest

ideas concerning temples from the Egyptians,—we cannot

be mistaken in our estimate of the value of such an illus-

tration. And to render it complete, we have given a

ground-plan of the same stracture, to enable the reader, to

observe in how many respects the independent investiga-

tions of Prideaux have brought out such analogies to the

arrangement of an Egyptian temple as never entered into

A is consideration.

But besides the general analogy which may appear

from such comparison, and which becomes more than pro-

bable from the common derivation of the early ecclesias-

tical structures from Egypt, there is another point to

which our attention is directed by the author of Egiiptian

Antiquities, to whose researches we have on several other

occasions been indebted. He observes, ' It is rather re-

markable that Solomon, who, us connected with the Egyp-
tians both by marriage, alliance, and commercial exchange,

should have borrowed artificers and cunning workmen
solely from his friend Hiram, king of Tyre, and not from

his father-in-law, the king of Egypt. Even the house

which Solomon built for his Egyptian wife appears to

have been altogether the work of Tyrian architects
;
yet

we have undoubted evidence, in the buildings and sculp-

tural decorations of the Egj-ptian temples, that they pos-

sessed at that time the arts, in at least as high a state of

perfection as anything that Tyre was likely to produce.

It may be remarked, however, that many of the ornameutal

parts of Solomon's buildings resembled the decorations of

an Egyptian edifice ; and it is therefore by no means im-

probable that Egyptian artisans were employed by him,

though there is no distinct mention of the fact.'

Calmet, in his excellent Dissertation sur les Temples

des Anciens, prefaces the description of Solomon's temple,

with which it concludes, by inquiring into the form and

situation ofancient temples in order to compare them with

that of Jerusalem. After describing those of Egjpt from

ancient authors, he observes that those of the Syrians and

Arabians were built on the same principles ;
and having

proved this, he begins his account of Solomon's temple

with remarking, ' If we now compare the structure of the

ancient Egyptiail and Syrian temples, with tliat erected at

Jciusalem by Solomon, we shall not fail to obsen-e a great

numlerof lesembling circumstances.' This is oiu- argu-

m nt \\c shall not, however, follow Calmet in his

nccounts of temples, as more distinct ideas have bceu

fmnished by modern travellers, from the inspection of

existing remains, than can be obtained from the statement

of nncient writers. We cannot however omit Strabo's

general account of Egyptian temples, which deserves the

1 est attention of those who feel interested in the subject.

W e quote, with some abridgment, the translation given

in Long's Et/i/ptian Antiquities ;— ' The arrangement of

the pirts of ah Egyptian temple is as follows : in a line

w 1 h tlie entrance into the sacred enclosure, is a paved road

01 i\ enue about a hundred feet in breadth, or sometimes

1 ;: ind in length from three to four hundred feet, or even

I This is called the tlromos. Through the whole
I th of this dromos, and on each side of it, sphinxes are

I
1 nt the distance of thirty feet from one another, or

what more, forming a double row, one on each side.

\lai the sphinxes you come to a large propylon, and as

jomd%nncei ' ^ .-- ...:-j -<•.„„.,.„.

.

you come to another, and to a third after that

;

lui uu uLiiuite numl)er cither of propyla or sphinxes is

required in the plan, but they vary in different temples as

to their number, as well as to the length and breadth of the

dromi. After the propyla we come to the temple itself,
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which has always a large and handsome pronaos or portico,

and a sehos or cell of onhj moderate dimensions, "with no
image in it, at least not one of human shape, but some re-

presentation of a brute animal. On each side of the pro-

naos, and in front of it, are what they call wings. There
are two walls of equal height (with the temple?), but their

width at the base is somewhat more than the breadth of
the temple measured along its basement line. The width
of the wings, however, gradually diminishes from the bot-

tom to the top, owing to the sides leading inward towards
one another, up to the height of seventy-five or ninety feet.

These walls have sculptured forms on them of a large size.'

This account, though not in itself very satisfactory, forms
a good text for illustration from modern research. The
author of the work from which we have taken the trans-

kition, has, like ourselves, taken the temple at Edfou as a
fair average specimen of the sacred structures of Egypt.
The view urged in the original edition of the Pictorial

Bible, as to the analogy between the Egyptian temples and
that erected by Solomon, has since received most ample
consideration from various independent sources. Sir J. G.
Wilkinson sees it clearly; and M. Henry, in his recent work
L'E(ji/ptcriiaraijiii(ine,siiev/s that notonly were the relative

parts of Solomon's temple the same as those of the Egyp-
tian temple, but that the relative dimensions of those parts

were the same. He says :
' In perusing the obscure de-

scription in the book of Kings of this celebrated temple, we
can recognize that it was composed of the three principal

parts which we have noticed in the temples of Egypt

:

namely, o{ a prouaos, called the atrium by the later inter-

preters, and the parvis by the French translators [by
ours the "porch"], a part of which, the depth, was equal

to a tliird of its width ; of a large apartment next the

prouaos, designated by the name of the Sanctuary or Holy
Place, that is to say the naos ; and, lastly, of a third and
innermost chamber, called the Holy of Holies, answering
to tlie sekos of the Egyptian temples. Here was placed

that which the book of Kings calls ' the oracle,' which cor-

responded to the symbolical tomb of Osiris, similarly

placed in the temples of Egypt. In this state the plan of

the temple of Solomon con-esponded very exactly with

that of the temple of Heliopolis, as described by Strabo.'

This writer then proves at length the similarity of the

utensils employed in the temple of Solomon to those em-
ployed in tlie Egyptian temples. But as this was done
very fully by ourselves many years ago, in the Pictorial

J/islori/ of l-'alestine, and is repeated in the present edition

of the Pictorial Bible, under Exod. xxv., his statement

need not here be introduced.

Still more valuable is the testimony of Mr. Bardwell in

his Temples Ancient and Modern, because it is the judg-

ment of a practical architect, founded upon a comparison
of the accounts given in Scripture and by Josephus, with

the information derivable from the monuments of Egypt.

It had often been a matter of much regret to us, that no
well informed architect had turned his attention to the

subject ; as it must be evident that such a person was more
likely than any unprofessional student to combine the

architectural details of the Scriptural account, so as to form
the collective image which they were intended to exhibit.

We shall gratify and instruct our readers by transcribing,

with some slight correction, this, the only professional es-

timate of Solomon's temple which, we believe, has ever

been given. We make no alterations, but have omitted

a few inaccurate statements, and have corrected others by
a few words of explanation.

' With so much information before us at the present day,

it is almost needless for me to assert that the temple of

Solomon was in the Egyptian style of architecture : a

moment's reflection will convince every unbiassed mind
that such must have been the case ; since, although Greece

had been colonized from Egypt nearly 200 years before

this, it is not at all likely, from the slow development of

human improvement, that the style we call Greek had
then superseded its Egyptian parent; and what is con-

clusive upon this point, as we shaU soon see, is, the temple

of Solomon had not, in its proportions and details, anything

in common with the temples of Greece. That the Jews
had no peculiar style of their own, excepting so far as they

were restricted from the use of figures of animals in deco-

ration, is also probable, as, ever since they had settled in

Canaan, 400 years previous, they had been constantly en-

gaged in the wars necessary to extend and conserve their

newly-acquired territory, and, consequently, had no op-

portunity of cultivating the fine arts. Besides, Solomon
was in constant intercourse with the Pharaoh of his ago,

and iharried his daughter. Further, in no part of the world
had temple architecture and the art of cutting and polish-

ing stones ever arrived, before or since, to such perfection

as in Egypt. The building of the temple of Solomon, also,

was not entered upon hastily ; on the contrary, the archi-

tect, from the Egyptian colony of Tyre, had sent in his

plans to King David years before the building was com-
menced ; these plans that much honoured man carefully

delivered to Solomon, with a schedule of the materials

which he had collected for this his ardently desired work
(1 Chron. xxviii. U). The architect, therefore, having
had plenty of time to perfect his plan, naturally made his

design from the best existing examples, the temples of his

" father-land." The Tyrians, being at that time the great

common carriers of the world, kept up an extensive com-
merce with Egypt; I therefore infer from this and the

before-mentioned reasons, that the masons were Egyptian,

and the stone polished granite,'* all prepared, fitted, and
finished before it was brought to Jerusalem, since, more-
over, there is nothing mentioned about the expensiveness of
any article but the stone, " costly stones, even great stones,

stones of ten cubits and stones of eight cubits."
' The cella of the temple of Solomon, as described in the

first book of Kings, was small, as all of the Egyptian
temples were; of few parts, but those noble and har-

monious. It was about the same length, but not so wide,

as St. Paul, Covent Garden : this cburch is a double
square inside, the temple was a treble square, but one"

square was divided off for the oracle, and geometrical pro-

portions thus established. It was one hundred and sixteen

feet three inches long, to which must be added the pronaos,

in the same way as that of St. Paul, Covent Garden, nine-

teen feet four inches and a half more
;

giving a total

length of one hundred and thirty-five feet seven inches

and a half long, by thirty-seven feet six inches broad, and
fifty-eight feet one inch and a half high. It was sur-

rounded on three sides by chambers in three stories, each
story wider than the one below it, as the walls were nar-

rowed, or made thinner, as they ascended, by sets-off of

eleven inches on each side, which received the flooring-

joists, " as no cutting was on any account permitted." Ac-
cess to these apartments was given from the right-hand

side of the interior of the temple, by a winding staircase

of stone, such as may be seen in several of the ancient

Nubian temples. A row of loop-hole windows above the

chambers gave light to the cella. The oracle was an exact

square, of thirty-seven feet six inches, divided from the

rest of the temple by a partition of cedar, thirty-seven feet

six inches high, in the centre of which was a pair of fold-

ing-doors of olive-wood, seven feet six inches wide, very
richly carved, with palm-trees and open flowers and
cherubim ; the floor of the temple was boarded with fir,

the roof was flat, covered with gold, upon thick planks of

cedar, supported by large cedar-beams. The inside walls

and the ceiling were lined with cedar, beautifully carved,

representing cherubim and palm-trees, clusters of foliage

and open flowers, among which the lotus was conspicuous

;

and the whole interior was overlaid with gold, so that

neither wood nor stone was seen, and nothing met the eye

but pure gold, either plain as on the floor, or richly chased,

and enriched with the gems they had brought from Egypt
at the exodus upon the walls and ceiling. At a little dis-

* It could not, however, be granite, which is not ob-

tainable nearer than the Sinai mountains. It was probably

limestone ; at least we know not of any other that can be

deemed sufficiently accessible for this use.
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the oensers, spoons, snuffers, etc., used in the service of
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Ancient Sacekdotal Spoons.

the temple, It appears that the inside of the pronaos was

also covered with gold ; from it a grand pair of foldiug-

doors nine feet four inches and a half wide opened into

the temjile. These doors were also overlaid with gold,

embossed in rich patterns of cherubim, and knops and

open (lowers ; both pairs of doors had ornamented hinges

of gold, and before the' doors of the oracle hung a veil em-

broidered with cluinl Wii ]i, Mi!i ,(hd |. iipl and crimson.
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tom of the vase was partly hidden by the flowers, the belly

of it was overlaid with net-worlt, ornamented hy seven

wreaths, the Hebrew number of liappiness, and beneath

the lip of the vase were two rows of pomegranates, one

hundred in each row ; these superb pillars were eight feet

diameter, and forty-four feet high, supporting a noble en-

tablature fourteen feet high.
' The temple was surrounded on the north, south, and

east, by the inner or priest's court, which had a triple

colonnade around it ; and before the western front was the

great court, square and very spacious, having in the midst

the great brazen altar, ns wide as the front of the temple

itself, viz., thirty . v. :; f -t ^i\ ineli,-^ ^qmrr; it eontaincd

also the maj-'iii':
' •'''
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mon presided at the consecration of the temple, addressing
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the people, and offering the dedicatory prayer. Magnifi-
cent must have been the sight to behold the young king,

clothed in royalty, thus officiating, while the thousands of
Levites and priests, on the east side, habited in their ephods,

with harps, cymbals, and trumpets in their hands, led the

eye to the beautiful pillars flanking the doors of the temple,

now thrown open and displaying the interior brilliantly

lighted up, while the burnished gold of the floor, the ceil-

ing, and the walls, with the precious gems with which they •

were enriched, reflecting the light on all sides, would com-
pletely overwhelm the imagination, were it not excited by
the view of the embroidered veil to consider the yet more
awful glories of the most holy place ; and astounding must
have been the din of the instruments of the four thousand
Levites, led on by the priests, with one hundred and
twenty trumpets, directing the chorases of the immense
congregation, as they chanted the sublime compositions of

the royal Psalmist in the grand intonations of the Hebrew
language, like the "roaring of many waters."

'

We shall let this stand for a general description of the

temple of Solomon, and shall more particularly notice

some separable matters in ensuing notes.

The Egyptian temple, which Mr. Bardwell regards as

the most probable model of that of Solomon, is the one at

Dendour, engraved in Gau's ' Nubia,' and the frontispiece

of which is also given in Maddox's ' Ejrciirsiuiis.' Instead

of this we introduce below another temple of the same
class, in the Isle of Elphantiue, and which appears to us

equally illustrative.

The resulting conclusion from the entire examination
and comparison will probably be,—that the temple of
Solomon was an astonishing and magnificent work lor the

time in which it was built, particularly remarkable for its

costly materials and elaborate workmanship ; but that, as

a whole, its architectural effect was not sufficiently con-

centrated in one pile of building to enable it to bear com-
parison with the cathedrals and other structures of a much
later age. This is sufficiently evinced by the proportions

which are given in the text. From the other temples of

remote antiquity it seems to have been chiefly distinguished

by this sumptuousness of detail. In other respects we

recognize the general arrangement common to all—a holy
place, inaccessible and inviolable, covered and shut up,

and placed at the extremity of one or more courts, sur-

rounded with peristyles and with cells or apartments
for the lodging and accommodation of the officiating

ministers.

4. ' Windows of narrow lights'—or, as the margin of

our Bibles renders, ' windows broad within and narrow
without, or skewed and closed.' The passage is difficult

;

and good authorities adopt the translation, ' windows that

might be closed.' The annexed specimens of ancient

Egyptian windows illustrate all the suggested alternatives.

The form of the temple window is doubtless among them
;

and the others may illustrate the different windows men-

tioned in the Scripture. One of Solomon's subsequent

buildings—his palace, called ' the house of the forest_ of

Lebanon '—had three rows of square windows, in which

light was opposite to light, on the different sides of the

building.
. , ,

31. ' Doors.'—The door of the temple is so particularly

mentioned in all its parts— its valves, its sideposts, and Us

golden'hinges'—and yet, after all, so little is really dis-

tinct to the mind of the form and appearance of this and

'::P^.t^^t'':^
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26 And it was an hand breadth thick, and

the brim thereof was wrought like the brim of

a cup, witli flowers of lilies : it contained two

thousand baths.

27 If And he made ten bases of brass ;

four cubits was the length of one base, and
four cubits the breadth thereof, and three cu-
bits the height of it.

28 And the work of the bases was on this

manner : they had borders, and the borders

icere between the ledges :

29 And on the borders that loere between
the ledges iccre lions, oxen, and cherubims :

and upon the ledges tliere was a base above :

and beneath the lions and oxen 7cere certain

additions made of thin work.

30 And every base had four brasen wheels,

and plates of brass : and the four corners

thereof had undersetters : under the lavcr

were undersetters molten, at the side of every

addition.

31 And the mouth of it within the chapiter

and above was a cubit : but the mouth thereof

teas round after the work of the base, a cubit

and an half : and also upon the mouth of it

were gravings witli their borders, foursquare,

not round.

32 And under the borders ircre four wheels

;

and the axletrees of the wheels jrere '"Joined to

the base : and the height of a wheel was a

cubit and half a cubit.

33 And the work of the wheels jcas like

the work of a chariot wheel : their axletroes,

and their naves, and their felloes, and their

spokes, toere all molten.

34 And the}-e tuere four undersetters to the

four corners of one base : ami the under-

setters were of the very base itself.

35 And in the top of the base was there a

round compass of half a cubit high : and on

the top of the base the ledges thereof and the

borders thereof were of the same.

36 For on the plates of the ledges thereof,

and on the borders thereof, he graved cheru-

bims, lions, and palm trees, according to the
' 'proportion of every one, and additions round

about.

37 After this manner he made the ten

biises : all of them had one casting, one mea-

sure, and one size.

38 1[ Then made ho ten lavers of brass :

one laver contained forty baths : and every

laver was four cubits : and upon every one of

the ten bases one laver.

39 And he put five bases on the right ""side

of the house, and five on the left side of the

house : and he set the sea on the right side of

the house eastward over against the south.

40 H And Hiram made the lavers, and
the shovels, and the basons. So Hiram made
an end of doing all the work that he made
king Solomon for the house of the Loiin :

41 The two j)illars, and the two bowls of

the chapiters that tccre on the top of the two
pillars ; and the two networks, to cover the

two bowls of the chapiters which irei-e upon
the top of the pillars

;

42 And four hundred pomegranates for

the two networks, even two rows of pome-
granates for one network, to cover the two

bowls of the chapiters that ivci-e "upon the

pillars

;

43 And the ten bases, and ten lavers on

the bases ;

44 And one sea, and twelve oxen under

the sea
;

45 And the pots, and the shovels, and the

basons : and all these vessels, which Hiram
made to king Solomon for the house of the

Lord, tcere of-°\mght brass.

40 In the plain of Jordan did the king cast

them, '"in the clay ground between Succoth

and Zarthan.

47 And Solomon left all the vessels mh-

wci//hed, "because they were exceeding many :

neither was the weight of the brass "found
out.

48 If And Solomon made all the vessels

that pertained unto the house of the Lord :

the altar of gold, and the table of gold, where-

uptm the shewbread was,

49 And the candlesticks of pure gold, five

on the right side, and five on the left, bcfoi-e

the oracle, with the flowers, and the lamps,

and the tongs of gold,

50 And the bowls, and the snuffers, and
the basons, and the spoons, and the '^'censers

o/'pure gold ; and the hinges of gold, hotli for

the doors of the inner house, Ihe must holy

])lace, and for the doors of the hou.se, to tvit,

of the temple.

51 So was ended all the work that king

Solomon made for the house of the Loud.
And Solomon brought in the '''things "which
David his father had dedicated ; even the

silver, and the gold, and the vessels, did he

])ut among the treasures of the house of the

Loud.

16 Ilcb. in the base. Ileh. naliedmss, lo Ileb, shoulder, 1*' Heb. upon thefac
is of the ground. ii Heh. for the exceeding r,

s& Meb, holt/ things of David.

? bright, or, scoured.
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Verse 2. ' The house ofthe forest of Lebanon.'—T^ot that

this house was in Mount Lebanon, but is apparently so

termed because of the great number of cedar trees employed
in its construction, or perhaps witli a particular reference to

the large number of cedar colunms, -which might, not in-

aptly, be compared to a forest of cedars. It is not very
clear whether this was Solomon's palace in Jerusalem, or

a sort of country residence at no great distance from the
city. Josephus seems to understand the former, and the

Targum the latter. The idea to be formed of this palace
is probably that the house of the forest of Lebanon, the

house wherein the king dwelt, and the house of Pharaoh's

lead us to suppose that those similarly denominated in

chap. V. 17 (see the note there), may have been about the
same size. Josephus, spealiing of the present stones, ob-
serves that some parts of the fabric were built of stones of
ten cubits, the walls being wainscoted with sawn slabs of
great value— ' such as are dug out of the earth for the
ornament of temples and palaces, and which make famous
the quarries from which they are taken.' Many of the
stones in the existing walls of Jerusalem are fifteen or
sixteen feet long, by four high and four deep ; and it is

remarkable that these dimensions, as to length, correspond
to those given in the text.

12. ' For the inner court of the house tf the Lord.'—The

Tl
—

[ I II ^—I I I I 111 Idescription refers to Solomon's palace, not to the temple

:

"^ I I

'
'

'
1 11 I '

' ' iLlj^lrTwe may therefore either conclude that the name of the
Lord has been erroneously introduced by some copyist; or
else that comparison only is to be understood, and that we
should read— ' like .the inner court of the Lord's house."

.We prefer the last explanation, as it only requires the

Qj change of a single letter, 3 for 1, in the word which now

lands—-IVnbv

-] 14. ' He was a widow's son ofthe tribe of Naphtali.'—ln
2 Chron. ii. 14, he is described as the son of a woman of

j_^the daughters of Dan. Unless the text in one of these

[_1 places has been corrupted, it is difficult to account for this

- difference of parentage, but by supposing that an act of
~ adoption had intervened. This Hiram seems to have been

a second Bezalcel, for his abilities were so great, and his

attainments so extensive and various, that he was skilled

not only in the working of metals, but of all kinds of
«ork in wood and stone, and even in embroidery, in

tapestry, in dyes, and in the manufacture of all sorts of
fine cloth. And not only this, but his general attainments

in art, and his inventive powers, enabled him to devise

the means of executing whatever work in art might be
proposed to him. Such a man was a treasure to Solomon,
who made him overseer not only of the Phoenician arti-

sans whom the king of Tyre now sent, but of those whom
David had formerly engaged and retained in his employ-
ment, as well as of his on-n workmen [Aprn.NDix, No. 38.]— ' Hisfather was a man of Ti/re, a worker in brass.'

—Thus it would seem that there were not among the He-
brews any who could undertake the ornamental finishings

of the temple and the palace—particularly in metal. It

is indeed doubtful whether Solomon could have completed

his famous work without foreign assistance. Yet it will

be recollected that when the Israelites had recently left

Egypt, there were men quite competent to undertake the

various rich and finished works in jewellery and metal,

which were required for the tabernacle—such as the pil-

lars, the rich curtains, the ark with its hovering cherubs,

the altars, the candelabrum, the table of shew-bread, and
the priestly dress with its jewelled ornaments. It would
indeed have been strange, if, in so large a host fresh from
Egypt, some few had not been found who were skilled in

the arts of that country ; but from the present circumstance

it would seem that the skill brought from Egypt had not

been preserved. Nor is this wonderful, when we consider

that the Israelites, as an agricultural and pastoral people,

frequently under the oppression of their neighbours and
engaged in continual wars, were not in a state favourable

to the cultivation, or even to the preservation, of the arts

of luxury and ornament. The fame of the Phoenicians

for their skill in such arts has already been explained in

the note to Josh. xix. 28.

15. ' Eighteen cubits high.'—In 2 Chron. iii. 15 we read
' thirty and five cubits high.' If the number there

were twenti/-&\e, the two accounts might be easily recon-

ciled by the supposition that the writer of the book of

Kings gives the height of the cylindrical column by itself,

without the lily above the cylinder and the chapiter above

the lily, and that the writer of the book of Chronicles

gives the whole height from the ground to the summit of

the ball. But as the measure in 2 Chron. iii. 15 is thiriij-

five, not twenty-five, it is possible that the separate

height of each pillar is here giveti, stated roundly at
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Gbound-plan of the King's Palace.—.\fter Lamy,

daughter, were only different parts of the same large

building. This is the notion of Bernard Lamy ; and as it

agrees well with the arrangement exhibited in Oriental

palaces, we are disposed to concur in it. According to

this view, the palace stood in the centre of a large oblong
square, against the enclosing walls of which were built

the necessary offices and apartments of the officers of the

court. The palace itself was also, on the whole, an ob-

long mass, consisting of two hollow squares, one on each
side of a great central oblong hall and portico. This cen-

tral hall, one hundred cubits'long by fifty broad, was per-

haps, in a more particular sense, the house of the forest of

Lebanon, on account of the numerous pillars which sup-

ported its ceiling of cedar. This would seem to have been

the grand royal liall of the palace. In front of this hall

was the grand porch of judgment, the particular mention

of which illustrates the ideas given in a note to 2 Sam.
XV., and is obviously analogous to the gate of judgment
of the Alhambra at Granada. This central porch and
great hall seem to have been devoted to public affairs.

On the right is the king's house, being a square court sur-

rounded on all sides by a colonnade in front of the build-

ings which compose the house except on the side next the

wall, where there are no buildings, but only the colonnade.

On the other side of the great hall was a nearly similar

house for Pharaoh's daughter, or, in other words, the

haram or house for that princess and her female establish-

ment; both the explanation of the text and Lamy's idea

founded on it, being in strict accordance with existing

usages, under which the females, both in royal and private

establishments, occupy a building quite distinct from that

of the men. In reality, this division of a mansion into

three parts, one for the public, a second for the male part

of the family, and a third for the females, still prevails

in the East, where a mansion consists of what we should

consider two or three houses, distinct, but adjoining and
connected by doors and passages. It might be difficult to

substantiate from the text every detail in this account

;

but we think that, as a probable approximation, it will be

found as good an illustration as can be given of the indi-

cations which the text affords.

10. ' Stones of ten cubits, and stones of eight cubits.'—
These stones being called ' great,' as indeed they were,
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eighlepn cubits, tliough somewhat less, and that in the

parallel text, the height of both together, being thirty-five

cubits, is given.

19. ' Tlie diaplters that were vpon the top of the pillurs

were of lilij work.'— Lightfoot is of opinion that this lily

work was not upon the chapiter, but was the finishing of

the top of the column itself. This is confirmed by v. 22.

— 'four cubits'—This seems to indicate the general

breadth of the lily below the expansion of the leaf.

20. ' The belli/.'—Better ' the bulge," denoting appa-

rently the utmost swell of the leaf of the lily.

— ' The pomegranates were two hundred in rows.'—From
2 Chron. iii. 16, we learn that these pomegranates were
strung upon chains. There must have been two chains

for each chapiter, and a hundred pomegranates upon each

chain. Thus there would be, as here stated, two hundred

pomegranates upon each chapiter—four hundred in all, as

stated in v. 42. ' Did these chains,' ask.'; Horslc)', ' form

the edges or terminations of the net-work zones, or were

they drawn obliquely across the zone in either chapiter,

marking the track of the ecliptic ?'

21 ' Jie set up the pillars in the porch.'—One of the

most valuable points in the description cited under v. 2

[B.C. 100.5

from Mr. Bard well, is that in which, from the example
offered in these instances, it is determined that the two
famous pillars of brass, to which the names of Jachin and
Boaz were given, did not stand detached and apart, as
most writers have concluded, but were designed for the
useful purpose of supporting the entablature of the pronaos.
We subscribe entirely to this, although that the other al-

ternative, were it correct, might be equally illustrated by
a reference to Egyptian temples, is shewn by various in-

stances in which, as in the annexed cut, obelisks are placed
immediately in front of temples, at each side of, and at
equal distances from the door of entrance.
— ' Jachin . . . Boaz.' — The two names together

form a kind of sentence, as the marginal interpret;ition

reads; or it may be otherwise rendered

—

Jachin, it shall
stand—JSoa;, in strength. There have been various mys-
tical speculations about these pillars and their names.
The authors of the Universal History offer the conjecture
that there was perhaps an inscription upon the base of
each pillar, and that the names were respectively taken
from the word with which each of the inscriptions com-
menced, according to the practice to which we have had
several occasions to refer, several of the Old Testament
hooks being denominated from the initial word. This
conjecture is at least ingenious.

23. ' Molten sea.'^—As the utensils for the sacred service
were similar in design and use to those in the tabernacle of
Moses, which have received due attention, it is not neces-
sary to enter into details respecting those which Solomon
provided for his temple. It may suffice to mention that,
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seeing it was designed that the sacred services should be
conducted on a larger and more splendid scale than in

former times, the instruments of service were proportion-

ately larger, or more splendid, or more numerous. The
most remarkable of the new utensils was ' the molten sea,'

which was destined to occupy the place of ' the brazen
laver ' of the old tabernacle. It was cast of fine brass, a
hand's breadth thick, and its border was wrought ' like

the brim of a cup with lotus flowers.' It was so large as

to contain about 15,000 gallons of water. It was mounted
on twelve brazen oxen, which must have given it a very
imposing appearance. The instance proves, by the bye,

as do the figures of cherubim so profusely displayed in all

parts of the temple, and the brazen serpent in the wilder-

ness, that the Hebrews were not forbidden to make images
of living creatures, so that they were not designed for any
idolatrous or superstitious object. Had it been otherwise,

nothing could well have been more suspicious and danger-
ous than the figures of oxen, considering the addiction of

the Israelites to the worship of the ox Apis, as evinced by
the golden figure of him which they worshipped in the
wilderness, and by those which were ultimately set up in

Dan and Bethel, We are not acquainted with the precise

form of this famous laver ; instead, therefore, of giving
any merely conjectural or fanciful illustration, we intro-

duce the most approximate realiti/ which can be found.

This is offered by the Foimtain of the Lions, in one of the

courts (the Court of the Lions) of that noble Arabian pa-

lace in Granada, which bears the name of Alhambra.
This fountain is said to have been designed in imitation of

Solomon's ' molten sea.' The difference of the animals
(lions, not oxen), and the absence of any allusion to Solo-

mon in the copious Arabic inscription with which it is

charged, renders this doubtful. We are rather disposed

to regard it as an undesigned though curious Oriental

coincidence with the laver of the Hebrew king. It is re-

markable that lions, as well as oxen and cherubim, were
figured on the base of the smaller lavers which stood in

the same (the inner) court of the temple with the large

one.
— ' Ten cubits from the one brim to the other: it was

round all about, and his height was five cubits, aitd a line

of thirtij cubits did compass it round about.'—In a curious

appendix to his ' Travels,' printed at Bombay, the Rabbi
David D'Beth Hillel remarks on this :—

' Many people say

that the authors of the Bible did not know mathematics
well ; thus, these accounts are not according to it. The
circumference of a circle is a little more than thrice its dia-

meter ; and therefore I reply that here is an account which
will agree with mathematics. In the 2Gth verse of the

same chapter it is said that " it was a hand's breadth thick."

It is well known that the holy cubit was six hand breadths

long ; ten times six make sixty, thus tlie breadth of the

sea was sixty hand breadths. Let us subtract from each
side or hand's breadth for the thickness of it, two hand
breadths, which are equal to a thirtieth part of the whole
breadth of it. The meaning then is, that the brazen sea

was in breadth ten cubits, or sixty hand breadths from the

outside of one brim to the outside of the other ; but the

compassing of the line, which is said to be thirty cubits,

means within the brim, the breadth of which is a thirtieth

part less ; so that a line of thirty cubits or one hundred
and eighty hand breadths will encompass it,'

20. ' It contained two thousand baths.'—That is, about
15,000 gallons ; but in 2 Chronicles iv. 5, which is followed

by Josephus, 3000 is the number given. Some suppose
one of these texts corrupted, while others endeavour to

account for the discrepancy by a difference of measures,
or by relative explanations—such as that of some of tlie

liabbins, who suppose that the basin or cup could coutain

3000 baths, but usually contained only 2000 ; or that of

Calmet, who concludes that the cup held 2000, and the

base or foot 1000 more, making together the three thou-

sand. This is a very great capacity certainly—so great
that some of the old cavillers reckoned it among the in-

credibilities of the Scripture history. But now, when the

smallest vats of our great breweries are of about the same
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capacity, and the largest eight times greater, wonder is much
diminished and incredulity ceases. Most of the Jewish
writers say that it was supplied with water by a pipe from
the well Etam, which seems more probable than that, as

others say, the Gibeonites performed the duty of keeping
it full. It was kept continually flowing, according to the

same accounts, there being spouts which discharged for

use, from the basin, as much water as it received from
the well Etam. As most, if not all, the Jewish ablutions

were performed in running water, this is highly probable

;

and we may suppose that the priests performed their ablu-

tions at these flowing streams. This, indeed, the Jews
say, with respect to ordinary washings ; but they add,

that, in complete ablutions of the whole person, the priests

got into the basin, and to prevent their being drowned
was the reason that it never contained more than 2000
baths, according to the above-mentioned interpretation.

Every one will see the absurdity of this notion. When a

complete ablution was necessary, the priest could stand

under the running streams, or bathe in the hollow base
which received the discharged water, and which also must
have had an outlet. It is not clear whence the streams
were discharged ; but it may have been from the mouths
of the oxen, or, as some conceive, from embossed heads,

in the sides of the vessel.

38. ' jMvers.'—It seems from the description given in

the book that the lavers consisted of a square base or
stand mounted on brazen wheels and adorned with figures

of palm trees, cherubim, lions, and oxen. This base

had doubtless a hollow for receiving the water that fell

from the laver that was placed above it, and which ap-

pears to liave been drawn when wanted by means of cocks.

We are not told the form of the lavers ; but only that each
contained forty baths, or about three hundred English
gallons. It is quite evident from the space here given to

the description that the bases were regarded as most ad-

mirable works of art. But it is very difficult to compre-

hend the particulars of the description. This is clearly

shewn by the marked difference between the representa-

tions which Villalpandus, Lamy, and Calmet have given.

The lavers were intended for washing the sacrifices ; the

priests performing their personal ablutions at the molten
sea. The original laver of the tabernacle served both
purposes. In the second temple there was but one laver,

concerning the form and size of which we possess no in-

formation.

45. ' BriyJii brass.'—The English reader may be disposed

to feel some surprise to discover brass so profusely em-
ployed in the most splendid ancient works, considering

the comparatively low value this metal now bears. But
we are to recollect that the denomination ' brass' compre-
hended copper and all metals compounded with copper,

some of which were obtained with great labour and ex-
pense, and were in consequence highly valued. It is im-
possible to say what quality of brass is intended when
that metal is merely named ; but there were certainly some
kinds considered much more precious tlian silver. This
appears from the remark of Homer upon the exchange
which Glaucus made of his golden armour for the brazen

armour of Diomede :

—

' Then Jove so blinded Glaucus, that for brass

He barter'd gold : gave armour such as cost

A hundred oxen for the cost of nine.'

—

Cowpeb.

It thus appears that, at the time of the Trojan war, the

value of gold compared with brass was but one hundred
to nine. At present, even silver does not bear near so

high a relative value to gold as this. The calculation in-

deed supposes that the armour of each was of nearly equal

weight, which, as they belonged to men of equal strength,

seems not an unreasonable supposition.

48. ' The altar of gold.'—The altar of incense.

49. ' Candlesticks of pure gold.— ' Concerning their

form we have no information. Probably they were on
279
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the model of that which liad been in the tabernacle, and
which formerly engaged our attention. Now instead of
one laver, one table, and one candlestick, there are ten of
each. What became of the old ones is uncertain. The
Jews think they were all preserved and occupied the places
of honour in the new temple.

In this and the preceding chapters we have confined our-
selves to the larger topics which the description of Solo-

mon's temple suggests. The parallel description is in !i

Chron. iii.-v. The sacred text, read in the following order,
will supply the entire description of Solomon's temple :

2 Clirou. iii. 1 ; 1 Kings vi. 1 ; 2 Chron. iii. 2-10
; 1 Kings

vi. 4-9, 15-29; 2 Chron. iii. 13, 14; 1 Kings vi. 29-37;
vii. 13-23

; 2 Chron. iv. 1 ; 1 Kings vii. 23-51 ; 2 CJiron.
iv. 8-11; 1 Kings vi. 9-15, 31, 37, 3S, 2, 3 ; 2 Chron. iii.

10-13; 15-17; iv. 2-8, 11-22.

CHAPTER VIII.

I The feast of the dedication of the temple. 12, 55
Solomon's blessintj. 22 Solomon's piai/er. 02 His
sacrifice ofpeace offerings.

Then 'Solomon assembled the elders of

Israel, and all the heads of the tribes, the

"chief of the fathers of the children of Israel,

unto king Solomon in Jerusalem, that they
might bring up the ark of the covenant of

the Lord out of tlie city of David, which is

Zion.

2 And all the men of Israel assembled
themselves unto king Solomon at the feast

in the month Ethanim, which is the seventh
month.

o And all the elders of Israel came, and
tlie priests took up the ark.

4 And they brought up the ark of the

Lord, and the tabernacle of the congregation,

and all the holy vessels that ivere in the tiiber-

nacle, even those did the priests and the Le-
vltes bring U]).

5 And king Solomon, and all the congre-

gation of Israel, that were assembled unto
him, iccre with him before the ark, sacrificing

sheep and oxen, that could not be told nor
numbered for multitude.

6 And the priests brought in the ark of

the covenant of the Lono unto his place, into

the oracle of the house, to the most holy jo/ace,

even under the wings of the cherubims.

7 For the cherubims spread forth tlieir two
wings over the place of the ark, and the che-

rubims covered the ark and the staves thereof

above.

8 And they drew out the staves, that the

"ends of the staves were seen out in the "holy

jilacc before the oracle, and they were not

seen without: and there they are unto this

day.

9 There ivas nothing in the ark 'save the

two tables of stone, which Moses put there

at Horeb, "when the Lokd made a covenant

with the children of Israel, when they came
out of the land of Lgyi)t.

10 H And it came to pass, when the priests

were come out of the \m\y place, tiiat the cloud

'filled the house of the Lokd,
11 So that the priests could not stand to

minister because of the cloud : for the glory

of the Lord had filled the house of the

Lord.
12 IT Then spake Solomon, The Lord

".said that he would dwell in the tliick dark-

ness.

13 I have surely built thee an house to

dwell in, a settled place for thee to abide in

for ever.

14 And the king turned his face about, and
blessed all the congregation of Israel : (and

all the congregation of Israel stood :)

15 And he said, Blessed be the Lord God
of Israel, which spake with his mouth unto

David my father, and hath with his hand iul-

filled it, saying,

16 Since the day that I brought forth my
people Israel out of Egypt, I chose no city

out of all the tribes of Israel to build an

house, that my name might be therein ; but

I chose "David to be over my people Israel.

17 And it was in the heart of David my
father to build an house for the name of the

Lord God of Israel.

18 And the Lord said unto David my
father. Whereas it was in thine heart to build

an house unto my name, thou didst well that

it was in thine heart.

I'J Nevertheless thou shalt not build the

house ; but thy son that shall come forth out

of thy loins, he shall build the house unto my
name.

20 And the Lord hath performed his word
that he sjiake, and I am risen up in the room
of David my father, and sit on the throne of

Israel, as the Lord promised, and have built

an house for tiic name of the Lord God of

Israel.

21 And I have set there a place for the

ark, wherein is the covenant of tlic Lord,
which he made with our fathers, when he

brought them out of the land of Egypt.

i Chron. 5. 2.
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22 IT And Solomon stood before '"the altar

of the Lord in the presence of all the congre-

gation of Israel, and spread forth his hands
toward heaven :

23 And he said, "Lord God of Israel,

there is no God like thee, in heaven above,

or on earth beneath, who keepest covenant

and mercy with thy servants that walk before

thee with all their heart

:

24 Who hast kept with thy servant David
my father that thon promisedst him : thou

S])akest also with thy mouth, and hast fulfilled

it with thine hand, as it is this day.

25 Therefore now. Lord God of Israel,

keep with thy servant David my father that

thou promisedst him, saying, '" "There shall

not fail thee a man in my sight to sit on the

throne of Israel ; "so that thy children take

heed to their way, that they walk before me
as thou hast walked before me.

26 And now, O God of Israel, let thy word,

I pray thee, be verified, which thou spakest

unto thy servant David my father.

27 But will God indeed dwell on the earth ?

behold, the heaven and heaven of heavens

cannot contain thee ; how much less this house

that I have builded ?

"28 Yet have thou respect unto the prayer

of thy servant, and to his supplication, O
Lord my God, to hearken unto the cry and
to the prayer, which thy servant praycth be-

fore thee to day

:

29 That thine eyes may be open toward
this house night and day, crm toward the

place of which thou hast said, '*My name
shall be there : that thou maycst hearken unto

the prayer which thy servant shall make '"to-

ward this place.

30 And hearken thou to the supplication

of thy servant, and of thy people Israel, when
they shall pray "toward this place : and hear

thou in heaven thy dwelling place : and when
thou hearest, forgive.

31 IF If any man trespass against his neigh-

liour, ' "and an oath be laid upon him to cause

him to swear, and the oath come before thine

altar in this house :

32 Then hear thou in heaven, and do, and
judge thy servants, condemning the wicked, to

bring his way upon his head ; and justifying

the righteous, to give him according to his

righteousness.

33 IT When thy people Israel be smitten

down before the enemy, because they have

sinned against thee, and shall turn again to

thee, and confess thy name, and pray, and
make supplication unto thee '"in this house :

34 Then hear thou in heaven, and forgive

the sin of thy people Israel, and bring them
again unto the land which thou gavest unto

their fathers.

35 IT When heaven is shut up, and there

is no rain, because they have sinned against

thee ; if they pray toward this place, and

confess thy name, and turn from their sin,

when thou afflictest them :

36 Then hear thou in heaven, and forgive

the sin of thy servants, and of thy people

Israel, that thou teach them the good way
wherein they should walk, and give rain upon
thy land, which thou hast given to thy peoj)le

for an inheritance.

37 ^ If there be in the land fiimine, if

there be pestilence, blasting, mildew, locust,

or if there be caterpillar ; if their enemy
besiege them in the land of their ""cities

;

whatsoever plague, whatsoever sickness tlicre

he

;

38 What prayer and supplication soever

be made by any man, or by all thy people

Israel, which shall know every man the plague

of his own heart, and spread forth his hands

toward this house :

39 Then hear thou in heaven thy dwelling

place, and forgive, and do, and give to every

man according to his ways, whose heart thou

knowest
;

(for thou, even thou only, knowest

the hearts of all the children of men :)

40 That they may fear thee all tlie days

that they live in the land which thou gavest

unto our fathers.

41 H Moreover concerning a stranger, that

is not of thy people Israel, but cometh out of a

far country for thy name's sake ;

42 (For they shall hear of thy groat name,

and of thy strong hand, and of thy stretched

out arm ;) when he shall come and pray to-

ward this house

;

43 Hear thou in heaven thy dwelling place,

and do according to all that the stranger

calleth to thee for : that all people of the earth

may know thy name, to fear thee, as do thy

people Isi-ael ; and that they may know that

"'this house, which I have builded, is called

by thy name.

44 U If thy people go out to battle against

their enemy, whithersoever thou shalt send

them, and shall pray unto the Lord "toward

"it^

J.Mac. 2.8. 1= Chap, 2.
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the city which thou hast chosen, and toward

the house that I have built for thy name

:

45 Then hear thou in heaven their prayer

and their supplication, and maintain their

"^cause.

40 If they sin against thee, ("for there is

no man that sinneth not,) and thou be angry

with them, and deliver them to the enemy,

so that they carry them away captives unto the

land of the enemy, far or near ;

47 Yet if they shall ''bethink themselves

in the land whither they were carried captives,

and repent, and make supplication unto thee

in the land of them that carrie^l them captives,

saying. We have sinned, and have done per-

versely, we have committed wickedness
;

48 And so return unto thee with all their

heart, and with all their soul, in the land of

their enemies, which led them away captive,

and pray unto thee toward their land, which

thou gavest unto their fathers, the city which

thou hast chosen, and the house which I have

built for thy name :

49 Then hear thou their prayer and their

supplication in heaven thy dwelling place, and
maintain their ""cause,

50 And forgive thy people that have sinned

against thee, and all their transgressions

w'herein they have transgressed against thee,

and give them compassion before them who
carried them captive, that they may have com-
passion on them :

51 For they he thy people, and thine in-

heritance, which thou broughtest forth out

of Egypt, from the midst of the furnace of

iron :

52 That thine eyes may be open unto the

supplication of thy servant, and unto the

supplication of thy people Israel, to hearken

unto them in all that they call for unto

thee.

53 For thou didst separate them from

among all the people of the earth, to he thine

inheritance, '''as thou spakest by the hand of

Moses thy servant, when thou broughtest our

fathers out of Egypt, O Lord God.

54 If And it was.?o, that when Solomon had

made an end of praying all this prayer and
supplication unto the Lord, ho arose from

before the altar of the Lord, from kneeling

on his knees with his hands spread up to

heaven.

55 And he stood, and blessed all the con-

gregation of Israel with a loud voice, saying.

56 Blessed he the Lord, that hath given
rest unto his people Israel, according to all

that he promised : there hath not '"failed one
word of all his good promise, which he pro-

mised by the hand of Moses his servant.

57 The Lord our God be with us, as he
was with our fathers : let him not leave us,

nor forsake us :

58 That he may incline our hearts unto
him, to walk in all his ways, and to keep
his commandments, and his statutes, and
his judgments, which he commanded our
fothers.

59 And let these my words, wherewith I

have made supplication before the Lord, be
nigh unto the Lord our God day and night,

that ho maintain the cause of his servant,

and the cause of his people Israel "*at all

times, as the matter shall require :

60 That all the people of the earth may
know that the Lord is God, and that there is

none else.

61 Let your heart therefore be perfect with

the Lord our God, to walk in his statutes,

and to keep his commandments, as at this

day.

62 If And '"the king, and all Israel with

him, offered sacrifice before the Lord.
63 And Solomon offered a sacrifice of peace

offerings, which he offered unto the Lord, two

and twenty thousand oxen, and an hundred

and twenty thousand sheep. So the king and

all the children of Israel dedicated the house

of the Lord.
64 "'The same day did the king hallow the

middle of the court that was before the house

of the Lord : for there he offered burnt offer-

ings, and meat offerings, and the fat of the

peace offerings : because the brasen altar that

7vas before tlie Lord icas too little to receive

the burnt offerings, and meat offerings, and

the fat of the peace offerings.

65 II And at that time Solomon held a feast,

and all Israel with him, a great congregation,

from the entering in of Ilamath unto the

river of Egypt, before the Lord our God,
seven days and seven days, even fourteen

days.

66 On the eighth day he sent the people

away : and they '''blessed the king, and w cut

unto their tents joyful and glad of heart for

all the goodness that the Lord had done for

David his servant, and for Israel his people.
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Verse 2. ' At lite feast in the month Ethaiiim.'—There
was therefore an interval of eleven months between the
completion of the temple and its dedication. This inter-

val may have been required for the finishing of the uten-
sils, the drying of the walls, clearing away the rubbish,
etc. Solomon also probably waited for the suitable oppor-
tunity which was offered in this month by the feast of
tabernacles, when vast numbers of people resorted to

Jerusalem from all parts of the kingdom. Indeed many
commentators and chronologists think that the jubilee year
now opened, and that the king waited for that most joyous
and appropriate occasion. This view is that under which
the jubilee year is conceived to be the seventh sabbatical

year, not the year ensuing ; and according to this, the year
was the seventy-third sabbatical and the ninth jubilee year.

But this is doubtful.

31. ' The oath come before thine altar in this house.'—
Hence it would seem to have been a custom for solemn
oaths to be taken at the altar ; -whence, in after times, also

arose the practice of swearing by the altar, to which our
Saviour adverts in Matt, xxiii. 20. This practice has
been exceedingly general. We may suppose it a custom
of the Tyrians, as we see that it was with the Carthagi-
nians, among whom the young Hannibal was made by his

father to swear enmity to Rome at the altar. It was cer-

tainly the custom among the Greeks and Romans for oaths

to be taken before, or with the hand laid on, the altar

;

and so far was this idea carried, that, when there was
occasion for taking an oath where no templ^ was near, an
altar was raised up in haste, or portable altars were im-
mediately set up. (See Banier's Mylhologji, i. 425.) The
same notions were preserved in the middle ages, when
the most solemn oaths were those taken (with sundry vari-

ations enumerated by Du Cange) with one or both hands
resting on the altar.

44. ' Pray unto the Lord toward the city which thou

hast chosen, and toward the house which I have builtfor
thy name.'—This refers to a very ancient custom, for the

worshippers, under different systems of religion, to direct

their faces, when at prayer, towards some particular point

where the presence of their deity was supposed to be more
particularly manifested, or which was, otherwise, the

holiest place which the religion recognized. This point

is called the kebla among the eastern nations. Jerusalem
and its temple was the kebla of the Jews—the point to

which they directed their prayers wherever they might be.

In like manner the meridian was the kebla of the Sabians,

the east of the Magians, and, at present, Mecca and its

temple to the Mohammedans. There is an allusion in

Ezek. viii. 1&, to the kebla of the Magians in the east,

the point of the rising sun. There twenty-five elders are

represented as adoring, with their backs towards their own
kebla, the sanctuary, and their faces directed to the east,

worshipping the sun. Perhaps it was with a view to pre-

vent the identification of the worship of Jehovah with
that of the sun, that the kebla was fixed at the opposite

point—that is, the sanctuary fronted the east, so that none
could, at the temple itself, or in any direction eastward
from it, properly direct their attention to it, without turn-

ing their backs on the Magian kebla. There must be a

decided alternative, to reject the one or the other ; and

this gives point to the sin of the elders, who, being pre-

cluded, by this opposition, from identifying the two keblas

and the ideas connected with them, were not deterred from
that bold iniquity which was shewn to the prophet as the

last and the greatest of four very great abominations. We
discover the continuance of the custom of worshipping
towards Jerusalem and its temple in the order issued by
Adrian, by which the Jews were forbidden not only to

enter Jerusalem (then called M\iaj, but to look towards
it. The custom is not yet relinquished. The Jews still,

in all their wide dispersions, turn their faces in prayer

towards their lost Canaan, and for this reason it is that,

in all Hebrew synagogues, we observe the door (or the
principal door, it there be more than one) is placed at or
near the opposite point of the compass. The Mohamme-
dans also take much care to turn themselves in prayer
toward their kebla at Mecca. For this purpose, they
have, in the wall of their mosques, a niche to indicate

the point to which their attention should be directed. The
doors leading to the galleries of the minarets of the

mosques are likewise so placed, or other circumstances

are so arranged, as to afford an external indication for the

same purpose. Compasses are also used by some indi-

viduals, on the dial of which the point towards Mecca is

distinguished by a particular mark ; but as this mark is

adapted to the place where the compass was made, its con-

tinued use by the owner in other places, and on journies,

is of course attended often with very absurd mistakes.

The necessity of praying towards the kebla, and the diffi-

culty, to a people very ignorant of geography, of deter-

mining the direction in which it lies, when separated from
their accustomed associations, renders Moslems, when on
a journey, thankful even to an European who can indicate

the true point of their kebla ; and still more so to a bro-

ther Mohammedan who possesses the same knowledge, and
undertakes to lead their devotions. We may here add,

that the G reeks and Romans had the same kebla as the

Magians ; they prayed facing the east ; and, in order to

afford the facility which in Solomon's temple means
were taken to prevent, the front of the temples was
placed to the west, with the image of the god facing

the west, that the sacrificers and worshippers might be

able at the same time to direct their face towards the

image and the eastern quarter of the heavens.

03. ' Tim and twenty thousand oxen, and an hundred

and twenty thousand sheep.'—Not at once, but during the

whole festival, which, from v. 65, seems to have lasted

for a fortnight, apparently including the period for the

feast of tabernacles. The ancient pagans, in acknowledg-

ment of great victories, or as a propitiatory offering uiuUr

public calamities, sometimes offered at oi.ce ;is numy as

a hundred oxen or other animals. Tliis tiny tjllnl a

hecatomb; sometimes, but very raid \ , im fr. v.is a

thousand, when it was called a chih \, i^.id

of intermediate numbers of three oi li Li ni :iU

this seems very insignificant coni[>;M.il wiih ili. '^nrdt

sacrifice by Solomon. A considerable propDrtion a[>pears

to have consisted of peace-offerings, the flesh of which

was no doubt distributed among the multitudes then as-

sembled at Jerusalem.

CHAPTER IX.

1 God's covenant in a vision with Solomon. 10 The
mvtiial presents of Solomon and Hiram. 15 In
Solomon's works the Gentiles were his bondmen,
the Israelites honourable servants. 24 Pharaoh's
daughter removeth to her house. 25 Solomon's

yearly solemn sacrifices. 26 His navy fctclieth gold

from Ophir.

And 'it came to pass, when Solomon had
1 2 Chron. 7. 11.

finished the building of the honse of the Lord,

and the king's house, and all Solomon's desire

which he was pleased to do,

2 That the Lord appeared to Solomon the

second time, "as he had appeared unto him at

Gibeou.

3 And the Lord said unto him, I have

heard thy prayer and thy supplication, tliat

thou hast made before me : 1 have hallowed
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this house, which thou hast built, 'to put my
name there for ever ; and mine eyes and mine

heart shall be there perpetually.

4 And if thou wilt walk before me, as David

thy father walked, in integrity of heart, and in

uprightness, to do according to all that I have

commanded thee, and wilt keep my statutes

and my judgments :

5 I'hen I will establish the throne of thy

kingdom upon Israel for ever, *as I promised

to David thy father, saying. There shall not

fail thee a man upon the throne of Israel.

6 But if ye shall at all turn from following

me, ye or your children, and will not keep my
commandments and my statutes which I have

set before you, but go and serve other gods,

and worship them

:

7 Then will I cut off Israel out of the land

which I have given them ; and this house,

which I have hallowed 'for my name, will I

cast out of my sight ; and Israel shall be a

proverb and a byword among all people :

8 And at this house, iohicli is high, every

one that passeth by it shall be astonished, and

shall hiss ; and they shall say, "Why hath the

Lord done thus unto this land, and to this

house ?

9 And they shall answer. Because they for-

sook the Loud their God, who brought forth

their fathers out of the land of Egypt, and

have taken hold upon other gods, and have

worshipped them, and served them : therefore

hath the LciiiD brought upon them all this

evil.

10 % And "it came to pass at the end of

twenty years, when Solomon had built the two

houses, the house of the Lord, and the king's

house,

11 [NoiD Hiram the king of Tyre had fur-

nished Solomon with cedar trees and fir trees,

and with gold, according to all his desire,)

that then king Solomon gave Hiram twenty

cities in the land of Galilee.

12 And Hiram came out from Tyre to see

the cities wliich Solomon had given him ; and

they "pleased him not.

1.3 And he said, What cities are tlioso

which thou hast given me, my brother? And
he called them the land of "Cabul unto this

day.

14 And Hiram sent to the king sixscore

talents of gold.

].") H And this /,v the reason of the levy

which king Solomon raised ; for to build the

house of the Lord, and his own house, and

Millo, and the wall of Jerusalem, and Hazor,

and Megiddo, and Gezer.

16 For Pharaoh king of Egypt had gone

up, and taken Gezer, and burnt it with fire,

and slain the Canaanites that dwelt in the city,

and given \ifor a present unto his daughter,

Solomon's wife.

17 And Solomon built Gezer, and Beth-

horon the nether,

18 And Baalath, and Tadnior in the wil-

derness, in the land,

19 And all the cities of store that Solomon
had, and cities for his chariots, and cities for

his horsemen, and '"that which Solomon de-

sired to build in Jerusalem, and in Lebanon,

and in all the land of his dominion.

20 H And all the people that im-e left of the

Amorites, Ilittites, Perizzites, Hivites, and

Jebusites, which were not of the children of

Israel,

21 Their children that were left after them

in the land, whom the children of Israel also

were not able utterly to destroy, upon those

did Solomon levy a tribute of bondservice

unto this day.

22 But of the cliildren of Israel did Solomon

"make no bondmen : but they icere men of

war, and his servants, and his princes, and his

captains, and rulers of his chariots, and his

horsemen.

23 These icere the chief of the officers that

were over Solomon's work, five hundred and

fifty, which bare rule over the peojjlc that

wrought in the work.
24" H But "Pharaoh's daughter came up

out of the city of David unto her house whicli

Solomon had built for her : then did he build

Millo.

25 1[ And three times in a year did Solo-

mon offer burnt offerings and peace offerings

upon the altar which he built unto the Loud,

and he burnt incense '"upon the altar that was

before the Lord. So he finished the house.

2G M And king Solomon made a navy of

.ships in Ezion-geber, which is beside Eloth,

on the '^shore of the lied sea, in the land of

Edom.
27 And Hiram sent in the navy his servants,

shi])mcn that had knowledge of the sea, with

the servants of Solomon.

28 And they came to Oiihir, and fetched

from thence gold, four hundred and twenty

talents, and brought it to king Solomon.

i Cllip. 8. 29. * 2 Satn. 7. 12. 1 C
leb, were noi right in his eyes. ^ Tliat i

12 2 eliron, 8. 11.

ron. 22. 10. s Jcr. 7. 1-1. « Dent. 29. it. Jcr. 22. 8. '2 Cliron.

, ditpieating, or, dirty. '» Ileli. the dctire o/SolomOn which he desired. " Lcvit.

18 Heb bpon it. " Ueb. lip.
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Vurse 13. ' He called them the land of Cabul.'—There
has been a considerable variety of opinion concerning the

situation of this district, and the name which Hiram gave
to it, W'e do not intend to enter into this unprofitable

discussion. Josephus says that the towns lay not far

from Tyre, and that, as Hiram did not like them, he gave
the district the name of Cabul, which in the Phoenician
language signifies unpleasing. It is easier to distrust this

account than to find a better. There is a town of this

name mentioned in Josh. xix. 27, as in the tribe of Zebu-
loii, and as this was in Galilee, and might be within a
reasonable distance from Tyre, it may have been one of

the twenty towns, and perhaps Hiram applied to the whole
district the obno,xious name which this town bore. We
do not know the cause of his dislike to what Solomon
doubtless considered a liberal offering. Probably, as the

Plicenicians were a maritime and commercial people,

Hiram wished rather for a part of the coast, which was
now in the hands of Solomon, and was not therefore pre-

pared to approve of a district which might have been of
considerable value in the eyes of an agricultural people
like the Hebrews. Perhaps the towns were in part pay-
ment of what Solomon owed Hiram for his various ser-

vices and contributions.

14. ' Hiram sent . . . sirscore talents nf gnhl.'—' Had
sent' would be better. It is probably the gold mentioned
inn. 11, and seems to have been lent to enable Solomon
to complete his various undertakings. Notwitiistandiug
the immense income of Solomon, his expensive establi.eh-

ments and magnificent undertakings may at times liave

caused him to feel the need of such assistance as Hiram
seems to have afforded.

16. ' Pharaoh . . . had taken Gezer.'—See the note on
Josh. xii. \-2. It is not very clear how the king of Egypt
came to be engaged in this undertaking. Perhaps he" had
a quarrel of his own with the Caiiaauites who eoutinuid
in occupation of this little territory ; or perhaps Solomon,
who does not appear to have been himself engaged in auy
military undertakings, requested his father-in-law to ren-
der him this service. But indeed, there are manifest in-

dications in the Egyptian paintings and inscriptions that
the Egyptians had many transactions with the natives of
Canaan after the Israelites had entered that land, which
the sacred historians, who record only those events which
concern the Hebrews, have left unnoticed. This transac-
tion probably took place in the early part of Solomon's
reign.

CHAPTER X.

1 T/ic tjueen of Sheba admireth the wisdom of Solo-

mon. 14 Solomon's gold. 16 His targets. 18

The throne of ivory. 21 His vessels. 24 His pre-

sents. 26 His chariots and horsemen. 28 His tribute.

And when the 'queen of Sheba heard of the

fame of Solomon concerning the name of the

LoRD^ she came to prove him with hard
questions.

2 And she came to Jerusalem with a very

great train, with camels that bare spices, and
very much gold, and precious stones : and
when she was come to Solomon, she communed
with him of all that was in her heart.

3 And Solomon told her all her 'questions :

tlierc was not any thing hid from the king,

which he told her not.

4 H And when the queen of Sheba had seen

all Solomon's wisdom, and the house that he
had built,

5 And the meat of his table, and the sitting

of his servants, and the 'attendance of his

ministers, and their apparel, and his ''cup-

bearers, and his ascent by which he went up
unto the house of the Lord ; there was no
more spirit in her.

6 And she said to the king, It was a true

^report that I heard in mine own land of thy

'acts and of thy wisdom.

7 Howbeit I believed not the words, until I

came, and mine eyes had seen it : and, behold,

the half was not told me : 'thy wisdom and
prosperity exceedeth the fame which I heard.

z Ileb. words,

land'o/king Solomon

8 Happy arc thy men, happy arc these thy

servants, which stand continually before thee,

and that hear thy wisdom.

9 Blessed be the Lord thy God, which
delighted in thee, to set thee on the throne of

Israel : because the Lord loved Israel for ever,

therefore made he thee king, to do judgment
and justice.

10 1[ And she gave th(! king an hundred and
twenty talents of gold, and of spices very great

store, and precious stones : there came no

more such abundance of spices as these which

the queen of Sheba gave to king Solomon.

11 And the navy also of Hiram, that

brought gold from Ophir, brought in from

Ophir great plenty of almug trees, and pre-

cious stones.

12 And the king made of the almug trees
" "pillars for the house of the Lord, and for

the king's house, harps also and psalteries for

singers : there came no such '"almug trees,

nor were seen unto this day.

13 And king Solomon gave unto the queen
of Sheba all her desire, whatsoever she asked,

beside that which Solomon gave her "of his

royal bounty. So she turned and went to her

own country, she and her servants.

14 H Now the weight of gold that came to

Solomon in one year was six hundred three-

score and six talents of gold,

15 Beside that lie Aarf of the merchantmen,
and of the traffick of the spice merchants, and
of all the kings of Arabia, and of the "go-
vernors of the country.
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16 ^ And king Solomon made two hundred

targets of beaten gold : six hundred shekels of

gold went to one target.

17 And he made three hundred shields of

beaten gold ; three pound of gold went to one

shield : and the king put them in the "house

of the forest of Lebanon.

18 IT Moreover the king made a great

throne of ivory, and overlaid it with the best

gold.

19 The throne had six steps, and the top of

the throne was round '^behind : and there were

''stays on either side on the place of the seat,

and two lions stood beside the stays.

20 And twelve lions stood there on the

one side and on the other upon the six steps :

there was not "the like made in any king-

dom.
21 H And all king Solomon's drinking

vessels were of gold, and all the vessels of the

house of the" forest of Lebanon icere of pure

gold; "none icere of silver : it was nothing

accounted of in the days of Solomon.

22 For the king had at sea a navy of

Tharshish with the navy of Hiram : once

in three years came the navy of Tharshish,

bringing gold, and silver, '"ivory, and apes,

and peacocks.

13 Cliap. 7. 2. u Heb. on ihe hinder part thereof. 15

18 Or, I'lejj/umts' tC'-th. l^ Heb. sougjit the face of. 2" 2

23 Heb. And the going forth of the horses, which was

23 So king Solomon exceeded all the kings

of the earth for riches and for wisdom.

24 If And all the earth '"sought to Solomon,

to hear his wisdom, which God had put in his

heart.

25 And they brought every man his pre-

sent, vessels of silver, and vessels of gold, and
garments, and armour, and spices, horses, and
mules, a rate year by year.

26 H "^"And Solomon gathered together

chariots and horsemen : and he had a thou-

sand and four hundred chariots, and twelve

thousand horsemen, whom he bestowed in

the cities for chariots, and with the king at

Jerusalem.

27 And the king "'made silver to be in

Jerusalem as stones, and cedars made he to

be as the sycamore trees that arc in the vale,

for abundance.

28 IT
" "And Solomon had horses brought

out of Egypt, and linen yarn: the king's mer-

chants received the linen yarn at a price.

29 And a chariot came up and went out

of Egypt for six hundred shekels of silver,

and an horse for an hundred and fifty : and

so for all the kings of the Hittites, and for the

kings of Syria, did they bring them out "by
their means.

Verse 1. ' Hie queen of Sheba.'—See 2 Chron. ix.

With a few exceptions, we refer the observations on the

various topics of this chapter, and the latter part of the

preceding, to the parallel passages in ' Chronicles,' which,

with other similar postponements, will enable us to effect

a more equal distribution of illustrative cuts and notes

than would be otherwise practicable.

— ' She came to prove him with hard questions.'—See

the note on Judges xiv. 12. Josephus gives an extract from

the archives of Tyre, from which it would seem that Solo-

mon and Hiram amused themselvee by the interchange of

such hard questions. The extract purports that Solomon
sent riddles to Hiram, and desired to receive the like from

him, on condition that he who could not solve those of the

other, should forfeit a certain sum of money. Hiram, being

unable to solve Solomon's enigmas, paid large sums ac-

cording to agreement. He afterwards solved them, how-

ever, by means of a youth called Abdemon ;
and (probably

with tlie same assistance) proposed others himself; and
Solomon, being unable to interpret them, paid back the

sums he had received from Hiram. Perhaps this may be

the money which the king of Tyre is represented, in chap,

ix. 14, as having sent to Solomon. Whether the above

statemelit from Josephus be correct or not, it certainly

does furnish a good illustration of the character which was,

in those early times, given to the intercourse of minds, and

which it has not yet ceased to bear in the East. The
Scripture does not condescend to preserve any such ' hard

questions,' except in the case of Samson, where the connec-

tion of the history required its introduction. Those now
mentioned were probably of a similar character, or per-

haps like the famous riddle which OSdipus solved.

The Habbinical traditions, borrowed by the Moslems,

expatiate largely on this congenial theme. These
traditions are not uninteresting, because, in such a

case, the enigmas devised by Uriental imaginations to

supply the silence of the sacred books, are by no means
unlikely to be, certainly not the same, but of essentially

the same kind as these which were actually proposed.

The Moslem legend, which is essentially Jewish, states

that Queen Balkis—for such is the name they give her

—

dressed five hundred youths like maidens, and as many
maidens like young men, and commanded the former to

behave in the presence of Solomon like girls, and the

latter like boys ; and she sent with them a closed casket

containing an unperforated pearl, a diamond intricately

pierced, and a goblet of crystal. ' As a true prophet," she
wrote to him, ' thou wilt no doubt be able to distinguish

the youths from the maidens, to divine the contents of the

closed casket, to perforate tlie pearl, to thread the diamond,
and to fill the goblet with water that has neither dropped
from the clouds nor gushed forth from the earth.' When
the ambassadors appeared before Solomon, he told them
that he knew the contents of the letter without opening it,

as well as those of the casket ; and he forthwith proceeded
to solve the problems propounded to him. He caused one
thousand silver ewers and basins to be brought, and com-
manded the male and female slaves to wash themselves.

The former immediately put their hands on which the

water was poured to tlieir faces ; but the latter first emptied

it into their right hand as it flowed from the ewer into

tlieir left. Hereby Solomon readily discovered the sexes

of these slaves, to the great astonishment of the ambassa-
dors. This being done, he commanded a tall and corpulent

slave to mount a young and fiery horse, and to ride through

the camp at the top of his speed, and to return instantly to
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him. When tlie slave returned with the steed, there

poured from him whole torrents of perspiration, so that the

crystal bowl was immediately filled with water which had
not come out of the earth nor from heaven. The pearl he
perforated with a marvellous stone which was in his pos-

session ; but the threading of the diamond, in whose open-

ing there was every possible curve, puzzled him, till one
of the spirits, subject to his sway, brought him a worm,
who crept through the jewel, leaving a silken thread behind.

For his great service the worm had, at its own request, the

mulberry-tree assigned it for a habitation, and since then

it is that the mulberry-tree has been the habitat of the

silkworm.

27. ' Si/camore trees, that are
_ in the vale.'—The

Hebrew name of this tree is C^''Pp'.^' shikmim, or to shew

the analogy, si/kmim. On account of its appearing to par-

take of the qualities of the fig and mulberry trees, the

Greeks called it a-vKonopos, from auKeri, ajig-tree, and ^lipos,

a mulberrij. The species in Palestine, Egypt, and Abys-
sinia is the FicHs sycamorus of botanists. The resemblance

noticed, is to the leaves of the mulberry and the fruit of

the fig-tree. Hasselquist affirms that the stem is often fifty

feet thick ; but he speaks of it as in Egypt, which seems

to afibrd the climate the most congenial to its nature. It

seldom grows straight, but is generally bent and twisted
;

its branches extend very far horizontally, afibrding excel-

lent shelter (Savary, i. 44). Forskal states that its head
is often forty yards in diameter ; and it thus affords an ex-

pansive and excellent shade, for the sake of which, not less

tlian for its fruit, it is often planted by the way-side, near

villages, and on the sea-coast. When old, the tree becomes
gnarled and broken. The timber is of little use to the car-

penter, and is now used chiefly for firewood. But being,

although soft and insubstantial, of a durable nature ; and,

what is more, being almost the only timber tree in the

country, it was employed by the ancient Egyptians for

boxes, tables, doors, and other objects which required large

and thick planks, as well as for idols and statues ; and
from the great quantities discovered in the tombs alone,

it is evident that the tree was largely cultivated (Wil-

kinson, iii. 1G8). It is alleged that the mummy-cases, which,

after the lapse of 3000 years, came before us as fresh and
new as in the day they were made, were of this wood. It

is stated that the wood is impregnated with a bitter juice,

which protects it from being worm-eaten (Savary, ii. 45)

;

but Professor Don is rather disposed to conjecture that the
mummy-cases were made from the timber of Cordia Myxia.
We know not how far he would extend this to the other ob-

jects supposed to be made of sycamore wood. To the Egyp-
tians as well as to the Israelites, the sycamore wasiighly
recommended by its fruit, to which both were very partial.

S^GS. [B.C. 992.

This fruit is not produced upon the young branches, but

in clustered racemes upon the trunk and the old limbs.

These clusters are sometimes so large that a man can
scarcely grasp them. Hasselquist says that the tree buds
in March, and that the fruit ripens in June. This may be

the more proper and tisual times ; but Norden alleges that

the tree is always green, and [like the true fig-tree] bears

fruit several times in the year, without observing any cer-

tain seasons. He had observed some sycamores giving

their fruit two months after others had ceased. He adds,
' The fruit has the figure and smell of real figs, but is in-

ferior to them in the taste, having a sweetness which is

not pleasant to a European taste. Its colour is a yellow,

inclining to an ochre, shadowed by a flesh colour. In the

inside it resembles the common fig, excepting that it has

a blackish colouring with yellow spots. This sort of tree

is common in Egypt; the people of that country live to a

considerable extent upon its fruit, and think themselves

well regaled when they have a piece of bread, a couple of

sycamore figs, and a pitcher of water.*

Hasselquist states that the tree is wounded or cut, at the

time it buds, by the inhabitants, who say that without this

precaution it would not bear fruit. Pliny and the older

natural historians affirm that the fruit would not become
perfectly ripe until scarified with an iron comb, after

which it ripened soon ; and Jerome (upon Amos vii. 14)

states that without this or some analogous operation, the

fruit could not be eaten from its intolerable bitterness. He
adds that to render the tree fruitful it was necessary to

make chinks and clefts in the bark, through which a kind

of milky liquor continually distilled.

The importance of the tree in Egypt shews how grievous

must have been the loss sustained by the ancient in-

habitants when ' their vines were destroyed with hail, and

their sycamore trees with frost' (Ps. Ixxviii. 47). Various

passages of Scripture evince the attention which was paid

to it in Palestine. It was there used in building ordinai-y

houses (1 Kings x. 27) ; and so to ' change sycamores into

cedars' (Isa. ix. 10) was a proverbial expression for an
improved condition of society as involved in, or indicated

by, superior buildings. Sycamore trees were of so much
importance that David placed Baal-hanan, the Gederite,

'over the sycamore trees that were in the low plains'

(1 Chrou. xxvii. 28). We also read of their growing by
the wayside in the time of Christ (Luke xvii. 6, xix. 4).

Correspondingly with the intimation of their greater fre-

quency in the low plains, the Talmud notices their growth

in the plain of Jericho, in which, indeed, from the re-

semblance of its climate to that of Egypt, we should the

most expect to find them.

28. ' Linen i/arn.'—The word mp hoh or hoa bears

'^''i^V
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no where else the meaning here given to it. The Septua-

gint and tlir \'nlgate give it as a proper name; and after

them we niifjlit render:—'And Solomon had horses

Ijrouglit iHit ()t' I'"gypt, and from Koa ; the king's mer-
chants received them from Koa at a stated price.' It is

true we know no such country as Koa ; but this being

made an Egyptian aft'air, the authority of the Septuagint is

important, in at least proying that ' linen yarn ' is not in-

tended. The word, when translated, has no other meaning
in Scripture than that of a collection or a gathering to-

gether-, as in Gen. i. 3 ; ,Ier. iii. 17; and we are not sure
that it ought not to be here so understood, and referred to

the collection of horses obtained from time to time from
Egypt. Might we not understand that, a price being
fixed, the king's merchants were allowed, from a large
number of horses, to select such as they preferred ? The
text will certainly bear this interpretation. Jlr. Charles
Taylor, the editor of Calmet, conjectures that, horses
being taken to market attached to each other liy cords,

'strings of horses' may be here intended. [Appendix,No. 39.]

CHAPTER XI.

1 Svhmmiis irlrrx rinil concubines. 4 Jn his old age

th'ii (liiiir liini III idnhilnj. 9 God threatewlh Mm.
14 Sii/iimiiii's iiilrcisdiies were Hadad, who teas

ciitcrldiiiiit ill JCiniiit, 23 Mezon, who reigned in

Damascus, 2G and Jeroboam, to whom Ahijah pro-
phesieth. 41 Solomon's acts, reign, and death:

43 liehoboam sticceedeth him.

But king Solomon loved 'many strange wo-
men, 'together with the daughter of Pharaoh,
women of the Moahites, Ammonites, Edomites,

Zidonians, and Hitlites ;

2 Of the nations concernim/ which the Lord
said unto the children of Israel, ''Ye shall not

go in to them, neither shall they come in imto
you : for surely they will turn away your heart

after their gods : Solomon clave unto these in

love.

3 And he had seven hundred wives, prin-

cesses, and three hundred concubines : and
his wives turned away his heart.

4 For it came to pass, when Solomon was
old, tliat his wives turned away his heart after

other gods : and his heart was not perfect

with the Lord his God, as «'«,? the heart of

David his father.

5 For Solomon went after ''Ashtoreth the

goddess of the Zidonians, and after Milcom
the abomination of the Ammonites.

6 And Solomon did evil in the sight of the

LoKi), and 'went not fully after the Lord, as

did David his father.

7 Then did Solomon build an high place

for Chemosh, the abomination of Moab, in the

hill that is before Jerusalem, and for Molech,

the abomination of the children of Amnion.
8 -And likewise did he for all his strange

wives, which burnt incense and sacrificed unto

their gods.

9 1 And the Lord was angry with Solomon,

because his heart was turned from the Lord
God of Israel, "which had appeared unto him
twice,

10 And 'had commanded him concerning

tlii.s thing, that he should not go after other

1 IKiit. 17. 17. Ik-rliis. <7. VJ. i (h, besides. s Ex
« Uhap. :l. .'., an.l y i. 7 chap. G. 12. 8 He

gods : but he kept not that which the Lord
commanded.

1

1

Wherefore the Lord said unto Solomon,

Forasmuch as this "is done of thee, and thou

hast not kept my covenant and my statutes,

which I have commanded thee, "I will surely

rend the kingdom from thee, and will give it

to thy servant.

12 Notwithstanding in thy days I will not

do it for David thy father's sake : but I will

rend it out of the hand of thy son.

13 Ilowbeit I will not rend away all the

kingdom ; hit will give one tribe to thy son

for David my servant's sake, and for Jeru-

salem's sake which I have chosen.

14 H And the Lord stirred up an adver-

sary unto Solomon, Iladad the Edomite : he

was of the king's seed in Edom.
15 '"For it came to pass, when David was

in Edom, and Joab the captain of the host

was gone up to bury the slain, after he had

smitten every male in Edom ;

16 (For six months did Joab remain there

with all Israel, until he had cut oft" every male

in Edom :)

17 That Iladad fled, he and certain

Edomites of his father's servants with him,

to go into Egypt ; Iladad bnint/ yet a little

child.

18 And they arose out of Midian, anu

came to Paran : and they took men with them

out of Paran, and they came to Egypt, unto

Pharaoh king of Egypt ; which gave him an

house, and appointed him victuals, and gave

him land.

19 And Iladad found great favour in the

sight of Pharaoh, so that he gave him to wife

the sister of his own wife, the sister of Tahpcncs
the queen.

20 And the sister of Tahpenes bare him
Genubath his son, whom Tahpenes weaned in

Pharaoh's house : and Genubath was in Pha-
raoh's houshold among the sons of Pharaoh.

21 And when Iladad heard in Egypt that

David slept with his fathers, and that Joab

1.34. IG. 4 Judges S. 1.1. i.llcti. faljillcd not aficr.

ii uiilh t/iee. » Clmn. 12. 15. '" S Sam. 8. 14.
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tlie captain of the host was dead, Hadad said

to Pharaoh, "Let me depart, that I may go to

mine own country.

22 Then Pharaoli said unto him, But wliat

hast thou lacked with me, that, behold, thou

seekest to go to thine own country ? And he

answered, "Nothing : howbeit let me go in

any wise.

'23 H And God stirred him up anotlicr ad-

versary, Rezon the son of Eliadah, which tied

from liis lord Iladadezer king of Zobah :

24 And he gathered men unto him, and

became captain over a band, '''when David
slew them of Zobah : and they went to Da-
mascus, and dwelt therein, and reigned in

Damascus.
25 And he was an adversary to Israel all

the days of Solomon, beside the mischief that

Hadad did : and he abhorred Israel, and
reigned over Syria.

2(5 IT And "Jeroboam the son of Nebat,

an Ephrathite of Zereda, Solomon's servant,

whose mother's name tvas Zeruah, a widow
woman, even he lifted up his hand against the

king.

27 And this was the cause that he lifted

up md against the king : Solomon built

id '^repaired the breaches of the cityMillo,

of David his fether

2S And the man Jeroboam was a mighty
man of valour : and Solomon seeing the young
man that he '"was industrious, he made him

ruler over all the '^charge of the house of

Joseph.

2i) And it came to jiass at that time when
Jeroboam went out of Jerusalem, that the

prophet Ahijah the Shilonite found him in

the way ; and he had clad himself with a new
garment ; and they two tccrc alone in the

tield:

30 And Ahijali caught the new garment that

teas on him, and rent it in twelve pieces :

31 And he said to Jeroboam, Take thee

ten pieces : for thus saith the Lord, the God
of Israel, Behold, I will rend the kingdom out

of the hand of Solomon, and will give ten

tribes to thee :

32 (But he shall have one tribe for my

servant David's sake, and for Jerusalem's
sake, the city which I have chosen out of all

the tribes of Israel :)

33 Because that they have forsaken me,
and have worshipjied Ashtoreth the goddess
of the Zidonians, Chemosh the god of the
Moabites, and Milcom tlie god of the children
of Ammon, and have not walked in my ways,
to do that ivhich is right in mine eyes, and to

keep my statutes and my judgments, as did
David his fatlier.

_
34 Howbeit I will not take the whole

kingdom out of his hand : but I will make
him prince all the days of his life for David
my ser\ant's sake, whom I chose, because he
kept my commandments and my statutes :

35 But '"I will take the kingdom out of liis

son's hand, and will give it unto thee, even ten
tribes.

36 And unto his son will I give one tribe,

that David my servant may have a ''"'liglit

alway before me in Jerusalem, the city which
I have chosen me to put my name there.

37 And I will take thee, and thou slialt

reign according to all that thy soul dcsireth,

and shalt be king over Israel.

38 And it shall be, if thou wilt hearken
unto all that I command thee, and wilt walk
in my ways, and do tliat is right in my sight,

to keep my statutes and my commandments,
as David my servant did ; that I will be with
thee, and build thee a sure house, as I built

for David, and will give Israel unto thee.

31) And I will for this afflict the seed of
David, but not for ever.

40 Solomon sought therefore to kill Jero-
boam. And Jeroboam arose, and fled into

Egypt, unto Shishak king of Egypt, and was
in Egypt until the death of Solomon.

41 1 And the rest of the ""acts of Solo-

mon, and all that he did, and his wisdom,
are they not written in the book of the acts of

Solomon ?

42 And the ''time that Solomon reigned in

Jerusalem over all Israel ims "'forty years.

43 And Solomon slept with his fathers, and
was buried in the city of David his father : and
"Rehoboam his son reigned in his stead.

Heb. A-„(.
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wives included not only females of royal extraction, but

the daughters of eminent persons ; and the Rabbins are

probably correct in saying, that only the few who were
especial favourites, or of royal descent, were regarded as

queens. This is still the case in the East. China, India,

Persia, and Turkey afford, or have afforded, instances

similar to that before us. The Chinese emperor has a vast

number of females in his establishment, many of whom he
never saw in his life. Magalhaens computes their number
at three thousand. They are called kong-ni/u, or ' ladies

of the palace.' These ladies have their particular dignities

and titles, and are divided into several classes or orders,

distinguished, like the mandarins, by their habits and
other marks of their degree. Those for whom the em-
peror has particular regard are called Ti, or 'almost

queen.' Besides these there are three full queens, and one

empress chosen from their number, and who is regularly

proclaimed and enthroned (see Le Comte and Magalhaens,

in Astley's collection). With some unessential variations

the principle of this arrangement may be found in most

Oriental courts ; but the number of females is rarely so

large. Those of the Great Mogul were stated at one

thousand by the travellers of the seventeenth century

—

exactly Solomon's number. In Persia, also, instances have

not been uncommon in which the state of Solomon, in

this and other respects, has been equalled or exceeded.

It is related of Darius Codomanus, that he was wont, in

time of war, to take with him three hundred and fifty

women in liis camp ; and their presence was not disagree-

able to the queen, wlio also attended, for the others mani-

fested all reverence and adoration for her, as if she had

been a goddess. But of all even Pei-sian kings, it is

Khoosroo who seems to have eclipsed all other monarchs

ed in history- Solomon included—in ostentatious

2no

magnificence, the details of which will not fail to strike

the reader as remarkably analogous in kind to what we
have read of the Hebrew king. We quote Sir John Mal-
colm's Histori/ of Persia : ' While his generals were sub-

duing the Roman empire, Khoosroo was wholly devoted
to the enjoyment of unheard of luxury and magnificence.

His noble palaces, of which he built one for every season

—

his thrones, which were invaluable, particularly that called

Takh-dis, which was formed to represent the twelve signs

of the zodiac, and the hours of the day—his treasures—his

ladies, of whom there were twelve thousand, each, if we
believe the gravest of Persian writers, equal to the moon
in splendour and beauty—his horses, of which fifty thou-
sand st(i"(l in lb in\:il "st.iMrs— liis twelve hundred ele-

ph;ints liis AiMM.i'n rl.;u-,-.i-. No- •-,',,:, fleeter than the
wind--liis rnelianliiiL; inu-icKin. Uarlnul—and, above .ill,

the incomparabli' Sliin.cn, to Mliuni he was passionately

attached— are subjects on which a thousand volumes have
been written by his countrymen." Sir John allows that

there may be much exaggeration in all this ; but that we
may still conclude that no Oriental prince ever indulged
in greater luxury and splendour.

24. ' Reigned in Damascus'— Here is a very im-
portant historical circumstance, describing the origin of
the kingdom of Damascus, which appears previously to

have appertained to the kings of Zobah. In the preceding

verse we see that Rezin, the founder of the new kingdom,
was an officer of the king of Zobah. It would seem that

]„> fi,„i f,„,„ tlv> tvittle in which his lord was defeated,

anl 1 •
I

. ,1 ;, body of followers, lived as Jeph-
tluli 11 I i

1 ilniie in thecarly partof their career;
unil lii Hi ! I ; i.l pi riod of Solomon's reign, w.is enabled

to ul ri.uu jn >=tb-.iou of Damascus and establish a kingdom
the'-e, which we shall find frequently noticed in the sequel.
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25. 'And reiyned over Sijria.'—Our version seems to
make this apply to Rezin, but the Septuagint applies it to

Hadad, reading ' Edom ' (DinS) instead of ' Aram' (D"1N)

or Syria ; and the sense would certainly be improved by
this reading, inasmuch as it supplies an apparent omis-
sion ; for, without it, we only know that Hadad left Egypt
for Edom, and not how he succeeded there^ or how he was
able to trouble Solomon. The history of Hadad is certainly
very obscure. Adopting the Septuagint reading, some
conclude that Pliaraoh used his interest with Solomon to

allow Hadad to reign as a tributary prince ; and that he
ultimately asserted his independence. Josephus, however,
seems to have read the Hebrew as our version does,
' Syria,' not ' Edom.' He says that Hadad, on his arrival
in Edom, found the territory too strongly garrisoned by
Solomon's troops to afford any hope of success. He there-

fore proceeded with a party of adherents to Syria, where
he was well received by Rezin, then at the head of a band
of robbers, and with his assistance seized upon part of
Syria and reigned there. If this be correct, this must
have been another part of Syria than that in which Heziu
himself reigned, for it is certain from verse 24, that the
latter did reign in Damascus. Carrieres supposes that

Hadad reigned in Syria after the death of Rezin ; and it

might reconcile apparent discrepancies, to suppose that

two kingdoms were established (there were more pre-
viously), both of which, after the death of Rezin, were
consolidated under Hadad. That Hadad was really king
of Syria seems to be rather corroborated by the fact, that

every subsequent king of Syria is in the Scripture called

Ben- Hadad, ' son of Pladad,' and in Josephus simply
Hadad ; which seems to denote that the founder of the

dynasty was called by this name. We may observe,

that, whether we here read Aram or Edom, it must be
understood as applying to Hadad, not to Rezin.

26. ' Zereda.'—Not mentioned elsewhere. We only
know that it was in the tribe of Ephraim.

27. ' Solomon built Millo.'—See the note on Judg. ix. 6.

40. ' Shishak king of Egiipt.'—This is the first time we
find the proper name of an Egyptian sovereign in the
Scriptures, unless Rameses, in Gen. xlvii. 11, be the name.

[B.C. 992—975.

s, King of Egypt.—Thebes,

not of a country, hut of the king. Josephus, however, is

not correct in saying that Solomon's father-in-law was
the last who bore the common titular denomination of
' Pharaoh,' for we afterwards read of Pharaoh-Necho and

Pharaoh-Hophra, besides the frequent use of the name in
the prophets. It is clear, however, that Josephus does not
regard this Shishak as the father-in-law of Solomon,
which indeed the history before us would render unlikely.
Marsham and Newton identify him with the famous Se-
sostris ; but Dr. Hales thinks that this is placing Sesostris

much too late, and he himself identifies him with Ce-
phrenes, and therefore Cheops, his brother and prede-
cessor, must have been the father of Solomon's wife. The
priests of Egypt told Herodotus that the first pyramid was
built by Cheops, and the second by Cephrenes ;—a state-

ment probably founded on their desire to make the pyra-
mids to be considered as monuments (jf the glory of their
native kings, and to conceal the shame of their more
ancient subjection to those ' shepherd kings," under whom
the pyramids seem to have been really erected, by the
hands of the subjected Egyptians, and perhaps of the
Israelites, then in Egypt.
M. Champollion is generally allowed to have rendered

it sufficiently probable that this Shishak was the Seson-
chosis of Manetho, and whose name (Sheshouk), with the
title, ' confirmed by Ammon,' appears on one of the
columns of the first grand peristyle in the palace of Kar-
nak. Now, among the sculptured ornaments of this same
palace, the personage thus named is represented as dragging
to the feet of his gods the chiefs or representatives of
thirty conquered nations. Having identified this monarch
with Shishak, it was natural to look among the captives

for a representative of the Jewish nation. The search was

repaid by finding one whose distinguishing inscription was

equivalent, in phonetic value, to ' Jouda-humdeli,' written

at full length, and meaning, 'the king' or ' kingdom of the

Jews,' or ' of Judah.' It may therefore fairly be inferred

that the triumphant scene commemorates, among the other

victories of the Egyptian king, that which the text re-

cords ; and that it thus, as Champollion himself remarks,

forms an interesting commentary upon 1 Kings xiv. 25-

28. We take these explanations at the value given to

them by Champollion, and admitted by Heeren and others,

without feeling it necessary either to enforce or dispute

their claims to attention. The corroboration is in itself

probable, and, as such, curious and interesting (see Cham-
pollion, Precis, p. 205 ; Lettres, p. 99 ;

and Heeren's

Egypt, sect. iii. ch. ii.).
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CHAPTER XII.

1 The Isradites, assembled at Shechem to crown
Rehoboam, hj Jeroboam make a suit of relaxation

unto him. 6 Rehoboam, refusing the old men's

counsel, by the advice of the young men, answereth
them roughly. IC Ten tribes revolting , kill Adoram,
and make Rehoboam toflee. 21 Rehoboam, raising

an army, is forbidden by Shemaiah. 25 Jeroboam
strengtheneth himself by cities, 2G and by the

idolatry of the two calves.

And 'Rehoboam went to Sliechem : for all

Israel were come to Shechem to make him
king.

2 And it came to pass, when Jeroboam the

son of Nebat, who was yet in "Egypt, heard

of it, (for he was fled from the presence of

king Solomon, and Jeroboam dwelt in Egypt ;)

3 That they sent and called him. And
.Jeroboam and all the congregation of Israel

came, and spake unto Rehoboam, saying,

4 Thy father made our ''yoke grievous :

now therefore make thou the grievous service

of thy father, and his heavy yoke which he put
upon us; lighter, and we will serve thee.

5 And he said imto them, Depart yetfor
three days, then come again to me. And the

people departed.

6 H And king Rehoboam consulted with

the old men, that stood before Solomon his

father while he yet lived, and said. How do ye

advise that I may answer this people ?

7 And they spake unto him, saying. If thou

wilt be a servant unto this people this day,

and wilt serve them, and answer them, and
speak good words to them, then they will be

thy servants for ever.

8 But he forsook the counsel of the old

men, which they had given him, and consulted

with the young men that were grown up with

him, and which stood before him :

9 And he said unto them. What counsel

give ye that we may answer this people, who
have spoken to me, saying. Make the yoke
which thy father did put upon us lighter?

10 And the young men that were grown
up with him spake unto him, saying. Thus
shalt thou speak unto this people that spake

unto thee, saying. Thy father made our yoke
heavy, but make thou it lighter unto us ; thus

shalt thou say unto them. My \\tt\eJiriffei- shall

be thicker than my father's loins.

11 And now whereas my father did lade

you with a heavy yoke, I will add to your
yoke : my father hath chastised you with

whips, but I will chastise you with scorpions.

1 2 Cliron. 10. 1. a Chop. 11. 40. » Chi
* Heb. strengthened liimsclf. 7 Or, fell aiotu,

292

12 H So Jeroboam and all the people came
to Rehoboam the third day, as the king had
appointed, saying. Come to me again the third

day.

13 And the king answered the people

'roughly, and forsook the old men's counsel

that they gave him
;

14 And spake to them after the counsel of

the young men, saying. My father made your
yoke heavy, and I will add to your yoke : my
father also chastised you with whips, but I will

chastise you with scorpions.

15 Wherefore the king hearkened not unto

the people ; for the cause was from the Lord,
that he might perform his saying, which the

Lord 'spake by Ahijah the Shilonite unto

Jeroboam the son of Nebat.

16 If So when all Israel saw that the king

hearkened not unto them, the people answered

the king, saying. What portion have we in

David ? neither have we inheritance in the son

of Jesse : to your tents, O Israel : now see to

thine own house, David. So Israel departed

unto their tents.

17 But as for the children of Israel which

dwelt in the cities ofJudah, Rehoboam reigned

over them.

18 Then king Rehoboam sent Adoram, who
ims over the tribute ; and all Israel stoned

him with stones, that he died. Therefore

king Rehoboam "made speed to get him up to

his chariot, to flee to Jerusalem.

19 So Israel 'rebelled against the house of

David unto this day.

20 11 And it came to pass, when all Israel

beard that Jeroboam was come again, that

they sent and called him unto the congre-

gation, and made him king over all Israel :

there was none that followed the house of

David, but the tribe of Judah "only.

21 H And when Rehoboam was come to

Jerusalem, he assembled all the house ofJudah,

with the tribe of Benjamin, an hundred and

fourscore thousand chosen men, which were

warriors, to fight against the house of Israel,

to bring the kingdom again to Rehoboam the

son of Solomon.
'22 But "the word of God came imto She-

maiah the man of God, saying,

23 Speak unto Rehoboam, the son of Solo-

mon, king of Judah, and unto all the house of

Judah and Benjamin, and to the remnant of

the people, saying,

24 Thus saith the Lord, Ye shall not go

up, nor fight against your brethren the children
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of Israel : return every man to his house ; for

this thing is from me. They hearkened there-

fore to the word of the Lord, and returned to

depart, according to the word of the Lord.
25 H Then Jeroboam built Shechem in

mount Ephraim, and dwelt therein ; and went
out from thence, and built Penuel.

26 IT And Jeroboam said in his heart. Now
shall the kingdom return to the house of

David :

27 If this people go up to do sacrifice in

the house of the Lord at Jerusalem, then shall

the heart of this people turn again unto their

lord, even unto Rehoboam king of Judah, and
they shall kill me, and go again to Rehoboam
king of Judah.

28 AVhereupon the king took counsel, and
made two calves of gold, and said unto them.

It is too much for you to go up to Jerusalem :

'"behold thy gods, O Israel, which brought

thee up out of the land of Egypt.

fGS. [B.C. 075.

29 And he set the one in Beth-el, and the

other put he in Dan.
30 And this thing became a sin : for the

people went to worship before the one, even

unto Dan.
31 And he made an house of high places,

and made priests of the lowest of the people,

which were not of the sons of Levi.

32 And Jeroboam ordained a feast in the

eighth month, on the fifteenth day of the month,
like unto the feast that is in Judah, and he
"offered upon the altar. So did he in Beth-el,

'"sacrificing unto the calves that he had made :

and he placed in Beth-el the priests of the

high places which he had made.
33 So he ""offered upon the altar which he

had made in Beth-el the fifteenth day of the

eighth month, even in the month which he had
devised of his own heart ; and ordained a feast

unto the childi-en of Israel : and he oflered

upon the altar, "and burnt incense.

Verse 4. ' TTii/ father made our yoke grievous.'—The
fact seems to be, "that it was under Solomou that the

Israelites first strongly experienced the consequences,

which Samuel had long before told them -would result

from their determination to have a king to reign over

them. It is clear that Solomon's vast establishments and
expensive undertakings required a very large revenue, and
that no means were left untried to raise it to the highest

possible amount. The tribute of the subject nations, the

presents from foreign princes, and the profits of his com-
mercial speculations, were not adequate to his wants ; and
hence he was obliged to establish a regular system of

taxation over the country, so that every one was more or

less subject to its operation, such as we now find established

in the European nations : besides which, it would seem
from chap. ix. 15, that he required extraordinary grants

for particular undertakings. Now we do not feel that the

grounds of discontent arising from this source have ever

been properly discriminated. In the first place. Oriental

feeling is altogether opposed to an organized system of

taxation, from which none escape. Although in the long

run the people may pay more than such a system would

exact, they prefer the contingencies of uncertain demand
—in whicli they do not know beforehand what they shall

have to pay, and have room to hope that nothing will be

required, or that the demand, being unequal, may not fall

heavily on themselves—to the certainty that, at such a

time, such a proportion of their income will be taken from
them, without any hope of postponement or exemption.

This kind of feeling extends even to the person who
benefits by such demands ; for instances have been known
of Oriental governors of cities, w ho have preferred to trust

for their income to the chance results of fines and exac-

tions, than to receive from their prince a regular salary,

equal or even superior to the utmost they could by such

means hope to secure. Another circumstance is, that all

the taxes of the Israelites were taken directly from the

produce of their grounds and cattle—and under this form,

even a light contribution will always be felt more onerous

in its pressure, and will occasion more discontent than

one much heavier, raised indirectly by duties on articles

of consumption—which is a refinement in finance that

does not appear to have been understood in the time of

Solomon.

8. ' T7ie young men that icere grown up with him.'— It

was an ancient custom, particularly in the East, for young
princes to be trained up with the young men, who, from
the rank or influence of their families, might be expected

to become the leading men of the nation. Sesostris in

Egypt, Cyrus in Persia, and Alexander in Macedon, were
brought up in this manner: and we find that the com-
panions and fellow pupils of their early days were their

devoted friends and military commanders in more advanced
life. These ' young men ' were probably as old as Reho-
boam himself, who was turned of forty ; and he and they

were therefore quite old enough to have been wiser than
they were. But it seems that they calculated on overawe-
ing the malcontents, by using high language on the

occasion.

11. ' Whips. . . .scorpions'—Here a simple scourge and
another more painful are mentioned in opposition. The
latter is called 'a scorpion," probably to denote a com-
parison between the pain respectively occasioned by the

scourge and the reptile. Most of the Jewish commentators
suppose that this scorpion was a scourge composed of

knotted and thorny twigs, by which the flesh was severely

lacerated. More probably it consisted of thongs, set with

thorns or sharp iron points. Such scourges, called by
the Romans horribilia, among them were applied as a

means of torturing, only by unrelenting persons, and par-

ticularly by cruel masters in the punishment of their

slaves. Some of the early martyrs were thus tortured.

See Calmet's Dissertation sur les Supptices, and Jahn's

Biblische Archaeolcgie.

17. ' Rehoboam reigned over them.'—In the progress of

the history we often see Judah and Benjamin mentioned

as one tribe, the two having incorporated their interests,

and the capital being partly in the one tribe and partly in

the other. It may be useful to distinguish the respective

territories of the two kingdoms into which we find the

dominion of David and Solomon now divided. Jeroboam
possessed ten tribes, together with all the tributary nations

eastward to the Euphrates. This formed the kingdom of

Israel. Rehoboam retained only the tribes of Judah and
Benjamin, with Philistia and Edom. But the whole of this

territory, now called the kingdom ofJudah, included scarcely

a fourth part of Solomon's dominion, [.\ppendix. No. 40.]

28. ' Made two calves of gold.'—This passage seems a
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very clear corroboration of the views wliich we took, in

the notes to Exod. xxxii. 4, 5, respecting the golden calf

erected in the wilderness—this was, that no apostacy
from Jehovah to other gods was immediately intended;
but that it was a gross irregularity and an infusion of
idolatrous ideas into the worship of the true God. Jero-
boam was afraid, not without reason, that if his subjects
went three times a year to Jerusalem, as the law required,
they would soon return to their allegiance to the House of
David. He therefore set up two golden calves at suitable

distances ft-om each other, with the declared view of sav-
ing them the trouble of so long a journey; and this alone
proves that the symbols were intended for the accommoda-
tion of the worshippers of Jehovah, who alone could have
any inducement to take suoh a journey. Jeroboam seems
to have taken up many Egyptian ideas during his stay in

Egypt, and by which he was influenced in the selection of

this symbol. He probably thought this was the least

offensive contrivance by which his object could be at-

tained : and in that object his successors also were so mucli
interested, that they took care to keep up this symbolical
worship, whence we read of all of them, that they ' de-

parted not from the sin of Jeroboam the son of Nebat,
who made Israel to sin.'

29. ' In Bethel. . .in iJa)!.'—Betliel was selected, doubt-

less, not only as being near to the southern frontier of the

kingdom, but as being a place of sacred story, where
God had revealed himself to Jacob, and with which some
of the most interesting memories of the race were con-

nected. Dan, also, was chosen not only as being near the

northern frontier, but as being already a seat of spurious
worship, established long ago in connection with the cphod
and teraphim which the Danites had reft from Micah.

31. • He made priests of the lowest of the people.'—Pro-
perly, 'anj of the people, not of the sons of Levi.' The

second clause explains the first. By the law, none but a
Levite of Aaron's family could be a priest, and none but a
Levite could officiate in the subordinate services of re-

ligion. But it seems that the priests and Levites were
faithful, and would not be parties in the sin of Jeroboam

;

which obliged him—one evil bringing on another—to ap-
point persons out of any of the tribes who were willing to

accept the office. We see Jeroboam himself burning in-

cense, in the next chapter ; and as this was a function of

the priesthood, it would seem that the king himself dis-

charged the priestly office under the new system, at least

on great occasions. Such an union of the priestly and
regal offices has had other examples in the East. We
never read of any high-priest in the kingdom of Israel.

Perhaps no one was ever bold enough formally to assume
that office.

32. ' In the eighth mouth, on the ffteenth day of the

month.'—That is, the king, to complete the separation be-

tween the two kingdoms, put the feast of tabernacles,

which by the law was to be celebrated on the fifteenth of

the seventh month (Lev. xxiii. 34), a month later than the

legal time. This alteration of time probably extended
to the other feasts, if any other were observed ; and
in that case much confusion must have been produced,
seeing that all the festivals had been originally timed
with reference to the seasons of the year. Why did

Jeroboam put the feast a month later, and not a month
earlier, than the proper time? Doubtless because this

feast was intended to come at the close of the agricul-

tural labours of the year, whence it was also called the

Feast of Ingathering, and this was somewhat later in the

northern parts of Palestine which were contained in his

dominion, than in the southern part which formed Eeho-
boam's kingdom.

CHAPTER XIII.

1 Jeroboam's hand, that offered violence to him that

prophesied against his altar at Beth-el, withereth,

6 and at the prayer of the prophet is restored.

7 Tlie prophet, rtfusiinj the kiiufs entertainment,

departethfrom Beth-el. 11 An old prophet , seduc-

ing him, bringeth him back. 20 He is reproved
hij God, 24 slain by a lion, 26 buried by the old
prophet, 31 who confirmeth his prophecy. 33 Jero-
boam's obstinacy.

And, behold, thero came a man of God out

of Judah by the word of the Lord unto
Beth-el : and Jeroboam stood by the altar 'to

burn incense.

2 And he cried against the altar in the

word of the Loud, and said, O altar, altar,

thus saith the Lord ; Behold, a child shall

be born unto the house of David, ''Josiah by

name ; and upon thee shall he oifer the

priests of the high places that burn incense

upon thee, and men's bones shall be burnt

upon thee.

3 And he gave a sign the same day, saying.

This /.s- tlie sign which llie Lokd hath spoken ;

Brhold, the altar shall be rent, and the ashes

that are upon it shall be poured out.

4 IT Audit came to pass, when king Jeroboam

heard the saying of the man of God, which

had cried against the altar in Beth-el, that he

put forth his hand from the altar, saying, Lay
hold on him. And hi? hand, which he put

forth against him, dried' up, so that he could

not pull it in again to him.

5 The altar also was rent, and the ashes

poured out from the altar, according to the

sign which the man of God had given by the

word of the Lord.
6 And the king answered and said unto

the man of God, Intreat now the face of the

Lord thy God, and pray for me, that my hand

may be restored me again. And the man of

God besought Hhc Lord, and the king's hand

was restored him again, and became as it loas

before.

7 If And the king said unto the man of

God, Come home with me, and refi-esh thyself,

and I will give thee a reward.

8 And the man of God said unto the king,

If ihou wilt give me half thine house, I will

not go in with thee, neither will I eat bread

nor drink water in this j)lace :

i) For so was it charged me by the word of

' Ueb. the face of the LOKD.
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the Lord, saying, Eat no bread, noi- drink

water, nor turn again by the same way that

tiiou earnest.

10 So he went another way, and returned
not by the way that he came to Beth-el.

11 If Now there dwelt an old prophet in

Beth-el ; and his sons came and told him all

the works that the man of God had done that

day in Beth-el : the words which he had
spoken unto the king, them they told also to

their fether.

12 And their father said unto them. What
w ay went he ? For his sons had seen what
way the man of God went, which came from
Judah.

13 And he said unto his sons. Saddle me
the ass. So they saddled liiui the ass : and
he rode thereon,

14 And went after the man of God, and
found him sitting under an oak : and he said

unto him. Art thou the man of God that

earnest from Judah ? And he said, I am.

15 Then he said unto him. Come home with

me, and eat bread.

IG And he said, I may not return with thee,

nor go in with thee : neither will I eat bread
nor drink water with thee in this place :

17 For 'it was said to me by the word of

tiie Lord, Thou shalt eat no bread nor drink

water there, nor turn again to go by the way
that thou earnest.

18 He said unto him, I am a prophet also

as thou ai't ; and an angel spake unto me by
the word of the Lord, saying. Bring him
back with thee into thine house, that he may
eat bread and drink water. But he lied unto

him.

19 So he went back with him, and did eat

broad in his house, and drank water.

20 H And it came to pass, as they sat at

the table, that the word of the Lord came
unto the prophet that brought him back :

21 And he cried unto the man of God that

came from Judah, saying, Thus saith the

Lord, Forasmuch as thou hast disobeyed the

mouth of the Lord, and hast not kept the

commandment which the Lord thy God com-
manded thee,

22 But camest back, and hast eaten bread
and drunk water in the place, of the which
tlia LORD did say to thee. Eat no bread,

and drink no water ; thy carcase shall not come
unto the sepulchre of thy fathers.

• Heb. a nvid was. 5 Heli. hmhen. s Ilc-b. broheu

23 H And it came to pass, after he had
eaten bread, and after he had drunk, that he
saddled for him the ass, to ivit, for the prophet
whom he had brought back.

24 And when he was gone, a lion met him
by the way, and slew him : and his carcase

was cast in the way, and the ass stood by it,

the lion also stood by the carcase.

25 And, behold, men passed by, and saw
the carcase cast in the way, and the lion stand-
ing by the carcase : and they came and told it

in the city where the old prophet dwelt.

26 IT And when the propiiet that brought
him back from the way heard tkeretf, he said.

It is the man of God, who was disobedient

unto the word of the Lord : therefore the

Lord hath delivered him unto the lion, which
hath "torn him, and slain him, according to

the word of the Lord, which he spake unto
him.

27 And he spake to his sons, saying, Saddle
me the ass. And they saddled hiiji.

28 And he went and found his carcase cast

in the way, and the ass and the lion standing
by the carcase : the lion had not eaten the

carcase, nor 'torn the ass.

29 And the prophet took up the carcase of

the man of God, and laid it upon the ass, and
brought it back : and the old prophet came to

the city, to mourn and to bury him.

30 And he laid his carcase in his own grave ;

and they mourned over him, sayinri, Alas, my
brother

!

31 And it came to pass, after he had buried

him, that he spake to his sons, saying. When
I am dead, then bury me in the sepulchre

wherein the man of God is buried ; lay my
bones beside his bones :

32 For the saying which he cried by the

word of the Lord against the altar in Betli-el,

and against all the houses of the high places

which are in the cities of Samaria, shall surely

come to pass.
' 33 IT After this thing Jeroboam returned

not from his evil way, but 'made again of the

lowest of the people priests of the high places :

whosoever would, he "consecrated him, and

he became one of the priests of the high

places.

34 And this thing became sin unto the

house of Jeroboam, even to cut it off, and to

destroy it from off the face of the earth.

!• Ufb. returned and madt. lleb. filed his hand.
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Verse 1. ' Tliere came a man of Gvd out of Judah.'—li

cannot be ascertained who this prophet was
; but he cer-

tainly was not either Ahijah or Iddo, as some suppose, for

both these prophets were alive after the circumstances re-

corded in this chapter.

2. ' Josiah by name.'—This clear, distinct, and remark-

able prophecy, concerning what should be done by a man
who was not born till 3G0 years later, and whose very

name is mentioned, may be advantageously contrasted with

the obscure, indeterminate, guarded, and equivocal predic-

tions of the idle oracles of ancient paganism.

9. ' J£at no bread, nor drink water.'—We have already

had occasion to explain that for persons to eat bread or

drink water together was a symbol and seal of mutual
friendship and peace ; which sufficiently explains why the

prophet was forbidden to refresh himself in this evil city.

11. ' An old prophet.'—The character of this person has

been very largely discussed, but with no very satisfactory

result. The most likely conclusion is, that he was a true

(perhaps unwillingly true) prophet, but a bad man. We
know he prophesied truly ; but we know also that his sons

attended the worship of the golden calf, and that he told a

premeditated falsehood, of a very awful character, to divert

the stranger from a purpose which he knew that his duty

required from him. His object looks kind towards the

stranger, in the first instance—and we may suppose that he

was not then aware of the terrible judgment which he was
afterwards constrained to denounce : but, as he must have

known that a neglect of duty in a prophetic messenger could

not pass unpunished, we may conclude that his object in

seducing back the strange prophet was to weaken any im-

pression which his message might have produced on the

mind of Jeroboam and others, by affording them room to

suspect that he was not an authorized messenger, since he

had himself neglected that which he had avowed to have

l)een part of the Lord's command. This explanation will

also shew that the final judgment of the disobedient prophet

was not merely a personal punishment of the messenger,
but was necessary to vindicate the character of the mes-
sage, which had been compromised by his disobedience.

We may, upon the whole, conceive the ' old prophet ' to

have been much such another person as Balaam.
24. ' A lion met him b;/ the way.'— In 2 Kings ii. 24, we

find that near Bethel there was a wood, out of which came
two she-bears ; and it is probable that this lion came from
the same wood. All the circumstances of this transaction

—that the lion did not devour the body, or rend the ass, or

molest the passengers or the old prophet's sons—were cal-

culated forcibly to direct the attention of the people to that

Divine power which thus authenticated its own message by
the destruction of the messenger.

31. ' Burij me in the sepulchre wherein the man of God is

buried.'—His object in this was doubtless that of securing

protection for his remains by their being mingled with

those of the prophet in that day which he knew would
come, when those sepulchres should be polluted. There is

also reason to think that he hoped by this means to secure

some advantage to himself in the day of judgment—or we
might say, of the resurrection, if we could be sure that a

belief in the resurrection from the dead formed an article

in the creed of the Israelites in this early age, as we know
that it did at a later period. This is the motive which
creates the strong desire now exhibited by the Moslems
that their remains may rest near those of some holy man.
In travelling through Western Asia we never failed to

find numerous graves around the kubbehs erected over the

remains of Moslem saints ; and the more eminent the saint

the greater the number of graves assembled around liis se-

pulchre. Numbers are carried to a great distance for this

purpose. Even the Hindoos, who have no idea of a resur-

rection, manifest the same feeling, under the notion that no

devils or evil spirits dare intrude on spots thus sanctified.

— ' Lai/ mi/ bones beside his bones.'—Here the lying

prophet terms his body, just become breathless, his ' bones.'
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This is not the only instance in wliich, by an allowable

synecdoche, ' bones ' means the same thing as ' corpse.'

'I'lius the embalmed body of Joseph is called his ' bones,'

Gen. 1. 25, 26; Exod. xiii. 19. Josephus also tells us

that Simon removed ' the bones' of his brother Jonathan,

who was slain by Tryphon, when he was departing out of

that country, although Simon seems to have done this as

soon as might be after Tryphon's retirement. The same

[B.C. {JSlfrlfS

form of expression, by which the ' bones ' are

the whole body, is not nncommon in modern wri

Cardinal Wolsey in Shakspere :

—

' O father abbot,

An old man, broken with the storms of f

Is come to lay his weary bones among yc

CHAPTER XIV.

1 Abijah being sicli, Jeroboam sendeth his vife dis-

f/uiaed with presents to the prophet Ahijnh at

Shiloh. 5 Ahijah, forewarned by God, denomiceth

God's judgment. 17 Abijah dieth, and is buried.

19 Nadab succeedelh Jeroboam. 21 Jiehoboam's

niched reiyn. 25 Shishak spoiteth Jerusalem. 29

Abijam sncceedeth Rehoboa7n.

At tliat time Abijah the son of Jeroboam fell

sick.

2 And Jeroboam said to his wife, Arise, I

pray thee, and disguise thyself, that thou be

not known to be the wife of Jeroboam ; and

get thee to Shiloh : behold, there w Ahijah

the prophet, which told me that 'I should be

king over this people.

3 And take 'with thee ten loaves, and

'cracknels, and a ''cruse of honey, and go to

him : he shall tell thee what shall become of

the child.

4 And Jeroboam's wife did so, and arose,

and went to Shiloh, and came to the house of

Ahijah. But Ahijah could not see ; for his

eyes 'were set by reason of his age.

5 "H And the Lord said unto Ahijah, Be-

hold, the wife of Jeroboam cometh to ask a

thing of thee for her son ; for he is sick : thus

and thus shalt thou say unto her : for it shall

be, when she cometh in, that she shall feign

iierself to be another uvman.

6 And it was so, when Ahijah board the

sound of her feet, as she came in at the door,

that he said. Come in, thou wife of Jeroboam
;

why feignest thou thyself ^o be another? for I

am sent to thee intli "heavy tidiiif/s.

7 Go, tell Jeroboam, Thus saith the Loud
God of Israel, Forasmuch as I exalted thee

from among the people, and made thee prince

over my people Israel,

8 A\id rent the kingdom away from the

house of David, and gave it thee : and yet

thou hast not been as my servant David, who
kept my commandments, and who followed me
with all his heart, to do tliat only which teas

right in mine eyes ;

11 But hast done evil above all that were

before thee : for thou hast gone and made
thee other gods, and molten images, to pro-

voke me to anger, and hast cast me behind

thy back :

10 Therefore, behold, 'I will bring evil_

upon the house of Jeroboam, and will cut oft'

from Jeroboam "him that pisseth against the

wall, andh'im that is shut up and left in Israel,

and will take away the remnant of the house

of Jeroboam, as a man taketli away dung, till

it be all gone.

11 Him that dieth of Jeroboam in the city

shall the dogs eat ; and him that dieth in the

field shall t"he fowls of the air eat : for the

Lord hath spoken it.

12 Arise thou therefore, get thee to thine

own house : and when thy feet enter into the

city, the child shall die.

13 And all Israel shall mourn for him, and

bury him : for he only of Jeroboam shall come

to the grave, because in him there is found

some good thing toward the Lord God of Israel

in the house of Jeroboam.

14 Moreover the Lord shall raise iiim

up a king over Israel, who shall cut oft' the

house of Jeroboam that day : but what ? even

now.

15 For the Lord shall smite Israel, as a

reed is shaken in the water, and he shall root

up Israel out of this good land, which he gave

to their fathers, and shall scatter them beyond

the river, because they have made their groves,

provoking the Lord to anger.

16 And he shall give Israel up because of

the sins of Jeroboam, who did sin, and who

made Israel to sin.

17 U And Jeroboam's wife arose, and de-

parted, and came to Tirzah : and when she

came to the threshold of the door, the child

died
;

18 And they buried him; and all Israel

mourned for him, according to the word of

the Loud, which he spake by the hand of bis

servant Ahijah the prophet.

19 And the rest of the acts of Jeroboam,

how he warred, and how he reigned, behold.
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they are written in the book of the chronicles

of the kings of Israel.

20 And the days which Jeroboam reigned

were two and twenty years : and he 'slept with

his fathers, and Nadab his son reigned in his

stead.

21 IF And Rehoboam the son of Solomon

reigned in Judah. "Relioboam was forty and

one years old when he began to reign, and

he reigned seventeen years in Jerusalem, the

city which the Lord did choose out of all

the tribes of Israel, to put his name there.

And his mother's name wan Naamah an

Ammonitess.

22 And Judah did evil in the sight of the

Lord, and they provoked him to jealousy with

their sins which they had committed, above all

that their fathers had done.

23 For they also built them high places,

and "images, and groves, on every high hill,

and under every green tree.

24 And there were also sodomites in the

land : and they did according to all the abo-

minations of the nations which the Lord cast

out before the children of Israel.

25 If And it came to pass in the fifth year

of king Rehoboam, tliat Shishak king of Egypt
came up against Jerusalem :

26 And he took away the treasures of the

house of the Lord, and the treasures of the

king's house ; he even took away all : and
he took away all the shields of gold '"which

Solomon had made.
27 And king Rehoboam made in their stead

brasen shields, and committed them unto the

hands of the chief of the "guard, which kept

the door of the king's house.

28 And it was so, when the king went into

the house of the Lord, that the guard bare

them, and brought them back into the guard
chamber.

29 ^ Now the rest of the acts of Rehoboam,
and all that he did, are they not written in

the book of the chronicles of the kings of

Judah ?

30 And there was war between Rehoboam
and Jei-oboam all tlicir days.

31 And Rehoboam slept with his fathers,

and was buried with his fathers in the city of

David. And his mother's name rcas Naamah
an Ammonitess. And iVbijaui his son reigned

in his stead.

Verse 3. ' Take with thee ten haves, and cracknels, and

a cruse of honei/.'See the note on 1 Sam. ix. 7. This

docs not, as Hi'slinp Patrick conjectures, prove that the

(|u, . II li.nl ill "I 'Ml I
' If ,. : I" r couuti-j-woman ; for

|,i. , r, |.< I, ! , , , i n the East, by per-

j-,11 li ,i. .
1

, whom they respect.

A\ . iir il 1.1,1 i;,. i. !"!. Ill
; il : the queen thought the

afi'cctation of a very hjw condition necessary to her purpose.

The word translated ' crachieU ' {jy^j^'i nikhuddim) doubt-

less means some kind of small cake or biscuit ; and, as the

word suggests the idea of something spotted, Harmer fairly

enough conjectures that they -were some such sort of

biscuit, sprinkled with seeds, as are still much used in the

East. We use caraway-seeds for this purpose: poppy-

seeds are usually employed liy the Orientals, who often also

sprinkle thus thei unary I A bread.

10. ' Him that is sliiit up ami lift in Israel.'—This is the

literal Hebrew, wliicb lias been ditlcrently understood. It

probably ni':o- ibii -lU J.roliuam's family should perish-

not one i-i
;

1 ! carefully s/iH/ tip and hidden

from cahiiii •, 1 : ; i^t remaining fragment of the

family sli.n I ; n., !. We adopt the opinion, that

tin- el:ni r ,,ii;ii iii: I,
i

. reding this does not refer to the

Ininiiiii 111 il'
,

i III I
I :i '! ' : and for this reason, that the

,11 ! ii; :
[ Hi. 1,1

|
^ iii^ Its boiug truly applicable to

;,]i> I Hi 111, .,, ,, lis. This frequently-recurring

longingTo'tbe eon.li 1 i, ,
;!, , |„,„|,| , „ i,„ ,!, ^.: iie...in.

This IS a strong nn '
;

: .
,

i i
,

,

m
i

13. 'Inhimlkn, , ,
,,'

, , , , ,
,

.- I '-"s

say that tills good lion;;, «..^, lli.a I.e .il.-.ipi.lo'.id el llie

golden calves ; and that he had persuaded his father to

withdraw the guards and sentinels which he had posted
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along the frontier to prevent those from going to Jerusalem,
at the three great annual festivals, who still felt inclined to

do so.

25. ' Came up against Jerusalem.'—Although it is diffi-

cult to assign a specific reason, beyond a conqueror's thirst

for spoil, for the invasion of the dominions of the son by a
power which had been so friendly to the father, it does not

strike us that the difficulty is increased by the fact of the

matrimonial alliance which Solomon had contracted with
the royal family of Egypt. Eehoboam was born before

that alliance was contracted, and he and his mother were
not likely to lie i ^ ,1, ,i m i:li iiiueh favour by the Egyptian
princess or 111 1 ; i, ' i I it would seem that s/ie had
died, or her in, i :,, ' , ,iii<-d, or her friends deemed
her wronged, l, ,, i, iL, I i;,, i end of Solomon's reign; for

it is evident that tlie king of Egypt, this very Shishak, was
not on the most friendly terms with Solomon, since he
granted his favour and protection to the fugitive Jeroboam,
whose prospective pretensions to di\ide the kinjidom with
the son of Solomon foriii: i!, , ^ ii]

i

i;, i t : i, end of the

distinction with which li, i
, : li ,, nnstance

may direct attention t<i M I
:

;

: i ;i lur pro-

bability, that the expcdiin,,, M, ii:,,l. 1 1 il,, II :il ilie sugges-

tion of Jeroboam, who had nuicli cause to be alanncd at the

defection of his subjects to Rehoboam, and at the diligence

which that king employed in strengthening his kingdom.
The rich plunder which was to be obtained would, when
pointed out, be an adequate inducement to the enterprise.

^9. ' Tlie hook o/tlie chronicles.'—Not the books of that

name, but the current annals of the kingdom, .from which
the canonical books of Kings and Chronicles seem to have
been compiled. See the note on Esther vi. 1.
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CHAPTER XV.

1 Abijam's wicked reign. 8 Asa succeedelh him.

11 Asa's good reign. 16 The war between Baaska
and him caitselh him to make a league with Ben-
hadad. 23 Jchoshaphat siiccecdeth Asa. 25 NadaVs
wicked reign. 27 Baasha conspiring against him
executeth Ahijah's prophecy. 31 Nadab's acts and
death. 33 Baasha's tvicked reign.

Now in the eighteenth year of king 'Jero-

boam the son of Nebat reigned Abijam over

Judah.

2 Three years reigned he in Jerusalem.

And his mother's name was Maachah, tlic

daughter of Abislialom.

3 And he walked in all the sins of his

father, which he had done before him : and
his heart was not perfect with the Lord his

God, as the heart of David his father.

4 Nevertheless for David's sake did the

Lord his God give him a "lamp in Jerusalem,

to set up his son after him, and to establish

Jerusalem :

5 Because David did that which ivas right

in the eyes of the Loud, and turned not aside

from any thinff that he commanded him all tiio

days of his life, ^save only in the matter of

Uriah the Hittite.

6 And there was war between Rehoboam
and Jeroboam all the days of his life.

7 H Now the rest of the acts of Abijam, and
all that he did, are they not written in the

'book of the chronicles of the kings of Judah ?

And there was war between Abijam and
Jeroboam.

8 And Abijam slept with his fathers ; and
they buried him in the city of David : and
'Asa his son reigned in his stead.

9 IT And in the twentieth year ofJeroboam
king of Israel reigned Asa over Judah.

10 And forty and one years reigned he

in Jerusalem. And his ''mother's name teas

Maachah, the daugliter of Abishalom.

11 And Asa did that which luas right in the

eyes of the Lord, as did David his father.

12 And he took away the sodomites out of

the land, and removed all the idols that his

fathers had made.
13 And also 'Maachah his mother, even

her he removed from being queen, because

she had made an idol in a grove ; and Asa
"destroyed her idol, and burnt it by the brook

Kidron.

14 But the high places were not removed :

nevertheless Asa's heart was perfect with the

Lord all his days.

1 2 Chron. 13. 1. 2 Or, candle. 3 2 Sam. 11. 4, and 12. 9.

' 2 Chron. 15. 10. 8 Heb. cut off. 8 Heb. halt/. 10 2 Oil!

1* Matth. 1. 8, called Josaphat.

15 And he brought in the "things which his

father had dedicated, and the things wliicli

himself had dedicated, into the house of the

Lord, silver, and gold, and vessels.

IG ^ And there was war between Asa and

Baasha king of Israel all their days.

17 And '"Baasha king of Israel went up
against Judah, and built Ilamah, that he

might not sufter any to go out or come in to

Asa king of Judah.

18 Then Asa took all the silver and the

gold that were left in the treasures of the

house of the Lord, and the treasures of the

king's house, and delivered them into the

hand of his servants : and king Asa sent them

to "Ben-hadad, the son of Tabrimon, the son

of Hezion, king of Syria, that dwelt at Da-
mascus, saying,

19 TAc7-c is a league between me and

thee, and between my father and thy father :

behold, I have sent unto thee a present of

silver and gold ; come and break thy league

with Baasha king of Israel, that he may '"de-

part from me.

20 So Ben-hadad hearkened unto king Asa,

and sent the captains of the hosts which he

had against the cities of Israel, and smote

Ijon, and Dan, and Abel-beth-maachah, and

all Cinneroth, with all the land of Naphtali.

21 And it came to pass, when Baasha heard

thereof, that he left oft' building of Ramah, and

dwelt in Tirzah.

22 Then king Asa made a proclamation

throughout all Judah ; none teas "exempted :

and they took away the stones of Ramah,
and the timber thereof, wherewith Baasha had

budded ; and king Asa built with them Geba
of Benjamin, and Mizjiah.

23 IT The rest of all the acts of Asa, and all

his might, and all that he did, and the cities

which he built, are they not written in the

book of the chronicles of the kings of Judah ?

Nevertheless in the time of his old age he v»as

diseased in his feet.

24 And Asa slept with his fath.ers, and was

buried with his fathers in the city of David his

father : and '''Jelioshaphat his son reigned in

his stead.

25 H And Nadab the son of Jeroboam

"began to reign over Israel in the second

year of Asa king of Judah, and reigned over

Israel two years.

26 And he did evil in the sight of the Lord,

and walked in the way of his father, and in his

sin wherewith he made Israel to sin.

1 S Cliron. 13. 3. 5 2 Chron. U. 1. s Thalia, grandinothci's.

1.16.1. 112 Chron. 16. 2. 12 Heb. jo up. 13 Ueh.free.
15 Heb. reigned
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27 IT And Baasha the son of Aliijah, of the

house of Issacliar, conspired against him ; and

Baasha smote him at Gibbethon, which belonged

to tlie Philistines ; for Nadab and all Israel

laid siege to Gibbethon.

28 Even in the third year of Asa king of

Judah did Baasha slay him, and reigned in

his stead.

29 And it came to pass, when he reigned,

that he smote all the house of Jeroboam ; he

left not to Jeroboam any that breathed, until

he had destroyed him, according unto "the

saying of the Lord, which he spake by his

servant Aliijah the Shilonite
;

30 Because of the sins of Jeroboam which

he sinned, and which he made Israel sin, by

16 Cliap,

his provocation wherewith he provoked the

Lord God of Israel to anger.

31 Now the rest of the acts of Nadab,
and all that he did, are they not wi-ittcn in

the book of the chronicles of the kings of

Israel

?

32 H And there was war between Asa and
Baasha king of Israel all their days.

33 In the third year of Asa king of Judah
began Baasha the son of Ahijali to reign over

all Israel in Tirzali, twenty and four years.

34 And he did evil in the sight of the

Lord, and walked in the way of Jeroboam,

and in his sin wherewith he made Israel to

Chap. xv.—From heuee to tlie end of the second book

of Kings, we have a history of the affairs of the two king-

doms of Israel and Judah ; while, in the second book of

Chronicles, from the tenth chapter to the end, the parallel

history refers almost exclusively to the affairs of the latter

kingdom, the particulars of which are sometimes given there

in more detail than in the books of Kings. Under these cir-

cumstances, it will be found a very convenient arrangement

to confine our present attention chiefly to the history of the

northern kingdom, which will not again come so fully

under our consideration; reserving much that relates to

Judali in particular for the second book of Chronicles. It

will therefore be understood by the reader, that, under the

parallel te.xts of that book, he will find whatever observa-

tions, on the affairs of the kingdom of Judah, may seem to

be included within our range of illustration. We do not,

however, altogether preclude ourselves from noticing occa-

sionally, even in the books of Kings, whatever, connected

wltli the southern kingdom, it may not seem desirable to

postpone to the Chronicles.

Verse 1. ' Ahijam.'—We may transcribe some curious

observations which we find in Lightfoot's Harmon;/ of

the Old Testament, under this text : Abijah is also called

Abijam, and his mother is called both 'Maachah' and
'Michah;' and his grandfather, by his mother's side, is

called ' Absalom ' and ' Uriel.' Such changes of names
are frequent in Scripture ; and sometimes so altered by

tlie Holy Ghost, purposely to hint something to us con-

cerning the person ; and sometimes so altered by the people,

among whom such persons lived—they giving them some

common name, answerable to some qualification, or

action, that tluy s:i\v in them,—or in reference to their

family, nr n,' p ; I' llu-ir family, from which they

dp<;ceiulc(l 1 i
:.!< 'liionicles layeth no wickedness

to the ch:ii : i! I
i

iliat we have in hand, and there-

for,, stirl..'! I
I Jjli,' the name of God, to his

iiiii.r: l.i,i li. I 'i 1 I. ili.ii .'li-.u-geth him with the

„i i ,11, :', lii HI not that honour in

li, ;

' ;'
I

', iJii ^ ,• Jam.' His mother,

t!,,,: \,.
,

1,11,1 I
\] ,ii lii." Ml- \l 1

' tiiili,' when she coraeth

tn l.r .pi ,ii, iniiv 111- conc.ivi-d lo have her name changed,

and she is named after the first mother of a renowned

family in that tribe, from whence she descended. She

was of (;ilu':ili, the city of Saul, and, it is very probable,

of the kindred of Saul ; and, therefore, lier father, who
was properly called 'Absalom.' is called ' Uriel,' which

liath a very near affinity in signification with Ner, and

Esh-baal, men of the stock and family of Saul.
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2. ' Maachah the dauyhter of Abishalom.'—This fa-

voured wife of Kehoboam, and mother of his successor,

is named in three places, and in all of them the name of her

father is differently given. Here she is called the daughter

of ' Abishalom ;' in 2 Chron. xi. 20, the daughter of ' Ab-
salom ;' in 2 Chron. xiii. 2, she is Micaiah the daughter of

' Uriel of Gibeah.' The Jews believe that Absalom the son

of David is intended. This does not appear quite certain

;

but if so, we may take their explanation that Maachah was

the daughter of Tamar, the daughter of Absalom; in

which case tlie comparison of texts will intimate that Uriel

married Tamar, and Maachah was their daughter, which

consequently makes her the grand-daughter of Absalom
and daughter of Uriel. This, upon the whole, seems more
probable than that the several names Abishalom, Absalom,

and Uriel, all point to the same person as the father of

Maachah, as Lightfoot supposes, in the extract which, for

the curious remark on names, we have produced in the

preceding note.

19. ' / have sent unto thee a present ofsiher and gold;

come, and break thy league.'— ' To us it appears strange,' says

Harmer, ' that a present should be thought capable of in-

ducing one prince to break with another, and engage him-

self in war ; but as it was anciently thought sufficient, so

we find in tlie Gesta Dei per Francos, that an eastern no-

bleman that had the custody of a castle called Hasarth,

quarrelling with his master, the prince of Aleppo, and

finding himself obliged to seek for foreign aid, sent pre-

sents to Godfrey of liouillon, to induce him to assist him.

What they were we are not told ; but gold and silver, the

things Asa sent Bcnhadad, were frequently sent in those

times to the crusade princes, and might probably be sent

oil this occasion to Godfrey.'

20. ' Ijon' etc.—All the places here named were in the

north of Israel, nearest to Syria. They have all been men-
tioned already, except Ijon, the precise situation of which
canuot be determined.

27. ' Gi4Jc</io;i.'—This belonged to the tribe of Dan,
and was given by that tribe to the Levites (Josh. xix. 44

;

x.\i. 23). The Levites seeiu to have been dispossessed of

the towns they held in the ten tribes, which may have

afforded the Philistines an opportunity of getting Gibbe-

thon into their own hands. That it was within the limits

of Dan is all we can know with certainty, except that the

text sufiiciently indicates the town to have been one of emi-

siderable strengtli and importance.
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CHAPTER XVI.

1, 7 Jehu's prophecy against Baasha. 6 Elah suc-

ceedetli him. 8 Zimri conspiriiuj (Kjaiust Etali svc-

ceedeth 1dm. 11 Zimri executeth Jehu's prophecy.
1 5 Omri, made king by the soldiers, forceth Zimri
desperately to burn himself. 21 The kingdom being

divided, Omri prevaileth against Tibni. 23 Omri
buildeth Samaria. 25 Jiis wicked reign. 27 Ahab
succecdeth him. 29 Ahab's 7nost wicked reign.

3-1 Joshua's curse upon Hiel the builder of Jericho.

Then the word of the Lord came to Jehu
tlie son of Hanani against Baasha, saying,

2 Forasmuch as I exalted tliee out of the

dust, and made thee prince over my people

Israel ; and thou hast walked in the way of

Jeroboam, and hast made my people Israel to

sin, to provoke me to anger with their sins

;

3 Behold, I will take away the posterity of

Baasha, and the posterity of his house ; and
will make thy house like 'the house of Jero-

boam the son of Nebat.

4 "Ilini that dieth of Baasha in the city

shall the dogs eat : and him tiiat dieth of his

in the fields shall the fowls of the air eat.

5 ^ Now the rest of the acts of Baasha, and
what he did, and his might, ar-e they not

written in the book of the chronicles of the

kings of Israel ?

6 So Baasha slept with his fathers, and was
buried in Tirzah : and Elah his son reigned in

his stead.

7 And also by the hand of the prophet

Jehu the son of Hanani came the word of the

Lord against Baasha, and against his house,

even for all the evil that he did in the sight

of the Lord, in provoking him to anger with

the work of his hands, in being like the house
of Jeroboam ; and because he killed him.

8 If In the twenty and sixth year of Asa
king of Judah began Elah the son of Baasha
to reign over Israel in Tirzah, t\TO years.

9 And his servant Zimri, captain of half Am
chariots, conspired against him, as he was in

Tirzah, drinking himself drunk in the house
of Arza 'steward of his house in Tirzah.

10 And Zimri went in and smote him,

and killed him, in the twenty and seventh

year of Asa king of Judah, and reigned in

his stead.

11 If And it came to pass, when he began
to reign, as soon as he sat on his throne, t/tat

he slew all the house of Baasha : he left him
not one that pisseth against a wall, ''neither of

his kinsfolks, nor of his friends.

12 Thus did Zimri destroy all the house of

Baasha, according to the word of the Lord,
1 Cliap. 15. 29. " Cliap. 14. 11. 3 Huh. which was ove^

which he spake against Baasha 'by Jehu the

prophet,

13 For all the sins of Baasha, and the sins

of Elah his son, by which they sinned, and by
which they made Israel to sin, in provoking
the Lord God of Israel to anger with their

vanities.

14 Now the rest of the acts of Elah, and all

that he did, a7-e they not written in the book of

the chronicles of the kings of Israel ?

15 ^ In the twenty and seventh year of

Asa king of Judah did Zimri reign seven days
in Tirzah. And the people tccre encamped
against Gibbethon, which hcloiif/cd to the Phi-
listines.

16 And the people tltat u-cre encamped
heard say, Zimri hath conspired, and hath

also slain the king: wherefore all Israel made
Omri, the captain of the host, king over Israel

that day in the camp.

17 And Omri went up from Gibbethon,

and all Israel with him, and they besieged

Tirzah.

18 And it came to pass, when Zimri saw
that the city was taken, that he went into the

palace of the king's house, and burnt the

king's house over him with fire, and died,

19 For his sins which he sinned in doing

evil in the sight of the Lord, in walking in

the way of Jeroboam, and in his sin which he

did, to make Israel to sin.

20 Now the rest of the acts of Ziinri, and
his treason that he wrought, (ire they not

written in the book of the chronicles of the

kings of Israel ?

21 If Then were the people of Israel divided

into two parts : half of the people followed

Tibni the son of Ginath, to make him king
;

and half followed Omri.

22 But the people that followed Omri jire-

vailed against the people that followed Tibni

the son of Ginath : so Tibni died, and Omri
reigned.

23 If In the thirty and first year of Asa
king of Judah began Omri to reign over

Israel, twelve years : six years reigned he in

Tirzah.

24 And he bought the hill Samaria of

Shemer for two talents of silver, and built

on the hill, and called the name of the city

which he built, after the name of Schemer,

owner of the hill, 'Samaria.

25 If But Omri wrought evil in the eyes of

the Lord, and did worse than all that u-cre

before him.

26 For he walked in all the way of Jero-

« Or, bolh his Idnsmen and his friends. » IIi'l). (.y llie hand of
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boam the son of Nebat, and in his sin where-

witli he made Israel to sin, to provoke the

Lord God of Israel to anger with their

vanities.

27 H Now the rest ofthe acts of Omri which

he did, and his might that he shewed, are they

not written in the book of the chronicles of the

kings of Israel ?

28 So Omri slept with his fathers, and was
buried in Samaria : and Ahab his son reigned

in his stead.

29 H And in the thirty and eighth year of

Asa king of Judah began Ahab the son of

Omri to reign over Israel : and Ahab the son

of Onn-i reigned over Israel in Samaria twenty

and two years.

30 And Ahab the son of Omri did evil in

the sight of the Lord above all that tccre

before him.

31 And it came to pass, 'as if it had been
a light thing for him to walk in the sins of
Jeroboam the son of Nebat, that he took to

wife Jezebel the daughter of Ethbaal king of
the Zidonians, and went and served Baal, and
worshipped him.

32 And he reared up an altar for Baal in

the house of Baal, which he had built in

Samaria.

33 And Ahab made a grove ; and Ahab
did more to provoke the Lord God of Israel

to anger than all the kings of Israel that were
before him.

34 11 In his days did Hiel the Beth-elite

build Jericho : he laid the found;ition thereof
in Abiram his firstborn, and set up the gates
thereof in his youngest son Segub, "according
to the word of the Lord, which he spake by
Joshua the son of Nun.

Verse 9. ' Tirzah.'—See tbe note on Josh. xii. 24

;

where we mentioned the difficulty of determining its site.

The current maps generally follow D'Anville, who seems
to have adopted the statement of Brocard, a monk of Stras-

burg, who travelled in the latter part of the 13th century.

He places it upon a high moimtain three leagues to the

east of Samaria.
24. ' Samaria.'—Tlie destruction of the palace at Tirzah

(v. 18) probably assisted Omri's decision to found a new
capital. The two talents of silver which Omri paid for the

hill is equal to 684L Some travellers and topographers

confound Samaria with Shechem or Nabuhis ; but it is now
generally identified with a site about eight miles to the

north of that city, and about forty-five miles to the north

of Jerusalem. It remained the capital of the northern

kingdom, while that kingdom endured, and perished with

it ; for when taken, after a three years' siege, by Shalman-
czer, king of Assyria (719 B.C.), he razed it to the ground,

leaving it a mere heap of rubbish (Micah i. C). The
foreigners whom that prince settled in the desolated coun-

try, and who took the name of Samaritans, seem to have
made Shechem their chief seat, as it was ever after. But
they appear also to have gradually rebuilt part of this town,

as we find it occupied by them after the southern Jews had
returned from their captivity (Ezra iv. 1 7 ; Nehem. iv. 2).

Still later, it seems to have been more fully rebuilt and oc-

cupied by the Samaritans; for when they revolted from
Alexander the Great, from jealousy at the favour he had
shewn to the Jews, that conqueror came from Egypt, and
having taken the city, bestowed it upon his Macedonian
followers. After this, it wa.s sometimes in the hands of the

kings who succeeded Alex;inder in Syria, and at olliers was
held by his success, 11- 1,, I'-i pi. nuiil Ih .T,«-, ;h.|iiiir,l

full possession of til" i, \ n: :. r J-i i ll\: .n:! .
>,, ho

took the city, after :
I \ ' •' < lii ' < i

y

ground. It was after ,i :i; i- r, hinli ii\ i ,,ii,iiiiii<. tlir l;i.ui;iii

president of Syria, who culled it after his own name;^ lint

it was still a comparatively inconsiderable place until it

was restored to its ancient splendour by Herod the Great

(B.C. 21), who chnn;zed its name to the Greek one of

Sebastc, vWich in L;iii:: i .1 ., ,/ /, in honour of Augustus.

As thus restored, it <
;

i ik- of our Saviour,and

it continued a placr ,
,

;
;,, 1

1 1 1 1 i I the Jews were ex-

pelled from their con: i \ '

;. 1 1
I li ini, after which it went

gradually to decay. Such ruins as have since been men-
tioned, or now exist, of course belong to the city which

existed in the time of our Saviour, wlien, according to Jo-
sephus, it was twenty furlongs in circumference.

The situation of Samaria is well described by Dr.
Richardson. He says :—

' The situation is extremely beau-

tiful, and strong by nature ; more so, I think, than Jeru-
salem. It stands on a fine large insulated hill, compassed
all round by a broad deep valley, and when fortified as it

is stated to have been by Herod, one would have imagined
that, in the ancient system of warfare, nothing but famine
could have reduced such a place. The valley is sur-

rounded by four hills, one on each side, which are culti-

vated in terraces up to the top, sown with grain, and planted

with fig and olive-trees, as is also the valley. The hill of
Samaria likewise rises in terraces to a height equal to any
of the adjoining mountains.' This description answers
exactly to that given 560 years ago by Brocard ( Dcscriptio

7'erras Sancta), in whose time much more of the ancient

city remained than at present. He notices the innumerable
marble columns, still standing, belonging to the rojal

buildings, palaces and colonnades of this once magnificent

city. But there were only a few inhabited houses together

with a church dedicated to John the Baptist, which the Sara-

cens had turned into a mosque. The remains of this church
still form the first object that attracts the notice of the tra-

veller. It is erected on the spot which an old tradition

fixed as the place of the Baptist's burial, if not of his mar-
tyrdom. It is said to have been built by the empress
Helena; but the architecture limits its antiquity to the
period of the Crusades, although a portion of the eastern

end seems to have been of earlier date. There is a blend-

ing of Greek and Saracenic styles, which is particularly

observable in the interior, where there are several pointed
arches. Others are round. The columns follow no regular
order, while the capitals and ornaments present a motley
combination, not to be found in any church erected in or
near the age of Constantine. The length of the edifice is

1 .'i3 feet long inside, besides a porch of 1 feet ; and the
breadth is 7.') feet. The eastern end is rounded in the com-
mon Greek style ; and resting, as it does, upon a precipi-

tate elevation of nearly 100 feet immediately above the
valley, it is a noble and striking monument. Within the

enclosure is a common Turkish tomb ; and beneath it, at a
depth reached by twenty-one stone steps, is a sepulchre

three or four paces square, in which, according to a not very
probable tradition, John the Baptist was interred after he
had been slain by Herod. On approaching the summit of
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the hill the traveller comes suddenly upon an area, once
surrounded by limestone columns, of which fifteen are still

standing, and two prostrate. These columns form two
rows, thirty-two paces apart, while less than two paces in-

tervene between the columns. They measure 7 feet

9 inches in circumference ; but there is no trace of the

order of their architecture, nor are there any foundations

to indicate the nature of the edifice to which they belonged.

Some refer them to the temple which Herod built in

honour of Augustus, others to a Greek church which
seems once to have occupied the summit of the hill.

The descent of the hill on the W.S.W. side brings the

traveller to a very remarkable colonnade, which is easily

traceable by a great number of columns, erect or pros-

trate, along the side of the hill for at least one-third

of a mile, where it terminates at a heap of ruins, near
the eastern extremity of the ancient site. The columns
are 16 feet high, 2 feet in diameter at the base, and I foot

S inches at the top. The capitals have disappeared : but

the shafts retain their polish, and when not broken, are in

good preseiTation. Eighty-two of these columns are still

erect, and the number of those fallen and broken must be
greater. Most of them are of the limestone common to the

region ; but some are of white marble and some of granite.

The mass of ruins in which this colonnade terminates to-

wards the west is composed of blocks of hewn stone, cover-

ing no great area on the slope of the hill, many feet lower

than the summit. Neither the situation nor extent of this pile

favours the notion of its having been a palace ; nor is it

easy to conjecture the design of the edifice. The colon-

nade, the remains of which now stand solitary and mourn-
ful in the midst of ploughed fields, may, however, with
little hesitation be referred to the time of Herod the Great,

and must be regarded as belonging to some one of the splen-
did structures with which he adorned the city. In the deep
ravme which bounds the city on the north there is another
colonnade. The area in which these columns stand is com-
pletely shut m by hills, with the exception of an opening
on the north-east; and so peculiarly sequestered is the situ-
ation, that it is only visible from a few points of the heights
of the ancient site, by which it is overshadowed. The
columns, of which a large number are entire, and several
in fragments, are erect, and arranged on a quadrangle 196
paces in length, aud 64 in breadth. They are tlire? paces
asunder, which would give 170 columns as the whole
number when the colonnade was complete. The columns
resemble in size and material those of the colonnade last
noticed, and appear to belong to the same age. These also
probably formed part of Herod's city, though it is difficult
to determine the use to which the colonnade was appropri-
ated. It was possibly one of the places of public assembly
and amusement which Herod introduced into his domi-
nions.

The modern representative of Samaria is a poor villa"-e
of about thirty dwellings of the most humble description •

and is governed by its own sheikh, who is himself a hus-
bandman. In the walls of these dwellings, however, por-
tions of sculptured blocks of stone are perceived, and even
fragments of granite pillars have been worked into the
masonry, while other vestiges of former edifices are seen
occasionally scattered widely about.

.30. ' Ahab the son of Omri did evil in the sight of
the Lord above all that mere before /iim.'—Hitherto the irre-
gularities connected with the service of the golden calves
set up by Jeroboam, as symbols of Jehovah, had formed
the chief offence of Israel. But Ahab having married
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Jezebel, the daugliter of Ethbaal king of Tyre, he soon be-

came entirely subservient to her influence, and gave the

sanction of his authority to the introduction of the gods of

other nations. The king built a temple in Samaria, erected

an image, and consecrated a grove to Baal, the god of the

Sidonians. Jezebel, earnest in promoting the ivorship of

her own god, maintained a multitude of priests and pro-

phets of Baal. In a few years idolatry became the predo-

minant religion of the land; and Jehovah, and the golden

calves as representations of him, were viewed with no more
reverence than Baal and his image. It now appeared as if

the knowledge of the true God was for ever lost to the

Israelites ; but Elijah the prophet boldly stood up, and op-

posed himself to tlie authority of the king, and succeeded

in retaining many of his countrymen in the worship of Jeho-
vah. The greater the power was which supported idolatry,

so much the more striking were the prophecies and mira-

cles which directed the attention of the Israelites to Jeho-

vah, and brought disgrace upon the idols, and confusion on
their worshippers. The history of this great and memorable
struggle gives to the narrative of Ahab's reign an unusual

prominence and extent in the Hebrew annals; and although

a writer studious of brevity might at the first view be dis-

posed to omit, as episodical, much of the history of Elijah

the Tishbite, a little reflection will render it manifest that

the prominence given to the history of this illustrious

champion for the truth, was a designed and necessary re-

sult from the fact that the history of the Hebrew nation is

the history of a church ; and that although the history of

this great controversy might be omitted or overlooked by
those who erroneously regaid the history of the Hebrews
merely as a political history, in the other point of view it

becomes of the most vital importance.

31. ' Ethbaal king of the Zidonians.'—He was also king
of Tyre, which indeed is the title given him by Josephus
and his authorities. He is mentioned by Menander under
the name Ithobalus. Josephus, on the authority of the

Tyrian annals, thus enumerates the kings of Tyre that

succeeded Hiram, the contemporary of Solomon :

—

'After the death of Hiram, his son Balnazarus suc-

ceeded him on the throne, who lived forty-three years, and
reigned seveu. Next to him his son Abdastartus, who lived

twenty-nine years, and reigned nine. He was murdered
by the four sons of his nurse, the eldest of whom reigned

twelve years. Then Aslartus, the son of Deleastartus, who
lived fifty-four years, and reigned twelve. Next, his bro-

ther Aserymus, who lived fifty-four years, and reigned nine.

He was slain by his brother Pheletes, who then ascended
the throne. He lived fifty years, and reigned eight

months. Ithobalus, a priest of Astarte, put him to death,

and assumed the sceptre. He lived sixty-eight years, and
reigned thirty-two. His successor was his son, Badezorus,

who lived forty-five years, and reigned six. His son and
successor, Margenus, lived thirty-two years, and reigned

Pygmalion succeeded him, who lived fifty-six years.

:ind reig

his sister
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must have died at least Ilii years befoie Solomon, and con-

.sequenlly from the death of Hiram to Ahab, about sixty-

seven years elapsed. If all these numbers are correct,

Ahab must have married Jezebel after he became king.

But allowance must be made for the mistakes which tran-

scribers are apt to make in copying numerals. We here see

the reason why Jezebel, the daughter of a priest of Astarte,

was so zealous a promoter of idolatry; and as twenty-

one years after the death of Ithobalus, his grand-daughter
Dido built Carthage and founded that celebrated com-
monwealth, we may judge what sort of a spirit animated
the females of this royal family. Hence we shall feel less

surprise that Jezebel should have exerted such an influence

over the king and kingdom of Israel, and that her daughter
Athaliah afterwards took possession of the throne of Judah.
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And the fact that a son of the king's nurse was able to place
himself on the throne confirms the opinion which has been
more than once stated in this work, that in the East nurses
held a very important rank in families. See Jahn's He-
brew Commonwealth, v. 36. .

— ' Baal.'—This word (7j?5) is not, so to speak, tlie

proper name of a god, but a general title of honour (an-
swering to master, ' lord,' or ' husband') applied to many dif-

ferent gods. Thus we have 'Baalim,' in the plural, for

false gods collectively, and in some cases the title ' Baal ' is

applied to Jehovah himself (Hos. ii. 16). As the sun was
the great and prominentobject of ancient idolatry, we must
understand that he is most usually intended by Baal, par-
ticularly when the name is mentioned with that of the
moon and the host of heaven. In other cases, various local

idols are intended, which may in most instances be resolved
into different symbolizations or impersonations of the sun
as representing the life-giving powers of nature. On the
connection between Baal and Moloch, and on the proba-
bility of their representing two aspects of the same
power, see the note on Lev. xviii. 20. In the in-

stance of the Baal now before us, a great weight of
testimony enables us" to determine, with almost absolute

certainty, that he was the Phoenician Melkart, called by
the Greeks and Romans the Hercules of Tyre. It will be
observed that Jezebel, who introduced and so jealously

supported this worship, was the daughter of a Phcenician
king

—

Eih-haal, the kingofZidon, which proves it to hive
been the Baal, or great god, of that people. It was there-

fore also the same Baal whose worship was at a later period
introduced by Athaliah, the daughter of this same Jezebel,

into the kingdom of Judah. This single fact is so conclu-

sive as to the identity of this Baal with that of Phoenicia,

that we shall not dwell on others which might be adduced
from similarity of worship, and from other circumstances.
It will be observed, that both Jezebel and her father Eth-
baal have the name of the idol incorporated with their

own.
Now, the Phoenician Baal was Melkart, whom the

Greeks, according to their usual custom of identifying the

gods of other nations with their own, confounded with
Hercules, and distinguished as the Hercules of Tyre. In
reality, however, he was a very different idol from their

own deified hero of that name, and would appear to have
been an impersonation of the sun. It was allowed even by
the Greeks, that of all the gods and demi-gods who bore
this name, he of Phoenicia was the most ancient of all.

Those who wish to understand his reputed place in the

genealogy of the Phoenician gods, may find it in the frag-

ment of Sanchoniathon preserved by Eusebius, and it would
be unintelligible separately from the context. It may suf-

fice to state that, from the earliest foundation of Tyre,
Melkart appears to have been the tutelar god of that city

;

and that his worship extended with the extension of that

state, until it was pn-viikut in all the towns of the Phoeni-
cian confederal iii, iii'l M . '•il'Ilshed in the most distant

colonies of tliit
,

i-ing people. At Gades
(Cadiz) the im i: nas kept burning in his

temple; and tin I u Hi: ;ni:ii;.. who retained his worship,
for a long time fciit to Tyre liir his service a tenth part of
their income. He almost became the universal god of the

Phosnician people, at home and in all their dispersions;

and some faint traces of his worship still subsist among the
people of Malta.

The name which he bears (.Melkart, Melkrat, or Mel-
chrat), is usually understood to mean ' the king of the city,'

i. c. Tyre ; although Selden thinks it means ' the strong
king.' We are, however, convinced in our own minds,

that the name is equivalent to the Hebrew ]'^N "170,

mclek crelz (the vowels not being essential), ' king of the

earth,' which would naturally be applied to him as an im-
personation of the sun.

Under the name of the Tyrian Hercules this idol was
very famous. When Herodotus was in Egypt, he learned

that Hercules was there regarded as one of the primeval
gods of that country ; and being anxious to obtain some
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more explicit information on the subject, he undertook a
voyage to Tyre, for the express purpose of seeking such
information at the famous temple there dedicated to his

worship. What he learned confirmed his impression as to

the high antiquity of this god ; for the priests informed him
that the foundation of the temple was coeval with that of

the city, which, (/ley said, was founded 2300 years before

that time. His attention was attracted by the various rich

olferings in the temple, particularly by one pillar all of

gold, and another of emerald, which by night shone with

amazing splendour. Some particulars fiirnished by him
and other writers, are interesting, as shewing some such

analogies to the rites in the worship of the true God, as

may have the more readily induced the Israelites to fall

into the idolatry of their neighbours. No human sacrifices

were offered to him : nor does the Bible anywhere lay this

charge to the worship of Baal—no swine were sacrificed

to him ; though this was a commou enough sacrifice to

many other idols—the fire was always burning on his altar

—the priests officiated barefoot—and kissing was among
the acts of worship, which is in fact expressly mentioned
in ch. xix. 18.

Many representations of the Phoenician Baal or Melkart
are extant on coins. We give two, which will serve as

fair average specimens : they are both in the British Mu-
seum, and are represented of twice the real size. The
first, which deserves the most attention as being the most
ancient, and in the style which the coins of Western Asia

exhibit before improved by Greek and Roman taste, is of

copper. It was found in the island of Cossyra (now Pan-

tellaria), which belonged to the Tyrians. The second re-

presents Baal as horned, vested in a cuirass, and bearing

an enormous trident. Creuzer questions whether it may
not represent Baal in the character of Lord of the seas, or

of the infernal regions—we think the former—as this was
the aspect under which their universal idol was of peculiar

interest to the Phoenicians. The third figure, repre-

senting Baal with a terrific aspect, furnished with wings,

and armed with a glaive in his right hand and a kind

of gridiron in his left, strongly suggests the traditional

idea of Moloch ; and in fact Creuzer, from whom it

is copied, suggests that it is no other than ' Baal-kronos,

or Moloch,' being that aspect of Baal under which he
is identified with Moloch. The fourth fig;ure exhibits

Baal or Melkart in that warlike aspect which probably
suggested to the Greeks the identification of that idol

with Hercules. He is here furnished with four legs,

to signify, probably, the pervading energy of the sun
and the rapidity of his course. All these are in a style of

configuration which reminds one strongly of the rude
idols of the South Sea islanders. The other is a Tyrian
coiu of silver (weighing 214| grains), and exhibiting a

very striking head of the same idol, in a more modern and
perfect style of art. One of the figures in the date is

unfortunately obliterated ; but the curator of the coins in

the British Museum tliiiiks tljut iln- complete date may
have given 84 B.C. C"ill^ if tlii^ Jc-i iptiou are sometimes

as old as 122 B.C. For r

see Banier's MijtJwlogy, and
Biblische Arcliaealogie ; Eli

exorandi ritu, 1723 ; and parti

zier, I. 1C9— 190.
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CHAPTER XVII.

1 Elljnh, hdiing prophesied against Ahab, is sent

to Cherilh, where the ravens feed him. 8 He is

sent to the widow of Zarephath. 17 He raiseth

the widow's son. 24 The woman believeth him.

And 'Elijah the Tishbite, who was of the in-

habitants of Gilead, said unto Ahab, 'As tlie

LoKD God of Israel liveth, before whom I

stand, there shall not be dew nor rain these

years, but according to my word.

2 And the word of tlie Lord came unto

him, saying,

3 Get thee hence, and turn thee eastward,

and hide thyself by the brook Cherith, that is

before Jordan.

4 And it shall be, that thou shalt drink of

the brook ; and I have commanded the ravens

to feed thee there.

5 So he went and did according unto the

word of the Loud : for he went and dwelt by

the brook Cherith, that ix before Jordan.

G And the ravens brought him bread and

flesh in the morning, and bread and ilesh in

the evening ; and he drank of the brook.

7 And it came to pass ^after a while, that

the brook dried up, because there had been

no rain in the land.

8 K And the word of tlie Lord came unto

him, saying,

9 Arise, get thee to *Zarephath, which he-

longeth to Zidon, and dwell there : behold, I

have commanded a widow woman there to

sustain thee.

10 So he arose and went to Zarephath.

And when he came to the gate of the city, be-

hold, tlie M'idow woman icas there gathering

of sticks : and he called to her, and said, Fetch

me, I pray thee, a little water in a vessel, that

I may drink.

11 And as she was going to fetch it, he

called to her, and said, Bring me, I pray thee,

a morsel of bread in thine hand.

12 And she said. As the Lord thy God
liveth, I have not a cake, but an handful of

meal in a barrel, and a little oil in a cruse :

and, behold, I am gathering two sticks, that I

TOS. [B.C. 910.

may go in and dress it for me and my son,

that we may eat it, and die.

13 And Elijah said unto her, Fear not
;
go

and do as thou hast said : but make me
thereof a little cake first, and bring it unto me,
and after make for thee and for thy son.

14 For thus saith the Lord God of Israel,

The barrel of meal shall not waste, neither

shall the cruse of oil fail, until the day that

the Lord 'sendeth rain upon the earth.

15 And she went and did according to the

saying of Elijah : and she, and he, and her

house, did eat "many days.

16 And the barrel of meal wasted not, nei-

ther did the cruse of oil fall, according to the

word of the Lord, which he spake 'by Elijah.

17 If And it came to pass after these things,

that the son of the woman, the mistress of the

house, fell sick ; and his sickness was so sore,

tliat there was no breath left in him.

18 And she said unto Elijah, What have I

to do with thee, O thou man of God ? art thou

come unto me to call my sin to remembrance,

and to slay my son ?

19 And he said unto lier. Give me thy son.

And he took him out of her bosom, and carried

him up into a loft, where he abode, and laid

hiin upon his own bed.

20 And he cried unto the Lord, and said,

O Lord my God, hast thou also brought evil

upon the widow with whom I sojourn, by slay-

ing her son ?

21 And he 'stretched himself upon the child

three times, and cried unto the Lord, and said,

O Lord my God, I pray thee, let this child's

soul come "into him again.

22 And the Lord heard the voice of Eli-

jah ; and the soul of the child came into him

again, and he revived.

23 And Elijah took the child, and brought

him down out of the chamber into the house,

and delivered him unto his mother : and Eli-

jah said. See, thy son liveth.

24 And the woman said to Elijah, Now
by this I know that tlioxi art a man of (lod,

and that the word of the Louu in thy mouth
is truth.

Ileb. by lite hand of.

Verse 1. • FJijah the TishbiU, k;/;o was of the inha-

bitants of GileaJ.'— It is commonly thought that this

describes Elijah as a native of the town of Tishbe in

Galilee (tribe of Naphtali), which the Apocrypha men-

tions as the birth-place of Tohit, and which is the only

place of the name we know. lint it docs not follow that

there was no place of the same or similar name on the

;!0C

cast of Jordan : for many places !

' " ' It also rather tells against this interpreta-

mentioncd only onco

in Scripture.

tioii, that the Jews in our Saviour's "time believed that uv

prophet ever came out of Galilee. Furthermore, we doubt

that the text describes Elijah as the native of one place and

the inhabitant of another ; especially when we consider

that the original clause is ny^3 ^2l'm '3t."rin, in which
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the -word rendered • the inhabitants ' is the same as that

rendered ' the Tishbite,' with the necessarj difference in

the servile prefi.\, and which, in this connection, the

St-ptuagint understood as a proper name, giving the sense

of ' the Tishbite, from Tishbe of Gilead.' This inter-

pretation also agrees with Josephus, who says that Elijah
w;is a prophet of Thcsbon, a country of Gilead.

5. * The brook Cherith'—This appears to have been
a winter torrent falling into the Jordan. There have been
various opinions about its situation, particularly with re-

ference to the side of the river on which it lay. In the

first place, however, we suppose that if Elijah was appre-

hensive of Ahab's persecution, he would probably not
have remained in the west of Jordan, but would have in-

ti-rposed that river between himself and his pursuers.

We think this also is proved by the text, which places it

' before Jordan ;' for, as explained in the note to 1 Sam.
xiii. 5, ' before,' as a topographical indication, usually

means ' eastward.' Upon the whole, it appears to us that

the local traditions point out as fair an alternative as any
that can be chosen. They place the retreat of the prophet
near a brook on the east of the Jordan, a few miles below
the ford near Bethshan. The district is finely broken into

hill and vale ; and being well wooded, and caverns being
formed in the sides of some of the hills, it might furnish

as secure a retreat to the fugitive prophet as could be well

selected, unless he had retired to the mountains or deserts

on the outskirts of the kingdom. Josephus indeed says

that he went into the southern parts of the country, which
does not apply to the situation mentioned, which is nearly

east from Samaria.

6. ' The ravens brought him bread,' etc.—That the word
D'31V pointed by the Masoretes so as to bo pronounced
orebim {s\ug. oreb), means ravens, is unquestionable; and
this therefore is the sense which our present pointed copies

of the Hebrew Scriptures would convey. But the Ma-
soretic points form a system of interpretation, which a

very large number of Hebrew scholars refuse to regard as

in every point conclusive. As most of our readers pro-

bably know, these points, representing the vowels, have the

effect of fixing the particular significations of every word,
just as to tiie consonants grn, the different senses of graiu,

yrin, groan, etc^ are given by the difference of the inter-

posed vowels. These vowels thus restrict to a particular

meaning a word tiie sense of which we should otherwise

have to collect from the context, or from tradition. Now
the Hebrew text was written and remained for many ages

without vowel points; and these points were added by the

Jewish doctors to fix the sense, which, without such a

resource, was likely to lose its uniformity of interpretation

after the race became dispersed among all nations. Now,
although these doctors rendered a valuable service to

Scriptural interpretation by their very arduous labour,

and although their determinations, taken in the mass,

doubtless convey the received and traditionary sense which
was in their time assigned to the text, we are by no means
liound in every instance to their decisions, particularly as

in many cases they will be found, when many alternatives

lay before them, to have chosen the most marvellous and
strange rather than that which the context would most
obviously suggest.

In the present case, the word D''3"|V, as taken without the

points, may mean ravens, or Arabians, or Orebim as a
proper name, or strangers. Now it is certain that any
person finding the word without vowels, and left to find

the meaning from the context, would not for a moment
think of ravens, but would fix on one of the other alter-

natives. As to the Orebim, there was a rock called Oreb
(Judges vii. 25), the inhabitants near which may be sup-

posed to have been so called ; but this was on the other

side of the Jordan. . And with reference to the Arabians,

nothing seems to us more likely than that encampments of

Arabs (who still intrude their tents into the border or

waste lands of settled countries) would, in this season of

drought, have been formed on the banks of the brook
Cherith, and (knowing the scarcity of water elsewhere)

would have remained there as long as it afforded water to

them—that is, as long as Elijah remained. They were
also, both from their condition and habits, the very per-

sons in whoso keeping the secret of his retreat was most
safe—far more so than it would have been with any towns-

men, subjects of Ahab. They were the least likely to

know his person, and that he was sought after by the

king : and if they did know, they were less than any other

persons open to the inducements the king could offer, or

the fears he could impose. If however the reader prefers

to hold that the well-disposed inhabitants of a town called

Oreb or Orbo, were the parties by whom Elijah was sup-

plied with food, there are good authorities to support him
in that conclusion, and to shew that a small town of that

name did exist near at hand.

As to the ravens, we can easily conceive that, in an age
when the love of the marvellous had become absolutely a

mania among the Jews, they would by choice select of

many interpretations the most uulikel) and wonderful:

and we feel as assured that, having the present alternatives

before them, they would, from their instinctive marvel-

lousness, fix on this, as we are that this is the very one

which, of all the others, a man of plain understanding would
reject. Indeed, the opportunity of determining the sense

to ravens must to a Jew have been too delicious to be neg-

lected, since it afforded excellent opportunities of am-
plifying and illustrating the matter in his own peculiar

The difficulties attending the common opinion have
greatly embarrassed the commentators. Of this a sample
may be given from the Si/nopsis Crilicorum. of the ela-

borate Poole :—
' Unquestionably they brought meat dressed,

not raw (Gen. ix. 1). You may ask, where did the ravens

get it? Ans. 1, From the kitchen of king Ahab or of

Jehoshaphat. 2, Or, it was prepared for him by some
of the seven thousand, to whom God communicated the

secret (1 Kings xix. 8). Or, 3, The angels perhaps

exposed the meat in some certain place, whence ihe ravens

brought it. Or, i. He could provide who gave them
such a commission, and who could effect this in a thou-

sand ways. God prepared a table for his servant in

the utmost penury. He did not take care that wine

should be brought him.' Hales (who takes the view
that the inhabitants of a place called Oreb are denoted)

properly remarks on this
—

' Such a comment, put out of a

learned language into plain English, can only excite a

smile, mingled with regret, that literary talent should be

so wasted or misemployed on idle speculation.' We should

add, that the Jewish interpreters have not only suggested

the alternatives mentioned by Poole, but several others,

among which one is, that the meat was a portion of that

which Obadiah provided for the prophets whom he con-

cealed in the caverns.

9. ' Zarephath, which belongeth to Zidon.'—This place,

called Sarepta in the New Testament, was one of the

Phoenician towns which stood between Tyre and Sidon,

and which, although less renowned than these two famous

cities, were still noted in history for their industry and
manufactures. Reland quotes several ancient writers who
celebrate the wine of Sarepta. It was also famous in

mythology as the spot from which Enropa, the daughter

of Agenor, king of Phoenicia, was stolen and carried to

Crete by Jupiter. The town stood near the sea, about

nine miles south of Sidon, where its modern representa-

tive is found in a small collection of humble dwellings

(forming a hamlet called ' Sarphan'), about half a mile

from the seaside. The ancient town would seem to have

stood on the declivity of the hills on which this village

stands, and on the space between them and the sea. There
are no standing ruins ; Sarepta having shared the fate of

five or six other considerable cities in this quarter, the

sites of which are only distinguishable by numerous stones,

much dilapidated, but retaining marks of having been cut

square by the chisel, with mortar adhering to them, and

some fragments of columns. Antoninus Martyr, who
seems to have been there in the seventh century, says

that Sarepta then existed as a small town, inhabited by

Christians, and where they failed not to shew the apart-
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ment occupied by Elijah, the bed in which he lay, and

even the marble vane in which the widow made her bread.

There was a town there also, distinct however from the

remains of the old one, in the time of Sandys, who says,

' We came to a small solitary mosque not far from the

sea ; erected, as they say, over the widow's house that

entertained Elias ; close by it are the foundations of

Sarepta. It was the seat of a bishop, and subject unto

Tyrus. Kight against it, and high mounted on the moun-

tain, there is a handsome new town now called Sam-
panta. Beyond, on the left hand of the way, are a number

of caves, cut out of the rock, the habitations, as I sup-

pose, of men in the golden age, and before the foundation

of cities." This comparatively modern town has also dis-

appeared, being represented, as we mentioned, only by the

small village upon the

12. ' A handful of meal in a barrel. —The word 13 had,

denotes rather a jar than a barrel. In fact barrels are not

at all in use in the East, as the heat, by causing the wood
to shrink, would render them useless for fluids, and it has

been found by experience that grain kept in barrels or

sacks is apt to be attacked by worms. We cannot recol-

lect to have seen a barrel in all our journies, and know
that there was none in any house which we occupied.

But in the cottages of northern Persia and Armenia, we
have observed large chests or boxes used for the tem-

porary supply of corn or meal ; but this could not be the

receptacle denoted here, as the Hebrew has a very difi'erent

word for a chest than that which is here employed. It

was, no doubt, a large jar, such as are still in use through-

out the East for the same purpose.

CHxiPTER XVIII.

1 In the ettremihj offamine Elijah, sent to Alinh,

vieeteth good Obadicih. 9 Obadiah bringeth Ahub
to Elijah. 17 ElijaJi, reproving Ahab, byfirefrom
heaven convinceth Baal's prophets. 41 Elijah, htj

prayer obtaining rain, followeth Ahab to Jezreel.

And it came to pass after many days, that

the word of the Lord came to Elijah in the

third year, saying. Go, shew thyself unto

Ahab ; and I will send rain upon the earth.

2 And Elijah went to shew himself unto

Ahab. And there ivas a sore famine in Sa-

maria.

3 11 And Ahab called 'Obadiah, which teas

'the governor of Ids house. (Now Obadiah

feared the Lord greatly :

4 For it was so, when Mezebel cut off the

prophets of tiie Lord, that Obadiah took an

hundred prophets, and hid them by fifty in a

cave, and fed them with bread and water.)

5 And Ahab said unto Obadiah, Go into

the land, unto all fountains of water, and unto

all brooks : peradventuro we may find grass

to save the horses and mules alive, ''that we
lose not all the blasts.

6 So they divided the land between them

to pass throughout it : Ahab went one way by

himself, and Obadiah went another way by

himself.

7 H And as Obadiah was in the way, be-

iiold, Elijah met him : and lie knew him, and

fell on his face, and said, Art thou tliat my
lord Elijah ?

8 And he answered liim, I am : go, tell thy

lord, Behold, Elijah is here.

1) And he said. What have I sinned, that

tliiiu wouldcst deliver thy servant into the

hand of Ahab, to slay me r*

10 A.1 the Loud thy God liveth, there is

11(1 nation or kingdom, whither my lord hath

1 Urb. Obadhihii. Ilib. orerhU homr. 3 Hob. Tzcbcl. <

not sent to seek thee : and when they said. He
is not there ; he took an oath of the kingdom

and nation, that they found thee not.

11 And now thou sayest, Go, tell thy lord,

Behold, Elijah is here.

12 And it shall come to pass, as soon as I

am gone from thee, that the Spirit of the Lord
shall carry thee whither I know not ; and so

when I come and tell Ahab, and he cannot

find thee, be shall slay me : but I thy servant

fear the Lord from my youth.

1.3 Was it not told my lord what I did

when Jezebel slew the prophets of the Lord,
how I hid an htmdred men of the Lord's

prophets by fifty in a cave, and fed tiiem with

bread and water ?

14 And now thou iayest, Go, tell thy lord.

Behold, Elijah is here : and he shall slay me.

15 And Elijah said, As the Lord of hosts

liveth, before whom I stand, I will surely

shew myself unto him to day.

IG So Obadiah went to meet Ahab, and

told him : and Ahab went to meet Elijah.

17 And it came to pass, when Ahab saw

Elijah, that Ahab said unto iiim. Art thou he

that troubleth Israel ?

18 H And he answered, I have not troubled

Israel ; but thou, and thy father's house, in

that ye have forsaken the commandments of

the Lord, and thou hast followed Baalim.

1!) Now therefore send, and gather to me
all Israel unto mount Carmel, and the pro-

))lie(s of Baal four hunrlred and fifty, and the

pnijihcts of the crovcs four hundred, which eat

at Jczebers table.

20 So Ahab sent unto all the children of

Israel, and gathered the pniplicts together

unto mmnit Carmel.

2

1

1 And Elijah came unto all the people,

and said. How long halt ye between two ''opi-

uions? if the Lord be God, follow him-, but
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if Baal, then follow him. And the people

answered him not a word.

22 Then said Elijah unto the people, I,

even I only, remain a prophet of the Lord ; but

Baal's prophets arc four hundred and fifty men.

23 Let them therefore give us two bullocks ;

and let them choose one bullock for them-
selves, and cut it in pieces, and lay it on wood,

and put no fire under : and I will dress the

other bullock, and lay it on wood, and put no

fire under

:

24 And call ye on the name of your gods,

and I will call on the name of the Lord : and
the God that answereth by fire, let him be

God. And all the people answered and said,

*It is well spoken.

25 H And Elijah said unto the prophets of

Baal, Choose you one bullock for yourselves,

and dress it first ; for ye are many ; and call

on the name of your gods, but put no fire under.

26 And they took the bullock which was

given them, and they dressed it, and called on

tlie name of Baal from morning even until

noon, saying, O Baal, 'hear us. But there

iras no voice, nor any that "answered. And
they "leaped upon the altar which was made.

27 And it came to pass at noon, that Elijah

mocked them, and said, Cry '"aloud: for he

is a god ; either "he is talking, or he '"is pur-

suing, or he is in a journey, or peradventure

he sleepeth, and must be awaked.

28 And they cried aloud, and cut them-
selves after their manner with knives and lan-

cets, till '"the blood gushed out upon them.

29 And it came to pass, when midday was

past, and they prophesied until the time of the

"oflering of the evening sacrifice, that there iras

neither voice, nor any to answer, nor any 'Hhat

regarded.

30 H And Elijah said unto all the people,

Come near unto me. And all the people came
near unto him. And he repaired the altar of

the Lord that vms broken down.

31 And Elijah took twelve stones, accord-

ing to the number of the tribes of the sons of

Jacob, unto whom the word of the Lord came,
saying, '"Israel shall be thy name :

32 And with the stones he built an altar in

the name of the Lord : and lie made a trench

about the altar, as great as would contain two
measures of seed.

33 And he put the wood in order, and cut

the bullock in pieces, and laid Idni on the

wood, and said, Fill four barrels with water,

5 Heb. Tlic word is tjood. 7 Or, niiswer.

and pour it on the burnt sacrifice, and on the

wood.

34 And he said. Do it the second time.

And they did it the second time. And he

said. Do it the third time. And they ditl it

the third time.

35 And the water "ran round about the

altar ; and he filled the trench also with water.

36 And it came to pass at the time of the

offering of the ciw»'«^ sacrifice, thatElijali the

prophet came near, and said. Lord God of

Abraham, Isaac, and of Israel, let it be known
this day that thou art God in Israel, and that

I am thy servant, and tlcat I have done all

these things at thy word.

37 Hear me, O Lord, hear me, that this

people may know that thou art the Lord God,
and ^/(«< thou hast turned their heart back again.

38 Then the fire of the Lord fell, and con-

sumed the burnt sacrifice, and the wood, and
the stones, and the dust, and licked up the

water that ivas in the trench.

39 And when all the people saw it, they fell

on .their faces : and they said. The Lord, he

is the God ; the Lord, he is the God.
40 And Elijah said unto them, '"Take the

prophets of Baal ; let not one of them escape.

And they took them : and Elijah brought

them down to the brook Kishon, and slew them
there.

41 H And Elijah said unto Ahab, Get thee

up, eat and drink ; for there is "a sound of

abundance of rain.

42 So Ahab went up to eat and to drink.

And Elijah went up to the top of Carmcl

;

and he cast himself down upon the earth, and

put his face between his knees,

43 And said to his servant. Go up now,

look toward the sea. And he went up, and
looked, and said. There is nothing, And he

said. Go again seven times.

44 And it came to pass at the seventh time,

that he said. Behold, there ariseth a little

cloud out of the sea, like a man's hand. And
he said, Go up, say unto Ahab, '"Prepare thy

chariot, and get thee down, that the rain stop

thee not.

45 And it came to pass in the mean while,

that the heaven was black with clouds and

wind, and there was a great rain. And Ahab
rode, and went to Jezreel.

46 And the hand of the Lord was on Eli-

jah ; and he girded up his loins, and ran before

Ahab "to the entrance of Jezreel.

' Or, Imped tip and c

ired out blood upon l/a-'ti.

17 Hell, vriit.
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Verse 5. ' Go ... . unto all brooks ; peradventure we may
find grass.'—Brooks were generally the most likely places to

find grass in a time of drought, though far from being

places where they might be certain of succeeding ; for in

such seasons herbivorous animals generally stop near

fountains of water, and feed in the vicinity, till all the

grass is consumed. Thus travellers are often greatly dis-

appointed, who naturally expect to find grass where they

find water ; but on reaching the spot they find that the

game has consumed every blade of grass. However, as

the cattle could not graze long where there was no water,

it was the wisest method Ahab could pursue. The cir-

cumstance shews the simplicity of ancient manners, that a

king and one of his principal governors should go at the

head of such expeditions. It is the same in South Africa at

this present time ; for no king there, nor any of his principal

chief's, would tliink they were at all lessening their dignity

by cngatiiiijj in an expedition either in search of grass or

wLitor. IndeiMl it would be viewed by the people as one
of tlie most important afiairs in which their rulers could

be engaged, and, did they succeed, few things would be
likely to render them more popular.

19. ' Mount Carmel.'—This is the only prominent head-

land which the generally low and even coast of Palestine

offers. This headland forms the seaward termination of a

mountain range to which, and more particularly to the

promontory itself, the name of Carmel belongs. This
promontory incloses on the south the bay of Acre

;

and its ridge then retires from the coast, south-eastward,

to join the central hills of Samaria. This connection may
very clearly be traced ; but attention being restricted to

the part more immediately connected with the promon-
tory, and partaking in its sensible characteristics, it ex-

tends about seven leagues. Its elevation, even in the

highest part, where it fronts the sea, does not exceed 1500
feet, but it commands very extensive views, and its ge-

neral biauty has been mentioned with intense admiration

from the time of Solomon (Cant. vii. 5) till now. In front

the view extends to the distant horizon, over the dark-
blue waters of the Mediterranean; behind stretches the

great plain of Esdraelon, and the mountains of the Jordan
and of .hidsea ; below, on the right hand, lies the city of

Acre, diminished to a mere speck ; while, in the far distance

beyond, the eye rests on the summits of Lebanon ; and,

turning to track the coast on the left hand, takes in the

ruins of Ciesarea—the city of Herod and the Roman go-

vernors of Palestine. The interior of Galilee and Samaria
is often obscured by fogs ; but the heights of Carmel enjoy

a pure and enlivening atmosphere, calculated to render
mere existence a delight. The continual verdure which
covers the mountain scarcely allows the whiteness of its

calcareous rocks to appear. The pine, oak, olive, laurel,

and many other trees, grow (but not to any considerable

size) above a beautiful carpet of grass and wild flowers

;

and this rich covering of grass and flowers extends to the

fine plains around, by virtue of the numerous streams
which come to them from the mountain. The forests and
woods of Carmel offer a verdure which passes not away at

any season ; from the number of the shrubs and plants

which in their turns succeed each other. To these woods
numerous wild animals resort ; and birds, still more nu-
merous, attracted by the abundance of suitable food, and
by the streams which wind through the Tallies of Carmel,
enliven, by the harmony of their varied songs, one of the

most beautiful spots which Palestine affords.

At that time, when those mountains of the Holy Land,
with which any Scriptural incidents could be connected,

were crowded with persons who deemed it meritorious to

withdraw from the turmoil of the world, the caves of this

mountain were occupied by thousands of such persons, and
its sides were covered with the chapels in which they wor-
shipped, and the gardens which they cultivated. Tiie

grottoes still exist; many ruins of the ecclesiastical erec-

tions of this time are dispersed upon the mountain ; and
some of its products seem to offer evidence of the cultiva-

tion to which it was then subject ; but, now, after many
ages, it may be supposed to have reverted to somewhat of

that more natural condition in which it probably appeared
when the Hebrew poets and prophets celebrated the ' ex-

cellency of Carmel.'

There are spots pointed out, which, from their supposed

connection with the history of Elijah, are visited with

much veneration by Jews, Christians, and Moslems ; such
as the grotto in which he is said to have lodged—another,

in which he instructed the 'sons of the prophets'—a foun-

tain which was produced by miracle to supply him with
water—his garden, where certain stones are found which
are fancied to be petrified fruits—the spot where he offered

sacrifice—and that where the priests of Baal were slain.

On all this we need only observe, that the mountain has

several grottoes, of various dimensions, some one of which
may have been the retreat of Elijah, if he had any retreat

there, which the Scripture does not say. Perhaps to such
retreats the prophet Amos alludes,— ' if they hide them-
selves in the top of Carmel, I will search and take then,

out thence ' (ch. ix. 3). The finest of these caves is that

called ' the school of Elias,' in the north-east side of the

mountain, and is a well-hewn chamber, cut entirely out of

the rock, and squared with great care, being 20 paces long,

12 broad, and from 1.5 to 18 feet high. Pococke declares

it to be one of the finest grots he ever saw. The only de-

terminations of locality which deserve attention are that of
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the slaughter of Baal's priests, which was certainly beside

the river at the base of the mountain ; and that which was

the scene of the sacrifice. The latter can scarcely he

doubted to have been on a part of the side or summit of

Carmel which overlooked the river Kishon and the plain

of Esdraelon. Mr. Carue says, ' There can be no illusion

with respect to the scene of the memorable descent of the

fire from heaven. When " all Israel was gathered together

unto Carmel," it was clearly on this side the mountain,

where it descends gradually into the noble plain beneath.

The spot was finely chosen by the prophet for the spec-

tacle of his sacrifice; since the multitude of people,

coming from the regions of Samaria might stand with

perfect convenience in the splendid and open area of

Esdraelon, which is here terminated at the foot of Carmel.

The declivity of the mountain, its brink dark with woods,

and its sides covered with the richest pasture, looks over a

vast extent of country on every side : from the hills of

Samaria, Cana, and Gilboa, the miracle might have been

beheld ; and to the eager gaze of the Israelites in the plain,

the prophets of the groves, their useless altars, and the

avenging messenger of God, were as distinct as if the

scene had been acted at their feet. This too is the only

face of the hill beneath which the Kishon flows.' See the

descriptions of the mountain in the various Travels of

Morison, Nan, Zuallart, D'Arvieux, Maundrell, Pococke,

Mariti, Clarke, Buckingham, Irby and Mangles, Came,
Monro, Hardy, Skinner, G. Kobinson, Kichter, Schubert,

24. ' The God that ansu-erelh bi/Jire, let him be God.'—
The idea of a trial of power between the gods different and
adverse, was not unknown to the ancient heathen, which
probably accounts for the acquiescence of the priests of

Baal in this proposal. It will be interesting and in-

structive to compare the magnificent and convincing evi-

dence of the Lord's power with which this transaction

concludes, with the paltry trickery which the contrivances

of the heathen priests in the behalf of their respective gods
exhibited on such occasions. We take the story related by
Eufinus, on account of some analogy which it offers, as to

the agency employed. As this author does not state his

authority, the account may seem doubtful ; but even so, it

remains illustrative of ancient ideas and practices iu ge-

neral, whatever be the accuracy of its details. The anec-

dote is to the eflfect— that the Chaldeans, who adored fire,

carried their god into several countries, to try his power
over the gods of other nations. He baffled the images of

brass, gold, silver, wood, or of whatever other material

they were formed, testifying his power by reducing them
to dust ; and thus his worship was almost everywhere esta-

blished. But when he was brought to Egypt, the priest

of Canopus thought of a stratagem, which succeeded in

evincing the superiority of the god whom he served. The
jars in which the Egyptians were wont to purify the water

of the Nile, having been perforated on all sides with small

imperceptible holes, he took one of them, stopped the holes

with wax, and fitted to the jar's mouth the head of an idol.

When the Chaldean priests applied their fire to this strange

idol, the heat of course melted the wax, and the water

flowing out extinguished the fire, giving Canopus the vic-

tory over the god of the Chaldeans. The least probable
part of the story seems to be the mission which the Chal-
dean priests undertook. Jars such as the account mentions
are still nsed for purifying and cooling the Nile water

;

and even Canopic jars—or jars with an idol's head—con-

tinue to be found among the ruins of ancient Egypt, i

preserved in the British Muse
and other collections of Egyptian antiquities.

specimens of them are preserved i

TTiei/ leaped upon the altar.'—Rather, ' about the

altar," doubtless in their sacred dances. Such dances ac-

companied the sacrifices and other acts of worship rendered
to many of the ancient idols. The Jews themselves had
also some semi-religious dances, but not directly connected
with acts of worship or sacrifice. See the two concluding

notes to Judges.

27. ' Either he is talkinri, or he is piirstiiri;/,' etc.—
These taunts of th? prophet bear a peculiar force when

viewed with a reference to the ideas concerning their gods
entertained by the pagans of ancient and modern times.

Elijah recommends them to call upon their god more
loudly, to attract towards themselves that attention which
might be otherwise engaged. These words form a taunt,

but not a satire. It represents the false gods such as their

worshippers believed them to be ; and not all that they be-

lieved : for they believed them not only human in their

amusements and pursuits, but human also, or worse than
human, in their moral character and conduct. A large

proportion of the imaginary gods of paganism would, if

human, have been hanged by the law of England, and
several of the goddesses would not have escaped. On this,

however, we need not enlarge : but confine ourselves to

giving a brief illustration of the points which form the

bitter taunt of the prophet. ' Talking:' the old pagan
poets, particularly Homer, describe much talking, and
sometimes very hot disputes, as going on among the gods

;

or if mvsing be understood, the Hindoo mythology affords

the case of Siva, who fell into a fit of musing which lasted

for ages, during which all things went to confusion, and
the frame of universal nature was about to dissolve for

want of his attention. ' Pursuing,' or, as some render,
' emplai/ed,' or, as others, ' hunting,' or, otherwise,' diverting

himselj'.' All these senses are good, and certainly appli-

cable. Some of the pagan deities were ' mighty hunters,'

as Apollo and Diana; and all of them were at times em-
ployed in some absorbing pursuit, not always of a very
creditable nature. ' On a journey.'—It is almost laugh-

able to hear the possibility that the god was not at home,
suggested as a reason for his inattention. But Elijah

knew not less the folly than the sin of the ancient ido-

latry. Take as an instance, under this head, that which
occurs in the Iliad, where Achilles entreats his goddess-
mother to hasten to Olympus, and plead his cause before

great Jove. This she promises to do; but assigns as a

reason for present delay—
' For to the banks of the Oceanus,
Where ^Ethiopia holds a feast to Jove,

He journeyed yesterday, with whom the gods
Went also, and the twelfth day brings them home.
Then will I to his brazen floor'd abode.
That I may clasp his knees, and much misdeem
Of my endeavour, or my pray'r shall speed.'

Iliad, i. 42-3. CowPER.

— ' Sleepclh, and must be an-a!.ed.'—Such of the ex-

pectant multitude who knew that their own true Lord was
characterized as one ' who neither slumbereth nor sleepeth,'

must have been struck by this part of Elijah's taunting

address to the priests. Homer, at the conclusion of the

hook we have just quoted, describes the gods as drinking
and enjoying themselves together. Vulcan served as cup-
bearer, and

' Heav'n rang with laughter not to be suppress'd

'

at the sight of the limping god's awkwardness in this new
employment. Finally, they all went to sleep :

—

' But when the sun's bright orb had now declined.

Each to his mansion, wheresoever built.

By the same matchless architect, withdrew.
Jove also, kindler of the lightnings, climbed

The couch whereon his custom was to rest,

When gentle sleep approach'd him, and reposed

With his imperial consort at his side.'

As it was now noon, we venture to suppose that Elijah

intended in the present clause to suggest that the god had
retired to take his siesta, or afternoon nap, according to

the usual custom of the East.

28. ' Cut themselves.'—This has been, and is, no uncom-
mon act in the East, under the excitement of grief, love, or

devotion. As an act ofmourning, we shall notice it hereafter.

The general idea of the act is, that, as a testimony of pro-

perly excited feeling, it is an act acceptable to gods and men

;

and therefore, although in different countries we read of
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the self-inflicted tortures which deliberate devotees rejoice

to undergo, -we never read of cutting after this fashion but

as an act of e-xcitcment. The priests of Baal had been

previously excited by their dances, and by the force of the

peculiar circumstances in which they were placed. There
are many notices of this custom in ancient writings.

Herodotus mentions it(vii. 191) as a custom of the Persian

magi, relating that when the Persian fleet was near ruin

by a storm on the coast of Magnesia, the magi, by making
incisions in their flesh, and by performing incantations to

the wind, assuaged the storm :
' Or it may be,' adds the

sensible old historian, ' that the storm subsided of its own
accord.' The priests of the Syrian goddess also (who was
nearly related to Baal), when they carried her about

in procession, were wont to cut and gash their persons

with knives till the blood gushed out. We are told by
Plutarch, also, that the priests of Bellona, in their sacri-

fices to that bloodthirsty goddess, were accustomed to

mingle their own blood with that of their sacrifices. What
a relief it is, to turn from these things to the calmly re-

verent ceremonies which the law of Moses enjoins for the

priests and worshippers of Jehovah

!

—
' Knives and lancets.'—The observations as to the

materials of swords, in the note to Num. xxxi. 8, will

equally apply to knives and other cutting instruments.

They were successively, and afterwards simultaneously, of

flint, bone, copper, iron, and steel. (See the note to Exod.
iv. 25.) Probably at first a single knife or dagger worn in

the girdle, was made to serve all general purposes. In-

deed, at present in the East, almost every one wears a

dagger in his girdle, from the noble to the shopkeeper and
husbandman ; and although ostensibly a military ornament
it is rarely drawn for any more formidable duty than that

wliich usually devolves upon a knife—from the slaughter

of a sheep to the cutting of a string or the scraping of a

shoe. Homer's heroes slay their sacrifices with knives or

poniards, which they wear by the side of their swords

{Iliad, iii. 271 ; xix. 252). In process of time, however,

knives became scarcely less diversified in form and adapta-

tion to particular uses than those which the shop of an
English cutler exhibits. In sacrifices alone, three or four

different knives were used—one for killing the victim,

shaped like a poniard; another sharp, but rounded at the

top to the fourth of a circle, for flaying ; and a third,

stronger than these, and of a cleaver-shape, for dissecting

the carcase. There were also pruning-knivcs, carving-

knives, and hunting-knives. Some had the hafts worked
out of the same piece as the blade, and others had handles

of horn, bone, or wood. Our wood-cut represents an as-

sortment of cutting and stabbing instruments, selected from

Eiivrr.—Collected from various Sculptures.

various ancient Egyptian sculpttires, and such as were

probably known and used by the Jews
;
particularly as in

such articles there is, in however diflferent times and coun-

tries, much analogy in general appearance. The ' knives

and lancets ' used by the priests of Baal were doubtless

such as they employed in their sacrifices, and to which we
have particularly adverted. Their forms may be discovered

in the wood-cut. It will be observed, that the different

offices connected with sacrifices were performed by dif-

ferent persons. One gave the victim the fatal blow, others

flayed it, and others cut it up. The several operators wore
their respective instruments in their girdles ; and this ac-

counts for the difference in the instruments— ' knives and
lancets,' with which the priests of Baal inflicted their

wounds.
32. ' He built an altar.'—Some difficulty has been felt

in accounting for the priestly acts performed by persons
who were not priests, as in this case of Elijah, and in that

of Samuel. The following, which we find in a paper by
Professor Tappan, of New York, inserted in the American
Biblical Repository {AmW, 1841), seems to give a satis-

factory explanation. Speaking of the Mosaical system,

he says, ' The priest, as a priest, was strictly and solely a
minister of the temple service. The prophets—through
whom God gave his law, announced his purposes ; incul-

cated truth ;
gave his specific commands ; uttered his pro-

mises or his threatenings ; and revealed the future—were
a distinct class of men. The whole volume of the Old
Testament, at least all that is didactic and prophetic, was,

with the exception of the books of Ezra, Jeremiah, and
Ezekiel, written by men who were not of the priestly

order. Moses, Samuel, David, Solomon, Isaiah, and
Daniel were not priests. Priests were indeed called to

the prophetic ofiice, as in the case of Jeremiah and Ezekiel

;

but it was evidently a new and additional ofiice. The pro-

phetic ofiice was the higher office of the two. It was spe-

cial, and given only to men of high and extraordinary

virtues. Those endowed with it were sent directly from

God, and were admitted into a near and most peculiar in-

timacy ; God spoke with them, and shewed them the sym-
bols of his most ineffable glory. They were the great

and inspired teachers of the world. While the priest

could not of right be a prophet, the prophet could of right

be [act as] a priest. Accordingly we find both Samuel and

Elijah offering sacrifices. Before the Mosaic economy
was instituted, the prophet and the priest were the same.

Upon the introduction of this economy the priesthood be-

came a distinct class, but the prophet lost none of his ori-

ginal official capacities. A similar distinction of offices,

whatever may have been its origin, obtained among the

heathen. The priests served in their temples ; the sibyls

served in no temples, and were prophetesses. The great

doctrines of natural religion and system of ethics were

taught by sages and philosophers, led on hj the force of

reason, or illumined by some rays of inspiration which

found iU way to them from the flaming peaks of Zion."

42. ' Cast himself down upon the earth, and put hisface
between his knees'—This was doubtless a posture of earnest

supplication ; but as we never had occasion to notice it

in Western Asia, it has probably ceased to exist there. It

is, however, still preserved in the farther east. Callaway

gives an instance :—
' I remember being present in the

supreme court at Matura, when the prisoners were brought

up to receive their sentences ; and when a Cingalese

woman, on hearing her son's condemnation to suffer

death, rushed through the crowd, and presenting herself

before the bench, in the very posture ascribed to Elijah,

entreated in the most heart-rending manner that his life

might be spared.'

44, 45. ' Behold there ariscth a Utile cloud out of the sea,

lihe a man's hand,' etc.—The following striking illustra-

tion occurs in Emerson's Lettersfrom the yEgeaii (ii. 149)

:

—
' The following morning rose fine and beautiful ; again

all sail was set, and we hoped ere noon to reach the open

sea to the south of Syra, wliere Stephanopoulo expected to

encounter the squadron of the commodore. As we were

seated at breakfast, a sailor put his head within the door,

and saying briefly, " that it looked squally to windward,"

hurried again upon deck. We all followed, and on

coming up, saw a little black cloud on the verge of the
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horizou towardb the south, which was every instant spread-
ing over the sky and drawing nearer to us. The captain
altered his course instantly, preparing to scud before it

;

and in the meantime ordered all hands aloft to take in

sail. But scarcely an instant had elapsed ere the squall was
upon us, and all grew black around : the wind came rush-
ing and crisping over the water, and in a moment the ship
was running almost gunwale down, whilst the rain was
dashing in torrents on the decks. As quick as thought
the foresail was torn from the yards, and as the gust
rushed through the rigging, the sheets and ropes were
snapping and cracking with a fearful noise. The crew,
however, accustomed to such sudden visitants, were not
slow in reefing the necessary sails, trimming the rigging,

and bringing back the vessel to her proper course ; and
in about a quarter of an hour, or even less, the hurricane
had all passed away ; the sun burst again through the
clouds that swept in its impetuous train ; the wind sunk to

its former gentleness, and all was once more at peace, with
the exception of the agitated sea, which continued for the

remainder of the day rough and billowy.
' It is the dread of such sudden bourasques as the present

that compels almost every vessel in the Levant to shorten

sail at the close of day, since in cloudy weather it would
be next to impossible during the night to discern the ap-

proach of the tempest in time to prepare for its reception :

and to a ship with all her canvas spread, its effects might
prove terrific. This instance, and others I have witnessed,

are thoroughly explanatory of the passage in Kings, where
the servant of Elijah descries from the top of Carmel the

little cloud ascending from the sea : " And it came to pass

at the seventh time, that he said. Behold, there ariseth a

little cloud out of the sea like a man's hand." And in the

meanwhile- the heavens grew black with clouds and wind,

and " there was a great rain" (1 Kings xviii. 44, 45). In

the Mediterranean such scenes are frequent, but for-

tunately, though so dreadfuUji impetuous, the hurricane is

so local in its fury, that its impetuosity will scarcely be

perceived at the distance of a very few miles.'

46. ' He girded up his loins.'—This is always done in

the East by persons who prepare for any extraordinary

exertion in running, particularly by those who, as de-

scribed in the note to 1 Sam. viii. 11, run before the horse

or chariot of the king, as Elijah in t

sGS. [B.C. 006.

These runner's are sometimes girded up in such a manner
that they cannot stoop without perilling their lives. Near
Ispahan, in Persia, there is a pillar said to commemorate
the death of one of these men, occasioned by the sacrifice

of bis life to his duty, which required him to stoop and
pick up a ring which the king had let fall to ensure his

destruction. Our cut, representing an ancient Roman
chariot-racer, will convey some idea of the manner iu
which persons girded themselves for acts of extraordinary
exertion of this description.

CHAPTER XIX.

1 Elijah, threatened by Jezebel, Jleeth to Beer-sheba.

4 In the wildeiiiess, being weary of his life, he is

comforted by an ant/el. 9 At Horeb God appeareth

tmlo him, sending him to anoint Hazael, Jehu, and
Elisha. 19 EUsha, taking leave of his friends, fol-

loweth Elijah.

And Ahab told Jezebel all that Elijah had

done, and withal how he had slain all the pro-

phets with the sword.

2 Then Jezebel sent a messenger unto Eli-

jah, saying, So let the gods do to me, and more
also, if I make not thy life as the life of one of

them by to morrow about this time.

3 And when he saw that, he arose, and

went for his life, and came to Beer-sheba,

which belorif/eth to Judah, and left his servant

there.

4 H But he himself went a day's journey

into the wilderness, and came and sat down

1 Ueh. fur his h/t.

under a juniper tree: and he requested 'for

himself that he might die ; and said, It is

enough ; now, O Lord, take away my life ;

for I am not better than my fathers.

5 And as he lay and slept under a juniper

tree, behold, then an angel touched him, and

said unto him. Arise and eat.

G And he looked, and, behold, there u-as a

cake baken on the coals, and a cruse of water

at his "head. And he did eat and drink, and

laid him down again.

7 And the angel of the Lord came again

the second time, and touched him, and said.

Arise and eat ; because the journey is too

great for thee.

8 And he arose, and did eat and drink, and

went in the strength of that meat forty days

and forty nights unto Horeb the mount of God.

9 M And he came thither unto a cave, and

lodged there ; and, behold, the word of the

s Ueb. bohur.
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Lord came to him, and he said unto him.

What doest thou here, Elijah ?

10 And he said, I have been very jealous

for the Lord God of hosts : for the children

of Israel have forsaken thy covenant, thrown

down thine altars, and slain thy prophets with

the sword ; and 'I, even I only, am left ; and

they seek my life, to take it away.

11 And he said. Go forth, and stand upon

the mount before the Lord. And, behold,

the Lord passed by, and a great and strong

wind rent the mountains, and brake in pieces

tiie rocks before the Lord ; but the Lord teas

not in the wind : and after the wind an earth-

quake : hut the Lord icas not in the earth-

quake :

12 And after the earthquake a fire ; hut

the Lord rcas not in the fire : and after the

fire a still small voice.

13 And it was so, when Elijah heard it, that

he wrapped his face in his mantle, and went

out, and stood in the entering in of the cave.

And, behold, there came a voice unto him, and

said. What docst thou here, Elijah ?

14 And he said, I have been very jealous

for the Lord God of hosts : because the chil-

dren of Israel have forsaken thy covenant,

thrown down thine altars, and slain thy pro-

phets with the sword ; and I, even I only, am
left ; and they seek my life, to take it away.

\f) And the Lord said unto him, Go, re-

turn on thy way to the wilderness of Damas-
cus : and when thou comest, anoint Ilazael to

he king over Syria :

16 And 'Jehu the son of Nimshi shalt thou
anoint to he king over Israel : and ^Elisha the

son of Shaphat of Abel-meholah shalt thou

anoint to he prophet in thy room.

1 7 And it shall come to pass, that him that

escapeth the sword of Ilazael shall Jehu slay :

and iiim that escapeth from the sword of Jehu
shall Elisha slay.

18 'Yet 'I have left me seven thousand in

Israel, all the knees which have not bowed
unto Baal, and every mouth which hath not

kissed him.

19 H So he departed thence, and found

Elisha the son of Shaphat, who icas plowing

toith twelve yoke of oxen before him, and he

with the twelfth : and Elijah passed by him,

and cast his mantle upon him.

20 And he left the oxen, and ran after Eli-

jah, and said. Let me, I pray thee, kiss my
father and my mother, and then I will follow

thee. And he said unto him, "Go back again :

for what have I done to thee ?

21 And he returned back from him, and
took a yoke of oxen, and slew them, and boiled

their flesh with the instruments of the oxen,

and gave unto the people, and they did eat.

Then he arose, and went after Elijah, and mi-

nistered unto him.

Luke 4. 27, called Eliseus.

Vfi-EO 4. 'Juniper lice.'—The word (Dni roll eti) thus

translated occurs four times in Scripture, and in all is

rendered ' juniper ' in the authorized version. It is now
however, generally understood that a species of broui is

intended ; inquiry having led to this conclusion 1 y the

fact that a species of genista, or broom, is not only found

under all the circumstances required in the texts of Scrip

ture which refer to the rothem, but that it actually heirs

what is radically the same name in the Arabic language

namely, relem, ratam, relitem, or ratem,—the pronunc ation

varying slightly perhaps in different districts, or lein;,

ditierently exhibited in the orthography of various writers

From the East the word was carried by the Moors into

Spain, where at this day retama is applied to a p t

broom, closely allied to, if not identical " nh, iIm

species. This species is now distingni^li'

Genista monosperma (sometimes i/Ji/Wi

or white single headed broom, and is il.- , nl .il ,

handsome shrub, remarkable for its numerous sn \ « 1 t

flowers. Osbeck remarks that it grows like willow bus! es

along the shores of Spain, as far as the flying sands leacl

where scarcely any plant exists, except the Ononis terpe

or creeping rest-harrow. The use of this shrub is \er\

^eat in stopping the sand. The leaves and young brand es

furnish delicious fond for goats. It converts the most

barren spot into a fine odoriferous garden by its flowers

which continue a long time. It serves to shelter hogs ind

goats against the scorching heat of the sun. It is describid

by De CandoUe as a branching and erect shrub, with slen

der, wandlike, flexible branches ; leaves comparatively

few, linear, oblong, pressed to the branches, pubescent in
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in few-flowered lateral racemes
;
petals white,

silky, nearly equal to one another; kgumes oval, inflateJ,

smooth, membranaceous, one or two-seeded. It occurs on
the sterile shores of Portugal, Spain, Barbary, and Egypt.

1 1 was found by Forskal at Suez, and named by him Ge-
nista Spartiu/nf with rsetcem as its Arabic name. Boue
also found it at Suez, and in diiferent parts of Syria. Belon

also mentions finding it in several places when travelling

in the East. Burckhardt, when travelling in the desert

north of Palestine, which Elijah traversed, takes frequent

notice of ' the shrub rethem' which he indicates as the same
as the Genista rcetam of Forskal. He states that whole
plains are sometimes covered with it, and that such became
favourite places of pasturage, the sheep being remarkably
fond of the small berries which it yields ( Travels in Syria,

p. .5-37). Lord Lindsay, travelling in March in the vallies

of Sinai, says : ' The rattam, a species of broom bearing a

white flower, delicately streaked with purple, afforded me
frequent shelter from the sun while in advance of the

caravan' {Letters, i. 283). This is an interesting, because

undesigned, illustration of the present text, for it was while

travelling to the same mountains that the prophet found

shelter under the same tree.

19. ' Cast his mantle upon him'—And this mantle was
also left to Elisha, when his great master was taken from

tlie world. The idea of delegation by investiture with the

rube of the delegator is so frequently stated in Scripture

ill connection with civil affairs, that it seems strange that

it should ever have been otherwise understood in the

history of Elijah. Yet a very current interpretation is.

that Elijah, by this act, significantly declared Elisha his

servant, by giving him his cloak to carry. Others, how-
ever, have perceived that it was an act of investiture. It

was indeed not only an act by which Elisha became in-

vested with the prophetic ofiice, but by which Elijah de-

clared him, conformably to his instructions, to be his own
successor—a prophet in his room (chap. xix. 16). The
practice and the idea involved are strikingly illustrated by
the e-xisting usage among the Scoffees of Persia. The
mantle of the saints and principal teachers of this remark-
able sect is considered the symbol of the spiritual power
with which they are invested. Therefore, when one of

them is about to die, he bequeaths this sacred mantle to

that one of his disciples whom he considers the most
worthy ; and from the moment the latter throws it over
his shoulders he becomes vested with all the power of his

predecessor. Although this mantle is only in general

thus transferred to the beloved pupil at the death of his

master, yet some eminent saints are deemed to have the

power, even in their lifetime, to invest others with this

sacred and mysterious garment. The more patched and
old the mantle is, the more honourable it is considered, as

denoting a long connection with the distingnished persons

by whom it has been worn. It is perhaps the only kind

of robe, the value of which increases with the length of

years ; and certain it is that the most gorgeous robes of

emperors and kings are not so mnch admired and respected

as an old robe of this kind, which, for its intrinsic value,

the most miserable beggar would refuse to receive.

CHAPTER XX.

1 Ben-hadad, not content with Ahab's /loniage, besiegeth

Samatia. 13 Bi/ the direction of a prophet, the

Syrians are slain. 22 As the prophet forewarned

Ahab, the Syrians, tiitsting in the valleys, come

against him in Aphek. 28 By the word of the

prophet, and Gods judgment, the Syrians are

smitten again. 31 The Syrians submitting them-

selves, Ahab sendeth Ben - hadad away with a

covenant. 35 The prophet, under the parable of a

prisoner, making Ahab to judge himself, denouncelh

God's judgment against him.

And Ben-hadad the king of Syria gathered all

his host together : and thei-e tvere thirty and

two kings with him, and horses, and chariots

:

and he went up and besieged Samaria, and

warred against it.

2 And he sent messengers to Ahab king of

Israel into the city, and said unto him. Thus
saith Ben-hadad,

3 Thy silver and thy gold is mine; thy

wives also and thy children, even the goodliest,

are mine.

4 And the king of Israel answered and said,

jNIy lord, O king, according to thy saying, 1

am thine, and all that I have.

5 And the messengers came again, and said,

Thus speaketh Ben-hadad, saying. Although

I have sent unto thee, saying, Thou shalt deli-

ver me thy silver, and thy gold, and thy wives,

and thy children

;

1 Heb. dcsiriMe ^ Heh. I kept nijl lark fiom him.

6 Yet I will send my servants untn thee to

morrow about this time, and they shall search

thine house, and the houses of thy servants ;

and it shall be, that whatsoever is 'pleasant in

thine eyes, they shall put it in their hand, and
take it away.

7 Then the king of Israel called all the

elders of the land, and said, Mark, I pray you,

and see how this man seeketh mischief: for

he sent unto me for my wives, and for my
children, and for my silver, and for my gold

;

and T denied him not.

8 And all the elders and all the people

said unto him, Hearken not unto him, nor

consent.

9 Wherefore he said unto the messengers

of Ben-hadad, Tell my lord the king. All that

thou didst send for to thy servant at the first I

will do : but this thing I may not do. And
the messengers departed, and brought him
word again.

10 And Ben-hadad sent unto him, and said.

The gods do so unto me, and more also, if the

dust of Samaria shall suffice for handfuls for

all the people that ^follow me.

11 And the king of Israel answered and
said. Tell him, Let not him that girdcth on

his harness boast himself as he that putteth it

off.

12 And it came to pass, when Ben-hadad
heard this 'message, as he was drinking, he

» Ileb. are at mij fict. * Htb. tvi.rd.
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and the kings in the 'pavilions, that he said

unto his servants, "^Set yourselves in array.

And they set themselves in array against the

city.

13 IT And, behold, there ^came a prophet

unto Ahab king of Israel, saying. Thus saith

the Lord, Ilast thou seen all this great mul-
titude':' behold, I will deliver it into thine

hand this day ; and thou shalt know that I am
the Lord.

14 And Ahab said, By whom? And he

said, Thus saith the Lord, Even by the °young

men of the princes of the provinces. Then he

said. Who shall 'order the battle ? And he

answered. Thou.

15 Then he numbered the young men of

the princes of the provinces, and they were

two hundred and thirty two : and after them
he numbered all the people, even all the chil-

dren of Israel, bei/iy seven thousand.

16 And they went out at noon. But Ben-
hadad tvas drinking himself drunk in the pavi-

lions, he and the kings, the thirty and two
kings that helped him.

17 And the young men of the princes of

the provinces went out first ; and Ben-hadad
sent out, and they told him, saying, There are

men come out of Samaria.

18 And he said. Whether they be come out

for peace, take them alive ; or whether they

be come out for war, take them alive.

19 So these young men of the princes of

the provinces came out of the city, and the

army which followed them.

20 And they slew every one his man : and
the Syrians fled ; and Israel pursued them

:

and Ben-hadad the king of Syria escaped on

an horse with the horsemen.

21 And the king of Israel went out, and
smote the horses and chariots, and slew the

Syrians with a great slaughter.

22 H And the prophet came to the king of

Israel, and said unto him. Go, strengthen thy-

self, and mark, and see what thou doest : for

at the return of the year the king of Syria will

come up against thee.

23 And the servants of the king of Syria

said unto him. Their gods are gods of the hills;

therefore they were stronger tiian we ; but let

us fight against them in the plain, and surely

we shall be stronger than they.

24 And do this thing, Take the kings away,

every man out of his place, and put captains

in their rooms :

25 And number thee an army, like the

army '"that thou hast lost, horse for horse, and
chariot for chariot : and we will fight against

them in the plain, a?id surely we shall be

stronger than they. And he hearkened unto

their voice, and did so.

26 And it came to pass at the return of the

year, that Ben-hadad numbered the Syrians,

and went up to Aphek, "to fight against

Israel.

27 And the children of Israel were num-
bered, and 'Vere all present, and went against

them : and the children of Israel pitched be-

fore them like two little flocks of kids ; but

the Syrians filled the country.

28 If And there came a man of God, and
spake unto the king of Israel, and said. Thus
saith the Lord, Because the Syrians have said.

The Lord is God of the hills, but he is not

God of the valleys, therefore will I deliver all

this great multitude into thine hand, and ye

shall know that I am the Lord.
29 And they pitched one over against the

other seven days. And so it was, that in the

seventh day the battle was joined : and the

children of Israel slew of the Syrians an hun-

dred thousand footmen in one day.

30 But the rest fled to Aphek, into the

city ; and there a wall fell upon twenty and

seven thousand of the men that icere left.

And Ben-hadad fled, and came into the city,

'^ "into an inner chamber.

31 TI And his servants said unto him. Be-

hold now, we have heard that the kings of the

house of Israel are merciful kings : let us, I

pray thee, put sackcloth on our loins, and ropes

upon our heads, and go out to the king of

Israel : peradventure he will save thy life,

32 So they girded sackcloth on their loins,

and ptit ropes on their heads, and came to the

king of Israel, and said. Thy servant Ben-

hadad saith, I pray thee, let me live. And
he said, Is he yet alive ? he is my brother.

33 Now the men did diligently observe

whether any thing would come from him, and
did hastily catch it : and they said. Thy bro-

ther Ben-hadad. Then he said, Go ye, bring

him. Then Ben-hadad came forth to him
;

and he caused him to come up into the cha-

riot.

34 And Ben-hadad said unto him. The
cities, which my father took from thy father,

I will restore ; and thou shalt make streets for

thee in Damascus, as my father made in

^e8 ; Aid they placed enginea.
Ueb. (u the war with Israel.

i* Heb. into a chamber
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Samaria. Then said A/tab, I will send thee

away with this covenant. So he made a cove-

nant with him, and sent him away.
35 1[ And a certain man of the sons of the

prophets said unto his neighbour in tlie word
of the Lord, Smite me, I pray thee. And
the man refused to smite him.

36 Then said he unto him, Because thou
hast not obeyed the voice of the Loud, behold,

as soon as thou art departed from me, a lion

sliall slay thee. And as soon as he was de-

parted from him, a lion found him, and slew

him.

37 Then he found another man, and said,

Smite me, I pray thee. And the man smote
him, '^so that in smiting he wounded him.

'66 So the prophet departed, and waited for

the king by the way, and disguised himself

with ashes upon his face.

39 And as the king passed by, he cried unto
the king : and he said, Thy servant went out

15 Heb. smiting and wounding. 16 Heb. iceiyh.

into the midst of the battle ; and, behold, a
man turned aside, and brought a man unto
me, and said. Keep this man : if by any means
he be missing, then shall thy life be for his life,

or t'lse thou shalt '"pay a talent of silver.

40 And as thy servant was busy here and
there, ''he was gone. And the king of Israel

said unto him. So shall thy judgment be ; thy-

self hast decided it.

41 And he hasted, and took the ashes away
from his fiice ; and the king of Israel discerned

him that he was of the prophets.

42 And he said unto him, Thus saith the

Lord, "Because thou hast let go out of thy

hand a man v.'hom I appointed to utter destruc-

tion, therefore thy life shall go for his life, and
thy people for his people.

43 And the king of Israel went to his

house heavy and displeased, and came to Sa-

Verse I. ' Thirty and two kings ivilli /(»«.'—This text

is cited by Professor Heereu, in proof of a very just ob-

servation which he makes upon the political condition of

the Syrians and Phcenieians. He remarks that, if we go
back to the early ages of this country, we find a number
of isolated cities surrounded by a territory of very limited

extent, and governed by kings or princes. Sometimes one
of these towns obtained a marked superiority over the
others, over which it arrogated a species of dominion ; and
(if tliis number was Damascus. But this dominion was no
more than a forced alliance, which only obliged these

cities to furnish troops and subsidies in time of war, with-

out compromising their distinct existence under their own
laws and rulers. Syria, free and left to itself, never formed
one state or one monarchy. This observation applies

equally to the Phcenieians and Syrians, and, if kept in

mind, will throw light on many passages of Scripture

which, without it, will not be distinctly understood.

23. ' Their gods are gods of the hills.'—See the note on
1 Sam. iv. 8. Here we have two ideas, both of them com-
mon in all idolatry, but abhorrent to the religion of the

Bible. The first is, that the God (or, as they phrased it,

' the gods ') of Israel, was merely a national god like their

own, and that, like theirs, his power was restricted by
local or other circumstances—was a god of the hills, and
not of the vallies. Their impression on this point pro-

bably arose from observing that Canaan was a mountain-
ous country, mixed with a knowledge that the law of the
Israelites had been delivered from a mountain. This
brings us down to a very low depth of idolatry. It refers

us to the time when it seemed to have been considered
that the earth was too great for the government of one
.lilmiglity God. A general glance at the world as it was
under the ancient idolatries is a strange sight : the visible

heaven was god, and many gods ; and so was the earth. It

was parcelled out in such a manner as to resemble human
empires and kingdoms presided over by various function-

aries, in their various gradations of power, from the kings
upon their golden thrones, down to local magistrates, and
beadles, and parish constables. There were gods of the
earth and of the seas in general ; but also every part and
quality of tlie earth and the sea had its god. The moun-
tains, the vallies, and the woods had their gods ; and so

liad the rivers and the fountains. In like manner every

country had its peculiar god or gods, while every city and
town had its god also ; and as if even a town were too

much for one god to manage, there were others who re-

spectively released him from the care of the houses, the

gardens, the orchards, and the cultivated fields. And
these were exempted from the personal concerns of the

inhabitants, who had other and distinct gods to look to in

all the pains, passions, infirmities, employments and amuse-
ments of life. Whatever be the alleged occult and philo-

sophical meaning of all this, we may depend upon it, with
all the certainty which existing means of observation

furnish, that to the popular mind at large, the whole affair

bore much the same aspect which it seems to offer to our
own view ; although to that mind it did not, like ours, re-

gard it as no less absurd in itself than degrading to man
and dishonouring to God. The sacred books now before

us have, whether we know it or not, raised our minds to

the standard by which we thus judge of these things ; and
have given to us a true wisdom to which the fettered mind
of antiquity could not attain. And that we judge rightly

we know ; for thus did God himself judge, when on this,

and other occasions, he indignantly repels and avenges all

attempts to give a place high or low, to Him—the one
Almighty and Everlasting—in any of the various systems
of rank idolatry which then enslaved the world.

27. ' Like two little flocks of kids'—Goats are never
seen in large flocks like sheep, because the former are apt
to wander and separate, while the latter, by nature more
gregarious, collect together in one place. This is the

reason, says Bochart, that the sacred writer compares the

small army of the Israelites to a flock of goats rather than

to a flock of sheep.

32. ' Ropes on their heads'— ' Kopes about their necks

'

would probably better convey the sense of the original,

which uses the word for • head ' in a larger sense than our

language does. The intention of this act was of course to

indicate that they came before Ahab as suppliants and
captives, putting their lives into his hands to spare or de-

stroy according to his pleasure. There have been various

illustrations of this procedure by Harmer and others, who
seem to imagine that, according to a Turkish cnstom in

similar circumstances, a sword hung at the end of the rope.

We think, however, that all conjecture on the subject is

superseded by a reference to the sculptures of.Ejiypt and
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Persia in which captives are represented as dragged before
the conquering king by a rope, which passes round all

I. KINGS. [B.C. 809.

thiir necks and strings them to one another The mes-
Btngers ot Ben hadad voluntanlj appear before the liing

of Israel in the same fashion as that in which it was usual
to present captives to their conqueror, to receive from him
the award of life or death.

34. ' Streets. ...in Vumaacus.'—ln the East, persons of
different religions and nations do not live indiscriminately
where they please; but each denomination occupies its

own particular quarter of the town—its street or streets.

At this day the Jews have their distinct streets in Damas-
cus, and in every other considerable town of Western Asia.
It is not at all likely that this was allowed when Syria
and Israel were neighbouring nations, in every respect ad •

verse to each other ; and therefore the concession in the
present instance, without any equivalent on the part of
Israel, is offered and received as a privilege extorted by
circumstances. It no doubt included the concession that
the Jews, iu the quarter assigned them in Damascus,
should have the free exercise of their religion and be sub-
ject to their own magistrates. Similar circumstances
occur in modern Oriental history. Thus when the Turk-
ish sultan liajazet was alarmed at the impending war with
Timur Beg, he agreed with the Greek emperor Manuel,
to raise the siege of Constantinople, ' upon condition,' says
Knolles, ' that the emperor should grant free liberty for

the Turks to dwell together in one street of Constantinople,
with free exercise of their own religion and laws under a
judge of their own nation ; and further, to pay unto the
Turkish king a yearly tribute of ten thousand ducats

;

which dishonourable conditions the distressed emperor was
glad to accept of.' Accordingly a number of Turks came
and settled with their families in the city, and built a mosque
in the quarter allotted to them. But no sooner did the

emperor hear that the sultan had been defeated by Timur
Beg:, than he turned all the Turks out of the town, and razed
their mosque to the ground, [vv, 3.5-43, Appendix, No. 41.]

CHAPTER XXI.

1 Ahah being denied Naboth's vineyard is grieved.

5 Jezebel writing letters against JVabotli, he is con-

demned of blasphemy. 1 5 Aluib taheth possession

of the vineyard. 17 Elijah denounceth judgments
against Ahab and Jezebel. 25 Wicked j-lhab re-

penting, God deferreth thejudgment.

And it came to pass after tliese things, that

Naboth the Jezreelite had a vineyard, wliich

was in Jezreel, hard by the palace of Ahab
lung of Samaria.

2 And Ahab spake unto Naboth, saying.

Give me thy vineyard, that I may liave it for

a garden of herbs, because it is near unto my
house : and I will give thee for it a better

vineyard than it ; or, if it 'seem good to thee,

I will give thee the worth of it in money.

3 And Naboth said to Ahab, The Lohd
forbid it me, that I should give the inheritance

of my fathers unto thee.

4 And Ahab came into his house heavy and
displeased because of the word which Naboth
the Jezreelite had spoken to him : for he had
said, I will not give thee the inheritance of my
fathers. And he laid him down upon his bed,

and turned away his face, and would eat no

bread.

5 1[ But Jezebel his wife came to him, and
said unto him, ^Vhy is thy spirit so sad, that

thou eatest no breatl ?

' Hob. bo good i/i (4in« eyet.

6 And he said unto her, Because I spake

unto Naboth the Jezreelite, and said unto liim.

Give me thy vineyard for money ; or else, if

it please thee, I will give thee another vine-

yard for it: and he answered, I will not give

thee my vineyard.

7 And Jezebel his wife said unto him, Dost
thou now govern the kingdom of Israel ? arise,

and eat bread, and let thine heart be merry

:

I will give thee the vineyard of Naboth the

Jezreelite.

8 So she wrote letters in Ahab's name, and

sealed them with his seal, and sent the letters

unto the elders and to the nobles that uxre in

his city, dwelling with Naboth.

9 And she wrote in the letters, saying. Pro-
claim a fast, and set Naboth *on high among
the people

:

10 And set two men, sons of Belial, before

him, to bear witness against him, saying. Thou
didst blaspheme God and the king. And
then carry him out, and stone him, that he may
die.

1

1

And the men of his city, even the elders

and the nobles who were the inhabitants in his

city, did as Jezebel had sent unto them, and
as it teas written in the letters which she had

sent unto them.

12 They proclaimed a fist, and set Naboth
on high among the jjcoijIc.
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13 And there came in two men, children of

Bcliai, and sat before him : and the men of

Behal witnessed against him, even against Na-
both, in the presence of the people, saying,

Naboth did blaspheme God and the king.

Then they carried him forth out of the city,

and stoned him with stones, that he died.

14 Then they sent to Jezebel, saying, Na-
both is stoned, and is dead.

15 H And it came to pass, when Jezebel

heard that Naboth was stoned, and was dead,

that Jezebel said to Ahab, Arise, take posses-

sion of the vineyard of Naboth the Jezreelite,

which he refused to give thee for money : fur

Naboth is not alive, but dead.

16 And it came to pass, when Ahab heard

tliat Naboth was dead, that Ahab rose up to

go down to the vineyard of Naboth the Jez-

reelite, to take possession of it.

17 U And the word of the Lord came to

Elijah the Tishbite, saying,

is Arise, go down to meet Ahab king of

Israel, which is in Samaria : behold, he is in the

vineyard of Naboth, whither he is gone down
to possess it.

1

9

And tliou shalt speak unto him, saying.

Thus saith the Lord, Hast thou killed, and
also taken possession ? And thou shalt speak

unto him, saying. Thus saith the Lord, In the

place where dogs licked the blood of Naboth
shall dogs lick thy blood, even thine.

20 And Ahab said to Elijah, Hast thou

found me, O mine enemy ? And he answered,

I have found t/iee : because thou hast sold

thyself to work evil in the sight of the Lord.

21 Behold, ^I will bring evil upon thee, and
will take away thy posterity, and will cut off

from Ahab 'him that pisseth against the wall,

and *him that is shut up and left in Israel,

22 And will make thine liouse like the

house of "Jeroboam the son of Nebat, and like

the house of 'Baasha the sonof Ahijah,for the

provocation wherewith thou hast provoked 7)ie

to anger, and made Israel to sin.

23 And "of Jezebel also spake the Lord,
saying, Tlie dogs shall eat Jezebel by the "wall

of Jezreel.

24 Him that dieth of Ahab in the city the

dogs shall eat ; and him that dieth in the field

shall the fowls of the air eat.

25 But there was none like unto Ahab,
which did sell himself to work wickedness in

the sight of the Lord, whom Jezebel his wife

"stirred up.

26 And he did very abominably in follow-

ing idols, according to all things as did the

Amorites, whom the Lord cast out before the

children of Israel.

27 H And it came to pass, when Ahab heard

those words, that he rent his clothes, and put

sackcloth upon his flesh, and fasted, and lay

in sackcloth, and went softly.

28 And the word of tiie Lord came to

Elijah the Tishbite, saying,

29 Seest thou how Ahab humbleth himself

before me ? because he humbleth himself be-

fore me, I will not bring the evil in his days :

hut in his son's days will I bring the evil upon

his house.

: Kings 9, 30.

Sara. 20. 22.

Chap, xxi.—In the Septuagint this and the preceding

chapter change places.

Verse 3. ' The inheritance of my fathers.'—On this

Michaelis observes :
' 1 do not find any statute that pro-

hibited an Israelite from exchanging his inheritance ; nor

was there, indeed, in such exchange, unless when it trans-

ferred a person to a different tribe, anything contrary to the

intention of the law, which was to prevent his latest pos-

terity from ever being altogether denuded of their land.

Perhaps, therefore, it was a piece of mere crossness in

Naboth to refuse, in such uncouth terms, not only to sell,

but even to exchange his vineyard with king Ahab, 1

Kings xxi. 7. At the same time, it is impossible to vindi-

cate the despotic measure to which the barbarous wife of

this too obsequious monarch had recourse in order to ob-

tain it ; for certainly Naboth was not obliged to exchange
his vineyard unless he chose.'

8. ' Sealed them with his seal.'—See the note on Gen.
xli. 42, which will explain the necessity of this act in

giving validity to the royal order. Our remarks in the

note referred to chiefly applied to ring-seals, concerning
the antiquity and extended use of which there is no dis-

pute ; and we shall now therefore confine our attention to

seals of another class, some of which may be considered of

still higher antiquity than even ring-seals. These arc en-
graved stones, not set in metal or worn as ring« ; and on
one of the surfaces of which the requisite figures and cha-
racters were inscribed. Such stones were of various form
and substance. We are told that the Egyptians after try-

ing various forms—as cylinders, squares, and pyramids,
settled on that of the scarabfeus or beetle ; that is to say, a
stone, something like the half of a walnut, had its con-
vexity wrought into the form of a beetle, while the flat

under surface contained the inscription for the seal. We
mentioned in the note to Deut. iv. 16, that the beetle was
one of the vermin worshipped by the Egyptians, and was
tlie favourite symbol of some nine or ten virtues and
powers of physical or moral nature : this, as well as the

convenience of the form, no doubt dictated its selection for

this service. The beetle form of seals and other engraved
stones was extensively adopted, along with the art of stone-

engraving, by other nations, and was long retained by
them. We know that they were in use among the Phce-
nician neighbours of the Israelites; and it is not impossible

that Ahab's seal may have been of this kind : for after

he, and Solomon before him, are seen to have been so fond
of the gods and goddesses of the Phoenicians, it would have
been a small thing to have adopted their seals also. Even

319
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the Greeks retained this derived form, till they thought of

dispensine with the body of the beetle, only preserving for

the inscription the flat oval which the base presented, and
which thej ultimately set in rings. Of this kind of beetle-

seal the cut under Exod. viii. may serve as a representation,

being of the same form and character, and similarly in-

scribed on the under surface, although of course that pon-
derous and colossal scarabjEus could not be intended for a
seal. It will be important to observe, that the body of the

beetle was bored, like all other seals that were not rir.ys, so

that a string might be inserted by which the seal was worn
around the neck or attached to other parts of the body.
This may explain what is sometimes said in Scripture of
the seal being upon the arm or hand : and, in fact, until

the custom of attaching seals to watches became prevalent,

the ancient practice of attaching all seals, other than rings,

to the person, continued in use. They were usually worn
on the arm or wrist as bracelets; and instances of the

practice occur so late as the seventeenth century, when an
advertisement appeared in the Mercuriiis Politicus, No.
30, 1G60, describing as lost, ' a gold seal, being a coat of

arms, cut in a piece of gold, in the form of a lozenge,

fastened to a black riband to tie about the wrist.'

Kiudred in principle to this beetle-seal are two of those

sorts represented in our present cut. One is oval, and the

other orbicular, with a piece cut off, in both, to afford a
flat surface for the inscription. The use of these as seals

is unquestioned, as well as their high antiquity ; and they
are dug up so frequently in Persia, Babylonia, Syria,

Phoenicia, and Egypt, as to demonstrate their common
character. Some of them have been found on the plain of
Marathon in Greece, inscribed in the ancient Persian style

;

and, as Sir W. Ouselcy conjectures, probably belonged to

the Persians who invaded Greece, and who were slain

there. This is a circumstance of considerable importance in

determining their antiquity. The semi-ovals are the most
common. Both kinds are always perforated: and the

perforation is so unusually large in the hemispherical seals,

that, if they were not sometimes worn as rings, it is pro-
bable that they at least suggested the idea of seal-rings.

With so large a perforation, the convenience of wearing it

on the finger would easily occur ; and the thickness, which
it was necessary the stone should exhibit, to prevent break-
ing, would suggest the fabrication of such rings with metal,
and, ultimately, of combining the advantages of a metallic

circlet with a stone tablet, by setting the latter iu the

former. We throw out this idea as a probability, without
entermg into the various considerations by which it might
be corroborated. But we here insert a cut of a gold ring.

found at Pompeii, which will, by comparison with the

hemispherical seals in the miscellaneous cut, suggest some
idea of the analogy we have in view. These semi-oval

and hemispherical seals were probably such as were in

use among the mass of the people. We hardly know to

what extent seals were iu use among the Hebrews ; but,

judging from existing usage in the East, we should suppose

that every one above the lowest condition of life possessed

one ; and we think that, when not a ring-seal, it may
fairly be presumed that they were of some one, or all three,

of the classes to which the account here given refers. He-
rodotus states, that every Babylonian possessed a seal or

signet ; but takes no notice of their form, which however
seems to be sufEciently shewn by the still existing antiques

which now engage our attention.

t^ ( ^^
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It remains to notice the cylinders, of which our cut ex-

hibits some interesting specimens. These curious antiques

are most commonly found in Chaldea and Persia, and
sometimes, though more rarely, in Syria and Egypt. They
are cylindrical masses of ha;matite, cornelian, opal, jasper,

agate, and other hard and precious stones. Their size is

various, some being ten times as large as others ; but iu

general they are from three-fourths of an inch to more
than two inches in length, and of such proportionate cir-

cumference as our woodcut exhibits. They are bored
longitudinally, and the rounded surface is engraved over
with various figures, generally of animate subjects, and
apparently mythological, or expressing astronomical facts

by impersonation. It was at oue time conceived that these

cylinders were merely worn as amulets or talismans, but
it is now generally admitted that they served the purpose
of seals ; the longitudinal perforation being principally in-

tended for the reception of an axis, on which the cylinder

was made to revolve when rendering its impression. The
axis and handle, represented in our cut, to one of the

cylinders there given, is not found in any such cylinders,

but was added, by Sir William Hamilton, to one in the

British Museum, for the purpose of shewing the manner
in which they were employed. The conclusion that the

cylinders were seals, has been much strengthened by the

curious and discursive inquiries of Mr. John Landseer, as

exhibited in his volume entitled ' Sabccan Researches'
Whatever value may be attached to his speculations con-

cerning the inscriptions which euch cylinders exhibit, few
persons will now question his conclusions concerning the

use to which they were applied. Indeed, we have per-

soualiy found, tliat this use is generally recognized by the

gi'utlemen acquainted with the antiquities and literature of

tlie Kast, who reside ou or near the sites where these re-

markable antiquities are discovered. The present writer

can adduce one fact which he considers to afford a very
strong support to this conclusion. When himself in

Babylonia, he saw a cylinder, of medium size, inscribed

with Hebrew characters, expressing the name and style of

the ' Prince of the Captivity,' a title which, from the time
the Jews resided as captives in Babylonia, has been borne
by the chief person among those who remained in that

laud. The manner in which the name and title were ex-
hibited, together with the date, so clearly denoted its cha-

racter as an official seal, that it was distinctly recognized
as such even by those resident Hebrews who had no
previous idea that cylinders were other than amulets, and
who remained uncertain as to the mode in which they
could be applied to use. We have lost the memorandum
of its date ; but it was not of the most remote antiquity,

and we mention it merely to confirm the impression that

these cylinders were seals, which is the only point for

which evidence has ever been wanted, for their very high
antiquity has never been questioned. As seals, they must
have been known to the Jews while at Babylon, and after-

wards ; and perhaps at a much earlier period. And pro-

bably they used them with such inscriptions of name and
style as that to which we have referred ; for it is evident

that, according to their law, they could not use those which
bore such idolatrous and mythological figures as we usually
observe on cylinders—although there were many of the
kings, Ahab for one, who perhaps had no scruples on this

point. Indeed, Mr. Landseer, without being aware of the

instance we have cited, and which we believe is the only
one of the kind which has hitherto been brought to light,

coincides in the conclusion that the inscriptions on the

Hebrew signets were literal, containing the names, etc., of
the proprietors; the hieroglyphical inscriptions used by
other nations being included in the interdiction of ' graven
images.' This explanation renders interesting the speci-

mens of these prohibited inscriptions which we have intro-

duced in the cut prefixed to this note; and which may
also be taken as furnishing curious examples of very an-

cient engraving on stone, to which there is repeated re-

ference in the Pentateuch. We trust that the above con-

siderations, with the facts stated in Gen. xli. 42, will tend

to illustrate most of the passages of Scripture in which
vol-. II. u

seals are mentioned. For such of these facts and in-

ferences as we are not ourselves responsible for, we are

principally indebted to Landseer's isabaan Researches

;

Sir W. Ouseley's Travels, vol. i., Append, xiii. ; and the

articles ' Scarahe'e' and ' Sccau,' in the 'Encyclopedic

Me'thodique,' sect. ' Antiquite's.'

9. ' She wrote in letters'—Jezebel is the only name men-
tioned in Scripture in connection with the writing of

letters ; and if we could be sure that she wrote them her-

self, it might lead to the supposition that, as she was of

Tyre, the Phoenician women were better educated than

the daughters of Israel. But it is on every account more
probable, that Ahab's wife is here described as doing her-

self, what she caused to be done by others. At the present

day, throughout the East, there is hardly one woman in

ten thousand who can write, and we have a very lively

recollection of the excited astonishment and admiration

manifested by Eastern men, and still more by the women,
in occasionally perceiving a lady belonging to one of the

parties with which we travelled, engaged in writing her

journal. The earnestness with which one would call to

another to hasten to see a woman writing, was at once

affecting and amusing.

16. ' Take possession of it.'—It would seem from this

transaction, as well as from 2 Sam. xvi. 4, that the estates

of persons convicted of offences against the state, were for-

feited to the king, as in most other countries. And as the

inalienable nature of landed property among the Hebrews
must have rendered it difficult for the kings to acquire ex-

tensive demesnes, by purchase or any other fair means,

the temptation must have been very considerable to charge

persons with treason for the sake of the succession to their

estates. Perhaps, therefore, it is in such melancholy

affairs as that now before us, that we are to seek an ex-

planation concerning the 'innocent blood' which the more
wicked of the kings are so frequently accused of having

shed. This is confirmed by the fact, that iu the prophet

Ezekiel's vision of the future reformation both of the

church and state—which at least indicates the abuses of

preceding times—we are told that then the prince was to

have his own portion, which he must neither alienate nor

enlarge,—that the princes, it is added, may no longer

oppress the people, but leave the rest of the land to the

Israelites (Ezek. xlv. 7, 8 ; xlvi. 16-18) ; where it is fur-

ther expressly ordained that the prince must no longer

give lauds to his family out of the people's portions, but

out of his own.
19. ' /« ;'. // " .

'
. '. ihgs liched the blood of Aabuth

shall J.' ~ -There has been much discussion

with r. |i :iiiL-nt of this prediction. At first

it was HM l"iiir iiiiiiniiid that it should be literally ful-

filled; but upon Aludi's repentance, as stated in y. 29, the

punishment was transferred from himself to his son Je-

horam, in whom it was actually accomplished, his body

being cast by Jehu into the portion of Naboth at

Jezreel, for the dogs to devour (2 Kings ix. 251. The
blood of Ahab was indeed licked by dogs, but not at Jez-

reel, nor in the portion of Naboth— but at Samaria:

those therefore who urge that the doom of Ahab was
literally accomplished in his own person, contend that the

Hebrew word which our version renders by ' the place

where,' must be regarded not as denoting the spot where, but

the manner in which the doom was to be accomplished, as if

to read : ' As (for ' in like manner ') dogs licked the blood

of Naboth, even so shall dogs lick thy blood, even thine.'

27. 'Went softly.'—This was one of the acts of mourn-

ing, which may be traced among many Eastern nations.

It consists in a slow timid manner of walking, usually

barefoot within but not without doors, well suited to the

state of mourners, labouring under much sorrow and de-

jection of mind. This style of movement in mourning is

so natural, that almost every one falls into it almost un-

consciously among ourselves, without its attracting notice

as a peculiar usage. Mourning is exhibited in some acts

which are conventional, and iu others which are spon-

taneously natural. This is of the natural.
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CHAPTER XXII.

1 Ahah, seduced Inj false prophets, according to the

word of Micainh, is slain at Ramoth-gilead. 37 The

dogs lick up his blood, and Ahaziah succeedeth him.

41 Jehoshupliat's good reign. 45 His acts. 50

Jehoram succeedeth him. 51 Ahaziah's evil reign.

And they continued three years without war

between Syria and Israel.

2 And it came to pass in the third year,

that 'Jehoshaphat the king of Judah came
down to the king of Israel.

3 And the king of Israel said unto his ser-

vants, Know ye that Ramoth in Gilead is cur's,

and we be "still, andiakQ it not out of the hand

of the king of Syria ?

4 And he said unto Jehoshaphat, Wilt thou

go with me to battle to Ramoth-gilead ? And
Jehoshaphat said to the king of Israel, "1 am
as thou art, my people as thy people, my horses

as thy horses.

5 I! And Jehoshaphat said unto the king of

Israel, Enquire, I pray thee, at the word of the

Lord to day.

6 Then the king of Israel gathered the

prophets together, about four hundred men,

and said unto them, Shall I go against Ramoth-
gilead to battle, or shall I forbear ? And they

said. Go up ; for the Lord shall deliver it into

the hand of the king.

7 TI And Jehoshaphat said. Is there not here

a prophet of the Lokd besides, that we might

enquire of him ?

8 And the king of Israel said unto Jeho-

shaphat, There is yet one man, Micaiah the

son of Imlah, by whom we may enquire of the

Loud -. but I hate him ; for he doth not pro-

phesy good concerning me, but evil. And
Jehoshaphat said. Let not the king say so.

9 Then the king of Israel called an ^officer,

and said, Hasten hither Micaiah the son of

Imlah.

10 And the king of Israel and Jehoshaphat

the king of Judah sat each on his throne,

having put on their robes, in a "void place in

the entrance of the gate of Samaria ; and all

the prophets prophesied before them.

11 And Zedekiah the son of Chenaanah

made him horns of iron : and he said. Thus
saith the Lord, With these shalt thou push the

Syrians, until thou have consumed them.

12 And all the prophets prophesied so,

saying. Go up to Ramoth-gilead, and prosper

:

for the Lord shall deliver it into the king's

hand.

13 And the messenger that was gone to

aChron. IS. 1, &(
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call Micaiah spake unto him, saying. Behold

now, the words of the prophets dec/are good

unto the king with one mouth : let thy word,

I pray thee, be like the word of one of them,

and speak that which is good.

14 And Micaiah said, As the Lord liveth,

what the Lord saith unto me, that will I

speak.

15 H So he came to the king. And the king

said unto him, Micaiah, shall we go against

Ramoth-gilead to battle, or shall we forbear ?

And he answered hira, Go, and prosper : for

the Lord shall deliver it into the hand of the

king.

16 And the king said unto him. How many
times shall I adjure thee that thou tell me
nothing but that which is true in the name of

the Lord?
17 And he said, I saw all Israel scattered

upon the hills, as sheep that have not a shep-

herd : and the Lord said. These have no

master : let them return every man to his

house in peace.

18 And the king of Israel said unto Jeho-

shaphat, Did I not tell thee that he would

prophesy no good concerning me, but evil ?

19 And he said. Hear thou therefore the

word of the Lord : I saw the Loud sitting on

his throne, and all the host of heaven standing

by him on his right hand and on his left.

20 And the Lord said, \Mio shall "persuade

Ahab, that he may go up and fall at Ramoth-
gilead ? And one said on this manner, and

another said on that manner.

21 And there came forth a spirit, and

stood before the Lord, and said, 1 will per-

suade him.

22 And the Lord said unto him, ^^'here-

with ? And he said, I will go forth, and I will

be a lying spirit in the mouth of all his pro-

phets. And he said. Thou shalt persuade him,

and prevail also : go forth, and do so.

23 Now therefore, behold, the Lord hath

put a lying spirit in the mouth of all these

thy prophets, and the Lord hath spoken evil

concerning thee.

24 H But Zedekiah the son of Chenaanah

went near, and smote Micaiah on the cheek,

and said, ^Which way went the Spirit of the

Lord from me to speak unto thee ?

25 And Micaiah said. Behold, thou shalt

see in that day, when thou shalt go "into *an

inner chamber to hide thyself

26 And the king of Israel said. Take
Micaiah, and carry him back unto Amon the

= 2 King. .1. 7. 4 Or, nnuch. > U^h.Jloar.

chamber la chamber » Ueb. a chamhcr in a chamber.
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governor of the city, and to Joash the king's

son ;

27 And say, Thus saith the king, Put this

fellow in the prison, and feed him with bread
of aiflictlon and with water of aiBiction, until

come HI peace.

28 And Micaiah said, If thou return at all

in peace, the Lord hath not spoken by me.
And he said, Hearken, O people, every one
of you.

29 IT So the king of Israel and Jehoshaphat
the king of Judah went up to Ramoth-gilead.

30 And the king of Israel said unto Jeho-
shaphat, '"I will disguise myself, and enter

into the battle ; but put thou on thy robes.

And the king of Israel disguised himself, and
went into the battle.

31 1 But the king of Syria commanded his

thirty and two captains that had rule over his

chariots, saying. Fight neither with small nor
great, save only with the king of Israel.

32 And it came to pass, when the captains

of the chariots saw Jehoshaphat, that they said,

Surely it is the king of Israel. And they

turned aside to fight against him : and Jeho-
shaphat cried out.

33 And it came to pass, when the captains

of the chariots perceived that it icas not the
king of Israel, that they turned back from
pursuing him.

34 1 And a certain man drew a bow "at a
venture, and smote the king of Israel between
the ''joints of the harness : wherefore he said

unto the driver of his chariot. Turn thine

hand, and carry me out of the host ; for I am
'^vounded.

35 And the battle "increased that day : and
the king was stayed up in his chariot against

the Syrians, and died at even : and the blood
rau out of the wound into the "midst of the

chariot.

36 And there went a proclamation through-
out the host about the going down of the sun,

saying. Every man to his city, and every man
to his own country.

37 IT So the king died, and 'Vas brought
to Samaria ; and they buried the king in

Samaria.

38 And one washed the chariot in the pool
of Samaria ; and the dogs licked up his blood

;

and they washed his armour ; according "unto
the word of the Lord which he spake.

39 ir Now the rest of the acts of Ahab, and
all that he did, and the ivory house which he

made, and all the cities that he built, are thev
not written in the book of the chronicles of
the kings of Israel ?

40 So Ahab slept with his fathers ; and
Ahaziah his son reigned in his stead.

41 IT And '"Jehoshaphat the son of Asa
began to reign over Judah in the fourth year
of Ahab king of Israel.

42 Jehoshaphat xcas thirty and five years
old when he began to reign ; and he reigned
twenty and five years in Jerusalem. And his
mother's name was Azubah the daughter of
Shilhi.

43 And he walked in all the ways of Asa
his father ; he turned not aside fi-om it, doino-
that tchich teas right in the eyes of the LordI
nevertheless the high places were not taken
away

; for the people oftered and burnt incense
yet in the high places.

44 And Jehoshaphat made peace with the
king of Israel.

45 Now the rest of the acts of Jehoshaphat,
and his might that he shewed, and how he
warred, are they not written in the book of the
chronicles of the kings of Judah ?

46 And the remnant of the sodomites,
which remained in the days of his father Asa,
he took out of the land.

47 There teas then no king in Edom : a
deputy teas king.

48 Jehoshaphat "made ships of Tharshish
to go to Ophir for gold : but they went not

;

for the ships were broken at Ezion-geber.
49 Then said Ahaziah the son of Ahab

unto Jehoshaphat, Let my servants go with
thy servants in the ships. But Jehoshaphat
would not.

50 *|[ And Jehoshaphat slept with his

fathers, and was buried with his fathers in

the city of David his father : and Jehoram
his son reigned in his stead.

51 1" Ahaziah the son of Ahab began to
reign over Israel in Samaria the seventeenth
year ofJehoshaphat king ofJudah, and reigned
two years over Israel.

52 And he did evil in the sight of the
Lord, and walked in the way of his father,

and in the way of his mother, and in the way
of Jeroboam the son of Nebat, Mho made
Israel to sin :

53 For he served Baal, and worshipped
him, and provoked to anger the Lord God
of Israel, according to all that his father had
done.

11 Ueh. in /lis implicit)/. 12 HiA. joints md the hreastplale.
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Verse 2. ' Jehoshaphat the himj ofjiidah came down to

the king of Israel.'— It is remarkable that the first formal

alliance between the two kingdoms of Judah and Israel

should have taken place during the reigns of two princes

of such opposite characters as Ahab in Israel and Jehosha-

phat in Judah. But it was so : and in forming it, and

in cementing it by the marriage of his eldest son Je-

horam to Athaliah, the daughter of Ahab and Jezebel,

he doubtless acted from very ill-considered policy, and

laid in a great store of disasters for himself and his

house. It is unfortunate that we are unacquainted with

the motives which led to this most unhappy connection.

A close and intimate union between the two kingdoms

could not but be, in itself, a political good ; and the error

of Jehoshaphat probably lay in considering this fact by

itself, without taking due account of that evil character of

Ahab and his house, and that alienation of his people from

God, which were calculated to neutralise, and actually did

far more than neutralise, the natural advantages of such

an alliance.

11. ' Zedehiah made him horns of iron,' etc.—Of
horns artificially used as ornaments, and as symbols of mili-

tary prowess, we have spoken under 1 Sam. ii. 1. A refer-

ence to the particulars there stated makes the intention of

Zedekiah's symbol clear. It may also be remarked that the

Syrians of that age, as represented in Egyptian paintings,

wore a spike on the top of their helmets (as shewn in the

cut at the end of the first book of Samuel), which very
possibly bore the name of a horn, and which conveys a
further illustration, whether such spikes or horns were
also used by the Israelites or not. It is likely that the

horns produced by Zedekiah were two, one to represent

the power of each of the kings who were proceeding to

battle with the Syrians.

39. ' The ivory house.'—The ivory was doubtless ob-
tained from the Phcenicians of Tyre, with whom Ahab
had established very intimate relations, and not by direct

traffic as in the time of Solomon. The ivory house was
probably so called from being ornamented and in parts

inlaid with ivory—the taste for which sort of decoration is

not yet extinct in the East. There is, for instance, the

ivory mosque at Ahmedabad in India, which, although
built of white marble, has obtained that distinction from
being curiously lined with ivory, and inlaid with a pro-

fusion of gems to imitate natural flowers, bordered with

silver foliage in mother of pearl. This style of decoration

is also exhibited in the palaces of more western countries,

as in the apartments of the palace of Adrianople, described

by Lady Mary Wortley Montagu, which * were wain-

scoted with inlaid work of mother of pearl, ivory of dif-

ferent colours, and olive wood, like the little boxes brought

from Turkey.'



THE SECOND BOOK

OF THE

KINGS,
COMMONLY CALLED

THE FOURTH BOOK OF THE KINGS.

CHAPTER I.

1 3Toah rehelkth 2 Ahaziah, sending to Banl-
zebub, hath hisjtuh/ment by Elijah 5 Elijah twice

hiinqeth file pom hem en iijion them whom Ahaziah
sent to appiehend him 13 He pitieth the third

captain and, tmouiaqrd by an angel telleth the hinij

0/ /((s dtath 17 Jihuiau succeed th Ahaziah.

HEN Moab
lebelled a-

gainst Israel

'after the

death of

Ahab.
2 t And

\haziah fell

down through

a lattice in his

upper chani-

that ivas

m Samaria,

and was sick :

and he sent

messengers,

and said unto them, Go, enqua-c of Baal-

zebub the god of Ekron whether I shall

recover of this disease.

3 But the angel of the Lord said to Elijah

the Tishbite, Arise, go up to meet the mes-
sengers of the king of Samaria, and say unto
them. Is it not because there is not a God in

Israel, that ye go to enquire of Baal-zebub
the god of Ekron ?

4 Now therefore thus saith the Lord,
''Thou shalt not come down from that bed on
which thou art gone up, but shalt surely die.

And Elijah departed.

5 H And when the messengers turned back

unto him, he said unto them. Why are ye now

turned back ?

And they said unto him. There came a

man up to meet us, and said unto us. Go,

tui-n again unto the king that sent you, and

say unto him, Thus saith the Lord, Is it not

because tliero is not a God in Israel, tliat thou

sendest to enquire of Baal-zebub the god of

Ekron ? therefore thou shalt not come down
from that bed on which thou art gone up, but

shalt surely die.

7 And he said unto them, 'What manner
of man icas he which came up to meet you,

and told you these words ?

8 And they answered him. He was an hairy

man, and girt with a girdle of leather about

his loins. And he said, It is Elijah the

Tishbite.

9 Then the king sent unto him a captain

of fifty with his fifty. And he wont up to

him : and, behold, he sat on the top of an hill.

And he spake unto him. Thou man of God,

the king hath said. Come down.

10 And Elijah answered and said to the

captain of fifty, U I be a man of God, then let

fire come down from heaven, and consume

thee and thy fifty. And there came down fire

from heaven, and consumed him and his fifty.

11 Again also ho sent unto him another

captain of fifty with his fifty. And he answered

and said unto him, O man of God, tints hath

the king said. Come down quickly.

12 And Elijah answered and said unto

them. If I be a. man of God, let fire come down
from heaven, and consume thee and thy fifty.

And the fire of God came down from heaven,

and consumed him and his fifty.

I Chap. 3. 6. ? gone up, thou sJiatt 7
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13 1[ And he sent again a captain of the

third fifty with his fifty. And the third cap-

tain of fifty went up, and came and 'fell on

his knees before Elijah, and besought him,

and said unto him, man of God, I pray thee,

let my life, and the life of these fifty thy ser-

vants, be precious in thy sight.

14 Behold, there came fire down from hea-

ven, and burnt up the two captains of the

former fifties with their fifties : therefore let

my life now be precious in thy sight.

15 And the angel of the Lord said unto

Elijah, Go down with him : be not afraid of

him. And he arose, and went down with him

unto the king.

STGS. [B.C. 896.

16 And he said unto him, Thus saith the

Lord, Forasm.uch as thou hast sent messengers

to enquire of Baal-zebub the god of Ekron, is

it not because there is no God in Israel to

enquire of his word ? therefore thou shalt not

come down otT that bed on which thou art

gone up, but shalt surely die.

17 if So he died according to the word
of the Lord which Elijah had spoken. And
Jehoram reigned in his stead in the second

year of Jehoram the son of Jehoshaphat king

of Judah ; because he had no son.

18 Now the rest of the acts of Ahaziah
which he did, are they not written in the book

of the chronicles of the kings of Israel ?

Verse 2. ' Fell doivii through a lattice:—This probably

means that he fell frfim the roof of the house into the in-

terior court or garden. He was perhaps leaning against

the slight fence or battlement, -when it gave way under

him. We have sometimes heard of such accidents in the

East.— ' Baal-zebnb, the god of E/iron.'—There are some

considerable difficulties relating to this idol. The name

' Baalzebub ' (3iat hv2) means ' the lord of flies ;' and the

first question is, whether he was thus named by his wor-

shippers, or nicknamed thus by the Hebrews, to avoid even

the verbal recognition or utterance of his proper name,

which, under this view, we may suppose to have been

Baal-Samen, ' the lord of heaven," one of the gods men-

tioned by Sanchoniathon in his Phoenician theogony.

That the Hebrews were in the habit of nicknaming the

pagan idols and the scats of idolatrous worship is certain

;

but if they did so in the present instance, what becomes of

that opinion which makes Beehebul ($€e\(f0mK), ' the

dung god,' of the New Testament, a nickname of the Baal-

zebub of the Old? It is then the nickname of a nickname.

Reserving for another place our opinion on this point, and

without thinking it worth while to state more minutely

the grounds of our conviction, we entertain little doubt

that Baal-zebub, • the flygod,' is the name by which this

idol was recognized by his worshippers. One might cer-

tainly hesitate at this conclusion, were it not that we find

some even of the ' elegant divinities ' of Greece and Rome
similarly distinguished ; and the reason why they were

so distinguished, assists us to understand that this Baal

obtained the surname of Zebuh on account of his being

considered to protect the town or district in which he was

worshipped from the visitation of gnats and other trouble-

some insects, the presence of which does often, in the East,

form by no means the lightest calamity of life. The most

remarkable analogy is that offered by the fact, that the

eastern Europeans liad a fly-expelling Jupiter (Zeiis

'Airii^wos) as well as the western Asiatics a fly-expelliug

Baal. Pausanias relates, that when Hercules sacrificed in

82G

Olympus he was much disturbed by flies ; in consequence

of which, either from his own invention or through the

instruction of some other person, he sacrificed to Jupiter

Apomyius, or the expeller of flies, and then the flies fled

beyond the Alpheus. After this the Eleans also sacrificed

to Jupiter Apomyius, as one who drove away flies from

Olympia. (^Eliac. pr. c. xiv.') We consider this very

illustrative. It seems that Hercules himself was also

honoured in precisely the same character among the

Erythrspans, although we do not read of any fly-expi-lling

feats among the twelve celebrated labours of that hero.

As another instance we may refer to Apollo, one of whose
many surnames was Smintheus (Siuii-fleus), from the Cretan

word for a mouse, which he received from having cleared

the Cretan colony in Troas from the swarms of mice with

which it had been infested. He is often mentioned under

this name by Homer. From Ahaziah's application, it

would seem as if Baal-zebub enjoyed some peculiar re-

putation for the cure of diseases : to explain which it is

only necessary to observe, that under all systems of poly-

theism there have been always some particular gods dis-

tinguished for their supposed attention to the maladies of

men.
There is however another opinion concerning Baal-

zebub, which deserves attention : that is, that Baal-zebub

was not a fly-expelling god, but was himself an insect-god,

analogous to the scarabffius or beetle of the Egyptians,

which we slightly mentioned in the note on seals under

1 Kings xxi. This opinion has the support of Calmet, in

his Dissertation sur I'Oriyine. dea Philistins. After

dwelling upon the fact that Baal-zebub is not called

the 'fly-exptlling god,' but 'the flygod' — on which
we think he lays rather too much stress—and observing

that the figure of a fly sometiniis appears on Phcenician

coins, he quotes Philastrius, who intimates that the insect-

worship was preserved at Accaron (Ekron) even sub-

sequent to the Christian era, and mentions a sect of Jewish

heretics who worshipped the fly of that place. Calmet
himself also notices the fact that flies of gold were found at

Tournay, in the tomb of Childcric; and, as he was a

pagan, these were perhaps his divinities ; and we may add

to this, that the scaraba:us is often found iu the mummy-
cases of the Egyptians. We do not, after all, see why
these two opinions may not coalesce, and Baal-zebub be at

the same time an insect-god and an expeller of insects.

Enough, at least, has been said to render it unnecessary to

suppose that ' Baal-zebub ' was a nickname given to the

god of Ekron by the Israelites. He was clearly the tute-

lary pod of Ekron, as Dagon was of Ashdod, and Melkart

of Tyre. Whether he was worshipped in the human or

insect form, or as a combination of both, the evidence of

Phoenician coins only can determine. We know, how-
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r, that, in other instances, the same idol may exhibit

ee varieties of form—human, animal, and both com-

8. ' An hairy man, and girt with a girdle of leather '—
It is generally agreed that the hairiness refers not to

Elijah's person, but to his mantle ; and that this mantle of
hair and girdle of leather formed the cheap and humble
attire which the prophets usually wore. In like manner
the great anti-type of Elijah, John the Baptist, had ' his

raiment of camel's hair, and a leathern girdle about his

loins' (Matt. iii. 4). Strong and broad girdles of leather

are still much in use among the nomade tribes and the

artisans and husbandmen of Western Asia. See the notes

on 1 Sam. x. 5 ; and 2 Sam. iii. 31.

16. • Thou shall not come down off that bed.'—From tins

it is clear that Ahaziah did not sleep on the floor, as

people of high consideration often do in the East. It ap-

pears that he lay on the raised divan, or on such a bed
stead as we mentioned in the note to Deut. iii. II. Some-
times the principle of this bedstead is applied to form a

permanent platform or gallery at the upper end of a room,
with a balustrade in front. It is sometimes so elevated

tliat steps are provided for the ascent. The beds are laid

here at night, and it serves as a sitting-place by daj, being

rather a modification of the divan than what we should

call a bedstead. We imagine that either this, or the

simple divan, or the bedstead mentioned in the note re-

ferred to above, must be understood whenever a bed is

mentioned, so as to imply that it was elevated above the

ground. EoTAL Bed —Modern Oriental

CHAPTER II.

I Elijah, taking his leave of Elisha, with his mantle

dicideth Jordan, 9 and, granting Elisha his request,

is taken up by afiery chariot into heaven. 12 Elisha,

dividiiig Jordan with Elijah's mantle, is acknow-
ledged his successor. 1 6 The young prophets, hardly

obtaining leave to seek Elijah, could not find him.

19 Elisha with salt healeth the unwholesome ivaters.

23 Bears destroy the children that mocked Elisha.

And it came to pass, when the Lord would
take up Elijah into heaven by a whirlwind,

that Elijah went with Elisha from Gilgal.

2 And Elijah said unto Elisha, Tarry here,

I pray thee ; for the Lord hath sent me to

Beth-el. And Elisha said unto him. As the

Lord liveth, and as thy soul liveth, I will not

leave thee. So they went down to Beth-el.

3 And the sons of the prophets that were

at Beth-el came forth to Elisha, and said

unto him, Knowest thou that the Lord will

take away thy master from thy head to day ?

And he said. Yea, I know it ; hold ye your
peace.

4 And Elijah said unto him, Elisha, tarry

here, 1 pray thee ; for the Lord hath sent me
to Jericho. And he said. As the Lord liveth,

and as thy soul liveth, I will not leave thee.

So they came to Jericho.

5 And the sons of the prophets that icere

at Jericho came to Elisha, and said unto him,

Knowest thou that the Lord wdll take away
1 Heb. in sight, or, over against. « Heb. TItou hast done liard in

thy master from thy head to day ? And
he answered. Yea, I know it ; hold ye your

peace.

6 And Elijah said unto him, Tarry, I pray

thee, here ; for the Lord hath sent me to

Jordan. And he said, As the Lord liveth,

and as thy soul liveth, I will not leave thee.

And they two went on.

7 And fifty men of the sons of the prophets

went, and stood 'to view afar off: and they two"

stood by Jordan.

8 And Elijah took his mantle, and wrapped

it together, and smote the waters, and they

were divided hither and thither, so that they

two went over on dry ground.

9 ^ And it came to pass, when they were

gone over, that Elijah said unto Elisha, Ask
what I shall do for thee, before I be taken

away from thee. And Elisha said, I pray

thee, let a double portion of thy spirit be

upon me.

10 And he said, 'Thou hast asked a hard

thing : nevertheless, if thou see me ivhen I am
taken from thee, it shall be so unto thee ; but

if not, it shall not be so.

11 And it came to pass, as they still went

on, and talked, that, behold, thei-e appeared a

chariot of fire, and horses of fire, and parted

them botli asunder ; and "Elijah went up by a

whirlwind into heaven.

12 H And Elisha saw it, and he cried, *My
asking. s Ecclus. 48. 9. 1 Mac. 2. 58. * Chap. 13. U.
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father, my father, the chariot of Israel, and the

horsemen thereof. And he saw him no more

:

and lie took hold of his own clothes, and rent

them in two pieces.

13 He took up also the mantle of Elijah

that fell from him, and went back, and stood

by the 'bank of Jordan
;

14 And he took the mantle of Elijah that

fell from him, and smote the waters, and said.

Where is the Loud God of Elijah? and
when he also had smitten the waters, they

parted hither and thither : and Elisha went

over.

15 And when the sons of the prophets which

were °to view at Jericho saw him, they said.

The spirit of Elijah doth rest on Elisha. And
they came to meet him, and bowed themselves

to the ground before him.

16 1 And they said unto him. Behold now,

there be with thy servants fifty ^strong men ;

let them go, we pray thee, and seek thy mas-
ter : lest peradventure the Spirit of the Lokd
hath taken him up, and cast him upon "some

mountain, or into some valley. And he said,

Ye shall not send.

17 And when they urged him till he was

ashamed, he said. Send. They sent therefore

fifty men, and they sought three days, but

found him not.

18 And when they came again to him, (for

5 Uel). Up. Verse 7. ? Heb. sons ofstrength.

he tarried at Jericho,) he said unto tliem, Did
I not say unto you, Go not ?

19 1 And the men of the city said unto

Elisha, Behold, I pray thee, the situation of

this city is pleasant, as my lord seeth : but the

water is naught, and the ground 'barren.

20 And he said, Bring me a new cruse,

and put salt therein. And they brouglit it to

him.

21 And he went forth unto the spring of

the waters, and cast the salt in there, and
said. Thus saith the Lord, I have healed

these waters ; there shall not be from thence

any more death or barren land.

22 So the waters were healed unto this day,

according to the saying of Elisha which he

spake.

23 H And he went up from thence unto

Beth-el : and as he was going up by the way,

there came forth little children out of the city,

and mocked him, and said unto him, Go up,

thou bald head
;
go up, thou bald head.

24 And he turned back, and looked on

them, and cursed them in the name of the

LoHD. And there came forth two she bears

out of the wood, and tare forty and two children

of them.

25 And he went from thence to mount
Carmel, and from thence he returned to Sa-
maria.

5 lleih.oneofthcmounliiins. 9 \\i;h. cavung to mhatrri/.

Verse 3. * Tite JLordivill iahe away thi/ master from thy

head.'—This is probably to be explained by reference to the

custom in the schools of the prophets for the scholars to

sit at the feet of their master, so that the master was above
their heads. Thus Paul describes his pupilage in the

celebrated school of Gamaliel, by saying that he sat ' at the

feet ' of that master.

9. ' Let a double portion of thy spirit be vpon me.'—
This has often been supposed to mean that Elisha desired

to be twice as eminent in prophetic gifts as his master.

This seems to us a serious misconception. Whatever his

request -was, Elijah granted it ; and that it was not this, is

evinced by the fact, that Elisha was not twice as great as

his predecessor. So far from it, we can scarcely venture

to say that Elisha was at all a greater prophet than Elijah,

or that he was even as great. The double portion must
then mean something else. Now when we find that the

firstborn or heir among the Jews inherited * a double
portion ' of his father's goods, and that ' the double por-

tion' was a well-understood phrase designating the portion

of the heir, the request of Elisha can easily be understood

to mean that he sought the heirship—the succession to the

rich heritage of his master's gifts : and that, in fact, was
what he obtained.

22. ' The walirs ,rm: h,.'hJ r..<. /
', ; /,„.• \,,ii

Jericho there is a louiital). v, I, :, .

.

There is no better (Icscriplinn ..r ii ilu.i i ii:ii « liirl, Mm.i.-

a ruined aquiduit. and ;i convent in the same condition,

and in about a mill's ii.linf,'came to the fountain of Elisha,

so called because miraculously purged from its brackish-

ness by that prophet, at the request of the men of Jericho.

;!28

Its waters are at present received in a basin about nine or

ten paces long, and five or six broad: and from thence

issuing out in good plenty, divide themselves into several

small streams, dispersing their refreshment between this

and Jericho, and rendering it exceeding fruitful. Close

by the fountain grows a large tree, spreading into boughs
over the water.' Journey, p. 80, 2nd edit.

23. ' Little children.'—The term is the same which
Solomon applies to himself when not much, if anything,

less than twenty years of age (1 Kings iii. 7), and which
is elsewhere applied to young but full-grown men. The
translation ' little children ' is therefore calculated to give

a wrong impression, of which ignorant infidelity has not

failed to take advantage. They were doubtless profane
young men of the city where the golden calf was wor-
shipped, well enough able to know what they were about;
but who, nevertheless, poured forth not merely, or prin-

cipally, expressions of personal contempt to Elisha, but of

derision at the translation of Elijah, when they thus
abusively told him to ' go up ' after liis master. Their act

therefore did not incur the fearful punishment which fol-

lowed, merely as an act of disrespect to the prophet, but
also as a grievous insult to the power and majesty of

/.•;, >. • the note on Levit. xiii. 29. The
' .,»/i, which, as explained in that

'

i

I of baldness on the hind part of
I'l Ih "I "i :>ii ill. ( iri.Mitals consider ignominious, which
baldness in front is not. It is not from this cerUiin that

the prophet was really bald-headed, the term being often

iu the East, at this day, as one of established indignity and
contempt, applied to one who has abundant hair.

[1-3. Api-KNDix, No. 42.]
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CHAPTER III.

1 Jehoram's reign. 4 Mesha rebelleth. 6 Jehoram,
with Jehoshapliat , and the king of Edom, being dis-

tressedfor want of water, by Elisha obtaineth water,

and promise of victory. 21 The Moabites , deceived

by the colour of the water, coming to spoil, are over-

come. 27 2'Ae king of Moub, by sacrificing the king

of JEdo7n's son, raiseth the siege.

Now Jehoram tlie son of Ahab began to reign

over Israel in Samaria the eighteenth year of

Jehoshaphat king of Judali, and reigned
twelve years.

2 And he wrought evil in the sight of the

Lord ; but not like his father, and like his

mother: for he put away the 'image of Baal

that his father had made.
3 Nevertheless he cleaved unto the sins of

Jeroboam the son of Nebat, which made Israel

to sin ; he departed not therefrom.

4 1[ And Mesha king of Moab was a sheep-

master, and rendered unto the king of Israel

an hundred thousand lambs, and an hundred
thousand rams, with the wool.

5 But it came to pass, when "Ahab was dead,

that the king of Moab rebelled against the

king of Israel.

6 If And king Jehoram went out of Samaria
the same time, and numbered all Israel.

7 And he went and sent to Jehoshaphat the

king of Judah, saying, The king of Moab hath

rebelled against me : wilt thou go with me
against Moab to battle ? And he said, I will

go up : ^I am as thou art, my people as thy

people, and my horses as thy horses.

8 And he said, Which way shall we go up ?

And he answered. The way through the wil-

derness of Edom.
9 So the king of Israel went, and the king

of Judah, and the king of Edom : and they

fetched a compass of seven days' journey : and
there was no water for the host, and for the

cattle 'that followed them.

10 And the king of Israel said, Alas! that

the Lord hath called these three kings toge-

ther, to deliver them into the hand of Moab !

11 But Jehoshaphat said, Is tltere not here

a prophet of the Lord, that we may enquire of

the Lord by him ? And one of the king of

Israel's servants answered and said, Here is

Elisha the son of Shaphat, which poured water

on the hands of Elijah.

1

2

And Jehoshaphat said. The word of the

Lord is with him. So the king of Israel and
Jehoshaphat and the king of Edom went down
to him.

13 And Elisha said unto the king of Israel,

What have I to do with thee ? get thee to the

prophets of thy father, and to the prophets of

thy mother. And the king of Israel said unto

him. Nay : for the Lord hath called these

three kings together, to deliver them into the

hand of Moab.
14 And Elisha said, As the Lord of hosts

liveth, before whom I stand, surely, were it

not that I regard the presence of Jehoshaphat

the king of Judah, I would not look toward
thee, nor see thee.

15 But now bring me a minstrel. And it

came to pass, when the minstrel played, that

the hand of the Lord came upon him.

16 And he said. Thus saith the Lord,
Make this valley full of ditches.

17 For thus saith the Lord, Ye shall not see

wind, neither shall ye see rain; yet that valley

shall be filled with water, that ye may drink,

both ye, and your cattle, and your beasts.

18 And this is hut a light thing in the sight

of the Lord : he will deliver the Moabites
also into your hand.

19 And ye shall smite every fenced city,

and every choice city, and shall fell every good
tree, and stop all wells of water, and 'mar
every good piece of land with stones.

20 ^ And it came to pass in the morning,

when the meat offering was ofiered, that, be-

hold, there came water by the way of Edom,
and the country was filled with water.

21 And when all the Moabites heard that the

kings were come up to fight against them, they

"gathered all that were able to 'put on armour,

and upward, and stood in the border.

22 And they rose up early in the morning,

and the sun shone upon the water, and the

Moabites saw the water on the other side as

red as blood

:

23 And they said, This is blood : the kings

are surely "slain, and they have smitten one

another : now therefore, Moab, to the spoil.

24 And when they came to the camp of

Israel, the Israelites rose up and smote the

Moabites, so that they fled before them : but

"they went forward smiting the Moabites, even

in their country.

25 And they beat down the cities, and on

every good piece of land cast every man his

stone, and filled it ; and they stopped all the

wells of water, and felled all the good trees :

'"only in Kir-haraseth left they the stones

thereof; howbeit the slingers went about it,

and smote it.
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26 H And when the king of Moab saw that

the battle was too sore for him, he took with

him seven liundrcd men that drew swords, to

break through cveii unto the king of Edom :

but they could not.

27 Then he took his eldest .«on that should

have reigned in his stead, and offered him for a.

burnt oflering upon the wall. And there was

great indignation against Israel : and they de-

parted from him, and returned to their own land.

Verse 4. ' An hundred thousand lambs, and an hundred
thousand rams, with the wool.'—It was and is a custom in

the East for tributes and taxes to be paid in that kind of
produce or property with which the tributary country, or
taxed district, is most abundantly supplied. Indeed, this

may be set down as a universal practice in all times and
countries, however remote from eacli other, until those

relations are formed which aiford such facilities for turn-

ing goods into money as render it more convenient, even
to the tribute-payer, to discharge his obligations in coin.

The period iS' not exceedingly remote when the grants

from Parliament to our own kings were paid in wool.

The progress seems to be— First, live stock and raw pro-

duce; then, manufactured goods ; and lastly, money. At
this day the king of Persia receives the tribute of his pro-

vinces in all three modes, according to their respective

circumstances. Those whose wealth consisted in cattle,

like the king of Moab, could only, when unfavourably
circumstanced for commerce, satisfy with the produce of
their tiocks and herds the demands made upon them. We
could quote many illustrations of this usage, but must con-
tent ourselves with one or two. The first is that given by
Strabo, who states that the Cappadocians paid a yearly
tribute to the Persians of 1500 horses, 2000 mules, and
50,000 sheep. We find another in the account given by
Alvarez, of the tribute paid by the kingdom of Goiame to

the emperor of Abyssinia: and as it strikes us as very
illustrative on the general subject, including the mode of

collection and presentation, we shall be more particular

with it. The description is quite in conformity with Ori-

ental customs in general j and probably with those of

Israel in particular, for the strong analogy between the

usages of the Abyssinians and those which the Bible de-

scrites has been remarked by most travellers, particularly

by Bruce and Salt. The emperor (' Prester-John') sent a
proper officer (the grand Betudete) to the capital of

Goiame to receive the annual tribute, which consisted of

3500 mules, 3000 horses, 3000 bassuti (a very valuable

sort of rug or carpet), and above 300 pieces of a kind of

cotton cloth. We copy the rest in the words of Alvarez
(as in Purchas, p. 1103): ' I myself was at the presenting

of this tribute and saw it all : and it was after this manner.
The Betudete came on foot, naked from tlie girdle upward,
with a cord tied about hislir;:-!,' Iin , iIh, i 1 1 ustrate the
' ropes upon their heads' of I I nid coming
within audience of the tent III I :. i i rur), he said

three times this word in .vlx.n jii, Unto, abeto,

abeto!" which signifieth " Lord :" ;ind .Tliswer was made
him but twice in his language, " Who art thou ? Who art

thou?" and he said, " 1 which call, am the least of thy

house, which saddles thy mule, and ticth up thy cattle,

and do other business which thou hast commanded me

;

and I bring thee that which thou hast enjoined me." And
this was spoken three times: which being ended, a voice

was heard, saying, '• Come, come forward." And he,

coming near, did reverence before the tent, and passed

by. After him came the horses, one after another, all led

by the head by servants. The first thirty were saddled,

and in very good order, and the rest which followed were

dear of (i. e. would have been dear at) two drachmes of

gold, and many were not worth one drachm apiece, and I

saw them afterward sold for less. After these hackneys
came the mules in like ot-der, to wit, thirty were saddled,

fair, and in good order ; the rest were little young mulcts

like those hackneys . . . and they passed by as the Betu-

dete and horses had done. After these came the cloths

called bassuti, and one man could carry but one of them,

they were so weighty. After the bassuti, passed the cloths
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made up in fardels, and one man carried ten of them :

and there were about 3000 men that carried bassuti, and
3000 men that carried those other cloths ; and all these are

of the kingdom of Goiame, which are bound to bring this

tribute. After these cloths came ten men, each of them
bearing a charger upon his head, made like unto those

wherein they do eat, and were covered with green and
red sindall. After these had passed, came all the men of

the Betudete, which passed by, one after another, as he

himself had passed. In these platters was the gold put,

which was commanded to be borne unto his lodging, with

the rest of the tribute. In this procession were spent about

ten hours, that is to satj,from morning until evening.' This
very instructive passage illustrates many allusions in

Scripture ; and so exactly are the details in unison with

usages which are, and always have been, prevalent through-

out the East, that we are quite satisfied that the tributes,

taxes, and gifts, were presented to the Hebrew kings very

much in the manner here described.

11. ' Which poured water on the hands of Elijah.'—
This was the act of an attendant or disciple ; and it was
so much his established duty, that the mere mention of it

sufficed to indicate the relation in which Elisha had stood

to Elijah. It is also an indication tliat the Hebrews were

I'oDRlNO WatKR on TH£ HaNDS.

accustomed to wash their hands in the manner which is

now iiiii ' I .1 ill i!h- F.ast, and which, whatever may be

thoM'lii .
' rhicnce, is unquestionably more re-

freshii ! :'. ili;in washing in the water as itstands

inalii II ii ii I ;i process regarded by the Orientals

with gri;it ili^f:iist. Tlie hands are therefore held over a

basin, the use of which is only to receive the water which

has been pound upon the hands from the jug or ewer
which is liilil ;ilinvi' tliiiu. This cannot very conveniently

heiiiiMurl hiMmhii till- aid of a servant or some other

persi II. I, Is with the ewer in his right hand
and li I I li; and when the hands have been

plac',1 111 ,1 |.i.|i,r pi-siiion over the basin, which he con-

tinuts to licild. lits fall a stream of water upon them from

the ewer, suspending it occasionally to allow the hands to

be soaped o;- rubbed together. No towel is offered, as

every one dries his hands in his handkerchief, or however

else he pleases. The water is usually tepid, and always
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BO after a meal, in order to clear the grease contracted by
eating with the hands. In the East, the basin, which, as

well as the ewer, is usually of tinned copper, has com-
monly a sort of cover, rising iu the middle and sunk into

the basin at the margin, which being pierced with holes

allows the water to pass through, thus concealing it after

it has been defiled by use. The ewer has a long spout,

and a long narrow neck, with a co\er, and is altogether

not unlike our coffee-pots in general appearance : it is the

same which the Orientals use in all their ablutions. It is

evident that a person cannot conveniently thus wash his

own hands without assistance. If he does, he is obliged to

fix the basin, and to take np and lay down the ewer several

times, changing it from one hand to the other. Therefore

a person never does so except when alone. If he has no
servant, he asks some bystander to pour the water upon
his hands, and offers a return of the obligation, if it

seems to be required.

17. ' le shall not see wind.'—This may strike us as an
odd expression ; but it is easily understood by a reference

to the fact, that in the East the presence of wind is

strongly and painfully manifested even to the eye, during
a dry season, by the vast quantities of dust and stubble
which are whirled into the air, which they greatly darken.
This usually precedes rain after drought.

19. ' Mar everi/ good piece of land with stones'—How
so, seeing that stones put there by men other men could
remove ? There must have been some conventional sig-

nification. What so likely as that ancient Arabian custom,
known by the name of o-KoiceKta-fMos, or ' fixing of stones,'

under which the Arabs were wont to place stooes on
the grounds of those with whom they were at variance,

by way of formal warning that any person who ven-
tured to cultivate that land should infallibly be slain by
the contrivance of those who placed the stones there?
From the hint which this custom supplies, we may sup-
pose that this act of the Israelites interdicted the ground
from cultivation under the severest penalties, which they
had the power of enforcing so long as they could hold the

Moabites in subjection. Is there an allusion to such a
custom in Eccles. iii. S ?

CHAPTER IV.

1 Elisha nmltlplieth the widow's oil. 8 He giveth a
son to the good Shunammite. 18 He raiseth again
her dead son. 38 At Gilgal he lieateth the deadly
pottage. 42 He satisfieih an himdred men icith

twenty loaves.

Now there cried a certain woman of the wives

of the sons of the prophets unto Elisha, saying,

Thy servant my husband is dead ; and thou

knowost that thy servcint did fear the Lord :

and the creditor is come to take unto him my
two sons to be bondmen.

2 And Elisha said unto her, What shall I

do for thee ? tell me, what hast thou in the

house ? And she said, Thine handmaid hath

not any thing in the house, save a pot of oil.

3 Then he said. Go, borrow thee vessels

abroad of all thy neighbours, even empty ves-

sels ; 'borrow not a few.

4 And when thou art come in, thou shalt

shut the door upon thee and upon thy sons,

and shalt pour out into all those vessels, and
thou shalt set aside that which is full.

5 So she went from him, and shut the door
upon her and upon her sons, who brought the

vessels to her ; and she poured out.

6 And it came to pass, when the vessels

were full, that she said unto her son, Bring me
yet a vessel. And he said unto her. There is

not a vessel more. And the oil stayed.

7 Then she came and told the man of God.
And he said. Go, sell the oil, and pay thy 'debt,

and live thou and thy children of the rest.

8 IT And 'it fell on a day, that Elisha

to Shunem, where teas a great woman ;

and she Constrained him to eat bread. And
so it was, that as oft as he passed by, he turned

in thither to eat bread.

9 And she said unto her husband. Behold

now, I perceive that this is an holy man of

God, which passeth by us continually.

10 Let us make a little chamber, I pray

thee, on the wall ; and let us set for him there

a bed, and a table, and a stool, and a candle-

stick : and it shall be, when he cometh to us,

that he shall turn in thither.

11 And it fell on a day, that he came thi-

ther, and he turned into the chamber, and lay

there.

12 And he said to Gehazi his servant, Call

this Shunammite. And when he had called

her, she stood before him.

13 And he said unto him. Say now unto

her, Behold, thou hast been careful for us with

all this care ; what is to be done for thoe ?

wouldest thou be spoken for to the king, or to

the captain of the host ? And she answered,

I dwell among mine own people.

14 And he said. What then is to be done

for her ? And Gehazi answered. Verily she

hath no child, and her husband is old.

15 And he said. Call her. And when he

had called her, she stood in the door.

16 And he said, 'About this 'season, ac-

cording to the time of life, thou shalt embrace

a son. And she said, Nay, my lord, thou man

of God, do not lie unto thine handmaid.

17 And the woman conceived, and bare a

1 Ileb. hM hold on him. « Gen. 18. 10. « Heb. set time.
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son at that season that Elisha had said unto

her, according to the time of life.

18 If And when the child was grown, it

fell on a day, that he went out to his father to

the reapers.

19 And he said unto his father, My head,

my head. And he said to a lad. Carry him

to his mother.

20 And when he had taken him, and brought

him to his mother, he sat on her knees till

noon, and then died.

21 And she went up, and laid him on the

bed of the man of God, and shut the door upon

him, and went out.

22 And she called unto her husband, and

said. Send me, I pray thee, one of the young
men, and one of the asses, that I may run to the

man of God, an,d come again.

2-3 And he said, Wherefore wilt thou go to

him to day ? it is neither new moon, nor sab-

bath. And she said. It shall be ^well.

24 Then she saddled an ass, and said to her

servant. Drive, and go forward ; "slack not

tlti/ riding for me, except I bid thee.

25 So she went and came unto the man of

God to mount Carmel. And it came to pass,

when the man of God saw her afar off, that he

said to Geliazi his servant, Behold, yonder is

that Shunannnite

:

20 Kun now, I pray thee, to meet her, and
say unto her. Is it well with thee ? is it well

with thy husband ? is it well with the child ?

And she answered. It is well.

27 And when she came to the man of God
to the hill, she caught "him by the feet : but

Gehazi came near to thrust her away. And
the man of God said. Let her alone ; for her

soul is '"vexed within her: and the Lokd
hath hid it from me, and hath not told me.

28 Then she said. Did I desire a son of

my lord ? did I not say. Do not deceive me ?

29 Then he said to Gehazi, Gird up thy

loins, and take my stafl' in thine liand, and go

thy way : ifthou meet any man, salute him not

;

and if any salute thee, answer him not again :

and lay my staff upon the face of the child.

;W) And the mother of the child said. As the

LoJiD liveth, and as thy soul liveth, I will not

leave thee. And he arose, and followed her.

31 And Gehazi passed on before them, and
laid the staff upon the face of the cliild ; but

there teas neither voice, nor ' 'hearing. Where-
fore he went again to meet him, and told him,

saying, The child is not awaked.

32 And when Elisha was come into the

house, behold, the child was dead, and laid

upon ins bed.

^3 He went in therefore, and shut the door
upon them twain, and prayed unto the Lord.

34 And he went up, and lay upon the child,

and put his mouth upon his mouth, and his

eyes upon his eyes, and his hands upon his

hands : and he stretched himself upon the

child ; and the flesh of the child waxed warm.
35 Then he returned, and walked in the

house '"to and fro ; and went up, and stretched

himself upon him : and the child sneezed

seven times, and the child opened his eyes.

36 And he called Gehazi, and said. Call

this Shunammite. So lie called her. And
when she was come in unto him, he said, Take
up thy son.

37 Then she went in, and fell at bis feet,

and bowed herself to the ground, and took up
her son, and went out.

38 IF And Elisha came again to Gilgal : and
tliere u-as a dearth in the land ; and the sons of

the prophets irei-e sitting before him : and he

said unto his servant, Set on the great pot, and

seethe pottage for the sons of the prophets.

39 And one went out into the field to gather

herbs, and found a wild vine, and gathered

thereof wild gourds his lap full, and came and

shred thern into the pot of pottage : for they

knew the?}! not.

40 So they poured out for the men to eat.

And it came to pass, as they were eating of

the pottage, that they cried out, and said, O
thou man of God, there is death in the pot.

And they could not eat thereof.

41 But he said, Then bring iiieal. And
he cast it into the pot ; and he said, I'diir out

for the people, that they may eat. And there

was no ''harm in the pot.

42 If And there came a man from Baal-

shalisha, and brought the man of God bread of

the firstfruits, twenty^loaves of barley, and full

ears of corn "in the husk thereof And he
said. Give unto the people, that they may eat.

43 And his servitor said, A\'hat, should I

set this before an hundred men ? lie said

again, Give the people, that they may eat

:

for thus saith the Lord, "'They shall eat, and
shall leave thereof.

44 So he set it before them, and they did

eat, and left thereof according to the word of

the Lord.
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Verse 1. ' Tliy servant mij husband is dead.'—The
Jewish interpreters suppose that this person was Obadiah,
and that the debt was contracted on account of the expense
of supporting the hundred prophets whom he concealed in

caverns in the time of Ahab. But this is mere conjecture.

10. 'Let us make a little chamber on the wall'—
Not build a little chamber, but make one ready, and keep
it in constant readiness for him. ' On the wall,' directs

our attention to the situation of the chamber, as belonging
to the outer tenement, one side of which is formed by
the wall towards the street. Modern English commen-
tators explain this with a reference to Dr. Shaw's de-

scription of an Oriental house. The description is very

good, and perfectly intelligible to those who have an actual

knowledge of the East; but as the details seem to be
strangely misunderstood by those who have not had that

advantage, we will volunteer, with reference to the present

text, such an explanation as long residence in Oriental

houses may enable us to furnish. It will be observed that

the Hebrew word here used is nj7j? aliyah, the same which

is rendered 'summer parlour' in Judg. iii. 23, 25 ; ' loft,'

in iKingsxvii. 19-23; and 'little chamber' here. Now
the Arabic version employs here a precisely equivalent

word in sound and orthography, which word fixes the sig-

nification with great propriety to the part of a mansion
Btill thus denominated, and which is not, as some misun-
derstand Dr. Shaw to mean, a separate building standing

apart like a summer-house in a garden, but such an an-

nexed and communicating tenement as we have already
slightly referred to in the note to 2 Sam. xviii. 24, and
wliich may be loosely described as being to an Oriental
house what the porch of a church, with its vestry or other
rooms, is to the church itself. As a general idea, we may
state that the principal part of an Oriental mansion occu-
pies one, two, three, or even all four sides of an interior

court or garden, none of the buildings of which have either

the front or back towards the street ; for, interposed be-

tween this and the street is another smaller court, with its

distinct rooms, forming a smaller house or tenement. The
entrance from the street is, through a passage, into this

court, from which another passage conducts to the large
interior court. This is the ground communication ; be-

sides which the first floor of both the houses has a com-
municating door, so that a person on the first floor of the
one house need not descend to the court to enter the other.

Now, in this small outer house there are seldom more
than two- or three ' little chambers,' besides that larger

one which serves the owner as a divan or receiving-room
(see the note on 2 Sam. xviii.), and which is usually built

against the exterior front wall, over the outer entrance-
passage, except when peculiar circumstances render it

more desirable that this apartment should be on the oppo-
site side, or even on one of the lateral sides of this outer
court. If we have made this general description intel-

ligible, the reader will comprehend our meaning, when we
state our impression that the ' little chamber ' prepared for

Elisha was one of the little chambers of this small outer

tenement. A person accommodated here can go in and
out with perfect independence of the main building of the

inner court, into which he probably never enters, and does
not in the least interfere with the arrangement of the

family. A visitor or friend is almost never accommodated
anywhere else—and certainly never in the interior court.

Usage is against it; and no one expects, or would even
accept it. A European who settles in an Oriental house,

and does not care for or attend to this distinction of outer

and inner, is soon reminded of it by the difiiculty he finds

in persuading a native visitor to proceed beyond the outer

court, particularly if there are females in the family, and in

the end he finds it convenient to adopt their custom, and to

receive or accommodate them in a room of the outer court.

Whether, therefore, we refer to the use of the word aleeah,

or to the arrangement of Oriental buildings, or to the

manners of the East, we have not the least doubt that

Elisha's ' little chamber on the wall,' and other such cham-
bers mentioned in Scripture, were such as we have de-

scribed. Our wood-cut represents the kiosk or balcony,

projecting into the street, of such chambers on the wall as

this note has in view.

— ' A table.'—The only tables now in use among the

Orientals are stands on which are placed the trays in which
food is brought in, as shewn in the annexed engraving.

TiBLts —Modem Onent.
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19. 'My head, mi/ head.'—This was doubtless what is

called a ' stroke of the sun.' Mr. Madden, who speaks of
this infliction as a medical man, witnessed instances of it

in tlie desert between Palestine and Egypt, two of wliich

terminated fatally within forty-eight hours. He calls it

' the real inflammatory fever, or synocha of CuUen ;' and
adds, 'This fever in the desert arises, I imagine, from
sudden exposure to the rays of the sun. One of my camel-
drivers was attacked during the journey. He complained
suddenli/ of intense pain in the hack of his head ; belaid his

finger on the spot, and from the moment of this seizure he
had a burning fever All the symptoms of this com-
plaint are those of conp de soleil in an aggravated form.'

(
Travels, ii. 1 90.) The sun of Palestine is strong enough

to produce this effect, according to the testimony of various
travellers. This is particularly the case in the plains,

such as those of Jericho and Esdraelon. In or on the
borders of the latter, Shunem was situated; and in a
battle which was fought by the army of Baldwin IV., near
Tiberias, on its eastern border, William of Tyre relates,

that more soldiers were slain by the sun than by the

sword. [' It fell,' in verse 18, means, ' it came to pass.']

24. ' Drive, and goforward.'—She had required but one
ass and a servant—the ass for herself to ride upon, and
the servant to run behind and drive it. Some commen-
tators, out of compassion to the servant, have supposed
that he also was mounted: which is a most gratuitous
supposition, equally disproved by the text and by the ex-
isting usages of the East. Without such an explanation,
the description, as it stands in the text, exhibits a circum-
stance which a traveller in the East has continual occa-
sion to witness. Women usually ride on asses, and are
commonly followed by a man on foot, whose business it is

to drive or goad the animal forward, at such a pace as the
lady may desire. If the lady be of high consideration,

perhaps one man goes before to lead the animal, while
another follows to drive it on. The leader may be dis-

pensed with, but the driver very seldom. The men do not
feel it a very arduous duty to follow an ass ; as will be
easily apprehended after what we have on former occa-
sions said concerning those who run before or beside even
a horse. Saddled asses are let out for hire in all Oriental
towns; and when one is hired, the owner, or some person
employed by him, always runs behind to drive it on,
whether the rider be a man or a woman.

29. ' Take my staff in thine hand, and go thy way.'—
Perhaps the staff was of some form peculiarly appro-
priated to the prophets, and as such the symbol of their
authority or functions. Sceptres were nothing more ori-

ginally than rods or staves. In Ezek. xix. 11, we read of
|

' strong rods for the sceptres of them that bear rule.'

Now, the authority of the owner, of whatever kind, was
and is considered to be as much delegated to the person
to whom it is committed, as by a signet-ring. Various
instances of this might be adduced. Thus, on leaving the
camp of an Arab sheikh, Abou Raschid, that personage
sent on with Irby and Mangles to Shobek his mace-bearer
with his iron mace, to ensure for them the same reception

as if he had himself been of their company. From this

it would appear that Elisha, wishing to be spared the ne-
cessity of going himself, sent on liis servant with his staff

as a symbol of his authority, expecting that the same
effects would be produced as by his own touch, wliich was
considered necessary to the exercise of miraculous or ex-
traordinary powers of healing. See the note on v. 11.

38. ' Set on the great pot and seethe pottage.'—The an-
nexed engraving, from one of the mural paintings of
ancient Egypt, shews the kind of pot in use, the mode in

which it was ' set on,' and pottage seethed in it. The pot

is of exactly the same shape with the ' crock' used in the
south-western parts of England.

Seething Pottage.

39. ' Went out into the fields to gather herbs'—This does

not imply that culinary vegetables were not cultivated in

gardens, for at this very time we know that Ahab, and

doubtless many others, had ' gardens of herbs," 1 Kings xxi.

2 : nor, on the other hand, does it compel us to suppose that

the sons of the prophets were restricted to wild vegetables.

The fact is, that at the present day, even in places where

garden culture is extensive, and the produce far more

various and abundant than we can suppose it to have been

in those times, wild pot-herbs are in most extensive use in

Western Asia—far more so than with us, although many
of our wild plants and roots are known to be excellent and
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nutritive vegetables. Thus liussel, after giving a long
account of the ganlen-stufF of Aleppo, adds that, besides

those from culture, the fields afford bugloss, mallow,
asparagus, etc., which the people use as pot-herbs, besides

some others which they use as salads. The common pot-

tage of the East is made by cutting the meat into small

pieces, and boiling it with rice (or meal) and vegetables,

all of which is afterwards poured into a proper vessel.

— ' Wild vine: or literally, ' vine of the field." This
was perhaps the coloci/nth, or Ciiciimis coloct/nt/iis, which
was called a wild vine from the shape of its leaves and the

climbing nature of its stem, just as the Spanish call every
climbing plant Vedra, because in that particular it re-

sembles the ivy. The fruit of the colocynth is yellow when
ripe, and about the size of a golden pippin. The whole
plant is noted among the ancients for its bitter taste, and for

its violently purgative qualities. Gourds of different kinds
form a common ingredient in the varieties of pottage so

frequent in warm climates. When travelling, one of the

most agreeable messes set before us owed its savour to the

gourds that had been shred into it. The r\\]l^Spakkuolli,

or gourds, which the young men put into the pot, indi-

cated their nature by the bitter taste they communicated to

the preparation. The addition of flour commanded by the
prophet was merely a continuation of the process; hence
the wonderful change was to be ascribed, not to the

method pursued, but to the faith entertained by the pro-

phet and his disciples. The Colocyut/t or CdoquiiUida is

essentially a desert plant ; and in the desert parts of Syria,

Egypt, and Arabia, and on the banks of the rivers Tigris

and Euphrates, its tendrils run over vast tracts of ground,

offering a prodigious number of gourds, which are crushed
under foot by camels, horses, and men. In winter we
have seen the extent of many miles covered with the con-

necting tendrils and dry gourds of the preceding season,

the latter making precisely the same appearance as in our

shops, and when crushed, with a crackling noise beneath

the foot, discharging, in the form of a light powder, th'r

valuable drug which it contains. It is found in the plain

of Jericho, whence some have sought to identify it with

the famous ' apples of Sodom,' fair to the eye, but within

dust and corruption. This distinction has been competed
by other plants, and among them by the Globe Cucumber,
which, however, derives its specific name, Cucumis Pjop/te-

tarum, from the notion that this was the gourd which 'the

sons of the prophets ' shred by mistake into their pottage,

and which made them declare, when they came to taste it,

that there was ' death in the pot !' This plant has a
nauseous odour, while the fruit is to the full as bitter as

the coloquintida ; but the fruit being not larger than a

cherry is not likely to have been that which was in the

present instance shred into the pot. This fruit has a

rather singular appearance, from the manner in which its

surface is armed with prickles, which are, however, soft

and harmless.

CHAPTER V.

1 Naamnn, by the report of a captive maid, is sent to

Satnariato be cured of his leprosy. 8 Elisha, send-
ing him to Jordan, cineth him. 15 He refusing
Nanman's gifts granteth him some of the earth. 20
Gehazi, abusing his master's name unto Naaman, is

smitten uith leprosy.

Now Naaman, captain of the host of the king
of Syria, was a great man 'with his master,
and ' 'honourable, because by him the Lord
had given ^deliverance unto Syria : he was also

a mighty man in valour, but he rvas a leper.

2 And the Syrians had gone out by com-
panies, and had brought away captive out of

the land of Israel a little maid ; and she

'waited on Naaman's wife.

3 And she said unto her mistress, Would
God ray lord were Svith the prophet that i.i in

Samaria! for he would ^recover him of his

leprosy.

4 And one went in, and told his lord, say-

ing, Thus and thus said the maid that is of

the land of Israel.

5 And the king of Syria said. Go to, go,

and I will send a letter unto the king of Israel.

And he departed, and took 'with him ten

talents of silver, and six thousand pieces of

gold, and ten changes of raiment.

1 Or, victor;/. 5 Heb. was before. ' Heb. le/ore.
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6 And he brought the letter to the king of

Israel, saying, Now when this letter is come
unto thee, behold, I have therewith sent Naa-
man my servant to thee, that thou mayest

recover him of his leprosy.

7 And it came to pass, when the king of

Israel had read the letter, that he rent his

clothes, and said. Am I God, to kill and to

make alive, that this man doth send unto me
to recover a man of his leprosy ? wherefore

consider, I pray you, and see how he seeketli

a quarrel against me.

8 IF And it was so, when Elisha the man of

God had heard that the king of Israel had
rent his clothes, that he sent to the king,

saying, Wherefore hast thou rent thy clothes ?

let him come now to me, and he shall know
that there is a prophet in Israel.

9 So Naaman came with his horses and
with his chariot, and stood at the door of the

house of Elisha.

10 And Elisha sent a messenger unto him,

saying, Go and wash in Jordan seven times,

and thy flesh shall come again to thee, and
thou shalt be clean.

1

1

But Naaman was wroth, and went away,
and said. Behold, ° '"I thought, He will surely

come out to me, and stand, and call on the

name of the Lord his God, and "strike his

hand over the place, and recover the leper.

12 Are not 'Abana and Pharpar, rivers of

Damascus, better than all the waters of Israel ?

may I not wash in them, and be clean ? So
he turned and went away in a rage.

13 And his servants came near, and spake

unto him, and said, My father, if the prophet

had bid thee do some great thing, wouldest

thou not have done it ? how much rather then,

when he saith to thee, Wash, and be clean ?

14 Then went he down, and dipped himself

seven times in Jordan, according to the saying

of the man of God : and his flesh came again

like unto the flesh of a little child, and ^'he

was clean.

15 IF And he returned to the man of God,
he and all his company, and came, and stood

before him : and he said, Behold, now I know
that there is no God in all the earth, but in

Isi'aul : now therefore, I pray thee, take a

bli;;sing of thy servant.

IG But he said. As the Loud liveth, before

whom I stand, 1 will receive none. And he

urged him to take it ; but he refused.
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17 And Naaman said, Shall there not then,

I pray thee, be given to thy servant two mtdes'

burden of earth ? for thy servant will hence-
forth offer neither burnt offering nor sacrifice

unto other gods, but unto the Lord.
18 In this thing the Lord ])ardon thy

servant, that when my master goeth into the

house of Rimmon to worship there, and he
leaneth on my hand, and I bow myself in the

house of Rimmon : when I bow down myself
in the house of Rimmon, the Loud pardon thy
servant in this thing.

19 And he said unto him. Go in peace.

So he departed from him "a little way.

20 IF But Gehazi, the servant of Elisha the

man of God, said, Behold, my master hath
spared Naaman this Syrian, in not receiving

at his hands that which he brought : but, as

the Lord liveth, I will run after him, and take

somewhat of him.

21 So Gehazi followed after Naaman.
And when Naaman saw hi?n running after

him, he lighted down from the chariot to meet
him, and said, '^/s all well ?

22 And he said, All is well. My master

hath sent me, saying. Behold, even now there

become tome from mount Ephraim two young
men of the sons of the prophets : give them, I

pray thee, a talent oT silver, and two changes

of garments.

23 And Naaman said, Be content, take two
talents. And he urged him, and bound two

talents of silver in two bags, with two changes

of garments, and laid them upon two of his

servants ; and they bare them before him.

24 And when he came to the "tower, he

took them from their hand, and bestowed them

in the house : and he let the men go, and they

departed.

25 But he went in, and stood before his

master. And Elisha said unto him. Whence
earnest thou, Gehazi ? And he said. Thy
servant went "no whither.

26 And he said unto him, \Vent not mine
heart with thee, when the man turned again

from his chariot to meet thee ? Is it a time to

receive money, and to receive garments, and
oliveyards, and vineyards, and sheep, and oxen,

and menservants, and maidservants?

27 The leprosy therefore of Naaman shall

cleave unto thee, and unto thy seed for ever.

And he went out from his presence a leper as

ivhite as snow.

>fground.

I liMer, or I
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Verse 11. ' S(<i7(e his hand over the place.'—This is a

curious and a most ancieut instance of a very prevalent

superstition, which ascribed extraordinary healing powers
to the ioucli of persons of high ranii, or of real or reputed

sanctity. The touch was in fact everywhere the established

mode by which a person was expected to exhibit whatever
healing power he possessed or pretended to. At this day
it is not unusual in the East for a European physician to

be expected to heal a patient merely by stroking his hand
over the ailing part ; and still more is this the case, when
tlie person applied to is supposed to be endowed with su-

pernatural powers. We can find illustrations of this in

England. Even so late as the reigu of Queen Anne, our
sovereigns were supposed to possess the power of healing

the king's evil by their touch ; and as it was found a con-

venient instrument of state ii)r confirming the loyalty of
the ignorant, the virtue thus liberally conceded to the

touch of royalty was not, until after the above named
reign, left unexercised. On stated occasions the touch of

the royal hand was bestowed on the afflicted, during a re-

ligious service appropriate to the occasion. Edward the

Confessor and Charles II. are even reported to have healed
the blind by the same process, as the emperor Vespasian
was said to have done long before. This notion still lurks
among us, as there may still, in our remote towns and vil-

lages, be found certain old women who are believed to have
the power of removing warts and curing burns, by simply
stroking the affected pai-ts with their hands. The leading
idea which assigns to the hands the faculty of transmitting
spiritual powers, or of communicating healing virtues, is

clearly taken from the common use of the same members
in communicating or bestowing temporal benefits ; and in

conformity with it, the lame, the blind, and the deaf, who
sought help from ' the Son of David,' often received it

through the imposition of his hands upon the parts af-

fected.

12. ' Abana ami Pharpni:'—Neither of these names can
row be recognized at Damascus, though the ' waters of
Damascus ' are still mentioned with rapture by the inha-

bitants. Maundrell, and others after him, speak but of one
stream at Damascus—the river Barrady. It is true there

vol.. ir. v

is but this river immediately at the city ; but before it

reaches it, it receives another stream, which may be con-
sidered one of its sources, and was probably one of the two
which in the partial eyes of Naaman eclipsed all the waters
of Israel. Tlie Barrady rises in the mountains of Anti-
Libanus, to the north-west of the town ; and, at a consi-

derable distance therefrom, receives the river Zebdeni,
after which it rolls with increased volume its diversified

and picturesque stream through the city and its surround-
ing gardens and orchards ; in its passage through which,
in four principal streams, it is made to supply those innu-
merable rills and fountains which render Damascus, per-
haps, the most luxuriously watered city of the East, and
cause it to be considered the site of Eden by the natives of
those usually dry and sultry regions. In this service"the
waters of the Barrady are nearly exhausted. The remains,
however, are again united on leaving the town and its

suburbs, and the weakened stream contrives to struggle on
till it is finally lost in the bog of el-Mardj. The river

Barrady, before its division into the four streams, which
are considered the four rivers of Eden by those who here
fix the site of Paradise, is a rapid and broad stream, not

generally fordable, and although not, as a whole or in

part, at all comparable to the Jordan for size and import-

ance, is in some respects more interesting to the traveller

from the alternate circumstances of the confining cliff, the

cascade, the broad valley, or the rich cultivation which it

exhibits. There can be no question this river was either

the Abana or Pharpar ; but which was the other is very
difficult to determine. If it was one of the many rivulets

that enter the Barrady before it arrives at Damascus, the

Zebdeni seems the most likely to be intended ; but if not,

probability would decide in favour of the Nahr el Berde,

which, like the Barrady, rises in Anti-Libanus, and pro-

ceeding nearly due west, passes nearly three miles to the

south of Damascus, and joins the Barrady as its attenuated

stream advances, after having supplied the city, to the

Bahar el-Mardj (Lake of the Meadow). Perhaps the simi-

larity between the names Barrady and Berde indicates

such a correlative reference as fits them to be mentioned
together, like the Abana and Pharpar. Certain it is that

337
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the rivers of Damascus are not less extolled by the present

inhabitants than they were by Naaman of old.

17. ' Two mules' burden of earth.'—The proceedings and

requests of Naaman are throughout very remarkable for

the illustration which they furnish of the great antiquity

of many still existing usages and ideas. However the

present application be interpreted, it must still intimate

that the Syrian attributed a particular sanctity to the earth

of the country in which the true God, whose power he had

experienced, was known and worshipped. He might have

taken as much earth as he pleased without troubling the

prophet ; but he probably thought, that whatever virtue it

might possess, would be the greater if it were received

from, or with the consent of, so holy a person. It is

generally understood, that he intended with the earth to

raise an altar of earth (according to the law) in his own
couutry ; aud although the law does not diifect any parti-
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cular earth to Ix; preferred for the purpose it was perhaps

excusable in so young a convert as Naaman, to conclude

that the earth of Palestine would be preferable. But by
the law of Mohammed, earth is allowed for the perform-

ance of ceremonial ablutions when water cannot 'be ob-

tained : a person rubs himself with earth as he would with

water, and he is clean. Is it not conceivable that Naaman,
having so lately experienced so much benefit through the

waters of Jordan, might have desired, in his distant home,
to use the waters of the land thenceforth in his ablutions;

and being unable to secure this benefit directly, sought to

do so representatively, by means of the earth of the same
laud ? But the Mohammedans also use the soil of Iheir

holy land Mecca in their devotions. They carry con-

tinually about with them a small quantity of it, in a little

bag ; and when they pray, they deposit this so that

their devotional ceremonies require them to

:ii

lay their head to the ground, it may be placed upon

this consecrated earth. But there is still another use

for the earth of reputed holy places. He is considered

particularly happy who can obtain interment in the land

itself ; but if this be impracticable, he is in the next degree

blessed who, in his own country, can secure such interment

representatively, by being laid upon a bed of the sacred

earth, or his head being placed upon a pillow of it, or

some portion of it being in some way or other associated

with his mortal remains. Mohammedanism aifords ex-

amples enough of this ; but we need not go so far ; for to

this day the same practice prevails among the Jews in

England and elsewhere. He is the happiest of men, who,

in the evening of his days, can go to Jerusalem, and die

and be buried there ; he is happy in the next degree who
dies and is buried in some country near the sacred laud.

The happiness diminishes with distance. But he is not

uuhappy iu any country, however distant, with whose re-

mains the smallest quantity of Jerusalem earth may be

associated in the grave. In countries not remote from

Palestine, a pillow of it may sometimes be laid under the

head ; but the general practice, here and elsewhere, is

only for a very siuall qiiiuitity—as mucli as will lie upon

a shilling—to be |i' M iiii'.ii iirh .^.v lUim Isaacs
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to the impression which the narrative makes upon his

mind.
US. ' Himmon.'—This name does not elsewhere occur in

the Bible, nor is it mentioned by any ancient writer. It is

therefore wholly uncertain what idol it denotes ; but there

has been no want of conjecture, which, in the absence of

more certain data, has proceeded chiefly on the meanings

which might be etymologically extorted from the name.

The usual and proper signification of the word is that of a
' pomegranate,' though, by breaking it up, and speculating

ou its component syllables, other meanings may be found.

A meaning implying ' elevation,' or ' exaltation,' iu some

form or other, is that which is usually elicited by this pro-

cess. Of all the opinions, the most probable seem to be

those which make Kimmon to have been either the sun,

or the planetary system collectively taken ; and, in either

case, the pomegranate may have been the sacred and de-

nominating symbol. Its figure—that of an orb surmounted

by a star— with the peculiarities of arrangement and ap-

pearai.i .'
i \ ]i tl i;. I'l liy its granulated contents, offered good

niai. 1 : I
; I syiiibolization as the ancient idolaters

27, /
.'

, /. /', / . . . cleave unto thee, and unto thij seed

for ere;-.'— .Mauiulri-ll having received a letter, asking him
if he knew what was became of Gehazi's leprous posterity,

returned the best answer that could be given to this

rather curious question. ' When I was in the Holy Laud
I saw several that laboured mider Gehazi's distemper ; but

none that could pretend to derive his pedigree from that

person. Some of them were poor enough to be his rela-

tions. Particularly at Sichem (now Naplosa), there were

no less than ten (the same number that was cleansed by

our Saviour not far from the same place) that came a beg-

ging to us at one time. Their manner is to come with

small buckets in their hands, to receive the alms of the

charitable, tin n i"U' li I i ;; still held infectious, or at

least uncliaii, II lihes the distemper, but we
do not qnnir li I

:
. Localise we do not think it

refers to (;. Ii i i - li ,1 \. "Im-li, from what follows—'a

leper as wliilr iix s«"if'— was clearly the Iiprosis Irpriasis
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Candida, described in the note to Levit. xiii. 5. Maun-
(Irell then concludes: ' Tis no wonder if the descent from
him be by this time obscured ; seeing the best of the Jews,
at this time of day, are at a loss to make out their genea-
logies. But besides, I see no necessity in Scripture for

his line being perpetuated. The term (for ever) is, you

know, often taken in a limited sense in holy writ; of which
the designation of Phinehas'sfamily to the priesthood (Num.
XXV. Ifi) may serve for an instance. His posterity was, you
know, cut entirely oft" from the priesthood, and that trans-

ferred to Eli (who was of another line) about three hundred
years after.'

CHAPTER VI.

£lix/(a, f/h-far/ leave to the young prophets to enlarge

t/icir dwellings, cmiseth iron to swim. 8 He dis-

rloseth the king of Syria s counsel. 13 The army,
n-liich was sent to Dothan to apprehend Elisha, is

smitten with blindness. 19 Being brought into Sa-
maria, they are dismissed in peace. 24 Thej

Samaria caiiseth women to eat their i

30 The king sendeth to slay Elisha.

children.

And the sons of the pi'ophets said unto Elisha,

Behold now, the place where we dwell with

thee is too strait for us.

2 Let us go, we pray thee, unto Jordan,

and take thence every man a beam, and let us

make us a place there, where we may dwell.

And he answered, Go ye.

3 And one said. Be content, I pray thee,

and go with thy servants. And he answered,

I will go.

4 So he went with them. And when they

came to Jordan, they cut down wood.

5 But as one was felling a beam, tlie 'ax

head fell into the water : and he cried, and
said, Alas, master ! for it was borrowed.

6 And the man of God said, Where fell it?

And he shewed him the place. And he cut

down a stick, and cast it in thither ; and the

iron did swim.

7 Therefore said he. Take it up to thee.

And he put out his hand, and took it.

8 H Then the king of Syria warred against

Israel, and took counsel with his servants, say-

ing. In such and such a place shall be my
"camp.

9 And the man of God sent unto the king

of Israel, saying, Beware that thou pass not

such a place ; for thither the Syrians are come
down.

10 And the king of Israel sent to the place

which the man of God told him and warned
him of, and saved himself there, not once nor

twice.

11 IF Therefore the heart of the king of

Syria was sore troubled for this thing ; and he

called his servants, and said unto them. Will
ye not shew me which of us is for the king of

Israel ?

12 And one of his servants said, 'None,

my lord, O king : but Elisha, the prophet that

is in Israel, telleth the king of Israel the words

that thou speakest in thy bedchamber.

13 And he said, Go and spy where he

is, that I may send and fetch bim. And it

was told him, saying, Behold, he is in Dothan.

14 Therefore sent he thither horses, and

chariots, and a 'great host : and they came by

night, and compassed the city about.

15 If And when the 'servant of the man of

God was risen early, and gone forth, behold,

an host compassed the city both with horses

and chariots. And his servant said unto him,

Alas, my master ! how shall we do ?

16 And he answered, Fear not : for 'they

that be with us are more than they that be with

them.

17 And Elisha prayed, and said, Lord, I

pray thee, open his eyes, that he may see.

And the Lord opened the eyes of the young

man ; and he saw : and, behold, the mountain

teas full of horses and chariots of fire round

about Elisha.

18 H And when they came down to him,

Elisha prayed unto the Lord, and said, Smite

this people, I pray thee, with blindness. And
he smote them with blindness according to the

word of Elisha.

19 And Elisha said unto them. This is

not the way, neither is this the city : 'follow

me, and I will bring you to the man whom ye

seek. But he led them to Samaria.

20 And it came to pass, when they were

come into Samaria, that Elisha said. Lord,

open the eyes of these inen, that they may see.

And the Lord opened, their eyes, and they

saw ; and, behold, thej/ reeve in the midst of

Samaria.

21 And the king of Israel said unto Elisha,

when he saw them. My father, shall I smite

them ? shall I smite tliein ?

22 And he answered, Thou shalt not smite

them : wouldest thou smite those whom thou

hast taken captive with thy sword and with thy

how ? set bread and water before them, that

they may eat and drink, and go to their master.

23 And he prepared great provision for

tliem : and when they had eaten and drunk,
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he sent them away, and they went to their

master. So the bands of Syria came no more
into the land of Israel.

24 II And it came to pass after this, that

Bon-liadad king of Syria gathered all his host,

and went up, and besieged Samaria.

25 And there was a great famine in Sa-

maria : and, behold, they besieged it, until an
ass's head was sold for fourscore/j/ece^' of silver,

and the fourth part of a cab of dove's dung
for five pieces of silver.

26 H And as the king of Israel was passing

by upon the wall, there cried a woman unto

him, saying, Help, my lord, O king.

27 And he said, "If the Lord do not help

thee, whence shall I help thee ? out of the

barnfloor, or out of the winepress ?

28 And the king said unto her. What aileth

thee ? And she answered. This woman said

unto me. Give thy son, that we may eat him
to day, and we will eat my son to morrow.

21) So 'we boiled my son, and did eat him :

and I said unto her on the '"next day, Give

thy son, that we may eat him : and she hath

hid her son.

'60 H And it came to pass, when the king

heard the words of the woman, that he rent

his clothes ; and he passed by upon the wall,

and the people looked, and, behold, he had
sackcloth within upon his flesh.

31 Then he said, God do so and more also

to me, if the head of Elisha the son of Shaphat

shall stand on him this day.

32 But Elisha sat in his house, and the

elders sat with him ; and the kin(/ sent a man
from before him : but ere the messenger came
to him, he said to the elders. See ye how this

son of a murderer hath sent to take away mine
head ? look, when the messenger c(jmeth, shut

the door, and hold him fast at the door : is

not the sound of his master's feet behind him ?

33 And while he yet talked with them, be-

hold, the messenger came down unto him :

and he said. Behold, this evil is of the Lord
;

what should I wait for the Lord any longer?

Verse 2.'>. ' An ass's head was snhlfurfourscore pieces of
!t7fer.'—.is the ass wa.s not allowed for food by the law of

Moses, there have been some ingenious attempts to prove

that the com measure called homer, and not the head of an
ass (hamor), is intended. But besides the liberty taken

with the usual exhibition of the word, how are we to read

'the head nf a. corn measure ?
' oc how account for the ab-

sence of the usual specification oi the kind of corn intended ?

The uucleanness of the animal could be no objection when
mothers were reduced to such extremities as to eat their

own children. The price paid (if shekels be intended, as

the Targum explains) was nearly equal to about ten pounds
of our money—wliich shews very strikingly the melan-
choly condition of the besieged town with respect to food.

Tlie case is not without example. Plutarch, in his life of

Artaxerxes, notices a famine which happened in the army
of that monarch, in the countiy of the Cadusii (near the

Caspian). This vast army could find nothing fit to eat in

so poor a country, nor could supplies be brought to them
from a distance ; whence they were obliged to live upon
their horses and beasts of burden; and this kind of pro-

vision sold at a very high price, so that the head of an ass

could not be obtained for less than sixty silver drachmae,

equal to nearly two pounds sterling, which, however, was
a low price, compared with what the unhappy Israelites

in Samaria paid. VVcwish hereto mention, that in stating

corresponding values in English money, our own price for

the same weight of gold or silver only is given, without

taking into account the real value of money as influenced

by the cost of commodities in different ages and countries.

— ' the fourth part of a cah of dove's dungfor Jive pieces

of silver.'—Th'\s was about half a pint for 124. (id. There
has been much diversity of opinion about this ' dove's dung.'

Some of the Rabbins inform us that it was used for fuel

;

Josephus says that it was purchased for its salt ; some
think it means grain taken from the crops of pigeons,

which could of course get ont of tlie besieged town and
feed ill the open country ; many believe that it was wanted
for manure ; and Bochart. followed by most modern com-
mentators, contends that the name, though literally ' dove's

dung,' means an article of vegetable food. As he observes.

the Arabs give the name of ' dove's dung ' to a kind of

moss that grows on trees and stony ground, and also

to a sort of pulse or pea which appeai-s to have been very

commou in Judea, and which may be the article here in-

dicated. Large quantities of it are parched and dried,

and stored in magazines at Cairo and Damascus. It is

much used during journeys, and particularly by the great

pilgrim caravan to Mecca ; and if the conjecture be correct,

it may be supposed to have been among the provisions

stored up in the besieged city, and sold at the extravagant

price mentioned in the text. It is clear that, if dove's

dung be really intended, it could not be used as an article

of food ; and then we are thrown upon its use as manure.
This use is best exemplified in Persia, where it is highly

valued for quickening the growth and improving the

quality of melons and other cucurbitaeeous vegetables.

These form such essential articles of food in some warm
climates, that vast quantities are consumed ; and in be-

sieged towns, persons who have been rather delicately

brought up iiavf been known to pine away, and die, for

the want of n.^ !i c -
i :i,il provision, even when corn was

abuudant. () i | Mr. Morier observes: 'The
dungofdovi manure which the Persians

use; and as tli.\ a;
i

1} i! aliiii*t entirely to the rearing of

melons, it is piobalily on that account that the melons of

Ispahan are so much finer than those of other cities. The
revenue of a pigeon-house is about a hundred tomauns
per annum : and the great value of this dung, which rears

a fruit that is indispensable to the existence of the natives

during the gre;it liiMts of suuuner, will probably throw
some light on lliiit passaf^e of Scripture, where, in the

famine of Samaria, tlie fourth part of a cab of dove's dung
was sold for five pieces of silver.' {Second Journei/, p.

141.) There is another conjecture on this perplexed

matter which has found recent advocates. The root of

the common Star of Bethlehem is a white roundish bulb,

edible when boiled, and a favourite article of food in the

Levant. Linnajus declares his belief that this is the
' dove's dung ' of the text. This plant has the name of

Ornilhoqalum umbellatum, and, says Dr. Edward Smith
in his English Botantj, 'if Linnaus is right, we obtain^i
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sort of clue to the derivation of Ornithogalum (Bird's

milk) which has puzzled all the etymologists. May not
this observation apply to the white fluid which always ac-

companies the dung of birds and is their urine ? One may
almost perceive a similar combination of colours in the
green and white of this flower, which accords precisely in

this respect with the description which Dioscorides gives

of his Ornithogalum.' Linnaeus advanced the notion in

question, not only in his Genera I'lantunim, but subse-

f|uently in his Pralecliones, published by Dr. Gieske at

Hamburgh, in 17S9. Still the literal interpretation of the
text is not to be rejected as a thing incredible. Our
inability to apprehend such things, or our reluctance to

receive them, arises in a great measure from our happy
exemption from all practical knowledge of the dreadful

extremities to which starving people may be reduced.
AbdallatifF, in his graphic description of the famine which
afflicted Egypt, and particularly Misr (Fostat, or Old
Cairo), in the year a.h. 597 (commencing October 1200,

A.D.), states: ' As soon as the sun had entered the sign of
Aries the air became corrupted

; pestilence and a mortal
contagion began to shew themselves ; and the poor, already
pressed by the famine which increased continually, were
driven to devour dogs, and the carcases of animals and
men, yea, even the excrements of both.' Let it be ob-
served, that in our text it is not said that the ass's head
and the cab of dove's dung were statedly sold at such
prices, but that instances were known of such prices having

U9. ' We hiiilid mi/ son, and did eat him.'—This was
foretold by Moses (see Deut. xxviii. 53) ; and similar

things happened at the siege of Jerusalem by Nebuchad-
nezzar (Ezek. V. 10), and again, when the same city was
besieged by the Romans under Titus, as foretold by Christ.

As illustrating the present text, nothing more expressive
could be adduced than what Josephus relates concerning
that most horrible and fatal siege, with all its fearful cir-

cumstances of famine, demoralization, and despair. The
instance to which we more particularly refer is that of a
woman of superior station, who, ' when the famine pierced

through her very bowels and marrow,' slew her son,

roasted the body, and had devoured part of it, when the

fearful deed was discovered by others who were going
about like wolves ravening for food.

The account given by Abdallatiff of the famine which
desolated Egypt, in the year 597 a.h., supplies many
points terribly illustrative of this state of aiiairs in Sa-

maria, as well as of the similar calamities to which re-

ference has been made there. Some of these details we
may adduce, passing by many which are too horrible to

be produced here. After the passage quoted under v. 25,

AbdallatifF goes on to state :
' They went farther and

began to feed on young children. It was no rare thing to

surprise persons with infants already roasted or boiled.

The commandant of the city caused those to be burnt alive

who committed this crime, as well as those who ate of such
food.' In this he certainly acted with more decision than
the king of Israel. What AbdallatifF proceeds to state

respecting the gradually diminished horror with which,
as the scarcity continued, such doings were regarded, de-

serves the most profound attention on more accounts than
one :

* When the poor people first began thus to eat human
flesh, the horror and astonishment excited by a course so

extraordinary, were so great, that these crimes were the
general topic of conversation ; and the people could not
exhaust themselves upon the subject ; but afterwards they
became so accustomed to it, and even conceived such a
taste for this horrible food, that you might find persons
who made their ordinary repasts of it, ate it with relish,

and even laid up a provision of it. They invented dif-

ferent modes of preparing this food, and the use of it being
once introduced spread throughout the provinces; so that

there was no part of Egypt where there were not examples
of it. It no longer caused the least surprise ; the horror
which had been felt at first, subsided entirely ; and every
one spoke of it. and heard it spoken of as an indifferent

and ordinary matter.' Abdallatiff adds several anecdotes .

illustrative of this state of things, a few of which we may
quote. ' I saw one day a woman, wounded on the head,

whom some of the common people were dragging through

a market. They had arrested her while she was eating a

small infant roasted, -which they had seized with her. The
people who were in the market paid no regard to this spec-

tacle, but went every one about his own business. I per-

ceived in none of these any sign of astonishment or

horror, a circumstance which occasioned me more sur-

prise than the crime itself This indiflereuce proceeded

in truth, only from the fact, that the sight of these cruelties

had already often presented itself to tliem; so that they

were now among the number of those tilings to which one

is accustomed, and which have no longer any power to

cause an impression of surprise.'. . ..'It happened one

evening, not long after the hour of prayer, which is when
the sun has wholly disappeared below the horizon, that a

slave was playing with a child newly weaned, belonging

to a wealthy private citizen. While the infant was still at

his side, a female beggar seized a moment when his eyes

were turued from the child, ripped up its belly, and began

to eat the flesh all raw. Many females have related to

me that persons had thrown themselves upon them in

order to snatch from them their infants ; and that they

were obliged to employ all their efforts to preserve them
from their ravishers. Seeing one day a woman with a
small child, just weaned, and very plump, I admired the

child, and recommended her to take good care of it. On
which she related to me, that while she was walking along

the banks of the canal, a stout man had thrown himself

upon her, and attempted to snatch her infant away from
her ; and that she had found no other way of protecting

it but to throw herself upon the ground and hold it under
her, until a cavalier who happened to pass, forced the man
to quit her. She added, that the villain snatched eagerly

the opportunity to seize any limb of the child that pro-

truded from under her, in order to devour it ; and that the

child was ill a long time from the sprains and bruises

which it received from the contrary efforts of the ravisher

and herself, the one to snatch the child and the other to

retain it. One saw everywhere the children of the poor,

both of the tenderest years and also older, who no longer

had any one to take care of them or guard them [their

parents having died], but were scattered through all the

quarters of the city, and even in the narrowest streets, like

locusts which had fallen upon the fields. The poor people,

men and women, lay in wait for their unfortunate children,

carried them off, and devoured them. You could not sur-

prise the guilty persons in this flagrant act, except rarely,

and when they were not well on their guard. It was
most commonly women who were seized with these proofs

of their crime ; a circumstance, which, in my opinion,

arises from the fact, that women have less presence of mind
than men, and cannot flee with so much promptitude, and
conceal themselves from search. In the course of a few
days thirty women were burnt at Misr, not one of whom
but confessed that she had eaten of several children.'

After many instances of the various forms in which this

enormity was manifested, this writer proceeds to speak

of the bodies of the recent dead being devoured by their

relations. ' Nothing was more common than to hear those

who thus ate human flesh, allege, in justification, that

it was the body of their son, their husband, or of some
other near relative. An old woman was found eating the

flesh of a male child ; she excused herself by saying that

it was her daughter's son, and not the child of another;

and that it was better the child should be eaten by her

than by any other person.'

How forcibly all this illustrates and explains the words

of Moses: 'The tender and delicate woman among yon,

which would not adventure to set the sole of her foot upon

the ground for delicateness and tenderness, her eye shall

be evil toward the husband of her bosom, and toward her

son and toward her daughter. .. .for she shall eat them

for want of all things secretly in the siege and straitness,

wherewith thine enemy shall distress thee in thy gates.'

(Deut. xxviii. 56, 57.)
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CHAPTER VII.

] Etisha prophesieth incredible plenty in Samaria.

3 Four lepers, venluritig on the host of the Syrians,

brinfi tidings of their fli<jht. 12 The king, finding

by spies the news to be true, spoileth the tents ofthe

Syrians. 17 The lord who would not believe the

prophecy of plenty, having the charge of the gate, is

trodflen to death in the press.

Then Elisha said, Hear ye the word of the

Lord ; Thus saith the Lord, To morrow
about this time shall a measure of fine flour be

sold for a shekel, and two measures of barley

for a shekel, in the gate of Samaria.

2 Then 'a lord on whose hand the king

leaned answered the man of God, and said.

Behold, if the Lord would make windows in

heaven, might this thing be ? And he said.

Behold, thou shalt see it with thine eyes, but

shalt not eat thereof.

3 H And there were four leprous men at

the entering in of the gate : and they said one

to another. Why sit we here until we die ?

4 If we say, we will enter into the city, then

the famine is in the city, and we shall die

there : and if we sit still here, we die also.

Now therefore come, and let us fall unto the

host of the Syrians : if they save us alive, we
shall live ; and if they kill us, we shall but die.

5 And they rose up in the twilight, to go

unto the camp of the Syrians : and when they

were come to the uttermost part of the camp
of Syria, behold, there was no man there.

6 For the Lord had made the host of the

Syrians to hear a noise of chariots, and a noise

of horses, even the noise of a great host : and
they said one to another, Lo, the king of Israel

hath hired against us the kings of the Hittites,

and the kings of the Egyptians, to come upon us.

7 \Vlii'r('fore 'they arose and fled in the twi-

Iigl:t,and loft their tents, and their horses, and
their asf(>B. even the camp as it was, and fled

for their life.

8 And when these lepers came to the utter-

most part of the camp, they went into one tent,

and did ent and drink, and carried thence

silver, and gold, and raiment, and went and

hid it; and came again, and entered into an-

other tent, and carried thence also, and went

and hid it.

Ji Then they said one to another. We do not

well : this day is a day of good tidings, and
we hold our peace : if we tarry till the morn-
ing light, 'some mischief will come upon us :

now therefore come, that we may go and tell

the king's housholil.

10 So they came and called unto the porter

of the city : and they told them, saying, We
came to the camp of the Syrians, and, behold,

there was no man there, neither voice of man,
but horses tied, and asses tied, and the tents

as they ivere.

11 And he called the porters; and they

told it to the king's house within.

12 If And the king arose in the night, and
said unto his servants, I will now shew you
what the Syrians have done to us. They
know that we be hungry ; therefore are they

gone out of the camp to hide themselves in

the field, saying, When they come out of the

city, we shall catch them alive, and get into

the city.

13 And one of his servants answered and

said. Let some take, I pray thee, five of the

horses that remain, which are left ''in the city,

(behold, they ai-e as all the multitude of Israel

that are left in it : behold, I say, they are even

as all the multitude of the Israelites that are

consumed :) and let us send and see.

14 They took therefore two chariot horses
;

and the king sent after the host of the Syrians,

saying. Go and see.

15 And they went after them unto Jordan :

and, lo, all the way was full of garments and

vessels, which the Syrians had cast away in

their haste. And the messengers returned,

and told the king.

16 And the people went out, and spoiled

the tents of the Syrians. So a measure of fine

flour was sold for a shekel, and two measures

of barley for a shekel, according to the woi-d

of the Lord.
17 If And the king appointed the lord on

whose hand he leaned to have the charge of

the gate : and the people trode upon him in

the gate, and he died, as the man of God had

said, who spake when the king came down to

him.

18 And it came to pass as the man of God
had spoken to the king, saying. Two measures

of barley for a shekel, and a measure of fine

flour for a shekel, shall be to morrow about

this time in the gate of Samaria :

19 And that lord answered the man of God,
and said. Now, behold, ?/ the Loud should

make windows in heaven, might such a thing

be ? And he said. Behold, thou shalt see it

with thine eyes, but shalt not eat thereof.

20 And so it fell out unto him : for the

people trode upon him in the gate, and lie

died.
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Verse 1. ' A measure of fine flmr....for a shekel, and
two measures of barle;/ for a 'shekel:—TUt is, roughly
stated, a peck of fine flour for 2s. 6d. ; and two pecks of
barley for the same.— ' III the gate of Samaria.'— This intimates that

the corn was to he sold at the gate. It is still the custom
of the East to sell corn, vegetables, cattle, and all kinds of
country produce at the gates of towns in the early morn-

ing—the bazaars in the interior of the town being for the
use of the retailers and the dealers in manufactured goods.
On quitting towns soon after day-break to resume our
journey, our attention was often arrested at the busy
traffic at the gate in the produce which had been brought
from the country over night—forming one of the number-
less Scriptural associations which to the Biblical student
enliven the most tiresome journey in the Eai^U

^..«.

2. ' A lord on whose hand the king leaned:—At the
present day in Western Asia, when a king walks any
short distance on foot, or remains standing, it is usual for

him to support himself by resting his hand upon the arm
of the highest officer of state who happens to be present

We recollect to hove seen the late Turkish sultau, after

alighting from his horse, walk thus supported up the steps

of the mosque at Orta Khir, which he was then visiting

to perform his noontide devotions in public on a Friday.

3. ' Four leprous men:—The Jews think these were
Gehazi and his three sons ; and this is not impossible,

though we see no evidence either for or against this notion.

The law of Moses excluded lepers from the camp ; and it

is probable that they were afterwards, in like manner, ex-

cluded from the towns. It is difficult to understand other-

wise than as hypothetical, the statement in verse 4, which
seems to imply that these leprous persons were at liberty

to have re-entered the town if they had so pleased. It

seems that they had been recently expelled, whether on
account of their leprosy, or to relieve the town from the

charge of their maintenance, or else that they had for

some time been living without the town as lepers, and now
ceased to receive froip the besieged that scanty provision

with which it is probable that they had hitherto been sup-

plied. In either case, as the enclosing lines of the Syrian
army shut them \n between the besiegers and the town,

and prevented them from seeking their living elsewhere,

there seemed no other alternative than to throw themselves

i
upon the compassion of the Syrians.

' 10. ' Horses tied, and asses tied, and the tents as thetj

were:—Here the lepers, in describing what they found in

the camp when they approached it, mention the cattle first

;

whereas the description of the flight of the Syrians from
their camp (verse 7), mentions the horses and asses" last.

This is therefore one of many circumstances which we
fijid in the Scripture to intimate that the ancient Oriental

camps were arranged much on the same principle as at

present—with the cattle outside the whole, tied by their

feet to ropes or chains, extended between pegs of wood or

ii'on driven into the ground. Thus the cattle form a sort

of outer border to the camp ; and this arrangement enables

them to be taken abroad for forage or water, without in-

terfering with the order of the camp, while they are the
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more in readiness to be moniited and ridden otf on any

sudden occasion that may arise. Tliis mode of tying the

cattle suggests that it would liave taken more time than the

terrified Syrians could afford to undo cattle thus secured,

and therefore fled without them. It is to be noticed that

only asses and horses are thus secured, apart from each

other. The camels are seldom secured at all ; and accord-

ingly in the present text, no camels are described as being

•tied.'

!2. 'I will now shew you what the Syrians have done.'

—Here we have a stratagem of war attributed to the

Syrians, se-veral examples of which might be adduced

from the ancient and modern history of the East. The
best perhaps is that quoted by Ilarmer, from the history

of the revolt of Ali Bey ; and it is the more interesting

from its having been practised vpon the Syrians. The
pasha of Damascus found his enemy, the sheikh Daher,

encamped near the sea of Tiberias. The engagement was

deferred to the next day, but during the night the sheikh

divided his forces into three troops, and silently moved

[B.C. -884.

from his camp, leaving the fires boming, with all the tents

and stores as they were, including plenty of provisions and
strong liquors. At midnight the pasha, thinking to sur-
prise the sheikh, marched in silence to his camp, and, to

his great astonishment, found it completely abandoned,
and that too in such haste, that the baggage and stores

had been left behind. Rejoicing in his bloodless success,

the pasha determined to stay there and refresh his soldiers.

They soon fell to plunder, and drank so freely of the
liquors, that, overcome by the fatigue of the day's march
and the fumes of the spirits, it was not long before they
were all in a sound sleep. Then the supposed fugitives,

who were well informed of these proceedings, marched
back silently to the camp, and rushing suddenly from all

sides upon the confused and sleeping enemy, obtained an
easy victory over them. They slew eight thousand of
their number, and the remainder, with the pasha at their

head, escaped with great difficulty to Damascus, leaving
all their own baggs
king of Israel feare

CHAPTER VIII.

1 Tlie Shmwnimi/c, htiriiir/ /rf/ her coimtry seven years,

to avoid theJ'oreuaniedfamine, fur Elislids miracle's

sahe hath her land restored by the kinij. 7 Hazael,

being sent with a present by Ben-hadad to Elisha at

Damascus, after he had heard the prophecy, hilleth

his master, and succeedeth him. 16 Jehoram's

wicked reign in Judah. 20 Edom and Libnah

revolt. 23 Ahaziah succeedeth Jehoram. 2.5 Aha-
zialis wicked reign. 28 Ilevisiteth Jehoram wounded

at Jezreel.

Then spake Elisha unto the woman, 'whoso

son he had restored to lite, saying, Arise, and

go thou and thine houshold, and sojourn

wheresoever thou canst sojourn : for the Lord
liath called for a famine ; and it shall -also

come upon the land seven years.

2 And the woman arose, and did after the

saying of the man of Godj and she went with

her houshold, and sojoiu-ned in the land of the

Philistines seven years.

3 And it came to ])ass at the seven years'

end, that the woman returned out of the land

of the Philistines : and she went forth to cry

unto the king for her house and for her land.

4 And the king talked with Gehazi the

servant of the mafi of God, saying, Tell me,

I pray thcc, all the great things that Elisha

hath done.

5 And it came to pass, as he was telling

the king how he had restored a dead body to

life, that, behold, the woman, whose son he

had restored to life, cried to the king for her

house and for her land. And Gehazi said.

My lord, O king, this is the woman, and this

is her son, whom Elisha restored to life.

G And when the king asked the woman,
she told him. So the king appointed unto

lier .1 certiiin "officer, saying. Restore all that

icas lier's, and all the fruits of the field since

the day that she left the land, even until

now.

7 1 And Elisha came to Damascus ; and
Ben-hadad the king of Syria was sick ; and it

was told hiin, saying. The man of God is

come hither.

8 And the king said unto Hazael, Take a

present in thine hand, and go, meet the man
of God, and enquire of the Loud by him,

saying, Shall I recover of this disease ?

9 So Hazael went to meet him, and took a

present ^with him, even of every good thing

of Damascus, forty camels' burden, and came
and stood before him, and said, Thy son Ben-

hadad king of Syria hath sent inc to thee, say-

ing. Shall I recover of this disease ?

10 And Elisha said unto him. Go, say unto

him. Thou mayest certainly recover: how-

beit the Loud hath shewed me that he shall

surely die.

11 And he settled his countenance *sted-

fastly, until he was ashamed : and the man of

God wept.

12 And Hazael said. Why wecpeth my
lord ? And he answered, Because I know
the evil that thou wilt do unto the children of

Israel : their strong holds wilt thou set on

fire, and their young men wilt thou slay with

the sword, and wilt dash their children, and

rip up their women with child.

I?, And Hazael said. But what, ?.< thy

servant a dog, that he should do this groat

thing? And Elisha answered. The Lord
hath shewed me that thou shalt be king over

Syria.

11 So he departed from Elisha, and came
to his master; who said to him. What said
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Elislia to thee ? And he answered, lie told

me that thou shouldest surely recover.

15 And it came to pass on the morrow,

that he took a thick cloth, and dipped it in

water, and spread it on his face, so that he

died : and llazael reigned in his stead.

16 IT And in the fifth year of Joram the

eon of Ahab king of Israel, Jehoshaphat hciiitj

then king of Judah, 'Jehoram tlie son of

Jehoshaphat king of Judah "began to reign.

17 Thirty and two years old was he when
he began to reign ; and he reigned eight years

in Jerusalem.

18 And he walked in the way of the kings

of Israel, as did the house of Ahab : for the

daughter of Ahab was his wife : and he did

evil in the sight of the Lord.
19 Yet the Lord would not destroy Judah

for David his servant's sake, 'as he promised

him to give him alway a "light, and to his

children.

20 IT In liis days Edom revolted from

under the hand of Judah, and made a king

over themselves.

21 So Joram went over to Zair, and all the

chariots with him : and he rose by night, and

smote the Edomites which compassed him

about, and the captains of the chariots : and

the people fled into their tents.

22 Yet Edom revolted from under the

hand of Judah unto this day. Then Libnah

revolted at the same time.

23 IT And the rest of the acts of Joram,
and all that he did, are they not written in the

book of the chronicles of the kings of

Judah ?

24 And Joram slept with his fathers, and
was buried with his fathers in the city of

David : and "Ahaziah his son reigned in his

stead.

25 H In the twelfth year of Joram the son

of Ahab king of Israel did Ahaziah the son of

Jehoram king of Judah begin to reign.

26 Two and twenty years old vns Ahaziah
when he began to reign ; and lie reigned one

year in Jerusalem. And his mother's name
was Athaliah, the daughter of Omri king of

Israel.

27 And he walked in the way of the house

of Ahab, and did evil in the sight of the

Lord, as did the bouse of Ahab : for he icas

the son in law of the house of Ahab.
28 H And he went with Joram the son of

Ahab to the war against Hazael king of Syria

in Ramoth-gilead ; and the Syrians wounded
Joram.

29 And king Joram went back to be healed

in Jezreel of the wounds '"which the Syrians

had given him at Ramah, when he fought

against llazael king of Syria. And Ahaziah
the son of Jehoram king of Judah went down
to see Joram the son of Ahab in Jezreel, be-

cause he was sick.

I'ith the Stjriaits find wounded.

Verse 1. ' The Lord hath called far a famine:—We
incline to the opinion, which has been adopted by many
commentators, that Elisha said this before the circum-
stances recorded in the two last chapters ; and that now
the woman's return, after the restoration of plenty, affords

occasion to mention the prediction which, seven years

before, had induced her to leave her country. The famine
in the city of Samaria, which has just been recorded,

would then seem to have been a result not merely of

the siege, but of the general dearth and the consequent
distress.

3. ' To cry viilo the kliifi for her house.'—Perhaps the

estates of those who left the country without permission
were confiscated to the king. It is true that there is

nothing of this in the law of Moses ; but when the regal

government was established, and the kings found that con-
fiscation was almost the only process by which a royal

demesne could be formed, they would naturally be anxious
to fix this penalty as the consequence of certain measures
or offences (see the note on 1 Kings xxi. 15). Probably
this, of being absent in a foreign country beyond a given
time, might be of the number. Such a law has existed,

and does exist, among different nations ; and tlie kings of

Israel might think themselves the more warranted in

adopting it, because the evident spirit of the law of Moses
was to keep the nation as much as possible within its own
territory, apart and separate from strangers. No such
law, however, existed before the time of the Kings, for we

see, in the book of Ruth, that after Elimelech's family had
resided ten years in the land of Moab— for the same reason

which induced the Sliunammite to remain seven years in

the land of the Philistines—and after the father and his

two sons had died there, the surviving females retained

the family estate (Ruth i. 4 ; iv. 5). Some think that the

next of kin had seized the Shunammite's lands ; and others,

that her agent had been unfaithful; but the explanation

we have given seems the most satisfactoi^y.

4. ' The king talked with Gehazi.'-—Some consider this

a proof that the whole transaction occurred at a still earlier

period than we have supposed, that is, before the visit of

Naaman to Elisha, and consequently before Gehazi be-

came a leper, particularly as he is still called ' the servant

of the man of God.' This is not impossible ; but we do
not think the leprosy of Gehazi, taken alone, rendered

such an explanation indispensably necessary. If he was
at this time a leper, there was nothing to prevent him
from speaking to the king at a proper distance, since con-

tact only, conveyed ceremonial pollution. And if lepers

were excluded from towns, it is not difficult to imagine
many circumstances under which the king may have con-

versed with him outside the town. The king might, for

instance, in going to one of his gardens, have had his

attention directed to Gehazi, as one who was erewhile

Elisha's servant, and had been miraculously smitten with

leprosy ; and, in his desire to be informed of the particu.

lars, may have required him to relate them on the spot,
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or, whioli i< ii; r.
I

:. i: !.•, to follow him to the garden

for thi-
I

II : 1 I- "uy, the relation of one of

Elisliii's nil ; II I lu-ally lead to the mention of

aiiotlier, imi 1 1 i h ii i T 1
1- ^tiiiiiamniite came to be narrated,

just at tJjL- tiiiif wluii the woman herself appeared to

prefer her petition ; the fiood providence of God directing

this concurrence of circumstances to establish the evidence

of his own power and compassion, as well as to procure

from the king that attention to her request, which she

might not otherwise have obtained.

9. ' Fortij camels' buiden.'—This introductory gift must
have been very valuable. It does not however necessarily

follow that every camel carried the full load it would
hear, since it is a very coininoii practice in the East, for

the sake of parade, to employ a far greater number of men
and animals in the conveyance of a gift than is actually

required. It will be useful, however, to mention what is

to be considered a camel's burden. This is no determinate

weight, since the burden depends on various circumstances.

We copy Burckhardt's statement, which we believe to be

substantially correct, being corroborated by our own in-

formation, so far as it extends :—
' The common load of an

Arabian camel is from four to five hundred pounds upon

a short journey, and from three to four hundred pounds

on a journey of considerable distance. The camels

employed between Djidda and Tayf, in the year 1814 or

1815, for carrying provisions to Mohammed Ali, had loads

not exceeding 2.')U pounds. The well-fed and well-watered

Egj ptian camels are equal in strength to the Auadolian
;

those of the largest size at Cairo will carry three bales of
coffee, or fifteen hundredweight, from the town to the

waterside, about three miles distant. From Cairo to Suez,

the same camels will carry ten hundredweight; and that

space is a journey of three days. The longer the journey
to be undertaken, and the fewer wells to be found in the

way, the lighter are the loads. The Darfur camels are
distinguished for their size and great strength iu bearing
heavy loads ; and in this latter quality they surpass all

the camels of north-eastern Africa. Those which accom-
pany the Darfur caravan to Egypt are seldom loaded with
more than four quintals. The Sennar camels generally

carry three and a half, and are not equal in size to those

of Uarfur.' (' Notes on /lie Bedouins; p. aSS.') It is a

pity that, from such various data, Burckhardt aid not de-

termine something of an average. What he does say,

however, rather confirms our own information, which
leads us to conclude that, taking into consideration the

ditt'erence of breeds and circumstances, the average of a

camel's burden may be stated as somewhere between six

and eight hundred pounds. The camel kneels to receive

its burden, and will never consent to take more than it is

well able to carry. The males are stronger and carry

heavier loads than the females ; but the latter support

thirst better, which is a consideration of great importauce

in the East.

15. ' He took a thick cloth; etc.—There is an ambiguity

in the original, which renders it grammatically

whether it was the king himself who ordered this i
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done, and, by this ill-advised attempt to allay the burning
heat of his fever (supposing it a fever), gave a fatal turn
to his disease- or that it was Hazael who did it, either

under such a pretence of aft'ording him relief, or in order
to murder him outright. Some prefer the first-mentioned

interpretation ; but we think that it is safest to follow the

current of ancient and modern interpretation in deciding
the ambiguity against Hazael. Then—supposing him di-'

rectly or indirectly the murderer— it seems that it was
his object to slay the king without having any marks of
violence which might lead to detection. It is evident,

from the circumstances of preparation, that he slew him
under some pretence of assistance : and the following ex-
planation furnishes what seems to us the most probable
interpretation. It seems that what our translation calls
' a thick cloth ' C"I3?P makbir), means some part of the

bed-furniture, probalily the thick quilted coverlet, or, as

Michaelis thinks, a gnat-curtain or net: most likely the

former, as a mosquito-curtain would be more likely to be
sprinkled with water than dipped into it. Now, it is the

custom in some kinds of fever to wet the bedding, and
tliat with good effect ; while in other cases this would be

dangerous, if not fatal. With respect to the former.

TOS. [B.C. 884.

Bruce, speaking of the disorders common in the region of
tlie lied Sea, says:— ' Violent fevers, called there mdad,
make the principal figure in this fatal list, and generally
terminate the third day in death. If the patient survives
till tlie fifth day, he very often recovers by drinking
water only, and throwing a quantity of cold water upon
him, even in his bed, where he is permitted to lie, without
any attempt to make him dry, or to change his bed, till

another deluge adds to the first." Now, we may suppose,
that the king's disorder was not of this kind, and that
Hazael recommended a similar treatment with the know-
ledge that it was calculated to produce a fatal effect ; or
else that the complaint was of this description and was
thus treated, and that Hazael took the opportunity of
smothering or strangling the king under pretence of
laying over him a coverlet fresh dipped in water. It
must not be forgotten, that the coverlets in the East are
in general very thickly quilted with wool or cotton, as
blankets are unknown. And this thickness, with its great
weight when soaked in water, made it the fittest instru-
ment for such a wicked purpose that could be found about
an Oriental bed.

CIIAPTEU IX.

I Elisha sendeth a young prophet with instructions to

anoint Jehu at Ramotli-mkad. 4 The prophet,

having done his message, Jieeth. 1 1 Jehu, being made
king by the soldiers, killeth Joram in the field of
Nahoth. 27 Ahaziah is slain at Gur, and buried at

Jerusalem. 30 Proud Jezebel is thrown down out

ofa u'irtdoiv, and eaten by dogs.

And Elislia the prophet called one of tlie

children of the prophets, and said unto liitn,

Gird up thy loins, and take this box of oil in

thine hand, and go to Ramoth-gilead :

2 And when thou comest thither, look out

there Jehu the son of Jehoshaphat the son of

Nimshi, and go in, and make him arise up
from among his brethren, and carry him to an

'inner chamber

;

3 Then 'take the hox of oil, and pour if on

his head, and say. Thus saith the Lord, I

have anointed thee king over Israel. Then
open the door, and flee, and tarry not.

4 II So the young man, even the young man
the prophet, went to Ramoth-gilead.

5 And when he came, behold, the captains

of the host were, sitting ; and he said, I have
an errand to thee, O captain. And Jehu said.

Unto which of all us ? And he said. To thee,

captain.

6 And he arose, and went into the house
;

and he poured the oil on his head, and said

unto him. Thus saith the Lord God of Israel,

1 have anointed thee king over the people of

the Lord, even over Israel.

7 And thou shalt smite the hou.se of Ahah
thy master, that I may avenge the blood of

my servants the prophets, and the blood of all

I Heh. chamber in a chni'iher, 2 l Kings 19. K*. 3 ] Kin^s 21,
• 1 Kings 16. 3. 7 Heb. reii/Klh. 8 chap. s. 29. 9

the servants of the Lord, ';ir, the hand of
Jezebel.

8 For the whole house of Aliab shall

perish : and T will cut olf from Ahab him
that pisseth against the wall, and him that is

shut up and left in Israel

:

9 And I will make the house of Ahab like

the house of 'Jeroboam the son of Nebat, and
like the house of "Baasha the son of Ahijah :

10 And the dogs shall eat Jezebel in the

portion of Jezreel, and tliere shall he none to

bury her. And he opened the door, and fled.

Ill Then Jehu came forth to the servants

of his lord : and one said unto him. Is all

well ? wherefore came this meid fellow to thee ?

And he said unto them, Ye know the man, and
his communication.

12 And they said, It is false ; tell us now.
And he said, I'hus and thus spake he to me,
saying. Thus saith the Lord, I have anointed

thee king over Israel.

13 Then they hasted, and took every man
his garment, and put it under him on the toj)

of the stairs, and blew with trumpets, saying,

Jehu 'is king.

14 So Jehu the son of Jehoshaphat the son

of Nimshi conspired against Joram. (Now
Joram had kept Ramoth-gilead, he and all

Israel, because of Hazael king of Syria.

15 But 'king "Joram was returned to he

healed in Jezreel of the wounds which the

Syrians '"had given him, when he fought with

Hazael king of Syria.) And Jehu said. If it

be your minds, then "let none go forth wo;-

est-a)>e out of the city to go to tell it in Jez-

1 14. 10, and 21. 2J.

;t TH) fsraper go. A:c.
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16 IT So Jehu rode in a chariot, and went to

Jezreel ; for Joram lay there. And Ahaziah

king of Judah was come down to see Joram.

17 And there stood a watchman on the

tower in Jezreel, and he spied the company of

Jehu as he came, and said, I see a company.

And Joram said, Take an liorseman, and send

to meet them, and let him say. Is it peace ?

18 So there went one on horseback to

meet him, and said, Thus saith the king. Is it

peace? And Jehu said, ^V^hat hast thou to

do with peace? turn thee behind me. And
the watchman told, saying, The messenger came
to them, but he cometh not again.

19 Then he sent out a second on horseback,

which came to them, and said. Thus saith the

king. Is it peace ? And Jehu answered, What
hast thou to do with peace ? turn thee behind

me.

20 And the watchman told, saying. He
came even unto them, and cometh not again

:

and the driving is like the '"driving of Jehu
the son of Nimshi ; for he driveth '"furiously.

21 And Joram said, "Make ready. And
his chariot was made ready. And Joram
king of Israel and Ahaziah king of Judah
went out, each in his chariot, and they went

out against Jehu, and '"^met him in the portion

of Naboth the Jezreelite.

22 And it came to pass, when Joram saw

Jehu, that he said. Is it peace, Jehu ? And
he answered. What peace, so long as the

whoredoms of thy mother Jezebel and her

witchcrafts are so many ?

23 And Joram turned his hands, and, fled,

and said to Ahaziah, There is treachery, O
Ahaziah.

24 And Jehu '"drew a bow with his full

strength, and smote Jehorani between his

arms, and the arrow went out at his heart, and

he "sunk down in his cliariot.

25 Then said Jefiu to Bidkar his captain,

Take up, a/if^casthim in the portion of the field

of Naboth the Jezreelite : for remember how
that, when I and thou rode together after

Ahab his father, "the Loud laid this burden

upon him

;

26 Surely I have seen yesterday the

"blood of Naboth, and the blood of his sons,

IS Or, marchiiitj. 13 Hpb. in mndnest. '* Ueb. Binn

" Heb. tou'frf. 18 1 Kings 21. 29. '^ Wrrh. hlofxls. KO Oi
»» Ueb. bn tlic hand ••/.
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saith the Loud; and I will requite thee in

this ''"plat, saith the Lord. Now therefore

take and cast him into the plat ofground, ac-

cording to the word of the Lord.
27 1i But when Ahaziah the king of Judah

saw this, he fled by the way of the garden
house. And Jehu followed after him, and
said. Smite him also in the chariot. And they

did so at the going up to Gur, which is by
Ibleara. And he fled to Megiddo, and died

there.

28 And his servants carried him in a cha-

riot to Jerusalem, and buried him in his

sepulchre with his fathers in the citv of

David.

2y And in the eleventh year of Joram the

son of Ahab began Ahaziah to reign over
Judah.

30 U And when Jehu was come to Jezreel,

Jezebel heard of it; and she "painted her
face, and tired her head, and looked out at a

window.

31 And as Jehu entered in at the gate, she

said, Had Zimrl ])eace, who slew his master ?

32 And he lifted up his face to the window,
and said. Who is on my side ? who ? And
there looked out to him two or three

"'eimuchs.

33 And he said. Throw her down. So they

threw her down : and some of her blood was
sprinkled on the wall, and on the horses : and
he trode her under foot.

34 And when he was come in, he did eat

and drink, and said, Go, see now this cursed

woman, and bury her : for she is a king's

daughter.

35 And they went to bury her : but they

found no more of her than the scull, and the

feet, and the palms of her hands.

36 Wherefore they came again, and told

him. And he said. This is the word of the

Lord, which he spake "by his servant Elijah

the Tislibite, saying, "In the portion of Jez-

reel shall dogs eat the flesh of Jezebel :

37 And the carcase of Jezebel shall be as

dung upon the face of the field in the portion

of Jezreel ; so that they shall not say. This is

Jezebel.

lA Flpb. found. »8 n*b. /i7/fd his lutnii with ti bow.
>H. «' ileh. put kfr e^ei in pai'itiiiff. it Or, chnmbtt-tair

«< 1 Kings 21. 2.'!.

Verse 1. ' Hanwth-gilcad.'— This place is frequently

mentioned in Scripture, under the names of Kamoth,

Ramoth-gilead, and Ramoth-mizpeh. The Scripture in-

dications concerning it arc, that it was a principal town on

the cast of the .Jordan, in that part of tliis territory wliich

31

S

was assigned to the tribe of Gad. It was a city of refuge,

and its situation and strength rendered it an important
frontier-town against the Syrians, the possession of which
therefore became an object of great consequence to them
in their wars with tlie Hebrews. Ahab lost his life ir
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the attempt to retake it from the Syrians ; but the now
reigning king appears to have succeeded in this object,

though at the expense of a severe wound, which induced
liim to leave his army in occupation, and proceed himself
to Jezreel to be healed (viii. 29). The war does not ap-
pear to have been quite terminated, and Ramoth-gilead
seems to have been the head-quarters of the army kept in

the iield, and of which Jehu was one of the principal com-
manders. Tliere were probalily constant communications
kept up between Ranioth-gilead and Jezreel ; and the king
seems to have watched with interest all indications of nev/s

from that quarter. This explains his sending out a courier
to meet the party coming from that direction, as well as
his going out himself, ill as he was, as soon as he heard
that one of the chief commanders was approaching. He
perhaps feared that the Syrians had recovered Ramoth-
gilead and put the Hebrews to flight.

Eusebius says that Ramoth-gilead was fifteen miles to

the west of Philadelphia, and Jerome, that it was near the

Jabbok ; the influence of which statements would give it

some inclination northward instead of due west from Phi-
ladelphia. Accordingly, at about the assigned distance,

west-north-west from Philadelphia, and about eight miles

south of the Jabbok, we find ruins of a town called Jelaad,

upon a mountain of the same name, and which is merely

a diflFerent spelling of the Hebrew word (iy^3) for

' Gilead.' Mr. Buckingham, however, is rather disposed

to find it at a site now called Ramtha or Ramza, about

twenty-three miles north-north-west from Philadelphia,

and four miles to the north of the Jabbok. He passed the

place at a little distance, and regrets that he could not

more particularly examine the remains which it offered.

The site is principally distinguished by the ruins of a
large castellated enclosure of stone, standing on the side

of a hill ; but whether it had been a Christian establish-

ment, a castle, a caravanserai, or some portion of a de-

serted settlement, could not be determined. ' Near it,'

says the traveller, ' stood a stately and wide-spreading oak,

which, like the rest of the oaks we had seen, was not an
evergreen one, but had its leaves withered and its bflughs

almost bare, while the greater portion of the other trees

foiuid here were fresh with verdure.' Between these two
sites the reader must choose for himself. We rather in-

cline to the latter, as best agreeing with all the Scriptural

intimations. It is, equally with the other, in the tribe of

Gad—more certainly in the Gilead of Scripture (see the

note on Gen. xxxi. 47)—nearer to the frontier of the

Syrians, and more in their way in any attempt upon Israel

—nearer to the Jabbok, and nearer also to Jezreel. The
analogy of name, at least, is as much in favour of this as

the other ; for Ramoth-gilead is frequently called Kamoth
alone, but never Gilead. We think it probable that the

places were in the third century named as now, and that

Eusebius fixed on that called ' Gilead ' as the representa-

tive of Ramoth-gilead, while Jerome had rather Ramoth
in view. The subject is perplexing, and this is the best

solution of its difliculties which we can offer.

12. 'It is false.'—To give the lie in the East is not

considered offensive : and the natives are astonished at the

indignation which Europeans manifest at having their

Persia, where a king upon his throne, without intending
to give offence, has been known, in a very quiet way, to

ask a British ambassador, ' Is not that a lie which you are

telling ?' Chardin's account of his controversies with the

Persian minister (Nazir), about the price of the jewels
which Chardiu himself had brought for the king, affords

some curious illustrations of this. On one occasion this

most intelligent traveller was so provoked at the minister's

declared doubts of his veracity, that he expressed his

annoyance in rather warm terms. On this the Nazir flew

into a passion, and asked him tartly whether he was a

prophet, that people should be under an obligation to

him to believe his word? Chardin could not refrain from
laughing at this ; on which the minister, turning with an
air of anger to the company, and pointing to him, ex-

claimed, with an oath, ' The Franks are altogether an
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extravagant people : they would have us take their word
for an oracle, as if they were not men and sinners !' The
Oriental point of honour is not to he sought in this

13. ' Tlie lop of the stairs'—The captains were pro-

bably assembled in the state-room over the gateway of

whatever building, citadel, or palace, was the scene of this

transaction. The prophet took Jehu to a chamber in thi!

interior of the building, where he anointed him. And
now, when Jehu returns to his associates, and declares the

prophetic errand,.they conduct him to the top of the stairs

leading to the roof of the same apartment, and which was
the most conspicuous place of an Oriental structure that

could be chosen, being at the very top of the gate-building,

and fully in view of the people and the military in the

open ground in front of the building. We do not see any
other explanation to render this part of the narrative

equally intelligible.

17. ' Tower in Jezreel.'—The Hebrew has several words

for towers and other elevated buildings which we have but

imperfect means of discriminating, though doubtless each

of these terms originally distinguished a particular class

of elevated structures. The present word is THip migdul,

and perhaps the first time it occurs tends well to fix its

meaning. ' Let us build us a city and a tower (migdot)

whose top may reach unto heaven ' (Gen. xi. 4). This
would seem to imply that the migdol was distinguished by

its elevation; and from its frequent (but not exclusive)

connection with towns, we may presume that it belonged

to that class of elevated structures which have been ap-

plied to use and ornament in towns in all times and coun-

tries. At least, for the sake of some distinction, we may
take this idea, reserving the notice of other kinds of

towers for another occasion. We shall not however insist

on the idea of a ' watch-tower,' since this does not seem
peculiar to any one kind of tower, but to be common to

all : that is, there docs not appear to have been any tower

built expressly as a watch-tower ; but any elevated pile,

when built, was used for the purpose as occasion required.

Hence we find this idea associated with the migdol, as well

as with the HSVP tni:pa!i, the H^Q tirah, and the nnv
tzariach. We' are not willing to suppose that the Hebrew
cities were wholly destitute of those elevated piles, which

both in Asia and Europe form the chief ornaments of

towns. We almost everywhere find them associated with

temples; but this could not have been the case in the

Hebrew towns, as Jerusalem was the only one which pos-

sessed a temple. If therefore the Hebrews had towers in

their towns, they doubtless either stood isolated, or in con-

nection with secular public buildings, such as palaces. In

the present instance the noted tower in Jezreel was ob-

viously thus connected with the royal residence. Indeed,

as the royal towns were generally seated on hills, and the

king's residence usually on the highest part of such hills,

landing an extensive view of the surrounding country,

reasonable to suppose that a tower was erected near

every such residence, as well for distinction as for a

station, whence a watchman might note whatever occurred

in the neighbourhood. It is impossible to determine the

form which was borne by the towers with which the

Hebrew towns were ornamented. All the intimations

which we can collect from Scripture seem to convey the

impression that they were round : as for instance, in the

Song of Solomon, ' thy neck is like the tower of David

'

(iv. 4), and ' thy neck is like a tower of ivory ' (vii. 4).

In both these verses the word is migdol, as here
;
and, so

far as we have examined, this word is always used wher-

ever it is possible to understand that a tower of ornamental

character is intended. Thinking, then, that the existence

of ornamental towers is clearly deducible from various

p.issages in the poetical Scriptures, and that several of

these passages intimate that they were round, we do not

know how the subject can be better illustrated than hy a

reference to the existing towers or minars of Western

Asia, and which now give to Jerusalem, Constantinople,

Alexandria, and other important cities, almost all the
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beauty which, as towns, they possess. We therefore give

a collection of such towers, shewing the principal and

more interesting -varieties of form which they exhibit.

The great beauty of many of these forms will not be dis-

puted: and in viewing .some of them, even the partialities of

national taste will not always prevent the European spec-

tator from hesitating to say that the ' heaven-directed

spire ' iteelfhas higher claim to his preference and admira-

tion. The pictorial illustration supersedes the necessity

for written description, liut we may observe generally,

that the leading idea of nearly all these towers is that of a

round shaft, variously crowned, and always surrounded at

various elevations by one or more galleries, from which

very extensive views are generally commanded, and

which sometimes serve as watch-stations, although their

common and proper use is to furnish a station to the

muezzin or crier, whose duty it is to proclaim the hours of

prayer; bells not being used for such purposes in the

25. ' His captain'—(rthf for iU'^t', or rather for

iB''/B'), literally ' Ids third; which, compared with other

texts'(Exod. xiv. 7 ; xv. 4; 2 Kings xv. 25 ; Ezek. xxiii.

12-23, etc.), seems to intimate that the Hebrew army, as

well as that of the Egyptians and Assyrians, was divided

into three principal divisions, corresponding, probably, to

the centre and the right and left wings ; and that the

commander of each division was distinguished by this

title; the king, or ' the captain of the host,' when there

was one, being the commander in chief. It seems that

Jehu was one of these generals of division, and Bidkar

another.

27. ' Gur . . . Vileam . . . Jl%i'rf(/o.'—Gur seems to have

been an obscure place near Ibleani, which is mentioned in

3.-0

Josh. xvii. 11. as belonging, with Megiddo, to the tribe of

Manasseh, and, from the manner in which it is there men-
tioned— ' Ibleam and other towns '—was doubtless a con-

si<lerable place, although not one of the ancient royal cities

like Megiddo, from which Ibleam does not seem to have

been very distant. Concerning Megiddo, the situation of

which determines that of the others, see the note on Josh.

xii. 21.

29. ' Ahaziah'—Ue was grand-nephew to king Joram,

and great-grandson to Ahab. This explains the friendly

relation between the two kings, as « ell as Abaziah's par-

ticipation in the doom of Ahab's house.

30. ' She painted herface'—'Painted her eyes' is the

correct reading, as given in the margin and read in the

Septuagint and Vulgate. This ous-tcmi, which our trans-

lators do not appear ti. ]yA\'- r ,.iii|.i' Iimdud, is universal

among the women of il
I

',
,

' - -iiietiines is also

adopted by the men. '1
i .1 with a metallic

black powder, which is 1 n <i ^,, < -', iiy the Turks and
Persians, and kohol by tlie hj:y]itiaii5. It is rather a deli-

cate operation, which is thus performed:—The eye is

closed, and a small ebony rod smeared with composition is

squeezed between the lids, so as to tinge their edges with

the colour. This is considered to add greatly to the bril-

liancy and power of the eye, and to deepen the efifect of

the long black eye-lashes of which the Orientals are proud.

The same drug is employed on the eye-brows : used thus,

it is intended to elongate, not to elevate, tlie arc, so that the

inner extremities are usually represented as meeting be-

tween the eyes. To a European tlie effect produced is

seldom, at first, pleasing ; but it soon becomes so. The
Egyptian monuments confirm the intimation which the

present text affords of the antiquity of the custom. Eyes
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thus adorned are depicted in ihe mural tablets, and pots

containing the drug and the instruments for its applica-

tion have been found. We do not find it mentioned by
the early Greek writers, but it was adopted from the East

by the ladies and fops of Rome, who, between them, seem
to have possessed all, and more than all, the modern arf;

of personal adornment. It is among the follies lashed by

Juvenal. (Su(. ii.)

.3.5. ' T?iei/ fuiir.d no more of her than the scull, and the

feet, and the palms of her hands.'— It appears from the con-
text that the dogs had eaten all but these portions of
the body of Jezebel. An East Indian correspondent of
The Times (Aug. 12, 1841) furnishes a striking illus-

tration of this circumstance. ' In March last, as I was
repairing to the native village of Bustom to survey a
bridge which was thrown across the road, on my route from
the station of Jellasore, on crossing the Soubunreeka river,

my attention was attracted to a number of human skeletons

which lay scattered in various directions upon the white
sands adjacent to the course of the stream. Upon inquiry
I learned that these unfortunate relics were the remains of

pilgrims, who were on their road to the great pagoda at

Juggernaut, and had been drowned two evenings before

by means of a ferryboat sinking with them during a violent

north-wester. On my approaching several of these sad

vestiges of mortality, I perceived that the flesh had been
completely devoured from the bones by Pariah dogs, vul-

tures, and other obscene animals. The only portion of the

several corpses I noticed that remained entire and un-
touched were the bottoms of the feet and the insides of the

hands ; and this extraordinary circumstance immediately
brought to my mind that remarkable passage recorded in

the second book of Kings, relating to the death and ultimate

fate of Jezebel, wh<^was, as to her body, eaten of dogs,

and nothing remained of her but the " palms of her hands
and the soles of her feet." The former narrative may
afford a corroborative proof of the rooted antipathy that

the dog has to prey upon the human hands and feet. Why
such should be the case remains a mystery.

CHAPTER X.

1 Jehu, hj his letters, cmiselh seventy of Ahab's child-

ren to be be/tended. 8 He excuseth thefact by the

prophecy of Elijah. 12 At the shearing house he

slayeth two andforty ofAhaziah's brethren. 1 5 He
talieth Jehonadab into his company. IS By subtiltt/

he destroyeth all the worshippers of Baal. 29 Jehu

followeth Jeroboam's sins. 32 Hazael oppresseth

Israel. 35 Jehoukaz succeedeth Jehu.

And Aliab had seventy sons in Samaria.

And Jehu wrote letters, and sent to Samaria,

unto the rulers of Jezreel, to the ciders, and

to 'them that brouglit up Ahab's children,

saying,
"2 Now as soon as this letter cometh to

you, seeing your master's sons are with you,

and tltere are with you chariots and horses, a

fenced city also, and armour ;

3 Look even out the best and meetest of

your master's sons, and set liiin on his father's

throne, and fight for your master's house.

4 But they were exceedingly afraid, and

said. Behold, two kings stood not before him :

how then shall we stand ?

5 And he that was over the house, and he

that ?TO« over, the city, the elders also, and

the bringers up of the children, sent to Jehu,

saying. We are thy servants, and will do all

that thou shalt bid us ; we will not make any

king : do thou that which is good in thine eyes.

6 Then he wrote a letter the second time

to them, saying. If ye be 'mine, and ?Jye will

hearken unto my voice, take ye the heads of

the men your master's sons, and come to me
to Jezreel by to morrow this time. Now the

king's sons, being seventy persons, iccre with

the great men "of the city, which brought

them up.
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7 And it came to pass, when the letter

came to them, that they took the king's sons,

and slew seventy persons, and put their heads

in baskets, and sent him them to Jezreel.

8 H And there came a messenger, and told

hiui, saying. They have brought the heads of

the king's sons. And he said, Lay ye tliem

in two heaps at the entering in of the gate

until the morning.

9 And it came to pass in the morning, that

he went out, and stood, and said to all the

people, Ye be righteous : behold, I conspired

against my master, and slow him : but who

slew all these ?

10 Know now that there sliall fall unto the

earth nothing of the word of the Lord, which

the Lord spake concerning the house of

Ahab : for the Lord hath done that which he

spake " *by his servant Elijah.

11 So Jehu slew all that remained of the

house of Ahab in Jezreel, and all his great

men, and his 'kinsfolks, and his jiriests, until

he left him none remaining.

12 H And he arose and departed, and came
to Samaria. And as he teas at the ^shearing

house in the way,

13 Jehu 'met with the brethren of Aha-
ziah king of Judah, and said, ^Vho are ye ?

And they answered, We are the brethren of

Ahaziah ; and we go down 'to salute the

children of the king and the .children of the

queen.

14 And be said, Take tliein alive. And
they took them alive, and slew them at the

pit of the shearing house, even two and forty

men ; neither left he any of them.

15 U And when he was departed thence,

he 'lighted on Julionadab the son of Kechab
coming to meet him: and he '"saluted him,

and said to him, Is thine heart right, as my
heart is with thy heart? And Jehonadab
answered, It is. If it be, give me thine hand.

And he gave him his hand ; and he took him

up to him into the chariot.

16 And he said, Come with me, and see

my zeal for the Lord. .So they made him

ride in his chariot.

17 And when he came to Samaria, he slew

all that remained unto Ahab in Samaria, till

he had destroyed him, according to the saying

of the Loud, which he spake to Elijah.

ly H And Jeiiu gathered all the people

together, and said unto them, Ahab served

Haal a little ; but Jehu shall serve him much.
19 Now therefore call unto me all the pro-

:£;-"

phets of Baal, all his servants, and all his

priests ; let none be wanting : for I have a

great sacrifice to do to Baal ; whosoever shall

be wanting, he shall not live. But Jehu did

it in subtilty, to the intent that he might de-

stroy the worshippers of Baal.

20 And Jehu said, "Proclaim a solemn

assL'mbly for Baal. And they proclaimed it.

21 And Jehu sent through all Israel : and
all the worshippers of Baal came, so that

there was not a man left that came not. And
they came into the house of Baal ; and the

house of Baal was '''full from one end to

another.

22 And he said unto him that was over the

vestry, Bring forth vestments for all the wor-

shippers of Baal. And he brought them forth

vestments.

23 And Jehu went, and Jehonadab the son

of Rechab, into the house of Baal, and said

unto the worshippers of Baal, Search, and
look that there be here with you none of the

servants of the Lord, but the worshippers of

Baal only.

24 And when they went in to offer sacri-

fices and burnt offerings, Jehu appointed

fourscore men without, and said. If any of

the men whom I have brought into your

hands escape, lie that letteth him fjo, his life

sliall be for the life of him.

25 And it came to pass, as soon as he had
made an end of offering the burnt offering,

that Jehu said to the guard and to the cap-

tains, Go in, and slay them ; let none come
forth. And they smote them with "the edge

of the sword ; and the guard and the captains

cast them out, and went to the city of the

house of Baal.

26 And they brought forth the "images

out of the house of Baal, and burned them.

27 And they brake down the image of

Baal, and brake down the house of Baal, anil

made it a draught house unto this day.

28 Thus Jehu destroyed Baal out of Israel.

29 II llowboit from the sins of Jeroboam
the son of Nehat, who made Israel to sin,

Jehu departed not from after them, to tcit, the

golden calves that tcere in Beth-el, and that

were in Dan.
30 And the Lord said imto Jehu, Because

thou hast done well in executing that which is

right in mine eyes, and hast done unto the

house of Ahab according to all that was in

mine heart, thy children of the fourth t/cne-

ration shall sit on the throne of Israel.
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31 But Jehu '"took no liced to walk in the

law of the Loud God of Israel with all his

heart : for he departed not from the sins of

Jeroboam, which made Israel to sin.

32 II In those days the Lord began '"to

cut Israel short : and Hazael smote them in

all the coasts of Israid
;

33 From Jordan "eastward, all the land

of Gilead, the Gaditcs, and the Ileubenites,

and the Manassites, from Aroer, which is by
the river Arnon, 'Vven Gilead and Baslian.'

15 Ileb. observed not. i= TIcb. to cut off the ends. " IIi

34 H Now the rest of the acts of Jehu, and
all that he did, and all his might, are they

not written in the book of the chronicles of

the kings of Israel ?

35 And Jehu slept with his fathers : and
they buried him in Samaria. And Jehoahaz
his son reigned in his stead.

36 And '"the time that Jehu reigned over

Israel in Samaria ivas twenty and eight

years.

luward the risitia of the sun. lo Or, even to Oilead nud Has/mil.

\'orse C. ' Tlie IdjM/'f; fn^iix ivere with the great-men of
the cU;/. ir/iUh hiowj'lii linm «/).'— It was acustom in some
of thfaucii'iit OriL-utal iialioiis, which is retained in some
of tlie iiiiiduni, for thu King's sons to he consigned to the

care of the principal nohles, who were hound to see them
properly brought up and educated. In some countries

v;here this is not quite the regular custom, the king, per-

haps to relieve his own purse when his children are

numerous, forces on some of his nobles this mark of his

rojal favour. The serious expense involved makes many
unwilling to undertake such charges ; but they ai'e obliged

to appear delighted with the distinction: and often they

rually are so, in contemplation of the ultimate advantages
they may derive from the connection.

8. ' Lay tJiem in two heaps at the entering in of the gate.'

—Heads are always regarded as the best trophies of vic-

tory iu the East. The heads of enemies slain in battle, of
robbers, and of persons who have been put to death by
the royal order, are presented to the king, and afterwards

deposited at his palace-gate. If there is but one head, or
only a few, they are fixed at some conspicuous part of the

gate : and at the grand entrance to the sultan's palace

(seraglio) at Constantinople there are niches appropriated

to this purpose. When they are mnrc mv-wmw". they are

ht-apwl up on each side of the p;i(' ,
" ! i" II such bar-

larous monuments of the monarrh . .. '

\ ngeance,

it lias sometimes been known tliai \'. , ,, : ii .. Inruslain

in cold lilood, and innocent pci^^oi... niuidtitJ. These
hoiriil usages prevail throughout Asia, but are more re-

voltiugly displayed, we believe, in Persia than elsewhere.

It has there, not seldom, beeu known that the king has
e.\ [n-esscd liis anger at some town or village, by demanding
from it a pyramid of heads of given dimensions ; and Sir

.loliii Malcolm states, that the executioners are so indif-

lereiit to the distresses of others, that they will select a

head of peculiar appearance and long beard to grace the

summit of the pyramid. Sometimes the Oriental con-

querors desire to form such heads into permanent monu-
ments of the transaction ; and this is usually done by
erecting pillars for the purpose and inlaying them with
the heads of the slain. There are several of these savage
monuments in Persia and Turkey. The most recent

known to us are the two pillars which were erected about
a quarter of a century since on each side of the way, near
one of the gates of Bagdad, and which are inlaid with the

heads of two hundred Khezail Arabs, slain or captured in

ail engagement with the troops of the pasha.

l.'i. 'Jehonadab the son of Bechab.'—From the state-

ment in the text to which we refer, we can collect that

Jehonadab was a person whose piety and manner of life

jirocurcd him such respect and influeuee as must have
rendered his countenance and assistance of the utmost
consequence to Jehu, by quieting the minds of the people

under the measures of violence which were at this time in

progress. See the note on Jer. xxxv. 6.

— ' Give me thij hand.'—We are not to understand tliat

Jehu desired Jehonadab to give him his hand merely to

VOL. ii. w

assist him in ascendiug the chai'iot; but for a far more
significant and important pm-pose. Three meanings may
be assigned to the act, as illustrated by the current usages

of the East. 1. Tlie joining of hands is a tokeu of amity,

as with us. The shaking of hands Iu I'l i •
'.\ ihr same

meaning as we assign to it ; but it i ' ii \\ used

in common intercourse, perhaps !> < ' . iruials

have other acts of greeting and salnl.ii -u " In !i wr have
not. 2. To confirm what has been said, or to complete
an agreement. We also have something of this use ; hut

the implied idea is stronger in the East, since the act of
joining hands is employed in giving all the solemnity and
inviolability of an oath to declarations, promises, and
covenants. Perliaps it was in this sense—that is, for Je-

honadab thus to confirm the declaration of his sanction

and concurrence—that Jehu desired to take his hand. 3.

But there is still a third sense, which is at least equally to

the purpose : this is, that to give the hand to a new king
is an act of homage to him—an act by which his sovereign

character is recognized and fidelity to him is pledged.

We incline to the opinion that this was the sense in which
Jehu desired to receive the hand of Jehonadab ; as it is

easy to see of what importance it must have been to him
that such a man as the sou of Kechab should set the ex-

ample of recognition and of pledged allegiance. There
is no doubt as to the existence of the custom, although
there may be some as to its application to the present in-

stance. It appears, that whenever a competition arose

among the successors of Mohammed for the Khalifat, he
on whom the preference fell, received the hands of the

principal persons as a pledge of their fealty. At the first

election, the hot contest for the succession was terminated

by Omar, who gave his hand to Abubekr, and promised
him liis allegiance ; and his influential example was fol-

lowed by the rest. (Ockley's Conquest of Syria, p. 4.)

On the death of Abubekr, Omar succeeded quietly ; and
we then hear of no offering or receiving of hands. But
when Omar died there was another contest; and All

having declined the conditions which Othman accepted,

the principal persons gave their hands to the latter, and
Ali, after some demur, following the example, extended

his hand and acknowledged Othman as khalif. (D'Her-
belot, s. V. ' BiAT ' and ' Othman.') When Othman was
dead, several of the principal persons came to Ali and

offered him their hands; but he declined receiving this

customary act of recognition till the example should be

set by Thaleha and Zobeir, two persons of great influence,

who were then absent. They were sent for, and on their

arrival offei-ed him their hands ; and he told them, if they

gave him their hands, to do it in good earnest, as other-

wise he would himself prefer giving his own hand to

either of them that would accept the government. This
they refused; and he then received their hands. At a

subsequent period, when the above named Thaleha was
dying of a wound at Basrah, he sent for a man belonging

to Ali, and said, ' Give me your hand, that I may put mine

in it, and by this act renew the oath of fidelity which I

353
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havo iilroaily taken to All.' (Ock\t:y'» nistori/ ofthr. Sara-

(i/K , D'llcilHldt, s. P. ' All') These instances are con-

chisivi' as to the custom, and give great probability to the

iiil'iTi'i]0<-s w have stated.

j'.i. ' J/.iirl„il I'nim llir si'ii.^ ,>/' .i,n'li,«im Jehu ile-

;,«;Y,7/ W.—Thnv was a | ,1 l,.^Mli.l " hieh Jehu was

not i>re|.aie(l to nc in his Im, i,.! /. :,l 1..,- .l.-hovah. He
was ready to iJUiiish anil ilisroiintruam-e all foreign

worsliip; but it was no part of his imlicy to heal the

schism between Judah and Israel, by abolishing the sepa-

rate and liighly irregular establishment, for the worship

[B.C. 884—878.

again gradually stole iutii use, altlui

the sanction or favour of government.

[.3t-,3G. Appkni>ix, No. 43.]

CHAPTER XI.

1 Ji'lwash, being saved by Jvhoshcba his aunt from
Atluiliah's massacre oflkesecd royal, ishid six years
ill Ihn hnnxc nf God. 4 Jehoiada, giving order lo

llir aiiiliiiitx, in the seventh year unointeth him king.

I.I Alhdtidh is slain. 17 Jehoiada resloreth ilie

wtirsliiji of (xod.

And wlicn 'Atlialiali the mother of Ahaziali

saw that licr son was dead, she arose and de-

stroyed all tlic *seed royal.

2 But Jchosheba, the daughter of king

Joram, sister of Ahaziali, took Joiish the .sou

of Aliaziah, and stole him from among the

king's sons whick were slain ; and they hid

him, even him and iiis nurse, in the bedcham-
ber from Athaliah, so that he was not slain.

3 And he was witii lun- hid in the house of

the Loud six years. And Athaliah did reign

over the land.

4 If And "the seventh year Jehoiada sent

and fetched the rulers over hundreds, with
the captains and the guard, and brought them
to him into the house of the Loud, and made
a covenant with them, and took an oath of
tiiem in the house of the Lord, and shewed
them the king's son.

5 And he eonunanded them, saying, This
is the thing that ye shall do ; A third part of

you that enter in on the sabbath shall even bo
keepers of the watch of the king's house

;

G And a third j)art shall he at the gate of

Sur ; and a third i)art at the gate behind the

guard : so shall ye keep the watch of the

house, *that it be not broken down.

7 And two ' "parts of all you that go forth

on the sabbath, even they .shall keep the

watch of the house of the Loud about the

king.

8 And yc shall compass the king round
about, ev(!ry man with his weapons in his

hand : and be that cometh within the ranges,

let him be slain : and be ye with the king as

he goeth out and as he conu'th in.

i) And the captains over the Innulreds did

< : Chron. i!. 10. < IIcli, m

according to all lldinjs that Jehoiada the

priest commanded : and they took every man
his men that were to come in on the sabbath,

with them that should go out on the sabbath,

and came to Jehoiada the priest.

10 And to the captains over Imndreds did

the priest give king David's spears and
shields, that iccrc in the temple of the Lokd.

11 And the guard stood, overy man with

his weapons in his hand, round about the

king, from the right 'corner of the temple to

the left corner of the temple, aloiuj by the

altar and the temple.

12 And he brought forth the king's son,

and put the crown upon him, and (favc him

the testimony ; and they made him Idng, and

anointed him ; and they clai)ped their hands,

and said, "God save the king.

13 If And when Athaliah heai-d the noise

of the guard and of the ))eople, she came to

the people into the temple of the Loud.
14 And when she looked, behold, the king

stood by a pillar, as the m.anncr mis, and the

princes and the trumpeters by the king, and

all the people of the land rejoiced, and blew

with trumpets : and Athaliah rent her clothes,

and cried, Treason, Treason.

15 But Jehoiada the priest commanded
the captains of the hundreds, the officers of

the host, and said unto them. Have her forth

without the ranges : and him that followeth

her kill with the sword. For the priest had
said, Let her not be slain in the house of the

Lord.
10 And they laid b.-nids on her; and she

went by the way by the which the horses

came into the king's house : and there was
she slain.

17 If And Jehoiada made a covenant be-

tween the Lord and the king and the people,

that they should be the Lord's people ; be-

tween the king also and the people.

18 And all the people of the land went
into the house of Baal, and brake it down

;
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his altars and his images hrake they in pieces

thoniiiffiily, and slow Mattan the priest of

I'.aal lHdi.ro tlio altars. Ami the priest ap-

pointod "(ilficcrs over tlio house of the Loiiu.

11) And h(! took tlie rulers over hundreds,

and thr. cajilaiiis, and the guard, and all tiie

])eoj)le of the land ; and tli(;y brought down
the king from the house of the Loud, and
came by the way of the gate of tlio guard to

the king's house. And ho sat on th(! throne
of tho kings.

20 And ail the people of the land rejoiced,

and tho (;ity was in quiet : and they slow

Athallah with the sword besii/e tho king's

house.

21 Seven years old ivas .Tehoash wlnin he
began to reign.

whore tlie iiecosBary notos will be frivi-n.

Vi-ree li. ' /« llir /,r,k/„inihrr:~ln llic cast a bedchamber
<](«_-s not, as with us, mean a hli;epin(,'-nj<iin, but a room in

H hicli the mattresses and other beddijig in use at night are
stowed away during the day. We have already had occa-

Bion to explain that bedsteads are not, under particular

circumstances, unknown, especially for Bleeping
open air. Jiut ordinarily, the thick <iuills and

]

which form the solo bed and bodilin:', n. |.i. mI . i

the floor or on the divans of tho sin ,

shreping, and are in the morning t;il > . ,
'., ii

appropriated for them. In such a n.'.iu, i , pi ,- -

cealment, Joash and his nurse were sIhIiiti'iI.

CIIAPTER XIT.

I J,l,n,i.l, 1,^,111.11, ,1,11 nil III, il,ni, (,j .l,l,i,!ada. 4
//, ,/'"'/' ""/" /"' //" /./'"" '/'/" Iniijik. 17

//,/ ,1,1 , ,l,,;il,,l 1,1,111 .h,,n.<,l,i„ III/ „ prcximl of
ll„- l„,ll,„i,,l h,,i!.,iri:s. 10 JrlKiHskhruKj slain hy
1,1 , , I i,,i,i ., A iiKn'mh succcedeth him.

In iIic iMiiili year of Jehu Jelioash began
to reign ; and forty years reigned he in Jeru-

salem. And his mother's name was Zibiali

of Beer-shcba.

2 And Jelioash did that which was right in

the sight of the Loud all his days wherein

Jehoiada the ])riost instructed him.

.3 But the high places were not taken

away : the peo])le still sacrificed and burnt

incense in the high places.

4 1[ And Jelioash said to the priests, All

the money of the ' Medicated things that is

brought into the house of the Lord, even the

money of every one that passeth the account,

"the money that every man is set at, and all

tho money that ''cometh into any man's heart

to bring into the house of tho Loud,
5 Let the priests bike it to them, every

man of his acquaintance : and let them re-

pair the breaches of the houisc, wheresoever

any breach shall be found.

<\ But it was so, that "in the three and

twentieth year of king Jehoash the [iriests

had not repaired the breaches of the house.

7 Then king Jehoash called for Jehoiada

the priest, and the otlicr priests, and said unto

1 2 Cliron. 7A. 1. « Or, holy Mnijl. ' Heb. I

» Ilcb uKcndelli upm tlie licirt of a man. « Hob. I'fi the twmb
Heh. tiottnd up. 10 Ilcb. brou.

them, Why repair yc not the breaclics of tln'

house ? now therefore! receive no viorr. moiicy
of your acquaintance, but deliver it, \'ur \\u:

breaches of the house.

8 And the priests consented to receive n<i

more money of the people, neither to r(;pair

the breaches of tho house.

9 But Jehoiada the priest took a che.it,

and bored a hole in the lid of it, and set it

beside the altar, on tho right side as' one
cometh into the house of the Lord : and the

priests that kept the 'door put therein all tho

money tliat loas brought into the houst; of the
Lord.

10 And it was so, when they saw that Ihcrc

was much money in the chest, that tho king's

"scribe and the high priest came up, and they

"put up in bags, and told the money that was
found in the house of the Lord.

11 And they gave the money, being told,

into the hands of them that did the work, that

had the oversight of the house of the Lord :

and they '"laid it out to the carpenters and
builders, that wrought upon the house of the

Lord,
12 And to masons, and hewers of stone,

and to buy timber and hewed stone to repair

the breaches of the house of the Lord, and
for all that "was laid out for the house to

repair it.

1.3 Howbeit there were not made for the

house of tho Lord bowls of silver, snuffer.",

'inci$el. * Heb. ttic money oflhc mult of hit nUmotmii.
It mar (tnd third year, 1 ili'Aj. t/irf;*hot<I. " ^ir, Kii:ii:t,iT,j.

tit forth. II Uch.wcntffrrth.
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basons, trumpets, any vessels of gold, or ves-

sels of silver, of the money that loas brought

into the house of the Lord :

14 But they gave that to the workmen,

and repaired therewith the house of the Lord.

15 Moreover they reckoned not with the

men, into whose hand they delivered the

money to be bestowed on workmen : for they

dealt faithfully.

16 The trespass money and sin money was

not brought into the house of the Lord : it

was the priests'.

17 IT Then Hazael king of Syria went up,

and fought against Gath, and took it : and

Hazael set his foce to go up to Jerusalem.

18 And Jehoash king of Judah took all

the hallowed things that Jehoshaphat, and

Jehoram, and Ahaziah, his fathers, kings of

Judah, had dedicated, and his own hallowed

things, and all the gold that teas found in the

treasures of tlic house of the Lord, aud in

the king's house, and sent it to Hazael king

of Syria : and he ''went away from Jerusalem.

19 H And the rest of the acts of Joash,

and all that he did, are they not written in

the book of the chronicles of the kings of

Judah ?

20 And his servants arose, and made a

conspiracy, and slew Joash in '^thc house of

Millo, which goeth down to Silla.

21 For Jozachar the son of Shimeath, and
Jehozabad the son of Shomer, his servants,

smote him, and he died ; and they buried him
\vith his fathers in the city of David : and
Amaziah his son reigned in his stead.

Chap, xii.—This chapter is substantially repeated iu

2 Chron. xxiv., but with larger additions and gi-eater dif-

ference of words than in the text parallel to the preceding

chapter.

Verse 10. ' T/iei/ put vp in bags, and told the monei/.'—
This is the earliest indication of a still subsisting Eastern

custom, under which, to save the trouble of repeated

counting, a certain sum is put np in a bag, which, being

scaled and properly labelled, passes current (in Turkey

under the name of ' a purse') for the amount it contains.

It is the authority of the seal which gives the bag cur-

rency ; for the seal is that of a public officer or of a person

of known responsibility ; and if, when at length opened,

any deficiency should appear, he is bound to make it good

if the claimant can prove that the bag was previously free

from any marks of violence, and that the seal remained

unbroken. In Col. Capper's Observations on the Passage to

India, 1783, we meet with an interesting anecdote bearing

on this matter. It refers to the conclusion of his journey

from Aleppo to Graine (near Basrah), and to his agree-

ment with the Arab sheikh who had conducted him across

the desert. 'It will be remembered that by our written

agreement at Aleppo I was to give him five hundred dol-

lars on the road, aud eight hundred more on our arrival

at Graine: the former sum, therefore, I kept ready to be

paid to his order ; but the latter I counted and sealed up
in a bag to prevent any of them being lost or mislaid.

When tills bag was brought, as I was going to open it, the

sheikh stopped me, asking if it had been counted and scaled

up in my presence ; and when I answered in the affirma-

tive he, with a careless, unaffected air, bespeaking no merit
from the action, threw it over liis shoulder, and ordered
his servant to put it into his tnmk. A man shewing such
confidence in another could not be guilty of any baseness
himself, in which, also, he had the more merit from our
situation ; for had I deceived him, he durst not have fol-

lowed me to Bassora to have demanded redress."

I Jehoah<iz\

h,j Ihu,„l
cent, 1 1, hn„

CHAPTER XITI.

rulrd .1 Jc/ionhaz, oppicsscd

I

s Jooih siic-

I 2 Jei ohoayn

sutiiii/il/ I I / Kiphesieth to

Joash l/n. : I I <„ns. 20 The
MoahitL!, inuiiliiij the lund, Llishu s huncs laise vp
a dead man. '22 Hazael dying, Joash gettcth three

xnctoi ies over Ecn-hudad.

In 'the three and twentieth year of Joash the

son of Ahaziah king of Judah Jehoahaz tlie

son of Jehu began to reign over Israel in

Samaria, and reUjned seventeen years.

2 And he did that vMvh teas evil in the

sight of the Lord, and 'followed the sins of

Jeroboam the son of Nebat, which made
Israel to sin ; he departed not therefrom.

I Ueb. the twentieth t/ciir nnrf third r/ear, s Hcb. walked n/ter

5 Ilel

3 1[ And the anger of the Lord was

kindled against Israel, and he delivered them

into the hand of Hazael king of Syria, and

into the hand of Ben-hadad the son of 1 la-

zael, all their days.

4 And .Jehoahaz besought the Lord, and

the Lord hearkened unto him : for he saw
the oppression of Israel, because the king of

Syria oppressed them.

5 (And the Lord gave Israel a saviour,

so that tliey went out from under the hand of

the Syrians : and the children of Israel dwelt

in their tents, ''as beforetime.

6 Nevertheless they departed not from the

sins of the house of Jeroboam, who made
Israel sin, hut 'walked therein : aud there

'remained tlie grove also in Samaria.)

3 Ueb. as i/estcrday and third day. * Ueb. he wnlhid.
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7 Neither did he leave of the people to

Jehoahaz but fifty horsemen, and ten chariots,

and ten thousand footmen ; for the king of

Syria had destroyed them, and had made
them like the dust by threshing.

8 IT Now the rest of the acts of Jehoahaz,
and all that he did, and his might, are they

not written in the book of the chronicles of

the kings of Israel ?

9 And Jehoahaz slept with his fathers

;

and they buried him in Samaria : and Joash
his son reigned in his stead.

10 % In the thirty and seventh year of

Joash king of Judah began Jehoash the son
of Jehoahaz to reign over Israel in Samaria,
and 7'eif/ned sixteen years.

1

1

And he did that ichich teas evil in the

sight of the Lord ; he departed not from all

the sins of Jeroboam the son of Nebat, who
made Israel sin : but he walked therein.

12 And (he rest of the acts of Joash, and
all that he did, and his might wherewith he
fought against Amazlah king of Judah, ai-e

they not written in the book of the chronicles

of the kings of Israel ?

13 And Joash slept with his fathers ; and
Jeroboam sat upon his throne : and Joash

was buried in Samaria with the kings of

Israel.

1-1 IF Now Elislia was fallen sick of his

sickness whereof he died. And Joash the

king of Israel came down unto him, and wept
over his fiice, and said, O my father, my
father, the chariot of Israel, and the horsemen
thereof.

15 And Elislia said unto him, Take bow
and an-ows. And he took unto him bow and
arrows.

16 And he said to the king of Israel, "Put
thine hand upon the bow. And he put his

hand npmi it : and Elisha put his hands upon
the king's hands.

^ Ueb. Malie thine hand io ride. ? Ileb. went down.

17 And he said. Open the window east-

ward. And he opened it. Then Elisha said,

Shoot. And he shot. And he said. The
arrow of the Lord's deliverance, and the
arrow of deliverance from Syria : for thou
shalt smite the Syrians in Aphek, till thou
have consumed them.

18 And he said. Take the arrows. And
he took them. And he said unto the king of

Israel, Smite upon the ground. And' he
smote thrice, and stayed.

19 And the man of God was wroth with
him, and said. Thou shouldest have smitten
five or six times ; then hadst thou smitten
Syria till thou hadst consumed it: whereas
now thou shalt smite Syria but thrice.

20 If And Elisha died, and they buried
him. And the bands of the Moabites in-

vaded the land at the coming in of the year.

2

1

And it came to pass, as they were bury-
ing a man, that, behold, they spied a band of
men; and they cast the man into the sepul-

chre of Elisha : and when the man ''was let

down, and touched the bones of Elisha, "he

revived, and stood up on his feet.

22 *ir But Hazael king of Syria oppressed

Israel all the days of Jehoahaz.

23 And the Lord was gracious unto them,
and had compassion on them, and had respect

unto them, because of his covenant with Abra-
ham, Isaac, and Jacob, and woidd not destroy

them, neither cast he them from his ''presence

as yet.

24 So Ilazael king of Syria died; and
Ben-hadad his son reigned in his stead.

25 And Jehoash the son of Jehoahaz
'"took again out of the hand of Ben-hadad
the son of Hazael the cities, which he had
taken out of the hand of Jehoahaz his father

by war. Three times did Joash beat him,

and recovered the cities of Israel.

Verse 7. ' Made tliem like Ike dust b;/ tliresIiiity.'—At

present in the East, as in tlie times to which the Scriptures
refer, the threshing-floor is in the open air, and is the
most level and the hardest piece of ground -which can bo
found near the harvest-field. The top of the hill is pre-

ferred when it can be obtained, for the advantage of the
subsequent winnowing. For use, as the regular threshing-
floor of the estate, this spot is often prepared by the re-

moval of about six inches' depth of the soil, and fUling up
the vacancy with a firm compost of cow-dung and clay.

Still, with all this care to prevent the intermixture of
gravel and earthy particles, much very fine dust from the
surface of the threshing-floor is produced by the act of
threshing, and remains when the corn and straw are re-

moved. Add to this, that the straw itself is much crushed
and broken by the treading of the cattle, so that small

particles of broken straw lie mingled with the small dust

of the threshing-floor. These circumstances render the

figure of the text very vivid and distinct to an Eastern
imagination. It occurs repeatedly in the phonetic inscrip-

tions recording the victories of the Egyptian kings.

14. ' O nil/father, mi/father, the chariot of Israel, and
the horsemen thereof.'—This expression was first used by
Elisha when Elijah was taken np by the chariot and horses

of fire, and might then be supposed to refer to that event

;

but their repetition now, when nothing of the kind occurs,

appears to indicate that the phrase was proverbially ap-

plicable to one who was considered the principal guard
and defence of his country. The Targura takes this view,

understanding the expression as equivalent to ' My father,

my father, who art better to Israel than chariots and horse-

357
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17. ' Open the window eastward.'—The country which
the Syrians had taken from Israel lay due east of Samaria

;

or, as the indications of the cardinal points of the compass

include intermediate directions, the point called ' east ' may
have been north-east, towards the proper territory of the

Syrians.— ' Shoot.'—This was a symbolical declaration of war
against Syria, and the ensuing action of striking on the

ground denoted the result of the war thus symbolically

indicated. It was a custom among the Romans to declare

war against a nation by deputing the chief of the feciales

to go to its confines, and, after declaring in a loud voice

the reasons for going to war, to throw a javelin into its

territory. In later times, when they came to have wars
with remote nations, this custom became inconvenient or

impracticable ; and then the ceremony was performed at

liome in a field, which, from this appropriation, was called

ager hostilis. This custom is said to have been borrowed
from the Greeks, most of whose more remarkable usages

may be traced to the East. This act must have quite ap-

prized the king of the prophet's intention, even if he had
not himself explained it by calling the arrow ' the arrow
of the Lord's deliverance from Syria :' and this explains

why Elisha was not only sorry but angry that the king,

after such preparation, smote only three times upon the

ground.
20. ' Elisha died.'—In the history of his own times the

prophet Elisha occupies nearly as conspicuous a place as

Elijah did in the reign of Ahab. The wonders wrought
by his hands were numerous ; but they were less signal,

less directed to public objects, and less attended with public

and important results than those of his master. Indeed,

his national acts were less considerable than those of

Elijah ; and although he possessed great influence, and
was undoubtedly the foremost man of his age, he wanted
those enfrgi<'s of character and that consuming zeal which
his prcdc-ci-ssor manifested ; or, perhaps more correctly,

the cxigrnoics of the times were not such as to call for the

ixercise of such endowments as had been possessed by
Elijah. 13ut although those of his successor were different

in their kind, we know not that, with regard to the differ-

ing time, they were less useful or eminent. In this and in

a thousand historical examples, more especially in the

history of the Hebrews, we see men raised up for, and
proportioned to, the times in which they live, and the oc-

casions which call for them. The most eminent of the

prophets, since Moses, was given to the most corrupt time
;

in which only a man of his indomitable, ardent, and almost

fierce spirit could have been equal to the fiery and almost
single-handed struggle for God against principalities and
powers. Elisha fell in milder times, and was correspond-
ingly of a milder character, although he was not found
unequal to any of the more trying circumstances which
arose during the period of his prophetic administration.

Indeed, his conduct on such occasions was such as to sug-

gest that it was only the milder spirit of the time on which
he fell, precluding occasion for their exercise, that pre-

vented the manifestation in him of that grander class of

endowments which his predecessor displayed. As it was,

Elisha, instead of being, like his master, driven by perse-

cution from the haunts of men to the deserts and the

mountains, and reduced to a state of dependence on the

special providence of God for the bread he ate and the

water he drank, enjoyed a suiEciency of all things, and
lived in honour and esteem among his countrymen ; and
even among the purple and fine linen of kings' courts, the

rough mantle of the prophet was regarded with respect.

21. ' T/iey cast the man into the sepulchre of Elisha.'—
The remains of the prophet were of course deposited in a

cave, apparently in some field or garden ; and the bearers,

in conveying this man's corpse to his own sepulchre, being

alarmed at the appearance of the predatory hand of

Moabites, placed their burden in Elisha's sepulchre, which
seems to have been near at hand ; and for this purpose

they had only to remove the stone which probably closed

the entrance to the cave. See the note to Gen. xxiii. 19.

— ' Touched the bones of Elisha.'—The remains of

Elisha were no doubt, as Josephus states, very honourably
interred

;
yet it seems clear from this that he was not de-

posited in a coffin. We have stated in tlie notes to Gen.
xxiii. 19, and i. 2G, that it is not an eastern custom to

place a dead body in a coffin ; whether it is to be deposited

in a sepulchre or in a grave, it is swathed only. This
was also the ancient custom, with some exceptions, as

stated in the notes to which wo refer. It is still more
clear that the man, thus miraculously delivered from the

power of the grave, was not enclosed in a coffin, or even
swathed in such a manner as to prevent him from getting

upon his feet when life returned.

CHAPTER XIV.

1 Amaziah's good reign. 5 His justice on the mur-
derers of his father. 7 His victory over Edom.
8 Amaxiah, provoking Jehoash, is overcome and
spoiled. 16 Jeroboam succeedeth Jehoash. 17

Amaziah slain by a conspiracy. 21 Azariah suc-

ceedeth him. 2i Jeroboam'swiclicd reign. 2d Za-
chariah succeedeth him.

In the second year of Joash son of Jehoaliaz

king of Israel reigned 'Amaziah the son of

Joash king of Judah.
2 lie was twenty and five years old when

he began to reign, and reigned twenty and
nine years in Jerusalem. And his mother's

name was Jehoaddan of Jerusalem.

3 And he did that lohich was right in the

sight of the Lord, yet not like David his

father : he did according to all things as Joash

his father did.

4 Howbeit the high places were not taken

away: as yet the people did sacrifice and

burnt incense on the high places.

5 IT And it came to pass, as soon as tiie

kingdom was confirmed in his hand, that he

slew his servants Vhich had slain the king iiis

father.

6 But the children of the murderers he slow

not : according unto that which is written in

the book of the law of Moses, wherein the

Lord commanded, saying, ^The fiithers shall

not be put to death for the children, nor the

children be put to death for the fathers ; but

every man shall be put to death for his own

sin.

7 1[ lie slew of Edom in the valley of salt

ten thousand, and took 'Selah by war, and

called the name of it Joktheel unto this day.

8 H Then Amaziah sent messengers to
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Jelioash, tho son of Jehoahaz son of Jehu,
king of Israel, saying, Come, let us look one

another in the faee.

9 And Jehoash the king of Israel sent to

Amaziah king of Judah, saying. The thistle

that was in Lehanon sent to the cedar that loas

in Lebanon, saying. Give thy daughter to my
son to wife : and there passed by a wild beast

that ims in Lebanon, and trode down the

thistle.

10 Thou hast indeed smitten Edoni, and
thine heart hath lifted thee up : glory of this,

and tarry ''at home : for why shouldest thou

meddle to t/ii/ hurt, that thou shouldest fall,

CL-cii thou, and Judah with thee ?

11 But Amaziah would not hear. There-
fore Jehoash king of Israel went up ; and he
and Amaziah king of Judah looked one an-

(ither in the face at Beth-shemesh, which be-

liiiKjrtli to Judah.
12 And Judah "was put to the worse be-

fore Israel ; and they fled every man to their

tents.

13 And Jehoash king of Israel took Ama-
ziah king of Judah, the son of Jehoash the

son of Ahaziah, at Beth-shemesh, and came
to Jerusalem, and brake down the wall of

Jerusalem from the gate of Ephraim unto the

corner gate, four hundred cubits.

14 And he took all the gold and silver,

and all the vessels that were found m the

house of the Lord, and in tlie treasures of the

king's house, and hostages, and returned to

Samaria.

15 IT Now the rest of the acts of Jehoash
which he did, and his might, and how he

fought with Amaziah king of Judah, arc they

not written in the book of the chronicles of the

kings of Israel ?

IG And Jehoash slept with his fathers, and
was buried in Samaria with the kings of

Israel ; and Jeroboam his son reigned in his

stead.

17 IT And Amaziah the son of Joash king
of Judah lived after the death of Jehoash son

of Jehoahaz king of Israel fifteen years.

18 And the rest of the acts of Amaziah,

arc they not written in the book of the chro-

nicles of the kings of Judah ?

19 Now 'they made a conspiracy against

him in Jerusalem : and he fled to Lachish

;

but they sent after him to Lachish, and slew

him there.

20 And they brought him on horses : and
he was buried at Jerusalem with his fathers in

the city of David.

21 II And all the people of Judah took

"Azariah, which was sixteen years old, and
made him king instead of his father Ama-
ziah.

22 He built Elath, and restored it to

Judah, after that the king slept with his

fathers.

23 IT In the fifteenth year of Amaziah the

son of Joash king of Judah Jeroboam the son

of Joash king of Israel began to reign in

Samaria, and reigned forty and one years.

24 And he did tliat which tvas evil in the

sight of the Lord : he departed not from all

the sins of Jeroboam the son of Nebat, who
made Israel to sin.

25 He restored the coast of Israel from the

entering of Hamath unto the sea of the plain,

according to tho word of the Lord God of

Israel, which he spake by the hand of his ser-

vant "Jonah, the son of Amittai, the prophet,

which was of Gath-hepher.

26 For the Lord saw the affliction of

Israel, that it was very bitter : for thci-c was

not any shut up, nor any left, nor any helper

for Israel.

27 And the Lord said not that he would

blot out the name of Israel from under heaven :

but he saved them Tiy the hand of Jeroboam

the son of Joash.

28 IT Now the rest of the acts of Jeroboam,

and all that he did, and his might, how he

warred, and how he recovered Damascus, and

Hamath, ichich belonged to Judah, for Israel,

are they not written in the book of the chro-

nicles of the kings of Israel ?

29 And Jeroboam slept with his fathers,

even with the kings of Israel ; and Zachariah

his son reigned in his stead.

2 Chron. 25. 27. 8 2 Chron. 20. 1, he is calleil Uzziuh.

Vci-se 7. ' Vallei/ of salt.'—The king of Judah being
on his way to the capital of Edom, the Edomites met him
and gave liim battle in the ' Valley of Salt ;' and after their

defeat the Ising continued his march to Selah, which he
took and called it Joktheel. Whatever theory be taken
with respect to the capital of Edom. the probability re-

mains nearly the same, that the ' Valley of Salt ' was the
salt and sandy plain to the south of the Dead Sea. Oa

several occasions we have spoken of the Ghor, or valley,

which extends from the Dead Sea to the Gulf of Akaba.

But it is to be understood that at present the valley is

closed, at about twelve miles to the south of the bay in

which the sea terminates, by a sandy cliff, about sixty or

eighty feet high, which runs across the valley, and forms

a southern margin for the basin of the sea when its waters

are at their greatest height. To the south of this sand-
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difif, however, the valley extends, without interruption, to

the Red Sea. The depressed plain or valley enclosed be-

tween this sand-cliff and the extremity of the sea, to which

we mav add the broad eastern margin of the southern bay,

whicli partakes of the same character, does, we have little

dimlit, form the ' Valley of Salt ' of the present text. This

plain or valley has been traversed and amply described by

Captains Irby and Mangles, in their valuable Travels.

Their description is the more interesting, as they entered

the valley by the very road from Jerusalem and Hebron

which must needs hare been taUen by the armies of Judah.

\ft r ,l-', ri:;-' fr>ri t!'- .vr^ •• rn liilh. I'lrv say, ' We
- ,: i: ,

. ,.' ,;, !
:i:

, I
' t ; \':A Sea: for

.,i.,.:i ,, ,,,, • ; ,,: ;•. !• II,- V. i .' '> ^.i ii . andafter-
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right wo had a coi.tiiun.-d lull ul' fiaiu> tuii, numing in a

south-east and north-west direction towards the middle of

tlie plain.' In a ravine at the side of this hill they tarried

for the night, and ' collected a quantity of wood, which the

Dead Sea had thrown up at high-water mark, and endea-

voured to make a fire. In order to bake bread, as we had

flour. The wood was, however, so impregnated witli salt,

tliat all our efToi ts were unavailing.' On proceeding across

tlir ].' ,1,1 ill 11 \t morning they had still the same sand-

l;i 1 ,
li .lilt, ' We found, exclusive of the saline

ii;
;

\ I he retiring of the waters, several large

Iri-ih- iiK ..! 1
1 lir i-ock-salt lying on the ground; and, on

cxaniiiiing tin- hill, we found it composed partly of salt

and partly of hardened sand. In many instances the salt

was hanging from cliff's in clear perpendicular points like

icicles ; and we observed numerous strata of that material,

of considerable thickness, hiving very little sand mixed
w ith It Strabo mentions that, ' to the southward of the

Dead Sea there are towns and cities built entirely of salt

and although such tii lutouiit lliiis tnngc vet when
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the above extract speaks, with those that cross the Ghor
more to the south. The present are those which form the

southern expansion of that narrow ravine through which
the plain is approached from the west ; and which, in fact,

form part of the western, not the southern, boundary of

the plain. It seems that the plain itself, which, properly
speaking, is part of the bed of the Dead Sea, becomes in

part a marsh when the water is high during the wet season,

but, when that is over, is soon dried by the efifects of eva-
poration. The plain must be dry and firm during the
greater part of the year, for Irby and Mangles found it so

as early as the month of May, with the exception that

water still remained in some of the drains (six in all) in

that part contiguous to the sea. The travellers do not

speak of any saline incrustation or impregnation in the
' barren flats ' thus formed ; but this must be the case, not
only from the strongly saline character of the evaporated
water, and from the clifis and rocks of salt already noticed,

but from the fact that, in a subsequent visit to the part of

the valley east of the southern bay, the remarkably saline

character of the dried soil is particularly mentioned. None
of these phenomena are singular. The salt lake of Ourmiah,
in Persia, leaves, in like manner, during the dry season, an
extensive plain, saturated or incrusted with saline matter,

and perfectly barren. (See the general note on the Dead
Sea, under Gen. xix. 2.').)

— ' lie took Selah hi/ war, and called the name of it Jolt-

ilieel.'—Selah means ' a rock ;' and as the Greek name for

the chief town of the Nabathaian Edomites, Petra.has pre-

cisely the same signification, it is, not without reason, con-

ceived by some writers that the town which the Greeks
knew as Petra is here and elsewhere denoted. We rather

incline to this opinion, which has also the strong support
of Eusebius and Jerome, who both describe Petra as ' a

city of Arabia, in the land of Edom, zehich is also called

Jcctael.' It is true that, in the Hebrew text, the word, in

this and other places, may be read as an appellative rather

tlnn as a proper name, and that it is so read by the Septua-
^iiit and Vulgate (but not the Syriac and Arabic) ; but as

lit versions, particularly the Septuagint, often turn tlie sig-
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nilicant proper names of the Hebrew iuto appellatives, we
are not disposed to lay much stress on this ; and even did

we allow that Selah is an appellative, it would be opeu to

us to contend that a place so emphatically indicated as tlie

rock was most probably the same which is allowed to have
borne a proper name of the same import. In other words,

a place distinguished as the rock is the most likely to be
that to which the proper name of the same meaning,
whether Selah or Petra, would be given. This will be
allowed by any one who considers the universal process in

topographical nomenclature, under which, distinguishing

appellatives become, in process of time, fi.\ed as proper

names. However, as we are not willing to raise an argu-

ment on the question, whether such a word is to be under-

stood as a proper name or an appellative, we are content

with the jirobability, in connection with the other and
stronger proliability, that the chief town of Mount Seir,

even if not expressly uamed, is at least indicated and re-

ferred to in the history and prophecy of the Old Testament.

In their denunciations against a country the prophets con-

tinually refer to its chief town ; and, unless there was an
exception in this instance, they did so in their copious pro-

phecies against Edom. But that there is in this case no
exception is evident from topographical indications, to

which we shall find a future occasion to refer. Now the

chief town of Edom was Petra ; and, as the prophets who
foretold its doom were not long posterior to the date of

the transaction before us, it becomes probable that the pre-

sent history has the same principal city of Edom in view
;

particularly when we find it bearing a name analogous to

that which the metropolis of Edom certainly bore. We
are, however, more anxious to shew that the prophecies

refer to Petra than that the present history does so. The
former point we consider certain, and the latter sufficiently

probable to afford us an opportunity of entertaining the

general subject, which now turns upon the question,

' \Vhere was Petra ?'

This is a point concerning which it is necessary to have
a distinct understanding ; for if the Idumrcan town to which
the Scriptures refer be not the excavated city of Wady
Musa, near Mount Hor, we lose much of the force of that

satisfactory and beautiful evidence to the divine authority

of the sacred writers, which may be deduced from the

complete correspondence of their predictions with the ex-

isting condition of Edom. This correspondence has been

only lately discovered ; and, as something new, it has en-

gaged more attention than old truths, however valuable,

would have been likely to obtain. With respect to Edom,
we purpose here to lay the foundation for future illustration

by shewing, what we think has not yet been done satis-

factorily, that the city of Wady Musa was the town of

Edom which Scripture history and prophecy have in view.

Two places have been made to contend for the dis-

tinction of being the ancient Petra. One is the existing

town of Kerak, about eight miles due east from the

southern b.ay of the Dead Sea, the other is the forsaken

and desolated city in Wady Musa, near Mount Hor. The
conditions of the question are rather peculiar. No one
now denies that the city in Wady ^In=' iv>= Pptra. The
learned editor of Burckhardt's 71- ' ^ his proved

this from the concurrent testimiM :iivs;bnt,

unfortunately, the same accomplish. .1 l . _.. i lias taken

up the opinion, that, previously tu tlic liaic ui tlie Mace-
donian conquests, the present Kerak was Petra and the

principal town of the Nabathaans, and this consideration

will of course exclude the Petra of Wady Musa entirely

from the cognizance of the sacred writers, the canon of
Old Testament Scripture having been closed considerably

anterior to the appearance of the Macedonians in Asia.

But it seems to us no difficult matter to disprove this

position. To do so with completeness would require a

lengthened dissertation, which would scarcely interest our
readers; but we may briefly state a few considerations

which will, we think, reduce the probabilities which seem
in favour of the conclusion to which we are opposed. We
have repeatedly read with great attention the statement on
tlie subject, which we find in the Preface to Burckhardt,

j

but have failed to discover that any one authority is cited

in proof that Kerak ever was called Petra in ancient times.

The only passage bearing an aspect of truth is the follow-
ing :

—
' When the Macedonian Greeks first became ac-

quainted with this part of Syria, by means of the expedition
which Antigonus sent against the Nabatsei, under the com-
mand of his son Demetrius, we are informed by Diodorus
that these Arabs placed their old men, women, and children,
upon a certain rock (eVi twos Trerpas), steep, unfortified by
walls, admitting only of one access to the summit, and
situated 300 stades beyond the lake Asphaltitis. As this

interval agrees with that of Kerak from the soutliern ex-
tremity of the Dead Sea, and is not above half the distance
of Wady Musa from the same point; and as the other
parts of the description are well adapted to Kerak, while
they are inapplicable to Wady Musa, we can hardly doubt
that Kerak was at that time the fortress of the Nabatsei

;

and that, during the first ages of the intercourse of that

people with the Greeks, it was known to the latter by the
name of Petra, so often applied by them to barbarian hill-

posts.' After this. Col. Leake goes on to infer (for no
proof is adduced) that subsequently, when the eftects of
commerce required a situation better adapted than Kerak
to the collected population and the increased opulence of
the Nabataii, the appellative of Petra was transferred to

the new citij at Wady Musa. But ultimately, when the
stream of commerce had partly reverted to its old Egyptian
channel and had partly taken the new course by Palmyra,
the city at Wady Musa became gradually depopulated;
and, in the end, Kerak came again to be considered by
travellers as Petra, because the existince "f tlie ruined
city in Wady Jlns.i in- . i.;\ l.ii. I\ ! . n i

i n- h; lo Ij^^ht,

and because Kn.. ,
. .•.\

. > !i- imly
place with a t'lin i ::

. : .
i

i h dio-

cese of the Grerk rhm.h v.Ih.Ii iM.iii -. il M ntle of
the bishopric of Petra, originally derived from the Petra
of Wady Musa. The last sentence affords an explanation,
in which we gladly acquiesce, of how Kerak came to be
identified with Petra ; and we only demur at the almost
contradictory opinion, that, in remote antiquity, Kerak was
' the crowning city ' of the Nabatajans, which was distin-

guished by this name.
The following are among the considerations which leave

us satisfied to rest in a contrary conclusion to that which
we have here stated with all the force that can be given to

it. We must state them in the form of a bare abstract,

without that full expositiou from collateral considerations
by which they would be very materially strengthened. In
the first place, the passage in Diodorus does not say that
the place in question was the city called Petra, but that
there was a rock to which the inhabitants retreated, and
which served them as a natural fortress. Now, if, because
Petra means a rock, this rock is to be regarded as Petra,
there is no reason why Petra should not be sought wherever
a rock happens to be historically mentioned in the rocky
country of the Edomites. Thus, then, if ' the rock ' were
nt the Kerak east of the Dead Sea, we do not see that this

Kerak was therefore necessarily Petra. But, on the other
hand, allowing that Diodorus had Petra in view, we think
it might be shewn that it was more probably Wady Musa
than Kerak. He does not say that the rock was east of
the Dead Sea, nor that it was 300 stades from that sea

;

but that, after the affair at the rock, the Greeks marched
300 stades to the neighbourhood of the Deail Sea. It may
therefore have been smith of the Sea, and the loose indica-

tion of distance would allow it without violence to have
been as far south as Wady Musa. In fact. Major Rennell,
who in his determination of the site could of course take
no cognizance of the recent discoveries in Wady Musa,
cites this very passage of Diodorus among his ancient au-
thorities for placing Petra at another Kerak {Kerak esh-

Shobek), south of the Dead Sea, and iu the immediate
vicinity of Wady Musa ; which, taken as a conclusion in-

dependent of recent discoveries, is a most remarkable and
valuable corroboration. Again, if the more northern
Kerak had been Petra at the time to which Diodorus
refers, this would prove it to have been not the more

3G1
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ancient but a more modern Pctra. Wc allow the station

may have belonged tlieii to the Edomites, because they

encroached northward, after the captivity, into what had
formed the dominion of Judah on the one side of the

Dead Sea, and of Moab and Ammon on the other. IJut

that it could not have been a principal town or any town
of the I'Momites, in the time of the inspired writers of the

Old Testament, is clear from the fact that its site was
then in the territory of Moab, on the borders of Ammon.
If any proof of this were wanting, it is found in the fact

mentioned by Burckhardt's editor himself, that Kerak was
called Charax by the Greeks, to which the Romans added
Omanoriim (Kerak of Ammon) to distinguish it from the

more southern Kerak ; and the Greeks themselves, for the

same purpose, referred it to Moab, in the name of Charag-
moba. We think these considerations demonstrate that

Kerak could not have been a town of the Idumaans before

the Captivity; nor could it therefore be mentioned or

alluded to as such by the sacred writers. And if the

prior claims of Kerak be dismissed, no one will dispute

those of the town in Wady Musa. We might rest here

:

but we will add that the Edomites were a great people,

established between the Dead Sea and the Ked Sea (the

sea of Edom), when the Israelites were about to enter the

Promised Land, and the history of the transactions between
the two nations appear to demonstrate that the capital of

Edom was even then to the south of the Dead Sea. They
i\ere also obviously a great commercial people before the

time of Solomon ; and the very reasons of commercial
advantage which are thought to have dictated the nllimalc

removal to Wady Musa, must have equally operated at an
earlier period—Kerak being most disadvantageously situ-

ated as the capital ofa people possessing the commerce of the

lied Sea. Furthermore, we have seen that Jerome says that

Joktheel was Petra ; and he, of all men, was likely to have
known if Kerak was or ever had been the ancient Petra

;

but he says that Petra was near Mount Hor, and Burck-
hardt and his learned editor were the first to receive and
confirm the local traditions which determine Mount Hor
to have been one of the mountains near Wady Musa. In
conclusion, we may add that the prophetic intimations

concerning Edom receive no illustration from Kerak, but
correspond with astonishing precision to the present ap-
pearances presented by the remains of the wonderful city

in Wady Musa : and, although the consideration has been
generally overlooked, we shall ever be disposed to contend
that the prophetic intimations concerning the (then future

but now present) condition of towns, furnish the very best

and most authoritative data by which the sites of such places

may be determined. At present we have given a cut from
Laborde, shewing one of the aspects in which this wonder-
ful city, with its sculptured and excavated cliffs, appears

;

reservmg the descriptive details to be given in connection

with these prophecies, which they will contribute to illus-

trate. (See the historical note on the Edomites, under
Gen. xxxvi. 2.)

CHAPTER XV.

1 Azariuh's good reign. 5 I/r di/inr/ n Irper, Jotham
succcedeth. 8 Zacharhili. iln lusl if Ji/m's genera-

tion, reigning ill, is slain In/ Shiillinii. 13 Sliallum,

reigning a month, is sliiin hii Mmnhnn. 16 Me-
nahnn .-.In ii</t/ini,//i /ii,i,-r/i'l',/ i'lil. -J I Pdiiihiidi

SUCrf(<hlli fiilii. -J.-! I'rh,',]u,',l, /s ^Inin 1,1/ J'r/.llh.

27 I'c/^iil, /.wyy<,v,vNr,/ /,/, 'Jn//,,//, -j.,/, s,r, and slain

by Ilushca. -il Juthuin's gvud reign. 3G A/iaz
' him.

In the twenty and seventh year of Jeroboam

king of Israel began Azariah sou of Amaziah
king of Judah to reign.

2 Sixteen years okl was he when he began

to reign, and he reigned two and fifty years in

Jerusalem. And his mother's name was Je-

eholiah of Jerusalem.

3 And he did that which teas right in the

sight of the Lokd, according to all that his

father Amaziah had done ;

4 Save that the high places were not re-

moved : the people sacrificed and burnt incense

still on the high places.

5 H And the Loud smote the king, so that

he was a leper unto the day of his death, and

dwelt in a several house. And Jotham the

king's son was over the house, judging the

people of the land.

6 And the rest of the acts of Azariah, and

all that he did, are tliey not written in the

book of the chronicles of the kings of Judah ?

7 So Azariah slept with his fathers ; and

I Chap. 10, 30. « Mallh. 1. 8, 0, (

they buried him with his fathers in the city of

David : and Jotham his son reigned in his

stead.

8 IT In the thirty and eighth year of

Azariah king of Judah did Zachariah the son

of Jeroboam reign over Israel in Samaria si.K

months.

9 And he did that which was evil in tlie

sight of the Lord, as Ms fathers had done :

lie departed not from the sins of Jeroboam the

son of Nebat, who made Israel to sin.

10 And Shallum the son of Jabesh con-

spired against him, and smote him before the

people, and slew him, and reigned in his

stead.

1

1

And the rest of the acts of Zachariah,

behold, they are written in the book of the

chronicles of the kings of Israel.

12 This teas 'the word of the Lord which

he spake unto Jehu, saying, Thy sons shall sit

on tiie throne of Israel unto the fourth genera-

tion. And so it came to pass.

13 1[ Shallum the son of Jabesh beran to

reign in the nine and thirtieth year of 'Uzziah

king of Judah ; and he reigned "a full month

in Samaria.

14 For Menahem the son of Gadi went up

from Tirzah, and came to Samaria, and smote

Sliallum the son of Jabesh in Samaria, and

slew liim, and reigned in his stead.

15 And the rest of the acts of Sliallum, and

his conspiracy which he made, behold, they

cil Uziai. • Hob. a month o/dai/s.
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arc written in the book of the chronicles of the

kings of Israel.

IG U Then Menahem smote Tiphsah, and
all that were therein, and the coasts thereof

from Tirzah : because they opened not to him,

therefore he smote it ; and all the women
therein that were with cliild he ripped up.

17 H In the nine and thirtieth year of Aza-
riah king of Judah began Menahem the son of

Gadi to reign over Israel, and reigned ten

years in Samaria.

18 And he did that which was evil in the

sight of the Lokd : he departed not all his

days from the sins of Jeroboam the son of

Nebat, who made Israel to sin.

19 If And 'Pul the king of Assyria came
against the land : and Menahem gave Pul a

thousand talents of silver, that his hand might

be with him to confirm tlic kingdom in his

hand.

20 And Menahem 'exacted the money of

Israel, even of all the mighty men of wealtii,

of each man fifty shekels of silver, to give to

the king of Assyria. So the king of Assyria

turned back, and stayed not there in the

land.

21 H And the rest of the acts of Menahem,
and all that he did, are they not written in the

book of the chronicles of the kings of Israel ?

22 And Menahem slept with his fathers

;

and Pekahiah his son reigned in his stead.

23 1[ In the fiftieth year of Azariah king

of Judah Pekahiah the son of Menahem began

to reign over Israel in Samaria, and reigned

two years.

24 And he did that ivhich was evil in the

sight of tlie Lord : ho departed not from the

sins of Jeroboam the son of Nebat, who made
Israel to sin.

25 But Pekah the son of Remaliah, a

captain of his, conspired against him, and
smote him in Samaria, in the palace of the

king's house, with Argob and Arieh, and with

him fifty men of the Gileadites : and he killed

him, and reigned in his room.
26 And the rest of the acts of Pekahiah,

and all that he did, behold, they are written

in the book of the chronicles of the kings of

Israel.

27 IT In the two and fiftieth year of Aza-
riah king of Judah Pekah the son of Remaliah

began to reign over Israel in Samaria, and
reigned twenty years.

28 And he did that which was evil in the

sight of the Lord : he departed not from the

sins of Jeroboam the son of Nebat, who made
Israel to sin.

29 IT In the days of Pekah king of Israel

came Tiglatli-pileser king of Assyria, and took

Ijon, and Abel-beth-maachah, and Janoah,

and Kedesh, and Hazor, and Gilead, and
Galilee, all the land of Naphtali, and carried

them captive to Assyria.

30 U And Hoshea the son of Elah made a

conspiracy against Pekah the son of Remaliah,

and smote him, and slew liim, and reigned in

his stead, in the twentieth year of Jotham the

son of Uzziah.

31 And the rest of the acts of Pekah,

and all that he did, behold, they are written

in the book of the chronicles of the kings of

Israel.

32 ^ In the second year of Pekah the son

of Remaliah king of Israel began "Jotham the

son of Uzziah king of Judah to reign.

33 Five and twenty years old was he when
he began to reign, and he reigned sixteen

years in Jerusalem. And his mother's name
teas Jerusha, the daughter of Zadok.

31 And he did that which was right in the

sight of the Lord : he did according to all

that his father Uzziah had done.

35 Howbeit the high places were not re-

moved : the people sacrificed and burned

incense still in the high places. He built the

higher gate of the house of the Lord.
36 II Now the rest of the acts of Jotham,

and all that he did, are they not written in

the book of the chronicles of the kings of

Judah ?

37 In those days the Lord began to send

against Judah Rezin the king of Syria, and

Pekali the son of Remaliah.

38 And Jotham slept with his fathers, and

was buried with his fathers in tiie city of

David his father : and Aiiaz his son reigned

in his stead.

Verse 19. ' Pul the king of Assyria!—Here the empire
of Assyria first rises to our notice; not, however, first,

chronologically, as the mission of Jonah to its capital took
place about thirty years earlier. Of Nineveh, the capital

of this empire, we shall speak in the books of Jonah and
Nahum. Its foundation, as we have seen, is noticed in

the tenth chapter of Genesis, not as the metropolis of a

kingdom, but as one, and not the most important, ofseveral

towns there mentioned. Its foundation as a metropolis and

a great city must be attributed to Ninus II., whose reign

began B.C. 12.52, about the time of Jephthah, and who, from

all that appears, was the first who made Assyria a power-
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fal state. This is proved by the concurrent testimony of

Herodotus, Appian, and Dionysius of Halicarnassus, -whose

united evidence has been ably analysed by Dr. Hales : so

this great I. - l . i-:. I'. <
.:': Mi, it l-. |.; ;..r t.. liir n ll

ofAbndiaiii ,, . . ,
!•

,

: ..
I

..
I

. .

which llLlll".; I !
.
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'

i \

to their gi-L.aii,:.?. It i., lL_.i;', I13 tlui .icci.uul, ll:.ii .Nn.i,,,

II., the true Ibuuder of the Assyrian empire, is couluuuded
with that ' mighty hunter ' Nimrod, or Ninus I.—the vic-

tories and acts of the latter being assigned with much
exaggeration to the former, -while, to countenance the

story, an imaginary dynasty of twenty-four kings is made
to precede the real founder of the empire. If so mighty
an empire had existed from the time of Abraham, it is in-

credible that no notice of it should have been found in all

the Scripture. Indeed, the dynasty commencing with
Ninus II. is not mentioned in the holy books till the mis-

sion of Jonah ; when, however, it is clear that Nineveh,
that eminently ' great city,' was the capital ofan important

empire, which had not, however, until the period of the

present text, extended its limits west of the Euphrates, and
thereby come into offensive contact with the Hebrew king-

doms. It is :il n nulvnl-r-i-t thi-; tinir that we begin to trace,

withanyi!: :
! litiees of Assyria which

are to hr 1 . i
1

,
, ; 1 n .] ;. [Appendix, No. 44.]

The S.ii;mii .isi i ill A- liian kings begins with
that uuuanii'd ' i^iif; ui isincvuh «iio repented at the pro-

phecy of Jonah. Ur. Hales thinks it jjrobable that Pul
was his son, and apparently the second Belus of the Greek
historians, -who built the temple of that name at Babylon,
which was a chief city of the Assyrian empire. He is the

first Assyrian sovereign whom we find west of the Eu-
phrates, and this circumstance it was, probably, that drew
the attention of the Greeks towards him and his empire.

To avert the immediate danger of this invasion cost the

king of Israel ST-'ijOtiO/. of our money, raised by a tax of

nearly six guineas each upon his more wealthy subjects.

29. ' Tiglath-pileser.'—This conqueror seems to have
been the son of Pul. It is the probable conjecture of Sir

Isaac Newton (admitted by Hales), that at Pul's death his

dominions were divided between his two sons ; when the

sovereignty of Assyria was given to the elder, Tiglath-

pileser; and the prefecture of Babylon to the younger,
Nabonassar, from the date of whose reign or government
the celebrated era of that name took its rise, B.C. 7-1 7. The
(:ir,M- ,)f this ini-ursioii is given in the next chapter. The
'

Iiil il,, i„ ,:,M close pressed by the kings of Israel
il A-syrian, with the spoils of the temple

1
,

,,: r \assalage, to come to his assistance.

J ii_Lul. [ul^iji M uliiiyly availed himselfof the opportunity
of LXtcuding his own power westward : he slew the king
of Syria, and took Damascus, transporting its inhabitants

to Kir (Kurdistan), or Assyria Proper, and then proceeded
to deal out the same bitter portion to Israel. The trans-

Jordanic tribes of Reuben, Gad, and half-Manasseh, he
removed to Media, and also the other half of Manasseh
that was settled in Galilee. This was the Jirst captivity

:

but some understand that the trans-Jordanic tribes were
removed by Pul, and the inhabitants of Galilee only by his
son : (compare this verse with 1 Chron. v. 2G.) The king
of Judah had small cause to congratulate himself on this

result, for, as Prideaux remarks, ' Instead of two petty
princes, whom he had afore for his neighbours, and with
either of which he was well able to cope, he had now this

mighty king for his neighbour, against whom no power of
the land was sufiicient to make any resistance, and the ill

effect whereof both Israel and Judah did afterwards sufii-

ciently feel.' The uame of Tiglath-pileser has had various
interpretations, some of them very absurd. Might not the
distinctive part of it—' Tiglatk,' be taken from the river
Tigris, on which his capital stood, and which, to this day,
bears the name of Viylath 1 D and T are letters continu-

ally changed for each other. The name might then mean
' great lord of the Tigris.' The title ' lord of the river

'

(Tigris) is now borne by an Arab sheikh who received it

from the pasha of Bagdad. [Appendix, No. 45.]— ' Janoah.'—A place of this name is mentioned in

Josh. xvi. 6, as in the tribe of Ephraim, and which Jerome
describes as being in his time a village in Acrabatene,
twelve miles to the cast of Neapolis or Shechem. But
Bonfrere thinks, not without reason, that the present text

CHAPTER XVI.

1 Aliaz's wirlial rdrjn. 5 Alia:, assailed hy Iii-zin

and I'ehali, hirclh Tuilalhjii/cser aijninat them.

10 Ahaz, sendinr) a pnllcrn (fan altaj-from Da-
mascus to Urijali, direiteth t/ie brascn altar to Ins

own devotion. 17 He spuilcth the temple. 19 Hc-
zeltiah succecdeth him.

In 'the seventeenth year of Pekali tlio sou of

Eemaliah Aliaz the son of Jothani king of

Judah began to reign.

2 Twenty years old was Ahaz wiieii lie

began to reign, and reigned sixteen years in

Jerusalem, and did not that ivhic/i icas right in

the sight of the Lord his God, like David his

father.

3 But he walked in the way of the kings of

Israel, yea, and made his son to ])ass through

the fire, according to the abomination of the

heathen, whom the Loud ca.-t out from before

the children of Israel.

4 And lie sacrificed and burnt incense in

the high places, and on the hills, and under
every green tree.

5 11 'Then Kezin king of Syria and Pekali

son of Eemaliah king of Israel came uji to

Jerusalem to war : and they besieged Ahaz,

but could not overcome him.

G At that time Rezin king of Syria re-

covered I'Jath to Syria, and drave tiio Jews
from Elath : and the Syrians came to Elath,

and dwelt there unto this day.

7 ^f So Ahaz sent messengers to Tiglatii-

])ileser king of Assyria, saying, 1 am thy ser-

vant and thy son : come u}), and save me out

of the hand of the king of Syria, and out of

the hand of the king of Israel, which rise u])

against me.

8 And Ahaz took the silver and gold that

was found in the house of the Loud, and in

the treasures of the king's house, and sent it

for a i)resent to the king of Assyria.

y And the king of Assyria hearkened unto
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liim : for the king of Assyria went up against

^Damascus, and took it, and aivvied the jjeojile

o/'it captive to Kir, and-slew Rezin.

10 ll And king Aliaz went to Damascus to

meet Tiglath-pileser king of Assyria, and saw
an altar that inis at Damascus : and king
Ahaz sent to Urijah the priest the fashion of

tlie altar, and the pattern of it, according to

all the workmanship thereof.

11 And Urijah the priest huilt an altar

according to all that king Ahaz had sent from
Damascus : so Urijah the priest made it

against king Ahaz came from Damascus.
12 And when the king was come from Da-

mascus, the king saw the altar : and the king

approached to the altar, and offered thereon.

13 And he burnt his burnt offering and his

meat offering, and poured his drink offering,

and sprinkled the blood of *his peace offerings,

upon the altar.

14 And he brought also the brasen altar,

which teas before the Lord, from the fore-

front of the house, from between the altar and
the house of the Lord, and put it on the north

side of the altar.

15 And king Ahaz commanded Urijah the

II. KINGS. [B.C. 742—72G.

priest, saying, Ui)on the great altar burn the

morning burnt offering, and the evening meat
offering, and the king's burnt sacrifice, and his

meat ofiln-ing, with the burnt offering of all

the people of the land, and their meat offer-

ing, and their drink offerings ; and sprinkle

upon it all the blood of the burnt offering, and
all the blood of the sacrifice : and the brasen
altar shall be for me to enquire b>/.

16 Thus did Urijah the priest, according to

all that king Ahaz commanded.
17 ^[ And king Ahaz cut oft' the borders

of the bases, and removed the laver from off

them ; and took down the sea from off the

brasen oxen that icere under it, and put it

upon a pavement of stones.

18 And the covert for the sabbath that they
had built in the house, and the king's entry

without, turned he from the house of the

Lord for the king of Assyria.

It) IF Now the rest of the acts of Ahaz
which he did, a?-c they not written in the book
of the chronicles of the kings of Judah ?

20 And Ahaz slept with his fathers, and
was buried with his fathers in the city of Da-
vid : and Hezekiah his son reigned in his stead.

^\l50 10. ' TIwfaMoii of the altar:—The altars of tlie

idolaters are frequently alladeil to ia Scripture; and the
Helirews are here and elsewhere severely rebuked for

erecting similar altars. Doubtless the Divine indignation
is to be referred primarily to the idolatrous worship to

which these borrowed altars were often consecrated ; but
it is also to be remembered that the altars were in them-
selves imlawful, the materials, the situation, and even the
form of the Lord's own altar having been specially defined,

and all others being interdicted; and hence this new
fiishioned altar, which Ahaz ventured to introduce into

the very temple itself, -with the design that it should su-

persede the ancient altar, was deeply objectionable. We
have thought it might form an instructive illustration to

assemble in one engraving representations of the most
prevalent forms which the altars bore among different an-
cient nations—the Egyptians, Persians, Greeks, and Ro-
mans—as f'urnisliing probable examples of those which
were at ditlerent times adopted by the Jews.

Altars were doubtless the first constructions which men
devoted to the service of God. They found it inconvenient
to lay flieir offerings upon the ground, and at first there-

fore sought natural heaps or elevations for the purpose, and
ill mountainous countries the tops of the hills were favourite

situations. But in plain countries, where such elevations
could not easily be found, it was obvious to form them by art.

The altars were at first simple heaps of unhewn stones or
earth. But by degrees, when men became idolaters, and
associated the power and presence of the object worshipped
with the altar at which it was honoured, this patriarchal

simplicity was relinquished. To this however Moses re-

stricted the Israelites (E.^od. xx. 24, and the note) ; and
his injunction sufiiciently intimates that the change had
already taken place. Great diversity then arose in the

materials, forms, and ornaments of altars. Every nation

seems to have had a great variety of altars, although in

each one general form appears to have been more common
than any other, even when the details differed greatly.

This was not so much owing to difference of taste as to the

plurality of idols ; some forms, ornaments, and materials

being considered more proper to particular gods. Hence,
even among the heathen, some altars remained of the most
simple character. We are told, for instance, that the altar

of Jupiter Olympius was nothing but a heap of ashes.

There was scarcely any practicable material of which
altars were not made. Some were hewn from single large

blocks of stone, others were formed of squared stones, and
many of precious marbles ; some were of brick, others of
metal—brass, and even gold—being probably overlaid with
the metal, like the Hebrew brazen altar and the golden
altar of incense : others again are said to have been of wood,
even in Greece ; but these were not common, neither do
those appear to have been so which are described as having
been built with the horns of animals curiously interlaced.

Moses mentions the ' horns of the altars,' but in a different

sense, meaning only the salient angles of its platform.

The shapes of altars were almost infinitely varied, as well

as their dimensions ; but the leading forms and proportions

will be seen by the figures in our engraving. We may
observe however that, to the best of our recollection, no

native Oriental antiquities exhibit the round form which
appears in one of our Grecian specimens, although they

were probably brought into use by the Greeks of Asia.

Altars were generally about three feet high ; but some
were lower, and some higher, those dedicated to the celes-

tial gods being the highest. The fire altars of Persia were

not intended for sacrifice, but for burning sacred fire

:

hence, perhaps, as the priests had little service to perform

at them, they were often made of a height and size which
would not have been convenient in an altar for sacrifice.

Those grand altars which our engraving exhibits are cut

out of the solid substance of a projecting mass of rock, and
stand upon a rocky platform twelve or fourteen feet above

the level ground. They grow narrow from the base

upward, as do many of the most ancient altars ; so that,

although the base is a square of four feet six inches, the

top is ten inches less. Some ancient altars were solid,

others were hollow ; and most of them had at the top an
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enclosing ledge to confine (lie fire and offerings: there

was also sometimes a hollow sunk in the platform, and
a hole pierced in the side, to receive and discharge
the libations and the Mood of victims. There were pro-
perly three kinds of altars—that on which the victims
were consumed by fire—that on which unbloody offer-

ings only were made—and that on which incense only
was consumed. The Hebrews had two of these—the

altar of burnt offerings, and the altar of incense ; and
the table of shewbread in some respects answered to the
second. The tabernacle altars were portable, and the pa-
gans also had portable altars, which were sometimes of
Btonc, being formed of squared blocks which might be taken
asunder and joined together at pleasure. There were also

small private altars in almost every liouse, for the offerings

to the household gods. To this there seems some allusion

in Scripture, where certainly we read of altars upon the

tops of houses. Altars were not by any means confined to

temples : they abounded everywhere in and around idola-

trous towns—in the fields—the highw.iys—the streets

(particularly the cross streets)—and in every public place.

But upou the hill-tops, in groves, and under conspicuous

trees, were favourite situations for altars ; and how griev-

ously the Hebrews were addicted to the erection of un-

holy altars in such places, the present text and a great

number of other passages abundantly shew. We shall

only add that the altars were usually inscribed with the

name or symbols of the god to whom they were dedicated.

Many of the altars were otherwise plain ; but others had
their sides ornamented with sculptures of gods and genii,

or with festal figures of dancers and players on musical

instruments. To prevent such things, probably, the use

of iron tools was forbidden to those who constructed the

Hebrew altars.

CHAPTER XVII.

1 Ildslica's rckltcd reign. 3 Bdncj suhrhied hi/ S/inl-

mancser, he conspireth against him n-ilh So himj of
Egypt. 5 Samariafor their sins is captivated. 24

The strange nations, whicJi were transplanted in

Samaria, being plagued with lions, malic a mixtttre

of religions.

In tlic twelfth year of Aliaz king of Judali

began Hoshea the son of Ehih to reign in Sa-

maria over Israel nine years.

2 And he did tliat which n-as evil in the

sight of the Lonn, hut not as the kings of

Israel that were before him.

I Ileb. rendered, 2 Or, tri

3 IT Against him came up Slialmaneser

king of Assyria; and Iloshca became his

servant, and 'gave him ''presents.

4 And the" king of Assyria found conspi-

racy in Hoshea : for he had sent messengers

to .So king of Egypt, and brought no present

to the king of Assyria, as he had done year by

year : tliel-eforc the king of Assyria shut hini

up, and bound him in prison.

5 1i Then tlie king of Assyria came up

throughout all the land, and went up to Sa-

maria, and besieged it three years.

6 "In the ninth year of Hoshea the king
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of Assyria took Samaria, and carried Israel

away into Assyria, and placed them in Halali

and in Habor hy the river of Gozan, and in

the cities of the Medes.
7 For so it was, that the children of Israel

had sinned against the Lord their God, which

had bronght them up out of the land of Egypt,

from under the hand of Pharaoh king of Egypt,

and had feared other gods,

8 And walked in the statutes of the heathen,

whom the Lord cast out from before the chil-

dren of Israel, and of the kings of Israel, which

they had made.
9 And the children of Israel did secretly

those things that ^ccrc not right against the

Lord their God, and they built them high

places in all their cities, fi-om the tower of the

watchmen to the fenced city.

10 And they set them up 'images and

groves in every high hill, and under every

green tree :

11 And there they burnt incense in all the

high places, as did the heathen whom the

Lord carried away before them ; and wrought

wicked things to provoke the Lord to anger

:

12 For they served idols, whereof the Lord
had said unto them, 'Ye shall not do this thing.

13 Yet the Lord testified against Israel,

and against Judah, 'by all the prophets, and
hy all the seers, saying, 'Turn ye from your

evil ways, and keep my commandments and
my statutes, according to all the law which I

commanded your lathers, and which I sent to

you by my servants the prophets.

14 Notwithstanding they would not hear,

but "hardened their necks, like to the neck of

their fathers, that did not believe in the Lord
their God.

15 And they rejected his statutes, and his

covenant that he made with their fathers, and
his testimonies which he testified against them

;

and they followed vanity, and became vain,

and went after the heathen that were round

about them, concerning whom the Lord had
charged them, that they should not do like

them.

16 And they left all the commandments of

the Lord their God, and "made them molten

images, even two calves, and made a grove,

and worshipped all the host of heaven, and
served Baal.

17 And they caused their sons and their

daughters to pass through the fire, and used

divination and enchantments, and sold them-

selves to do evil in the sight of the Lord, to

provoke him to anger.

[B.C. 730—67S.

18 Therefore the Lord was very angry
with Israel, and removed them out of his sight

:

there was none left but the tribe of Judah
only.

19 Also Judah kept not the commandments
of the Lord their God, but walked in the

statutes of Israel which tliey made.
20 And the Lord rejected all the seed of

Israel, and afflicted them, and delivered them
into the hand of spoilers, until he had cast

them out of his sight.

21 For he rent Israel from the house of

David ; and they made Jeroboam the son of

Nebat king : and Jeroboam drave Israel from
following the Lord, and made them sin a
great sin.

22 For the children of Israel walked in all

the sins of Jeroboam which he did ; they de-

parted not from them

;

23 Until the Lord removed Israel out of

his sight, as he had said by all his servants the

prophets. So was Israel carried away out of

their own land to Assyria unto this day.

24 ir And the king of Assyria brought men
from Babylon, and from Cuthali, and from

Ava, and from Hamath, and from Sephar-

voim, and placed them in the cities of Samaria
instead of the children of Israel : and they

possessed Samaria, and dwelt in the cities

thereof.

25 And so it was at the beginning of their

dwelling there, that they feared not the Lord :

therefore the Lord sent lions among them,

which slew some of them.

26 Wherefore they spake to the king of

Assyria, saying. The nations which thou hast

removed, and placed in the cities of Samaria,

know not the manner of the God of the land :

therefore he hath sent lions among them, and,

behold, they slay them, because they know not

the manner of the God of the land.

27 Then the king of Assyria commanded,
saying. Carry thither one of the priests whom
ye brought from thence ; and let them go

and dwell there, and let him teach them the

manner of the God of the land.

28 Then one of the priests whom they had

carried away from Samaria came and dwelt in

Beth-el, and taught them how they should

fear the Lord.
29 riowbeit every nation made gods of

their own, and put them in the houses of the

high places which the Samaritans had made,

every nation in their cities wherein they

dwelt.

30 And the men of Babylon made Succoth-

Jer. 18. II, and 25. 5, and 35. 15. ' Dent. 31. 57.
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benoth, and the men of Cuth made Nergal,

and the men of Hamath made Ashima,

31 And the Avites made Nibliaz and

Tartak, and the Sepharvites burnt their chil-

dren in fire to Adrammelech and Anammelech,

the gods of Sepharvaim.

32 So they feared the Lord, and made unto

themselves of the lowest of them priests of the

high places, which sacrificed for them in the

houses of the high places.

33 "They feared the Lord, and served

their own gods, after the manner of the nations

"whom they carried away from thence.

34 Unto this day they do after the former

manners : they fear not the Lord, neither do

they after their statutes, or after their ordi-

nances, or after the law and commandment
which the Lord commanded the children of

Jacob, '"whom he named Israel

;

35 With Whom the Lord had made a

covenant, and charged them, saying, "Ye
shall not fear other gods, nor bow yourselves

10 Zepli. 1. 5, II Or, ivliQ carried ihem away from thence.

to tliem, nor serve them, nor sacrifice to

them

:

36 But the Lord, who brought you up out

of the land of Egypt with great power and a

stretched out arm, him shall ye fear, and him
shall ye worship, and to him shall ye do sacrifice.

37 And the statutes, and the ordinances,

and the law, and the commandment, which he

wrote for you, ye shall observe to do for ever-

more ; and ye shall not fear other gods.

38 And the covenant that I have made with

you ye shall not forget ; neither shall ye fear

other gods.

39 But the Lord your God ye shall fear ;

and he shall deliver you out of the hand of all

your enemies.

40 Howbeit they did not hearken, but they

did after their former manner.

41 So these nations feared the Lord, and

served their graven images, both their chil-

dren, and their children's children : as did

their fathers, so do they unto this day.

Verse 3. ' Shalmaneser.'—This, prince is called simply

Shalman in Hos. x. 14. He was the successor of Tiglath-

pileser, aud, according to Hales, his reign extended from

720 to 714 B.C. Besides the final subversion of the kiug-

doin of Israel by tliis prince, as recorded in this chapter,

Josephus preserves a passage from the archives of Tyre,

from which it appears that the Assyrian king over-ran

Phoenicia also, aud received tlie submission of all the

country except Tyre. The elder Tyre (Palaj-Tyrus), Sidon,

Acre, and other towns, seem to have been glad of the op-

portunity of exchanging the yoke of their dominant neigh-

bour for that of a foreign power ; for they assisted the

.\ssyrian with a ileet of sixty ships, which the Tyrians

defeated with only twelve ships. Upon this, Shalmaneser

advanced to Tyre and kept it in a state of blockade fur

five years, when his death occasioned the undertaking to be

discontinued. This is very similar to what happened on

other occasions, as Heeren remarks. While the Phoenician

statesunderthecontrolof Tu-iP i.lili Miliinitted to foreign

invaders, the free and sovcrii'j i ; li
i

i nvrcd a vigor-

ous and powerful opposition i I II-, conquerors

—Alexander himself not e-\>' i '
I \ri

' mmx. No. 46.]

4. ' So king ofE<i!/pt:—This So— tlie Saliaco of profane

authors, the Sabakopli of the monuments—was an Ethiopian

who ruled in Egypt, and whose right to the crown may
have been (at least in part) derived from marriage,

althougli 11 1 iiliiiii, 1. |iir,riits him as solely an intrusive

conqueiMi. I: 1 I 1 liriy yeai-s, when, being warned

l,y an oia . I liis dominion and withdrew to

bis own CI. :;iiA , II - i;;iin" oci-urs at .'\bydos, and the

respect paid to' his ineinoi-\ l_> ii u. - -i - ni.iy be held

to imply that his dominioij » i : is a wrongful

usurpation. Hales conjeclui' :i
i

>
im cause of liis

leaving Egvpt may have liivn ih .i|iiiivliriisi,in of an As-

syrian war,' whicli he liad prrhaps in the first instance

souglit to avert, by prompting the king of Israel to rebel

against Shalmaneser. [Appkndix, No. 47.]

17. 'Ami l/ici/ mused their sons ami daughters to pass

thromih lhejm;,'"ml used divimilion ami enchantments:—
It is iiisputed whether by causing children to ' pass through

the fire,'—an idolatrous act so often mentioned in Scrip-

ture—a human sacrifice or only a dangerous ceremony is

indicated. We long inclined to the opinion that an actual

immolation by fire to a sanguinary idol was intended

:

but on carefully reconsidering tlie matter, we are more

actio

of an
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After her said husband died she burnt herself, as he said,

along with liis dead body, and further added, that who
believes in her and passes the fire never will be burnt, but
that he will be saved from all sickness and disasters, and
all his sins be forgiven. I said to them, they do not pass
through the fire, but only above the charcoal, which does
not harm so much. He said, no ; but that very likely I

had come rather too late. I said, no ; but that I came
before they commenced burning the wood, and stood there

until they passed over the charcoal. He said, very likely

I could not see. I understood his meaning: he spoke
honourably, but his meaning was that I was an unbeliever
in these things, therefore I could not see into their truth.

Also he told me that the two images which they caused to

go round the fire, viz., of this woman and of the swan
which she rode upon towards the fire, were to be burnt.

I again said to him, that according to this rule or story

tliis festival ought to be called after her name, why then do
you call it after the name of Damarajah ? He answered,
that she presented the title to Damarajah, who was many
years after her, and he being a very righteous and just

king, ascended alive to heaven in a chariot of fire, where
she presented him with this title.' This Hindoo custom is

mentioned by other writers. Sonnerat adds the fact that

the votaries often pass through the fire ' with their

children in their arms.'

An analogous custom is also found in America. ' In
some ancient hieroglyphical paintings,' writes Humboldt
(ltcsearches,i. 183), 'we trace the ceremonies practised

on the birth of a child; the midwife invoking the gods
who reside in the abodes of the blest, sprinkled water on
tlie forehead and breast of the new-born infant, and after

pronouncing different prayers, in which water was con-

sidered as the symbol of the purification of the soul, the

midwife bade the children draw near who had been in-

vited to give the child a name. In some provinces a fire

was lighted at the same time, and the infant was seemingly

made to pass through the flame, and undergo the double
purification of fire and water. This ceremony reminds us

of usages which in Asia appear to be lost in the darkness
of the remotest ages.'

In our own country it appears to have been usual

among the Druids to light up large fires upon May eve on
tlie tops of the cairns, in honour of the sun. Two such
fires were also kindled on May day in every village, and
hetween them all the victims, human and animal, destined

for sacrifice were compelled to pass. We find a marked
allusion to part of this practice in the Godo-din of

Ancurin, a Northumbrian Briton who lived in the sixth

century, and which is translated in Davis's Mytliology and
Hitcs of the British Druids:— ' In the festival of May
they celebrated the praise of the holy ones in the presence

of till' jiiiiifyiiig Jire, v/hich -was made to ascend on high.

On the Tuesday they wore their dark garments; on the

Wednesday they purified their fair attire ; on the Thursday
they truly performed their due rites ; on the Friday the

victims were conducted round the circle ; on the Saturday
their united exertions were displayed without the circular

dance ; on the Sunday the men with red blades were con-

ducted round the circle; on the Monday was seen the

deluge of gore up to the belt.'

24. ' Cuthah.'—This seems to be only the Chaldee name
for ' Cush,' which, in its original application, appears to

have referred to the tract of country better known as

Susiana, and now as Khusistan. This country, anciently

famous for its fertility, but now for the most part a desert,

extends inland from the eastern bank of the Tigris in the

lower part of its course, and from the stream formed by
the confluence of that river with the Euphrates. Geo-
graphically, it was pai-t of Persia, though bordering on
Assyria Proper; but it certainly formed a part of the

Assyrian dominion. Josephus agrees that Cuthah was in

Persia ; and although nothing very positive can be stated,

there does not seem any greater probability than that

which Khusistan offers. 'This province is now shared

hetween the Arabs and Persians, the former possessing

that portion which is washed by the Tigris, and the latter

having authority over the south-eastern portion, which is

fronted by the united Tigris and Euphrates and by the
upper end of the Persian Gulf. But even the Persian
part of Khusistan is chiefly in the occupation of Arabian
and Persian tribes, which acknowledge little, if any, sub-
mission to the Persian governors. The Jews applied the
denomination ' Cuthites,' as a general term, to all the new
settlers.

— ' Ava.'—The general identity of name, as noticed in

the preceding note, would seem to strengthen the state-

ment of Josephus, that the five names merely describe
diflerent tribes of Cuthites, and in this view, the names
may be conceived to be those of the principal towns de-
nominating the particular districts from which they came.
If so, we should be very much inclined to suspect that

Ava is to be sought at Ahwaz, the only probable place of
similar name in Khusistan. This town is situated upon
the river Karun, which discharges its waters into the head
of the Persian Gulf; and agrees very well with the posi-

tion which Sanson, without any apparent knowledge of
Ahwaz, assigns to Ava. It was a famous city, described

as one of the largest in the world, iu the time of the

caliphs of Baghdad, and appears to have occupied the site

of a more ancient city. Its extensive ruins still attest its

ancient importance. It is noticed in Kinneir's Geogra-
phical Memoir of the Persian Empire, and, more com-
pletely, in a memoir printed in an appendix to Captain
Mignan's Travels in Chaldaa, and also in the second
volume of the Koyal Asiatic Society's Transactions.
— ' Hamath.'—This is thought to denote the Syrian

territory on the Orontes, the capital of which, of the

same name, has been noticed under Num. xiii. It is sup-
posed that Shalmaneser, having conquered this country,

removed some of its inhabitants to Palestine. There is

nothing but the name to sanction this conclusion ; and we
should rather think that some place in Assyria or Khu-
sistan may have been intended.
— ' Scpharvaim.'—Calmet thinks that these are the

Saspires, mentioned by Herodotus as dwelling between
Armenia and Colchis; and who, according to Major
Eennell, would, in modern geography, occupy eastern

Armenia. These are probably not different from the

Sarapanes whom Strabo places in Armenia. We much
rather incline to the opinion that the name is to be sought
in that of Siphara, a city on the Euphrates, above Babylon,
at that part where that river makes the nearest approach
to the Tigris, and consequently to Assyria Proper. The
probabilities for this seem to us incomparably the strongest,

and chiefly on account of its proximity to Khusistan and
Assyria. If the Samaritans were assembled from such
different and remote countries as some expositors suppose,

they must have spoken different languages: and as no
notice is ever taken, either in the Scripture or elsewhere,

of a diversity of tongues among them, this may be regarded
as strengthening the probability that the different sections

of the Samaritan colony all proceeded from the same
region.

26. ' Therefore he hath sent lions among them.'—That
they for tliis reason felt it necessary to worship ' the God
of the land,' led some of the Rabbins to characterize the

Cuthites as ' proselytes of lions.' The whole transaction

strikingly illustrates the prevalent notions of ancient

idolatry. They believed that each land and people had its

tutelary god, and, conceiving Jehovah himself to be such

a god, they had no hesitation in admitting that their

punishment came from him, for neglecting his worship in

the country over which he presided. We may here re-

state a remark we made on a former occasion, that no
ancient people denied the God whom the Jews worshipped
to be a true God ; but they disputed that he was the onh/

God—and alone entitled to the worship of mankind. The
Samaritans either were not acquainted with this claim, or

did not submit to it ; but they had no reluctance to admit
the God of Israel to a wretched and unholy partnership

with the gods they had been accustomed to honour. In

the course of time, their worship of the ouly true God
became more pure and simple: but they always re-

369
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mained distinguished from the Jews by some peculiarities

of practice and belief, to which we shall have future occa-

sion to advert.
, , , , ^,

.

30. ' The men of£abi/laii made Succotk-henoth.—This

name signifies the ' tents' or ' booths of the daughters,' and,

solely on that ground, has been thought to refer to the

worship celebrated in booths or tents by impure rites, after

the manner of the Babylonian maidens as described by

Herodotus, i. 199. The coincidence, if nothing more, is

certainly remarkable, seeing that Babylonians are here

named.
,— ' Nergal,' PJIJ.—The Kabbinical commentators be-

lieve that this idoVwas in the form of a cock, founding

their not very happy conjecture apparently upon the fact,

that in the Talmud the similar word Vup.in tanier/ol,

means a cock. The more measured researches of Norberg,

Gesenius, and other inquirers into the astrolatry of the

Assyrians and Chaldeans, lead to the conclusion that

Nergal was the Zabian name of the planet Mars. This

name of the planet, both among the Zabians and Arabians,

means ill-luck, misfortune : and it was by no means pecu-

liar to the mythology of the West to make it the symbol

of bloodshed and war. Among the people first named,

the planet Mars was typified under the figure of a man
holding in one hand a drawn sword, and in the other a

human head just cut off; and his garments were also red,

which, as well as the other ideas attached to this idol,

were no doubt founded on the reddish hue which the body

of the planet presents to the eye. Among the southern

Arabs his temple was painted red, and they offered to him

garments stamed witli blood, and also a warrior (probably

a prisoner) who was cast into a pool._ Some would rather

derive the name from the Sanscrit Nrigal, ' Man-devourer,'

spoken of a fierce warrior, and corresponding to Mero-

dach. [Appendix, No. 48.]— ' Ashima.'—T'ba Jerusalem Talmud says that this

idol was worshipped under the similitude of a lamb, but

the higher authority of the Babylon Talmud, indicating

or following the general current of Rabbinical opinion,

makes it to have been an idol represented in the form of

a goat without hair. This interpretation, which seems to

be regarded as the most probable, is founded upon the

fact, that the Samaritan version uses a similar word to this

as equivalent to the species of goat named in the Hebrew
of Deut. xiv. 5, under the name of akho (see the note

there) ; and from the further consideration that the word

as it stands may be referred to a root which sometimes

occurs in the sense to he laid waste or hare, whence hare

or bald, which joined to the other make a bald or bare

goat. This is the way the iuterpretation has beeu ob-

tained, and it is not more fanciful than many others of

the same description.

31. ' Nihhaz.'—The Jewish interpreters, knowing no-

thing of this idol, have, as usual, grounded their conclu-

sions upon the possible signification of the name. Deriving

the word tn33 nihhaz, or rather nifte/iaz from ViZi nabacli,

' to bark,' they have assigned to it the figure of a dog.

Gesenius rejects this, on the ground that there is no trace of

dog-worship in ancient Syria. But to this we must demur,

remembering the ancient account of the image of a large

dog at the mouth of the river to this day called Nahr tl-

Kelb or Dog-river (ancient Lycus), which, it was believed,

used to bark at the season when the dog-star by its

heliacal appearance gave certain notice that the sun had
attained the greatest elevation and that the Nile wa.s

about to overflow. This allusion to the Nile seems to

point to Egypt as the source of this worship. We, how-
ever, do not believe the Avites to have been a Syrian people,

and therefore this is rather an illustrative word or cor-

rection than an explanation directly applicable to Nibhaz.

In the Zabian books the corresponding name indicates

an evil demon who sits upon a throne on the earth while

his feet rest upon the bottom of Tartarus : but it is doubtful

whether he might be identified with the Nibhaz of the

Avites.

— ' Tartak:—Of this name pniR scholars have been

able to make nothing further than that in Pehlevi Tur-

thakh may mean ' deep darkness,' or ' hero of darkness.'

Gesenius in his Der Prophet Jesaia thinks that under this

name some malign planet (Saturn or Mars) was wor-

shipped, but our information respecting the Assyrian

superstitions is too meagre to enable us to identify this idol

with certainty.

— ' Adrammelech.'—We know nothing more of this

idol than this text states. It is manifest that the last

member of the name melcch (king) is Semitic, whence it

is argued that the first member is Semitic also, in which
case the whole means ' the magnificence of the king.' But
some contend that, although the melech is Semitic, the

first member of the name is Assyrian, and that the word
means ' king of the fire'. Seldeu and others have identified

him with Moloch, on the ground that the general significa-

tion of the name and the offering of children by fire is

the same in both. It may be so without interference with

the conclusign founded on the apparently astrological cha-

racter of the Assyrian idolatry that this idol represented

one of the heavenly bodies ; and the general conclusion

seems to be that it was either the planet Saturn or the sun.

The form which the Talmud assigns to Adrammelech is

that of a mule ; but Kimchi affirms that he was worshipped

under that of a peacock.— ' Anammelcch.'—Selden and some others think this

only another name for Adrammelech, but the mass of

learned opinion distinguishes them from each other. The
signification of the name is still more imcertain than that

of Adrammelech, nor have we any clearer apprehension

respecting the object of worship and the form under which

it was exhibited. The Talmud alleges that the idol bore

the figure of a hare, but Kimchi says that it had the shape

of a pheasant or quail.

CHAPTER XVIII.

1 Hr.zeUuh's rjood reign. 4 He destroyeth idolalnj,

and prospereth. 9 Samaria is carried captive for
tlieir sins. 13 Sennacherib invading Judah is pa-

cified by a tribute. 17 Rab-shakeh, sent by Sen-

nacherib again, revileth HezekiaJt, and by blas-

phemous persuasions soliciteth the people to revolt.

Now it came to pass in the third year of

Hoshea son of Elah king of Israel, that 'Heze-

kiah the son of Ahaz king of Judah began to

reign.

2 Twenty and five years old was he when

1 2 Oiron. 28. 27, and 20. 1. lie i« rJlcU Ezekias, Matlh. 1,
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he began to reign ; and he reigned twenty and

nine years in Jerusalem. His nKithor's name
al.so was Abi, the daughter of Zachariah.

3 And he did that which icas right in the

sight of the Lord, according to all that David

his father did.

4 IT He removed the high places, and

brake the "images, and cut down the groves,

and brake in pieces the "brasen serpent that

Moses had made : for unto those days the

children of Israel did burn incense to it : and

he called it Nehushtan.
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5 He trusted in the Lord God of Israel

;

so that after him was none hkc him among
all the kings of Judah, nor any that were
before him.

G For he clave to the Lord, and departed

not *from following him, but kept his com-
mandments, which the Lord commanded
Moses.

7 And the Lord was with him ; and he

]irospered whithersoever he went forth : and
lie rebelled against the king of Assyria, and
served him not.

8 He smote the Philistines, even unto 'Gaza,

and the borders thereof, from the tower of the

watchmen to the fenced city.

9 1[ And "it came to pass in the fourth year

of king Ilezekiah, which icas the seventh year

of Hoshea son of Elali king of Israel, that

Shalmaneser king of Assyria came up against

Samaria, and besieged it.

10 And at the end of three years they took

it : even in the sixth year of Hezekiah, that is

'the ninth year of Hoshea king of Israel,

.Samaria was taken.

11 And the king of Assyria did can-y away
Israel unto Assyria, and put them in Halah
and in Habor hij the river of Gozan, and in the

cities of the Medes :

12 Because they obeyed not the voice of

the Lord their God, but transgressed his

covenant, and all that Moses the servant of the

Lord commanded, and would not hear them,

nor do tliem.

13 U Now ^in the fourteenth year of king

Hezekiah did "Sennacherib king of Assyria

come up against all the fenced cities of Judah,

and took them.

14 And Hezekiah king of Judah sent to the

king of Assyria to LacTiish, saying, I have

offended ; return from me : that which thou

puttest on me will I bear. And the king of

Assyria appointed unto Hezekiah king of

Judah three hundred talents of silver and

thirty talents of gold.

15 And Hezekiah gave him all the silver

that was found in the house of the Lord, and

in the treasures of the king's house.

16 At that time did Hezekiah cut off the

(/oldfrom the doors of the temple of the Lord,
and from the pillars which Hezekiah king of

Judah had overlaid, and gave '°it to the king

of Assyria.

ITU And the king of Assyria sent Tartan

and Rabsaris and Rab-shakeh from Lachish

to king Hezekiah with a "gi-eat host against

Jerusalem. And they went up and came to

Jerusalem. And when they were come up,

they came and stood by the conduit of the

upper pool, which is in the highway of the

fuller's field.

18 ^ And when they had called to the king,

there came out to them Eliakim the son of

Hilkiah, which ivas over the houshold, and
Shebna the ''scribe, and Joah the son of Asaph
the recorder.

19 And Rab-shakeh said unto them. Speak
ye now to Hezekiah, Thus saith the great king,

the king of Assyria, AVhat confidence is this

wherein thou trustest?

20 Thou ''sayest, (but tlieij arc but '''vain

words,) '^I have counsel and strength for the

war. Now on whom dost thou trust, that thou

rebellest against me ?

21 Now, behold, thou '^trustest upon the

staff of this bruised reed, even upon Egypt, on
which if a man lean, it will go into his hand,

and pierce it : so is Pharaoh king of Egypt
unto all that trust on him.

22 But if ye say unto mc. We trust in the

Lord our God : is not that he, whose high

places and whose altars Hezekiah hath taken

away, and hath said to Judah and Jerusalem,

Ye shall worship before this altar in Jeru-

salem ?

23 Now therefore, I pray thee, give
' 'pledges to my lord the king of Assyria, and
I will deliver thee two thousand horses, if

thou be able on thy part to set riders upon
them.

24 How then wilt thou turn away the face

of one captain of the least of my master's ser-

vants, and put thy trust on Egypt for chariots

and for horsemen ?

25 Am I now come up without the Lord
against this place to destroy it ? The Lord
said to me. Go up against this land, and de-

stroy it.

26 Then said Eliakim the son of Hilkiah,

and Shebna, and Joah, unto Rab-shakeh,

Speak, I pray thee, to thy servants in the

Syrian language ; for we understand it : and
talk not with us in the Jews' language in the

ears of the people that are on the wall.

27 But Rab-shakeh said unto them, Hath
my master sent me to thy master, and to thee,

to speak these words ? hath he not sent Die

to the men which sit on the wall, that they

may eat their own dung, and drink ' ° their

own piss with you ?

28 H Then Rab-shakeh stood and cried with

. lleh. from after him. 5 Heb. ^zza/i. 6 Chap. 17.

' lieb. Sanhcrib. '» Heh. them. " lleh. /wnvp-
'S Or, but coujiscl and strength are /or the war. '» Heeb. trustest thee.

lord of I.

' 17 Or, hostages. '3 Heb. the water of their feet >
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a loud voice in tlie Jews' language, and spake,

saying, Hear the word of the great king, the

king of Assyria

:

29 Thus saitli the king. Let not Hezekiah

deceive you : for he shall not be able to de-

liver you out of his hand :

30 Neither let Hezekiah make you trust in

the Lord, saying, The Lord will surely de-

liver us, and this city shall not be delivered

into the hand of the king of Assyria.

31 Hearken not to Hezekiah: for thus

saith the king of Assyria, '" ""Make an agree-

ment with me by a present, and come out to

me, and then eat ye every man of his own

vine, and every one of his fig tree, and drink

ye every one the waters of his "cistern :

32 Until I come and take you away to a

land like your own land, a land of corn and

wine, a land of bread and vineyards, a land of

oil olive and of honey, that ye may live, and

not die: and hearken not unto Hezekiah,

I' Or, Sec/f mt/fmoar. =» Heb. Malic uM mc

when he ''persuadeth you, saying. The Lord
will deliver us.

33 Hath any of the gods of the nations de-

livered at all his land out of the hand of the

king of Assyria ?

34 Where arc the gods of Hamath, and of

Arpad ? where are the gods of Sepharvaini,

Ilena, and Ivah ? have they delivered Samaria

out of mine hand ?

35 Who are they among all the gods of

the countries, that have delivered their country

out of mine hand, that the Lord should de-

liver Jerusalem out of mine hand ?

36 But the people held their peace, and

answered him not a word : for the king's

commandment was, saying, Answer him not.

37 Then came Eliakim the son of Ililkiah,

which teas over the houshold, and Shebna the

scribe, and Joah the son of Asaph the re-

corder, to Hezekiah with their clothes rent,

and told him the words of Rab-shakeh.

Chap, xviii.—The greater part of this history is also

found, with some variation and with very large additions,

in 2 Chron. xxix., xxxii., and Isaiah xxxvi. In this and

other instances, the parallel in Isaiah agrees more exactly

with the history as given in Kings than as in Chronicles.

In fact, the historical chapters in Isaiah, and we may add

in Jeremiah, are almost identical, in every respect, with the

corresponding passages in 2 Kings ; whereas, in 2 Chro-

nicles, the same facts are related in a different form of

words and with varied details, with also further particu-

lars not contained cither in 2 Kings or in the Prophets.

These also contain some passages which are not to be found

in Chronicles. Having thus apprised the reader that the

parallelism between this book and Isaiah commences with

this chapter, while that with 2 Chron. still continues, we
shall, in what remains of 2 Kings, give our more particu-

lar, but not exclusive, attention to the facts which are no-

where else repeated. [On 13, 14, see Appendix, No. 49.]

Verse 4. ' liralie in pieces the brazen serpent.'—This

was a bold and healthy measure. Some kings, however

bent on the extirpation of idolatry, would have hesitated

at the destruction of that which was certainly in itself an

interesting memorial of the remarkable transaction with

which it had been associated. But when it had become
a temptation and a snare to a loose-minded people, the

king saw that the well-being of the nation required its

destruction. We may wonder how it happened that the

Hebrews could fall into such absurdity as the worship of

a brazen serpent. But our surprise will be diminished

on reflecting that serpent-worship, under some form or

other, was one of the most diffused idolatries of the an-

cient world. We may refer to the general considerations

on animal-worship which have been stated in the note

(Deut. iv.) on the gods of Egypt ; and the reference is

particularly appropriate, as the ancient nations of eastern

Europe and western Asia confessedly derived the practice

of serpent-worship, and the ideas connected with it, from
that country. In fact, the serpent makes a very conspicuous

appearance in the animal-worship of Egypt, where not

only was its figure displayed in various idolatrous combi-

nations, but the living animal itself was honoured, as it

is at this day, in the temples of India. In Egypt, the

cerastes, or horned snake, was sacred to Amin'on, and

was interred after death in his temple. This serpent was
harmless. Another, more commonly represented in

Egyptian sculptures, and that which appears as a crowning

figure in the images of kings and gods, was the venomous
naia liaj, which was regarded as an emblem of Cneph,
the good deity ; and it is remarkable, that, under all the

various modifications of sei-pent-worship, the serpent was
made the deified symbol of something good and beneficent.

It symbolized ' the good genius' also among the Greeks
and Konians, and their worship of the healing power
(Esculapius), under the same figure, was but a part of

tlie same general idea. It would be curious, but per-

haps not in this place profitable, to inquire how arose

this regard to an animal which the Scripture certainly

does not mention worthily, but seems rather to associate

witli tlie Wicked One, and with the ruin which his machi-
nations occasioned. Was it that the good of idolatry was
the evil of Scripture? It may be, however, that the ser-

Iient ^vas thus chosen as the most fitting emblem of that

system which endowed the universe and all its parts—the
greatest and the least—with an intelligent and living soul

;

and its emblematic fitness as a type of nature, thus ima-

gined, may perhaps be found in the peculiarities of its

organization. Its remarkable longevity—its peculiar
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movements—its rapid march, without those members of
progression with which other animals are gifted^and the

vibrations of life preserved in the separated parts for some
time after the carcase has been cat in pieces,—are all cir-

cnmstances well calculated to impress the idea, that the

serpent had a condition of life peculiar to itself, and that

there was something supernatural in its being. ' The
way of a serpent upon a rock' is one of the four things

which even the wise Agur confessed to be too wonderful
for him (Prov. xxx. 19).

This class of ideas, as well as the influence of example,
may have induced the Israelites to worship the brazen

serpent They might do this the more readily, because,

whatever may be the general character of the serpent in

the Bible, there was room for them to associate with the

particular brazen serpent the ideas of beueficeuce which
the heathen usually connected with that creature. In the

wilderness they had been directed to look upon it—and to

live: they did so, and they lived. And this direction

and its cousefiuences, misundertood and perverted, may
have formed the foundation of the idolatry into which
they fell. How they worshipped, is not very clear. Per-

haps, like the Egyptians, they regarded it as a symbol of
' the Good God ;' and that Good God, to them, certainly

could not have been other than their own Jehovah : and,

in this case, the worship of the serpent may have been a

sort of mitigated idolatry, not in principle unlike that of

which the golden calf was the object. Or they may have

i\ orshipped it as the symbol of some strange god, perhaps

of Egypt. Or, finally, and which we think most pro-
bable, they, with a recollection of its origin, regarded it as

symbolizing the Divine healing power, and as such re-

sorted to it, and burned incense before it, when afflicted

with diseases, much in the same manner that the classical

ancients resorted, on similar occasions, to the serpent-

symbol of the healing god.

7. 'Rebelled:—He neglected to send the customary
tribute or presents ; and, in his expedition against the
Philistines, acted as an independent sovereign.

1.3. ' Sennacherib:—This prince was the son of Shalma-
neser ; and his reign, according to Hales, extended from
714 to 710 B.C. It appears that Hezekiah's revolt began
in the reign of Shalmaneser, who however was too much
engaged in other affairs, perhaps the siege of Tyre, to

take against him such strong measures as we see his son
now undertaking. It would seem, from the insinuation

in verse 24, that Hezckiah had been encouraged in his

revolt by some vague promises of assistance from Egypt,
which were never fulfilled. We have several intimations

in this part of the history, of the great and just alarm
with which the Egyptians regarded the westward march
of the Assyrian power ; and it appears to have been their

policy to divert the attention of the Assyrians from them-
selves, by giving them sufficient employment in confirming
their authority over the intervening states, already ren-

dered tributary. We have already seen them giving
similar encouragement to Hoshea, king of Israel, in his

disastrous attempt to shake off the Assyrian yoke.

CHAPTER XIX.

I Ilezekiah mourning sendeth to Isaiah to pray for
them. 6 Jsaiah comforteth them. 8 Sennacherib,

going to encounter Tirhakah, sendeth a blasphemous

Utter to Hezekiah. 14 Hezekiah's prayer. 20

Isaiah's prophecy of the pride and destruction of
Sennacherib, and the good of Zion. Zb An angel

sluyeth the Assyrians. 36 Sennacherib is slain at

Nineveh by his own sons.

And 'it came to pass, when king Hezekiah

heard it, that he rent his clothes, and covered

himself with sackcloth, and went into the house

of the Lord.
2 And he sent Eliakim, which icas over the

honshold, and Shebna the scribe, and the

elders of the priests, covered with sackcloth,

to 'Isaiah the prophet the son of Amoz.

3 And they said unto him, Thus saith

Ilezekiah, This day is a day of trouble, and

of rebuke, and "blasphemy : for the children

arc coine to the birth, and tliere is not strength

to bring forth.

4 It may be the Loru thy God will hear

all the words of Rab-shakeh, whom the king

of Assyria iiis master hath sent to reproach

the living God ; and will reprove the words

which the Lord thy God hath heard : where-

fore lift up th;/ prayer for the remnant that

are ieft.

5 So the servants of king Hezekiah came

to Isaiah.

1 Isa. 37. 1. 2 Luke 3. 4, called Emlas.

G ^f And Isaiah said unto them, Thus
shall ye say to your master, Tlius sailh the

Lord, Be not afraid of the words which thou

hast heard, with which the servants of the

king of Assyria have blasphemed me.

7 Behold, I will send a blast upon him, and

he shall hear a rumour, and shall return to his

own land ; and I will cause him to fall by the

sword in his own land.

8 11 So Rab-shakeh returned, and found

the king of Assyria warring against Libnah :

for he had heard that he was departed from

Lachish.

9 And when he heard say of Tirhakah king

of Ethiopia, Behold, he is come out to fight

against thee : he sent messengers again unto

Hezekiah, saying,

10 Thus shall ye speak to Hezekiah king

of Judah, saying. Let not thy God in whom
thou trustest deceive thee, saying, Jerusalem

shall not be delivered into the hand of the

king of Assyria.

11 Behold, thou hast heard what the kings

of Assyria have done to all lands, by destroy-

ing them utterly : and shalt thou be deli-

vered ?

12 Have the gods of the nations delivered

them which my fathers have destroyed ; as

Gozan, and Haran, and Rezeph, and the

children of Eden which n-ere in Thelasar ?

13 AVhere is the king of Hamath, and the
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king of Arpad, and tliu king of the city of

Sepharvaini, of Hcna, and Ivah ?

14 U And Hezekiah received the letter of

the hand of the messengers, and read it : and
Hezekiah went up into tlie house of the Lord,
and spread it before the Lord.

15 And Hezekiah prayed before the Lord,
and said, O Lord God of Israel, which dwell-

est between the cherubims, thou art the God,
even thou alone, of all the kingdoms of tlie

earth ; thou hast made heaven and earth.

16 Lord, bow down thine ear, and hear

:

open. Lord, thine eyes, and see : and hear

the words of Sennacherib, which hath sent

him to reproach the living God.
17 Of a truth, Lord, the kings of Assyria

have destroyed the nations and their lands,

18 And have ''cast their gods into the fire :

for they ?ce?e no gods, but the work of men's
hands, wood and stone : therefore they have
destroyed them.

19 Now therefore, O Lord our God, I

beseech thee, save thou us out of his hand,

that all the kingdoms of the earth may know
that thou art the Lord God, even thou only.

20 *\\ Tiien Isaiah the son of Amoz sent to

Hezekiah, saying. Thus saith the Lord God
of Israel, Tliat which thou hast prayed to me
against Sennacherib king of Assyria I have
heard.

21 This is the word that the Lord hath

spoken concerning him ; The virgin the

daughter of Zion hath despised thee, and
laughed thee to scorn ; the daughter of Je-
rusalem hath shaken her head at thee.

22 Wiiom hast thou reproached and blas-

phemed ? and against whom hast thou exalted

thy voice, and lifted up tliinc eyes on high ?

even against the Holy One of Israel.

23 'By thy messengers thou hast reproached
the Loud, and hast said. With the multitude
of my chariots I am come up to the height of

the mountains, to the sides of Lebanon, and
will cut down 'the tall cedar trees thereof,

and the choice fir trees thereof: and I will

enter into the lodgings of his borders, and into

"the forest of his Carmel.

24 I have digged and drunk strange waters,

and with the sole of my feet have I dried u])

all the rivers of "besieged places.

25 '"Hast thou not heard long ago hoic I

have done it, and of ancient times that I have
formed it ? now have I brought it to pass, that

S Hcb. given. " Ili-b. By the ,

10 Or, Hatt thou not heard, how / have made it long t

io be ruimus /leapt f 11 Ueh. thorl of hand.
'* lleb. the escaping. 15 Inn. 37. 36. Ec
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thou shouldest be to lay waste fenced cities

into ruinous heaps.

26 Therefore their inhabitants were "of

small i)ower, they were dismayed and con-

founded ; they were as the grass of the field,

and as the green herb, as the grass on the

house tops, and as corn blasted before it be

grown up.

27 But I know thy '''abode, and thy going

out, and thy coming in, and thy rage against me.

28 Because thy rage against me and thy

tumult is come up into mine ears, therefore I

will put my hook in thy nose, and my bridle

in thy lips, and I will turn thee back by the

way by which thou camest.

29 And this shall be a sign unto thee. Ye
shall eat this year such things as grow of

themselves, and in the second year that which

springeth of the same ; and in the third year

sow ye, and reap, and plant vineyards, and eat

the truits thereof.

30 And '^the remnant that is escaped of

the house of Judah shall yet again take root

downward, and bear fruit upward.

31 For out of Jerusalem shall go forth a

remnant, and '"'they that escape out of mount
Zion : the zeal of the Lord of hosts shall do

this.

32 Therefore thus saith the Lord concern-

ing the king of Assyria, He shall not come
into this city, nor shoot an arrow there, nor

come before it with shield, nor cast a bank

against it.

33 By the way that he came, by the same
shall he return, and shall not come into this

city, saith the Lord.
34 For I will defend this city, to save it, for

mine own sake, and for my servant David's sake.

35 1[ And '

'it came to pass that night, that

the angel of the Lord went out, and smote in

the camp of the Assyrians an luuidred fourscore

and five thousand : and when they arose early

in the morning, behold, they were all dead

corpses.

36 So Sennacherib king of Assyria de-

parted, and went and returned, and dwelt at

Nineveh.

37 And it came to pass, as he was worship-

ping in the house of Nisroch his god, that

Adrammelech and Sharczer '" his sons smote

him with the sword : and they escaped into

the land of ' 'Armenia. And Esarhaddon his

son reigned in his stead.

B Or, the/o
tr should 1...
13 !lcb. the I

I and liis/rui(/r</_/iW((. » Or, fenced.
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Chap. xix.—This chapter is repeated with great exact-

ness in Isaiah xxxvii. ; and some of its facts (corresponding

to verses 10-14, and 35-37, of this chapter) are given,

with some variation, in 2 Chron. xxxii. 17-23.

Verse 9. ' Tirhaltah.'—The rumour alluded to in the

text, hy which Sennacherib was alarmed and interrupted,

was no other than the report which spread abroad that

Tiihakah, the Ethiopian king of Upper Egypt, was
marching with au immense army to cut off his retreat.

TlEHAKAH.

' With Tirhakah,' says Wilkinson (Ancient Egijpttans,

i. 1, 40), 'we are acquainted both from sacred and profane
records, and his successful opposition to the power of
.Assyria is noticed in the Bible (2 Kings xix. 9; Isa.

xxxvii. 9), may he traced in Herodotus (ii. 41), and is

recorded on the walls of a Thehan temple. It is possible

that in the early part of his reign Sethoe (or ' So ') divided
the kingdom with him, and ruled in Lower Egypt, while
the Ethiopian monarch possessed the dominion of the
upper country ; and this would account for the absence of
the name of Sethos upon the monuments of Thebes.
Whether Tirhakah and Sabaco's claim to the throne of
Egypt was derived from any right acquired hy intermar-
riage with the royal family of that country, and whether
the dominion was at first confined to the Theba'id, it is

difficult to determine : but the respect paid by their suc-
cessors to the monuments they erected, argues the pro-
bability of their having succeeded to the throne hy right
rather than by usurpation or the force of arms.' It should
be added that at Medinet Abou are the figure and name of
Tirhakah, and of the captives taken by him. The figure

which we here give is from Kosellini. It will be ob-
served that he wears the crown of Upper Egypt. The
name of Sabaco is found at Abydus. [Appendix, No. 50.]

24. ' With the sole of nvj foot have I dried np all

the rivers,' etc.—In the note to Deut. xi. 10, we have
expressed an opinion that the passage respecting ' watering
by the foot,' as used there, is best illustrated by the use of
the water-wheel worked by the assistance of the foot.

But it is no less clear to us that the present passage refers

to the other custom of irrigation which is sometimes pro-

duced in illustration of that place, but which did not seem
to us there so applicable ; it seems to be in tlie present
instance, in which the words have a double reference to

that mode of watering, seeing that it describes not only
the act of irrigation, but the drying up of rivers by the
foot, an image most clearly derived from the channels for

irrigation in Eastern gardens being habitually closed with
the foot by the gardener. The water, being raised to the
surface by any of the various processes known in the East,

is distributed over the groimd in the manner shewn in the

annexed engraving. Grounds requiring to be artificially

watered are divided into small squares by ridges of earth

or fuiTows : and the water flowing from the machine or
from the cistern into a narrow gutter, is admitted into one
square or furrow afler another by the gardener, who is

always ready, as occasion requires, to stop and direct the
torrent by turning the earth against it with his foot, at

the same time opening with his mattock a new trench to

receive it. The same process takes place when the ground
is divided for irrigation by indented channels instead of

..-;?^^;
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ridgi ^ ; for in these the gai-dener in the same manner, by

the active and timely use of his foot and his mattock,

conducts the rills which flow in these channels wherever

he jilenscs, suffering the water to overflow into every part

that requires it, and closing the channels in which it is no

longer required to flow. This process of irrigation is not

con'tincd to Egypt, but is followed in the gardens of Syria

;

and rice, which requires much water, is only sown in those

quarters where this mode of irrigation is practicable, as

in the valley or hollow which contains the lake Huleh, in

the valley of Baalbek, and in the plain of Damascus.
35. 'Behold, they were all dead corpses'—Upon the

agency which the Lord employed on this occasion, in de-

livering Judah, and in avenging the insulted honour of

his own Great Name, we shall have occasion to remark
under Isaiah xxxvii. At present, we wish to adduce the

very remarkable and valuable coincident testimony

afforded by Herodotus, who mentions Sennacherib by
name, and recites his miraculous defeat in such a manner,

that, although greatly distorted, we cannot fail to recog-

nize the same event which the sacred writings record in

three different places. He says, that at this time there

reigned in Egypt a priest of Vulcan, named Sethon, who
neglected and contemned the military establishment

which had been formed in Egypt ; and, among other dis-

honours which he put upon the soldier caste, he withdrew
the allotment of twelve acres of land which, under former

kings, had been allowed as the portion of every soldier.

After this, when Sennacherib invaded Egypt with a great

army, not one of the military class came forward to his

assistance. The royal priest, seeing no help before him,

withdrew to a temple, where, standing before the image,

he deplored bitterly the evils with which his kingdom
was threatened. As he wept, sleep overpowered him,

and he saw, in a vision, the god standing by and bidding

him be of good cheer, assuring him that no harm should

befall him if he marched out against the Assyrians, for

he would himself send him assistance. Sethon took

courage from this vision, and, collecting a body of men,
entirely consisting of shopkeepers, artisans, and the dregs

of the ])cople— there not being one soldier among them

—

he marched out, and formed his camp at Pelusium. The
night after his arrival, myriads of field-mice infested the

camp of the enemy, gnawing in pieces their quivers, their

bow-strings, and the straps of their shields; so that, in the

morning, finding themselves deprived of the use of their

arms, they fled in great disorder, and many of them were
slain. Herodotus adds, that in his time this event was
commemorated by a statue of the king standing in the

temple of Vulcan, and holding in his hand a mouse, with

the inscription, ' Whoever looks on me, let him be pious.'

This is most evidently nothing more than an adaptation

to Egypt, to its king, and to its gods, of what belonged

to Judah, to Hezekiali, and to the power of Jehovah. It

is the same narrative luit/jilidiihiil. We do not see any
evidence that Sennacherib nMll\ n;\,,<!cil I'-ypt: and he
certainly was not doing S(i :•

'

i
. I m there can

be little doubt that his pro.. ., ;i 1 . ime were but

preparatory to the invasion (. I
:i;,ii ,. i;i,ir\ : ;nid this ren-

dered the destruction of his army a deliverance not only

to the Hebrews but to the Egyptians also. Deeply inte-

rested as the latter were in the event, we may easily see

the inducement of their i)i!csls to relate this amazing
manifestation (if Divine |i'i\v 1, I'li i' Ii circumstances

as miglit make it a]ipear Iw 1

' uded for the

deliveraiieo of llieir o«ii •'
.

v ' II, , ted by the

power ol' till Ir (,u 11 ;.'. Ills, \l '

, I '^yptian nar-

rative, villi- li c,.i,ii:in ii, I !i . Ii
• i.ccive on an

uutIiorll\ .
'

\, ''. I, ' . !' I nlslies one of

the.ni.M'i: III, ,/i/„^,-o« which

37. ' Nisroch.'—This name ^103 is now generally sup-

posed to mean great eagle, being compounded of the Semitic

neser, * ea^le,' and the syllable och or ach, which in Persian

is intensive. This bu'd was held in great veneration by the

ancient Persians, and was also worshipped by the Arabs
before the tune of Mohammed. [Appendix, No. 51.]

— ' His sons smote him with the sword.'— It appears,

from the book of Tobit, that on his return home the As-

syrian king, his temper being soured by the' signal defeat

he had sustained, behaved with great severity, and even

cruelty, in his government ; and particularly to the cap-

tive Israelites, numbers of whom he caused to be slam
every day, and thrown into the streets. 'By which
savage humour having made himself so intolerable that

he could not be borne even by his own family, his two
eldest sons conspired against him' (Prideaux, i. 37). Some
think that he had made a vow to sacrifice these two sons,

to appease his gods, and to incline them to bestir themselves

for the restoration of his affairs. But this conjecture rests

on no authority.

— ' Land of Armenia:—The original is ' the land of

Ararat;' but the term doubtless designates Armenia, and
the text thus furnishes evidence that the Ararat of Scrip-

ture was in Armenia, which some have questioned.

— ' Esarhaddon.'—This king, the third son of Sen-

nacherib, is the ' great and noble Asnapper ' of Ezra (iv.

10), the Sargon of Isaiah (xx. 1), the Sarchedon of Tobit

(i. 21), and the Asaradin of Ptolemy. It seems that the

Babylonians, Medes, Armenians, and other tributary

nations, took the opportunity offered by the prostration of

the Assyrian power, by the Lord's hand, to throw off the

yoke they had so long borne. Esarhaddon was therefore

actively engaged, during the first years of his reign,

in attempting to re-establish the broken affairs of the

empire to which he had succeeded. It was not until

the thirtieth year of his reign, however, that he re-

covered Babylon ; and the Medes were never again

brought under the yoke. It appears, from Ezra iv. 10,

that it was this prince who transported the Cuthitcs, Ba-
bylonians, etc., into the waste cities of Samaria: and Hales
conjectures, with probability, that this was to punish them
for their revolt. When this king had settled his affairs

at home, he undertook an expedition against the states of

Palestine, Phoenicia, Egypt, and Ethiopia, to avenge his

father's defeat, and to recover the revolted provinces west
of the Euphrates. For three years he ravaged these pro-

vinces, and brought away many captives ; as foretold by
Isaiah (xx. 3, 4). About two years after, he invaded and
ravaged Judea ; and the captains of his host took Ma-
nasseh, the king, alive, and carried him away captive,

with many of the nobility and people, to Babylon. Hales
says, ' Esarhaddon was a great and prosperous prince.

He seems not only to have recovered all the former pro-

vinces of the Assjrinn empire, except Media, but to have
added consider.il'l\ il" i. i-, II'm, n :i\ li;i!.'i'

. I' ili.' several

his auxiliavli - ii n 1.
i

, \| , : ,, \y Ijuliy-

lonia, Mcsciju I I i. I ili, ,, -v;:,i, l'ii,i::Mi, .1 lldea,

I'ersiaj Aralna, and l'..L'Vpt (.ludith i. C-lu : see Jackson,
i. 332). He is ranked by Ptolemy, in his Canon, among
the Babylonian kings, probably because he made IBabylon
his chief residence during the last thirteen years of his
reign, to prevent another defection.' The same learned
writer proves tliat this prince is the Sardaiiapalus of
Diodorus and Justin, in whose reign happened the revolt
of the i\Iedes, 710 n,c. ; and whom both of these historians
nnsKiliiril)

1 ii iimlcd with the last king Sarac, who
perl 1

1
,:, : .

Mihrow of Nineveh, about a century
alici

. . , [Appendix, No. 02.]

I
Ic, I,, 1-. \i r, M.IX, No. 53.]
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CHAPTER XX.

1 Ilezeklah, having received a message of death, by

prayer hath his life lengthened. 8 The smi gocth

ten degrees bnchrnnl fhr <i si, in of that promise.

12 Berodach-lmlwlnii' s,,„rn,,i to \-i^it Il.zrliloh,

because nf the icoinlrr, /ml/, ii,,li,;' ,,l' lii.-i Imi^iircs.

14 Jsuia'h imderstaw/lmi t/,rrr,ff„-dr//rl/, l/,r Bn-
bylonian captivity. 20 Manasseii siiccccdcth Hcze-
hiah.

In 'those days was Ilezekiah sick unto death.

And the prophet Isaiah the soji of Amoz came
to liim, and said unto him, Thus saith the

I.ouD, *Set thine house in order ; for thou

shalt die, and not live.

2 Then he turned his face to the wall, and

prayed unto the Lord, saying,

3 I beseech thee, O Lord, remember now
how I have walked before thee in truth and

with a perfect heart, and have done that which

is good in thy sight. And Ilezekiah wept "sore.

4 And it came to pass, afore Isaiah was

gone out into the middle 'court, that the word

of the Lord came to him, saying,

5 Turn again, and tell Ilezekiah the cap-

tain of my people. Thus saith the Loed, the

God of David thy father, I have heard thy

prayer, I have seen thy tears : behold, I will

deal thee : on the third day thou shalt go up
unto the house of the Lord.

6 And I will add unto thy days fifteen

years ; and I will deliver thee and this city

out of the hand of the king of Assyria ; and

I will defend this city for mine own sake, and

for my servant David's sake.

7 And Isaiah said. Take a lump of figs.

And they took and laid it on the boil, and he

recovered.

8 ^ And He^ekiah said unto Isaiah, What
shall be the sign that the Lord will heal me,

and that I shall go up into the house of the

Lord the third day ?

9 And Isaiah said. This sign shalt thou

have of the Loud, that the Lord will do the

thing that he hath spoken : shall the shadow go

forward ten degrees, or go back ten degrees ?

10 And Ilezekiah answered. It is a light

thing for the shadow to go down ten degrees

:

nay, but let the shadow return backward ten

degrees.

11 And Isaiah the prophet cried unto the

Lord : and he 'brought the shadow ten de-

grees backward, by which it had gone down
in the \lial of Ahaz.

12 ^ 'At that time Berodach-baladan, the

sou of Bakulan, king of Babylon, sent letters

and a jiresent unto Ilezekiah : for he had

heard that Ilezekiah had been sick.

13 And Ilezekiah hearkened unto them,

and shewed them all the house of his "precious

things, the silver, and the gold, and the spices,

and the precious ointment, and all the house

of his ° '"armour, and all that was found in his

treasures : there was nothing in his house, nor

in all his dominion, that Hezekiah shewed them

not.

14 IT Then came Isaiah the prophet unto

king Hezekiah, and said unto him. What said

these men ? and from whence came they unto

thee ? And Hezekiah said. They are come

from a far country, even from Babylon.

15 And he said. What have they seen in

thine house ? And Ilezekiah answered. All

the thinc/s that are in mine house have they

seen : there is nothing among my treasures

that I have not shewed them.

16 And Isaiah said unto Hezekiah, Hear
the word of the Lord.

17 Behold, the days come, that all that

is in thine house, and that which thy fathers

have laid up in store unto this day, "shall be

carried into Babylon : nothing shall be left,

saith the Lord.
18 And of thy sons that shall issue from

thee, which thou shalt beget, shall they take

away ; and they shall be eunuchs in the palace

of the king of Babylon.

19 Then said Hezekiah unto Isaiah, Good
is the word of the Lord which thou hast spoken.

And he said, ''Is it notgood, if peace and truth

be in my days ?

20 II And the rest of the acts of Hezekiah,

and all his might, and how he made a pool,

and a conduit, and brought water into the

city, are they not written in the book of the

chronicles of the kings of Judah ?

21 And Hezekiah slept with his fathers:

and Manasseh his son reigned in his stead.

on. 32. 24. Isa. 38.

. 38. 8. Ecclus. 48.

11 Chap. 24. 13, and 25. 13. J

2 Heb. Give c/targs concerning thine /lousc. 3 Heb. with a great weeping.
' " ' "agrees. 7 Isa. 39. 1. 8 Or, spiccry. 9 Ot. jewels.

22. I2 0r, Mn//;'

4 Or, city.

leb. vessels.

t be peace c

Chap. xx.—Some verses eontaining parallel facts may
be found in 2 Chron. xxxiii. ; but the parallel in Isaiah

xxxviii. and xxxix. is very exact and complete. The
'iSth of Isaiah also contains Hczekiah's song of thanks-
giving for his recovery, which is not given in the present
chapter.

Verse 11. ' The dial of Ahaz.'—This very remarkable

passage naturally suggests an inquiry into the character

of the instrument which was employed to demonstrate the

miraculous effect which it pleased God to concede to the

desire of Hezekiah. Yet it is less our intention to enter

into any minute investigation in order to establish the

377
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identity of the dial of Aliaz, than to furnish snch a brief

statement concerning ancient dials in general, as may
furnish ratlier an illustrative than an explanatory view of

the subject.

The present mention of a dial is tlie first on record, and
enables us to find a very early point in the history of the

invention, ivithout afibrding any clue to its origin. This
dial seems, however, from the manner in which it is men-
tioned, to have been considered a curious and rare thing,

since it was distinguished by the name of the king by
whom it had been erected. It would seem, from the fact,

that this king Ahaz sent from Damascus the pattern of
an altar which he saw there, with directions that one like

it should be made at Jenisalem, that he was what is called

a man of taste, a collector of curiosities, and so on. Pro-
bably the dial was one of his curiosities, and perhaps
originated like the altar—being either imported from
abroad, or made after the pattern of one that he had seen
at Damascus or elsewhere. The Jews were not re-

markable for their inventions ; and it is by no means
necessary to suppose that the use of sun-dials originated

among them. Doubtless, however, they had those com-
mon and popular methods of measuring time by the
length, inclination, and return of the shadows of objects,

which in all times and countries have served for that
purpose, and which continue in use among the peasantry
of the most cultivated nations.

We very much incline to the opinion, which we find

advocated by several continental writers, that the first

contrivances for a more precise measurement of time were

nished the necessary indications as the shadow of the
column fell successively upon them. They were tlius

artificial gnomons ; and there is some tolerable, though
not very positive, evidence for the conclusion, that the
fiimous obelisks of the Egyptians were intended for the
same purpose. That pillars were used as gnomons in

Greece and Italy we know ; and nothing seems more
likely than that, when Augustus applied to this purpose
the two grand obelisks which he caused to be removed
from Egypt to Eome, he merely continued the use to

which they had previously been devoted. Josephus
quotes a curious passage from Apion, which, if we could
clearly understand it, might throw some light on the sub-
ject. We give the explanation (for such it is, rather than
a translation) after Whiston, which we think assigns the
only intelligible sense which the passage will bear. Apion
charges Moses, that he set up pillars in the room of
gnomons (obelisks), under which he made a cavity like
that of a boat, and the shadow from the top of the pillar

foil into the cavity, and went round therein with the
course of the sun. Apion mentions this to shew that
Moses imitated (or, as in this instance, improved upon)
the custom of the Egyptians; which Josephus strongly
denies, as well as his claim to this invention or imitation.

What is said about Moses is of course an utter fiction ; but
the passage is of value, as implying that the Egyptians
really did use their obelisks for the purpose indicated. We
have the rather dwelt on this, not only on account of the
antiquity of the reference, but because it exhibits one of the
alternatives which have been used to explain the dial of
Ahaz. It is right to add that the Hebrew has no word to

express a dial ; and the word in the text has not that force,

its meaning being ' steps or degrees' (nipJJO ma'aloth)—' (he

degrees or steps of Ahaz,' which has led a very large class

of commentators, ancient and modern, to conclude that
this famous ' dial ' was nothing else than a stair framed
with so much art and proportion, that the shadow
upon the steps expressed the liours and the course of the

The application of tlio principle of the
artificial dial would naturally be suggested by many
cumstances. One of the explanations which the Kabbins
give of the dial of Ahaz is, that it was a concave hemi-
sphere, in the middle of which was a globe, the shadow of

which fell upon diverse lines engi-aved on the concavity.
They add, that these lines were twenty-eight. This will
strike the reader as an adaptation of the sort of invention
which Apion ascribed to Moses— falsely, indeed, but in
such a manner as demonstrated that such a contrivance
did actually exist. This will appear the more plainly,
and the use of such a dial will be illustrated by the fact,

that the pillar or obelisk used as a gnomon was ultimately,
as an improvement, surmounted by a ball supported on a
very delicate stem, and so elevated that its shadow was
thrown upon the neighbouring soil with great precision,
and quite disengaged from that of the pillar by which it

was supported. The ball, however, was by no means an
essential part of the concave hemispherical dials founded
on this idea, a simple stylus being more usually employed
to cast the required shadow. The first dials, properly so
called (which appear to have been of this description),
were, by the general confession of antiquity, the invention
of the Babylonians, from whom the western nations de-
rived them, as the Greeks allowed that tlwi/ did. Anaxi-
mander, who introduced the first dial into Greece, had
travelled in Chaldea in the time of the Captivity. His
dial marked the equinoxes, the solstices, and by their

means the seasons. It belonged to the class of which we
are speaking, called by the Greeks cKiip-q, a boat, and
vi^ia-(patptoi', a hemisphere. The Egyptians also had such
dials. Their solar equinoctial dial was of this class, as

was also that with which Eratosthenes raetred or verified

the measure of the earth. Although these dials were ob-
viously, in their origin, equinoctial dials, the application

of their principle to horary indications is obvious, and was
actually effected. We incline to suspect that the principle

of the dial was known previously to the Egyptians, but
that its detailed application was invented by the Baby-
lonians.

The difficulty in the present text really is to understand
what is meant by ' the degrees or steps of Ahaz.' They
may mean lines or figures on a dial-plate, or on a pave-
ment, or the steps to the palace of Ahaz, or some steps or

staircase lie had erected elsewhere. The Septuagint in the

parallel place of Isaiah reads ' the steps or stairs of the

house of thy father.' Josephus also says, ' steps or degrees
in his house' {Antiq. x. 1, 91). The Chaldee renders the

passage here ' hour stone,' and gives the same meaning to
' the stairs' in 2 Kings ix. 13, and renders Isaiah xxxviii.

8, by ' the shadow of the stone of hours.' Sjinmachus
most certainly understood a sun-dial. ' I will cause to re-

turn the shadow of the degrees which (shadow) is gone
down on the dial of Ahaz:' and so Jerome renders it,

' horologium.' On the whole, the dial of Ahaz seems to

have been a distinct contrivance, rather than any part of
a house. It would also seem probable, from the circum-
stances, that it was of such a size, and so placed, that

Hezekiah, now convalescent, Isaiah xxxviii., but not per-

fectly recovered, could witness the miracle from his

chamber or pavilion :
' Shall >Vri, {/latz-lzcl) the or this

shadow,' etc. May it not have been situated in ' the middle
court,' mentioned 2 Kings xx. 4 ? The annexed cut presents

a sort of dial in Hindostan near Delhi, whose construction

would well enough suit the circumstances recorded of the

dial of Ahaz. It seems to have answered the double purpose
of an observatory and adial—a rcctangled hexangle, whose
hypothenuse is a staircase, apparently parallel to the axis

of the earth, and bisects a zone or coping of a wall, which
wall connects the two terminating towers right and left.

The coping itself is of a circular form, and accurately gra-

duated to mark, by the shadow of the gnomon above, the

sun's progress before and after noon ; for when the sun is

in the zenith, he shines directly on the staircase, and the
shadow falls beyond the coping. ' A fat surface on titelop

of the staircase,' and a gnomon, fitted the building for the

purpose of an observatory. According to the known laws

of refraction, a cloud or body of air of different density

from the common atmosphere, interposed between the

gnomon and the coping of the dial-plate below, would, if

the cloud were denser than the atmosphere, cause the
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shadow to recede from tlie perpendicular height of the

staircase, and of course to reascend the steps on the coping,

liy which it had before noon gone down ; and if the cloud

were rarer, a contrary effect -would take place. (See

Bishop Stock's Translation of Isaiah, Bath, 1803, p. 109.)

Such a building might even be called ' a house.' It agrees

also with Adam Clarke's supposition, that ' the stairs

'

were really 'a dial.' Bishop Stock's speculation that the

retrogression of the shadow might be effected by refraction,

is supported by a natural phenomenon of the kind on re-

cord. On the 27th of March, 1703, St. Komuald, prior of

the cloister of Metz, made the observation that, owing to

such a refraction of the solar rays in the higher regions of

the atmosphei-e, in connection with the appearance of a
cloud, the shadow on his dial deviated an hour and a half.

The phenomenon on the dial of Ahaz, however, was doubt-

less of a miraculous nature, even should such a vicdium of

the miracle be admitted : nothing less than a divine com-
munication could have enabled Isaiah to predict its oc-

currence at that time and place ; besides, he gave the king
his own choice whether the shadow should advance or

retire ten degrees. There seems, however, to be no
-necessity for seeking any medium for this miracle, and
certainly nonecessity for supposing any actual interference

with the revolution of the earth, or the position of the sun.

In the present text, it is simply said that the Lord, at the

prayer of Isaiah, brought the sliadoia ten degrees back-

ward. The words in Isaiah xxxviii. 6, are wanting in

three of Dr. Kennicott's MSS., and originally in two of

De Rossi's; and the words 'the shadow of the degrees

which is gone down in the sun-dial of Ahaz ' are more
correctly rendered on the margin degrees ' by or with the

sun,' I. e. by means of the progi-ess of the sun. Even if

the mention of the sun be retained, as in Ecclus. xlviii. 23,

it is only fair to understand the words in their popular

sense, the solar rays, or such a recession of the shadow as

would have been occasioned by an actual recession of the

sun. Adopting the present state of the text, it is obser-

vable that what is called 'the sun' in one part of the verse is

called ' the shadow' in the other. It is certainly as philo-

sophical to speak of the sun returning, as it is of his setting

and rising. Thus the miracle, from all the accounts of it,

might consist only of the retrogression of the shadow ten

degrees, by a simple act of Almighty power, without any
medium, or, at most, by that of refracting those rays only

which fell upon the dial. It is not said that any time was
lost to the inhabitants of the world at large ; it was not

even observed by the astronomers of Babylon, for the

deputation came to inquire concerning the wonder that

was done ' in the land.' It was temporary, local, and con-

fined to the observation of Hezekiah and his court, being
designed chiefly for the satisfaction of that monarch. See
on this subject Calmet's Dissertation, in his Commentaire

;

Goguet's Origine des Zeis, ii. 231-234 ; Beckmann's In-

ventions; the articles 'Gnomon' and 'Gnomonique' in

Encvclopedie M^thodique ; and Denham's article ' Dial

'

in Kitto's Cyclopcedia.

12. ' Berodach-haladan king of Babylon.'—This is

the first king of Babylon mentioned in Scripture, his pre-

decessors having been, apparently, pra;fects or viceroys to

the Assyrian kings. This is he who asserted his inde-

pendence, as mentioned in the last note on the preceding

chapter. After his death the affairs of his kingdom
would appear to have fallen into much disorder, if we may
judge from the recurrence of five reigns, and two inter-

regnums of teu years each, in the twenty-nine years which
passed before Esarhaddon succeeded in again bringing it

under the Assyrian yoke. Berodach had the same politi-

cal interest as Hezekiah, in opposition to Assyria ; and it

is probable that the ostensible embassy of congratulation

had the real object of bringing the king of Judah into an

alliance against the common enemy. [Appknuix, No. 54.]
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CHArXEIl XXI.

1 Manasseh's reign. 3 His great idolatry. 10 His
wickedness conseth prophecies against Judah. 17

Anion succeedelh him. 19 Amon's wicked reign.

23 He being slain by his senmnts, and those mur-
derers slain by the people, Josiah is made king.

Manasseh 'was twelve years old when he be-

gan to reign, and reigned fifty and five years

in Jerusalem. And his mother's name loas

Hephzi-bah.

2 And he did that lohich loas evil in the

sight of the Lord, after the abominations of

the heathen, whom the Lord cast out before

the children of Israel.

3 For he built up again the high places

'which Hezekiah his father had destroyed ; and
he reared up altars for Baal, and made a grove,

as did Ahab king of Israel ; and worshipped

all the host of heaven, and served them.

4 And °he built altars in the house of the

Lord, of which the Lord said, ''In Jerusalem

will I put my name.

5 And he built altars for all the host of

heaven in the two courts of the house of the

Lord.
6 And he niadc his son pass through the

fire, and observed times, and used enchant-

ments, and dealt with familiar spirits and

wizards : he wrought much wickedness in the

sight of the Lord, to provoke liim to anger.

7 And he set a graven image of the grove

that he had made in the house, of which the

Lord said to David, and to Solomon his son,

'In this house, and in Jerusalem, which I have

chosen out of all tribes of Israel, will I put my
name for ever

:

8 Neither will I make the feet of Israel

move any more out of the land which I gave

their fathers ; only if they will observe to do

according to all that I have commanded them,

and according to all the law that my servant

Moses commanded them.

9 But they hearkened not : and Manasseh
seduced them to do more evil than did the

nations whom the Lord destroyed before the

children of Israel.

10 ir And the Lord spake by his servants

the prophets, saying,

1

1

"Because Manasseh king of Judah hath

done these abominations, and hath done wick-

edly above all that the Amorites did, which

were before him, and hath made Judah also to

sin with his idols :

12 Therefore thus saith the I<ord God of

Israel, Behold, I am bringing such evil upon
Jerusalem and Judah, that whosoever hearcth

of it, both "his ears shall tingle.

13 And I will stretch over Jerusalem the

line of Samaria, and the plummet of the house

of Ahab : and I will wipe Jerusalem as a jnan

wipeth a dish, "wiping it, and turning it upside

down.

14 And I will forsake the remnant of mine
inheritance, and deliver them into the hand of

their enemies ; and they shall become a prey

and a spoil to all their enemies
;

15 Because they have done that ivhich was
evil in my sight, and have provoked me to

anger, since the day their fathers came forth

out of Egypt, even unto this day.

16 Moreover Manasseh shed innocent blood

very much, till he had filled Jerusalem ^frorn

one end to another ; beside his sin wherewith

he made Judah to sin, in doing that ichich loas

evil in the sight of the Lord.
17 If Now the rest of the acts of Manasseh,

and all that he did, and his sin that he sinned,

are they not written in the book of the chro-

nicles of the kings of Judah ?

18 And '"Manasseh slept with his fathers,

and was buried in the garden of his own house,

in the garden of Uzza : and Amon his son

reigned in his stead.

19 H Amon teas twenty and two years old

when he began to reign, and he reigned two

years in Jerusalem. And his mother's name
was Meshullemeth, the daughter of Haruz of

Jotbah.

20 And he did that which was evil in the

sight of the Lord, as his father Manasseh did.

21 And he v/alked in all the way that his

father walked in, and served the idols that his

father served, and worshipped them :

22 And he forsook the Lord God of his

fathers, and walked not in the way of the

Lord.
23 IT And the servants of Amon conspired

against him, and slew the king in his own house.

24 And the people of the land slew all them
that had conspired against king Amon ; and

the people of the land made Josiah his son

king in his stead.

25 If Now the rest ofthe acts ofAmon which

he did, arc they not written in the book of the

chronicles of the kings of Judah ?

26 And he was buried in his sepulchre in

the garden of Uzza: and "Josiah his son

reigned in his stead.

! Cllap. r. 32. S4. < 2 Sim. 7. 13. » 1 Kingi 8. 29, and 9. 3. Cli.ip.

;

./ic wipstftandturnathH upon the face thereof. o Ueb./n
11 Malll "atth. 1. 10, called Josias,
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greater than in some of tliose wliicli have preceded. See
the notes on the chapter referred to.

Verse 7. ' He set a graven image of the grove.'—See the
second note ou Judges" vi. 25. [Appendix, No. 5.5.]

Chap. xxi.—The parallel chapter is 2 Chron. xxxiv.

;

and although there is considerable difference, the resem-

blance between the two parallel chapters is considerably

CHAPTER XXII.

1 Josiah's good reign. 3 He taketh carefor the repair

of the temple. 8 Hilkiah havingfound the hook of
the law, Josiah sendeth to Hitldah to eiu/uire of the

Lord. 15 Hiddah prophesieth the destruction of
Jerusalem, hut respite tliereof in Josiaii's time.

Josiah \cas eight years old when he began to

reign, and he reigned thirty and one years in

Jerusalem. And his mother's name icas Je-

didah, the daughter of Adaiah of Boscath.

2 And he did that which icas right in the

sight of the Loud, and walked in all the way
of David his father, and turned not aside to

the right hand or to the left.

3 % And it came to pass in the eighteenth

year of king Josiah, tliat the king sent Shaphan
the son of Azaliah, the son of Meshullam, the

scribe, to the house of the Lord, saying,

4 Go up to Hilkiah the high priest, that he

may sum the silver which is brought into the

house of the Lord, which the keepers of the

"door have gathered of the people :

5 And let them deliver it into the hand of

llio doers of the work, that have the oversight

of the house of the Lord : and let them give

it to the doers of the work which is in the house

of the Loud, to repair the breaches of the

house,

6 Unto carpenters, and builders, and ma-
sons, and to buy timber and hewn stone to re-

pair the house.

7 Ilowbeit there was no reckoning made
with them of the money that was delivered

into their hand, because they dealt faithfully.

8 ^\ And Hilkiah the high priest said unto

Shaphan the scribe, I have found the book of

the law in the house of the Lord. And Hil-

kiah gave the book to Shaphan, and he i-ead it.

9 And Shaphan the scribe came to the king,

and brought the king word again, and said,

Thy servants have ^gathered tlic money that

was found in the house, and have delivered it

into the hand of them that do the work, that

have the oversight of the house of the Lord.
10 And Shaphan the scribe shewed the king,

saying, Hilkiah the priest hath delivered me a

book. And Shaphan read it before the king.

11 And it came to pass, when the king had

heard the words of the book of the law, that he

rent his clothes.

12 And the king commanded Hilkiah the

priest, and Ahikam the son of Shaphan, and
Achbor the son of Michaiah, and Shaphan the

scribe, and Asahiah a servant of the king's,

saying,

13 Go ye, enquire of the Lord for me, and
for the people, and for all Judah, concerning

the words of this book that is found : for great

is the wrath of the Lord that is kindled against

us, because our fathers have not hearkened unto

the words of this book, to do according unto all

that which is written concerning us.

14 So Hilkiah the priest, and Ahikam, and

Achbor, and Shaphan, and Asahiah, went unto

Huldah the prophetess, the wife of Shallum the

son of Tikvah, the son of Harhas, keeper of the

^vardrobe ;
(now she dwelt in Jerusalem ''in the

college ;) and they communed with her.

15 IF And she said unto them. Thus saith

the Lord God of Israel, Tell the man that

sent you to me,

16 Thus saith the Lord, Behold, I will

bring evil upon this place, and upon the in-

habitants thereof, even all the words of the

book which the king of Judah hath read

:

17 Because they have forsaken me, and have

burned incense unto other gods, that they

might provoke me to anger with all the works

of their hands ; therefore my wrath shall be

kindled against this place, and shall not be

quenched.

18 But to the king of Judah which sent

you to enquire of the Lord, thus shall ye say

to him. Thus saith the Lord God of Israel,

As touchiuff the words which thou hast heard ;

19 Because thine heart was tender, and thou

hast humbled thyself before the Lord, when

thou heardest what I spake against this place,

and against the inhabitants thereof, that they

should become a desolation and a curse, and

hast rent thy clothes, and wept before me ; I

also have heard fhcc, saith the Lord.

20 Behold therefore, I will gather thee unto

thy fathers, and thou shalt be gathered into

thy grave in peace ; and thine eyes shall not

see all the evil which I will bring upon this

place. And they brought the king word again.
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CiiAi'S. xxii. and xxiii.—These two chapters, em-

bracing the account of Josiah's reign, correspond to 2

Chron. xxxiv. and xxxv. The two narratives are nearly

of the same extent, and include generally the same facts

related with considerable variation of language, and some
of circumstances. The difference is chiefly that the

account of the great passover kept by Josiah occupies only

three verses in Kings (xxiii. 21—23), whilst in Chronicles

it occupies the first nineteen verses of chap, xx.kv. ; but,

on the other hand, the Chronicles report very summarily
in five verses (xxxiv. 3—7) the reformations which are
described in much detail in sixteen verses (5—20) of chap,
xxiii. of the present book. To this portion we shall there-

fore confine our present attention, referring to Chronicles
for such observations as the other parts of the narrative
may require.

CHAPTER XXIII.

1 Josiah cmii<cth the hook to he read in a solemn as-

scmhly. 3 He reneiveth the covenant of the Lord.

4 He destroyeth idolatry. \ti He burnetii dead men s

bones vpon the altar of Beth-el, as was forepro-
phesied. 2\ He heepeth a most solemnpassover. 24
He piUteth away witches and all abomination. 2G
God's final tmath against Jiidah. 29 Josiah, pro-

vokinr/ Pliaraoh-nechoh, is slain at Megiddo. 31

Jehoahaz, succeeding him, is imprisoned by Pharaoh-
nechoh, who made Jehoiahim king. 36 Jehoiakim'

s

wicked reign.

And 'the king sent, and they gathered unto

him all the elders of Judah tind of Jerusalem.

2 And the king went up into the house of

the Lord, and all the men of Judah and all

the inhabitants of Jerusalem with liim, and
the priests, and the prophets, and all the

people, ''both small and great: and he read

in their ears all the v.'ords of the book of the

covenant which was found in the house of the

Lord.

3 1[ And the king stood by a pillar, and
made a covenant before the Lord, to walk
after the Lord, and to keep his command-
ments and his testimonies and his statutes

with all their heart and all their soul, to per-

form the words of this covenant that were

written in this book. And all the people

stood to the covenant.

4 IT And the king commanded Hilkiah the

high priest, and the priests of the second

order, and the keepers of the door, to bring

forth out of the temple of the Lord all the

vessels that were made for Baal, and for the

grove, and for all the host of heaven : and he

burned them without Jerusalem in the fields

of Kidron, and carried the ashes of them unto

Beth-el.

5 And he "]mt down the 'idolatrous priests,

whom the kings of .ludali Iiad ordained to bum
incense in the liit^h jjlaccs in the cities of Judah,

and in tlu' iilacis i-dund about Jerusalem ; them
also that liiiiiiril incense imto Baal, to the sun,

and to the niiioii, .iinl to the ''planets, and to all

the host of heaven.

6 And he brought out the '"grove from the

I 2 Chron. 3-1. .'iO. 8 Wch. from smaU even unto great.

5 Or, twelve jiions, or, constcUntioni. 8 Chap. 21. 7. 7

10 Or. rmfnm thence n Thit is, U

house of the Lord, without Jerusalem, unto

the brook Kidron, and burned it at the brook

Kidron, and stamped it small to powder, and

cast the jiowder thereof upon the graves of the

children of the people.

7 And he brake down the houses of the so-

domites, that we)-e by the house of the Lord,
where the women wove 'hangings for the

grove.

8 And he brought all the priests out of the

cities of Judah, and defiled the high places

where the priests had burned incense, from

Geba to Beer-sheba, and brake down the high

places of the gates that ivcrc in the entering in

of the gate of Joshua the governor of the city,

which we7-e on a man's left hand at the gate of

the city.

9 Nevertheless the priests of the high places

came not up to the altar of the Lord in Jeru-

salem, but they did eat of the unleavened bread

among their brethren.

10 And he defiled Topheth, which is in the

valley of the children of Hinnom, that no man
might make his son or his daughter to pass

through the fire- to Molech.

11 And he took away the horses that the

kings of Judah had given to the sun, at the

entering in of the house of the Loud, by the

chamber of Nathan-melech the "chamberlain,

which teas in the suburbs, and burned the

chariots of the sun with fire.

12 And the altars that we7-e on the top of

the upper chamber of Ahaz, which the kings

of Judah had made, and the altars which

"Manasseh had made in the two courts of the

house of the Lord, did the king beat down,

and "brake tlicyn down from thence, and cast

the dust of them into the brook Kidron.

13 And the high jjlaces that were before

Jerusalem, which wc7-c on the right hand of

"the mount of corruption, which "Solomon
the king of Israel had buildcd for Ashtoreth

the abomination of the Zidonians, and for Che-
niosli the abomination of the Moabites, and for

Milcora the abomination of the childi-en of

Amnion, did the king defile.

Heb. chcmarim.
Ch»p. 21. 5.

» 1 King! 11. 7.
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14 And he brake in pieces the "images, and

cut down the groves, and filled their places

with the bones of men.
15 II Moreover the altar that ivas at Beth-

el, and the high place which Jeroboam the son

of Nebat, who made Israel to sin, had made,

both that altar and the high place he brake

down, and burned the high place, and stamped

it small to powder, and burned the grove.

16 And as Josiah turned himself, he spied

the sepulcbres that tvere there in the mount,

and sent, and took the bones out of the sepul-

chres, and burned tkcm upon tlie altar, and

polluted it, according to the "word of the

Lord which the man of God proclaimed, who
proclaimed these words.

17 Then he said, What title is that that I

see ? And the men of the city told him, It is

the sepulchre of the man of God, which came
from Judah, and proclaimed these things that

thou hast done against the altar of Beth-el.

IS And he said. Let him alone ; let no man
move his bones. So they let his bones '^alone,

with the bones of the prophet that came out of

Samaria.

19 H And all the houses also of the high

places that were in the cities of Samaria,

which the kings of Israel had made to pro-

voke the L ORD to anger, Josiah took away,

and did to them according to all the acts that

he had done in Betli-el.

20 And he "slew all the priests of the high

places that iccrc there upon the altars, and

burned men's bones upon them, and returned

to Jerusalem.

21 H And the king commanded all the

people, saying, ''Keep the passover unto the

Lord your God, ' "as it is written in the book

of this covenant.

22 Surely there was not holden such a pass-

over from the days of the judges that judged

Israel, nor in all the days of the kings of Israel,

nor of the kings of Judah ;

23 But in the eighteenth year of king Jo-

siah, wherein this passover was holden to the

Lord in Jerusalem.

24 IT Moreover the icorkers with familiar

spirits, and the wizards, and the ' 'images, and

the idols, and all the abominations that were

spied in the land of Judah and in Jerusalem,

did Josiah put away, that he might perform

the words of ""the law which were written in

the book that Hilkiah the priest found in the

house of the Lord.

Ileb. stoluM. 11 1 Kings 13. 2.
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according to his taxation, to give it unto Pha-

raoh-nechoh.

3G If Jehoiakim ivas twenty and five years

old when he began to reign ; and he reigned

eleven years in Jerusalem. And his mother's

name teas Zebudah, the daughter of Pedaiah
of Rumah.

37 And he did that which teas evil in the

sight of the Lord, according to all that his

fathers had done.

Verse 5. ' T/ic planets'—The original -word (m>tt?

mazzalotli) is of doubtful signification. But as the Chal-

deans gave this name to the constellations of the zodiac,

this is probably the signification it should here bear. The
Kabbins are of this opinion ; the Vulgate also has ' duo-

decim signis ;' and Cudworth, Gesenius, and others,

acquiesce in this conclusion, which is also supported by

the known practices of Saba;an idolatry, the principles of

v-hich we shall have an opportunity of explaining in the

notes to the book of Job.

7. ' T/ie iL-omen wove hangings for the grove'—What is

here to be understood necessarily depends on the significa-

tion we may determine to assign to the word asherah.

Those who think that it denotes Astarte (see the second

note on Judges vi. 2.5) conceive that the hangings were

robes for her image, or else that they were hangings for

the tents in which were celebrated the abominable rites iu

honour of that goddess at which this verse hints. Our
impression is that the asherah, whatever it were, was
placed not in the sanctuary but in its court, and that the

hangings were tliose of the tent or canopy which graced

and protected tin- liol/nii .
i

ct. There is nothing

very strange even i

:i:
! M-ing hangings on trees,

to those who havr ! : i maiuing relics of such a

practice in the cll^l in ill p. i v<il in the East, even in

the Mohammedan counlries, of decorating certain trees

and bushes accounted sacred with rags and slips of cloth

as votive offerings. When the sanctity of trees was more
formally recognized than at present, and they stood pro-

tected in sacred places, rich hangings were probably used

for the same purpose. We see an indication of this in

the anecdote which, without seeming to understand it,

Greek authors (Herodotus and jElian) have related of

Xerxes, who, on his important expedition against Greece,

tarried a whole day in the desert of Lydia that he might

pay homage to a magnificent plane-tree, on the branches

of which he hung rich garments, bracelets, and other

precious ornaments ; and the next day, proceeding on his

march, he left a soldier behind to guard the honoured

tree and the oSerings he had made. See Ouseley's Dis-

sertation on ' Sacred Trees,' being Appendix ix. to his

Travels in the J£ast, vol. i. See also the note on Hos.

8. * From Geha t

expression, t.i dcs.

north to -'ii'ii
:

!h

toBcT 1'

sefsed \<\ '' !
!

i

10. •V;-/./,;/,;,'

from toph (tlhj

Tieersheha.'—This seems a proverbial

ilu' till! extent of the kingdom from
..!' Ilie same purport as ' from Dan

I \t<'nt of the whole country pos-

IK'brew word is usually derived

, or drum ; and it is supposed to

have obtained tliis name from the drums or tabrets which,

according to the general opinion of the Jews, were beaten

to drown the cries of the children sacrificed to Moloch in

this horrid valley. Milton had tliis in view when speak-

ing of these sacrifices

;

' Molocli, horrid kiiifj ! besmeared with blood

Of liuni.ii r nn. .
:iihI parents' tears,

Tlii.ii.J I filrums and timbrels Iniid,

Then .'n/icart/, that pass'd through fire

Tc his 11 II,, i,|,., /',/;. Lost, b. i. 1. 392.

The same custom, of raising a great vocal or instru-

mental noise when human sacrifices are in progress, has

prevailed wherever such horrid rites have been known.

It is even witnessed in the (supposed) voluntary immola-

tion of widows in India. Terry states the practice so as

to make it illustrative of the present text :
' The parents

and friends of those women will most joyfully accompany
them ; and when the wood is fitted for this hellish sacri-

fice, and begins to bum, all the people assembled shout

and make a noise, that the screeches of this tortured

creature may not be heard. Not much imlike the cus-

tom of the Ammonites, who, when they made their

children pass through the fire to Moloch, caused certain

tabrets or drums to sound, that their cry might not be

heard; whence the place was called Tophet, a tabret.'

(Purchas, p. 1479.)

11. 'He took away the horses .. .given to the sun. ..and

burned the chariots 'of the sun.'—Horses were anciently

sacrificed to the sun in diflferent nations, their swiftness

being supposed to render them an appropriate offering to

that luminary. Some think that the horses here men-
tioned were intended for this purpose. We doubt this

;

for, if so, they would probably have been sacrificed be-

fore this time. The Jews generally suppose the horses

were intended for the use of worshippers, when they rode

forth iu the morning to meet the sun and render him
their homage. But the mention of chariots immediately

after seems to point out another and more obvious expla-

nation : this is, that they were employed to draw the

sacred chariots dedicated to the sun. In the chariots

themselves, the Rabbins inform us, the king and nobles

rode when they went forth to meet the morning sun.

This is possible; but, more probably, the horses and
chariots were used in the sacred processions, and were
employed, perhaps, on such occasions, to carry the

images of tlie sun. The ancient Persians, who were sun-

worshippers, dedicated to that luminary white horses

and chariots, which were paraded in their sacred pro-

cessions ; and it is thought that other nations borrowed
the practice from them. Whether so or not, we find the

same idea of associating a chariot and horses with the sun,

to denote the rapidity of his apparent progress, common
iu the poetry and sculpture of classical antiquity. The
sun was supposed to be drawn daily, in a chariot, by four

wondrous coursers, through the firmament : and we all

recollect the fate of the ambitious Phaeton, who aspired

to guide the swift chariot and control the strong coursers

of the sun. The names of these coursers are preserved

—Eous, Pyrois, jEthon, and Phlegon—which are sup-

posed to refer to the four divisions of the day. In his

chaii.i, ii,, |„ 1 rill,,! s-m, was represented generally as

a Ml I, ,, , ,
lii I

I I
III liead, and driving, whip in

liaii 1 II ,'
,

I, thus issuing from a cave, to

(K'iK'i,' 'In- :, , ,,, ' ,,l' liis daily career. In a
medal oC ;;,, . II.':,- i' 'ill-, who had been a
prir-tcliln , .1 , I al,|ishedtlic Syrian
foDii ,,f 111- 1' ^ I' I-

''
i: 111 figure is wanting,

and«e onl_\ ,1 III til, ,liii: : I, ! a. round below, and
rising pyramidally to a pouit above. The Syrian origin

of this representation renders it of very considerable

interest. That the sun is intended is indisputable from
the inscription, which, as usual, is Soli inrtcto, ' To the

invincible Sun.' It is remarkable, that, on ancient medals
and gems, the horses are not always represented as

abreast, but sometimes as turned towards the four quarters

of the globe. The ideas which led to the representation

of the sun as a charioteer, and assigned to him a chariot

and horses, are too obvious to require explanation.

i;). ' On the riijht hand of the mount of Corruption.'—
The Chaldee and other versions read ' the Mount of

Olives,' obviously deriving the word rendered ' corrup-
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tiou' (n^nt'O) from HB'D to anoint, with reference to the

oil produced by the famous olives of this moimtaiu, rather
than from the "Chaldee Tint', to deslroi/. We agree with

this
; as the Mount of Olives is no doubt intended, what-

ever name be given to it. With this the Jews agree in so
far that they place the Mount of Corruption immediately
fronting the temple on the east, which shews that they re-

garded it as the Mount of Olives. To understand this it

is necessary to recollect that the Mount of Olives, in the
general sense, is a range of hills to the east of Jerusalem,
separated therefrom by the valley through which the
Kidron flows, and extending from north to south. This
range has three summits, the middlemost of which seems
to be sometimes particularh/ distinguished as ' the mount
of Olives,' by way of eminence, when there is a distinct

reference to the particular summits or component hills of
this range. Ey the ' mount of Olives,' or, if we will,
' moimt of corruption,' of the present text, this central

liill is to be understood ; and then the hill ' on the right
hand' of that, is of course the one to the south, that is, the
southernmost of the three. This therefore is one of the
few instances in which we can authenticate the local tra-

ditions which correctly point to this southern hill, under
the name of the ' Hill of Offence,' as the site of the idola-

trous high places erected by Solomon. This hill of
course presents the same general appearance as the range
to which it belongs ; but it is more steep and rude than
the central mount, with its dull red hue less relieved by

small vineyards and olive-groves. At its base is the
small village of Siloam, consisting of about si.xty poor
dwellings, scarcely distinguishable from the surrounding
tombs. The local tradition is, that Solomon's haram was
established on this spot, and the high places for their
worship on the hill above. The latter tradition is better
authenticated than the former. On the steep brow of
this hill there are a great number of excavations, some of
the smaller of which are now used for habitations, and
others as places of shelter for cattle. There are flights

of steps cut in the rock, and leading from cave to cave,
to facilitate the communication between them where the
brow of the hill was steepest.

33. ' Riblah in the land of Hamath.'—Uamaih has
been mentioned under Num. xiii. Jerome says this was
Daphne, near Antiochin Syria, and the Targums also
put Daphne for Riblah. It seems to have been a very
large village, noted for its pleasantness and abundant
waters, and to which the inhabitants of Antioch resorted
on leisure and holiday occasions. It was also celebrated
for its sacred grove, in which was an asylum, with a
temple of Apollo and Diana. The agreeable situation of
the place, with other advantages which it offered, seems
to have recommended it as a temporary residence to
Pharaoh-uecho, as it did afterwards to Nebuchadnezzar,
whom we subsequently find at the same place (xxv. 6,

20, 2n.

CHAPTER XXIV.

1 Jehoiakim, first subdued by Nebuchadnezzar, then

rebelling against him, procureth his own ruin. 6 Je-
hoiachin succeedeth him. 7 The Jang of Egypt is

vanqvislicd by the king of Babylon. 8 Jehoiachin's

evil reign. 10 Jerusalem is taken, and carried cap-

tive into Babylon. 17 Zedehicdi is made kir^j, and
reigneth ill, tinto the utter destruction of Judah.

In his days Nebuchadnezzar king of Baby-
lon came up, and Jehoiakim became his ser-

vant three years : then he turned and rebelled

against him.

2 And the Lord sent against him bands

of the Chaldees, and bands of the Syrians,

and bands of the Moabites, and liands of the

children of Ammon, and sent them against

Judah to destroy it, 'according to the word of

the Lord, which he spake ''by his servants

the prophets.

3 Surely at the commandment of the Lord
came this upon Judah, to remove them out of

his sight, for the sins of Manasseh, according

to all that he did ;

4 And also for the innocent blood that he

shed : for he filled Jerusalem with innocent

blood ; which the Lord would not pardon.

5 \ Now the rest of the acts of Jehoiakim,

and all that he did, are they not written in the

book of the chronicles of the kings of Judah ?

6 So Jehoiakim slept with his fathers : and
Jehoiachin his son reigned in his stead.

1 Chap. 20. 17, and 23. 27. -' Heb. hj the hand of.
6 Chap. 20. r

VOL. II. T

7 H And the king of Egypt came not again
any more out of his land : for the king of
Babylon had taken from the river of Egypt
unto the river Euphrates all that pertained to

the king of Egypt.

8 H Jehoiachin was eighteen years old
when he began to reign, and he reigned in

Jerusalem three months. And his mother's
name was Nehushta, the daughter of Elnathan
of Jerusalem.

9 And he did that which was evil in the

sight of the Lord, according to all that his

father had done.

10 M 'At that time the servants of Ne-
buchadnezzar king of Babylon came up
against Jerusalem, and the city Svas be-
sieged.

11 And Nebuchadnezzar king of Babylon
came against the city, and his servants did

besiege it.

12 And Jehoiachin the king of Judah went
out to the king of Babylon, he, and his mother,

and his servants, and his princes, and his

"officers : and the king of Babylon took him
in the eighth year of his reign.

13 "And he carried out thence all the

treasures of the house of the Lord, and the

treasures of the king's house, and cut in pieces

all the vessels of gold which Solomon king of

Israel had made in the temple of the Lord,
as the Lord had said.
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14 And he carried away all Jerusalem,

and all the princes, and all the mighty men
of valour, even ten thousand captives, and all

the craftsmen and smiths: none remained,

save the poorest sort of the people of the

land.

15 And 'he carried away Jehoiachin to

Babylon, and the king's mother, and the

king's wives, and his "officers, and the mighty

of the land, those carried he into captivity

from Jerusalem to Babylon.

1(3 And all the men of might, even seven

thousand, and craftsmen and smiths a thou-

sand, all thii/: were strong and apt for war,

even them the king of Babylon brought cap-

tive to Babylon.

17 If And "the king of Babylon made
Mattaniah his father's brother king in his

stead, and changed his name to Zedekiah.

18 '"Zedekiah icas twenty and one years

old when he began to reign, and he reigned

eleven years in Jerusalem. And his mother's

name ivas Hamutal, the daughter of Jeremiah
of Libnah.

19 And he did that ichich teas evil in the

sight of the Lord, according to all that

Jehoiakim had done.

20 For through the anger of the Lord it

came to pass in Jerusalem and Judah, until

he had cast them out from his jM-esence, that

Zedekiah rebelled against the king of Ba-
bylon.

Chap. xxiv.—The leading facts of this very siimmai-y

chapter are related still more summarily in eleven verses

(6—16) of 2 Chron. xxxvi. Nevertheless, the passage
in Chronicles, although shorter, contains some circum-
stances -whicli the chapter before us does not express,

chiefly in reference to the conduct of Zedekiah. The
present text, on the other hand, is more particular in

describing the proceedings of the Babylonian invaders.

The three first verses of Jeremiah lii. correspond exactly
to verses 18—20 of this chapter.

Verse 1 .
' Nebucliadiiezzar.'—Now that the Babylo-

nians appear again upon the scene, we take the opportu-
nity of recapitulating the history of the heathen king-
doms as influencing that of Judah. Our last notice of
the subject concluded with the successful endeavour of
Esarhaddon to re-establish the broken power of the
Assyrian empire. This prince died in 667 B.C., and was
succeeded by his son Ninus III. in the general authority

;

while one Saosduchin, who was either his son or his

deputy, succeeded him at Babylon, but doubtless in

dependence upon the king of Assyria. There is nothing
particular recorded of this Ninus, who, in 658 B.C., was
succeeded in the Assyrian throne by Nebuchadonosor.
Many import.-mt particulars of this reign are stated in

the apocryphal book of Judith, the historical authority of
which is strongly advocated both by Dean Prideaux and
Dr. Hales. The particulars which it gives are said by
the latter to be ' perfectly consonant to the whole range
of sacred and profane history, and supply some impor^i

tant link in both which are not to be found elsewhere.'

Meanwhile, we may proceed on this authority to state,

that this king Nebuchadonosor determined, in the twelfth

year of his reign, to undertake an expedition against the

Medes, who still maintained their indepcudence, and
summoned all the states of his empire to his aid. But
the western and southern provinces of Cilicia, Phoenicia,

Judaea, Moal), Amnion, and Kgypt, refused to furnish

their contingents of troops, and some of them even treated

his ambassadors with insult. This retarded his opera-

tions, so that he was not in a condition to take the field

till the seventeenth year of his reign, when he marched
into Media, and completely succeeded in his enterprise,

having defeated the Medes, slain their king, and taken
Ecbatana, their capital. Then, returning in triumph

DSC he the next year despatched his general
s In yoiid ilic ICuphrates, with an army of
'out :iiiil 12,(1111) horse. This great army ra-

: rcdiu.d ( ;ilii-ia and Syria, with part of Arabia,
and Kdoni: Phoenicia was struck with alarm

and sued for peace, which was granted, but not so as to

exempt it from being treated as a conquered nation.

Holofernes then turned his attention to Judaja ; but, while

engaged in blockading the town of Bethulia, the key to

the hill country of Judaia, he was slain in his tent by
Judith, which struck such a panic into the Assyrians

that they were easily routed with great slaughter. This

event is fixed by Dr. Hales in the year 640 B.C., when,
after the assassination of Amon, the government of

Juda;a was administered by Joachim the high-priest, and
the council of elders, during the minority of Josiah.

This Joacliim is the Hilkiah of 2 Kings xxii. 8.

The effects of this signal defeat of the Assyrians may
be traced in the sacred and profane history. Hales calls

it ' the death-blow of the Assyrian empire.' He adds,
' They never recovered its disastrous consequences. The
western nations all shook ofif the Assyrian yoke; the

eastern, the Medes, rallied after their recent defeat, and
recovered Ecbatana, and the cities that had been taken

by Nebuchadonosor ; they even carried the war into As-
syria, and, in conjunction with the Babylonians, who
again revolted, besieged and took Nineveh, and put an
end to the A-ssyrian empire, 606 B.C. (about thirty-four

years after the defeat of Holofernes), as we learn from
the joint testimony of sacred and profane history. (To-

bit xiv. 15; Herodot. Euterpe).' Among those who
availed themselves of the distresses of Assyria was Pha-
raoh-necho, king of Egypt, who, finding the king in-

volved in a war with the revolted Medes and Babylo
in order to take Carchemish,
I'uphrates. (See the note on
-nuc ivas opposed by Josiah,
I'l the Egyptians, who had

:•> I lie Hebrews in their wars
haps thinking it safer to attacli

himself to the latter, who had already der

advanced through Judir

an important
]

1 icings iv. 2

1

who was cii!

proved ' a 1m n

with the Assyr
:d their

wer and wreaked their resentment upon Israel. The
result was, as recorded in the preceding chapter, that Jo-
siah was slain ; and, from the subsequent transactions, it

appears that the Egyptian king treated Judaia as a sub-

ject kingdom.
When Assyria was taken by the Medes and Babylo-

nians its king was Sarac, or Sardanapalus II., who,
when defence was no longer practicable, burned himself,

his concubines, and his treasure, upon a great pile in the

court of his palace, to avoid falling into the hands of the

enemy, who, after they had taken the city, razed it to

the ground. The details of this event we shall hereafter

notice more particularly in connection with the prophecies

in which it was predicted.

This transaction rewarded the Medes with indepcn-
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deuce and the Babylonians with empire. The essential

power of the empire had passed to the Babylonians before

their success was finally crowned by the capture of Nine-
veh. Dr Hales accordingly shews that it was in the first

year of the reign of Nabopolassar, king of Babylon, and
the first of the siege of Nineveh, that Nebuchadnezzar
(liere called ' king' by anticipation, or as being associated

with his father in the kingdom) was sent west of the

Euphrates to chastise the nations who had revolted during

the disorders of Assyria, and bring them back to their

obedience. In this he succeeded : and it was during the

three years in which Jehoiakim remained 'his servant,'

that Nineveh was taken by the confederate Medcs and
Babylonians ; during this period also Nabopolassar died,

and was succeeded by his victorious son ; so that the year

of Jeboiakim's revolt was the first year of Nebuchadnez-

zar's reign, which commenced in (i04 B.C., and ended in

.'jf')l—making a long and prosperous reign of forty-three

jears. This sketch, though necessarily rapid, will suffice

to indicate the connection between the sacred and profane

history of this period. [Appesdix, No. 56.]

16. ' All the men ofmight:—This is evidently a supple-

mentary account to that in verse 14. We think the total

may be thus summed up: chiefs and warriors, 10,000;

persons of property ('men of might'), 7000; craftsmen

and smiths, 1000; total, 18,000. That persons of pro-

perty are denoted by ' men of might,' is clear from the

distinction in this and the 14th verse. The word rendered

' might' is yn chayil, which, although it primarily de-

notes military force, also expresses wealth and property,

and is so rendered by ouf translation in Gen. xxxiv. 29
;

Dent. viii. 17 ; Ruth iv. 11 ; Job xx. 15; and elsewhere.

This enumeration is of great importance, as shewing that,

under such deportations as have been mentioned, the land

was by no means depopulated ; the flower of the popula-

tion only being carried into captivity. Keason indeed

might shew this, as a depopulated country could be of

little value to its conqueror. Those only were taken

whose influence or wealth might enable them to organize

a revolt or opposition; or whose property or skill ren-

dered their presence an important acquisition to tlie domi-

nant country.

CHAPTEE XXV.

1 Jerusalem is besieged. 4 Zedekiah taken, his sons

slain, ami his eyesput out. 8 Nehuzar-adan defaceth

the city, carrieth the remnant, except a few poor

labourers, into captivity, 13 spoileth and carrieth

away the treasures. 18 The nobles are slain at

Ixihhih. 22 Gedaliah, who was set over them that

rrmiiined, being slain, the restfee into Egypt. 27

Bril-merodach advanceth Jehoiachin in his court.

And it came to pass 'in the ninth year of his

reign, in the tenth month, in the tenth day

of the month, that Nebuchadnezzar king of

Babylon came, he, and all his host, against

Jerusalem, and pitched against it ; and they

built forts against it round about.

2 And the city was besieged unto the

eleventh year of king Zedekiah.

3 And on the ninth day of the yourtli

month the famine prevailed in the city, and

there was no bread for the people of the

land.

4 IT And the city was broken up, and all

the men of imr fled by night by the way of

the gate between two walls, which is by the

king's garden : (now the Chaldees were

against the city round about :) and tho king

went the way toward the plain.

5 And the army of the Chaldees pursued

after the king, and overtook him in the plains

of Jericho : and all his army were scattered

from him.

6 So they took the king, and brought him

up to the king of Babylon to Riblah ; and

they 'gave judgment upon him.

7 And they slew the sons of Zedekiah

before his eyes, and 'put out the eyes of

1 Jer. 39. I,and52. •(. s Jer. 52. 6.

Zedekiah, and bound him with fetters of

brass, and carried him to Babylon.

8 ^ And in the fifth month, on the seventh

day of the mouth, which is the nineteenth

year of king Nebuchadnezzar king of Ba-
bylon, came Nebuzar-adan, ^captain of the

fuard, a servant of the king of Babylon, unto

erusalem

:

9 And he burnt the house of the Lord,
and the king's house, and all the houses of

Jerusalem, and every great mans house burnt

he with fire.

10 And all the army of the Chaldees,

that were tdth the captain of the guard, brake

down the walls of Jerusalem round about.

11 Now the rest of the people that icere

left in the city, and the "fugitives that fell

away to the king of Babylon, with the remnant

of the multitude, did Nebuzar-adan the captain

of the guard carry away.

12 But the captain of the guard left of the

poor of the land to be vinedressers and

husbandmen.

13 II And 'the pillars of brass that locre in

the house of the Lord, and the bases, and the

brasen sea that vms in the house of the Lord,

did the Chaldees break in pieces, and carried

the brass of them to Babylon.

14 And the pots, and the shovels, and the

snuffers, and the spoons, and all the vessels

of brass wherewith they ministered, took they

away.

15 And the firepans, and the bowls, and

such things as were of gold, in gold, and of

silver, in silver, the captain of the guard took

away.

Heb. made blind. » Or, chief marshal.
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16 The two pillars, "one sea, and the bases

which Solomon had made for the house of the

Lord ; the brass of all these vessels was with-

out weight.

17 "The height of the one pillar was

eighteen cubits, and the chapiter upon it icas

brass : and the height of the chapiter three

cubits ; and the wrcathen work, and pome-

granates upon the chapiter round about, all of

brass : and like unto these had the second

pillar with wrcathen work.

18 t And the captain of the guard took

Scraiah the chief priest, and Zephaniah the

second priest, and the three keepers of the

' "door

:

19 And out of the city he took an "officer

that was set over the men of war, and five

men of them that "were in the king's pre-

sence, which were found in the city, and the

"principal scribe of the host, which mustered

the people of the land, and threescore men
of the people of the land that were found in

the city :

20 And Nebuzar-adan captain of the guard

took these, and brought them to the king of

Babylon to Rlblah

:

21 And the king of Babylon smote them,

and slew them at Riblah in the laud of

Ilamath. So Judah was carried away out of

their land.

22 If '"And as for the people that re-

mained in the land of Judah, whom Nebu-
chadnezzar king of Babylon had left, even

over them he made Gedaliah the son of

Ahikam, the son of Shaphan, ruler.

2o And when all the '^captains of the

armies, they and their men, heard that the

king of Babylon had made Gedaliah go-

[B.C. 590—562.

vernor, there came to Gedaliah to Mizpah,
even Ishmael the son of Nethaniah, and
Johanan the son of Careah, and Seraiah the

son of Tanhumeth the Netophathite, and
Jaazaniah the son of a Maachathitc, they and
their men.

24 And Gedaliah sware to them, and to

their men, and said unto them, Fear not to

be the servants of the Chaldees : dwell in the

land, and serve the king of Babylon ; and it

shall be well with you.

25 But it came to pass in the seventh

month, that Ishmael the son of Nethaniah,

the son of Elisliama, of the seed '"royal,

came, and ten men with him, and ''smote

Gedaliah, that he died, and the Jews and the

Chaldees that were with him at Mizpah.

26 And all the people, both small and

great, and the captains of the armies, arose,

and came to Egypt : for they were afraid of

the Chaldees.

27 H And it came to pass in the seven

and thirtieth year of the captivity of Jehoia-

chin king of Judah, in the twelfth month, on

the seven and twentieth day of the month,

that Evil-merodach king of Babylon in the

year that he began to reign did lift up the

head of Jehoiachin king of Judah out of

prison ;

28 And he spake '"kindly to him, and set

his throne above the throne of the kings that

iccre with him in Babylon

;

29 And changed his prison garments : and
he did eat bread continually before him all

the days of his life.

30 And his allowance teas a continual

allowance given him of the king, a daily rate

for every day, all the days of his life.

' n.!b.(tei 10 neb. threshold.

40. :., 0. 15 .ler. 41).

f llt^h.fjuud things with him.

' Heb. {'J' the kingdo.

i Heb. i t the hiilg'sfoi

. 41. 2.

Chap. .\xv.—A very brief summary of the leading

facts of this cliapter is given in five verses fl7— 21) of

the last chapter of 2 Chron. 13ut the whole chapter is

repeated, almost identically, in the last chapter of Jere-

miah, to which we may refer for some illustrative notes.

The passage, however, contained in verses 22—2G, is not

in that chapter ; but these verses arc found in other parts

of Jeremiah, to which the margin refers, with other par-

ticulars not found in this place, and for which therefore

we reserve such elucidatory statements as may be neces-

sary.

Verse 7. ' /'"( otil ihi) cijes oj Zedehiah,'—See the notes

on Judges ix. :^ ; and Ezek. xii. 13. This was no doubt not

only to punish )iim, as in the case of Samson (Judg. xvi.

21), but to incapacitate him from ever again ascending

the throne. It was an ancient and still subsisting law in

Persia that no blind person can reign, and it seems to

have been the practice, if not dictated by law, in other an-

cient countries. It is on this account that it has long in

Persia been the custom to deprive of sight the brothers

and near relatives of a new king whom the odious policy

of the government desires to cxeiuile fnmi all chance and
hope of mounting the throne. I li' jiv . m -luli lias been
almost the first to break tliriiiiiili :i matter
of state, although his succcsj-icn . iher lun-

stained by some instances of Ibis li!i,;,i i, lut blinding

is still a common punishment for oHlucls, especially such
as are of a political character. In Turkey the princes
were formerly on the same grounds put to death instead

of lifiiic liliiidcil : :iiwl the Persians have been known to

vindhii iLr liiiiii ;iiiiy and policy of their own usage by
tb( • 111 h the custom of their neighbours
all'il \\.' \ 1 hi avoided the sin of shedding inno-

ccii!
'

! Linger was obviated of rendering the

dvii.i M ciM' those who were not slain should
dii' >'

: 11 a danger to which certainly the

()ii '11 I. :> I) 111
. luurelhanonce been exposed. From

the pl.iao^o i.uiiiloji.J it would seem as if, in the Scriptural
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instances, the eyes were actually f\tir|i-itiil. In the pre-

sent text the words of the triurliii 'I • li; Nrs were put

out,' would have that force ; lull i i i
i uly says that

' they made his eyes blind,' ^\U..i. I ;
> matter open.

In Samson's case it is however cU.nly h.i;J lliut his eyes

were bored out, where the expression is the same as that

used Prov. xxx. 17 : ' The ravens of the valley shall picA

it out, and the younj; cajrles shall eat it.' Nothing can be

clearer to flir-v tint il. < yrs wire in such cases actually

torn out. Ill r f'lrmerlythe custom to extin-

guish the si I
I

' - : living the eye or injuring their

appearauer, 1 1^ |ii m- li.| mi' them a red hot copper plate.

But it having Iiulmi aviidinitiilly discovered in the time of

Abbas II., that those who had been thus blinded had still

some glimmering perceptions of light, and that the opera-

tion was sometimes performed so favourably that some
sight still remained, it was ordered by the king that the

princes who had been previously blinded by the old

method should have their eyes actually scooped out with

the point of a dagger, and in this mannrr the operation

has been ever since performed. A great lunii'i i I' i:i!.iiiL;

anecdotes from Persian history and fnin i i
1'

i i

might be produced in illustration of lln
i

.

;i
.

! .
n-

patiug the eyes, whether as an incapaciiaini Huh. n mi-

as a state punishment. Some such tell iimler our own
notice in that country; where the blind persons usually

met with fifteen or twenty years ago. were much more
rarely the poor, as in other countries, than persons of

rank and station, and where the blindness was not, as is

usually the case, merely the loss of sight in the still seem-

ingly perfect organ, but the loss of the eye itself, mani-

fested by the eyelids being closed up and shrunk in over

the awful cavities in which even sightless orbs rolled no

more.— ' Put out the eijes of Zedehiah, and carried him to

Babylon.'—Let it not escape notice that these two acts, the

blinding of Zedekiah, and the subsequent sending him to

Babylon, reconcile and vindicate the two prophecies of

Jeremiah and of Ezekiel, which were deemed incompa-

tible till the event shewed their agreement. The first is:

' I will bring him to Babylon, to the land of the Chaldeans
;

yet shall he not see it though he shall die there ' (Ezek.

xii. 13). The other: ' He shall surely be delivered into the

hand of the king of Babylon, and shall sneak with liim

mouth to mouth, and his eyes shall behulil li: .. .
li r

xxxii. 4). Zedekiah, as we here sei. i,
i

i

Kiblah, and there saw the king of Bali\ 1 I
,

•

him, and saw his children executed; Imi " i
v m I I) i I

his eyes put out, and was taken to Babylon in a stat.-

which rendered him incapable of seeing that city, though

he spent the residue of his days there.

18. ' Tlie second priest.'—This, was the deputy high

priest, by the .Tews called the Sagan, who ofliciatcd for the

liijjh inir t ;! r-vr nf siekness or of any temporary dis-

qualilii '1 I li iti. I,iiv3 of ceremonial purity rendered,
proliiil.' Ill II

1
1 iiicnt occurrence, notwithstanding all

the laii .11 I iijli priest was bound to take to avoid
occasiiMin "I n-^ai eciiLaiiiination.

27. ' Evil-merodacli:—This prince succeeded Nebu-
chadnezzar in the year 561 B.C., and reigned three years.

We have not mentioned the events of his father's reign so

particularly as those of some inferior sovereigns, wishing
to reserve the details to be stated in connection with the

prophecies which refer to them. The kindness of the

new king to tlie captive mnnaroh nf .Tndah is thus ac-

counted for by a Jewisli ti ii'i'im If i
- i- I that this

prince, during that disir e i
i i r ^. '

i
i

: n- which
the book of Daniel reconl ! !

I i:
; .kinga

war with the Medes, that. . n in i.i.iiv. iin kmi; east

him into prison, where lie contracted an intimacy with

Jehoiachin, whom he failed not to release on his accession

to the throne. This account, so far as refers to the im-

prudent provocation of the Medes by the king of Babylon's

son, is sanctioned by Xenophon ; but he places the event

at an earlier period of Nebuchadnezzar's reign than the

present account supposes. Upon the whole, there is no-

thing very improbable in the story. After his succession

Evil-merodach resumed his designs on the Medes, whose
growing power he dreaded, and formed a powerful con-

federacy against them. His army was however routed,

and himself slain by Cyrus, who acted (by appointment
of his uncle and father-in-law Cyaxares—the Darius of

Scripture) as the general of the combined forces of the

Medes and Persians. He was succeeded by the Belshazzar

of Scripture, in whose reign Babylon was taken by the

same p.irties who had defeated and slain his father. [In a
note on Daniel v. 1, in Appendix, the true position of

Belshazzar, as made known by the inscriptions found on
Chaldean In ii-ks, will bo shewn. Meantime we simply state,

th.at 111- '-
t Ik. Ill i.i Niihoniilus, the la.st king of Babylon.]

3<i. 'I' if 'ir<ince given unto him of the king.'—
Instani .

.1
. like this are to this day not unknown

in the r 1. Mni i. .^peaking of an entertainment given

by the chief minister of state in Persia, states that among
the company was ' an old man, a lineal descendant of the

Leffi family,' whom they called Nawab, and who took

his seat next to the Ameen ad-DowIali. Although needy
I'll. I ..Mik'nii |Mivver he is always Ir. ii.il "nii ik.. ei-eatcst

. 1. 1

- .1,1. ix. 1-7). He reeii- i
.^

i , v,< or
II

. 1
1
-n the king, whicli 111 11 I e-riiible

'kii .1 .1. k.iaehin, for his alkmi "i a .I'litinual

allnivance given him of the king, a daily rate, all the

days of his life (2 Kings xxv. 30). Giving to the Nawab
a high rauk in society is illustrative of the precedence
given to Jehoiachin, by setting his throne above the throne
of the kings that were with him in Babylon.



THE FIRST BOOK

CHRONICLES.

The name of Chronicles, which is given to the two books following those of Kings, well enough
represents tlie Hebrew title D'^JH n^l dibre hayyamim, which signifies words of days, ov rather

perhaps things or facts of days, a term which literally corresponds to diaries or journals, as when
we speak of tiie Journals of parliament ; but in more free interpretation and general sense will

answer better periiaps to ' annals,' although that word expresses records rather of years than of days.

But there is nothing to complain of in the word ' Chronicles,' which is as significant as Annals, with

the advantage of a somewhat more general sense. This title of ' Chronicles ' was conferred upon the

books by Jerome, whose words are, ' Septimus dabre ajami?i, id est verba dieruni, quod significantius

Chronicon totius divina; historice possumus appellare, qui liber apud nos Paralipomenou primus et

secundus inscribitur' {Prolog. Galeat.). This current title of Pakalipomenon to which Jerome
here refers is derived from the Septuagint, in which Version the books bear the name of XlapaXmru-

fiwa, which signifies ' things omitted,' a title which must have been suggested by tlie view that,

although these books repeat a great number of facts which are recorded in the books of Samuel and
of Kings, they nevertheless embody many circumstances which are not elsewhere found in Scripture.

The subject of ' Chronicles' is essentially the same as that of the second book of Samuel and the two
books of Kings. 1. The genealogy, occupying 1 Chron. i.-ix., must have been of great interest to

the Hebrews after the Captivity ; but with us it is much neglected, although it contains several

remarkable ancient facts not to be found in the regular historical books. 2. The portion from
chap. X. of the first book to ix. 34 of the second, contains many details respecting the government of
David and Solomon which for the most part furnish valuable supplementary matter to the accounts
in ' Samuel ' and ' Kings.' 3. The remaining part, beginning with 2 Chron. x. and ending witii the
book, gives an account of the separation of the two kingdoms, and a concise history of these kingdoms
after tlie separation. The history of the kingdom of Israel is conformable to that in ' Kings,' but is

nuicii more succinctly given ; while that of the kingdom of Judah is given on a considerably larger
scale, and embraces many details of much interest which are not to be found in ' Kings '—such, for
example, are the particulars of the reformations of religion which took place under Jehoshaphat,
Hezekiah, Manasseh, and Josiah.

The principal object of the writer of ' Chronicles' appears to have been—to shew what had been
before the Captivity, and what ought to be after the return from Babylon, the divisions of families,

in order that eacii restored family might re-enter, as nearly as possible, the heritage of its fathers

—

to indicate to the restored exiles what ought to be done for the re-establishment of the divine
service—and to furnish them with a concise view of the bistoiy of those kingdoms, with particular
developments of those parts in which it was connected with the temple worship, and wliieh illustrate
the principles of the theocracy, on the observance of which the prosirerity of the state had depended.
The book thus formed a kind of manual, highly suited to tiie wants of tlie restored Jews ; and it was
no doubt in tiie hands of many for whom copies of the otiier hooks of Scripture, much more of the
whole Hebrew Scripture, could not be provided. I( i, \\U\i rcrciciici' (d thr first named objects of
IJie compilation that the genealogies which occupy the ((iiiiiiiiniiii',; clLiptcrs are given, and'by this
we understand why the genealogies of the priests and I.cn ih s ;uv llnni^lu .1 in so much detail.

'J"he general tendency of all critical opinion, aiiciiut and niodcrn, Jewish and Christian, is to
ascribe the authorship of these books to Ezra ; and the more this opinion has of late years been
questioned, the more firmly it seems to be established. In the first place it is clear that 'Chronicles'
is the work of one writer. This is seen by the equality of I he style, by the uniformity of the plan
and principle of the compilation, and by the marked manner in which, throughout, recapitulations
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are occasionally given and reflections interposed ; and so clearly is this shewn, that even those who
question the authenticity of ' Chronicles,' admit that it must be regarded as the work of one and the

same author. That this writer lived after the Captivity has never been questioned. It is indeed
manifest from the reference to post-exilian events, such as the decree of Cyrus (2 Chron. xxxvi. 22,

23), and the mention of the first who inhabited Jerusalem after the Captivity (1 Chron. ix. 2, seq.).

The writer also employs terras which are only found in tlie books written after the Captivity. There
are a good number of Chaldaisms in the book, and even the orthography of proper names is frequently

difierent from that which occurs in the books written before the Exile. The instances of this may
be seen in Eichhorn's Eiuleituny, iii. § 493. Some of the expressions and constructions which dis-

tinguish this book from those of earlier date, are also found in ' Ezra,' and the peculiarities of ortho-

graphy are also the same that we find in the book which bears his name. It is further to be observed

that the end of 'Chronicles' is absolutely the same as the beginning of 'Ezra,' which is shewn by
Grotius to have been a mark of connection and continuation in ancient books, and, among those that

have survived to our time, we find it so used by Procopius in his Hist. Vandalicorttm et Gothicoium.
All these circumstances, taken together, seem to point clearly to Ezra as the writer of ' Chronicles,'

or at least there is no other known person of that age with whose authorship of the books they are

so perfectly consonant. Indeed there is no other person, known to us, of the period immediately
succeeding the Captivity to whom the authorship can on any grounds be assigned ; and if therefore

tlie claim of Ezra be questioned, there is no other claim to be named. Although, therefore, it may
be that his claim is not established beyond all doubt, there is quite enough to justify us in refusing

to impugn the opinion, ascribing it to him, which can produce in its favour these sanctions of old

tradition and of general consent, which, although not of themselves conclusive, are of value and
authority when supported by a fair amount of internal evidence and of corroborative circumstances.

By conceding, as we have done, that Ezra may not have been the author of ' Kings,' we exonerate
ourselves from the necessity of meeting some of the gravest objections we have met with against his

claim to the authorship of ' Chronicles.' Of those that remain we may notice two, which at the first

view possess some force. Tiie first is, that the genealogy of Zerubbabel is in 1 Chron. iii. 19, sqq.,

curried down to the ninth generation, reaching to about three centuries, after Ezra. But nothing
can be more probable tlian that the continuation of the genealogy of the house of David, about

which the Jews continued to be most anxious, from the expectation that the glory and dominion of

that house was to be restored, should be the addition of a later hand than the author's. The other

argument is, that the decree of Cyrus which concludes ' Chronicles,' begins ' Ezra,' which it is urged
would not liave occurred had both been by the same writer. This, however, has been partly

answered already. It is Indeed denied that there are any traces in Scripture of the ancient custom
of taking up at the beginning of a book the concluding words or circumstances of the preceding, to

mark continuation. But this is not conclusive. There are many usages of Scripture sufficiently

established by one clear instance corroborated by ancient Gentile usage ; and it is not exactly right

to say there are no other Scriptural instances. At the commencement of Exodus we have the

enumeration of the family of Jacob, which had already been given in Gen. xlvi. Still more,

Genesis terminates with the death of Joseph, and the historical narrative is resumed in Exod. i. 6
with the words ' And Joseph died.'

It is partly on the ground which the first of these objections affords that some scholars in Germany
have contended that the book was not written before the time of Alexander the Great. Their prin-

cipal argument, however, arises from the frequent use of the letters N, 1, ', which they call matres

Icctiones, and from other marks of an orthography properly Aramsean. Without entering into de-

tails in which few of oar readers would take interest, it may be remarked that none of the neological

writers to whom we refer, able and learned as they are, have succeeded in defining the time when the

jieculiar use of these matres lectiones and of the Aramsean orthography became common among the

Jews ; and there appears no satisfactory reason to doubt that the Aramaean idioms which these writings

exhibit might have been easily introduced into their language during the long period of their exile

in Chaldaea. See this subject fully and ably discussed in Hiivernick's Eiydeitung in das Alte Testa-

ment, i. 2, § 34.

The credibility of ' Chronicles ' has been strongly assailed by such w riters as De Wette and
Gramberg ; but the evidence for the perfect veracity of the writer, and for the truth of the facts he
records, is too strong to be shaken. In the two books, but more especially in the second, he often

refers to ancient records called the Clironicles of the Kings of Judah and of Israel ; and the scrupu-

lous fidelity with which he employed the materials these records aflibrded is evinced by his having often

preserved the very words in which they were written, although involving phrases which were no longer

applicable at the time he wrote. Thus in 1 Chron. iv. 42, 43, the Simeonites are described as occu-

pying the seats of the Amalekites in Mount Seir, whom they had expelled, and dwelling there ' unto

this day,' although the book was written after the seventy years during which the Israelites had been

exiled from all their possessions. These words must therefore have been adopted from the contem-
391
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porary memoir which furnished tlie notice of the fact. Again, in 2 Chron. v. 9, to the notice of

the removal of the ark to Solomon's temple, it is added, ' and there it is unto this day.' But at the

time the book was prepared, the temple had long been destroyed and the ark lost ; and there was no

ark in the second temple. A clearer mark of citation from tiie exact words of contemporary
documents could not be produced. It is also seen that in a great number of passages the text of ' Chro-
nicles ' agrees word for word w ith that of ' Kings,' indicating their common derivation from the

ancient annals. Of these annals we need not here add anything to what has been already stated in

the Introductions to ' Samuel ' and ' Kings.' The sincerity and impartiality of the writer are evinced

by the equal care with which he records the facts which were disgraceful as tliose which were
honourable to his nation. A large proportion of the circumstances which he relates are recorded in

the same manner not only by the author of ' Kings,' but by the Psalmist, by the Prophets, and by
the inspired writers of the New Testament. It is important also to bear in mind that the Jews
tliemselves, anxious as they always were to preserve historical genealogies, were so well satisfied of

the truth of these books as to sutler tiie original records and documents on which they were founded

to become extinct. This certainly was not from inability to preserve them, if they had been so

minded, but in consequence of considering them superseded by the books we still possess, which
besides they regard as having been prepared under the Divine sanction, or, in other words, as being

inspired.

It has been more than once suggested that the ' Chronicles' are in fact superfluous, as they contain

little but what is reported in other books of Scripture. It might be as well alleged that the Gospels

of Mark and Luke are superfluous because we have that of Matthew. Let those who think thus lightly

of ' Chronicles ' consider well the words of Jerome :
' The book of Chronicles (Paralipomenon liber),

which is an epitome of all ancient history, is so important, that if any one expects to master without

this book the entire scope of Scripture he sorely deceives himself. In lact the author touches

passingly on many subjects which are wholly omitted in the books of Kings, and thereby furnishes

the means of comprehending many passages in the Gospels which could not otherwise be understood

'

(Episf. ad PauUmim). This he substantially repeats in his preface to the book. {Pro'fat. in lib.

Paralipomenon )

.

As we expect to elucidate in the notes most of the passages on which charges against the truth

and accuracy of the author have been founded, we need not here dwell upon them. It is obvious

that those who entertain such opinions of the book and its author must necessarily question its divine

authority, and, in fact, its claims to that distinction have not been very sparingly impugned. A
prima facie case in favour of its claim is however established by the fact of its existence in the

Hebrew canon, into which it could only on the ground of such claim have obtained admission ; and

this is confirmed by the fact that the references to its contents by Christ and his Apostles shew that

they recognized its claim to a place among the inspired books which constitute ' the word of God.'

Thus the genealogies of Matthew and Luke are manifestly drawn from those in the commencing
chapters of ' Chronicles.' In Matt, xxiii. 32-35, Christ obviously refers to the circumstances re-

corded in 2 Chron. xxiv. 19-21 ; and in 1 Pet. i. 17 there is a distinct allusion to the words of

Jehoshaphat in 2 Chron. xix. "7. We regret that we cannot here produce for the reader's satisfac-

tion the convincing arguments and proofs by which the objections of Spinosa, De Wette, Gramberg,
and others, have been met by the continental writers who have bestowed their attention on the sub-

ject. Those of De Wette have been disposed of by Dahler in De Ubrorum Paralipomenon anclo-

ritate alque fide hisforica, Argeutor. 1819; those of Gramberg have been met by Keil in his

Apologetischer Versuch iiher die Biicher der Chronih, Berlin, 1833 ; and both have found a formidable

antagonist in Movers, in whose work, Kriiische Untersuchungen iiber die Bihlischc Chronik, Bonn,

1834, the whole matter has been examined with great ability and success. The subject of the alleged

contradictions and discrepancies in ' Chronicles ' has been efficiently handled by Dr. S. Davidson in

his Sacred Hermcneutics, 1843, and the same author has a valuable article upon these books in the

Cyclopmdia of Biblical Literature, 1846. Ilavernick, by whose death Biblical scholarship has

lately sustained a heavy loss, devotes a hundred of the solid pages of his EinJciliuKj to these books ;

and Eichhorn, in thirty-two pages of his Einleilung, embodies m\icli valuable information with

respect to them. [See also Die Biicher der Chronik, crkliirt von Ernst Bcrtheau, Leipzig, 1854.]

The books of Chronicles are not devoid of grand descriptions, sublime and touching prayers, and

noble discourses, which agreeably relieve the occasional aridity of the genealogical and topographical

details. Among such we may indicate the account of the removal of the ark in 1 Ciiron. xv. ; the

message from the Lord delivered by Nathan to David, in 1 Chron. xvii. ; the more awful message

delivered by the prophet Gad and David's answer thereto, in 1 Chron. xxi. 9-13; the thanksgiving

prayer drawn from David by the liberality of the ofterings which were made by the people fo\\ards

the future temple, 1 Cliron. xxix. 10-19; the address made by king Abijah from the height of

Mount Zemaraim to king Jeroboam, in tiie i)resence of tiie adverse armies of Judah and Israel, in

2 Chron. xiii. 4-12 ; the prayer of king Asa before the battle with the Ethiopians, in 2 Chron. xiv.

392
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11, 12; the address of the prophet Azariah the son of Oded to the same king after his return from
the defeat of the Ethiopians, 2 Chron. xv. 2-7 ; tlie reproving address of the seer Hanani to the

same king on a different occasion, 2 Chron. xvi. 7-9 ; the prayer of Jehoshaphat on occasion of the

invasion of the land by the Ammonites and Moabites, in 2 Chron. xx. 6-12; the messages of king

Joash of Israel to king Amaziali of Judah, containing a sarcastic apologue, in 2 Chron. xxv. 18, 19

;

the exhortation of king Ilezekiali to the priests and Levites, in 2 Chron. xxix. 5-11 ; the letter which

the same king sent through the country to induce the tribes to celebrate tiie passover at Jerusalem,

2 Cliron. XXX. 6-9 ; and his address to his officers to encourage them to resist the Assyrians, in

2 Chron. xxxii. 7, 8.

As the ' Chronicles ' often supply the omissions and explain the details of ' Kings,' and as tlie

historical basis of both is the same, it is well to read the parallel passages together. To facilitate

this task, the trouble of which will be well rewarded by tiie results, we give the following useful

table of parallel passages from De Wette :

—

1 Chron. i. 1-4

2 Chron. i. 2-l£

vni.

ix. 13-31

X. I—xi. 4
xii. 2, 9-11,1
xiii. 1, 2, 23

xiv. 1, XV. IG-

Genesis 1

, , XXIV.
Kings iii. 4-15.

, , X. 26-29.

ix
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CHAPTER I.

Adam's line to Noah. 5 Tlie sons of Japlieth. 8

The sons of Ham. 17 The sons of Sliem. 24
Shem's line to Abraham. 29 Ishmael's sons. 32
The sons of Keturah. 34 The posterity of Abra-
ham by Esau. 43 The kings of Edom. 51 The
dukes of Edom.

DAM, 'Sheth,

Enosli,

2 Kenan,
Mahalaleel,

Jered,

3 Henoch,
Methuselah,

Lamech,
4 Noah,

Shem, Ham,
and Japheth.

5 If '^The

sons of Ja-

pheth ; Go-
mer, and Ma-
gog, and Ma-

dai, and Javan, and Tuhal, and Meshech,
and Tiras.

6 And tlie sons of Gomer ; Ashclienaz, and
"Riphath, and Togarmah.

7 And the sons of Javan ; Elishah, and
Tarshish, Kittim, and "Dodanim.

8 H The sons of Ham ; Gush, and Miz-
raim, Put, and Canaan.

9 And the sons of Cusb ; Seba, and Ha-
vilah, and Sabta, and Raamah, and Sabtecha.
And the sons of Raamah ; Sheba, and Dedan.

10 And Gush 'begat Nimrod : he began
to be mighty upon the earth.

1

1

And Mizraim begat Ludini, and Ana-
mim, and Lehabim, and Naphtuhim,

12 And Pathrusim, and Gasluhim, (of

wliom came the Philistines,) and "Gaphtho-
rim.

13 And Canaan begat Zidon his firstborn,

and lleth,

14 The Jebusite also, and the Amorite,
and the Girgashito,

15 And the llivite, and the Arkite, and
the Sinite,

16 And the Arvadite, and the Zemarite,
and tlio Hamathite.

17 % The sons of 'Shem; Elam, and
Asshur, and Arphaxad, and Lud, and
Aram, and Uz, and Hul, and Gether, and
'Meshech.

I Gen. 6. 3. 9. s Gen. 10.
6 Gen. 10. 8. Deut. 2. 23.
II I.uke3. 36. 18 Gen. 11

>? Or, Hadar, Gen. 25. li.
21 Or, Almn, Gen. 36. 23.

18 And Arphaxad begat Shelah, and She-
lah begat Eber.

19 And unto Eber were born two sons :

the name of the one roas Teleg ; because in

his days the earth was divided : and his bro-
ther's name was Joktan.

20 And '"Joktan begat Almodad, and She-
leph, and Hazarmaveth, and Jerah,

21 Hadoram also, and Uzal, and Diklah,
22 And Ebal, and Abimael, and Sheba,
23 And Ophir, and Havilah, and Jobab.

All these ivere the sons of Joktan.

24 "H "Shem, Arphaxad, Shelah,

2.5 "^Eber, Peleg, Reu,
26 Serug, Nahor, Terah,
27 '"Abram ; the same is Abraham.
28 The sons of Abraham ; 'Tsaac, and

'^Ishmael.

29 If These are their generations: The
'"firstborn of Ishmael, Nebaioth ; thenKedar,
and Adbeel, and Mibsam,

30 Mishma, and Dumah, Massa, "Hadad,
and Tenia,

31 Jetur, Naphish, and Kedemah. These
are the sons of Ishmael.

32 If Now the sons of Keturah, Abraham's
concubine : she bare Zimran, and Jokshan,
and Medan, and Midian, and Ishbak, and
Shuah. And the sons of Jokshan ; Sheba,
and Dedan.

33 And the sons of Midian ; Ephah, and
Epher, and Henoch, and Abida, and Eldaah.
All these are the sons of Keturah.

34 If And Abraham begat Isaac. The
sons of Isaac ; Esau and Israel.

35 If The sons of '"Esau ; Eliphaz, Reuel,
and Jeush, and Jaalam, and Korah.

36 The sons of Eliphaz ; Teman, and
Omar, "Zephi, and Gatam, Kenaz, and
Timna, and Amalek.

37 The sons of Reuel ; Nahath, Zerah,

Shammah, and Mizzah.

38 If And the sons of Seir ; Lotan, and Sho-

bal, and Zibeon, and Anah, and Dishon, and
Ezar, and Dishan.

39 And tlie sons of Lotan ; Hori, and
''"Homam : and Timna rcas Lotan's sister.

40 The sons of Shobal ; "'Allan, and Ma-
nahath, and E])al, "'Sliephi, and Onam. And
the sons of Zibeon ; Aiah, and Anah.

41 The sons of Anah ; "^Dishon. And the

sons of Dishon ; '"Amram, and Eshban, and
Itliran, and Cheran.

Or, Rodanim
That is, (

' Gen. 10. 11.
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42 The sous of Ezer ; Bilhan, and Zavan,

and "Jakan. The sons of Dishan ; Uz, and

Aran.

43 IT Now these are the "kings that reigned

in the land of Edom before amj king reigned

over the children of Israel ; Bela the son of

Beor : and the name of his city icas Dinha-
bah.

44 And when Bela was dead, Jobab the

son of Zerah of Bozrah reigned in his stead.

45 And when Jobab was dead, Hiisham of

the land of the Temanites reigned in his

stead.

46 And when Husham was dead, Hadad
the son of Eedad, which smote Midian in the

field of Moab, reigned in his stead : and the

name of his city toas Avith.

47 And when Hadad was dead, Samiah of

Masrekah reigned in his stead.

48 ^'And when Samiah was dead, Shaul
of Rehoboth by the river reigned in his stead.

49 And when Shaul was dead, Baal-hanan
the son of Achbor reigned in his stead.

50 And when Baal-hanan was dead, '"Ha-
dad reigned in his stead : and the name of
his city teas "Pal ; and his wife's name icas

Mehetabel, the daughter of Hatred, the
daughter of Mezahab.

51 H Hadad died also. And the "dukes
of Edom were ; duke Timnah, duke Aliah,
duke Jetheth,

52 Duke Aholibamah, duke Elah, duke
Pinon,

53 Duke Kenaz, duke Teman, duke Mib-
zar,

54 Duke Magdiel, duke Iram. These are

the dukes of Edom.

' Or, Achan, Gen. 36. 27. i Gen. 3(1. 31.

Oen. 3(3. 40.

I Or, Iladnr, Gen. 2 Or, Pau, Gen. 36.

Chap. i.—The first nine cbapters being occupied chiefly 1 we shall limit our observations to such of the interspersed
with proper names, the examination of which would only historical facts ns may seem to require remark,
be interesting to the critical student of the sacred books,

|

CHAPTER II.

1 The sons of Israel. 3 The posterity of Jiiduh by
T'amar. li The children ofJesse. 18 T/ie posterity

of Caleb the son of Hezron. 21 Hezron s posterity

by the daughter ofMacliir. 25 Jerahmeefs posterity.
34 Sheshans posterity. 42 Another branch of
Caleb's posterity. 50 The posterity of Caleb the

son of liur.

These are the sons of 'Israel ; "^Reuben,

Simeon, Levi, and Judah, Issachar, and
Zebulun,

2 Dan, Joseph, and Benjamin, Naphtali,

Gad, and Asher.

3 ^ The sons of 'Judah ; Er, and Onan,
and Shelah : u-hich three were born unto him
of the daughter of 'Shua the Canaanitess.

And Er, the firstborn of Judah, was evil in

the sight of the Lord ; and he slew him.

4 And ^Tamar his daughter in law bare
him Pharez and Zerah. All the sons of

Judah ivere five.

5 The sons of "Pharez; Hezron, and
Hamul.

6 And the sons of Zerah; 'Zimri, "and

Ethan, and Heman, and Calcol, and "Dara

:

five of them in all.

7 And the sons of Carmi ; '"Achar, tlie

troubler of Israel, who transgressed in the

thing "accursed.

8 And the sons of Ethan ; Azariah.

9 The sons also of Hezron, that were born

unto him ; Jerahmeel, and "Ram, and ""Che-

lubai.

10 And Ram "begat Amminadab ; and
Amminadab begat Nahshon, prince of the

children of Judah

;

11 And Nahshon begat Salma, and Salma
begat Boaz,

12 And Boaz begat Obed, and Obed be-

gat Jesse,

13 IT "And Jesse begat his firstborn Eliab,

and Abinadab the second, and '"Shimma the

third,

14 Nethaneel the fourth, Raddai the fifth,

15 Ozem the sixth, David the seventh :

10 Whose sisters were Zeruiah, and Abi-

gail. And the sons of Zeruiah ; Abishai, and

Joab, and Asahel, three.

17 And Abigail bare Amasa : and the

father of Amasa was Jether the Ishmeelite.

18 IT And Caleb the son of Hezron begat

children of Azubah his wife, and of Jerioth :

Or, Jacob.
' Gen. 38. 29, 30.

1 Josh. 6. 19, and

2 Gen. 29. 32, nnd 30. 5, and 35. 18, S2, and 46. 8, Stc.

Matth. 1. 3. 6 Ruth 4. 18. 7 Or, ZaWi, Josh. " '

r. 1 '« Or, Aram, Matth. 1. 3.
'" '

46 8 Stc.
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her sons are these ; Jesher, and Shobab, and

Ardon.
19 And when Azubah was dead, Caleb

took unto hhn Ephrath, wliich bare him Ilur.

20 And ]Iur begat Uri, and Uri begat

"Bezaleel.

21 H And afterward Hezron went in to the

daughter of Machir the father of Gilead, whom
he '"married when he loas threescore years

old : and she bare him Segub.

22 And Scgub begat Jair, who had three

and twenty cities in the land of Gilead.

23 '"And he took Geshur, and Aram, with

the towns of Jair, from them, with Kenatii,

and the towns tiiereof, even threescore cities.

All these hi'Io»ffed to the sons of Machir the

father of Gilead.

24 And after that Ilezron was dead in

Caleb-epliratah, then Abiah Ilezron's wife

bare him Ashur the father of Tekoa.

25 IT And the sons of Jerahmeel the first-

born of llezron were. Ram the firstborn, and
Bunah, and Oren, and Ozem, and Ahijah.

2G Jerahmeel had also another wife, whose

name uris Atarah ; she was the mother of

Onam.
27 And the sons of Ram the firstborn of

Jerahmeel were, Maaz, and Jamin, and

Eker.

28 And the sons of Onam were, Shammai,
and Jada. And the sons of Shammai ; Na-
dab, and Abishur.

29 And the name of the wife of Abishur
was Abihail, and she bare him Ahban, and
Molid.

30 And the sons of Nadab ; Seled, and
Appaim : but Seled died without children.

31 And the sons of Appaim ; Ishi. And
the sons of Ishi ; Sheshan. And the cliildrcn

of Shcshan; Ahlai.

32 And the sons of Jada the brother of

Shammai ; Jether, and Jonathan : and Jether
died without children.

33 And the sons of Jonathan ; Peletii, and
Zaza. Tli('se were the sons of Jeralimeei.

34 IT Now Slieshan had no sons, but daugh-
ters. And Sheshan had a servant, an Egyp-
tian, whose name jvas Jarha.

o."> And Sheshan gave his daughter to

Jarha his servant to wife ; cand she bare hira

Attai.

36 And Attai begat Nathan, and Nathan
begat °°Zabad,

37 And Zabad begat Ephlal, and Ei)lilal

begat Obed,
38 And Obed begat Jeliu, and Jeliu begat

Azariah,

39 And Azariah begat Hclez, and llelez

begat Eleasah,

40 And Eleasah begat Sisamai, and Sisa-

mai begat Shallum,

41 And Shallum begat Jekaraiah, and Je-
kamiah begat Elishama.

42 H Now the sons of Caleb the brother

(if Jerahmeel we7-e, Mesha his firstborn, which
icas the father of Ziph ; and the sons of Ma-
reshah the father of Hebron.

43 And the sons of Hebron ; Korah, and
Tappuidi, and Rekem, and Shema.

41 And Shema begat Raham, the father

of Jorkoam : and Rekem begat Shammai.
45 And the son of Shammai iras Maon:

and Maon was the father of Bcth-zur.

46 And Ephah, Caleb's concubine, bare

Ilaran, and Moza, and Gazez : and Haran
begat Gazez.

47 And the sons of Jahdai ; Rcgem, and
Jotham, and Gesham, and Pelet, and Ephah,
and Shaaph.

48 Maachah, Caleb's concubine, bare She-
ber, and Tirhanah.

49 She bare also Shaaph the father of Mad-
mannah, Sheva the father of Machbenaii, and
the father of Gibca : and the daughter of

Caleb iras ''Achsa.

50 If These were the sons of Caleb the

son of Hur, the firstborn of Ephrntah ; Shobal

the father of Kirjath-jearim,

51 Salma the father of Bcth-lehem, Ha-
re])h the fatlier of Beth-gader.

52 And Shobal the father of Kirjath-jearim

liad sons; '"'Ilaroeh, «;/(-/ "half of the Mana-
hetiiites.

53 And tiio families of Kirjath-jearim ; the

Ithrites, and the Puhites, and the Shumathites,

and the Mishraitcs ; of them came the Zarea-

thites, and the Eshtaulites.

54 Tlie sons of Salma ; Betli-leliem, and
the Netophathltes, "Ataroth, the house of

Joab, and half of the Manahethites, the Zo-
rJtes.

55 And the families of the scribes which

dwelt at Jabez ; the Tirathites, the Shimca-
thitis. aiifl Suchathites. These are the "Ke-
nitcs thai (Miiir of Hemath, the father of tlie

liouse of IJivhab.

" ur,n
s> Judg
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Verses 13- 15. ' Jesse begat hisfirstborn Eliab . . . David
the seventh.'—In 1 Sam. xvi. 10, it is stated that Jesse

had seven sons, besides David the youngest, and this is

confirmed by tlie next chapter (1 Sam. xvii. 12), where
Jesse is described as the father of eight sons. Yet here
David is described as the seventh son. The Rabbinical

writers account for this by assuming that Jesse had
adopted as his son that Jonathan or ' Jouadab the son of
Shimeali, David's brother,' who is so described in 2 Sam.
xiii. 3, where he is also designated as ' a very subtil man,'
and who was also very valiant, for one of his exploits is

celebrated in 2 Sam. xxi. 21. This would certainly solve

the difficulty ; for there are precedents of such adoption
(as Jacob's adoption of Joseph's two sons) ; and although
such adoption would popularly raise the number of Jesse's

sons to eight, as in the current history, seven only would
be reckoned in a genealogical enumeration like this, as here
Jonadab would be considered as included in his father,

the real son of Jesse. The solution is however a pure
conjecture, and Jouadab has obviously been selected for

no other reason than that he happens to be the only one
of the sons of David's brother whose name has been pre-

served. Upon the whole it seems a safer solution to sup-

pose that one of Jesse's eight sons had died prematurely
without issue, and is therefore, on the principles of gene-

alogical enumeration, regarded as not having existed in

this later reckoning.

17. 'Jetherthelshmeelite.'—Here the husband of Da-
vid's sister Abigail, by whom she had Amasa, who com-
manded Absalom's forces, and was eventually made captain

of the host by David himself, is described as ' Jether the

Ishmeelite.' In 2 Sam. xvii. 25 he is called 'Ithra an Is-

raelite ;' a difference, and yet a resemblance, which clearly

fUL .:•
I II i

I

Miig of resembling letters in one or both
otii I III n teems DO reason why any man should
1m- ill II :in Israelite,' seeing that the designa-

tion I.I iiL '. 11 I hi- time of David at least, to the whole
nation. This consideration is against the reading in 2

Sam. xvii. 25, where also it is clear that the ancient copies

used by the Septuagint translator had Jetra the Jezreelite,

or more exactly, ' Jetra of Jezreel,' which is certainly

more probable than the present reading, and from which
that and the one we have here might easily have been

corrupted. It was sufficiently unusual in David's age for

women to marry out of their own tribe (or for men of one

tribe to be settled in another, as may here have been the

case) for it to be a matter of note that Abigail's husband
was of Jezreel, an important town of Issachar.

18. ' Caleb the son of Hezron.'—Cahh was undoubtedly

the son of Hezron and father of Hur (v. 19); it therefore

follows that there must have been a transposition of names
in V. 50, where Caleb is called the son of Hur, whose
father he really was. We must there read—Hur, the son

of Caleb, the firstborn of Ephrath.
— ' beqat children of Azubah his wife, and cf Jtrioth,'

etc.—We are unable to discover the difficulty which some
find here. The existing translation seems to us perfectly

intelligible. It purports that Caleb had one wife, Azubah,

and another (perhaps of secondary rank), Jerioth ; by the
latter he had the children enumerated, by the former ha
had none, and therefore when she died (v. 19), he took in
her stead Ephrath, by whom he had Hur. The interpre-
tation preferred by our translators is that of the Septuagint.
The Vulgate, as well as the Syriae and Arabic, make
Jerioth the daughter of Caleb by Azubah, and those
subsequently named the sons of Jerioth.

22. ' Jair, who had three and tioenfy cities in the land of
GUead.'—There are two curious instances of the custom
of succession in this chapter. This is one of them. It
will be observed that Hezron married the daughter of
Machir, of the tribe of Manasseh («. 21) ; the fruit of this
marriage wa.s Segub, who had a son called Jair, who, as
we here perceive, was not, as his paternal descent re-
quired, reckoned in the tribe of Judah, but in Manasseh,
the tribe of his grandmother. In Num. xxxii. 4, he is
distinctly called by Moses, ' the son of Manasseh.' He
must therefore, in right of his grandmother, have inhe-
rited in that tribe

; and he actually did so, for his family
received the villages called after him Havoth-Jair, ' the
villages of Jair.' This change of tribe took place before
the law of Moses directed that heiresses should marry in
their own tribes, and that every one should inherit in his
own tribe only : and we may suppose that so remarkable
an instance as the present, of the contrary practice, was
one of those that gave occasion to that determination. But
from this instance it seems that a man could not inherit
in another tribe without taking his ground in that tribe
decidedly and exclusively as a member of it, and as the
representative of the family the inheritance of which
devolved upon him.

35. ' Sheshan gave his daughter to Jarha his servant.'—
Here a man, having no son, gives his daughter to his
Egyptian slave, and the children proceeding from this

union carry on the succession. We really cannot see how
Michaelis makes it out that this happened before the law
of Moses concerning the marriage of heiresses. A com-
putation and comparison of generations shews that it must
have happened in the time of the Judges. The circum-
stance is very interesting, being the only recorded instance
of the marriage of a foreign slave to his ma.slcr's daugh-
ter

;
although, as we have mentioned before, such a cir-

cumstance is not unusual in the East. Was this contrary
to the law of Moses? Michaelis seems to think that it

was ; but we doubt it very much. The law was only in-

tended to prevent a confusion of inheritances, which, in
such an instance as this, could not take place. The freed
slave had no inheritance to mar ; and his marriage with
Sheshan's heiress must have constituted his adoption into
the tribe of Judah; for, doubtless, he must previously
have become a proselyte. If Jarha had not been a desti-
tute foreigner, but an Israelite of a different tribe, with
an inheritance in it, the transaction woidd have been more
difficult to explain. It was probably by such marriages
as this, and consequent adoption into tribes, that the de-
scendants of faithful proselytes obtained an inheritance in
Israel.

CHAPTER III.

1 The ions of David. \0 His line to Zedekiuh. 17

The successors of Jeconiah.

Now these were the sons of David, which
were horn unto him in Hebron ; the iirstborn

'Amnon, of Ahinoam the "Jezreelitess ; the

second ' Daniel, of Abigail the Carmeli-
tess :

2 The third, Ab.salom the son of Maachah
t 2 Sam 3. 2. 2 .Togh. i:>. ir>. 3 Or, Chileah, 2 Sam. 3. 3.

the daughter of Talniai king of Geshur : the

fourth, Adonijah the son of Haggitli :

3 The fifth, Shephatiah of Abital: the sixth,

Ithrcam by ^Eglah his wife.

4 These six were born unto him in He-
bron ; and there he reigned seven years and
six months : and in Jerusalem he reigned

thirty and three years.

5 ''And these were born unto him in Je-

rusalem ; ''Shimea, and Shobab, and Nathan,

2 Sara. 3. 5. 5 2S«m. 5. 14. ^ Or, S/iammua, 2 Sam. b. \ 4.
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and Solomon, four, of 'Bath-shua the daughter

of "Ammiel

:

6 Ibhar also, .and "Elishama, and Eliphelet,

7 And Nogali, and Neplieg, and Japhia,

8 And Elishama, and '"Eliada, and Eli-

phelet, nine.

9 These ivere all the sons of David, beside

the sons of the concubines, and "Tamar their

sister.

10 H And Solomon's son was '"Rehoboam,
'

'Abia his son, Asa his son, Jehoshaphat his

son,

11 Jorara his son, "Ahaziah his son, Joash

his son,

12 Amaziah his son, '^Azariah his son,

Jotham his son,

13 Ahaz his son, Ilczekiah his son, Ma-
nasseh his son,

14 Anion his son, Josiah his son.

15 And the sons of Josiah ivere, the first-

born "^Johanan, the second "Jehoiakim, the

third '"Zedekiah, the fourth Shallum.

16 And the sons of "Jehoiakim ; '"Jeco-

niah his son, Zedekiah ^'his son.

Or, Bath-sheba, 2 Sara. Or, £«i»l, 2 Sam. 11. .1.

17 If And the sons of Jeconiah ; Assir,

"Salathiel "his son,

18 Malchiram also, and Pedaiah, and Shc-
nazar, Jecamiah, Hoshama, and Nedabiah.

10 And the sons of Pedaiah tcere, Zerub-
babel, and Shimei : and the sons of Zerub-
babel ; MeshuUam, and Hananiah, and She-
lomith their sister:

20 And Hashubah, and Ohel, and Bore-
chiah, and Hasadiah, Jushab-hesed, five.

21 And the sons of Hananiah ; Pelatiah,

and Jesaiah : the sons of Rephaiah, the sons

of Arnan, the sons of Obadiah, the sons of
Shechaniah.

22 And the sons of Shechaniah ; She-
maiah : and the sons of Shemaiah ; Hattush,
and Igeal, and Bariah, and Neariah, and
Shaphat, six.

23 And the sons of Neariah ; Elioenai,

and "Hezekiah, and Azrikara, three.

24 And the sons of Elioenai tcere, Hodaiah,
and Eliashib, and Pelaiah, and Akkub, and
Johanan, and Dalaiah, and Anani, seven.

Or, Elishm, 2 Sam. ;, . , -jap. H.7,
, Kings 11. 43, and 15. 6. 13 Or, .^iijum, 1 Kings 15. 1. i< Or, .^errin/i, 2 Cliron. 22. 6, and 21. 17" " '' ' -" ,23.30. 17 Or, £«a;iim, 2 Kings Or, Mattmiah, 2 Kings 2

2 Kings 24. 17, being liis uncle,
el,. Hixkijaliu.

Verse 3. ' Eylah:—T\ic Jews think that this Eglah
was the same as Michal the daughter of Saul, but we can-
not find any evidence for this opinion. Indeed, we know
from 2 Sam. vi. 23, that Michal bad no children.

a. ' Four, of Bathshua, the daughter of Ammiel.'—As one
of the four sons is Solomon, this must have been Bath-
sheba. It is true that she is here said to have beeii the
daughter of Ammiel, while Bathsheba is described in 2
Sam. xi. 3, as the daughter of Eliani, which is only to be
reconciled by supposing tliat he had two names, one of
them a sort of anagram of the other, as the name Eliam
may be produced by a transposition of the letters of Am-
miel. A difficulty is felt about the four sons here
ascribed to Bathsheba. Several interpreters have supposed
that the three first named of them, Shimea, Shobah, and
Nathan, were Bathsheba's sons by Uriah before lier union
with David, who afterwards adopted them as his sons

;

and that the last named, Solomon, was alone the son of
David by Bathsheba. This seems utterly improbable

;

for one of these sons is named after a brother and another
after a friend of David, and that Solomon is named last

does not necessarily signify that he was the youngest, but

that the genealogist disposes first of those of whom he in-

tends to say nothing more, and places last the one whose
descendants he proceeds to trace. The real source of the

difficulty which lias beeu here imagined, is to be found in

Prov. iv. 3, where the writer, generally conceived to be
n, speaking of himself, says :

' I was my fothcr's

son, tender and only [beloved] in the sight of my mother,'

which is construed to mean that he was Uie only son of

his mother. It is true that ' beloved' is aii interpolation

of our translators to convey what they ?ii|i"'-. •! it, !< 'lip

true sense ; but there is little reason to i!i ' i! ;• '

\ :
!i-

right in this interpretation, justified a> n . ,

;

dent in Gen. xxii. 2, where the Lord tl. ri, „-,
1 ,,, , ;,,

Abraham as 'thine only son, whom thou lu,<_>i;' ;ilili..ii-li

the patriarch had another and older son, Ishmatl. ' Only'

is a term of special affection and endearment in many lan-

guages besides the Hebrew.
15. ' The sons ofJeconiah, Assir, Salalhiel his son,' etc.

—The name Assir means a prisoner, and it is not without

reason proposed by some interpreters to read it as an ap-

pellative rather than a proper name : thus, ' the sons of

Jeconiah the prisoner, were Salathiel, etc' It will be

remembered that Jeconiah passed many long years in

captivity at Babylon. It is of this king that Jeremiah
prophesied, ' Write this man childless' (Jcr. x.xii. 30),

which is, however, not supposed to mean more than that

no son of his should succeed him on the throne of Judah.
19. ' The sons of Zerubbabel.'—See the conclusion of

the Introduction to this book.

24. ' and Anani.'—Here we find the genealogy of Da-
vid taken down to thirty generations. This may prove
nothing as to the date of the compilation of the book ; but
it proves that this portion of it must have been added long
afler the return from the Captivity.
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CHAPTER IV.

1,11 The pos/i'riti/ qfJndah hy Caleb the son of Hiir.

5 Of As/itir the posthumous son of Hezron. 9 Of
Jahrz, andliis iirwjer. 21 2'he posterity of Shelah.

24 The posterity and cities of Simeon. 39 Their

conquest of Gedor, and of the Amalekites in Mount
Seir.

The sons of Judah ; 'Pliarez, Hezron, and
'Carmi, and Hur, and Shobal.

2 And "Reaiah the son of Shobal begat

.Tabath ; and Jahath begat Ahumai, and
Labad. Tliese are the families of the Zora-

tbites.

3 And these icere of the father of Etam ;

Jezreel, and Ishma, and Idbash : and the

name of their sister loas Hazelelponi

:

4 And Penuel the father of Gedor, and

Ezcr the father of Hushab. These are the

sons of Hur, the firstborn of Ephratab, the

father of Beth-lebcm.

5 M And 'Ashnr the father of Tekoa had

two wives, Helah and Naarah.

6 And Naarah bare him Ahuzam, and

Hepber, and Temeni, and Haabashtari.

These ivere the sons of Naarah.

7 And the sons of Helah iccrr, Zcretb, and
Jezoar, and Ethnan.

8 And Coz begat Anub, and Zobebab,

and the families of Aharhel the son of Ilarum.

9 H And Jabez was more honoui-able than

his brethren : and his mother called bis name
'Jabez, saying. Because I bare him with sor-

row.

10 And Jabez called on the God of Israel,

saying, °Oh that thou wouldest bless me in-

deed, and enlarge my coast, and that thine

band might be with me, and that thou wouldest

'keep me from evil, that it may not grieve

me ! And God granted him that which he

requested.

11 If And Chelub the brother of Shuah
begat Mehir, which was the father of Eshton.

12 And Eshton begat Beth-rapha, and Pa-
seah, and Tehinnah the father of °Irnahash.

These are the men of Recbah.

13 And the sons of Kenaz ; Othniel, and
Seraiah : and the sons of Othniel ; "Hathatb.

14 And Meonothai begat Ophrah : and Se-
raiah begat Joab, the father of the '"valley of

"Charashim ; for they were craftsmen.

15 And the sons of Caleb the son of Je-

pbunneb ; Iru, Elah, and Naam : and the

sons of Elah, "even Kenaz.

16 And the sons of Jehaleleel ; Zipii, and

Zipbah, Tiria, and Asareel.

17 And the sons of Ezra viere, Jether, and
Mered, and l<;])ber, and Jalon : and she bare

Miriam, and Shammai, and Ishbah the father

of Eshtemoa.

18 And his wife "Jehudijah bare Jered the

father of Gedor, and Heber the father of

Socho, and Jekuthiel the father of Zanoah.
And these are the sons of Bithiah the daugh-
ter of Pharaoh, which Mered took.

1!) And the sons of his wife 'Tlodiah the

sister of Naham, the father of Keilah the

Garmite, and Eshtemoa the Maachathitc.

20 And the sons of Shimon ^verc, Amnon,
and Rinnah, Ben-hanan, and Tilon. And
the sons of Ishi were, Zoheth, and Ben-zoheth.

21 ^ The sons of Shelah 'Hhe son of Judah
were, Er the father of Lecah, and Laadah the

father of Mareshah, and the families of the

house of them that wrought fine linen, of the

house of Ashbea,

22 And Jokim, and the men of Chozeba,

and Joash, and Saraph, who had the dominion

in Moab, and Jashubi-lehem. And tkese are

ancient things.

23 These were the potters, and those that

dwelt among plants and hedges : there they

dwelt with the king for his work.

24 1[ The sons of Simeon were, '"Nemuel,

and Jamin, Jarib, Zerah, and Sbaul

:

25 Shallum his son, Mibsam his son, Misli-

ma his son.

26 And the sons of Mishma ; Ilamuel his

son, Zacchur his son, Shimei bis son.

27 And Shimei had sixteen sons and six

daughters ; but his brethren had not many
children, neither did all their family nniltiply,

"like to the children of Judah.

28 And they dwelt at '"Beer- sheba, and
Moladah, and Hazar-shual,

2'J And at '"Bilhab, and at Ezem, and at

^"Tolad,

30 And at Bethuel, and at Hormab, and

at Ziklag,

31 And at Betb-marcaboth, and "Hazar-
susim, and at Beth-birei, and at Sbaaraim.

These tcerc their cities unto the reign of

David.

32 And their villages loere, ^''Etam, and
Ain, Rimmon, and Tochen, and Ashan, five

cities :

33 And all their villages that ^ccrc round

1 V„n. .:«. 29, and 46. 12. 2 Or, Chelubnl, chap. 2. 9, or, Caleb, chap. 2. 18. » Or, Hiiroeh, chap. 2. 52. •> Cliap. 2. 24.

^ 'I'liat is, sorrowful. 6 Heb. If thou u-ilt, &c. 7 Heb. do me. 8 Or, the city of Nahash.
Or, Unhnth, and Meonothai, who hegat, &c. lo Or, inhabitants of the valley. •' That ia, craftsmen. '2 Or, Uhnaz.

•3 ttr. (/(ft A'UY-ss. I* Or, JcAudija/i, mentioned before. is Gen. 3«. I, 5. ^^ Or, Jemuel, Gen. ir,. \0. Exod. ti. 15.
'•' Htb. Kilt./. 13 Josh. 19. 2. t9 Or, Balah, Josh. \0. 3. M Or, iS/lofad, Josh. 19. 4. n Or, Haiar-tuiah, Josh. l». 6.

22 Or, a/wr, Josh. 19. 7.
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about the same cities, unto ^'Ba<al. These

were their habitations, and "their genealogy.

34 And Mesliobab. and Jamlecli, and Jo-

shah the son of Ainaziah,

35 And Joel, and Jehu the son of Josibiah,

the son of Seraiah, the son of Asiel,

36 And Elioenai, and Jaakobah, and Je-

shohaiah, and Asaiah, and Adiel, and Jesimie],

and Benaiah,

37 And Ziza the son of Shiphi, the son of

Allon, the son of Jedaiah, the son of Shirari,

the son of Shemaiah ;

38 These "mentioned by their names were

princes in their families : and the house of

their fathers increased greatly.

39 IF And they went to the entrance of

Gedor, even unto the east side of the valley,

to seek pasture for their flocks.

S3 Or, Baalath-becr, Josh. 19. e. «< Or, as they dlv

40 And they found fat pasture and good,
and the land was wide, and quiet, and peace-
able ; for thei/ of Ham had dwelt there of

old.

41 And these written by name came in

the days of Hezekiah king of Judah, and
smote their tents, and the habitations that

were found there, and destroyed them utterly

unto this day, and dwelt in their rooms : be-

cause there teas pasture there for their flocks.

42 And some of them, even of the sons of

Simeon, five hundred men, went to mount
Seir, having for their captains Pelatiah, and
Neariah, and Rephaiah, and Uzziel, the sons

of Ishi.

43 And they smote the rest of the Amale-
kites that were escaped, and dwelt there unto

this day.

ded themselves by nations among tftem. 25 Heb. coming.

Verse 10. ' That it mat/ not grieve me.'—It is interesting

to meet icith such a passage as this in a long list of
seemingly dry names, and afi'ords cucouragemcnt to the
diligent reading of the whole -word of God. Such jewels
as this gleam out unexpectedly in the least promising
quarters. The present clause, more exactly rendered

—

' that I may he sorrowful no more '—involves one of
those allusions to the signification of the name which
occur frequently in the Hebrew Scriptures.

14. ' Thefather of the valley of Charashim.'—Th^t is,

the father of the inliabitants of the valley, and they, being
craftsmen, caused the place to be called ' the valley of
craftsmen,' which is the meaning of the name. It appears
probable, from Neh. xi. 35, that this place was near Jeru-
salem. Jiesides these craftsmen (carpenters probably),
we read, in this chapter, of families of linen-manufac-

turers, and of potters (verses 21, 23). This seems to us
to imply tliat, at least at an early period, the Hebrews,
lilce the Egyptians anciently and the Hindoos now, had
families and divisions of tribes which were exclusively
devoted to particular trades and pursuits, and which did
not think of following any other : although we do not
suppose that they were not at liberty to have done so, if

they had thought fit. In fact, we imagine that the practice,

which was a rule in Egypt, was to some extent a custom
in Israel. In Egypt, as we learn from comparing the ac-

counts of Herodotus and Diodorus, every man was born to

his profession or trade, being obliged to follow that of his

father, whatever it w.is, without any power of selecting or
altering his own walk in life. The Hebrews m.iy have
learnt something of tliis in Egypt, so far as to produce a

custom, but not so far as to give occasion to any positive

law or regulation. Indeed, in those countries of Asia
where no such rule exists, it is far more generally the

custom than among ourselves for descendants to follow fur

many generations the same pursuits as their progenitor-s.

Existing ideas would not lead us to conclude ihat such a

practice or regulation could be favourable to the progvcs-;

of the arts or to the adv.nnce of civilization : but it is ^hi

gular that the Greeks {Diodorus, for instance) point to this

very institution as sufficiently accounting for that profi-

ciency in the arts for which Egyptians were anciently,

and deservedly, celebrated. Perhaps we have no proper
materials for adequately estimating the good or bad efl'cct

of such a practice.

17, 18. 'Andshc bare Miriam,' etc.— It is not said who
it was that bare Miriam, etc. There is some manifest
dislocation here which renders the whole unintelligible

without some such remedy as that proposed by Michaelis,
who perceived that, by transposing the last clause of the
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18th verse, which now stands insulated, we have at least

a consistent and intelligible statement. We then read,
' these are the sons of Bithiah, the daughter of Pharaoh,

which Mered took; Miriam, and Shammai, and Ishbah
tlie father of Eshtemoa.'

18. ' Bithiah the daughter of Pharaoh, which Mered
tooh.'—Some suppose that Pharaoh is the proper name of

an Israelite, which for many reasons is utterly improbable,

for all the Hebrews of that age knew that Pharaoh was
not a proper name but a title. Here then we have the

remarkable and interesting fact that a daughter of an
Egyptian king became the wife of one of the wanderers
of the wilderness. It may seem that Bithiah must have
been the daughter of one of the successors of the Pharaoh
who oppressed Israel, for Caleb, the grandfather of
Mered, the husband of this princess, was not more than

forty years old when sent to spy out the land of Canaan
(Josh. xiv. 7), and if Mered then existed, he could only

have been a child. The marriage probably took place in

the wilderness. Wliat a multitude of conjectures might
be founded upon this incident.

22. ' U'Ao had the dominion in Moab,' etc.— It is ex-

ceedingly hard to make out the meaning of this portion

of the verse. Dr. Geddes has perhaps transhited it

rightly, and he has certainly made it more intelligible

:

' Who sojourned in Moab, but returned to Bethlehem and
-Adaberim-Athekim.' The translation of the last name
into ' and these are ancient things,' is certainly strange

and uncoiniected ; besides that, daberim generally means
' words ' and not ' things.'

23. ' Tliose that dwelt among plants and hedges.'—These
words should not have been rendered ' plants ' and
' hedges,' as they are manifestly proper names, and are so

exhibited in the best ancient and modern versions. It is

certainly mucli more intelligible to read the clause thus :

'These and tlie inhabitants of Neta'im and Gedera were
potters employed by the king in his own work.' We
should be sorry to collect from this and other passages in

these genealogies that there was a system of compulsory
employment of skilled artificers for the court, of which
there are still examples in the East, and of which instances

were formerly by no means rare in our own country, as

may be proved by the Exchequer rolls. Under this

system the most skilled mechanics and artists of the land

are compelled to labour exclusively for the court at a rate

of remuneration (commonly most irregularly paid) far

below that wliich they might obtain by the free exercise

of tlieir abilities, and which renders the reputation of
superior skill rather a curse than a blessing to the person.
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CHAPTER V.

1 The line nf Reuben (icho lost his birthright) unto the

captivity. 9 llieir habitation and conquest of the

Hagarites. 1 1 The chief men and habitations of
Gad. 18 The number and conquest of Rcnben, Gad,
and the half tribe ofManasseh. 23 The habitations

and chief men of that half tribe. 25 Tlieir captivity

for their sin.

Now the sons of Reuben the firstborn of Israel,

(for he rvas the firstborn ; but, forasmuch as he

'defiled his father's bed, his birthright was

given unto the sons of Joseph tlie son of Israel

:

and the genealogy is not to be reckoned after

the birthright.

2 For "Judah prevailed above his brethren,

and of him came the 'chief ^ruler ; but the

ijirthright teas Joseph's :)

?) The sons, I saij, of 'Reuben the firstborn

of Israel were, Hanoch, and Pallu, Ilezron, and

Carmi.

4 The sons of Joel ; Shemaiah his son, Gog
his son, Shiraei his son.

5 Micah his son, Reaia his son, Baal his

son,

6 Beerah his son, whom "Tilgath-pilneser

king of Assyria carried away captive : he icas

])rince of the Reubenites.

7 And his brethren by their families, when
the genealogy of their generations was reck-

oned, ivcre the chief, Jeiel, and Zechariah,

8 And Bela the son of Azaz, the son of

'Shema, the son of Joel, who dwelt in "Aroer,

even unto Nebo and Baal-meon :

9 And eastward he inhabited unto the

entering in of the wilderness from the river

Euphrates : because their cattle were multi-

plied in the land of Gilead.

10 And in the days of Saul they made war

with the Hagarites, who fell by their hand :

and they-dwelt in their tents "throughout all

the east land of Gilead.

Ill 2\nd the children of Gad dwelt over

against them in the land of '"Bashan unto

Salcali

:

12 Joel the chief, and Shapham the next,

and Jaanai, and Shaphat in Bashan.

13 And their brethren of the house of their

fathers tcere, Michael, and Meshullam, and

Sheba, and Jorai, and Jachan, and Zia, and

Heber, seven.

14 These are the children of Abihail the

son of Huri;, the son of Jaroah, the son of Gi-

lead, the son of Michael, the son of Jeshishai,

the son of Jahdo, the son of Buz ;

15 Ahi the son of Abdiel, the son of Guni,

chief of the house of their fathers.

16 And they dwelt in Gilead in Bashan,

and in her towns, and in all the suburbs of

"Sharon, 'Hipon their borders.

17 All these were reckoned by genealogies

in the days of "Jotliara king of Judah, and in

the days of Jeroboam king of Israel.

18 If The sons of Reuben, and the Gadites,

and half the tribe of Manasseh, "of valiant

men, men able to bear buckler and sword, and
to shoot with bow, and skilful in war, 7ccre four

and forty thousand seven hundred and three-

score, that went out to the war.

19 And they made war with the Hagarites,

with '*Jetur, and Nephish, and Nodab.
20 And they were helped against them, and

the Hagarites were delivered into their hand,

and all that icc7-e wath them : for they cried to

God in the battle, and ho was intreated of

them ; because they put their trust in him.

21 And they '"took away their cattle ; of

their camels fifty thousand, and of sheep two

hundred and fifty thousand, and of asses two

thousand, and of ''men an hundred thousand.

22 For there fell down many slain, because

the war was of God. And they dwelt in their

steads until the captivity.

23 ^ And the children of the half tribe of

Manasseh dwelt in the land : they increased

from Bashan unto Baal-hermon and Senir, and

unto mount Hermon.
24 And these icere the heads of the house

of their fathers, even Epher, and Ishi, and

Eliel, and Azriel, and Jeremiah, and Hoda-
viah, and Jahdiel, mighty men of valour,

' "famous men, and heads of the house of their

fathers.

25 II And they transgressed against the

God of their fathers, and went a "whoring

after the gods of the people of the land, whom
God destroyed before them.

26 And the God of Israel stirred up the

spirit of '"Pul king of Assyria, and the spirit

of Tilgath-pilneser king of Assyria, and be

carried them away, even the Reubenites, and

the Gadites, and the half tribe of Manasseh,

and brought them unto ''Halah, and I labor,

and Hara, and to the river Gozan, unto this

day.

* Or, prince. 5 Gen. 46. 9. Exod. G. 14. Niim 3fl 5.

3 Jgsh. 13.

Heb. led cnptive.

0. 3 Micah 5. a. Matth. 2. .

. 7. 7 Or, Shemaiah, verse 4. 3 Jusli. 13. 15, 16. 9 Heb. upon all tin- /ace oft'ie cast.

^2 Heb. their goings forth. 13 2 Kings 15. 5, 32. n Heb. suns o/'

17 Heb. soWso/mM.asNum.Sl. 35. laHeb.meno/ ' "
2 Kings 15. 19. !1 2 Kings 17. 6.

Si.^sl
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Verse 9. ' Eiistuard he inhabited unto the entering in if

the wilderness from llie river Euphrates.'—T^lichaeMs has

some iutercstii.i; observations on the inferences to be de-

duced from this passage, tlie substance of which we shall

endeavour to state, avoiding, however, some strange geo-

graphical errors into which he has fallen, partly, we sup-

pose, in consequence of the little knowledge which was in

his time possessed of the countries beyond the Jordan.

The Promised Land, properly so called, was bounded

eastward by the Jordan ; and Moses laid no claim to the

land east of that river, although, in the' end, the aggres-

sions of Sihon king of the Araorites and of Og king of

Bashan occasioned some of tiiis territory to be acquired

by right of conquest, and it was then given to Reuben,

Gad, and the half tribe of Manasseh, as being well suited

to their peculiarly pastoral mode of life. Yet, although

the Jordan was the proper boundary of the Promised

Land, we elsewhere find it promised, that the eastward

bomidary should be the Euphrates. In this, however,

there is no real contradiction. The boundary of the Holy

Land, which the Hebrews were to divide after expelling

the inhabitants, and which constituted, in a manner, the

citadel of the state, was one thing ; the boundary beyond

which they were not to extend their conquests eastward,

or, in other words, that of its outworks, was another. The
Jordan made the former, the Euphrates the latter. The
intervening space between these rivers was not necessarily

to be occupied exclusively by Israelites, but ta serve as

pasturage for their cattle, the greater part of it being fit

for no other purpose. Thus then, although Moses pro-

hibited the Israelites from spreading themselves with

their herds over Africa, and the wastes and marshes be-

longing to Egypt; yet he left them at liberty to spread

towards the East, where partly the Euphrates, and partly

the inaccessible deserts of Arabia, formed to them a secure

frontier against their enemies. It follows, of course, that.

for the protection of their pastures, they would erect for-

tresses and establish colonies in convenient situations

towards the Euphrates.

Now, the promise of the Euphrates as an eastern frontier

being thus understood, the present passage is of great im-
portance, as manifesting the fulfilment of that promise.
On account of its being mixed up with genealogical details

which are seldom read, its importance in this view has
been much overlooked, and the promise is only in general
considered to have been fulfilled for a comparatively short

period, during the reigns of David and Solomon. 13ut we
here see that, before the time of David, and apparently

long after that of Solomon, the tribe of Reuben held the

right of pasturage over all the region to the Euphrates,
having fonght for that right, and gained it by the defeat

of the Arabian tribes by which it had formerly been en-

joyed. After this they sent forth their flocks and herds,

and dwelt in tents in all the land from Gilead to the

Euphrates, occupying it after the same manner that the

Arab tribes occupy their pasture-grounds, and as thei/ had
before and do now occupy the land in question. In the

reign of David, of course, these possessions were rendereil

more secure, and conquests were made in other countries,

concerning the occupation of which no commands were
left by Moses. But the Euphrates having been well defined

by him as the exterior boundary eastward, it does not

appear that any attempt was ever made to extend the

frontier beyond it, not even in the reign of David,

although he appears to have obtained victories over some
of the princes of Mesopotamia. We have stated that

these remarks are mainly taken from Michaelis : and as

thus stated, we entirely concur in them ; having omitted

those points which seem manifestly erroneous.

16. ' Sharon.'—This could not have been the famous
plain of Sharon near Mount Carmel. Being in the tribe

of Gad, it must have been on the east side of the Jordan.

CHAPTER VI.

1 The sons ofLevi. A The line of the jviests unio the

captivity. 16 The families of Gei-shom, Kohath,

and Merari. 49 The office of Aaron, and his line

vnto Ahimaaz. 54 The cities of the priests and
Levites.

The sons of Levi ;
' 'Gersbon, Koliath, and

Mcrari.

2 And the sons of Kohath ; Amram, Izliar,

and Hebron, and Uzziel.

3 And the children of Amram ; Aaron,

and Moses, and Miriam. The sons also of

Aaron ; "Nadab, and Abihu, Eleazar, and
Ithamar.

4 H Eleazar begat Phinchas, Phinehas be-

gat Abislnia,

5 And Abishua begat Biikki, and Bukki
begat Uzzi,

6 And Uzzi begat Zerahiah, and Zcrahial:

begat Meraioth,

7 Meraioth begat Amariah, and Amariah
begat Ahitub,

8 And Ahitub begat Zadok, and *Zadok
Ijegat Ahimaaz,

9 And Ahimaaz begat Azariah, and Aza-
riah begat Johanan,

10 And Johanan begat Azariah, (he it is

that executed the priest's office '"'in the "temple

that Solomon built in Jerusalem :)

11 And Azariah begat Amariah, and Ama-
riah begat Ahitub,

12 And Ahitub begat Zadok, and Zadok
begat 'Shallum,

13 And Shallum begat Hilkiah, and Hil-

kiah begat Azariah,

14 And Azariah begat "Seraiah, and Se-

raiah begat Jehozadak,

15 And Jehozadak went into captivitu, ^y/hcn

the LoKi) carried away Judah and Jerusalem
by the hand of Nebuchadnezzar.

IG ^ The sons of Levi ;
'° "Gershom, Ko-

hath, and Mcrari.

17 And these he the names of the sons of
Gershom ; Libni, and Shimei.

18 And the sons of Kohath rccre, Amram,
and Izhar, and Hebron, and Uzziel.

19 The sons of Merari; Mahli, and Mushi.
And these arc the families of the Levites ac-

cording to their fathers.
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20 % Of Gcrshom ; Libni his son, Jahath

his son, ''Zimmah his son,

21 "'Joah his son, '*Iddo his son, Zerah his

son, Jeaterai his son.

22 TT The sons of Kohath ; "Amminadab
his son, Korah his son, Assir his son,

23 Elkanali his son, and Ebiasaph his son,

and Assir his son,

24 Tahath his son, Uriel his son, Uzziah liis

son, and Shaul his son.

25 And the sons of Elkanah ;
" Amasai, and

Aliiinoth.

26 As for Elkanah : the sons of Elkanah
;

''Zophai his son, and Nahath his son,

27 Eliab his son, Jeroham his son, Elkanah

his son.

28 And the sons of Samuel ; the firstborn

'"Vashni, and Abiah.

29 IT The sons of Merari ; Mahli, Libni

his son, Shiraei his son, Uzza his son,

30 Shimei his son, Haggiah his son, Asaiah

his son.

31 ^ And, these ca-a they whom David set

o\cr the service of song in the house of the

Lord, after that the '^ark had rest.

32 And they ministered before the dwelling

place of the tabernacle of the congregation

with singing, until Solomon had built the

house of the Lord in Jerusalem : and then

they waited on their ofBce according to their

order.

33 And these arc they that ^"waited with

their children. Of the sons of the Kohathites :

Hcman a singer, the son of Joel, the son of

Shemuel,
34 The son of Elkanah, the son of Jeroham,

the son of Eliel, the son of Toah,

35 The son of Zuph, the son of Elkanah,

the son of Mahath, tiie son of Amasai,

36 The son of Elkanah, the son of Joel,

the son of Azariah, the son of Zephaniah,

37 The son of Tahath, the son of Assir, the

son of *' Ebiasaph, the son of Korah,

38 The son of Izhar, the son of Kohath,

the son of Levi, the son of Israel.

39 And his brother Asaph, who stood on

his right hand, even Asaph the son of Bera-

chiah, the son of Shimea,

40 The son of Michael, the son of Baaseiah,

the son of Malchiah,

41 The son of Ethni, the son of Zerah, the

son of Adaiah,

42 The son of Ethan, the son of Zimmah,
the son of Shimei,

'2 Verse 42. 13 Or, JfMrra, verse 42. ^^ Or, Adaiah,
•; Or, Zvph, 1 Sam. 1. 1. '» Called also Joel, verse 33, and 1 Ss

23 Or, Kushaiah, chap. 15. 17. 23 Levit. 1. 9. ^* Exod.

;

3' Or, Almon, Josh. 21. 18.

43 The son of Jahath, the son of Gershom,
the son of Levi.

44 And their brethren the sons of Merari
stood on the left hand : Ethan the son of

"Kishi, the son of Abdi, the son of Malluch,
45 The son of Hashabiah, the son of Ama-

ziah, the son of Hilkiah,

46 The son of Amzi, the son of Bani, the

son of Shamer,
47 The son of Mahli, the son of Mushi, the

son of Merari, the son of Levi.

48 Their brethren also the Levites u-rre

appointed unto all manner of service of the

tabernacle of the house of God.
49 ^ But Aaron and his sons offered "upon

the altar of the burnt offering, and "on the

altar of incense, and icere appointed for all the

work of the place most holy, and to make an
atonement for Israel, according to all that

Moses the servant of God had commanded.
50 And these are the sons of Aaron ; Elea-

zar his son, Phinehas his son, Abishua his son,

51 Bukki his son, Uzzi his son, Zerahiah

his son,

52 Meraioth his son, Amariah his son,

Ahitub his son,

53 Zadok his son, Ahimaaz his son.

54 H Now these arc their dwelling places

throughout their castles in their coasts, of the

sons of Aaron, of the families of the Kohath-
ites : for their's was the lot.

55 And they gave them Hebron in the land

of Judah, and the suburbs thereof round

about it.

56 But the fields of the city, and the vil-

lages thereof, they gave to Caleb the son of

Jephunneh.

57 And to the sons of Aaron they gave the

cities of Judah, namchj, Hebron, the city of

refuge, and Libnah with her suburbs, and

Jattir, and Eshtemoa, with their suburbs,

58 And "''Hilen with her suburbs, Debir

with her suburbs,

59 And "'Ashan with her suburbs, and
Beth-shemesh with her suburbs

:

60 And out of the tribe of Benjamin ; Geba
with her suburbs, and "Alemeth with her

suburbs, and Anathoth with her suburbs. All

their cities throughout their families iccre thir-

teen cities.

61 And unto the sons of Kohath, lohich

iccrc left of the family of that tribe, tcere cities

given out of the half tribe, namely, out of the

half tribe of Maujisseh, '"'by lot, ten cities.

rse 41. 15 Or, I:har, verses 2, 18. ic See verses 35, 36.

. 8. S. " Chap. 16. 1. 3" Ileb. stood. -' Exod. 6. 24.

7. 35 Or, Eolo7i, Josh. 21. 15. 3ti Or, Ain, Josh. 21. IS.
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62 And to the sons of Gershom tliroughout

their families out of the tribe of Issachar, and

out of the tribe of Aslier, and out of the tribe

of Naphtali, and out of the tribe of Manasseh

in Baslian, thirteen cities.

63 Unto the sons of Merari were given by

lot, throughout their families, out of the tribe

of Reuben, and out of the tribe of Gad, and

out of the tribe of Zebulun, "twelve cities.

64 And the children of Israel gave to the

Levites these cities with their suburbs.

65 And they gave by lot out of the tribe of

the children of Judah, and out of the tribe of

the children of Simeon, and out of the tribe

of the children of Benjamin, these cities, which

arc called by their names.

&Q And the residue of the families of the

sons of Kohath had cities of their coasts out

of the tribe of Ephraira.

67 "And they gave unto them, o/'the cities

of refuge, Shechem in mount Ephraim with

her suburbs ; they gave also Gezer with her

suburbs,

68 And Jokmeam with her suburbs, and

Beth-horon with her suburbs,

69 And Aijalon with her suburbs, and

Gath-rimmon with her suburbs :

70 And out of the half tribe of Manasseh ;

Aner with her suburbs, and Bilcam with her

suburbs, for the family of the remnant of the

sons of Kohath.

71 Unto the sons of Gershom tccre given

out of the family of the half tribe of Manas-
seh, Golan in Bashan with her suburbs, and
Ashtaroth with her suburbs :

72 And out of the tribe of Issachar ; Ke-
desh with her suburbs, Uaberath with her

suburbs,

73 And Ramoth with her suburbs, and
Anem with her suburbs :

74 And out of the tribe of Asher ; Mashal
with her suburbs, and Abdon with her suburbs,

75 And Hukok with her suburbs, and Re-
hob with her suburbs

:

76 And out of the tribe of Naphtali ; Kc-
desh in Galilee with her suburbs, and Ilam-
mon with her suburbs, and Kirjathaim with

her suburbs.

77 Unto the rest of the children of Merari
tcere given out of the tribe of Zebulun, Rim-
mon with her suburbs. Tabor with her sub-

urbs :

78 And on the other side Jordan by Jeri-

cho, on the east side of Jordan, icerc given

them out of the tribe of Reuben, "'Bezer in

the wilderness with her suburbs, and Jahzah
with her suburbs,

79 Kedcmoth also with her suburbs, and
Me]jhaath with her suburbs :

80 And out of the tribe of Gad ; Ramoth
in Gilead with her suburbs, and Mahanaim
w^ith her suburbs,

81 And Ileshbon with her suburbs, and
Jazer with her suburbs.

Verse 14. ' Azariuh heyat Seraiah, and Scraiuh bci/iit

Jcliozadah.'—Seraiah was tlie high priest at the time of

the destruction of .lerusalem. He was taken to Eiblah l)y

the victorious Chalilnaus, and was there put to death by
order of Neburlj:M!i:i h, u t!i:it in him ended the suc-

cession of the 1,1 li
1

:

' ! Ihe first temple. Their
number from Z, I ; !• twelve.

27. ' Elkaii'il, II '. , n.tlior (if Samuct, whose
name seems to liavc oriLMiially lull >' '!. ai'l i . <iii the

authority of versions as well as In
; ; usually

restored in modern translations. \\i '

.

' ''7.]

31. ' /n the house of the Lord: I i - m ll,- tent

whicli David had set up for the reception of the ark after

its removal from the house of Obed-edom, for the temple
had not at this time been built. See 2 Sam. vi. 12;
1 Chron. xvi. 1.

33. ' Shcmnel '—that is Samuel, and is in fact a more
correct orthography of the name than that to which cur-
rency has been given in the translation of the books which
bear it. The Hebrew name cannot perhaps bo represented
to the common reader more exactly than by these letters.

CO. ' Thirteen cities'—Only eleven are named ; but two
more, Juttah and Gil)eon, are mentioned in Josh. xxi.
16, 17, making the thirteen.

CHArXER VII.

1 The sons ofIssachar, G ofBenjamin, 13 ofNaphtali,

14 if Manasseh, 20, 24 and of Ephraim, 21 Tlte

calamili/ of Ephraim hy the men of Gath. 23 Jic-

riah t.; horn. 28 Ephraim's habitations. 30 The
sons of Asher.

Now the sons of Issachar tvere, 'Tola, and
Puah, Jashub, and Shimrom, four.

> Ccn. 4G. 13. Num. 20. 23.

404

2 And the sons of Tola ; Uzzi, and Ro-
phaiah, and Jcriel, and Jahmai, and Jibsani,

and Shcnuiel, heads of their father's house,

to wit, of Tola : theg were valiant men of
might in their generations ; *whosc number
iras in the days of David two and twenty

thousand and »ix lunidrcd.

3 And the sons of Uzzi ; Izrahiah : and
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the sons of Izrahiah ; Michael, and Obadiah,
and Joel, Ishiah, live : all of them chief

men.

4 And with them, by their generations,

after the house of their fathers, were bands of

soldiers for war, six and thirty thousand men:
for they had many wives and sons.

5 And their brethren among all the fami-

lies of Issachar icere valiant men of might,

reckoned in all by their genealogies fourscore

and seven thousand.

6 H T/te sons of "Benjamin ; Bela, and
Becher, and Jediael, three.

7 And the sons of Bela ; Ezbon, and Uzzi,

and Uzziel, and Jerimoth, and Iri, five ; lieads

of the house of their fathers, mighty men of

valour ; and were reckoned by their genea-
logies twenty and two thousand and thirty and
four.

8 And the sons of Becher; Zemira, and
Joash, and Eliezer, and Elioenai, and Omri,
and Jerimoth, and Abiah, and Anathoth, and
Alameth. All these are the sons of Becher.

9 And the number of them, after their

genealogy by their generations, heads of the

house of their fathers, mighty men of valour,

was twenty thousand and two hundred.

10 The sons also of Jediael ; Bilhan : and
the sons of Bilhan ; Jeush, and Benjamin,
and Ehud, and Chenaanah, and Zethan, and
Tharshish, and Ahishahar.

11 All these the sons of Jediael, by the

heads of their fathers, mighty men of valour,

iccre seventeen thousand and two hundred
soldiers, fit to go out for war and battle.

12 Shuppim also, and Iluppim, the children

of Tr, and Hushim, the sons of ^Aher.

13 % The sons of Naphtali ; Jahziel, and
Guni, and Jezer, and Sliallum, the sons of

Bilhah.

14 1[ The sons ofManasseh; Ashriel,

whom she bare
;
{but his concubine the Ara-

mitess bare Machir the father of Gilead :

1-5 And Machir took to wife the sister of

Huppim and Shuppim, whose sister's name
was Maachah ;) and the name of the second
was Zelophehad : and Zelophehad had daugh-
ters.

16 And Maachah the wife of Machir bare
a son, and she called his name Peresh ; and
the name of his brother was Sheresh ; and his

sons icere Ulam and Rakem.
1

7

And the sons of Ulam ; ^Bedan. These
were the sons of Gilead, the son of Machir,
the son of Manasseh.

18 And his sister Hammoleketh bare Ishod,

and Abiezer, and Mahalah.

19 And the sons of Shemidah were, Ahian,

and Shechem, and Likhi, and Aniara.

20 t And the sons of Ephraim ; Shuthelah,

and Bered his son, and Tahath his son, and
Eladah his son, and Tahath his son,

21 And Zabad his son, and Shuthelah

his son, and Ezer, and Elcad, whom the men
of Gath that icere born in that land slew, be-

cause they came down to take away their

cattle.

22 And Ephraim their father mourned
many days, and his brethren came to comfort

him.

23 IF And when he went in to his wife, she

conceived, and bare a son, and he called his

name Beriah, because it went evil with his

house.

24 (And his daughter icas Sherah, who
built Beth-horon the nether, and the upper,

and Uzzen-sherah.)

25 And Rephah ivas his son, also Resheph,

and Telali his son, and Tahan his son,

26 Laadan his son, Ammihud his son, Eli-

shama his son,

27 'Non his son, Jehoshuah his son.

28 IT And their possessions and habitations

loere, Beth-el and the towns thereof, and east-

ward "Naaran, and westward Gezer, with tlie

"towns thereof ; Shechem also and the towns

thereof, unto "Gaza and the towns thereof:

29 And by the borders of the children of

"Manasseh, Beth-shean and her towns, Taa-

nachand her towns, ''Megiddo and her towns,

Dor and her towns. In these dwelt the chil-

dren of Joseph the son of Israel.

30 H "The sons of Asher; Imnah, and

Isuah, and Ishuai, and Beriah, and Serah

their sister.

31 And the sons of Beriah ; Heber, and

Malchiel, who is the father of Birzavith.

32 And Heber begat Japhlet, and Shomer,

and Hotham, and Shua their sister.

33 And the sons of Japhlet ; Pasach, and

Bimhal, and Ashvath. These are the children

of Japhlet.

34 And the sons of Shamer ; Ahi, and

Rohgah, Jehubbah, and Aram.

35 And the sons of his brother Ilelem

;

Zophah, and Imna, and Shelesh, and Amal.

36 The sons of Zophah ; Suah, and Har-

nepher, and Shual, and Beri, and Imrah,

37 Bezcr, and Hod, and Shamma, and

Shilshah, and Ithran, and Beera.

> Or, AtUisii, 1 J\I;ic. 7. 40.
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38 And the sons of Jether ; Jepliunneh,

and Pispali, and Ara.

39 And the sons of Ulla ; Arab, and Ha-
nicl, and Rczia.

40 All these iccre the children of Asher,

I. CHRONICLES. [B.C. 1400.

heads of their father's house, choice and

mighty men of valour, chief of the princes.

And the number throughout the genealogy of

them that were apt to the war and to battle

was twenty and six thousand men.

Verse 21. ' Whom the men of Gath. . .slew, because they

afine down to take away their cattle.'—Here is an interest-

\ti% passa;ro ol' tlie history of the Hehrews -while in Egypt,

whifeli '
1 .!)>iv . 1

,_• find. That the circumstance

occuridl :' lirl.ivws left Egypt is very evident,

but it ^ 1
: :

j
ir to have been any great while

before. I h ( ii ,11
" "

I'araphrast says it was thirty years

previous; Imt the precise period must be uncertain. We
learn from it that the patriarch Ephraim lived to a very

advanced age ; and that the Hebrews, "whatever at that

time may have been the nature of their subjection to the

Egyptians, retained their pastoral character, and in it

acted with a considerable degree of independence. There

have been many explanations of the particular transac-

tion ; most of them intended for the purpose of explaining

away its ol)vious meaning, in order to relieve the

Ephraimites from the apparent blame attached to a war-

like excursion against the Philistines for the sake of

plundering their flocks. But all these explanations pro-

ceed on mistaken ideas as to the real character and position

of the Oriental nomades. T^ey are not such persons as

those shepherds, known in poetry, who pass their time in

harmlessly piping by the water-brooks. They are rather
' men of war from their youth '—skilful in the use of

arms, and prone to use them : and who consider no under-

taking more lawful, or even more honourable, than an ex-

pedition for the purpose of plundering the flocks and herds
belonging to the inhabitants of towns, or even to other

pastoral tribes which may not happen to be on terms of
strict alliance with their own. That the expedition of the

pastoral Ephraimites against the Gathites was of this

nature, we think in the highest degree probable : and we
really cannot see the least necessity for supposing that the

Hebrew herdsmen were different from other Asiatic no-

mades, and influenced by a class of ideas concerning pro-

perty which we, with our different habits, think they
ought to entertain, but which are quite unknown to the

desert shepherds of the East. The shepherds who attend

the flocks of a settled people are of course different from
these, even in the East.

CHAPTER VIII.

1 The sons and chief men of Benjamin. 33 The stock

of Saul and Jonathan.

Now Benjamin begat 'Bela his firstborn,

Ashbel the second, and Aharah the third,

2 Nohah the fourth, and Kapha the fifth.

3 And the sons of Bela were, "Addar, and
Gera, and Abihud,

4 And Abishua, and Naaman, and Ahoah,
5 And Gera, and "Shephuphan, and liu-

ram.

6 And these are the sons of Ehud : these

are the heads of the fathers of the inhabitants

of Geba, and they removed them to *Mana-
hath

:

7 And Naaman, and Ahiah, and Gera,
he removed them, and begat Uzza, and
Abihud.

8 And Shaharaim begat children in the

country of JMoab, after lie had sent them
away ; Hushini and Baara were his wives.

9 And he be"at of Ilodcsb bis wife, Jobab,
and Zibia, and Mesha, and Malcham,

10 And Jeuz, and Shachia, and Mirma.
These icere his sons, heads of the fiithers.

1

1

And of Ilushim he begat Abitub, and
Elpaal.

12 ITie sons of Elpaal ; Eber, and Mi-
sham, and Shamed, who built Ono, and Led,
with the towns thereof:

13 Beriah also, and Shema, who \cere

heads of the fathers of the inhabitants of

Aijalon, who drove away the inhabitants of

Gath:
14 And Ahio, Shashak, and Jeremotli,

15 And Zebadiah, and Arad, and Ader,

IG And Michael, and Ispah, and Joha, the

sons of Beriah

;

17 And Zebadiah, and Meshullam, and
Ilezeki, and Heber,

18 Ishmerai also, and Jezliah, and Jobab,

the sons of Elpaal

;

19 And Jakini, and Zichri, and Zabdi,

20 And Elienai, and Zilthai, and Eliel,

21 And Adaiah, and Beraiah, and yiiim-

rath, the sons of \Shimbi

;

22 And Ishj)an, and Heber, and Eliel,

23 And Abdon, and Zichri, and Hanan,
24 And Ilananiah, and Elam, and Anto-

thijab,

25 And Ipbedeiah, and Penuel, the sons

of Shashak
;

26 And Shamsheral, and Shehariah, and
Athaliah,

27 2\nd Jaresiah, and Eliah, and Zichri,

ihe sons of Jeroham.
28 These were heads of the fathers, by

their generations, chief men. These dwelt in

Jerusalem.

29 And at Gibeon dwelt the "father of

Gibeon ; whose 'wife's name xcas Maachab :

Shtifham, Niun. SO. 35. « Chap. 2. 52. 5 Or, Shcma, verse 13.

' Chap. 0. 35.
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30 And his firstborn son Abdon, and Zur,

and Kish, and Baal, and Nadab,

31 And Gedor, and Ahio, and "Zacher.

32 And Mikloth begat 'Shimeab. And
tbcse also dwelt witb their brethren in Jeru-

salem, over against them.

33 IT And '"Ner begat Kish, and Kish

begat Saul, and Saul begat Jonathan, and

jMalchi - shua, and Abinadab, and "Esh-

baal.

34 And the son of Jonathan teas "Merib-

baal ; and Merib-baal begat Micah.

35 And the sons of Micah icere, Pithon,

and Melech, and '^Tarea, and Ahaz.

3G And Ahaz begat Jehoadah ; and Je-

Or, Zecharlah, cbap. 9. 3

Or, Mephiboslietli, 2 Sam. 4. 4.

hoadah begat Alemeth, and Azraaveth, and

Zimri ; and Zimri begat Moza,

37 And Moza begat Binea : Kapha was

his son, Eleasah bis son, Azel his son :

38 And Azel had six sons, whose names

a?-e these, Azrikam, Bocheru, and Ishmael,

and Sheariah, and Oljadiah, and Hanan.

All these icei-e the sons of Azel.

39 And the sons of Eshek his brother tcere,

Ulam his firstborn, Jehush the second, and

Eliphelet the third.

40 And the sons of Ulam were mighty

men of valour, archers, and had many sons,

and sons' sons, an hundred and fifty. All

these are of the sons of Benjamin.

10 1 Sam. 14. 51. H Or, hhhcishetli, 2 Sam. 2. 6.

13 Or, Tahreu, chap. 9. 41.

Verse 28. ' These dwelt in Jerusalem.'—The inhabitants

of Jerusalem were composed of Judahites, Benjamites, and

Levites ; besides which the chiefs of other tribes resided

there during some part of the year before the separation

of the kingdoms. It is to these that reference is here

CHAPTER IX.

1 T!te original of Isrnel's and Jvdah's genealogies.

2 The Israelites, 10 the priests, 14 and the Levites,

with the Nethinims, which dwelt in Jenisalem. 27

The charge of certain Levites. 35 Hie stock of Saul

and Jonathan.

So all Israel were reckoned by genealogies

;

and, behold, they ioei-e written in the book

of the kings of Israel and Judah, who were

carried away to Babylon for their trans-

gression.

2 ^ Now the first inhabitants that dicclt

in their possessions in their cities tcere, the

Israelkcs, the priests, Levites, and the Ne-
thinims.

3 H And in 'Jerusalem dwelt of the chil-

dren of Judah, and of the children of Ben-
jamin, and of the children of Ephraim, and
Manasseh ;

4 Uthai the son of Ammihud, the, son of

Omri, the son of Imri, the son of Bani, of the

children of Pharez the son of Judah.

5 And of the Shilonites ; Asaiah the first-

born, and his sons.

G And of the sons of Zerah ; Jeuel, and
their brethren, six hundred and ninety.

7 And of the sons of Benjamin ; Sallu the

son of Meshullam, the son of Hodaviah, the

son of Hasenuab,

8 And Ibneiah the son of Jeroham, and
Elah the son of Uzzi, the son of Michri, and

Meshullaiu the son of Shephathiali, the son of

Reucl, the son of Ibnijah ;

9 And their brethren, according to their

generations, nine hundred and fifty and six.

All these men irerc chief of the Withers in the

house of their fathers.

10 M And of the priests ; Jedaiah, and

Jehoiarib, and Jachin,

11 And Azariah the son of Hilkiah, the

son of JMeshullam, the son of Zadok, the son

of Meraioth, the son of Ahitub, the ruler of

the house of God ;

12 And Adaiah the son of Jeroham, the

son of Pashur, the son of Malchijah, and

Maasiai the son of Adicl, the son of Jahzerah,

the son of Meshullam, the son of Meshille-

mith, the son of Immer ;

13 And their brethren, heads of the house

of their fathers, a thousand and seven hundred

and threescore ; "very able men for the work

of the service of the house of God.

14 H And of the Levites ; Shemaiah the

son of Hasshub, the son of Azrikam, the son

of Hashabiah, of the sons of Mcrari

;

15 And Bakbakkar, Heresh, and Galal,

and Mattaniah the son of Micah, the son of

Zichri, the son of Asaph ;

16 And Obadiah the son of Shemaiah,

the son of Galal, the son of Jeduthun, and

Berechiah the son of Asa, the son of Elkauah,

that dwelt in the villages of the Netopha-

thites.
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17 And the ]5orters icere, Shallurn, and
Akkub, and Talmon, and Aliiman, and their

brethren : Shallurn icas the chief;

18 Who hitherto waited in the king's gate

eastward : they icere porters in the companies

of the children of Levi.

19 And Shallurn the son of Kore, the son

of Ebiasaph, the son of Korah, and his bre-

thren, of the house of his father, the Korah-
ites, ivC7-e over the work of the service,

keepers of the 'gates of the tabernacle : and
tiieir fathers, being over the host of the Lord,
toere keepers of the entry.

20 And Phinehas the son of Eleazar was
the ruler over them in time past, and the

Lord was with him.

21 And Zechariah the son of Meshelemiah
xoas porter of the door of the tabernacle of the

congregation.

22 All these wliich icere chosen to be

porters in the gates iccre two hundred and
twelve. These were reckoned by their genea-
logy in their villages, whom David and
Samuel the seer "did ordain in their 'set

office.

23 So they and their children had the

oversight of the gates of the house of the

Lord, namehj, the house of the tabernacle,

by wards.

24 In four quarters were the porters, to-

ward the east, west, north, and south.

25 And their brethren, which were in their

villages, xocre to come after seven days from
time to time with them.

26 For these Levites, the four chief por-

ters, were in their "set office, and were over

the 'chambers and treasuries of the house of

God.
27 And they lodged round about the house

of God, because the charge was upon them,
and the opening thereof every morning
pertained to them.

28 And certain of them had the charge of

the ministering vessels, that they should

"bring them in and out by tale.

29 Some of them also were appointed to

^ Ueh.ihmholds. * Wah. founded. 5

Heb. In-ing them in by tale, and carrij tfiem out by tale,

" Or, an flat plates, 01, slices. ' '^ Ueb. bread of mderinij.
I? Clia

oversee the vessels, and all the 'instruments

of the sanctuary, and the fine flour, and the

wine, and the oil, and the frankincense, and
the spices.

30 And some of the sons of the priests

made '"the ointment of the spices.

31 And Mattithiah, one of the Levites,

who icas the firstborn of Shallurn the Korah-
itc, had the "set office over the things that

were made '"in the pans.

32 And other of their brethren, of the sons

of the Kohathites, tvere over the ""shewbread,

to prepare it every sabbath.

33 And these are the singers, chief of the

fathers of the Levites, who remaining in the

chambers ivere fi-ee : for "they were employed
in that work day and night.

34 These chief fathers of the Levites tvere

chief throughout their generations ; these

dwelt at Jerusalem.

35 1[ And in Gibeon dwelt the father of

Gibeon, Jehiel, whose wife's name icas

"Maachah:
36 And his firstborn son Abdon, then Zur,

and Kish, and Baal, and Ner, and Nadab,
37 And Gedor, and Ahio, and Zechariah,

and Mikloth.

38 And Mikloth begat Shimeam. And
they also dwelt with their brethren at Jeru-

salem, over against their brethren.

39 '"And Ner begat Kish; and Kish be-

gat Saul ; and Saul begat Jonathan, and
Malchi-shua, and Abinadab, and Esh-baal.

40 And the son of Jonathan icas Merib-
baal : and Merib-baal begat Micah.

41 And the sons of Micah were, Pithon,

and Melecli, and Tahrea, ' ''and Aliaz.

42 And Ahaz begat Jarah ; and Jarali

begat Alemeth, and Azmaveth, and Zimrl

;

and Zimri begat Moza ;

43 And Moza begat Binea ; and Kephaiah
his son, Eleasah his son, Azel his sou.

44 And Azel had six sons, whose names
are these, Azrikam, Bocheru, and Ishmael,

and Sheariah, and Obadiah, and Ilanan ; these

were the sons of Azel.

' liechoned hi genealogies . . . written in the bookVerse 1.

of the kings of Israel and Judah.'—There can be _

,

tion that Godwin {Muses and Aaron) is right in stating
that ' public records were kept, wherein every one's
genealogy was registered, to manifest to what particular
tribe he belonged.' The present is one of the texts which
prove this. Compare also chap. v. 17, and 2 Chron. xii.

15 ; xiii. 22. The fact is also attested by the concurrent
408

testimony of all the Hebrew writers. With reference to

the passage before us, Jennings (the commentator on

Godwin) observes, ' By " the book of the kings," cannot

be meant those two historical books, which now pass

under that name, these genealogies not being written

therein, but some authentic records of their genealogies,

called "the King's Book," probably as being under his

custody, of which it is not unlikely there was a duplicate,
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one copy kept by the king of JuJah, the othei- by the king
of Israel, for it is called, " the Book of the Kings of
Israel and Judah."' It is indeed important to observe
that the genealogical tables through which we have now
been passing, exhibit a specimen of the most ancient form
of history in the world ; for it is generally agreed that in

most nations the first histories were, like this, no other
than public genealogical tables, in which were sparingly
interspersed such brief references to events which hap-
pened while particular persons lived, or in which they
were engaged, as we find in these chapters, as also in the
more ancient genealogies of Genesis. Thus, in the genea-
logy in Gen. x., we find, under the name of Nimrod, a
notice of the kingdom which he founded and the cities

which he built : after the enumeration of Canaan's sons,

we have an indication of the geographical situation of the

Canaanitish settlements: and under the name of Peleg,

the genealogist remarks that * in liis days was the earth

divided.' Some similar historical and biographical notices

have engaged our attention in the notes to the preceding
chapters. As a further corroboration of the genealogical

character of early history, it may be observed that the

word for genealogies or generations (nipin toldoth) is

that by wliich 'history' also, whether general or parti-

cular, is expressed in Hebrew ; this the reader may
observe by comparing the historical significations which
the word must hear in Gen. ii. 4 ; vi. 9 ; xxxvii. 2, wliere

it is clear that the rendering ' generations' is inapplicable,

though correctly so given elsewhere.

It is evident from the present chapter, as well as from
the last verses of chap, iii., that the Hebrews continued

their genealogical registers during the Captivity ; and it

seems that they continued to do so till after the time of

Christ. There is a story indeed that the genealogical re-

gisters were destroyed by Herod, who was himself of im-
pure descent. This is stated by Eusebius : but it is probable

that he was misinformed; or that, if some of the more
public copies were destroyed, there were others (perhaps

in private hands) which escaped destruction. For there

is considerable indication that the Jews preserved their

genealogies and kept up the distinction of tribes a good
while later. The genealogies of Christ, which are given
by Matthew and Luke, were doubtless taken from au-

thentic existing registers. Paul also says, and was
doubtless in a condition to prove, that he was ' a Hebrew
of the Hebrews,' and ' of the tribe of Benjamin ;' and
St. James addresses his epistle to ' the twelve tribes that

are scattered abroad.' At a still later period, Josephus
gives the genealogy of his family, and says that he gives

it as he found it written in the public tables. Ho adds,

that all the priests were obliged to prove their succession

from an ancient line ; and, if unable to do so, were ex-

cluded from the priesthood. From this it appears that

there were public genealogical tables of tribes and families

so late as Josephus, who lived at and after the destruction

of Jerusalem. ' It is probable,' says Jennings, ' that

after the dispersion of the Jews, upon the dissolution of

their polity, the genealogical tables came to be neglected,

and so gradually perished. Some imagine that their

frequent intermarriages with the people of the countries

into which they were dispersed made them designedly

discontinue them, that the corrupt mixture and debase-

ment of their blood might not appear. However that be,

it is certain that they have long since been lost' {Jewish

Antiquities, p. 88. See also Jahn's Archcrologia ; and
Lightfoot on Matt. i.).

18. ' The kinq's gate.'—So it would seem that, although

the new temple' was built when the Hebrews had no king

of their own, they failed not to have a ' king's gate,' as in

the old temple—probably in hope that the sceptre would

ere long be again restored to the house of David. It is a

frequent method of honouring ea^ern monarchs by appro-

priating gates, in one way or another, to their more
especial or exclusive use. The king's gate to the temple

doubt kept constantly closed, except when the

monarch came to the temple. Perhaps it is with an

especial reference to such a distinguished gate, opened

only for a king, that the Psalmist refers in his triumphal

ode : ' Lift up your heads, O ye gates : and be ye lift up,

ye everlasting doors ; and the king of glory shall come

in ' (Ps. xxiv. 7). There being noAV no king, the gate

was probably kept constantly closed, although porters

attended. Perhaps it was walled up. The noblest gate

of Baghdad—the Talism gate—by which the sultan Murad
IV. quitted the city after having recovered it from the

Persians, was immediately walled up, that no less exalted

persons might ever afterwards pass through. It still

remains thus closed, and will never, as we understood, be

re-opened, unless for the entrance or egress of another

sultan. So also (as we learn from Burckhardt) at the

convent of Mount Sinai, the great gate is walled up, and

the entrance is by a window. But if the archbishop were

to come, the gate must be opened to admit him : and the

Bedouins of the neighbourhood would be entitled to

enormous fees on the occasion, and their sheikhs would

h.ave a right to enter within the walls; the prospect of

which inconveniences has prevented any of the successive

archbishops from visiting the place for more than eighty

years past.

CHAPTER X.

2 Saul's overthrow and death. 8 The Philistines

triumph over Said. 1 1 The kindness of Jahesh-

gilead towards Said and his sons. 13 Saul's sin,

for which the kingdom was translated from him to

David.

Now 'the Philistines fought against Israel ;

and the men of Israel fled from before the

Philistines, and fell down "slain in mount
Gilboa.

2 And the Philistines followed hard after

Said, and after his sons ; and the Philistines

slew Jonathan, and ''Abinadab, and Malchi-

shiia, the sons of Saul.

3 And the battle went sore against Saul,

and the ^archers 'hit him, and he was wounded
of the archers.

4 Then said Saul to his armourbearer,

Draw thy sword, and thrust me through there-

with ; lest these uncircumcised come and

^abuse me. But his armourbearer would not

;

for he was sore afraid. So Saul took a sword,

and fell upon it.

5 And when his armourbearer saw that

Saul was dead, he fell likewise on the sword,

and died.

6 So Saul died, and his three sons, and all

his house died together.

7 And when all the men of Israel that

iKre in the valley saw that they fled, and that

4. .19. i neh. shooters with hows. s Ui.h. found him.
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Saul and his sons were dead, then they for-

sook their cities, and fled : and the Philistines

came and dwelt in them.

8 If And it came to pass on the morrow,

when the Philistines came to strip the slain,

that they found Saul and his sons fallen in

mount Gilhoa.

9 And when they had stripped him, they

took his head, and his armour, and sent into

the land of the Philistines round about, to

carry tidings unto their idols, and to the

people.

10 And they put his armour in the house
of their gods, and fastened his head in the

temple of Dagon.

7 Uiih. transgressed, 3 l Sam. 15. 23,

11 ^ And when all Jabesh-gilead heard

all that the Philistines had done to Saul,

12 They arose, all the valiant men, and took

away the body of Saul, and the bodies of his

sons, and brought them to Jabesh, and buried

their bones under the oak in Jabesh, and fasted

seven days.

13 1[ So Saul died for his transgression

which he 'committed against the Lord, "even

against the word of the Lord, which he kept

not, and also for asking counsel of one that had
a familiar spirit, "to enquire ofit;

14 And enquired not of the Lord : tiiere-

fore he slew him, and turned the kingdom
unto David the son of '"Jesse.

Chap, x.—The parallel between the books of Samuel
and Chronicles begins with this chapter, the whole of
whieh, with the exception of the two concluding and sup-
plementary verses, may be found with little variation in

1 Sam. xxxi. : see the notes there.

Verse lO. ' Thei/ put his armour in the house of thfir

gods.'—See the notes on 1 Sam. xv. 12, and xxi. 'J. In
the former of these notes, we mentioned the trophies which
the ancients were accustomed to erect with the armour
taken from the defeated enemy, and also noticed the
sculptured representations of such trophies, of which au
example was given. In the note referred to we only
described such trophies as were erected in the open air

;

but armour was also, on the same principle and after the
same gener.-il fashion, hung upon the pillars of temples.
The armour was frequently a votive ofiering to the god in

whose temple it was placed ; that is, when a vow had
been made to a particular god, that in the event of vic-

tory the armour of one or more distinguished foes should
decorate his temple. An early notice of this custom occurs
in Homer, in Hector's challenge :

—

'Let the Greek
Of all your host, whose spirit prompts him forth,

Come forth to cope with Hector ; and be Jove
Witness between us ; if his spear prevail
And I fall under him, he shall account
My spoils his own, and bear them to the fleet.

But should Apollo make the vict'ry mine,

Him then despoiling, I will high suspend

His arms against the temple of the god.'

Iliad, vii. 81. Cowpeb.

It is very possible that the Philistines had in the same
manner previously vowed that, if victcrious, they would
place the armour of Saul in the temple of Ashtaroth (for

it W.1S her temple: see 1 Sam. xxxi. 10).

Virgil alludes to such decorations of temples in his de-

scription of that in whicli Latinus received the ambassa-
dors of Mneas :

—

' Hung on the pillars, all around appears

A row of trophies, helmets, shields, and spears,

And solid bars, and axes keenly bright.

And naval beaks, and chariots seiz'd in fight.'

JEneid, vii. 1S3. Pitt.

It is scarcely necessary to observe that, as appears from
ancient sculptures and coins, although the trophied pillars

were dressed with armour and arms on the same general

principle of arrangement exhibited in the cutunder 1 Sam.,

there was great variation in the details.

' Fastened his head in the temple of Dojoh.'—This
circumstance is omitted in the parallel text, and completes

the account. It is there said that the body was fastened

to the wall of Bethshan ; and we now learn that the body
only was thus disposed of, the head, as a more glorious

trophy, being sent to the temple of Dagon.

CHAPTER XL

1 David by a r/eneral consent is made htny at Hebron.
4 He winneth the castle of Zionfrom the Jcbusiles

hj JoaVs valour, 10 A calaloyue of David's
miyhty 7nen.

Then 'all Israel gathered themselves to David
unto Hebron, saying. Behold, we are thy bone
and thy flesh.

2 And moreover ''in time past, even when
Saul was king, thou jto.s^ he that leddest out
and broughtcst in Israel : and the Lord thy

God said unto thee, Thou shalt ""feed my

people Israel, and thou shalt be ruler over my
people Israel.

3 Tiierefore came all the ciders of Israel

to the king to Hebron ; and David made a

covenant with them in Hebron before the

Lord; and they anointed David king over

Israel, according to the word of the Lord *by

'Samuel.

4 1 And David and all Israel "went to

Jerusalem, which is Jebus ; where the Jebus-

ites were, the inhabitants of the land.

5 And the inhabitants of Jebus said to

David, Thou shalt not come hithei-. Ncver-

» Or, rule. < neb. hi/ the hand of. » 1 Sam. 10. 13.
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theless David took the castle of Zion, which is

the city of David.

6 And David said, ^Vhosoever smiteth the

Jebiisites lirst shall be 'chief and captain.

So Joab the son of Zeruiah went first up, and

was chief.

7 And David dwelt in the castle ; therefore

they called "it the city of David.

8 And he built the city round about, even

from Millo round about : and Joab "repaired

the rest of the city.

9 So David '"waxed greater and greater:

for the Lord of hosts tvas with him.

10 H "These also a?e the chief of the

mighty men whom David had, who "strength-

ened themselves with him in his kingdom,

and with all Israel, to make him king, ac-

cording to the word of the Lord concerning

Israel.

11 And this is the number of the mighty

men whom David had ; Jashobeam, '"an Hach-
monite, the chief of the captains : he lifted up
his spear against three hundred slain bj/ him
at one time.

12 And after him ivas Eleazar the son of

Dodo, the Ahohite, who loas one of the three

mighties.

13 He was with David at "Pas-dammim,
and there the Philistines were gathered to-

gether to battle, where was a parcel of ground
full of barley ; and the people fled from before

the Philistines.

14 And they '"set themselves in the midst

of tliat parcel, and delivered it, and slew the

Philistines ; and the Lord saved them by a

great '"deliverance.

15 Now "three of the thirty captains

'"went down to the rock to David, into the

cave of Adullam ; and the host of the Philis-

tines encamped in the valley of Rephaim.
16 And David loas then in the hold, and

the Philistines'garrison ivas then atBeth-lehem.

17 And David longed, and said. Oh that

one would give me drink of the water of

the well of Beth-lehem, that is at the gate !

1

8

And the three brake through the host

of the Philistines, and drew water out of the

well of Beth-lehem, that loas by the gate, and
took it, and brought it to David : but David
would not drink of it, but poured it out to the

Lord,
19 And said. My God forbid it me, that I

should do this thing : shall I drink the blood

of these men "that have put their lives in

^ Heb. head. 8 Tliat is, Zion, 2 Sam. 6. 7. 9 Heb. jeuiw
, held strongly with him. 13 Or, son of Hachmoni.

'-"'•'y-
eb. an

jeopardy ? for with thejeopardy of their lives

they brought it. Therefore he would not

drink it. These things did these three

mightiest.

20 And Abishai the brother of Joab, he
was chief of the three : for lifting up his spear

against three hundred, he slew them, and had
a name among the three.

21 ""Of the three, he was more honourable

than the two ; for he was their captain : how-
beit he attained not to {\\q first three.

22 Benaiah the son of Jehoiada, the son of

a valiant man of Kabzeel, "'who had done
many acts ; he slew two lionlike men of Moab :

also he went down and slew a lion in a pit in

a snowy day.

23 And he slew an Egyptian, "a man of

(jrcat stature, five cubits high ; and in the

Egyptian's hand loas a spear like a weaver's

beam ; and he went down to him with a staff",

and plucked the spear out of the Egj'ptian's

hand, and slew him with his own spear.

24 These things did Benaiah the son of

Jehoiada, and had a name among the three

mighties.

25 Behold, he was honourable among the

thirty, but attained not to iha first three : and

David set him over his guard.

26 Also the valiant men of the armies

icere, Asahel tlie brother of Joab, Elhanan

the son of Dodo of Beth-lehem,

27 Shammoth the '^Harorite, Helez the

Pelonite,

28 Ira the son of Ikkesh the Tekoite, Abi-

ezer the Antothite,

29 Sibbecai the Hushathite, Ilai the Ahoh-
ite,

30 Maharai the Netophathite, Heled the

son of Baanah the Netophathite,

31 Ithai the son of Ribai of Gibeah, tliat

pertained to the children of Benjamin, Benaiah

the Pirathonite,

32 Hurai of the brooks of Gaash, Abiel the

Arbathite,

33 Azmaveth the Baharumite, Eliahba the

Shaalbonite,

34 The sons of Hashem the Gizonite, Jo-

nathan the son of Shage the Hararite,

35 Ahiam the son of Sacar the Hararite,

Eliphal the son of Ur,

36 Hepher the Mecherathite, Ahijah the

Pelonite,

37 Hezro the Carmelite, Naarai the son of

Ezbai,

10 Heb. went in going and increasing. " 2 Sam. 23. 8.

u Or. EDhesdammtm. 1 Sam. ir. 1. " Or, stood.

:o 2 Sam. 23. 19, &c.
3 Sam. 23. 25.
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38 Joel the brother of Nathan, Mibhar
•*the son of Haggeri,

39 Zeiek the Ammonite, Naharai the Bc-

rothite, the armourbearer of Joab the son of

Zeruiah,

40 Ira the Ithrite, Gareb the Ithrite,

41 Uriah the Hittite, Zabad the son of

Ahlai,

42 Adina the son of Shiza the Reubenitc,

a captain of tlie Reubenitcs, and thirty with

him.

43 Ilanan the son of Maachah, and Josha-
phat the Mithnite,

44 Uzzia the Ashterathitc, Shama and
Jehiel the sons of Hothan the Aroerite,

45 Jediacl the "''son of Shimri, and Joha
his brother, the Tizite,

46 Eliel the Maliavite, and Jeribai, and
Joslmviah, the sons of Elnaam, and Ithmah
the Moabite,

47 Elicl, and Obed, and Jasiel the Meso-
baite.

Chap. xi.—This chapter comprises two parts, which are

widely separated in 2 Sam. The first portion, being an
account of the settlement of David in the throne of Israel,

and his taking Zion from the Jehusites, is found in 2 Sam.
V. ; but the account of the worthies is not given till chap,

xxiii. of the same book. With respect to the exploits of
these gallant men, we may observe that, however wonder-
ful some of them may be, as evidences of individual

prowess, it can only be from the want of proper consider-

ation that any one could consider them incredible, even if

they had been related in only a work of common authority,

referring to early times, or to the same countries at any
time. It is quite true that we do not hear of such exploits

in modern European warfare ; but they are not the less

credible on this account. The fact is, that with us war
has become a science, the master of which is he who is

best skilled in the direction and management of the com-
bined power of disciplined masses for the attainment of a

given object. This leaves little opportunity for indivi-

duals to distinguish themselves by personal prowess on
the one hand, or, on the other, for producing mai-ked
effects, either by the slaughter or panic of a force similarly

managed and constituted. 15ut the case was dififerent in

early times, and, to a considerable extent, is still so in the

East. There a battle is rather a conflict of individuals

than of masses ; and while the same object is in view,
every one is much at liberty to seek its attainment in

whatever manner his spirit prompts him to adopt. Hence
it is that we continually read in Asiatic history of the

prodigious exploits of particular heroes, by which the

loosely associated bodies to which they are opposed are
routed with great slaughter, but which would not have
made the slightest impression on the well organized and
closely compacted mass, and the unity of purpose and
action of a European regiment,
xvii. 10.

Verse 11. ' Tlirrr

The ' Hachmoiiitr' \

to be the same ;is i

but the slaughter ci

him. The ditierei

the 1 Sam.

' h , hji Jam at one time.'—
'

! Ills exploit is supposed
:

:- of 2 Sam. xxiii. 8;
iii'iril is there ascribed to

ivi-n variously explained.
Lightfoot combines the texts thus:— ' lie lift up his spear
against eight hundred, and slew three hundred of them :'

and some understand, that after three hundred had been
slain, the rest fled, and were pursued and killed by
his men, whose act is ascribed to him on account of
the previous slaughter he had made. Kimchi thinks
there were two battles, in one of which Jashobcara slew
three hundred, and in the other eight hundred. But
others reconcile the ttxts by adopting the number three

Imndred in both ; and some further extenuate the ex-
ploit by reading, ' He at one time, raising his spear,

pcnetralcd through three hundred men.' To this we de-

mur; for although the word rendered 'slain' (7jn chalal)

in our version does certainly sometimes bear the signifi-

cation thus given to it, we apprehend that a comparison
of texts will shew that, when used in reference io persons,
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the penetratimj through involved in the meaning, signifies

running through with a weapon, so as to kill or mortally

wound ; and that it never means breaking through an
opposing force. Accordingly, in this very chapter (y.

IS), the act of the three worthies who broke or pene-

trated through the host of the Philistines, is described

not by this word 7?n, but by one quite different, JJi^l

baha, which unquestionably has the meaning which those

interpreters here assign to the word of the present verse

—apparently from a desire to render more credible the

circumstance recorded ; but which, although extraordi-

nary, is rendered sufficiently credible by such considera-

tions as those which have been adduced in the preceding

note.

Burckhardt, after noticing the scope for personal prowess
which the mode of warfare among the Bedouin Arabs
allows, says, ' Thus we read in the history of Antar, that

this valiant slave, when mounted on his mare Ghabara,
killed with his lance, in a single battle, eight hundred
men. However incredulous respecting the full amount of

this statement, I may be here allowed to mention the

name of a modern hero, whose praise is recorded in hun-
dreds of poems, and whose feats in arms have been re-

ported to me by many ocular witnesses. Gedoua Ibn
Gheyan el Shamsy is known to have slain thirty of his

enemies in one encounter; he prided himself in having
never been put to flight; and the booty which he took

was immense.' The same traveller, in a subsequent page,

says, ' The most renowned warrior in the southern parts

of Arabia was, during my residence in Iledjaz, Shahher,

of the Kahtan tribe. He alone once routed a party of

tiiirty horsemen, belonging to the sherif Ghaleb, who
had invaded the territory of his Arabs. Ghaleb, who
was himself a man of considerable bravery, said, on this

occasion, that "since the time of the Sword of God (this

is one of All's surnames), a stronger arm than Shahher's

had not been known in Arabia." At another time, the

sherif Ilamoud, governor of the Yemen coast, was re-

pulsed, with his escori of eighty mounted men, by Shahher
alone.' Notes on the Jicdonins, pp. 77, 166.

17. ' The well of Bethlehem:—On the north-east side

of the town of Bethlehem there is a deep valley, which
tradition reports to have been the same in which the

angels announced the birth of Christ to the shepherds.

In this same valley is a fountain, said to be that for the

water of which David longed with such intense desire

—

as that with which the absent Egyptian longs for the

water of his native Nile. Dr. Clarke, although noted

for his incredulity as to the correctness of the sites in

the Holy Land now pointed out as those mentioned in

Scripture, thinks that, considering its correspondence

with the descriptions of the sacred historians and of Jose-

phus, as well as from the permanency of natural foun-

tains, there can be no doubt as to the identity of this well.

He praises its water as delicious. However, from the

conflicting accounts of travellers, it would seem as If

different wells were shewn to them as that of David ; a
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fact which is explained by John Sanderson (1001), who
observes, that the Greeks deterniiued the well to be in

the town, within the precincts of their own church

;

whereas the Roman Catholics held that it was another
well near Bethlehem. Their indication does not howeTer
appear to have been very precise, as we seem to find all

the wells, fountains, and reservoirs, within two miles of

Bethlehem, claiming this distinction in the reports of dif-

ferent travellers. Most of them seem to be reservoirs of
rain-water, not of remarkable excellence ; and we therefore

incline to prefer the fountain mentioned by Dr. Clarke, if

only because it is a natural foimtain, and its water is good.

22. ' aiciv a lion in a pit in a snow;/ day.'—There is

great probability in Bochart's conjecture, that Benaiah
entered for shelter from the snow-storm into a cave (for
so the word rendered ' pit' may signify) which was the
haunt of a lion, and was there assailed by the savage beast.

If the lion had fallen into or been ensnared in a pit, there
would have been no need of going down to kill him ; and
the exploit would have been the less remarkable, as a lion,

when cramped up in a pit, is precluded from the full and
natural exercise of the great power with which he is

endued.

CHAPTER XII.

1 The companies that came to David at Ztklag. 2A
The armies that came to him at Hebron.

Now 'these arc they that came to David to

Ziklag, Svhile lie yet kept hhiiself close be-
cause of Saul the son of Kish : and they

iccre among the mighty men, helpers of the

war.

2 They were armed with bows, and could

use both the right hand and the left in hurling

stones and shootin(j arrows out of a bow, even

of Saul's brethren of Benjamin.

3 The chief rcas Ahiezcr, then Joash, the

sons of 'Sheraaah the Gibeathite ; and Jeziel,

and Pelet, the sons of Azmaveth ; and Bera-
chah, and Jehu the Antothite,

4 And Ismaiah the Gibeonite, a mighty
man among the thirty, and over the thirty ;

and Jeremiah, and Jahazicl, and Johanan,
and Josabad the Gederathite,

5 Eluzai, and Jeriraoth, and Bealiah, and
Shemariah, and Shephatiah the Haruphite,

G Elkanah, and Jesiah, and Azareel, and
Joczer, and Jashobeam, the Korhites,

7 And Joelah, and Zebadiah, the sons of

Jeroham of Gedor.

8 And of the Gadites there separated

themselves unto David into the hold to the

wilderness men of might, and men ''of vfarjit

for the battle, that could handle shield and
buckler, whose faces tcere like the faces of

lions, and were 'as swift as the roes upon the

mountains
;

9 Ezcr the first, Obadiah the second, Eliab
the third,

10 Mishmannah the fourth, Jeremiah the

fifth,

11 Attai the sixth, Eliel the seventh,

12 Johanan the eighth, Elzabad the ninth,

13 Jeremiah the tenth, Machbanai the

eleventh.

14 These %ccre of the sons of Gad, captains
|

I 1 Sam. 27. 2. = Ileb. being yet sliu

^ Or. one that teas least could resist an I

10 Ilcb. he one. 1 1 Or, Mioteme.

of the host : ^one of the least was over an
hundred, and the greatest over a thousand.

15 These are they that went over Jordan
in the first month, when it had 'overflown all

his "banks ; and they put to flight all them of

the valleys, both toward the east, and toward

the west.

16 And there came of the children of

Benjamin and Judah to the hold unto

David.

17 And David went out °to meet tbem, and
answered and said unto them. If ye be come
peaceably unto me to help me, mine heart

shall '"be knit unto you : but if ye he come to

betray me to mine enemies, seeing there is no

"wrong in mine hands, the God of our fathers

look thereon, and rebuke it.

18 Then "'the spirit came upon Amasai,

who teas chief of the captains, and he said,

Thine are we, David, and on thy side, thou

son of Jesse : peace, peace be unto thee, and

jieace be to thine helpers ; for thy God helpeth

thee. Then David received them, and made
them captains of the band.

19 And there fell so?ne of Manasseh to

David, when he came with the Philistines

against Saul to battle : but they helped them
not : for the lords of the Philistines upon

advisement sent him away, saying, ''He will

fall to his master Saul "to thejeopardy of our

heads.

20 As he went to Ziklag, there fell to him

of Manasseh, Adnah, and Jozabad, and Je-

diael, and Michael, and Jozabad, and Elihu,

and Zilthai, captains of the thousands that

were of Manasseh.

21 And they helped David "against the

band of the rovers : for they wvre all mighty

men of valour, and were captains in the

host.

22 For at that time day by day there came

to David to help him, until it was a great host,

like the host of God.

Heb. on oar heads.
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23 ^ And these are the numbers of the
'" ''bands that loere ready canned to the war,

and came to David to Hebron, to turn the

kingdom of Saul to him, according to the word

of the Lord.
24 The children of Judah that bare shield

and spear loere six thousand and eight hundred,

ready '"armed to the war.

25 Of the children of Simeon, mighty men
of valour for the war, seven thousand and one

hundred.

26 Of the children of Levi four thousand

and six hundred.

27 And Jehoiada loas the leader of the

Aaronitcs, and with him icero three thousand

and seven hundred ;

28 And Zadok, a young man mighty of

valour, and of his father's house twenty and

two captains.

29 And of the children of Benjamin, the

"kindred of Said, three thousand : for hither-

to '"the greatest part of them had kept the

ward of the house of Saul.

30 And of the children of Ephraim twenty

thousand and eight hundred, mighty men of

valour,
'
'famous throughout the house of their

fathers.

31 And of the half tribe of Manasseh

eighteen thousand, which were expressed by

name, to come and make David king.

32 And of the children of Issachar, %1-ldch

tcerc men that had understanding of the times,

to know what Israel ought to do ; the heads

[B.C. 1058—1048.

of them icere two hundred ; and all their

brethren loere at their commandment.
33 Of Zebulun, such as went forth to

battle, ^"expert in war, with all instruments of

war, fifty thousand, which could "^keep rank :

thei/ ivere "not of double heart.

34 And of Naphtali a thousand captains,

and with them with shield and spear thirty

and seven thousand.

35 And of the Danites expert in war
twenty and eight thousand and six hundred.

36 And of Asher, such as went forth to

battle, "expert in war, forty thousand.

37 And on the other side of Jordan, of the

Reubcnites, and the Gadites, and of the half

tribe of Manasseh, with all manner of instru-

ments of war for the battle, an hundred and
twenty thousand.

38 All these men of war, that could keep

rank, came with a perfect heart to Hebron, to

make David king over all Israel : and all the

rest also of Israel icci-e of one heart to make
David king.

39 And there they were with David three

days, eating and drinking : for their brethren

had prepared for them.

40 Moreover they that were nigh them,

even unto Issachar and Zebulun and Naphtali,

brought bread on asses, and on camels, and
on mules, and on oxen, and "meat, meal, cakes

of figs, and bunches of raisins, and wine, and
oil, and oxen, and sheep abundantly : for thei-e

teas joy in Israel.

men. t7 Ueb. /leads. 'B Or, prepared. ^' lleh. hrctlira:. io Heh. a multitude of them,

lames. 22 Or, rangers of battle, or, ranged in hattle. £3_ Or, set the battle in array.

Heb. toithout a heart and a heart. 25 Or, keeping their ranlt. '^6 Or, victual of meal.

Verse 8. ' Whose faces were like the faces of I

Tliis comparison is very forcible ; for certaiuly 1

lions'—
there is

nothing in animal nature more terrible than the aspect of

an enraged lion. Professor Paxton, with a view to the

illustration of the present text, has well described this.

' He (the lion) beats his sides and the ground with his

tail, agitates his shaggy mane, moves the skin of his face,

and knits his large eye-brows ; shows his dreadful tusks,

and thrusts out his tongue, which is armed with prickles

so hard that it alone is sufficient to tear the skin and the

flesh without the assistance of either teeth or claws.' (//-

lustrations, ii. 74.) We are inclined to suspect that the

sacred historian had also in view the very strong resem-

blance which the face of the lion bears to that of man.
Aristotle thought this resemblance greater than existed in

any other animal, and we are not aware that our acquaint-

ance with a great number of animals not known to him
has tended to weaken this conclusion. There is no other

animal the face of which is compared to the human in

Scripture.

32. ' T7iat had understanding of the times, to know what
Israel onyht to do.'—Some of the Kabbins understand this

to mean that they were skilled in astrology ; but it is not

likely that David wanted such persons, or that the sacred

historian should say that they knew what Israel ought to

do. Some think that they knew the proper seasons for
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husbandry : but this was an acquirement which could at

this time be of no use to David ; and as to the other

opinion, that they knew how to determine the beginning

of the months and years, and the period of the sacred fes-

tivals, it is only necessary to observe that tliere were 4G0O
Levites, who were likely to know far more of such matters

than the men of Issachar. The sense seems to be, that

they were wise and prudent men, possessing reputation

and influence, who clearljr saw that the proper time was
now come for calling David to the throne.

33. ' Which could keep rank.'—This would imply that

the rest could not, and that attention was beginning to be

paid to the training of troops to act in organized masses.

But the Septuagint and Vulgate read the word in question

as -\tyh, which only differs in one letter from that ("hyh}

which our version receives, and which makes the clause

mean, that the men of Zebulun came to assist David, not

that they could /leep rank. This is doubtless the true

meaning.
40. ' Brought bread . . . on oxen.'—We see from this

that oxen were used as beasts of burden. The form of the

back in these animals does not seem to adapt them to this

kind of service ; but it is one which, in the East, they are

still often required to perform, and they do it well, although

in their usual deliberate and quiet way. In the Greek
writers there are intimations of the same use of oxen.
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At present, in different parts of Asia, they are more or

less employed for riding, for burden, and for draught. In

Western Asia, -we have frequently seen them ridden by
women, children, and old or infirm people of the poorer
(but not absolutely the poorest) classes iu removals and
journies to a town or village distant from their own. In
the more eastern Asia, oxen are still more extensively

used for common riding. Their use as beasts of burden
is still more extensive, and is not unknown in Europe or

Africa ; but, in Western Asia at least, they are not em-
ployed in caravan or other long journies, but rather by the

peasantry for the conveyance of goods to or from the

villages and towns of a district or province. They are

also employed for di-aught perhaps more than any other

animals in Asia. At Constantinople they draw the orna-
mented arabah. Wherever the peasantry employ carts
they are drawn by oxen : in the Tartarian steppes these
animals draw the movable huts and baggage of the no-
mades

: and in India they are yoked to the carriages of
even wealthy natives. The docile and vigorous white
oxen of Guzerat are especially esteemed for this service

;

and, according to Forbes, some of these animals are
valued at nearly two hundred pounds of our money. They
travel at the rate of from thirty to forty miles a day.
Buffaloes also, where they exist, are, in .-isia, employed
in the same services. We need not mention the employ-
ment of the ox in agriculture, that custom being all but
universal. See the note and cuts under 1 Sam. vi.

CHAPTER XIII.

1 David fetchelh the ark with r/renf solemnity from
Kirjath-jearim. 9 Uzza being smitten, the ark is

left at the house of Obed-edom,

AxD David consulted ^vith the captains of

tliousands and hundreds, and with every

leader.

2 And David said unto all the congrega-

tion of Israel, If it seem good unto you, and
that it be of the Lord our God, 'let us send

abroad unto our brethren every where, that

are left in all the laud of Israel, and with them
also to the priests and Levites ichich are "in

their cities and suburbs, that they may gather

themselves imto us

:

3 And let us '"bring again the ark of our
God to us : for we enquired not at it in the

days of Saul.

4 And all the congregation said that they

would do so : for the thing was right in the

eyes of all the people.

5 So 'David gathered all Israel together,

from Shihor of Egypt even unto the entering

of Hematli, to bring the ark of God from
Kirjath-jearim.

6 And David went up, and all Israel, to

'Baalah, that is, to Kirjath-jearim, which be-

longed to Judah, to bring up thence the ark

of God the Lord, that dwelleth between the

cherubims, whose name is called on it.

7 And they "carried the ark of God in a
new cart out of the house of Abinadab : and
Uzza and Ahio drave the cart.

8 xVnd David and all Israel played before

God with all tlteir might, and with 'singing,

and with harps, and with psalteries, and with
timbrels, and with cymbals, and with trum-
pets.

y Tf And when they came unto the thresh-

ingfloor of "Chidon, Uzza put forth his hand
to hold the ark ; for the oxen "stumbled.

10 And the anger of the Lord was kindled
against L^zza, and he smote him, "because he
put his hand to the ark : and there he died
before God.

11 And David was displeased, because the

LofiD had made a breach upon Uzza : where-

fore that place is called "Perez-uzza to this

day.

12 And David was afraid of God that day,

saying. How shall I bring the ark of God
ho7ne to me ?

13 So David '"brought not the ark liome to

himself to the city of David, but carried it

aside into the house of Obed-edom the Git-
tite.

14 And the ark of God remained with the

family of Obed-edom in his house three

months. And the Lord blessed "the house
of Obed-edom, and all that he had.

n the cities of their nburht. s Heb. bring about. * 1 Sam. 7. 1. 2 Sam. 6.

ride. ? Heb. songs. 5 Called Nachon, 2 Sam. 6. 6. o Or, shook it,

, The breach of Vsza. 12 Heb. removed. 13 As Chap. 26. 5.

Chap, xiii.—The narrative of the present chapter is I of his kingdom, as recited in the commencement of this

contained also in 2 Sam. vi., with the exception that the chapter, is not found in the parallel passage. See the
previous consultation of David with the principal persons | notes there.
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CHAPTER XIV.

1 Hiram's kindness to David. 2 David's felicity

in people, wives, and children. 8 His two victories

over the Philistines.

Now 'Hiram king of Tyre sent messengers to

David, and timber of cedars, with masons and

carpenters, to build him an house.

2 And David perceived that the Lord had

confirmed him king over Israel, for his king-

dom was lifted up on high, because of his

people Israel.

3 ^ And David took more wives at Jeru-

salem : and David begat more sons and

daughters.

4 Now these are the names of his children

which he had in Jerusalem ; Shammua, and

Shobab, Nathan, and Solomon,

5 And Ibhar, and Elishua, and Elpalct,

6 And Nogah, and Ncpheg, and Japhia,

7 And Elishama, and 'Beeliada, and Eli-

phalet.

8 H And when the Philistines heard that

^David was anointed king over all Isi-acl,

all the Philistines went up to seek David.

And David heard of it, and went out against

them.

9 And the Philistines came and spread

themselves in the valley of Rephaim.

10 And David enquired of God, saying,

Shall I go up against the Philistines? and
wilt thou deliver them into m.ine hand? And
the Lord said unto him, Go up ; for I will

deliver them into thine hand.

11 So they came up to Baal-perazim ; and
David smote them there. Then David said,

God hath broken in upon mine enemies by
mine hand like the breaking forth of waters

:

therefore they called the name of that place

Baal-perazim.

12 And when they had left their gods there,

David gave a commandment, and they were

burned with fire.

13 And the Philistines yet again spread

themselves abroad in the valley.

14 Therefore David enquired again of

God ; and God said unto him. Go not up

after them ; turn away from them, 'and come
upon them over against the mulberry trees.

15 And it shall be, when thou shalt hear a

sound of going in the tops of the mulberry

trees, that then thou shalt go out to battle

:

for God is gone forth before thee to smite the

host of the Philistines.

16 David therefore did as God commanded
him : and they smote the host of the Philistines

from Gibeon even to Gazer.

17 And the fame of David went out into

all lands ; and the Lord brought the fear of

him upon all nations.

1 2 S.im. 5. IT. b Thai h, A place of brcnchcs. "i 2 Sam. 5. 23.

Verse 9. ' Tlie valley of llephaim.'—This proper name
is in some passages translated, and then it is ' the valley of

giants.' It thus occurs in Josh. xv. 8, which is the most

important passage for determining its situation. From
that, and indeed from other passages, it appears that it

was one of the vallies or plains near Jerusalem. The
text in view describes the boundary line, from east to

west, between Judah and Uenjamiu. Having arrived

at En-rogel, which is near the south end of the eastern

valley—that of Jehoshaphat—the text proceeds :
' And

the border went up by the valley of the son of Hin-

nom unto (on) the south side of the Jebusite ; the same is

Jerusalem : and the border went up to the top of the

mountain that lieth before the valley of Hiunom westward

(that is, at the western termination of the valley), which

is at the end of the valley of the giants (valley of Kephaim)
northward.' As we understand it, the text here means

to distinguish, that when the boundary-line had passed

tlirough the southern valley, it pursued its course west-

ward over the hill, which formed, as it were, the end of

the valley or plain of Rephaim that lay on the other side.

Accordingly, when one comes to the west end of the valley

of Hinnom, and, instead of turning up the continuation of

that valley where it bends northward, pursues his westward

course, he finds, on ascending the hills, that he has not

ascended a hill which he has to descend on the other side,

but that he has ascended the side of a depressed valley,

and has come out upon a plain which seems to him nearly

on the same level as the site ofJerusalem on the other side

of the valley he has left. This plain is in all probability

the plain of Kephaim, as it agrees witli all the Scriptural

intimations, and is also indicated by the general current

of tradition. It lies south by west from Jerusalem ; and

along its eastern border lies the road to Bethlehem. The
plain or valley is under cultivation, and is broad, de-

clining gradually towards the south-west, until it contracts

in that direction into a deeper and narrower valley called

Wady el-Werd.
T/ie vulhy </ Himwm.—Somc think that this was the

western valley which is commonly called the valley of

Gihon. ]?ut on turning to Lightfoot's Chorographical Cen-

turij, ch. xxix., we find that the Rabbinical authorities cited

by him confirm the conclusion, that it was the southern

valley ; but they also make it include the southern part

of the valley of Jehoshaphat. We however confine our

observations to the southern ravine. ' This valley,' says

Sandys, ' is but streight, now serving for little use ; here-

tofore most delightful, planted with groves and watered

with fountains.' The narrowness of this and the western

ravine is indeed remarkably contrasted with the breadth

of that between Jerusalem and the Mount of Olives. The
southern face of Mount Zion, which confines this valley on
one side, is very steep ; and the opposite, or southern side,

is bouuded by what is conventionally called a mountain,

but is really a rocky flat forming the termination of the

high land to the south or south-east of Jerusalem.
_
There

are numerous sepulchral excavations on this side, but

none on the side of Mount Zion. The bottom of the valley

is stony, witli some patches of light red soil and scanty

indications of garden cultivation.

41U
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CHAPTEll XV.

1 Davld,having prepared a placefoy the ark, ordereth
the priests and Levitcs to bring it from Obed-edom.
25 He performeth the solonnity thereof with great
jot/. 29 Michal despiseth him.

And David made him houses in the city of

David, and prepared a place for the ark of

God, and pitched for it a tent.

2 Then David said, 'None ought to carry

tlie 'ark of God but the Levites : for them
liath tlie Lord chosen to can-y the ark of God,
and to minister unto him for ever.

3 And David gathered all Israel together

to Jerusalem, to bring up the ark of the

Lord unto his place, which he had prepared
for it.

4 And David assembled the children of

Aaron, and the Levites :

5 Of the sons of Kohath ; Uriel the chief,

and his 'brethren an hundred and twenty :

G Of the sons of Merari ; Asaiah the chief,

and his brethren two hundred and twenty :

7 Of the sons of Gershom ; Joel the chief,

and his brethren an hundred and thirty :

8 Of the sons of Elizaphan ; Shemaiah the

chief, and his brethren two hundred :

9 Of the sons of Hebron ; Eliel the chief,

and his brethren fourscore :

10 Of the sons of Uzziel ; Amminadab
the chief, and his brethren an hundred and
twelve.

1

1

And David called for Zadok and Abia-
tliar the priests, and for the Levites, for Uriel,

Asaiah, and Joel, Shemaiah, and Eliel, and
Amminadab,

12 And said unto them. Ye arc the chief

of the fathers of the Levites : sanctify your-

selves, both ye and your brethren, that ye

may bring up the ark of the Lord God of

Israel unto the place that I have prepared for

it.

13 For because ye did it not at the first,

the Lord our God made a breach upon us,

for that we sought him not after the due
order.

14 So the priests and the Levites sanctified

themselves to bring up the ark of the Lord
God of Israel.

15 And the children of the Levites bare

the ark of God upon their shoulders with the

staves thereon, as ^Moses commanded accord-

ing to the word of the Lord.
16 And David spake to the chief of the

1 neb. It is not to cam/ the ark of God, but for ttie Levites. 2 1

Chap. 0. 39. ' Chap. 0. 44. ' Or, on the eighth to averse
M Ueb. Iifti,:a lip. 11 2 Sam.

Levites to appoint their brethren to le the

singers with instruments of musick, psalteries,

and harps, and cymbals, sounding, by lifting

up the voice with joy.

17 So the Levites appointed ^Heman the

son of Joel ; and of his brethren, "Asaph the

son of Berechiah ; and of the sons of Merari
their brethren, 'Ethan the son of Kushaiah

;

18 And with them their brethren of the

second dccjrec, Zechariah, Ben, and Jaaziel,

and Shemiramoth, and Jehiel, and Unni,
Eliab, and Benaiah, and Maaseiah, and Mat-
tithiah, and Elipheleh, and Mikneiah, and
Obed-edom, and Jeiel, the porters.

19 So the singers, Heman, Asaph, and
Ethan, icere appointed to sound with cymbals
of brass

;

20 And Zechariah, and Aziel, and Shemi-
ramoth, and Jehiel, and Unni, and Eliab, and
Maaseiah, and Benaiah, with psalteries on
Alamoth

;

21 And Mattithiah, and Elipheleh, and
Mikneiah, and Obed-edom, and Jciel, and
Azaziah, with harps "on the Sheminith to

excel.

22 And Chenaniah, chief of the Levites,

"loas for ' "song : he instructed about the song,

because he was skilful.

23 And Berechiah and Elkanah ivcre door-

keepers for the ark.

24 And Shebaniah, and Jchoshaphat, and
Nethaneel, and Amasai, and Zechariah, and
Benaiah, and Eliezer, the priegts, did blow
with the trumpets before the ark of God : and
Obed-edom and Jehiah were doorkeepers for

the ark.

25 H So ''David, and the elders of Israel,

and the captains over thousands, went to bring

up the ark of the covenant of the Lord out

of the house of Obed-edom with joy.

20 And it came to pass, when God helped

the Levites that bare the ark of the covenant

of the Lord, that they offered seven bullocks

and seven rams.

27 And David icas clothed with a robe of

fine linen, and all the Levites that bare the

ark, and the singers, and Chenaniah the mas-

ter of the '"song with the singers : David also

liad upon him an ephod of linen.

28 Thus all Israel brought up the ark of

the covenant of the Lord with shouting, and
with sound of the cornet, and with trumpets,

and with cymbals, making a noise with psal-

teries and harps.

3 Or, kinsmen. * Exod. 25. 11.

sfor the carriage: he instructed ah
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'19 t And it came to pass, as the ark of looking out at a window saw king David

the" covenant of the Lord came to the city of dancing and pkiying
: and t-hc desijised him

David that Miciial the daughter of Saul |
in her heart.

C,,,p V,—This chanter gives an account of the final

removal orth.- ark .0 'L cfty of David.' The same ac-

count is given in 2 Sam. vi. ; but it is there put as a sequel

to the narrative of the first removal from Kirjath-jearim,

whereas here the 11th chapter is interposed between the

two accounts. Much of the present chapter is however
occupied with what we do not find in the other narrative,

being an account of the previous arrangements whicli
David made for the removal, reception, and keeping of

the ark. See the notes on 2 Sam. vi.

CHAPTER XVI.

1 David'sfestival sacrifice. 4 He ordereth a choir to

sing thanksijivinti. 7 The psalm of thanksfimng.

37 He appointeth ministers, porters, priests, and

musicians, to attend continually on the arh.

So Hhey brought the ark of God, and set it

in the midst of the tent that David had

pitched for it : and they offered burnt sacri-

fices and peace offerings before God.

2 And when David had made an end of

offering the burnt offerings and the peace

offerings, he blessed the people in the name of

the Loud.
3 And he dealt to every one ot Israel,

both man and woman, to every one a loaf of

bread, and a good piece of flesh, and a flagon

of tcinc.

4 H And he appointed certain of the Le-

vitesto minister before the ark of the Lord,

and to record, and to thank and praise the

Lord God of Israel

:

5 Asaph the chief, and next to him Zecha-

riah, Jeiel, and Shemiramoth, and Jehiel,

andMattithiah, and Eliab, and Benaiah, and

Obed-edom: and Jeiel 'with psalteries and

with harps ; but Asaph made a sound with

cymbals

;

6 Benaiah also and Jahaziel the priests

with trumpets continually before the ark of

the covenant of God.

7 1[ Then on that day David delivered

first tliis psalm to thank the Lord into the

hand of Asaph and his brethren.

8 'Give thanks unto the Lord, call upon

his name, make known his deeds among the

people.
.

9 Sing unto him, sing psalms unto lam,

talk ye of all his wondrous works.

10 Glory ye in his holy name : let the

heart of them rejoice that seek the Lord.

11 Seek the Loud and his strength, seek

his face continually.

12 Remember his marvellous works that

he hath done, his wonders, and the judgments
of his mouth

;

13 O ye seed of Lsrael his servant, ye
children of Jacob, his chosen ones.

14 He is the Lord our God; his judg-
ments are in all the earth.

15 Be ye mindful always of his covenant;

the word luhich he commanded to a thousand

generations ;

16 Even of the ^covenant which he made
with Abraham, and of his oath unto Isaac

;

17 And hath confirmed the same to Jacob
for a law, and to Israel for an everlasting

covenant,

18 Saying, LTnto thee will I give the land

of Canaan, 'the lot of your inheritance

;

] t) When ye were but "few, 'even a few,

and strangers in it.

20 And ivlicH they went from nation to

nation, and from one kingdom to another

people

;

21 He suffered no man to do them wrong

:

yea, he "reproved kings for their sakes,

22 Saijinfj, "Touch not mine anointed, and
do my prophets no harm.

23 '"Sing unto the Lord, all the earth

;

shew forth from day to day his salvation.

24 Declare his glory among the heathen
;

his marvellous works among all nations.

25 For great is the Lord, and greatly to be
praised : he also is to be feared above all gods.

26 For all the gods "of the people are

idols : but the Lord made the heavens.

27 Glory and honour are in his presence

;

strength and gladness are in his place.

28 Give unto the Lord, ye kindreds of
the people, give unto the Lord glory and
strength.

29 Give unto the Lord the glory clue unto
his name : bring an offering, and come before

him: worship the Lord in tiie beauty of

holiness.

< Gon. 17, 2, and 2G. 3, ami :s. 13.
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30 Fear before him, all the earth : the

world also shall be stable, that it be not moved.
31 Let the heavens be glad, and let the

earth rejoice : and let men say among the

nations, The Lord reigneth.

32 Let the sea roar, and the fulness there-

of: let the fields rejoice, and all that is

therein.

33 Then shall the trees of the wood sing

out at the presence of the Lord, because he

Cometh to judge the earth.

34 '* O give thanks unto the Lord ; for

lie is good ; for his mercy endureth for ever.

35 And say ye, Save us, O God of our
salvation, and gather us together, and deliver

us from the heathen, that we may give thanks

to thy holy name, and glory in thy praise.

36 Blessed bo the Lord God of Israel for

ever and ever. And all the "people said,

Amen, and praised the Lord.
37 H So he left there before the ark of the

covenant of the Lord Asaph and his brethren,

to minister before the ark continually, as

every day's work required

:

38 And Obed-edom with their brethren,

threescore and eight; Obed-cdom also the

son of Jeduthun and Hosah to be porters :

39 And Zadok the priest, and his brethren
the priests, before the tabernacle of the Lord
in the high place that urns at Gibeon,

40 To offer burnt offerings unto the Lord
upon the altar of the burnt offering continu-
ally "morning and evening, and to do accord-
ing to all_ that is written in the law of the
Lord, which he commanded Israel

;

41 And with them Heman and Jeduthun,
and the rest that were chosen, who were ex-
pressed by name, to give thanks to the Lord,
because his mercy endureth for ever

;

42 And with them Heman and Jeduthun
with trumpets and cymbals for those that
sliould make a sound, and with musical in-

struments of God. And the sons of Jeduthun
were '^porters.

43 And all the people departed every man
to his house : and David returned to bless his

house.

ng and m tlic evening. 15 Ileb./yr tlte gate.

Chap. xvi.—The first three verses of the present

chapter answer to 2 Sam. tI. 17— 19. The psalm, which
occupies the greater part of the chapter, seems to have
been composed from other psalms, as the whole of it is

found, with little variation, in Ps. xcvi. cv. and evi. In

its present form it appears to have been the first of David's

psalms, which he delivered to the sacred musicians to be

used in the service of the tabernacle. The remainder of

the chapter refers chiefly to the appointment of these

musicians and the distribution of their duties. The ac-

count offers some interesting points for consideration ; but

we abstain from reference to them at present, wishing to

reserve for the illustration of the Psalms all we have to

state concerning the music of the Hebrews.
Verse 39. ' Before the tabernacle ...at Gibcoit.'—AU

though the ark had been removed to Jerusalem, the
tabernacle and the great sacrifice altar were still at

Gibeon, and there remained till the time of Solomon.
Zadok, therefore, with some other priests and a part of
the Levites, were on this occasion stationed there to ofier

the daily sacrifice and to perform the other duties of reli-

gion ; while the other priests and Levites, presided over ap-
parently by Abiathar, remained at Jerusalem in attendance
on the ark.

CHAPTER XVII.

1 Nathan first approvinr) the purpose of David, to

build God an house, 3 after by the word of Godfor-
biddeth him. 11 He promiseth him blessings and
benefits in his seed. 16 David's prayer and thanks-
giving.

No-iv 'it came to pass, as David sat in his

house, that David said to Nathan the prophet,

Lo, I dwell in an house of cedars, but the ark
of the covenant of the Lord remaineth under
curtains.

2 Then Nathan said unto David, Do all

that is in thine heart ; for God is with

thee.

3 IT And it came to pass the same night,

that the word of God came to Nathan, saying,

4 Go and tell David my servant, Thus

saith the Lord, Thou shalt not build me an

house to dwell in :

5 For I have not dwelt in an house since

the day that I brought up Israel unto this

day ; but 'have gone from tent to tent, and
from one tabernacle to another.

6 Wheresoever I have walked with all

Israel, spake I a word to any of the judges

of Israel, whom I commanded to feed my
people, saying. Why have ye not built me an

house of cedars ?

7 Now therefore thus shalt thou say unto

my servant David, Thus, saith the Lord of

hosts, I took thee from the sheepcote, even

''from following the sheep, that thou shouldest

be ruler over ray people Israel

:

8 And I have been with thee whithersoever

'• Heb. hare been Heb./ro
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thou hast walked, and have cut off all thine

enemies from before thee, and have made thee

a name like the name of the great men that

are in the earth.

9 Also I will ordain a place for my people

Israel, and will plant them, and they shall

dwell in their place, and shall be moved no

more ; neither shall the children of wicked-

ness waste them any more, as at the begin-

ning,

10 And since the time that I commanded

judges to he over my people Israel. Jloreover

I will subdue all thine enemies. Furthermore

I tell thee that the Lord will build thee an

house.

11 ^ And it shall come to pass, when thy

days be expired that thou must go to he with

thy fathers, that I will raise up thy seed after

thee, which shall be of thy sons ; and I will

establish his kingdom.

12 He shall build me an house, and I will

stablish his throne for ever.

13 'I will be his father, and he shall be

ray son : and I will not take my mercy away

from him, as I took it from kim that was be-

fore thee

:

14 But I will settle him in mine house and

in my kingdom for ever : and his throne shall

be established for evermore.

15 According to all these words, and ac-

cording to all this vision, so did Nathan speak

unto David.

16 1[ And David the king came and sat

before the Lord, and said. Who am I, O
Lord God, and what is mine house, that

thou hast brought me hitherto ?

17 And yet this was a small thing in thine

eyes, O God; for thou hast also spoken of

thy servant's house for a great while to

come, and hast regarded me according to

the estate of a man of high degree, O Lord
God.

18 What can David speak more to tliee for

the honour of thy servant ? for thou knowest

thy servant.

19 O Lord, for thy servant's sake, and

according to thine own heart, hast thou done

all this greatness, in making known all these

'great things.

20 O Lord, there is none like thee, neither

is there any God beside thee, according to all

that we have heard with our ears.

21 And what one nation in the earth is

like thy people Israel, whom God went to

redeem to he his own people, to make thee a

name of greatness and terriblencss, by driving

out nations from before thy people, whom
thou hast redeemed out of Egypt ?

22 For thy people Israel didst thou make
thine own ])eople for ever ; and thou. Lord,

becamest their God.

23 Therefore now, Lord, let the thing

that thou hast spoken j'oncerning thy servant

and concerning his ho, 'e be established for

ever, and do as thou hast said.

24 Let it even be established, that thy

name may be magnified for ever, saying, The
Lord of hosts is the God of Israel, even a

God to Israel : and let the house of David thy

servant he established before thee.

25 For thou, O my God, 'hast told thy

servant that thou wilt build him an house

:

therefore thy servant hath found in his heart

to pray before thee.

26 And now. Lord, thou art God, and

hast promised this goodness unto thy servant

:

27 Now therefore 'let it please thee to

bless the house of thy servant, that it may be

before thee for ever : for thou blessest, O
Lord, and it shall be blessed for ever.

Ill b. /tast revealed the t of thy s 7 Or, it hath phased Ihcc.

Chap, xvii.—This chapter is the same as 2 Sam. \ii.,

•with few variations, but such as appear to arise from dif-

ference of style in relating the same facts.

Verse 5. ' From lad to tent, and from one tabernacle to

another:—It is clear from this, that it had not always

been judged necessary that the ark should be set exclu-

sively in the tabernacle, framed, under divine direction,

in the wilderness. Indeed, we see in chap. xv. 1, that

when David contemplateed the removal of tlie ark from

the house of Obed-eilom, he ' prepared a place for the ark

of God, and pitched for it a t8ut.'

7. ' Tlie sheepcole.'—The word of the original Hebrew

means, in a general sense, a place'Vhere flocks repose and

feed ; and as the Orientals do not ustially fold their flocks

at night, it must be left to the coril^t to determine

wlielher we are to understand ' pastuNjs ' or ' sheep-

folds.' Our translation always, we belieVf. gives the

latter sense ; but it is clear that the formeh<would be

420
^

sometimes preferable, as, for instance, in Isa. Ixv. 10, and

Jer. xxiii. 8, and probably here. It is to be observed

that the Oriental flocks, when they belong to nomades,

are constantly kept in tlie open country, without being

folded at night. This is also the case when the flocks be-

longing to a settled people are sent out to feed, to a

distance of perhaps one, two, or three days' journey, in

the deserts or waste lands where they possess or claim a

right of pasturage. This seems to li;ne Ihim tlie case

with the flocks fed by David. Sii.Ii ;" :. i,
|

,riliiili.i-ly

exposed to the depredatory atlniK '
i

•
iH-mailes,

who consider the flocks of a ft 1
1

i

i

i clhan

even usually fair prey, and contr i iii' n ;i l^i i" pasture

in the deserts. Hence shepherds, wlieii thry are in a dis-

tiict particularly liable to danger from this cause, or from

the attacks of wild beasts, and doubt whether they and

their dogs can afford the flocks adequate protection, drive

them at night into caves, or, where there are none, into
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uncovered enclosures, wliich have been erected for the
purpose at suitable distances. These are generally of
rude construction, but are sometimes high and well built

enclosures or towers (generally round), which are im-
pregnable to any force of the depredators, when once the
iJock is within them. Such towers also occur in districts

where there are only small dispersed settlements and
villages, and serve the inhabitants not only for the pro-
tection of their flocks, but as fortresses in times of danger,
in which they deposit their property, and perhaps, when
the danger is imminent, their females and children. See
the note and cut under Gen. xxxv. 21.

When no danger is apprehended, or none against which
the protection of the shepherds and dogs is inadequate,

tlie flocks are only folded when collected to be shorn.

They are then kept in a walled but still uncovered en-

closure, partly to keep them together, but still more in the
belief that the sweating and evaporation which result

from their being crowded together previously to shearing,

improve the quality of the wool. Those poor villagers

who have no large flocks to send out into the wilderness

pastures with a proper appointment of shepherds, but who
possess a few sheep and cattle which feed during the day
in the neighbouring commons, under the care of children

or women, and who cannot provide the necessary watch
and protection for them at night,—drive them home, and
either fold them in a common enclosure, such as we have
mentioned, in or near the village, or pen them separately

near their own dwellings. Pens or cotes of this class

serve also for the lambs and calves, while too young to be
kept out with the flocks, or to be trusted into a common
enclosure. Our wood-cut represents a village with such
pens or cotes near the dwellings, which are merely huts

'biitti C Tt — \ralj lnit=!, and sheep-cotes at Biiblieer

made of mats on a fiame wotk of palm-branches , which
we concene to answei well to the ' tabei nacles ' (Dooths),

'shepherds' cottages,' and other humbler habitations,

noticed in Scripture. This village is of a class belonging
to a people (Arabs) who, like the Israelites, have relin-

quished the migratory life ; but who still give their prin-
cipal attention to pasturage, and do some little matters in
the way of culture. It is possible that the villages of the
Hebrews, when they first began to settle in Palestine,

were of a very similar description.

CHAPTER XVIII.

1 David svbchieth the PJiilislhies and the Moaliles.
3 He smiteth Hadareza- and the Syrians. 9 2'nu
scndcth Hadoram uitli pri seats to bless David. 1

1

The presents and the spoil David dedicateth to God.
13 He putteth garrisons in Edom. 14 David's
officers.

Now after this 'it came to pass, that David
smote the Pliilistines, antl suhdued them, and
took Gath and her towns out of the hand of

the Philistines.

2 And he smote Moab; and the Moab-
ites became David's servants, and brought
gifts.

3 IT And David smote -Hadarezer king of
Zobah unto Ilamath, as he went to staWish
his dominion by the river Euphrates.

4 And David took from him a thousand
chariots, and seven thousand horsemen, and
twenty thousand footmen : David also houghed
all the chariot horses, but reserved of them an
hundred chariots.

5 And when the Syrians of 'Damascus
came to help Hadarezer king of Zobah, David
slew of the Syrians two and twenty thousand

Then David put garrisons in Syria-

damascus ; and the Syrians became David's

servants, and brought gifts. Thus the Lord
preserved David whithersoever he went.

7 And David took the shields of gold that

were on the servants of Hadarezer, and

brought them to Jerusalem.

8 Likewise from "Tibhath, and from Chun,

cities of Hadarezer, bi'ought David very

much brass, wherewith 'Solomon made the

brasen sea, and the pillars, and the vessels of

brass.

9 IF Now when "Tou king of Hamath heard

how David had smitten all the host of Hadar-
ezer king of Zobah

;

10 He sent 'Hadoram his son to king

David, 'to enquire of his welfare, and 'to

congratulate him, because he had fought

against Hadarezer, and smitten him ;
(for

liadarczer "had war with Tou :) and vith

him all manner of vessels of gold and silver

and brass.

11 Them also king David dedicated unto

the LoKD, with the silver and the gold that

he brought from all these nations ; from Edom,
and from Moab, and from the children of

Ammon, and from the Philistines, and from

Amalek.
12 Moreover Abishai the son of Zeruiah
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slew of the Edoraites in the valley of salt

eighteen thousand.

13 If And he put garrisons in Edom ; and
all the Edomites became David's servants.

Thus the Lord preserved David whitherso-

ever he went.

14 IT So David reigned over all Israel, and
executed judgment and justice among all his

people.

15 And Joab the son of Zeruiah loas over

the host ; and Jehoshaphat the son of Ahilud,

"recorder.

16 And Zadok the son of Ahitub, and
'^Abimelech the son of Abiathar, icere the

priests ; and '''Shavsha was scribe ;

17 And Benalah the son of Jehoiada ims
over the Cherethites and the Pelethites ; and
the sons of David locre chief '*about the king.

Chap, xviii.—This chapter is nearly the same as 2 Sam.
viii. We here confine our attention to the points which
did not there receive the requisite illustration.

Verse 3. ' Zobah.'—Concerning this place -we cannot
find that any thing satisfactory has heen determined.
The want of definite information is, in this and other in-

stances, supplied by etymological conjectures, the number
and diversity of whicli only demonstrate that nothing is

known. We find Zobah the predominant Syrian state

prior to Damascus, and the town which gave it a name
was probably of high antiquity and importance. It

appears to have been not far from Damascus ; and it

occurs to us as very probable, that it may have been the
' Hobah, which is on the left hand of Damascus,' meu-
tioued in the history of Abraham (Gen. xiv. 15). The
names are almost identical ; both are historically con-
nected with Damascus; and Hobah, though of importance
in the time of Abraham, is not again mentioned in Scrip-
ture unless we find it in Zobah. It appears that the
kingdom of Zobah was to the north of Damascus ; for the
present text seems to intimate that it bordered on Hamath,
the capital of which is about 90 geographical miles to the
north of Damascus. In 2 Chron. viii. 3, also, the names
of Hamath and Zobah (Hamath-zobah) are combined in

such a manner as to intimate, probably, that the two states

had become one in the time of Solomon. This northward
bearing of Zobah from Damascus is established if we
take it to be the same as Hobah, which is distinctly said
to have been to the north of Damascus, for in all indica-
tions of relative bearings, ' the left hand ' means the north
in Hebrew. This concurrence also helps to strengthen the
probability that Zobah is the same as the very ancient
Ilobah of Genesis.

8. ' Tibhath' and ' Chun.'—In 2 Sam. viii., the names
are Belah and Berotliai. The difierence is variously
explained. Probably we have in one passage the names
which the towns bore among the Syrians, and in the other
those by which they were known to the Jews. We do
not find any satisfactory evidence for d. i, im; ili,. 'h ii,s

of tlic places denoted by these names. I! liii

of the present text would refer us to Mm i
. I i

: I i,

;

and, without seeing any ground for a cli.il.l . j.n.i, i

the subject, we think that the probability iif tliis ilcter-

mination is as fair as any that can be offered in so un-
certain a matter. The situation of these two places agrees
very well with the assumed situation of Znl,ali, l.Ltwcen
tlie states of Hamath and Damascus. /.'/,-' Im ! . m
duly noticed under Josh. xi. 17. Enusi. [, u i m-
tinies confounded with Hamath, is abou' .

' r
;

,lI

miles N.N.li. from Damascus, and 'J.'i s. iv. m ilimiib,
near the eastern bank of the Orontes. It is a place of
some note in history ; and was in the time of our Saviour
the seat of a jietty kingdom, subject to the Romans, which
liad been est:iblislied by an Arabian chief a short time
before the annexation of Syria to the Roman empire.
Under the name of Hems, which it still bears, the town
was one of great strength and importance when the
Moslems of Arabia invaded Syria in the seventh century

;

and its name appears most conspicuously in the Iiistory of

the war. Ockley, after the Ar.ibian historian of that war,

Alwakide, well describes it as ' a place of most healthful

and pleasant air, compassed about with beautiful gardens

and fruitful orchards, which are plentifully watered by a

rivulet drawn from the river Orontes.' The present Hems
is a well built and flourishing place for tlie region in

which it is found. The town is bnilt chiefly with stone,

and has good mosques and bazaars, with a fixed population

of about 10,000, and a moving population of 2000 or

3000—the latter being chiefly Arabs from tlie eastern

desert and from Palmyra (Tadmor), as this is the nearest

point of departure for them, and is therefore their chief

market and place of resort. The neighbourhood affords

no other remains of the ancient Emesa than the basework
of an old castle, a sepulchral monument, and some granite

pillars and sarcophagi scattered up and down, and which
are sometimes used in the construction of more modern
buildings.

17. ' T/ie Cherethites and the Pelethites.'—ThM these

formed the king's body-guard is allowed on all hands

:

but their specific character, and the grounds on which
they were distinguished from each other, has occasioned

no small amount of discussion. It will be observed that

the name ' Cherethites ' is applied to the Philistines, or to

a Philistine people, in 1 Sam. xxx., Ezek. xxv. IG, and
Zeph. ii. 5, whence some think that the force was com-
posed of Philistines who had attached themselves to

David : but others, allowing this derivation of the name,
suppose that the force was composed of those tried followers

who had been with David from the beginning—had gone
with him into the country of the Philistines—and had re-

mained with him while under the protection of the king

of Gath. They might take as an honourable distinction

the name of the country in which they had resided with

liim. Gesenius, however, objects to 'Cherethite' being

understood as a proper name, since the analogy of the

word 'Pelethite' requires it to he an appellative. But
Dr. Delany and others anticipate this objection by con-

tending that ' Pelethite ' is also a proper name, belonging

probably to those Israelites who had not, like the Chere-
thites, been with David from the beginning, but who had
joined him while at Ziklag. Accordingly we find the

name of ' Peleth ' in the list (chap. xii. 2) of the principal

persons who there resorted to him ; and it is possible that

this person became their captain, and that they took their

name from him. Neither of the denominating processes

here supposed is by any means without analogous

examples.
Kut others decline to consider 'Cherethites' and 'Pele-

thites ' as proper names. The Targum has ' archers and
slingers.' But it so happens that this is not incompatible

with the foregoing explanations. In the one instance it

is known that the Philistines were famous as archers, and
were perhaps called Cherethites from that circumstance.

And we may therefore either suppose that the corps in the

text was composed of Philistine archers in the p.ay of

David, who appears from 2 Sam. i. 18 to have desired to

make the Hebrews better acquainted with the use of the

bow; or that his old followers, while in the Philistine
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country, had acquired such skill with that weapon as oc-
casioned them to be called Cherethites. And then, as to

the Pelethites, if they were the men who joined David at

ZiUlag, we know that these were mostly Benjamites ; and
we know also that the Benjamites were famous as slingers.

Indeed the sacred historian, iu noticing their arrival,

says: 'They were armed with bows, and could use both
the right hand and the left in hurling stones and shooting
arrows out of a bow ' (chap. xii. 2).

Gesenius gives the word Cherethite (''ri'13) the signifi-

cation of headsman or executioner ; but without disputing
that they formed a section of the royal body-guard, it

being, as he observes, well known that capital punishments
in the east are executed by the body-guard or by their

chief. We indeed find Benaiah, the chief of this force,

acting as executioner in 1 Kings ii. Gesenius, of course,

derives the word from JT13 charatJi, to cut off, chop off, or

how down. As to the Pelethites ('073), he considers

them to have been royal messengers, or state couriers

with a reference to the Arabic and Syriac signification

(equivalent to the Hebrew 1373,) to escape, to flee away,

and hence, swift, swift-footed. Under this interpretation,

the Cherethites may be understood to be that section of
the body-guard who inflicted the punishments awarded by
the king ; and the Pelethites those who were charged to

convey the royal orders and messages to difterent parts of
the kingdom.
The authors of these various explanations, which in-

clude some suggestions of our own, state them as alter-

natives ; but our wish is to shew that they might, and we
believe do, coalesce. The Cherethites, whether Philis-

tines or Jews, may, at the same time, have been archers

and executioners ; and the Pelethites may have been, at

the same time, the men who joined David at Ziklag, and

slingers, and couriers. The point of real difficulty is, to

determine whether the Cherethites were Philistines, or were
the followers who had been with David in Philistia. We
must confess that we feel undecided between these alter-

natives. We should not, however, have the least hesita-

tion in rejecting the first of them, were it not that, altliough
there may be good reasons for its rejection, we cannot
allow the least weight to the considerations on wliich it

has generally been rejected. The principal of these is,

that David was not likely to form a body-guard out of a
hostile nation. But this reasoning overlooks the very im-
portant fact, that the body-guard of most Oriental sove-
reigns is actually composed of persons originally slaves,

or captives of neighbouring and often hostile nations, or
the descendants of such ; and who are for more trusted
than natives would be, in the consideration that they have
no ties of kindred or alliance, or any interest in the
country, to divide their fidelity to him on whose favour
they entirely depend. And another fact of still greater
force is, that when David fled from Jerusalem on the re-

bellion of Absalom, among those who remained faithful,

and determined to share his apparently desperate lot, we
find named immediately after the Cherethites and Pele-
thites, 600 men of Gath, who appear to have arrived but
lately at Jerusalem. David tried, most considerately, to

persuade their leader to leave him and seek more pro-
mising fortunes

; but Ittai nobly replied :
' As the Lord

liveth, and as my lord the king liveth, surely in what
place my lord the king shall be, whether iu death or life,

there also will thy servant be' (2 Sam. xv. 21). Now it

will scarcely be doubted that these COO Philistines came
in expectation of being employed in David's service ; and
it would not be going too far to suppose that they were
partly induced to come by the knowledge that he had
already formed a body of native Philistines with which
they expected to be incorporated.

CHAPTER XIX.

1 Damd's messengers, sent to comfort Hanun the son

of Nahash, are villainously entreated. 6 The Am-
monites, strengthened by the Syrians, are overcome
by Joab and Abishai. 16 Shoj)hach, making a new
supply of the Syria/is, is slain by David.

Now 'it came to pass after this, that Nahash
tlio king of the children of Amnion died, and
his son reigned in his stead.

2 And David said, I will shew kindness

unto Hanun the son of Nahash, because his

father shewed kindness to me. And David
sent messengers to comfort him concerning his

father. So the servants of David came into

the land of the children of Ammon to Hanun,
to comfort him.

3 But the princes of the children of Ammon
said to Hanun, 'Thinkest thou that David
doth honour thy father, that he hath sent com-
forters unto thee ? are not his servants come
unto thee for to search, and to overthrow,

and to spy out the land ?

4 Wherefore Hanun took David's servants,

and shaved them, and cut off their garments
in the midst hard by their buttocks, and sent

them av.ay.

I S Sam. 10. 1, &c. 2 Heb. In iliins eyes (folA David, &c.

5 Then there went certain, and told David
how the men were served. And he sent to

meet them : for the men were greatly ashamed.

And the king said, Tarry at Jericho until

your beards be grown, and then return.

6 IT And when the children of Ammon
saw that they had made themselves ^odious to

David, Hanun and the children of Ammon
sent a thousand talents of silver to hire them
chariots and horsemen out of Mesopotamia,

and out of Syria-maachah, and out of Zo-
bah.

7 So they hired thirty and two thousand

chariots, and the king of Maachah and his

people ; who came and pitched before Medeba.
And the children of Ammon gathered them-

selves together from their cities, and came to

battle.

8 And when David heard of it, he sent

Joab, and all the host of the mighty men.

9 And the children of Ammon came out,

and put the battle in array before the gate of

the city : and the kings that were come were

by themselves in the field.

10 Now when Joab saw that *the battle

was set against him before and behind, he
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cliose out of all the "choice of Israel, and put

them in array against the Syrians.

1

1

And the rest of the people he delivered

unto the hand of "Abishai his brother, and
they set themselves in array against the chil-

dren of Amnion.
12 And he said. If the Syrians be too

strong for me, then thou shalt help me : but
if the children of Ammon be too strong for

thee, then I will help thee.

13 Be of good courage, and let us behave
ourselves valiantly for our people, and for the

cities of our God : and let the Loud do that

irhich is good in his sight.

14 So Joab and the people that were with

him drew nigh before the Syrians unto the

battle ; and they fled before him.

15 And when the children of Ammon saw
that the Syrians were fled, they likewise fled

before Abishai his brother, and entered into

the city. Then Joab came to Jerusalem.

16 IT And when the Syrians saw that they
5 Or, young men. 6 HeVi. Mslial. :

were put to the worse before Israel, they sent

messengers, and drew forth the Syrians that

icere beyond the 'river : and "Shophach the

captain of the host of Hadarezer icent before

them.

17 And it was told David ; and he ga-

thered all Israel, and passed over Jordan,

and came upon them, and set the battle in

array against them. So when David had put

the battle in array against the Syrians, they

fought with him.

18 But the Syrians fled before Israel ; and
David slew of the Syrians seven thousand 7neii

irhich fouf/ht in chariots, and forty thousand

footmen, and killed Shophach the captain of

the host.

19 And when the servants of Hadarezer
saw that they were put to the worse before

Israel, they made peace with David, and

became his servants : neither would the

Syrians help the children of Ammon any
more.

That is, Euphralcs. 8 Or, Shuhach, 2 Sam. 10. 1.;.

Chap. xi.\.—This chapter is nearly the same as 2 Sam.
X., where there is a note explanatory of the treatment
which David's amhassadors received.

Verse C. ' Suria-maachah.'—This was a small Syrian
kingdom which appears to have adjoined, on the east, the
territory of the half tribe of Manasseh beyond Jordan,
and of which that tribe was unable to obtain possession.

7. ' Tliirti/ amliiv. i'. .,-/,,,,/- /v, and the kinif of
Maachah and Ids /" , r, from the parallel
text, that the king (if \i .

,
:/

,
il- were 1000, which

makes the total numbn- ..| Im, ,| Lin\ili.ivies 33,000, agree-
ing with the account tliere givi-n. liut there is this diflfer-

ence, that the number is made up of men, not chariots—
thus, ' The Syrians of Beth-rehob and Zobah, twenty thou-
sand /oo(wien, and of king Maachah a thousand men, and
of Ish-tob twelve thousand men.' The usual and, we be-
lieve, correct explanation of this apparent discrepancy is,

that the word rendered ' chariots' (33T relieh) iu the pre-

sent text does not always bear that meaning, but is a col-
lective name signifying ' cavalry' or ' riders ;' which, as
applied to the reconciliation of these parallel texts, would
denote that there were thirty-two thousand Syrian auxili-

aries, who were usually mounted on chariots or horses,

but who occasionally also served as foot soldiers.

18. ' Seven thousand men which fought iu chariots, and
fortij thousand footmen.'—Here the word rendered ' cha-

riots' being put for the chariot-warriors, our translators

have properly interpolated the words ' men which fought
in,' as being necessary to complete the sense. This is a
proof of the statement in the preceding note. But the
parallel text is considerably different, being :

' The men of
seven hundred chariots of the Si/iians, and forty thousand
horsemen.' As to the difference of seven hundred and
seven thousand, some think that the former term denotes

the chariots, and the latter the riders : but this would give
the extraordinary number of ten riders to each chariot.

And as to the difference of footmen and horsemen, this

may partly be explained by the preceding note ; but there
can be no doubt that men acting as infantry are intended,

as expressed in the present text. But, upon the whole, it

is difficult to reconcile the two passages completely ; and
Kennicott and Houbigaut agree that they should be cor-

rected by each other, and tliat we should read in both

;

' Seven thousand horsemen, seven hundred chariots, and
forty thousand footmen.'

CHAPTER XX.

1 Rahbah is besieged by Joab, spoiled by David, and
the people thereof tortured. 4 Three c/ianls are
slain in three several overthrows of the Philistines.

And 'it came to pass, that 'after the year
was expired, at the time that kings go out to

hdllh', Joab led forth the power of the army,
;nid wasted the country of the children of Am-
nion, and came and besieged Rabbah. Bnt
David tarried at Jerusalem. And Joab smote
llabbah, and destroyed it.

' 2 Sam. 1 1 . 1

.

! Heb. m the rclum of the year

2 And David "took the crown of their king

from off his head, and found it^ to weigh a
talent of gold, and there were precious stones

in it ; and it was set upon David's head : and

he brought also exceeding much spoil out of

the city.

3 And he brought out the people that were

in it, and cut them with saws, and with har-

rows of iron, and with axes. Even so dealt

David with all the cities of the children of

Ammon. And David and all the people

returned to Jerusalem.
< Ileb. l/i« Iff y/.l (ff.» 2 Som. 12. 30.
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4 IF And it came to pass after this, 'that

there ° 'arose v/ar at "Gezer with the Phihs-

tines ; at which time Sibbechai tlie Hushathitc

slew Sippai, tliat vxis of the children of the

"giant : and they were subdued.

5 And there was war again with the Philis-

tines ; and Elhanan the son of '"Jair slew

Lahmi the brother of Goliath the Gittite,

whose spear staff was like a weaver's beam.

6 And yet again "there was war at Gath,

where was '^a man of gi-eat stature, whose
fingers and toes were four and twenty, six on

each Iiand, and six on each foot : and he also

was '''the son of the giant.

7 But when he "defied Israel, Jonathan

the son of " Shimea David's brother slew

him.

8 These were born unto the giant in Gath ;

and they fell by the hand of David, and by

the hand of his servants.

Callt'il Shammahy 1

Chap. XX.—The contents of this chapter are found dis-

persedly, and with little variation, in 2 Sam. xi., xii., and
xx!., as indicated in the marginal references.

Verse 2. ' Dcwid took the crown of their kingfrom off

his head, andfound it to weigh a talent tfgold.'—A great

ditEculty in this text arises from the weight assigned to

the crown, being not less than 125 pounds; which is a
weight that no one could wear on his head, even on occa-

sions of mere state. Some therefore think that we are to

understand that the crown was of the value (6000/.) not
the weight of a talent of gold. Others suppose the weight
was that of a Syrian talent, which was only one-fourth of
the Hebrew talent. A third explanation is, that the word

translated ' their king' (DbpD malcom) should be left as a

proper name, being that of the Ammonitish idol Milcom or

Molech ; and that the crown was taken from the image of

this idol, which could of course bear a heavier weight
than a man's head could bear. To this rather probable

explanation, there is the objection, that the sequel of the

verse describes David as placing this same crown on his

own head. This however is met by the supposition tliat

he caused another smaller crown to be made for himself
out of this: but those who prefer this view will probably
find a better explanation in the opinion that not the crown
itself, but the precious stone, or cluster of precious stones,

so particularly mentioned, was removed from this crown,
and placed on the crown of David.

These various interpretations will suffice to shew that

the difficulty which this text offers is by no means inex-

plicable. But there is yet another explanation that de-

serves attention, and which, upon the whole, we are rather

disposed to prefer. This is, that the crown was not worn
upon but suspended over the head, that is, over the throne.

The ancient monarchs unquestionably did use for this

purpose crowns of great weight, size, and magnificence
;

and if the Ammonitish king had such a crown, nothing is

more probable than that it should come into the possession

of David when he took the capital of the Ammonites.
Athenseus mentions several enormous crowns of this sort,

one of which was used by the Ptolemies of Egypt. This
was also a Persian custom, to which we find the following
reference in the learned Tiaoeh of Sir W. Ouseley :

' We
do not find on their medals any two Sassauian kings wear-
ing crowns exactly alike ; each probably distinguished

himself by choosing one of a particular fashion, whilst

the state crown of Persia, which descended through many
generations, from its unwieldy form and excessive weight
was worn only on solemn occasions ; and was even then
suspended over the royal throne by chains of gold.' He
adds, in a note :

—
' In the time of Khusrou (or Chosroes),

surnamed Nushiravan, the golden chains which supported

this crown over that monarch's head, were so contrived

as, at a little distance, to be imperceptible.'

As a further illustration of the ancient fancy for crowns
of great weight, we may cite the following from Juvenal's

description of the parade of a Roman praitor in his cha-

riot :—
' A heavy gewgaw (called a crown) that spread

About his temples, drowned his narrow head

:

And would have crush'd it with the massy weight.

But that a sweating slave sustained the freight.'

Sat. V, 36. Dkyden.

3. ' Cut them with saws, and with harrows of iron, and
with axes:—This text is rather different from that of 2

Sam. xii. 31. We have there not ' he cut them with' but
' he put them under ;' and we find the additional circum-

stance that he ' made them pass through the brick-kiln.'

Interpreters are divided in opinion on the meaning of these

texts. Some think we are to understand that David put

the Ammonites to death with the instruments indicated
;

and that he perhaps did so after an example set by tliem-

selves in the treatment of their captives. But others

rather suppose that we are to understand that he made
them slaves, and employed them as such in laborious ser-

vices as sawyers, miners, hewers of wood, brickmakers,

and so forth. As the first and least favourable interpre-

tation is founded upon the text now before us, it is neces-

sary to observe that the word 1E?"1 vai/ijasar. 'and he

sawed,' or ' cut with saws,' was found to be wanting in

several of the manuscripts cojlated by Kennicott, which
had instead the same word (Db"5 vayijasam, ' and he put

them') as in the parallel text; so that the many severe

reflections which have been made on the cruel treatment

of the Ammonites would appear to rest on no stronger

foundation than the carelessness of some transcriber,

whose unfinished D others took to be a 1. It is also to be

observed that the preposition 3 which is prefixed to all

the nouns in this and the parallel text, and which is here

rendered ' with,' and there ' under,' has a great variety of

significations, among which we find that of ' to ;' and there

is no reason whatever why that should not be here chosen.

The result of this explanation would be, ' he put them to

saws,' etc. ; and this is an idiom for expressing employ-

ment with saws, not unknown even in our own language,

in which we not unfrequently hear of a person being put

to the plough, to the loom, to the anvil, and so on.

It being thus shewn that the Hebrew text does allow

room for the milder alternative, it must be left to historical

probability to determine which of the two ought to be

preferred. We are inclined ourselves to think that David

enslaved but did not slay the Ammonites : but even if we
supposed that he did put his captives to death, we should

not fail to consider that this course was warranted by the

war-law of his own and the antagonist nations ; and that

the forms of death supposed to be indicated, were probably

intended to bear a retaliatory reference to the barbarous

precedent set by the Ammonites themselves. See the

notes on Dent, xx., and Judges i. 6.

' Saw:—This is, chronologically, the earliest mention
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of the saw in Scripture. However simple tlie idea of such

an instrument, it was not among the most ancient of in-

ventions, doubtless because it was oue of the few which

required from the very first to be constructed of iron.

For this reason it is not known among savages ; nor were

even the comparatively cultivated nations of South Ame-

rica, heing without iron, acquainted with its use. Ueck-

mann states that, ' In early periods, the trunks of trees

were split with wedges into as many and as thin pieces as

possible; and if it was found necessary to have them still

thinner, they were hewn on both sides to the proper size.'

This simple but wasteful process has continued in use

down to a rather recent period, even where the saw has

been known, in countries (Norway and Northern Russia,

for instance) where wood is abundant, under the correct

impression that boards thus hewn are much more durable,

from having greater cohesion and solidity, than those

which have had their fibres separated by the saw.

Probably the jawbone of a fish suggested the first idea

of a saw. So the Grecian fable states, in which the pro-

cess of this invention is described. This fable, in its dif-

ferent versions, assigns the invention to the famous artist

Diedalus, or rather to his nephew (called Talus by some,

by others Perdix, while others leave him unnamed), who,

having found the jawbone of a fish (or of a serpent accord-

ing to others), was led to imitate it by filing teeth in iron,

and thus forming a saw. The process is very probable

;

but there is nothing to say for the claim which the Greeks

make to the honour of this invention. It does not appear

to have been known to them in the time of Homer ; for

the reader will have observed that in the minute account

of the proceedings of Ulysses in building his boat, there

is not the least mention of a saw, although if such an in-

strument had been then known, Calypso could as easily

have supolied it as she did the axe, the adze, the augers,

and whatever else he required. The Greeks probably, in

common with other neighbouring nations, borrowed the

saw from the Egyptians, to whom it was known at a very

early period, as is proved by its appearance on their an-

cient sculptures, from which we have selected a specimen

Egj-pti:

as furnishing the most appropriate illustration which can

possibly be obtained. The ultimate improvement which

the saw received in ancient times, approximates it very

nearly to the state in which we continue to use it. In the

AntiquiKTs d' IIcTCulaneum, i. pi. 100, there is an engra-

ving, after an ancient painting, wliich shews this in a very

interesting manner. Beckmann has very accurately de-

scribed it:—'Two genii (or winged Cupids) are repre-

sented at the end of a bench, which consists of a long

42G

MoDEES Oricntai. Sawters.

table that rests upon two four-footed stools. The piece of

wood that is to be sawn through is secured by cramps.

The saw with which the genii are at work has a perfect

resemblance to our frame saw. It consists of a square

frame, having in the middle a blade, the teeth of which
stand perpendicularly to the plane of the frame. The
piece of wood that is to be sawn extends beyond the end

of the bench, and one of the workmen appears standing

and the other sitting on the gi-ound. The arms in which
the blade is fastened have the same form as that given to

them at present. In the bench are seen holes in which

the cramps that hold the timber are stuck. The cramps

are shaped like the figure 7 ; and the ends of them reach

below the boards that form the top of the bench.' {Inven-

tions, i. 366.) Montfaucon gives, from Gruter, representa-

tions of two kinds of saws. One of them is without a frame,

but has a handle of a round form : and the other has that

high frame of wood which we see in the saws of our stone-

sawyers. This reminds us to observe that Beckmann,
following Pliny, cannot find an instance of cutting stone

with saws earlier than the fourth century n.c. ; overlook-

ing the text, 1 Kings vii. 9, where it is .said that some
parts of Solomon's palace were constructed with ' costly

stones, according to the measure of hewed stones, sawed

with a saw.-

On the subject of saws we have only further to observe,

that those now used in the East differ from ours in having

the points of the teeth inclined towards not/rom the handle

;

so that the sawyer makes his impression on the wood not

in thrusting the saw from him, but in pulling it towards

him. It is remarkable that this is also the saw of ancient

Egypt, which is often repeated in sculptures, in the form

which our wood-cut exhibits.

Ancient KaypTiAN Saw.—From ti Bas-rcllcf at Thebes.
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CHAPTER XXI.

1 David, tempted by Satan, forceth Joab to number the

people. 5 The number cf the people being brought

,

David repenteth of it. 9 David having threeplagues

propounded by Gad, chooseth tliepeMilence. 1 4 After

the death of seventy thousand, David by repentance

preventcth the destruction of Jerusalem. 18 David,

by Gad's direction, purchaseth Oman's threshing-

Jioor: where having halt an altar, God giveth a sign

of his favour by fire, and stayeth the plague. 28

David sacrificeth there, being restrainedfrom Gibcon

byfear of the angel.

And 'Satan stood up against Israel, and pro-

voked David to number Israel.

2 And David said to Joab and to the

rulers of the people, Go, number Israel from

Beer-sheba even to Dan ; and bring the num-
ber of them to me, that I may know it.

3 And Joab answered, The Lord make
his people an hundred times so many more as

they he : but, my lord the king, are they not

all my lord's servants ? why then doth my lord

require this thing ? why will he be a cause of

trespass to Israel ?

4 Nevertheless the king's word prevailed

against Joab. Wherefore Joab departed,

and went throughout all Israel, and came to

Jerusalem.

5 51 And Joab gave the sum of the number
of the people unto David. And all they of
Israel were a thousand thousand and an hun-

dred thousand men that drew sword : and
Judah icas four hundred threescore and ten

thousand men that drew sword.

6 But Levi and Benjamin counted he not

among them : for the king's word was abomi-

nable to Joab.

7 Tf "And God was displeased with this

thing ; therefore he smote Israel.

8 And David said unto God, ^I have sinned

greatly, because I have done this thing : but

now, I beseech thee, do away the iniquity of

thy servant ; for I have done very foolishly.

9 II And the Loud spake unto Gad, David's

seer, saying,

10 Go and tell David, saying. Thus saith

the Lord, I ^offer thee three things : choose

thee one of them, that I may do it unto thee.

11 So Gad came to David, and said unto

him. Thus saith the Lord, 'Choose thee

12 Either three years' famine ; or three

months to be destroyed before thy foes, while

that the sword of thine enemies overtaketh

tliee ; or else three days the sword of the

Lord, even the pestilence, in the land, and the

angel of the Lord destroying throughout all

the coasts of Israel. Now therefore advise

thyself what word I shall bring again to him
that sent me.

13 And David said unto Gad, I am in a

great strait : let me fall now into the hand of

the Lord ; for very '^great are his mercies

:

but let me not fall into the hand of man.

14 If So the Lord sent pestilence upon
Israel : and there fell of Israel seventy thou-

sand men.

15 And God sent an 'angel unto Jerusa-

lem to destroy it : and as he was destroying,

the Lord beheld, and he repented him of the

evil, and said to the angel that destroyed, It

is enough, stay now thine hand. And the

angel of the Lord stood by the threshingfloor

of "Oman the Jebusite.

16 IT And David lifted up his eyes, and saw

the angel of the Lord stand between the earth

and the heaven, having a drawn sword in his

hand stretched out over Jerusalem. Then
David and the elders of Israel, who were

clothed in sackcloth, fell upon their faces.

17 And David said unto God, Is it not I

that commanded the people to be numbered ?

even I it is that have sinned and done evil

indeed ; but as for these sheep, what have

they done? let thine hand, I pray thee, O
Lord my God, be on me, and on my father's

house ; but not on thy people, that they should

be plagued.

18 1[ Then the °angel of the Lord com-
manded Gad to say to David, that David

should go up, and set up an altar unto the

Lord in the threshingfloor of Oman the

Jebusite.

19 And David went up at the saying of

Gad, which he spake in the name of the

Lord.
20 '"And Oman turned back, and saw

the angel ; and his four sons with him hid

themselves. Now Oman was threshing

wheat.

21 And as David came to Oman, Oman
looked and saw David, and went out of the

threshingfloor, and bowed himself to David

with his face to the ground.

22 Then David said to Oman, "Grant me
the place of this threshingfloor, that I may
build an altar therein unto the Lord : thou

shalt grant it me for the full price : that the

plague may be stayed from the people.

23 And Ornan said unto David, Take it

to thee, and let my lord the king do that

ivhich is good in his eyes : lo, I give thee the

I 2Sam. 24. 1,&C. i Heb. And it wa
5 Heh. Take to thee. " Or, mom
10 Or, fFhen Oman turned bach and saw ttte angei,ihen he and his four s

'riti^:.
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oxen also for burnt offerings, and the thresh-

ing instruments for wood, and the wheat for

the meat offering ; I give it all

2 i And king David said to Oman, Nay

;

but I will \erily buy it for the full price : for

I will not take that which is thine for the

Lord, nor offer burnt offerings without cost.

25 So "David gave to Oman for the place

si.\ hundred shekels of gold by weight.

26 And David built there an altar unto the

Lord, and offered burnt offerings and peace

offerings, and called upon the Lord ; and he

answered him from heaven by fire upon the

altar of burnt offering.

27 And the Lord commanded the angel

;

and he put up his sword again into the sheath

thereof

28 IT At that time when David saw that the

Lord had answered him in the threshingfloor

of Oman the Jebusite, then he sacrificed

there.

21) For the tabernacle of the Lord, which

Moses made in the wilderness, and the altar

of the burnt offering, Kcro at that season in

the liigh place at "Gibeon.
30 But David could not go before it to

enquire of God : for he was afraid because of

the sword of the angel of the Lord.

13 1 Kinjs 3. ). Chap. IC. 39. 2 Chron. 1.3.

Chap, xxi.—This chapter is the same, with some vari-

ation, as 2 Sam. xxiv., which does not, however, contain

the three last verses of this.

Verse 1 . ' And Satan stood vp against Israel, and pro-

voked David to number Israel.'—In the parallel text, 2

Sam. xxiv. 1, we read :
' The anger of the Lord was kin-

dled against Israel, and he moved David,' etc. Some
have sought to evade this seeming discrepancy by various

contrivances, none of which are satisfactory. It is better

to take the words as they stand :
' God is sometimes said

to do what he permits to be done by others. Thus he
" hardened Pharaoh's heart." This does not mean that he

infused positive wickedness or obstinacy into his mind, or

that he influenced it in any way inconsistent with his

perfections, but that he withdrew his grace, allowed the

heart of Pharaoh to take its natural course, and thus to

become harder and harder. He permitted it to be har-

dened. So in the present case, God permitted Satan to

tempt David. The Lord withdrew his supporting grace

from the king, and the great adversary prevailed against

him.' Davidson's Sacred Hermeneutics, p. 545.

5. ' All the;! of Israel were a thousand thousand and

an hundred thousand men that drew sword: and Judah
wasfour hundred threescore and ten thousand,' etc.—The
numbers are very different in the parallel text. For the

sake of comparison, we will place them by each other,

togetlier with the result of the census of Num. xxvi., that

the reader may at once observe the discrepancy of the

parallel texts, and the increase of population since the

Israelites became a settled people. Benjamin and Levi,

being omitted here, we shall also deduct their numbers
from the earlier account, to render the comparison com-
plete.

Num.x.xiv.

Israel, exclusive of Ben-
jamin and Levi . 49.3,r,50

Judah . . . 74,600

2 Sam. I Clu

508,150 1,300,000 1,570,000

As to the apparent discrepancy between the numbers of

the same census, as given here and in 2 Sam., there have

been various explanations, of which the most satisfactory

is that suggested by a writer in the Critica Biblica, who
supposes that the difference of 300,000 in the estimate for

Israel is produced by the writer in 1 Sam. xxiv. omitting

the standing army of 288,000—increased to 300,000 by
the addition of a thousand men supposed to be with each

of the princes of tribes— 12,000, which the writer in Chro-
nicles includes. Of this army see the Note on xxvii. 1.

There the difference of 30,000 in the estimate for Judah
i.s supposed to be produced by the exclusion here of the

army of obsei'vation posted on the frontiers of the Phi-

listines' country, which from 2 Sam. vi. I appears to have
428

been composed of 30,000 men, and which the writer in

2 Sam. xxiv. includes, probably because most of the men
were of the tribe of Judah. For the sake of round num-
bers, we may take 1,500,000 men fit to bear arms as the

basis of our calculation. Now we have shewn in the Bote

to Exod. xii. 37, that the proportion which such persons

bear to the whole population must be about one-fourth
;

we may therefore take six millions to have been the popu-

lation of Palestine during the most flourishing period of

the Hebrew state. Even those who prefer to take the

lower numbers will allow this, if, for their sake, we con-

sent to state this as the total population, including the

otherwise excluded tribes of Levi and Benjamin. This
will exhibit the population of Israel as having been some-

thing less than tripled in the course of the 57G years

which had passed since the Israelites entered Canaan.

This increase is certainly great, when we consider the

oppressions to which they had been subject at different

times during this period, and the bloody wars in which
they had been engaged. But it is not by any means a

strange or unexampled increase, particularly with respect

to a newly settled people. But it has been objected as an
impossibility (hat so small a country could support so

large a population. This objection has little force now,
compared with what it was thought to have a hundred
years since, when the laws which determined the increase

and subsistence of a population had not been investigated,

or were not suspected to exist. We are to consider that

the Hebrew territory was really more extensive than is

commonly stated (see the note on chap. v. 9) : that Pales-

tine was a remarkably fertile country : that every Israelite

had a lot of land which he cultivated, and this state of

things is now known to bring land into the highest state

of cultivation, and to tend to the increase of population :

that nearly all the land was applicable to cultivation, as it

was not necessary to reserve pasture-grounds, the flocks

and herds being principally sent to feed in the neighbour-

ing deserts : that Palestine was, from these causes, highly

cultivated throughout its occupied e-xtent : and, lastly,

that the people feed much more simply and sparingly in

warm than in cold climates, and, consequently, that, in

the former, the same extent of cultivated land will support

a much larger population than the latter. We think that,

after this, it is almost a supererogatory argument to add
that there arc countries less favourably circumstanced as

to climate and fertility which do, in proportion to their

extent, sustain as large or a larger population than the

six millions which 3ie Scripture appears to assign to

Palestine.

11, 12. ' Choose thee either three years offamine' etc.—
In 2 Sam. xxiv. 13, it is 'seven j-care of faniinc,' not three

years. But from 2 Sam. xxi. 1 it appears that there had
been already a famine of three years ; and hence it is
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that in 2 Sara. xxiv. the prophet asks, ' Shall seven years

of famine (i.e. three in addition to the three that have
been already, -with the present year included), come unto
thee in thy land ?' Thus the time in both passages is the

same, though at the first sight there appears a great dis-

crepancy. Davidson, p. 547.

25. ' Six hundred shekels of gold.'— In 2 Sam. xxiv. 24
we read :

' David bou^jht the threshing-tloor and oxen for

Jiftij shekels of silver.' This discrepancy is more appa-
rent than real. The smaller sum seems to have been given
for the threshing-floor and oxen ; and the larger for the
whole hill—the destined site of the temple.

CHAPTER XXII.

1 David,foreknoivinrj theplace of the temple
,
preparcth

abundancefor the buildinrj of it. 6 lie instructeth

Solomon in God's promises, and his duty in building

the temple. 17 He chargeth the princes to assist

his son.

Then David said, This is the house of the

Lord God, and this is the altar of the burnt
oftering for Israel.

2 And David commanded to gather toge-

ther the strangers that were in the land of

Israel ; and he set masons to hew wrought
stones to build the house of God.

3 And David prepared iron in abundance
for the nails for the doors of the gates, and
for the joinings ; and brass in abundance
without weight

;

4 Also cedar trees in abundance : for the

Zidonians and they of Tyre brought much
cedar wood to David.

5 And David said, 'Solomon my son is

young and tender, and the house that is to

be builded for the Lord vnist be exceeding

magnifical, of fame and of glory throughout

all countries : I will therefore now make pre-

paration for it. So David prepared abun-

dantly before his death.

6 II Then he called for Solomon his son,

and charged him to build an house for the

Lord God of Israel.

7 And David said to Solomon, My son,

as for me, it was in my mind to build an house

unto the name of the Lord my God :

8 But the word of the Lord came to mo,

saying, "Thou hast shed blood abundantly,

and hast made great wars : thou shalt not

build an house unto my name, because thou

hast shed much blood upon the earth in my
sight.

9 Behold, a son shall be born to thee, who
shall be a man of rest ; and I will give him
rest from all his enemies round about : for his

name shall be ^Solomon, and I will give peace

and quietness unto Israel in his days.

10 *He shall build an house for my name

;

I Chap. 29. 1. 2 CUap. 28. 3. 3 That is, peaceable.
7 that is, masa

and he shall be my son, and I wi!l lie his

father ; and I will establish the throne of his

kingdom over Israel for ever.

11 Now, my son, the Lord be with thee ;

and prosper thou, and build the house of the

Lord thy God, as he hath said of thee.

12 Only the Lord give thee wisdom and
understanding, and give thee charge concern-

ing Israel, that thou mayest keep the law of

the Lord thy God.
13 Then shalt thou prosper, if thou takest

heed to fulfil the statutes and judgments
which the Lord charged Moses with con-

cerning Israel : be strong, and of good cou-

rage ; dread not, nor be dismayed.

14 Now, behold, *in my trouble I have

prepared for theiiouse of the Lord an hun-

dred thousand talents of gold, and a thousand

thousand talents of silver ; and of brass and
iron without "weight ; for it is in abundance ;

timber also and stone have I prepared ; and
thou mayest add thereto.

15 Moreover thc7-e are workmen with thee

in abundance, hewers and 'workers of stone

and timber, and all manner of cunning men
for every manner of work.

16 Of the gold, the silver, and the brass,

and the iron, there is no number. Arise

tlicreforc, and be doing, and the Lord be

with" thee.

17 If David also commanded all the

princes of Israel to help Solomon his son,

sayiiuj,

18 Is not the Lord your God with you ?

and hath he not given you rest on every side ?

for he hath given the inhabitants of the land

into mine hand ; and the land is subdued be-

fore the Lord, and before his people.

1

9

Now set your heart and your soul to

seek the Lord your God; arise therefore,

and build ye the sanctuary of the Lord God,

to bring the ark of the covenant of the Lord,
and the holy vessels of God, into the house

that is to be built to the name of the Lord.

* 2 Sam. 7. 13. 5 Or, in my poverty. c As vcnse 3.
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CHAPTER XXIII.

1 David in his old age viaheth Solomon king. 2 Tlw

number and distribution of the Levites. 7 Tlie fa-

milies of the Gershonites. 12 The sons of Koliath.

21 The sotis ofMerari. 24 The office of the Le-

vites.

So when David was old and full of days, he

made 'Solomon his son king over Israel.

2 IT And he gathered together all the

princes of Israel, with the priests and the

Levites.

3 Now the Levites were numbered from

the age of "thirty years and upward : and their

number by their polls, man by man, was thirty

and eight thousand.

4 Of which, twenty and four thousand

Kcre Ho set forward the work of the house of

the Lord ; and six thousand were officers and

judges

:

5 Moreover four thousand ivere porters

;

and four thousand praised the Lord with the

instruments which I made, said David, to

praise therewith.

6 And 'David divided them into 'courses

among the sons of Levi, namely, Gershon,

Kohath, and Merari.

7 H Of the "Gershonites loere, "Laadan,

and Shimei.

8 The sons of Laadan ; the chief loas

Jehiel, and Zetham, and Joel, three.
_

9 The sons of Shimei ; Shelomith, and

Haziel, and Ilaran, three. These were the

chief of the fathers of Laadan.

10 And the sons of Shimei loere, Jahath,

"Zina, and Jeush, and Beriah. These four

were the sons of Shimei.

11 And Jahath was the chief, and Zizah

the second : but Jeush and Beriah "had not

many sons ; therefore they were in one reck-

oning, according to tlicir father's house.

12 IT The sons of Kohath ; Amram,
Izhar, Hebron, and Uzziel, four.

13 The sons of "Amram; Aaron, and

Moses: and "Aaron was separated, that he

should sanctify the most holy things, he and

his sons for ever, to burn incense before the

Lord, to minister unto him, and to bless in

his name for ever.

14 'Now concerninff Moses the man of God,

his sons were named of the tribe of Levi.

15 "^The sons of Moses tvere, Gershom,
and Eliezer.

16 Of the sons of Gershom, Shcbuel teas

the chief.

I Cliap. 28. 5. s Num. i. 3. 8 Or, to overuse. * Exod. c.

Clinp. 26. 21. ' Or, Lihni, chap. 0. 17. Or, Zixali,

I

I

Exoil. 28. 1 . Hcb. i. 4. U Exod. 2. 22. ami 18. 3, 4. 13

l« Or, /linsmen. 1? Num. 10. 17, 21. 10 Num. 1. 3.

81 Heb. Oieir ttalim was at the hand of the tons of Aaron.

17 And the sons of Eliezer were, "Rehabiah
' 'the chief. And Eliezer had none other sons

;

but the sons of Rehabiah '*were very many.
18 Of the sons ofIzhar ; Shelomith the chief.

19 Of the sons of Hebron ; Jeriah the

first, Amariah the second, Jahaziel the third,

and Jekameam the fourth.

20 Of the sons of Uzziel ; Micah the first,

and Jesiah the second.

21 IT The sons of Merari; Mahli, and
Mushi. The sons of Mahli; Eleazar, and Kish.

22 And Eleazar died, and had no sons,

but daughters : and their ""brethren the sons

of Kish took them.

23 The sons of Mushi ; Mahli, and Eder,

and Jeremoth, three.

24 H These ^vere the sons of ''Levi after

the house of their fathers ; even the chief of

the fathers, as they were counted by number
of names by their polls, that did the work for

the service of the house of the Lord, from

the age of ' "twenty years and upward.

25 For David said. The Lord God of

Israel hath given rest unto his people, "that

they may dwell in Jerusalem for ever :

26 And also unto the Levites ; they shall

no more carry the tabernacle, nor any vessels

of it for the service thereof.

27 For by the last words of David the

Levites were '"numbered fi-om twenty years

old and above

:

28 Because "'their office reus to wait on

the sons of Aaron for the service of the house

of the Lord, in the courts, and in the cham-

bers, and in the purifying of all holy things,

and the work of the service of the house of

God;
29 Both for the shewbread, and for "the

fine flour for meat offering, and for the un-

leavened cakes, and for that ivhich is baked in

the "pan, and for that which is fried, and for

all manner of measure and size ;

30 And to stand every morning to thank

and praise the Lord, and likewise at even ;

31 And to offer all burnt sacrifices unto the

Loud in the sabbaths, in the new moons, and
on the set feasts, by number, according to the

order commanded unto them, continually

before the Lord :

32 And that they should keep the charge

of the tabernacle of the congregation, and the

charge of the holy phice, and the charge of

the sons of Aaron tlieir brethren, in the ser-

vice of the house of the Lord.
16. Chap. 6. 1, &c. 2 Chron. 8. 1

Chap. 26. 2.',. U Or, thcjirst.

5 Hcb. divhions.
10 lCxo.1.0. 20.

'liffhlt/ multiplied.
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Verse 3. ' Thirhj and eight thousand.'—From this it

would seem, that the number of the Levites had been
about quadrupled since the time of Moses. By the census

in Num. iv. the males above one month old amounted to

22,273; which at tlie time of the census in Num. xxvi.

had increased to 23,000 ; and now we find that the number
of only the males above thirty years old amounts to

38,000 ; and we may fairly suppose that, if the computa-
tion, like that of Moses, had embraced all the males ex-

ceeding one mouth old, the result, according to the usual

principles of calculation, would have afforded nearly
double the number here stated. It was probably the great

in their numbers which contributed to render
iry or expedient that distribution and organization

which the present and three following chapters record.
We shall not examine in detail the particulars which these
chapters embrace, considering it preferable to offer a few
general observations, which will be found as a note to

chap. xxvi.

CHAPTER XXIV.

1 The divisions of the sons of Aaron by lot into four
iiiui twenty orders. 20 The Kohathites, 27 and the

Merarites divided by lot.

Now these are the divisions of the sons of

Aaron. 'The sons of Aaron ; Nadab, and
Abihu, Eleazar, and Ithamar.

2 But "Nadab and Abihu died before

their father, and had no children ; therefore

Eleazar and Ithamar executed the priest's

office.

3 And David distributed them, both Zadok
of the sons of Eleazar, and Ahimclech of the

sons of Ithamar, according to their offices in

their service.

4 And there wore more chief men found

of the sons of Eleazar than of the sous of

Ithamar ; and thus were they divided. Among
the sons of Eleazar there were sixteen chief

men of the house of their fathers, and eight

among the sons of Ithamar according to the

house of their fathers.

5 Thus were they divided by lot, one sort

with another ; for the governors of the sanc-

tuary, and governors of the house of God, were

of the sons of Eleazar, and of the sons of

Ithamar.

6 And Shemaiah the son of Nethaneel the

scribe, one of the Levites, wrote them before

the king, and the princes, and Zadok the

priest, and Ahimelech the sou of Abiathar,

and before the chief of the fathers of the

priests and Levites : one ^principal houshold

being taken for Eleazar, and one taken for

Ithamar.

7 Now the first lot came forth to Jehoiarib,

the second to Jedaiah,

8 The third to Harim, the fourth to Seorim,

9 The fifth to Malchijah, the sixth to

Mijamin,

10 The seventh to Hakkoz, the eighth to

*Abijah,

11 The ninth to Jeshuah, the tenth to

Shecaniah,

12 The eleventh to Eliashib, the twelfth

to Jakim,
1 Lev. 10. 1.6. ! Num. 3. 4. and 26. 61. = Heb. Iiouse

13 The thirteentli to Huppah, the four-

teenth to Jeshebeab,

14 The fifteenth to Bilgah, the sixteenth

to Immer,
15 The seventeenth to Hezir, the eighteenth

to Aphses,

16 The nineteenth to Pethahiah, the twen-

tieth to Jehezekel,

17 The one and twentieth to Jachin, the

two and twentieth to Gamul,
18 The three and twentieth to Delaiah,

the four and twentieth to Maaziah.

19 These ivere the orderings of them in

their service to come into the house of the

Lord, according to their manner, under Aa-
ron their father, as the Lord God of Israel

had commanded him.

20 1 And the rest of the sons of Levi

were these : Of the sons of Amram ; Shubael

:

of the sons of Shubael ; Jehdeiah.

21 Concerning Rehabiah : of the sons of

Rehabiah, the first ruas Isshiah.

22 Of the Izharites ; Shelomoth : of the

sons of Shelomoth ; Jahath.

23 And the sons of ^Hebron ; Jeriah the

first, Amariah the second, Jahaziel the third,

Jekameam the fourth.

24 0/the sons of Uzziel ; Michah : of the

sons of Michah ; Shamir.

25 The brother of Michah loas Isshiah

:

of the sons of Isshiah ; Zechariah.

26 IT Tiie sons of Merari iKre Mahli and

Mushi : the sons of Jaaziah ; Beno.

27 The sons of Merari by Jaaziah ; Beno,

and Shoham, and Zaccur, and Ibri.

28 Of Mahli came Eleazar, who had no sons.

29 Concerning Kish : the son of Kish ivas

Jerahmeel.

30 The sons also of Mushi; Mahli, and

Eder, and Jerimoth. These were the sons of

the Levites after the house of their fathers.

31 These likewise cast lots over against

their brethren the sons of Aaron in the pre-

sence of David the king, and Zadok, and

Ahimelech, and the chief of the fathers of the

priests and Levites, even the principal fathers

over against their younger brethren.

of the father.
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CHAPTER XXV.

1 The number and offices of the smgers. 8 Their

division hy lot intofour and twenty orders.

Moreover David and the captains of the

host separated to the service of the sons of

Asaph, and of Ileman, and of Jedathun, who
shoukl prophesy with harps, with psalteries,

and with cymbals : and the number of the

workmen according to their service was ;

2 Of the sons of Asaph ; Zaccur, and

Joseph, and Nethaniah, and 'Asarelah, the

sons of Asaph under the hands of Asaph,

which prophesied ^according to the order of

the king.

3 Of Jeduthun : the sons of Jeduthun

;

Gcdaliah, and ^Zeri, and Jeshaiah, Hasha-
biah, and Mattithiah, ^six, under the hands

of their father Jeduthun, who prophesied

with a harp, to give thanks and to praise the

Lord.
4 Of Heman : the sons of Heman ; Buk-

klah, Mattaniah, "Uzziel, "Shebuel, and Jeri-

niuth, Hananiah, Ilanani, Eliathah, Giddalti,

and Romamti-ezer, Joshbekashah, Mallothi,

Hothir, and Mahazioth

:

5 All these ircrc the sons of Heman the

king's seer in the 'words of God, to lift up
the horn. And God gave to Heman fourteen

sons and three daughters.

6 All these were under the hands of their

father for song in the house of the Lord,

with cymbals, psalteries, and harps, for the

service of the house of God, "according to

the king's order to Asaph, Jeduthun, and

Heman.
7 So the number of them, with their bre-

thren that were instructed in the songs of the

Lord, even all that were cunning, was two

hundred fourscore and eight.

8 IT And they cast lots, ward against tcard,

as well the small as the great, the teacher as

the scholar.

9 Now the first lot came forth for Asaph
to Joseph : the second to Gedaliali, who with

his brethren and sons tvei-e twelve :

I. <!lleb.hylhchnmhi>fO

10 The third to Zaccur, he, his sons, and
his brethren, ivcrc twelve :

11 The fourth to Izri, he, his sons, and his

brethren, icere twelve :

12 The fifth to Nethaniah, he, his sons,

and his brethren, ivere twelve :

13 The sixth to Bukkiah, he, his sons, and
his brethren, u-cre twelve :

14 The seventh to Jesharelah, he, his sons,

and his brethren, icere twelve :

15 The eighth to Jeshaiah, he, his sons,

and his brethren, icere twelve :

16 Tlie ninth to Mattaniah, Jie, his sons,

and his brethren, irerc twelve :

17 The tenth to Shimei, he, his sons, and
his brethren, icere twelve :

18 The eleventh to Azareel, he, his sons,

and his brethren, iccre twelve :

1

9

The twelfth to Ilashabiah, he, his sons,

and his brethren, lare twelve :

20 The thirteenth to Shubael, he, his sons,

and his brethren, icerc twelve :

21 The fourteenth to Mattithiah, he, his

sons, and his brethren, iixre twelve :

22 The fifteenth to Jeremoth, he, his sons,

and his brethren, icere twelve :

23 The sixteenth to Hananiah, he, his sons,

and his brethren, were twelve :

24 The seventeenth to Joshbekashah, he,

his sons, and his brethren, icere twelve :

25 The eighteenth to Hanani, he, his sons,

and his brethren, were twelve :

2G The nineteenth to Mallothi, he, his

sons, and his brethren, iccre twelve :

27 The twentieth to Eliathah, lie, his sons,

and his brethren, were twelve :

28 The one and twentieth to Hothir, he,

his sons, and his brethren, loere twelve :

29 The two and twentieth to Giddalti, he,

his sons, and his brethren, were twelve

:

30 The three and twentieth to Mahazioth,

]ic, his sons, and his brethren, were twelve

:

31 The four and twentieth to Romamti-
ezer, he, his sous, and his brethren, icere

twelve.

Ucb. bij the hamh ,ij the
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CHAPTER XXVI.

1 The divisions of the porters. 13 The gates assigned

by lot. 20 The Levites that had charge of tlie trea-

sures. 29 Officers andjudges.

Concerning the divisions of the porters : Of
the Korhites ivas "Meshelemiah the son of

Kore, of the sons of ''Asaph.

2 And the sons of Meshelemiah ivcre,

Zeehariah the firstborn, Jediael the second,

Zebadiah the third, Jathniel the fourth,

.'5 Elam the fifth, Jehohanan the sixth,

Elioenai the seventh.

4 Moreover the sons of Obed-edom uvrc,

Sliemaiah the firstborn, Jehozabad the second,

Joah the tliird, and Sacar the fourth, and
Nethancel the fifth,

5 Ammiel the sixth, Issachar the seventh,

Peulthai the eighth : for God blessed ''him.

G Also unto Shemaiah his son were sons

born, that ruled throughout the house of

their father : for they were mighty men of

valour.

7 The sons of Shemaiah ; Othnl, and Re-
phael, and Obed, Elzabad, whose brethren

rvcre strong men, Elihu, and Semachiah.

8 All these of the sons of Obed-edom

:

they and their sons and their brethren, able

men for strength for the service, icere three-

score and two of Obed-edom.
9 And Meshelemiah had sons and brethren,

strong men, eighteen.

10 Also Hosah, of the children of Merari,

had sons ; Simri the chief, (for thontjh he was
not the firstborn, yet his father made him the

chief;)

11 Ililkiah the second, Tebaliah the third,

Zeehariah the fourth : all the sons and bre-

thren of Ilosah tcerc thirteen.

12 Among these were the divisions of the

porters, even among the chief men, having

wards one against another, to minister in the

house of the Lord.
13 If And they cast lots, ''as well the small

as the great, according to the house of their

fathers, for every gate.

14 And the lot eastward fell to 'Shelemiah.

Then for Zeehariah his son, a wise counsellor,

they cast lots ; and his lot came out north-

ward.

15 To Obed-edom southward ; and to his

sons the house of "Asuppim.

16 To .Shuppim and Hosah tlie lot came

forth westward, with the gate Shallecheth, by

' Or, ShelemiaJi, verse 14. - Or, Ebiasaph, chap. 6,

« Or, as well for the small as for the great. '' Called Meshelemiah,
a Heh. holi/ things. » Or, Libni, chap. 6. 17. '" (

the causeway of the going 'up, ward against

ward.

17 Eastward icerc sis Levites, northward
four a day, southward four a day, and toward
Asuppim two and two.

18 At Parbar westward, four at the cause-
way, and two at Parbar.

19 These are the divisions of the porters

among the sons of Kore, and among the sons

of Merari.

20 IT And of the Levites, Ahijah was over
the treasures of the house of God, and over
the treasures of the Medicated things.

21 As concerning the sons of "Laadan ; the

sons of the Gershonite Laadan, chief fathers,

even of Laadan the Gershonite, icere '"Jehieli.

22. The sons of Jehieli ; Zetham, and Joel

his brother, ivhicli were over the treasures of

the house of the Lord.
23 Of the Amramites, and the Izharites,

the Ilebronites, and the Uzzielites :

24 And Shebuel the son of Gershom, the

son of Moses, was ruler of the treasures.

25 And his brethren by Eliezer ; Rehabiah
his son, and Jeshaiah his son, and Joram his

son, and Zichri his son, and Shelomith his

son.

26 Which Shelomith and his brethren were

over all the treasures of the dedicated things,

which Da^id the king, and the chief fathers,

the captains over thousands and hundreds,

and the captains of the host, had dedicated.

27 "Out of the spoils won in battles did

they dedicate to maintain the house of the

Lord.
28 And all that Samuel the seer, and Saul

the son of Kish, and Abner the son of Ner,

and Joab the son of Zeruiah, had dedicated

;

and whosoever had dedicated any thing, it

icas under the hand of Shelomith, and of his

brethren.

29 IF Of the Izharites, Chenaniah and his

sons iverc for the outward business over Israel,

for ofiicers and judges.

30 And of the Hebronites, Ilashabiah and
his brethren, men of valour, a thousand and

seven hundred, uxre 'officers among them of

Israel on this side Jordan westward in all the

business of the Lord, and in the service of

the king.

31 Among the Hebronites icas Jerijah the

chief, even among the Hebronites, according

to the generations of his fathers. In the for-

tieth year of the reign of David they were

37, and 9. 19. ^ xjjat is, Obed-edom, as chap. 13. 14.

rerse 1. " Heb. gatherings. 7 See 1 Kings 10. 5. 2 Chron. 9. 4.

ir, Jehiel, chap. 23. 8. " Heb. out of the battles and sjioils,

the charge.
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souglit for, and there were found among them

mighty men of valour at Jazer of Gilead.

32 And his brethren, men of valour, loere

two thousand and seven hundred chief fathers,

whom king David made rulers over the Reu-
benites, the Gaditcs, and the half tribe of

Manasseh, for every matter pertaining to

God, and
'

'affairs of the king.

Ciivp. xxvi.—This chapter concludes the account of

the careful organization of the great Levitical body, esta-

blished under the direction of David, and carried into

effect, after the erection of the temple, by Solomon his

the Levites, and the character of the services which they

were required to render at the tabernacle, we have already

had occasion to notice, and shall therefore confine our-

selves to a brief recapitulation and explanation of the

arrangements which the present chapters describe. The
new dislriliution appears to have arisen partly out of the

great increase in the number of the Levites, which must
have rendered it difficult to give to a large proportion of

them a share in their proper duties; but still more on
account of the temple, which was about to be erected, and
the more extensive and varied duties connected with

which rendered a modified arrangement absolutely ne-

cessary.

The part taken by David and other kings in ' ordering

the house of God,' and even of appointing and deposing

the high priest, may seem very extraordinary at the first

view ; but it will be recollected that, according to the

peculiar theory of the Hebrew constitution, the kings

were tlic specially appointed vicegerents of Jehovah,
which necessarily gave them a general power of control

superior to any other. It is seen, however, that the regu-

lations which were made rescinded no law of Moses, nor
interfered with any positive enactment ; but the king, from
his position as viceqerent of Jehovah, was superior, even in

his relation to God, to the high priest, who was only his

minister: and while the law made no express provision

on the subject, it was a matter of policy that the appoint-

ment of so important and influential a functionary in the
theocratical state should, within certain limits, be under
the controlling power of the sovereign. It was obvious

nevertheless, that no high priest could be legally appointed

but from the family to which that dignity had been origi-

nally assigned.

Priests.—It being obviously inconvenient for the large

number of the persons which the priesthood now included
to attend at once at the temple, the whole hody was divided
into twenty-four courses or companies, one of which went
up every week to Jerusalem to discharge the sacerdotal

duties, and which succeeded each other every sabbath-day
until the whole twenty-four had attended in turn. Each of
the companies had its head or president, who are called in

Ezra D'^nsn 'IK' suri hac-cohanim, ' princes,' or ' chiefs

of the priests,' and who are perhaps the same so often

mentioned as ' the chief priests ' in the New Testament.
Each division received its name from its first chief.

Hence Zacharias, the father of the Baptist, is described as
belonging to the course of Abijah or Abia (Luke i. .5),

which is the name of the first chief of the eighth course in

the present chap. xxiv. 17. It is true, indeed, that only
four of the courses of the priests returned from the Baby-
lonish captivity, and the course of Abijah was not one of
them (Ezra ii. ,3C—39; Neh. vii. 39—42, and xii. 1);
but it is to be understood that these four courses were
divided into twenty-four, which bore the names of the
original courses as established by David. In later times,
when the priesthood grew too numerous for each company
to minister at once (Josephus mentions as many as 4000
in one course), they were subdivided according to their
families ; so that if, for instance, there were seven fami-
lies, each served .i day during the week in which the

i34

course ministered, but all of them uniting in sacrifice on
the last day. Then again, each member of the family

had his particular duty for the time ; and hence we read

of the same Zacharias, that, ' according to the custom of

the priests' office, it was the lot of Zacharias to burn in-

cense ' (Luke i. 9).

Levites.—The duties of the Levites were arranged on
the same rotatory principle as those of the priests. Thus
there were 38,000 Levites fit for service. These were
divided into four ^reat classes, thus:—24,000 general

assistants to tli i.;;.-r ;
' officers and judges; 4000

porters; 4(1 I nh of these great bodies had
its head, as 1,. tIr- twenty-four courees into

which some ct" ilir - i^m ^ ;i|.j„ ar to have been subdivided.

To take them separately :

—

General Assistants.—That these were divided into

courses, like the priests, is expressly intimated in chap,

xxiii. 24, and 2 Chron. xxxi. 17. Their duty was, 'to

wait upon the sons of Aaron, for the service of the house
of the Lord :' and the nature of the services which this

duty required, having been already described (Num. iii.

12, 15, 17, and iv. 3), need not here be repeated. But,

with a particular reference to the definition of their duties

given in the present chapters, we may add from the Rev.

T. H. Home :—
' In the business about the temple some of

the chief amongst them had the charge of the sacred

treasures (chap. xxvi. 20). Others were to prepare the

shewbread and unleavened cakes, with the proper quantity

of flour for the morning and evening service (chap, xxiii.

29). From which text it appears also that they had in

their custody within the sanctuary the original standard

for weights and measures, liquid and dry, according to

which every thing of the kind was to be regulated.'

Officers and Judyes.—The word rendered ' officers ' is

that famous word Q'"1t3b' shotcrim, the indefinite and

general application of which we have already had occa-

sion to explain (Deut. xx. 5). In the present text it

seems to denote a general superintending power, perhaps

involving judicial functions; while the 'judges' (D'BSb'

slwphetim) may have been magistrates with more re-

stricted power. Some reverse this order and compare the

'judges' to justices of peace, and the shoterim to their

clerks ; the latter word being understood in the restricted

signification which the Septuagint here and elsewhere

assigns to it of {ypaniJLaTus) ' scribes.' To the general re-

marks in a former place, on the judicial functions of tlie

Levites, we have only to add that it is more difficult to

determine with respect to this present division of them
than witli regard to the others whether it was divided into

courses, which undertook in turns the assigned duty, at

Jerusalem or dispersedly through the country, or that

their whole number was at oiico staliuued in different parts

of the land for the di-rl n- ;' il ii,ti mated functions.

Believing that their ilii\\ < > U\ administer the

written law in judici:il, Irsiastical matters

throughout the countr\. ;ii:il I'l'
i

i

;
t'l lontrol or super-

sede the unwritten law of the eutlom, as administered

by heads of clans,—the latter conclusion seems the most
probable. Yet even in their line of things, the rotatory,

or at least the successive, principle was not anciently un-

known. We know, for instance, that Attica was divided

into ten <pv\at, or tribes, which respectively elected fifty

persons who composed the senate, each component fifty of

which sat, and governed for one day, in its turn. It

appears, from the conclusion of the chapter, that this im-

portant body was divided into three classes, the mention
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of which throws some light upou the nature of their

duties. ' Chenaniah and his sons were for the outward
business over Israel ' (v. 20). Hashabiah of Hebron and
his brethren (1700) were 'officers' west of Jordan, 'in

ail business of the Lord, and in the service of the king

'

{v. 30). And Jerijah, also of Hebron, and his brethren

(2700) were ' rulers ' east of Jordan, ' for every matter

pertaining to God, and affairs of the king ' (f. 31, 32).

Porters.—That these attended in their courses is evi-

dent, not only from their number, but from the intimation

in 2 Chron. viii. U. Their particular departments of

duty—as the gates to which they should attend, and so

on—were, at least in later times, determined by lot, like

those of the general assistants. Their business was to

open and shut the gates, and to attend them by day as a

kind of peace-officers, in order to prevent any tumult

among the people ; to keep strangers and excommunicated
or unclean persons from entering the courts; and, in

general, to prevent or remove whatever might be preju-

dicial to the safety, peace, and purity of the holy place.

They also kept guard about the temple and its courts at

night. The number of these guards is said to have been

twenty-four, who stood as sentinels at so many different

places. This number included three priests ; and it

appears, from the Jewish writers, that over the wliole

guard there was a superior officer, called by them, ' the

Man of the Mountain of the House,' who went round

occasionally to see that all was right. When he passed

a watchman not standing properly at his post, he reminded

him gently of his duty, by saying, ' Peace be unto you ;'

but if he found one asleep, he struck him, and was at

liberty to set fire to his garment. This is, perhaps, alluded

to in Rev. xvi. 15 :
—'Behold, I come as a thief, (that is

unawares ;) blessed is he that watcheth and keepeth his

garments.'

MtisicioTts.—We wish to reserve much that belongs to

this subject for the illustration of the Psalms, Yet we
may observe in this place that the number in chap. x.\iii.

5, is given as 4000, whereas in xxv. 7, the number of

those who were ' instructed in the songs of the Lord, even

all that were cunning,' is stated as 288, which the rest of

the chapter describes as being divided into twenty-four

courses of twelve each. We are therefore perhaps to

suppose that the four thousand, in which these were

doubtless included, were divided in such a manner, that

each of the larger courses included one of these minor
courses, which, as consisting of the most perfect masters

of their art, took the lead in the musical services of the

temple. The 288 musicians formed three families, com-
posing as many bands, with the fathers of these families.

Asaph, Heman, and Jeduthun, at the head of each. Je-

dutliuu is perhaps the same as the Ethan, whom we find

associated with Asaph and Heman in chap. xv. 17, on the

occasion of the triumphant removal of the ark ; but, if

they were different persons, Jeduthun does not appear to

have been included in the final arrangement described in

chap. xxv. He may have died in the interval ; or indeed

there is no necessity for finding the same persons in a
temporary arrangement for a particular occasion, and in

another intended to be definite and final. It would seem
that these chief musicians, though mentioned as instru-

mental performers, had also the superintendence of vocal

music : for there is no mention of a chief of the singers in

chap. xxv. In chap. xv. indeed we read that ' Chenaniah,
chief of the Levites, was for song : he instructed about

the song, because he was skilful;' but it is generally

agreed that the marginal reading there given ought to be

preferred, and then the text would read :—
' He directed

the carriage (of the ark), because he understood how to

direct the carriage of it.' The particular rules to which
the Levitical musicians were subject ; the character of the

temple music ; the arrangement of the choir ; and the

description of the instruments employed, we defer to the

Psalms. The reader who desires further information on

the general subject of this note may be referred to Light-

foot's Temple Service, chap. vi. vii., or to the copies or

abridgments of the same, which, with some additional

circumstances, may be found in Lewis's Origines Ilebrace

;

Carpzov, Apparatus Historico- Critico, 1748; Saubert,

Comment, de Sacerdotibus et Sacris Ebraorum personis

;

Jennings's Jewish Antiquities ; Brown's Antiquities oj

the Jews ; Jahn's Biblische Arcliaeologic.

Verse 10. ' For though he was not the Jirst-horn, yet his

father made him the chief.'—It is here stated, as a circum-

stance somewhat singular and unusual, that a father con-

stituted one who was not the first-born the head ; and it

should be observed that, in this case, he was only the head

of a subordinate family.

CHAPTER XXVI I.

1 I'he twelve captains for every several month. 16

The princes of the twelve tribes. 23 The numbering

of the peojiie is hindered. 25 David's several

Now the children of Israel after their number,

to ivit, the chief fathers and captains of thou-

sands and hundreds, and their officers that

served the king in any matter of the courses,

which came in and went out month by month
throughout all the months of the year, of

every course icere twenty and four thousand.

2 Over the first course for the first month
icas Jashobeam the son of Zabdiel : and in

his course iccrc twenty and four thousand.

3 Of the children of Perez was the chief

of all the captains of the host for the first

month.

4 And over the course of the second month

rvas 'Dodai an Ahohite, and of his course teas

Mikloth also the ruler : in his course likewise

were twenty and four thousand.

5 The third captain of the host for the

third month icas Benaiah the son of Jehoiada,

a ^'chief priest : and in his course were twenty

and four thousand.

6 This is that Benaiah, who was 'mighty

among the thirty, and above the thirty : and

in his course icas Ammizabad his son.

7 The fourth captain for the fourth month

teas Asahel the brother of Joab, and Zebadiah

his son after him : and in his course loere

twenty and four thousand.

8 The fifth captain for the fifth month was

Shamhuth the Izrahite : and in his course

locre twenty and four thousand.

9 The sixth captain for the sixth month

ivas Ira the son of Ikkesh the Tekoite : and

in his course were twenty and four thousand.

1 Or, Dodo, 2 Sam. 23. 8 Or, principal officer.
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10 The seventh captain for the seventh

month u-as Helez the Pelonite, of the children

of Ephraiin : and in his course were twenty

and four thousand.

11 The eighth captain for the eighth month
teas Sibhecai the Husliathite, of the Zarhites

:

and in his course were twenty and four thou-

sand.

12 The ninth captain for the ninth month
ivas Abiezer the Anetothite, of the Benja-

mites : and in his course tve7-e twenty and four

thousand.

13 The tenth captain for the tenth month
was Maharai the Netophathitc, of the Zar-
liites : and in his course were twenty and four

thousand.

14 The eleventh captain for the eleventh

month ivas Benaiah the Pirathonite, of the

children of Ephraim : and in his course were
twenty and four thousand.

15 The twelfth captain for the twelfth

month teas ^Heldai the Netophathite, of 0th-
niel : and in his course tvere twenty and four

thousand.

16 H Furthermore over the tribes of Israel

:

the ruler of the Kcubenites was Eliezer the

son of Zichri : of the Simeonitcs, Sliephatiah

the son of Maachah :

17 Of the Levites, Hashabiah the son of
Kemuel : of the Aaronites, Zadok :

18 Of Judah, Elihu, one of the brethren
of David : of Issachar, Omri the son of Mi-
chael :

19 Of Zebulun, Ishraaiah the son of Oba-
diah: of Naphtali, Jerimoth the son of
Azriel

:

20 Of the children of Ephraim, Iloshea
the son of Azaziah : of the half tribe of Ma-
nassch, Joel the son of Pedaiah :

21 Of the half tribe of Manasseh in Gilead,
Iddo the son of Zechariah : of Benjamin,
Jaasiel the son of Abner :

22 Of Dan, Azareel the son of Jeroham.
These were the princes of the tribes of Israel.

23 IT But David took not the number of

< Or, Hekd, chap. II. 30. 5 2 Sam. 21. 10. CTiat>. 21.7. o Hcb. ascended.

them from twenty years old and under : be-

cause the Lord had said he would increase

Israel like to the stars of the heavens.

24 Joab the son of Zeruiah began to

number, but he finished not, because ''there

fell wrath for it against Israel ; neither Svas

the number put in the account of the chro-

nicles of king David.

25 IT And over the king's treasures icas

Azraaveth the son of Adicl : and over the

storehouses in the fields, in the cities, and

in the villages, and in the castles, teas Jeho-

nathan the son of Uzziah :

26 And over them that did the work of the

field for tillage of the ground icas Ezri the

son of Chelub :

27 And over the vineyards teas Shimei the

Ramathite : 'over the increase of the vine-

yards for the wine cellars iras Zabdi the

Shiphmite

:

28 And over the olive trees and the syca-

more trees that «r?-e in the low plains ivas

Baal-hanan the Gederite : and over the cel-

lars of oil teas Joash :

29 And over the herds that fed in Sharon

iras Shitrai the Siiaronite : and over the herds

t/iat were in the valleys teas Shaphat the son of

Adlai

:

30 Over the camels also teas Obil the

Ishmaelite : and over the asses was Jehdeiah

the Meronothite

:

31 And over the flocks was Jaziz the

riagerite. All these were the rulers of the

substance which xcas king David's.

32 Also Jonathan David's uncle was a

counsellor, a wise man, and a "scribe : and
Jehiel the 'son of Ilachmoni teas with the

king's sons.

33 And Ahithophel was the king's coun-

sellor : and Ilushai the Architc teas the

king's companion :

34 And after Ahithophel was Jehoiada the

son of Benaiah, and' Abiathar : and the

general of the king's army teas Joab.

' Or, Uachii
r that teliich was of the vhieyards.

Verse 1. ' Came in and went out month hi/ month.'—Tlie
part of this chapter contained in verses 1—15 gives an
account of the first establishment of a standing military
force or militia in the Hebrew kingdom. It consisted of
twilvi- li'i'ioMs, .ic.'oriliii.' tn the number of the tribes, each
' i;i;m ' "I'll, so that tlie entire body en-
I —I

:
!

iiiuen. Each legion did military
'1

:.. 1.. :-:• 111 ilie year, when it gtive place
1u..:,)Ua:, 1, i:i.;; the v^.tirc body was in service during
tlic course of the year. But although only one of the

43G

legions of 24,000 was thus on duty for ordinary service, it

appears that tlie whole of the twelve bodies, or any num-
ber of them, might be called into active service when a

war brolie out, or when any other emergency arose. Tlic

men of course attended to their private affairs during tlic

eleven months in which their services were not required

:

but it is not very clear whether they were enrolled

individually, and called repeatedly into service; or

whether it was merely required that each tribe, or each

twelfth of the population, should furnish the requisite
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number of men for one month in every year, without any
particular reference to the individuals -Hho had previously

served. It will he observed that the command of each

legion was vested in one of the ' chief fathers,' that is,

one of those patriarchal chiefs, or hereditary heads of

tribes or' divisions of tribes, whose authority in their re-

spective tribes and clans had been very great, and appears

still to have been considerable. As many of David's mea-
sures seem to have been designed to reduce the great inde-

pendent authority which such chieftains exercised, we
might, at first view, wonder that he gave them the mili-

tary command of the several legions. Perhaps it was a

measure of necessity ; for we know that wherever the

principle of clanship exists, the men can scarcely be

brought to obey any other than their paternal chieftains.

Under these generals were the commanders of thousands,

answering to our colonels, who had under them the com-
manders of hundreds, corresponding to our captains.

From this it seems that the legion of 24,000 was divided

into regiments of 1000 men, each of which contained ten

companies of 100 men. Over the whole army was the

(
general in chief, or ' captain of the host,' an office which,

iu the time of David, was borne by JoaB. As this organ-

ization was adapted to the state of the united monarchy,
it does not appear that it survived the separation of the

two kingdoms. In the time of Jehoshaphat the army
consisted of five unequal divisions, each of which had its

separate commander. (2 Chron. xvii. 1-t—17.) It is

scarcely necessary to add, that this military establishment

did not relieve the general population from that state of

requisition for occasional military service to which it had
at all times been subject. Indeed, the machinery of this

plan was well calculated to train the whole popnlation to

the use of arms, if we suppose that the 24,000 men who
went out of service monthly, ceased to be considered as

belonging to a military body, but were merged into the

general mass of the tribe or division to which they be-

longed ; and from which another 24,000 was raised when
the season recurred, which might or might not—hut pro-

bably did—include a proportion of those who had already

served.

25. ' The storehouses that mere in the Jields.'—Wbat

were these storehouses in the fields, as distinguished from
those 'in the cities, and in the villages, and iu the castles,'

which are next mentioned ? It is difficult to suppose that

they were other than such subterranean granaries, in the

open fields near to where the crop was grown, as are still

common in the Levant, and of which we translate the

following excellent description from Chenier's Recherchcs

SHr fes Mftures, iii. 219:—'After the harvest, the Moors
are in the habit of stowing away their corn in subterranean

pits, where it is preserved for a long time. This custom
is very ancient, and should be general in hot countries

inhabited by wandering people. To keep the corn from
damp, they line the sides of this pit with straw as tht-y

fill it, and cover it also with straw when the pit is filled

;

they then close it at once with a stone, over which they

place a mound of earth in the form of a pyramid, to divert

the water in case of rain. Fathers, amongst people in

easy circumstances, are in the habit of filling one of these

subterranean pits at the birth of a child, and emptying it

at his marriage. I have seen corn that had been preserved

for twenty years ; it had lost its whiteness. Eitl] : fmm
motives of convenience or by imperial n;,!, Mm.is

are obliged to change their dwellinv ! tM

carry their corn with them, they k:n
.

,
:

•'.. pits

signals formed by heaping together a iiLiautily ui bliuRS,

which they have some difficulty to find again readily.

They are in the habit at these times of observing the earth

in connection with the rising sun, and if they see it ex-

hale a thicker vapour they recognize the pit, upon which
the attraction of the sun has a most marked efi'cct, by
reason of the fermentation of the corn which it encloses.'

28. ' Over the olive-trees and sijcamnres thrit were in the

low plains'—The sycamores are the «y<'tihiit fiL'-trecs

mentioned in the note to 1 Kings x. j ; ' I : m ttie

question occurs, how the kings becam i
- iti,se

'low plains,' when the soil had air. a I

.

i . i il niid

and strictly entailed among the familii-=. ul Isun.! r We
may refer for an answer to the note on 1 Kings xxi. IG.

If these lands had not been lost to the previous proprietors

through confiscation, we may suppose that they consisted

of waste or woody groimd, which Saul or David had im-
proved and made productive; or else that it was land

which, on some account or other, had not been appropri-

ated when the monarchy was established. In the East,

waste lands usually become the property of him by whom
they are first fertilized ; and the kings, in their natural

anxiety to form a royal demesne, had, among other me-
thod-s a fair and laudable opportunity for attaining this

object, by employing the large means which they possessed

of bringing waste lands into cultivation. The latter part

of this chapter is very interesting, as indicating some of
the sources from which the royal revenues were derived.— ' Cellars of oil.'—This is too definite ; the original

is ' treasures,' that is, ' stores,' of oil—and does not say
what these stores were. The Levantines rarely make any
cellars, and never use cellars for storing commodities, be-

cause their houses have no artificial drainage, and cellars

would be very wet in the season of rain. Besides, oil

is kept iu large jars liable to be broken by slight accidents,

to which they would be much exposed iu cellars. It is

therefore the usual custom to sink the oil jars iu the court

of the house, where they remain safe from damage and
depredation.

29, 30, 31. ' The herds . . . the camels also . . . and the

flochs.'—Here is another source of revenue, which proba-

bly engaged the particular attention of David on account

of the pastoral habits of his youth. It seems that, whilst

some of the flocks and herds were pastured on the com-

mons of Sharon and in the vallies, others, and doubtless

the largest portion, were sent into the deserts of the south

and east, these being very properly entrusted to the super-

intendence of Arabian pastors, Obil the Ishmaelitc being

overseer of the camels, and Jaziz the Hagerite of the

sheep. Thus the king did not neglect to participate in

the right of desert pasturage which his subjects enjoyed

;

and probably his flocks and herds did not furnish the least

considerable branch of the revenue which he derived from

ordinary sources. See the note on 2 Kings iii. 4. The
whole of this chapter is well worth the careful study of

those who desire to acquaint themselves with the condition

of the Hebrew monarchy in its most flourishing state.

CHAPTER XXVIII.

1 David in a solemn assembly having declared God's
favour to him, and promise to his son Solomon, ex-

horteth them to fear God. 9, 20 He encourageth

Solomon to build the temple. 1 1 He giveth Mm pat-
terns for the form, and gold and silver for the ma-
terials.

And David assembled all the princes of Israel,

the princes of the tribes, and the captains of

the companies that ministered to the king by

course, and the captains over the thousands,

and captains over the hundreds, and the

stewards over all the svibstancc and 'posses-

sion of the king, and of his sons, witli the

'officers, and with the mighty men, and with

all the valiant men, unto Jerusalem.

« Or, eunuchs.
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2 Then David the king stood up upon his

feet, and said, Hoar me, my brethren, and my
people : As for me, I had in mine iieart to

build an house of rest for the ark of the

covenant of the Lord, and for the footstool

of our God, and had made ready for the

building :

3 But God said unto me, ' Thou shalt not

build an house for my name, because thou

hast hccH a man of war, and hast shed 'blood.

4 Howbeit the Lord God of Israel chose

me before all the house of my father to be

king over Israel for ever : for he hath chosen

'Judah to be the ruler ; and of the house of

Judah, the house of my father ; and among
the sons of my father he liked me to make me
king over all Israel

:

5 "And of all my sons, (for the Lord hath

given me many sons,) he hath chosen Solomon

my son to sit upon the throne of the kingdom
of the Lord over Israel.

6 And he said unto me, 'Solomon thy son,

he shall build my house and my courts : for

I have chosen him to be my son, and I will be

his father.

7 Moreover I will establish his kingdom
for ever, if he be "constant to do my com-
mandments and my judgments, as at this

day.

8 Now therefore in the sight of all Israel

the congregation of the Lord, and in the

audience of our God, keep and seek for all

the commandments of the Lord your God :

that ye may possess this good land, and leave

it for an inheritance for your children after

you for ever.

9 IT And thou, Solomon my son, know thou

the God of tliy father, and serve him with a

perfect heart and with a willing mind: for

"the Lord searcheth all hearts, and under-

standeth all the imaginations of the thoughts :

if thou seek him, he will be found of thee ; but
if thou forsake him, he will cast thee off for

ever.

10 Take heed now ; for the Lord hath

chosen thee to build an house for the sanc-

tuary : be strong, and do it.

11 IF Then IXavid gave to Solomon his son

the pattern of the porch, and of the houses

thereof, and of the treasuries thereof, and of

the upper chambers thereof, and of the inner

parlours thereof, and of the place of the mercy
seat,

12 And the pattern "of all that he had by

the spirit, of the courts of the house (/f the

Lord, and of all the chambers round about,

of the treasuries of the house of God, and of

the treasuries of the dedicated things

:

13 Also for the courses of the priests and

the Levites, and for all the work of the

service of the house of the Lord, and for all

the vessels of service in the house of the

Lord.
14 He gave of gold by weight for things

of gold, for all instruments of all manner of

service ; silver also for all instruments of silver

by weight, for all instruments of every kind of

service

:

15 Even the weight for the candlesticks of

gold, and for their lamps of gold, by weight for

every candlestick, and for the lamps thereof

:

and for the candlesticks of silver by weight,

both for the candlestick, and also for the

lamps thereof, according to the use of every

candlestick.

16 And by weight he gave gold for tlie

tables of shewbread, for every table ; and

likewise silver for the tables of silver :

17 Also pure gold for the fleshhooks, and

the bowls, and the cups ; and for the golden

basons he gave gold by weight for every bason

;

and likeivise silver by weight for every bason

of silver :

18 And for the altar of incense refined gold

by weight ; and gold for the pattern of the

chariot of the "cherubims, that spread out

their wings, and covered the ark of the cove-

nant of the Lord.

19 All this, said David, the Lord made
me understand in writing by his hand upon
me, even all the works of tliis pattern.

20 ^ And David said to Solomon his son.

Be strong and of good courage, and do it

:

fear not, nor be dismayed : for the Lord God,
even my God, tvill be with thee ; he will not

fail thee, nor forsake thee, until thou hast

finished all the work for the service of the

house of the Lord.
21 And, behold, the courses of the priests

and the Levites, even theg shall be tvith thee

for all the service of the house of God : and
there shall he with thee for all manner of

workmanship every willing skilful man, for

any manner of service : also the princes and
all the people ivill be wholly at thy command-
ment

» V.en. 19. S. 1 Sam. 10. 13. Psal. 78. CR. « amp. 23. 1.

m.lii,7. I'sal. 7. 0, and 130. 2. Jcr. U. 20, oniU7. lO.nml iO. 12.

1
1 1 Sam, 4.4. 1 Kings «. S3, be.
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Verse 1. ' The princes of the tribes.'—The same that

are mentioned by name in verses 16—22 of the preceding
chapter, and who appear to have been the ruling patri-

archal chiefs of their several tribes. The high-priest is

not particularly mentioned as having been called to this

assembly, he being included among the princes of the tribes.

It is indeed important to remark, that he was included in

this rank, as head, not of the whole tribe of Levi, but
only of the family of Aaron ; the patriarchal chief of the
tribeat large being Hashabiah the son of Kemuel (chap,

xxvii. 17). From this we seem to gather that although
the tribe of Levi was ecclesiastically subject to the high-
priest, yet that, as a tribe, it had its own patriarchal
' prince,' who doubtless possessed the same authority and
influence as the 'princes' of other tribes. But as it would
have been incongruous that a person ecclesiastically sub-
ject to-the priests should be patriarchally their prince, the
priests were exempted from the general authority of the

Levitical chief, and subjected exclusively to that of the

high-priest, who, so far as they were concerned, exercised
whatever authority and distinction belonged to the cha-
racter of prince of a tribe. It will be well to observe
that these heads of tribes seem to be always mentioned as

the prime nobles, if not the only proper nobility, of the
land : and this is still the case in Asia wherever the prin-

ciple of clanship co-exists with a regal government. 'Thus,

in Persia for instance, the king is the head of a tribe, and
the other heads of tribes are the nobles of his kingdom.
(See the note on Num. i. 15.)

15. 'For the candleslichs of silver.'—We see from 1

Kings vii. 49, that there were in the temple ten candle-
sticks in place of the single one in the tabernacle of Moses.
From the present text it would seem that David intended
them to be of silver ; but Solomon, finding that he had
the means of doing so, made them of gold. This seems
to intimate that Solomon did not think it necessary to

carry out all the details of his father's design to the letter

;

but it is probable that he only departed from them when
he supposed himself able to do better than David had
contemplated.

IG. ' Tahhs of silver.'—There were ten tables in place
of the one of the tabernacle—and Solomon made these
also of gold—not of silver, as David intended.

18. ' Tlie chariot cf the chertihims.'—The outspread wings
of the cherubim were regarded metaphorically as the seat

or throne of the Most High—and being the symbols of
motive power—wings, the idea progresses to that of a
flying throne or chariot. So Ps. xviii. 10: 'He rode
upon a cherub and did fly.' However, and in consonance
with this interpretation, ' chariot-cherubim' would be more
significant than ' the chariot of the cherubim.' The an-
cient cherubim of Moses retained their position on the

ark ; and those here referred to were those that spread
their wings above them from wall to wall. See 2 Kings .

vi. 23 : viii. 7.

CHAPTER XXIX.

1 David, by his example and intreaty, causeth the

princes and people to offer willingly. 10 David's
thanksfjiving and prayer. 20 The people, having

blessed God, and sacrificed, make Solomon king.

2G David's reign and death.

FuiiTHERMOUE Daviil the king said unto all

the congregation, Solomon my son, whom God
alone hath chosen, is yet 'young and tender,

and the work is great : for the palace is not

for man, but for the Lord God.
2 Now I have prejiared with all my might

for the house of my God the gold for things

to he made of gold, and the silver for tilings

of silver, and the brass for tilings of brass, the

iron for things of iron, and wood for things

of wood ; onyx stones, and stones to be set,

glistering stones, and of divers colours, and
all manner of precious stones, and marble

stones in abundance.

3 Moreover, because I have set my affec-

tion to the house of my God, I have of mine
own proper good, of gold and silver, luhich

I have given to the house of my God, over

and above all that I have prepared for the

holy house,

4 Even three thousand talents of gold, of

the gold of "^Ophir, and seven thousand talents

of refined silver, to overlay the walls of the

houses withal

:

5 The gold for things of gold, and the

silver for things of silver, and for all manner

of work to he made by the hands of artificers.

And who then is willing " to consecrate his

service this day unto the Lord ?

6 ^ Then the chief of the fathers and

princes of the tribes of Israel, and the captains

of thousands and of hundreds, with the rulers

of the king's work, offered willingly,

7 And gave for the service of the house of

God of gold five thousand talents and ten

thousand drams, and of silver ten thousand

talents, and of brass eighteen thousand

talents, and one hundred thousand talents of

iron.

8 And they with whom precious stones were

found gave them to the treasure of the house

of the Lord, by the hand of Jehiel the Ger-

shonite.

9 Then the people rejoiced, for that they

offered willingly, because with perfect heart

they offered willingly to the Lord : and David

the king also rejoiced with great joy.

10 K Wherefore David blessed the Lord
before all the congregation : and David said,

Blessed he thou. Lord God of Israel our father,

for ever and ever.

11 •'Thine, O Lord, is the greatness, and

the power, and the glory, and the victory, and

the majesty : for all that is in the heaven and

in the earth is thine ; thine is the kingdom, O
Lord, and thou art exalted as head above all.
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12 Both riches and honour come of thee,

and thou rcignest over all ; and in thine hand

is power and might ; and in thine hand it is to

make great, and to give strength unto all.

3 3 Now therefore, our God, we thank thee,

and praise thy glorious name.

14 But who am I, and what is my people,

that we should '" be able to offer so willingly

after this sort ? for all things come of thee,

and "of thine own have we given thee.

15 For 'we are strangers before thee, and

sojourners, as were all our fathers : "our days

on the earth are as a shadow, and tlicrc is

none "abiding.

16 O Loud our God, all this store that we
have prepared to build thee an house for thine

holy name cometh of thine hand, and is all

thine own.

17 I know also, my God, that thou '"triest

the heart, and hast pleasure in uprightness.

As for me, in the uprightness of mine heart

I have willingly offered all these things

:

and now have I seen with joy thy people,

which are "present here, to offer willingly

unto thee.

18 O Lord God of Abraham, Isaac, and

of Israel, our fathers, keep this for ever in the

imagination of the thoughts of the heart of

thy people, and "prepare their heart unto thee :

19 And give unto Solomon my son a per-

fect heart, to keep thy commandments, thy

testimonies, and thy statutes, and to do all

tliese tkiugs, and to build the palace, /(??• the

which I have made provision.

20 If And David said to all the congre-

gation. Now bless the LonD yoiu* God. And
all the congregation blessed the Lord God of

their fathers, and bowed down their heads, and

worshipped the Lord, and the king.

7 hand under Sotomo:

21 And they sacrificed sacrifices unto the

Lord, and offered burnt offerings unto the

Lord, on the morrow after that day, even a

thousand bullocks, a thousand rams, and a

thousand lambs, with their drink offerings,

and sacrifices in abundance for all Israel

:

22 And did eat and drink before the Lord
on that day with great gladness. And they

made Solomon the son of David king the

second time, and '^anointed kim unto the

Lord to be the chief governor, and Zadok lo

be priest.

23 IT Then Solomon sat on the throne of the

Lord as king instead of David his father, and

prospered ; and all Israel obeyed him.

24 And all the princes, and the mighty

men, and all the sons likewise of king David,

"submitted themselves unto Solomon the king.

25 And the Lord magnified Solomon
exceedingly in the sight of all Israel, and
'^ bestowed upon him such royal majesty as

had not been on any king before him in Israel.

26 If Thus David the son of Jesse reigned

over all Israel.

27 And the time that he reigned over

Israel teas forty years ; seven years reigned

he in Hebron, and tliirty and three i/ears

reigned he in Jerusalem.

28 And he died in a good old age, full of

days, riches, and honour : and Solomon his son

reigned in his stead.

29 Now the acts of David the king, first

and last, behold, they are written in the
'° ''book of Samuel the seer, and in the book

of Nathan the prophet, and in the book of

Gad the seer,

30 With all his reign and his might, and

the times that went over him, and over Israel,

and over all the kingdoms of the countries.

7Psal. 39. U'. Hcb. 11. 13. IPct. 2. 11. n Psal. 90. 9.

11 Or, found. 12 Or, stablis/i. " 1 Kings 1.39.

ron. 1. 12. Kct'lcs. 2. 9. '« Or, histort/. '* Ueb. words.

Verse 7. ' Drams.'—Tliis word first occurs here. It is

jiS'l'IN adarkon ; the N is prosthetic, and accordingly we

have the word in Ezra ii. 69, and Neh. vii. 70, 71, 72, as

jiD3")T ditrhcmou. It is generally agreed that the word

denotes the famous Persian coin called a Daric, 'which is

the most ancient of known coins. It is not necessary to

suppose that it was known in the time of David ; but that

the books of Chronicles having been written after the

Captivity, the Jews, who had become accustomed to the

coin and continued to use it after their return, employed
it to denote value even in retrospective estimates. Its

name is commonly said to be taken from the name of
l):irius, tli<- I'lrsian king; but without its being agreed
V, li.tli.r til.' Vu\ii was ' Darius the Mede' of Scripture, or
l),n in,, soil i.r Ilystaspes. It was most probably the for-

r, if c'ltliir; but it is more than questionable whether
its name docs not come from the Persian word daar, a
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kiiip, nr from thiniah. rii\;il e<myl ;
.iml in that case it may

]\:\\, !•.. ,1
.

i: :i,';''i'i 1! Lii"'', ill i:; >'\ .'ii tlie time of Darius

llii \i ii
'

' li '! iis not therefore so

c rill
,

:.: Ill- date which some
rrr, I

,
I i . 1 1 .1 I'-. I I I ascribe to the book.

'I'll. .
' :: '

. ^1 extensive and general circulation

ill \\ \ I I Greece; and when the supply was
il. Ill , Here coined in imitation of it; and
liriii III .1 1 i - ;iU ill existence were mostly of Greek
inaimfaeturo, aiul have Greek inscriptions. We are not

aware of any now remaining of the oi-iginal Persian coin-

ago. One of tlie faces bore the effigies of the Persian king

;

and the other the figure of an archer, as represented in our

cuts. One is of gold, and the other of silver ; and both

are from specimens in the British Museum. That of gold

weighs 129 grains, and we are not aware that any heavier

has been found. This would make its intrinsic value

rather more than a guinea ; and allowing something for
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loss of weight by wear, and also for the remarkable purity
of the metal, which contains but little if any alloy, the

real value of the coin may perhaps be taken as fairly equal
to tlos. of our money. Some statements of its value, from

calculations of ancient weights, make it considerably more
than this, and others considerably less. Our representa-
ticns of the coins are magnified about one-third.

IC. 'All this store that we have prepared.'—This is a
proper place to exhibit such considerations as may be re-

quisite to elucidate the account given here and in chap,
xxii. of the treasure which David prepared for the service
of the temple which it was reserved for his sou Solomon
to erect. In chap. xxii. we have an account of what
David himself set apart as king, and here we see what he
offered as an individual, and what the principal persons of
the kingdom offered. We will in the first instance collect

these particulars into a table; and, assuming that the
talent of 125 pounds troy is iutended, state the English
weight, and the present value, at the rate of 4/. an ounce
for the gold, and 5s. an ounce for the silver. We omit
the brass and iron, as the amount of that only which the
chief persons gave is stated, that which the king contri-

buted being ' without weight :'
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interpretations to require further explanation ; and the

reader, who may hesitate on which of these various alter-

natives to fix, will yet be satisfied to find that the sacred

text is fairly open to probable interpretations by which its

difficulties are completely obviated.

For some of the hints on which this riotc is founded we
are indebted to Brown's Antiquities of the Jews. Cal-
uiet also has a ' Dissertation sur les Richesses de David:'
wo have not availed ourselves of this ; as we think the
ideas erroneous ; but appended to a recent edition we find

the following excellent note, extracted from Zettres de
quclques Juifs, by the Abbe Guenee :

—

' In the time of David, as at present, it was the custom
of the Asiatic sovereigns, to amass large treasures for the
time of need, or for the execution of plans they had con-
ceived. They were ignorant of that new principle of
European governments under which it is found less pro-
fitable to hoard up money than to leave it in circulation.

It is therefore not astonishing that David, who had long
in view the erection of a superb temple to the Lord, should,
during the many years of his glorious reign, and from the
spoil and tribute secured by his victories, be enabled to
collect and leave to his son very considerable treasure.
The reflecting man, aware of the facility with which
numbers are altered by transcribers, and of the uncer-
tainties and contradictions which appear in the valuation
of ancient monies, only concludes that the sum left by

David must have been in itself, and in reference to the
time, very considerable, although he now finds it impos-
sible to determine its precise amount. The Hebrews
probably had their great and small talent, their talent of
weight and their talent of accompt—just as the Greeks
had their great and small talents ; as the Romans tlieir

great and small sesterces ; and as the French and English
have, and even the Romans had, their pound of weight
and the pound of accompt.'—To illustrate still further
this uncertainty, it may be added, that besides the doubt
as to the talent by which the estimate is given, there is

vast disagreement as to the values which should be respec-

tively assigned to the talents of the Hebrews, Babylonians,
and Syrians. We have taken the most usual estimates in

our calculation ; but, with respect to the Hebrew talent of
gold, for instance, what shall be said when different valu-

ations have so wide a range as from 648i. to 7200?.—the

lowest amount being inferior to that assigned to even the

Syrian talent in the above calculations ?

24. ' Submitted themselves unto Solomon,' etc.—The
words here rightly understood to express submission,

literally signify, gave the hand under, which is perhaps
explained by the custom adduced under 2 Kings x. 1 5,

and illustrated by the subjoined cut, shewing that sub-

mission and obeisance are still expressed by placing the

hand under that of the superior, to which, when thus sup-

ported, the forehead is reverently pressed.
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THE SECOND BOOK

CHRONICLES,

CHAPTER I.

1 The solemn offering of Solomon at Gibeon. 7 Solo-

niotis choice of wisdom is blessed by God. 1 3 So-

lomon's strength and wealth.

ND' Solomon
the son of

David was

strengthened

in his king-

dom, and the

Lord his God
!(«.5 with him,

and magnified

exceed-

ingly-

2 Then So-

lomon spake

ll ^^ ^ unto all Is-

W ^^li^w y lael, to the

captains of

thousands and
of hundreds, and to the judges, and to every

governor of all Israel, the chief of the

fathers.

3 So Solomon, and all the congregation

with him, went to the high place that icas

at 'Gibeon ; for there was the t<abernacle of

the congregation of God, which Moses the

servant of the Lord had made in the wilder-

ness.

4 " But the ark of God had David brought

up from Kirjath-jearim to f/ie place which

David had prepared for it : for he had pitched

a tent for it at Jerusalem.

5 Moreover ' the brasen altar, that Beza-
lecl the son of Uri, the son of Hur, had made,
^ he put before the tabernacle of the Lord :

and Solomon and the congregation sought

unto it.

6 And Solomon went up thither to the

brasen altar before the Loud, which teas at

the tabernacle of the congregation, and offered

a thousand burnt offerings upon it.

7 Uln that night did God appear unto

Solomon, and said unto him. Ask what I shall

give thee.

8 And Solomon said unto God, Thou hast

shewed great mercy unto David my father,

and hast made nic 'to reign in his stead.

9 Now, Lord God, let thy promise unto

David my father be established :
' for thou

hast made me king over a people "like the

dust of the earth in multitude.

10 "Give me now wisdom and knowledge,

that I may '"go out and come in before this

people : for who can judge this thy people,

that is so great ?

11 And God said to Solomon, Because this

was in thine heart, and thou hast not asked

riches, wealth, or honour, nor the life of thine

enemies, neither yet hast asked long life ; but

hast asked wisdom and knowledge for thyself,

that thou mayest judge my people, over whom
I have made thee king :

12 Wisdom and knowledge i.s gi-anted unto

thee ; and I will give thee riches, and wealth,

and honour, such as "none of the kings have

had that have been before thee, neither shall

there any after thee have the like.

13 IT Then Solomon ca^mefrom hisjourney

to the high place that u-as at Gibeon to Jeru-

salem, from before the tabernacle of the con-

gregation, and reigned over Israel.

14 "And Solomon gathered chariots and

horsemen : and he had a thousand and four

hundred chariots, and twelve thousand horse-

men, which he placed in the chariot cities, and

with the king at Jerusalem.

15 "And the king "made silver and gold

1 Kings 2. 40.

1 Chron. 28. 5.

1 1 Chron. 29. 25.

3. 4. 1 Ohion. 16. 39, and i
4 Exod. 38. 1.

10. 27. Chap. 9.

Or, was there.

Num. 27. 17.

1* W^'b. gam.



Chap. I.] II. CHRONICLES.

at Jerusalem as plcnlcoiis as stones, and

cedar trees made lie as the sycamore trees

that are in the vale for abundance,

16 '^And "Solomon had horses brought

out of Egypt, and linen yarn: the king's

merchant's received the linen yarn at a

price.

[B.C. 1015.

17 And they fetched up, and brought forth

out of Egypt a chariot for six hundred shekels

of silver, and an horse for an hundred and
fifty : and so brought they out horses for all

the kings of the Hittites, and for the kings

of Syria, "by their means.

. tlic goiiitj fintk oflhc fiorscs t >' neb. (.y l/,ei>

Cdap. i.—The whole of this chapter is ibund with little

variation in the several parts of 1 Kings, which the mar-
ginal references indicate, and wluTf uotis will lie found

on such of the passages as re.
I

nil.' Mln n nl^.n. 'Iln,i,

tlie case also with many of tin I 'II- I" ;i •
' '•

hook, in which we shall, iiiili n liudi r i: r
ii.i,,

confine our attention to tlie poiiil.. uhuJi h.i. c iiul hUlu'I;

been sufriciently illustrated or explained.

16. 'Solomon h/iil liorsa hroiiffht out oj Egi/pt.'—Sce the

notes on E.xod. xiv. 9, on the subject of Egyptian horses
;

Dent. xvii. 16, on the prohibition of tlie Hebrew king to

multiply horses ; and Josh. xi. 6, on the non-appearance

of the Arabian horses in Scripture. The present note is

intended chiefly to illustrate the trade in horses established

by Solomon. In performing tliis duty we shall chiefly

follow Michaelis, to whose excellent observations on the

subject of the Iiorse we have also been much indebted in

some of the notes to which we refer.

Solnnmi not tuily obtained from Egypt horses for him-
SfK ' :' !• i;,. from the passage now before ns. that

1 I
I

: I - IV profitable monopoly of the trade in

i;^'>|i;i iM li M . -. ilie situation of his dominions rendered

till' (•>l.il.li^liHi.-ut ;uul mniiitfii-ii;i-c nf tlii-- innnnpoly very
iiili '; tr ! II r . i-ii li'il from theVVlie,

Mediterranean to

dijitely at tlic Uvi .Syria or

i'.^.MH

passing t

horses to

to bring

Syrians ;

would nc

factors or

been tr.-iii

were transported from Gerni.iii\ In Mii

to be free of the transportation .if liois

horse 12/. (72 rix-dollars), with v, liirh i

were to buy themsolves Iiorsr-, , i li 1

would not accept the olTcr. .\i.l -

stood the transporting of lim .

;

ancient Plicenicians.' Thou tlr i

loss from shipwreck, and the print li

injury while crowded together in tl

Another obstruction to the conveyanr
was also probably found in the 'jruvt

us ; he had only to forbid

ingh his dominions, in order

iito his own hands. The
ler than be without horses,

it almost any price from his

rue that horses might have
to Phoenicia by sea. But it

some to transport a horse on
r be slung or suspended to

iself, and even then accidents

Michaelis relates an anec-

lii' :r;ir 1 7-''', \vb('n troops

nil commerce, and
so formidable a

siiriiy fonniiif; a

iihioad themselves in order to import or export com-
niodities from or to foreign parts, they were very far from
objecting to profit by allowing their country to become a

411

seat of great trade for those whose own interest induced

tliem to bring the produce of foreign countries into Egypt
on tlie one hand, or, on the other, to resort to it for the

iiinrli:! I mC Mich commodities, as well as the native produce
I

I
iln I iiy. Probably the Egyptians, finding that

1
,

I ill 'Main a good price for their horses, sold them,
V. nil' ml 1', riling themselves about ulterior consequences,

or caring for the ultimate profit which the royal merchant
might derive from the trade.

It is interesting to observe the prices given in the first

instance by Solomon's factors, in the wholesale purchase

of horses and chariots. The price of a horse was 1 .^0

shekels; which, according to the lower or higher valu-

ation of the shekel (2«. 35rf. and 2s. 6rf.) would be from

17/. 2.«. to 18/. 15s.; while the chariots, at 600 shekels,

would be from 6S/. 9s. to 75/. It will be observed that

the former sum is exactly one-fourth of the latter ; which

gives some probability to the opinion that in this, as in

some other instances, the word (nri!:Tr ;;(•',•'' i''^ rmdered

'chariot,' denotes the horses beloi I

'
i I

.
It. and

consequently, that it was custoni:ii\ i » i m Ihh-m's to

a ch.ariot, the price of a set of cliaiK't li i ' l"in;,'(iua-

druple that of a single horse. The Seiilna^int however

understands a chariot (ap/jLo) to have been intended ; and

we think this, upon the whole, is most likely. Michaelis

s.ays, ' The fixing the price has likewise the look of a

monopoly, and indicates besides, that horsemanship was

in its infancy ; for whenever people have sufficient know-

ledge of horses, with all their combinations of faults and

excellencies, and learn to judge of them as amateurs, one

Egyptian Sculpt

iiu> breed may be win-th Ccn times
irli' iilaily in a king's stables."

li I there was but little dif-

ii I \ pfian horees, or else that

iiliiy and use were in de-

1,, probably were horses for

' 1 ill the whole range of the

I
1\ one representation of a

1 1 li one hftrc copied.
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CHAPTER II.

1 , 17 Solomon's labourersfor the building ofthe temple.

3 His embassofje to Huram for tvorkmen andprovi-
sionfor s/nff. 11 Huram sendeth him a kind answer.

And Suloiiioa determined to build an house
for the name of the Lord, and an house for

his kingdom.

2 And Solomon told out threescore and
ten thousand men to hoar burdens, and four-

score thousand to hew in the mountain, and
three thousand and six hundred to oversee

them.

3 U And Solomon sent to ' Huram the

king of Tyre, saying. As thou didst deal with

David my father, and didst send him cedars

to build him an house to dwell therein, even so

deal luitli Die.

4 Behold, I build an house to the name of

the Loud my God, to dedicate it to him, and
to burn before him ''sweet incense, and for the

continual shcwbread, and for the burnt offer-

ings morning and evening, on the sabbaths,

and on the new moons, and on the solemn
feasts of the Lord our God. This is an
ordinance for ever to Israel.

5 And the house which I build is great

:

for great is our God above all gods.

6 ^But who 'is able to build him an house,

seeing the heaven and heaven of heavens can-

not contain him ? who am I then, that I should

build him an house, save only to burn sacrifice

before him ?

7 Send me now therefore a man cunning to

work in gold, and in silver, and in brass, and
in iron, and in purple, and crimson, and blue,

and that can skill Ho grave with the cunning

men that are with me in Judah and in Jeru-

salem, whom David my father did provide.

8 Send me also cedar trees, fir trees, and
"algum trees, out of Lebanon : for I know that

thy servants can skill to cut timber in Lebanon
;

and, behold, my servants shall he with thy

servants,

9 Even to prepare me timber in abundance :

for the house which I am about to build .shall

be 'wonderful great.

Or, HWam, 1 Kings 6

Heb. to f/rave gravings.

Ueb. according to aii I

2 Ui'l). mirense ofspia
Or, almugfjiiiit \ Kind's

thy need. 10 Ileb. Japtio

10 And, behold, I will give to thy servants,

the hewers that cut timber, twenty thousand
measures of beaten wheat, and twenty thousand
measures of barley, and twenty thousand
l)aths of wine, and twenty thousand baths of

11 H Then Iluram the king of Tyre
answered in writing, which he sent to Solo-

mon, Because the Lord hath loved his people,

he hath made thee king over them.

12 Iluram said moreover. Blessed be the
Lord God of Israel, that made heaven and
earth, who hath given to David the king a
wise son, "endued with prudence and under-
standing, tliat might build an house for the

Lord, and an house for his kingdom.

13 And now I have sent a cunning man,
endued with understanding, of Iluram my
father's,

14 The son of a woman of the daughters
of Dan, and .his father loas a man of Tyre,
skilful to work in gold, and in silver, in brass,

in iron, in stone, and in timber, in purple, in

blue, and in fine linen, and in crimson ; also

to grave any mannei- of graving, and to find

out every device which shall be put to him,

with thy cunning men, and with the cunning
men of my lord David thy father.

15 Now therefore the wheat, and the

barley, the oil, and the wine, which my
lord hath spoken of, let him send unto his

servants

:

16 And we will cut wood out of Lebanon,
"as much as thou shalt need : and v/e will

bring it to thee in floats by sea to 'Moppaj
and thou shalt carry it up to Jerusalem.

17 IT "And Solomon numbered all '^ the

strangers that loere in the land of Israel, after

the numbering wherewith David his father had
numbered them ; and they were found an
hundred and fifty thousand and three thousand

and six hundred.

18 And he set '''threescore and ten thou-

sand of them to be bearers of burdens, and
fourscore thousand to be hewers in the moun-
tain, and three thousand and six hundred
overseers to set the people a work.

J 8. 97. Chap. G. IK. * Hcb. hath retained^ or, obtained strength.

. great and wonderful. 8 Hcb. knowing prudence and understanding,

ao y. '2 Heb. the men the strangers. i3 As it is verse a.

Verse 10. ' Twenty thousand measures of beaten wheat,
and twentij thousand measures ofbarleij, and twentu thousand
liaths of wine, and twentif thousand baths of oil.'—In
1 Kings V. 11, 'twenty thousand measures of wheat and
twenty measures of pure oil ' alone are mentioned ; but it

is tliere specified that these quantities were for Hiram's
' household ;' whereas the larger quantities given here

are distinctly stated to have been for ' thy servants, the

hewers that cut timber'—that is, for the workmen—the

hewers of wood in the mountains.
— ' Beaten wheat.'—Some think that this was a

coarse kind of meal made by crushing the grains of corn
without sifting or separating the bran from the flour. The
Uabbins interpret it, on the contrary, of ' fine flour ;' but
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how beaten wheat can become fine flour they do not ex-

plain, it seems to us possible that the wheat had been

beaten to separate the husk, for we have ourselves noticed

that husked wheat boiled and lubricated with butter (in the

absence of meat to stew with it) forms a substantial dinner

among the poorer people in many parts of the East ; and

it is likely that this dish was more extensively used in the

same manner before rice, which is now more usually thus

prepared, was cultivated in Western Asia.

17. ' 'ITie strangers that were in. . .Israel.'— It appears

from the more full account, in 1 Kings ix. 20, 21, that

these strangers were the surviving remnant of the Amo-
rites, Hiltites, and other previous inhabitants of the

country, whom the Israelites had not been ' able utterly

to destroy.' After the account there, it is added :
' But of

the children of Israel, did Solomon make no bondmen ;'

nor does it appear that he could have done so, had such

been his inclination. He did, however, raise a levy of

30,000 Israelites (1 Kings v. 14, 15), who served in alter-

nate monthly courses of 10,000 each, and were doubtless

well paid for their labours. This was perhaps as far as

Solomon could go with the Israelites ; and, being in want
of hands, he thought of requiring from the tributary aud
subject people those personal services which the customs

of the East entitled him to demand, and which had been

from the very first required from the Gibeonites, although

a treaty of peace had been made with them. We are not
to suppose that they were kept to constant labour. They
were doubtless divided into courses which served alter-

nately. In consequence of this personal service they
must have been exempted from the usual money-tribute,
and would receive their food, and perhaps some small

wages, while actually at work. There is nothing by any
means singular in this procedure of Solomon. It might
be illustrated by numerous examples from the ancient

history and the existing practices of the East, and even
from the not very ancient history of most European
countries ; in which not only have compulsory personal

services been required from the remnant of a conquered
population, but also, in some instances, by native rulers

from their own peasantry. The Israelites themselves had
experience of this bondage ; aud they complained of it,

perhaps, not as ' bondage ' merely, but as ' hard bondage,'

which it indeed was. And again, lest the Israelites should

be charged with imposing upon others a yoke which had
been too heavy for themselves, it is to be remembered
that the>/ were in Egypt an independent people, not native,

conquered, or tributary :—and that they were, moreover,

not a settled cultivating peasantry, but a free pastoral

people ; and from such no prince or ruler, even in the

East, ever thinks of requiring personal services, whatever
tribute he may levy upon their flocks and herds.

CHAPTER III.

1 The place and time of building the temple. 3 The
measure and ornaments of the house. 10 The che-
rubims. 14 I'he vail and pillars.

Then 'Solomon began to build the house of

the Lord at Jerusalem in mount Moriah,
"^where the LOUD appeared unto David his

father, in the place that David had prepared
in the threshingfloor of ^ 'Oman the Jebusite.

2 And he began to build in the second

day of the second month, in tlie fourth year of

his reign.

3 IT Now these arc the things ''w/wrcin

Solomon was "instructed for the' building of

the house of God. Tiie length by cubits after

the first measure tvas threescore cubits, and
the breadth twenty cubits.

4 And the 'porch that was in the front of
the house, the length of it 7oas according to

the breadth of the house, twenty cubits, and
the height jra.s- an hundred and twenty : and
he overlaid it within with pure gold.

5 And the greater house he cieled with fir

tree, which lie overlaid with fine gold, and set

thereon pahn trees and chains.

6 And he "garnished the house with pre-

cious stones for beauty : and the gold icas

gold of Parvaim.

7 He overlaid also the house, the beams,
the posts, and the walls thereof, and the doors

thereof, with gold ; and graved cherubims on

the walls.

;8 6. 1, !ic. « Or, which was i

rs fi. a. 6 llcb. /yunrfrrf.

ward the home. u MaUh. 27, &

44G

8 T And he made the most holy house, the

length whereof teas according to the breadth

of the house, twenty cubits, and the breadth

thereof twenty cubits : and he overlaid it with

fine gold, amountimi to six hundred talents.

9 And the weight of the nails tvas fifty

shekels of gold. And he overlaid the upper

chambers with gold.

10 And in the most holy house he made
two cherubims °of image work, and overlaid

them with gold.

11 And the wings of the cherubims rrere

twenty cubits long : one wing of the one cherub

was five cubits, reaching to the wall of the

house : and the other wing teas likeidse five

cubits, reaching to the wing of the other

cherub.

12 And one wing of the other cherub teas

five cubits, reaching to the wall of the house :

and the other wing tvas five cubits also, join-

ing to the wing of the other cherub.

13 The wings of these cherubims spread

themselves forth twenty cubits : and they

stood on their feet, and their faces were '"in-

ward.

14 II And he made the "vail of blue, and

pur|)le, and crimson, and fine linen, and

''wrought clierubims thereon.

15 1[ Al^o he made before the house " two

pillars of thirty and five cubits "high, and the

chapiter that was on the top of each of them

luas five cubits.

16 And he made chains, as in the oracle.

1 0/ David his father.

i« lUb, caused I
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and put them on the heads of the pillars ; and
made an hundred pomegranates, and ])ut them

on the chains.

17 And he "reared up the pillars before

the temple, one on the right hand, and the

other on the left ; and called the name of that

on the right hand "Jachin, and the name of

that on the left "Boaz.

Verse .'i.
' Palm trees'— I]i llh m ; il ! 1 arcount of

1 Kings vi., there is frequent in' i
, nami'iital

palm-trees which -were cam-! I, >. ;Ji wliicli

the sanctuary was lined, aii'l .. > i ! - liil with

gold. We are very much dis[ii red k> suspict that these

palm-trees formed a sort of pilasters : for certainly that

seems to be the form in which a palm-tree, carved iu relief,

might be exhibited to most advantage. The figure of the

palm-tree was well suited for this purpose, or for pillars,

or for any form of ornamental exhibition. The selection

of this form corresponded with one of the most pure cha-

racteristics of Egyptian taste ; as did also the form of the

lotus, which was given to the only two pillars (Jachin

and IBoaz) of which we read in the description of the

temple. Of these we are told that ' the top of the pillars

was lily-work.' The more we consider the subject, the

more thoroughly we are persuaded, that of all now sur-

viving remains of very ancient architecture, there are

iicme which so strikingly as those of Egypt exemplify the

ideas suggested by the description of Solomon's temple,

particularly in the ornamental details. We do not wish

to say that Egypt furnished the models which were fol-

lowed at Jerusalem. We are more interested in observ-

ing, that this earliest xcritten account of a magnificent

building concurs with the most ancient structures (leaving

India out of view) that still exist, in testifying that the

most ancient ornaments of architecture were immediately

derived from the types which nature locally offered. A
flower with a long and straight stem and crowning calyx,

like the lotus ; or a tree, like the palm, with its tall tapering

stem and spreading head, was imitated in the shafts and
capitals of pillars. It is in Egypt that we see this most
strikingly exhibited, as nearly all travellers have observed.

The author of Egyptian Antiquities remarks :— ' The
most common form of the capital is that of the calyx of a

plant, probably the lotus. . . . This simple and graceful

form has however received many modifications at the

hands of the Egyptian mason, who appears not to have

been at all deficient in taste in his selection of natural

models, nor in the power of adapting them to the purpose

of architectural ornament. In other capitals the design

has lieen pnil>alily taken from the gracefully hanging palm
leaves, as tliey appear at the top of the trunk bending

down on all sides. . . . Perhaps in no country of the

world so readily as iu Egypt, do we recognize the natural

types which man has applied to the purposes of architec-

tural use and ornament. Every traveller, whose eye has

been accustomed to measure and compare, detects without

any difficulty, in the varied forms of Egyptian capitals

and pillars, the few simple and graceful forms which
nature offers for imitation on the banks of the Nile.' It

will not fail to strike the reader that this principle of imi-

tiition supplies an important test for determining the native

or borrowed character of the architecture in which it is

employed. Wherever a style of architecture originated,

the imitated vegetable forms (if any) are those which
nature there offered ; but where it is borrowed, the fact is

attested by the foreign character of the vegetable forms

imitated or represented. Thus, the /omgn foliage of our

Corinthian capitals attests the derivation of the style from
Greece and Kome ; whereas the native foliage in our old

cathedrals evinces a native origin. The application of

this idea to Solomon's temple is not very easy, because

many of the same vegetable productions are common both

in Egypt and Palestine. The plants architecturally men-
tioned in the account of the temple are the palm-tree, the

lily, and the pomegranate. As the two former are the

most common Egyptian forms, their existence in Solomon's

temple would evince imitation, if the natural forms had

been peculiar to Egypt : but as they existed in Palestine

also, they only evince similarity. But the pomec/ranate

does not occur in the architecture of Egypt ; nor is its

natural production so common in Egypt as in Syria and

Palestine. This therefore is important in determining the

balance of evidence : the result of which will be, that

although there was such a general resemblance between

the temple of Jerusalem and the temples of Egypt, as,

under all the circumstances, it would be preposterous not

to expect; yet there were such distinctions as attest the

absence of specific imitation.

Although we have made the palm-tree the turning point

of this note, we reserve what may be desirable to state

concerning its natural history for the illustration of some

of the beautiful allusions to it which the poetical books

contain.
.

6. ' He f/arnislied the house with precious stones Jor

beauti/.'—Perhaps ' He paved the house with precious and

beautiful marble,' would be a better rendering, and doubt-
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less convrv= tlh> r.rri rt meaning. It appears however

from 1 Ki] ' tliis pavement was not an ex-

ception If I '
: :iil; of the house with boards, as

we there r, il lii u im i
'
" of the house was covered with

planks ot iir. WIku "e here learn is, that there was a

pavement of marble under the boards—for it could not

well be over them. Thus then the house being built and

paved with squared stone, was eiitirel;/ lined with boards

which, excepting those of the floor! were completely

covered with gold. The question whether this covering

with gold consisted in gilding, or in overlaying with

|)lates of the metal, has been considered in the note on

Exod. xxxvi. 34. In all the description there is not the

least mention of sculptured stones in any part of the

building. Perhaps stone sculpture was considered as

forbidden by the law. All the decorative parts were

either carved in wood, and then overlaid with metal, or

wholly cast in metal. Even the famous pillars Jachin and
Boaz were entirely of brass. This absence of sculptured
stone of itself makes a remarkable distinction between
the temples of Egypt and the temple of Solomon, whatever
may have been the general analogy of arrangement and
style.

' Gold of Parvaim.'—The name ' Parvaim' does not
elsewhere occur. Some think it denotes Peru in America I

Bochart considers it to have been the Indian isle of Ta-
probane (Ceylon) ; Kircher makes it Java ; and others

are content to suppose it the same as Ophir, wherever that

might be. This seems the most probable of the opinions
which make Parvaim the name of a place. The Jews,
however, say the gold was so called because it was of a
red colour, like the blood of the Parim oxen. The Sep-
tuagint has the word as a proper name; but the Vulgate
turns it into ' finest gold.'

CHAPTER IV.

1 'The altar (f brass. 2 The molten sea upon twelfe

oxen. 6 2'he ten lavers, candlesticks, and tahlis.

9 The courts, and the institiments of brass. 19 The
instruments of ijold.

Moreover he made an altar of brass, twenty

cubits the length thereof, and twenty cubits

the breadth thereof, and ten cubits the height

thereof.

2 1[ 'Also he made a molten sea of ten

cubits '^from brim to brim, round in compass,

and five cubits the height thereof; and a line

of thirty cubits did compass it round about.

3 "And under it n-as the similitude of

o.Kcn, which did compass it round about : ten

in a cubit, compassing the sea round about.

Two rows of oxen -ivere cast, when it was cast.

4 It stood upon twelve oxen, three looking

toward the north, and three looking toward

the west, and three looking toward the south,

and three looking toward the east : and the

sea was set above upon them, and all their

hinder parts were inward.

5 And the thickness of it vxis an hand-

breadth, and the brim of it like the work of

the brim of a cup, "with flowers of lilies ; and
it received and held three thousand baths.

G H lie made also ten lavers, and put five

on the right hand, and five on the left, to wash
in them : 'such things as they offered for the

burnt offering they washed in them ; but the

sea ivas for the priests to wash in.

7 And he made ten candlesticks of gold

according to their form, and set them in the

temple, five on the right hand, and live on the;

left.

8 He made also ten tables, and jjlaced them

in the temple, five on the right side, and five

> I Klnprs 7. 23. a Ileb. /rom hh hrim In Im brim. 3 1 Kings 7.

c Or, bowls. TOt, howls. '< llcb. finished to innltc. o llcb. tifMi
12 llcb. ihicknesa t
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on the left. And he made an hundred "basons

of gold.

'J ^ Furthermore he made the court of the

priests, and the great court, and doors for the

court, and overlaid the doors of them with

brass.

10 And he set the sea on the right side of

the east end, over against the south.

11 II And Huram made the pots, and the

shovels, and the ' basons. And Huram
"finished the work that he was to make for

king Solomon for the house of God
;

12 ToioityXhQ two pillars, and the pom-
mels, and the chapiters xcliich wei-e on the top

of the two pillars, and the two wreaths to

cover the two ponmiels of the chapiters which

irc)-e on the pillars
;

13 And four hundred pomegranates on the

two wreaths ; two rows of pomegranates on

each wreath, to cover the two pommels of the

chapiters which tvere "upon the pillars.

14 He made also bases, and '"lavers made
he upon the bases

;

15 One sea, and twelve oxen under it.

IG Tiie pots also, and the sliovels, and the

fleshhooks,and all their instruments, did Iliiram

his father make to king Solomon for the house

of the Lord of "bright brass.

17 In the plain of Jordan did the king cast

them, in the "clay ground between Succoth

and Zeredathah.

18 Thus Solomon made all these vessels

in great abundance : for the weight of the

brass could not be found out.

19 H And Solomon made all the vessels

that were for the house of God, the golden

altar also, and the tables whereon the show-

bread u-as set

;

20 Moreover the candlesticks with their
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lamps, that they shoukl burn after the manner
before the oracle, of pure gokl

;

21 And tlie flowers, and the lamps, and the

ton^s, made lie of gold, mid that ""perfect

gold;

22 And the snuffers, and the "basons, and
the spoons, and the censers, of pure gold

:

and the entry of the house, the inner doors
thereof for the most holy jdace, and the doors
of the house of the temple, were of gold.

Verse 3. 'And iimlrr il m,^ Ihc simHUiidc .f vi-cii.'—

In 1 Kings vii. 2-i, wi- hi '

, ,- ji i .A ..;' - n. It is

possible that there ni;i\ 1 i : -i , i in- word
for kuops having bu n

: .
i ;

• n —there
being some resemblance lo iii yy h. : nr:ii : ; wo words
in Hebrew. But it is possUik' tliat tiiose rows of orna-

mental knops may have been in tlie shape of ox-heads,

in which case there is no real diflference between the two
exts.

^/' it was cast. —
basin and the

operation, and
not cast sepa-

— ' Two rou

Kimclii under;

oxen which supported i

were all of one piece, ai.l

rately and soldered togetliei

22. ' Snuffers.'—It is not quite certain that the original

word means any thing of this kind. It is ni"l)3ip me-

zammeroth, the apparent derivation of which from IDJ
zamar, leads the Targum to uuderstand that musical in-

struments are denoted. However, we only wish to ob-

serve that, if instruments to trim the lamps be intended,

we are not to suppose that they have any resemblance to

oar snuffers. Instruments like ours, for cutting the wick
of a lamp, were not anciently known ; but a sort of

tweezers were employed to draw up the wick when neces-

sary, and for pinching off any superfluous portion. Every
one is aware that lamps, when properly replenished with

oil, do not need snuffing like candles. The sort of
tweezers we have mentioned are still used in the East for
trimming lamps. Snuffers are only known in those parts
of Western Asia where candles are partially used daring
winter. Snuffers are candle not lamp instruments ; and

candles are but little used in any part of Asia, the tem-
perature being generally too warm. All the other uten-
sils named in this chapter have the same names, and
doubtless were designed for the same uses, as those be-
longing to the tabernacle, concerning which see the notes
to Exod. XXV. 27.

CHAPTER V.

I llie dedicated treasures. 2 T/ie solemn induction of
(lie ark into the oracle. 1 1 God heimj praised giveth

a visible sign of hisfavour.

Thus all the work that Solomon made for the

house of the Loku was tinished : 'and Solo-

mon brought in all the things that David his

father had dedicated ; and the silver, and the

gold, and all the instruments, put he among
the treasures of the house of God.

2 % Then Solomon assembled the elders

of Israel, and all the heads of the tribes, the

chief of the fathers of the children of Israel,

unto Jerusalem, to bring up the ark of the

covenant of the Loud out of the city of David,
which is Zion.

3 Wherefore all the men of Israel as-

sembled themselves unto the king in the feast

which iras in the seventh month.

4 And all the elders of Israel came ; and
the Levitcs took up the ark.

5 And they brought up the ark, and the

tabernacle of the congregation, and all the

holy vessels that icerc in the tabernacle, these

did the priests and the Levites bring up.

6 Also king Solomon, and all the congre-

gation of Israel that were assembled unto
him before the ark, sacrificed sheep and oxen,

which could not be told nor numbered for

multitude.

7 And the priests brought in the ark of

the covenant of the Lord unto his place, to

the oracle of the house, into the most holy

place, even under the wings of the cherubims :

8 For the cherubims spread forth their

wings over the place of the ark, and the che-

rubims covered the ark and the staves thereof

above.

9 And they drew out the staves of tlie ark,

that the ends of the staves were seen from the

ark before the oracle ; but they were not seen

without. And 'there it is unto this day.

10 There rvas nothing 'in the ark save the

two tables which Moses 'put therein at Horeb,
when the Lord made a covenant with the

children of Israel, when they came out of

Egypt.

«<•, as 1 Kintts 8. 8. J Dcut. 10. 2, 5. ^ Or, wherf.
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11 IT And it came to pass, when the priests

were come out of the holy place : (for all the

priests that were "present were sanctified, and

did not then wait by course :

12 'Also the Levites lohich were the

singei's, all of them of Asaph, of Heman, of

Jeduthun, with their sons and their brethren,

beinff arrayed in white linen, having cymbals

and psalteries and harps, stood at the east

end of the altar, and with them an hundred

and twenty priests sounding with trumpets :)

13 It came even to pass, as the trumpeters

and singers ivere as one, to make one sound to

be heard in praising and thanking the Lord ;

and when they lifted up their voice with the

trumpets and cymbals and instruments of

musick, and praised the Lord, sai/int/, '*For

he is good ; for his mercy endurcth for ever :

that then the house was filled with a cloud,

even the house of the Loud
;

14 So that the priests could not stand to

minister by reason of the cloud : for the glory

of the Lord had filled the house of God.

CHAPTER VI.

1 Solomon, Itaving blessed the people, blesseth God.
12 Solomon's prayer upon the brasen scaffold at the

consecration of the temple.

Then 'said Solomon, The Lord hath said

that he would dwell in the "thick darkness.

2 But I have built an house of habitation

for thee, and a place for thy dwelling for

ever.

3 And the king turned his face, and
blessed the whole congregation of Israel : and

all the congregation of Israel stood.

4 And he said. Blessed ha the Lord God
of Israel, who hath with his hands fulfilled

that which he spake with his mouth to my
father David, saying,

5 Since the day that I brought forth my
people out of the land of Egypt I chose no

city among all the tribes of Israel to build an

house in, that ray name might be there ; nei-

ther chose I any man to be a ruler over my
people Israel

:

6 But I have chosen Jerusalem, that my
name might be there ; and have chosen David

to be over my people Israel.

7 Now ''it was in the heart of David my
father to build an house for the name of the

Lord God of Israel.

8 But the Lord said to David my father.

Forasmuch as it was in thine heart to build

an house for my name, thou didst well in that

it was in thine heart

:

9 Notwithstanding thou shalt not build the

house ; but thy son which shall come forth

out of thy loins, he shall build the house for

my name.
10 The Lord therefore hath performed his

word that he hath spoken : for I am risen up

in the room of David my father, and am set

on the throne of Israel, as the Lord pro-

mised, and have built the house for the name
of the Lord God of Israel.

11 And in it have I put the ark, wherein

is the covenant of the Lord, that he made
with the children of Israel.

12 ^ And he stood before the altar of the

Lord in the presence of all the congregation

of Israel, and spread forth his hands :

13 For Solomon had made a brasen scaf-

fold, of five cubits iong, and five cubits broad,

and three cubits high, and had set it in the

midst of the court : and u]3on it he stood, and

kneeled down upon his knees before all the

congregation of Israel, and spread forth his

hands toward heaven,

14 And said, O Lord God of Israel,

'^thei'c is no God like thee in the heaven, nor

in the earth ; which keepest covenant, and

shewest mercy unto thy servants, that walk

before thee with all their hearts

:

15 Thou which hast kept with thy servant

David my father that which thou hast pro-

mised him ; and spakest with thy mouth, and

hast fulfilled it with thine hand, as it is this

day.

16 Now therefore, O Lord God of Israel,

keep with thy servant David my father that

which thou hast promised him, saying,
° 'There shall not fail thee a man in my sight

to sit upon the throne of Israel ; "yet so

that thy children take heed to their way to

walk in my law, as thou hast walked before

me.

17 Now then, O Lord God of Israel, let

thy word be verified, which thou hast spoken

unto thy servant David.

18 But will God in very deed dwell with
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men on the earth ? 'behold, heaven and the

heaven of heavens cannot contain thee : how
much less this house which I have built

!

19 Have respect therefore to the prayer of

thy servant, and to his supplication, O Lord
my God, to hearken unto the cry and the

j)rayer which thy servant prayetli before

thee :

20 Tliat thine eyes may be open upon this

house day and night, upon the place whereof

thou hast said that thou wouldest put thy

name there ; to hearken unto the prayer

which thy servant prayetli '"toward this

place.

21 Hearken therefore unto the supplica-

tions of thy servant, and of thy people Israel,

which they shall "make toward this place:

hear thou from thy dwelling place, even from

heaven ; and when thou hearest, forgive.

22 *\\ If a man sin against his neighbour,

'"and an oath be laid upon him to make him
swear, and the oath come before thine altar in

this house ;

2.3 Then hear thou from heaven, and do,

and judge thy servants, by requiting the

wicked, by recompensing his way upon his

own head ; and by justifying the righteous,

by giving him according to his righteous-

ness.

24 ^ And if thy people Israel "be put to

the worse before the enemy, because they

have sinned against thee ; and shall return

and confess thy name, and pray and make
supplication before thee "in this house ;

25 Then hear thou from the heavens, and

forgive the sin of thy people Israel, and bring

them again unto the land which tliou gavest

to them and to their fathers.

26 1[ ^Vhen the '"'heaven is shut up, and

there is no rain, because they have sinned

against thee ; ijet if they pray toward this

place, and confess thy name, and turn from

their sin, when thou dost afflict them ;

27 Then hear thou from heaven, and for-

five the sin of thy servants, and of thy people

srael, when thou hast taught them the good

way, wherein they should walk ; and send

rain upon thy land, which thou hast given

unto thy people for an inheritance.

28 1l If there "he dearth in the land, if

there be pestilence, if there be blasting, or

mildew, locusts, or caterpillers ; if their ene-

mies besiege them "in the cities of their

9 Chap. 2. 6. Isa. 66. 1. Acts 7. 49. 10 Or, tn thisplace.
13 Or, 6t' smitten. 1^ Or, towards. 15 i Kings 17. 1

18 Or, liju'iird tliis limse. 1' 1 Chron. 28. 9. so

Sii John 12. 20. Acts H. 27. 23 Ueb. 1% n
i:5 Prov. 20. 9. Eccles. 7. 20. James 3. ». 1 John 1. 8.

land ; whatsoever sore or whatsoever sickness

there be :

29 Then what prayer or what supplication

soever shall be made of any man, or of all

thy people Israel, when every one shall know
his own sore and his own grief, and shall

spread forth his hands ' "in this house :

30 Then hear thou from heaven thy dwell-

ing place, and forgive, and render unto every
man according unto all his ways, whose heart

thou knowest ; (for thou only ' 'knowest the

hearts of the children of men :)

31 That they may fear thee, to walk in

thy ways, '"so long as they live "'in the land

which thou gavest unto our fathers.

32 H Moreover concerning the stranger,

"which is not of thy people Israel, but is come
from a far country for thy great name's sake,

and thy mighty hand, and thy stretched out

arm ; if they come and pray in this house
;

33 Then hear thou from the heavens, even

from thy dwelling place, and do according to

all that the stranger calleth to thee for ; that

all people of the earth may know thy name,
and fear thee, as doth thy people Israel, and
may know that "this house which I have built

is called by thy name.
3-4 1[ If thy people go out to war against

their enemies by the way that thou shalt send

them, and they pray unto thee toward this

city which thou hast chosen, and the house

which I have built for thy name ;

35 Then hear thou from the heavens their

prayer and their supplication, and maintain

their ''cause.

36 If they sin against thee, (for there is

"no man which sinneth not,) and thou be
angry with them, and deliver them over before

their enemies, and "they carry them away
captives unto a land far otf or near

;

37 Yet if they "'bethink themselves in the

land whither they are carried captive, and
turn and pray unto thee in the land of their

captivity, saying, We have sinned, we have

done ami.ss, and have dealt wickedly

:

38 If they return to thee with all their

heart and with all their soul in the land of

their captivity, whither they have carried

them captives, and pray toward their land,

which thou gavest unto their fathers, and

toward the city which thou hast chosen, and

toward the house which I have built for thy

name

:

11 Heb. pray. 12 Ueb. and fie requind an onlfnifhim.
16 Chap. 20. 9. 17 Heb. in the land of their gates.

Heb. all the days which. 21 Heb. upon the face of the land.

ame is called upon this house. "' Or, right.

£'' Heb. thet/ that tafie them captives carry them away,

xk to their heart.
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39 Then lieai- thou from the heavens, even

from thy dwelling plaec,_ their prayer and

their supplications, and maintain their '"cause,

and forgive thy people which have sinned

against thee.

40 H Now, my God, let, I beseech thee,

thine eyes be open, and let thine ears be attent

''"unto the prayer that is made in this place.

41 Now ""therefore arise, O Lord God,

into thy resting place, thou, and the ark of

thy strength : let thy priests, O Lord God,

be" clothed with salvation, and let thy saints

rejoice in goodness.

42 O Lord God, turn not away the face

of thine anointed : remember the mercies of

David thy servant.

CHAPTER VII.

1 God having given testi?nont/ to Solomon's jji-ayer Inj

fire from heaven, and glory in the temple, the people

worship him. 4 Solomon's solemn sacrifice. 8 So-

lomon having kept the feast of tabernacles, and the

feast of the dedication of the altar, dismisseth the

people. 12 God appearing to Solomon, giveth him
promises conditionalli/.

Now 'when Solomon had made an end of

praying, the ''fire came down from heaven,

and consumed the burnt offering and the

sacrifices ; and the glory of the Lord filled

the house.

2 And the priests could not enter into the

house of the Lord, because the glory of the

Lord had filled the Lord's house.

3 And when all the children of Israel saw

^how the fire came down, and the glory of the

Lord upon the house, they bowed themselves

with their faces to the ground upon the pave-

ment, and worshipped, and praised the Lord,
saying, For he is good ; for his mercy endureth

for ever.

4 % Then the king and all the people

oftcred sacrifices before the Lord.
5 And king Solomon offered a sacrifice

of twenty and two thousand oxen, and an

hundred and twenty thousand sheep : so the

king and all the people dedicated the house

of Clod.

6 ''And the priests waited on their offices :

the Levites also with instruments of musick

of the Lord, which David the king had made
to praise the Lord, because his mercy endureth

for ever, when David praised ''by their

ministry ; and the priests sounded trumpets

before them, and all Israel stood.

7 Moreover Solomon hallowed the middle

of the court that teas before the house of the

Loud : for there he offered burnt offerings,

and tlie fat of the peace offerings, because the

brasen altar which Solomon had made was
not able to receive the burnt offerings, and the

meat offerings, and the fat.

1 I Kins'! s.''l. ! Ijs'iU <). 21. 1 Cliron
« Hcb. n rtiiraiat. ' \ Kinns 9. 1, .Vc. 8 Drut. 12.

11 ilch. to tfif prai/er 0/ thit place.

8 IT Also at the same time Solomon kept

the feast seven days, and all Israel with him,

a very great congregation, from the entering

in of Hamath unto 'the river of Egypt.

9 And in the eighth day they made "a

solemn assembly : for they kept the dedication

of the altar seven days, and the feast seven

days.

10 And on the three and twentieth day of

the seventh month he sent the people away

into their tents, glad and merry iu heart for

the goodness that the Lord had shewed unto

David, and to Solomon, and to Israel his

people.

11 Thus 'Solomon finished the house of

the Lord, and the king's house : and all that

came into Solomon's heart to make in the

house of the Lord, and in his own house, he

prosperously effected.

12 H And the Lord appeared to Solomon

by night, and said unto him, 1 have heard thy

prayer, "and have chosen this ])lace to myself

for an house of sacrifice.

13 If I shut up heaven that tliere be no

rain, or if I command the locusts to devour

the land, or if I send pestilence among my
people ;

14 If my people, "which are called by my
name, shall humble themselves, and pray,

and seek my face, and turn from their wicked

ways ; then will I hear from heaven, and

will forgive their sin, and will heal their land.

15 Now '"mine eyes shall be open, and

mine ears attent "unto the prayer that is

made in this place.

16 For now have "I chosen and sanctified

this house, that my name may be there for

ever : and mine eyes and mine heart shall be

there perpetually.

17 And as for thee, if thou wilt walk

before me, as David thy father walked, and

do according to all that I have commanded
thee, and shalt observe my statutes and my
judgments ;

, 15. 16. * Ilcb. (ij/ tlicir hand. * Jusll. 1:1. 3.

>. Hcb. upon witom my name is calUd 10 Clmp. C. -10

It Clup.O. 6.
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18 Then ^vill I stablish the throne of thy

kingdom, according as I have covenanted

with David thy father, saying, '" '^There

shall not fail thee a man to be ruler in Israel.

19 "But if ye turn away, and forsake my
statutes and my commandments, which I have

set before you, and shall go and serve other

gods, and worship them ;

20 Then will I pluck them up by the roots

out of my land which I have given them

;

and this house, which I have sanctified for

my name, will I cast out of my sight, and
13 Cliap. G. 16. i< Heb. There shall not he cut off to thee.

will make it to he a proverb and a byword

among all nations.

21 And this house, which is high, shall l)e

an astonishment to every one that passeth by

it ; so that he shall say, '"Why hath the Lord
done thus unto this land, and unto this house ?

22 And it shall be answered, Because they

forsook the Lord God of their fathers, which

brought them forth out of the land of Egypt,

and laid hold on other gods, and worshipped

them, and served them : therefore hath he

brought all this evil upon them.

> Levit. 26. U. Dent. 28. 15. l^ Deut. 29. 24. Jer. 22. f-', 0.

Verse 5. ' Kiny Solomon offered a sacrifice of twenty and
two thousand oxen, and an hundred and tiventi/ thousand
sheep,' etc.—There is much in this, and in some other of
the proceedings of Solomon, to remind cue of the great

sacrifice by which Croesus sought to propitiate the divinity

of Delphi, as described by Herodotus, i. 51. 'After this

Croesus sought to propitiate the Delphic god by immense
sacrifices ; for he offered three thousand head of cattle of
each kind proper to this god. He also raised a vast pile,

consisting of couches embossed with gold and silver, golden
goblets, and vestments, and cloaks of purple, which were
all given to the flames—hoping by these means to win the

god to his interests :—he moreover commanded all the
Lydians to offer whatever they severally possessed, proper
for the purpose. After the sacrifices, a great quantity of
gold having been melted, he ordered it to be coined into

a hundred and seventeen semi-plates, each a palm in thick-

ness, six palms in length, and three in width : four of these

were of refined gold, and weighed each two talents and a
half: the rest of pale gold, weighing two talents. He also

caused a lion of pure gold to be made of ten talents weight.

This lion, when the temple of Delphi was burned, fell from
the semi-plates on which it rested, and now lies in the

Corinthian cell, having lost in the flames three talents

and a half of its weight.'

8. ' TTie river of Egi/pt.'—We have all along contended
that this river was not the Nile; but that it must be

understood of a river between the Nile and Gaza, and
which formed the boundary-line between the territories of

the Hebrew and Egyptian kings. We also preferred the

hypothesis which, after the Septuagint, fixes this river at

or near Rhinocorura, the present el-Arish. We have

since been gratified in finding an unexpected corroboration

of this view in a fact of Arabian history, which shews

that, even at a period when the boundaries of ancient

kingdoms in this quarter had become rather confounded

by long subjection to the same power, el-Arish was still

considered the boundary-point between Egypt and Pales-

tine. The anecdote has never been quoted in evidence on

this point ; but we think its testimony very conclusive.

When the Arabian general Amru had completed the con-

quest of Palestine, and was about to proceed to Egypt, the

khalif Omar sent him a conditional letter of recal from

his command. The letter stated that if Amru were

already in Egypt he was to remain there ;
but if still in

Palestine, he was to hold himself recalled. Amru, then

on his march towards Egypt, was apprised of the contents

of this letter before the messenger arrived ; and, when he

came, ordered liim to wait till he should have leisure to

read the letter. ' In the meantime he hastens his march,

fully resolved not to open it till he came to the confiues of

Egypt. When he came to a place called Arish, having

assembled the officers in his tent, he called for the mes-

senger, and opened the letter with the same gravity and
formality as if he had been altogether ignorant of its con-

tents. Having read it, he told the company what was in

it, and inquired of them whether the place where they then

were belonged to Syria or to Egypt. They answered,

"To Egypt." "Then," said Amru, " we will go on.'"

Ockley's Conquest of Syria, p. 346.

CHAPTER VIII.

1 Solomon's buildings. 7 The Gentiles which icere

left Solomon maketh tributaries ; but the Israelites

rulers. 11 Pharaoh's daughter removeth to her

house. 12 Solomon's yearly solemn sacrifices. 14
He appointeth the priests and Levites to their places.

17 The navyfetcheth goldfrom Ophir.

And 'it came to pass at the end of twenty
years, wherein Solomon had built the house
of the Lord, and his own house,

2 That the cities which Huram had re-

stored to Solomon, Solomon built them, and
caused the children of Israel to dwell there.

3 And Solomon went to Hamath-zobah,
and prevailed against it.

4 And he built Tadmor in the wilderness,

and all the store cities, which he built in

Hamath.

b Also he built Beth-horon the upper, and

Beth-horon the nether, fenced cities, with

walls, gates, and bars ;

6 And Baalath, and all the store cities

that Solomon had, and all the chariot cities,

and the cities of the horsemen, and "all that

Solomon desired to build in Jerusalem, and

in Lebanon, and throughout all the land of

his dominion.

7 "H Asfor all the people that were left of

the Hittites, and the Amorites, and the

Perizzites, and the Hivites, and the Jebusites,

which were not of Israel,

8 But of their children, who were left after

them in the land, whom the children of Israel

consumed not, them did Solomon make to

pay tribute until this day.

9 But of the children of Israel did Solomon

all the desire of Solomon, which he desired to build.
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make no servants for his work ; but they

were men of war, and chief of his captains,

and captains of his chariots and horsemen.

10 And these icere the chief of king So-

lomon's officers, even two hundred and fifty,

that bare rule over the people.

11 ^f And Solomon "brought up the

daughter of Pharaoh out of the city of David

unto the house that he had built for her : for

he said, My wife shall not dwell in the house

of David king of Israel, because the places

are 'holy, whcreunto the ark of the Lord
hath come.

1

2

IT Then Solomon oflered burnt offerings

unto the Lord on the altar of the Lokd,
which he had built before the porch,

13 Even after a certain rate every 'day,

offering according to the commandment of

Moses, on the sabbaths, and on the new
moons, and on the solemn feasts, "three times

in the year, even in the feast of unleavened

bread, and in the feast of weeks, and in the

feast of tabernacles.

14 IT And he appointed, according to the

order of David his father, the 'courses of the

priests to their service, and the Levitcs to

their charges, to praise and minister before

the j)riests, as the duty of every day required :

tlie "porters also by their courses at every

gate : for °so had David the man of God
commanded.

15 And they departed not from the com-
mandment of tiie king unto the priests and
Levites concerning any matter, or concerning

the treasures.

16 1[ Now all the work of Solomon was
prcj)ared unto the day of the foundation of the

house of the Lord, and until it was finished.

So the house of the Lord wfis perfected.

17 H Then went Solomon to Ezion-geber,

and to '"Eloth, at the sea side in the land of

Edom.
18 And Huram sent him by the hands of

his servants ships, and servants that had
knowledge of the sea; and they went with

the servants of Solomon to Opliir, and took

thence foiu" hundred and fifty talents of gold,

and brought t/icm to king Solomon.

I Or, Ulalli, Deut. !. 6.

Verse 4, ' Tadmor in the wildeniess.'—In tbc Syrian
desert there are tlie magnificent ruins of an ancient city,

which made a conspicuous figure in ancient times under
the name of Palmyra. This is not doubted to occupy the
site of the Tadmor built by Solomon. The names
'Tadmor' and 'Palmyra' equally refer to the palm-trees
which grew there ; and the former is at this day the only
name by which the spot is known to the natives, although
the palms have now disappeared.

Major Uennel, iu his -work on the Comparative Geo-
(jraphii of Westet-n Asia, places the site of Palmyra in N.
lat. 34° 24', and E. long. 3S° 20', being 90 geographical
miles from the nearest point (to the north) of the Ku-
phrates ; 102 miles from the nearest eastern point of the
same river

; and 109 miles E. by N. from Baalbek. It is

situated on a small oasis in the midst of a vast desert of
sand, in which there is no trace of any other than Arabian
footsteps ; and the existence of a most glorious city, thus
isolated 'm\\\- inli'-jiit ,!.!,• waste, is one of those wonderful
c'l'cu"!^' " ! •'

1

'ire to be accounted for by other
considiid i; h .\ liich immediately appear. The
spotwii.n i I:,,

' I enjoys the advantage of a good
supply III «ii I. Mi ,, ,i,i—a circumstance of such im-
portaiuT I,

:

i n, that to this doubtless we are to
lookforil. i,

:
I

i . f that importance and splendour
at which W \,A hliiriiutely arrived. Through the
desert in V, Inch ii lic», the caravans ^vl^ li , r.nr y, il by
land the proJueu of Eastern Asia, \\f.~< ili I' i J:. i !ulf
and Babylon, to Phoenicia, Syria, uiiM i Mm must
of necessity pass; and as tosuchcar.n ' m '. m , .ny
to adopt the line of march in which wuiur may he found,
there can be no doubt that the advantages, iu tiiis respect,
which Tadmor offered, rendered it, at a very remote
period, a resting-place to the eastern caravans, in their
route westward through the desert. This brings us to the
most probable reason that can be found for the measure
which Solomon took, of building a city in this remote aud
inhospitable region. We know that this enterpriziug king
engrossed the maritime commerce which existed between
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the cast and west by the channel of the Red Sea ; and we
are therefore justified in supposing, that—as his sove-

reignty extended to the Euphrates, and as the caravans must
needs therefore pass through his territories—he did not

neglect the opportunity of obtaining benefit from the land

trade between Eastern and Western Asia. From what we
know of his character, it is improbable that this most pro-

fitable branch of trade should uot attract his attention ; and
the fact of his building a city in such a place as Palmyra
seems to furnish something like actual proof that his views

were really directed towards it. Tadmor was doubtless a

fortified city, which, while it enabled the king to hold

this region in such complete occupation as to prevent the

passage of the trade without his concurrence, aflibrded

every accommodation and convenience which the vast

caravans could require, and every facility for those com-
mercial transactions of which it must soon have become
the seat under such circumstances. It would naturally

soon cease to be a mere resting-place, and become an em-
porium for the land trade, where the merchants of the

east and west met each other, and transacted their ex-

changes and sales. M'hnt precise pnrf Solomon took we
cannot tell. He may Imvr rmitii^tctl him- rlf with levying

dues and customs U] • ' mny have

required the further re.

I

I li to the

Hebrew merchants, wiiM, m ihn. i- . pi.-h. i\ licu^ht up
the goods, and resold lliem ;a a im.iu (u liir I'ha'nicians

and others. But, judging from the analogies allorded by
the trade with Egypt for horses, it is more probable tliat

the king hinisiK", by his factors, bought up the com-
iiiii.Hlii - > r III I'll, and re-sold them for his own omolu-
ninii II liiily is a sufficient motive for the

fiuii I
,1,1

,
,
;i\ ;it Tadmor. It is however not un-

likil\ I.I' 111 I'liiinicians were at the bottom of Solomon's

coiiinRiiKil .-picniations. We may conceive that, as they

were ou the most friendly terms with him, and had ren-

dered him great aid in his undertakings, they felt at

liberty to suggest to him how greatly he might oblige

them aud enrich himself by promoting aud by sharing in
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'WMi

*a-i-..

that Oriental coiniuei-oe wliich they could not carry on
without his assistance. Tlio caravans of the East weie
probably principally directed to Tyre ; and Hiiam might
easily shew Solomon the benefit they might mutually

derive from the establishment of a fortified to^in at

Tadmor, for the proteclioM , f l,;, mvn f- 1 1 mid foi

the safeguard of the cm 1 t '
, ; r. ili 1 u «hich

they were then, as nou. <
i

'
,

.
i : ,1 the

Bedouins. To this he in
i

h -1 n 1 h pios

pect of an intermediate [Ml iiiip.iiMMi iM (iie n uli m of a

right of custom on the goods carried across the dtseit A
most important fact in evidence for the tiuth of these

conjectures is, that all our information of Palmyra fiom
heathen writers describes it as a city of merchants—the
factors of the Oriental trade—who sold to the Romans
and others the merchandise of India and Arabia, and were

so enriched by the traffic that the place was proverbial for

its luxury and wealth, aud for the cxpciisiM' habits of its

citizens. It was then to its trade lliit l':iliii\ la owed that

splendour of which its noble ruin-; sllll inii'jisli tlie most
ample evidence ; and in our opiiiioii, as ainady explained,

it is only in the circumstances to wliich it is known to have
thus owed its prosperous condition, in an age so much later

than that ofSolomon, that we can find a probable explana-
tion of the reasons which led to its original foundation by
that monarch.
We do not again read of Tadmor in the Scriptures, nor

is it likely that the Hebrews retained possession of it long

after the death of Solomon. The internal divisions and
the weakness which followed that event ; the loss of ex-

ternal territory, and the rise of the kingdom of Damascus,
sufficiently account for this. John of Antioch, probably

from some tradition now lost, says that the city was de-

stroyed by Nebuchadnezzar. It doubtless fell under the

powei of that conqueior, whether lie destioycd it oi not

The fiist notice which we have in piolim ^ntl(l^lty is

that which states that Palmyra atti i l I lli iil nli n of

Mark Antony when in Sj in Ik | i in I lnm II m h

spoil from U but was disippnintid i ili niii il il mt liid

tianspoitid their wealth l<^ i I tli i In i In llic

time of Pliiiy, It wis the n i

]

nam nl tlit

ostein trade, as we have 111 1
liiitclniuni

absoi bed the wealth of the 1 I I uthiins «lio

however hostile to eacli oiu i ^ 1 lu Lu\ttinp the

hi\uiies of India which tlieu beeiu to hue come e\.clu

sively by the way of Arabia to the Pjlmjrcnes who dis

pel .sed them to the nations subject to the Romans on the

one hand, and to the Parthians on the other. The friend-

ship of Palmyra is said to have been courted by both the

contending powers, whence we infer that, protected by its

deserts, it still maintained its independence : but it was

united soon after to the Roman empire as a free city. It

was greatly favoured by the emperors ; and under Hadrian

and the Antonincs attained the height of its glory, from

which it fatally fell when Zenobia, throwing off the con-

nection with Rome, proclaimed herself em.press of Pal-

myra and the East, and, after a brief interval of splendour,

was taken captive, and her city desolated by Aurolian.

The latest fact concerning the town in Roman history is

that the emperor Justinian, in the sixth century, fortified

it, and placed a garrison in it, after it had been fur some

time deserted. To the blank in its history wliicli fullows,

we are only able to supply one fact, which is, that it was

one of the very first conquests of the Arabians in Syria, in

the time of Abubekr; for we find its name as one of the

four towns which Serjabil told the governor of Bostra

that the Moslems had already taken (Ockley, p. SI). The
next notice of it as an inhabited place is by the Spanish
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Jew, Benjamin of Tudela, who was there in the twelfth

century. He says there were then 4000 Jews in the place,

who were at coiitinual war with ' the children of Edom,'

and with certain Arabian tribes. In connection with this

statement it is interesting to observe, that the existing in-

scriptions of Palmyra attest the presence of Jews there in

its most flourishing period ; and that they, in common with

the other inhabitants, shared in the general trade, and
were objects of public honours. One inscription intimates

the erection of a statue to Julius Schalmalat, a Jew, for

having at his own expense conducted a caravan to Pal-

myra. This was a.d. 258, not long before the time of

Zenobia, who, according to some accounts, was of the

Jewish religion. Irby and Mangles also noticed a Hebrew
inscription on an architrave in the great colonnade, but

give no copy of it, nor say what it expressed. The latest

historical notice of Tadmor we can find is, that it was
plundered in 1400 by the army of Timur Beg (Tamer-
lane), when 200,000 sheep were taken. At present, and
for a long time past, the spot has had no other inhabitants

than a clan of Arabs, who claim the property of the dis-

trict, and whose miserable hovels, established in the

peristyle court of the great temple, furnish the most
striking possible contrast of meanness with magnificence.

These Arabs, who make travellers pay heavily for per-

mission to visit the place, are firmly of opinion that the

present ruins belong to the original city founded by So-

lomon ; and, as is usual with them, their denominations of

the more conspicuous remains are all founded on this very
erroneous notion. The fact is, that all the ruins which
now engage the attention of the spectator are in the style

of architecture which the Greeks and Romans introduced

into Asia ; and, from the uniformity of stjle compared
with the evidence offered by inscriptions, it is supposed
that they were mostly erected during the first three cen-

turies of the Christian era. If there be anything now be-

longing to the Tadmor of Solomon, it may perhaps be

found in the ruins and rubbish of more ancient buildings
which are observed in several parts, and form ridges of
shapeless hillocks covered with soil and herbage, such
as now alone mark the sites of the most ancient cities in
Mesopotamia and Babylonia.
As there is no circumstance, beyond the site which they

occupy, attaching a Scriptural interest to the present ruins
of Palmyra, we shall not enter into any detailed descrip-

tion of them ; but leave it to our cuts to convey that

general impression which is alone in this case necessai-j-.

We may add, however, that the site of Palmyra is not
to be understood as quite open to the desert in every di-

rection. To the west and north-west there are hills,

through which a narrow valley, about two miles in length,

leads to the city. On each side of this valley occur what
seem to have been the sepulchres of the ancient inhabitants.

They are marked by square towers, and are found to con-

tain mummies, resembling those of Egjpt. Beyond this

valley the city itself bursts upon the view with wonderful
effect. The thousands of Corinthian columns of white
marble, erect and fallen, and covering an extent of about
a mile and a half, offer an appearance which travellers

compare to that of a forest; a comparison suggested in a
great degree by the general absence of the connecting
walls which anciently associated these pillars to the dis-

tinct piles of building to which they belonged, and the

want of which often leaves the spectator at a loss to

arrange the columns iu any order which might enable

liim to discover the original purpose of their erection.

The site on which tlie city stands is slightly elevated

above the level of the surrounding desert, for a circum-
ference of about ten miles ; which the Arabs believe to

coincide with the extent of the ancient city, as they find

ancient remains wherever they dig within this space.

There are indeed traces of an old wall, not more than
three miles in circumference ; but this was probably built

by Justinian, at a time when Palmyra had lost its ancient
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importance, and had become a desolate place ; and it was
consequently desirable to contract its bounds, so as to in-

clude only the more valuable portion. Volney well

describes the general aspect which these ruins otTer :

—

' In the space covered by these ruins we sometimes find a

palace, of which nothing remains but the court and walls

;

sometimes a temple whose peristyle is half thrown down
;

and now a portico, a gallery, or triumphal arch. Here
stand groups of columns, whose symmetry is destroyed by
the fall of many of them ; there, we see them ranged in

rows of such length that, similar to rows of trees, they

deceive the sight and assume the appearance of continued

walls. If from this striking scene we cast our eyes upon

the ground, another, almost as varied, presents itself: on

all sides we behold notliing but subverted shafts, some
whole, others shattered to pieces, or dislocated in their

joints ; and on which side so ever we look, the earth is

strewed with vast stones, half-buried; with broken en-

tablatures, mutilated friezes, disfigured reliefs, effaced

sculptures, violated tombs, and altars defiled by dust.'

Vonage en S/jiie. ii. 237.

It may be' right to add, that the account which has been

more recently given of these ruins, by Captains Irby and

Mangles, is a much less glowing one than of other tra-

vellers, English and French. They speak indeed with

admiration of the general view, which exceeded anything

tliey had ever seen. But they add, ' Great, however, was

our disappointment when, on a minute examination, we
found that there was not a single column, pediment, archi-

trave, portal, frieze, or any architectural remnant worthy

of admiration.' They inform us that none of the pillars

exceed four feet in diameter, or forty feet in height ; that

the stone scarcely deserves the name of marble, though

striking from its snowy whiteness ; that no part of the

ruins taken separately excite any intei-est, and are alto-

gether much inferior to those of Baalbek ; and that the

plates in the magnificent work of Messrs. Wood and

Dawkins do far more than justice to Palmyra. Perhaps

this difference of estimate may arise from the fact that

earlier travellers found more wonderful and finished works

at Palmyra than their information had prepared them to

expect; whereas, in the later instance, the finished repre-

sentations in the plates of Wood's great work, raised the

expectations so highly, that the disappointment inclined

the mind to rather a detractive estimate of the claims of

this ruined city—' Tadmor in the wilderness.'

7. ' All the people that were left,' etc.—As this circum-

stance is the closing incident in the history of the Ca-

naanitish nations here specified, we shall introduce a few

observations to bring out such information coiioiiniug

Ihem as may be gathered from the Egyptian antiquities.

This information is afforded chiefly by the sculiilures

which exhibit the wars of Rameses ii., Sesostris, and

Rameses iv., with the nations of Canaan, from B.C. 1355

to B.C. 1205, the incidents of which are represented with

great effect and spirit, affording very interesting and de-

sirable information respecting the dress, the personal

appearance, and many of the usages of the Canaanites in

the age of their greatness, before their power was broken

by the Israelites.

— ' The HUtites.'—These are exhibited in the sculp-

tures referred to in the last note, in accordance with

Scripture, as one of the most powerful of the nations of

Canaan. They are represented as wearing tunics gathered

into a knot on the left shoulder, so as to leave the right

arm at liberty. They are plain, but of bright colours,

with a deep edging of lace or embroidery. Below this

was another garment, in the form of a skirt or kilt, of

similar colour and pattern, but somewhat short, scarcely

reaching to the knees. The complexion, as given by the

Egyptian artists, though dark, was florid rather than

sallow, and the hair black : the features were regular,

with a very prominent and somewhat hooked nose

:

the beard, mustachios, and even the eyebrows, were
all closely shaved—and in fact the practice of shaving

these parts, and even the hair of the head, prevailed

among the natives to a degree whicli, without the evi-

—RosPllini, >r. R. Plate <

dence these sculptures offer, would hardly have been

suspected, and which give a fresh emphasis to those in-

timations concerning the care of the beard among the

Hebrews themselves, which are of no unfrequent occur-

rence in Scripture. The Hittites in particular had a

frightful custom of shaving a square place just above the

ear, leaving the hair on tlie side of the face and whiskers,

which hung down in a long plaited look. Most of the

other nations of Canaan shaved some parts of the head in

very fantastic fashions, which displease a cultivated eye

:

and such customs among them are mentioned in Scripture

(see Jer. ix. 26, and the note there ; and xxv. 21-23, mar-

ginal readings), and are expressly forbidden to the Israel-

ites in Lev. xix. 27. The war costume of the Hittites

Rosellini, M. R. Plate 1

consisted of a helmet or skull-cap extending far down the

neck behind and cut out high and square above the ear,

so as to leave exposed the bald place and the long lock

wliich they deemed a personal ornament. It was secured

under the chin by a strong band or cheek-string, probably

of metal like the helmet. The badges of distinction were

one or two ostrich feathers. Their war-dress was prin-

cipally distinguished from that of their immediate neigh-

bours by a kind of cape or short mantle (worn also by the

Tyrians), which was tied in front either by the two ends

of the cloth, or by cords with tassels at the end; and
another characteristic was the girdle (worn also by the

Moabites), which was broad and thick, and hung down in

front with a long end terminating in a ball and tassel.

This girdle was long enough to pass round the neck across

the breast, and thus formed a piece of defensive armour,

illustrative of the military use of the girdle as mentioned

in Scripture. The bow is the only weapon which the

Hittites are represented as using.
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— ' The Amorites.'—The dress used by the Amorites in
war was less distinguished than that of some of the other
tribes of Canaan from the ordinary dress of civil life, and
bore much resemblance to that of the Tyrians, as described
under Ezek. xxvii. They wore the hair and beard long

;

the former confined by a fillet, which tied behind in a bow
and two long lappets. The badge of distinction for the
chiefs is similar to the heron feather of the Scottish
' bonnet ;' it was inserted in the fillet at the forehead and
fell backward, and in some instances it was worn in a
skull-cap. They do not appear to have had any defensive
armour. The dress consisted of a close tunic fastened at
the throat, with sleeves reaching down the arm half-way
to the elbow. It was fastened at the waist with a broad
girdle, knotted in front with a bow and lappet. Their
arms consisted of an oblong shield, and a bow, which was
shorter than that of the Egyptians. The use of horses
and chariots by this and the neighbouring tribes of Canaan
is indicated in Josh. xi. 4 ; and the sculptures shew these
chariots, which are of a clumsy form, with solid wooden
wheels, and drawn by two horses. The complexion as-
signed to the Amorites by the Egyptian artists is sallow,
the eyes blue, the eyebrows and beard red, but the hair so
much darker as to be painted black. The features are
regular, and the nose less prominent than in some other

A5I0K1TE.—Rosellini, M. B. Plate Uii.

tribes. The figure is taken from a piece at Karnak repre-
senting the capture of a fort of the Amorites by the Egyp-
tians.

— ' Tlie Perizziles, the Hiviles, and the Jehusilei,.'—
Tlie Perizzites and the Hivites have not yet been recog-

nized as figured on the Egyptian monuments ; but figures

of a nation supposed to be identified as Jebusites are of
frequent occurrence under circumstances which agree
with and illustrate the relative rank which the Scriptures

assign to this nation. That these and the others to whom
our statement refers were of the nations from whom the

Israelites were enabled to wrest the good Lind of Canaan
there is no reason to question, and this is sufficient for

much interesting illustration respecting the arms, ficcou-

trements, persons, dress, and other circumstances of the
nations with whom the Israelites had to do, and, indirectly,

of those of the Israelites themselves, whose modes of war-
fare, armour, ;ind forms of dress must in general effect

li:n' li I'l 111 r I. Minblance to these the contemporary in-

li: I i line country, than to any others which
Jill :

I I i: :i.|i - exhibit. So with the Jebusites; the
ill' iiiHii

1 I'll :i|;i:iis to US far from being clearly made
out, :ind if admitted, involves conditions hardly compatible
with the geographical conditions of the country they are
known to have occupied. This is not the place for the
discussion of the question, and while waiting for that
further light on this and other matters which it is by no
means unlikely that a few years may furnish, we are con-
tent to guard ourselves from being supposed to deem as
conclusive the evidence on which these identifications rest,
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Jebusi

although satisfied that the tribes represented were actually
inhabitants of Canaan and the neighbouring countries. As
to the nation regarded as Jebusites, the annexed figure,

which is one of those at Beit-el-Wally, will give a
good idea of the general appearance and array of this

people. They wore a kind of corselet, and a stiff cap
which was confined to the head by a narrow fillet passing
round many times and knotted in front. They also used
a helmet of peculiar form, with a peak behind to defend
the neck. Their arms were the shield, the spear, of which
they usually carried two, the bow, the club or battle-axe,

a sword of singular form, and a short cui-ved staffs

apparently of heavy wood, which seems to have been a
kind of throw-stick, and must have inflicted a dreadful
blow. The whole subject as to the identification of the
Canaanitish races deserves more attention than it has yet
received, and research in this direction may eventually

throw much light upon the most ancient and obscure por-

tion of the history of Palestine.

10. ' Two hundred and ftflij.'—In 1 Kings ix. 23, we
have 'five hundred and fifty.' We see no means of
reconciling this. One of the numbers must have been
corrupted.

17. 'To Ezion-ijeher, and to Elolh, at the sea side in the

land of Edom.'—These two places were near each other
at the head of the eastern gulf of the Red Sea, now called

the gulf of Akabah. Of Eloth or Elath, and of the his-

torical relations of the two places, see the note on Deut.
ii. 8. In that note we have expressed the opinion that

Ezion-geber was the properly marine station, and that Elath
was the proper entrepdt and seat of commercial relations.

Elath is still recognized in the existing Akabah, but
Ezion-geber is extinct. Josephus says that it lay near
j3ilana or Elath, and was afterwards called Berenice. But
it is mentioned no more, and no trace of it seems now to

remain ; unless it be, as Dr. Hobinson conjectures, in the

name of a small wady with brackish water, el-GhOdyin,
opening into the .Vraluh fnmi the wisli-ni mountain,

some distance m- "'i i I' AI-.T'ili. 1 I-mim ; lii'lm-nt the

names of el-(;ii ,
; ,, mauce,

yet the letters ill . . i . il. The
name'Asyfin, n.i'inii.MiI is :\!.;ki./i ,,,i,iim1:iI |.y Hiirck-

hardt, p. 511), seems merely to refer to tlie ancient city,

of which he had heard or read. Schubert suggests (ifeise,

ii. 379) that the little island Kureiyeh may have been the

site of Ezion-geber, but this is merely a small rock in the

sea, 300 yards long. See Robinson's Sesrarchcs, i. 251.

18. 'Four hundred and Jifti/.'—In 1 Kings ix. 28,
' Four hundred and twenty.' There can be no doubt that

one of these numbers is corrupt.
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CHAPTER IX.

1 The queen ofSheba admireth the wisdom of Solomon,

n' Solomon's gold. \b His targets. 17 Thethrone

of ivory. 20 His vessels. 23 His presents. 25

His chariots and horses. 26 His tributes. 29 His
reign and death.

And 'when the queen of Sheba heard of the

fame of Solomon, she came to prove Solomon

with hard questions at Jerusalem, with a very

great company, and camels that bare spices,

and gold in abundance, and precious stones

:

and when she was come to Solomon, she

communed with him of all that was in her

heart.

2 And Solomon told her all her questions :

and there was nothing hid from Solomon

which he told her not.

3 And when the queen of Sheba had seen

the wisdom of Solomon, and the house that he

had built,

4 And the meat of his table, and the sitting

of his servants, and the attendance of his

ministers, and their apparel ; his "cupbearers

also, and their apparel ; and his ascent by

which he went up into the house of the Lokt) ;

there was no more spirit in her.

5 And she said to the king, It loas a true

^•eport which I heard in mine own land of

thine 'acts, and of thy wisdom :

6 Ilowbeit I believed not their words, until

I came, and mine eyes had seen it : and, be-

hold, the one half of the greatness of thy

wisdom was not told me : for thou exceedest

the fame that I heard.

7 Happy arc thy men, and happy are these

thy servants, which stand continually before

thee, and hear thy wisdom.

8 Blessed be the Lord thy God, which

delighted in thee to set thee on his throne, to

be king for the Lord thy God : because thy

God loved Israel, to establish them for ever,

therefore made he thee king over them, to do

judgment and justice.

9 And she gave the king an hundred and
twenty talents of gold, and of spices great

abundance, and precious stones : neither was
there any such spice as the queen of Sheba
gave king Solomon.

10 And the servants also of Huram, and

the servants of Solomon, which brought gold

from Opliir, brought alguni trees and pre-

cious stones.

11 And the king made of the algum trees
° 'terraces to the house of the Lord, and to

the king's palace, and harps and psalteries for

singers : and there were none such seen before

in the land of Judah.

12 And king Solomon gave to the queen

of Sheba all her desire, whatsoever she asked,

beside that which she had brought unto the

king. So she turned, and went away to her

own land, she and her servants.

13 U Now the weight of gold that came to

Solomon in one year was six hundred and

threescore and six talents of gold
;

14 Beside that ichich chapmen and mer-

chants brought. And all the kings of Arabia

and 'governors of the country brought gold

and silver to Solomon.

15 If And king Solomon made two hundred

targets of beaten gold : six hundred slickcls

of beaten gold went to one target.

16 And three hundred shields made he of

beaten gold : three hundred shekels of gold

went to one shield. And the king put them

in the house of the forest of Lebanon.

17 IF Moreover the king made a great

throne of ivory, and overlaid it with pure gold.

18 And there loere six steps to the throne,

with a footstool of gold, lohick loere fastened

to the throne, and "stays on each side of the

sitting place, and two lions standing by the

stays

:

19 And twelve lions stood there on the

one side and on the other upon the six steps.

There was not the like made in any kingdom.

20 IT And all the drinking vessels of king

Solomon icere of gold, and all the vessels of

the house of the forest of Lebanon icere of

'pure gold : "none were of silver ; it was not

any thing accounted of in the days of So-

lomon.

21 For the king's ships went to Tarshish

with the servants of Huram : every three

years once came the ships of Tarshish bring-

ing gold, and silver, "ivory, and apes, and

peacocks.

22 And king Solomon passed all the kings

of the earth in riches and wisdom.

23 11 And all the kings of the earth sought

the presence of Solomon, to hear his wisdom,

tliat God had put in his heart.

24 And they brought every man his pre-

sent, vessels of silver, and vessels of gold,

and raiment, harness, and spices, horses, and

mules, a rate year by year.

25 II And Solomon "had four thousand

stalls for horses and chariots, and twelve

thousand horsemen; whom he bestowed m
[in^'s 10. 1,&C. Matt. 12. 42. Luke U. 31. i Or,btillm
Heb. hig/iwai/s. ? Or, captains. o Heb. hnrids.

1 1 Or, elephants' ieetli.
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the chariot cities, and with the king at Jeru-

salem.

20 TI And lie reigned over all the kings

"frona the "river even unto the land of the

Philistines, and to the border of Egypt.

27 And the king "made silver in Jerusa-

lem as stones, and cedar trees made he as

the sycamore trees that ai-e in the low plains

in abundance.

28 '"And they brought unto Solomon

horses out of Egypt, and out of all lands.

29 ^ Now the rest of the ''acts of Solo-

mon, first and last, are they not written in the
' "book of Nathan the prophet, and in the pro-

phecy of Aliijah the Shilonite, and in the

visions of '°Iddo the seer against Jeroboam
the son of Nebat ?

30 And Solomon reigned in Jerusalem
over all Israel forty years.

31 And Solomon slept with his fathers, and
he was buried in the city of David his father :

and Rehoboam his son reigned in his stead.

Verse 1. ' The queen of Slieba.'—This princess is

called 'the queen of the south' in Luke xi. 31. There

has been nuicli elaborate discussion, haring for its object

to determine from -what country this queen came. One of

the principal alternatives makes this country to have been

at the southern extremity of Arabia ; and the other asserts

the claim of Etliiopia or Abyssinia.

With respect to the first alternative, which places Sheba

in Arabia, it is unquestionable that one of the most cele-

brated nations of Arabia-Felix was known as the Saba;i,

and their territory as Sabea. This territory was also

celebrated in profane antiquity for its anipk' possession of

such articles as the queen of Sheba l>r-ii-lii i- --I "u.

The spices, the incense, the gold of Si 1 me
in every production which could malv^' I li

j
,

. ilie

consequent luxury and redundant wealth it il, u.li i^ '"'s,

procured for southernmost Arabia the surncime of Felix,

the Happy,—and the glowing and exaggerated statements

which Greek and Roman writers have transmitted in re-

ference to it, clearly shew that almost nothing was prac-

tically known of the country ; and the Oriental produce of

which the Sabzei and other maritime Arabians were the

carriers, being considered the actual produce of the country,

rendered it a sort of el-Dorado to the ancient imagination!

At whatever conclusion we may arrive with reference to

the present text, there cannot be the least doubt that this,

the Arabian Sabea, is frequently to be understood by the

Sheba or Seba of the Scriptures.

The other opinion in favour of Abyssinia, although not

taken up first by him, has found its most powerful advo-

cacy in the statements and reasonings of Mr. Bruce. It

has the (in such a matter) valuable sanction of Josephus,

as Bruce fails not to state : and, what is of still greater

importance, the opinion not only forms the unanimous

belief of a great nation, but has left a most sensible im-

press upon the whole system of its laws, manners, and
institutions.

It is first necessary to observe that three sources are in-

timated in Scripture from whence the name of Sheba or

Seba might be derived. 1. From a son and grandson of

Cush (Gen. x. 7). 2. From a son of .loktan (Gen. x. 28).

3. From a grandson of Abraham by Keturah (Gen. xxv.

."). Now it is reasonable to suppose that these denomina-

tions did not coalesce in any one people, but formed as

many ijiciipcndent tribes: for they wei'e of families different

and remote in time. The first was of Ham, tlie second of

Slicm, tlip lliird, also of Shorn, was long posterior. Ara-

froni llain, probably originated the denomination of Saba,

ill Afii(an Ethiopia. Now we apprehend that much con-

fusion of ideas has arisen from the hasty conclusion that

in every text the name Sheba or Seha always denotes the

same country, and Sabeans the same people. Omitting
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from the present consideration the Bedouin Sabeans, it is

easy to shew that two other Shebas are distinguished in

Scripture most clearly. As this is much overlooked, we
may quote Psalm Ixxii. 10,—'The kings of Sheba and
Seba shall ofi'er gifts ;' and Ezek. xxvii. 22, 23,- ' The
merchants of Sheba and Raaniah .... occupied in

thy fairs with the chief of all spices, and with all precious

stones and gold. Haran and Cauneh, and Eden, the mer-

chants of Sheba, Asshur, and Chilmad, were thy mer-
chants.' This last passage is of great importance. It

specifies two mercantile Shebas most distinctly. If we
look to either of them as that from which the queen came,

it will doubtless be to the first, because the specified pro-

ducts are the same which the queen of Sheba brought to

Solomon ; the excellence of the spices in particular being

in both instances particularly indicated. It is not too

much to suppose that one of them was the Sheba of Arabia,

the other of African Ethiopia; and if so, then this very

same Sheba on which we have fixed must certainly be the

African one ; for the names of Raamah and Sheba, which
are here connected, are connected also in Gen. x. 7, as

the names of a son and gi-andson of Cush, who gave to

Ethiopia its Hebrew name. It is indeed true that South

Arabia is also called Ethiopia, and that the original

Cushite settlement was there ; but as we have here two

Shebas, of which that in Arabia claims to have taken its

name from Sheba, the son of Joktan, and grandson of

Sheni, we are bound to find aiioihcr place for that Sheba

to which the grandson (> t
I I

;
1

1

In i :.: :il where

.shall this be but in Al'n. i i - '
' shall

be further led by the C'l;, \ m Slieba

or Saba, towards the s ii <'i' ili' K- 'I Si .;, xv.i- lainous

for producing incense, spices, and gold, which .\iabia did

not and does not produce. So, upon the whole, if Scrip-

ture does anywhere acknowledge the African Sheba, we
may conclude it to be here intended: and that it does

acknowledge it, appears from the manner in which it is

associated with Egypt in such passages as these :— ' I give

Egypt for thy ransom ; Ethiopia aud Seba for thee ' (Isa.

xliii. 3) ; and 'The labour of Egypt, and merchandise of

Ethiopia and of the Sabeans ' (Isa. xlv. 14). This is the

more remarkable when we consider that the geographical

order corresponds with this enumeration— the African

Ethiopia being to the snntli of I'-^vpt. and Saba to the

south, or in the most S..U I i i.
i

.i -! liliiopia. Weare
aware that some, unriM I that the African

Ethiopia is never notici ;,, -
;

luit we have not

the least doubt that it i;. .•... «l; .
i :.ii 1 thus idong

withEgypt. How else is the foil '", | , s]ilMined?

Describing the invasion of .lii'l ^ ' ^ -
! ' l>iiig of

Egypt, the sacred historian says, 1..
, ,

> ^ without

ninnber that came with him oH( i;/ V..,.,/;; lU. Lubuns, the

Sukkiims, and the Ethiopians.' Tliese Ethiopians were

surely not Arabians.

Without at present entering into the discussion whether

the African Saba were considered a distinct state, or

merely a southern part of Ethiopia, we may observe that
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Mr. Bruce, who finds in Abyssinia, near and bordering on
the southern part of the Ked Sea, and opposite the Arabian
Saba, a country which native histories testify to have been
anciently called Saba or Azaba, does not derive its name
naturally from the son or grandson of Cush, but explains

it by its meaning, ' south,' with a view to shew why the

queen of Sheba is, in the New Testament, called the queen
of the south. His account is confirmed by Strabo, who
mentions an Ethiopian port called Saba on the Red Sea.

The Abyssinians certainly believe the Sheba, whose queen
visited Solomon, to have been in their own country. We
know that Solomon had the maritime commerce of the

Red Sea, on the African shores of which tliis Saba was
situated. Its shores were doubtless among those which
that commerce visited, and, as Bruce observes, what the

queen heard of the great king, for whom so much wealth
was continually being exported from her dominions, might
naturally create a desire to visit him. She might have
gone by land through Egypt—a journey which is now
constantly performed by the Abyssinian pilgrims to and
from Jerusalem ; or she may have sailed up the Red Sea,

and have passed from Suez or Ezion-geber to Jerusalem
on camels, in the usual manner ; or, she may have crossed

the Red Sea into the Arabian Sabea, and thence journeyed
on camels through Arabia to Jerusalem. This last course

might help to make both the theories under discussion

coalesce; particularly if, as Bruce tells us, the opposite

coasts formed at times but one dominion, so that ' the

queen of Sheba ' may at this time have been the queen of

both the Sabea of Ethiopia and that of Arabia.
The Abyssinian histories state that the queen remained

to acquaint herself with the Hebrew religion ; to compre-
hend the order of that government and royal establish-

ments which the Scriptures tell us she so much admired.
And here it is important to note that the consequences of
that admiration, which would naturally lead to imitation,

can be discovered even at this day in Abyssinia, but have
left no trace in Arabia. And also that the protracted stay

of the queen in Juds-a is corroborated by the independent

tradition of the Moslems, who tell us that Baalbek was, in
the first instance, built by Solomon as a residence for the
queen of Sheba. The Abyssinians further state that the
queen ultimately returned with a son which she had borne
to Solomon, who was afterwards sent back to be educated
at Jerusalem, and who finally returned home with a colony
of Jews, consisting of priests aud other able and learned
persons, by whose aid the people were instructed in the
Hebrew religion and laws, and the government modelled
on the plan which that of Solomon offered. The son of
Solomon succeeded ' the queen of Sheba,' and the line of
sovereigns descended from him have ever gloried in tracing
their origin to the wise and renowned Hebrew king. Such
is the substance of Abyssinian history and tradition on the
subject. If it had been a dry unsupported legend, we
should be strongly inclined to reject it. But this we
hesitate to do when we observe the permanent aud other-
wise unaccountable corroboration it has received from
the still subsisting ideas, usages, laws, and even the reli-

gion of the Abyssinians. There is no existing nation
which in these respects so much resembles the Jews

:

their religion itself, though called Christian, having rather
more of Judaism than Christianity in it. We, of course,

cannot say that we implicitly believe all the details of
this account ; bnt it is difficult npt to acquiesce in it as a

general statement. Do we not also find a corroboration
of it in the fact that the treasurer of Candace queen of

Ethiopia was of the Jewish religion, and had been up to

Jerusalem to worship, when he was met near Gaza and
converted by the preaching of Philip the deacon? (Acts
viii.) Upou the whole, we are inclined to think that

there is great moral probability in the leading facts of the

Abyssinian narrative ; and that the geographical proba-

bility is not incompatible with it.

II). ' Algum trees'—Where there is so little to assist

conjecture, it may seem hazardous to guess, but as the

algum-tree, among other purposes, was employed in the

construction of musical instruments, we are naturally led

to suppose that it was a kind of pine-tree. It came from

•^^

:^^
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Lebanon, but a much belter sort was brought from Ophir

;

and as that place is supposed to have been either an Indian
port or an emporium on the coast of Arabia for the pro-
duce of India, we may, without much violence to verisi-
militude, suppose that the foreign or better kind was the
Pimis ileodura of India, which affords a very beautiful
wood of great fragrance. All the most sacred and valu-
able works in that peninsula are made of this wood—and
not unworthily, for such is the odour, hardness, and veiny
colourations of the wood, that those who have seen articles
of furniture manufactured from it, cannot wonder at the
preference. We have given a picturesque illustration of
this pine, to invite the attention of the reader to it, though
we are not disposed to affirm positively that the deodara
was the algum of Solomon and nothing else. Dr. Royle,
with reference to the conclusion here exhibited, admits
tljHt if a spi cies of fir is to be understood, none is more
""|''|^ "' l'.ii":i than the deodar (deo god, rfar wood),
''"'

'
' 1'; ii

; I-. found only in very inaccessible situa-
ti' \i

' \\nK:\tU)'i Biblical Cijchpasdia.') But
<|| - J 'I 11 1 hardly conclusive. The cedars and other
tiniht I h of Lebanon grow in not very accessible situations,
as shewn in the note to 1 Kings v. 6, and were yet ob-
tained by the process there described ; and in the note on
the next verse if i<! sr-,.., tliat the rivers of India in time
of flood atlunl -hi I, ,• f:K-iIitie3 for bringing timber
f™'" tl"' " i! :i. As this, therefore, is the
only proiuMi • h >. \\ \;.n\p dpolares his preference
of 'he sill,.! ' „!i.:m\ wo do not feel
justified ill :,!.,: ,!,, ,, .

, ,!,„!, ,,, ,,„, „„„iiii„g
to concede Hi ii :li- ,1 -

: I • 1 . ,, 1 ,,,\ il,,. sandal-
wood, altlioi;- !: i

I
,:"

; n. r 1;. ,
, ,i ,; Muiiientsare

not now niiia.j 1 1 ih. l.m. 1, .,i.,l ili. , , . .;„ i.iuiiipul use to
which Solomon applied tlic alguui-wood he obtained.
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: [I'miis (leoilara).

\\. 'And tin; l<in<i made of the algiim-lrees terraces

. . . . a}id harps, and psalteries.'—The following passage

from Sir J. G. Wilkinson's curious and valuable work on
the Ancient Egyptians contains information not obtainable

from any other source ; and although Palestine possessed

many native woods which Egypt had not, much of it must
be equally applicable to the former country, particularly

the statement with reference to the use of rare foreign

woods, which were so extensively imported into Palestine

in the time of Solomon :—
' Egypt produced little wood

;

and, with the exception of the date and doum palm^, the

sycamore, tamarisk, and acacias, few trees of native growth
afforded timber either for building or for ornamental pur-

poses. Of the date-palm, the trunk served for beams,

either entire or split in half; of the gerc'et, or branches,

were (and are) made wicker baskets, bedsteads, coops, and
ceilings of rooms, answering every purpose for which
laths, or other thin wood-work might be required. The
wood of the doum-palm, being much more compact and
solid than that of the date-tree, was found to answer as

well for rafts and other purposes connected with water as

for beams and rafters. For coffins, l)0xes, tables, doors,

and other object.s, which required large and thick planks,

for idols and wooden stataes, the sycamore was principally

employed The tamarisk was preferred for the

handles of tools, wooden hoes, and other things requiring

a bard and compact wood ; and of the acacia were made
the planks and masts of boats, the bandies of offensive

weapons of war, and various articles of furniture. Besides
the soiit or Acacia (Mimosa) Nilotica, other acacias which
grew in Egypt were also adapted to various purposes

;

and some instances are met with of (lie wood of the eqleeq,

or Bulan iles JEgijptiaca, and ofdifferent desert trees having
been used by the Egyptian carpenters. For ornamental
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purposes, aud sometimes even for coffins, doors, and
boxes, foreign woods were employed. Deal aud cedar

were imported from Syria, and part of the contributions

e.\acted from the conquered tribes of Ethiopia and Asia

consisted in ebony and other rare woods, which were
annually brought by the chiefs deputed to present their

country's tribute to the Egyptian monarchs. Boxes, tables,

chairs, sofas, and other pieces of furniture, were frequently

made of ebony inlaid with ivory, sycamore and acacia

were veneered with thin layers, or ornamented with carved

devices, of rare wood, applied, or let into them; and a

fondness for this display suggested to the Egyptians the

art of painting common boards to imitate foreign va-

rieties, so generally adopted at the present day. The
colours were usually applied on a thin coating of stucco,

laid smoothly upon the previously prepared wood, and the

various knots and grains painted upou this ground indi-

cated the quality of the wood they intended to counterfeit.'

—Ancient Egyptians, ii. 177, 178; iii. 167—9.

I". ' The 'liiiig made a great throne.'—this famous

throne stood upon a raised platform, to which there was
an ascent by steps. From the Scriptural description,

compared with that of Josephus {Antiq. viii. 5. 2)

;

assisted by the particulars preserved by early traditions,

we collect that to the raised dais, or platform, on which
the throne rested, there was an ascent by six steps. The
balustrade (so to speak) of these steps was formed by
the figures of couching lions of gold, twelve in all,'

being two to each step. The throne itself was of ivo)-i/

(a material which appears to have been unknown iu

Palestine until the time of Solomon), studded and en-
riched with gold, and over it was a semi-spherical canopy.
Besides the twelve lions on the six steps of ascent, there

were two as ' stays ' on each side of the seat, the back of

which appears to have been concave (see 1 Kings x.

18-20).

Now altliough, for its cost and materials, the like of this

throne ' had not been made in any kingdom,' it is easy to

shew the correspondence of its general plan and details

with those of the thrones of the ancient and modern East.

The annexed engravings, representing the thrones on
which gods and kings are the most usually seated in

tlie Egyptian sculptures, evince that the throne, as a raised

platform or dais, was common among that people ; and
to this dais was usually an ascent by steps. "There is

another class of Egyptian seats, which we introduce to

i.i^^

the reader's notice, not only on account of the illustration

which they furnish, but for the sake of the demonstration
which they offer of the high pitch to which the arts of
domestic civilisation had, at a very early date, attained
among the next neighbours (and now friends and allies)

of the Israelites. They form the first class of seats among
that people, and whether we look to the elegance and
convenience of their forms, their exquisite workmanship,
or the richness of their materials, it is difiicult to say
in what they are surpassed by modern art. The illustra-

tive points, with reference to the seat of Solomon's throne,
are afforded by the lions, and by the concavity of the
back,—points which did not escape the notice of Sir J. G.
Wilkinson, who observes, with reference to this class of
seats, ' the back of the chair was equally light and strong.
It was occasionally concave, like some Roman chairs, cr
the throne of Solomon (1 Kings x. 19); and in many of
the large fauteuils, a lion forms an arm at each side. But
the back usually consisted of a single set of upright and
cross bars, or of a frame, receding gracefully, and termi-
nating at its summit in a graceful curve, supported from
without by perpendicular bars ; and over this was thrown
a handsome pillow of coloured cotton, painted leather, or
gold and silver tissue, like the beds at the feast of Aha-
sucrus, mentioned in Esther (i. 6) ; or like the feather
cushions covered with stuffs, and embroidered with silk
threads of gold, in the palace of Scaurus' (Ancient Egyp-
tians, ii. p. 196). To which we may add that the frames
of some of these fauteuils are coloured yellow in the
pictures of them in the royal tombs, from which the
examples are copied, suggesting that they were overlaid
with gold, or, at the least, gilded. The lions are always,
and the other ornamental parts are often, coloured yellow,
even when the rest is of a different colour, confirming the
probability of the intention to represent gold. We cannot
dismiss these old Egyptian thrones and seats, without
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Egyptian FACTEn

directing notice to the figures of captives, painfully bound,

nith which some of them are decorated, and will call

to the remembrance of tlie reader the observations which

were offered under Jndg. i. 7. One other engraving, re-

presenting the Great Mogul of a former age on his throne,

conveys the most effeciive illustration of the subject

which can be derived from a modern Oriental source.

After the description wliich has been given, the points of

illustration here are too obvious to require particular

indication.

10, 21. ' Ophir Tarshish.'—The passages of

Scripture in which Ophir and Tarshish are named bring

before us all the information we possess concerning the

only maritime commerce in whicli the Hebrews appear to

have been ever engaged. The subject is of too much in-

terest to be passed without notice, although, with a due

regard to our limits and design, we cannot undertake any

very complete consideration of a subject which involves

much detail and is beset with many difficulties. To lay

a proper foundation for the few remarks we have to offer,

it is necessary to see what the Scripture says on the sub-

ject. In the first place we find that the gold of Ophir was

known to the Jews long before they had any commercial

intercourse with the country which produced it. Job,

who is generally supposed to have lived long anterior

to this period, names the gold of Ophir (xxii. 24) ; and

it is mentioned among the precious metals which David
prepared for the temple (1 Chron. xxix. 4); and it is

also noticed in the Psalms (Ps. xlv. 10). Then we find

that Solomon, jointly with the Phoenicians, fitted out a,

mercantile fleet at Ezion-geber and Elath, in the eastern

gulf of the Red Sea, which thence proceeded to Ophir

and brought back gold, algum-trees, and precious stones

(chap. viii. 17, 18; ix. 10). Then follows an account

of the great wealth of Solomon in gold, and the ob-

jects to which it was applied, so that silver was nothing

accounted of in his days ; and then the cause of this is

mentioned,— ' For the king had at sea a navy of Tarshish,

with the navy of Hiram : once in every three years came
the navy of Tarshish bringing gold and silver, ivory,

apes, and peacocks' (1 Kings x. 22). We are not told

wliether this was the same voyage as that to Ophir or not,

nor are we informed from what port the fleet departed.

But this information appears to be supplied in 1 Kings
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xxii. 48, where we read that ' Jehoshaphat made ships of
Tharshish to go to Ophir for gold : but they went not, for

the ships were broken at Ezion-geber.' This text is a
clear illustration of the two preceding. We learn, succes-

sively, that Solomon's navy went to Ophir for gold, that

he was very wealthy, and that he became so because his

navy of Tarshish brought a great quantity of gold, etc.,

every three years :—and that these ships of Tarshish were
those that went to Ophir, we learn from the fact that

Jehoshaphat's ships of Tarshish were destined to Ophir
for gold, from the same port in the Red Sea whence Solo-

mon's fleet had departed for Ophir. Thus far all seems
tolerably clear, and Scripture explains itself. But before

we can proceed to consider the destination of the fleet, or

look to the parallel texts in the book now before us in

which the name of Tarshish occurs, it is necessary to in-

quire where Tarshish was.

That the word is used with different applications in

Scripture we believe ; but its primary and just reference,

as a proper name, is, on very good grounds, believed to

be Tartessus, a rar.st important commercial settlement and
emporium of the Phoenicians on the Atlantic coast of

Spain, at the mouth of the Bsetis or Guadalquivir, and not

far from the ancient Gades, now Cadiz. The name ' Tar-
tessus ' is but a different pronunciation of ' Tarshish :' and
that all the more definite references of Scripture agree

with it in situation and other circumstances, is easily

shewn. Thus, its situation in the west is inferred from
Gen. X. 4, where it is mentioned along with Elishab, Chit-

tim, and Dodanim ; and in Ps. Ixxii. 10, it is connected

with the islands of the west. Ezek. xxxviii. 13, shews
it to have been an important place of trade. According
to Jer. X. 9, it exported silver : according to Ezek. xxvii.

12, it sent silver, iron, lead, and tin, to the market of Tyre.
In Jon. i. 3 ; iv. 2, Joppa is mentioned as a port of em-
liarkatiou for Tarshish. In Isa. xxiii. 1, 6, 10, it is evi-

dently mentioned as an important Phoenician colony: and
in Isa. Ixvi. 19, it is named among other distant states.

All these circumstances apply to Tartessus, and some of
tliem can apply to no other place.

Now, as it is necessary to keep our ideas quite distinct

on the subject, without confounding some passages and
overlooking others, let us see what information we have
thus obtained from the book of Kings alone in this matter.

It is not that the ships which left Ezion-geber went to

any place called Tarshish, but only that the ships of Tar-
shish went to Ophir for gold. Then what are we to un-
derstand by ' the ships of Tarshish ?' Tartessus had been
the emporium of the most distant trade of the Phoenicians

westward : and the ships engaged in this trade, having to

make the longest voyages then known, were probably dis-

tinguished by peculiarities in their size and make, and
were called ships of Tarshish, from the distant place to

which they traded : just as we call ' Indiamen ' the ships

made for and devoted to the trade with India. Now, the

Phoenicians, who doubtless built the ships for the trade

with Ophir, would seem to have taken as their model, for

the vessels intended for this distant navigation, their Tar-
shish ships, which they knew to be best suited to long
voyages, and with the management of which, in such
voyages, they were best acquainted. Or there is another
alternative, which would render it probable that the ships

of Tarshish were really destined for or engaged in the

trade with Tartessus, and that the Phoenicians, applying
them to this new object, brought them down to that part
of the Mediterranean coast opposite to the lied Sea, where
they took them to pieces, carried the parts across the de-
serts on camels, and put them together again at Ezion-
peber or Elath. The absolute want of any wood, near the

Ked Sea, suitable for ship-building, might render this

necessary; and the difficulty of such an enterprise is only
in appearance. Even the Crusaders surmounted it, and
even now, as Laborde informs us, ' the inhabitants of Suez
constantly see vessels afloat in a complete condition, whicli

a short time before they beheld passing through their streets

in parts on the backs of camels.' These alternatives, sepa-
rately or together, will be allowed to furnish a satisfactory
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explanation of what may have been meant by ' ships ' and
' navies ' of Tarshish.

Thus far, therefore, the mention of Tarshish would in-

volve the question in no difficulty, but might rather con-

tribute to its illustration. But much difficulty arises from
the different reading in 2 Chron. of the same passages

which we have quoted and explained from 1 Kings. Let
us compare them thus :

—

1 Kings X. 22.
' For the king had at sea a navy of Tharshish with the

navy of Hiram ; once in three years came the navy of

Tharshish bringing gold, and silver, ivory, and apes, and
peacocks."

2 Chron. ix. 21.

' For the king's ships went to Tarshish with the ser-

vants of Huram: every three years once came the ships

of Tarshish bringing gold, and silver, ivory, and apes, and
peacocks.'

1 Kings xxii. 48.
' Jehoshaphat made ships of Tharshish to go to Ophir

for gold : but they went not ; for the ships were broken at

Ezion-geber.'

2 Chron. xx. 35, 36.

'He (Jehoshaphat) joined himself with him (the king
of Israel) to make ships to go to Tarshish : and they made
the ships in Eziou-gaber And the ships were broken,

that they were not able to go to Tarshish.'

The remarkable difference between these texts is, thai

the earlier account, in both instances, only says that the

voyage was made by ships of Tarshish ; whereas the latter

account says that the ships went to Tarshish. The differ-

ence is most striking in the last-quoted parallel ; for in

Kings it is said they were to have gone to Ophir, but in

Chronicles, to Tarshish, without any reference to Ophir.

Since we are bound to take these texts, not as alternatives

but as of equal authority and as explaining each other,

the inference from the comparison of these two passages is

plainly, and apart from all explanation, either that ' Ophir'

and ' Tarshish ' are synonymous indications of the same
destination, or that the two names denote, respectively, the

principal intermediate and ulterior points of the same
voyage. We do not see that this examination of all the

passages that bear on the subject can leave room for any
interpretation which supposes that the voyage to Tarshish

was altogether different from that to Ophir. A partial

reference to Solomon's trade only might afford an opening

for this conclusion ; for it is not there said of the fleet for

Tarshish that it departed from Ezion-gaber; whence it

has been concluded that it left from a Mediterranean poit

westward of the Atlantic coast of Spain, and perhaps of

Africa; while that for Ophir proceeded down the Ked
Sea. But this is disproved completely, as we think, by

1 Kings xxii. 48, and 2 Chron. xx. 35, 36, whether taken

separately or together. And moreover we conceive that

the idea of such a voyage is still further disproved by the

utter unlikelihood that the Phoenicians, so notorious for

their extreme and even mysterious jealousy concerning

their western trade, should have been willing and active

parties in enabling the Hebrew king to obtain a share in

it, which, without their co-operation, he could not have

done. That they should be themselves extremely willing

to enlarge their operations in the eastern trade, through

their co-operation with Solomon, is what we can readily

understand.

Now then we must attend to the consequences of the

conclusion at which we have arrived—that Ophir and

Tarshish were both visited in the same voyage—that
voyage commencing at the head of the lied Sea.

In the first place it is evident that, if Tarshish be iu

these passages, as it is elsewhere, no other than Tartessus,

then we must needs come to the conclusion that tlje

fleet of Solomon, in its voyage from Ezion-gaber to Tar-
shish, went all round Africa, doubling the Cape of Good
Hope, and returning by the Mediterranean. If we
knew this to be the case, we should of course have no

hesitation in placing Ophir on the coast of Africa, either
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'lie eastern or western coast, as probability might deter-

mine. The probability of such a voyage opens a large

and important question, which we cannot here undertake

to discuss. Authors of high name are much divided as

to the question whether the Cape of Good Hope was ever

doubled till the time of Vasco de Gama; and, conse-

quently, they differ in their estimate of tlie authority of

Herodotus, whose statement on the subject is very remark-

able. He .stati-s Africa to be circumnavigable, except

where it is bounded by Asia ; and explains that the first

who aseiTlained this fact were the Phoenicians, acting

under tlie orders of Necho (Pharaoh Necho), king of

Egypt, who sint them on a voyage of discovery, directing

tlieni to i)rocei(l down the Red Sea and along the coast of

.Africa, and endeavour to return by the Pillars of Hercides

(Straits of Giliraltar) and the Mediterranean. This, he

says, they accomplished, returning in the third year. He
subjoins, that tliese persons affirmed what to himself

seemed incredible— namely, that as they sailed round

Africa they had the sun on their right hand. Now it so

happens that this very fact which Herodotus thus du-

biously states, serves more than anything else to authen-

ticate the whole story. It is a truth which no mere
inventor could have imagined ; and even the incredulity

which so well-informed a man as Herodotus expresses,

serves to give but the more intensity to the conviction

which it brings. It may also be asked, how but by actual

observation it could be known that Africa was nearly

circumnavigable ? Other circumstances are striking ; the

voyage was performed by Phoenicians, tmder the patronage

of a foreign king—as was the voyage of Solomon's fleet

;

and in both instances the voyagers did not return till the

third year. Unquestionably, also, if this voyage was ever

performed, the navigators did not fail to touch at their

own great settlement of Tartessus, before they entered

the Straits of Gibraltar. In both instances, also, the

voyage began from the Ked Sea : and, if we assume that

Africa was really circumnavigated, there is sufficient

reason for this preference ; for even those who believe that

the continent of Africa was circumnavigated in ancient

times, allow that the Cape of Good Hope could not be

doubled from the Atlantic till the use of the compass

enabled ships to stand off to sea, and that it never was
doubled from the west till the time of Vasco de Gama.
Antiquity only records two attempts in tliis direction, and
both of them failed.

Hut while we are disposed to contend for the abstract

I
ossibility of this voyage having been made, we certainly

do not suppose that it was made by the Hebrew-Phoenician

deet. It will be observed that Herodotus describes that

which he mentions, as the first which was known to have
been eftected ; and this was 400 years later than the

voyages of Solomon's fleet; and as the Phoenicians were
the real navigators and mariners of that fleet, it is by no
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The reader who is acquainted with the subject will be
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aware that, in the above considerations, we have had a

view to various theories which we consider untenable, and
have endeavoured to narrow the ground to which inquiry
should be directed. The effect of these considerations is

to bring us to the result, that the Tarshish to which the
fleet of Solomon went, and to which that of Jehoshaphat
intended to go, is 7iot the Atlantic Tartessus ; and that

neither it nor Ophir is to be sought anywhere in the

Atlantic or Mediterranean seas. What now remains is to

seek for Tarshish and Ophir on either the African or
Asiatic shores or islands of the Indian Ocean.

If Ophir and Tarshish were two places, they were both
visited in the same voyage. We shall confine our attention

chiefly to Ophir, as any considerations concerning Tarshish
must necessarily depend on the conclusions to which we
may now arrive concerning Ophir.

But even as limiting our view to the Indian Ocean, the
variety of theories which lie before us is most perplexing

;

for there are few countries or islands on which some specu-

lator or other has not set up a mark to tell us that ' This is

Ophir.' In order to lead the reader to our own conclu-

sion it is necessary to review the principal hypotheses

;

in doing which we shall endeavour, as far as consists with
the brevity required from us, to state the chief arguments
which the supporters of each place, and the principal objec-

tions which the advocates of other places have alleged

;

introducing also such other arguments or objections as have
been the result of our own researches and reflections.

It is to be premised that all those who have directed

their attention to this largely-discussed subject have pro-

posed to themselves three conditions for the inquiry :^1.
To find a place having a name similar, or that may be

made similar, to that of Ophir. 2. To find a place afi'ord-

ing such productions as those which were brought back by
Solomon's navy. 3. And to account for the expenditure

of three years in the voyage out and home. On these con-

ditions we shall only at present remark, that the question

is unnecessarily encumbered with the last of them ; for the

duration of the voyage is nowhere mentioned in connection

with Ophir, but with Tarshish. In one text it is, that the

ships of Tarshish returned every three years ; and in the

other, that the ships which ivent to Tarshish returned every
three years. Whatever be understood of Tarshish, there is

certainly nothing to intimate that Ophir was the most dis-

tant point of the voyage ; but only that it was a principal

and imijortant point (if any definite point) in a voyage of

the specified duration.

Then, subject to these conditions, let us lightly follow

the investigation to, 1st, the south-western coast of Arabia

;

2nd, the eastern coast of Africa; 3rd, the Persian Gulf;

and, 4th, the coast and isles of India.

1 . Arabia.—The principal advocates of the opinion which
places Ophir on the south-western coast of Arabia, within

or beyond the Straits, are Prideaax, Gosselin, and Vincent.

The idea seems to have been originally derived from Eu-
polemus (an ancient author cited by Eusebius), who says

that David ' built ships at Elath, a city ofArabia, and from
thence he sent metal-mcu to the island of Urphe, situated

in the Erythrean sea, and afl'ording abundance of gold,

which the metal-men brought to Judea. This is not very

good authority ; and if it were, it would prove nothing to

the purpose, as the term Erythrean sea was by no means
confined to the Red Sea, but extended to the Indian Ocean,
and even to the Persian Gulf. However understood, there

is nothing in the statement to bring Ophir to the coast of

Arabia. Urphe was an island, and we may look for it

almost anywhere within the ample ocean where inquiry is

open. Dr. Prideaux does not express a very strong opinion

;

neither does Vincent commit himself decidedly on a ques-

tion which is, as he says, ' more embarrassed by hypothesis,

and distracted by erudition, than any other which concerns

the commerce of the ancients.' He does, however, rely

very much on the circumstance that the name of 'Ophir'
first occurs in Scripture in connection with Hnvilah and
Jobab, all three sons of Joktan, and all having their resi-

dence in Arabia Felix. This is extremtly dubious; as

may be shewn by the fact that Cidmet, with the same reli-
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ance upou tbis pL-ison's name, makes his place of settlement
to be ArniL-nia, and accordingly carries Solomon's fleet

round to the Persian Gulf, and up the Tigris or Euphrates

!

As all the inquirers into this matter place much reliance

upon analogies of name, we will take this opportimity of
introducing an excellent remark made by Dr. Vincent
himself, on a different occasion :

—
' The similarity ofname

is a corroborating circumstance when we are sure of our
position ; but till the position be ascertained, it is only a
presumptive proof, and often fallacious." The foundations
being so weak, it is scarcely necessary to examine the su-

perstructure. But there is one point to which it is requi-

site to advert. With respect to products—some require
only the contents of the first invoice—gold, algum-trees,
and precious stones—from Ophir ; looking somewhere else

for the * silver, ivory, apes, and peacocks ' of the second

;

while others require all these articles from Ophir. Now it

is certain that Arabia could not, from its native resources,

supply all the objects enumerated ; nor indeed have we
reason to believe that even gold, algum-trees, or diamonds
could be supplied—if supplied at all—as articles of exten-
sive trade. But it is answered, that nothing in either list

is mentioned which might not be abundantly found in

Arabia, as collected by the Arabian merchants from India
and the eastern coasts of Africa, with which they certainly

traded. But no one who has attended to the commercial
character of the Phoenicians, who must have had the con-
duct of the undertaking, will for a moment suppose that

they, who were certainly the most enterprising merchants
and skilful navigators of the time, were content to obtain,

at second hand and at an enhanced price, from the Ara-
bians, what they were equally able to secure from the
original markets. We cannot properly estimate the im-
portance of the undertaking, without supposing that its

object was to obtain at first hand the required commodities,

and share with the Arabians in the trade to the countries

from which they came.
The south-western coast of Arabia, being the nearest of

all the points where Ophir has been sought, has required

other considerations than mere distance to account for the

time consumed in the voyage. Prideaux, who conceives

Tarshish to have been distinct from, and more distant than
Ophir, and who looks only for gold, algum-trees, and pre-

cious stones there, observes properly, that the time does not
affect Ophir—and that the navy, after having been there,

might have gone, as far as needful to fill up the time, to

some place in the Indian Ocean affording gold, silver,

ivory, apes, and peacocks. The guarded conclusion of this

most leai-ned and judicious writer is no more than, that if
Arabia did, in the time of Solomon, afford the productions

required from Ophir, those who place Ophir there seem to

have the best foundation for their conjectures : ' But,' he
adds, ' more than conjecture no one can have in this mat-
ter.' Those who require all the productions from Ophir,

and yet look for that place in Arabia, must account for the

consumption of time, as Dr. Vincent does, when examin-
ing that other hypothesis which places Ophir on the

African coast. ' The navigators were Phoenicians ; and we
learn from Homer ( Odi/ss. xv. 454) their manner of con-

ducting business in a foreign port. They had no factors

to whom they could consign a cargo in the gross, or who
could furnish them on the emergence with a lading in re-

turn ; but they anchored in a harbour, where they were
their own brokers, and disposed of their cargoes by retail.

This might detain them for a twelvemonth, as it did in the

instance to which I allude; and if the Phoenicians traded
in the Eastern Ocean as they did in the Mediterranean,
we may from this cause assign any duration to the voyage
which the history requires.'

2. Eastkrn Africa.—Various points on the eastern

coast of Africa have been fixed upon, but the general con-

clusion is in favour of Sofala. Bruce is now usually cited

as the great advocate of this opinion ; but as nearly all the

facts on which he reasons are from John dos Sanctos, and
as his reasonings on these facts have in some instances

been disproved, we feel it the better course to let the friar

give his own statement, as we find it in Purchas. It has

all the weight due to the account of one whose knowledgfl
of the country was derived from actual residence in it.

' Near to Massapa is a great high hill called Fiira,

whence may be discerned a great part of the kingdom of

Monamotapa : for which cause he (the king) will not suffer

the Portugals to go thither, that they should not covet his

great country and hidden mines. On the top of that hill

are yet standing pieces of old walls and aucient ruins of
lime and stone, which testify that there have been strong
buildings : a thing not seen in all Cafraria ; for (even) the
king's houses are of wood, daubed with clay, and covered
with straw. The natives, and especially the Moors, have
a tradition from their ancestors that those houses belonged
to the queen of Saba, who cai-ried much gold thence down
the Cuama to the sea, and so along the coast of Ethiopia

to the Red Sea. Others say that these ruins were Solo-

mon's factory, and that this Fura or Afiira is no other than
Ophir, the name being not much altered in so long a time.

This is certain, that rotmd about that hill there is much
and fine gold. The navigation might, in these times, be
longer, for want of so good ships or pilots as now are to be
had, and by reason of much time spent in trucking with
the Cafars, as even in this time the merchants often spent

a year or more in that business, although the Cafars be

grown more covetous of our wares, and the mines better

known. They are so lazy to gather the gold, that they
will not do it till necessity constrain them. Much time is

also spent in the voyage' by the rivers, and by that sea,

which hath differing monsoons, and can be sailed but by-

two winds, which blow six months from the east, and as

many from the west. Solomon's fleet had, besides those

mentioned, this let, that the Red Sea is not safely navigable

but by day, by reason of many isles and shoals ; likewise

it was necessary to put into harbours for fresh water and
other provisions,'—[' This,' notes Purchas, ' was by reason

their ships were small, as that infancy of navigation re-

quired,']
—

' and to take in new pilots and mariners, and to

make reparations ; which considered'— [' with,' says Pur-
chas, ' their creeping by the shore for want of compass and
experience in those seas, and their sabbath rests, and their

truck with the Cafres ']
—

' might extend the whole voyage,

in going, staying, and returning, to three years. Further,

the ivory, apes, gems, and precious woods (which grow in

the wild places of Tebe within Sofala) whence they make
almaidias, or canoes, twenty yards long, of one timber, and
much fine black wood (ebony ) gi'ows on that coast, and is

thence carried to India and Portugal ; all these may make
the mattter probable. As for peacocks, I saw none there,

but there must needs be some within land; for I have seen

some Cafars wear their plumes on their heads. As there

is store of fine gold, so also is there fine silver in Chicona,

where are rich mines.'

This extract offers some most interesting points for con-

sideration, on which our limits do not allow us to dwell.

In this hypothesis, the analogy of name between Ophir and
^Afura, or, as some fancy, between Ophir and Sofala, and
the local tradition, are not circumstances on which the in-

telligent inquirer will lay much stress. But it is certainly

greatly in favour of this hypothesis that the coast of Africa

below the gulf (we would not say Sofala in particular) was
the nearest country at which the fleet could arrive that

afforded, as native produce, all (as nearly as we can define

the articles named in Scripture)the commodities with which

the fleet of Solomon was freighted on its return. All the

circumstances, also, which are against the theory which

places Ophir in Arabia, are in favour of its being fixed on

the African coast, and there it has accordingly been fixed

by D'Anville, Huet, Montesquieu, Bruce, and Robertson;

and even Dr. Vincent allows that it must there be sought

for by those who object to Arabia.

3. Persian Gulf.—Some have sought Ophir in some

one of the islands of this gulf, chiefly, as it seems, with the

view of enabling the fleet to fill up its time, and to obtain

some commodities which it is supposed could uot so well

be found nearer. We have already alluded to the singular

theory which Calmet has advocated in his Disseitation aur

le Pays d' Ophir, and which, by placing Ophir in Armenia,
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maker,
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furnish any strong evidence as to the direction of the
voyage, since there is not one of tliem which might not
have been equally found on the coasts of Africa and India.

The apes and peacocks were doubtless not the only curious
animals collected for Solomon, but are mentioned as being
the most remarkable. The indication is altogether very
interesting. Of other kings we might suppose that foreign

quadrupeds and birds were collected merely as objects of
curiosity and wonder—to enliven a park or decorate a
garden. But as we know that Solomon was attached to

the study of natural history, and that ' he spake of trees,

from the cedar tree that is in Lebanon unto the hyssop that

springeth out of the wall : he spake also of beasts, and of
creeping things, and of fishes '—we can understand that

he commissioned his navigators to bring home living spe-

cimens of the most remarkable foreign animals, that he
might be enabled to acquaint himself with their peculiar

habits and characteristics by actual study and observation.

Thus we find, that although trade was the primary object

of this navigation, the wise Hebrew king was not insen-

sible to the advantages which it ofiered him in acquiring
a larger knowledge of God's creation ; and as every one
would be anxious to gratify the king in his favourite pur-
suit, we may readily imagine that he must have formed a
noble collection of animals, many of which probably had
never before been seen in Western Asia. The writings in

which his observations are recorded would have been of
great interest at the present day ; but now the only evi-

dence we possess of his peculiar taste for such studies,

beyond the bare historical statement of the fact, is con-
tained in the circumstance, that his existing writings con-
tain more numerous and striking allusions to the charac-
teristics of animals and plants than are to be found in any
other sacred writer.

— ' Ivory ' D'3n3ti'.—The original word is com-

pounded of JB' shen, ' a tooth,' and D''3t>!n ha-ibim con-

tracted into D*an hahhim, from the Sanscrit ihhiis, 'ele-

phant,' implying that the Hebrews adopted the native
name of the animal. This would imply that ivory was
originally brought from India, but it implies nothing as

to the course of this voyage, as they doubtless knew the
name and the substance long before it was undertaken.
Elephants' teeth were largely imported as merchandise,
and also brought as tribute, into Egypt. The processions

of human figures bearing presents, still extant on the

walls of palaces and tombs, attest, by the black crisp-

haired bearers of huge teeth, that some of these came
fiom Ethiopia or Central Africa, and by white men simi-

larly laden, who also bring an Asiatic elephant and a
white bear, that others came from the East. Phoenician
traders had ivory in such abundance that the chief seats

of their galleys were inlaid with it. In the Scriptures

tlie first mention of ivory is in the parallel text (1 Kings
X. 22), and the mention of ivory palaces in Ps. xlv. 8,

sliews that when that text was written ivory was exten-

sively used in the furniture of royal residences; see the

note on 1 Kings xxii. 39. The same foct is corroborated

by Homer, who notices this article of luxury in the

splendid palace of Menelaus, when Greece had not yet
formed that connection with Egypt and the East which
the Hebrew people, from their geographical position, natu-
rally cultivated. As an instance of the superabundant
possession and barbarian use of elephants' teeth, may be
mentioned the octagonal ivory hunting tower built by
Akbar, about twenty-four miles west of Agra ; it is still

standing, and bristles with one hundred and twenty-eight
enormous tusks disposed in ascending lines, sixteen on
each face. The teeth are sometimes of greater size and
weight than those usually brought to this country, and
doubtless the largest that could be found were brought to

Solomon. The teeth of some of the Indian elephants vary
from 70 to 100 lbs., and those of the African species are
far heavier. Hastenfels, in his Elephantographia, mentions
one that weighed .32.3 lbs.; and Camper, who himself
possessed one weighing 105 lbs., notices one sold at Am-
sterdam that weighed 350 lbs., the heaviest on record.

The tusks of African elephants are generally much
longer than those of the Asiatic ; and it may be observed
in this place, that the ancients, as well as the moderns,
are mistaken when they assert elephants' tusks to be a

kind of horns. They are genuine teeth, combining in

themselves, and occupying, in the upper jaw, the whole
mass of secretions which in other animals form the upper
incisor and laniary teeth. They are useful for defence

and offence, and for holding down green branches, or

rooting up water plants ; but still they are not absolutely

necessary, since there is a variety of elephant in the

Indian forests entirely destitute of tusks, and the females

in most races are either without them, or have them very
small ; not turned downwards, as Bochart states, but
rather straight, as correctly described by Pliny.

.— ' Apes'—The Hebrew word fjip koph, is traced by
the most competent of our own and continental philologers

to the Sanscrit and Malabarie Itapi, the name for an ape,

and signifying properly swift, agile. Hence also the

RoscUIni, jr. C.

Rosellini, JJ. C. pi. xxi. tig. 5.

A Collection of the Species of Simiah* represented In the Egyptia

Monuments.
409
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Greek ic^iros, k?j3os, «er/3oj, which are used of various

species of apes or monlicys, and which is also exhibited

in the Latinized form of Cephas. This origin of the

name, as remarked with reference to .ivory iu the last

note, determines nothing in respect of the voyage to

Ophir, as the name had, doubtless, travelled into Palestine

long before the time of the voyage, and would be applied

to all animals similar to those it described in whatever

country they were found. If we could know the species,

or even the genus of apes denoted here, we should be able

to form an opinion on the subject on that ground alone,

as the kinds common on the Asiatic shores are not known
on those of Africa. But it is our impression that no one

species of ape is here mentioned, but that we are to infer

that, under a general commission to collect whatever was
curious or remarkable in the countries at which they

touched, the supercargoes would probably collect a con-

siderable assortment of apes, monkeys, and baboons, all here

included under the general name of hophim—koph being

the general name for all animals of the quadrumaucms
order known to the Hebrews, Phoenicians, and Egyptians.

What these were we have but limited means of knowing.

The monuments afford us some information respecting

tliose known to the Egyptians, and which could not but

be also well known to the Israelites. Pliny and Solinus

speak of Ethiopian Cephi exhibited at Rome : and in

the upper part of the celebrated Prsenestine mosaic repre-

senting the inundation of the Nile, figures of Simiada;

occur iu the region which indicates Nubia; among others,

one in a tree with the name KHIIEN beside it, which may
be taken for a Cercopithecus of the Guenou.group. But in

the triumphal procession of Thothmes of Thebes, nations

from tlie interior of Africa, probably from Nubia, bear cu-

riosities and tribute, among which the camelopardalis or

giraffe, and six quadrumana, may be observed. The
smallest and most eftaced figures may be those of apes,

but the others, and in particular the three iu Plate xxi.

of Kosellini's work, and copied in the preceding page,

arc pronounced by Colonel Hamilton Smith to be un-

doubtedly Macaci or Cynocephali. In Egypt these

animals were tamed to assist in the gathering of the fruit,

and the Egyptians represent them in the sculptures as

handing down figs from the sycamore-trees to the garden-
ers belo«-.

Baboons, being thus known to the Egyptians, cannot well

have escajied observation among the people of Palestine,

since they resided close upon the great caravan-routes,

which, as is well known, were frequented from the earliest

antiquity by showmen exhibiting wild beasts. In Egypt,
however, a l)aboon was the type of some abstract power in

nature or in metaphysics ; as such the animal was idolized,

and figures of a cynocephalus were invariably placed on the

summit of weighing scales, where they still appear on the

monuments.

21. ' Peacocks'—The original word here is D'^S-IR

luhhii/im, which there is reason to suppose the native name
of the bird, probably in imitation of its note. That the

bird which the word indicates is the peacock, is affirmed

by a mass of authority which might be deemed conclusive

in a matter less peculiar, and exacting less rigid evidence.

The oldest of these authorities, however, is so many cen-

turies posterior to the sole occasion on which the word is

used, and after the peacock had become well known to the

Greeks and Romans, that little stress is to be laid upon the

testimony which they offer. The Septuagint,the authority

of which would not only from higher antiquity, but from
circumstances, be more valuable on this point than all the
rest together, is manifestly embarrassed by the word. In.
the parallel text, 1 Kings x. 22, it renders it by TrtKtKavTos
' pelican ;' and iu the present text it omits the word alto-

pclher. If it had rendered the word by • pulican ' in Ii^lfi

placi's, tlmt would have been a stniiii: ^ li mn lui. - ; Imi

ili:it ii i-. nnniird here, implies a doii'' , i

Iransl.itiir wlii.'li weakens the auilHi i
i in ]

. ,

ill becomes us at this distant time to be eoulidcnt, and we
470

must therefore be content to leave it uncertain whether the
word denotes peacocks, pelicans, or, as some have supposed,
parrots. That peacock is called in Malabaric toge'i, and in

Sanscrit sukhi seems by no means conclusively to evince
that it must be the same with the bird which the Hebrews
knew by the name of thuki ; and since the word is mani-
festly of foreign origin, there is as little reason to conclude
that it must mean a tufted species of parrot, because the
word might be made out to signify 'tufted' in Hebrew.
It is related that peacocks were first seen by Alexander
the Great in India, and he was so amazed at them, that
he forbade the slaying of them under severe penalties.

(jElian, Hist. Aiiim. v. 21.) That peacocks were so

strange to him who had been through all the countries

between Greece and India is unfavourable to the notion
that they were introduced westward so early as the time
of Solomon. No peacocks or parrots are depicted on the

Egyptian monuments. As to the pelican, the sole witness
for it is that which we have produced—and we should be
inclined to assign some weight to it, were we certain that

the bird, which is native both in India and Africa, was
formerly more rare in Western Asia and in Egypt than it

is at present ; for if, in the time of Solomon, this bird was
not unknown in those countries, it would not have been
imported in the fleet of Ophir. The pelican is figured in

the Egyptian sculptures, but whether as a curious or as a
well known bird, there is nothing to shew.

24. ' They brought every man his present, vessels of silver,

and vessels of gold, and raiment, harness, and spices, horses,

and mules, a rate year by year.'—Traffic and imposts on
traffic were not the only sources from which Solomon
obtained his wealth. Large revenues were derived from
the annual tributes of the foreign states which were now
subject to the Hebrew sceptre, or over which it exercised a
more or less stringent influence. The kings and princes

of such states appear to have sent their tribute in the form
of quantities of the principal articles which their country
produced, or was able to procure ; as did also the governors
of the provinces not left under the native princes. Besides
the regular tax or tribute derived from countries more or

less closely annexed to the Hebrew kingdom, there were
more distant states which found it good policy to conci-

liate the favour of Solomon, or to avert his hostility, by
annual oflerings, which, under the soft name of ' presents,'

formed no contemptible item of the royal revenue. Of that

revenue one item is mentioned in rather singular terms :

—

' All the kings of the earth sought the presence of Solomon
to hear his wisdom, which (iod had put into his heart.

And they brought every man his present, utensils of silver,

and utensils of gold, and garments, and armour, and spices,

horses and mules, a rate year by year.' Here the terms
' presents,' and ' a rate year by year,' have a degree of oppo-

sition at the first view, which seems to require us to suppose
either that those great men who had once resorted to Jeru-
salem to hear the wisdom of Solomon, and to behold the
manifestation of it in the ordering of his court and king-
dom, not only brought with them the presents which the
usages of the East rendered the necessary accompaniments
of such visits, but that they continued to send from their

several lands yearly gifts of c<impliniont to him. Or else,

iliu- I

I

Ii:i;. iiin,.j I lie monarch whom
1 11 decent pretence

1 ! I iiig a real tribute

r 111'
I'l 1

' ii 1- •.]
1 I lilt \vhich we prefer,

that ni tlic casf of the only royal visit

which is particularlydescribed—thatof the Queen of Sheba
—only such presents as she brought with her are named,
and no ' rate year by year ' is intimated. Ethiopia was too

remote to be within reach of the influences which may have
determined the monarchs of nearer nations to make their

'presents' to Solomon a yearly payment.
The articles mentioned in tlie extract just given, together

• li il." hiiin.l ill ,iilh I I'l.iees, enable US to form some
1 1

;
i;. >' '1 1

1^1' annual or occasional rcn-

111 11' ,ii I
' I 1

1

iili's must haveoffered. Ithas
' 11 111 I I hinii .i|' the 1 .1^1 I,, make a shew of such offer-

inqs by their being taken in procession to the palace of the

tliat the des

God had so en

to those who h

to him. The I

And it is cert
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persons, ai-rayed in their Taned costumes, by
*ere bnuight to the country. To this <

we have more than once had occasion to allude in the course

of the present work. Many were the spectacles of this sort

which must have delighted the eyes of the Israelites duriug
the splendid reign of Solomon. There are paintings of

Lgypt and sculptures of Persia, which enable us to form
some idea of these imposing exhibitions, which indeed are
in strict correspondence with those which the courts of the

tast have still preserved. Of the representations to which
n e allude, the former is no less interesting and instructive

fiom the details which it offers, than venerable from its

high antiquity. It is at Thebes ; and represents the am-
bnsiadors of four nations bringing their tribute to Thothmes
III whose reign Sir J. G. Wilkinson ascribes to the time
ot the departure of the Israelites from Kgypt. The general
effect of this curious scene may be estimated from the an-
ni\ed engraving, although in this attempt to embody the
f >cts which it otters, it has been necessary to omit many of
the details which are included in the extensive original

subject It is remarkable that the classes of articles

bi ought by the foreigners are all such as would be included
in the classes of products rendered to Solomon. The ar-

ticles vary with the country and costume of the nation by
which they are brought. We there see principally gold
ind silver money in rings ; vases and other utensils of the

^inie metal, of very various and often truly elegant shapes

;

bnsktts containing sealed bags, probably of jewels; baskets

of fi uits, carefully packed and covered with leaves to pre-
serve their freshness; growing plants— in one instance

a shrub is transported in a growing state : it is' enclosed
nith the mould in which it grows, in a kind of open case,

which IS carried between two men suspended from a pole,

the ends of which rest on their shoulders. Then there are
eleph luts' teeth, and beams of ebony and other valuable
woods , and, besides the skins of various animals, particu-

laily leopards, there is a most interesting exhibition of
various living animals conducted to the king. Among
these are girafles, various well-distinguished species of

simiada;, leopards, and even bears. There were also

oxen, of a different breed to that common in the country,
as weie probably the horses, which also figure in the pro-

cession, and which, with chariots, form perhaps the most
remarkable objects of the whole, as being brought to a

country which itself abounded in horses and chariots; but
the horses were probably desirable to the Egyptians as of a
foieign breed, and the chariots as a curious foreigu manu-
t ictuie Upon the whole, a more striking and appropriate
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illustration of this part of Solomon's glory cannot well be

imagined.

25. ' Solomon had four thousand stalls for horses and

chariots.'—In 1 Kings iv. 2C, we read forti/ thousand.

The probability is that the text is there corrupt, as might

easily happen through the oversight of transcribers, and

that there as here we should read four thousand. Gese-

nius shews that ninX vrvah, or nnX ttri/ah, rendered

' stalls,' signifies not only a ' stall ' or ' stable,' but a cer-

tain number of horses standing in one division of a stall,

or harnessed to one vehicle—hence it has been conjectured

that the four thousand are such divisions of ' stalls,' and
the forty thousand the horses in them, that is ten in each.

We do not see how this foUon-s. But we doubt that the

word should mean different things in texts so strictly

parallel, and although Gesenius is willing to admit a

difference, he does not read stalls here, and horses in
' Kings,' but ' stables' here and stalls in ' Kings,' which is

certainly the correct result of his own interpretation.

Now if the stables were four thousand, the stalls in them
forty thousand, and if each stall contained but two horses,

there must have been eighty thousand in all ; which is

simply incredible to those who know the ancient history

of the horse. The four thousand stalls is in itself an im-

tlie present text and suppose the other corrupted. They
cannot be reasonably reconciled.

28. ' Out of all lands'—Here we may pause for a mo-
ment to survey the general character of Solomon's commer-
cial operations, in the wcffds which we liave elsewhere
employed for the same purpose. It is quite easy now, and in

a commercial country like our own, to see that these opera-

tions were, for the most part, based on wrong views and
principles, inasmuch as, however they might tend to the

aggrandisement of the king, they could confer little solid

:ind enduring benefit on the nation. But in the East, where
tlie king is the state, and becomes himself the centre of

most public acts, he is seldom found to take interest in com-
merce but from regarding it as a source of emolument to

tlie state by his direct and personal concern therein. The
king himself is a trader, with such advantages resulting

from his position, as inevitably exclude the private mer-
chant from the field in which he appears. He is inevitably

a monopolist ; and a sovereign monopolist is, if not an evil,

at least not a benefit to the people, whatever wealth it may
seem to bring into the country. The river, however noble,

gives fertility only to the banks which hem it in; and it is

only when its waters are drawn off in their course, and ex-
hausted into a thousand channels, that they bless and glo-

rify the wide country around. Solomon, in his Book of
Ecclesiastes, acquaints us with many 'vanities' and ' sore

evils ' which he saw ' under the sun ;' but from this state-

ment we do not learn that he ever became conscious of the

very great vanity and most sore evil of a rich king over a
poor people, or of the system which makes the king rich

while the people remain comparatively poor.

M. Salvador {Institutions de Moise, torn. i. ch. vi.) has

a very interesting chapter on the subject of the Hebrew
commerce, in which the subject is, however, as it appears

to us, reasoned too much on general principles, without suf-

ficient reference to the special destinies of the Hebrew
people; an objection which indeed applies very largely to

this very able and ingenious work. He appears to approve
of the traffic which was opened in this reign with Tyre,
Egypt, and Syria ; but the distant voyages to Ophir are

justly repi-esented by him as standing on a different ground,
although the important consideration to which we have
adverted escaped his notice. He considers that in this en-

terprise, the limits wliich both nature and sound policy had
fixed to the Hebrew commerce were by a most unwise
ambition overpassed. It is not, he remarks, sufficient to

imagine or even to execute great things ; it is necessary

that they should be suited to times and circumstances, it is

necessary to consolidate them. And this was a wisdom
which Solomon wanted. The commerce of Israel should

have been simply a commerce of commission and transit.

The territorial wealth of the country afibrded the means of
acomplishing this with great advantage. Besides the com-
mercial advantages, the country had numerous outlets for

all its agricultural products ; and afterwards it enjoyed a
good market for foreign products, the transport, which is

in general most expensive, being effected almost without
real cost by the returning merchants. But instead of con-

fining himself to these obvious sources of profit, Solomon
was incited by his vanity, and by the example of the

Tyrians, to send forth numerous fleets at a vast cost. The
success of these expeditions introduced a disproportionate

luxury into Jerusalem, replacing there the rich simplicity

of life which had previously characterised the Hebrew na-

tion. A court, organised on the most splendid oriental

models—avast seraglio, a sumptuous table, officers without
number, and hosts of avidious concubines, afBicted a coun-
try in which the balance of conditions and property, as

established by Moses, ought to have been maintained with

the most jealous exactitude.

To this M. Salvador attributes many of the evils which
afterwards grew up in the kingdom. But it must be
obvious, however, that whatever evils arose from this

traffic, should not, in this fashion, be attributed to the

trade itself, or even to the wealth which it brought into the
country, but to the mistaken principle on which that trade

was conducted, and to the unprofitable absorption into the

royal treasury of the wealth which it produced. Pictorial

Ilistori/ of Palestine, ii. 52C, 527.

CHAPTER X.

1 The Israelites, assembled at Shechem to crown lie-

hoboam, by Jeroboam make a suit of relaxation unto
him. G liehoboam, refusing the old men's counsel,

bjj the advice of younij men answerelh litem rouyhly.

16 'Ten tribes revoUiny kill Hadoram, and 7nake

liehoboam to flee.

And 'Kelioboam wont to Shccliem : for to

Shechem were all Israel come to make him
king.

2 And it came to ]iass, when .leroboam the

son of Nebat, who icas in Egypt, whither lie

liad fled from the presence of Solomon the

king, heard it, that Jeroboam returned out of

3 And they sent and called him. So Jero-

boam and all Israel came and spake to Kelio-

boam, saying,

4 Thy father made our yoke grievous

:

now therefore ease thou somewhat the grievous

servitude of thy father, and his heavy yoke
that he put upon us, and wc will serve thee.

5 And he said unto them, Come again

unto me after three days. And the people

departed.

(J II And king Rehoboam took counsel

12. 1, &C.
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with the old men that had stood before Solo-

mon his father while he yet lived, saying,

What counsel give ye tne to return answer to

this people ?

7 And they spake unto him, saying, If

thou be kind to this people, and please them,

and speak good words to them, they will be

thy servants for ever.

8 But he forsook the counsel which the old

men gave him, and took counsel with the

young men that were brought up with liiin,

that stood before him.

9 And he said unto them, ^Vhat advice

give ye that we may return answer to this

people, which have spoken to me, saying. Ease
somewhat the yoke that thy father did put
upon us ?

10 And the young men that were brought
u]i with liim spake imto him, saying, Thus
^lialt thou answer the people that spake unto

thee, saying. Thy father made our yoke

heavy, but make thou it somewhat lighter for

us ; thus shalt thou say unto them. My little

fin(jer shall be thicker than my father's loins.

11 For whereas my father ^put a heavy

yoke upon you, I will put more to your yoke :

my father chastised you with whips, but I

vnll chastise you with scorpions.

1

2

H So Jeroboam and all the people came
to Rehoboam on the third day, as the king bade,

saying. Come again to me on the third day.

13 And the king answered them roughly ;

and king Rehoboam forsook the counsel of

the old men,
14 And answered them after the ad\ice of

the young men, saying. My father made your

yoke heavy, but I will add thereto : my father

chastised you with whips, but I will chastise

you with scorpions.

15 So the king hearkened not unto the

people : for the cause was of God, tiiat the

Lord might perform his word, which he spake

by the" band of Ahijah the Shilonite to Jero-

boam the son of Nebat.

16 H And when all Israel sato that the

king would not hearken unto them, the people

answered the king, saying. What portion

have we in David ? and iwe hare none inherit-

ance in the son of Jesse : every man to your
tents, O Israel : and now, David, see to tliine

own house. So all Israel went to tiieir

tents.

17 But as foriXw children of Israel that

dwelt in the cities of Judaii, Rehoboam
reigned over them.

18 Then king Rehoboam sent Iladoram
that icas over the tribute ; and the children of

Israel stoned him with stones, that he died.

But king Rehoboam ^raade speed to get him
up to Ids chariot, to flee to Jerusalem.

19 And Israel rebelled against the house

of David unto this day.

< Heb. itrcngtfteaed himself.

CHAPTER XL
1 Helwboom, raisinai an army to svbchte Israel, is for-
bidden by Sliemaiah. 5 He strengtheneth his king-
dom with forts a7id provision. 13 The priests and
Levites, and snch as feared God, forsaken by Jero-
boam, strengthen the kingdom of Juduh. 18 77/e

reives and children of Rehoboam.

And 'when Rehoboam was come to Jerusa-
lem, he gathered of the house of Judah and
Benjamin an hundred and fourscore thousand
chosen men., which were warriors, to fight

against Israel, that he might bring tlie king-
dom again to Rehoboam.

2 But the word of the Lord came to She-
niaiali the man of God, saying,

3 Speak unto Rehoboam the son of Solo-
mon, king of Judah, and to all Israel in

Judah and Benjamin, saying,

4 Thus saith the Loud, Ye shall not go
up, nur fight against your brethren : return
every man to his house : for this thing is

done of me. And they obeyed the words of

the Lord, and returned from going against

Jeroboam.

5 1 And Rehoboam dwelt in Jerusalem,

and built cities for defence in Judah.

6 He built even Beth-lehem, and Etam,

and Tekoa,

7 And Beth-2ur, and Shoco, and Adullam,

8 And Gath, and Mareshah, and Ziph,

9 And Adoraim, and Lachish, and Aze-
kah,

10 And Zurah, and Aijalon, and Hebron,

which are in Judali and in Benjamin fenced

cities.

11 And he fortified the strong holds, and

put captains in them, and store of victual, and

of oil and wine.

12 And in every several city he put shields

and spears, and made them exceeding strong,

having Judah and Benjamin on his side.

13 II And the priests and tiie Levites that

473
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were in all Israel 'resorted to him out of all

their coasts.

14 For the Levites left their suburbs and

their possession, and came to Judah and

Jerusalem : for yeroboara and his sons had

cast them off from executing the priest's office

unto the Lord :

15 And he ordained him priests for the

high places, and for the devils, and for the

calves which he had made.

16 And after them out of all the tribes of

Israel such as set their hearts to seek the

Lord God of Israel came to Jerusalem,

to sacrifice unto the Lord God of their

fathers.

17 So they strengthened the kingdom of

Judah, and made Rehoboam the son of Solo-

mon strong, three years : for three years they

walked in the way of David and Solomon.

18 1 And Rehoboam took him Mahalath

the daughter of Jerimoth the son of David to

nted themselves to hit Cliap.

wife, and Abihail the daughter of Eliab the

son of Jesse

;

19 Which bai-e him children ; Jeush, and

Shamariah, and Zaham.
20 And after her he took 'Maachah the

daughter of Absalom ; which bare him Abijah,

and Attai, and Ziza, and Shelomith.

21 And Rehoboam loved Maachah the

daughter of Absalom above all his wives

and his concubines : (for he took eighteen

wives, and threescore concubines ; and be-

gat twenty and eight sons, and threescore

daughters.)

22 And Rehoboam made Abijah the son

of Maachah the chief, to be ruler among his

brethren : for he thought to make him king.

23 And he dealt wisely, and dispersed of

all his children throughout all the countries

of Judah and Benjamin, unto every fenced

city : and he gave them victual in abundance.

And he desired ^many wives.

i 1 Kings 1-3. S. 5 Heb. a multitude of wives.

Vei-fe 23. ' Dispersed of all Ids children,' etc.—It seems

that he made each of his twenty-eight sons governor of

some principal town and surrounding district. As this

measure is described as ' dealing wisely,' it is necessary to

observe that this expression implies a measure of deep-

planned policy, as in Exod. i. 10 ; and we may conjecture

that this policy consisted in so subjecting the whole country

in such detail to the royal house as was calculated not only

to ensure the permanence of its authority, but to keep in

clieck the power of the old hereditary nobles—the ' chiefs

of fathers,' and ' princes of tribes,'—which has always been

found dangerous to reigning dynasties in the East, wher-
ever the principle of clanship operates. We consider this

so strikingly illustrated by the present state of things iu

Persia, that we cannot do better than furnish the following

explanation of it, to wliich we are indebted to Mr. Eraser's

Journei) into Kkorassan.
After explaining the policy of the Persiau kings, to form

an opposition to the power of the old nobility, being the

heads of tribes, he mentions, as one of the measures of

this policy, that ' No noble unconnected with the royal

blood is to be found at the hmd .(' :;. <r tin- moi-o .'oii-

siderable governments, and ^ill '•
1

' -
; i!; ,mi'Ii

manyofinferiorimportauce.ai. I :,. i
i: '

i i
1-

sons of the king Tljis -\ - .n i. :!> .,,:!

calculated to ensure peace aiul ij.i.,.|iali,i_i uj Ui^ km-iluui

and its sovereign during his lifetime ; for it is highly im-

probable that any of the princes will make an open attempt,

either on his province or on the crown, while his father

lives.'

The writer then makes some remarks as to the tendency

of this arrangement to produce civil wars after the death

of the kinp, by putting the several princes in a condition

to (onr, t til tliii.nc with each other; but as there were
('111 II tliat prevented this danger in the king-
ill I .1 ii-s his observations on this part of the

fciiij I I. \> I .11 1 illows is important, and probably ilUis-

4 71

trates the proceeding of Rehoboam and some of the suc-

ceeding kings ;
' Each of these princes has a wuzzeer

(vizier) appointed to assist him in his government ; and,

when he is young, the king generally sends some person

on whom he can depend (for the most part a meerza from
his own court) to instruct the novice, and, in truth, to

govern the province ; for he transacts all business, and is

made responsible for everything. Indeed these princes

are so often but dissolute young men, attached to their

pleasures, that their ministers are almost always the opera-

tive aud responsible governors. A smu is fixed by the

king and his ministers for the province to yield to his

treasury, clear of all expenses, except sometimes a pro-

vision for the prince, whose income is thus intended to be

limited : in addition to this, all expenses of collection, of

police, military establishment, payment of salaries, and
other expenses incidental to government, are provided from

the province ; beyond which the prince and his ministers

make what they can.' The courts of these viceroys are

thickly strewed over the country, and in them the forms

and organization of the imperial court and government are

imitated on a scale more or less complete according to the

importance of the province. Some of these viceroys are

mere boys. In the East, the sons of great men are in-

trusted with independent establishments at a very early

age. The son of Daoud, late Pasha of Baghdad, had a

distinct and independent household, with a stud, and nu-

merous servants, at the age of twelve, liable to no other

control than is implied in the fact that his mother lived in

his house, and managed his domestic concerns. Even at

such, or an earlier age, lads of rank learn to conduct

themselves with great gravity and state wiien in public

;

and indeed, generally, an Oriental boy acquires the gra-

vity and general demeanour of manhood at a much earlier

age than in Europe. Some of Kehoboam's sons must have

been very young.
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CHAPTER XII.

1 li^hoboam,forsaking the Lord, is ptinisliedby Shishak.

5 He and lite princes, repenting at the preaching of
SJiemaiah, are delivered from destruction, but not

from spoil. 13 The reign and death of Behoboam.

And it came to pass, when Rehoboam had
established the kingdom, and had strengthened

himself, he forsook the law of the Lord, and
all Israel with him.

2 And it came to pass, that in the fifth

year of king Eehoboam Shishak king of Egypt
came up against Jerusalem, 'because they

had transgressed against the Lord,
3 With twelve hundred chariots, and three-

score thousand horsemen : and the people

iccre without number that came with him out

of Egypt ; the Lubims, the Sukkiims, and the

Ethiopians.

4 And he took the fenced cities which per-

tained to Judah, and came to Jerusalem.

5 11 Then came Shemaiah the prophet to

Rehoboam, and to the princes of Judah, that

w ere gathered together to Jerusalem because

of Shishak, and said unto them. Thus saith

the Lord, Ye have forsaken me, and there-

fore have I also left you in the hand of

Shishak.

6 Whereupon the princes of Israel and
the king humbled themselves ; and they said.

The Lord is righteous.

7 And when the Lord saw that they hum-
bled themselves, the word of the Lord came
to Shemaiah, saying. They have humbled
themselves ; therefore I will not destroy them,

but I will grant them '^some deliverance ; and

my wrath shall not be poured out upon Jeru-

salem by the hand of Shishak.

8 Nevertheless they shall be his servants
;

that they may know my service, and the ser-

vice of the kingdoms of the countries.

9 So Shishak king of Egypt came up

against Jerusalem, and took away the

treasures of the house of the Lord, and the

treasures of the king's house ; he took all

:

he carried away also the shields of gold which

Solomon had "made.

10 Instead of which king Rehoboam made
shields of brass, and committed them to the

hands of the chief of the guard, that kept the

entrance of the king's house.

11 And when the king entered into the

house of the Lord, the guard came and

fetched them, and brought them again into

the guard chamber.

12 And when he humbled himself, the

wrath of the Lord turned from him, that he

would not destroy him altogether : ^and also

in Judah things went well.

13 If So king Rehoboam strengthened him-

self in Jerusalem, and reigned : for 'Reho-

boam 2cas one and forty years old when he

began to reign, and he reigned seventeen

years in Jerusalem, the city which the Lord
had chosen out of all the tribes of Israel, to

put his name there. And his mother's name
icas Naamah an Ammonitess.

14 And he did evil, because he ^prepared

not his heart to seek tiie Lord.
15 Now the acts of Rehoboam, first and

last, are they not written in the 'book of

Shemaiah the prophet, and of Iddo the seer

concerning genealogies ? And there iccre

wars between Rehoboam and Jeroboam con-

tinually.

16 And Rehoboam slept with his fathers,

and was buried in the city of David : and

Abijah his son reigned in his stead.

Verse 3. ' Lnhims.'— These -were undcuhtedly the
Libj ans of north-eastern Africa. The whole of that con-
thient, so far as known, was called Libya by the Greeks

;

but the Libyans, properly, seem to have been the different
Eomade tribes who inhabited northern Africa from the
confines of Egypt westward to the lake Tritonis (now Low-
deah), beyond which the country was occupied by a settled

agricultural population. In the strictest sense, however,
the Libyans appear to have been that portion of those
tribes which occupied the territory from the confines of
Egypt to the gulf of Syrtis (now Sidra). Herodotus has
given a particular account of the manners and usages of
all the Libyan nomades, which do not essentially differ

from those of other nomade shepherds, though modified by
the nature of the desert country in which they wandered.
He says, however, that those who were nearest to Egypt
had appro.ximated their manners in a considerable degree
to those of the Egyptians, although they still retained their
national costume. Some of the chariots may have be-

longed to them ; for that they had them we learn from the

circumstance that the Greeks were said to have borrowed

from them the custom of harnessing four horses to their

chariots.
' The Suhliiims.'—The Septuagint and Vulgate render

this by Troglodi/ta ; and as the Sukkiim are mentioned

with other African nations, most commentators, ancient

and modern, acquiesce in this interpretation, although

Grotius and others think that they were Scenite Arabs

—

dwellers in tents, because Suhkoih means ' tents in He-

brew.' Bochart, however, in support of the common in-

terpretation, labours to shew that the word siiklia, from

n hich both plurals are formed, means a cave or den. We
dislike the principle of both explanations, as there appears

no necessity for looking to Hebrew roots for the meaning of

tlie proper names of foreign nations. Sukkiim was doubt-

less the native or customary name of the people denoted
;

and the Septuagint is probably correct in understanding it

to refer to the Ethiopian people whom the Greeks called

475
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Troglodytsc, on account of their habitations being natural

and artificial caverns in the mountains. This name, denoting

dwellers in caves, was variously applied to different people

whose manner of life it described; but its more especial

application, as a national appellative—an epithet properly

but rendered a proper name by custom—was to the in-

liabitants of tlie mountains on tlie western coast of the Red
Sea. It will be oliserved that a range of mountains runs

parallel to the coast ; and the territoi-y of the proper Tro-
glodytes seems to have consisted of these mountains and
the strip of lowland between them and the sea, from Bere-

nice (which Pliny calls a city of the Troglodytse) nearly
down to the strait of Babelmandel. These mountains are

still inhabited by a people (the Bishareiu) whose character

and habits, as described by Burckhardt, correspond in a re-

markable degree to those of the Troglodyta;, from whom
they are probably descended. In this very territory, on
the shore of the Red Sea, Pliny places a city called Sucha,

which is nothing more than the singular form of the word
Sukkiim, and is no doubt the same, the native name of

which Bruce gives as Suakem. The Troglodytes had
towns on the lowlands, and tlie truth of the matter seems
to be, that they originally lived e.xclusively in the caverns
of the mountains: and, when they afterwards built towns
on the plain, continued, as a matter of convenience, to

resort to their mountains at particular seasons of the

The usages of the Troglodytes have been indicated by
Herodotus, Agalharchides, Strabo, Diodorus, and Pliny,

from whose accounts they appear to have been chiefly

occupied in the rearing of cattle, and had many habits in

common with most Oriental pastoral tribes, as well as

other rather remarkable usages (if correctly reported) by
which they were peculiarly distinguished. These, as not
serving any illustrative purpose, we need not particularly

notice ; but as they now appear as warriors against the
Hebrews, it is well to mention, after Diodorus (lib. iii.),

that they—or at least one tribe or division of them called

the Megabereans—bore round shields made with the raw
hides of oxen, and were armed with clubs bound with
iron. The common weapons of the Troglodytes were,
however, bows and spears. They began their onsets with
throwing stones, and then plied the enemy with their

arrows, with which they did great execution, being veiy
expert marksmen. Bruce has a long theoretical account of
the Ethiopian Troglodytes and the Shepherds ; for he
makes two nations of what the ancient authors describe as

one. His account is very ingenious, and even instructive

;

but not convincing. If however, with tlie ancient autho-
rities, we regard the Troglodytes as shepherds, and then
apply to them some of the facts on which his theory is

based, a further corroboration may be obtained of the

identification we have assumed. He informs us that, in

the ancient language of the country. So or Siiah meant
' shepherd ' or *• sliepherds,'—hence the local names of
Stic/ia, Suahem, and perhaps Suez. Here then, though
it escapes the notice of Bruce, we have the word Sukkiim
and its explanation. And as the people of that name in

the present text are clearly an Ethiopian nation, we can-

not be far wrong in supposing them the same as these

shepherds, whether they were the same as the Troglo-
dyta;, or a distinct people, as Bruce supposes.

CHAPTER XIIL
1 Ahijah succeedliig rnahelh war against Jeroboam,

'i He dedareth the right of his cause. 13 Trusting

in God he overcometh Jeroboam. 2 1 2'/ie tvives and
children of Abijah.

Now 'in the eighteenth year of king Jeroboam
began Abijah to reign over Judah.

2 He reigned three years in Jerusalem.

His mother's name also vms Michaiah the

daughter of Uriel of Gibeah. And there

was war between Abijah and Jeroboam.

3 And Abijah ''set the battle in array with

an army of valiant men of war, even four hun-
dred thousand chosen men : Jeroboam also

set the battle in array against him with eight

hundred thousand chosen men, hcint/ mighty
men of valour.

4 IT And Abijah stood up u])on mount
Zomaraim, which is in mount Ephraim, and
said, Hear me, thou Jeroboam, and all Israel

;

5 Ought ye not to know that the Loud
G<h1 of Israel gave the kingdom over Israel

to David for ever, eucn to him and to his sons

by a covenant of salt ?

G Yet Jeroboam tlio son of Nebat, the

servant of Solomon the son of David, is risen

u]), and hath 'rebelled against his lord.

7 And there are gathered unto him vain

men, the children of Belial, and have stren£;th-

ened themselves against Rehoboam the son

of Solomon, when Rehoboam was young and

tenderhearted, and could not withstand them.

8 And now ye think to withstand the king-

dom of the Lord in the hand of the sons of

David ; and ye he a great multitude, and
there are with you golden calves, which Jero-

boam 'made you for gods.

9 'Have ye not cast out the priests of the

Lord, the sons of Aaron, and the Levites,

and have made you priests after the manner
of the nations of other lands ? so that whoso-

ever comcth "to consecrate himself with a

young bullock and seven rams, the same may
be a priest of tliem that are no gods.

10 But as for us, the Lord is our God,

and we have not forsaken him ; and the priests,

which minister unto the Lord, are the sons

of Aaron, and the Levites irait upon their

business

:

H "And they burn inito the Lord every

morning and every evening burnt sacrifices

and sweet incense : the "shewbread also set

they in order ui)on the pure table ; and the

candlestick of gold with the lamps thereof, to

burn every evening : for we keep the charge

of the Loud our God; but ye have forsaken

him.

12 And, behold, God himself is with us
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for our captain, and his priests witli sounding

trumpets to cry alarm against you. O cliil-

drcn of Israel, fight ye not against the Lord
God of your fethers ; for ye shall not prosper.

13 1 But Jeroboam caused an ambush-

ment to come about behind them : so they

were before Judah, and the ambushment xcas

behind them.

14 And when Judah looked back, behold,

the battle loas before and behind : and they

cried unto the Lord, and the priests sounded

with the trumpets.

15 Then the men of Judah gave a shout

:

and as the men of Judah shouted, it came to

pass, that God smote Jeroboam and all Israel

before Abijah and Judah.

16 And the children of Israel fled before

Judah : and God delivered them into their

hand.

17 And Abijah and his peojjle slew them
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with a great slaughter: so there fell down
slain of Israel five hundred thousand choicn

men.
18 Thus the children of Israel were brought

under at that time, and the children of Judah
prevailed, because they relied upon the Lord
God of their fathers.

19 And Abijah pursued after Jeroboam,

and took cities from him, Beth-cl with the

towns thereof, and Jeshanah with the towns

thereof, and Ephrain with the towns thereof.

20 Neither did Jeroboam recover strength

again in the days of Abijah : and the Lord
struck him, and he died.

21 1! But Abijah waxed mighty, and mar-

ried fourteen wives, and begat twenty and two

sons, and sixteen daughters.

22 And the rest of the acts of Abijah, and

his ways, and his sayings, arc written in the

'story of the prophet '"Iddo.

10 Chap. 13. P).

Verse 9. ' Have ye not cast out the priests of the Lord
.... and the Levites.'—It appears every way probable

that the Levitical tribe was deprived of all the cities which
it held in the territories of the ten tribes, and that the

general body then settled in the kingdom of Judah. At
the first view it might seem that the ' casting out ' re-

ferred to the ejectment of the sacred tribe from the exer-

cise of its priestly functions. But it is to be recollected

that they had no such functions to exercise anywhere but

at Jerusalem, to -which place they resorted when their

term of service was approaching. Jeroboam therefore

could not interfere with the exercise of their sacerdotal

duties, unless by prohibiting them to leave his dominions,

and this is far from being implied in the idea of ' casting

out.' We must therefore conclude that he deprived them
of the civil privileges and powers which they enjoyed,

dismissed them from the offices which they had filled

under David and Solomon, refused them the dues to

which they were entitled by the law of Moses, took away
their towns and lands, and perhaps cast them out from the

country—in which indeed they had no inducement to stay.

This seems confirmed by the fact, that in all the history

of the kingdom of Israel we do not ever find the presence

of Aaronite priests and Levites indicated, whereas they

often appear in the history of Judah. It is necessary to

understand this, in order to estimate at their due magnitude

the changes which the revolt of the ten tribes involved.

— ' Whosoever Cometh to consecrate himself with a young

bullock and seven rams.'—Abijah probably refers to this as

a circumstance by which the heathen priests were distin-

guished from those of the family of Aaron, since the latter

were only required to offer at theii' consecration one bul-

lock and two rams.

1 7. ' There fell down slain nf Israelfwe hundred thousand

chosen men.'—This, as Josephus remarks, is such a slaughter

as never occurred in any other war, whether it were of tlie

Greeks or the barbarians. This observation would still

be true even were the number greatly smaller. In num-

bers so large, there may be, and possibly is, some error of

the transcribers ; but it is certain that after this defeat the

kingdom of Israel was considerably weakened, while that

of Judah made constant progress in power and inde-

pendence. With reference to the high numbers that occur

here, it is remarked by Dr. Hales—' The numbers in this

wonderful battle are probably corrupt, and should be re-

duced to 40,000, 80,000, and 50.000 slain, as in the Ijatin

Vulgate of Sixtus Quintus and many earlier editions, and

in the old Latin translation of Josephus; and that such

were the readings of the Greek text of that author ori-

ginally, VignoUes judiciously collects from Abarbanel's

charge against Josephus of having made Jeroboam's

loss no more than 50,000 men, contran/ to the Hebrew

CHAPTER XIV.

] Asa succeeding destroijeth idolatry. 6 Havingpeace,
he strencjiheneth his kingdom ivith foxts and armies.

9 Calling on God, he overtliroiceth Zerah, and
spoileth l/ie Ethiopians.

So Abijah slept with his fathers, and they

buried liim in the city of David: and 'Asa

his son reigned in his stead. In his days the

land was quiet ten years.

' 1 Kings IS. 8, Sro.

2 And Asa did that which was good and

right in the eyes of the Lord his God :

3 For he took away the altars of the strange

ffods, and the high places, and brake down

the ''images, and cut down the groves

:

4 And commanded Judah to seek the Lord

God of their fathers, and to do tlie law and

the commandment.
5 Also he took away out of all tlic cities of
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.hulnli the Iiigli places and the "images : and

tlie kingdom was quiet hcfore him.

(i 11 And lie built fenced cities in Judah :

lor the land had rest, and he had no war in

tliose years ; because the Loun had given

him rest.

7 Therefore lie said unto Judab, Let

us build these cities, and make about

them walls, and towers, gates, and bars,

tridlp. the land is yet before lis; because

we have sought the Loud our God, we
iiave sought liim, and he bath given us

rest on every si(U>. .'~!o they built and

l)rospered.

S II And Asa had an army of men that bare

fari^i'ts and spears, out of Judah three hundred
thiiu>and ; and out of Benjamin, that bare

sliichls and drew bows, two hundred and four-

iici>re thousand : all these tccre mighty men of

valour.

i) II 'And there came out against them
Zerah the Etbioj)ian with an host of a thousand

thousand, and three hundred chariots ; and
came unto Mareshab.

10 Then Asa went out against him, and

they set the battle in array in the valley of

Zephathah at Maresbah.

11 And Asa cried unto the Lord his God,
and said, Lord, it is ''nothing with thee to

help, whether with many, or with them that

have no power: help us, O Lord our God;
for we rest on thee, and in thy name we go
against this multitude. O Lord, thou art

our God ; let not "man prevail against thee.

12 So the Lord smote the Ethiopians be-

fore Asa, and before Judab ; and the Ethio-

pians fled.

13 And Asa and the people that iccre with

him pursued them unto Gerar : and the Ethi-

opians were overthrown, that they could not
recover themselves ; for they were ''destroyed

before the Lord, and before his host; and
they carried away very much spoil.

14 And they smote all the cities round
about Gerar; for the fear of the Loud came
upon them : and they spoiled all the cities

;

for there was exceeding much spoil in them.

1

5

They smote also the tents of cattle, and
carried away sheep and camels in abundance,
and returned to Jerusalem.

Ill an arini/ .... out if .Tiiihih llircc hiin-

I'lil of licnjamin .... tiro hundred and
'—This and other passages of the same

"itary force of the small
ncn sittiiiL' asiile tliose

I'lV. I.:-.I
: : . . '. . ....u;i..;., ^..l.^ .IL'. UUlljll^llcd

liy hilrr 1.; 1 ; I « :i}S iiiiporUiiit to ivmuiiiber,

liowcviT. iti, ' i! ' 111 European sense of the word
'iirmji' as i'

I i- Imly of men exclusii'cli/ de-
vntr.i I., till

, I

I

i.Mi. i>; unknown in the li'istory

<•!' ii.i
I

I
ii

I '^ ptiaiis); and in the
Mil i

( II I ii, in that the men thus
nun,: ;

.
.1 M, :, i-i.i, ,.1, .: M , 1 1 , M . ,i , i HIS, or that the king

IkuI v.i.iiujiu, u. .iiin iliini, ,iik1 « Hi', the whole or any
part of thcni, bound to obey any call from the king into

actual service.

9. ' Zeralt the JUthinpian' or rather 'the Cnshite.'—
From the state of K;^^ pt :'t tlii>; tWn.', in tin- vi-v of

Orsokon I., who sn -1. il ^i ImhiI. i r --In I/!, i:-'!

can be more inipmli il L- ilii.i ilii' ,
ii \ .1 .1 1 !,

should have maivlinl iiniiuli I \ii 1
'

I in-i 1,1

south of the cataracts .ri llu- iNil.-.' li n.n^i iIuu-I.tu l.e

concluded that Zi-rah was king of the Cuhhites (or

ithiopians') of Arabia, the original seat of the race

which inherited the name of Cush :

was partly composiil r.f I,iln:iv, . v,lin. if t

through the breadth nf r 1 ; 1 1 : 1

with sulTicieut i)r()b;il.ilit> lif I'l.ni. 1 I il n

a portion of the Liliytm auxiliartism ih 1 n i

Shishak had invaded Palestine tweni\ !

and who, instead of returning to their i, 1

it quite as well to remain in those of Ai 1 1

in the country between Palestine and l.;;} pt

4 78

the

explanation seems to receive confirn\alion from the fact,

which appears in the sequel, that they held some border
towns (such as Gerar) in the district indicated. The Hocks
and herds, and the tents of the invading host sufficiently

indicated the nomade character of the invasion.— 'An host of a thousand thousand and three hundred
e/iocio(s.'— .7osephus gives 900,000 infantry and 100,000
cavalry, which some would reduce by striking ofl' a cipher

from each number. A merely conjectural emendation is,

however, so difficult and hazardous, that it is better to re-

tain the original numbers, even when doubtful. In the

present instance we may refer to what has just been said

as to the distinction between the armies of those times and
our own. And if Asa in his contracted territory was able

to call out above 500,000 men, there is no solid reason

why it should be impossible to tlie Cushite nomades,
among wliom every man was able to use arms, to bring
double that number together. There must always be a
vast difference in numbers between the army that must be
kept and paid permanently, and that which may be raised
]-\ :i •f:,-r:il riill tipnii tlif -ttitilt iivl'^ popiilntion to awar-
<•' I-

i| , :r -I III'.
! -I i''i' (I I'l' that enterprise.

I I
,11 :,'\ I I 'I il .

.
I 'I.. . , II ! 1,11 ! is said to have

.' mil', ill
1

I'- II
1 lii.ii III' his antagonist

ll.ij.i^.ii ni I. l.iii.iiiio. JWiuu li.i> .in li_\ inilliesis respecting

this army, in which we do not clearly see how to concur

;

but his concluding statement is more applicable than per-

haps he knew, to any explanation which leaves these
' Ethiopians ' a pastoral people. lie says, ' Twenty camels,

employed to carry couriers upon them, might have procured
that number of men to meet in a short space of time ; and,
as Zerah was the aggressor, he had time to choose when
he should attack his enemy : every one of these shepherds,

carrying with them their provision of flour and water, as

is their invariable custom, might have fought with Asa in

Gerar, without eating a loaf of Zerah's bread, or drinking
a pint of his water.'
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CHAPTER XV.

1 Asa with Jiidah and mamj of Israel, moved hy the

prophecy of Aznriah the son of Oded, make a solemn
rovnuwl irith <!(,d. 16 He 'putteth down Manchah
/i,s ii„,ili,rf,r lii:r idolatry. 18 He bringeth dedi-

ciih'l iliniijs iitic the house of God, and enjoyeth a
bm.J prnn'.

cainc! upijii AzarialiAnu the Spirit of C,

the son of Oded :

2 And he went out 'to meet A.sa, and said

unto liiin, Hear ye me, Asa, and all Judah
and Benjamin ; The Lord is with you, while

ye he with him ; and if ye seek him, he will

be found of you ; hut if ye forsake him, he

will forsake you.

3 Now for a long season Israel hath been

without the true God, and without a teaching

priest, and without law.

4 But when they in their trouble did turn

unto the Loun God of Israel, and sought

iiim, he was found of them.

5 And in those times there xoas no peace to

him that went out, nor to him that came in,

but great vexations were upon all tiie inhabit-

ants of the countries.

6 And nation was Mestroyed of nation, and

city of city : for God did vex tiiom with all

adversity.

7 Be ye strong therefore, and let not your

hands be weak : for your work shall he re-

warded.

8 If And when Asa heard these words, and
tlie prophecy of Oded the prophet, he took

courage, and put away the 'abominable idols

out of all the land of Judah and Benjamin,

and out of the cities which he had taken from

mount Ephraim, and renewed the altar of the

Loud, that was before the porch of the Loud.
9 And he gathered all Judah and Benja-

min, and the strangers with them out of

1 Heb. Jr/.«A(i. ^lU\,.hcMatmj,km.

Ephraim and Manasseh, and out of Simeon :

for they fell to him out of Israel in abundance,
when thoy saw that the Loud liis God iras

with him.

10 So thoy gathered themselves together

at Jerusalem in the third month, in the fif-

teenth year of the reign of A?a.

1.1 And they offered unto tlu; Loiii) 'tlie

same time, of the spoil ivhichihcy jjail brougiit,

seven hundred oxen and seven thousand sheep.

12 And they entered into a covenant to

seek the Loud God of their fathers with all

their heart and with all their soul

;

13 That whosoever would not seek the

Loud God of Israel ''.should be put to deatii,

whether small or great, whether man or

woman.
14 And they sware unto the Lord witii a

loud voice, and with shouting, and with trum-

pets, and with comets.

15 And all Judah rejoiced at tin; oath :

for they had sworn with all their heart, and
sought him with their whole desire ; and he

was found of them : and the Lord gave them
rest round about.

10 M And also comcrmiig "Maachah the

mother of Asa the king, he removed her

from heinf/ queen, because she had made an

'idol in a grove : and Asa cut down her idol,

and stamped it, and burnt it at the brook

Kidron.

17 But the high places were not taken

away out of Israel : nevertheless the heart of

Asa was perfect all his days.

18 1[ And he brought into the house of

God the things that his father had dedicated,

and that he himself had dedicated, silver, and
gold, and vcs.sels.

I'J And there was no mo7-e war unto the

five and thirtieth year of the reign of Asa.

Verse Ifi. 'She had made an idol in a yrove.'—The

original word, rendered 'idol,' is DSPBD miphletzeth,

'fear' or ' dread' put for the object of fear or reverence
(as in Gen. xxxi. 42, but not the same word). The Sep-
tuagint considers this grove-idol to denote the Astarte, or
Aslitaroth, so often mentioned in Scripture. This is very
probable ; and it makes the present a proper place for in-

troducing a sliort account of that notorious idol.

This goddess was undoubtedly the moon. Under her
name of Ashtaroth she is particularly mentioned as ' the
abominaiion of the Sidonians :' the Phoenicians were in

fact particularly addicted to her worship, which was not,

however, peculiar to them. The moon was everywhere
worshipped ; but it is only of her exhibition as Ashtaroth
that we have at present to speak. In this personation she
Wits also idolized among the Philistines; for we read that

the armour of Saul was put 'in the house of Ashtaroth'

(1 Sam. xxxi. 10). She was also venerated by the Syrians

under the name of Astarte, which the Septuagint gives

as equivalent to the Hebrew ' Ashtaroth.' She answered

very nearly to the Isis of the Egyptians, the two being

merely different versions of the same original. But the

Greeks identified her with their Juno, Diana, or Venus;
and they were right, as she did not answer to any one of

these, singly taken : for the Orientals, whose theolopy was
infinitely less subdivided than that of the Greeks and
lioraans, united in their Astarte the attributes which the

latter divided among the three goddesses we have named.
Thus Astarte was not only the moon, but, as such, ' the

queen of heaven,' by which title she is mentioned in

Scripture (Jer. vii. 18, and xliv. 17, 18); and, in her

subordinate relation to the sun, the apt symbol of the

principle of conception and parturition— the genetrix

—
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who, fecundated by a supjrior iufluenoe, becomes the

agent of life to the uuiveise. These three high characters,

united in the Asiatic Ashtaroth, were among the Greelss

shared between Juno, Diana, and Venus, all of whom
they therefore recognized in the Ph(Euiciau goddess; for

although with them Diana was the moon, yet Juno was
the queen of heaven. So also, the Orientals made their

Haal not only the sun, but, in that character, the king of
iieaven : whilst the Greeks made two gods out of him

—

Jupiter being the king of hearen, and Apollo the sun.

This explains the appareut confusion of the Greeks when
speaking of Orienfcil deities, in sometimes identifying an
Asiatic idol with three or four of their own. In a pre-

vious note (Judges vi. 25) we have intimated the proba-

bility that the female deity in question is denoted some-
times under the word Asherah or Asherim, rendered
' grove,' or ' groves ;' and accordingly the Septuagint, in

the present and other places, gives the proper name ' As-

tarte ' as an equivalent. But still the original idea is in

some degree included, since Astarte was properly a grove-
idol, ami the sacred plantation, which subdued the blaze

of day to the mildness of lunar light, was her proper
sanctuary. But the obscurity of these woods concealed
deeds of sanctified abomination which we dare not de-

scribe. Yet her rites were not bloody : for, while to her
associate Baal (the sun), with whom she is so often men-
tioned in Scripture, bloody, and (except as represented by
Melkart of Tyre) even human sacrifices were offered

—

only bread, liquors, and perfumes were presented to As-
tarte. Hence the apostate Hebrews are reproached with
the idolatrous act of ' making cakes for the queen of
heaven ' (Jer. vii. 18). She of course had temples, but
not always, and when she bad, a grove was usually planted

around it. Often also her wood was planted near the

temples of the sun, the two chief idols being much asso-

ciated in their worship, though we do not believe them to

have been so inseparable as Calmet supposes.

As to the figure under which Astarte was represented,

it is difficult to say anything definite, as almost every
town exhibited her under a varied form. Some authors

(as Porphyry) say that she was sometimes represented

with a cow's head, the horns of which served at the same
time as the usual symbol of sovereign power, and as a

representation of the crescent moon. This would serve

as well for a description of Isis. But the heads are fre-

quently surmounted by a crescent, or surrounded by rays.

The full-length figure usually represents a robed female,

standing, or throned, in a commanding attitude, with a

baton in her right hand. The robing varies greatly. Our
cuts, from Phoenician medals, exhibit some of the diver-

sified forms in which she is represented. (See Calraet's

Dissertation siir Ics Dicinitcs Plic'iiicieniifs ; Banier's

Mi/thologij ; Jahn's Archicoloyia ; Muuter, lieligion dcr

Karthager; Mover, Vie F/ionizier.)

CHAPTER XVL

from hmldn

by Ilw,„ni

his iitlicr n

but to llii-

1

ml of the Syrian

of Namah. 'l II,

lirrrtclh Jiaashn

rrprmcd thereof

•I'll. 11 Amotiij

•rase A, A,-/,.//, „,;/ to God,
l;i IJis dialh and burial.

In the six and thirtieth year of the reign of

Asa 'Baasha i<ing of Israel came itp against

Ju(lai), and built Kaniali, to the intent that

he might let none go out or cnnio in to Asa
king of Judah.

2 Then Asa brought out silver and gold

out of the treasures of the house of the Lord
and of the king's house, and sent to Ben-

> 1 Kings 15. 17. i llth, Darmeieh.

' Syria, that dwelt at "Damascus,hadad king

saying,

3 There is a league between nie and thee,

as iha-c tras between my father and thy

father : behold, I have sent thee silver and

gold : go, break thy league with Baasha

king of Israel, that he may depart from me.

4 And Ben-hadad hearkened unto king

Asa, and sent the captains of "his armies

against the cities of Israel ; and tliey smote

ijon, and Dan, and Abel-maim, and all the

store cities of Najjlitali.

5 And it came to pass, when Baasha heard

if, that he left off building of Ramah, and lot

his work cease.
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6 Then Asa the king took all Judah ; and

they carried away the stones of Ramah, and

the timber thereof, wherewith Baasha was

building ; and he built therewith Geba and

Mizpah.
7 If And at that time Hanani the seer

came to Asa king of Judah, and said unto

him. Because thou hast relied on tlie king of

Syria, and not relied on the Lord thy God,

therefore is the host of the king of Syria es-

caped out of thine hand.

8 Were not 'the Ethiopians and the Lu-

bims 'a huge host, with very many chariots

and horsemen ? yet, because thou didst rely

on the Lord, he delivered them into thine

hand.

9 For the eyes of the Lord run to and fro

throughout the whole earth, °to shew himself

strong in the behalf of them whose heart is

perfect toward him. Herein thou hast done

foolishly : therefore from henceforth thou shalt

have wars.

Ueb. ill alundanCi

10 Then Asa was wroth with the seer, and
put him in a prison house ; for he was in a

rage with him because of this thiii(/. And
Asa 'oppressed some of the people the same
time.

11 If And, behold, the acts of Asa, first

and last, lo, they a>-c written in the book of

the kings of Judah and Israel.

12 And Asa in the thirty and ninth year

of his reign was diseased in his feet, until his

disease iras exceeding cfreat : yet in his dis-

ease he sought not to the Lord, but to the

physicians.

13 If And Asa slept with his fathers, and
died in the one and fortieth year of his reign.

14 And they buried him in his own sepul-

chres, which he had "made for himself in the

city of David, and laid him in the bed which

was filled with sweet odours and divers kinds

(f spices prepared by the apothecaries" art

:

and they made a very great burning for

him.

I'l with them, &c. " Heb. crushed. 8 Heb. digged.

V^crse 1. '1,1 the sU and thirtieth year of the reign vf
Am.'—Compare 1 Kings kv. 33, and xvi. ; from which we
learn that Baasha began to reign in the third year of Asa,
that he reigned twenty-four years, and that his son suc-

ceeded in the tweiiti/sixth year of Asa's reign. It is

therefore probable that the present text is corrupted, being
contradictory to three other dates, which shew that Baasha
died ten years before the date here given to his enterprise.

Josephus seems accordingly to preserve the true date of

this undertaking, which he places in the twenty-sixth year
of Asa—the year in which Baasha died—which agrees
with what he says, that Baasha was prevented by death
from resuming his enterprise which the Syrians had in-

terrupted. The Jewish chronology, followed by many
modern chronologers, explains the present text to be cor-

rect, by supposing that, instead of ' reign,' we should read
' kingdom ;' and, consequently, that the date is not from
the beginning of Asa's reign, but from that of the separate

existence of the kingdom of Judah, commencing with l!e-

hoboam. Thirty-si.x years from that event bring us ouly
to the sixteenth year of Asa ; in which date there is cer-

tainly no historical or chronological impropriety, although
it may be difEcult to explain how so peculiar a mode of
computation should in this particular instance be adopted,

and which seems less likely than the easy alteration of
' twenty-six ' into ' thirty-six.' Whatever explanation be
chosen must also be extended to the last verse of the pre-

ceding chapter.

— * Hiat he might let none go out or come in to A.ia.'—
It appears that the eflfect of the manifest tokens of the

Divine favour which Asa received, especially in the signal

victory over Zerah, was felt in the neighbouring kingdom,
and induced a large number of the subjects of Baasha to

migrate into his dominions. A constant and large acces-

i^ion of men, induced by such considerations, and by re-

vived attachment to the theocratic^l institutions, was
calculated to give, and doubtless did give, a vast supe-

riority of moral character to the kingdom of Judah over

tliat of Israel. It was no doubt the object of check-

ing this tendency of his most valuable subjects to quit his

territories that induced Baasha to take the town of J?amah
and fortify it for a frontier barrier.

VOL. n. 2 E

1 2. ' Diseased in his feet, until his disease was e.rceeding

great.'—It was a disease which began in the feet, and gra-

dually mounted upward to the superior parts of the body,

for the last clause might more properly be rendered to

convey this meaning, as 'his disease moved upward.'

Some medical inquirers into the diseases of Scripture think

it was the gout, which, as is well known, is dangerous

when it reaches upward to the superior parts of the per-

son. It was probably something of the sort.

— ' He sought ...to the phi/sieians.'—This is the first

time we read of physicians among the Hebrews, as a dis-

tinct class of persons. Whatever has a medical appearance

in the books of the Law, we find associated with the priests

(see the note on Lev. xiii. 2), and subsequently we find

diseased or injured persons resorting to gods and prophets

(1 Kings xiv. ; 2 Kings i. and viii.), chiefly, it would seem,

for the purpose of learning whether or not they should re-

cover. It appears to have been the general feeling, that

in diseases medical and human agencies were of no avail,

and that a cure was to be looked for to the immediate

exercise of the Divine power. This feeling is still very-

general in the East. Therefore priests and prophets were

resorted to in most nations, for the purpose, as it were, of

drawing the attention of the god to the case, and of pro-

pitiating his favour. Hence arose a class of pretenders,

who professed by means of certain secret charms, incanta-

tions, and powerful rites or applications, to draw down
and fix, if we may so express it, the healing power of Ihe

god. From the manner in which Asa's application to the

physicians is mentioned, it is fair to presume that they

were of this class, still so common in Asia and Africa, and

not yet extirpated from Europe—who, on the one hand,

were ignorant of any useful science, and, on the other, by
their unlawful pretensions drew away the mind from its

true confidence in God, and fixed it on their puerile spells

and amulets. Indeed, as the earliest physicians in most
countries were foreigners, it is cot unlikely that those to

whom Asa resorted professed to work cures through the

power of the heavenly bodies, or of some famous foreign

idol. Even when some useful applications and medicines

crept into the practice of 'physicians,' it remained mixed

up with so much mystery, idolatry, and superstition, that,

4S1
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^^^^i^^S^^-

Jewish PHysiciAN.—Modern Oriental,

even at a period much later than the present, the stricter

Jews were disposed to look upon the whole art as an
abominable thing. Gill quotes the Rabbins as entertaining

a very ill opinion of physicians, saying that the very best
of them deserved hell, and as advising faithful Jews not
to live in a city where the chief man was a physician.

Even when medicine had attained the rank of a science,

founded, as all true science must be, on experience and
observation, and spells and charms were in a great degree
banislied, astrology was still considered by the most famous
ancient physicians, and down to comparatively modern
times, as an essential part of medical education, principally
with the view of determining, it seems, the proper or im-
proper times for administering medicine. Sir Thomas

Brown sums up the days excluded as unfit, by different

ancient authorities, as making up nearly three-quarters of

the year, so that little more than a fourth of the year was
left for the administration of medicine. Sir Thomas, him-
self a physician, objects to this, but observes, guardedly,
that ' a sober and regulated astrology,' in medicine, was
not to be rejected or condemned. If, even in Europe, the

practice of medicine has not from any very remote date
been divested of mystery and superstition, we may readily

understand that in its early state, as now in the East, tlie

little that was useful in it was buried under such a mass
of absurd and idolatrous rites and observances, that the

more instructed Jews regarded it with abhorrence, and
considered it a most objectionable course to apply to a
' physician.' Probably the customary course was to em-
ploy such common remedies as were popularly known;
and in cases of difficulty to apply to the priests, who, from
their cognizance of diseases involving ceremonial unclean-

ness, probably accumulated such information as enabled
them to give useful medical advice when required. In
more recent times medicine has become a favourite pursuit

with the Jews. This was especially the case in what are

called ' the middle ages,' the most famous physicians of

Western Asia, Northern Africa, and of Spain (under the

Moors), having been of the Hebrew race. Nor has the

skill of the Jewish physicians been uurenowned even in

Christendom, and in days still more recent. See Carmoly's
Histoire des Mgdecins Juifs, Anciens et Modeines, IJrux.

1844. See also generally, the Note on Gen. 1. 2 ; aud the

author's Pictorial Hist, nfralesline, i\. 561-563.

14. ' They made a verij great btirningfor him.'—He was
honoured with a magnificent public funeral, in testimony

of their final approbation of his government and of their

sorrow for him. It would seem that his body, laid in a
bed of state, was burned with vast quantities of aromatic

substances, and the ashes, collected with care, were after-

wards deposited in the sepulchre which he had prepared

for himself on Mount Zion. The burning of the dead, as

a rite of sepulture, had originally been regarded with dis-

like by the Hebrews. But a change of feeling in the

matter had by this time taken place ; for the practice is

not on this occasion mentioned as a new thing, and had
probably been some time previously introduced. After-

wards, burning was considered the most distinguished

honour that could be rendered to the dead, and the omis-

sion of it, in the case of royal personages, a disgrace (see

2 Chron. xxi. 19 ; Jer. xxxiv. 5 ; Amos vi. 10). But in

later days the Jews conceived a dislike to the rite ; and
their doctors endeavoured in consequence to pervert the

passages of Scripture which refer to it, so as to induce a

belief that the aromatic substances alone were burnt, and
not the body itself

CHAPTER XVII.

1 Jehoshnphat, succeeriinr/ Asa, reigneth ircl/, and
prospercth. 7 He sendeth Levites with the princes
to teach Jiidah. 10 His enemies being terrified by
God, some of them bring him presents and tribute.

12 His greatness, captains, and armies.

And 'Jchoshaphat his son reigned in liis

stead, and strengthened himself against Israel.

2 And he placed forces in all the fenced
cities of Judah, and set garrisons in the land
of Jiulah. and in the cities of Ephraim, which
A.'^a his father had taken.

3 And the Lord was with Jehoshaphat,

because he walked in the first ways of his

father David, and sought not unto Baalim

;

4 But sought to the L ORD God of his

father, and walked in his commandments, and

not after the doings of Israel.

5 Therefore the Loud stablished the

kingdom in his hand ; and all Judah "brought

to Jehoshaphat presents ; and he had riches

and honour in abundance.

G And his heart 'was lifted up in the ways

of the LoKD : moreover he took away the high

places and groves out of Judah.

7 ^ Also in the third year of his reign he

sent to his princes, even to Ben-hail, and to

3 Tlmt is, was encouraged.
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Obadiah, and to Zechariah, and to Nethaneel,

and to Michaiah, to teach in the cities of

Judah.

8 And with them lie sent Levites, even She-

maiah, and Nethaniah, and Zebadiah, and

Asahel, and Shemiramoth, and Jehonathan,

and Adonijah, and Tobijah, and Tob-adonijah,

Levites ; and with them Elishama and Jeho-

ram, priests.

9 And they tanght in Judah, and had the

book of the law of the Lord with them, and

went about throughout all the cities of Judah,

and taught the people.

10 ^I And the fear of the Lord 'fell upon

all the kingdoms of the lands that ivere round

about Judah, so that they made no war against

Jehoshaphat.

11 Also some of the Philistines brought

Jehoshaphat presents, and tribute silver ; and

the Arabians brought him flocks, seven thou-

sand and seven hundred rams, and seven thou-

sand and seven hundred he goats.

12 IT And Jehoshaphat waxed great ex-

ceedingly; and he built in Judah 'castles,

and cities of store.

13 And he had much business in the

cities of Judah : and the men of war, mighty
men of valour, icere in Jerusalem.

14 And these are the numbers of them
according to the house of their fiithors : Of
Judah, the captains of thousands ; Adnah the

chief, and with him mighty men of valour

three hundred thousand.

15 And ''next to him was Jehohanan the

captain, and with him two hundred and four-

score thousand.

16 And next him ims Amasiab the son of

Zichri, who willingly oft'ered himself unto the

Lord ; and with him two hundred thousand

mighty men of valour.

17 And of Benjamin ; Eliada a mighty
man of valour, and with him armed men with

bow and shield two hundred thousand.

18 And next him xcas Jehozabad, and with

him an hundred and fourscore thousand ready

prepared for the war.

19 Tiiese waited on the king, beside tlwse

whom the king put in the fenced cities

throughout all Judah.

Verse 9. 'And wait about throughout all the cities of
Judah, and taught the pcopln.'—This commission of five

princes, two priests, and nine Levites, going about from
city to city, with the boolj of the Law to instruct the

people, forms one of the most interesting circumstances

that we meet with in the history of any of the kings. Not
only was the heart of Jehoshaphat ' lifted up in the ways

of the Lord,' but he desired the hearts of his people to be

lifted up in like manner. We read of auotlicr good king
(Josiah), who caused the law to be read to the people as-

sembled at Jerusalem (chap, xxxiv. 30) ; but we read of
no other than Jehoshaphat who sent instruction to the

homes of his people.

CHAPTER XVIII.

1 Jehoshaphat, joined in affinity icith Ahah, is per-

suaded to go with him against Ramoth-yilead.

4 Ahab, seduced by false prophets, according to the

tvord of Micaiah, is slain there.
.'

Now Jehoshaphat had riches and honour in

abundance, and joined affinity with Ahab.
2 'And 'after certain years he went down

to Ahab to Samaria. And Ahab killed sheep

and oxen for him in abundance, and for the

people that he had with him, and persuaded
him to go up icith liini to Ramoth-gilead.

3 And Ahab king of Israel said unto Je-

hoshaphat king of Judah, Wilt thou go with

me to Ramoth-gilead? And he answered
him, I am as thou art, and my people as thy

people ; and we ivill be with thee in the war.

4 If And Jehoshaphat said unto the king

of Israel, Enquire, I pray thee, at the word
of the Lord to day.

5 Therefore the king of Israel gathered
together of prophets four hundred men, and
said unto them, Shall we go to Ramoth-gilead
to battle, or shall I forbear ? And they said,

Go up ; for God will deliver it into the king's

hand.

6 IT But Jehoshaphat said, Is there not here

a prophet of the Lord 'besides, that we might
enquire of him ?

7 And the king of Israel said unto Jeho-
shaphat, There is yet one man, by whom wo
may enquire of the Lord : but I hate him

;

for he never prophesied good unto me, but

always evil : the same is Micaiah the son of

Imla. And Jehoshaphat said. Let not the

king say so.

8 And the king of Israel called for one of

Ueb. at the end of years.
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his 'officers, and said, 'Fetch quickly Micaiah

the son of Imla.

9 And tlie king of Israel and Jehoshaphat

king of Judah sat either of them on his throne,

clotlied in t/tei?- robes, and they sat in a "void

phice at the entering in of the gate of Sa-

maria ; and all the prophets prophesied before

them.

10 And Zedekiah the son of Chenaanah

had made liim horns of iron, and said. Thus
saitli the Lord, With these thou shalt push

Syria until 'they be consumed.

11 And all the prophets prophesied so,

saying, Go up to Ramoth-gilcad, and prosper :

for the Loud shall deliver it into the hand

of the king.

12 And the messenger that went to call

Micaiah spake to him, saying, Beliold, the

words of the prophets declare good to the

king ^vith one assent ; let tiiy word there-

fore, I pray thee, be like one of their's, and

sj)eak thou good.

1

3

And Micaiah said. As the Lord liveth,

even what my God saith, that will I speak.

14 And when he was come to the king,

the king said unto him, Micaiah, shall we go

to Ram.othgilead to battle, or shall I forbear ?

And he said, Go ye up, and prosper, and they

shall be delivered into your hand.

15 IT And the king said to him. How many
times shall I adjure thee that thou say nothing

but the truth to me in the name of the Lord ?

16 Then he said, I did see all Israel scat-

tered upon the mountains, as sheep that have

no shepherd : and the Lord said. These have

no master ; let them return therefore every

man to his house in peace.

17 And the king of Israel said to Jeho-

shaphat, Did I not tell thee tluit he would

not pro])hesy good unto me, "but evil ?

18 Again he said. Therefore hear the word

of the Loud ; I saw the Lord sitting upon

his throne, and all the host of heaven standing

on his right hand and on his left.

19 And the Lord said, VVho shall entice

.\hab king of Israel, that he may go up and

fall at Eamoth-gilead ? And one spake say-

ing after this manner, and another saying after

that manner.
20 Then there came out a '"spirit, and

stood before the Loud, and said, I will entice

him. And the Lord said unto him. "^^'lK•re-

with ?

21 And lie said, I will go out, and be a

lying spirit in the mouth of all his prophets.

* Ot, eunuchs, i llch. hasten. o Or,Jlnor. 7 Heb. thou

And the LORD said. Thou shalt entice him,
and thou shalt also prevail : go out, and do
even so.

22 Now therefore, behold, the Lord hath

put a lying spirit in the mouth of these thy

prophets, and the Lord hath spoken evil

against thee.

23 IT Then Zedekiah the son of Chenaanah
came near, and smote Micaiah upon the cheek,

and said. Which way went the Spirit of the

Lord from me to speak unto thee ?

24 And Micaiah said, Behold, thou shalt

see on that day when thou shalt go "into '"an

inner chamber to hide thyself.

25 Then the king of Israel said. Take ye
Micaiah, and carry him back to Amon the go-

vernor of the city, and to Joash the king's son

;

2G And say, Thus saith the king. Put this

fellow in the prison, and feed him with bread

of affliction and with water of affliction, until I

return in peace.

27 And Micaiah said, If thou certainly re-

turn in peace, then hath not the Lord spoken

by me. And he said. Hearken, all ye people.

28 H So the king of Israel and Jehoshaphat

the king of Judah went up to Ramoth-gilead.

29 And the king of Israel said unto Je-
hoshaphat, I will disguise myself, and will go
to the battle ; but put thou on thy robes. So
the king of Israel disguised himself ; and they

went to the battle.

30 Now the king of Syria had commanded
the captains of the chariots that were with him.

saying, Fight ye not with small or great, save

only with the king of Israel.

31 And it came to pass, when the captains

of the chariots saw Jehoshaphat, that they

said, It is the king of Israel. Therefore they

compassed about him to fight : but Jehosha-

phat cried out, and the Lord helped him;

and God moved them to depart from liim.

32 For it came to pass, that, when the cap-

tains of the chariots perceived that it was not

the king of Israel, tiiey turned back again

'"from pursuing him.

33 If And a certain man drew a bow '''at a

venture, and smote the king of Israel '^be-

tween the joints of the liarness : therefore he

said to his chariot man. Turn thine hand, that

thou mayest carry me out of the host ; for I

am 'Svounded.

34 And the battle increased that day : how-

beit the king of Israel stayed himself \i\y mhis
chariot against the Syrians until the even : and
about the time of the sun going down he died.

* Ileb. hasten.

.
' Or./romrA,

ms simpncittj.

Or,Jlni

r to cftumbcr. 1* Heh. a chamber
i» Heb. between the joints, and between tki
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Verse .'i.
' God will deliver it into the king's hand.'

—The reader will not fail to note the remarkable am-
biguity of this answer, which was well calculated to

save the credit of these idolatrous priests, whatever

might be the event. In the first place, it is not said

what should be delivered into the king's hand, the

word it, which seems in our version to refer to- Ramoth-
gilead, not being in the original ; nor is it said into what
king's hand this unexpressed something should be de-

livered. Thus, although we should certainly understand

them to mean that the city, or the Syrian army, should

be delivered into the hands of Ahah, and he so under-

stood them, as it was doubtless their wish that he
should: yet if the event proved adverse, it was open
to them to say that they meant that the Hebrew host

was to be delivered into the hands of the Syrian king.

Zedekiah indeed was more e-Kplicit; but his brethren,

when the event proved otherwise than they expected,

were at liberty to disavow bis individual statement,

and to adhere to the ambiguity of their more general

answer. It was very probable that this double meaning
was not unobserved by Jehoshaphat, and occasioned that

misgiving which led him to inquire for 'a prophet of

the Lord besides.'

This response is calculated to remind one of the well-

studied ambiguity exhibited in the answers of the heathen
oracles of old. The one most in point is that which the

oracle at Delphi gave to Crcesus, king of Lydia, who sent

to inquire whether he might venture to make war upon
the Persians. The answer was, that by crossing the river

Halys (to attack the Persians), Croesus would overthrow
a mighty power. This safe and prudent answer the

Lydian monarch interpreted according to his wish: he
crossed the Halys, and was defeated and taken captive by
Cyrus. The Persian, on learning this circumstance, al-

lowed his prisoner to send ambassadors to Delphi to

reproach the oracle for deceiving him. The oracle an-

swered, that Croesus had himself only to blame: the oracle

had only said, that if he attacked the Persians, a mighty
empire would be overthrown : and if then he had desired

further information, he ought to have inquired whether
his own empire or that of Cyrus was intended (Herodotus,

Clio, 53, 91). One would think that the priestesses of

Delphi had taken a lesson from Ahab's priests of Baal.

CHAPTER XIX.

1 Jehoshaphat , reproved by Jehu, visiteth his kingdom.

5 His iiistrnctiwislu the judges, 8 to the priests and
Lecites.

And Jehoshaphat the king of Judah returned

to his house in peace to Jerusalem.

2 And Jehu the son of Hanani the seer

went out to meet him, and said to king Je-

hoshaphat, Shouldest thou help the ungodly,

and love them that hate the Lord? there-

fore is wrath upon thee from before the

Lord.
3 Nevertheless there are 'good things found

in thee, in that thou hast taken away the

groves out of the land, and hast prepared

thine heart to seek God.

4 IT And Jehoshaphat dwelt at Jerusalem :

and ''he went out again through the people

from Beer-sheba to mount Ephraim, and
brought them back unto the Lord God of

their fathers.

5 ^ And he set judges in the land

throughout all the fenced cities of Judah,

city by city,

6 And said to the judges, Take heed what

ye do : for ye judge not for man, but for the

LoKD, who is with you "in the judgment-

7 Wherefore now let the fear of the Lord
be upon you ; take heed and do it : for there

is no iniquity with the Lord our God, nor
'respect of persons, nor taking of gifts.

8 H Moreover in Jerusalem did Jehosha-
phat set of the Levites, and of the priests,

and of the chief of the fathers of Israel, for

the judgment of the Lord, and for contro-

versies, when they returned to Jerusalem.

9 And he charged them, saying, Thus shall

ye do in the fear of the Lord, fmthfully, and
with a perfect heart.

10 And what cause soever shall come to

you of your brethren that dwell in their cities,

between blood and blood, between law and
commandment, statutes and judgments, ye
shall even warn them that they trespass not

against the Lord, and so wrath come upon
you, and upon yoin- brethren : this do, and
ye shall not trespass.

11 And, behold, Amariah the chief priest

is over you in all matters of the Lord ; and
Zebadiah the son of Ishmael, the ruler of

the house of Judah, for all the king's matters :

also the Levites shall he officers before you.

"Deal courageously, and the Lord shall be

with the good.

Verse 5. ' He set judges in the land.'—David seems to

have done this before ; but this, as well as many other of
David's improvements, must have been greatly disturbed

by the division of the kingdom, although Jehoshaphat
would appear to have been the first of the kings of Judah
who perceived that the old regulations might be advantage-
ously modified, to adapt them to the altered circumstances

of the kingdom. The proportion of Levites, also, to the

rest of the population must have been far greater in the

kingdom of Judah than it had been in the sole realm of

David and Solomon, so that a larger number could be em-
ployed in the administration of justice. Some think, how-
ever, that David's judicial regulations had fallen into dis-

use, and that Jehoshaphat now revives them.
8. ' For the judgment of the Lord.'—Th\s high court

seems a new institution, unless tlie idea was taken froin

the council which assisted Moses. We find no trace of the

existence of such a court elsewhere in the historical books.
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The Jews think they discover in it their Sanhedrim, or

great council of seventy, which made so great a figure in

their later history, and which, although apparently of late

origin, they contend to have originated with the seventy

elders appointed by Moses. But with respect to this claim,

see the note on Num. xi. 16. The number ofthe members of

the court established by Jehoshaphat we are not told ; and
if its functions have considerable resemblance to tliose of

the Sanhedrim, this may well have been because that cele-

brated body was organized with an express reference to

whatever intimations for the constitution of such a court

could be gathered from the sacred books. The duties of

the present court, as well as those of the inferior local tri-

bunals mentioned above, are pretty clearly defined in the

impressive addresses which the king made to them. We
see that the great court of Jerusalem consisted of priests

and paternal chiefs, and that it had cognizance of all judi-

cial matters, whether civil or criminal. It has been some-
what disputed what is intended by the 'matters of the

Lord,' and ' the king's matters,' in v. 11. Grotius seems
to understand that this does not define something supple-

mentary, but refers to what had been previously stated,

merely to intimate that, in one class of cases the high-priest

was to be president, and that in the other Zebadiah, ' the

ruler of the house of Judah, presided.' Under his view, the
' matters of the Lord ' are not exclusively ecclesiastical mat-

ters, as some suppose, but such matters generally as were
defined by the law of God, and were to be judged by that

law ; and ' the king's matters,' not particularly matters of

policy or state, but such matters as, not being defined

by the law of God, were left to the judgment of the king.

In this explanation we are disposed to concur. It will be
observed that there was a written law, to which no addi-

tion could be made ; but then there must have arisen a great

number of cases for which this law did not provide, and
which were to be adjudicated by the law of custom, or ac-

cording to the principles of equity. Of the former, the

priests, as best acquainted with the law, were the proper
judges ; while the latter naturally devolved on the pater-

nal chiefs, but, when the monarchy was established, came
under the superior authority of the king, who himself was
the supreme judge in this branch of law. We never read
of any cause brought before the king for which the law of

Moses had provided. Perhaps an appeal had lain to the

high-priest for the written law, and to the king for the law
of custom or equity. It is essential throughout to keep in

mind the distinction between these classes of judicial cases.

It is the same in Mohammedan countries, where the book
which the Moslems hold sacred is also their law-book, to

which, of course, no addition can be made. Hence, as in

Persia, the written and unwritten law become objects of

separate jurisdiction, the respective powers and privileges

of which are often matters of high dispute. The written

law is administered by ecclesiastical persons, and the un-
written, by secular magistrates, with the king at their

head. Eeferring to the frequently conflicting nature of

these distinct judicatures, and the disputes as to the limits

of their jurisdiction, it appears to us very probable that the

design of Jehoshaphat, in the mixed character he gave to

this high tribunal, was to make the two branches of judi-

cature coalesce so far as seemed necessary to facilitate the

operation of the general system.

CHAPTER XX.

1 Jehoshaphat in hisfear proclaimeth a fast. 5 His
prajjer. 1 4 The prophecy of Jahaziel. 20 Jeho-
shaphat exhortelh the people, and setteth singers to

praise the Lord. 22 T/ie great overtiirow of tJie

enemies. 26 The people, having blessed God at

Berachah, return in triumph. 31 Jehoshaphat'

s

reign. 35 His convoy of ships, which he made with
Altaziah, according to the prophecy of Eliezer, vn-
happily perished.

It came to pass after this also, that the children

of Moab, and the children of Amnion, and
with them ot/ier beside the Ammonites, came
against Jehoshaphat to battle.

2 Then there came some that told Jehosha-
phat, saying, There comcth a great multitude
against thee from beyond the sea on this side

Syria ; and, behold, they he in Ilazazon-tamar,
which is En-gedi.

3 And Jehoshaphat feared, and set 'him-

self to sock the Lokd, and proclaimed a fa.st

throughout all Judali.

4 And Judah gathered themselves together,

to ask help of tiie Lord : even out of all the

cities of Judah they came to seek the Lord.
5 % And Jehoshaphat stood in the congre-

gation of Judali and Jerusalem, in the house
of the Lord, before the new court,

6 And said, O Loud God of our fathers,

art not thou God in heaven ? and rulest not

thou over all the kingdoms of the heathen ?

and in thine hand is there not power and might,

so that none is able to withstand thee ?

7 Art not thou our God, 'iclio didst drive

out the inhabitants of this land before thy

people Israel, and gavest it to the seed of

Abraham thy friend for ever ?

8 And they dwelt therein, and have built

thee a sanctuary therein for thy name, saying,

9 °If, when evil cometh upon us, as the

sword, judgment, or pestilence, or famine, we
stand before this house, and in thy presence, (for

thy name is in this house,) and cry unto thee

in our affliction, then thou wilt hear and help.

10 And now, behold, the children of Am-
nion and Moab and mount Seir, whom thou

^vouldcst not let Israel invade, when they

came out of the land of Egypt, but they turned

from them, and destroyed them not

;

11 Behold, I say, how they reward us, to

come to cast us out of thy possession, which

thou hast given us to inherit.

12 O our God, wilt thou not judge them ?

for we have no might against this great com-
pany that cometh against us ; neither know we
what to do : but our eyes are ujjon thee.

13 And all Judah stood before the Lord,
with their little ones, their wives, and their

children.

14 H Then upon Jahaziel the sou of Ze-

' 1 mage 8. 87. Chip. «. 88. < Deut. i 9.
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I'hariah, the son of Benaiah, the son of Jeiel,

the son of Mattaniali, a Levite of the sons of

Asaph, came the Spirit of the Lord in the

midst of tlio congregation ;

15 And he said, Hearken ye, all Judah,
and ye inhabitants of Jerusalem, and thou

king Jehoshaphat, Thus saith the Lord unto

you, Be not afraid nor dismayed by reason of

this great multitude ; for the battle is not

your's, but God's.

,
16 To morrow go ye down against them :

behold, they come up by the 'cliff of Ziz ; and
ye shall find them at the end of the °brook,

before the wilderness of Jeruel.

17 Ye shall not need to fight in this battle

:

set yourselves, stand ye still, and see the

salvation of the Lord with you, O Judah
and Jerusalem : fear not, nor be dismayed ;

to morrow go out against them : for the Lord
will be with you.

18 And Jehoshaphat bowed his head with

his face to the ground : and all Judah and the

inhabitants of Jerusalem fell before the Lord,
worshipping the Lord.

ly And the Levites, of the children of the

Kohathites, and of the children of the Korhites,

stood up to praise the Lord God of Israel with

a loud voice on high.

20 % And they rose early in the morning,

and went forth into the wilderness of Tekoa :

and as they went forth, Jehoshaphat stood and
said, Hear me, O Judah, and ye inhabitants

of Jei-usalem ; 'Believe in the Lord your God,

so shall ye be established ; believe his prophets,

so shall ye prosper.

21 And when he had consulted with the

people, he appointed singers unto the Lord,
and "that should praise the beauty of holiness,

as they went out before the arm}-, and to say.

Praise the Lord ; for his mercy endureth for

ever.

22 IT "And when they began '°to sing and
to praise, the Lord set ambushments against

the children of Amnion, Moab, and mount
Seir, which were come against Judah ; and
"they were smitten.

23 For the children of Amnion and Moab
stood up against the inhabitants of mount Seir,

utterly to slay and destroy thetn : and when
they had made an end of the inhabitants of

Seir, every one helped '"to destroy another.

24 And when Judah came toward the watch

tower in the wilderness, they looked unto the

multitude, and, behold, they were dead bodies

fallen to the earth, and "none escaped.

>> Heb. ascent. « Or, valley. 1 Isa. 7. 9

u Ottt/iei/ sittotc one amtlier. I'-i Ht
15 Heb. kead. 1« 1 Kings 22. 41,
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25 And when Jehoshaphat and his people
came to take away the spoil of them, they found
among them in abundance both riches with the

dead bodies, and pi-ecious jewels, which they
stripped off for themselves, more than they
could carry away : and they were three days
in gathering of the spoil, it was so much.

26 IT And on the fourth day they assembled
themselves in the valley of '"Berachah ; for

there they blessed the Lord : therefore the

name of the same place was called, The valley

of Berachah, unto this day.

27 Then they returned, every man ofJudah
and Jerusalem, and Jehoshaphat in the "fore-

front of them, to go again to Jerusalem with

joy ; for the Lord had made them to rejoice

over their enemies.

28 And they came to Jerusalem with psal-

teries and harps and trumpets unto the house
of the Lord.

29 And the fear ofGod was on all the king-

doms of those countries, when they had heard
that the Lord fought against the enemies of

Israel.

30 So the realm of Jehoshaphat was quiet

:

for his God gave him rest round about.

31 ^ '"And Jehoshaphat reigned over

Judah : he teas thirty and five years old when
he began to reign, and he reigned twenty and
five years in Jerusalem. And his mother's

name teas Azubah the daughter of Shilhi.

32 And he walked in the way of Asa his

father, and departed not from it, doing that

which ivas right in the sight of the Lord.
33 Howbeit the high places were not taken

away : for as yet the people had not prepared

their hearts unto the God of their fathers.

34 Now the rest of the acts of Jehoshaphat,

first and last, behold, they are written in the

"book of Jehu the son of Hanani, '"who

"w mentioned in the book of the kings of

Israel.

35 IT And after this did Jehoshaphat king

of Judah join himself with Ahaziah king of

Israel, who did very wickedly :

36 And he joined himself with him to make
ships to go to Tarshish : and they made the

ships in Ezion-gaber.

37 Then Ebezer the son of Dodavah of

Mareshah prophesied against Jehoshaphat,

saying. Because thou bast joined thyself with

Ahaziah, the Lord hath broken thy work ;

And the ships were broken, that they were

not able to go to Tarshish.

raisers. 9 Heb. And in the time that they, &c. lo Heb.
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CHAPTER XXL
1 Jchoram, succeeding Jclwshaphat , slayethhisbrethren.

5 His wicked reign. 8 Edom and Libnah revoll.

12 The prophecy of Elijali against him in icriling.

16 Tlie riiilistines and Arabians oppress him. iS

His inciudble disease, infamous death, and burial.

Now MeliOoliapliat slept with his fathers, and
was buried with liis fathers in the city of

David. And Jelioram his son reigned in his

stead.

2 And he had brethren the sons of Jeho-

shaphat, Azariali, and Jehiel, and Zechariali,

and Azariah, and Michael, and Shephatiah :

ail these tccrc tlic sons of Jchoshaphat king of

Israel.

3 And their father gave them great gifts

of silvrr, and of gold, and of precious things,

with fciK'tMl cities in Judah : but the kingdom
gave he to Jchoram ; because he v;as the

firstborn.

4 Now ^vhen Jehoram was i-isen up to the

kingdom of his father, he strengthened himself,

and slew all his brethren with the sword, and
clivers also of the princes of Israel.

5 If Jehoram ims thirty and two years old

when he began to reign, and he reigned eight

years in Jerusalem.

6 And he walked in the way of the kings

of Israel, like as did the house of Ahab : for

he had the daughter of "Ahab to wife : and
he wrought that ivhich ivas evil in the eyes of

the Loud.
7 Ilowbeit the Lokd would not destroy the

house of David, because of the covenant that

he had made with David, and as he promised

to give a light to him and to his 'sons for

ever.

S "i In his days the l£domitos revolted from

under the "dominion of Judah, and made them-

selves a king.

9 Then Jchoram 'went i'ortli witii his

princes, and all his chariots with him : and
he rose up by night, and smote the ]:^domiteR

which compassed him in, and the captains of

the chariots.

10 So the Edomites revolted from under
the hand of Judah unto this day. The same
time also did Libnah revolt from luider his

Or, Ahnziah,

hand ; because he had forsaken the Loiiu (jod

of his fathers.

1

1

Moreover he made high places in the

mountains of Judah, and caused the inha-

bitants of Jerusalem to commit fornication,

and compelled Judah thereto.

12 % And there came a writing to him
from Elijah the prophet, saying. Thus saitli

the Lord God of David thy father, Because
thou hast not walked in the ways of Jcho-
shaphat thy father, nor in the ways of Asa
king of Judah,

\'o ]5nt hast walked in the way of the

kings of Israel, and hast made Judah and the

inhabitants of Jerusalem to go a whoring, like

to the whoredoms of the house of Ahab, and
also hast slain thy brethren of thy father's

house, which ivere better than thyself:

14 Behold, with "a great plague will the

Lord smite thy people, and thy children, and
thy wives, and all thy goods :

15 And thou shalt have great sickness by

disease of thy bowels, until thy bowels fall out

by reason of the sickness day by day.

1611 Moreover the Lord stirred up against

Jehoram the spirit of tlie Philistines, and of

the Arabians, that were near the Ethiopians :

17 And they came up into Judah, and
brake into it, and "carried away all the sub-

stance that was found in the king's house,

and his sons also, and his wives ; so that there

was never a son left him, save '"Jehoahaz, the

youngest of his sons.

18 H And after all this the Lord smote

him in his bov/els with an incurable disease.

19 And it came to pass, that in process of

time, after the end of two years, his bowels

fell out by reason of his sickness : so he died

of sore diseases. And his jjcoplc made no

burning for him, lik(> the; luuiiing of his

fathers.

20 Thirty and two years old was he when
he began to reign, and he reigned in Jeru-

salem eight years, and departed "without

being desired. Ilowbeit they buried him in

the city of David, l)ut not in ilie sepulchres of

the kings.

« CImp. 22. 2.

» Ucb. hand. ? 2 K

Verse 8. ' In his dai/s the i",/»»nV,-« r.r.Jir.i:— \

ing to Josephus, the king of Edoiii « I :< •
'

1 'li-

of .ludah and Israel in the war ai u 1 i

slain by his revolted subjects, and li i

fired to signalize his accession and lu
j

i. [.;i;.iii lii,.,i

by freeing them from the tribute tu wliicli hia l.ub

'188

had
I

i buac lu lliu luuudcr of I

i not at first successful ; but

boram, who still had at his

ics which his father had col-

d in tlirowing the yoke of

coording to tlie prophecy of

ution (Gcii. xxvii. 40).
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12. '^ writing. . .from Elijah the prophet.'—\l is

concluded, from a comparison of dates, that Elijah's trans-
lation must have taken place several years before this.

The opinion of Josephus, and of many Jewish and Christian
writers, is thut tlu' K-ner was sent t.i the kins, hy Elijah,
from li.;,\,M. l.i 111' iiuiM-irv ,,f :,,,.,. 1, (It many Other
opiii: ' .,..,..',, ii ii;r name of
Kill, ill I

.(•••'.":-,.,,
, ..I ,

:
il.M .A r:iisha,l)y

Wllonl lli;, , \| I , ,,',.,:, .,:j.j,,,., -, ], ,,,., , , |,;,ve beeU
written —or, that I'llijali. p.ac.-iving liy the spirit of pro-
phecy the criminal conduct of the king and its consequences,
wrote this letter previously to his translation, and left it

with one of the prophets (probably Elisha) to be delivered

in due season ;—or, that the date of the translation of Elijah

is not indicated with such precision as to enable us to feel

quite assured that it had already taken place when this

letter was sent to Jeboram.
15. ' Disease of thi/ bowels.'—Jahn, on the authority of

Dr. Mead {Medica Sacra, ch. iv.) concludes this disease

to have been a form of dysentery. The long duration of
such a disorder is a very unusual circumstance, which,
with its awful severity and the previous prediction of the

prophet, sufficiently indicated the Hand from which the
stroke came.

CHAPTER XXII.

1 Ahaziali succeedinrj rcirjneth wickedly. 5 In his

confederacy with Joram the sou of Ahab, he is slain

by Jehu. 10 Athaliah, destroying all the seed royal,

sare Joash, whom Jehoshabealh his aunt hid,

itsurpeth the kingdom.

And the inhabitants of Jerusalem made 'Alia-

ziali liis youngest son king in his stead : for

the band of men that caine witli the Arabians

to the camp had slain all the "eldest. So

Ahaziali the son of Jehoram king of Judah
reigned.

2 Forty and two years old was Ahaziali

when he began to reign, and he reigned one

year in Jerusalem. His mother's name also

icas 'Athaliah the daughter of Omri.
3 He also walked in the ways of the house

of Ahab : for his mother was his counsellor to

do wickedly.

4 Wherefore he did evil in the sight of the

Lord like the house of Ahab : for they were
his counsellors after the death of his father to

his destruction.

5 H He walked also after their counsel,

and went with Jehoram the son of Ahab king

of Israel to war against Hazael king of Syria

at Ramoth-gilead : and the Syrians smote
Joram.

G And he returned to be healed in Jezreel

because of the wounds 'which were given him
at Ramah, when ho fought with llazael king

of Syria. And 'x\zariah the son of Jehoram
king of Judah went down to see Jehoram the

son of Ahab at Jezreel, because he was sick.

and Jeliualiaz, cliap. 2

7 And the "destruction of Ahaziali was of

God by coming to Joram : for when he was
come, he went out with Jehoram against Jehu
the son of Nimshi, whom the Lord had
anointed 'to cut off the house of Ahab.

8 And it came to pass, that, when Jehu was
executing judgment upon the house of Ahab,
and found the princes of Judah, and the sons

of the brethren of Ahaziah, that ministered to

Ahaziah, he slew them.

9 "And he sought Ahaziah : and they

caught him, (for he was hid in Samaria,) and
brought him to Jehu : and when they had
slain him, they buried him : Because, said

they, he is the son of Jelioshapliat, who sought
the Loud with all his heart. So the house
of Ahaziah had no power to kcc]) still the

kingdom.

10 If "But when Athaliah the mother of

Ahaziah saw that her son was dead, she arose

and destroyed all the seed royal of the house
of Judah.

11 But Jehoshabeath, the daughter of the

king, took Joash the son of Ahaziah, and stole

him from among the king's sons that were
slain, and put him and his nurse in a bed-
chamber. So Jehoshabeath, the daughter of

king Jehoram, the wife of Jehoiada the priest,

(for she was the sister of Ahaziah,) hid him
from Athaliah, so that she slew him not.

12 And he was with them hid in the house
of God six years : and Athaliah reigned over

the land.

llcb. wlicrewilh they wounded liim.

Verse 2. ' Forty and two years old ivas Ahaziah.'—In
2 Kings viii. 26, the age assigned to him at the commence-
ment of bis reign is twenty-two years. The interchange
of the letters 3 and D, used as numerals, would account
for this difterence, the former staii'lii"- !>r f".fMty and the

other for forty. Unt it is p.Tli ! '
.

'
:

i iLc the ex-
planation of Liglitfuot, who eon \

I lb began
foreign in tlie twenty-second yai -I m .i . ;,i,; ilie forty-

second of the kingdom of his inollicr .iibaiiali = lamily.

10. ' When Athaliah saw tliat her son was dead, she

arose and destroyed all the seed royal.'—This remarkable
woman had long been the virtual possessor of the supreme
power in Judah ; but now she disdained an authority so pre-

carious and indirect, and would reign alone. As the most
wicked persons seldom shed blood out of absolute wanton-

ness, it may be conceived that her temper may have been

rendered peculiarly savage at this time by the sanguinary

proceedings of Jehu in Israel against that house to which
i89
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she herself belonged, and in which she had lost, at one fell

swoop, a mother, a brother, and a son, with many other

very near relatives. It must also have appeared to her

that the sort of authority which, she had hitherto exercised,

first as queen-consort and then as queen-mother, was now
iu very great danger—as it might be expected that which-

ever of her grandsons succeeded to the throne, he would
prefer to hers the counsel and guidance of his own mother.
Here then were two powerful motives— dread of losing her
power, and jealousy of being superseded by another woman
—bringing her to the atrocious resolution of destroying all

the children of her own son Amaziah.

CHAPTER XXIII.

1 Jeho'iada, having set things in order, tnaketh Joash
king. 12 Alhaliah is slain. 16 Jehoiada restoreth

the worship of God.

And 'in the seventh year Jehoiada strength-

ened himself, and took the captains of hun-
dreds, Azariah the son of Jeroham, and Ish-

mael the son of Jehohanan, and Azariah the

son of Obed, and Maaseiah the son of Adaiah,
and Elishaphat theson of Zichri, into covenant

with him.

2 And they went about in Judah, and ga-
thered the Levites out of all the cities ofJudah,
and the chief of the fathers of Israel, and they

came to Jerusalem.

3 And all the congregation made a cove-

nant with the king in the house of God. And
he said imto them, Behold, the king's son

shall reign, as the Lord hath ^said of the sons

of David.

4 This is the thing that ye shall do ; A third

])art of you entering on the sabbath, of the

priests and of the Levites, shall be porters of

the "doors

;

5 And a third part sliall he at the king's

house ; and a third part at the gate of the

foundation : and all the people shall be in the

courts of the house of the Lord.
6 But let none come into the house of the

Lord, save the priests, and they that minister

of the Levites ; they shall go in, for they are

holy : but all the people shall keep the watch
of the Lord.

7 And the Levites shall compass the king
round about, every man with his weapons in

his hand ; and whosoever else conieth into the

house, he shall he put to death : but be ye
with the king when he cometh in, and when
he goeth out.

8 So tlie Levites and all Judah did accord-
ing to all things that Jehoiada the priest had
commanded, and took every man his men that

were to come in on the sabbath, with them that

were to go out on the sabbath : for Jehoiada
the priest dismissed not the courses.

9 Moreover Jehoiada the priest delivered to

1 2Kin;»ll. J, &c. «! Sam. 7. 12. 1 Kings 2. 4, and 9. 5.
• Hcb.AoBW. 6 Dcut. n. IS. 7 Hob. Lctthc liina live.
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the captains of hundreds spears, and bucklers,

and shields, that had been king David's, which
v:e7-e in the house of God.

10 And he set all the people, every man
having his weapon in his hand, from the right

'side of the 'temple to the left side of the

temple, along by the altar and the temple,

by the king round about.

1

1

Then they brought out the king's son,

and put upon him the crown, and "(jave him
the testimony, and made him king. And
Jehoiada and his sons anointed him, and said,

'God save the king.

12 1[ Now when Athaliah heard the noise

of the people running and praising the king,

she came to the people into the house of the

Lord :

13 And she looked, and, behold, the king

stood at his pillar at the entering in, and the

princes and the trumpets by the king: and
all the people of the land rejoiced, and sounded

with trumpets, also the singers with instru-

ments of musick, and such as taught to sing

praise. Then Athaliah rent her clothes, and
said, '^Treason, Treason.

14 Then Jehoiada the priest brought out

the captains of hundreds that were set over

the host, and said unto them. Have her forth

of the ranges : and whoso followeth her, let

him be slain with the sword. For the priest

said, Slay her not in the house of the Lord.
15 So they laid hands on her ; and when

she was come to the entering of the horse gate

by the king's house, they slew her there.

16 ^ And Jehoiada made a covenant be-

tween him, and between all the people, and

between the king, that they should be the

Lord's people.

17 Then all the people went to the house

of Baal, and brake it down, and brake his

altars and his images in pieces, and "slew

Mattan the priest of Baal before the altars.

18 Also Jehoiada appointed the offices of

the house of the Lord by the hand of the

priests the Levites, wlumi David had "distri-

buted in the house of the Lord, to offer the

burnt offerings of the Lord, as it is wTittcn in
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the "law of Moses, with rejoicing and with

singing, as it was ordained 'by David.

19 And he set the "porters at the gates of

the house of the Lord, that none lohich ivas

unclean in any thing should enter in.

20 And he took the captains of hundreds,

and the nobles, and the governors of the

people, and all the people of the land, and

brought down the king from the house of the

Lord : and they came through the high gate
into the king's house, and set the king upon
the throne of the kingdom.

21 And all the people of the land rejoiced :

and the city was quiet, after that they had
slain Athaliah with the sword.

Heb. by the hands of Dtivii

Verse 8. ' Jehoiada dismissed not the courses'—The
meaning of this, of course, is that the high-priest, in order
to have the stronger force at his disposal, detained the Le-
vitical course, which, under ordinary circumstances, would
liave returned home, or at least would have gone oflF duty
when its week of service had expired.

11. ' Put upon Jtim the crown,'—We know that crowns
were worn hy the Hebrew kings ; but this is the only inci-

dent in Scripture from which we learn that setting a crown
on the head was part of the ceremonies of inauguration.

There is no part of the Bible in which these ceremonies
are so particularly described as in the chapter now before

Gave him the testi ' Gave him ' is supplied

in our version : omitting this, the text reads, 'put upon
him the crown and the nnV, 'edoth ;' which therefore

probably means some part of the royal attire, ornaments,
or regalia, as some of the Jewish interpreters explain, and
as the signification which the word bears in several other

passages of Scripture warrants.

' God sciL-e the king.'—Literally, ' Long live the king !'

This seems to have been the usual shout of loyalty among
the Hebrews. In personally addressing the king, we find

this expression put superlatively, as ' Let the king live for

ever !' The same thing precisely is meant in both expres-

sions—the wish for a protracted life ; but the latter was,
in a personal address, the more respectful and compli-
mentary phrase, which was never understood in its literal

force. This style of address was used to the Hebrew,
Babylonian, and Persian kings (1 Kings i. 31 ; Neh. ii. 3

;

Dan. ii. 4). The same is also the proper force of our
popular cry, ' A. B. for ever !' and ' God save the king

'

implies the desire for the prolongation of the king's life

;

by this therefore our translation properly renders the
Hebrew expression. Indeed, so similar are the cries of
loyalty everywhere, that nearly all the versions find a
national cry of equivalent meaning. Thus the Vulgate
has here, ' Vivat rex !'—the French versions, ' Vive le roi

!'

.—and so of others.

13. ' The kimj stead at his pillar.'—Some think that,

instead of 'at his pillar,' we should understand 'upon a
stage ' or ' scaffold ;' perhaps the brazen scaffold which
Solomon erected, and upon which he stood at the dedication
of the temple. We incline to join both interpretations,

and suppose that Joash stood upon a sort of scafJbld or
throne placed against a pillar. We cannot suppose that

he stood upon the ground, for then, being a child and sur-

rounded by such a number of persons, Athaliah could
scarcely have seen him when she entered. In Homer
there .are several allusions to the custom of setting a
throne against a column.

CHAPTER XXIV.

1 Joash reigneth well all the days of Jehoiada. 4 He
giveth Older for the repair of the temple. 15 Je-
hoiada's death and honourable bttrial. 17 Joash,

falling to idolatry, slayelh Zechariah the son of
Jehoiada. 23 Joash is spoiled by the Syrians, and
slain by Zabad and Jehozabad. 27 Amaziah siic-

ceedeth him.

Joash \cas seven years old when he began to

reign, and he reigned forty years in Jeru-
salem. His mother's name also icas Zibiah

of Beer-sheba.

2 And Joash did that lohich icas right in

the sight of the Lord all the days of Jehoiada
the priest.

3 And Jehoiada took for him two wives ;

and he begat sons and daughters.

4 IF And it came to pass after this, that

Joash was minded 'to repair the house of the

Lord.
5 And he gathered together the priests and

the Levites, and said to them, Go out unto

> 2 Kings 12. 1, &c. 2 Heb. to reneu:

the cities of Judah, and gather of all Israel

money to repair the house of your God from

year to year, and see that ye hasten the matter.

Howbeit the Levites hastened it not.

6 And the king called for Jehoiada the

chief, and said unto him. Why hast thou not

required of the Levites to bring in out of

Judah and out of Jerusalem the collection,

according to the commandment of ^Moses the

servant of the Lord, and of the congregation

of Israel, for the tabernacle of witness ?

7 For the sons of Athaliah, that wicked

woman, had broken up the house of God ; and

also all the dedicated things of the house of the

Lord did they bestow upon Baalim.

8 And at the king's commandment they

made a chest, and set it without at the gate

of the house of the Lord.

9 And they made ^a proclamation through

Judah and Jerusalem, to bring in to the Lord
the collection that Moses the servant of God
laid upon Israel in the wilderness.

3 Exod. 30. 12, 13, U. * Heb. a voice.
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10 And all the princes and all the people

rejoiced, and brought in, and cast into the

chest, until they had made an end.

11 Now it came to pass, that at what time

the chest was brought unto the king's office

by the hand of the Levites, and when they saw

that tliere teas much money, the king's scribe

and the high priest's officer came and emptied

the chest, and took it, and carried it to his

place again. Thus they did day by day, and
gathered money in abundance.

12 And the king and Jehoiada gave it to

such as did the work of the service of the

house of the Loud, and hired masons and car-

penters to repair the house of the Loud, and
also such as wrought iron and brass to mend
the house of the Lord.

13 So the workmen wrought, and 'the work

was perfected by them, and they set the house

of God in his state, and strengthened it.

14 And when they had finished it, they

brought the rest of the money before the king

and Jehoiada, whereof were made vessels for

the house of the Loud, even vessels to minister,

and 'to offer inthal, and spoons, and vessels

of gold and silver. And they offered burnt

offerings in the house of the Loud continually

all the days of Jehoiada.

1

5

IT But Jehoiada waxed old, and was full

of days when he died ; an hundred and thirty

years old iras lie when he died.

IG And they buried him in the city of

David among the kings, because he had done
good in Israel, both toward God, and toward

his house.

17 IT Now after the death of Jehoiada came
the princes of Judah, and made obeisance to

the king. Then the king hearkened unto

them.

18 x^nd they left the house of the Lord
God of their fathers, and served groves and
idols : and wrath came upon Judah and Jeru-

salem for this their trespass.

19 Yet he sent prophets to them, to bring

them again unto the Loud ; and they testified

against them : but they would not give car.

20 And the Spirit of God 'came upon Ze-
chariah the son of Jehoiada the priest, which
stood above the people, and said unto them,
Thus saith God, Why transgress ye the com-
mandments of the Loud, that ye cannot
prosper ? because ye have forsaken the Lord,
he hath also forsaken you.

21 And they conspired against him, and
stoned him with stones at the coinmandment
of the king in the court of the house of the

Lord.
22 Thus Joash the king remembered not

the kindness which Jehoiada his father had
done to him, but slew his son. And when he
died, he said. The Loud look upon it, and
reqixirc it.

23 IT And it came to pass "at the end of the

year, that the host of Syria came up against

him : and they came to Judah and Jerusalem,

and destroyed all the princes of the people from
among the people, and sent all the spoil of them
unto the king of 'Damascus.

24 For the army of the Syrians came
with a small company of men, and the Lord
delivered a very great host into their hand,

because they had forsaken the Lord God of

their fathers. So they executed judgment
against Joash.

25 And when they were departed from him,

(for they left him in great diseases,) his own
servants conspired against him for the blood

of the sons of Jehoiada the priest, and slew

him on his bed, and he died : and they buried

him in the city of David, but they buried him
not in the sepulchres of the kings.

26 And these are they that conspired

against him ; '"Zabad the son of Shimeath
an Ammonitess, and Jchozabad the son of

"Shimrith a Moabitess.

27 1[ Now concerning his sons, and the

greatness of the burdens laid upon him, and
the '"repairing of the house of God, behold,

they are written in the '''story of the book of

the kings. And Amaziah his son reigned in

his stead.

Or, Jvzac/tar, 2 Kii

Verse 17. ' After the death of Jehoiada came the princes

ufJudah, and made obeisance to the hing, etc'—We may esti-

mate the merits of Jehoiada's administration from the evil

consequences that followed his death. It llicii a]iinarcd

that the good qualities which the V'lw IlhI m . hm 4 to

manifest, were the eflects rather ol' th i l,i .ii .Is

mider which he had acted, than of aii\ : I |i; .ijOdf
pood. As we have before seen strnnj;.! :i;i>l mIiUi hhm
than Joash yielding to the witcheries of idolatry, which

4!12

seem so strange to us, we are the less surprised at the fall

of this king. It now appeared what deep root idolatry

had taken in the land during the years of its predominance
under Jehorani, Ahaziah, and Atlialiah; and the men of
station who had imbibed or had been brought up in its

principles, now reared themselves on high, as soon as the

repressive power of God's high-priest was withdrawn.
They repaired to the royal court, and by their attentions

and Hatteries so won upon the king, that he was at length
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induced to give first )iis tolerance, and tlien his sanction,

to tlie rank idolatries by Tvhich tlie two kingdoms had
often been brought low. Against this, Zechariah, the

son of the late high-priest, and a near relation to tlio

king, raised his voice, and predicted the national calamities

which would too surely follow ; on which the people rose

upon him, and, having received a consenting intimation

from the king, stoned him to death in the vei'y court of the

temple. Thus did Joash repay the deep obligations for

liis life and throne which he owed to the house of Je-

22. ' Tlie Lord look upon it, and require it.'—One cannot
help contrasting this with the last words of another holy
man who was slain under somewhat similar circumstances.

The words of Stephen were :
' Lord, lay not this sin to

their charge ;' and the contrast in the spirit of these two
dying prayers seems to furnish no unapt illustration of the

difi'ereut influences of the Jewish and the Christian dispen-

25. ' Tlie sepulchres of the kiufjs.'—'Vhe&e sepulchres

were doubtless excavations in th.e rock ; and as such sepul-

chres are essentially imperishable, there is hope that they

may yet be discovered, when the accumulated rubbish of

ages which encumbers the face of Mount Zion shall be

sufficiently removed to disclose the ancient monuments
which it covers. The tombs which lie about half a mile

to the north of the present city, and which bear the name
of the ' Sepulchres of the kings,' may have a just claim to

that title if understood of the kings of the Herodian dynasty,

or else of the royal family of Adiabene, constructed by
Helena the queen of that country ; for we know from
Josephus that both these royal families had tombs in this

quarter, and the character of the ornaments belongs to that

age ; and although usually so understood, they can scarcely

be regarded as having a claim to be considered as sepul-

chres of the ancient Hebrew kings. We shall still, how-

II. CHRONICLES. [B.C. 878—8,3.9.

ever, provide a description of them, not only ljccau;e they
are so far illustrative as to furnish the most complete ex-
isting specimen of what may be called the style of regal
sepulchres among the Jews, but because they form the
most interesting monument of the kind now existing at

Jerusalem. They have been described by many travellers.

The best descriptions are those of Maundiell, Pococke,
Clarke, Buckingham, Irhy and Mangles, Kobinson, and
Olin. Robinson's account, as usual, is the most exact and
explicit; but as the very clear description given by his

countryman. Dr. Olin, suits our space better, we here tran-

scribe it.

' It is not, like other tombs about Jerusalem, excavated
in a perpendicular clifiF. The ground is level, though
formed of solid limestone, and the work was commenced
by hewing out a quadrangular area, thirty paces in length
and twenty-seven wide, a depth of from fifteen to twenty
feet. The sides are perpendicular and smooth, and the
whole work is below the surface of the earth, so that one
must approach quite to the brink of this deep cavity before

he perceives it. Several fine olive and fig-trees, 1 believe

three, flourish in the mass of rubbish which has accumu-
lated in the bottom of this excavation. Parallel with its

southern side a trench is cut in the rock, thirty-four paces
long and ten wide, descending gradually from west to east,

till it reaches a depth equal to that of the court. The
separating wall is about six feet in thickness, and the con-

nection is formed near the eastern end by a broad arched
doorway, ornamented with a simple moulding, now nearly
obliterated, and so choked with accumulations that I was
compelled to stoop very low to enter.

' In the western end of this spacious court a portico is

excavated, twelve paces in length from north to south and
five paces wide, by about sixteen feet high, a stratum of

the rock being left, which serves as a roof to the portico

while the court is open to the heavens. The edge of this
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stratum, above the entrance, is exquisitely sculptured, and

forms a beantiful architrave of fruits and flowers, running

along its entire length and hanging gracefully down at

either extremity. Above this rich and tasteful border,

and over the centre of the entrance, are noble clusters of

grapes in the midst of flowers, and other architectural de-

corations. This fine specimen of sculpture is a good deal

mutilated, but considerable portions of it remain entire.

The front of the portico was supported by two central

columns, which have been broken away, and two others,

at the ends, have shared the same fate.

' The spacious and splendid portico is only the vestibule

to the tombs, which are entered from its southern end.

The doorway is adorned with an architrave, but is so low

and so obstructed with loose stoues and earth that I was

compelled, in entering, to lie flat upon the ground, and

draw myself forward as well as I could with my hands.

The stones seemed to have been placed there for the pur-

pose of stopping the passage, which may be seven or eight

feet in length. On rising upon my feet I found myself in

the midst of a noble hall twenty feet square, hewn "out of

the rock. It was already illuminated by the wax candles

which Ibrahim, who entered before me, had lighted. The
sides of this apartment are smooth and perpendicular, and

the angles perfect. The ceiling is in the form of an irre-

gular arch. This room is only a second stage in advancing

to the tombs—a sort of central hall in the labyrinth of

excavations. It contains no niches or sarcophagi, and

has never been used as a place of sepulture. There are

two doors on its southern side and one on its western,

leading into as many smaller square chambers, in the

•walls of which are the depositories, or sarcophagi, for the

dead. I first entered the chamber nearest to the low pas-

sage, and on the west side of the ante-room. It is little

more than three paces square, and about seven and a half

feet high : it has nine apertures, leading into recesses for

the reception of dead bodies—three upon the north, and

an equal number on the western and southern sides. The

central door on each side is nearly five feet high, the

others less than three, by about twenty inches wide. Each

of the larger doors leads through the first recess or depo-

sitory into a second beyond it ; and that on the northern

side to another considerable room, which is reached by a

flight of descending steps. There are fragments of finely

sculptured sarcophagi.
' The second chamber, or that entered near the south-

west corner of the ante-room, is the same in dimensions as

the first. It is distinguished from it by a low platform or

divan running all round the room, and by having seven

instead of nine niches excavated in its walls. One is on
the northern side, adjacent to the door of entrance, and
leads down a flight of stairs to a lower chamber, having

three niches in its sides, and containing the broken lid

and other fragments of sarcophagi. There are three

niches in the western and as many in the southern side of

this chamber, the central ones leading, as in the former
chamber, by a loftier entrance, through the first to a
second depository beyond it, and the others being single.

The third apartment is entered from the south-east corner

of the ante-chamber. It is not quite so large as the others,

and contains only six depositories for sarcophagi, three on
the south and three on the west side, excavated, like the

rest, in a horizontal direction into the rock, and entered

by low narrow doors. One of these depositories has a

second niche for a sarcophagus in its side, and the cham-
ber is surrounded, like the one last described, by a raised

divan. Channels are cut in the floors of all these apart-

ments to receive the water, which exudes from the rock

so copiously as to make their confined atmosphere damp
and ratter chilly. The entrances to these chambers of

the dead were formerly closed by stone doors, which lie

broken upon the ground : they are four or five inches in

thickness, and adorned with sculpture. The hinges, with

the tenons by which they hung in their places, are all

fashioned out of the one marble slab.

' The fragments of sarcophagi, which are plentifully

scattered throughout these vaults, are worthy of special

admiration. They are covered with a profusion of rich

and tasteful ornaments, exquisitely carved upon the broken

white marble : clusters of grapes hanging amid the luxu-

riant foliage of the vine, and full bending garlands of

flowers cover the lids, and hang in festoons down the sides

of these beautiful specimens of ancient genius and art.

The ornaments appear quite fresh and perfect, having

been protected by the seclusion and darkness of these

subterranean depositories, though the sarcophagi have all

been opened and broken, probably in search of treasures

presumed to have been interred with the occupants of

these truly regal sepulchres. These sculptured fragments,

as well as the ornaments of the grand portico already de-

scribed, far surpass, in their style and workmanship, all

the other specimens of the art which I saw about Jerusa-

lem. Indeed there is nothing else which would tempt us

to believe that sculpture or any of the fine arts was ever

cultivated to any great extent or with much success by
this ancient people ; a circumstance which perhaps points

to the foreign origin of the splendid decorations of this

tomb.'

CHAPTER XXV.

1 Amaziah heginneth to reign tvell. 3 He executeth

justice on the traitors. .'J Ilcwinff hired an army of
Israelites against the JSdomites, at the word of a

prophet he loseth the hundred talents, and dismissclh

them. 11 He ovcrthroweth the Edomitcs. 10, 13

The Israelites, discontented uilh their dismission,

spoil as they return home. 14 Amaziah, proud of

his victory, servcth the gods of Edam, and despiseth

the admonitions of the prophet. 17 Heprovohelh

Joash to his overthrow. 25 His reign. 27 He is

slain by conspiracy.

Amazi.vu \v(is twenty and five years old u-hen

he began to reign, and he reigned twenty and

nine years in Jerusalem. And his mother's

name was Jehoaddan of Jerusalem.

2 And he did that which tvas right in tiie

I 2 Kings U. 1, S:c. • Hcb. confirmed upon him.

sight of the Lord, but not with a perfect

heart.

3 H Now it came to pass, when the king-

dom was 'established to him, that he slew his

servants that hod killed the king his father.

4 But he slew not their children, but did as

it is written in the law in the book of Moses,

where the Lord commanded, saying, 'The

fathers shall not die for the children, neither

shall the children die for the fathers, but every

man shall die for his own sin.

5 f Moreover Amaziah gathered Judah

together, and made them captains over thou-

sands, and captains over hundreds, according

to the houses of their fathers, throughout all

Judah and Benjamin : and he numbered them

>n«ut. 24. le. 2 King! 14. 6. Jcr. 31. 30. Eick. 18.20.
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from twenty years old and above, and found

them three hundred thousand choice men, able

to go forth to war, that could handle spear

and shield.

6 He hired also an hundred thousand

mighty men of valour out of Israel for an

hundred talents of silver.

7 But there came a man of God to him,

saying, O king, let not the army of Israel go

with thee ; for the Lord is not with Israel,

to wit, with all the children of Ephraim.

8 But if thou wilt go, do it, be strong for

the battle : God shall make thee fall before

the enemy : for Gud hath power to help, and

to cast down.

9 And Amaziah said to the man of God,

But w^hat shall we do for the hundred talents

which I have given to the ^army of Israel ?

And the man of God answered, The Lokd is

able to give thee much more than this.

10 Then Amaziah separated them, to wit,

the army that was come to him out of Ephraim,

to go ''home again : wherefore their anger was

greatly kindled against Judah, and they re-

turned home "in great anger.

11 *ir And Amaziah strengthened himself,

and led forth his people, and went to the

valley of salt, and smote of the children of

Seir ten thousand.

12 And other ten thousand left alive did

the children of Judah carry away captive, and

brought them unto the top of the rock, and cast

them down from the top of the rock, that they

all were broken in pieces.

13 ^ But 'the soldiers of the army which

Amaziah sent back, that they should not go

with him to battle, fell iipon the cities of

Judah, from Samaria even unto Beth-horon,

and smote three thousand of thera, and took

much spoil.

14 If Now it came to pass, after that Ama-
ziah was come from the slaughter of the

Edomites, that he brought the gods of the

children of Seir, and set them up to iehis gods,

and bowed down himself before them, and

burned incense unto them.

15 Wherefore the anger of the Lord was

kindled against Amaziah, and he sent unto

him a prophet, which said unto him, Why
hast thou sought after the gods of the people,

which could not deliver their own people out

of thine hand ?

IG And it came to pass, as he talked with

him, that the king said unto him. Art thou

made of the king's counsel ? forbear ; why
* Heb. land. 5 Ileb. to their place, ^ Heb. in heat of anger,
10 OTj furzebush^ 01, thorn, 11 Heh,abcastoftheJield,

1* Ileb, from after, i^ Heb. conspired a conspiracy

shouldest thou be smitten? Then the pro-

phet forbare, and said, I know that God hath

"determined to destroy thee, because thou hast

done this, and hast not hearkened unto my
counsel.

17 ^ Then "Amaziah king of Judah took

advice, and sent to Joash, the son ofJehoahaz,

the son of Jehu, king of Israel, saying. Come,
let us see one another in the face.

18 And Joash king of Israel sent to Ama-
ziah king of Judah, saying. The '"thistle that

was in Lebanon sent to the cedar that was in

Lebanon, saying. Give thy daughter to my son

to wife : and there passed by "a wild beast

that was in Lebanon, and trode down the thistle.

19 Thou sayest, Lo, thou hast smitten the

Edomites ; and thine heart lifteth thee up to

boast : abide now at home ; why shouldest

thou meddle to thine hurt, that thou shouldest

fall, even thou, and Judah with thee ?

20 But Amaziah would not hear ; for it

came of God, that he might deliver them into

the hand of their enemies, because they sought

after the gods of Edom.
21 So Joash the king of Israel went up ;

and they saw one another in the face, both he

and Amaziah king of Judah, at Beth-shemesh,

which helongcth to Judah.

22 And Judah was '"put to the worse be-

fore Israel, and they fled every man to his tent.

23 x\nd Joash the king of Israel took

Amaziah king of Judah, the son of Joash,

the son of Jehoahaz, at Beth-shemesh, and

brought him to Jerusalem, and brake down the

wall of Jerusalem from the gate of Ephraim to

'"the corner gate, four hundred cubits.

24 And he took all the gold and the silver,

and all the vessels that were found in the

house of God with Obed-edom, and the trea-

sures of the king's house, the hostages also,

and returned to Samaria.

25 If And Amaziah the son of Joash king

of Judah lived after the death of Joash son of

Jehoahaz king of Israel fifteen years.

26 Now the rest of the acts of Amaziah,

first and last, behold, are they not written in

the book of the kings of Judah and Israel ?

27 If Now after the time that Amaziah

did turn away "from following the Lord they

"made a conspiracy against him in Jerusalem
;

and he fled to Lachish : but they sent to

Lachish after him, and slew him there.

28 And they brought him upon horses,

and buried him with his fathers in the city

of '"Judah.

? Heb. the sons of the hand, 8 Heb. counselled. » 2 Kinss 14. D.

12 Heb. smitten. 13 Heb. the gate of it that looketh.

16 That is, the city of David, as it is 2 Kings H. 20.
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Verse 3, 4. ' He slew his servants that had killed the

king Ids father. But he sleir not their children.'—It ap-

pears from what follows tliat he abstained from including

the children in the punishment of their fathers, because

that was forbidden in the law of Moses— ' The fathers

shall not be put to death for the children, neither shall

the children be put to death for the fathers ; every one

shall be put to death for his own sin' (Deut. xxv. 16).

From tiie manner in which the law is mentioned as ac-

counting for the conduct of Amaziah in exempting the

children from their father's fate, we may collect that it

was a general custom in other nations to involve a man's

family in his doom, which custom the king would have

followed had not the law prevented. In point of fact this

hideous practice has been always, and is now, but too

common in the East. We find a terrible instance of it at

this very day in the history of our recent operations against

China. The Emperor being displeased with the ill success

of his general Keshen's operations against our forces,

issues a thundering decree against that unhappy person-

age—' I order that he be forthwith cut in sunder at the

waist. And let those who officially attended him, whether

small or cireat, his relations, and all who appertain to
HIM, with those who are arranciinti the affairs with him, be

all indiscriminaleli/ decapitated. And let Paoutsung, who
was traitorously combined with the English in the affair,

be put to a slow and ignominious death, by having his

flesh cut from his bones by several bits; let his native

place be made waste for a hnndred lee round, and let his

relations be sentenced to the punishment of transportation.'

This fate of poor Paoutsung reminds one of the doom
which Nebuchadhezzar pronounced upon his diviners

—

' Ye shall be cut in pieces, and your houses shall be made
a dunghill.' Dan. ii. 5 ; iii. 29 ; see also Ezra vi. II.

12. ' Cast them down from the top of the rock.'— It' we
were correct in our considerations relating to Joktheel, as

stated in the note to 2 Kings xiv., the situation of Petra,

with which we supposed that town might be identified,

very well illustrates the present transaction. The area

or valley in which the town stands is surrounded by
steep mountains and rocky cliffs, from many of which
most certainly no one could be precipitated without being
' broken all in pieces.' To the south of the town there is

one very steep and high mountain, the ascent of which is

assisted by steps ; and the summit of which affords a com-
manding view over the neighbouring masses of rock.

Remains of a fortification of stone attest the importance

which the ancient inhabitants attached to this post. If it

were necessary to point to a particular place, one might
perhaps venture to indicate this mountain as possibly
' the rock ' in question. But it is more probable that this

designation does not refer to any one particular rock ; but,

collectively, to any of the cliffs in this region of preci-

pices adapted to such an execution. The name of ' Selah,'

which Amaziah took and called Joktheel, means, as well

as that of Petra, ' a rock '—as stated in the note referred

to. The taking of any town is not mentioned here ex-
pressly ; and after all it is not clear that the roch spoken
of in this place is the same as the town, which bore a
name of the same import. If not, the roch may have
been any remarkable rock near or in the Valley of Salt,

where the battle was fought ; but, if otherwise, we ai-e to

suppose that the Hebrews took their captives to the vicinity

of their own capital, and there destroyed them, to intimi-

date the town into a surrender or for some other purpose
not explained. It might be indeed that this awful immo-
lation took place after the town was taken ; and that the

ten thousand destroyed included not only the captives

taken in the previous battle, but a proportion of those

captured in the town.

14. ' The gods of the children of Seir.'—The English
translator of Laborde's ' Voyage de I'Arabic Pe'tree' has
prefixed an interesting preliminary view of ancient Edom :

but in his account of their religion he has overlooked this

passage, and draws his statement entirely from the book
of Job. Now, although it is very probable that the de-

scendants of Esau did for a considerable time retain such

patriai-chal ideas of religion as that book exhibits, it is

very certain that, when they became a flourishing people,

their religion was an idolatry which the Lord beheld with

abhorrence. We see here that Amaziah's participation in

it provoked the Divine anger against him, and produced a
denunciation of those calamities which marked the subse-

quent history of that weak monarch. The Scripture does

not describe the idolatry of the Edomites ; but we may
suppose it to have been the same with that of their

neighbours, or but slightly diversified from it. The
great object of idolatry was the sun, under various repre-

sentations, and with different forms of worship. Accord-
ingly the ancient writers, when they have occasion to men-
tion the NabathEci (the Edomites mixed with Arabians),

describe them as people who worshipped the sun, burning
frankincense to him upon an altar. This agrees with all

we can gather from the present text, which describes the

sin of Amaziah as this very act of worship—the burning
of incense before the gods of Edom.

23. ' And brake down the wall ofJerusalem^—The break-

ing down of a portion of an old wall as a sign of triumph
was as effectual for the purpose of a memorial as the erec-

tion of a monument, for, when repaired, it would neces-

sarily exhibit a different appearance from the other

portions of the wall, and for many generations this would
be known as the portion of the wall which the king of

Israel overthrew when he brought back the kingof Judah
as a captive to his own city.

CHAPTER XXVI.

1 Uzziah succeeding, and reigning well in the days of

Zcchariah, prospereth. 16 Waxing proud, he in-

vadeth the priest's office, and is smitten with leprosy.

22 He dieth, and Jotham succeedelh him.

Then all tlie people of Judah took ' 'Uzziali,

who was sixteen years old, and made lihn king

in the room of his father Amaziah.

2 He built Eloth, and restored it to Judah,

after that the king slept with his fathers.

3 Sixteen years old u-as Uzziah when he

began to reign, and he reigned fifty and two

years in Jerusalem. His mother's name also

teas Jecoliali of Jerusalem.

4 And he did that which u-as right in the

sight of the Loud, according to all that his

father Amaziah did.

5 And he sought God in the days of Ze-

chariah, who had understanding "in the visions

of God : and as long as he sought the Loitn,

God made him to ])rosper.

6 And he went fortli and warred against

the riiilistines, and brake down the wall of
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Gath, and the wall of Jabneh, and the wall of

Ashdod, and built cities 'about Ashdod, and
among the Philistines.

7 And God helped him against the Phi-

listines, and against the Arabians that dwelt

in Gur-baal, and the Mehunims.
8 And the Ammonites gave gifts to Uzziah :

and his name 'spread abroad even to the enter-

ing in of Egypt ; for he strengthened Idmself

exceedingly.

9 IT Moreover Uzziah built towers in Jeru-

salem at the corner gate, and at the valley

gate, and at the turning of the trail, and
"fortified them.

10 Also he built towers in the desert, and
'digged many wells : for he had much cattle,

both in the low country, and in the plains :

husbandmen also, and vine dressers in the

mountains, and in 'Carrael : for he loved

"husbandry.

11^ Moreover Uzziah had an host of fight-

ing men, that went out to war by bands,

according to the number of their account by
the hand of Jeiel the scribe and Maaseiali the

ruler, under the hand of Hananiah, one of the

king's captains.

12 The whole number of the chief of the

fathers of the mighty men of valour tvere two

thousand and six hundred.

13 And under their hand was "an army,

three hundred thousand and seven thousand

and five hundred, that made war with mighty
power, to help the king against the enemy.

14 And Uzziah prepared for them through-

out all the host shields, and spears, and helmets,

and habergeons, and bows, and "slings to cast

stones.

15 And be made in Jerusalem engines,

Invented by cunning men, to be on the towers

and upon the bulwarks, to shoot arrows and

great stones withal. And his name '"'spread

i'ar abroad ; for he was marvellously helped,

till he was strong.

* Or, {/» Uie country of /Ii7(rfo(f. ^ lleh. ifeiit. '' Or^ repaired.

16 IF But when he was strong, his heart

was lifted up to /n's destruction : for he trans-

gressed against the Lord his God, and went
into the temple of the Lord to burn incense

upon the altar of incense.

17 And Azariah the priest went in after

him, and with him fourscore priests of the

Lord, that %vere valiant men :

18 And they withstood Uzziah the king,

and said unto him. It ^'apiiertaincth not unto
thee, Uzziah, to burn incense unto the Lord,
but to the ''priests the sons of Aaron, that are

consecrated to burn incense : go out of the

sanctuary ; for thou hast trespassed ; neither

shall it be for thine honour from the Lord
God.

19 Then Uzziah was wroth, and had a

censer in his hand to burn incense : and while

he was wroth with the priests, the leprosy even

rose up in his forehead before the priests in

the house of the Lord, from beside the incense

altar.

20 And Azariah the chief priest, and all

the priests, looked upon him, and, behold, he

u-as leprous in his forehead, and they thrust

him out from thence
; yea, himself

'

'hasted

also to go out, because the Lord had smitten

him.

21 '"And Uzziah the king was a leper unto

the day of his death, and dwelt in a '^ "several

house, heinff a leper ; for he was cut off from

the house of the Lord : and Jotham his son

was over the king's house, judging the people

of the land.

22 1[ Now the rest of the acts of Uzziah,

first and last, did Isaiah the prophet, the son

of Amoz, write.

23 So Uzziah slept with his fathers, and
they buried him with his fathers in the field

of the burial which belonged to the kings ; for

they said. He is a leper : and Jotham his son

reigned in his stead.

12 Heb. wentfi
17 Levil. 13. 4

Or, fruitfulyields . 9 lleb. ground.

Verse 1. ' Uzziah, who was sUlceii i/ears olii.'—It would
seem that Uzziah was only five years old when his father

died, and that there was a sort of interregnum. The people
were in no haste to tender their allegiance to him, but
waited till he was sixteen years old before he was formally
called to the throne. Amaziah his father was slain fifteen

years current after the death of Jehoasli, king of Israel

(2 Kin^s xiv. 17), or fourteen years complete from the
accession of his son Jeroboam II. ; but it is said (2 Kings
XV. 1) that Azariah or Uzziah did not begin to reign till

tlie twenty-fifth year of Jeroboam—which gives eleven
years for the length of the interregnum, or to the time
when Uzziah began to reign at sixteen years old.

5. ' In the dai/s of Zechariah.'—Here we perceive that

VOL. II. 2 p

much salutary influence upon the character of Uzziah is

ascribed to the early instruction and subsequent influence

of this wise and holy person. No one will, of course,

confound him with the prophet of the same name who
lived long after. Some conjecture that he was the son of

that Zechariah who was slain in the time of Joash. But

this rests on no other foundation than the name, which
was one of the commonest among the Jews. The distance

of time is unfavourable to another conjecture, which
identifies him with the Zechariah of Isa. viii. 2 ; for that

person was living in the reign of Ahaz, in the early part

of whose father's reign the Zechariah of the text must

have died.

10. ' Towers in the desert.'—These were probably such

407
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towers as are mentioned in the note to Gen. xxxv. 21.

They seemed to have served various purposes—to shelter

the flocks in time of danger—as watch-towers for the

shepherds—and as a sort of fortress, to afford them pro-

te;«ton and to maintain the right of occupation or pastur-
• age in thtse desolate regions. Not perhaps that any of

them served all tliese purposes, but that the name tower

or castle (^IJO miydol) seems cqitally applied to them all.

Indeed it may probably be traced in Scripture, that some
of them, which were originally mere flock-towers, became
in time fortresses, and at last fortified cities. This per-

haps may explain the origin of several towns mentioned
in Scripture by such names as Migdol and Mizpah—by
which such towers are denoted. These towers appear
generally to have been erected upon sites naturally or

artificially elevated, like the round castle near Teheran in

Persia, of which a cut is now introduced, and which we

CaSTI t NtAll ftHEEAN

take to afford as piobable a gonenl illustration as can be

furni<;htd of the towers of siieguaid or defence so often

mentioned m Scripture, whether it mentions them as near

towns or abroad in the desert, and perhaps also including

towers in a city, or forming part of its immediate fortifica-

tion. Of ancient specimens the only one we have been

able to find is that here annexed. It is from a curious

papyrus in the Royal Museum at Turin, ofwhich a portion,

including this representation (which seems a sort of cari-

cature), forms the frontispiece of Seyflarth's Kentniss des

Allen Aeffi/plcn.

15. ' Ermines . ... to be on the towers, and upon the hitl-

warks. to shoot arrows and threat stones.'—It would be in-

teresting to feel assured tliat these engines were really

the ' invention,' in the proper sense of the word, of Uzziah's
' cunning men.' The peculiar system of life among the

.lews was so little adapted to the development of inventive

genius in the mechanical arts, that this has been doubted

;

but it is certainly a remarkable circumstance that Pliny
408

prep

does as'sign a Syrian origin to such engines as now come
under our notice Othei ciicumstances seem tostrengthcu

the claim of Uzziah to the in%cution of such machines
There is not the least tiace of then existence auywheie at

nu earlier period No piojeclile engines appear among
the paintings of the ancient Egyptians, nor does antiquity

i cnbe the invention or even use of such instruments to

them Homer his not the slightest allusion to such ma-
lunes, although he mu>^t have mentioned them if they had

I \isted m his tune , nor indeed do the Greek writers pro-

I ss that an J thing was known about them until shortly

itter the Old Testament history had closed. And, althougii

the cistern origin of such engines is admitted, at least by
l'lii]\ It IS luol ible that they did not originate in a more
II III 111 Palestine ; for Diodoras, in speaking
< I ' eh m the time of Sardauapalus (con-

I I to Uzziah), and wliich lasted seven

J e I 1 1

1

1

I I I long duration to the want of battering-

rams, biliste loi thioniug stones, and other military en-

gines, the use of which « as known in his own tin'ie to

hive opeiated in bringing sieges to a far more speedy con-
clusion than hid been usu il in more ancient times. The
engines of TJ/ziih seem to have been analogous, at least in

their uses, to the catapnlt-e and the balistiE of the Greeks
and Romans Theit is some difficulty in distinguishing

these because, although they seem to have bee'n properly
distinct, one to cist mows ind jivelins, and the other

stones and othei blunt missiles they are often confounded
under one name The Gieek writers describe both sorts

under the name of c it ipult i , ind the liter Roman writers

Arrow.—From

under that of balistae ; but the early Roman writers distin-

guish the catapultjB from the balistic. There are several
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descriptions of these engines extant ; and from these vari-

ous representations have been drawn, and explanations

given of their mode of action ; but the result has generally

produced machines far too complex in their coustructiou

and manner of operation, or inadequate to the production

of the required effect.

Perhaps the amount of our real knowledge as to the

construction of the ancient projectile machines is only, that

the three leading principles employed were those of the

oross-bow, the recoil of twisted ropes, and the sling. It is

probably tha diversified applications of these principles, to

machines differently constriicted for adaptation to modified

purposes, which has involved the subject in perplexity.

Our cuts exhibit some applications of the two first prin-

ciples mentioned. According to these, the acting power
lies in two perpendicular coils of twisted rope, set apart

from each other. Into these coils are inserted, horizontally,

the ends of two strong levers, the remoter ends of which

are connected by a rope or other strong ligature. Thus is

formed a gigantic broken cross-bow, which cannot be bent,

by drawing the two arms toward each other, without increas-

ing the tension of the ropes, so as to give a tremendous re-

coiling power, applicable, by means of the cord, to the

discharge of either a dart or a stone. Our cuts shew these

J

respective applications too clearly to render further ex-
planation necessary. There was, however, the other prin-

ciple, of the sling, which we must not leave unnoticed. In

this (the Onayer) the power was still supplied by ropes;

that is, two perpendicular beams set apart from each other

were connected at the top by two very strong cables, be-

tween which was inserted a large tapering beam, rather

crooked ; and the small end of this beam, being drawn down
towards the ground, had of course a most violent tendency
to recoil upward. When a heavy pear-shaped bag of
stones had been hung at this end, the beam was released,

and flew up, discharging its burden with immense force at

the enemy. Our last cut represents what was called a
scorpion, being a smaller and portable kind of catapulta,

but with the bow entire, and therefore without any rope

coil being employed. It was essentially the same as the

cross-bow, being a small machine, or rest, which enabled
a strong bow to be drawn with comparative case, and to

discharge the arrow with much greater force, and with loss

erring aim, than would have been otherwise practicable. It

seems that the same name was also borne by one of the

machines for throwing pebbles and small stones.

It will be perceived from the above statement and from
the figures, that the catapulta; and the balista3 were essen-

tially the same in principle and action, although diversi-

fied for distinctive uses. The balista, being used for the

more ponderous class of missiles, seems to have been the

more cumbersome engine of the two, as its proportion in

armies and fortified towns is always much inferior to that

of the catapulta, whenever the two sorts of engines are dis-

.d. Livy says that the Romans took in Carthage
210 large, and more than 200 small catapultsc, and o3

large and 53 small balistse. This is interesting in con-

nection with the present text, as indicating the number
of these engines required by a well-fortified city.

These engines varied greatly in size and power. The
largest catapultEE discharged enormous javelins, or beams
headed with iron, while the smaller gave immense power
to lighter missiles ; and the larger balistoe are reported to

have cast enormous stones, which crushed whole houses

where they fell, and both together beat down, swept away,

and destroyed with an effect which we cannot well un-

derstand, and which only the united voice of antiquity

could induce the modern world to believe. These engines

were used both in the attack and defence of fortified places.

In Josephus there are abundant references to their uses

and effects, as employed in the last fatal siege of Jenisalem

by the Romans. The defenders themselves had three

hundred engines for throwing darts, and forty for stones

—which they had taken from the Romans, and which
practice taught them how to use. Some of the Roman
engines were, however, far more powerful, particularly

those of the tenth legion. Some of these discharged a
stone weighing a talent to the distance of two furlongs,

and that with such tremendous force, that not only did it

destroy the foremost men, but with unspent power rushed

through their masses, sweeping away whole files of them
in its course. The same author, in describing the siege

of Xotapata, where he commanded, says, the darts and
stones were thrown by the Roman engines with such

power, that numbers of people were destroyed at once.

The force of the stones in particular was such, that they

broke down the battlements and carried away the angles

of the towers ; and no body of men could be set so thickly

but that one of these stones would sweep a whole file of it

from one end to the other. He adds, that once a man,
who was standing near him, had his head knocked off by
one of these stones, thrown from a machine nearly three

furlongs distant.

We have scarcely a better account of the operation of

military engines than that given by Lucan ; which is the

more valuable for our present purpose as describing their

use for the defence rather than for the assault of towns.

' Nor Jiands alone the missile deaths supply,

From nervous cross-bows whistling arrows fly

;

The steely corslet and the bone they break,

Through multitudes their fatal journeys take

;

Nor wait the lingermg Parcoe's slow delay.

But wound, and to new slaughter wing their way.

Now by some vast machine a ponderous stone,

Pernicious, from the hostile wall is thrown

;

At once, on many, swift the shock descends.

And the crush'd carcasses confounding blends.

So rolls some falling rock, by age long worn.

Loose from its root by raging whirlwinds torn.

And thundering down the precipice is borne

;

O'er crashing woods the mass is seen to ride,

To grind its way, and plane the mountain's side.

Gall'd with the shot from far, the legions join,

Their bucklers in the warlike shell combine

;

Compact and close the brazen roof they bear.

And in just order to the town draw near

:

Safe they advance, while with imwearied pain

The wrathful engines waste their stores in vain

;

High o'er their heads the destined deaths are toss'd,

And far beneath in vacant earth are lost

;

JVor sudden could t/iei/ cliiiiine t/ieir erring aim,

Slow and unwieldy movI. , I • : / , imme.
This seen, the Greeks tl; employ,

' assails,The clattering shower tlie :
'
luhii

But vain, as when the stoi-niy winter ludls.

Nor on the solid marble roof prevails

:

Till, tired at length, the warriors fall their shields

;

And spent with toil, the broken phalanx yields.'

Pharsalia, lib. iii. (RowE.)
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The lines we have put in italics denote, with the con-

text, that it was a work of time and labour to alter the

aim wliich had been given to one of these engines. The
testudo, or tortoise, being a roof which the soldiers made
by joining their shields over their heads, to protect them-

selves from the missiles thrown from the town against

which they acted, is represented' in a cut under Judges v.

Beneath this shelter the besiegers often carried on opera-

tions fatal to the town ; and it appears to be alluded to in

Job xl. 15 (margin), and Ezek. xxiii. 24.

16. ' Went into the temple. ..to hum incense.'—In many
ancient countries, and in some modem, the kings by virtue

of their office had a right to exercise sacerdotal functions

;

and it best explains Uzziah's conduct to suppose that he

was stimulated by foreign example to aspire to the same
privilege.

21. ' And dwelt in a several house.'—The Jewish writers

conclude that this house was outside the town, according
to the law wliich excluded lepers from towns. We see

from this that a leper was incapable of reigning, at least

while he remained a leper. It docs not appear that

Uzziah was properly deposed, but only deprived of the

exercise of the sovereign power, which was administered
by his sou, as regent, and probably in his father's name.
To the prodigy of the sacred text Josephus adds an earth-

quake, which, he says, shook the earth with such violence

that the roof of the temple was rent, and one half of a
mountain on the west of Jerusalem slipped, or rather fell,

into the valley below, covering the royal gardens.

CHAPTER XXVII.

1 Jotham reigning well prospercth. 5 He subductli

the Ammonites. 7 His reign. 9 Ahaz succeedeth

him.

Jotham \cas twenty and five years old when
he began to reign, and he reigned sixteen

years in Jerusalem. His mother's name also

loas Jerushah, the daughter of Zadok.

2 And he did that tv/tich teas right in the

sight of the Lord, according to all that his

father Uzziah did : howbeit he entered not

into the temple of the Lord. And the people

did yet corruptly.

3 H He built the iiigh gate of the house of

the Lord, and on the wall of '^Ophel he built

much.
4 Moreover he built cities in the mountains

of Judah, and in the forests he built castles

and towers.

5 IT He fought also with the king of the

Ammonites, and prevailed against them. And
the children of Amnion gave him the same
year an hundred talents of silver, and ten

thousand measures of wheat, and ten thousand

of barley. 'So much did the children ofAmmon
pay unto him, both the second year, and the

third.

G So Jotham became mighty, because he

'prepared his ways before the Lord his God.
7 H Now the rest of the acts of Jotham,

and all his wars, and his ways, lo, they are

written in the book of the kings of Israel and
Judah.

8 He was five and twenty years old when
he began to reign, and reigned sixteen years

in Jerusalem.

9 And Jotham slept with his fathers, and
they buried him in the city of David : and
Ahaz his son reigned in his stead.

3 Heh. this. * Or, cstahlisfird.

CHAPTER XXVIII.

1 A/iaz reigning very icichedhj is greatly afflicted by

the Syrians. 6 Judah being captivated by the Is-

raelites is sent home by tlie counsel of Oded tlie

prophet. 16 Ahaz sending for aid to Assyria is

not helped thereby. 22 In his distress he groweth

more idolatrous. 26 Be dying, Hezekiah succeedeth

him.

AuAZ ^was twenty years old when he began

to reign, and he reigned sixteen years in Jeru-

salem : but he did not tltat whicli was I'ight in

the sight of the Lord, like David his father :

2 For he walked in the ways of tlic kings

of Israel, and made also molten images for

Baalim.

3 Moreover he "burnt incense in the valley

of the son of Ilinnom, and burnt "his children

in the fire, after the abominations of the heathen

whom the Lord had cast out before the i-hildren

of Israel.

4 He sacrificed also and burnt incense in

the high places, and on the hills, and under
every green tree.

5 Wherefore the Lord his God delivered

him into the hand of the king of Syria ; and
they smote him, and carried away a great

multitude of them captives, and brought them
to "Damascus. And he was also delivered

into the band of the king of Israel, who smote
him with a great slaughter.

6 For Pekah the son of Reinaliah slew

in Judah an imndred and twenty thousand in

one day, ichicli were all Valiant men ; because
they had forsaken the Lord God of their

fathers.

7 And Zicliri, a mighty man of Ephraim,

18.21. * Heh. Darmesck. illch.sonsofimlouy.
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slew Maaseiali tin; king's son, and Azrikain

tlic governor of tho liouse, and Elkanali </»«/

was 'next to tlu; king.

8 II And the diildren of I.srael carried away
captive of their Ijr(;thren two Iiundred thousand,

women, sons, and daughters, and took also

away much si)oil IVoiii tlicm, and hnjnglit ihe

spoil to Samaria.

U But a projihct of the l.oito w;i,t there,

w hose name iras Oded : and he went out before

the host that came to Samaria, and saiil unto

them, Behold, because the Lord God of your
fathers was wroth with Judali, he hath deli-

vered them into your hand, and ye have

slain them in a rage that reacheth up unto

heaven.

10 And now ye pui-po.sc to keep under the

children (jf Judah and .Jerusalem for bondmen
and bondwomen unto you : hut are there not

with you, even with you, sins against the Loud
your God ?

11 Now hear me therefore, and deliver the

captives again, which ye have taken captive of

your brethren : for the fierce wrath of the I.oiii)

/.v upon you.

12 Then certain of the heads of the eliil.lren

f)f Ephraim, Azariah the son of Joh;uian,

Berechiah the son of Meshillemoth, and Jehiz-

kiah the son of Shallum, and Amasa the son

of Iladlai, stood up against them that came
from the war,

13 And said unto them, Ye shall not bring

in the captives hither: for whereas we. have
offended against the Lotto already, ye intend

to add more to our sins and to our trespass :

for our triispass is great, and there i» fierce

wrath against Israel.

14 ,So the armed men left the captives

and the spoil before the princes and all the

congregation.

\h And the men which were cxpres.sed by
name rose up, and took the captives, and with

the spoil clothed all that were naked among
them, and arrayed them, and shod them, and
gave them to eat and to drink, and anointed

them, and carried all the feeble of them upon
asses, and brought them to Jericho, 'the city

of palm trees, to their brethren : then they

returned to Samaria. '

"> IMt. tlie lecmd to the Idmj. 7 |j<-ut. 31. .•;. »

1011 At that time did king Ahaz send unto
tlie kings of Assyria to hel|t him.

] 7 I'or again the Ivlomites had come and
smitt(!ii Judah, and carried away "captives.

18 The Philistines also had invaded the

cities of the low country, and of the south of

Judah, and had taken Beth-sheinesh, and
Ajalon, and Gederoth, and Shoeho with the

villages thereof, and'i'imnah with the villages

thereof, Giinzo also and the vill.-iges thereof:

and they dwelt there.

I'J I'or the Lotto brought Judah low be-
cause of Ahaz king of Israed ; for he made
.ludah naked, and transgressed sore against

the Loud.
20 And Tilgath-pilneser king of Assyria

came unto him, and distressed hitn, but

strengthened him not.

21 I'or Ahaz took away a portion out of the

house of the Loud, and out of tho house of the

king, and of the jtrinces, and gave it unto the

king of Assyria : but he helped him not.

22 II And in tlie time of his distress did

he tresjiass yet more against the Loud : this

in that king Ahaz.
2;> I'or he sacrificed unto tlie gods of "Da-

mascus, which smote him : and he said,

Because the gods of the kings of Syria help

them, therefore will I sacrifice to them, that

they may help me. But they were the ruin

of him, and of all Israel.

24 And Ahaz gathered togetlt(!r the vessels

of the hous(! of God, and cut in pieces the

vessels of the house of God, and shut up the

doors of the house of the Lord, anrl he made
him alters in every corner of Jerusalem.

2.5 And in every several city of Judah he
made high places "U) burn incense unto other

gods, and provrjked to anger the Louo (jlod

of his fathers.

20 1 Now the rest of his acts and <d' all

his ways, first and last, beh<;Jd, they are

written in the book of the kinjrs of Judah and
Israel.

^

27 And Ahaz slept with his fathers, and
they buried him in the city, eeen. in Jerusalem :

but they brought him not into the sepulchres

of the kings of Israel : and Ilezekiah his son

reigned in his stead.

h, a r'tpliviti/. '* lt';lj. Dtirmcti:li. lo (jr, (<, ij/fiir.

Verse 1.3. ' Ye shall not hrinrj in thn cuptivei hillier.'—
The king, on \m arrival at Samaria with the captives of
Judah, wa«, as we see, met by the prophet Oded, and by
some of the chiefs of Ephraim. The former awakened
the king's apprehensions for the consequences of the
Divine anger on account of the evil already committed

against the house of .Tudah, and exhorted him not to add to

this evil and to their danger by reducing the women and
children of tliat kindred state tobondiige. The prophet was
vigorously 6<.'eonded by the chiefs, who positively declared

to the troops, ' Ye shall not bring in the captives hither : for

whereas we have offended against the Loud alreadu, ye inr
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tend to add more to our sins and to our trespass : for our

trespass is great, and there is fierce wrath against Israel.'

On hearing this the warriors abandoned their captives,

and left them in the hands of the chiefs, who, with the

concurrence and hflp of the people, ' took the captives,

and from the spoil clothed all that were naked among
them, and arrayed them, and shod them, and gave them to

eat and to drink, and anointed them, and carried all the

feeble of them upon asses, and brought them to Jericho,

the city of palm-trees, to their brethren.' This beautiful

incident comes over our sense as might some strain of soft

and happy music amidst the bray of trumpets and the

alarms of war. It also proves that, even in the worst of

times, a righteous few were found even in Israel, who
honoured the God of their fathers and etood in dread of

his judgments. Pictorial Histori/ of Palestine, ii. 590.

1 8. ' Gederoth.'—This place is named in Josh. xv. 4 1

,

among those in the plain country in the western part of

Judah, corresponding to the ' low country ' of the present

verse. It was, therefore, not far from the border of the

Philistine territory. The site has not been more precisely

hccertained.

— ' Shocho.'—Or ' Socoh,' as in Josh. xv. 35, where it

is counted among the towns of Judah ' in the valley.' It

has been already noticed under 1 Sam. xvii. 1.— ' Ginizo.'—The present is the only te.\t of Scripture

in which this name occurs. Dr. Robinson discovered a
village named Jimza, about two miles south-east of Ludd
(Lydda), which he with reason conceives to be the same
with this. It is a common large village, but being seated

on an eminence makes a considerable figure in the dis-

25. ' High places'—The few remarks we have to offer

respecting ' high places,' may be regarded as supplement-
ary to the statements given under previous texts respecting
what are called Druidical monuments. Indeed our for-

mer inquiries greatly simplify the present question. The
interpretation of the 'high places' which our previous
conclusions suggest, is precisely that which the frequent
mention of these ' high places ' in the Scriptures would
spontaneously suggest to any reader. And this is, that

they were such rude altars as have already been described,

erected on conspicuous spots, often on the tops of natural
hills or artificial mounds. That altars or other sacred
stones marked these high places is obvious from the
phrases expressing erection or setting up. Taken in this

more limited signification, there are existing remains of
such erections in different quarters. In the MonumeiUo-
riim Danicorum of Olaus Wormius, we see, at p. 8, a sacred
hill crowned by a cromlech, below which a circle of stones

runs round the hill, which itself stands within a square of
Druidical stones. In another place (p. 35) a similar liill,

similarly enclosed, has two circles of stones, one around
the base, and the other about one-third below the summit.
Our Aggie-Stone (of which a figure is given below), in

the isle of Purbeck, may be regarded as a remarkable
monument of this class.

We incline to think, however, that the term, as applied

in Scripture, might denote any place of a sacred stone or
stones to which people congregated for worship, whether
containing an altar for sacrifice or not, and whether upon
a hill or not; and they may have derived the name of
'high places,' from their having been, originally, most
commonly upon hills : or it is not unlikely that they may
have been so called from their own height of structure,

independently of situation; and even their being places

of worship and sacrifice might entitle them to the deno-
mination of high or eminent places, without reference to

either of these circumstances.

It is clear that 'high places' were not always, nor in

later times generally, in elevated spots. When men
ranged the world and had no certain dwelling place, the

preference of an elevation for their altars was easier than

when settled habitations were established in plains, and
with reference to other contingencies than the presence of

a mountain or a hill. This may be proved from Scrip-

ture. In some passages the ' high places ' are distinguished

from hills (e. g. 2 Kings xvi. 4). In the present text king

Ahaz makes 'high places ' in every city ' (2 Chron xxviii.

24), many of which had no eminence in or near them.

Accordingly they are described as being in streets (Kzek.

xvi. 31-39). This last text, with various others, also

shews that the high places were of rude stone or artificial

materials, capable of being destroyed by violence, for it

is threatened to break them down (see also Lev. xxvi. 30

;

Num. xxxiii. 52). This also appears with reference to

those that were really on eminences (Ezek. vi. 3).

In the same passage high places are described in valleys

and by the side of rivers. Of Jeroboam it is even said

that ' he made a house of high places' (1 Kings xii. 31,

32). We also read of high places that were not remcved

or taken away by Asa (2 Chron. xv. 17), by Jehoshaphat

(1 Kings xxii. 43), or by Jehoash (2 Kings xii. S). They
were taken away by Hezekiah ; but were built up again

by Manasseh (2 Kings xxi. 3). Josiah ' brake down the

high places of tbr gate' (2 Kings xxiii. 8), as well as

those that were in the. cities of Samaria (2 Kings xxiii.

19), the same of which we had been previously told that

the children of Israel ' built them high places in all their

cities' (2 Kings xvii. 9, 11).
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From these and other instances, we conclude that there

were places in various situations, consecrated to religious

worship and generally to altar service ; and that this ap-

propriation was marked by such altars and monuments
of stone as still remain in various quarters.

The IsVaelitos were commanded to destroy the high

places which had been consecrated to idols, as abominable

things ; while the principle of but one place of altar-ser-

vice precluded the use of high places in the service of

Jehovah. It appears, however, that this preclusion of

high places in the service of God was not rigidly enforced

until after the building of the temple: and although, after

that, the offering of sacrifices and oblations at high places

is noticed with reprehension, it is not clear that they were
not even then allowed as places of resort for public wor-
ship and instruction—bearing the same relation to the

temple as did the synagogues of after times, in which
there were no offerings or sacrifices, nor any ritual service.

The sentiment of the Jews in this matter is, that even

sacrifice at the high places, when the intention was above

suspicion, was lawful prior to the temple : and, certainly,

before then such acts were performed by men whose in-

tentions were unquestionably right, and the high places

themselves are described rather with approbation than

reproach (1 Sam. ix. 12, 19, 25; x. 5: 1 Kings iii. 4, &c.).

had been established on the erection of the temple. It is

often mentioned with blame that the people, in the best

times, continued to offer sacrifice and to burn incense at the

high places, to which (as we understand) they lawfully

resorted, in their several districts, on the Sabbaths and
other occasions for worship. That there should be such

places of resort at which services might be rendered

similar to those which afterwards distinguished the syna-

gogues, is not only probable, and almost necessary in itself,

but appears to be indicated in some passages (Psalm xxvii.

6 ; l.wiii. 26 ; Isa. viil. 19) : and it would not bo easy to

shew what these were but the high places, at which it was
so difficult to wean the people from rendering those further

and higher services of sacrifice and oblation, which should

have been peculiar to the temple and the altar there. It

is quite unlikely that they had other places of religious

resort than those at which they were so much disposed

to render higher services than the law allowed.

CHAPTER XXIX.

1 HezehialCs good reign. 3 He restoreth religion.

5 He exhorteth the Levites. 12 Tliey sanclify the?n-

seii-e.% and cleanse the house of God. 20 Hezekiah

cffereth solemn sacrifices, wherein the Levites were

moreforward than the priests.

Hezekiah 'began to reign when he was five

and twenty years old, and he reigned nine

and twenty years in Jerusalem. And his

mother's name ^L•as Abijah, the daughter of

Zechariali.

2 And he did that ichich was right in the

sight of the Lord, according to all that David

his father had done.

3 H He in the first year of his reign, in tlie

first month, opened the doors of the house of

the Lord, and repaired them.

4 And he brought in the priests and the

Levites, and gathered them together into the

east street,

5 And said unto them. Hear me, ye Levites,

sanctify now yourselves, and sanctity the house

of the Lord God of your fathers, and carry

forth the filthiness out of the holy place.

6 For our fathers have trespassed, and done

that which ivas evil in the eyes of the Lord
our God, and have forsaken him, and have

turned away their faces fi'om the habitation of

the Lord, and "turned their backs.

7 Also they have shut up the doors of the

porch, and put out the lamps, and have not

burned incense nor offered burnt offerings in

the ho\y place unto the God of Israel.

8 Wlierefore the wrath of the Lord was

upon Judah and Jerusalem, and he hath deli-

1 2Klngsl8. 1. 2 Heb, given the neck.
6 Or, offer sncrljice.

3 Heb. commoii

vered them to ^trouble, to astonishment, and

to hissing, as ye see with your eyes.

9 For, lo, our fathers have fallen by the

sword, and our sons and our daughters and

our wives are in captivity for this.

10 Now it is in mine heart to make a

covenant with the Lord God of Israel, that

his fierce wrath may turn away from us.

11 My sons, ''be not now negligent : for the

Lord hath 'chosen you to stand before him,

to serve him, and that ye should minister unto

him, and "burn incense.

12 1[ Then the Levites arose, Mahath the

son of Amasai, and Joel the son of Azariah,

of the sons of the Kohathites : and of the sons

of Merari, Kish the son of Abdi, and Azariah
the son of Jehalelel : and of the Gershonites ;

Joah the son of Zimmah, and Eden the son of

Joah :

13 And of the sons of Elizaphan ; Sliiinri,

and Jeiel : and of the sons of Asaph ; Zecha-

riali, and Mattaniah :

14 And of the sons of Heman ; Jehiel,

and Shimei : and of the sons of Jeduthun ;

Shemaiah, and Uzziel.

15 And they gathered their brethren, and

sanctified themselves, and came, according to

the commandment of the king, 'by the words

of the Lord, to cleanse the house of the

Lord.
IG And the priests went into the inner part

of the house of the Lord, to cleanse it, and

brought out all the uncleanness that they

found in the temple of the Lord into the

court of the house of the Lord. And the
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Levites took it, to carry // out abroad into tlie

brook Kidron.

17 Now they began on the first dai/ of the

first month to sanctify, and on tlie eighth day
of the month came they to the porch of the

Lord : so they sanctified the house of the

Loud in eight days ; and in the sixteenth day
of the first raontli tliey made an end.

18 Then they went in to Hezekiah the

king, and said, We have cleansed all the house
of the Lord, and the altar of burnt offering,

with all the vessels thereof, and the shewbread
table, with all the vessels thereof.

19 Moreover all the vessels, which king
Ahaz in his reign did cast away in his trans-

gression, have we jirepared and sanctified,

and, behold, they are before the altar of the

Loud.
20 ^ Then Hezekiah the king rose early,

and gathered the rulers of the city, and went
up to the house of the Lord.

21 And they brought seven bullocks, and
seven rams, and seven lambs, and seven he
goats, for a "sin offering for the kingdom, and
for the sanctuary, and for Judah. And he
commanded the priests the sons of Aaron to

offer them on the altar of the Lord.
22 So they killed the bullocks, and the

priests received the blood, and "sprinkled it on
the altar : likewise, when they had killed the

rams, they sprinkled the blood upon the altar :

they killed also tlie lambs, and they sprinkled

the blood upon the altar.

23 And they brought "forth the he goats

for the sin offering before the king and the

congregation ; and they laid their "hands upon
them

:

24 And the priests killed them, and they
made reconciliation with their blood upon the

altar, to make an atonement for all Israel

:

for the king commanded that the burnt offer-

ing and the sin offering should be made for all

Israel.

25 '*And he set the Levites in the house of

the Lord with cymbals, with psalteries, and
with harps, according to the commandment of
David, and of Gad the king's seer, and Nathan
the prophet : for so was the commandment ' ''of

the Lord '*by his prophets.

26 And the Levites stood with the in-

» t-evil. •(. H. I,|.vit, R. 1

" Hell, hij tltc hand of ihc LORD.

struments of David, and the priests with the

trumpets.

27 And Hezekiah commanded to offer the

burnt offering upon the altar. And "when the

burnt offering began, the song of the Lord
began also with the trumpets, and with the

'"instruments ordained by David king of

Israel.

28 And all the congregation worshipped,

and the "singers sang, and the trumpeters

sounded : and all this continued until the burnt

offering was finished.

29 And when they had made an end of

offering, the king and all that were '"present

with him bowed themselves, and worshipped.

30 Moreover Hezekiah the king and the

princes commanded the Levites to sing praise

unto the Lord with the words of David, and
of Asaph the seer. And they sang praises

with gladness, and they bowed their heads and
worshipped.

31 Then Hezekiah answered and said. Now
ye have "consecrated yourselves unto the

Lord, come near and bring sacrifices and
thank offerings into the house of the Lord.
And the congregation brought in sacrifices

and thank oflerings ; and as many as were of a
free heart burnt offerings.

32 And the number of the burnt offerings,

which the congregation brought, was threescore

and ten bullocks, an hundred rams, and two
hundred lambs : all these iverc for a burnt

offering to the Lord.
33 And the consecrated things were six

hundred oxen and three thousand sheej).

34 But the priests were too few, so that

they could not flay all the burnt offerings :

wherefore their brethren the Levites '"did help

them, till the work was ended, and until the

otlier priests had sanctified themselves : for the

Levites locre more upright in heart to sanctify

themselves than the priests.

35 i\ud also the burnt offerings irere in

abundance, with the fat of the peace offerings,

and the drink offerings for every burnt offering.

So the service of the house of the Lord was
sot in order.

36 And Hezekiah rejoiced, and all the

l)eople, that God had prepared the people :

for the thing was done suddenly.
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CHAPTER XXX.

1 Hezeltiali prodaimeth a solemn passover on th:

second month for Judah and Israel. 13 The as-

sembly, having destroyed the altars of idolatry, keep

the feast fourteen days. 27 'J'he priests and Levites

bless the 2>eopte.

And Hezekiah sent to all Israel and Judah,

and wrote letters also to Epliraim and Ma-
nasseli, that they should come to the house of

the Lord at .lerusalem, to keep the passover

unto the Lord God of Israel.

2 For the king had taken counsel, and his

princes, and all the congregation in Jerusalem,

to keep the passover in the second 'month.

3 For they could not keep it at that time,

l)ecause the priests had not sanctified them-

selves sufficiently, neither had the people ga-

thered themselves together to Jerusalem.

4 And the thing 'pleased the king and all

the congregation.

5 So they established a decree to make
proclamation throughout all Israel, from Beer-

slieba even to Dan, that they should come to

keep the passover unto the Lord God of Israel

at Jerusalem : for they had not done it of a

long time in such sort as it was written.

So the posts went with the letters ^from

the king and his princes throughout all Israel

and Judah, and according to the command-
ment of the king, saying, Ye children of Israel,

turn again unto the Lord God of Abraham,
Isaac, and Israel, and he will return to the

remnant of you, that are escaped out of the

hand of the kings of Assyria.

7 And be not ye like your fathers, and like

your brethren, which trespassed against the

Lord God of their fathers, ivho therefore gave

them up to desolation, as ye see.

8 Now *be ye not stiffnecked, as your fathers

xvere, Init ^yield yourselves unto the Lord, and

enter into his sanctuary, which he hath sanc-

tified for ever : and serve the Lord your God,

that the fierceness of his wrath may turn away
from you.

9 For if ye turn again unto the Lord, your

brethren and your children shall find com-
passion before them that lead them captive,

so that they shall come again into this land :

for the Lord your God is "gracious and mer-
ciful, and will not turn away /(/*' face from you,

if ye return unto him.

10 So the posts passed from city to city

through the country of Ephraim and Manasseh
even unto Zebulun : but they laughed them to

scorn, and mocked them.

1 Num. 9. 10, 11. ^ Heh. was right in the eyes of ihching.
5 lleh.gi\ie the hand. ' Exod. 34. 6. 7 Chap,

10 Heb. instrumenti of strength.

11 Nevertheless divers of Asher and Ma-
nasseh and of Zebulun humbled themselves,

and came to Jerusalem.

12 Also in Judah the hand of God was to

give them one heart to do the commandment
of the king and of the princes, by the word of

the Lord.
13 II And there assembled at Jerusalem

much people to keep the feast of unleavened

bread in the second month, a very great con-

gregation.

14 And they arose and took away the

^altars that ircrc in Jerusalem, and all the

altars for incense took they away, and cast

them into the brook Kidron.

15 Then they killed the passover on the

fourteenth daij of the second month : and the

priests and the Levites were ashamed, and
sanctified themselves, and brought in the burnt

ofterings into the house of the Lord.
10 And they stood in "their place after

their manner, according to the law of Moses
the man of God : the priests sprinkled the

blood, ivhich they received of the hand of the

Levites.

17 For there were many in the congregation

that were not sanctified : therefore the Levites

had the charge of the killing of the passovers

for every one that teas not clean, to sanctify

them unto the Lord.
18 For a multitude of the people, even

many of Ephraim, and Manasseh, Issachar,

and Zebulun, had not cleansed themselves,

yet did they eat the passover otherwise than

it was written. But Hezekiah prayed for

them, saying. The good Lord pardon every

one

19 That prepareth his heart to seek God,

the Lord God of his fathers, though he be

not cleansed according to the purification of

the sanctuary.

20 And the Lord hearkened to Hezekiah,

and healed the people.

21 And the children of Israel that were

'present at Jerusalem kept the feast of unlea-

vened bread seven days with great gladness :

and the Levites and the priests praised the

Lord day by day, singintj with '"loud instru-

ments unto the Lord.

22 And Hezekiah spake "comfortably unto

all the Levites that taught the good know-

ledge of the Lord : and they did eat through-

out the feast seven days, offering peace offer-

ings, and making confession to the Lord God
of their fathers.

3 Heb. /rom the hand. * Heb, harden nut i/our necks.

88.24. 8 Heh. their standing. 'J Heb. found,
ii lleh. to the heart of all.
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23 And the whole assembly took counsel to

keep other seven days : and they kept other

seven days with gladness.

24 For Ilezekiah king of Judah 'Mid give

to the congregation a thousand bullocks and

seven thousand sheep ; and the princes gave

to the congregation a thousand bullocks and

ten thousand sheep : and a great number of

priests sanctified themselves.

25 And all the congregation of Judah, with

the priests and the Levites, and all the con-

12 Fleb. liftal up, or, offered.

gregation that came out of Israel, and the

strangers that came out of the land of Israel,

and that dwelt in Judah, rejoiced.

26 So there was great joy in Jerusalem :

for since the time of Solomon the son of David
king of Israel there zvas not the like in Jeru-

salem.

27 ^ Then the priests the Levites arose

and blessed the people : and their voice was

heard, and their prayer came up to "his holy

dwelling place, even unto heaven.

13 neb. the fial'itation of his holiness.

Verse 1. ' Hezekiali sent to all Israel.'—This appears to

have been the only decided attempt made by any of the

kings of Judah to bring back their brethren of Israel to

the worship of God and the observance of the Law. It

was undoubtedly the duty of all the Hebrews to keep the

p:issover at .Jerusalem ; but it seems that this obligation

hud been neglected by the ten tribes since they had esta-

blished a separate monarchy for themselves. Indeed, the

religious abuses introduced by the first king, and con-

tinued by the others, appear to have been in a considerable

degree framed with the politic view of encouraging the

nation to dispense with the observance of the duty of

attending at this and the other two great festivals at Jeru-

salem, when it had become the capital of a distinct and

often hostile state (see the notes on 1 Kings xii. iS, 31).

In the present instance, Hezekiah could hardly have sent

his invitation without the concurrence of the king of

Israel. This was Hoshea ; of whom we read, indeed, that

he did evil in the sight of the Lord; 'but,' it is added,

'not as the kings of Israel that were before him' (2 Kings

xvii. 2). Probably his conduct on this occasion formed

one of the mitigatory circumstances in the evil of his

character. Although the mass of the Israelites treated

the invitation with derision, yet a sufficient number were

found who ' humbled themsel ves and came to Jerusalem

'

(w. n), to render this celebration of the passover the most

distinguished that had occurred since the separation of the

kingdoms.

CHAPTER XXXI.

I The people isfortvard in destroying idolatry. 2 Ile-

zehiah mdcreth the courses of the priests and Le-
vites, and providethfor their work and maintenance.

5 2 hi people's forwardness in offerings and tithes.

1 1 Hezekiah appointeth officers to dispose of tlie

tithes. 20 The sincerity of Ilezekiah.

Now when all this was finished, all Israel

that were 'present went out to the cities of

Judah, and brake the "images in pieces, and
cut down the groves, and threw down the

high places and the altars out of all Judah
and Benjamin, in Ephraim also and Manasseh,
'until they had utterly destroyed them all.

Then all the children of Israel returned

every man to his possession, into their own
cities.

2 ir And Hezekiah appointed the courses

of the priests and the Levites after their

courses, every man according to his service,

the ])riest8 and Levites for burnt offerings

and for peace offerings, to minister, and to

give thanks, and to praise in the gates of the

tents of the Lord.
3 He appointed also the king's portion of

his substance for the burnt offerings, to wit,

for the morning and evening burnt offerings,

and the burnt offerings for the sabbaths, and

1 IIcb./uKnii. 2 2 Kings 1«.

7 Or, iiate$.

for the new moons, and for the set feasts, aa

it is written in the ^law of the Lord.
4 Moreover he commanded the people

that dwelt in Jerusalem to give the portion

of the priests and the Levites, that they

might be encouraged in the law of the Lord.
5 If And as soon as the commandment

"came abroad, the children of Israel brought

in abundance the firstfruits of corn, wine, and
oil, and 'honey, and of all the increase of the

field ; and the tithe of all things brought they

in abundantly.

6 And concerning the children of Israel

and Judah, that dwelt in the cities of Judah,

they also brought in the tithe of oxen and
sheep, and the "tithe of holy things which

were consecrated unto the Lord their God,
and laid them "by heaps.

7 In the third month they began to lay the

foundation of the heaps, and finished them in

the seventh month.

8 And when Hezekiah and the princes

came and saw the heaps, they blessed the

Lord, and his people Israel.

9 Then Ilezekiah questioned with the

priests and the Levites concerning the heaps.

10 And Azariah the chief priest of the

house of Zadok answered him, and said,

iitiV to mahe an end.
Ileb. heaps heaps

Ileb. brahe/orlh.
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Since the people began to bring the offerings

into tlie house of the Lord, we have had
enough to eat, and have left plenty : for the

Loud liatii blessed his people ; and that

which is left is this great store.

11 H Then Ilezekiah commanded to pre-

pare "chambers in the house of the Lord;
and they prepared them,

12 And brought in the offerings and the

tithes and the dedicated things faithfully :

over which Cononiah the Levite ivas ruler,

and Shimei his brother ?ras the next.

13 And Jehiel, and Azaziah, and Nahath,
and Asahel, and Jerimoth, and Jozabad, and
Eliel, and Ismachiah, and Mahath, and
Benaiah, icere overseers "under the hand of

Cononiah and Shimei his brother, at the com-
mandment of Hezekiah the king, and Azariah
the ruler of the house of God.

14 And Kore the son of Imnah the Levite,

the porter toward the east, rras over the free-

will offerings of God, to distribute the oblations

of the Lord, and the most holy things.

15 And ''next him irere Eden, and Minia-
min, and Jeshua, and Shemaiah, Amariah,
and Shecaniah, in the cities of the priests,

in their '^set office, to give to their brethren

by courses, as well to the great as to the

small :

16 Beside their genealogy of males, from

three years old and upward, even unto every

one that entereth into the house of the Lord,
his daily portion for their service in their

charges according to their courses
;

17 Both to the genealogy of the priests by
the house of their fathers, and the Levites

from twenty years old and upward, in their

chai-ges by their courses
;

18 And to the genealogy of all their little

ones, their wives, and their sons, and their

daughters, through all the congregation : for

in their '''set office they sanctified themselves

in holiness

:

19 Also of the sons of Aaron the priests,

lehich mere in the fields of the suburbs of

their cities, in every several city, the men
that were expressed by name, to give portions

to all the males among the priests, and to all

that were reckoned by genealogies among the

Levites.

20 IT And thus did Hezekiah throughout

all Judah, and wrought that zchich iras good

and right and truth before the Lord his

God.
21 And in every work that he began in

the service of the house of God, and in the

law, and in the commandments, to seek bis

God, he did it with all his heart, and pros-

pered.

Verse 5. ' As soon as the commandment came abroad,'

—That such a commaudment was at all necessary
that the people, even in Judah, had discontinued to send,
or had been very negligent in sending, to the priests and
Levites the dues and offerings which the Law appointed
for them.

20. ' Hezekiak .... wrought that which was good and
riyht and truth before the Lord his God.'—The nature of the

improvements which the sacred text describes sufficiently

indicate the peculiar nature of the operations required to

establish the character of a good prince under the Hebrew

forming king it was only required that he should re-esta-

blish the old institutions which had fallen into neglect,

and to abolish all recent innovations adverse to their prin-

ciples. Of all people the Hebrews lived most on the

memories of the past ; and the retrospective character of

all their reformations necessarily arose out of the divine

authority by which their institutions had been established,

and from the perfect adaptatif-
-'*'— '- "-•= -:•:—

as a peculiar people.

' them to their condition

CHAPTER XXXIL
I Senriadieiib invading Judah, Hezekiah fortifieth

himself, and encourageth his people. 9 Against the

blasphemies of Sennacherib, by message and letters,

Hezekiah and Isaiah pray. 21 An angel destroyeth

the host of the Assyrians, to the glory of Hezekiah.
24 Hezekiah praying in his sickness, God givelh

him a sign of recovery. 25 He waxing proud is

humbled by God. 27 His wealth and works. 31
His error in the embassage of Babylon. 32 He
dying, Manasseh succeedelh him.

After 'these things, and the establishment

1 2 Kings 18. 13, &c. Isa. 36. 1, S;c. 8 Heb.

thereof, Sennacherib king of Assyria came,

and entered into Judah, and encamped against

the fenced cities, and thought 'to win them

for himself

2 And when Hezekiah saw that Senna-

cherib was come, and that °he was purposed

to fight against Jerusalem,

3 He took counsel with his princes and his

mighty men to stop the waters of the fountains

which xccre without the city : and they did

help him.

hreal them vp. » Heb. his face was to mar.
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4 So there was gathered much people

together, wlio stopped all the fountains, and

the brook that Van through the midst of the

land, saying. Why should the kings of Assyria

come, and "find much water ?

5 Also he strengthened himself, and built

up all the wall that was broken, and raised it

up to the towers, and another wall without,

and repaired Millo in the city of David, and

made Marts and shields in abundance.

6 And he set captains of war over the

people, and gathered them together to him in

the street of the gate of the city, and 'spake

comfortably to them, saying,

7 Be strong and courageous, be not afraid

nor dismayed for the king of Assyria, nor for

all the multitude that is with him : for there

he more witli us than with him :

8 With him is an 'arm of flesh ; but with

ns is the Loku our God to help us, and to

fight our battles. And the people "rested

themselves upon the words of Hezekiah king

of Judah.

9 % "After this did Sennacherib king of

Assyria send his servants to Jerusalem, (but

he himself laid siege against Lachish, and

all his "power with him,) unto Hezekiah king

of Judah, and unto all Judah that were at

Jerusalem, saying,

10 Thus saith Sennacherib king of Assyria,

Whereon do ye trust, that ye abide "in the

siege in Jerusalem ?

11 Doth not Hezekiah persuade you to

give over yourselvi^s to die by famine and

by thirst, saying. The Lord our God shall

deliver us out of the hand of the king of

Assyria ?

12 Hath not the same Hezekiah taken

away his high places and his altars, and com-
manded Judah and Jerusalem, saying. Ye
shall worship before one altar, and burn

incense upon it ?

13 Know ye not what I and my fathers

have done unto all the people of other lands ?

were the gods of the nations of those lands

any ways able to deliver their lands out of

mine hand ?

14 Who was there among all the gods of

those nations that my fathers utterly destroyed,

that could deliver his people out of mine hand,

that your God should be able to deliver you
out of mine hand ?

] 5 Now therefore let not Hezekiah deceive

you, nor ))ersuade you on this manner, neither

yet believe him : for no god of any nation or

« Ucb. ovcrjlowcd. i Or, swords, or, weapons. *> Heb. spnhi
10 llo\i. dominion. li Or, in the strong hold.

kingdom was able to deliver his people out of

mine hand, and out of the hand of my fathers

:

how much less shall your God deliver you out

of mine hand ?

16 And his servants spake yet more against

the Lord God, and against his servant

Hezekiah.

17 He wrote also letters to rail on the

Lord God of Israel, and to speak against

him, saying. As the gods of the nations of

other lands have not delivered their people

out of mine hand, so shall not the God of

Hezekiah deliver his people out of mine

hand.

18 Then they cried with a loud voice in

the Jews' speech unto the people of Jerusalem

that were on the wall, to affright them, and

to trouble them ; that they might take the

city.

19 And they spake against the God of

Jerusalem, as against the gods of the people

of the earth, which were the w^ork of the hands

of man.

20 H And for this cause Hezekiah the king,

and the prophet Isaiah the son of Amoz,
prayed and cried to heaven.

21 '"And the Lord sent an angel, which

cut off all the mighty men of valour, and the

leaders and captains in the camp of the king

of Assyria. So he returned with shame of

face to his own land. And when he was come
into the house of his god, they that came forth

of his own bowels '"slew him there with the

sword.

22 Thus the Lord saved Hezekiah and

the inhabitants of Jerusalem from the hand

of Sennacherib the king of Assyria, and from

the hand of all other, and guided them on

every side.

23 And many brought gifts unto the Lord
to Jerusalem, and '''presents to Hezekiah king

of Judah : so that he was magnified in the

sight of all nations from thenceforth.

24 H 'Tn those days Hezekiah w^as sick to

the death, and prayed unto the Lord : and he

spake unto him, and he '"gave him a sign.

25 But Hezekiah rendered not again ac-

cording to the benefit done imto him ; for his

heart was lifted up : therefore there was wrath

upon him, and upon Judah and Jerusalem.

26 Notwithstanding Hezekiah humbled
himself for "the pride of his heart, both he

and the inhabitants of Jerusalem, so that the

wrath of the Lord came not upon them in the

days of Hezekiah.

heart. 7 Jcr. 17. 5. o Ileb. leaned. » 2 KinRs 18. 17.

fall. n Heb. precious things.
1 Jcr. 17. 5.

Kingg 10. 3i, &c. »8 Hpb. made
l" Or, terou^ht a miracle/or him.
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27 IT And Hezekiah had exceeding much
riches and lionour : and he made himself

treasuries for silver, and for gold, and for

precious stones, and for spices, and for shields,

and for all manner of '"pleasant jewels
;

28 Storehouses also for the increase of corn,

<jnd wine, and oil ; and stalls for all manner of

beasts, and cotes for flocks.

29 Moreover he provided him cities, and
possessions of flocks and herds in abundance :

for God had given him substance very much.
30 This same Hezekiah also stopped the

upper watercourse of Gihon, and brought it

straight down to the west side of the city

of David. And Hezekiah prospered in all

his works.

ol II Howbeit in the business of ihc "am-
bassadors of the princes of Babylon, who ""sent

unto him to enquire of the wonder that was
done in the land, God left him, to try him,
that he might know all that icas in his heart.

32 ^ Now the rest of the acts of Hezekiah,
and his "'goodness, behold, they are written in

the vision of Isaiah the prophet, the son of

Amoz, and in the book of the kings of Judah
and Israel.

33 And Hezekiah slept with his fathers,

and they buried him in the ^^chiefest of the

sepulchres of the sons of David : and all

Judah and the inhabitants of Jerusalem did
him honour at his death. And Manasseh his

son reigned in his stead.

Verse 1. ' Fenced cities.'—This suggests a large matter,

iuto which we cannot fully enter ; but concerning

wliich we shall endeavour to state the principal and more
interesting facts in as few words as possible. We shall

base the observations we have to offer on Professor Jahn's

articles on the same subjects, availing ourselves of the in-

formation derivable from sources (principally Egyptian)

with which he was unacquainted.

FouTiriCATioNs.—Military fortifications were at first

nothing more than a trench or ditch dug around a few

cottages on a hill or mountain, together with the mound
which was formed of the earth dug out of it. It is, how-

ever, probable that sometimes, even in the earliest ages,

scaffoldings were erected for the purpose of throwing

stones with the greater effect against the enemy. In the

age of Moses and Joshua, the walls which surrounded

cities were elevated to no inconsiderable height, and were

furnished with towers ; but that they were of no great

strength appears from the facility with which the Hebrews,

>cho were unacquainted with the art of besieging towns,

took so many of them, in the course of a few years, on both

sides of the Jordan, although the fortifications had at first

seemed veiy ten il k to them (IN um xiu 28)

The art of fortification was encouraged and patronised

ny the Hebrew kings and Jerusalem was always well

di-tLudtd, especially Mount Zion

The principal parts of a fortification may be traced in

the Scriptures, and were as follow

:

Tlie IVa//.—In some instances the wall erected around
cities was double, and even triple (2 Chron. xxxii. 5).

Walls were commonly made lofty and broad , so as not
easily to be passed over or broken through (Jer. li. 5S).

The main wall terminated at the top in a parapet for the
accommodation of the soldiers, which opened at iutervals

in what may be termed embrasures, so as to give them an
opportunity of fighting with missile weapons. The em-
brasures and battlements were square, if like those of
Egypt and Babylon.

Towers.—Towers were erected at certain distances from
each other on the top of the wall. They would appear to

have been sometimes lofty, but in general not. They were
flat roofed, and surrounded with a parapet, which some-
times exhibited openings similar to those which have just

been mentioned in the parapets of the walls. Excellent
examples of these towers of both kinds occur in the re-

presentations of Egyptian fortified towns in the mosaic
pavement of Prseneste, as well as in the representations of
sieges in the temples and the tombs of Egypt. It is from
these sources that our present illustrations are arawn
Towel s of this kind were likewise erected over the gates
of cities and in them guards were constantly kept, as

IS now the case m most walled towns of Western Asia.

\l
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lul To\Mi'^.— 1 juin Babylonian Coins.

This was, at least, the case in the time of tlie Icings.

It was the business of these guards to report any unusual
appearance which they discovered iu the distance ; and
whenever they noticed au irruption from an enemy they
blew a trumpet (2 Sam. xiii. 3-t ; xviii. 2(1, 27; 2 Kings
ix. 17-19; 2 Chron. xvii. 2 ; Nahnm ii. 1).

Fromtl.crwnu.lineM.jsiic.

T7ie Dilch.—The digging of a fosse increased the ele-

vation of tlie walls of a town or fortress, and increased in

the same proportion the difficulty of an enemy's approach

(2 Sam. XX. 15 ; Neh. iii. 8 ; Psa. xlviii. 13 ; Isa. x.xvi. 1).

The fosse, if the situation allowed, was filled with water.

Of these we have the following interesting examples (Cuts

. ^ValI and Towers, manned.

5, G) from ancient Egypt. The first shews a fortress en-
closed by a double wall, surrounded by a broad fosse filled

with water. Warriors of the adverse parties are struggling

in the water, and a party sallies forth at the gate over wbnt

appears to be a bridge. The other is equally interesting,

as it exhibits the peculiarity of two fosses one within and
the other without the wall, both filled with water, and
crossed by bridges.
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Tlif. Gates were at first made of wood, and Tery small

in size. They were constructed as valve-doors, and se-

cured by wooden bars. Subsequently they were made
lariier and stronger, and covered with plates of brass or

iron, that they niigUt not be burnt. The bars were covered

in the same manner to pi-event their beiup; cut asunder;

they were sometimes wholly of iron. The bars were
secured by a sort of lock (Psa. cvii. 1 ; Isa. xlv. 2). The
gates appear, upou the whole, to have much resembled

tliose of modern Oriental towns. Having thus noticed the

fortifications, we may proceed to describe ihe manner in

wliich they were defended or taken, and shall be able in-

cidentally to convey further information respecting the

Citit'S were u.^ually taken by sudden and violent onsets,

or by treason. These were usually the first experiments,

and, failing them, the besiegers either abandoned the enter-

prise, or prepared themselves for a long siege, in the

management of which no very determinate rules appear to

have been followed, beyond those which dictated the cut-

ting off of all communications between the besieged place

and the open country, that it might be the sooner compelled

by famine to surrender. But when there were no machines

to break down the walls, the operations were so tedious and
protracted, that a siege was rarely had recourse to but as

a last resort. When a city was threatened, it was, in the

first place, invited to surrender (Deut. xx. 10; Isa.xxxvi.

1 ; xxxvii. 8-20). If the besieged had resolved to capi-

tulate, the principal men of the city went out into the

enemy's camp to obtain the best terms in their power.

Hence ' to go forth,' or ' to come out,' in certain con.

nections means the same as to surrender by capitulation

(1 Sam. xi. 3, 10, U ; 2 Kings xviii. 31 ; xxiv. 12 ; Jer.

xxi. 9 ; xxxviii. 17, 18 ; 1 Mac. vi. 49). In the most

ancient ages the enemy surrounded the city with a band of

men, sometimes only one, and at most only two or three

deep, and effected their object by assault ; hence the very

common Scriptural phrases, ' to encamp against a city,' or
' to pitch against," or ' to straiten it' (Josh. x. 5 ; Judg.

ix. 60 ; 1 Sam. xi. 1 ; 2 Kings xxv. 1 ; Isa xxix. 3).

The troops employed in the assault of fortified places

were all provided with shields. This is shewn by the

Scriptural phrase which expresses a siege of a town by
' the lifting up of shields ' against it (2 Kings xix. 32

;

Isa. xxxvii. 33) ; and in Egypt so closely was the idea of

a siege connected with the shield, that the figure of a king,

who is sometimes introduced in the sculptures as the

representative of the whole army, advancing with his

shield before him, is intended to shev,' that the place was
taken by assault (Wilkinson, i. 359).

There is much reason to conclude that the practices in

besieging towns with which the Hebrews were familiar,

were the same as those with which the monuments of

Egypt make us acquainted, and in some particulars we

knoiv that thsy were so. We may, therefore, derive some
information in contemplating the operations of a siege as

thus represented.

In attacking a fortified place, the assailants advanced
under cover of the arrows of the bowmen, and either in-

stantly applied the scaling ladder to the ramparts, or
midertook the routine of a regular siege. Of the formei
operation, that of actual assault on a town, a very lively

representation is afforded in the engraving from a sculpture

at Thebes, given under Deut. xx. 12, and which, in con-
nection with this subject, deserves to be very carefully

studied.

_In a regular siege, the besiegers advanced to the walls,

and posted themselves under the cover of testudos, and

Fortress attacked ; Testutio,

shook and dislodged the stones &f the parapet by a kind of
battering ram, directed and impelled by a body of men
expressly chosen for the service. But when the place
held out against these attacks, and neither a coup de main,
the ladder, nor the ram were found to succeed, it appears
probable that the testudowas used to cover the operations
of the sappers, while they mined the place.

The testudo, as shewn in the engravings, Nos. 7, 8, and
at the foot of the larger cut under Deut. xx. 12, was of
framework, sometimes supported by poles having a forked
summit, and covered, in all probability, with hides. It

was' sufficiently large to contain several men, and so placed

8, Fortress attack

that the light troops might mount on the outside, and thus

obtain a footing on more elevated ground, apply the lad-

ders with greater precision, or obtain some other im-

portant advantage. Each party was commanded and led

by an officer of skill, and frequently by persons of the

highest rank.

The besiegers also endeavoured to force open the gates

of the town, or to hew them down with axes ; and when
the fort was built upon a rock, they escaladed the precipitous

parts by means of the testudo, or by short spikes of metal,

511
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which they forcud into tlie crevici-s of the stone, aud then

applied the ladder to the rainpurts.

The cut now introduced conveys a lively idea of the

vigour and ell'ect of the assaults of the Egyptian archers.

From the costume, it appears that the people assaulted

are a Syrian uation, and, if so, the fortress forms a remark-

ably interesting and unique illustration of the subject in

hand. We would direct particular attention to the two

men who hold in tlieir hands vessels containing- a flaming

fire. This is doubtless intended as a signal, but whether
of submission to the enemy, or to apprise distant friends of

the danger, may not easily be detei'mined.

Sir J. G. Wilkinson says—' It is reasonable to conclude
that several other engines were employed iu sieges with
which the sculptures have not made us acquainted ; and
the " bulwarks " used by [rather known to] the Jews on
their march to the promised land, were doubtless bor-

rowed from those of Kgypt, where they lived until they

became a nation, and from whence they derived the

greater part of their knowledge upon every subject.'

The'bulwark' thus imticL-d is the 'mount' or mound of

Scripture. It \v:is i \:i t li. ij. .1' eurth strengthened and
supported by laii

,

.
;' timber. It ran in an

oblique direction :) :. I lircumvallation towards

the weaker poiii I, i

I ili iiiili.itiuiis, and was sometimes
as high as the wall itself, Tlio construction of these

mounds involved a large consumption of timber, in con-

sequence of which the suiroundmg country was often

denuded of trees to supply the demand. It was tQ prevent
the permanently injurious consequences of this practice

that the Hebrews were forbidden to fell fruit-trees for

such purposes, or indeed any trees but such as grew upon
uncultivated ground (Deut. xx. 19; '2 Sam. xx. 15; 2
Kings xix. .32

; Jer. vi. G ; xxxii. 24 ; xxxiii. 4 ; EzeU.
iv. 2 ; xvii. '.7-23 ; xxvi. 8). The erection of this mouud

is expressed by the Hebrew phrase, ' to cast up a bank
against the city.' The inhabitants of the town fought
against the mound with missile weapons ; the besiegers

on the contrary, posting themselves upon it, threw their

weapons into the city. In the meanwhile the battering-

rams were brought into play in order to break down the

walls, in which case the besieged frequently erected an-

other wall inside the first, in doing which they pulled

down the contiguous houses and employed the materials

in the erection of the wall (Isa. xxii. 10).

The lines of circumvallatiou, incidentally mentioned
before, were certainly known in the time of Moses (Dent.
XX. i;), 2U), although not mentioned again till the time of
Da\ id (2 Sam. xx. 15). The besiegers, when it appeared
]ii()l]able that the siege would be protracted, dug a ditch be-

tween themselves and the city, for theirown security, and an-
other parallel to it outside, so as to enclose their camp, and
guard against an attack either in front or rear. The earth

thrown out of the ditch formed a wall on which towers were
erected. The works in the cut, No. 6, look exceedingly
like sucli lines of circumvallation with double ditches ; and
« e are not at all certain that they are not the works of
the besiegers, instead of being, as upon th<' whole we pre-

ferred to conclude, the works of the besir-. .1 \ ,ii\ liut

up in this way perished by degrees, by I i:

and missile weapons (2 Kings vi. 28-1 - ' i,

Sonieliiih K 111 ! ;, <1. ulien they captured any of llie

more di-iii i; iilants.scourged tlieinorslew

tliem cm lie , il them, that they might in-

timidate tin ir iii.ni). .11.1 induce them to raise the siege

(2 Kings iii. 27). When the wall was broken through
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(Ezek. xxi. 27), and the besiegers had entered, the greater

part of the remainder of it was thrown down, as was the

case even when the city capitulated (2 Kings xiv. 13 ; 2

Chron. xxv. 23, 24).

As a good specimen of a modern oriental fortress, we in-

troduce below an engraving representing the fortress of

Akaba, at the head of the gulf of that name, which has
been already noticed, and a distant view given, nnrter

Dent. ii. We think it conveys a general- illustration of the

fenced cities and castles mentioned in Scripture ; except-

ing of course those small details which distinguish it as a

modern structure. We say ' fenced cities and castles,'

because in ancient times a castle was only a fenced city on
a reduced scale, when it was other than those round build-

ings which have already been slightly noticed, and which
seem to exhibit the most ancient and general form of

places of defence and refuge distinguished as ' castles ' and
' towers.' The fortification of the fenced cities of the East

is all essentially of this character; consisting of a thick

and high wall, with strong projecting towers, generally

round, at regular intervals, those at the angles being com-
monly the largest and strongest.

The reader will not fail to notice in this engraving the

room over the gate, and the men upon the wall over the

room. It strikingly illustrates the observations made
under 2 Sam. xviii., shewing the station of the watchmen
' over the gate,' and ' the chamber over the gate' to which
tlie king withdrew to mourn for Absalom his son. La-
borde, to whom we are indebted for this cut, has enlivened
the scene by representing the arrival of the pilgrims at the

fortress, on their return from Mecca ; and this representa-

tion also contains some interesting illustrations of scenes

and circumstances mentioned in Scripture.

4. ' So there was gathered much people together, who
stopped all thefouutains, and the hrvok that ran through the

midst of the land.'—This was to prevent the expected in-

vaders, the Assyrians, from finding water when they en-

tered the country. Such operations upon the waters were
formerly usual in the warfare of Western Asia, although
now infrequent. Babylon was taken by turning the course
of the Euphrates, and many a modern oriental city might

easily fall by the same means. The practice still exists

in the further East—India, China, etc. Forbes, being iu the

former country, writes:—' The Neriad assessment luiii!;

at length collected, on the I4th of May we left that ill-

fated city, and marched towards the river Mylii. During
our progress the enemy's advanced cavalry burnt evei-y

village on the road, destroyed the forage, and, as far

as possible, exhausted the tanks and wells. Their whole
army came twice unexpectedly upon us, but were repulsed

with loss. It was sometimes reported that they poisoned
the wells and tanks, as well as burnt the villages and corn-

ricks : the latter we daily witnessed, but I do not recol-

lect an instance of the former more than once, and then it

appeared doubtful to our numerous army and camp-fol-

lowers; that step would have been of little consequence
unless they could have produced deleterious eifects on an
extensive lake : since, as already observed, nothing less

could satisfy us for more than one night; brooks at this

late season were dried up, and we never allowed them lime

to alter the course of a river, as is sometimes practisL-d.'

30. ' Stopped the upper icatercourse of Gihon. and
brought it straight down to the west side of the citi/ of

David:—lu the parallel text, 2 Kings xx. 20, it is, '« He
made a pool and a conduit and brought water into the

city.' In this and other instances it is easy to explain

texts taken separately and without proper reference to the

actual circumstances of the site ; but it is rather more dif-

ficult when the different texts that bear on a subject are

brought together, and an explanation is sought in existing

indications. In the first place, it seems to have been un
derstood that bringing to the west side implies bringing

from the east. Under this view, the 'watercourse of

Gihon ' was of course in the eastern valley, and was con-

ducted to the western either through the city or round by

the southern valley. This explanation, however, would
tend to make the eastern, not as we have supposed, iu

1 Kings i. 33, the western valley, the valley of Gihon
;

and this explanation also does not with certainty bring

the water into the city, which, from the text in 2 Kings
XX., appears to have been the object. The nature of the

site of Jerusalem also, which slopes upward from east to

Caravan- of Pilgkims.
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west, renders it less probable that the water should have

heen brought froui the eastern to the western valley than

from the western to the eastern. Bringing it so would
be bringing it 'up,' not 'down.' Our very strong im-

pression therefore is, that the two texts refer to the same

transaction, but not to the same parts of that transaction

—

that is, that the narrative is completed by them when put

together. We would then understand that the water-

course of Gihon formed a stream, having probably two

sources distinguished as the 'upper' and 'lower,' probably

because the former had its source higher up the western

valley, or higher in its hills than the other; and that then

Hezekiah slopped the upper watercourse of Gihon, and
brought it straight down, from the west or north, to the

west side of the citi/ of David ; and that he there made a
pool, or reservoir for the water, and then made a conduit

or aqueduct, by which he brought the water from the re-

servoir into the city, where it supplied or contributed to

supply the cisterns' and pools which furnished water to

the inhabitants in that part of the town. We suppose

that the subterraneous canal was prolonged to the eastern

valley, where what was left of its water was emptied into

the fountain and pools of Siloam. The idea thus stated

was expressed in the original edition of this work, and
the researches subsequently made have not shaken but

have strongly confirmed it, and scarcely more than one

link is wanting to complete the chain of evidence which
will place this view of the matter among our established

facts. It has been proved that there is a series of reser-

voirs or wells, communicating with each other, leading

from the western valley to the north side of the temple,

and a subterraneous channel from the last of these on
that side, towards the temple itself, has been observed.

The inference therefore is, that the water, after supplying

various parts of the city, is received into the great reser-

voir which is known to exist under the temple courLs.

Then, it has been clearly proved that the Fountain of

Siloam, about half a mile ou the other or southern side

of the temple, which discharges its surplus waters into the

valley of the Kidron, receives them by a subterraneous

channel from the Fountain of the Virgin, which is mid-
way between it and the temple : and it has been further

shewn that this fountain also receives its waters from a

channel in the direction of the temple, of which it remits
the surplus to the Pool of Siloam. The inference there-

fore is, that these lower fountains receive and carry ofif

the surplus of the waters of the reservoir under the temple
courts, which that reservoir receives in part from the line

of fountains communicating on the north-east. And this

conclusion is confirmed by the fact that the water is of
the same taste and quality in those fountains the current
of whose communicating channels is towards the temple,

as in those whose current, on the lower side, is/com it

—

which water is most clearly distinguishable from all thje

other waters in or near Jerusalem. The bigotry of the
Moslems has hitherto prevented the matter from being
explored to that extent, within the precincts of the temple,

which is necessary to supply the single point of evidence
required to substantiate the view which by the careful

collation of facts we were ten years ago enabled to advance.
Works similar to those of Hezekiah have immortalized

many ancient princes in the annals of different nations

;

but the Persians, most particularly, seem to rank among
their greatest benefactors those who have contributed

to remedy the distresses arising fi-om a natural paucity

of springs and rivers; and even their Mohammedan
writers do not withhold from the ancient sovereigns,

whom they regard as heathens, that tribute of celebrity

to which hydraulic labours, employed for the public good,
have given them so just a claim. The work of Azzad
ad Doulah (a prince of the Dilemite dynasty who go-
verned as Amir or Emir) at Band-emir (i. e. the Amir's
Dyke, from bund, 'a dyke,' and Amir, 'a chief) is pre-

eminently celebrated. Of his great work, in the tenth

century, the principal remains are artificial mounds which
impede the stream and force it to descend through nume-
rous sluices and arches, in a waterfall of 18 or 20 feet.

By this vast undertaking an arid and barren tract of con-

siderable extent was fertilized, and the blessings of plenty

diffused among several hundred villages.

CHAPTER XXXIII.

1 Manasseh's wicked reign. 3 He setteth up idolatrtj,

and will not be admonished. 1 1 He is carried
into Babylon. 12 Upon his prayer to God he is

released, and ptUteth down idolatry. 18 His acts.

20 He dying, Amon succeedeth him. 21 Anion
reigning rcickedly is slain by his servants. 25 The
murderers being slain, Josiah succeedeth him.

Manasseh 'was twelve years old when he

began to reign, and he reigned fifty and five

years in Jerusalem :

2 But did t/mf w/iir/t teas evil in the sight

of the Loud, like unto the 'al)oniinations of

the heathen, whom the Lord had cast out

before the children of Israel.

3 For "he built again the high places

which Hezekiah his father had 'broken down,

and he reared up altars for Baalim, and made
groves, and worshipjied all the host of heaven,

and served them.

4 Also he built altars in the house of the

Lord, whereof the Lord had said, 'In Jeru-

salem shall my name be for ever.

I 2 KinRs I'l. 1, &c. = Doiit. IR. n.

' I>cut, IJ. U, 1 Kings 8. 29, nnil 9. 3. Chup. 6. 6, uiid 7. 16.

5 And he built altars for all the host of

heaven in the two courts of the house of the

Loud.
6 And he caused his children to pass

through the fire in the valley of the son of

Hinnom : also he observed times, and used

enchantments, and used witchcraft, and dealt

with a familiar spirit, and with wizards : he

wrought much evil in the sight of the Lord,
to ])i-ovoke him to anger.

7 And he set a carved image, the idol

which he had made, in the house of God, of

which God had said to David and to Solomon
his son. In "this house, and in Jerusalem, which

I have chosen before all the tribes of Israel,

will I put my name for ever :

8 'Neither will I any more remove the foot

of Israel from out of the land which I have

appointed for your fathers ; so that they will

take heed to do all that I have commanded
them, according to the whole law and the

statutes and the ordinances by the ha'ul of

Moses.

3 Hob. /ic returned and httili. * 2 Kin,-* 18. 4.
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9 So ManassL'h made JuJah and the inha-

bitants of Jerusalem to err, and to do wor^e

than the heathen, whom the Loki> had de-

stroyed before the children of Israel.

10 H And the Lord spake to Manasseh,

and to his people : but they would not hearken.

11 Wherefore the Lord brought upon
them the captains of the host °of the king of

Assyria, which took Manasseh among the

thorns, and bound him with "fetters, and
carried him to Bab\lon.

12 And when he was in affliction, he be-

sought the Lord his God, and humbled him-
self greatly before the God of his fathers,

13 And prayed unto him : and he was
intreated of him, and heard his supplication,

and brought him aMin to Jerusalem into his

kingdom. Then Manasseh knew that the

Loud he teas God.
14 11 Now after this he built a wall without

the city of David, on the west side of Gihon,

in the valley, even to the entering in at the

fish gate, and compassed about '"Ophel, and
raised it up a very great height, and put

captains of war in all the fenced cities of

Judah.
15 And he took away the strange gods, and

the idol out of the house of the Lord, and all

the altars that he had built in the mount of

the house of the Loud, and in Jerusalem, and
cast them out of the city.

16 And he repaired the altar of the Lord,
and sacrificed thereon peace offerings and
thank offerings, and commanded Judah to

serve the Lord God of Israel.

17 Nevertheless the people did sacrifice

still in the high places, ^e^ unto the Lord
their God only.

18 H Now the rest of the acts of ^Manasseh,

and his prayer unto his God, and the words

of the seers that spake to him in the name of

the Lord God of Israel, behold, they are

written in the book of the kings of Israel.

ly His prayer also, and how God was in-

treated of him, and all his sins, and his trespass,

and the places wherein he built high places,

and set up groves and graven images, before

he was humbled : behold, they are written

among the sayings of "the seers.

20 IT So Manasseh slept with his fathers,

and they buried him in liis own house : and

Anion his son reigned in his stead.

21 U '''Amon was two and twenty years old

when he began to reign, and reigned two years

in Jerusalem.

22 But he did that which teas evil in the

sight of the Lord, as did Manasseh his father :

for Araon sacrificed unto all the carved images

which Manasseh his father had made, and

served them ;

23 And humbled not himself before the

Lord, as Manasseh his father had humbled
himself; but Amon '"trespassed more and

more.

24 And his servants conspired against him,

and slew him in his own house.

25 H But the people of the land slew all

them that had conspired against king Amon ;

and the people of the land made Josiah his son

king in his stead.

Heh. miUtipiU'd trt;sji(L

2 Kings 21. 19, ic.

Verse 1 .
' Manasseh was twelve i/ears oUI.'—Manasseh

was but twelve years of ape when he lost his father and
began to reign. The temptations which surrounded him,

and the evil counsels which were pressed upon him, were
too strong for his youth. He was corrupted ; and it

seemed the special object of his reign to overthrow all

the good which his father had wrought in Judah. The
crimes of all former kings seem light in comparisou with

those which disgraced his reign. He upheld idolatry

with all the intiuenee of the regal power, and that with

such inconceivable boldness, that the pure and holy cere-

monies of the temple service were superseded by obscene

rites of an idol image set up iu the very sanctuary; while

the courts of God's house were occupied by altars to ' the

host of heaven ' or the heavenly bodies. He maintained

lierds of necromancers, astrologers, and soothsayers of

various kinds. The practice which was of all others the

most abhorrent to Jehovah the king sanctioned by his

own atrocious example, for he devoted his own children,

the blood-stained valle of

Hen-Hinuom. Wickedness now reigned on high, and, as

usual, persecuted righteousness and truth ; so that, by a

strong but significant hyperbole, we are told that innocent

blood flowed in the streets orjerusalem like water. Pic-

torial Hist, of Falestine.

11. ' The kiny of Assi/ria.'—Thh was Esarhaddon. See

the note on 2 Kings xix. 37. Manasseh probably remained

captive during the remaining twelve years of his reign,

and appears to have been then released by Saosduchin,

who succeeded Esarhaddon at Babylon.

— ' Took Manasseh mnong the thorns.'—Instead of

D^nina bachochim, ' among the thorns,' according to the

present Masorete text, the Syriac and Arabic versions

seem to have read D^H? bechai/im, ' in vivis,' or ' alive,'

which gives a better sense. Jackson's Chronology, i. 331,

note. [Appendix, No. 58.]

19. ' His prai/er also.'— In the solitude of his prison at

Babylon Manasseh became an altered and a better man.

The sins of his past life and the grievous errors of his

government were brought vividly before him ; and hum-

bling himself before the God of his fathers, he cried

earnestly for pardon, and besought an opportunity of

evincing the sincerity of his repentance. The history

makes mention of his prayer as having been preserved;

and the Apocrypha contains a prayer which purports to
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be that which he used on this occasion. This it would be

difficult to prove ; but the prayer itself is a good one, and

suitable to the occasion. His prayer was heard, and the

opportunity which he sought was granted to him. The
conqueror gave way to the suggestion of a more generous

policy than that by which he had been at first actuated.

He released the captive from his prison, and after having.

we may presume, won him over to the interests of Assyria,

and, weaned from the natural bias in favour of an Egyp-
tian alliance, sent him home with honour. Unquestion-
ably he remained tributary to the Assyrian monarch, and
his territory was probably considered as forming a useful

barrier between the territories of Assyria and Egypt.

CHAPTER XXXIV.

1 Josiah's good rehjn. 3 He destroyeth idolatry.

8 He taketh order for the repair of the temple.

14 Hilkiah havingfound a book of the law, Josiali

sendeth to Huldah to enquire of the Lord. 23 Hid-
dah prophesieth the destruction of Jerusalem, but

respite thereof in Josiah's time. 29 Josiah, causing

it to be read in a solemn assembly, reneu-eth the cove-

nant with God.

Josiah hcas eight years old when he began
to reign, and he reigned in Jerusalem one

and thirty years.

2 And he did that lohich icas right in the

sight of the Lord, and walked in the ways of

David his father, and declined neither to the

right hand, nor to the left.

3 II For in the eighth year of his reign,

while he was yet young, he began to seek

after the God of David his father : and in the

twelfth year he began 'to purge Judah and
Jerusalem from the high places, and the

groves, and the carved images, and the molten
images.

4 ^And they brake down the altars of

Baalim in his presence ; and the 'images,

that rcere on high above them, he cut down
;

and the groves, and the carved images, and
the molten images, he brake in pieces, and
made dust of them, and strowed it upon the

'graves of them that had sacrificed unto

them.

5 And he burnt the bones of the priests

upon their altars, and cleansed Judah and
Jerusalem.

G And so did he in the cities of Manasseh,
and Ephraim, and Simeon, even unto Naph-
tali, with their "mattocks round about.

7 And when he had broken down the altars

and the groves, and had beaten the graven
images 'into powder, and cut down all the

idols throughout all the laud of Israel, he
returned to Jerusalem.

8 If Now in the eighteenth year of his

i-oign, when he had purged the land, and the

house, he sent Shaphan the sou ofATaliah,
and Maaseiah the governor of the. city, and

3 I^vit. SG. 30.

Joah the son of Joahaz the recorder, to repair

the house of the Loud his God.

9 And when they came to Hilkiah the

high priest, they delivered the money that

was brought into the house of God, which

the Levites that kept the doors had gathered

of the hand of Manasseh and Ephraim, and

of all the remnant of Israel, and of all Judah
and Benjamin ; and they returned to Jeru-

salem.

10 And they put it in the hand of the work-

men that had the oversight of the house of the

Lord, and they gave it to the workmen that

wrought in the house of the Lord, to repair

and amend the house :

11 Even to the artificers and builders gave

they it, to buy hewn stone, and timber tor

couplings, and "to floor the houses which the

kings of Judah had destroyed.

12 And the nien did the work faithfully :

and the overseers of them were Jaliath and

Obadiah, the Levites, of the sons of JNIerari

;

and Zechariah and Meshullam, of the sons of

the Kohathites, to set it forward ; and other

of the Levites, all that could skill of instru-

ments of musick.

13 Also they icere over the bearers of bur-

dens, and iixre overseers of all that wrought

the work in any learner of service : and of

the Levites there were tc-ibes, and officers,

and porters.

14 *[\ And when they brought out tlie money
that was brought into i".-.« house of the

Lord, Hilkiah the priest "fouy a book of the

law of the Lord ///wn '"by Milses.

15 And Hilkiah ans^-ered and said to

Shaphan the scribe, 1 iiave found the book

of the law in the house of the Lord. And
Hilkiah delivered the book to Shaphan.

16 And Shaphan carried the book to the

king, and brought the king word back again,

saying, All that \v;is committed "to thy ser-

vants, they do it.

17 And they have '"gathered together tiie

money that was found in the house of the

Lord, and have delivered it into the hand

eb. face of the graves.

ly Ileb. by the band af.
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of the overseers, and to the hand of the work-
men.

18 Then Shaphan the scribe told the king,

saying, Hilkiah the priest hath given me a

book. And Shaphan read '^it before the king.

19 And it came to pass, when the king had
heard the words of the law,lhat he rent his

clothes.

20 And the king commanded Ililkiah, and
Ahikam the son of Shaphan, and '''Abdon the

son of Micah, and Shaphan the scribe, and
Asaiah a servant of the king's, saying,

21 Go, enquire of the Loud for me, and
for them that are loft in Israel and in Judah,
concerning the words of the book that is

found : for great 7s the wrath of the Lord
that is poured out upon us, because our fathers

have not kejit the word of the Lord, to do
after all tliat is written in this book.

22 And Ililkiah, and thej/ that the king

/lad appoiiifed, went to Iluldah the prophetess,

the wife of Sliallum the son of Tikvath, the

son of '^Hasrah, keeper of the '"wardrobe
;

(now she dwelt in Jerusalem "in the college :)

and they spake to her to that effect.

23 1 And she answered them. Thus saith

the Lord God of Israel, Tell ye the man that

sent you to me,
24 Thus saith the Loud, Behold, I will

bring evil upon this place, and upon the

inhabitants thereof, even all the curses that are

written in the book which they have read

before the king of Judah :

25 Because they have forsaken me, and
have burned incense unto other gods, that

they might provoke me to anger with all the

works of their hands ; therefore my wrath
shall be poured out upon this place, and shall

not be quenched.

26 And as for the king of Judah, who sent

you to enquire of the Lord, so shall ye say

unto him, Thus saith the Lord God of Israel

concerning the words which thou hast heard ;

13 Heb. in it. » Or, Achhur, 2 Kings 22. 12.

1? Or, in the school, or, in '.he second purls. 18 2 Kin^s 23.

27 Because thine heart was tender, and
thou didst humble thyself before God, when
thou heardest his words against this place, and
against the inhabitants thereof, and humbledst
thyself before me, and didst rend thy clothes,

and weep before me ; I have even heard thee

also, saith the Lord.
28 Behold, I will gather thee to thy fathers,

and thou shalt be gathered to thy grave in

peace, neither shall thine eyes see all the evil

that I will bring upon this place, and upon the

inhabitants of the same. So they brought the

king word again.

29 U '"Then the king sent and gathered

together all th.e elders of Judah and Jeru-

salem.

oO And the king went up into the house

of the Lord, and all the men of Judah, and
the inhabitants of Jerusalem, and the priests,

and the Levites, and all the people, "great

and small : and he read in their ears all the

words of the book of the covenant that was
foimd in the house of the Lord.

31 And the king stood in his place, and
made a covenant before the Lord, to walk
after the Lord, and to keep his command-
ments, and his testimonies, and his statutes,

with all his heart, and with all his soul, to

perform the words of the covenant which are

written in this book.

32 And he caused all that were '^"present

in Jerusalem and Benjamin to stand to it.

And the inhabitants of Jerusalem did accord-

ing to the covenant of God, the God of their

fathers.

33 And Josiah took away all the abomina-
tions out of 8,11 the countries that pertained to

the children of Israel, and made all that were

present in Israel to serve, everi to serve the

Lord their God. And all his days they

departed not '"from following the Lord, the

God of their fathers.

V'erse 4. ' Strowed it upon the griives.'—In the parallel

passage it is, 'upon the graves of the children of the

people' (2 Kings xxiii. 6). These passages undoubtedly
refer to the common cemeteries. We have frequently

mentioned the sepulchral caverns of the Hebrews ; but it

is, of course, not to he understood that all the dead were
deposited in tombs of this description. They were private

and family sepulchres, necessarily expensive, and beyond
the reach of the mass of the people, who were interred in

graves as in most other nations. The Scriptures do little

more than indicate the existence of such burial-grounds
;

hU that can be said therefore must be derived from the

Kabbinical writers, and from the more recent practices of

the Jews and Orientals.

It appears that every city had a public

tho.'e who possessed no private sepulchres

Orientals they had a very proper objection

in towns, and therefore there was a strict regulation which

required that they should be not less than two thousand

cubits distant from a Levitical city, and ' a considerable

space,' says Ligbtfoot, from other cities, which considerable

space, Buxtorf says, was any space beyond fifty cubits.

There seems to have been more indulgence with respect

to private sepulchres ; but only those of royal or very dis-

tinguished persons were allowed in the towns. The Jews
had a stronger reason for this than most other nations,

because they considered that not only the touch of a dead

body, but contact with a sepulchre, communicated defile-
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ment. It was for this reason that the sepulchres of all

kinds were whitewashed every year in the mouth of

February, that no one might be defiled unawares; to the

same feeling we may attribute the specific regulations con-

cerning cemeteries which Lightfoot enumerates (Chor.

Cent, oh c.) ' Through that place was no current of
waters to be made ; through it was to be no public way

;

cattle were not to feed there, nor was wood to be gathered

from thence. Nor was it lawful to walk among the ceme-
teries with phylacteries fastened to their heads, nor with

the book of the law hanging at their arm.' Some of these

regulations may however have been out of respect to the

remains of their dead; for notwiihstandin'g their feelings

about pollution, no people yielded to the Jews in respect

for the sepulchres of their ancestors. Thus Nehemiah,
born during the Captivity in a foreign land, and living

there in high distinction, could not more expressively ex-

plain the interest he felt about Jerusalem, when his royal

master questioned him concerning his apparent sadness,

than by saying, ' Why should not my countenance be sad,

when the c\ly— tlie place of mi/ fathers' sepulchres—Weth
waste?' With this feeling, they never, knowingly, re-

opened a grave that had once been occupied ; nor (as

Hyam Isaacs informs us) do they now. When a cemetery
was full, and ground could not be procured for another,

they did, and do, lay on fresh earth, and inter their dead

It appears that foreigners and criminals were not ad-
mitted to the same cemetery with natives or persons of
fair character. In the New Testament we read that 'a
field to bury strangers in' was bought with the price of
Judas's treason. These 'strangers' were probably un-
converted foreigners, or, as some think, even Jews usually

residing abroad, or else proselytes. Then also there were
distinct places of burial for executed criminals ;

' For,'

(says Lightfoot, quoting the Talmud,) ' they buried not
an executed person in the grave of his fathers • but there

were two plici-s of burial for s ich one for them that

were slam with the sword and stian„led and the other
for them thitweie burned and stoned and when the

flesh was wasted the bouts neie gathtrtd and buried in

the graves (cemeteries or sepulchres) of their fathers

'

(Harmuni/ of the iVeio Test, on Matt. xxvi.). In such a
place would our Saviour have been l>nried, had not
Joseph of Arimathea begged his body. Even persons of
bad character whom the law had not punished were dis-

tinguished by dishonourable graves. In the book now
before us there are several instances of wicked kings ex-
cluded from the sepulchres of their fathers ; and at the
present day a particular place in the burial-ground is set

apart for the interment of those who have led a wicked,
dishonest, and dissolute life.

We have no very precise information concerning the
form of the graves in the cemeteries of the ancient
Hebrews; but, from various circumstances, it appears pro-

bable that they were not distinguished by mounds of the
form of the grave, as in our own burial-grounds, and in

those of most other nations who inter the dead. Neither
does it seem that the spot was covered with stones, but was
overgrown with grass, and not distinguishable from cummcn
ground, unless by the sepulchral stoues which wiTe set

near them. Concerning such stones we have no positive

information ; but that they weie not wanting, must be
evident fiom the necessity of preventing accidental pollu-

tion by distinguishing graves from common ground, and
to receive the whitewash by which that distmction was
the more evinced. To which we may add a reference to

the frequently noticed habit among the Jews of setting up
memorial stones—which they would scarcely omit at

graves. Indeed we have a distinct notice of the pillar

(any upright stone) which Jacob set upon the grave of

Rachel. None of these monuments were probably of a

very costly or striking nature in the cemeteries, which, it

will be recollected, were ' the graves of the common
people ' (Jer. xxvi. 23) ; those who could afford it having
sepulchres of their own. As to the form of these monu-
ments, we have only to observe, that whenever the upright

stone over a grave is not required to bear an inscription,

It usually IS of a round or pj ramidal, or terminal form

;

but wheie it is required to bear an epitaph, it is usually

an oblong slab resembl ng more or less our own tomb-
stones This IS a M.rj general rule, which we lay down

S*HBnT-Ei.-KnAi»;M. (Instribrtl Stones In the Sinai Tcninsula.)—Labonic.
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as the result of very extensive observatiou. And as we
think the Jews had epitaphs, which they had no oppor-
tunity of inscribing on a flat stone covenng the grave, we I

necessarily infer that they had an upright and oblong
stone, on which it might be engraved. It would be an

j

interesting corroboration of this view if we could feel as-
j

sured that the remarkable ancient Egyptian stelae at

Sarbut-el-Khadem in the Peninsula of Sinai were really
j

tombstones, as believed by Niebuhr, Boutin, Riippell, and '

Laborde, as they are e.xceedingly similar to the tomb-
stones of the present time. But although this is uncertain
they are nearly of the same value, as, whatever be the
nature of the inscriptions, they evince that, even in the

remote times to which these stelae belong, this shape was
given to stones destined to bsar inscriptions. It is under
this view that we introduce a representation of them.
They owe their preservation to their situation in the soli-

tudes of Sinai ; and their Egyptian origin and high anti-

quity are expressed by the hieroglyphics which they
exhibit.

' The first appearance of these tombs astonished us,'

says Laborde; 'consisting, as they did, of stones standing
up, carved in the Egyptian style, and placed amidst soli-

tude and silence, without any connection whatever with
the neighbouring desert These remains, doubtless
of high antiquity, occupy a space of about seventy-five

paces in length, by about thirty-five in breadth. The
grave-stones, about fourteen in number, are partly thrown
down, a few are still standing, and their fronts, which are

much fretted by the northern blasts, still exhibit the
traces .of hieroglyphics. They vary in height from five

to eight feet ; in breadth, from eighteen to twenty inches
;

and in thickness, from fourteen to sixteen.' He accounts
for the presence of this Egyptian cemetery in the pen-
insula of Sinai, by supposing there was a settlement of
Egyptians to work the copper-mines of this neighbourhood.
There has however been of late years a disposition among
antiquaries to acquiesce in the notion of the present Duke
of Northumberland, that the place was not a cemetery, but

a place of pilgrimage to the ancient Egyptians ; and Ur.
Lepsius has lately adduced strong reasons for concluding
that these inscriptions were simply stelee for recording the

working of the copper mines in the immediate vicinity.

We have assumed that the ancient Hebrew tombs had
epitaphs ; we think this was the case in proper cemeteries,

and where cemeteries were crowded ; but probably not in

the early patriarchal times, when the few and dispersed

sepulchres and monuments conveyed their own traditions.

That the sepulchres bore inscriptions is attested by 2 Kings
xxiii. 16, 17 ; where it is related that Josiah, when at

Bethel, ' spied the sepulchres that were in the mount, and
directed the bones to be taken out and burned.' After
which, observing another sepulchre, he asked, ' What title

(inscription) is that that I see ?' This was doubtless upon
an excavated sepulchre; but it is reasonanle to infer that,

if there were inscriptions on such, they were not wanting
on the stones which marked ' the graves of the common
people.'

The Jews now certainly practise this custom. A few
examples may be interesting ; and we prefer the specimens.

which, although modem, are not very recent, found when
an old Jewish cemetery was opened in the neighbourhood
of Basle, and which Buxtorf has preserved. The first is,

' I have set this stone over the head of the venerable Rabbi
Eliakim, deceased—God grant that he may rest in the
Garden of Eden with all the saints of the earth.—Amen,
.\men. Selah.' Another, to a virgin, ' I have erected

this monument on the head of the most holy, most chaste,

and most excellent Rebecca, daughter to the holy Rabbi
Samuel the Levite, who lived in good reputation, and on
the eighth of December, in the year 135 (i:37.'j, says Bux-
torf); let her soul be bound in the garden of Eden.' There
is another for one Rabbi Baruch, who is described as

having descended ' to those who are among the cedars
;'

and God is supplicated that ' his soul may be bound in the

bundle of life.'

7. * Throughout all the laud of Israel'— * Of which,'

says Hales, ' now he seems to have quietly recovered pos-

session after the defeat of Holofernes and depression of the

Assyrian power ; for otherwise, surely, he durst not have
attempted such a reformation therein.'

19. 'When the king hadheardthe words of the law . . . he

rent his clothes.'—It is quite evident that the king had never
before read or heard these denunciations of the law, which
seems hard to account for when we consider that copies of

the law do not appear to have been scarce, the rather as, no
great while before, many copies had been made under the

direction of Hezekiah. It has been suggested that the

book in common use, and even that used by kings and
priests, was some abstract, like our abridgment of the

statutes, which contained only matters of positive law,

omitting the promises and threatenings. The king being

impatient to know the contents, the scribe begins to read
immediately : and as the books of the times were written

upon long scrolls, and rolled upon a stick, the latter part

of Deuteronomy would come first in course ; and there the

scribe would find those terrible threatenings whereby the

king was so strongly affected. See Deut. xxviii.

22. ' Huldah the prophetess.'— JevKimah and Zephaniah
were then living: but probably the former was at .\na-

thoth, his usual residence, and the latter may have been at

a distance also, if indeed he had then begun to prophesy.

Huldah, who was resorted to on this occasion, is not the

only woman mentipned in Scripture as endowed with the

prophetic spirit. It is not said of what wardrobe her hus-

band Shallum was the keeper, whether that of the king or

of the priests. As to her residence ' in the college,' some
understand this of the school of the prophets ; but this

seems to us very unlikely. The word is njK'pi ba-mish-

neh, literally,' in the second,' an ellipsis which seems to be

explained by the passage in Neheniiah (xi. 9), which in-

forms us that Judah was 'over the second (part of the)

city,' not ' second over the city,' as in our version. This
second part of the city probably denotes the lower as dis-

tinguished from the upper town ; or, possibly, that part

enclosed between the inner wall and the outer one built by

Hezekiah. We have no other information concerning

Huldah than that which the present passage offers ; but

the Jewish writers state that at her death she was honoured

with a tomb within the city.

CHAPTER XXXV.

I Josiah keepelh n most solemn passover. '20 He,
provohing Pliaraoli-necho, is slain at Meyiddu.
25 Lamentationsfor Josiah.

Moreover 'Josiah kept a passover unto the

Lord in .Jerusalem : and they killed the pass-

over on the 'fourteenth dai/ of the first month.

2 And he set the priests in tiieir charges,

and encoiu'aged them to the service of the

house of the Lord,
3 And said unto the Levites that taught

all Israel, which were iioly unto the Lord,
Put the holy ark in the house which Solomon
the son of David king of Israel did build :

it shall not be a burden upon jjoui- shoulders :
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serve now the Lord your God, and his people

Israel,

4 And prepare yourselves by the 'houses

of your fathers, after your courses, according

to the 'writing of David king of Israel,

and according to the 'writing of Solomon his

son.

.') And stand in the holy place according to

tlie (li\isi(ins of "the families of the fathers of

your hi'ctliron 'the people, and after the divi-

sion of the families of the Levites.

6 So kill the passover, and sanctify your-

selves, and prepare your brethren, that tJwi/

may do according to the word of the Lord by

the hand of Moses.

7 And Josiah "gave to the peo])le, of the

flock, lambs and kids, all for the passover offer-

ings, for all that were present, to the number of

thirty thousand, and three thousand bullocks

:

these were of the king's substance.

8 And his princes "gave willingly unto the

])eople, to the priests, and to the Levites :

Ililkiah and Zechariah and Jehiel, rulers of

the house of God, gave unto the priests for

the passover offerings two thousand and six

hundred small cattle, aud tlnee hundred
oxen.

9 Conaniah also, and Shemaiah and Ne-
thaneel, his brethren, and Hashabiah and Jeiel

and Jozabad, chief of the Levites, '"gave unto

the Levites for passover offerings five thousand

smaU cattle, and five hundred oxen.

10 So the service was prepared, and the

priests stood in their place, and the Levites

in their courses, according to the king's com-
mandment.

11 And they killed the ])assover, and the

priests sprinkled the blood from their hands,

and the Levites ' 'flayed tfiem.

12 And they removed the burnt offerings,

that they might give according to the divisions

of the families of the jjcople, to offer unto the

LoKD, as it is written in the book of Moses.
And so did they with the oxen.

13 And they "roasted the passover with

fir(,' according to the ordinance : but the other

holy iiffiriiK/s .sod they in pots, and in caldrons,

ami in \>m\>, and '"divided M«rt speedily among
all the people.

14 And afterward they made ready for

themselves, and for the priests : because the

priests the sons of Aaron icere busied in offer-

ing of burnt offerings and the fat until night

;

II. CHRONICLKS. [lie. 62.3—610.

therefore the Levites prepared for themselves,

and for the priests the sons of Aaron.
15 And the singers the sons of Asaph were

in their "place, according to the "command-
ment of David, and Asaph, and Heman, and
Jeduthun the king's seer ; and the porters

''waited at every gate ; they might not depart

from their service ; for their brethren the

Levites prepared for them.

16 So all the service of the Lord was pre-

pared the same day, to keep the passover, and
to offer burnt offerings upon the altar of the

Lord, according to the commandment of king

Josiah.

17 And the children of Israel that were
''present kept the passover at that time, and
the feast of unleavened bread seven days.

18 And there was no passover like to that

kept in Israel from the days of Samuel the

prophet ; neither did all the kings of Israel

keep such a passover as Josiah kept, and the

priests, and the Levites, and all Judah and
Israel that were present, and the inhabitants

of Jerusalem.

19 In the eighteenth year of the reign of

Josiah was this passover kept.

20 ^ '"After all this, when Josiah had pre-

pared the ' "temple, Necho king of Egj'.pt came
up to fight against Charchemish by Euphrates :

and Josiah went out against him.

21 But he sent ambassadors to him, saying,

AVhat have I to do with thee, thou king of

Judah ? Icome not against thee this day, but

against '"the house wherewith I have war : for

God commanded me to make haste : forbear

thee from meddUny with God, who is with me,

that he destroy thee not.

22 Nevertheless Josiah would not turn his

face from him, but disguised himself, that he

might fight with him, and hearkened not unto

the words of Necho from the mouth of

God, and came to fight in the valley of

Megiddo.
23 And the archers shot at king Josiah ;

and the king said to his servants, Have me
away ; for I am sore "woimded.

24 His servants therefore took liim out of

that cliariot, and put him in the second chariot

that he liad ; and they brought him to Jeru-

salem, and he died, and was buried "in one of
the sepulchres of his fathers. And "all Judah
and Jen'usalem mourned for Josiah.

25 If And Jeremiah lamented for Josiah :

1 Clirnn.
/' r/ir 1

' 1 Chron. 23. nnd 24. and
tie. fl Heb. itff'ercd

J'lg the scpukhrct

and 26. s Chap.
» Hcb. iifftrcd.

Heb. »lolioii. IJ 1 Cliron. 25. i.occ.

Heb. Iioaie. ao Heb. tht house of my

14. f \Uh.tiiehmseafthtfn\hett.
Heb. offered. 1 1 See ch«p. 29. 34.

&c. >" 1 Cliron. !l. IT, 18, and 2l>. 14, Sio.

SI Heb. made tkh.
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;iml all the singing men and the singing

women spake of Josiah in their lamentations

to this day, and made them an ordinance in

Israel : and, behold, they are written in the

iamenlatioiis.

20 If Now tlie rest of tlie acts of Josi.-di,

and his goodness, ^^according to that whicli teas

written in the law of the Lord,
27 And his deeds, first and last, behold,

they are written in the book of the kings of

Israel and Judah.

b. kii

Verse 3. ' Put the hull/ ark in the lioiise.'—Home think
the ark had been removed by Amon to make room for an
idol ; others, that it had been privately taken away by the'

priests, and concealed in idolatrous times ; but it seems
quite as probable that it had been removed by the king's

order during the recent repairs of the temple.

18. ' There was no passover like to that.'—There was a
very great passover in the time of Hezekiah ; but it was
attended with great irregularity in consequence of the
unpurified state of a large proportion of the people : the

present was also positively a far greater celebration, in a

proportion which may be estimated from the comparison of
the number of animals offered on the two occasions.

ud kids ,000

Total of offerings 19,000 41,100

20. ' Necho king of Ecjiipt.'—Some observations on the

transactions here recorded will be found in the note to 2

Kings xxiv. 1. The pontiff king cf Egypt, called Sethon,

who reigned in the time of Hezekiah, lias been mentioned
in the note to 2 Kings xix. 35. After his death there was
an interregnum of two years, according to Diodorus

;

after which the Egyptians elected twelve kings, one for

every nome or district. ' The turbulence that attended

this change of government,' says Hales, ' from a monarchy
to an oligarchy, seems to have been remarkably foretold

in Scripture. " And I (the Lord) will set the Egyptians
against the Egyptians, and every man against his brother,

and every man against his neighbour; city against city,

and iiojne against nome." ' (Isa. xix. 2.) This oligarchy

was dissolved by one of the twelve kings, Psammetichus,
after fifteen years of joint reign. He reigned as sole

monarch thirty-nine years, and was succeeded by his son

Necho in the twentieth year of Josiah (b.c. 619). This
king is noted for remarkable undertakings. One of them
was to cut a canal from the Nile to the Eed Sea ; but from
this he was obliged to desist, after 120,000 men had pe-

rished in the progress of the work, being apprehensive of

disastrous consequences from the superior elevation of the

Red Sea. (Concerning this canal, and its ultimate com-
pletion iu after times, see Rennell's Geog. of Herodotus,

sect, xvii.) The other great undertaking of Necho—the

circumnavigation of Africa by Phoenician mariners em-
ployed by him—has been noticed under ch. ix. of this

book. ' The king then,' says Herodotus, • betook himself
to military exploits:' and it is most interesting to find

that the military exploit which he proceeds to mention is

no other than that very transaction which the Scripture

here records. He says, ' Necho, invading the Syrians,

overthrew them at Magdolus, and then took Cadytis, a
great city in Syria.' This Cadytis he afterwards again
mentions as ' a city of the Syrian Palestine, not much less,

1 think, than Sardis.' That Magdolus is Megiddo, where
Necho overthrew Josiah, and Cadytis Jerusalem, is ge-

nerally agreed.

The Assyrians not being in a condition to oppose the

ligyptian king, while Nineveh was besieged by the Baby-
lonians and Medes, his expedition was attended with the most
triumphant success. He took Carchemish; and, on his

return home, paused iu Palestine to reap the fruits of his

victory over Josiah. But when the settlement of the

Babylonian empire left Nebuchadnezzar su<!icieutly at

leisure, he prepared to take amjile revenge. He invaded
Egypt, and stripped Necho of all his conquests, from the

Euphrates to the Nile, so effectually, that ' the king of

Egypt went not again any more out of his own land '

(2
Kings xxiv. 7; Jer. xlvi. 2); and he died the next year,

B.c 603. (Hales.)

The great tomb opened by Belzoni in the sacred valley

of Bebau el-Malek (the tombs of the kings.) in Egypt, has

on the walls a painting which is thought to refer to these

transactions ; for from the cartouches found therein. Dr.
Young obtained the name of Psammis or Psammutis, the

son and successor of Necho ; and the paintings are thought
to illustrate some of the known events of his father's life,

and to include some of his own. That which requires our
attention is on the left side of the tomb, and represents a
procession appearing before the king, who is seated upon
his throne. The procession terminates with seventeen

figures, consisting of people of four different nations in

groups of four, the rear being brought up by one of those

hawk-headed figures so common in Egyptian sculpture

and painting. The four nations are distinguished by their

garb, complexion, and cast of countenance. The skin of

the first four is painted red, the next white, the third

black, and the fourth white. It is disputed whether the

first group represents Persians or Babylonians, or the last,

Nubians or Egyptians ; but it has been more generally

admitted that the third group are Ethiopians, and the second

Jews. We need not describe the appearance of the latter,

having caused this group to be copied as an illustration to

the present note. They are supposed to be identified as Jews
by the ' fringes' of their garments, and still more by their

peculiar national physiognomy, which it is impossible to

mark more accurately. Belzoni thought that the proces-

sion represented captives of the different nations : but to

this it has been objected that the scene exhibits none of

those circumstances of horror, humiliation, and despair,

by which the Egyptian artists expressed the condition of

captives : and therefore Heeren and others think that they

are rather ambassadors, or suitors at the Egyptian throne.

We incline to adopt a middle opinion, which is, that they

are hostages (and so far captives) of high distinction. We
know that Necho took away with him to Egypt Jehoahaz,

the son of Josiah, whom the people had made king after

his father's death, and no doubt other persons of dis-

tinction (perhaps some of the royal family) were also re-

moved with him. This view would render it highly pro-

bable that one of these figures may have been intended to

represent the deposed monarch, and we should then be

furnished with the only existing portrait of a Hebrew king.

Ezekiel (xix, 2-4) seems to describe Jehoahaz as of a fero-

cious disposition ; and Jeremiah foretold that ' he shall die

in the place whither they have led him captive, and shall

see this land no more' (Jer. xxii. 12).

— 'Josiah went out against him.'—To understand the

circumstances which led to the death of king Josiah, it is

necessary to view correctly the position of his kingdom

as a frontier barrier between the two great monarchies of

Assyria and Egypt, whose borders, by the conquests of the

former power, were, and had for some time been, in close

and dangerous approximation. It is obvious that, from

the first, the political game of Western Asia in that age

lay between Egypt and Assyria, the former power being

the only power west of the Euphrates which could for an
521
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stn-pnuED Jewish Ho«t*oes.—From a Poinling on the Wiillii of

expected to resist or retKliate the aggressive
i of the latter. There wa.s little question thattlie

richaud fertile valley of the Nile might tempt the cupidity
or the ambition of the Assyrians. It was therefore the
obvious policy of the kings of Egypt to maintain the
kingdoms of Israel and .ludah, as a barrier between their

country and the Assyrians, and it was the equally obvious
policy of the latter to break that barrier down. Hence
Iloshea in Israel had been encouraged by Sethos to assert

his independence, with a promise of support, which there
is reason to bi-lieve that the Egyptian king was less un-
willing than unable to render. The fall of Israel, as it

weakened the l)arrier, could not but be a matter of regret
to the Egyptians, and it would still be their desire to

strengthen the hands of the kings of Judah. In this posi-

tion it became a question at Jerusalem, as it had been in

Samaria, whctlicr the forbearance of the Assyrians should
be pureliir I 1^ i n'lm si,in, or that reliance should be
reposed • n i

! i;-ypt in opposition to that great
power. I I I I

]

'iple seem to have been generally
well di~|

:
;.,r] Egypt,' npt more from habit

and anci 1 iini from the perception that it

was olrjih I
1 .,r iliat country tp support them

against 1 1, i i I :ut when it had happened more
than onir Hill 1;.^''. liter having ovoquraged them to

shake off' the Asbyriun yoke, was unable (we cannot be-

lieve unwilling) to render the stiptjlatcd assistance at the

time it was most needed, and left them exposed to the

tender menses of the pnivoUeil Assvrinns, tbi> pn.pliets

raised tlien • .rMn.sI ,, , ,,nl, I. ;,, \
I

;ii, ,,|i I.y

which .ill'
I

: ! .

•,
:

.1
i ,1 .1 ,,;.

courag''<l 'i.i ' 1 1 i.'l 'I'l;!'!
:' 1.,, I. .11 li. ilir A \ri;in

yoke. K^ u IT .-.. I.mI,, l.,r.,t ., i-, .i:. «i li.n. f.,in, u,'..-, in-

duced by the pi o.spect of support (lu^i ligypt to throw oflT

his dependence on Assyria. The consequent invasion of
•Tudah by Sennacherib was so obviously threatening to

I't'vpt. tlint Setlios (the king who then reigned in Lower
1. i|'i "mI.I iMily have been prevented by the state of

!
I ^ 11 It- 'u II dominion from rendering the assistance

'II li 111 liil led the king of Judah to expect. But, as
•ilji.ul^ :,uiL,ii, tills very linw^rliljc person—a priest by
education and habit— had so offended the powerful military

caste by abridgments of their privileges, that they refused

to act, even in defence of the country. Hnt when Tir-
hakah, the Ethiopian, who ruled in Upper Egypt, heard
of the threatened invasion by Sennacherib, he marched
against him ; and the Scriptural account would imply that

the mere rumour of his approach sufficed to induce the

Assyrians to contemplate a retreat, which was hastened by
the singular destruction of his army by the pestilential

simoom. This solitary example of assistance from Epjpt,
although from an unexpected quarter, may be supposed to

have strengthened the predilection of the king and people

of Judah towards the Egyptian alliance; and it was almost
certainly with the concurrence of Egypt that Manasseh
allowed himself to incur the wrath of the Assyrians. But
during his imprisonment at Babylon he would seem to

have acquired the conviction that it was his best policy to

adhere to liis Assyrian vassalage ; and we may conclude
he was not released without such oaths and covenants as his

awakened conscience bound him to observe. He was pro-

bably restored to his throne as a sworn tributary, or as

being bound to keep the country as a frontier against

Egypt. The conduct of Josiah renders this the most pro-

bable conclusion.

The Assyrian power became involved in wars with the

Medes and Chaldaians, by which its attention was fully

engaged and its energies weakened. Egypt, on the other

hand, united under one king, had been consolidating its

strength. Pharaoh Nccho, the king of that country,

thought the opportunity favourable to act aggressively

against the Assyrians, and to that end resolved to marcb
and attack this old enemy on his old frontier. Carchemish,
an important post on the Euphrates, and the key of Assyria
on the western side, was the point to which Ifis march waj
directed. He passed along the sea-coast of Palestine,

northward, the route usually followed by the Egyptian
kings when they entered Asia. Josiah being apprised of

this, and mindful of his relation to Assyria, and of his

obligation to defend the frontier against the Egyptians,

assembled his forces and determined to impede, if he could
not prevent, the march of Nccho through his territories,

and this loyal but ill considered attempt led to his over-

throw and death.
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25. ^Jeremiah lamented . . . written in the lamentations.*

— Tliis does not refer to the Lamentations of Jeremiah
which still remain, and which refer to the destruction of

.lerusalein. I'ossil)!}- the ' lamentations' mentioned here

formed a collection of funeral odes, composed hy prophets

and others on the deaths of eminent men, and in which
was preserved Jeremiah's lamentation for Josiah. It has

not been preserved.

Near to Mcpiddo, where the battle was fought, was a

town called (ladad-Himnion ; and therefore the lamen-

tation for the death of Josiah is in Scripture called the
' lamentation of lladad-Kinimon in the valley of Megiddo,'
which was so great for this excellent prince and so long

continued, that "the Lamentation of Iladad-Himmoii

"

alterwards became a proverbial phrnM- fur llie ixiircssing

of any extraordinary sorrow. I'ri.l .m. ( -n/.r/i'oM,

Anno 610. The same author has .i ' .iimii of

Josiah from the charge of rashness, ii i !
ik <-, to

which he seems open from the ciicuu;. i.uillo winch tlie

latter part of this chapter records.

CHAPTER XXXVI.

1 JehonUaz succeeding is dr}i(i<iil hij I'linriuih, (lud

carried into Eiit/pt. 5 .hliiiinl.iiii riiijiiiiiii ill is

carried bound into Snhi/lon 1) Jt hnhn Imi succeed-

ing, rei,,neth ill, and is howiht uil« llnl,„hni. 1 1

Zcdrhlah swrerdinq reiqne/h dt, and dr^/,i.,lli the

pro/i/uis. and rrhclledi' n„ainst A,l„„ l„,d,„ ;:,,,.

14 Jrnisahni. fur the sin':'of llie pr,rs/s „„d /.n././r,

is uholly dcstrmjed. '11 The p, uclamalnm o, i ',/n,s.

Then 'the people of the hiud took .Telio.-iliaz

the son of Josiah, and made him king in his

father's stead in Jerusalem.

2 Jelioahaz was twenty and three years old

when he began to reign, and he reigned three

months in Jerusalem.

3 And the king of Egy])t '"pnt him down

at Jerusalem, and ''condenmed the land in

an himdrcd talents of silver and a talent of

gold.

4 And the king of Egypt made Eliakim his

brother king over Judah and Jerusalem, and

tm-ned his name to Jehoiakim. And Necho
took Jehoahaz liis brother, and carried him

to Jigypt.

5 II Jehoiakim n-as twenty and fi\(! years

old when he began to reign, and he reigned

eleven years in Jerusalem : and he did t/iat

which was evil in the sight of the Lord his

God.
6 Against him came up Nebuchadnezzar

king of Babylon, and bound him in 'fetters, to

carry him to Babylon.

7 'Nebuchadnezzar also carried of the

vessels of the house of the Lord to Babylon,

and put them in his temple at Babylon.

8 Now the rest of the acts of Jehoiakim,

and his abominations which he did, and that

which was found in him, behold, they are

written in the book of the kings of Israel and

Judah : and Mehoiachin his son reigned in

his stead.

9 f 'Jehoiachin was eight years old when

he began to reign, and he reigned three

months and ten days in Jerusalem : and he

1 a Kine» ii3. 3", S;i

Or, Jcoi ia

a Or, Mattai
l« Heb. hij U

:*", KC. » iieo. remn
, I (;liro/ 3. Ifi. or, Coniit/i.J

i„/,,2lf .,24.17.
Jiii'id '\ memenf/ert.

did l/nit irlnri, was evil in the si-ht of the

Loud.
10 And "when the year was expired, king

Nebuchadnezzar sent, and brought him to

Babylon, with the 'goodly vessels of the house

(if the Lord, and made '" "Zedekiah his bro-

tlicr king over Judah and Jerusalem.

1

1

H "Zedekiah ujas one and twenty years

old when he began to reign, and reigned

eleven years in Jerusalem.
' 12 And he did tltat which was evil in the

sight of the Lord his God, and humbled not

himself before Jeremiah the prophet speaking

from the mouth of the Lord.

j

13 And he also rebelled agaitl^t king
I Nebuchadnezzar, who had made him swear

I by God : but he stiffened his neck, and

hardened his heart from turning unto the

Lord God of Israel.

j

14 If Moreover all the chief of the priests,

and the people, transgressed very much after

I

all the abominations of the heathen ; and

polluted the house of the Lord which he had

hallowed in Jerusalem.

15 ''And the Lord God of their fathers

sent to them "by his messengers, rising up

j
"betimes, and sending; because he had com-

passion on his people, and on his dwelling

place

:

i
10 But they mocked the messengers of

God, and despised his words, and misused

his prophets, until the wrath of the I.ord

arose against his peojde, till Ihcre ri:as no

'"remedy.

17 "Therefore he brought upon them the

king of the Chaldees, who slew their young

men with the sword in the house of their

sanctuary, and had no compassion upon

young man or maiden, old man, or him that

stooped for age : he gave them all into his

hand.

18 And all the vessels of the bouse of

God, great and small, and the treasures of tie

house of the Lord, and the treasures of the

Icled. • Or, cini'iK. S 2 Kingn a4. 13. Dan. 1.1,2.
1. H. B lleh. itt t/ic return 0/ the yar. » Hoh. vessels of dexire,

2 Kings 24. 18. Jer, .52. I, &c. la Jer, 2.5. 3, 4, and .l.'i. l.'i.

ndcme/ullv. If lleb. Iicaling. '? 2 King. 25. 1, SiC.

523
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king, and of his princes ; all these he brought

to Babylon.

19 And they burnt the house of God, and

brake down the wall of Jerusalem, and burnt

all the palaces thereof with fire, and destroyed

all the goodly vessels thereof.

20 And "them that had escajjed from the

sword carried he away to Babylon ; where

they were servants to him and his sons until

the reign of the kingdom of Persia :

21 To fulfil the word of the Lord by the

mouth of '"Jeremiah, until the land '"had

enjoyed her sabbaths : /or as long as she lay

desolate she kept sabbath, to fulfil threescore

and ten years.

22 ^ "Now in the first year of Cyrus king

of P^-rsia, that the word of the Lord spoken

by the mouth of ''"Jeremiah might be ac-

complished, the Lord stirred up the spirit of

Cyrus king of Persia, that he made a procla-

mation throughout all his kingdom, and /jm^ il

also in writing, saying,

23 Thus saith Cyrus king of Persia, All

the kingdoms of the earth hath the Lord God
of heaven given me ; and he hath charged me
to build him an house in Jerusalem, which is

ill Judali. \Vho is there among you of all his

jx'ople ? The Lord his God be with him,

and let him go up.

Verse 9. ' Eiq}d years oH.'— Instead of
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This book bears the name of Ezra in tlie original and in all the vei-sioiis ; Inu it is only anion^ Pro-
testants that the name is confined to tins portion of Scripture. 'J his book and that wliicli follows

(Neliemiah) were anciently regarded by the Jews as one, and weredistinguisljed as the first and second
books of Esdras. This arrangement still subsists in the Latin and Greek churches, and it is usefid

to remember that among the writers of the Roman Catholic Church the book cited as the second
book of Elschas is no otlier than that to wliich we give the name of Nehemiali. There are, besides,

two other books that bear the name of Esdras, both of which are found in the Apocrypha. The firet

of these, which tlie Greek church receives as canonical, as did the Latin church till the Council of
Trent, is found in all the manuscripts of the Seventy, where it is called thujirst book, and precedes
the canonical Ezra. Tliis evinces its antiquity, as does the fact tliat Josephus cites it largely in his

' Antiquities ;' yet it is in substance a recapitulation of the contents of the canonical Ezra, with some
remarkable interpolations. The second of tlie Apocryphal books bearing the name of Ksdras, consists

of a number of similitudes or visions, and is supposed to liave been written in the latter part of the

first, or in the early part of the second century after Christ. It does not seem to have been counted
as canonical by any church as such, although many eminent fathers regarded it in that light, and held

it to be the production of the prophet Ezra. It is remarkable that this book is the sole authority for

the alleged recension of the entire Hebrew Scripture by Ezra, of wliieh some notice will be taken

under chap. x. Ample particulars of these Apocryphal books of Esdras are given under that wonl
by Dr. Wright in Kitlo's ' Cyclopcediu of Biblical Literature^

A cursory glance at the present book suffices to disclose a natural division of its contents into two
parts : the first of these parts, which is embraced in the first six chapters, contains the history of

iwenty years, extending from the first year of Cyrus to the sixth year of Darius Hystaspes—from 5^6
to 515 B.C. In this portion the author recounts the circumstances attending the permitted return of

a large body of the Jews to their own land under the conduct of tlieir own prince Zerubbabel, and the

subsequent re-establishment of the Mosaical worship, with the re-building of the Temple. The second
part, which is comprised in the last four chapters, relates that Ezra, in the seventh year of Artaxerxes,
was permitted by that monarch to proceed to Jerusalem with a second caravan of returned Jews, and
invested with full power to re-establish the law of Moses in the land.

Every kind of probability is in favour of that which has been the general opinion of the church in all

ages, that Ezra was himself the author of the book which bears his name. Yet this has not passed without

question. Spinoza maintained that this book and ' Neheniiah,' as well as those of ' Esther' and ' Daniel,'

were produced by the Sadducees subsequently to the re-establishment of the temple-warship by Judas
Maccabaeus. Even Iluet expresses some doubt whether Ezra was the author of the first six chapters

of the book called after him. Several more recent critics, such as De Wette and Bertholdt, have also

strenuously contended that the book must not be regarded as the production of a single writer: but it

will not escape the reader that many of the arguments produced in the introduction to ' Chronicles'

to shew that he w as the author of these books, are equally applicable to the autliorship of the one before

us. Then the concurrence of opinion in favour of this conclusion of all the ancient and of nearly all

the modern interpreters, is a consiileration to which great weight must be conceded. Even of those who
question Ezra's claim to the authorsliip of the whole book as it stands, by far the greater number
concede that the second division of the book is the production of Ezra ; and of this, certainly, there

seems little reason to doubt, for Ezra almost everywhere speaks in the first person, as one who was at

the same time the historian and the diief leader of the enterprise which forms the subject of the nar-

rative. But that this characteristic is not exhibited in the first six chapters, does by no means shew
that he was not the writer of them also. This circumstance is easily accounted for by the fact that

it is not until the six chapters have been passed that Ezra appears upon tlie arena in person, and that

he does then, and does not before, speak in the first person, will, if well considered, tend to prove
rather than to disprove his authorship of the whole book. Indeed the strongest argument for the

separation of authorship arises from the fact that the first person plural does occur in chap. v. 4,

whence it lias been urged that the writer was in Jerusalem long before Ezra went thitlier. But this

is, we trust, satisfactorily disposed of in the note on that text. In further proof of the siiigU: autlior-
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sliip of the book we may direct attention to the fact that the sixth chapter is closely connected witli

the seventh, and if a diversity of style be reniarlved, it is not more than may be readily explairjcd by
tlie obvious .fact that in tiie first six chapters the writer is quoting- literally the records and decrees of

which this portion of tjje iiislory is composed ; whereas in the latter portion of tlie book lie relates

matters which were under his own cognizance, and in which he took a leading part. It is also to be
observed that tlie style of narrative, or mode of composition, is essentially the same in both parts, for

in the second of these parts (vii. 11 —26) the writer cites tlie decree of Artaxerxes word for word, in

the same precise manner with wliich the decree of Cyrus (i. 2—4) and the letter of the Samaritans
(iv. 12— 16) are cited in the first portion. To this may be adiled, that several peculiar words and
idioms wliich occur in tlie first part are found also in the second. It will, moreover, appear to any
one who reads the whole book « ilh attention, that it exhibits throughout the same plan and has
the same end in view.

The composition of the book alone supplies a strong argument for assigning the authorship of it

to Ezra. It is written partly in Hebrew and partly in Chaldee : the Chaldee extends from iv. 8 to

vi. 19, and from vii, 12 to vii. 27. Kow this transition from one language to another ofl'ers a phe-
nomenon which it is not easy to explain on any other hypothesis than that which gives the authorship
of the book to Ezra ; for the supposition of two authors, one of whom wrote Hebrew and the other
Chaldee, is obviously insufficient, and would eflect a distribution of authorship different from that
which some have adduced from other considerations, and exhil)iting features almost amounting to

absurdity in itself. The most reasonable of all the suppositions connected with this notion offers

nothing more probable than that the principal writer left certain parts of his history unfinished, and
some one else completed them in a different language. It seems much easier to explain this alterna-

tion of language by supposing that the use of the two languages was so familiar to the author and to

tho.se for whom he wrote, that he could very easily pass successively from one to the other. Now
that this was the case of Ezra, and was a matter proper to the time in which he lived, there is not the
least room to donbt. That as a member of the sacerdotal race, and as a scribe well instructed in

the law of Moses (vii. 6), Ezra knew the Hebrew, which was indeed his mother tongue, is un-
questionable ; and it is equally clear that having siient all his early days at Babylon, and having
there passed the greater part of his life among the Chaldeans, the Chaldee language could not but
have been familiar to iiim. The Jews, for whom he wrote, were in the same case with himself.

Thus the most remarkable feature which the book exhibits is found to be perfectly compatible with
the opinion that to Ezra should be assigned its authorship.

The character of the langua'^e itself in which the book is written agrees well with the time of
Ezra, and not well with any time ( >iil( uilily earlier or later. It is well known that the Hebrew
language had degenerated consiili ralily t'ldiu its primitive purity during tlie successive domination of
the Assyrians, the Chaldieaiis, and the I'cisians over Palestine. Of this there are manifest traces

in the written language even of Ezekiel : but in the writers after the captivity we observe a return
to the primitive models, obviously because, having been born and bred in a country where the

Chaldee language was vernacular, their Hebrew style had been formed, not upon any current
usage, but upon the models offered them in the great body of their Scriptures, and particularly of
the law of Moses, which we are expressly informed that Ezra had diligently studied. Accordingly
we find that the Hebrew in which this book is written, although less pure than that of the Pentateuch,
is much more pure than that of Ezekiel, which is precisely what we should expect from a writer of
the time and in the circumstances of Ezra. On tiie other hand, the purity of the language in the
parts which are written in Chaldee, as well as the presence of archaisms, oppose the notion of those

who would give the authorship of the book to a time not more ancient than the Maccabees, when a
corrupt Chaldee dialect was the common laiigunge of Palc^tine, and had extended even to the
written language. The Jewish writings in Chaldee of a later date which still remain to us clearly

illustrate this diHerence, and justify the conclusion founded upon it.

There is scarcely any di.-itinct commentary on Ezra as it stands in our Bibles. Mdst of those who
haNC dtalt with this portion of Scripture have taken this book and Nehemiah together, the Roman
Catholic writers taking them both under the name of Esdras.'

Thus our venerable Bede has left to us a kind of allegorical exposition of the two books. Cajetan
has a commentary on them joined to that which he wrote on Joshua. The French Benedictine
Berthorius, who died in 1362, composed four books of Moralities, printed in 1473, and repeatedly
since, under the title of Reducliorum Morale Bibliorum, which may be regarded as a kind of com-
mentary on these books. Sanctius has a Commentary on them united to that on Ruth, 1628; and
the Jesuit Oliva connects a Commentary on them with his commentaries on Genesis and Canticles,

1679. Other commentaries on Ezra, especially those by Protestants, are usually connected with com-
mentaries on Nehemiah and Esther, on account, doubtless, of the connection of the subjects, as well as

of the sinallness of the book when the Apocryphal Esdras is not included. The following is a list

of them :

—

526
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Stngelii Liher lisdrce, uiijnmeutis el sc/totiis illuslratns, Lips. 1572; Waiitialiiii in Lih. Esra
Vestihuhim PhilohHjicum de vanisQnrstionihns, etc., Ilafii. 1554 ; H. Micliaelis, Uberiorcs A,l„ol.l.

in Librum Esrce ; Wolfii Coinmenl. in Lib. Esdrcp, 1570; Peinpeiii Ex.plicalio loc. OIi.sckiiu iiin

Sacra Script, prasertim Esdnr, Ncln'iiiitr, Daiiidis, 1635; Trapp, Commentary on Ezra, i\c/ieiiiia/i.

etc., Loial. 1G56 ; Jackscm, An/inlii/iniis i/jkui JJ:r(i, Niluiiiiali, and Esther, Land. 1658; Loiubardi

Neheniias et Esdras comiiinihirn' lillmdi, imuul, rl allnj.-iirn illiutrati. Tar. 1643 ; Scliulze, Chul-
daicorum Dtinitlis et Ezra: capiliiii, i,it<rjiirl,,/„> Ilrlnairn, utc, Hal. 1782 ; Schirmer, Observatl.

Exeget. Crit. in libr. Exdne, V'ratisl. 1817 ; Keil's excellent work, noticed in the iiitrodiiclioii to

' Clironicles,' i.s nut coiifiued to that subject, but embraces arguments in favour of the integrity of the

book of Ezra. The fcdl title of tliis work, to w hich we acknowledge mucii obligation, is Apolnyetischer

Versuch icber die Biicher Chronik uiid liber die IntegritiU des Bitches Esdras, Berl. 1833.

CHAPTER I.

The proclamation of Cyrvs for the hiiilding of the

temple. 5 The people providefor their return. 7

Cyrus restoreth the vessels of the temple to Shesh-

bazzar.

^^
()^V in tlio

first year of

Cyrus king of

Persia, that

the word of

the Lord 'by

the month
of Jeremiah

miglit be ful-

filled, the

Lord stirred

up the spirit

of (Jyrusking

of Persia,that

he 'made a

proclamation

throughout all his kingdom, and put it also in

writing, saying,

2 Thus saith Cyrus king of Persia, The

Lord God of heaven hath given me all the

kingdoms of the earth ; and he hath 'charged

me to build him an house at Jerusalem, which

is in Judah.

3 Who is there among yon of all his peo-

ple ? his God be with him, and let him go up

to Jerusalem, which is in Judah, and build

the house of the Loud God of Israel, (he is

tlie God,) which is in Jerusalem.

4 And whosoever remaineth in any place

where he sojournetli, let the men of his place

'help him with silver, and with gold, and
with good;:, and with beasts, beside the free-

will otiering for the house of God that is in

Jerusalem.

5 H Then rose up the chief of the fathers

of Judah and Benjamin, and the priests, and
the Levite&, with all them whose spirit God
had raised, to go up to build the house of the

Lord which is in Jerusalem.

G And all they that xccrc about them

'strengthened their hands with vessels of

silver, with gold, with goods, and with beasts,

and with precious things, beside all that was

willingly offered.

7 II Also Cyrus the king brmi-ht forth

the vessels of the house of the Loud, "which

Nebuchadnezzar had brought forth out of

Jerusalem, and had put them in the house

of his gods
;

8 Even those did Cyrus king of Persia

bring forth by the hand of Mithredatli the

treasurer, and numbered them unto 'Shesli-

bazzar, the prince of Judah.

9 And tliis is the number of them : thirty

chargers of gold, a thousand chargers of

silver, nine and twenty knives,

10 Thirty basons of gold, silver basons of

a second sort four hundred and ten, and other

vessels a thousand.

11 All the vessels of gold and of silver

ivere five thousand and four hundred. All

tiiese did Sheshbazzar bring up with them of

"the captivity that were brought up from

Babylon unto Jerusalem.

Verse 1. 'In the first yrar of Ci/nis the Persian.'—As

the intricacy of the names and rtates of the later historical

Scriptures is attended with great difficulty to general

readers, we think it best to commence our notes with some

remarks which may tend to the better understandmg of

Hie books of Kzra, Neheniiah, Esther, Daniel, and portions

of Zechariah and Haggai. These remarlis will ren-

der it unnecessary to speak of each king as his name

occurs in the books before us, although it will not pre-

clude us from taking such opportunities as may seem most

expedient for noticing such particulars of any sovereigns'

history or character as may tend to illustrate the sacred
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luxt. For the facts, dates, and identifications, iu the fol-

lowing outline, we shall avail ourselves freely of Dr.

Hales's researches, which appear to have been nowhere

attended with more distinguished success than in this very

difficult part of his great undertaking.

The sources of the perplexity arise chiefly from the

manner in which the Jewish chronology is interwoven

with that of the Babylonians, Medes, and Persians. And
then, as Dr. Hales states: 'The coufusion of names is em-
barrassing; the royal title, Ahasiierus [the reader miiat

remember that this is a title and not a proper name], is

applied to Xerxes, Kzra iv. 6 ; to Artaxeixes Lonyimanns,

Pjsther, passim ; and to Astyages, the father of Cyaxares,

or of Darius the Mede, Dan. ix. 1 ; and " Darius, king of

Persia," denotes Darius Hystaspes, Ezra iv. .?-2J ; but
' Darius the Persian," Darius Nutluis, Neh. xii. 2-J.'

Let us first premise, that after the destruction of the

Assyrian and Hebrew monarchies, the great ruling powers
in what was then known of Asia, were the Babylonians

ajid the Medes. The former was paramount over the

countries west of the river Tigris, and the latter over

those to the east of the same river. A powerful kingdom,
that of Lydia, also arose in Asia Minor ; but as it is not

mentioned in Scripture, it may suffice to intimate its ex-

istence till it was subdued by Cyrus (see the note on
a Chron. xviii.). Such was the state of aftairs when
Cyrus was born. His father was a Persian of a ruling

family, and his mother the daughter of the Median king
.4styages (' Ahasuerus ' of Dan. ix. 1). He-lived in Persia

with his parents, and was brouglit up in the peculiar dis-

cipline and manners of the Persians. He was distinguished

as he grew up by his noble qualities and successful enter-

prises. He married the daughter of his uncle Cyaxares
('Darius the Mede'), and when Astyages died and Cy-
axares ascended the Median throne, the force of his cha-

racter, with his double relationship and right to the

succession, gave him such ascendancy over his uncle, that

he became the actual ruler of the empire. As general of

the combined army of Medes and Persians he gave Evil-

Merodach king of Babylon that signal overthrow, which
we mentioned in the note to 2 Kings xxv. -27. At Babylon
Evil-Merodach was succeeded by
Belshazzar (B.C. S.'jS—553), the common statement

concerning whom we intimated in the note referred to

above. He was slain certainly on the night that Daniel
interpreted the writing on the wall, which, among other

things, declared his kingdom to be given to the Medes and
Persians. The usual statement on the subject, which
makes the city to have been taken by the Medes and Per-
sians on the same night that Belshazzar was assassinated,

is disputed by Hales, on good authority, which leads him
to consider that, on the death, nine months after, of La-
borosoarchod. the young son of Belshazzar,

'Dakius the Mkde' (Cyaxares) succeeded peaceably
to the dynasty which then became extinct. As the next
of kin (he was the queen mother's brother), as the most
powerful competitor, and as having been pointed out by
God himself— his claim to the succession was the best that

could at that time be adduced : and being, reputedly, of
au easy temper, the Babylonians would tlif nun'c ri'iulily

be induced to submit to what they i-nn 1. 1 Mtiii^i '||,e

prophet D.iniel stood high in the lix'
,

> ;

i

nun;
who died B.C. 551. On his death, a 1 1

1

'
•>

I
,,;:,,'

1 man,
Nabonadin'^, vlm-n l)iriu'; had appu.i.ud ^u\Lii.ui- or

'king' of |; !,.!,Hi, rl.ined himself independent; and
Cyrus, til uistern wars, had no leisure to

attend In ln.i i.i; .. , wlien he defeated himin battle,

and then l.il-i ^;i__c iw L.il.jlon, which, after two years, he
took by a stratagem hIucII we shall hereafter have occa-
sion to notice.

CvRUS after this reigned seven years, during which tlie

Hebrews were treated with the most favourable considera-

lion, as the text now before us intimates. This great

prince is so much more honourably mentioned in Scripture
than any other foreign king whatever, that his character
will necessarily again come under our notice. He was
succeeded by his son

r,2.'<

^ CB-C. 53G.

Cambvses (B.C. 5£9^5:il), a mad sort of a prince, who
brought Egypt under the Persian yoke, and whose death,
in an obscure town of Syria, aflbrded an opportunity for

Smerdis the Magian (or Persian priest) to usurp the
Persian throne, by pretending to be Smerdis, a son of
Cyrus, -who had been slain by order of his brother Cani-
byses. He reigned only seven months. It has been very
generally conceived that Cambyses is the ' Ahasuerus ' of
Ezra iv. 6 ; and Smerdis-Magus, the Artaxerxes of verse 7.

But in the notes on those verses this will be questioned
j

and it will then appear probable that neither the son nor
the pretended son of Cyrus are mentioned in the Bible

;

pcTlKiji^ liPiii-i I, r, tiling of importance to the Jews oc-
cni r. i i'

I lis. The ue.xt prince then mentioned
in ^r I

, I iiis_ is

I'liiii- 111 1 \ lis (B.C. 521—485), one of the seven
noble coiispiraKiis wiio detected the cheat of the pseudo-
Smerdis, and slew him. He bears the character of a

prince of great political wisdom and moderation, who did
much to establish the vast empire which Cyrus conquered

;

and perhaps, iu real greatness, he had no superior but
Cyrus among the Persian kings. He favoured and encou-
raged the Jews ; and in the seventh year of his reign the

temple was at last finished. He was succeeded by
Xerxes (b.c. 485—464), the proud king whose history

fills many a page in the Greek annals, on account of his

memorable invasion of Greece ; but who is very slightly

noticed in Scripture under the title of ' Ahasuerus' (chap.

iv. (i), to mention that the Samaritans wrote a letter of
accusation to him against the Jews. The result is not

stated ; but Josephus says, that he confirmed the Jews in

all the privileges granted by his father, and even granted
them the Samaritan tribute for the service of the temple.

Strong reasons have lately been adduced to prove that

Xerxes was the Ahasuerus of Esther. The character as-

signed to him in history is certainly not unlike tliat which
the Scripture gives to Ahasuerus ; and we should not like

to express any strong opinion against his claim, although,

upon the whole, we incline to regard that of Artaxerxes
Longimanus as preferable. Xerxes was succeeded by
Abtaxerxes, surnained Longimanus (b.c. 464—423),

who is generally, on strong grounds, regarded as the

Artaxerxes of. Ezra and Nehemiah, and the Ahasuerus of

Esther. In the liitttr bonk tlie Septuagiut always trans-

lates ' Ahasu^in - !\ M i i\'
1

' ~ ,11 il .losephusdoes the

same. So ui.. !
; aks more of this

than of any i
I i i.r Jews began to

build the «•<;//.» 1 'I .1 i u-il. m r,ii!_\ in bis reign; but the

letters of the hostile .Sanjaritans induced the king to send

an order for them to desist from the work. In 458 B.C. he

made Esther his queen ; and the year following sent Ezra
to Jerusalem, with full civil and ecclesiastical powers, but

without any expressed permission to build the walls.

This permission was however granted, in 444 B.C., to Ne-
hemiah, the king's cup-bearer, who was then appointed

governor of Juda>a. He exercised that office twelve years,

during which he rebuilt the walls and the city, and then

returned to Persia, his commission having expired. His
old master, Artaxerxes, still reigned, and ultimately

allowed him to return to JiMusnlem. Soon after (in 423)
the king died, i « i^ n.i.l.d (omitting the two brief

reigns of A"i7 ' // i

-^ J. n mis) hy
Darius Km m . . i I ' :

us the Persian' of Neh. xii.

22 ; in the fuui in w.u- i.: v, hu.^c reign (B.C. 420), and 166

years from the destruction of Jerusalem by Nebuchad-
nezzar, the account of Nehemiah's proceedings at Jeru-

salem, and with it the canon of the Old Testament, ap-

tions of at least some of the kings included in the above

enumeration. The only source from which such illustra-

tions could be derived lir.' tlv v< vy MHoient sculptures of

Persia at Persepolis. I !: ' I, "hose names occur

here, so far as the lui
,

s have been de-

ciphered, are those i4 i' - II. ..i^pes and his son

Xerxes—especially ol i!n l.iiUi- "bo made large addi-

tions to the palace, which he abundantly commemorates.
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ngrayed in Sir R. K. Porter's Trav.

The royal figures which occur are therefore to be assumed
to belong to these monarchs, but the features are too

much eftaced to afford us their likenesses, if indeed any
attempt at likeness was in such cases made. They afford,

however, lively representations of the costumes and man-
ners of the Persian court in the very age to which the Scrip-

ture history has brought us, and gratify our curiosity as

to the appearance 9fthe great kings, the courtiers, and the
soldiers, of whom we now read. Under this view we offer

the representations which our two cuts exhibit—that is,

rather as illustrations of manners and costume than of
precise identification. The first cut represents the king m
that dress which the Persian court adopted from the Medes,
and seated on a high seat, not unlike the carved chairs

that might not long ago, or may still, be seen in our old i

family mansions, and the taste for which seems to be now
i

reviving. In his right hand is the golden sceptre (men-
tioned in Esther) and in his left the sacred vase, i^hich

was one of the royal distinctions, like the orb of our own
kings. Before him, on the ground, incense burns in t\\ o

censers, which are interposed between the king and a
person who seems to be an ambassador, and who stands
in a respectful posture with his hand raised to his mouth
A muffled attendant stands behind him. On the other
side, behind the royal seat, is a eunuch, bearing a fly-Hap

—one of the insignia of royalty—in his right hand, and
what seems a handkerchief in tlie other : and farther back
are two armed guards of different corps—of which there

are fifty more represented in the lower compartments of
the same sculpture, which we have not introduced. In
this manner, we may suppose, did the subject Jews be-

hold ' the great king,' when they were admitted to Iiis

presence. The following cut represents what would seem
to be the same monarch, walking. He bears in his hands
the same ensigns of royalty as before ; and behind him
walk two attendants in Median robes, one of whom has
the usual fan and handkerchief (?), while the other bears
a parasol over the king's head. The umbrella is thought
to have been a distinction of royalty in Persia ; but pro-
bably it was also allowed to the governors of provinces,

whose name ' satrap ' is conjectured by Sir John Malcolm
to be a contraction of chatlrapa, ' lord of the umbrella of
state.' This very ancient exhibition of the umbrella will

interest those who study the origin of inventions. The
existence of the umbrella is indeed mentioned by Xeno-

TOL. II. 2 H

phon, who, speaking of the complete Median effeminacy

into which the Persians had fallen since the time of Cyrus,

mentions as one proof, that they were not, in the open air,

content with the shade of trees and rocks, but had men to

529
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stand with artificial shades contrived on purpose {Cyro-

padia, viii. 8).

We have thus endeavoured to give the reader such

historical and descriptive ideas of the kings of this period

as may enable him to read more profitably the books ou
whicli we now enter.

2. ' He hath charged me to build him an house at Jeru-

ialem.'—U the reader refers to Isa. xliv. 28, and xlv. 1-4,

he will see that, two centuries before, the existence of

Cyrus was foretold—the victories tlie Lord would give

him—and the good he should do to Israel. No one, who
compares the prophecy with the edict, will hesitate to be-

lieve that Cyrus had that prophecy in view. It is not

difficult to suppose how he became acquainted with it,

when so many Jews in his dominions were in situations

of trust and importance. Daniel, for instance, may have
made it known to him. Struck by its irresistible evi-

dence, he humbly acknowledges that ' the Lord God of

heaven ' had given him all his kingdoms, and hastened to

obey the injunction which had been laid upon him several

generations before he was born.

8. ' Sheshbazzar.'—This seems to have been the name
borne by Zerubbabel in Persia. Like the names which
were imposed upon Daniel and his companions at Babylon,

this has an idolatrous signification, being construed to

mean ' fire-worshipper,' and we may therefore be sure it

was not willingly assumed by him or used to designate

him among his own people. In fact it is only in what
may be called the record part of the book that this name
is given to him, he being everywhere else distinguished

by his native name of Zerubbabel. This prince was the

direct heir to the throne of David, being the son of Sala-

thiel, the son of Jehoiachin. Although the last named
prince did not long survive his release from prison, his

son and afterwards his grandson seem to have inherited

the consideration at court by whicli his last days had been
cheered. If the story in the apocryphal book of Esdras—
of the discussion before Darius in which Zerubbabel won
the prize—be a mere fiction, it is still at least probable

that the young prince, although he held no office, had free

access to the court, which privilege must have aflbrded

him many opportunities of alleviating the condition of his

countrymen. It is even not improbable that (as implied

in the apocryphal story of Susanna) the exiles had magis-
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trates and a prince of their orni body. Jehoiachin, ani
after him Salathiel, and then Zerubbabel may very p'S-

sibly have been allowed to hold ihe rank and rc^in'usilii-

lity of prince of the exiles, although without a sci (itre or

a throne, just as Jozadak and Jeshua were, during tlie cap-

tivity, regarded as high-priests, although there was nu
longer a temple or an altar.

11. ' Five thoiisa:id and four hundred.'—Yet the parti-

culars make only the sum of 2491). There are various

explanations of this difi'erence ; some of them account for

a probable error or omission, by some copyist, in the par-

ticulars ; and others would fix the error rather on this

final statement. The latter, however, is so well supported

by the versions, that we consider this the least tenalile

alternative. For ourselves we prefer Lightfoot's opinion,

not only as very probable, but as having the advantage of

leaving the text undisturbed: it is that the text'parti-

cularizeth only those that were of greater size, but sum-
meth up both the great and the little ' (' Harm. Old Test.'

A.M. 3470).— ' The captivity that were brought upfrom Babylon.'—
This, it is seen, was merely a remnant; but if we weigh
carefully the circumstances of the transaction, we shall

not fail to perceive that this remnant was eminently fitted

for its vocation. The large mass of the Israelites were
natives of the land of their exile, in which they were for

the most part so comfortably situated that only those

whose religious zeal and sentiments were above the ave-

rage warmth would be likely, or did, encounter the

dangers of the desert and the inconveniences and anxieties

of an unsettled country. The circumstances of the emi-

gration were in fact such as to attract only those who were

in the soundest state of moral health. They were also

cured of all danger of idolatry, and of all disposition to

make light of their own institutions. That the Hebrews,
as a body, profited largely by the corrections which they

had received is unquestionable, so largely, indeed, that

under temptations as great as any to which they had in

former times yielded, idolatry was ever after their abhor-

rence. And indeed if, during the period of the Captivity,

the proudest heathen were made so seriously attentive to

the God of Israel, much more were the Hebrews likely to

be awakened by the same events to be henceforth true to

their own God.

CHAPTER II.

1 The number that reliun, of the people, 36 of the

priests, 40 of the Levltes, 43 of the Nethinims, 55

of Solomon's servants, 62 of the priests which could

not shew their pedigree. 64 The whole number if
them, with their substance. C8 Their oblations.

Now 'these are the cliildron of the province

that went up out of tlie captivity, of those

which had been carried away, wliom Nehu-
cliadnezzar the i<ing of Babylon had carried

away unto Babylon, and came again unto

Jerusalem and Judah, every one unto his

city ;

2 Which came with Zerubbabel : Jeshua,

Neheiniali, 'Seraiah, Ileelaiah, Mordecai,

Bilslian, Mizpar, Bigvai, Rehum, Baanah.

The number of the men of the people of

Israel :

3 The children of Parosh, two thousand

an hundred seventy and two.

I Nulu-m. *. G. « Or, ^Ixuriufi, Neliem. 7. 7.

4 The children of Sheiihatiah, three hun-

dred seventy and two.

5 The children of Arab, seven hundred

seventy and five.

6 The children of 'Pahath-inoab, of the

children of Jeshua and Joab, two thousand

eight hundred and twelve.

7 The children of Elain, a thousand two

hundred fifty and four.

8 The children of Zattu, nine hundred

forty and five.

a The children of Zaccai, seven hundred

and threescore.

10 The children of 'Bani, six hundred

forty and two.

11 The children of Bebai, si.K hundred

twenty and three.

12 The children of Azgad, a thousand two

hundred twenty and two.

13 The children of Adoiiikam.six hundred

si.\ty and six.

a Nvllem. 7. 11. * Or, Bimiiur, Nelicm. 7. 15.
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14 The children of Ijigvai, two thousand

fifty and six.

15 The fliiUlren of Adin, four hundred

fifty and four.

U I'he ciiildren of Ater of Ilczekiah,

ninety and eight.

17 The chikh-on of Bezai, three hundred
twenty and three.

18 The cliiUh-en of 'Jorah, an hundred and

twelve.

1

9

The children of llashum, two hundred
twenty and three.

20 'i'lie children of "Gihhar, ninety and five.

21 The children of Beth-lehera, an hun-

dred twenty and thread

22 The men of Netophah, fifty and six.

23 The men of Anathoth, an hundred

twenty and eight.

24 The clnldren of 'Azmaveth, forty and

two.

25 The children of Kirjath-arim, Chephi

h, and
and three

ill, and Beeroth, seven hundred and
lepln-

forty

26 The children of Ramah and Gaba, si.x

hundred twenty and one.

27 The men of Michmas, an hundred

twenty and two.

28 The men of Beth-el and Ai, two hun-

dred twenty and three.

29 The children of Nebo, fifty and two.

30 The children of Magbish, an hundred

fifty and six.

31 The ciiildren of the other "Elam, a

thousand two hundred fifty and four.

32 The children of Ilarim, three hundred

and twenty.

33 The children of Lod, "Hadid, and Ono,

seven hundred twenty and five.

34 The children of Jericho, three hundred

forty and five.

35 The children of Senaah, three thousand

and six hundred and thirty.

36 H The priests: the children of '°.Te-

daiah, of the house of Jeshua, nine hundred

seventy and three.

37 The children of "Immer, a thousand

fifty and two.

38 The children of ''Pashur, a thousand

two hundred forty and seven.

39 The children of '^Harim, a thousand

and seventeen.

40 IT The Levites : the children of Jeshua

and Kadmiel, of the children of "Hodaviah,

seventy and four.

6 Or, Hariph, Nehem. 7. 24. « Or, 0:beon, Nehem. 7. 25

I* Or, Judaft, chap. 3. 9. called also Hodevnh, Neliem. 7. 4.3.

I 7 Or, Perida, Nehem. 7. 57. la Or,Amon, Nehem. 1. oil. 19 Jo
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41 The singers: the children of Asaph,
an hundred twenty and eight.

42 The children of the porters : the child-

ren of Shallum, the children of Ater, the

children of Talmon, the children of Akkuh,
the children of Hatita, the children of Sliohai,

in all an hundred thirty and nine.

43 H The Ncthinims : the children of
Ziha, the children of Ilasupha, the children
of Tabbaoth,

44 The children of Keros, the children of

Siaha, the children of Padon,
45 Tiie children of Lebanah, the children

of Ilagabah, the children of Akkuh,
46 The children of Hagab, the children of

''Shalmai, the children of Hanan,
47 The children of Giddel, the children of

Gahar, the children of Reaiah,

48 The children of Rezin, the -children

of Nekoda, the children of Gazzam,
49 The children of Uzza, the children of

Paseah, the children of Besai,

50 The children of Asnah, the children of

Mehuniin, the children of Nephusim,
51 The children of Bakbuk, the children

of llakupha, the children of Ilarhur,

52 The children of "Bazluth, the children

of Mehida, the children of Harsha,
53 The children of Barkos, the children

of Sisera, the children of Thamah,
54 The children of Neziah, the children

of Ilatipha.

55 IT The children of Solomon's servants :

the children of Sotai, the children of Sophereth,

the children of ' 'Peruda,

56 The children of Jaalah, the children of

Darkon, the children of Giddel,

57 The children of Shephatiah, the children

of Hattil, the children of Pochereth of Zebaim,
the children of '"Ami.

58 All the "Nethinims, and the children

of '"Solomon's servants, were three hundred
ninety and two.

59 And these u-erc they which went up
from Tel-melah, Tel-harsa, Cherub, Addan,
and Immer : but they could not shew their

father's house, and their ^'seed, whether they

tve)-e of Israel :

60 The children of Delaiah, the children

of Tobiah, the children of Nekoda, six hun-

dred fifty and two.

61 If And of the children of the priests :

the children of Habaiah, the children of Koz,

the children of Barzillai : which took a wife
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of the daughters of "Barzillai the Gileadite,

and was called after their name

:

62 These sought their register amomj those

that were reckoned by genealogy, but they

were not found: therefore "were they, as

polluted, put from the priesthood.

63 And the '*Tirshatha said unto them,

that they should not eat of the most holy

things, till there stood up a priest with "Urim

and with Thummim.
64 "If The whole congregation together

was forty and two thousand three hundred

and threescore,

65 Beside their servants and their maids,

of whom there were seven thousand three hun-

dred thirty and seven : and there were among

them two hundred singing men and singing

women.
61) Their horses were seven hundred thirty

and six ; their mules, two hundred forty

and five
;

67 Their camels, four hundred thirty and

five ; their asses, six thousand seven hundred

and twenty.

68 IT And some of the chief of the fathers,

when they came to the house of the Lord
which is at Jerusalem, ofl'ered freely for the

house of God to set it up in his place :

69 They gave after their ability unto the

'"treasure of the work threescore and one

thousand drams of gold, and five thousand

pound of silver, and one hundred priests'

garments.

70 So the priests, and the Levites, and

some of the people, and the singers, and the

porters, and the Nethinims, dwelt in their

cities, and all Israel in their cities.

Verse 63. ' The Tirshulha:—Tins is the title given in

this book and the next to Zenibbahel and to Nehemiah as

Persian governors of Judfea (comp. Neh. vii. 65-70 ; viii. 9;

X. 1). The exact signification of the word is doubtful, but

it seems to come from the Persian tursh, ' severe,' and in

that case would be equivalent to ' your severity,' ' your

dreadness ;' with which compare our ' dread sovereign,'

and the German 'gestrenger herr,' a title formerly borne

by the magistrates of the free and imperial German states.

The appointment of Zerubbabel as governor of the restored

Jews may probably be attributed not more to the circum-

stances which inclined Cyrus to shew particular favour to

the nation, than to the general policy of the Persian kings

in leaving the government of conquered provinces to native

governors whenever this could be done with safety.

— ' The Tirshatha mid unto them; etc.—Although Cyrus

had given licence to the Jews to return to their own coun-

try, yet, from Neh. ix. 38, it is clear that those who re-

turned were as much subject to him as those who remained

under his immediate jurisdiction ; and from the words be-

fore us it is evident that the governor appointed by the

Persian king considered himself as completely at the head

of even the ecclesiastical law. One might suppose that he

exercised this right less as governor for the Persians than

as heir to the throne of David (see the note on 1 Chron.

xxvi.), were it not that Nehemiah, who could not claim

any right derivable from such descent, assumed and exer-

cised the same power.

64. ' Forty and two thousand three hundred and three-

score.'—But the numbers before given, when cast up, only

make 29,818, being about 12,000 less than here stated.

The parallel chapter, Neh. vii., gives the same sum total,

but the amount of the several items there is only 31,089.

Nehemiah, however, mentions 1765 persons not mentioned
by Ezra, and Ezra 494 omitted by Nehemiah. If then
we add Ezra's surplus to the sum in Nehemiah, and Nehe-
miah's surplus to the number in Ezra, they will both be-

come 31,583. Subtracting this from the total here stated

of 42,360, there will remain a deficiency of 10,777 persons.

There are various explanations of this difference between
the enumeration and the full estimate. The most probable
are—that those only are particularly specified who could
prove their pedigree ; but those who could not do this were
nevertheless included in the final account: or else, that as

the particular enumeration applies only to Judah, Benja-

min, and Levi, the additional 12,000 were members of the

ten tribes of the earlier captivity, and as such added to

make the gross number, though not included in the details.

Adding to these the 7337 male and female servants, and
the 200 singing men and women, the whole number who
returned becomes 49,897, or 50,000, in round numbers.
For some further observations on the statements of this

chapter, see Neh. vii.

69. ' Z>rams.'—That is ' Varies;' see the note on 1 Chron.

CHAPTER III.

1 T/ie altar is set tip. 4 Offerings frequented. 7

Workmen prepared, 8 lliKjmmdationoJ the temple

laid in great joy and mourning.

And when the seventh month was come, and

the children of Israel iccre in the cities, the

people gathered themselves together as one

man to Jerusalem.

2 Then stood up 'Jeshua the son of Joza-

* Or, Jutfiun, Ha^'gai 1. 1. s Called Zorulfubcl, Matt. 1.12.

dak, and his brethren the priests, and 'Zerub-

babel the son of "Shealtiel, and his brethren,

and builded the altar of the God of Israel, to

oHl-r burnt offerings thereon, as it is 'written

in the law of Moses the man of God.

3 And they set the altar upon his bases

;

for fear u-as upon them because of the people

of those countries : and they offered burnt

olfcrings thereon unto the Lord, eve7i burnt

oiYerings morning and evening.

,iiki> 3. ST. » Matt. 1. U', and Luke 3. 27, called Saldthitl.
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4 IT They kept also the feast of tabernacles,

'as it is written, and "offered the daily burnt

offerings by number, according to the custom,

'as the duty of every day required ;

5 And afterward offered the continual

burnt offering, both of the new moons, and

of all the set feasts of the Lord that were

consecrated, and of every one that willingly

offered a freewill offering unto the Lord.
G From the first day of the seventh month

began they to offer burnt offerings unto the

Lord. But "the foundation of the temple of

the Lord was not yet laid.

7 5[ They gave money also unto the masons,

and to the "carpenters ; and meat, and drink,

and oil, unto them of Zidon, and to them of

Tyre, to bring cedar trees from Lebanon to

the sea of '"Joppa, according to the grant

that they had of Cyrus king of Persia.

8 ir Now in the second year of their

coming unto the house of God at Jerusalem,

in the second month, began Zorubbabel the

son of Shealtiel, and Jeshua the son of Jo-

zadak, and the remnant of their brethren the

priests and the Levites, and all they that

were come out of the captivity unto Jerusa-

lem ; and appointed the Levites, from twenty

years old and upward, to set forward the

work of the house of the Lord.
9 Then stood Jeshua loith his sons and his

; mnlt^r of the day i

brethren, Kadmiel and his sons, the sons of

"Judah, "together, to set forward the work-

men in the house of God : the sons of Hena-
dad, icitlL their sons and their brethren the

Levites,

10 And when the builders laid the foun-

dation of the temple of the Lord, they set

the priests in their apparel with trumpets, and
the Levites the sons of Asaph with cymbals,

to praise the Lord, after the "ordinance of

David king of Israel.

11 And they sang together by course in

praising and giving thanks unto the Lord
;

because lie is good, for his mercy endureth

for ever toward Israel. And all the people

shouted with a great shout, wlien they praised

the Lord, because the foundation of the

liouse of the Lord was laid.

12 But many of the priests and Levites

and chief of the fathers, v)ho mere ancient

men, that had seen the first house, when the

foundation of this house was laid before their

eyes, wept with a loud voice ; and many
shouted aloud for joy :

13 So that the people could not discern

the noise of the shout of joy from the noise of

the weeping of the people ; for the people

shouted with a loud shout, and the noise was

heard afar off.

s Ueli. the temple of the LORD ims not yet founded.

Verse 2. ' Jeshua the son ofJozadak.'—The office of high
priest belonged to Jeshua by lineal descent, he tieing the

son of Jozadak, whose father Seraiah, high priest at the

taking of Jerusalem, had been put to death at Ribbah

(2 Kings XXV. 8, 21). As for Jozadak, he had been car-

ried captive to Babylon, and had been some time dead at

the pul)lication of the decree of Cyrus, so that Jesh|Ua re-

mained at the head of the pontifical family.

13. ' The people could not discern the noise of the shotit

nfjoijfrom the noise of the weepinff.'—This is a very touch-

ing incident. Those who had been born in a strange land,

or had been taken thither so early as to have no distinct

recollection of Jerusalem, rejoiced to see the foundations

of a goodly structure laid ; while those ancient men who
had seen the first house, and knew how inadequate their

means were to build another comparable to it in magni-
ficence, wept aloud. We think it is very inaccurately stated

that their grief was also for the loss of those five great things

which distinguished the first temple, and in which the Jews
confess the second to have been inferior to it ; namely, the

ark of the covenant ; the sacred fire upon the altar ; the

Urim and Thummim ; the spirit of prophecy ; and the

Shechinah, or visible manifestation of the L)ivine Presence.

But the foundations of the temple only were now laid : and

the people could not know, till the temple was finished and

dedicated, that these things, the ark excepted, would be

wanting : and at this time the spirit of prophecy was not

wanting among them, since Zechariah and Haggai then and

afterwards prophesied.

The English reader may be surprised at such an ex-

pression as the ' noise of weeping,' and to find that this

noise was as strong as the shouts of joy ; since, among our-

selves, it is seldom that any other grief or weeping than

tliat of children is attended with noise. But, in Scripture,

the usual expression of sorrow is ' to lift up the voice and

weep.' So it is now in the East. Tears are very rarely

unattended with lamenting cries, and grief is often ex-

pressed by the latter only ; the loud lamentations rather

than the tears being considered the proper expression of

grief. Great cause had these ancient Hebrews for weeping.

But, as a general observation, su'.istantiated by several in-

stances in Scripture, we may here add, that, with some

exceptions, sorrow is more usually ej-pressed among the

Orientals than with ourselves ; so that not only women,

but men, are prone to weep and lament, even under those

common crosses and vexations which tee should consider

insufficient to warrant any such sensible demonstrations of

disappointment or grief.
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CHAPTER IV.

1 Tlie adnerswi"S, being not accepted in the building of
the temple with the Jews, endeavour to hinder it.

7 Their letter to Arlaxeries. 17 The decree of
Artaxerxes. 23 Tlie buildimj is hindered.

Now when the adversaries of Judah and
Benjamin hoard that 'tlie children of the

captivity huildcd tlio temple unto the Loud
God of Israel

;

2 Then they came to Zeruhhabel, and to

the chief of the fathers, and said unto them,

Let us build with you : for we seek your God,
as ye do; and we do sacrifice unto him since

the days of Esar-haddon king of Assur,

which brought us up hither.

3 But Zeruhhabel, and Jeshua, and the

rest of the chief of the fathers of Israel, said

unto them, Ye have nothing to do with us to

build an house unto our God ; but we our-

selves together will build unto the Lobd God
of Israel, as king Cyrus the king of Persia

hath commanded us.

4 Then the people of the land weakened
the hands of the people of Judah, and troubled

them in building,

5 And hired counsellors against them, to

frustrate their purpose, all the days of Cyrus
king of Persia, even until the reign of Darius

king of Persia.

6 And in the reign of "Ahasuerus, in the

beginning of his reign, wrote they unto him an

accusation against the inhabitants of Judah
and Jerusalem.

7 % And in the days of Artaxerxes wrote

'Bishlam, Mithredath, Tabeel, and the rest

of their 'companions, unto Artaxerxes king

of Persia ; and the writing of the letter was
written in the Syrian tongue, and interpreted

in the Syrian tongue.

8 Relmm the chancellor and Shimshai the

'scribe wrote a letter against Jerusalem to

Artaxerxes the king in this sort

:

9 Then wrote Rehuni the chancellor, and
Shimshai the scribe, and the rest of their

'companions ; the Dinaites, the Apharsath-

chites, the Tarpclites, the Apharsites, the

Archevites, the I'abylonians, the Susanchites,

the Dehavites, and the Elauiites,

10 And the rest of the nations whom the

great and noble Asnapper brouglit over, and
set in the cities of Samaria, and the rest

that arc on this side the river, and 'at such a
time.

11 1[ This is the copy of the letter that they

sent unto him, even unto Artaxerxes the king
;

Thy servants the men on this side the river,

and at such a time.

12 Be it known unto the king, that the

Jews which came up from thee to us are come
unto Jerusalem, building the rebellious and
the bad city, and have "set up the walls

thereof, and "joined the foundations.

13 Be it known now unto the king, that,

if this city be builded, and the walls set up
Uffoin, then will they not '"pay toll, tribute,

and custom, and so thou shalt endamage the

"revenue of the kings.

14 Now because '%e have maintenance
from the kim/s palace, and it was not meet
for us to see the king's dishonour, therefore

have we sent and certified the king

;

15 That search may be made in the book
of the records of thy fathers : so shalt thou

find in the book of the records, and know
that this city is a rebellious city, and hurtful

unto kings and provinces, and that they ha\e

"moved sedition "within the same of old

time : for which cause was this city destroyed.

16 We certify the king that, if this city

be builded ayain, and the walls thereof set

up, by this means thou shalt have no portion

on this side the river.

17 H Then sent the king an answer unto

Rehum the chancellor, and to Shimshai the

scribe, and to the rest of their "'conij)anions

that dwell in Samaria, and unto the rest beyond

the river. Peace, and at such a time.

18 The letter which ye sent unto us hath

been plainly read before me.

ly And '"1 commanded, and search hath

been made, and it is found that this city of

old time hath ''made insurrection against

kings, and that rebellion and sedition have

been made therein.

20 There have been mighty kings also

over Jerusalem, which have ruled over all

countries beyond the i-iver ; and toll, tribute,

and custom, was paid unto them.

21 '"Give ye now commandment to cause

these men to cease, and that this city be not

builded, until another commandment shall be

given from me.

22 Take heed now that ye fail not to do

this : why should damage grow to the hurt

of the kin^ ?

23 If Now when the copy of king Art;i-

Hvh. the soritnf the transportation. ^ Weh. Ahashvcriish. ^ Or, in peace. * Heb. socic

• Chuld. lucietiel. ' Chalfl. Cticeneth. » Or, Jinhhcd. » Chald. scivei Unjelliei

I Or, itreni/th. ^'i Ctin]t\. we are salted with the salt of the palnne. 13 Cf ''

l» Clmld societies. '" Clialil. 6y me a decree is set.

s. * Or, secrttart/.

10 Chalil. gire.

Clmltl. in the midst thereof,

Cllald. Ii/1ed up itself.



Chap. IV.] [B.C. 535—520.

xerxes' letter teas read before Rehum, and
Shimshai the scribe, and their companions,
they went up in haste to Jerusalem unto the

Jews, and made theiu to cease "by force and
power.

18 Chaia. by a

•24 Tlien ceased the work of the house of

God which is at Jerusalem. So it ceased

unto the second year of the reign of Darius

king of Persia.

Verse 2. * For ire seek your God^ as rje do ; and we do

sacrifice unto him.'—The heathen colonists planted in the

domain of the ten tribes by the Assyrians, had, in the

intervening period, formed intermarriages with the remain-

ing Israelites, and now formed one people with them under

the name of Samaritans. It does not appear that the Sa-

maritans were at thi& time completely purged of the ido-

latries which their fathers had brought from foreign lands

;

yet the measures employed to enlighten them with the

knowledge of the true God seem gradually to have pro-

duced a considerable eft'ect. Tlie return of the Jews from
their seventy years' captivity so clearly evinced the over-

ruling providence of Jehovah, that the Samaritans were
extremely desirous to join iu rebuilding his temple and
celebrating his worship. They said unto the chief of the

fathers, ' Let us build with you ; for we seek your God, as

ye do ; and we have done sacrifice to him since the days

of Esar-haddon king of Assur, who brought us up hither.'

This proposal was steadily rejected by the Jews : and what-

ever their motives may have been, it is easy to discern

important reasons in consequence of which this rejection

appears to have been subservient to the purposes of the

Divine economy. It is well remarked by Dean Greaves :

—

' The intermixture of the Samaritans with the Jews might
have rendered the accomplishment of the prophecies cou-

ceniicg the lamily and birth of the Messiah less clear

—

might have introduced idolatry among the restored Jews,

now completely abhorrent from it, and in various ways
defeated the grand objects of Providence in selecting and
"preserving a peculiar people. In consequence of this re-

jection and the alienation it produced, the Jews probably

became more vigilant in preserving the strictness, and the

Samaritans more jealous in emulating the purity, of the

Mosaic ritual. They became hostile, and therefore unsus-

pected guardians and vouchers of the integrity of the sacred

text, particularly the Pentateuch, And while the Jews in

general, blinded by their national prejudices, could see in the

promised Messiah only a national and temporal deliverer,

the Samaritans appear to have judged of his pretensions

with more justice and success.'

—

Lectures on the renlateuch.

6, 7. ' Ahasuerus . . . Artaxerxes.'—In the note to ch. i.

we have referred to the common opinion that the first of

these kings was Cambyses tlie son of Cyrus, and the other

the pseudo-Smerdis, and intimated that these two monarchs
were more probably Xerxes and Artaxerxes Longimanus.
As we quite agree with Dr. Hales, that a clear view of this

chapter, and of these verses in particular, is of great im-

portance, we have referred to the work which suggested

the view he has taken, and find the following to be the

opinion of Mr. Howes (^Critiofl Obseriatium on Books),

and to which, for the reasons stated therein, we are

strongly inclined to yield our concurrence :

—

' Ezra begins the fourth chapter with relating the oppo-

sition made by the Samaritans to the rebuilding of the

temple at the return of the Jews in the second year of

Cyrus ; then, in the fifth verse, he pursues the subject by
relating the further opposition maile tor twenty years,

down to the reign of Darius Hystaspes. This leads him,

in V. 6, to another event, nearly connected with the fore-

going subject, that is, to relate the subsequent opposition

made {after rebuitdiny the temple) under Darius, to which
all the subsequent narrative in this chapter refers, until

the very last verse, which ought rather to have begun the

following chapter v. Hence it follows that Ahasuerus, in

V. 6, must be a later king than Darius, and not, as Le Clerc

and others suppose, one between Cyrus and Darius ; there-

fore he can be no other than Xerxes .... Ezra next relates

the like opposition under Xerxes' successor, Artaxerxes,
in the beginning of his reign, before the seventh year : of

which the effect was, that Artaxerxes forbade at that time
the rebuilding of the walls, and the Samaritans made this

work to cease by force and power {v. 23). From v. 6 to

V. 23 there is not a syllable relative to anything more than
rebuilding the walls of the city long after the temple had
been already rebuilt. Ezra, having then brought the nar-

rative of the opposition of the Samaritans from Cyrus until

his own time in the seventh of Artaxerxes, first to the

ttmple and afterwards to the cit;/ loalls, resumes the subject

of the temple, which he had before but briefly mentioned
in ?>. 5, and relates minutely all the circumstances attend-

ing the rebuilding it under Darius Hystaspes, beginning
with a recapitulation of what he had said before in v. 5.

" Thus then (as already mentioned in v. 5) ceased the work
of the house of God till the second year of Darius
Then rose up Zerubbabel aud began to build," etc. {v. 24,

etc.). That the words " then ceased " do not refer (as com-
mentators erroneously suppose) to the immediately pre-

ceding V. 23, is evident ; for the subject concluded there,

and, quite down from v. 6, related only to the opposition

made to rebuilding the walls, and not the house of God:
they must refer them to v. 5, wherein mention was last

made of this opposition, which began against the house of
God, but, after the reign of Darius, continued only against

making Jerusalem a city again with defensive walls

This arrangement of the event, according to the similar

nature of the subject, is then dear and even methodical,

and has been rendered confused only by an ill-grounded

supposition that all these events might be expected to be

arranged agreeably to the order of time, rather than that of
similar ecents.'

The efl'ect of this explanation is, we apprehend, not only

to give a clearer view of this part of the sacred history,

but to exclude Cambyses and the pseudo-Smerdis from any
expressed part in the transactions which it records ; but

we may gather, from v. 5, that the affairs of the Jews were
in a troubled and perplexed condition during their reigns,

and till Darius ascended the throne of Persia.

9. ' 77ie Dinaites,' etc.— It is sufficient to know that

these formed parts of the people settled by the kings of

Assyria in the territory of the ten tribes, and afterwards

called Samaritans, without attempting to trace all their

denominations. Some of them, however, speak for them-
selves, and denote the cities or districts from which they

came. Thus the Apharsxies (or rather perhaps the

yl^Aarsachites—see ch. vi. 6) probably came from Fars,

or Pars, the ancient capital province from which the

classical writers, and ourselves after them, denominate the

whole country of Persia and the Persian nation. The
province still retains this name, although the nation does

not call itself ' Persian,' or its country ' Persia.' The
4rchevites probably came from Arech (see the note on
Gen. X. 10) ; and the Babylonians, Susanchites, and
Elamites, certainly from Babylonia, Susiana, and Elymais.
The other names are doubtless also derived from other

provinces or towns of Assyria, ChaldaBa, Media, and Persia,

so that the Samaritans are to be regarded as composed of

those nations. It is probable that the list includes names
of colonics sent by the Babylonian and Persian monarchs
subsequently to the original settlement.

16. ' The ru'cr.'—The Euphrates.

.J



Chap. V.] [B.C. 520, 51.9.

CHAPTER V.

I Zerubbabd and Jeshua, incited by Haggai and Ze-
r/ian'ah, set fonvard the building of the temple.

3 Tatnai and Shethar-boznai could not hinder the

Jews. 6 Their letter to Darius against the Jews.

Then tlie prophets, 'Haggai the prophet,

and 'Zechariah the son of Iddo, prophesied

unto the Jews that were in Judali and Jeru-
salem in tlie name of the God of Israel, even

unto them.

2 Then rose up Zerubbabel the son of

Shealtiel, and Jeshua tlie son of Jozadak,
and began to build the house of God which
is at Jerusalem : and with them were the

prophets of God heljiing them.

3 1[ At the same time came to thera Tat-
nai, governor on this side the river, and
Shethar-boznai, and their companions, and
said thus unto them. Who hath commanded
you to build this house, and to make up this

wall ?

4 Then said we unto them after this man-
ner, What are the names of the men 'that

make this building ?

5 But the eye of their God was upon the

elders of the Jews, that they could not cause
them to cease, till the matter came to Darius :

and then they returned answer by letter con-
cerning this matter.

6 If The copy of the letter that Tatnai,

governor on this side the river, and Shethar-

boznai, and his companions the Apharsachites,

which iccre on this side the river, sent unto
Darius the king :

7 They sent a letter unto him, 'wherein
was written thus; Unto Darius the king, all

peace.

8 Be it known unto the king, that we went
into the province of Judea, to the house of

the great God, which is builded with 'great

stones, and timber is laid in the walls, and
tills work goeth fast on, and prospereth in

their hands.

y Then asked we those elders, and said

of rullititj.

unto them thus. Who commanded you to

build this house, and to make up these

walls?

10 We asked their names also, to certify

thee, that we might write the names of the

men that loere the chief of them.

11 And thus they returned us answer,

saying, We are the servants of the God of

heaven and earth, and build the house that

was builded these many years ago, which a
great king of Israel builded 'and set up.

12 But after that our fathers had provoked

the God of heaven unto wrath, he gave them
into the hand of 'Nebuchadnezzar the king

of Babylon, the Chaldean, who destroyed

this house, and carried the people away into

Babylon.

13 But in the first year of "Cyrus the king

of Babylon the same king Cyrus made a decree

to build this bouse of God.

14 And "the vessels also of gold and silver

of the house of God, which Nebuchadnezzar
took out of the temple that icas in Jerusalem,

and brought them into the temple of Babylon,

those did Cyrus the king take out of the

temple of Babylon, and,;^"^''' ey were delivered

unto one, whose name 2i'6,.,foheshbazzar, whom
he had made ' "governor

;

15 And said unto him. Take these vessels,

go, carry them into the temple that is in Jeru-

salem, and let the house of God be builded

in his place.

16 Then came the same Sheshbazzar, and
laid the foundation of the house of God which
is in Jerusalem : and since that time even

until now hath it been in building, and yet it

is not finished.

17 Now therefore, if it seem good to the

king, let there be search made in the king's

treasure house, which is there at Babylon,

whether it be so, that a decree was made of

Cyrus the king to build' this house of God at

Jerusalem, and let the king send his pleasure

to us concerning this matter.

build Ms hiiUdhj. 4 flmld. in Ihr mi'rfd \rhtreof.

Verse 2. And hnjan to Imild the home of God.'—We
may collect from the prophecies of Hag^'ai and Zecharial',
that the people hail in fact ere this time lost their zeal in a
work which had been so much obstructed, and, counting
from the destruction of the former temple instead of from
the first captivity, contended that the time for rebuilding
of the sacred edifice had not yet arrived. But while they
erected fine buildings for their own use. and bestowed
much expense and labour on even the ornaiueiital parts of

their own dwellings, this was obviously a mere pretext,

and provoked the severe reproaches of the prophet llaggai.

who attributes to this neglect the drought, and consequent
failure of crops which had then occurred, and was autho-

rized from on high to promise the blessings of restored

plenty from the time they should recommence the building

of God's liouse. Read tlaggai ii. fi-9. It was in conse-

quence of these representations, l)acked by those of Zecha-
riali, that the work was resumed with rekindled zeal.



Chap. V.]]

[B.C. .'JiO, 51

Tatn

N&\ of the

tjbve this side the river.'—The re-

work l>y the Jews, and the eomplahits with

vhich no douht, the Samaritans then assailed the Persian

governor of Syria, led him to adopt the very proP'^'- ^o"";^^

of proceeding to Jerusalem to

real state of the afl'air. With
acquaint himself with the

spect to the title assigned

^ this high functionary, it is to he observed that the

Persian empire at this time extended from the Indus to

the Mediterranean, and that the Euphrates was considered

raturally to divide it into two parts, eastern and western.

We must not suppose that the designation of '
governor on

tl^is^de the river- intimates that he was sole governor of

he whole western empire, which included not only Syria,

but Egypt, Asia Minor, and part of Arabia, but only tha he

was governor of Syria (including Palestine and Phoenicia)

The vast empire won by Cyrus was scarcely organized

when Darius llystaspes ascended the throne. He applied

himself to the foundation of a stable .o^S^"'f''°°' ,=^"^

formed the first plan of a regular d'^'f"?"
"^

"'f.^™]^'^
into provinces, or, as the Persians called them, satrapies

to facilitate an equal system of '^""°'',
'^fXieh was re

His division formed twenty provinces, each ofwhich was re

quired to furnish a fixed annual sum to the impenaltreasury.

Under this arrangement, Syria, comprehending Palestine,

Ph»nicia, and the Isle of Cyprus, formed one government,

ZZm the annual sunf of 350 talents was required

being a smaller sum than any other satrapy, west ot the

Euphrates, contributed. The successors of Darius altered

his distributions very much, but retained the principles ot

h s Dlan In the time of Neheraiah, Syria seems to have

formed more than one government (Neh n 7-9); and so

from heathen writers we seem to gather that it

^f
«™«-

imes divided into two provinces, and son'ft?-?^ /l7^^
but one When divided, Palestine was probably included

the government of Ca=le-Syria, the satrap of which ap-

have resided at Damascus, though we have no

e'xpresrt;;tiu,o"ny't"o that eifect; while tj''-- other gov-.or

(and perhaps the sole governor when tlj^^^.^^^ut one)

seems to have had his usual residence in the north-east

nuarter of Syria, near the source of the river Daradax,

which flowed into the Euphrates, and about fifteen leagues

to^hew^sTof the flourishing town of Thapsacus (T.phsah

of 1 Kines iv. 24) on tlie banks ot the latter riye .
inis

we know^rom the fact mentioned by Xenophon (.l«atoM.,

r . that the younger Cyrus came,
''^/^^'^^r talidin^-m

to th- palace of Belesis the governor of Syria standing in

an extensive park, which, with the palace, hedes royed

The visit of Tatnai to Jerusalem certainly implies, that,

althouVh he Jews were indulged witli native governors,

fnvesu^d with full powers for internal government, they

were not "ntirely exempted from the control of the general

To^rn^or onhe'provinc'e; who, howp'er probably seldom

interfered while peace was preserved, and while he auij

ece ved from th? Hebrew governor his proportion of he

annual contribution which the king required f'om 'be
"^

. :_ .. No more Hebrew governors were specially com-iNomoieneo _ B „ , . , ^.^^ provi."-"

C(Ele-Sy

but the internal governmeni was m... .^- - the hands of

the successive high-priests till the Persian empire was

°T^Tll^slif::'-The use of the first person plural

her; has given occasion to the opinion that the first portion

of this hook was not written by Ezra, ^^^iPS
'^at the

writer is here described as present, although Ezra himselt

did not till many years after P™=^^^^»° •''^"^.^i^^^.^own
that later portion of the book "h}ch de crib« his own

proceedings generally speaks m .t'"= .^f*'
P^^'X" , 1 •-

indeed clear to us that if the writer is here to l>e undci

sioned by the kings after Nehe

: fully united to the s

al government was still lett

stood as speaking in his own person, we should be obliged

to admit that the writer is not the same as the bzia bj

whom the later chapters are manifestly written ;
for we see

creater difficulties than are removed in the exp anation o

T ,. riiTC who supposes that at Babylon Ezra determined

to ret'lrn'to JndJwith Zerubbabel and Jeshna, but after-

wards returned to Babylon, and returned a second time to

Judaea under Darius Hystaspes; and in the ear y chapters

he does not mention himself, because he was not the leader

Is in the second journey. More inteU.g.ble and more pro-

bable in itself is the supposition of Eiehhorn, who thinks

that Ezra when he came to Judsa, or began to write, iouiid

a Chaldee account of the quarrel of the Samaritans with

the Jews, about the new temple written by an eye-witness

and an actor in the aftairs he described. Ezra wished to

incorporate this in his book, and to connect the latter with

'Chronicles; so he goes back to the time of Cyrus, and

writes in Hebrew a short history of the return under Zerub-

babel, as now contained in chaps, i.-.v. 6 He then affixed

the Chaldee account of the quarrel with the Samaritans,

as siven in iv 7-vi. 18, and added the history of the

second colony (vi. 19-x. 44) led thither by himself, and

of the improvements he made. Here he made use of the

Hebrew tJngue, except in the letter of the king, which he

dives in its original form. According to this view the

writer who here employs the first person is the author of the

Chaldee account which Ezra incorporated m his narrat.j

But apart from this, the incidental use of the first person

b qutt^consistent with the authorship of Ezra withou

supposing him present. For what is more usual than for

?he historians of a nation to speak in the first person m the

nameof theirnation, and to say, forexample, 'we declared

war,' • we made peace.' ' we took that city.' etc although

the historian took no share in the events i And that tl^

author does not profess to have been present "PPear^ f om

his constant use of the third person even in he co text

of this remarkable passage, in sucli ^°'a°"". ^,^g ;;^,
^

most awkward appearance to the ' we, as it heie stands

and as it is commonly understood But we are well per-

suaded that this passage, so famous for the discussion it has

on any other supposition ; and that this is not an ui up-

Z-ted conjecture appears from the passage -n Tat, ai s

Fe tei to °he king, t>. 10, in which he says that he did at

'; usalem ask of'the Jews the -jy 'l"-''"" ^
-.^ifh'::':

out namely, ' Who hath commanded you to build this house

and toTak^ up this wall ? Then u-e said unto them after

?his mannei , What are the names of the men who make

thsbSng?' And then, in describing the interview,

T nai says 'Then asked we, VVho eomrnauded you o

buUd this house and make up^these -alls ? JU
^^^ ^

their mmes also, to certify thee.' etc. ^ot >ng it wou d

seem can be clearer than this, and it is niarve Ions tnat so

nudi'ngenious speculation should be expended in account-

Tne foiTcircumstance that seems so easily explained.

6 ' 77,r?™(.r.'-This letter of the Persian governor

of this book are very interesting specimens of the ioim

.1 1 „f tbrnfficial correspondence and state orders of

fhe highest respect to his acts and intentions.

, pay
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Chap. VI.] [B.C. .510—515.

CHAPTER VI.

1 Darius, finding the decree of Cijnis, maketh n new

decreefur the advancement of the building. 13 By
the help of the enemies, and the directions of the

prophets, tlu: temple U finished. 16 The feast of

the dedication is kept, 19 and the passover

.

Then Darius the king made a decree, and

search was made in the house of the 'rolls,

where the treasures were ''laid up in Babylon.

2 And there was found at "Achmetha, in the

palace that is in the province of the Medcs, a

roll, and therein icas a record thus written :

3 In the first year of Cyrus the king the

same Cyrus the king made a decree co/icerniiif/

the house of God at Jerusalem, Let the house

be builded, the place where they offered sacri-

fices, and let the foundations thereof be strongly

laid ; the height thereof threescore cubits,

and the breadth thereof threescore cubits ;

4 JVith three rows of great stones, and a

row of new timber : and let the expences be

given out of the king's house :

5 And also let the golden and silver ves-

sels of the house of God, which Nebuchad-

nezzar took forth out of the temple which is

at Jerusalem, and 'brought unto Babylon, be

restored, and brought again unto the temple

which is at Jerusalem, everi/ one to his place,

and place them in the house of God.

6 Now therefore, Tatnai, governor beyond

the river, Shethar-boznai, and '^your compa-

nions the Apharsachites, which are beyond

tlie river, be ye far from thence :
'

7 Let the work of this house of God
alone ; let the governor of the Jews and the

elders of the Jews build this house of God in

his place.

8 Moreover °I make a decree what ye

shall do to the elders of these Jews f<jr the

building of this house of God : that of the

king's goods, even of the tribute beyond the

river, forthwith expences be given unto these

men, that they be not 'hindered.

9 And that which they have need of, both

young bullocks, and rams, and lambs, for the

burnt offiarings of the God of heaven, wheat,

salt, wine, and oil, according to the appoint-

ment of the priests which are at Jerusalem,

let it bo given them day by day without fail

:

10 That they may offer sacrifices "of sweet

savours unto the God of heaven, and pray for

the life of the king, and of his sons.

1

1

Also I have made a decree, that who-
soever shall alter this word, let timber be

pulled down from his house, and being set

up, "let him be hanged thereon ; and let his

house be made a dunghill for this.

12 And the God that hath caused his

name to dwell there destroy all kings and

people, that shall put to their hand to alter

and to destroy this house of God whicli is

at Jerusalem. I Darius have made a decree

;

let it be done with speed.

13 H Then Tatnai, governor on this side

the river, Shethar-boznai, and their compa-

nions, according to that which Darius the

king had sent, so they did speedily.

14 And the elders of the Jews builded,

and they prospered through the prophesying

of Haggai the prophet and Zechariah the son

of Iddo. And they builded, and finished it,

according to the commandment of the God of

Israel, and according to the "commandment
of Cyrus, and Darius, and Artaxerxes king

of Persia.

15 And this house was finished on the

third day of the month Adar, which was in

the sixth year of the reign of Darius the king.

IG 1 And the children of Israel, the

priests, and the Levites, and the rest of "the

children of the captivity, kept the dedication

of this house of God with joy,

17 And offered at the dedication of this

house of God an hundred bullocks, two

hundred rams, four hundred lambs ; and for

a sin offering for all Israel, twelve he goats,

according to the number of the tribes of Israel.

18 And they set the priests in their divi-

sions, and the Levites in their courses, for the

service of God, which is at Jerusalem ;
" '^as

it is written in the book of Moses.

19 And the children of the captivity kept

the passover upon the fourteenth darj of the

first month.

20 For the priests and the Levites were

purified together, all of them u-ere pure, and

killed the passover for all the children of

the captivity, and for their brethren the

priests, and for themselves.

21 And the children of Israel, which were

come again out of captivity, and all such as

had sejjarated themselves unto them from the

filthiness of the heathen of the land, to seek

the Lord God of Israel, did eat,

22 And kept the feast of unleavened bread

seven days with joy : for the Loun had made
them joyful, and turned the heart of the king

of Assyria unto them, to strengthen their

hands in the work of the house of God, the

God of Israel.

I Chald. hmhs. « Chald. mnr,

« Chnld. hy me a dcmc h made.
l» Chaja. (Iccrre. '< Uliald.

' Or, Erbatitna,

txjHlrlftliun.

'0. i Ci^M. tficir societies.

• Chald. let him /« drslnn/e'i.

a. 13 Num. 3. 6, imdS. 9.
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Verse 1. ' Darius the king.'—This is perhaps the proper

place to notice the sculptures and inscriptions at Behistun

in India, which have been recently shewn to bear upon the

history of Darius Hystaspes. The sculpture was first

brought under the notice of the English public by Ker

Porter, who put forth the conjecture that it might refer to

the captivity of the tribes, lu the original edition of this

work, under 2 Kings xvii. 6, we gave a copy of Porter's

engraving, and reported his explanation, of which we ex-

pressed considerable doubt. We felt much interest in the

subject from having ourselves then recently visited the spot,

and surveyed the whole sculpture of the sacred rock, and

the elaborate and copious inscriptions with attention,

grieving to feel the force of the barrier which the unknown,

or at least uncertain, lapidary character offered to the

knowledge of some historical facts of importance, the

knowledge of which some ancient king had intended to

perpetuate. Since that time great progress has been made
in decyphering the cuneatic character ; and a recent num-
ber of the Asiatic Journal contains a copy of the whole of

the inscription, with a translation by Major Kawlinson, the

British resident at Baghdad. According to this transla-

tion, which, from the advance now made in the knowledge

of the cuneatic writing, may be received as substantiall;/ ac-

curate, the sculpture commemorates the victories of Darius

over the pretenders and rebels who arose in different parts

of his empire, and whose figures are represented in the

sculpture. From the peculiarities of dress and physiog-

nomy by which they are distinguished, it seems likely that

they are all portraits of the personages, which leaves us to

infer that in the royal figure also we have a correct like-

ness of the great king whose name appears more promi-

nently than any other in the book of Ezra. The inscrip-

tion begins in this manner:—' I am Darius, the great king,

the king of kings, the king of Persia, the king of (the de-

pendant provinces), the son of Hystaspes,' etc. Everyone

of the numerous paragraphs into which the long inscription

in four and half columns is divided, begins with— ' Says

Darius the king.' In the sixth paragraph there is a list

of the countries over which his sway extended :
' Says

Darius the king: These are the countries which have

fallen into my hands ; by the grace of Ormazd I am be-

come king of them ; Persia. Susiana, Babylonia, Assyria,

Arabia, Egypt; those which are of the sea, Sparta and

Ionia; Armenia, Cappadocia, Parthia, Zarangia, Aria,

Chorasmia, Bactria. Sogdiana, the Sacse, the Sattagydes,

Arachosia, and the Macians, the total amount being twenty-

one (twenty-three ?) countries.' It is remarkable that Syria

does not occur separately in this list ; it must therefore be

included under one of the other names. There are inscrip-

tions connected with each of the figures before the king,

denoting their names and offences— affording, therefore, a

summary of the circumstances given at length in the long

inscription. Above the head of Darius is a tablet contain-

ing a repetition of the first four paragraphs of the long

inscription, beginning, as above, ' 1 am Darius,' etc.

The tablet attached to the prostrate figure contains the

words— ' This Gomates, the Magian, was an impostor ; he

thus declared, " I am Bartiusthe son of Cyrus, I am king."
'

The tablet adjoining the first standing figure, bears

—

'This Atrines was an impostor; he thus declared, "I am
king of Susiana."

'

Adjoining the second standing figure— ' This Natitabirus

was an impostor ; he thus declared, "I am Nabokhodrossor,

the son of Nabonidus ; I am king of Babylon."
'

On the body of the third standing figure—' This Phra-

ortes was an impostor ; he thus declared, " I am Xathrites,

of the race of Cyaxares ; I am king of Media."
'

Above the fourth standing figure— ' This Martins was
an impostor; he thus declared, ' I am Omanes, the king

of Susiana."
'

Adioining the fifth standing figure—' This Sitratachmes

was an impostor ; he thus declared, " I am king of Sagartia,

of the race of Cyaxares."

'

Adjoining the sixth standing figure—' This Veisdates

was an impostor ; he thus declared, " I am Bartius, the son

of Cyrus ; I am the king."
'

Adjoining the seventh

was an impostor ; he th
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drossor, thu sou of Nabouidus; I am the king of Ba-

" Adjoining the eightli standing figure—' Tliis Phraates

was an impostor; he thus declared, "I am the king of

Margiana."

'

™, .

Above the ninth or supplemental figure — This is

Saruk"ha, the Sacan.'
, , ,

The facts recorded in this tablet shew that, apart from

the foreign wars which history records, the reign of Darius

was much disturbed by revolts in the states which formed

his empire, and by pretenders claiming to be descended from

royal dynasties. Here are two who claim to be the same

son of Cyrus—drawn on probably by the temporary suc-

cess of Smerdis the Magian, in a like pretension after the

death of Cambyses. There are also two who claimed to

be the same son of Nabonidus, the last native prince of

Babylon, and by that claim doubtless roused the people to

revolt. That, as in tlie case of Smerdis, the pretension

was founded on personal resemblance, is suggested by the

resemblance between the figures of the two men who

claimed to be Bartius the son of Cyrus, and of the two

who claimed to be Nabokhodrossor the sou of Nabonidus.

Transactions of the nature recorded in this inscription

must have materially increased the desire of Darius to

protect and satisfy the Jewish people, who evinced no dis-

rith the Persian yoke, and who might hav" "'•""
content . _ .

much trouble to the government— already sufficiently

troubled—had their just complaints been neglected.

— ' Scarcli

one of many iii'li

were preserved ;

containing the dr.

among the record:

fthe rolls.'—Th\s is

I V . . Mre with which records
:. r. r,i;ins. The manuscript

., i ,: i .. w. IS naturally sought first

,il l;.i!.^luii, liaviug been issued tliere,

and pertaining to the atlairs of that part of the empire

which had been acquired from the Babylonians ; and as it

could not be met with there, was sought and found at

Achmetha. This search for the sole copy of a compara-

tively recent decree, strongly illustrates the advantages we

derive from the multiplication of copies by printing.

There was great need that care should be taken of the go-

vernment rolls, when the legality and authority of a parti-

cular measure or course pf proceeding could only be known
by reference to a document of which only a single autho-

ritative copy existed. For it is clear that, although the

Jews may have had a copy of the decree of Cyrus to pro-

duce, no decree was considered binding of which the ori-

ginal was not found in ' the house of the rolls.' The rolls

of the record-chamber were probably preserved for safety

and reference in nearly the same manner as the manuscripts

in the libraries of the modem East. [Appesdix, No. 59.]

2. ' Ailimelha.'— This is generally conceived to be the

same as the Ecbatana of the heathen writers, which is on
ver> Houd grouiids identified with the Hamadan of the

pi-. -. ,1 .In. I ':it;iiia was the summer capital of the so-

V. r I Kill empire from the time of Cyrus
wlnl. 1 :

I ;,i iiiipoliswas Susa. The intense heat

of sinnin.r iii ill il;iinof the Tigris, in which Susa was
situali-d, and tlie very mild character of the winter, ren-

dered a residence in it as inconvenient in the one season as

desirable in the other ; while, on the other hand, the ele-

vated site of Ecbatana gave so much ndldncss to its sunmier
heat and severity to its winter cold, that it enjoyed a mild
climate when that of Susa was most oppressive, and a

severe climate when that of Susa was mild. The writer of

the present note had occasion to obsen'e this difference,

when he left the plain of the Tigris for Hamadan in the

month of September, which was probably about the time

when the kings of Persia left Hamadan for Susa. At that

time the climate in the plain was still so warm, even at

night, that the inhabitants had not discontinued to sleep on
the roofs of their houses, for the sake of coolness: but as

we ascended from the plain to the mountains and elevated

valleys of Media, the cold became gradually so severe at

night, and in the mornings, that those of our party who had
neglected to provide themselves with warm clothing, or

had be«n accustomed to the climate of the plain, sutiered

severely during the night journies. ,The higher summits
of the Elwund mountains, which extend behind Hamadan,
are covered with perpetual snow— a circumstance which
suflicientlv intimates the elevated character of the district.

_^-

f \\^0V'l^^^^'^^v^
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Tliis periodical change of residence by the Persian kings
attracted the attention of most heathen writers, one of whom
'^jElian) compares tliem to cranes for this reason.

'Ihe present town of Hamadan stands at the base of the

Ehvund mountains, at the extremity of a rich and culti-

vated plain. It offers no iutimatious of its ancient dignity,

thouglistill an important town, and the capital of a consi-

derable district governed by a prince of the royal blood.

It is a place of pilgrimage to the Jews (of whom between
t«o and three hundred reside there) on account of its con-

taining a tomb, considered to be that of Esther and Mor-
decai, and of which we shall have a future occasion to

speak. The town, though seated on a slope where the

mountain meets the plain, does not appear to stand on pre-

cisely the same site as the ancient Eebatana, which is de-

scribed as being upon a circular hill. The description of

Herodotus is so curious that it ought not to be omitted.

Though visibly exaggerated, it is possibly not incorrect in

the general principle of construction which it describes.

He says it was built by order of Uejoces, who first esta-

blished the Median monarchy. He caused his subjects to

Imild a city which eclipsed all others then existing in

Media. It stood on a circular hill, which was surrounded
by seven walls rising within each other, in such a manner
that each wall rose above that next w ithout it by the height

of its battlements. The royal palace and treasury were
within the last wall, where also we are therefore to look

for ' the house of rolls ' in the present text. The most ex-

ttnsive of the walls, at the base of the hill, was nearly

equal to the circumference of Athens. The battlements of

this (. uter wall were white, those of the second black, of

the third purple, of the fourth blue, of the fifth orange :

the battlements of each wall being thus distinguished by a

different colour. The battlements of the last two (upper-

most and innermost walls) were plated, one with silver,

and the other with gold. Such a city must, in a distant

view, have made u very striking appearance. One of the

translators of Herodotus (Isaac- Taylor) suggests that his

description ofEebatana contributes to illustrate the account
of the heavenly Jerusalem in Eev. xxi. 10-21. See the

note there.

11. ' ^yhosoel^er shall alter this word,' etc.—This seems
to be levelled at the Samaritans. The whole affair, as

exhibited in the visit of inquiry which Tatnai made
to Jerusalem, his clear and candid report to the royal

government, the diligent search that was in consequence
made for the decree of Cyrus, and the rescript which
closed the transaction, give a very favourable notion of

the good order and efficient administration of the Persian
government ; while the concluding direction of the rescript

affords another and very important illustration of the

honour which Jehovah had obtained for his great name
among the heathen through the eastward dispersion of the

Hebrews. Indeed the edict of Cyrus, which was on this

occasion brought to light, contained such declarations of

reverence for and dependence upon Jehovah, as could of

themselves not fail to have great weight upon the mind of

Darius. It may be remarked that this monarch was him-
self a disciple and supporter of Zoroaster, the reformer of

the Median religion, who is supposed to have profited

largely by his intercourse with the Hebrew captives and
prophets at Babylon.

A^ [B.C. 457.

16. • Kejil the dedication .... with joi/:—-The foundation
had been laid amidst shouts of joy and cries of grief ; but at
the dedication the joy was unmixed. This was partly perhaps
because few if any of the old men who had seen the temple
of Solomon now remained alive ; and partly that all regret
was lost in the joy of an undertaking brought to completion
after long delay, and in the face of many difficulties. It is

clear, however, that the new temple was not only infinitely
less magnificent, or rather, less rich, than that of Solo-
mon, but that its dimensions were greatly less than Cyrus
himself had intimated. It appears from the decree found
at Achmetha in the time of Darius, that Cyrus had directed
that the temple should be twice as large as that of Solomon,
and that the expense of its erection should be defrayed out
of the royal treasury. But either the proper officers had
neglected to give effect to these orders, or the Jews them-
selves were backward (perhaps afraid) to avail themselves
to the full extent of the monarch's bounty, lest they should
awake the envy of the worshippers of Ormazd, and expose
themselves to their persecutions. From whatever cause, it

is certain that the Jews erected a much inferior temple to
that which the decree allowed.

22. ' The Lord hud made them joyful, and turned the

heart uf the king unto them.'—The Jews appear to have
remained undisturbed (luring the remaining thirty -six years
in which Darius reigned. It is possible, indeed, that some
difficulty arose in the latter years of that reign from their
relation to the Persian empire. Darius, whose whole reign
was occupied in foreign, and, generally, successful war,
had then extended his operations westward. After the
Persians had lost the battle of Marathon, in 490 B.C., Darius
made immense preparations for renewing the war, which
kept all Asia in a ferment for three years : in the fourth
Egypt revolted, which occasioned the division of the army
into two, one to act against Greece and the other against
Egjpt. But, just as all preparations were completed, Da-
rius died, B.C. 485. Now, as the rendezvous of the army
in this expedition against Egypt was in the neighbourhood
of the Hebrew territory, it is in every way likely that the
Jews were obliged to participate in its operations ; or it is

possible that they obtained an exemption from personal
service on condition of supplying the army with pro-
visions.

Xerxes completed the intentions of his father as to

Egypt, which he succeeded in again bringing under the
Persian yoke. His subsequent gigantic plans and operations
against Gi eece, however important, claim no notice in this

place. As the resources of the empire were on this occa-
sion taxed to the uttermost, there is no reason to suppose that

the Jews were able to avoid contributing towards this vast
undertaking, either by their property or personal service,

or by both. If Xerxes be the Ahasuerus of iv. 6, the
Samaritans at the commencement of his reign made some
attempt to prejudice him against the inhabitants of Judah
and Jerusalem. But the king confirmed in every particular
the grants made by his father. Xerxes seems to be the
Ahasuerus of Ezra iv. 6.

— • King <if Assyria.'—The king of Persia is of course
intended. He might be called ' king of Assyria,' as the

more ancient Assyrian empire was included within his

dominions.

CHAPTER VII.

1 E^ra goetlt vp to Jeiiisnlem. 1 1 Tlie i,

mission of Artaxerxes to Ezra. 27 Ezra blesseth

Godfor Idsfavour.

Now after these things, in the reign of Arta-
xerxes king of Persia, Ezra the son of Se-
raiah, the son of Azariah, the son of Hili<iah,

2 The son of Shallum, the son of Zadok,

the son of Ahitub,

3 The son of Amariah, the son of Azaiiah,

the son of Meraioth,

4 The son of Zerahiah, the son of Uzzi,

the son of Bukki,

5 The son of Ahi^liua, the son of Phine-
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h.'i's, the son of Eleazar, the son of Aaron the

chief i)riest

:

G 'i'his Ezra went up from Babylon ; and

he was a ready seribe in the hiw of Moses,

which tiie LoitD God of Israel had given

:

and the king granted him all his request,

according to the hand of the LonD his God
ii])oii him.

7 And there went u]) sovic of the children

of Israel, and of the priests, and the Levites,

and the singers, and the i)()rters, and the Ne-
thinims, unto Jerusalem, in the seventh year

of Artaxerxes the king.

S And be came to Jerusalem in the fifth

month, which was in the seventh year of the

king.

y For upon the first day of the first month

'began he to go up from Babylon, and on the

first dai/ of the fifth month came he to Jeru-

salem, according to the good hand of his God
upon him.

10 For Ezra had prepared his heart to

seek the law of the Lord, and to do it, and to

teach in Israel statutes and judgments.

11 H Now this is the copy of the letter

that the king Artaxerxes gave unto Ezra the

priest, the scribe, even a scribe of the words

of the commandments of the Lokd, and of

his statutes to Israel.

12 Artaxerxes, king of kings, 'unto Ezra
the priest, a scribe of the law of the God of

heaven, perfect peace, and at such a time.

13 I make a decree, that all they of the

t)eople of Israel, and of his priests and

'..evites, in my realm, which are minded of

their own freewill to go up to Jerusalem, go

with thee.

14 Forasmuch as thou art sent "of the

king, and of his *seven counsellors, to enquire

concerning Judah and Jerusalem, according

to the law of thy God which is in thine

hand
;

15 And to carry the silver and gold, which

the king and his counsellors have freely

otH'rcd unto the God of Israel, whose habita-

tion is in Jerusalem,

IG •'And all the silver and gold that thou

canst find in all the province of Babylon, with

the freewill offering of the people, and of the

])riests, offering willingly for the house of

their God which is in Jerusalem :

17 That thou mayest buy speedily with

this money bullocks, rams, lambs, with their

meat oflferings and their drink offerings, and

HA. [B.C. 457.

offer them upon the altar of the house of your
God which is in Jerusalem.

18 Antl whatsoever shall seem good to

thee, and to thy brethren, to do with the rest

of the silver and the gold, that do after the

will of your God.
19 The vessels also that are given thee

for the service of the house of thy God, those

deliver thou before the God of Jerusalem.

20 And whatsoever more shall be needful

for the house of thy God, which thou shalt

have occasion to bestow, bestow it out of the

king's treasure house.

21 And I, even I Artaxerxes the king, do
make a decree to all the treasurers which are

beyond the river, that whatsoever Ezra the

priest, the scribe of the law of the God of hea-

ven, shall require of you, it be done speedily,

22 Unto an hundred talents of silver, and
to an hundred "measures of wheat, and to an
hundred baths of wine, and to an hundred baths

of oil, and salt without prescribing hoiv much.

23 'Whatsoever is commanded by the

God of heaven, let it be diligently done for

the house of the God of heaven : for why
should there be wrath against the realm of

the king and his sons ?

24 Also we certify you, that touching any

of the priests and Levites, singers, })orters,

Nethinims, or ministers of this house of God,
it shall not bo lawful to impose toll, tribute,

or custom, upon them.

25 And thou, Ezra, after the wisdom of

thy God, that is in thine hand, set magis-

trates and judges, which may judge all the

peoj)le that ai-e beyond the river, all such as

know the laws of thy God; and teach ye

them that know them not.

26 And whosoever will not do the law of

thy God, and the law of the king, let judg-

ment be executed speedily upon him, whether

it be unto death, or "to banishment, or to con-

fiscation of goods, or to imprisonment.

27 1[ Blessed be the Lord God of our fa-

thers, which hath put snrh a thiiKj as this in

the king's heart, to beautify the house of the

Louu wliich is in Jerusalem :

28 And hath extended mercy unto me
before the king, and bis counsellors, and
before all the king's mighty princes. And
I was strengtliened as the hand of the Lord
my God was upon me, and I gathered to-

gether out of Israel chief men to go up with

» Or, 10 Ezra the priest,

^ is of the dccrte.

perfect scrib
a Chap. ». !«.

8 Cllald. to rooting

law of the Ood ofhenvefty pe.icc, .S
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Verse 1. ' Ezra the son of Seraiah.'—This Seraiah is

the same person who was liif^li-priest at the time of the

taking of Jerusalem by tlie Chaiiia^ans, and who was slain

liy the order of Nebuchadnezzar at Kiblah (2 Kings xxv.

18). Their identity is proved by the genealogy given here,

as compared with that of 1 Chron. Ti. 14. Not less, how-
ever, than 130 years had elapsed between the death of

Seraiah and the departure of Ezra from Babylon ; and as

we read that a grandson of Seraiah was the high-priest who
accompanied Zerubbabel on the first return to Jerusalem,

it would appear that in this as in many other places of
Scripture, 'son' should be understood in the sense of
' grandson ' or other remote descendant He must of

course have descended from a younger son of Seraiah, the

high-priesthood being in the eldest branch.

8. ' Tliejifth month . ... in the seventh year of the king.'

—He left Babylon in the first month in the same year of

the king. From Esther ii. 16, we learn that the Aha-
suerus of that book married her in the tenth month in the

same year of his reign. If, therefore, the same monarch
is indicated in this place and in that, it would seem, at

first view, that Esther was not made queen till some
months after the departure of Ezra. But the months
are the regular months—the first and tenth in the king's

reign, not the first and tenth o/"his reign. This is shewn
by the text in Esther, where the tenth month is ex-

plained to be the month Tebeth, that is, the tenth ca-

lendar month. It is therefore more reasonable to con-

clude that Ahasuerus made Esther queen in the tenth

month of the year 458 ii.c. ; and that Ezra left Babylon
in the first month of 4.')7, being about three months
after. A common statement on this subject is, that the

latter event should be dated in the first, and the former in

the tenth month of 458. The probabilities are six to one
in favour of the explanation we have given, because the

other requires that Artaxerxes should have begun to reign

In either the eleventh or twelfth month, whereas this only

needs that the beginning of his reign should not have been

from either of these two months. We suppose that this is

the reasoning on which Hales (though he does not say so)

puts Esther's marriage in ihe year 458 B.C., and Ezra's

departure in 457 B.C. The question is of interest, from the

possible influence of the i

deaux puts the departure

Esther, yet attributes tin- I

to her solicitations, as ' tin

— it being usual for the kii

and

[B.C. 4.57.

the other. Pri-
iln- marriage of
ilir Jews partly

i' me of the king'

i'
iilifular days

they pleased. Buthefoi^' r. i,, i\„y,
till the tenth month, and ih '

: <, '
;

i

. . n ; so
that she was never in the r.,,.;,

I
.. ii,, i, ],. , ,|!n,;,ii<.n

supposes, though she would have hi-.n so if shr had not
been made queen. If, therefore, Esther had any influence
in procuring favourable attention to the suit of Ezra, it was
exerted when she was queen or not at all. But, although
we allow that she was then queen, it is by no means clear
that her influence was exerted on this occasion. She had
not then made known her kindred or nation : and the
favour of Artaxerxes to the Jews on the present occasion is

not more difficult to account for, without such interference,
than the previous favours of Cyrus and Darius.

22. ' An hundred talents of silver.' — Little short of
22,ono;., according to the calculation of the Babylonian
silver talent at 218/. 1.5.?.

-'.3. ' Whatsoever is commanded hi/ the God of heaven, let

it be dilinentlij (/owe.'—From the whole tenor of this inter-
esting rescript, it is manifest that the God of the Hebrews
was still held in high respect at the Persian court; and, by
a new concession, all his ministers, even to the lowest
nethinim, were exempted from tribute, and thus put on an
equality with the Persians and the Medes. To the series of
splendid acknowledgments extracted from these illustrious
monarchs through the captivity and vassalage of the Jews,
let us add that Artaxerxes, whose commission to Ezra
orders—' Whatsoever is commanded by the God of heaven,
let it be diligently done for the house of the God of
liKkw.ii-.foTwhii should there be wrath [from him] against
the realm of the king and his sons ?' It is worthy of remark,
however, that the decree of Artaxerxes was limited to the
same object—the temple—as the edicts of former kings

;

and that no mention is made of the walls, from which it

appears that the king was not yet prepared to concede that
Jerusalem should be fortified.

CHAPTER VIII.

I The. companions of Ezra, who retvrnedfrom Baby-
lon. 15 He seiidetk to Idtlofor ministersfor the.

temple. 21 He keepeth a fast. 2i J/e conimittcth

the treasures to the custody if the priests. 31 Front
Ahava they come to Jerusalem. 33 The treasure

is n-eif/hed in the lenijjle. 'M The commission is

delivered.

TuESE are now tlio chief of their fathers,

and th}.s is the genealogy of them that went
up with me from Babylon, in the reign of

Artaxerxes the king.

2 Of the sons of Phinehas ; Gershom : of
the sons of Ithainar ; Daniel : of the sons of

David ; Ilattush.

3 Of the sons of Shcchaniah, of the sons

of Pharosh ; Zechariah : and with liira were
reckoned by genealogy of the males an hun-
dred and fifty.

4 Of the sons of Pahath-moab ; Elihoenai

the son of Zeraiiiah, and with him two hun-
dred males.

5 Of the sons of Shcchaniah ; tlie son of

Jahaziel, and with him three hundred males.

G Of the sons also of Adin ; tbed the son

of Jonathan, and with him fifty males.

7 And of the sons of J'.iam ; Jeshaiah

the son of Athaliah, and with him seventy

males.

8 And of the sons of Shephatiah ; Zeba-
diah the son of Michael, and with him four-

score males.

9 Of the sons of Joab ; Obadiah the son

of Jehiel, and with him two hundred and
eighteen males.

10 And of the sons of Shclomitli ; the son

of Josiphiah, and with him an hundrrd and

threescore males.

11 And of the sons of Bebai ; Zechariah

the son of Bebai, and with him twenty and

eight males.

12 And of the sons of Azgad ; Johaiian

'the son of Ilakkatan, and with him an hun-

dred and ten males.
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13 And of the last sons of Adonikam,

whose names are these, Eliphelet, Jeiel, and

Shemaiah, and with them threescore males.

14 Of the sons also of Bigvai ; Uthai, and

"Zahbnd, and with them seventy males.

15 ir And I gathered them together to

the river that runneth to Ahava ; and there

"abode we in tents three days : and I viewed

the people, and the pi-iests, and found there

none of the sons of Levi.

16 Then sent I for Eliczer, for Ariel, for

Shemaiah. and for Elnathan, and for Jarih,

and for Elnathan, and for Nathan, and for

Zechariab, and for Mcshullam, chief men ;

also for Joiarib, and for Elnathan, men of

understanding.

17 And I sent them with commandment
unto Iddo the chief at the place Casiphia,

j

and "I told them what they should say unto

Iddo, and to his brethren the Nethinims, at

the place Casiphia, that they should bring

unto us ministers for the house of our God.

18 And by the good hand of our God
upon us they brought us a man of under-

standing, of the sons of Mahli, the son of Levi,

the son of Israel ; and Sherebiah, with his sons

and his brethren, eighteen ;

19 And Ilashabiah, and with him Jc-

sliaiah of the sons of Merari, his brethren

and their sons, twenty
;

20 'Also of the Nethinims, whom David
and the princes had appointed for the service

of the Levites, two hundred and twenty

Nethinims : all of them were expressed by

name.
21 U Then I proclaimed a fast there, at

the river of Ahava, that we might afflict our-

selves before our God, to seek of him a right

way for us, and for our little ones, and for

all our substance.

22 For I was ashamed to require of the

king a band of soldiers and horsemen to help

us against the enemy in the way : because we
had spoken unto tiie king, saying. The hand
of our God is njjon all them for good that

seek him ; but his power and his wrath is

against all them that forsake him.

23 So we fasted and besought our God for

this : and he was intreated of us.

24 ^\ Then I separated twelve of the chief

of the priests, Sherebiah, Hashabiah, and ten

of their brethren with them,

25 And weighed unto them the silver, and
the gold, and the vessels, even the oflbring of

^\. [V,.C. 4.57.

the house of our God, which the king, and his

counselloi-s, and his lords, and all Israel there

present, had offered :

26 I even weighed unto their hand six

hundred and fifty talents of silver, and silver

vessels an hundred talents, and of gold an
hundred talents

;

27 Also twenty basons of gold, of a
thousand drams ; and two vessels of "fine

copper, 'precious as gold.

28 And I said unto them. Ye are holy
unto the Lord ; the vessels are holy also ;

and the silver and the gold are a freewill

offering unto the Lord God of your fathers.

29 XV'atch ye, and keep them, until ye
weigh them before the chief of the priests and
the Levites, and chief of the fathers of Israel,

at Jerusalem, in the chambers of the house of

the Loud.
30 So took the priests and the Levites the

weight of the silver, and the gold, and the

vessels, to bring them to Jerusalem unto the

house of our God. ^ .

31 IT Then we^..;'|,fed from the river of

Ahava on the tw"<, 4j.j ,^ of the first month,

to go unto Je)ci^''4-_j^<jji, ^and the hand of our

God was upon iv^, { ? he delivered us from
the hand of the enemy, and of sucli as lay in

wait by the way.
'62 And we came to Jornsalem, and abode

there three days.

33 H Now on the fourth day was the silver

and the gold and the vessels weighed in the

house of our God by the hand of Meremoth
the son of Uriah the priest ; and with him
icas Eleazar the son of Phinehas ; and with

them was Jozabad the son of Jeshua, and
Noadiah the son of Binnui, Levites

;

34 By number and by weight of every

one : and all the weight was written at that

time.

35 Also the children of those that had been
carried away, which were come out of the

captivity, ofi'ered burnt offerings unto the God
of Israel, twelve bullocks for all Israel, ninety

and six rams, seventy and seven lambs, twelve

he goats for a sin oflering : all this was a
burnt offering unto the Lord.

3C H And they delivered the king's com-
missions unto the king's lieutenants, and to

the governors on this side the river: and
they furthered the people, and the house of

God.
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Verse 1. ' Them that went vp with ;«e.'—The whole
number, according to the ensuing particulars, is 1754
persons who availed themselves of this opportunity of
joining their countrymen at Jerusalem. But it will be

observed that this number gives only the males, and most
probably oul}- the adult males, as usual in such calcula-

tions ; and in this case the whole party, including females

and children, would, in the usual proportions, scarcely be

less than seven thousand.

15. '77(6 river that runneth to ^/iora.'—There is no
certain information concerning this river or the town
which appears to have given it its name. It was doubt-

less in Babylonia. We have here a curious instance of

the delusive conclusions formed from the evidence of

names ; for most commentators, not being able to find a

name like this nearer than Adiabene, in Assyria, which
took its name from the river Adiava, conjecture that this

may be here intended : that is, that Ezra appointed as a

rendezvous for his party, before starting on a journey
from Babylon to Jerusalem, a point, about 250 miles dis-

tant, in a different direction, and altogether 500 miles out

of his way.
— ' There abode we in tents three days'—This is still

the general custom in Western Asia, with large caravans.

The rendezvous is appointed at a short distance from the

town, and necessarily near a stream, lake, or well, for the

convenience of water. To this place the persons who
purpose to be of the party proceed with their cattle, bag-

gage, and merchandise (if they have any) ; and here they
remain till the necessary arrangements have been finally

completed. Many days sometimes elapse before the cara-

van actually proceeds on its journey from this rendezvous

;

for besides the time necessarily required in completing
the ordinary arrangements for a long and arduous journey,

delay is often occasioned by information received con-

cerning the appearance or movements of robbers, or tribes

expected to be hostile, or in negociations with certain tribes

f^A. [B.C. 4.)7.

to obtain protection fi-om them or exemption fi-om theii-

hostility. The greater the party, the longer is usually the
delay; but so general is the application of this principle,

that even small parties of travellers, witliout any n-al

cause for delay, seldom go farther than a short distance
from the town on the first day, as if for a start, and con-
sider that they really begin their journey when they de-
part from this place on the following day.

Ezra's encampment, from its extent and character, ne-
cessarily bore most resemblance to the pilgrim caravans
which journey to Mecca, Jerusalem, Kerbelah, Mushed, or
other places accounted holy. They proceed in the manner
we have mentioned, and are exposed to the same dangers
which Ezra apprehended. The great caravan from Egypt
to Mecca remains encamped several days at Birket-el-Hadj
(Lake of the Pilgrims), about eleven miles from Cairo,
before its final departure. The tents which they pitch at
the rendezvous are the same which they purpose to carry
with them ; for during the journey they encamp daily at

their resting-places, as there are either no towns or build-
ings on the road, or none that can afford adequate accom-
modation. As we never had ourselves an opportunity of
observing an encampment of this class so e-xtensive as to

convey a proper idea of the present, we may quote Sir R.
K. Porter's brief notice of one that struck him as offering

a probable analogy. He says, 'The whole valley was
covered with the tents of the pilgrims, whose several en-

campments, according to their towns or districts, were
placed a little apart, each under its own especial standard.

Their cattle were grazing about, and the people who at-

tended them in their primitive eastern garbs. Women
appeared, carrying in water from the brooks, and children

were sporting at the doors. Towards evening this pious

multitude, to the number of eleven hundred at least, be-

gan their evening orisons, literally shouting their prayers,

while the singing of the hymns, responded by the echoes
from the mountains, was almost deafening.'

-Sr^-

('} l'^f\ )^^'

^W!^
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17. ' Casipltia.'—Some think this was near the Caspian

Sea, on account of the alleged analogy of name. This is

not only improbable, but impossible, comparing distance

and time. It is probably the name of some town in Ba-
bylonia ; but no one knows its precise situation.

22. ' A band of soldiers and horsemen.'—The sculptures

of Persepolis give the only representations of Persian sol-

diers applicable to this period. They represent the royal

guards, concerning which there are many curious details

in ancient authors. They obviously consist of tM-o corps

;

one of these, in the upright round cap and long Median
robe (such as the king himself wore), formed the most
honourable body. We can distinguish in these two classes,

one armed with spear and shield, and the other with the

spear also, but without the sliield ; and having instead a
bow and quiver. Some have spears only, without either

shield or bow. The other great division consists of men
in the ancient Persian dress, being a short tunic and bent

cap. In these also we distinguish two corps, one armed
with a spear, bow, and short sword, and the other the

same in other respects, but having, instead of the spear,

HA. [B.C. 457.

a battle-axe. Those who have the spear carrj- the bow
slung at their girdle ; while those who are without tlic-

spear carry the bow on their shoulder, attached to their

battle-axes. All their bows are in cases, whereas those in

the Median costume generally carry them naked, with
their left arm inserted through them. These are interest-

ing illustrations of the costume of the ancient Persian
soldiers ; whose protection Ezra candidly confesses he was
ashamed to ask the king for, after he had stated the suffi-

ciency of the Lord's safeguard.

It is remarkable that figures mounted on horseback do
not occur in any of the Persepolitan sculptures, although

there are representations of chariots (see the cut, vol. ii.

p. 9). This seems a corroboration of the conclusion (see

the note to Exod. xiv. 7) that chariots were in use before

men mounted horses : and it might also lead to the sus-

picion that these sculptures were anterior to the time of

Cyrus, whose precepts and example first inspired the Per-

sians with a fondness for equestrian exercises, of which,

till his time, they had been almost wholly ignorant, for in

their mountainous country it was difficult either to feed or

Persian Horssmen.—From the Sculptures at I

horses, and few indeed had been ever seen there,

his time they have been particularly celebrated for

ride

Since

their cavalry and horsemanship, and have been so partial

to riding, tliat it has been counted almost disgraceful to

walk or march to any distance on foot. That the sculp-

tures were posterior to Cyrus is, however, demonstrated
by the Median robes of the monarch and his guards ; and
that they had horsemen in and before the time of Ezra is

shewn as well by the above statement as by the present
text, and the concurrent testimony of ancient writers.

And indeed, although the sculptures in question do not
exliil>it mounted figures, there are horses with men beside
tliem

; and these we have caused to be copied, as forming
the only contemporaneous illustration that can be obtained.
— ' Tlie eiiemtj in the wuij.'—The way they had to take

has never been without enemies to all who travel through
it. These are the Bedouin Arabs, who thus verify the

Divine prediction cenceruiug their progenitor Ishmael,
that ' his hand should be against every man, and every
man's hand against him' (Gen. xvi. 12; see the note
there). None but those who (like the writer of this note)

have resided in the district from which Ezra departed, or
in some other district bordering on the regions which the

Bedouins traverse, can imagine half the anxiety and
alarm with which a journey through them is contem-
plated. The character of the danger is modified by the

relative strength of the travelling party and those of Ihe

Bedouins which they fall in with, or which waylay them.
There is either violent assault with bloodshed and rob-

bery, or exhausting exactions, or continual robbery and
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theft secretly and in detail. Hence people travel only in

as large masses as can be collected, and often wait for

months till a sufficient number desire to travel in the

same direction, so as to form a strong united body : and
in order to foim such unions, great sacrifices are fre-

quently made and much inconvenience sustained by the

parties which compose them. A party thus formed,
whether large or small, can only hope to pass with im-
punity by presenting an appearance of strength and
watchfulness calculated to intimidate the Bedouins. The
party is obliged to march in a compact body, to be ever
on the alert, and to keep watch and ward like an army.
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Scouts ride before, which never lose sight of the main

body, and the appearance of a single Bedouin is the signal

of alarm, as he is probably but the scout or spy of an

Arab party. The armed men then prepare for action, or

make the best possible display of their force in the hope

of preventing an assault. That seldom takes place unless

the Bedouins are well assured of victory ; and even when
that is the case, they are sometimes content with a heavy

contribution, which is only next best to absolute plunder.

But if there be resistance, the spoliation of the whole is

certain ; and should one of the Bedouins be wounded or

slain, it is equally certain that the travellers must expect

no mercy. The knowledge of this damps the courage of

even strong parties, and leads them generally to consider

it more prudent to pay than to fight their way through

the wilderness. Nothing can adequately describe the con-

tinual care and apprehension in which such parties travel.

It is somewhat like a voyage at sea, when there is cause

for constant apprehension of pirates and hurricanes. In

the great pilgrims' caravans, most of the adult males are

usually armed, and commonly have also a proper escort.

This may prevent a direct assault, or any attempt to levy

a contribution. But as such caravans generally travel by
night, the Arabs contrive to commit very extensive depre-

dations. They approach and mingle with the host ; which
they can do unquestioned, being taken for camel drivers,

poor pilgrims, or other members of the body. Then they

[B.C. 457.

watch an opportunity of stealing off some of the (

particularly such as they suspect to be richly laden. Often
the camel on which some pilgrim ventures to sleep as he
rides is thus led off; and, at a safe distance, the man is

awakened and stripped to the skin ; and he may think him-
self happy if his life is spared and he is allowed to return

without his clothes, camel or baggage, to the caravan.

Those who straggle at any distance from their party, even
when awake, are served iu the same manner. The writer

can say that he never travelled with a caravan of ani/ kind
without being constantly cautioned against riding in ad-
vance of or behind his party.—Such are a few of the

dangers from ' the enemy in the way ' of which Ezra was
well apprised, and the Lord's help against which was so

earnestly supplicated. The engravings in the preceding

page shew the appearance of the Bedouins who now • lie in

wait by the way j' and who certainly are not less dangerous
persons than their ancestors were in the time of Ezra.

25. ' Weighed unto them the silver, and the gold.'—The
sum of the several particulars enumerated (exclusive of
' the two vessels of fine copper, precious as gold ') amounts
in value to a trifle less than 515,000i. The report of so

large a quantity of treasure was well calculated to induce
a predatory attack from the 'liers in wait,' who have
always infested the caravan tracks of the region this great

party had to traverse.

CHAPTER IX.

1 Exra mourneth for the affinity of the people v'lth

strangers. 5 He prayethunto God with confession

of sins.

Now when these things were done, the

frinces came to me, saying, Tlie people of

srael, and the priests, and the Levites, have
not separated tliemselves from the people of

the lands, doint/ according to their abomina-
tions, even of the Canaanites, the Hittites,

the i'erizzites, the Jebusites, the Ammonites,
tlie ISIoabitcs, the Egyptians, and the

Amorites.

2 For tlicy have taken of their daughters
for tliemselves, and for their sons : so that

the holy seed have mingled themselves with

the people of those lands : yea, the hand of
the princes and rulers hath been chief in this

trespass.

3 And when I heard this thing, I rent my
garment and my mantle, and plucked off the

hair of my head and of my beard, and sat

down astonied.

4 Tiien were assembled unto me every one
that trembled at the words of the God of

Israel, because of the transgression of those

that had been carried away ; and I sat

astonied until the evening sacrifice.

5 IT And at the evening sacrifice I arose

up from my 'heaviness; and having rent my
garment and my mantle, I fell upon my

1 Or, ajfliction. s Or, guiltinrsff, s Ilcb. man

knees, and spread out my hands unto the

Loud my God,
6 And said, O my God, I am ashamed

and blush to lift up my face to thee, my
God : for our iniquities are increased over

our head, and our 'trespass is grown up unto

the heavens.

7 Since the days of our fathers have we
hccH in a great trespass unto this day ; and
for our iniquities have we, our kings, and our
priests, been delivered into the hand of the

kings of the lands, to the sword, to captivity,

and to a spoil, and to confusion of face, as it

is this day.

8 And now for a "little space grace hath

been shewed from the Lord our God, to leave

us a remnant to escape, and to give us *a nail

in his holy place, that our God may lighten

our eyes, and give us a little reviving in our
bondage.

'J I'br we trere bondmen ; yet otu- God
hath not forsaken us in our bondage, but hath

extended mercy unto us in the sight of the

kings of Persia, to give us a reviving, to set

up the house of our God, and 'to repair the

desolations thereof, and to give us a wall in

Jiidah and in Jerusalem.

10 And now, O our God, what shall we
say after this? for we have forsaken thy

commandments,
11 Which thou hast commanded "by thy

servants the prophets, saying. The land, mUu

' neb. by the hand
a pin: \

oflhys
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which ye go to possess it, is an unclean land

with th.e filthiness of the people of the lands,

with their abominations, which have filled it

'from one end to another with their un-
clcanness.

12 Now therefore "give not your daughters

unto their sons, neither take their daughters

luito your sons, nor seek their peace or their

wealth for ever : that ye may be strong, and
eat the good of the land, and leave it for an

inheritance to your children for ever.

13 And after all that is come upon us for

our evil deeds, and for our great trespass,

seeing that thou our God °hast punished us

7 Heb./raii! mouth to mouth. e ExoJ. 23. 33. De

A. [B.C. 457, ioG.

less than our iniquities deserve, and hast given

us inch deliverance as this ;

14 Should we again break thy command-
ments, and join in affinity with the people of

these abominations? wouldest not thou be

angry with us till thou liadst consumed u»,

so that tliera shuuld be no remnant nor

escaping ?

15 O Lord God of Israel, thou art

righteous : for we remain yet escaped, as it

is this day : behold, we are before thee in our
trespasses : for we cannot stand before thee

because of this.

nthheld beneiith our

Verse 8. ' To give us a nail in Ids ho!;/ p/aee.'—The I this figurative expression to be taken from the nails or

meaning of this "reniarltable phrase obviously is 'toesta- pins which are driven into the ground for the cords of

blish (or fix) us in his holy place." We should suppose
| tents to be fastened to them.

CHAPTER X.

1 Shechaniak encouraijeth E:ra to rrfoitn the strange

marriages. 6 £zra mourning assembleth thepeople.

9 The people, at the exhortation of Ezra, repent,

andpromise amendment. 15 The care to perform
it. 18 The names of them which had married
strange wives.

Now when Ezra had prayed, and when he

had confessed, weeping and casting himself

down before the house of God, there as-

sembled unto him out of Israel a very great

congregation of men and women and children :

for the people 'wept very sore.

2 And Shechaniah the son of Jehiel, one

of the sons of Elam, answered and said unto

Ezra, We have trespassed against our God,
and have taken strange wives of the people of

the land : yet now there is hope in Israel

concerning this thing.

3 Now therefore let us make a covenant

with our God Ho put away all the wives, and
such as are born of them, according to the

counsel of my lord, and of those that tremble

at the commandment of our God ; and let it

be done according to the law.

4 Arise ; for this matter hcloncjeth. unto

thee : we also will he with thee : be of good
courage, and do it.

5 Then arose Ezra, and made the chief

priests, the Levites, and all Israel, to swear

that they should do according to this word.

And they sware.

6 IT Then Ezra rose up from before the

I Heb. wc-pi a great weeping. « Ileb. to bring forth

house of God, and went into the chamber
of Johanan the son of Eliashib : and when he

came thither, he did eat no bread, nor drink

water : for he mourned because of the trans-

gression of them that had been carried

away.

7 And they made proclamation throughout

Judah and Jerusalem imto all the children of

the captivity, that they should gather them-

selves together unto Jerusalem

;

8 And that whosoever would not come
within three days, according to the counsel

of the princes and the elders, all his substance

should be 'forfeited, and himself separated

from the congregation of those that had been

carried away.

9 1[ Then all the men of Judah and Ben-

jamin gathered themselves together unto Je-

rusalem within three days. It icas the ninth

month, and the twentieth day of the month
;

and all the people sat in the street of the

house of God, trembling because of this mat-

ter, and for 'the great rain.

10 And Ezra the priest stood up, and said

unto them, Ye have transgressed, and 'have

taken strange wives, to increase the trespass

of Israel.

11 Now therefore make confession unto

the Lord God of your fathers, and do his

pleasure : and separate yourselves from the

people of the land, and from the strange

wives.

12 Then all the congi-egation answered

8 Heb. dcxMcd. * Heb. the shmners.

H. or, Jtavc brotght bach.

649
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and said with a loud voice, As thou hast

said, so must we do.

13 But the people are many, and it is a

time of much rain, and we are not able to

stand without, neither is this a work of one

day or two : for °wc are many that have

transgressed in this thing.

14 Let now our rulers of all the congre-

gation stand, and let all them which have

taken strange wives in our cities come at ap-

pointed times, and with them the elders of

every city, and the judges thereof, until the

fierce wrath of our God 'for this matter be

turned from us.

15 If Only Jonathan the son of Asahel

and Jahaziah the son of Tikvah "were em-

ployed about this matter : and MeshuUam
and Shabbethai the Levite helped them.

16 And the children of the captivity did

so. And Ezra the priest, tvith certain chief

of the fathers, after the house of their fathers,

and all of them by their names, were sepa-

rated, and sat down in the first day of tiie

tenth montii to examine the matter.

17 And they made an end with all the men
that had taken strange wives by the first day

of the first month.

18 1[ And among the sons of the priests

there were found that had taken strange

wives : namely, of the sons of Jeshua the son

of Jozadak, and his brethren ; Maaseiah, and

Eliezcr, and Jarib, and Gedaliah.

19 And they gave their hands that tlicy

would put away their wives ; and being

guilty, they offered a ram of the flock for

their trespass.

20 And of the sons of Immer; Hanani,

and Zebadiah.

21 And of the sons of Harim ; Maaseiah,

and Elijah, and Shemaiah, and Jehiel, and

Uzziah.

22 And of the sons of Pashur ; Elioenai,

Maaseiah, Ishmael, Nethaneel, Jozabad, and

Elasah.

23 Also of the Levites ; Jozabad, and

Shimei, and Kelaiah, (the same is Kelita,)

Pethahiah, Judah, and Eliezer.

24 Of the singers also ; Eliashib : and
of the porters ; Shallum, and Telem, and Uri.

25 Moreover of Israel : of the sons of Pa-
rosh ; Eamaiah, and Jeziah, and Malchiah,

and Miamin, and Eleazar, and Malchijah,

and Benaiah.

2G And of the sons of Elam ; Mattaniah,
Zechariah, and Jehiel, and Abdi, and Jere-

moth, and Eliah.

27 And of the sons of Zattu ; Elioenai,

Eliashib, Mattaniah, and Jeremoth, and Za-
bad, and Aziza.

28 Of the sons also of Bebai ; Jehohanan,
Ilananiah, Zabbai, and Athlai.

29 And of the sons of Bani ; Meshullam,
Malluch, and Adaiah, Jashub, and Sheal,

and Ramotii.

30 And the sons of Pahath-moab ; Adna,
and Clielal, Benaiah, Maaseiah, Mattaniah,

Bezaleel, and Binnui, and jNIanasseh.

31 And of the sons of Harim ; Eliezer,

Isliijah, Malchiah, Shemaiah, Shimeon,

32 Benjamin, Malluch, ami Shemariah.

33 Of the sons of Ilashum ; Mattenai,

Mattathah, Zabad, Eliphelet, Jeremai, Ma-
nasseh, and Shimei.

34 Of the sons of Bani ; Maadai, Amram,
and Uel,

35 Benaiah, Bedeiah, Chelluh,

3G Vaniah, Meremoth, Eliashib,

37 Mattaniah, Mattenai, and Jaasau,

38 And Bani, and Binnui, Shimei,

39 And Shelemiah, and Nathan, and
Adaiah,

40 "Machnadebai, Shashai, Sharai,

41 Azareel, and Shelemiah, Shemariah,

42 Shallum, Amariah, and Joseph.

43 Of the sons of Nebo ; Jeiel, Malti-
thiah, Zabad, Zebina, Jadau, and Joel, Be-
naiah.

44 All these had taken strange wives

:

and sontc of them had wives Ijy wliom they

had children.

• hare grcall;/ nffcndcd in Ms tiling.

Or, Mabntidnboi,

The name of Ezra has occurred SO frequently in the in-

troductory notes to former books of Scripture, that hero,

at the end of his own book, it seems desirable briefly to

notice his alleged labours— in reforming the Jewish

church according to the law of Moses, and in arranging

the canon of the Old Testament. In the fir.st respect, the

Scripture itself acquaints us with his proceedings; but in

the latter, which is to us of far greater importance, we
have no positive information from Scripture. Traditions

usual supplied this silence ; and there is one ac-have i I supplied I

count which claims for Ezra no less than tlie re-composi-

tion of the whole Scripture.

The authority for this notice is the second apocryphal book,

commonly called the Fourth Book of Esdras, which has

been noticed in our Introduction to this book. In the 14th

chapter he is commanded to reprove the people publicly

;

and it is then added— ' Then answered I before thee, and
said, Behold, Lord, I will go as thou hast commanded me,
and reprove the people which are present : but they that

shall be born afterward, who shall admonish them ? Thus

<r,o
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the world is set in darkness, and they that dwell therein

are without light. For the law is burnt, therefore no man
knoweth the things that are done of thee or the works that

shall begin. But if I have found grace before thee, send
the Holy Ghost into me, and I shall write all that halh
been done in the world since the beginning, which were
written in thy law, that men may find thy path, and that

they which live in the latter days may live' (v. 19-22). His
request is granted. He is told to take five swiftly-writing

scribes, and commence proceedings the next day, when u

candle of understanding shall be lighted in his heart. So
the next day Ezra took his five scribes and went out into

the fields. There a miraculous cup was given him to

drink, and he says, ' When I had drunk it, my heart

uttered understanding, and wisdom grew in my breast, for

my spirit strengthened my memory, and my mouth was
opened and shut no more !

' The scribes wrote down his

utterances, and it took them forty days, during which they

worked all day and refresheJ themselves at night. The
result was exhibited in the shape of two hundred and four

books, or perhaps tablets, of box-wood : and then, we are

told, most injuriously, ' that the Highest spake, saying.

The first that thou hast written publish openly, that the

worthy and unworthy may read it: but keep the seventy
last, that thou mayest deliver them only to such as be wise

among the people : for in them is the spring of understand-

ing, the fountain of wisdom, and the stream of knowledge.
And I did so.'

It is clear that this story claims for Ezra the repro-

duction of the entire Scripture which had been lost; and
this statement was regarded as an undoubted fact by
Irenaeus, Tertullian, Clemens Alexandrinus, Basil, Chry-
sostom, Jerome, Augustine, and others, which sufficiently

accounts for the prevalence it acquired. Eventually, how-
ever, it gave way to the more mitigated view of Ezra's

labours which the Jews have entertained, and upon which
this exaggerated account appears to have been founded by
the author of the apocryphal book, who seems to have been
a Jewish convert to Christianity. This notion was, how-
ever, revived by Spinosa and other modern sceptics, who
saw the advantage to which it might be turned in under-

mining the authority of the entire Hebrew Scripture by
ascribing its production to Ezra.

The view of the labours of Ezra conveyed by the tra-

dition of the Hebrews is less objectionable, and, when
rightly understood, and reduced to a simple statement by
divesting it of some of the circumstances by which it has

been disfigured, becomes not only probable in itself, but

affords the most satisfactory account of the final completion

of the canon which can be produced, and refers it to a
time in which, rather than in any other, it must have
occurred. Earlier than the Exile it could not have been,

because the canon contains books posterior to that period

;

and later than Ezra and the contemporary prophets of the

restoration it could not have been, because we cannot at a
subsequent period find any authority which we should
consider competent to the work, as the inspired prophets

ceased with that generation. The Jewish tradition occurs

in one of the oldest books of the Talmud, the Pirke Aboth,

and is repeated with greater minuteness in the Babylonish
Gemara. The substance is, that, after Moses and the

elders who outlived him, the sacred books were watched
over by the prophets, and that the canon was completed by
Ezra, Nehemiah, and the men of the Great Synagogue.
There has been much discussion with respect to this Great
Synagogue, into which we cannot here enter. It seems to

be stated as having been composed of all the eminent men
learned in the Mosaical law, of the time, who laboured

with Ezra in the restoration of the law, and of the public

worship, and in revising and completing the canon of the

Hebrew Scripture. The post-exilian prophets are included

in the number of this synagogue ; and, apart from all

questions respecting this ' Great Synagogue,' nothing seems
more probable than that all the few competent persons of

the time should unite with Ezra in this great work, accord-

ing to the abilities which each possessed. The Jews would
be disposed to claim divine inspiration for this body col-

lectively taken; but we, who shall perhaps be reluctant to

admit this claim in behalf of any but those whom we re-

cognize as themselves inspired writers, may find among
that limited class a sufficient number to render Ezra ef-

ficient aid in his great task. For besides Ezra himself,
there was Nehemiah, and the prophets Haggai, Zechariah,
and Malachi, all of whom might be expected to take part
in this important labour.

What was the nature of their work has been a matter
of considerable discussion. We have stated the notion
that Ezra recomposed the sacred books which had been
lost, which is obviously unworthy of consideration. There
is also the notion of those who conceive with Richard
Simon {Hist. Crit. V. T., 1. i. c. 1), that the labour of
Ezra consisted in the abridgment and condensation of
records much more detailed in the original writings of the
sacred writers, to which he added, or diminished, or
altered, whatever he judged necessary in his capacity as a
prophet, and as one commissioned to reduce the writings
of those who went before him into the form which they
were destined to bear in all future time. Now it most be
admitted that the reservation that in all this Ezra acted
under such inspiration as must have kept him always right
in such an operation, greatly diminishes the danger of this

hypothesis
;
yet it is obvious that if this were admitted, we

could have no certainty that the Pentateuch was the work of
Moses, or that in the prophecies we have the writings which
the prophets composed ; and a door would thus be opened of
which sceptics would not fail to avail themselves to bring
the integrity of the sacred books into question. Such
writers therefore as Carpzov and Dupin were justified in

the alarm with which they regarded this hypothesis,
which they have solidly refuted ; and the view of the
matter which they have themselves advanced seems to

meet, as far as can be ascertained, all the conditions of the
question ; and to shew the just course between opposing
alternatives. According to this view, the real labour of
Ezra seems to have consisted principally in revising the
sacred books, removing whatever errors might have crept
into them through the negligence of copyists ; and perhaps
in supplying some connecting words in certain places, in

inserting short explanations which in the course oftime had
become necessary for the right understanding of the text

;

and in replacing by new names the ancient denominations
of places and things which had fallen into disuse. It

would also appear that part of his labour consisted in
forming from the whole body of Hebrew writings to

which more or less authority was in that age ascribed, a
collection of those which were justly entitled to be re-

garded as sacred and inspired. For instance, we know
that Solomon wrote more books than we possess ; and it is

very likely that the Hebrews, glorying as they did in the

memory of the mightiest and wisest of their kings, may
have placed all his writings among their sacred books, and
that Ezra separated such as were not entitled to that dis-

tinction.

It has also been very generally supposed that Ezra early
substituted the present square Hebrew character for that

previously in use, and which appears to be similar to that

now known as the Samaritan—it being supposed that the
Samaritans retained it after it had been abandoned by the

Jews. Ancient examples of this character are found on
the coins of the Maccabees. It seems to have been clearly

established that the Hebrews possessed before the Captivity
a written character which was at some subsequent period
abandoned : but at what time it was exchanged for the
present square character is hard to say. The Talmud,
and Origen and Jerome, ascribe the change to Ezra ; and
those who, like Gesenius, in his Geschichte der Hebrais-
rlien Sprache und Schrifl, admit this to be true in a limited
sense, reconcile it with the later appearance of the old
character on the Asmonsan coins by appealing to the paral-

lel use of the old Cufic character on Arabian coins several

centuries after the Nischi character was employed for

writing; or by supposing that the Maccabees had a mer-
cantile interest in imitating the coinage of thePhcenicians.

Another opinion, which does away with the claim of Ezra
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AsMovTiN Ciiiss cxliibiting the .indent Samaritan Cliaiactcr.

to tills innovation, Is that since the square Hebrew cha-

racter has not to all appearance been developed directly

out of the ancient stiff I'hcenician character, but out of an
alphabet bearing close affinity to tluit found in Palmyrene

ill" i:i| liical fact with
II tlio Jews and

. |iii.h:il.le that the

milufinable but
I r:i. The piis-

I
1

i| the copies of

character; as

111
I . ihr from being

iialust in fact a mere
point, in the square alphabet; and as this was a proverbial

expression which must have taken some timQ to grow into

use, it supplies the inference that the alphabet in which
the Jod is the smallest character had been for some time

in use. The whole subject is difficult and obscure, but it

seems to us that the probabilities run against the claim
made for Ezra in respect to the introduction of the square

character. On the general subject of this note, see the

articles Canon ; Ksdbas ; SyNAtJoouE, Gueat; and He-
brew Language, in Kitto's Biblical Cyclopaidia; and be-

inscriptions, acombinatioi

the intercourse which to.

Syrians under the Seleiu

square character was inlr

not considerablr tim 1. [.

sage, Matt. v. is, i

the law were ah i
>

the ' jot' or ./(«/ Ill 1!" .1

a small letter, wlurcas it

sides the authorities referred to, the reader may advan-

tageously consult the Introductions of Eichhom, Jahn, Ha-
vernick, Ceillier, and Glaire—the Introduction to Esdras

in the^i6/e rfeVenee,and the various works on the Canon

of Scripture, particularly those of Cosins, Dupin, Home-
mann, Jones, Martinay, and Alexander. The subject is

also well and discreetly handled in Prideaux's Connection

of the Old and New Testament.

It is not known precisely when or where Ezra died ; but

we know that he was alive and at Jerusalem in the second

year of Neheraiah's government, when he read the Law to

the people for eight days together at the feast of taber-

nacles (Neh. viii.). This is the last mention of him in

Scripture. Joseplius says that he died and was buried at

Jerusalem ; but this is contrary to the general opinion of

the Jews, who allege that he died at Zamzuma, a town

on the Tigris, on his way from Jerusalem to Susa, to have

an interview with Artaxerxes concerning the affairs of the

Jews. This is also the statement of the Talmud. Ac-
rdingly, upon the Tigris, about twenty miles above its

pilgrimages. We give a cut of it below. It is the most
important structure (ruins excepted) that appears in all

the distance down the river, from Baghdad to the Euphrates.

It will be seen that it forms a building like a mosque,
enclosed within a strong and high wall. It stands on the

west side of the river, and so close to it that the wall

almost abuts upon the stream. The banks of the river are

here very low. The elegant and highly enriched dome,
rising high from the centre of the enclosure, with the

palm-tree in the court, gives to the whole a very striking

appearance in this now desolate region. The whole struc-

ture is of kiln-burnt bricks—the strongest material now
used for building in the country. But the cupola has the

exterior face of its outer course of bricks coloured with a

bright turquoise-blue enamel ; and below this, on the sup-

porting collar of masonry, are bands of bright green, ultra-

marine blue, and black enamel, the mass of the collar

being of a very compact light brown brick. The whole is

surmounted by a symbolical gilt ornament, representing an
open hand enclosed within a glory, or rayed circlet. The
exterior court walls, as well as the enclosed building, are

in the usual form of a parallelogram.

When the writer of this note visited the spot, in the

year 1S32, the exterior entrance was guarded by Arabs
armed with matchlocks, swords, and bucklers of wood and
leather with bosses of brass. The tribe to which they
belong claim the custody of the tomb, which is a source of

considerable revenue to them, as they make the pilgrims

pay heavily for the privilege of oifering their devotions at

the shrine. There is a collection of their huts in the
vicinity ; and the whole district is in the occupation of the

notoriously thievish tribe to which they belong. Along
the inside of the exterior wall extends a range of arched
apartments, like those of a caravanserai, for the accom-
modation of pilgrims and their cattle. The mausoleum of

Ezra occupies the centre of the area, and its cupola and
castellated walls denote it to belong to the modern and
sacred Saracenic order, which is exhibited in other erec-

tions of a similar nature. An Arabic inscription over the

entrance describes it as having been rebuilt a.h. 1151

A.D. 1737) by Ahmed, pasha of Baghdad. We saw the
traces of foundations which appeared to intimate that the

previous structure (doubtless the same that was mentioned
by Benjamin of Tudela in the twelfth century) was more
extensive than the present The interior is divided into

two apartments. The first of these is a large and lofty

arched hall, which offers nothing remarkable, except two
inscriptions in the Hebrew character upon two dark grey
tablets over the entrance to the second chamber, which
are scarcely legible from the ground on account of the

height and the darkness of the stone. The second chamber
is the cell containing the tomb, over which the cupola
rises. This apartment is fourteen paces in length by ten

broad. In the centre of this room appears the sarco-
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phagus, which is a sort of ark or chest of very hard and
dark wood, and is of an oblong figure, eif^ht feet by four,

with a four-sided slanting roof, the top of which is rather

more than six feet fi-om the ground. Large gilt cones are

placed at the apex and corners of the roof. The whole is

covered with a pall of dark green velvet fringed with
gold. This pall is much faded, soiled, and worn by the

kisses of the pilgrims, and its fringe reduced by the

threads being pilfered to be preserved as relics. Around
the upper rim of the sarcophagus, belov the roof, runs a

Hebrew inscription in wooden letters nailed on with brass

nails, giving the genealogy of Ezra, taken from the be-

ginning of chap. vii. The cell is lighted by four small

elliptical openings in the collar of the cupola. At one end
of the cell is a small niche in which a lamp is kept burn-

ing : and two candles are also lighted when pilgrims arrive.

Several Jews, Mohammedans, and native Christians, were
present at our visit, which gave us an opportunity of ob-

serving their proceedings at the tomb. They walked
slowly and solemnly around the sarcophagus barefoot,

pausing at intervals to pray and to kiss the pall. The
Jews were provided with manuscript books in Hebrew,
from which they read their prayers or psalms with great

fervour. Some women of the party were distinguished

by their zeal ; they kissed the venerated tomb more abun-
dantly and earnestly than the men, and, not content with
this, dipped their fingers in the lamp to anoint themselves
with the oil. The veneration of the Jews for this spot

—

which is now far distant from any town, in a region that

once teemed with a settled population — leads them to

incur great danger and hardship to visit it. The present

is one of many instances in which the Jews continue to

manifest that strong veneration for the real or supposed

tombs of their prophets to which there are some allusions

in the New Testament.



THE BOOK

N E H E M I A H.

In tlie Introduction to Ezra we have stated that this book and that were formerly accounted as one,

and that in tiie Latin churcli the two liave always been known as the First and Second Books of

Esdras. It was there also stated that Spinosa and others regarded both books as having been fabri-

cated by the Sadducees long after the time of Judas Maccabseus. Several German critics, such as

Bertholdt, De Wette, and otiiers, apprehend that a part only of the present book was written by
IS'eliemiah ; in ancient times, Athanasius, Chrysostoni, and the venerable Bede, ascribed tiie author-

ship to Ezra, doubtless because this book had formerly made one with that of Ezra ; but nearly all

interpreters agree in ascribing at least the greater part of the book to Keheniiah. Indeed it seems to

us that there is no book of Scripture of which the authorship is more clear ; and the passages which
have been contested as adverse to this conclusion are so few and inconsiderable, that they might be
abandoned without compromising Nehemiah's claim to the authorship. At the outset it is declared

that we are about to peruse " the words of Nehemiah the son of Hachaliah," and we can hardly dispute

this without implying that the author was an impostor, and if so, that his book has no claim to a place

in tiie sacred volume ; but not only is tiiere no trace of imposture in the book, but it is pervaded by
a piety, a simplicity, and a sincerity truly exemplary and admirable. The style is even and equally

sustained from beginning to end, which is alone a fair reason for regarding it as the work of a single

hand. Where any difference is observed it is only that of a writer wlio uses textually the docu-

ments he employs in the composition of his work ; but in all that is not such textual citation the

style is of the most uniform and level character. The Hebrew in which the book is written is

not less pure than that of Ezra ; the form of narrative is constantly the same throughout the book

;

the acts are there always attributed to Nehemiah, and are reported in his own name ; and all that is

stated of him and his doings agree perfectly well with the times in which he lived and the circum-

stances in which he was placed. All this is indeed admitted even by those who doubt tliat Nehemiali

wrote everything contained in the book, and whose objections we shall notice under the texts upon
which they are founded.

It is principally occupied with an account of its author's first administration of twelve years ; after

which he returned to the Persian court. But his subsequent arrival at Jerusalem with a new com-
mission, and further reforms executed by him, are noticed at the end; so that the book altogether may
be considered to contain the history of twenty-four years, that is, to the year B.C. 420. So Hales.

But others make the period longer ; and perhaps there are no data for determining with minute pre-

cision the particidar year to which the history of this book extends, and in which consequently the

Old Testament history closes.

Much that is common to this book and to that of Ezra has been stated in the introduction to
' Ezra.' At the end of our introduction to Ezra several works are mentioned which treat of this

book and that together ; the following are those which treat of this book separately: Wollii iVc/ic-

mias, instaurata Hierosob/ma, etc., 1570; Strigelii Liber Nchemias, 1571; Pilkington, Com-
nuntary on Nehemiali, 15b5 ; Kambachii Vberiorcs Adnotationes in lib. Nclicmiff.
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CHAPTER I.

Nehemmh, vnderstanding by Hanani the misery of
Jein^akm, mom neth, fasteth, and prayeth. 5 Ifis
prayei

.

HE words of

Neheniiah
the son of

Haclialiah.

And it came
to pass in the

month Chis-

I

leu, in the

tvventietli

year, as I was
in Shushan
the palace,

2 That Hanani, one of my brethren, came,

he and certain men of Judah ; and I asked

them concerning the Jews that had escaped,

which were left of the captivity, and concern-

ing Jerusalem.

3 And they said unto me. The remnant
that are left of the captivity there in the pro-

vince are in great affliction and reproach : the

wall of Jerusalem also ^is broken down, and

the gates thereof are burned with fire.

4 And it came to pass, when I heard

these words, that I sat down and wept, and
mourned certain days, and fasted, and prayed

before the God of heaven,

5 H And said, I beseech thee, ^O Lord
God of heaven, the great and terrible God,

that keepeth covenant and mercy for them
1 2 KinssSo. 10. 2 Dan. 9. 4.

that love him and observe his command-
ments :

6 Let thine ear now be attentive, and thine

eyes open, that thou mayest hear the prayer

of thy servant, which I pray before thee now,
day and night, for the children of Israel thy
servants, and confess the sins of the children

of Israel, which we have sinned against thee :

both I and my father's house have sinned.

7 We have dealt very corruptly against

thee, and have not kept thy commandments,
nor the statutes, nor the judgments, which

thou commandedst thy servant Moses.

8 Remember, I beseech thee, the word
that thou commandedst thy servant Moses,

saying, ^If ye transgress, I will scatter you
abroad among the nations :

9 But if ye turn unto me, and keep my
commandments, and do them ; ^though there

were of you cast out unto the uttermost part

of the heaven, yet will I gather them from

thence, and will bring them unto the place

that I have chosen to set my name there.

10 Now these are thy servants and thy

people, whom thou hast redeemed by thy

great power, and by thy strong hand.

no Lord, I beseech thee, let now thine

ear be attentive to the prayer of thy servant,

and to the prayer of thy servants, who desire

to fear thy name : and prosper, I pray thee,

thy servant this day, and grant him mercy in

the sight of this man. For I was the king's

cupbearer.

\'erse 1. ' And it came to pass,' etc.—The narrative with

which the book commences is deeply interesting from its

exquisite and unaffected naturalness. The ruined state of

Jerusalem, and the sad condition of the Jews, are depicted

by a few inimitably impressive strokes. The effect upon
Nehemiah is described with touching effect— ' Then I sat

down, and wept, and mourned many days.' And the

prayer which follows embodies the true expression of a

profoundly afflicted soul ; the considerations which might

be supposed most likely to avert the wrath of God are

presented by the suppliant before his throne with great

ibrce and much judgment.
— ' Shushan.'—This is Susa, mentioned in the note to

Ezra vi. 1, as the winter residence of the Persian court.

Accordingly we now find the court there in the month
Chisleu, which is a winter month, answering to the latter

end of November and most of December. We reserve for

the note on Dan. viii. 2, such remarks as we have to offer

concerning this ancient metropolis, the honour of being

identified with which is disputed for two sites, one that of

Shus, and the other of Shuster—both situated within the

ancient province of Susiana, east of the Tigris.

11. ' The king's cupbearer.'—This is always mentioned

by ancient writers as a highly honourable and confidential

office, the bearer of which possessed great influence, from
the peculiar opportunities which he enjoyed of access to

the royal presence. This was particularly the case at the

court of the Medes and Persians—the latter of which was
modelled after the former. (See Herodotus, Thalia, 34

;

and Xenophon, Ci/rop. i. 3.) The last-named author affords

incidentally some interesting explanations concerning this

office, and the manner iu which its functions were dis-

charged. Speaking of the cupbearer of Astyages, the

grandfather of Cyrus, he describes him as the most fa-

voured of the king's household officers ; and adds, that he
was a very handsome man, and that it was part of his duty

to introduce to the king those who had business with him,

and to send away those who applied for an interview, but

whom he (the cupbearer) did not consider it seasonable to

introduce. This alone must have made the cupbearer a

person of very high consideration at court. The emolu-

ments of the office must have been very considerable to

enable Nehemiah to accumulate the wealth without which

he could not, for so many years, have sustained the state

and hospitality of government from his own purse, as he
did, to avoid burdening the people for that support which
his official station authorized him to ("
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CHAPTER II.

1 Artaxerxes understanding the cause of Nehemialis

sadness, sendeth him with letters and commission to

Jerusalem. 9 Nehemiah,tothegriefoftlieme)nies,

Cometh to Jerusalem. 12 He vieueth secretly the

ruins of the walls. 17 He inciteth the Jews to build

in despite of the enemies.

And it came to pass in the month Nisan, in

the twentieth year of Artaxerxes the king,

that wine icas before him : and I tooli up
the wine, and gave it unto the king. Now
I had not been bcforetime sad in his pre-

sence.

2 Wherefore the king said unto me, Why
is thy countenance sad, seeing thou art not

sick ? this is nothing else but sorrow of heart.

Then I was very sore afraid,

3 And said unto the king, Let the king

live for ever : wliy should not my countenance

be sad, when the city, the place of my fathers'

sepulchres, licth waste, and the gates thereof

are consumed with tire ?

4 Then the king said unto me. For what
dost thou make request ? So I prayed to the

God of heaven.

5 And I said unto the king. If it please

the king, and if thy servant have found favour

in thy sight, that thou wouldest send me unto

Judah, unto the city of my fathers' sepulchres,

that I may build it.

6 And the king said unto me, (the 'queen

also sitting by him,) For how long shall thy

journey be ? and when wilt thou return ? So
it pleased the king to send me ; and I set him
a time.

7 Moreover I said unto the king, If it

please the king, let letters be given me to the

governors beyond the river, that they may
convey me over till I come into Judah

;

8 And a letter unto Asaph the keeper of

the king's forest, that he may give me timber

to make beams for the gates of the palace

which appertained to the house, and for the

wall of the city, and for the house that I shall

enter into. And the king granted me,

according to the good hand of my God upon
me.

9 IT Then I came to the governors beyond
the river, and gave them the king's letters.

Now the king had sent captains of the army
and horsemen with mo.

10 When Sanballat the Iloronitc, and

Tobiah the servant, the Ammonite, heard of
it, it grieved them exceedingly that there

was come a man to seek the welfare of the

children of Israel.

11 So I came to Jerusalem, and was there

three days.

12 If And I arose in the night, I and some
few men with me ; neither told I any man
what my God had put in my heart to do at

Jerusalem : neither was there any beast with

me, save the beast that I rode upon.

13 And I went out by night by the gate of

the valley, even before the dragon well, and to

the dung port, and viewed the walls of Jeru-

salem, which were broken down, and the

gates thereof were consumed with fire.

14 Then I went on to the gate of the foun-

tain, and to the king's pool : but there was
no place for the beast that was under me to

pass.

15 Then went I up in the night by the

brook, and viewed the wall, and turned back,

and entered by the gate of the valley, and so

returned.

16 And the rulers knew not whither I

went, or what I did ; neither had I as yet told

it to the Jews, nor to the priests, nor to the

nobles, nor to the rulers, nor to the rest that

did the work.

17 If Then said I unto them. Ye see the

distress that we are in, how Jerusalem licth

waste, and the gates thereof are burned with

fire : come, and let us build up the wall of

Jerusalem, that we be no more a reproach.

18 Then I told them of the hand of my
God which was good upon me ; as also the

king's words that he had spoken unto me.

And they said. Let us rise up and build. So

they strengthened their hands for this good

ivork.

19 But when Sanballat the Horonite, and

Tobiah the servant, the Ammonite, and Ge-
shcm the Arabian, heard it, they laughed us

to scorn, and despised us, and said, What is

this thing that ye do ? will ye rebel against

the king?

20 Then answered I them, and said unto

them. The God of heaven, he will prosper us ;

therefore we his servants will arise and build :

but ye have no portion, nor right, nor memo-
rial, in Jerusalem.

Verse 1. ' I look up the wine, ntidgai

XcDoplion, in the passage referred to in the preceding note,

informs us of the manner in wliich the Mwlian (and con-

56G

He admires the neat and graceful manner in which they

poured out the wine and presented it to the king. From
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Ancient Persian Cup-i

liis description it seems that the cup was washed in the

king's presence, and. being filled, was carried to the king
and presented to him on three fingers. His account is ex-

plained by the existing customs of the East—according to

which, no servant ever grasps a cup or other vessel which
he gives to or takes from his master, but rests it upon his

left hand, and places his right hand lightly upon it, to pre-

vent it from falling. Thus every article, however small,

is carried and presented with both hands. The sculptures

at Persepolis comprehend a great number of figures, bear-

ing cups and vases of different forms and uses ; but they

are never grasped. If the bearer has but one article, he
carries it between both hands, as we have described, with
peculiar grace of action ; and if he has two, he bears one
upon the palm of each hand. It also appears from Xeno-
phon, that it was the duty of the cup-bearer to take some
of the wine, from the cup presented to the king, into his

left hand, and drink it olJ', to assure the monarch against

poison.

2. ' Wherefore the king said,' etc.—The ensuing con-

versation between the king and his cupbearer claims ad-

miring notice for the air of truthfulness which pervades it.

In the words of Nehemiah we find none of those flatteries,

nor any of those low adulations, which eastern favourites

usually address to their great masters. He discloses the

subject of his affliction in a manner concise and yet full of

dignity :
' Why should not my countenance be sad, when

the city, the place of my fathers' sepulchres lieth waste, and
the gates thereof are consumed with fire ?'

6. ' The queen also sitting by him.'—This may possibly

have been Esther, whose parentage and interest in the

affairs of her nation were now well known to the king, in

consequence of the measures she had induced him to take

in order to counteract Haman's bloody scheme for the ex-

tirpation of the Jews. Her presence is probably mentioned
as a circumstance which helped to encourage Nehemiah in

making so important a request ; and the impressive manner
in which he spoke of the ' city of his fathers' sepulchres

'

was calculated to affect her, and lead her to use her in-

fluence in promoting his suit. If Esther were still alive,

as is probable, either she or the queen mother must have
been the queen of the text; for Plutarch, in his life of
Artaxerxes, informs us that only the king's mother and

his real wife were allowed to sit at table with him
; and

he therefore mentions it as a condescension in that prince,
that he sometimes invited his brothers. The presence of
the queen denotes the privacy of the occasion

; for the
Persians and other Oriental nations do not, and never did,
allow their wives to be with them at their feasts.

8. ' The u-all of the citi/.'—It is important to observe
that this is the first permission granted to build the waits
of the city—that is, to make it a fortified place. Hitherto
the kings of Persia had only patronized the building of
the temple, after the precedents set by Cyrus. When this
object had been accomplished, the Jews betook themselves
to building the city walls ; but the misrepresentations of
the enemies of Israel had such weight at the Persian court,
that orders were sent for this work to be discontinued. In
the note to Ezra iv. we endeavoured to shew that this was
in the beginning of the reign of the very same king who
afterwards made Esther his queen, and granted Ezra and
Nehemiah their respective commissions. From the Scrip-
ture narrative we do not gather that, to this time, the kings
of Persia had ever discountenanced the building of the
temple, or ever sanctioned the rebuilding of the city walls.
The reason is clear. ' These,' says Howes, ' are two very
different things in their nature; for the greatest enemies to

Jerusalem being a fortified town again, might nevertheless
reverence the worship of the Deity there, as we actually
find to have been the case with Artaxerxes, who, when he
had refused to permit the walls to be rebuilt, yet sent Ezra
with presents " to beantify the house of God." ' The same
author thinks that the alteration in the intention of the
same king with respect to the building of the walls, may
be better accounted for by a reference to the then posture
of the king's affairs, than to the influence of Esther or the
personal favour shewn to a confidential servant. Four years
previously the king's forces had sustained a signal defeat

by sea and land from Cimon, the Athenian general, which
compelled the king to make an inglorious peace, on the
conditions^that the Greek cities throughout Asia should
be free, and enjoy their own laws ; that no Persian go-
vernor should come within three days' journey of the
Mediterranean ; and, that no Persian ships of war should
sail between the northern extremity of Asia Minor and the

boundary of Palestine (Diod. Sic, lib. 12). Thus excluded
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from the whole line of sea-coast, and precluded from keep-

ing garrisons in any of the maritime towns, it became not

only a matter of prudence, but of necessity, to conciliate

the Jews ; to attach them to the Persian interest, and to

detach them from the Grecian, by further privileges ; that

the Persians might have the benefit of a friendly fortified

town like Jerusalem, within two days' journey of the sea,

and a most important pass, to keep open the communication

between Persia and Egypt. Hales, who adopts this view,

thinks it ciinfirmed by the subsequent fidelity of the Jews
to tlie Persians in all the Egyptian wars, and even after the

M;ici'd<inian invasion. ' Surely,' he adds, ' some such

powerful motive must have been opposed in the king's

mind to the jealousy and displeasure this measure must
unavoidably excite in the neighbouring provinces hostile

to the Jews, whose remonstrances had so much weight

with him formerly. It was necessary, therefore, to intrust

the arduous and important commission to an officer high in

favour, trust, and confidence, such as Nehemiah, whose
services at court Artaxerxes reluctantly dispensed with, as

appears from his appointing a set time for Nehemiah's

return, and afterwards from his return again to Persia, in

the thirty-second year of his reign.'

11. ' So I came to Jerusalem,' etc.—The picture which
Nehemiah draws of the state in which he found the city on
his arrival is deeply interesting. He represents himself as
filled with grief and consternation at the view of the deso-
lations of Jerusalem ; as maintaining for three days such
silence as would not permit him to make known his de-
signs ;

and as traversing by night the ruins and rubhisli

of the unhappy city. These and other details can only
appear trivial to persons deficient in natural gooil taste;

and those who are acquainted with the manners and idias

of the East will not be able to find in the picture a single

stroke misplaced, unnatural, or exaggerated.

1 9. ' Sanballal,' etc.—These appear to have been neigh-
bouring district governors, under the control of the satrap

of Syria. As Horonaim was a considerable town in Moab,
' Sanballat the Horonite ' was probably a Moabite :

' Tobiah
the servant, the Ammonite,' would from this expression
seem to have been a freed slave raised to the government
of a province.

CHAPTER III.

The rirmies and order of them that builJed the wall.

Then Eliashib the high priest rose up with

his brethren the priests, and they builded the

sheep gate ; they sanctified it, and set up tlie

doors of it ; even unto the tower of Meah
they sanctified it, unto the tower of 'Hana-
neel.

2 And "next unto him builded the men of

Jericho. And next to them builded Zaccur
the son of Imri.

3 But the fish gate did tlie sons of Hasse-
naah build, wiio also laid the beams thereof,

and set up the doors thereof, the locks thereof,

and the bars thereof.

4 And next unto them repaired Meremoth
the son of Urijah, the son of Koz. And next

unto them repaired Meshullam the son of

Berechiah, the son of Meshezabeel. And
next unto them repaired Zadok the son of

Baana.

5 And next unto them the Tekoites re-

paired ; but their nobles jnit not their necks
to the work of their Lord.

6 Moreover the old gate repaired Je-

hoiada the son of Paseah, and Meshullam
the son of Besodeiah ; they laid the beams
thereof, and set up the doors thereof, and the

locks thereof, and the bars thereof.

7 And next unto them repaired Melatiah
the Gibeonite, and Jadon the Meronotliito,

the men of Gibeon, and of Mizpah, unto the

throne of the governor on this side the river.

8 Next unto him repaired Uzziel the son
of Ilarhaiah, of the goldsmiths. Next unto
him also repaired Ilananiah the son of one of

the apothecaries, and they 'fortified Jerusalem

unto the broad wall.

9 And next unto them repaired Rephaiah

the son of Hur, the ruler of the half part of

Jerusalem.

10 And next unto them repaired Jedaiah

the son of Harumaph, even over against his

house. And next unto him repaired Hattush

the son of Ilashabniah.

11 Malchijah the son of Harim, and
Hashub the son of Pahath-moab, repaired

the 'other piece, and the tower of the fur-

naces.

12 And next unto him repaired Sliallum

the son of Ilalohesh, the ruler of the half part

of Jerusalem, he and his daughters.

13 The valley gate repaired Ilanun, and
the inhabitants of Zanoah ; ihey built it,

and set u]) the doors thereof, the locks

thereof, and the bars thereof, and a thou-

sand cubits on the wall unto the dung gate.

14 But the dung gate repaired Malchiah
the son of Rcchab, the ruler of part of Beth-

haccerem ; he built it, and set up the doors

thereof, the locks thereof, and the bars

thereof.

15 But the gate of the fountain repaired

Shallun the son of ('ol-hozeh, the ruler of

part of Mizpah ; he built it, and covered it,

and set up tlie doors thereof, the locks thereof,

and the bars thereof, and the wall of the pool

of 'Siloah by the king's garden, and unto

the stairs that go down from the city of

David.

IG After him repaired Nehemiah the son

of Azbuk, the ruler of the half part of Beth-

zur, unto the place over against the sepulchres
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of David, and to the 'pool that was made, and
unto the house of the mighty.

17 And after him repaired the Levites,

Rehum the son of Bani. Next unto him re-

paired Hashabiah, the ruler of the half part
of Keilah, in his part.

18 After him repaired their brethren, Ba-
vai the son of Henadad, the ruler of the half

part of Keilah.

19 And next to him repaired Ezer the son

of Jeshua, the ruler of Mizpah, another piece

over against the going up to the armoury at

the turning of Ulb wall.

20 After him Baruch the son of 'Zabbai
earnestly repaired the other piece, from the

turning of the icall unto the door of the house
of Eliashib the high priest.

21 After him repaired Meremoth the son

of Urijah the son of Koz another piece, from
the door of the house of Eliashib even to the

end of the house of Eliashib.

22 And after him repaired the priests, the

men of the plain.

23 After him repaired Benjamin and
Hashub over against their house. After him
repaired Azariah the son of Maaseiah the son

of Ananiah by his house.

24 After him repaired Binnui the son of

Henadad another piece, fi'om the house of

Azariah unto the turning of the icall, even

unto the corner.

« 2 Kings 20. 20. 7 Or, Zaccai. 8 Jer. 32. 2. s

lAH. [B.C. 44,i.

25 Palal the son of Uzai, over against the

turning of the icall, and the tower which lieth

out from the king's high house, that teas by
the "court of the prison. After him Pedaiah
the son of Parosh.

2G Moreover the Nethiniras dwelt in
' '"Ophel, unto the place over against the wa-
ter gate toward the east, and the tower that

lieth out.

27 After them the Tekoites repaired an-
other piece, over against the great tower that

lieth out, even unto the wall of Ophel.
28 From above the horse gate repaired

the priests, every one over against his

house.

21) After them repaired Zadok the son of

Imraer over against his house. After him
repaired also Shemaiah the son of Shecha-
niah, the keeper of the east gate.

30 After him repaired Hananiah the son

of Shelemiah, and Ilanun the sixth son of

Zalaph, another piece. After him repaired

Meshullam the son of Berechiah over against

his chamber.

31 After him repaired Malchiah the gold-
smith's son unto the place of the Nethinims,
and of the merchants, over against the gate
Miphkad, and to the "going up of the corner.

32 And between the going up of the corner

unto the sheep gate repaired the goldsmiths
and the merchants.

aChron. 27, 3. lo Or, r/ie Iuuct. ii Ot. corner-chamber.

Chap. iii.—This chapter is full of particulars concern-
ing the walls and its gates and towers. The examination
of every separate detail would not much interest the gene-
ral reader, and would also occupy much room. We shall

therefore merely state a few explanatory particulars where
they seem most required, reserving some notice of the

more important details for those passages, in the present or

future books, where they recur in such historical connec-

tion as will render more interesting the statements we may
then offer. With respect to walls and towers generally,

we may refer the reader to the observations in the note to

2 Chron. xxxii.

Verse 1. _' Then Eliashib the hiyh priest,' etc.—The re-

cital of particulars respecting the rebuilding of the walls of
Jerusalem contained in this and the next chapter is full of
the natural truthfulness which pervades the book. The
zeal and earnestness of the workmen, and the kind of over-
sight taken by the chiefs, is all represented in such a man-
ner as to present pictures of great interest and animation.
— ' The sheep-gate.'—Many different statements have

been made respecting the gates of the ancient Jerusalem.
The following may be offered as probably the most correct

distribution of them.
On the north side there were three, namely, 1. The

Old Gale, probably at the north-east corner (Neh. iii. c
;

xii. 30) ; 2. The Gate of Benjamin or of Ephraim, men-
tioned in Jer. xxxvii. 13 ; xxxviii. 7 ; 2 Chron. xxv. 23

;

and Neh. xii. 39. This gate seems to have derived its

name from its leading to the territories of Ephraim and
Benjamin, and it is supposed by Dr. Robinson that it may
possibly be represented by some traces of ruins which he

found on the site of the present gate of Damascus. 3. The
Corner Gale, which was four hundred cubits from the
former, seems to have been at or near the north-west
corner. It is mentioned in 2 Kings xiv. 13; 2 Chron.
xxv. 23; Zech. xiv. 10; and is probably the same with
that which is called the ' Tower of the Furnaces ' in Neh.
iii. 11 ; xii. 38.

On the west side one, namely, the Valley Gate, which
was over against the Dragon Fountain in the valley of
Gihon (Neh. ii. 13 ; iii. 13 ; 2 Chron. xxvi. 9). It seems
to have been the same with the gate which Josephus dis-

tinguished by the name of Gennath, which appears to have
stood at some small distance east of the Hippie tower,
which occupied the north-west angle of Zion. At this

point a gate seems to have always existed.

On the south side were two gates, namely, 1. The Dung
Gate, so called because the filth of the city was carried out
this way, and cast into the valley of Hinnom (Neh. ii. 13

;

xii. 31). It was one thousand cubits from the Valley Gate,
and the Dragon Fountain lay between them (Neh. ii. 13;
iii. 14). This gate is probably the same with the ' gate
between two walls ' of 2 Kings xxv. 4 ; Jer. xxxix. 4 ; Iii. 7

;

and it seems to be also that which Josephus distinguishes
as the Gate of the Fountain, which is named in Neh. ii. 14

;

iii. 15; and seems to have been near the south-eastern
corner. It is more fully described as ' the gate of the
fountain near the king's pool ' (Neh. ii. 14) ; and ' the gate
of the fountain near the pool of Siloah, by the king's
garden' (Neh. iii. 15) ; and the same fountain is doubtless
intended by these different designations. It is also pro-
bable that this gate is the same which is elsewhere deno-

550
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minated the Brick Gate (or Potter's Gate), leading to tlie

valley of Hinnom (Jer. xix. 2), where the authorized ver-

sion has ' the cast gate.'

On the east there were four gates, namely, 1. The ^Vater

Gate, mentioned in Neh. iii. 26 ; 2. The Prison Gate,

otherwise called the Norse Gate, near the temple (Neh.

iii. 28 ; xii. 39) ; 3. The Sheep Gate, probably near the

sheep-pool (Neh. iii. 1, 32 ; xii. 39) ; and, 4. The Fish

Gate, which seems to have been quite at the north-east

(Neh. iii. 3 ; xii. 39 ; Zeph. i. 10 ; 2 Chron. xxxiii. 14).

It will be observed that in two instances the distances of

the gates from each other are specified. The inner gate

was only 400 cubits from the gate of Ephraim ; and the

Dung Gate was 1000 cubits from the Valley Gate. This

shews that the gates were in fact less distant from each

other than agrees with European notions, and so accounts

for the number of the gates, which some regard as objec-

tionable. The accouut we have given makes them ten
;

but some make them even more numerous by regarding

every name as representing a different gate, whereas we
have indicated instances in which several names appear to

have belonged to one gate. Those who remember ' the

hundred-gated Thebes,' and have read the accounts which
we possess of the ancient cities of the east, will feel justified

in doubting whether the ancient Orientals had the same
objections to numerous gates as are now usually entertained.

The gates of Jerusalem, like those of other walled towns

in the east, were shut up at night ; hence the force of the

beautiful passage in the description of the New Jerusalem,
' The gates of it shall not be shut at all by day ; for there

shall be no night there ' (Rev. xxi. 25) ; implying that, if

there had been night, they would have been shut ; but since

it was there always day, it would never be closed. It

seems, however, that at the great festivals, if there were no
cause to apprehend danger, the gates, or some of them,

were left open at night ; or at least that egress or ingress

was then easily obtained. The reader will remember that

our Lord left the city the night before he suffered, to go to

the garden of Gethsemane ; and Mary Magdalene and the

other women set forth ' early in the morning, while it was
yet dark ' to visit the sepulchre, which was outside the

town.

C. ' TTie locks., . .and the bars.'—Mr. Lane's Account of
the Modern Egyptians contains the subjoined representation

of the very simple and primitive kind of wooden lock

which maintains its ground in Egypt and other parts of tlie

East. We give Mr. Lane's description :— ' Every door is

furnished with a woodeu lock, called a dubheli : the me-
chanism of which is shewn by the sketch here inserted.

No. 1, in this sketch is a front view of the lock, with the

bolt drawn back ; Nos. 2, 3, and 4, are back views of the

separate parts and the key. A number of small iron pins

(four, five, or more) drop into corresponding holes in the

sliding bolt, as soon as the latter is pushed into the hole or
staple of the door-post. The key, also, has small pins,

made to con-espond with the holes, into which they are in-

troduced to open the lock : the former pins being thus

pushed up, the bolt may be drawn back. The wooden
lock of a street door is commonly about fourteen inches

long (this is the measure of the sliding-bolt) : those of the

doors of apartments, cupboards, &c., are about seven, or

eight, or nine inches. The locks of the gates of quarters

(of towns), public buildings, &c., are of the same kind, and
mostly two feet, or even more, in length. It is not difficult

to pick this kind of lock.' Locks of this sort are common
throughout Western Asia : and where greater security than

they afford is desired, strong wooden bars are used in addi-

tion. The two together probably answer to the ' locks and
bars ' of the text.

CHAPTER IV.

1 While the enemies scoff, Nehemiah prinjelh and conr

tinueth the work. 7 Understamiinij the wrot/i ami
secrets of tlie enemy, he setteth a watch. 13 He
amieth the labourers, 1 9 and givetli military precepts.

But it came to pass, that when Sanballat

heard that we builded the wall, he was wroth,

and took great indignation, and mocked the

Jews.

2 And he spake before his brethren and
the army of Samaria, and said, AVhat do
these feeble Jews ? will they 'fortify them-
selves? will they sacrifice? will they make
an end in a day ? will they revive the stones

out of the heaps of the rubbish which arc

burned ?

3 Now Tobiah the Ammonite v-a.i by him,

and he said, Even that which they build, if a

fox go up, he shall even break down their

stone wall.

4 Hear, O our God ; for we are Mespised :

and turn their reproach upon their own head,

and give them for a prey in the land of cap-

tivity :

5 And cover not their iniquity, and let not

their sin be blotted out from before thee : for

they have provoked tltee to anger before tlie

builders.

G So built we the wall ; and all the wall

was joined .together unto the half thereof: for

the people had a mind to work.

7 1 But it came to pass, that when San-

ballat, and Tobiah, and the Arabians, and
the Ammonites, and tlie Ashdodites, heard

that the walls of Jerusalem 'were made up,

and that the breaches began to be stopjjed,

then they were very wroth,

eh. despite. 3 Web. aff-rnf/frf.
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8 And conspired all of tlicm together to

come and to fight against Jerusalem, and 'to

hinder it.

9 Nevertheless \vc made our prayer unto
our God, and set a watch against them day
and night, because of them.

10 And Judah said. The strength of the

bearers of burdens is decayed, and there is

much rubbish ; so that we are not able to

build the wall.

11 And our adversaries said. They shall

not know, neither see, till we come in the

midst among them, and slay them, and cause

the work to cease.

12 And it came to pass, that when the

Jews which dwelt by them came, they said

unto us ten times, 'From all places whence
ye shall return unto us tlicj will he upon
you.

13 II Therefore set I "in the lower places

behind the wall, and on the higher places, I

even set the people after their families with

their swords, their spears, and their bows.

14 And I looked, and rose up, and said

unto the nobles, and to the rulers, and to the

rest of the people, Be not ye afraid of them :

remember the Lord, whidi is great and ter-

rible, and fight for your brethren, your sons,

and your daughters, your wives, and your

houses.

15 And it came to pass, when our enemies

heard that it was known unto us, and God
liad brought their counsel to nought, that we
returned all of us to the wall, every one unto

his work.

16 And it came to pass from that time

forth, that the half of my servants wrought in

the work, and the other half of them held both

the spears, the shields, and the bows, and the

habergeons ; and the rulers were behind all

the house of Judah.
17 They which budded on the wall, and

they that bare burdens, with those that laded,

everi/ one with one of his bands wrought in

the work, and with the other hand held a

weapon.

18 For the builders, every one had his

sword girded 'by his side, and so buildcd.

And he that sounded the truui]iet was l)y

me.

19 And I said unto the nobles, and to

the rulers, and to the rest of the people. The
work is great and large, and we are separated

upon the wall, one far from another.

"20 In what place therefore ye hear the

sound of the trumpet, resort ye thither vnUo

us : our God shall fight for us.

21 So we laboured in the work: and half

of them held the spears from the rising of the

moi-ning till the stars appeared.

22 Likewise at the same time said I unto

the people. Let every one with his servant

lodge within Jerusalem, that in the night

they may be a guard to us, and labour on the

day.

23 So neither I, nor my brethren, nor my
servants, nor the men of the guard which

followed me, none of us put oft' our clothes,

"savinr/ that every one put them oft" for

washing.

Verse 18. ' Ei-ery one had his sword girded bif Ids side,

and so builded.'—The writer of the present note has often

had to notice circumstances in different parts of Asia, of a

similar description to those recorded in this and the pre-

ceding verses. In countries or districts liable to the visits

of, or partly occupied by. Bedouins or Tartars ; or where
a settled population is divided into adverse clans or

tribes; or where the principle of blood revenge is in

strcng and extensive operation—under all these and other

circumstances, the cultivators dare not pursue the labours

of the field unarmed. We have seen men following the

plough with guns slung to their backs and swords by their

sides; or else these and other weapons were placed within

reach, while they pursued such labours as kept tlieni sta-

tionary. Sometimes, also, but less frequently, we have

observed men, armed with guns, swords, spears, clubs, and
bucklers, keeping a watchful guard while their fellows

pursued their important labours. It is by such statements

as these that we are most forcibly impressed with a sense

of the misery and fear of a state of society in which even

common safety comes to be regarded as the greatest of

temporal blessings.

CHAPTER V.

I Tlie Jews complain of their debt, morlf/age, mid
hinidage. C Nehemiah rebtiheth the usurers, and
caiiseth them to make a covenant of restitution. 14

He forbeareth his own allowance, and kccpeth hos-

pilali/i/.

AxD there was a great cry of the people and

of their wives against their brethren the Jews.

2 For there were that said, AVe, our sons,

and our daughters, are many : therefore wc

take up corn for them, that we may eat, and

live.

3 Some also there were that said, We
have mortgaged our lands, vineyards, and

houses, that we might buy corn, because of

the dearth.
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4 There were also that said, We have bor-

rowed money for the king's tribute, and that

upon our lands and vineyards.

5 Yet now our flesh is as the flesh of our

brethren, our children as their children : and,

lo, we bring into bondage our sons and our

daughters to be servants, and some of our

daughters are brought unto bondage already :

neither is it in our power to redeem them ; for

other men have our lands and vineyards.

6 H And I was very angry when I heard

their cry and these words.

7 Then 'I consulted with myself, and I

rebuked the nobles, and the rulers, and said

unto them, Ye exact usury, every one of }iis

brother. And I set a great assembly against

them.

8 And I said unto them, We after our abi-

lity have 'redeemed our brethren the Jews,

which were sold unto the heathen ; and will

ye even sell your brethren ? or shall they be
sold unto us? Then held they their peace,

and found nothing to ansicer.

9 Also I said. It is not good that ye do :

ought ye not to walk in the fear of our God
because of the reproach of the heathen our

enemies ?

10 I likewise, and my brethren, and my
servants, might exact of them money and
com : I pray you, let us leave off this

usury.

11 Restore, I pray you, to them, even this

day, their lands, their vineyards, their olive-

yards, and their houses, also the hundredth
jjai-t of the money, and of the corn, the wine,

and the oil, that ye exact of them.

12 Then said they, We will restore them,

and will require nothing of them ; so will we
do as thou sayest. Then I called the priests.
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and took an oath of them, that they should do
according to this promise.

13 Also I shook my lap, and said. So God
shake out every man from liis house, and from
his labour, that performeth not this })romise,

even thus be he shaken out, and "emptied.

And all the congregation said. Amen, and
praised the Lord. And the people did ac-

cording to this promise.

14 *[\ Moreover from the time that I was
appointed to be their governor in the land of

Judah, from the twentieth year even unto
the two and thirtieth year of Artaxerxes the

king, that is, twelve years, I and my brethren

have not eaten the bread of the governor.

15 But the former governors that had been

before me were chargeable unto the people,

and had taken of them bread and wine, beside

forty shekels of silver
; yea, even their ser-

vants bare rule over the people : but so did

not I, because of the fear of God.
16 Yea, also I continued in the work of

this wall, neither bought we any land : and
all my servants were gathered thither unto the

work.

17 Moreover there were at my table an
hundred and fifty of the Jews and rulers,

beside those that came unto us from among
the heathen that are about us.

18 Now tltat which was prepared /cr me
daily was one ox and six choice sheep ; also

fowls were prepared for me, and once in ten

days store of all sorts of wine : yet for all this

required not I the bread of the governor,

because the bondage was heavy upon this

people.

19 'Think upon me, my God, for good,

accordinr/ to all that I have done for this

people.

Verse 7. * / rebuked the nobles,' etc.—Nothiug can be
imagined more forcible, more touching, or more generous,

tlian this address of the governor to the nobles and rich

men of Jerusalem, to induce them to remit the obligations

which their poor brethren had incurred in the time of
distress. That his words may have the more weight,

Nehemiah himself sets the first example of disinterested-

ness. His commencement throws them all into a dead
silence ; but at his close the whole assembly breaks forth

with one voice :
' We will restore them !—we will require

nothing of them !—we will do as thou sayest !' To hold
them to this, Nehemiah calls the priests, and bound them
to their words by a solemn oath ; and to leave in their

hearts a deep and durable impression, he terminates the
transaction by invoking beforehand the divine malediction
upon such as should prove unfaithful to this vow. This
had the expected eSvet. The people responded with a
loud ' Amen !'—and we share in the manifest gratification

with which the narrator states, ' And the people did accord-
ing to this promise."

CC2

13. ' I shook mil lap, and said . . . even thus be he shaken

out, and emptied. —The idea of this significant action is

evidently derived from the custom of carrying some things

in the lap or skirt of the outer robe, as our women do
sometimes in their aprons, and which being discharged at

once, makes a complete clearance. In 2 Kings iv. ;)9, one

of the sons of the prophets is described as going into the

field to gather herbs, ' and gathered there of wild gourds
his lap full,' which denotes the existence of the custom
from which the allusion is taken. The act of Nehemiah
was equivalent to that of Paul, who shook his raiment and
said, ' Your blood be on your own heads ; I am clean

'

(Acts xviii. 6). Significant actions of this sort are still

very common in the East. By shaking his garment, as if

to clear it from dust, or empty his lap, a person is under-

stood to express his reprobation of, or dissent from, or to

clear himself from the responsibility of, what is done, said,

or asserted. Even when inadvertently performed in the

presence of others, such acts are considered of such bad

import, that the person who shakes his robe is liable to
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very severe reproof for so doing. In quarrels between
men or women, the curses which they bestow upon each
other are generally accompanied with the shaking of their

garments and such expressions as, ' Thus may it be with

1 R. ' Tlieformer governors .... were chargeable unto

the people.'—This does not appear to be mentioned as a

matter of reproach to them ; but merely to intimate that

they had received from the people that provision which
was their due, and with which they were probably less

able than Nehemiah to dispense. It would seem that the

forty shekels of silver was the daily income of the go-
vernor—amounting to about 1800/. a-year; besides which
he received the whole or principal part of the provisions

required for his household—as ' bread ' includes all kinds

of provisions. This altogether formed ' the bread of the

governor,' which the pious and noble-minded governor,

whose transactions we are now perusing, declined to accept,

bearing the heavy charges of his government from his own
purse for many years. The principle of contribution here

indicated is that which prevailed throughout the Persian

empire, in which the dues of government were paid partly

in a stipulated annual amount of precious metal, and partly
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in provisions and other commodities, which the respective
provinces could most easily supply or were most famous
for producing. Thus the government of Babylonia, besides
an annual tax in metal of a thousand talents (218, ".'lO/.),

was bound to keep the king's court supplied with victuals
for four months in the year, and other provinces for the
eight remaining mouths. These supplies were so ample
that all the guards and officers of the court received no
salaries, but provisions only—that is, were paid in kind.
The same principle operated among the inferior govern-
ments of provinces and towns, as we see that it did at
Jerusalem when under the Persian yoke. But it was not
new to the Jews, as we observe very similar regulations for
the supply of the Hebrew court in the time of Solomon.
The kings of Persia themselves seem to have desired at
their own particular tables some representative product of
all their provinces ; for we read that they ate no bread but
that made from the wheat of Assos iu Phrygia, no wine
but that of Damascus, no salt but that of Egypt, and so on.
On the same plan we may be tolerably certain that the
government at Jerusalem had required from each district

an adequate supply of its most esteemed products.

CHAPTER VI.

1 Sanballat practiseth by craft, by nimoitrs, by hired

prophecies, to terrify Nehemiah. 15 The work is

finished to the terror of the enemies. 17 Secret in-

telliyence passeth between the enemies and the nobles

vf JudaJi.

Now it came to pass, when Sanballat, and
Tobiah, and Geshem the Arabian, and the

rest of our enemies, heard that I had buikled

the wall, and that there was no breach left

therein ; (though at that time I had not set

up the doors upon the gates ;)

2 That Sanballat and Geshem sent unto

me, saying, Come, let us meet together in

some one of the villages in the plain of Ono.
But they thought to do me mischief

3 And I sent messengers unto them, say-

ing, I am doing a great work, so that I can-

not come down : why should the work cease,

whilst I leave it, and come down to you ?

4 Yet they sent unto me four times after

this sort ; and I answered them after the

same manner.

5 TT Then sent Sanballat his servant unto me
in like manner the fifth time with an open let-

ter in his hand
;

6 Wherein ivas written, It is reported

among the heathen, and 'Gashmu saith it,

tliat thou and the Jews think to rebel : for

which cause thou buildest the wall, that thou

mayest be their king, according to these

words.

7 And thou hast also appointed prophets

to preach of thee at Jerusalem, saying, Tliere

is a king in Judah : and now shall it be re-

ported to the king according to these words.

1 Or. Ge.

Come now therefore, and let us take counsel

together.

8 Then I sent unto him, saying, There are

no such things done as thou sayest, but thou

feignest them out of thine own heart.

y For they all made us afraid, saying,

Their hands shall be weakened from the

work, that it be not done. Now therefore, O
God, strengthen my hands.

10 ir Afterward I came unto the house of

Shemaiah the son of Delaiah the son of JMe-

hetabeel, who icas shut up ; and he said,

Let us meet together in the house of God,
within the temple, and let us shut the doors

of the temple : for they will come to slay

thee
;
yea, in the night will they come to slay

thee.

11 And I said, Should such a man as I

flee ? and who is there, that, being as I am,
would go into the temple to save his life ? I

will not go in.

12 And, lo, I perceived that God bad not

sent him ; but that he pronounced tliis pro-

phecy against me : for Tobiah and Sanballat

had hired hira.

13 Therefore icas he hired, that I should

be afraid, and do so, and sin, and that they

might have matter for an evil report, that they

might reproach me.

14 My God, think thou upon Tobiah and
Sanballat according to these their works, and

on the prophetess Noadiah, and the rest of

the prophets, that would have put me in

fear.

15 II So the wall was finished in the twenty

and fifth day of the month Elul, in fifty and
two days.

5G3
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16 And it came to pass, that when all our

enemies heard thereof, and all the heathen

that icere about us saw these things, they were

much cast down in their own eyes : for they

perceived that this work was wrought of our

God.
17 H Moreover in those days the nobles of

Judah ""sent many letters unto Tobiah, and
the letters of Tobiah came unto them.

18 For there xcere many in Judah sworn

unto him, because he xcas the son in law of

Shechaniah the son of Arab ; and his son Jo-

hanan had taken the daughter of Mesliullam

the son of Berechiah.

19 Also they reported his good deeds be-

fore me, and uttered my "words to him. And
Tobiah sent letters to put me in fear.

r /eftfrs pnsniKj to Tvhiah,

Vtrse 2. ' In some one of the villages in the plain of
Ono.'—Probably the word rendered ' in tlie villages'

should be left as a proper name— 'in Cephirim'—which
was most likely the same as Chephirah, one of the towns
which belonged to the Gibeonites, and afterwards to the
tribe of Benjamin (Josh. ix. 17; Xfiii. 26).

5. ' With an open letter in his hand.'—That the letter

was open, is very probably noticed as a circumstance de-

noting the disrespect with which Nehemiah was treated.

Although the Orientals do not close their letters after our
fashion, they never send them open but to an inferior per-
son, or to one whom, if a superior or equal, they intend to

treat with studied disrespect. The letters of the Western
Asiatics, which are usually very brief, are commonly rolled

up, and the roll flattened to about the breadth of an inch.

These letters are not sealed with wax ; but pasted at the

ends, or else a bit of paper is fastened around with gum
and sealed with the usual ink impression. Letters to in-

feriors are ofteu sent as unsealed rolls ; but to superiors and
even equals they are neatly done up in bags of silk, satin,

or taffefy. D'Arvieux relates a reform which he intro-

duced into the official correspondence of the chief emir of

the Arabs settled in Palestine. The illness of this chief's

secretary, and the inconvenience it occasioned, induced
him to undertake his duty in writing the emir's letters.

They had before been coarsely written and rudely done up.
' I made a cipher,' he says, ' of his (the emir's) name and
titles, in which every letter was artificially interwoven.
This I put at the top or bottom of the letters, according to

the quality of the person addressed, with strokes or flou-

rishes on each side, to give him, according to the way of
the Orientals, some marks of grandeur The prince,

considering the manner in which I did his letters, upon

large paper, in a character he was not used to, and with a
maguificence that was till then unknown to him, was quite

overjoyed.' He afterwards adds, that before the letters

were dispatched, he fitted them up in little taffety bags, of
several colours, a formality to which the emir had been an
utter stranger. The latter was so delighted with all this

that he cried up D'Arvieux for the best scribe in the world.
' But,' he says, ' I should not have passed for such among
nicer and more instructed persons ; but I was with the

Arabs of the desert, who are very ignorant ; and although
what I did was very indifferent, it was good enough for

the Bedouins—a people without ceremony and without
politeness.' This being the case, Nehemiah would pro-

bably have overlooked the unceremonious state of the letter

had it come from Geshem the Arabian ; but Sanballat

doubtless knew well what was due to a person in Nehe-
miah's station ; and therefore the open state of the letter

could be nothing less than a studied insult.—It will be

observed that D'Arvieux notices the large size of the paper
on which he wrote ; accordingly, letters to kings and
princes are written on very large paper, with great breadth
of margin. These fold in a large size, and are elegantly

done up in cases of silk, satin, or of silk interwoven with
threads of silver or gold. In this case the ribbon, or gold

or silver lace with which the bag is tied, is sometimes,

after being knotted, passed through wax, which is im-
pressed with a seal in the usual manner.—The omission

of all such little epistolary ceremonials, about which the

Orientals are very particular, was a significant circum-

stance which Nehemiah could not fail to notice—particu-

larly as he had been brought up in one of the most cere-

monious courts in the world.

CHAPTER VII.

1 NehemiaJi committeth the cliarge of Jerusalem to

Ilannni and Hananiah. 5 A register of the ge-

nenloyy of them which came at thefirst out ofBah/-
hn, 'a of Ike people, 39 of the priests, 43 of tlie

Liri'l/'.i, •!() rf the Nclhltiiiiis, 57 of Solomon's scr-

vdiils, fl.'i riiiil (f thr pricxts which could not find
thrir pa/iijrrf.

' GG The vhole number of them, with

their substance. 70 2'heir oblations.

Now it came to pass, when the wall was built,

and I had set up the doors, and the porters

and the singers and the Levites were ap-

pointed,

2 That I gave my brotluM- Ilanani, and
Ilanauiah the ruler of the pahicn, charge over

Jerusalem : for he ivas a faithful man, and
feared God above many.

o And I said unto them, Let not the gates

of Jerus^tlem be opened until the sun be hot

;

and while they stand by, let them shut the

doors, and bar them : and appoint watches of

the inhabitants of Jerusalem, every one in his

watch, and every one to be over against his

house.

4 Now the city rcas 'large and great; but

the people were few therein, and the houses

were not builded.

5 IT And my God put into mine heart to

gather together the nobles, and the rulers,

and the people, that they might be reckoned

by genealogy. And I found a register of the

genealogy of tliem which came up at the first,

and found written therein,

G "These arc the children of the province,
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that went up out of the captivity, of those

tliat had been carried away, whom Nebu-
chadnezzar the king of Babylon had carried

away, and came again to Jerusalem and to

Judali, every one unto his city
;

7 ^Mio came with Zerubbabel, Jeshua,

Neliemiah, ''Azariah, Raamiah, Nahamani,
JNIordecai, Bilshan, Mispereth, Bigvai, Ne-
hum, Baanah. The number, I say, of the

men of the people of Israel was tliis

;

8 The children of Parosh, two thousand an
hundred seventy and two.

9 The children of Shephatiah, three hun-
dred seventy and two.

10 The children of Arab, si.K hundred fifty

and two.

11 The children of Pahath-moab, of the

children of Jeshua and Joab, two thousand
and eight hundred and eighteen.

12 The children of Elam, a thousand two

hundred fifty and four.

13 The children of Zattu, eight hundred
forty and five.

14 The children of Zaccai, seven hundred
and threescore.

15 The children of ''Binnui, six hundred
forty and eight.

IG The children of Bebai, six hundred
twenty and eight.

17 The children of Azgad, two thousand

three hundred twenty and two.

18 The children of Adonikam, six hundred
threescore and seven.

19 The children of Bigvai, two thousand

threescore and seven.

20 The children of Adin, six hundred fifty

and five.

21 The children of Ater of Ilezekiah,

ninety and eight.

22 Tiie children of Ilashum, three hun-

dred twenty and eight.

23 The children of Bezai, three hundred
twenty and four.

24 The children of "Ilariph, an hundred
and twelve.

25 The children of "Gibeon, ninety and
five.

20 The men of Beth-lehem and Netophah,
an hundred fourscore and eight.

27 The men of Auathoth, an hundred
tvventy and eight.

28 The men of 'Beth-azmaveth, forty and
two.

29 The men of "Kirjath-jearim, Chephirah,

and Beerotli, seven hundred forty and three.

30 The men of Ramah and Gaba, six hun-
dred twenty and one.

31 The men of Michraas, an hundred and
twenty and two.

32 The men of Beth-el and Ai, an hun-
dred twenty and three.

33 The men of the other Nebo, fifty and two.

34 The children of the other "Elam, a
thousand two hundred fifty and four.

35 The children of Ilarim, three hundred
and twenty.

36 The children of Jericho, three hundred
forty and five.

37 The children of Lod, liadid, and Ono,
seven hundred twenty and one.

38 The children of Senaah, three thousand
nine hundred and thirty.

39 If The priests: the children of 'Me-
daiah, of the house of Jeshua, nine hundred
seventy and three.

40 The children of Immer, a thousand
fifty and two.

41 The children of Pashur, a thousand
two hundred forty and seven.

42 The children of Harim, a thousand and
seventeen.

43 IT The Lcvites : the children of Jeshua,

of Kadmiel, a«c? of the children of "Hode-
vah, seventy and four.

44 The singers : the children of Asaph,
an hundred forty and eight.

45 The porters: the children of Shal-

lum, the clnldren of Ater, the children of

Talmon, the children of Akkub, the children

of Ilatita, the children of Shobai, an hundred
thirty and eight.

46 TI The Nethinims : the children of

Ziha, the children of Hashupha, the children

of Tabbaoth,

47 The children of Keros, the children of

Sia, the children of Padon,

48 The children of Lebana, the children

of Hagaba, the children of Shalmai,

49 The children of Ilanan, the children of

Giddel, the children of Gahar,

50 The children of Reaiah, the children of

Rezin, the children of Nekoda,

51 The children of Gazzam, the children

of Uzza, the children of Phaseah,

52 The children of Besai, the children of

Meunim, the children of Nephishesim,

53 The children of Bakbuk, the children

of Hakupha, the children of Harhur,

54 The children of Bazlith, the children

of JNIehida, the children of Harsha,
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55 The children of Barkos, the children of

Sisera, the children of Tamah,
56 The children of Neziah, the children of

Hatipha.

57 ir The children of Solomon's servants :

the children of Sotai, the children of Sopher-

eth, the children of Perida,

58 The children of Jaala, the children of

Darkon, the children of Giddel,

59 The children of Shephatiah, the children

of Ilattil, the children of Pochereth of Ze-
baim, the children of "Amon.

60 All the Nethinims, and the children of

Solomon's servants, were three hundred ninety

and two.

Gl "'And these were they which went up
also from Tel-melah, Tel-haresha, Cherub,

Addon, and Immer : but they could not

show their father's house, nor their '''seed,

whether they we}-e of Israel.

62 The children of Delaiah, the children

of Tobiah, the children of Nekoda, six hun-
dred forty and two.

03 IT And of the priests : the children of

Ilabaiali, the children of Koz, the children of

Barzlllai, which took one of the daughters of

Barzillai the Gileadite to wife, and was
called after their name.

64 These sought their register among
those that were reckoned by genealogy, but

it was not found : therefore were they, as

polluted, put from the priesthood.

65 And "the Tirshatha said unto them,

that tliey should not cat of the most holy

things, till there stood up a priest with Urim
and Thummim.

lo'i 1[ The whole congregation together
was forty and two thousand three hundred
and threescore,

67 Beside their manservants and their

maidservants, of whom there were seven
thousand three hundred thirty and seven

:

and they had two hundred forty and fi\e

singing men and singing women.
68 Their horses, seven hundred thirty and

six : their mules, two hundred forty and five

:

69 Their camels, four hundred thirty and
five : six thousand seven hundred and twenty
asses.

70 IT And "some of the chief of the fathers

gave unto the work. The Tirshatha gave to

the treasure a thousand drams of gold, fifty

basons, five hundred and thirty priests' gar-

ments.

71 And soyne of the chief of the fathers

gave to the treasure of the work twenty
thousand drams of gold, and two thousand

and two hundred pound of silver.

72 And that which the rest of the people

gave rcas twenty thousand diams of gold, and
two thousand poimd of silver, and threescore

and seven priests' garments.

73 So the priests, and the Levites, and the

porters, and the singers, and some of the

people, and the Nethinims, and all Israel,

dwelt in their cities ; and when the seventh

month came, the children of Israel icere in

their cities.

Verses. ' Let not the r/atcs . . .he opened until the sun be

hot ; and while they stand bi/.'—The gates were to be opened
- the presence ot' the responsible officers named, and not

.i:i 1-_. _^.
unrise, probably that any

'"'
until somewha

any consequence are walled, and great strictness is usually

observed in shutting and opening the gates. They are
usually closed about sunset, and opened about sunrise.

When once closed, they are seldom opened to let any one
pass in or out, unless to persons of great authority or con-
sequence. The rule is generally very strict, though not
equally so in all places. For this reason travellers are
obliged to calculate their journeys so as to arrive at towns
before the gates close, as they may otherwise have to wait
outside all night ; or, when travelling by night, they en-
deavour to manage so as not to arrive long before the gates
are opened. Parties seldom travel by day except in winter

;

and in that season the uncomfortable prospect of spending
a cold night outside the walls of a town occasions great
anxiety when any unforeseen delay on the road renders it

doubtful that the town may be reached before the gates
are closed. In those parts of Western Asia where the
winter cold is severe, disastrous consequences sometimes
arise from miscalculation or dela}'.

5GG

4. ' The citij was large and great : hut the people ivere

few therein.'—The walls were doubtless built on the old

'foundations, which accounts for this. The circumference
of the walls is now only about two miles and a half; but

it must anciently have been far more extensive. Josephus
says, the circumference of the city was thirty-three fur-

longs : but as this was after the third wall had been built

by Agrippa, the city in Nehemiah's time must have been

less extensive. On such a point Josephus is a better au-

thority than Hecata;us, who makes the circumference of

Jerusalem to have been fifty furlongs—that is, more than

six miles. The observation in the text, though only ap-

plicable to the then existing state of Jerusalem, would be,

according to our ideas, applicable to most Oriental towns.

They cover a great extent of ground in comparison witli

their population. For although the streets are narrow,

the houses usually stand so much apart, and every re-

spectable house is built with such large open courts, and
then there are often so many gardens and plantations, that

Asiatic towns do not contain generally anything near the

population of English towns of similar extent. But the

naturally contracted site of Jerusalem probably had some
effect in preventing this dispersed mode of building under

ordinary circumstances.
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Easteen Gate.

CHAPTER VIII.

1 The religiovs manner of reading and hearing the

laiv. 9 They comfort the people. 13 The for-
wardness of them to hear and be instructed. 16
Thei/ keep thefeast of tabernacles.

And all the 'people gathered themselves

together as one man into the street that ims
before the water gate ; and they spake unto
Ezra the '^scribe to bring the book of the law
of Moses, which the Lord had commanded to

Israel.

2 And Ezra the priest brought the law
before the congregation both of men and wo-
men, and all "that could hear with under-
standing, upon the first day of the seventh

month.

3 And he read therein before the street

that was before the water gate 'from the

morning until midday, before the men and
the women, and those that could understand

;

and the ears of all the people icere attentive

unto the book of the law.

4 And Ezra the scribe stood upon a 'pul-

pit of wood, which they had made for the

purpose ; and beside him stood Mattithiah,

and Shema, and Anaiah, and Urijah, and
liilkiah, and Maaseiah, on his right hand ;

and on his left hand, Pedaiah, and Mishael,

and Malchiah, and Hashum, and Ilashba-

dana, Zechariah, and Meshullam.

5 And Ezra opened the book in the 'sight

of all the people ; (for he was above all the

people ;) and when he opened it, all the

people stood up :

6 And Ezra blessed the Lord, tlie great

God. And all the people answered. Amen,
Amen, with lifting up their hands : and they

bowed their heads, and worshipped the Lord
with tlieir faces to the ground.

7 Also Jeshua, and Bani, and Sherebiah,

Jamin, Akkub, Shabbethai, Hodijah, Maa-
seiah, Kelita, Azariah, Jozabad, Hanan, Pe-

laiah, and the Levites, caused the people to

understand the law : and the people stood in

their place.

8 So they read in the book in the law of

' Uvh./tim Ihe li'glil. ! Ueh. timer nf uooil- " Heb. ryej.
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God distinctly, and gave the sense^ and
caused them to understand the reading.

9 1[ And Nehemiah, which is 'the Tir-

sliatha, and Ezra the priest the scribe, and the

Levites that tauglit the people, said unto all

the people, Tins day is holy unto the Lord
your God ; mourn not, nor weep. For all

the people wept, when they heard the words
of the law.

10 Then he said unto them, Go your way,

eat the fat, and drink the sweet, and send

portions unto them for whom nothing is pre-

pared : for this day is holy unto our Lord :

neither be ye sorry ; for the joy of the Lord
is your strength.

11 So the Levites stilled all the people,

saying. Hold your peace, for the day is holy
;

neither be ye grieved.

12 And all the people went their way to

cat, and to drink, and to send portions, and
to make great mirth, because they had un-

derstood the words that were declared unto

them.

13 IT And on the second day were gathered

together the chief of the fathers of all the

people, the priests, and the Levites, unto Ezra
the scribe, even "to understand the words of

the law.

14 And they found written in the law
which the Lord had commanded 'by Moses,
that the children of Israel should dwell in

' "booths in the feast of the seventh month :

15 And that they should publish and pro-

claim in all their cities, and in Jerusalem,

saying. Go forth unto the mount, and fetch

olive branches, and pine branches, and myrtle

branches, and palm branches, and branches

of thick trees, to make booths, as it is

written.

16 IT So the people went forth, and
brought them, and made themselves booths,

every one upon the roof of his house, and in

their courts, and in the courts of the house of

God, and in the street of the water gate, and
in the street of the gate of Ephraim.

17 And all the congregation of them that

were come again out of the captivity made
booths, and sat under the booths: for since

the days of Jeshua the son of Nun unto that

day had not the children of Israel done so.

And there was very great gladness.

18 Also day by day, from the first day
unto the last day, he read in the book of the

law of God. And they kept the feast seven

days; and on the eighth day icas "a solemn
assembly, according unto the manner.

the vtordi of the law, a Heb. by the hand of.

Verse \. ' Tu hrimi the hook of the /aw.'—This being the

first day of the seventh ecclesiastical year was the new year's

day of the civil year, and therefore a great day. The first

day of every month was a festival ; and the commencement
of this month was also particularly distinguished as the

feast of Trumpets, which continued for two days. The
people were probably apprized, on this great occasion, that

Ezra had finished his edition of the books of the Law; and
which they therefore desired to hear read to them. Ezra
was no doubt rejoiced at the invitation.

4. * A pulpit of u:ood .... vtade for the pttrpofte.*—
Something probably in the shape of a scaffold or raised

platform, ascended by steps, and railed or otherwise fenced.

It must have been large, as it contained thirteen persons
besides Ezra.

7. ' Caused the people to understand the law.'—It is pro-

bable that, as Ezra read the law in pure Hebrew, the Le-
vites explained or translated it, period by period, into the

Chaldee dialect, which, from their long residence in Baby-
lonia, had now become the vernacular tongue of the Jews.
It is indeed important to note, that from the time of the

Babylonish captivity the Hebrew ceased to be the language
of tlie Jews, although perhaps it was not completelj dis-

placed by the Chaldee till the time of the Maccabees. The
Hebrew and Chaldee were cognate dialects, both of which
have long ceased to be living tongues ; and the knowledge
of the latter, as a dead language, has only been preserved
through its liaving been once used by the Jews. Through
that use wc have certain portions of the Scripture (Ezra iv.

8, to vi. 18 ; vii. 12-2G; Jer. x. 11 ; Dan. ii. 4, to the end
of ch. vii.) in Chaldee ; and also the Targums or para-

phrases, which were written in that language to make the

Bacrcd books intelligible to the people. For the Law has

always, even to this day, been read to the people in Hebrew

;

after which, while the Chaldee remained the vernacular

tongue, an explanation was given in it, after the precedent

supposed to be here established by Ezra. These explana-

tions were at first oral, but were afterwards written down,
and form the Targums or paraphrases which are still pre-

served. The Chaldee, as in use among the Jews, doubtless

acquired many words peculiarly Hebrew. It is quite

certain that the Chaldee did become the vernacular tongue
of the Jews from the time of the Captivity ; but it is con-

tended by some, that the Hebrew wasa< this time intelli-

gible to the people; and therefore that the explanation

given by the Levites did not consist in interpretation, but
iuanex|iciM: ;i .1 i]mm miiig of difficult passages. We
think, how, , ;;i : :: language of the people was in

such a ecu : • n turn Irom the Captivity that

Chaldee iiliiin.i; l\ 1' ihm- the vernacular tongue, that

language must necessarily have been so much more fami-

liar to them than the pure old Biblical Hebrew as to have
rendered some verbal explanation of the latter indispen-

sable. Those who have attended to lauguages in a state of

transition will apprehend that a very e.ii, i-l i. :.
i

;. \«:v-

tion of what was read was intelligible i" i

i i

I
. i"it

that there were many words and phra-rv ,1

not understand; and we conceive that iln I. vi:-. in

repeating, from different sides of the pulpit, « liat i;zra had
read, employed, in such instances at least, Chaldee words
and p)irases of equivalent meaning. Whether they also

gave an expository explanation is not necessarily a sepa-

rate or opposing question, since they may have done both,

and probably did so, considering how imperfectly the mass
of the people were then acquainted with the Law.

14. ' 7'hut the children if Israel should dwell in looth.<.'
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—This was the feast of Tabernacles, to be observed on tlie

fifteenth of this month ; and being therefore close at hand
when the injunction concerning it was read to them, they

began to prepare for it at once.

18. ' Day bij ilai/ he read in the book of the law.'—
It is generally understood that, from the example of this

reading of the law by Ezra, one very important conse-

quence followed, which was, that from thenceforward pro-

vision was made that the law should be read every sabbath-

day to the people in their own cities. This was probably

at lirst done in the open air, after the example of Ezra

;

of tliis practice in cold or wet wea-

ther appears soon to have led to the erection of appropriate

buildings for the purpose. This seems to have been the

origin of synagogues, of which there does not appear to

have been any before the Babylonish captivity. To this

salutary regulation may perhaps be attributed the fact that

the Jews were never after, as a nation, chargeable with

idolatry, to which they had been previously so prone, and
which was the prime source of all the judgments and cala-

mities that befei them.

CHAPTER IX.

1 A solemnfasl, and repentance of the people. 4 The
Levites maheareliijioits confession of Gud's goodness,

and their wickedness.

Now In the twenty and fourth day of 'this

month the children of Israel were assembled

with fasting, and with sackclothes, and earth

upon them.

2 And the seed of Israel separated them-
selves from all "strangers, and stood and con-

fessed their sins, and the iniquities of their

fathers.

3 And they stood up in their place, and
read in the book of the law of the Lord their

God one fourth part of the day ; and another

fourth part they confessed, and worshipped the

Lord their God.

4 IT Then stood up upon the ^stairs, of the

Levites, Jeshua, and Baui, Kadmiel, Sheba-
niah, Bunni, Sherebiah, Bani, and Chenani,

and cried with a loud voice unto the Loed
their God.

5 Then the Levites, Jeshua, and Kadmiel,

Bani, Hashabniah, Sherebiah, Hodijah, She-

baniah, and Pethahiah, said. Stand up and
bless the Loud your God for ever and ever :

and blessed be thy glorious name, which is

exalted above all blessing and praise.

G Thou, even thou, art Lokd alone ; ''thou

hast made heaven, the heaven of heavens,

with all their host, the earth, and all things

that are therein, the seas, and all that is

therein, and thou preservest them all ; and the

host of heaven worshippeth thee.

7 Thou art the Lord the God, who didst

choose ^Abram, and broughtest him forth

out of Ur of the Chaldees, and gavest him the

name of "Abraham ;

8 And foundest his heart 'faithful before

thee, and madest a "covenant with him to give

the land of the Canaanites, the Hittites, the

Amorites, and the Perizzitcs, and the Jebus-

Cliap. 8. 2. 8 Heb. strange children. 3 Or, scaffM.

ites, and the Girgashites, to give if, I sai/, to

his seed, and hast performed thy words ; for

thou art righteous

:

9 "And didst see the affliction of our

fathers in Egypt, and heardest their cry by

the Red sea

;

10 And '"shewedst signs and wonders upon

Pharaoh, and on all his servants, and on all

the people of his land : for thou knewest that

they dealt proudly against them. So didst

thou get thee a name, as it is this day.

11 "And thou didst divide the sea before

them, so that they went through the midst of

the sea on the dry land ; and their persecutors

thou threwest into the deeps, as a stone into

the "'mighty waters.

12 Moreover thou ""leddest them in the

day by a cloudy pillar ; and in the niglit by a

pillar of fire, to give them light in the way

wherein they should go.

13 "Thou earnest down also upon mount
Sinai, and spakest with them from heaven,

and gavest them right judgments, and "true

laws, good statutes and commandments :

14 And madest known unto them thy holy

sabbath, and commandedst them precepts,

statutes, aud laws, by the hand of Moses thy

servant

:

15 And '^gavest them bread fi-om heaven

for their hunger, and "broughtest forth water

for them out of the rock for their thirst, and

promisedst them that they should '°go in to

possess the land ' 'which thou hadst sworn to

give them.

16 But they and our fathers dealt proudly,

and hardened their necks, and hearkened not

to thy commandments,
17 And refused to obey, neither were

mindful of thy wonders that thou didst among
them ; but hardened their necks, and in their

rebellion appointed ""a captain to return to

their bondage: but thou art "'a. God ready

to pardon, gracious and merciful, slow to

4 Gen. 1.1. 5 Gen. 11. 31, and IS. 1. SGen. 17. 5.

od. 3. 7, and H. 10. '" Exod. 7,6, s., 10, 12, and 14 chapte

" Exod. 19. 20, and 20. 1. 'S Heb. laws o/t

t. I. e. 15 Heb. wliick thou luidnt lift up thine hand to give t
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anger, and of great kindness, and forsookest

them not.

18 Yea, "when they had made them a

molten calf, and said, This is thy God that

brought thee up out of Egypt, and had

wrought great provocations

;

19 Yet thou in thy manifold mercies for-

sookest them not in the wilderness : the ^^pil-

lar of the cloud departed not from them by

day, to lead them in the way ; neither the

pillar of fire by night, to shew them light,

and the way wherein they should go.

20 Thou gavest also thy '''good spirit to

instruct them, and withheldest not thy "manna
from their mouth, and gavest them "water for

their thirst.

21 Yea, forty years didst thou sustain

them in the wilderness, so that they lacked

nothing ; their "clothes waxed not old, and
their feet swelled not.

22 Moreover thou gavest them kingdoms
and nations, and didst divide them into cor-

ners: so they possessed the land of '"Sihon,

and the land of the king of Heshbon, and the

land of Og king of Bashan.

23 Their children also multipliedst thou as

the stars of heaven, and broughtest them into

the land, concerning which thou hadst pro-

mised to their fathers, that they should go in

to possess it.

24 So the children went in and possessed

the land, and thou subduedst before them the

inhabitants of the land, the Canaanites, and

gavest them into their hands, with their kings,

and the people of the land, that they might

do with them '''as they would.

25 And they took strong cities, and a fat

land, and possessed houses full of all goods,

""wells digged, vineyards, and oliveyards,

and ^'fruit trees in abundance: so they did

cat, and were filled, and became fat, and de-

lighted themselves in thy great goodness.

26 Nevertheless they were disobedient,

and rebelled against thee, and cast thy law

behind their backs, and slew thy ""prophets

which testified against them to turn them

to thee, and they wrought great provoca-

tions.

27 Therefore thou deliveredst them into

the hand of their enemies, who vexed them :

and in the time of their trouble, when they

cried unto thee, thou heardest t/tem from hea-

ven; and according to thy manifold mercies

«! Eiod. 32. 4. «3 Exod. 13. 22. Num. H. 14. 1 Cor. 10

WF.xod. 17. 6. WDeut. 8. 4. us Nam. 21. 21, S

81 Urt. tree offood. «« 1 Kinm 1!). in. ss Heb. thei/ i

»» Heb. protract over tliem. 3» 2 Kingi 17. 13. 2 Chron. 36.
3» Heb. weariness.
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thou gavest them saviours, who saved them
out of the hand of their enemies.

28 But after they had rest, ""they did evil

again before thee : therefore leftest thou them
in the hand of their enemies, so that they had
the dominion over them : yet when they
returned, and cried unto thee, thou heardest

tlieiii from heaven ; and many times didst

thou deliver them according to thy mercies

;

29 And testifiedst against them, that thou

mightest bring them again unto thy law : yet

they dealt proudly, and hearkened not unto
thy commandments, but sinned against thy

judgments, (which if a man do, he shall

live in them;) and "'withdrew the shoulder,

and hardened their neck, and would not

hear.

30 Yet many years didst thou "'forbear

them, and testifiedst "'against them by thy

spirit "'in thy prophets : yet would they not

give ear : therefore gavest thou them into the

hand of the people of the lands.

31 Nevertheless for thy great mercies' sake

thou didst not utterly consume them, nor

forsake them ; for thou art a gracious and
merciful God.

32 Now therefore, our God, tlie great, the

"mighty, and the terrible God, who keepcst

covenant and mercy, let not all the ""trouble

seem little before thee, '"that hath come upon
us, on our kings, on our princes, and on our

priests, and on our prophets, and on our f;i-

thers, and on all thy people, since the time of

the kings of Assyria unto this day.

33 Howbeit thou art just in all that is

brought upon us ; for thou hast done right,

but we have done wickedly :

34 Neither have our kings, our princes,

our priests, nor our fathers, kept thy law, nor

hearkened unto thy commandments and thy

testimonies, wherewith thou didst testify

against them.

35 For they have not served thee in their

kingdom, and in thy great goodness that thou

gavest them, and in the large and fat land

which thou gavest before them, neither turned

they from their wicked works.

36 Behold, we arc servants this day, and

for the land that thou gavest unto our fathers

to eat the fruit thereof and the good thereof,

behold, we are servants in it

:

37 And it yieldeth much increase unto the

kings whom thou hast set over us because of

1" Heb. they gnve a wi
hand of thy prophets.

[ hath/ound us.
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our sins : also they have dominion over our 38 And because of all this we make a sure

bodies, and over our cattle, at their pleasure, covenant, and write it; and our princes, Le-
and we are in great distress.

I
vites, and priests, "seal unto it.

<l Heb. aren( the sealing, or, sealed.

Verse 25. ' They took a fat land:—The Jews
called that which was excellent of everything, the J'nt.

The American Indians in like manner say, Osto Neehe, • the

(at of the pompion ;' Tranche Neehe, ' the fat of the corn.'

Neeha is the adjective, signifying fat, from which the

word Nectar ' a bear,' is derived. Adair's American
Indians, p. 45.

29. ' Withdreiv the shoulder, and hardened their neck.'—
These comparisons are drawn from the refusal of the yoke
by refractory oxen.

36. 'We are servants this da;/.'—The whole of the com-
plaint in this and the ensuing verse is very touching.
However favoured they were in many respects by the
Persian kings, they were still but servants (' slaves,' as the
original denotes) in their own land to a foreign master.
There is a force in this which must not pass unobserved.
The Persian kings, while they almost required divine ho-
nours to be rendered to their own persons, allowed their

subjects no better name than that of ' slaves ;' nor did the
latter aspire to a name more honourable. The tribute to

the king, partly in money and partly in kind, appears to

have been heavy in proportion to their means, and was so

much loss to them : tribute paid to a foreign prince, resid-

ing in another country, being much more grievous, even if

of smaller amount, than the ta.-ses required by a resident

government, and spent in the land. Nor was this all

;

for this foreign king also had ' dominion over their bodies
;'

meaning, doubtless, that he had an absolute claim upon
their personal services, particularly in his wars ; and this

was at all times a great hardship to the Jews, on account of

the peculiarities of their law, which almost precluded them
from acting in a foreign army. On this account they

esteemed it the greatest of favours to be exempted, and
sometimes paid heavily to procure exemption, or suffered

great persecution rather than serve. They were, however,

sometimes induced to serve their foreign lords, or as auxi-

liaries in foreign armies, by being allowed such conditions

as enabled them to obsei-ve what they understood tlieir law

to enjoin—such as that they should not be required to fight

on the Sabbath, and so on.

CHAPTER X.

1 The names of them that sealed the covenant. 29

T'he points of the covenant.

Now 'those that sealed icere, Nehemiah,

'the Tirshatha, the son of Hachaliah, and
Zidkijah,

2 Seraiah, Azariah, Jeremiah,

3 Pashur, Amariah, Malchijah,

4 Ilattush, Shebaniah, Malluch,

5 Harim, Merenioth, Obadi.ih,

6 Daniel, Ginnethon, Baruch,

7 Meshullam, Abijah, Mijamin,

8 Maaziah, Bilgai, Shemaiah : these u-cre

the priests.

U And the Levites : both Jeshua the son

of Azaniah, Binnui of the sons of Henadad,
Kadmiel

;

10 And their brethren, Shebaniah, Hodijah,

Kelita, Pelaiah, Hanan,
11 Micha, Rehob, Ilashabiah,

12 Zaccur, Sherebiah, Shebaniah,

13 Hodijah, Bani, Beninu.

14 The chief of the people ; Parosh, Pa-

hath-moab, Elam, Zatthu, Bani,

15 Bunni, Azgad, Bebai,

16 Adonijah, Bigvai, Adin,

17 Ater, Hizkijah, Azzur,

18 Hodijah, Hashum, Bezai,

19 Hariph, Anathoth, Nebai,

20 Magpiash, JMeshullam, Hezir,

21 Meshezabeel, Zadok, Jaddua,

22 Pelatiah, Hanan, Anaiah,

23 Hoshea, Hananiah, Hashub,

24 Hallohesh, Pileah, Shobek,

25 Rehum, Hashabnah, Maaseiah,

26 And Ahijah, Hanan, Anan,
27 Malluch, Harim, Baanah.

28 1 'And the rest of the people, the

priests, the Levites, the porters, the singers,

the Nethinims, and all they that had separated

themselves from the people of the lands unto

the law of God, their wives, their sons, and

their daughters, every one having knowledge,

and having understanding ;

29 They clave to their brethren, their

nobles, and entered into a curse, and into

an oath, to walk in God's law, which was

given "by Moses the servant of God, and to

observe and do all the commandments of the

LoKD our Lord, and his judgments and his

statutes
;

30 And that we would not give ''our

daughters unto the people of the land, nor

take their daughters for our sons :

31 'And if the people of the land bring

ware or any victuals on the sabbath day to

sell, that we would not buy it of them on the

sabbath, or on the holy day : and that we
would leave the 'seventh year, and the "exac-

tion of 'every debt.

32 Also we made ordinances for us, to

i Heh. by the hand of. » Exod. 34. 16. Peut. 7. 3.

7 Levit. 2.'! A. B Oeut. 15. 2. 9 Heb. every ha id.

571
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charge ourselves yearly with the third part

of a shekel for the service of the house of

our God

;

33 For the shewbread, and for the continual

meat offering, and for the continual burnt

offering, '"of the sabbaths, of the new moons,

for the set feasts, and for the holy tliinr/s, and

for the sin offerings to make an atonement for

Israel, and for all the work of the house of

our God.
34 And we cast the lots among the priests,

the Levites, and the people, for the wood
offering, to bring it into the house of our God,

after the houses of our fathers, at times ap-

pointed year by year, to burn upon the altar

of the Lord our God, as it is written in the

law :

35 And "to bring the firstfruits of our

ground, and the tirstfruits of all fruit of all

trees, year by year, unto tlie house of the

Lord :

36 Also the firstborn of our sons, and of

our cattle, as it is written "in the law, and
10 See Num. 28 and 23. •' Exod. 23. 19. Levit. 19. 23.

the firstlings of our herds and of our flocks,

to bring to the house of our God, unto the

priests that minister in the house of our God :

37 ''And tltat we should- bring the first-

fruits of our dough, and our offerings, and
the fruit of all manner of trees, of wine and
of oil, unto the priests, to the chambers of

the house of our God ; and the tithes of our

ground unto the Levites, that the same
Levites might have the tithes in all the cities

of our tillage.

38 And the priest the son of Aaron shall

be with the Levites, "when the Levites take

tithes : and the Levites shall bring up the

tithe of the tithes unto the house of our God,
to the chambers, into the treasure house.

39 For the children of Israel and the

children of Levi shall bring the offering of

the corn, of the new wine, and the oil, unto

the chambers, where are the vessels of the

sanctuary, and the priests that minister, and

the porters, and the singers : and we will not

forsake the house of our God.
2 Exod. 13. 2. 13 Levit. 23. 17. Num. 15. in, and 18. 12, &c.

Verse 32. ' 'Hie third pari of a sheJieV—This was about

ten pence. We do not find sui;h a contribution anywhere
enjoined in the law. It must therefore be regarded as a

tax imposed by the people upon themselves for the support

of the temple. This is implied indeed in the form of ex-

pression, ' We made ordinances for us to charge ourselves

yearly,' etc. It seems clear that the interpretation which
taught that Exod. xxx. 12 (see the note on Num. i. 2)

required from every adult male an annual poll-tax of half

a shekel, had not yet been discovered. It is very possible

that this actual establishment of a poll-tax of a third of a

shekel, gave occasion to that interpretation at a subsequent

period, and that then the amount was raised, on that sup-

posed authority, to half a shekel. We do not again liear

of this smaller contribution ; but we know that half a

shekel was payable in the New Testament times, and was
sent to the treasury of the temple by the Jews of every

region.

CHAPTER XI.

1 Tlie rulers, voluntary men, and the tenth man chosen

by lot, dwell in Jerusalem. 3 A catalogue of their

names. 20 The residue dwell in other cities.

And the rulers of the people dwelt at Jeru-

salem : the rest of the people also cast lots, to

bring one of ten to dwell in Jerusalem the

holy city, and nine parts to dwell in other cit'ies.

2 And the people blessed all the men, that

willingly offered themselves to dwell at Jeru-

salem.

3 IT Now these are the chief of the province

that dwelt in Jerusalem : but in the cities of

Judah dwelt every one in his possession in

their cities, to ivit, Israel, the priests, and the

Levites, and the Ncthinims, and the children

of Solomon's servants.

4 And at Jerusalem dwelt certain of the

children of Judah, and of the children of

Benjamin. Of the children of Judah

;

Athaiah the son of Uzziah, the son of Zecha-

riah, the son of Amariah, the son of Shepha-

tiah, the son of Mahalaleel, of the children of

Perez ;

5 And jNIaaseiah the son of Baruch, the

son of Col-hozeh, the son of Hazaiah, the son

of Adaiah, the son of Joiarib, the son of

Zechariah, the son of Shiloni.

6 All the sons of Perez that dwelt at Jeru-

salem tcere four hundred threescore and eight

valiant men.

7 And these are the sons of Benjamin

;

Sallu the son of Meshullam, the son of Joed,

the son of Pedaiah, the son of Kolaiah, the

son of Maaseiali, the son of Ithiel, the son of

Jesaiah.

8 And after him Gabbai, Sallai, nine

hundred twenty and eight.

9 And Joel the son of Zichri icas their

overseer : and Judah the son of Senuah reus

second over the city.

10 Of the priests: Jedaiah the son of

Joiarib, Jachin.
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11 Seraiali the son of Hilkiah, the son of

Meshullam, the son of Zadok, tlie son of

Meraioth, the son of Ahitub, luas the ruler of

the house of God.
12 And their brethren that did the work

of the house were eight hundred twenty and
two : and Adaiah the son of Jeroham, the

son of Pehiliah, the son of Amzi, the son of

Zechariah, the son of Pashur, the son of

Malchiah,

13 And his brethren, chief of the fathers,

two hundred forty and two : and Amashai the

son of Azareel, the son of Ahasai, the son of

Mcshillemoth, the son of Immer,
14 And their brethren, mighty men of

valour, an hundred twenty and eight : and
their overseer loas Zabdiel, 'the son of one of
the great men.

15 Also of the Levites : Shemaiali the son

of Hashub, the son of Azrikara, the son of

Hashabiah, the son of Bunni

;

IG And Shabbethai and Jozabad, of the

chief of the Levites, ^had the oversight of the

outward business of the house of God.
17 And Mattaniah the son of Micha, the

son of Zabdi, the son of Asaph, was the prin-

cipal to begin the thanksgiving in prayer :

and Bakbukiah the second among his brethren,

and Abda the son of Shammua, the son of

Galal, the son of Jeduthun.

18 All the Levites in the holy city %oere

two hundred fourscore and four.

19 Moreover the porters, Akkub, Talmon,
and their brethren that kept "the gates, 2oere

an hundred seventy and two.

20 U And the residue of Israel, of the

priests, and the Levites, were in all the cities

of Judah, every one in his inheritance.

21 "But the Nethinims dwelt in 'Ophel

:

and Ziha and Gispa were over the Nethinims.

' OT.thesono/HaggeMim. « Heb. were mier. a

22 The overseer also of the Levites at

Jerusalem was Uzzi the son of Bani, the son

of Hashabiah, the son of Mattaniah, the son

of Micha. Of the sons of Asaph, the singers

were over the business of the house of God.
23 For it was the king's commandment

concerning them, that "a certain portion

should be for the singers, due for every

day.

24 And rethahiah the son of Mesheza-
beel, of the children of Zerali the son of

Judah, was at the king's hand in all matters

concerning the people.

25 And for the villages, with their fields,

so77ie of the children of Judah dwelt at Kir-

jath-arba, and in the villages thereof, and at

Dibon, and in the villages thereof, and at

Jekabzeel, and in the villages thereof,

2(5 And at Jeshua, and at Moladah, and
at Beth-phelet,

27 And at Ilazar-shual, and at Becr-sheba,

and in the villages thereof,

28 And at Ziklag, and at Mekonah, and
in the villages thereof,

29 And at En-rimmon, and at Zareah,

and at Jarrauth,

30 Zanoah, Adullam, and in their villages,

at Lachish, and the fields thereof, at Azekah,
and in the villages thereof And they dwelt

from Beer-sheba unto the valley of Hinnom.
31 The children also of Benjamin 'from

Geba dwelt "at Michmash, and Aija, and
Beth-el, and in their villages,

32 And at Anathoth, Nob, Ananiah,

33 Hazor, Ramah, Glttaim,

34 Hadid, Zeboira, Neballat,

35 Lod, and Ono, the valley of craftsmen.

36 And of the Levites tvei-e divisions in

Judah, and in Benjamin.

eh. nt the gates.

Verse 2. ' Viat unlUnrjUi offered themselves to rhvell at

Jerusalem.'—We see from this chapter that the next matter

to which Nehemiah turned his care was to fill with a
suitable population the city which was still so thinly

peopled. The causes which had kept it from being pro-

perly occupied no longer existed, seeing that the city was
now secured with gates and walls ; but the people were not

ready to abandon at once the homesteads which they had
established in other places. The town would indeed gra-

dually have acquired an adequate population; but this

process was slow, and it was important that Jerusalem
should at once enjoy a suitable population. The governor
therefore prevailed upon the leading men of the nation to

remove thither ; others willingly followed, and every tenth

man was chosen by lot to become an inhabitant of the holy

city.

3. ' Vie A'el/iiiiims.'—The word Nethinim (CynS

from jn] nathan

persons given to the

eechap. 3. 26. 5 0r,l'
8 or, tu M.chmasI,.
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from the captivity did so voluntarily, being sincere prose-

lytes, who did not esteem their employment at the temple
intolerable or degrading. Nor was it ; for they are men-
tioned with respect, after the Levites, and it is even said

that they were ' expressed by name,' which, according to

Hebrew notions, was an honourable distinction. The
number that returned was however small—392 with Ze-

rubbabel, and 220 with Ezra. They were placed iu the

cities of the Levites, and attended at the temple in rotation,

like their superiors. Their numbers appear, however, to

have been inadequate to the duties they had to perform

;

and hence it was, probably, that, as we read in the preced-

ing chapter (v. 34), lots were cast among the priests,

Levites, and people, for 'the wood offering,' that is, as

explained, to decide at what stated times, year by year, and
by what households the duty of supplying fuel for" tin- :ilt.ir

should he taken. This was originally the duty of tin- cnu-

gregation, before the Gibeonites relieved them, aiKl now
the deficiency of the Nethinims renders necessary a partial

recurrence to the ancient practice.

CHAPTER XII.

1 TTie priests, 8 and the Levites, u'lucJi came tip icith

Zenibbabel. ^0 The succession of high priests. 22
Certain chief Levites. 27 The solemnity of tlie

dedication of the ivalls. 44 The offices of the priests

and Levites appointed in the temple.

Now these are the 'priests and the Levites
that went up with Zerubbabel the son of

Shealtiel, and Jeshua : Seraiah, Jeremiah,
Ezra,

2 Amariah, ''Malluch, Ilattush,

3 'Shechaniah, *Rehum, 'Meremoth,
4 Iddo, ^Ginnetho, Abijah,

5 'Miamin, "Maadiah, Bilgah,

6 Shemaiah, and Joiarib, Jedaiah,

7 'Sallu, Amok, Hilkiah, Jedaiah. These
were the chief of the priests and of their

brethren in the days of Jeshua.

8 Moreover the Levites : Jeshua, Binnui,

Kadmiel, Sherebiah, Judah, and Mattaniah,
ivkich icas over '"the thanksgiving, he and his

brethren.

9 Also Bakbukiah and Unni, their brethren,

%oere over against them in the watches.

10 IT And Jesliua begat Joiakim, Joiakim
also begat Eliashib, and Eliashib begat
Joiada,

11 And Joiada begat Jonathan, and
Jonathan begat Jaddua.

12 And in the days of Joiakim were priests,

the chief of tlie fathers : of Seraiah, Meraiah
;

of Jeremiah, Ilananiah
;

13 Of Ezra, Meshullam ; of Amariah,
Jeholianan

;

14 Of Melicu, Jonathan ; of Shebaniah,

Joseph
;

15 Of Ilarim, Adna; of Meraioth, Ilelkai

;

IG Of Iddo, Zechariah ; of Ginnethon,

Meshullam
;

17 Of Abijali, Zicliri ; of Miniamin ; of

Moadiah, Piltai
;

18 Of Bilgah, Shammua ; of Shemaiah,
Jehonathan

;

19 And of Joiarib, Mattenai ; of Jedaiah,

Uzzi;

1 Ezra 2. 1. 2 Or, MAicu, verse 14. 3 Or, Sliebaniah, ^

^ Or, Ginnethon, verse IC. 7 Or, Miniamin, verse 17.
'0 Thai i6, the psahns of thiinkiffiving. 11 1 Chi

574

20 Of Sallai, Kallai ; of Amok, Eber ;

21 Of Hilkiah, Hashabiah ; of Jedaiah,

Nethaneel.

22 H The Levites in the days of Eliashib.

Joiada, and Johanan, and Jaddua, wej-e re-

corded chief of the fathers : also the priests,

to the reign of Darius the Persian.

23 The sons of Levi, the chief of the

fethers, icere written in tiie book of the

"chronicles, even until the days of Johanan

the son of Eliashib.

24 And the chief of the Levites : Ha-
shabiah, Sherebiah, and Jeshua the son of

Kadmiel, with their brethren over against

them, to praise and to give thanks, according

to the commandment of David the man of

God, ward over against ward.

25 Mattaniah, and Bakbukiah, Obadiah,

IMeshullam, Talmon, Akkub, were porters

keej)ing the ward at the "thresholds of the

gates.

26 These were in the days of Joiakim the

son of Jeshua, the son of Jozadak, and in the

days of Nehemiah the governor, and of Ezra

the priest, the scribe.

27 H And at the dedication of the wall

of Jerusalem they sought the Levites out of

all their places, to bring them to Jerusalem,

to keep the dedication with gladness, both

with thanksgivings, and with singing, tvith

cymbals, psalteries, and with harps.

28 And the sons of the singers gathered

themselves together, both out of the plain

country round about Jerusalem, and from

the villages of Netophathi ;

29 Also from tlie house of Gilgal, and

out of the fields of Geba and Azmaveth : for

tlie singers had builded them villages round

about Jerusalem.

30 And the priests and the Levites purified

themselves, and purified the people, and the

gates, and the wall.

31 Then I brought up the princes of Judah
upon the wall, and appointed two great

companies of them that gave thanks, whereof

su M. * Or, //rtrnn, verse 15. s Or, 3/t'r(ifOl/i, verse 16.

u Or, Moadiall, verso 17. » Or, Sallai, verse 20.

1. 9. II, &c. IS Or, treasuries, or, asiemUics.
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one went on the right hand upon the wall

toward the dung gate :

32 And after them went Iloshaiah, and

half of the princes of Judah,

33 And Azariah, Ezra, and Meshullara,

34 Judah, and Benjamin, and Shemaiah,

and Jeremiah,

35 And certain of the priests' sons with

trumpets ; namely, Zechariah the son of

Jonathan, the son of Shemaiah, the son of

Mattaniah, the son of Michaiah, the son of

Zaccur, the son of Asaph :

36 And his brethren, Shemaiah, and

Azarael, Milalai, Gilalai, Maai, Nethaneel,

and Judah, Hanani, with the musical instru-

ments of David the man of God, and Ezra
the scribe before them.

37 And at the fountain gate, which was

over against them, they went up by the stairs

of the city of David, at the going up of the

wall, above the house of David, even unto the

water gate eastward.

38 And the other compamj of them that

gave thanks went over against them, and I

after them, and the half of the people upon

the wall, from beyond the tower of the fur-

naces even unto the broad wall
;

39 And from above the gate of Ephraim,

and above the old gate, and above the fish

gate, and the tower of Hananeel, and the

tower of Meah, even unto the sheep gate

:

and they stood still in the prison gate.

40 So stood the two companies of them that

gave thanks in the house of God, and I, and

"the half of the rulers with me :

13 Hub. made their voice to be heard. l* That ig, appointed by th

17 1 Chron. a5 and 26. '8 l chron. 25. 1, &c.

41 And the priests; Eliakim, Maaseiah,
Miniamin, Michaiah, Elioenai, Zechariah,

and Hananiah, with trumpets ;

42 And Maaseiah, and Shemaiah, and
Eleazar, and Uzzi, and Jehohanan, and
Malchijah, and Elam, and Ezer. And the

singers '"sang loud, with Jezrahiah their

overseer.

43 Also that day they offered great sacri-

fices, and rejoiced : for God had made them
rejoice with great joy : the wives also and the

children rejoiced : so that the joy of Jerusalem
was heard even afar off.

44 H And at that time were some ap-

pointed over the chambers for the treasures,

for the offerings, for the firstfruits, and for

the tithes, to gather into them out of the

fields of the cities the portions "of the law

for the priests and Levites : '''for Judah
rejoiced for the priests and for the Levites

'"that waited.

45 And both the singers and the porters

kept the ward of their God, and the ward of

the purification, "according to the command-
ment of David, and of Solomon his son.

46 For in the days of David '"and Asaph
of old tliere were chief of the singers, and
songs of praise and thanksgiving unto God.

47 And all Israel in the days of Zerub-
babel, and in the days of Nehemiah, gave
the portions of the singers and the porters,

every day his portion : and they ' 'sanctified

holy things unto the Levites ; '"and the

Levites sanctified them luito the children of

Aaron.

Verse 11. 'Jiirfrfua.'—Some -writers think that the verse

concluding -with this name could not have been written by
Nehemiah, seeing that Jaddua did not succeed to the

priesthood till upwards of a centnry after the date of Ne-
hemiah's first commission ; so that, allowing him to have

been then a young man, as he probably was, he could not

well have been less than 130 years of age when this was
written. This is not impossible, certainly ; but it seems

less likely than that the names of the successive high-

priests, down to the subversion of the Persian empire,

were inserted by a later hand. The precise periods at

which the priests here named succeeded each other cannot

be determined with much certainty. But as they became
very important ruling authorities in the period between

the conclusion of Nehemiah's reforms and the invasion of

Asia by Alexander, we insert the order and state of their

succession as given by Prideaux and Hales.

The high-priest Seiuiah, who was slain by Nebuchad-
nezzar, must have left more than one son who did not

share his ruin. Ezra must have descended from one of

his younger sons, for his eldest was Josedech, who was
carried into captivity, and appears to have acted as high-

priest among the captives. He died before the decree for

the restoration of the Jews was issued by Cyrus, and was

succeeded by his son Jeshtia or Joshua, who returned to

Jerusalem with the first caravan under Zerubbaliel, and
who is conspicuously mentioned in the prophecies of Ze-

chariah. He was succeeded by his son Jehoiahim (B.C.

483 to 453, thirty years), in whose time the second cara-

van of returned captives, under Ezra, arrived at Jerusalem.

After him came Eliashib (b.c. 453—413, forty years), who
lived during all the history which the present book re-

cords, and whose improper conduct during Nehemiah's

absence at the Persian court will presently come under

our notice. He was followed by his son Joiada, or Judas

(B.C. 413—373, forty years), who was succeeded by Jona-

than, or John (B.C. 373—341, thirty-two years), in the

eighth year of whose pontificate his brother Jeshua came
to Jerusalem to supersede him in his ofiice, in virtue of

a grant which he obtained from Bagoses, the Persian

satrap of Syria and Phoenicia. But Jonathan would by
no means yield ; in consequence of which a great strife

took place between them in the inner court of the temple,

Jeshua attempting by force to enter upon the execution of

the ofiice, and the other endeavouring by force to prevent

him. The former was kiUed in the strife. The Persian

governor, after having been at Jerusalem to inquire into

the circumstances, punished this horrible crime by laying
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a heavy tribute upon the Iambs offered in sacrifice, which

proved a great burden to the people, and was not remitted

till the accession of Ochus, king of Persia, B.C. 358. Jo-

nathan, however, retained his dignity, and on his death

was succeeded by Jaddm or Jaddus (B.C. 341—321,

twenty years), in whose time Alexander the Great made
his appearance in Asia. After that conqueror had reduced

Tyre, he proceeded to Jerusalem; but it is said, by Jo-

sephus and others, that his hostile intentions were averted

by his being met on his approach by the high-priest in his

official robes, followed by the priests in their proper

habits, and the people in white raiment. Alexander was

astonished ; having, as he said, before seen in a vision a

person attired like the high-priest, who had encouraged

his great enterprises, and promised him complete success.

He therefore gave his right hand to Jaddua, and, entering

the city peaceably, proceeded to the temple and offered

sacrifice under the direction of the high-priest. This per-

sonage also explained to Alexander the prophecies in

Daniel, that a Grecian king should overthrow the Persian

empire. This was rightly understood by the latter to

refer to himself; and he was altogether so much gratified,

that, so far from molesting the Jews, he encouraged them

to ask what privileges they desired : these were, that they

should be allowed the enjoyment of their own laws and

customs, and be exempted from tribute every seventh year.

This was readily granted ; and thus the yoke of Persia was

exchanged for that of the Macedonians. Very good rea-

sons for questioning this story are given by Bishop Thirl-

wall in his History of Greece (vi. 206) ; but in fact, as

it evidently rests on mere tradition, even a knowledge of

human nature, and of the particular author, justifies lai-ge

deductions from the statement, although most of the beneiits

which are described as resulting from this interview,

were, undoubtedly, on some account or other acquired.

22. ' Darius the Persian.'—As the high-priest Jaddua,

HIAH. [B.C. 445.

mentioned in this verse and verse 11, lived in the time of
Darius Codomanus, who was overthrown by Alexander,
while the regular history of the book appears to termi-
nate early in the reign of Darius Nothus, it may be
doubted which of the two is intended by ' Darius the Per-
sian.' Dr. Hales thinks it is Darius Nothus.

27. ' The dedication of the wall of Jerusalem.'—It was a
custom among the ancients to consecrate the walls of cities

to their gods, and to consider them sacred in virtue of
that consecration. We have no account of the dedication

of the completed wall ; but there is a particular account in

Ovid's Fasti of the sort of dedication which took place in

laying the foundations of the walls of Rome by Romulus.
We quote the passage in Massey's translation :

—

' On a proper day they went their rounds.
And with a plough markd out the city's bounds

;

The day was Pales' feast : a ditch they made,
And in the earth and at the bottom laid

New corn and soil fetch'd from the neighb'ring ground
Then fiU'd the ditch with earth, and made a mound

;

And on the new-made mound an altar raised,

On which, as soon as that the incense blazed.

Another hole was dug, from whence the plough,
Held firm, was drawn by a white ox and cow.
Then to the gods the king address'd this prayer—
" My suppliant voice, O Jove and Vesta, hear

!

And father Mars, and all ye pow'rs divine,

be propitious to my great design

:

This city which I build with pious view.

Though named from me, I consecrate to you

:

To the sun's rising and its setting ray,

May it extend its wide imperial sway,
To distant ages may it thriving ri.se.

And o'er all cities reign beneath the skies."
'

Fasti, lib. iv. a. 819, etc.

CHAPTER XIII.

1 Upon the reading of the law separation is madefrom
the mixed midtitiide. 4 Neliemiah at his return

causeth the chambers to be cleansed. 10 He re-

formeth the offices in the house of God. 1 5 The
violation of the sabbath, "23 and the marriages ivitli

strange wives.

On that day 'tliey read in tlic book of Moses
in the 'audience of the people ; and therein

was found written, ^that the Ammonite and

the Moabite should not come into tlie congre-

gation of God for ever
;

2 Because they met not the children of

Israel with bread and with water, but ''hired

Balaam against them, that he should curse

them: howbeit our God turned the curse

into a blessing.

3 Now it came to pass, when they had

heard the law, that they separated fi-om Israel

all the nii.xcd multitude.

4 *\ And before this, Eliashib the priest,

'having the oversight of the chamber of the

house of our God, was allied unto Tobiah :

5 And he had prepared for him a great

chamber, where aforetime they laid the meat
oderings, the frankincense, and the vessels,

and the tithes of the corn, the new wine, and

the oil, Svhich was commandt-d to he given to

the Levites, and the singers, and the porters ;

and the ofierings of the priests.

6 But in all this time was not I at Jerusa-

lem : for in the two and thirtieth year of

Artaxerxes king of Babylon came I unto the

king, and 'after certain days "obtained I leave

of the king

:

7 And I came to Jerusalem, and under-

stood of the evil that Eliashib did for Tobiah,

in preparing him a chamber in the courts of

the house of God.

8 And it grieved mc sore : therefore I cast

forth all the houshold stuff of Tobiah out of

the chamber.

9 Then I commanded, and they cleansed

the chambers : and thither brought I again

the vessels of the house of (lod, with the meat
olfering and the frankincense.

10 1[ And I perceived that the portions of

the Levites had not been given tJtem : foi- the

Levites and the singers, that did the work,

were fled every one to his field.

1

1

Then contended I with the rulers, and
said, ^V'hy is the house of God forsaken ? And
I gathered them together, and set them in

their "place.
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12 Then brought all Judah the tithe of

the corn and the new wine and the oil unto

the '"treasuries.

13 And I made treasurers over the trea-

suries, Shelemiah the priest, and Zadok the

scribe, and of the Levites, Pedaiah : and
"next to them ivas Hanan the son of Zaccur,

the son of Mattaniah : for they were counted
faithful, and "their office was to distribute

unto their brethren.

14 '^Remember me, O my God, concern-

ing this, and wipe not out my '"good deeds

that I have done for the house of my God,
and for the '^offices thereof.

15 IT In those days saw I in Judah some

treading winepresses on the sabbath, and
bringing in sheaves, and lading asses ; as

also wine, grapes, and figs, and all manner of
burdens, which they brought into Jerusalem
on the sabbath day : and I testified ar/ainst

them in the day wherein they sold victuals.

16 There dwelt men of Tyre also therein,

which brought fish, and all manner of ware,

and sold on the sabbath unto the children of

Judah, and in Jerusalem.

17 Then I contended with the nobles of

Judah, and said unto them. What evil thing

is this that ye do, and profane the sabbath

day?
18 Did not your fathers thus, and did not

our God bring all this evil upon us, and upon
this city ? yet ye bring more wrath uj)on

Israel by profaning the sabbath.

19 And it came to pass, that when the

gates of Jerusalem began to be dark before

the sabbath, I commanded that the gates

should be shut, and charged that they should

not be opened till after the sabbath : and
some of my servants set I at the gates, that

there should no burden be brought in on the

sabbath day.

20 So the merchants and sellers of all

kind of ware lodged without Jerusalem once
or twice.

21 Then I testified against them, and said

!» Or, storeAuKSM. n Hel>. al 1/icii- /«]«(*. 12 Heb. 1

15 Or, observntiurts. 16 Ueb. before the wait. 1

1^ Heb. tliey discerned not to speak, 20 Heb. tif people and
«3 Heb. /or

unto them. Why lodge ye '"about the wall ?

if ye do so again, 1 will lay hands on you.

From that time forth came they no more on
the sabbath.

22 And I commanded the Levites that

they should cleanse themselves, and that they

should come and keep the gates, to sanctify

the sabbath day. Remember me, O my God,
concerninrj this also, and spare me according
to the "greatness of thy mercy.

23 IF In those days also saw I Jews that

'"had married wives of Ashdod, of Ammon,
and of Moab :

24 And their children spake half in the

speech of Ashdod, and "could not speak in

the Jews' language, but according to the

language '"^"of each people.

25 And I contended with them, and
^'cursed them, and smote certain of them,
and plucked off their hair, and made them
swear by God, saying, Ye shall not give your
daughters unto their sons, nor take their

daughters unto your sons, or for yourselves.

26 Did not Solomon king of Israel sin by
these things ? yet among many nations was
there no king like him, who was beloved of

his God, and God made him king over all

Israel : "nevertheless even him did outlandish

women cause to sin.

27 Shall we then hearken unto you to do
all this great evil, to transgress against our
God in marrying strange wives ?

28 And one of the sons of Joiada, the son

of Eliashib the high priest, was son in law to

Sanballat the Horonite : therefore I chased

him from me.

29 Remember them, O my God, "because
they have defiled the priesthood, and the

covenant of the priesthood, and of the Levites.

30 Thus cleansed I them from all strangers,

and appointed the wards of the priests and
the Levites, every one in his business

;

31 And for the wood offering, at times

appointed, and for the firstfruits. Remember
me, O my God, for good.

; was vpon t/iem. 13 Verse 22. 1* Heb. liindnrsses.

7 Or, multitude. m Heb. /lad made to dwell witli them.
people. 21 Or, reviled tliem. 22 l Kings 11. 1, &c.
the dejilirtgs.

Verse 4. 'Eliashib was allied unto Tubiah.'—lt
seems that the enemies of Israel, having failed in their
open hostility to the Jews, had now taken a different

ground, and made overtures of friendship and alliance, in

order either to seek their overthrow by underhand means,
or to share in whatever advantages the Jews held in pos-
session or prospect. In this they seem to have succeeded

;

for the two most notorious adversaries of the Jews formed
matrimonial connections with distinguished Jewish fami-
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lies. Tobiah himself married the daughter of Shechnniah,

the son of Arab, of a family (apparently of note) tljat

came from captivity with Zerubbabel ; and his son Jo-

hanan had obtained to wife the daughter of Mesliullaui,

who was one of the chief managers, under Neheniiah, of

the rebuilding of the city wall (Ezra ii. 5 ; Neh. iii. 4, 30,

and vi. 18). It also appears, from verse 28, that even the

grandson of the high-priest had become the son-in-law of
|

Sanballat, that other noted enemy of the Hebrews. It is ]
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that in consequence of these

liar, had much written corre-

were his sworn
specimen

noticed in chap. vi. 17, II

alliances, Tobiah, in part

spondence with the Jews, many of w

^""T' mil prepared fir Mm a great c/,am6er.'-CoDsider.

inc how strict the regulations were which excluded alieni

fron, the sacred precincts, this profanation was
_
so very

|

cross that it is difficult to account for it otherwise than _
by supposing that, as the temple services had ceased vn-

and the priests and Levites discontinued their attendance,
^^

the temple had come to be looked upon as a common
pnMTilEjfll

public building, part of which might be made into a dicr- P^ '^-^-.^^^

nified residence for so important a person as Tobiah,

he ciime to Jerusalem.

6. ' But in all this lime ivas not I at Jerusalem.

leave of absence was for twelve years, and when these

were expired he returned to resume his station at the

Persian court. When he departed, no person with ade-

quate authority appears to have been left to carry on or

complete his measures. His salutary regulations, and

even the solemn covenant into which the people had en-

tered, were gradually infringed and violated. The general

laxity of principle and conduct may be estimated from

the proceedings, as above described, of the persons who

might have been expected to offer the brightest examples

of knowledge and faithfulness. In addition to these

enormities, the temple service was neglected ;
the tithes,

appointed 'for the support of the Levites and the singers,

were abstracted by the high-priest and his agents, or

withheld by the people ; the sabbath was profaned in

every possible way; and marriages with strange women

were frequent among the people. In acconnting for the

demoralization of this period, it may not be improper to

ith the frequent march of Persian troops
^ " " )'pt, which

iudsea was

made to" share in the evils of war, than which nothing is

more relaxing of the bonds by which the order of civil

society is maintained. The tidings of this relapse occa-

sioned much grief to Nehemiah at the Persian court, and

he ultimately succeeded in obtaining permission to return

to JudiEa. He returned in his former capacity as governor,

and applied himself most vigorously to the correction of

the evils which had gained ground during his absence.

His exertions appear to have been continued for four

years, or until the third year of Darius Nothus, whom

Nehemiah designates as Darius the Persian. The end,

therefore, of this eminent person's second reform, which

may be taken as the final act in the restoration and settle-

ment of the Jews in their own land, may be ascribed to

the year 4-20 B.C. With this year, therefore, the canon of

and tread upon them, the expressed juice being discharged

by a spout into another receptacle prepared for the pur-

pose. The first cut exhibits a most complete and beautiftll

of the constructed wine-press of this kind, and

explains many Scriptural references. It is square—some-

thing like an altar—the upper part being made hollow to

receive the grapes. The treaders stand in them more tlian

through the territory in passing to and from Egypt,

was frequently in a state of revolt. By this Juda

ludes ; for Malachi, the last of the

I
.1 ].^ irndition, supported by every pro-

, i
.

i
l.uce, to have prophesied during

,
11 mI' Nehemiah.

,
,,, „ ,,,,,,,,,s.scs.'—There are many interest-

in Sonptuie to the culture of the vine and^to

by which its fruit was made into wine. The

intimations, so far as can be ascertained, correspond very

completely with tlie representations often repeated in the
''

pt, and with the existing usages

former we have derived a few

lish the most instructive and au-

,:ni now be obtained. They are

,:ii,n r^r .^ n,„„ii deW Egiito),
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' (mm the gather-

,!, \i ine. Our cuts

ulii, 1, tlii I'iiii' was expressed,

at present routine our attention.
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Bee also the notes and cut under Oien,

' Treadmg ' is invariably mentioned inScriptj

process by which the juice was pn
and the press is descrilieil n t .e, :

as being dug or built. S 'i
;

in existing usage, the «i
i

ground and lined with iii;e" i
i

.

"

and tlie hollow iK-ing liUed witli f

as the

the grapes;

e utensil, but

of Egypt and

dug the

n the ground

;

le men get in

Egyptian -Wine-pbess.

IS seen to come out

many vats. As these spouts
ancle deep. The juice, as

at two spouts and fall into

are not on the same level, while the discharges from them

are simultaneous, it is probable that the press has a false

bottom pierced with holes, and a true one below, with a

spout from each. The whole is enclosed within a beau-

tiful frame-work, the use of which is to sustain the ropes

by which the men hold on. In other representations of

humbler treadings, where the grapes seem to be placed in

a hollow dug in the ground, the men hold by a single

rope stretched horizontally between the tops of two up-

right poles. It appears, Jer. xxv. 30 (' He shall give a

shout, as they that tread the grapes'), and xlviu. 3.3

(' None shall tread with shouting '), that the Hebrew wine

pressers cheered their labour by joyful acclamations ^he

proper meaning) as they jumped upon the grapes. The

processes here described are in principle so similar to

those now in use in the East, that the latter do not require

specific notice. The custom of treading grapes, at least in

the first instance, still exists in different parts ot Europe.

Mr. Cyrus Redding (History and Description of Modern

Wines) notices its existence in some of the islands of the

Greek Archipelago, at St. Lucar in Spam, in Italy -at

least in Calabria—and in some of the north-eastern de-

partments of France. He adds, ' In some parts of France

a labourer, with sabots, treads the grapes out, as they come

from the vineyard, in a square box having holes in the

bottom, and placed over a square vat. The murk is then

removed, and he proceeds with fresh grapes until the vat

beneath is full. Sometimes they are squeezed out in

troughs, by men who get into the vats and use both sabots

and hands at once' (pp. 26, 27). It is highly probable

that such humbler processes were employed by those He-

brews who had no extensive vineyards, but cultivated

some vines and made wine with their produce.

There is no notice in Scripture, so far as wc recollect.
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of any other or after process for obtaining the juice in the

first instance, or for extracting what remained in the murk
after the treading process. If the Jews had none such,

they probably mixed it with water, and thus obtained a

wine of inferior quality. But it is probable that treading,

although the principal, was not the only process known
among them. Most nations had probably some other be-

sides (see Henderson's History of Ancient and Modern
Wines, p. 38), and if so, they could not have had anything

more simple than what is shewn in the other Egyptian
processes which our rsmaining cuts exhibit. From these,

however, it does not very clearly appear whether the me-
thod is em,ployed to extract juice that remained in the

murk after being trodden, or as a different process for

pressing the fresh grapes in the first instance. Every pro-

bability is in favour of the former opinion.; but the en-

gravings themselves seem to exhibit baskets of perfect

grapes being subjected to this process, and such therefore

we must conclude them to be, unless we supposed that the

murk is intended, although the grapes be represented, as

perhaps the artists felt that the murk could not be, by
them, so represented as not to be mistaken for something

else. However this may be, we see that the substance to

be pressed (whether perfect grapes or grapes already

trodden) is put into a sort of bag, apparently made of

flags or rushes. This bag is sometimes suspended hori-

zontally in a frame, but not always, and, whether so or

not, is twisted round by strong staves or handspikes ; the

juice which is squeezed out being received into a vessel

placed underneath. The third cut exhibits the bag in its

last state of compression, which is so complete as to shew
that the juice must have been very completely extracted.

The last cut is connected with the preceding, exhibiting

persons employed in carrying grapes to replenish the ex-

hausted press. We observe a number of large heaped
baskets or buckets, from which a man supplies smaller

buckets, which boys carry upon their heads to the press,

where they deposit the contents in other large buckets,

and return with their small empty ones for more. What
makes us the rather think that, although perfect grapes

are represented, those that have been already trodden are

intended, is that there is here an intermediate process

—

the substance is deposited in large buckets, and thence
conveyed to the press ; whereas, when the process of

supply is connected with treading, we see the grapes

brought at once from the vine to the wine-press, without
any intermediate deposit.

16. ' There dwelt menofTijre also therein, which brought

fish.'—It would appear from this verse that the Phoe-

nicians were in the habit of bringing fish for sale to Jeru-

salem—which is in itself an interesting fact— and that

they did this without making any distinction between the

Sabbath and other days, but brought their fish and sold

it publicly on the holy day. The exemption for the sale

of certain kinds of fish on the sacred day, which is con-

ceded even in our northern latitude, might seem to be

more necessary in a warm climate, where fish can only

for a short time be preserved. Kut the law of the Jewish
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Sa)>bath was very strict, and has ever been strictly inter-

preted ; and Nehemiah, after remonstrating in very
forcible language with the nobles of the land in this

matter, adopted the very strong measure of directing the

city gates to be kept shut from the beginning to the end
of the Sabbath, and, to ensure rigid obedience to his

orders, he committed the gates on these holy days to the

charge of his own servants. On the first few Sabbaths in

which the rules were enforced, the fish- sellers, and other

persons bringing goods for sale to Jerusalem, remained all

day under the walls of the town. But this gave ofleuce

to Nehemiah, who threatened, if this were done again, to

resort to yiolent means of prevention. By this means he
at length succeeded in doing away with all appearance of

traffic, labour, and travel on the day which the Lord had
commanded to be kept holy.

't m
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THE BOOK

E S T H E II.

This book takes its name from tliat of the person who is tiie leading; character in it. The Jews call

it Megillah Esther, or ' the Volume of Esther,' or simply ' the Volume,' by way of eminence, for

by them the book has always been held in peculiar veneration. They place it on a level with the

Pentateuch, aitirming that when all other Scripture shall cease, the book of Esther shall be as stable

as that of tlie Law, which shall never cease, or be destroyed, or lost. There is, therefore, no founda-

tion for the statement Avhich has become current through its being found in so popular a work as

Baxter's Sahifs Everlasting Rest—that the Jews treat the book with peculiar disrespect, and cast it

to the ground before they read it, because the name of God is not once found in it.

So much has been written for and against the canonical authority of the book, that it may be well

to state, as briefly as possible, the authority on which its place in the canon of Scripture rests, and

tiie grounds on which it has been impugned.

It has been supposed by Le Clerc and other critics, that tlie book of Esther is no other than an

historical romance, or a kind of tragedy, in which the action is carried on by imaginary characters.

This opinion has not been often advanced, since the historical basis, at least, of the book has been

established by Eichhorn ; and it is now more commonly urged that the basis of the narrative is indeed

historically true, but that it is embellished with many imaginary circumstances. Some of those who
entertain these opinions, do not necessarily on that account impugn the canonical authority of the

book ; for they admit tiiat, seeing the sacred canon does include many parables and fables in illustration

of great truths, there is no reason why the great doctrine of God's providence should not be set forth

under the Divine sanction by such a tale or by such a ' narrative founded on facts,' as they suppose

this book to contain. Yet, on the other hand, these views of the book have, although not neces-

sarily, yet generally, been held in connection with a feeling adverse to the claim of ' Esther ' to a

place in the canon of the Old Testament.

It certainly seems to us that the claim of the book to be regarded as a narrative historically true

has not been weakened in the controversy. In the midst of all dispute stands forth this great fact, t hat

the Jewish people do now celebrate, and have immemorially celebrated, a festival designed to per-

petuate the memory of the events which the book records, and for the origin of which no other account

exists than that which is here presented to us. This account of its origin those who celebrate the

feast believe to be the true one ; and we can trace this account, as well as their belief in it, up nearly

to the time in which the feast originated. There is hardly any other book existing which can pro-

duce, after the lapse of twenty-three centuries, the evidence of a living custom, which it adequately

explains, to its historical truth ; and we cannot but agree with Eichhorn, that this alone, apart from

every other argument, is abundantly sufficient to establish the historical verity of the narrative. We
justly consider the existing feast of the Passover as establishing the historical autliority of the book

in which the account of its origin is found. Here we have a case of the same kind respecting tiie

feast of Purim, only that—taking it merely as a matter of historical evidence—this seems to us the

stronger of the two, seeing that from the comparative recency of the events we are enabled to trace

the historical existence of the feast within the period of what our jurists hold as " legal memory "

of the time which the record assigns to its institution. It is harder to believe than is anything

which the human understanding rejects, that a solemnity of this proximate celebration should have

been founded upon circumstances not historically true. The author of the second book of Mac-

cabees, whom we cite merely as an ancient Jewish author, living probably in the century before

Christ, and epitomising a writer in or near the time of Judas Maccaba?us, states, that when that

hero instituted an annual feast in commemoration of the deliverance of the people from the Syrians,

he fixed it to the thirteenth day of the month Adar, which, he adds, was " the day before Manio-

cheus's day,'' meaning of course the feast of Purim (3 Mace. xv. 37). This is not only a direct

testimony to the celebration of the feast in the time of Judas, and if then, also at some indeter-
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ruinate period before ; but tlie feast in celebration of tlie victory over Nicanor being fixed to tlie

thirteentli of Adar, would of itself suggest tliat tlie feast of Purim on tl>e fourteentli of tlie same

niontli already existed, and dictated tlie selection of the thirteenth for the -other, in order that the

anniversaries of these two great deliverances might follow each other. Josephus, in giving the history

as contained in this Ijoolc, expressly states, that the feast instituted on that occarfon continued to be

celebrated by all the Jews throughout the habitable world (Antlq. xi. 6). The Talmud also makes

frequent mention of it as a well known and ancient feast, and its celebration has been maintained

to this day.

Add to the leading testimony which grows out of the feast of Purim, the fact that the book has

been received not only by the Christians, but by the Jews, as a record of historical truth, and not as a

pleasing tale ; and the leading characters, Esther and Mordecai, as real personages and not as

creatures of the imagination. The book is also not wanting in intrinsic signs obvious to literarv'

criticism, of the reality of the history which it contains. The recital is simple and unornamented : the

author gives the genealogy of Mordecai ; he states the ancestors of Esther ; he designates the ten

sons of Hainan ; he refers to the existing annals of Persia, which recorded the exultation of Mordecai
;

and he affirms that letters were written by Mordecai and Esther to all the Jewish communities in the

Persian empire. This last fact, among otliers, must have been known for true or false at the time

tlie Old Testament canon was settled ; and its untruth would have sufficed to exclude the book from

the collection. Now it is not too much to say, that this manner of writing— this scrupulous care to

fix particulars—and these circumstantial details which no one inventing a tale would dream of

recounting—all evince tlifi presence of a faithful historian drawing his narrative from authentic

sources of information.

A strong stand against the truth of the history has been taken on the ground tliat the facts are

improbable, and not in accordance with Oriental or ancient Persian manners. De Wette makes

much of this. Now the manners and customs of the ancient and modern nations of the East, and

especially of the Persians, being a subject to which we have ourselves for many years paid great

attention, and in which we have not lacked opportunities of personal observation and comparison, we

will take upon us to affirm, without hesitation, that this is a matter in which De Wette's own infor-

mation is greatly imperfect ; and to express a well founded conviction that there is scarcely a single

incident narrated in the book, or a single custom indicated, an exact parallel of which might not

be found in the ancient and modern history and usages of Persia and the East. Even China might

produce them all. This has been shewn by a learned Jesuit Missionary, P. Cibot, wiio, in one of

the volumes of the ^lemoires sur les Chinois, shews that to almost every circumstance and usage

in this book a parallel from the Chinese writers migiit be produced. Some specimens of his parallels

are given among our Notes.

It seems to us probable that the very completeness of the narrative, in the gradual and progressive

development of results, may have suggested the first idea of the book being a fiction. But this cha-

racteristic is equally exhibited in the history of Joseph, which no one has on that ground impugned.

A writer of fiction also is careful to avoid every circumstance tending to weaken the efl'ect his narra-

tive is intended to produce. But the writer of history, though some of his personages may stand

Iiigh in his favour, must make known their public errors not less than their public merits. Tried

by this test also, tlie book of Esther comes out with the cliaracteristics of true history and not of

fiction ; for the writer represents his principal characters as pursuing their vengeance so insatiably

as excites some revulsion of feeling to their disadvantage, and seems to have very nearly awakened

the displeasure of the king.

So much for the historical character of the book. "We may now say a few ^vords as to its canon-

icity, for a book niiglit be true history without being entitled to a place in the canon. Now in this

case the Jews have always regarded this as one of their sacred books ; its claim to a place tiiere has

never been questioned by them ; and they have even treated it with extraordinary veneration. The
tradition of the Christian churches in favour of this claim has always been unanimous, constant, and

universal. The book itself contains nothing to bring this claim into question ; on the contrary, it

contains a record of the utmost importance for shewing the continued action of Divine Providence in

belialf of the race from wiiich, in the process of time, the Messiah was to spring. The objections

which have been urged against this claim are not such as to affect this solid primdfacie evidence of

its right to the place it occupies. So far as they arise from the contents of the book, this has been

shewn by the considerations advanced to prove that it is a true history. The absence of the names
' God ' or ' Lord ' in the book is indeed a singular and startling circumstance. But the presence of

God is, to us, everywhere _/J7< and indicated in it, and it is therefore of little real consequence that

the name does not occur. The tendency of the book is indeed so pious, that we read it many timi's

in our youth without noticing the absence of tlie Divine name ; and should perhaps not have found it

out to this day, had it not lieen indicated by others. Still the fact is singular. That the Divine

name was omitted for fear of offending the Persians as some fancy, we utterly deny. The Persians

682
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were Hkely to concern themselves very little with a booii written in Hebrew—and so far from being
offended witii the use of the name of God, their own edicts concerning the Jews contain it, and even

that of Jehovah. The more liively explanation is that the book is drawn up chiefly from the Persian

records, which treated it as a matter of human affairs without seeing the Divine hand which Jews and
Christians can easily recognize.

An objection to the cationical authority of the book has been drawn from the fact of its not being

mentioned in the lists of the canonical Scripture furnislied by a few of tlie early Christian fatliers.

But it is contained in the lists furnished by those of highest name, and in tlie greatest number ; and
some of tiiose who omit it in their lists, cite its contents as canonical in other places. This suggests

the probability that in their copies it was joined to some other book, the name of which stands for

both, just as Ruth was formerly joined to Judges, Neheniiah to Ezra, and Lamentations to Jere-

miah. It is also possible that the apocryphal additions with wliich the book is laden in the Sep-
tuagint, and which the Latin church still retains, may have raised a doubt in some minds respecting

that portion which forms our book of Estlier, and which alone was accounted canonical by the

Hebrews. This is not the only instance in which the genuine book has, since its separation by the

Protestant churches, inherited the weight of those doubts and objections which were originally ap-

plied to the book as incumbered with apocryplial additions.

Very various have been tlie opinions respecting the authorship of Esther. Some ascribe it to Ezra,

some to Nehemiah, some to Mordecai, the last being the conclusion most generally received. We
who believe the book to be a real history, and recognize no autliority which could bring it into the

Old Testament canon much later than the events w hich it records, may consider Mordecai as the

most likely person to have been the writer, on account of the leading part he took in the transaction,

and from the desire he evinces to perpetuate tlie memory of it. The Jews tliemselves somewhat
differ in opinion on this point ; some think it was composed by the high-priest Jehoiakim, son of

Jeshua, while the Talmud (in Bava Bathra, c. 1) seems rather to ascribe it to the great syna-

gogue. Those writers who regard the work as a tale or an embellished history, are under little con-

cern about the name or 'time of the author. Spinoza supposes it was fabricated subsequently to the

re-establishment of the temple services by Judas Maccabaeus ; and many recent German critics have

maintained that it was written by some Palestine Jews long after the events whicli it records.

In the arrangements of the Jews, the book of Esther is placed among the Hamesh MegiUoth or

Five Volumes—a designation which includes also Ruth, Canticles, Ecclesiastes, and the Lamentations
;

and the best Rabbinical commentaries on the book are involved in those which interpret the whole
five Megilloth. Such are those of Abeii Ezra, Jarchi, etc. Tliere is also a separate commentary by

R. Aaron Ariob, under the fanciful title of lisn IO'lT Shemen Hamnuir, or 'Oil of Myrrh,' which
is a synopsis or transcript of all that previous Rabbinical writers had produced respecting Esther.

It was written at the end of the sixteenth century, and was printed in 1601. The Spanish Rabbi
Isaac in the same century left a commentary on the book, which was printed at Venice in 1565;
this is chiefly a compilation from the Gemara and Maimonides. A German Rabbi, Eliezer tlie son

of Elias, who died in 1586, also left a commentary on the book with the title of rip7 F|D1* Yoseph
Lekah, 'the Augmentor of Doctrine,' which was printed at Cremona in 1576, and at Hamburg in

1711. These Hebrew commentaries evince the deep interest which this book possesses to the Jews.

Passing by the various Latin commentaries which treat of Esther along with other of the lesser his-

torical books of Scripture, the following separate commentaries claim enumeration:—Strigelii Liber
Esther, argumentis et scholiis illustratus, Lips. 1551, 1552 ; Brentii Commentarius in Esdram,
Nehemiam, et Esther, Tubingas, 1575, the part of which on Esther was translated and published in

this country under the title, ' j4 Discourse upon the book of Esther,' interpreted by J. Stockwood,
Lond. 1584; Feuardentii Commentaria in lib. Esther, Par. 1585; Drusii Adnotationes in lib.

Estherce, Lugd. Bat. 1586; Wolderi Libri Estherm analyticce dispositiones, 'Dantischi, 1625 ; Ho-
nartii In Estheram Commentarius litteralis et moralis. Colon. 1647, a work which obtains high

praise from Carpzov ; Montani Comment, litteralis et moralis in lib. Esther, 'Mdid. 1647; Adami
Observationes theologico-philologicte, Gron. 1710, a work containing a commentary on Esther in

which much attention is given to the comparison of the manners and customs of the ancient Persians

with the details of the present book. In 1839 was produced at Halle a work by Dr. Baumgarten,
in which the reality of the history of Esther and the veracity of the author are ably vindicated, and
the arguments against it of some modern critics are satisfactorily disposed of. The whole subject

is also handled very satisfactorily in the Introductions recently produced on the Continent. There is

no separate original English commentary on Esther.
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CHAPTER I.

1 Ahasuerus maketh roynl feasts. 10 l ashti, sent

for, refuseth to come. 13 Ahasuerus, by tlie counsel

Memucan, maheth the decree ofmens sovereignly.

OW it came
to pass in the

days of Aha-
suerus, (this

is Ahasuerus
which
reigned, from

India even

unto Ethio-

over an

hundred and
seven and
twenty pro-

vinces :)

2 That in

those days, wlien tlie king Ahasuerus sat on

the tin-one of liis kingdom, which was in

Shushan tlie palace,

3 In the third year of his reign, he made
a feast unto all his princes and his servants ;

the power of Persia and Media, the nobles

and princes of the provinces, being before him :

4 ^Vhen he shewed the riches of his glo-

rious kingdom and the honour of his excellent

majesty many days, even an hundred and

fourscore days.

5 And wlien these days were expired, the

king made a feast unto all the people that

were 'present in Shushan the palace, both

unto great and small, seven days, in the court

of the garden of the king's palace
;

6 Where tcere white, gi-een, and 'blue,

hatif/iriffs, fastened with cords of fine linen and

])urple to silver rings and pillars of marble

;

the beds ivere of gold and silver, upon a pave-

ment 'of red, and blue, and white, and black,

marble.

7 And they gave them drink in vessels of

gold, (the vessels being diverse one from

another,) and 'royal wine in abundance, 'ac-

cording to the state of the king.

8 And the drinking was according to the

law ; none did compel : for so the king had

appointed to all the officers of his house,

that they should do according to every man's

pleasure.

9 Also Vashti the queen made a feast for

the women in the royal house which belonged

to king Ahasuerus.

ER^ [B.C. 521—51.0.

10 ^ On the seventh day, when the heart

of the king was merry with wine, he com-
manded Mehuman, Biztha, Harbona, Bigtha,

and Abagtha, Zethar, and Carcas, the seven

'chamberlains tliat served in the presence of

Ahasuerus the king,

11 To bring Vashti the queen before the

king with the crown royal, to shew the people

and the princes her beauty : for she u-as 'fair

to look on.

12 But the queen Vashti refused to come
at the king's commandment "by his chamber-

lains : therefore was the king very wroth, and
his anger burned in him.

13 t Then the king said to the wise men,
which knew the times, (for so was the king's

manner toward all that knew law and judg-

ment :

14 And the next unto him was Carshena,

Shethar, Admatha, Tarshish, Meres, Marsena,

and Memucan, the 'seven princes of Persia

and Media, which saw the king's face, and
which sat the first in the kingdom ;)

15 '"What shall we do unto the queen
Vashti according to law, because she hath not

performed the commandment of the king

Ahasuerus by the chamberlains?

16 And Memucan answered before the

king and the princes, Vashti the queen hath

not done wrong to the king only, but also

to all the princes, and to all the people

that are in all the provinces of the king

Ahasuerus.

17 For this deed of the queen shall come
abroad unto all women, so that they shall

despise their husbands in their eyes, when it

shall be reported. The king Ahasuerus com-
manded Vashti the queen to be brought in

before him, but she came not.

18 Likewise shall the ladies of Persia and
Media say this day unto all the king's princes,

which have heard of the deed of the queen.

Thus shall there arise too much contempt and
wrath.

19 "If it please the king, let there go a

royal commandment "from him, and let it be

written among the laws of the Persians and

the Medes, ''that it be not altered. That
Vashti come no more before king Ahasuerus ;

and let the king give her royal estate "unto

another that is better than she.

20 And when the king's decree which he

shall make shall be published throughout all

his empire, (for it is great,) all the wives shall

1 Ueh. found.
eb. wine of the hinqdom.
8 Heb. rMici waa'ty I/k /

lleb. from before him.

Hob. according to thg hand
)r, ofporphyry, and marble, and alabaster, and stone of\

of the king. ^ Or, eunuchs. ^ }leh. good of c

Eir&7. 14. !<• Heb. rr/wt ry ito. H Ueh. If it he good with the king.

Heb. that it pass not awai/. tt Hcb. unto her companion.
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give to their husbands honour, both to great

and small.

21 And the saying '^pleased the king and
the princes ; and the king did according to

the word of Memucan :

22 For he sent letters into all the king's

15 Ilelt. tvns good in the eyei oftfie hiiiij. ^^

provinces, into every province according to

the writing thereof, and to every people after

their language, that every man should bear
rule in his own house, and '"that it should be

[juhlished according to the language of i

people.

2b. that one sliotttd publish it according to the Inngtuige of liib profile.

k-ery

Verse 3. ' /« Ihe III ird i/ear nf his reign he made afeast.'—
From the Chiuese illusti'atious by M. Cibot, referred to in

tlie Iutroductiou,we may cite the following with reference

to the present text ; it is remarlied that this feast made by
the liing in the third year of his reign, and to which all

the grandees of his vast empire were invited, and to which
the people of the capital also came, took place, probably,

at tlie completion of the period of mourning for his father.

In this point of view, it is conformable to, and is illustrated

by, the usages observed among the Chinese at the present

day. Among them the mourning for a father or mother
continues for three years among all ranks of the people,

from the emperor to the lowest of his subjects ; and is ob-

served with great rigour and precision. The feast which
.\hasuerus gave at the end of his mourning resembles
those public feasts called by the Chinese yen-yen, and
which are of the most remote antiquity among them.
These were of several kinds ; but the grand yen-yen, or

state feasts prescribed by the law, were— 1. Those which
were given throughout the empire to the aged and to

citizens distinguished for their virtues or their services

;

2. Those which the emperor and all the princes of the

empire gave in their capitals, after the literary and mili-

tary examinations; 3. Those which were given after a
grand hunting, or at the end of a war, before the party

broke up ; 4, Those which the emperor gave to the princes,

feudatory, tributary, or foreign, who came (o his court.

The records of the early dynasties speak with high eulo-

gium of these yen-yen, which are described as contri-

liuting powerfully to draw closer the bonds of civil society,

and as tending to maintain a cheerful subordination, and
to inspire princes with paternal and benevolent sentiments.— ' The nobles and princes tf the provinces'—Such in

China was the concourse of which speaks the Chi-king,
when it says :

' As the rivers are seen to hasten their

course to the sea, and to bear to it the tribute of all their

waters, so came from all parts the princes of the empire,
to render their homage to the emperor.' It is in the
highest degree probable, that in the one case as in the

otlier, the feast was preceded by the solemn homage of all

the princes. It seems not very likely that the governors
should have been simultaneously convoked from all parts

of the vast Persian empire, ' from India unto Ethiopia,'

merely to be feasted.

5. ' The court of the garden of the hing's palace.'—The
details concerning the palace, here and elsewhere, would,
if adequately explained, tend greatly to illustrate the
several texts which refer to them. On considering the
best mode of obtaining such explanation, the preferable

course seems to be, to refer to the remains of the only
existing Persian palace that belongs to this remotely an-
cient period. We accordingly give a ground-plan of the
remains of the royal palace at Persepolis, now called the

Ta/cht-e-Jemshecd, or ' throne of Jemsheed.' As the site

i
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is not Scriptural, we shall not enter into any discussions

concerning these wonderful ruins, or give any other de-

scription than is necessary for the immediate purpose we
have in view.

These ruins appear upon an extensive artificial terrace

or platform at the base of a mountain, and having before

it, westward, a great plain. This platform is faced with

enormous blocks of smoothed stone, and appears to have

been, in different parts, from thirty to fifty feet above tlie

level of the plain. The western face of this platform is

more than a quarter of a mile (1425 feet) in length, and

its depth eastward is more than 900 feet. The ascent is

only from the west, by a magnificent staircase formed by
two double flights of steps. On ascending these, the most
extensive level of the plain is gained ; for there are three

levels or terraces, successively rising above each other.

As much of this average level as our cut comprehends is

marked on the north and east by the letters A a ; the next

terrace is B, the highest c. As the properly palatial remains

are upon this last high terrace, we shall confine our brief

notice to it, merely suggesting the obvious probability, that

the terrace a was the palace garden, with various buildings

dispersed in it. The ascent to the platform b from that of

A is by four flights of steps (a)—two corresponding ones

near the opposite extremities, and two others towards the

middle. The front is covered with interesting and multi-

farious sculptures, which have furnished many valuable

illustrations to the present work. Ascending the steps, the

spectator arrives at the most striking parts of the ruins (i),

consisting of a number of lofty and beautiful pillars of a

peculiar order. Of the whole number, fifteen only remain

entire ; but these, with the pedestals of many others, suffi-

ciently point out the arrangement which the ground-plan

exhibits. This is the Chehel Miliar, or ' Palace of Forty

Columns,' as it is improperly called. That they formed

no part of an inhabited building must be quite certain,

but rather a vast and magnificent hall, for the display of

'the great king's' state, and 'the riches of his glorious

kingdom,' on occasions of high ceremony or regal festival

—such as the present chapter records. In fact, we con-

ceive it to answer to ' the court (hall or vestibule) of the

garden of the king's palace ' in which Ahasuerus made his

great feast. Some of the best travellers doubt that this

hall ever could have had a roof. The distance of the pillars

from each other, and many other circumstances, sanction

this conclusion. Neither does it appear that it had any

walls; and, therefore, when in use, it was probably covtred

with an awning, and more or less enclosed with curtains,

doubtless of great magnificence, as is still on similar occa-

sions the usage of the East. Thus it would form a sort

of tent, the grandest that imagination can well conceive.

Now, let us see how this idea illustrates the text :
' The

king made a feast ... in the court of the garden of the

king's palace ; where were white, green, and blue hangings,

fastened with cords of fine linen and purple, to silver rings

and pillars of marble . . . upon a pavement of red, and blue,

and white, and black marble.' Here we see that the enter-

tainment was not in the palace itself, nor in any building,

but in the court of the palace garden. And yet it was not

in a temporary erection for the occasion, for there was a

marble pavement, and marble pillars, which pillars were
for the support of rich hangings, under which term an

awning is probably included. All these circumstances are

applicable to the Chehel Minar, and we think that the

comparison does, on the one hand, well illustrate the use

of this remarkable hall ; while, on the other, that the hall

furnishes a most authentic and striking illustration of the

present text.

It is to be observed that, although we have spoken gene-

rally of the platform c as one, yet, in fact, different masses

of building thereon stand on distinct terraces, not of uni-

form height. Avoiding minute details, we need only indi-

cate that the highest of these is that on which stands the mass
of buildings at g. This last building, forming of itself a

great mansion, is generally supposed to have been the resi-

dence of the monarch : which conclusion is favoured by the

arrangement of its parts and the character of the sculptures,

which also would seem to denote that the large central hall

was the scene of his private banquets and audiences. This

then we may understand to have answered to ' the king's

house ' (ch. v. 1). We see that it is quite a distinct build-

ing, with two opposite flights of steps, one (e) leading from
the great general platform, and the other (/} from the

inner court of the mass of building at d. This last is also

a distinct, and, though very large, smaller building than

the ' king's house.' Heeren thinks it answers to ' the

queen's house,' or ' house of the women,' that is, the haram,
which is mentioned in this book, and which forms au
essential and important part of every Oriental palace. On
this point there can be nothing but a bare conjecture, and
its probability in this instance arises from its appearing

that this building is the only part besides that considered
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as the king's house, which appears to have been suited to

domestic habitation. Ate, and occupying great part of the

space between that which we call the king's house and the

great hall of columns, is an immense mound which doubt-

less is composed of the ruins of an important part of this

imperial seat. Sir R. K. Porter supposes that it formed a

division of the palace answering to that more to the south

at g, but probably still more magnificent, as being nearer

to thegrandhall orcolonnadeofChehel Miuar. He thinks,

indeed, that this was probably the grand banqueting-hall,

and perhaps the same that was fired by Alexander the

Great. This idea does not interfere with our previous

conclusions concerning the Chehel Minar and its possible

uses. For while that may have been employed for occa-

sions of the grandest description, as that which the text

records, the second would still have been required for the

ordinary business of state, and for the celebration of the

more common festivals, while the mansion at g formed the

peculiar and proper residence of the great king.

The transactions of the present book took place at Susa,

not at Persepolis; yet we may conceive that, in the great

palaces, there was such an analogy in the distribution and
adaptation of the parts as to enable us to obtain illustrative

ideas from the view of these remarkable ruins, which, fronr

their high antiquity, furnish the most authentic, if not the

clearest, information which can now be obtained. We may
indeed rely the more safely on this analogy, from consi-

dering that the principle of arrangement here exhibited is

that which still, more or less, prevails in the modem palaces

of Persia. They consist generally of a number of distinct

buildings, at least two, situated in adjoining courts or gar-

dens ; and while the king's proper residence is in the inner-

most building (the haram), he appears at stated times

(almost daily) in the great hall of the outer mansion,
where he receives the homage of the princes and nobles

of his empire, and transacts whatever public business re-

quires his attention. As having a proper connection with
this statement, we have here introduced a cut representing

the exterior building of one of the modern royal palaces of

Persia, at Ispahan.

6. ' Hangings.'—The great palace halls, mentioned in

the preceding note, are usually open towards the garden
in front ; and when closed in summer, it is not by doors,

but by rich curtains or hangings, which are considered

preferable to doors, as they admit the air while they ex-
clude the sun. But a different explanation has been given
in the preceding note, which would suggest that it was a
sort of tent- palace, supported on pillars. Such are still

used in Persia, on great festivals, and also in India.

ER. [B.C. 521—519.

Accordingly, the description here given appeared to Mr.
Forbes to suggest an analogy to the shahmyanah. or large

canopy, spread on lofty piiiars in the gardens and courts ot

the Mogul princes, and attached by cords of various colours.

Some of these awnings belonging to the Indian emperors
were very costly, and distinguished by various names

;

the most so was that called the bargab, mentioned in the

Af/een Akberr/, belonging to the emperor Akber ; which was
of such magnitude as to contain ten thousand persons ; and
the erecting of it employed one thousand men for a week,
with the help of machines. One of these shahmyaiiahs,

without any ornament, cost ten thousand rupees {Oriental

Memoirs, ni. 191).

8. 'None did compel.'—This was an excellent law, which
reminds one of the proclamation made by the crier at the

most magnificent marriage feast given by Tamerlane in

the plain of Ganigul :
' This is the time for feasting and

rejoicing ; let no one encroach on another, or ask, " Why
have you done this?"' (Ranking's Historical Researches,

163). The Athenians had just the contrary practice,

obliging a person either to drink his portion, or leave the

company, according to the old law, H iridi, ri a-Kidi—aut

bibe, aut abi, ' Drink, or away.'

9. ' 77ie queen made a feast.'—This is perfectly in ac-

cordance with existing Oriental usages, which oblige

women to feast separately from the men, even on the same
occasions of rejoicing. Vashti's feast is pointedly said to be

in the palace, as if to mark the separation more distinctly
;

the king's entertainment being in ' the court of the garden.'

10. ' When the heart of the king was merry with wine.'—

This is no doubt mentioned by way of accounting for the

exceedingly unroyal behaviour of the king. It would
seem that in their cups the great personages assembled at

this feast began to talk about the beauty of their women.
The king would appear to have vaunted of the superior

loveliness of his queen Vashti, and at length to prove his

assertion resolved to produce her. But when he sent for

her, she refused to come. The man whose slightest ex-

pression of will was a law in that vast empire had been

publicly disobeyed by a woman. An earthquake could

not have created a stronger sensation in the palace of

Shusan ; and all the grandees partook of the royal in-

dignation and alarm. The fact could not but be bruited

abroad, and how, hereafter, could any man expect to be

obeyed in his own house, after it had become known that

the king himself had been disobeyed ? The matter was
too grave to be settled in a summary manner, and the

king thought proper to seek the advice of his state council.

Memucan, one of the council, very clearly expressed the
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feeling we have described—the alarm at the ill effect of

the queen's example upon ' the ladies of Media and Persia,'

if the crime were suffered to go unpunished; and he pro-

posed that Vashti should no more come into the king's

presence, and that her royal state should be given 'to

another that is better than she.' This was agreed to, as

was also the further and very sage proposal of this same
great councillor, that the king should put forth a decree

in all the languages of his great empire, enacting that
' every man should bear rule in his own house,' and that
' all the wives should give to their husbands honour, both

to great and small.' History has not recorded tlie etfeet

of this sage decree upon the ladies of Media and Persia.

—

Pictorial History of Palestine.

12. ' Vashti refused to come.'—It is carefully noted that

the king was drunk, to account for his making such an
order. That Vashti refused to comply with it is natural,

for, according to Oriental notions, a woman of reputation

would consider it an ignominy worse than death to appear
thus before a society of men with her face uncovered.

None but courtezans do, or ever did, appear at the enter-

tainments of men in Persia.

14. ' "Die seven princes'—When Darius Ilystaspes suc-

ceeded to the Persian throne, his coadjutors in the de-

struction of Smerdis, the usurping Magiau, according to

previous agreement, received the most distinguished

honours. "They had the right of entering the palace at

any time without being announced ; of wearing their caps
in a peculiar fashion, which distinguished them from all

other Persians ; and in all public affairs they were first

to deliver their opinion. Hence, imder the kings of this

race, we find seven princes, who are several times men-
tioned in Scripture, thus distinguished, and by whose ad-
vice the principal affairs of the empire appear to have
been transacted. The cut which we give, after a scnlptnre

at Nakshi Rustam, near Persepolis, exhibits a king in

apparent conference with seven men, one queenly-looking
lady also being present. One might almost suspect that we
saw Ahasuerus, Vashti (or else Esther), and the seven
counsellors. But the sculpture certainly belongs to a con-
siderably later period ; and the cut can only therefore be

offered as a pictorial analogy—curious, considering the

source from which it is derived.

CHAPTER II.

1 Old of the choice of virgins a queen is to be chosen.

5 Mordecai the nursingfather ofEsther. 8 Esther

is preferred by Hegai before the rest. 12 The man-
ner of purification, and going in to the king. 1

5

Esther best pleasing the king is made queen. 21

Mordecai discovering a treason is recorded in (he

chronicles.

After these things, when the wrath of king

Ahasuerus was appeased, he remembered
Vashti, and what she had done, and wliat was

decreed against her.

2 Then said the king's servants that mi-

nistered unto him, Let there be fair young
virgins sought for the king

:

3 And let the king appoint officers in all

the provinces of his kingdom, that they may
gather together all the fair young virgins

unto Shushan the palace, to the house of

the women, 'unto the custody of '^Ilege the

king's chamberlain, keeper of the women

;

and let their things for purification be given

t/iem :

4 And let the maiden which pleaseth the

king be queen instead of Vashti. And the

thing pleased the king ; and he did so.

5 1 Now in Shushan the palace there was

a certain Jew, whose name teas Mordecai,

the son of .lair, the son of Shimei, the son of

Kish, a Bcnjainite

;

6 "Who iiad been carried away from Je-

rusalem with the captivity which had been

carried away with Jeconiah king of Judah,

whom Nebuchadnezzar the king of Babylon

had carried away.

7 And he 'brought up Iladassah, that is,

Esther, his uncle's daughter: for she had
neither father nor mother, and the maid was

'fair and beautiful ; whom Mordecai, when
her father and mother were dead, took for his

own daughter.

8 1 So it came to pass, when the king's

commandment and his decree was heard, and
when many maidens were gathered together

unto Shushan the palace, to the custody of

Hegai, that Esther was brought also unto the

king's house, to the custody of Hegai, keeper

of the women.
9 And the maiden pleased him, and she

obtained kindness of him ; and he speedily

gave her her things for purification, with "such

things as belonged to her, and seven maidens,

which loere meet to be given her, out of the

king's house : and 'he preferred her and her

maids unto the best place of the house of the

women.
10 Esther had not shewed her people nor

her kindred : for Mordecai had charged her

that she should not shew it.

11 And Mordecai walked every day befoi-e

the court of the women's house, "to know
how Esther did, and what should become of

her.

12 H Now when every maid's turn was

come to go in to king Ahasuerus, after that

she had been twelve months, according to the

manner of the women, (for so were the days

of their purifications accomplished, to icit, six

months with oil of myrrh, and six months

with sweet odours, and with other things for

the purifying of the women ;)

13 Then thus came every maiden unto the

ri([!i 24. 1.^. y Chron. 36. 10. Jpr. 24. I. * Ileb. mmrUhcd.
m. ' Hob. /it' cfiatigcd her. " Heb. tv liiiow the peace.
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king ; whatsoever she desired was given her

to go with her out of tlie house of the women
unto the king's house.

14 In the evening she went, and on the

morrow she returned into the second house of

tlie women, to the custody of Shaashgaz, the

king's chamberlain, which kept the concu-

bines ; she came in unto the king no more,

except the king delighted in her, and that she

were called by name.

15 H Now when the turn of Esther, the

daughter of Abihail the uncle of Mordecai,

who had taken her for his daughter, was

come to go in unto the king, she required

nothing but what Hegai the king's chamber-
lain, the keeper of the women, appointed.

And Esther obtained favour in the sight of

all them that looked upon her.

16 So Esther was taken unto king Aha-
suerus into his house royal in the tenth month,

which is the month Tebeth, in the seventh

year of his reign.

17 And the king loved Esther above all

the women, and she obtained grace and
"favour '"in his sight more than all the vir-

gins ; so that he set the royal crown upon

her head, and made her queen instead of

Vashti.

18 Then the king made a great feast unto

all his princes and his servants, even Esther's

feast; and he made a "release to the pro-

vinces, and gave gifts, according to the state

of the king.

19 And when the virgins were gathered

together the second time, then Mordecai sat

in the king's gate.

20 Esther had not yet shewed her kindred

nor her people ; as Mordecai had charged
her : for Esther did the commandment of

Mordecai, like as when she was brought up
with him.

21 ^ In those days, while Mordecai sat

in the king's gate, two of the king's chamber-
lains, '''Bigthan and Teresh, of those which

kept '^the door, were wroth, and sought to

lay hand on the king Ahasuerus.

22 And the thing was known to Mordecai,
who told it unto Esther the queen ; and
Esther certified the king thereof in Mordecai's

name.
23 And when inquisition was made of the

matter, it was found out; therefore they

were both hanged on a tree : and it was
written in the book of the chronicles before

the king.

Verse 3. ' Keeper of the women.'—This office answers
probably to the daroga, or chief eunuch, of the modern
Persian haram. He is generally an aged and disagreeable

person, whose office is one of high trust and responsibility,

with commensurate authority over the women under his

supervision. To them, he is (next to the king) the most
important persou in the world, as their comfort quite de-

pends upon his favour, to win which is a high object of

ambition among them.

17. ' Made her queen.'—It seems throughout this book
that the Persian kings had but one queen, properly so

called. But it appears, from profane history and from in-

timations in this chapter, that there were a considerable

number of secondary wives ('concubines' in our version),

and of other females who had not reached this distinction.

The principle on which the female establishments of the

Persian kings have been formed and conducted seem to

have undergone little change from the most ancient times

;

and therefore the modern establishment may furnish satis-

factory illustrations of the ancient, and consequently may
explain some passages of the present book, in which there

are continual allusions to the condition of such establish-

ments.

The female establishment of the king occupies an exten-

Bive interior building, or collection of buildings, called the

haram (or sacred place), which is as secluded as a nunnery
from the observation of the world. These interior palaces

sometimes display considerable magnificence, but generally

want such large and splendid halls as those which the ex-
terior and public buildings exhibit. The finest apartments
of the haram are those more especially appropriated to the

king's use ; for here, properly speaking, is his private resi-

dence, where he sleeps and spends much of his time. He
is the only male (except children) ever seen there, the

other inmates being exclusively women and eunuchs. The
haram is divided into several quarters; each having its go-
vernor, under the orders of the daroga, already mentioned.
In this establishment exist the same officers, guards, and
functionaries, as in the public court ; but they are all oc-

cupied and discharged by females. It is an Amazonian
city in miniature. In the present chapter we find three

classes of women: 1, the queen; 2, the secondary wives
(' concubines ' iu our version), who, after having engaged
the notice of the king, occupied a part of the haram dif-

ferent from that in which they had previously lived
; 3,

the women not thus distinguished, and therefore, for the

time, of an inferior class. With some necessary differeuccs,

similar distinctions continue to prevail. The principal dif-

ference is, that the king has several legal wives, besides

those of a secondary class. The accommodation and at-

tendance of the women varies according to their ran k—from
the distinguished wife, with her separate apartment and
many slaves, down, through various degrees, to the slaves

who minister to the wants and amusements of the superior

ladies, and are subject to their control. The first business

of the king in the morning, after he is risen, is, says Sir J.

Malcolm, ' to sit from one to two hours in the hall of the

haram, where his levees are conducted with the same cere-

mony as in his outer apartment. Female officers arrange
the crowd of his wives and slaves with the strictest atten-

tion to the order of precedency. After hearing the reports

of these intrusted with the internal government of the

haram, and consulting with his principal wives, who are

generally seated, the monarch leaves the interior apart-

ments' {History, ii, 548). He adds, in a note, that ' When
the king is seated on his throne in the public hall of his

haram, no one but the highest born and most favoured of

his legitimate wives are allowed to sit in his presence. It
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is said that two only of the present (late) king's wives enjoy

that privilege.' This passage will be useful presently in

illustrating the beginning of the fifth chapter.

21. ' Mordecai sat in the king's gate.'—From the (re-

quent mention of his presence there, it seems that he had

some official employment at court. Some fancy that he

was a porter; which is altogether an unnecessary suppo-

sition, when we recollect that it was and is the custom in

the East for officers of the court and the state to wait about

the gates and in the outer courts of their princes till their

attendance is required. Xenophon mentions that it was
determined, in an assembly of Persians and others, that the

men of note and quality should always attend at the gates

of Cyrus, and yield themselves to his service, in whatever
he required, until he dismissed them. This, he thinks, was
the origin of the custom which prevailed in his time, for

those who were under the king to remain in attendance

at his gates. Mordecai may therefore have been a person
of consideration, notwithstanding his attendance at the
royal gates.

'«5^„.'*
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CIIArTER III.

1 Haman, advanced hy the king, and despised by

Mordecai, seehelh revenge upon all the Jews. 7 He
castetli lots. 8 He oblaineth by cabimniation a

decree of the king to put the Jews to death.

After tliese things did king Ahasuerus

promote Haman the son of Ilammedatha the

Agagite, and advanced him, and set his seat

above all the princes that were with him.

2 And all the king's servants' that were

in the king's gate, bowed, and reverenced

Ilaman : for the king had so commanded
concerning him. But Mordecai bowed not,

nor did him reverence.

3 Then the king's servants, which loere in

5'JO

the king's gate, said unto jMordecai, Why
transgressest thou the king's commandment ?

4 Now it came to pass, when they spake

daily unto him, and he hearkened not unto

them, that they told Haman, to see whether

JNIordecai's matters would stand : for he had

told them that he teas a Jew.

5 And when Ilaman saw that Mordecai

bowed not, nor did him reverence, then was

Haman full of wrath.

6 And he thought scorn to lay hands on

Mordecai alone ; for they had shewed him

the people of Mordecai : wherefore Haman
sougiit to destroy all the Jews that tcere

throughout the whole kingdom of Ahasuerus,

even the people of Mordecai.
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7 H In the first month, that is, the month
Nisan, in the twelfth year of king Ahasiierus,

they cast Pur, that is, the lot, before Haman
from day to day. and from month to month,

to tlie twelfth month, that is, the month
Adar.

8 Tf And Ilaman said unto king Aha-
suerus, There is a certain people scattered

abroad and dispersed among the people in

all the provinces of thy kingdom ; and their

laws are diverse from all people ; neither keep

they the king's laws : therefore it is not 'for

the king's profit to suffer them.

9 If it please the king, let it be written

'that they may be destroyed : and I will ^pay

ten thousand talents of silver to the.hands of

those that have the charge of the business, to

bring it into the king's treasuries.

10 And the king took his ring from his

hand, and gave it unto Haman the son of

Hammedatha the Agagite, the Jews' 'enemy.

11 And the king said unto Haman, Tlie

silver is given to thee, the people also, to do

with them as it seemeth good to thee.

12 Then were the king's 'scribes called

on the thirteenth day of the first month, and

I Ileb. meet, or, equal. « Heb. to destmj them.

there was written according to all that Ilaman
had commanded unto the king's lieutenants,

and to the governors that were over every

province, and to the rulers of every people

of every province according to the writing

thereof, and to every people after their

language ; in the name of king Ahasuerus
was it written, and sealed with the king's

ring.

13 And the letters were sent by posts into

all the king's provinces, to destroy, to kill,

and to cause to perish, all Jews, both young
and old, little children and women, in one
day, even upon the thirteenth f/ay of the

twelfth month, which is the month Adar, and
to take the spoil of them for a prey.

14 The copy of the writing for a com-
mandment to be given in every province was
published unto all people, that they should be

ready against that day.

15 The posts went out, being hastened by
the king's commandment, and the decree was
given in Shushan the palace. And the king

and Haman sat down to drink ; but the city

Shushan was perplexed.

Vei-se 1. ' Haman . ... the Agagite.'—Agag -was the

common name of the kings of Amalek, whence the Tar-

gums and Josephus understand that he was descended from

the kings of those ancient and doomed enemies of the Jews.

Probably the word means no more than Amalekite, in the

general sense.— 'Advanced him, and set his seat above all the princes

that were with him.'—What degree of respect was attached

to higher seats and places may be learned from the follow-

ing anecdote, mentioned by Hanway in his Travels through

Persia, j. 318 :
' The next day, in a visit I made this khan,

his son, the governor, arose hastily from his seat and re-

tired : I soon understood from my interpreter that I had

ignorantly affronted him, by going higher up the room
than he was seated, though I was on the opposite side. I

could hardly avoid laughing at so ridiculous a ceremony,

especially as I was his guest ; but whether it was at his

option, his father being present, to go as high up the room
as he pleased, it seemed as little consistent with my own
health as common regard to my own dignity to sit near

the door. The Persians treat their superiors iu rank in

the most awful manner, hardly having any voice or opinion,

or thinking themselves obliged while in their presence to

acts of civility, even in their houses.'

This distinction was probably shewn to Haman at such

times as the king invited the princes to supper. Xenophon,

who however attributes the origin of too many Persian

institutions to Cyrus, says that this prince intimated the

estimation in which the persons invited were held, by the

station he assigned them at his table. The person he desired

most to honour he set at his left hand, which is still the

post of honour in many parts of the East, because, as

Xenophon explains, that side being defenceless, greater

confidence is expressed in the person stationed there.

This privilege of place was not however perpetual ; a man
might rise to this distinction by honourable deeds, and

another might lose his high seat by misconduct or neglect.

It seems that this distinction was much envied, for the

same writer describes Hystaspes (the father of Darius

Hystaspes) as venturing to ask Cyrus why Chrysantas was
preferred to it rather than himself. Cyropcedia, viii. 5.

4. ' He had told them that he was a Jew.'—This no doubt

came out in the explanation which he gave of his reasons

for declining to render homage to the Amalekite ; which
was doubtless founded upon the old enmity between the

races of Israel and Amalek, and upon the ancient wrongs
which Israel had sworn never to pardon or forget. It re-

quires some knowledge of the intense importance which
the Orientals have in all ages attached to external indica-

tions of respect, to comprehend the dire wrath which filled

the breast of Haman at the conduct of Mordecai in with-

holding the customary marks of respect. When he learned

that Mordecai was a Hebrew, he could not but be aware of

the class of feelings by which he was actuated ; and if an
Israelite had cause to hate an Amalekite, had not an Ama-
lekite good cause to hate a Jew ? Had not the Hebrews
sworu to exterminate the Amalekites ; and to the extent

of their power had they not done so? Had not that power
which was once so great, that 'higher than Agag' had he-

come a proverbial description of the highest human great-

ness—had it not been broken and reduced to nought by
the conquering sword of Hebrew kings ? And their hate

was not yet appeased ; for this one Jew could be but re-

garded as the exponent of the feeling which burned in

every Hebrew against the line of Amalek. Thoughts
like these must have dwelt upon the mind of Haman,
for they enable us to discern, which we cannot do under

any other explanation, a train of ideas and feelings which
might in an ill-regulated mind lead to the resolution

which Haman formed, to use the vast power which the

confidence of tlie king left in his hands for the destruction

of the whole Hebrew race.

7. ' Thei/ cast Pur, that is, the lot.'—The Septuagint

preserves a clause of this verse which assists to explain its

6'Jl
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meaning. It thus reads :
' They cast Pur, that is, the lot,

before Haman, from day to day, and from month to month
(that he might destroy in one day the race of Mordecai,

and the lot fell for the fourteenth) of the twelfth month,

that is, the month Adar.' From this it appears that the

lots were cast in order to determine the month and the

day of the month which might be most propitious for this

barbarous undertaliing, or most calamitous for the Jews.

The practice of inquiring the propitious time for parti-

cular measures, whether of great or small importance, is

still in full vigour in the East, and particularly so among
the Persians. The lucky day, hour, or moment is souglit

on all occasions, and by all classes of persons. No one

commences a journey, or even puts on a new dress, without

consulting the astrologer or the almanac for a fortunate

moment. The king himself keeps an astrologer of great

reputation for the purpose ; and those who cannot aflbrd to

get special directions from an astrologer, consult the al-

manac, in which the lucky and unlucky days are distin-

guished, with particular directions concerning the days

proper for particular measures—such, in short, as we see

in our old almanacs, or indeed in almanacs of recent date.

In the East and West, the superstition of unlucky and lucky

days has been in principle the same : in both, the almanacs

have been made subservient to it after the same fashion

;

telling people on certain days to take no journey, to begin

nothing, to put on new apparel, to begin calculations and
writings, to write letters, to buy weapons, to repair to

kings, to put children to school, to abstain from medicine,

to hire a servant, to take a wife, to give gifts to kings,

to begin a journey, to let ambassadors and messengers

proceed, to take heed of princes—with other such direc-

tions, fixing suitable or unsuitable days for all the contin-

gencies of public or private life. Almanacs of this kind

are very old, and the ideas which they develop are still

older. The Egyptians had something of the sort. To
determine the contingency by lot was, however, a simpler

idea than to apply to the stars for information.

This superstition, of taking lots upon every event, was
practised by the ancient Chinese as well as by the ancient

Persians. The ancient books of the Chinese enable us to

ascertain the importance which they attached to the lot

:

and the usages thus ascertained seem to throw more light

on the scriptural intimations than can be found in the

trivialities ofmodern Oriental usage. By the Jews tiiem-

selves, the lot was only resorted to on extraordinary occa-

sions ; and the employment of the lot on such occasions

was not only not discouraged, but was highly sanctioned

and approved. The territories of the tribes were dis-

tributed by lot ; the first king of Israel was chosen by
lot ; and of two persons whose succession to the apostle-

ship of Judas seemed equipoised, the choice was referred

to the lot. Among the Chinese, it seems to have been
the leading principle that the lot was only to be resorted

to in matters which human sagacity could not determine,

and concerning which it could not be considered that the

will of God had already been sufficiently indicated. In

the Chou-King, it is stated that the emperor Chun having
chosen Yu at first for his minister, and after for his suc-

cessor, this great man, whose modesty equalled his merit,

resisted the nomination, and proposed others whom he

thought more worthy of the throne than himself. Finding
that no attention was paid to his protests, he demanded
that the choice should be committed to the decision of fate.

Hut Chun would not hear of this, because it appeared to

him that the will of heaven bad already been clearly

manifested.

There are some passages of the Li Ki which sufficiently

inform us as to the opinion of the ancient Chinese regard-

ing this ceremony of drawing lots. It is there stated that

great ceremonies have their fixed days, and that fate is

only to be consulted on extraordinary and aecideiitul iict-a-

sions. 'Our ancient kings made u i ihr /' hkI ili-

C/n- [formsofthelotl, by which ll.^v
;

ii

of the people, and determined niaii i
:

them. The ancients say : If yon il'n ', - ,; ii il;, (1,1,

and say no more that the thing ou^ht not to tu' dime.
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The day being arrived, the hand must be put to the n-ork.'

If they wish to know anything by the voice of fate, they

try but once. The subject of the reference must be in itself

good and according to reason, for otherwise there ought to

be no recourse to it.' The Chinese commentators are very
diffuse on all these and other texts of the Li Ki. The
most distinct results which they exhibit are—1. That
events depend on the Spirit ; 2. That the designs of the

Spirit are impenetrable in all that concerns the common
order of our duties ; 3. That the Almighty sometimes
manifests his will in a striking manner ; and, 4. That
princes made it a point of religion to abandon all enter-

prises and projects which the Spirit disapproved by the lot.

Lu-chi, in particular, expresses himself thus :
' We consult

fate upon doubtful things, to shew our respect for the

Spirit, and decide by his permission. When he manifests

his will, we dare not resist. Thus the prince seeing the

people hesitate on a change of capital, or the soldiers

upon a battle, etc., he consults fate, and whatever it indi-

cates is a decision. It is thus that our pious ancestors

evinced their respect for the Spirit, and taught the people

to submit themselves to his will.'

8. ' There is a certain people,' etc.—Not a little remark-

able is the mode in which Haman proceeded to realize his

object. He took occasion to mention to the king that there

was dispersed through his empire a people (not naming
them) ' whose laws are diverse from all people, neither

keep they the king's laws ;' he hence argued that it was
detrimental to the interests of the crown that such a

people should be suffered to exist ; and he therefore re-

commended that they should be destroyed. The only

reasonable objection which could be urged would be the

loss to the revenue of the capitation tax which these people

paid ; and to obviate this Haman offered to deposit in the

royal treasury not less than ten thousand talents of silver.

The offer of this immense sum, which, computed by tlie

Babylonian talent, is equal to two millions sterling—and
for the mere purpose of gratifj ing a bloody whim—evinces

the wealth which such favourites of the crown under the

ancient monarchies were able to accumulate ; and this is

the more remarkable when we consider that this high post

was, as in this case, often occupied by foreigners and slaves,

or by the descendants of such. This renders it the less

wonderful that Nehemiah was in a condition to sustain the

charges of his government from his own resources. It will

be recollected that Ilaman appears to have been the chief

minister of the king, and that functionary, probably then

as at present in Persia, enjoyed peculiar opportunities for

the acquisition of wealth. Ou New Year's day, the king

receives the offerings of his princes and nobles ; on one

such occasion, when Mr. Morier was present, the offering

of the person holding this office surpassed every other in

value, amounting to about 30,000/. in gold coin. Other
statements are extant concerning the extraordinary wealth

possessed by some of the subjects of the ancient Persian

empire. In the reign of Xerxes, the father of this Aha-
suerus, a noble Lydian named Pythius entertained the

whole Persian army—the largest ever assembled—on its

march towards Greece ; and then freely offered to contri-

bute all his property in gold and silver to the support of

the war. It amounted altogether to 2000 talents of silver

and 4,000,000 (wanting 7000) of gold Darics—more tlian

four millions of our money ; besides which he had, as he

said, estates and slaves which would still afford him a

suitable maintenance. This noble offer was declined by

the king, as that of Haman was by Ahasucrus. Herodotus,

vii. 27-30.

10. ' The king loak his ring from his hand, and gare il

unto Haman.'—Tins was as a mark of his acquiescenci',

and to give Haman the power of executing his designs.

In China, when a minister sets out to the wars, the eni-

pcnir. if he is in high favour, gives him a particular seal,

^^ 1-h II , .infers on him the power of life or death, of com-
1 the government of the provinces, of raising the

! •. But this seal is always given with great cere-

i\ Il the palace. See the notes on Gen. xli. 42;
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CHAPTER IV.

I The great mourning of Mordecni and the Jews.
4 Esther, understanding it, sendeth to Mordecai,
who sheioeth the cause, and admseth her to undertake
tlie suit. ] She excusing herself is threatened by
Mordecai. 15 She appointing a fast undertakeih
the suit.

When Mordecai perceived all that was done,

Mordecai rent his clothes, and put on sack-

cloth with ashes, and went out into the midst

of the city, and cried with a loud and a bitter

cry

;

2 And came even before the king's gate

:

for none rniylit enter into the king's gate

clothed with sackcloth.

3 And in every province, whithersoever the

king's commandment and his decree came,
there was great mourning among the Jews,

and fasting, and weeping, and wailing ; and
'many lay in sackcloth and ashes.

4 ^ So Esther's maids and her ''chamber-

lains came and told it her. Then was the

queen exceedingly grieved ; and she sent

raiment to clothe Mordecai, and to take away
his sackcloth from him : but he received it

not.

5 Then called Esther for Hatach, o/w of

the king's chamberlains, 'whom he had ap-

pointed to attend upon her, and gave him a

commandment to Mordecai, to know what it

was, and why it teas.

6 So Hatach went forth to Mordecai unto

the street of the city, which was before the

king's gate.

7 And Mordecai told him of all that had
happened unto him, and of the sura of tlie

money that Haman had promised to pay to

the king's treasuries for the Jews, to destroy

them.

8 Also he gave him the copy of the writing

of the decree that was given at Shushan to

destroy them, to shew it unto Esther, and to

HER. [B.C. 510.

declare it unto her, and to charge her that
she should go in unto the king, to make sup-
plication unto him, and to make request before
him for her people.

9 And Hatach came and told Esther the

words of Mordecai.

10 H Again Esther spake unto Hatach,
and gave him commandniont unto Mordecai

;

1

1

All the king's servants, and the people
of the king's provinces, do know, that who-
soever, whether man or woman, shall come
unto the king into the inner court, who is not
called, there is one law of his to put him to

death, except such to whom the king shall

hold out the golden sceptre, that he may live :

but I have not been called to come in unto
the king these thirty days.

12 And they told to Mordecai Esther's

words.

13 Then Mordecai commanded to answer
Esther, Think not with thyself that thou shalt

escape in the king's house, more than all the

Jews.

14 For if thou altogether boldest thy peace
at this time, then shall there 'enlargement and
deliverance arise to the Jews from another
place ; but thou and thy father's house shall

be destroyed : and who knoweth whether thou
art come to the kingdom for such a time as

this?

15 1 Then Esther bade them i-eturn JMor-

decai this answer,

16 Go, gather together all the Jews that

are 'present in Shushan, and fast ye for me,
and neither eat nor drink three days, night or

day : I also and my maidens will fast like-

wise ; and so will I go in unto the king, which
is not according to the law : and if 1 perish,

I perish.

17 So Mordecai 'went his way, and did

according to all that Esther had commanded
him.

Verse 1 .
' Mordecai rent his clothes, and put on sackcloth

with ashes, and went out into the midst of the city, and cried

with a loud and a bitter cry.'—The cries of grief are much
the same in all countries ; and it is not astonishing that other

signs less natural are so different among different people

and nations. Among the Chinese, whose usages often fur-

nish a living exhibition of ancient Oriental usages not
elsewhere preserved, the tearing the clothes has always
been, as among the Jews, one of the great signs of grief.

The ancient written character for the word mourning habits

means, when analyzed, the wearing of clothes rent or dis-

ordered. When they weep over the coffin of one they have
tenderly loved, with tears, sighs, and sobs, they strike their

bosoms, and pull their clothes as if they would tear them
in pieces. Laws cannot command grief, but it regulates

VOL. II. 2 L

the manifestation of it as a matter belonging to the exterior

decencies of society. Hence there are many regulations

for the whole conduct of manners, founded on and illus-

trating the habits of the people. Among these we find that

widows rend their garments in the intensity of their ex-

treme grief. The monograph for ' he put on sackcloth

'

exactly represents the mourning cloth of the Chinese.

This is a large white linen clolh coarsely sewn, and has

strips of half ravelled linen in lieu of buttons and button-

holes. The grandees and princes are on a level with tlie

people in this respect. Their clothes of grief are as coarse

and as negligent as those of the poorest people, and all

the marks of their grandeur disappear.

We do not find that in China they cover the head with

ashes in their mourning ; but they have a practice of the
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game description. The son does not appear at the inter-

ment of his father but with a mourning cloth soiled and
blackened with ashes ; to have it white and clean would
be considered grossly indecent. The Li-Ki says positively

that the linen witli which this is made ought never to be

or have been washed.

As to the cloth of moarning wliich Mordecai wore on

the occasion of the edict of proscription and death issued

by Ahasuerus, we find in the great commentary of Li-Ki
circumstances recorded in which the ancient Chinese

clothed themselves in monrning hahits sometimes more
dolorous than even for the death of their parents :— 1. In

public calamities, in order to shew that they bowed them-

selves in submission to the rod of Tien, and that they were
grieved at having provoked his anger by their misdeeds.

We find in the annals that China being afflicted with a

seven years' drought, Tching Tong clothed himself in a

garment of bamboo, cnt his nails and hair in testimony of

grief, fasted and withdrew into the desert of Sang to con-

jure Tien to punish him only. 2. After a victory, to teach

the people the value of the life of man, and augment their

regard for those who had sacrificed theirs in the defence

of their country ; and to remind them of the sad results of

I even successful war. 3. When any one was in disgrace

with the prince. When a grandee is disgraced, says the Li-

1
Ki, he takes the cloth and cap of mourning, casts away his

shoes, cuts his nails, and combs not his hair. It is also

I

said in the Kia-yu of Confucius, that the great mandarins
' took clothes of monrning when they came to throw them-

I

selves at the feet of the prince to ask pardon for their

I

faults ; but the missionaries doubt the authority of this

I

information.

4. ' EstliKi's maids and her chamherlaim (eannchs)

I
came and lold it her.'— In China the empress has a great

number of eunuchs in her service. Among these eunuchs
there are some who possess the grade and honourable title

of mandarins He who is at the bead of the house, whom
they call Tsoug K.oacn oi snpeiii ttndant general, receives

his orders from the mouth of the empress. He is charged
with their delivery to the subalterns, to see them exe-
cnt<'d, and to render an account to his mistress. Sn(-h, to
I'.sther, VIM llatuch, whom the king had made her first

officer. Under whatever circnmstances the household of
the empressis formed, it is the emperor who nominates
the Tsong Kouen

; but he generally appoints the person
she prefers, nnless he should think her nmeh deceived in
her choice, or desires to mortify her. The employment of

the Tsong-Konen to the empress is one of those in the im-
perial household which requires the most integrity and
discretion, bccanse this officer is in fact the minister of the
empress for the government of the seraglio. None are
exalted to this charge but old eunuchs, who have merited
confidence by a long course of faithful service, and who, so
far from sowing divisions, which they might very easily do,

seek to keep all things peaceable amongst themselves and
their inferiors. The most essential and the most difficult

part of this employment is to content equally the empress
and emperor ; and as he could only succeed in this by
strengthening the bonds of their union, it is his interest to

devote himself to that object. However, as he is the right

hand of the empress and the ruler of her house, the just

ordering of her affairs is to him a duty and an honour.
For the sake of his mistress he must endeavour to prevent
her taking any wrong steps ; he must charge himself with
her faults, and indeed be ready to sacrifice himself for her
interests. If in the Chinese history we read of some who
have been false and traitorous, and have acted in the in-

trigues devised against the empress, and by conspiracies

precipitated her into the abyss of disgrace, we find a far

greater nnmber whose fidelity has bordered on heroism,
and who prefer to lose all rather than become a party to

iniquitous intrigues against their mistress. Generally
speaking, the Tsong-Kouen is a chosen eunuch, who has
gained the confidence of the empress, and justifies that

confidence by his good conduct.

11. * IMiosoeverf whetlier man or woman, shall come unto

the king into the inner courts who is not called, there is one

law of' his to put him to death.'—Thus in China it is ex-

ceedingly difficult to present any memorial to the emperor,
who may long be kept in ignorance of what is passing in

the empire. A Chinese author has said, that 'all the

roads lengthen as they approach the throne.' The couriers

keep the posts in activity and speed day and night without
ceasing, to and from all parts of the empire ; but what
happens within a mile of his palace does not arrive at the

prince for a month ; it may be eight months before he hears

what happens two miles off; and often a year elapses

before he hears what passes within a hundred miles. Tbe
theory of the law supposes the emperor to be accnrately
informed of all that passes in the empire; and it would
appear that in old times the sovereign was sufficiently

accessible to the complaints and suits of his subjects. But
for many ages past great care has been taken to prevent
him from being annoyed with petitions of individuals, or

representations adverse to the men in power. W^hen the

emperor appears in public, indeed, the inferior mandarins
have the right of kneeling by tile wayside, and of then
holding up any memorials they wish to submit to the

emperor, who sends to take them from their hand : but

this procedure is often dangerous to the party from the
notice it attracts. The missionary Castiglione once un-
dertook the responsibility of presenting a petition to the

emperor, as his majesty was in the room where he painted.

Bat although Castiglione was a mandarin, and as such
entitled to present a petition in the ordinary way, he vio-

lated the law by this private presentation. The emperor
turned pale with astonishment, and said to him, ' Thou
art a stranger ; thou knowest not otir laws ; what thou hast

done deserves death.' The monk knew this before ; but

was willing to face death for the canse to wliich his life

was devoted, and to which the petition related.

The law here mentioned was a general one, and al-

though, in its original intention, the queen was probably

not thonght of, the present queen knew that she was not
necessarily exempted from its application. We have fre-

quent instances that the proverl>ially Jiied laws of the

Medes and Persians admitted less than any other ever
known of modification, exemption, or alteration. Of this

we have another instance just below ; for Mordecai was
persuaded that a general law for the destruction of the

Jews having been issued, even the queen herself would not

be spared when it became known that she was a Jewess
;

and so, afterwards, in her addresses to the king, we set-

that Esther considers her own life compromised by th*
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edict. With regard to the present instance, it was known
to the Greeli historians that none were admitted to the

king without being called; but they do not appear to have
known that queens and princesses were included in the

application of this rule. They give many incidental state-

ments concerning the difficulty of access to the king. The
rule seems to have been that even when the king was in

his outer apartments, no cue wa.s admitted to his presence

uncalled or unannounced ; and that when in his interior

residence, not even the most dignified inhabitants of tlie

interior palace might presume to appear before him un-
bidden. The historians relate that the freedom of access

to the sovereign presence was first checked by Dejoces,

king of Media, who directed that no one, of whatever rank,

should appear before him unless specially called, but that

all business should be transacted through messengers and
ministers, his nearest attendants only being allowed to see

his face. The Persians adopted this and other regulations

of the Median court ; hence we may understand the dis-

tinction allowed to the seven princes ' who saw the king's

face,' that is, who might appear before him uncalled.

Even these, however, were not admitted when any of the

king's wives were with him ; and this restriction euabled

the king to see them as little as he pleased, as the door-

keeper had only to intimate that the king was thus engaged.

One of the privileged nobles, who disbelieved the excuse,

cut off the ears and noses of the two doorkeepers ; for which
he and all his family (excepting his wife and eldest sou)

Modern Persia,

were punished with death (Herodotus, i. 99; iii. IIS, 119).
Subject to variations from individual character, most
Oriental kings have, in like manner, rendered their pre-
sence rare and of difficult approach,—not only as a precau-
tion against treachery, but in order tliat tlieir sulijecis,

seeing them but seldom, and never but in circumstances
of state and splendour—never under conditions of human
infirmities and wants—might be brought to regard them
as beings of a higher and finer nature, and might hence
the more cheerfully submit to tlie powers which tliey

wield, and which are usually far greater than those with
which it seems safe or proper that a man should be in-
trusted. The effect is well calculated

; for it is difficult to

imagine the intense veneration with which the royal per.son

is and has been regarded iu Persia and other countries of
the East.

— ' The rjolden sceptre.'—That the Persian king had a
golden sceptre we learn from Xenophon, who makes Cyrus
say, among other things, to Cambyses, his son ana" ap-
pointed successor, ' Know, Cambyses, that it is not the
golden sceptre which can preserve your kingdom ; but
faithful fi-iends are a prince's truest and securest sceptre.'

Ci/rop., viii. 7. In the Persepolitan sculptures we do not
perceive that the kings bear any other sceptre than that
long staff which is represented in the cuts to Ezra, i., and
without which the king never appears, under whatever
circumstances represented.
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CHAPTER V.

1 Eftther, ndventuring on the king's favour, obtaineth

tlie ijruce of the golden sceptre, and inviteth the king

mid Jlarnan to a banquet. 6 She, being encouraged

by the king in her suit, inviteth tliem to another

banquet the next day. 9 Uaman, proud of his ad-

rnncenient, rcpinelh at the contempt of Mordecai.

14 By the counsel of Zeresh he buildeth for him a

gallows.

Now it came to pass on the tliird day, tliat

Esther put on her royal apparel, and stood in

the inner court of the king's house, over

against the king's house : and the king sat

upon his royal throne in the royal house, over

against the gate of the house.

2 And it was so, when the king saw

Esther the queen standing in the court, that

she obtained favour in his sight: and the

king held out to Esther the golden sceptre

that teas in his hand. So Esther drew near,

and touched the top of the sceptre.

3 Then said the king unto her. What wilt

thou, queen Esther ? and what is thy request?

it shall be even given thee to the half of the

kingdom.
4 And Esther answered, If it seem good

unto tlie king, let the king and Hainan come

this day unto the banquet that I have pre-

pared for him.

5 Then the king said. Cause Haman to

make haste, that he may do as Esther hath

said. So the king and Haraan came to the

banquet that Estiier had prepared.

6 H And the king said unto Esther at the

banquet of wine. What is tliy petition ? and

it shall be granted thee : and what is thy re-

quest? even to the half of the kingdom it

shall be performed.

[ER. [B.C. 510.

7 Then answered Esther, and said, My
petition and my request is ;

8 If I have found favour in the sight of

the king, and if it please the king to grant

my petition, and 'to perform my request, let

the king and Haman come to the banquet

that I shall prepare for them, and I will do

to morrow as the king hath said.

y H Then went Haman forth that day joy-

ful and with a glad heart : but when Haman
saw Mordecai in the king's gate, that he stood

not up, nor moved for him, he was full of in-

dignation against Mordecai.

10 Nevertheless Haman refrained himself:

and when he came home, he sent and "^called

for his friends, and Zeresh his wife.

1

1

And Haman told them of the glory of

his riches, and the multitude of his children,

and all the things wherein the king had pro-

moted him, and how he had advanced him
above the princes and servants of the king.

12 Haman said moreover. Yea, Esther the

queen did let no man come in with the king

unto the banquet that she had prepared but

myself; and to morrow am I invited unto her

also with the king.

13 Yet all this availeth me nothing, so

long as I see Mordecai the Jew sitting at the

king's gate.

14 if Then said Zeresh his wife and all his

friends unto him. Let a "gallows be made of

fifty cubits high, and to morrow speak thou

unto the king that Mordecai may be hanged
thereon : then go thou in merrily with the

king unto the banquet. And the thing pleased

Haman ; and he caused the gallows to be

made.

Vf rse 1. * Stood in the inner court (f the king's house.'—
Tills was obviously the more private residence of the liiiig,

not only from the mention of the inner court, but because

it is certain that the queen would not have appeared at a

more public levee in the outer palace. Yet he was seated

in state upon liis throne, and sceptre in hand, whence it

may seem that he was holding some such levee, for deter-

mining the affairs of his imperial establishment, as we
have in a former note described the present kings of the

same comitrj; as holding daily within the haram. That the

king, sitting in the hall, saw Esther when she appeared in

the court, is explained hy the circumstance that in Persian

palaces the principal and most splendid apartment is always

entirely open in front (unless closed by a curtain), so that

the king, seated at the upper end of the hall, with his face

towards the court, has a complete view over it. At au-

diences and levees the nobles and others stand in the open

court, unless individuals are called by name into the hall.

The princes of the blood and a few high functionaries have
liowever the privilege of ordinarily standing in the hall or

its portico. Some idea of these arrangements is afforded

COG

by the annexed engraving, which represents the more
public levee of an eastern court.

3. ' It shall be even given thee to the halfrfthe kingdom.'—

This form of speech has an evident reference to the custom

among the ancient kings of Persia in bestowing grants or

pensions to their favourites. This was not by payments
from the treasury, but by charges upon the revenues of

particular provinces or cities. Thus a particular city or

province was to support the luxury of the favoured person

in a particular article, another in some other article, and

so on. In this manner, when Xerxes wished to make a

magnificent provision for Themistocles, he gave him the

city of Magnesia for his bread, Myonta for his meat and

other victuals, and Lampsacus for his wine. This enabled

him to live in great splendour. (Diodorus, xi. 12; Plu-

tarch, Vit. Thetnist.) Thus also provision was made for

the wants and luxuries of the queens,—one city or province

being given them for clothes, another for their hair,

another for their necklaces, and so on for the rest of their

expenses. Herodotus mentions that the revenues of the

city of Anthylla in Egypt were assigned by the Persians to
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the queen for the cost of her sandals (Euterpe, 98). And
mention is made of a Greek ambassador to Persia viho

spent a whole day in travelling through a district called

(in consequence of such assignment) ' the Queen's Girdle
;'

and another in traversing a territory styled ' the Queen's

Head-dress.' (Socrates, in Plat. Alcibiad.) To speak
therefore of giving 'unto the half of the kingdom,' has a

sort of exaggerated propriety which could not, without
such explanation, be well understood. The above state-

ment may also suggest some ideas concerning the cost and
splendour of Queen Esther's ' royal apparel.'

12 ' The queen did let no man come in with the king unto

the banquet . . . but myself.'—It appears from this book, as

well as from Greek authors, that, although there is a great

resemblance in general usage, the queens of Persia were

allowed far greater liberty and respect than they now enjoy.

No queen now would think of inviting a man to her ban-
quet; nor perhaps would this have been allowable in the

present instance had not the king also been present. To
couple Haman with the king in the invitation was a most
flattering distinction, of which both appear to have been
fully sensible. As there is so much said of eating and
drinking in this book, we will, once for all, introduce an
interesting description from Athenaeus (iv. 145, after Hera-
clides of Cuma;) of the usages of the ancient Persian court

in this matter. From this account, which is well corro-

borated, it appears that of the king's guests the greater

number ate without, so as to be seen by all ; while the

remainder and more distinguished dined with the monarch
in the interior. Yet even these last did not properly eat

uitli the king. There were in the interior palace two

apartments opposite each other, in one of which sat (he
kmg, and in the other his guests. The prince saw them
through a screen which rendered him invisible to them.
On feast days, they sometimes dined all together in a large
hall. When the king gave a banquet (which often hap-
pened) he did not admit more than twelve persons. The
prince then ate apart, after which an eunuch called the
guests to come and drink with the king, which they did,
but not with the same wine. (This explains what is meant
by a ' banquet of wine.') They sat upon the ground
(carpeted, doubtless), and the prince reclined upon a couch
with golden feet (answering to the < beds of gold and silver

'

of ch. i. 6, and the 'bed' of ch. vii. 8). But the king
usually ate alone, or sometimes his wife or some of his
sons were admitted to his table ; and it was the custom for
the young women of the haram to sing before him at his
meals. The repast of the king was very magnificent.
There were killed daily for the service of the palace not
less than a thousand victims—such as horses, camels, oxen,
asses, and particularly sheep ; besides various kinds of fowl.
The greater part of these meats, as well as tlie bread, were
destined for the support of the guards and various satellites
of the court; being carried into the peristyle of the palace,
and there distributed in rations. At the entertainments
each guest had his portion set before
away that which he did not ea
its circumstances agrees with the present usages of Persia

,

and we believe there are few passages of Scripture alluding
to Persian entertainments which will not be explained bv a
reference to it.

•'

im, and carried
account in many of
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CIIAPTEK VI.

1 Ahasvenis, reading in the chronicles ofthe good ser-

vice done by Mordecai, taketh care for his reward.

4 Haman, coming lo sue that Mordecai might be

hanged, unaivares gioeth counsel that Ite might do
him liononr. 12 Complaining fhis misfortune, his

Jriends tell him of hisfinal destiny.

Ox that night 'could not the king sleep, and
lie commanded to bring the book of records of

the chronicles ; and they were read before the

king.

2 And it was found written, that Morde-
cai had told of 'Bigthana and Teresh, two of

the king's chamberlains, the keepers of the

Moor, who sought to lay hand on the king

Ahasuerus.

3 And the king said. What honour and
dignity hath been done to Mordecai for this ?

Then said the king's servants that ministered

unto him, There is nothing done for him.

4 1 And the king said. Who is in the

court ? Now Haman was come into the out-

ward court of the king's house, to speak unto

the king to hang Mordecai on the gallows

that he had prepared for him.

5 H And the king's servants said unto him.

Behold, Haman standeth in the court. And
the king said, Let him come in.

6 So Haman came in. And the king said

unto liim. What shall be done unto the man
'whom the king delighteth to honour? Now
Haman thought in his heart. To whom would
the king delight to do honour more than to

myself !*

7 And Haman answered the king, For
the man 'whom the king delighteth to ho-

nour,

,<-Ii.ip. 2. 21.

[el>. Lei t/it-m br
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8 "Let the royal apparel be brought 'which

the king useth to wear, and the horse that the

king rideth upon, and the crown royal which
is set upon his head :

9 And let this apparel and horse be de-
livered to the hand of one of the king's most
noble princes, that they may array the man
withal whom the king delighteth to honour,

and "bring him on horseback through the

street of the city, and proclaim before him,

Thus shall it be done to the man whom the

king delighteth to honour.

10 Then the king said to Haman, Make
haste, and take the apparel and the horse,

as thou hast said, and do even so to Mor-
decai the Jew, that sitteth at the king's gate :

"let nothing fail of all that thou hast spoken.

11 Then took Haman the apparel and the

horse, and arrayed Mordecai, and brought

him on horseback through the street of the

city, and proclaimed before him. Thus shall

it be done unto the man whom the king

delighteth to honour.

12 IT And Mordecai came again to the

king's gate. But Haman hasted to his house

mourning, and having his head covered.

13 And Haman told Zeresh his wife and
all his friends every tkiii</ that had befallen

him. Then said his wise men and Zeresli

his wife unto him. If Mordecai be of the seed

of the Jews, before whom thou hast begun to

fall, thou shalt not prevail against him, but

shalt surely fall before him.

14 And while they icere yet talking with

him, came the king's chamberlains, and hasted

to bring Haman unto the banquet that Esther

had prepared.

3 Heb. thresltold. * Heb. in whose honour the hing delighteth.

} the royal apprirel. 7 Heb. wherewith the king cfotAerf himself.
3 Heb. sujer nul a whit to/all.

Verse 1. ' The book of records of the chmincles.'—In

the three books of Ezra, Nehemiah, and Esther, there

are many passages which intimate the care taken by the

Persian government to register every occurrence. The
testimony of the Greek writers is to the same effect, and is

accompanied by details which sufficiently instruct us in

the whole system. We have before seen something similar

in the courts of the Hebrew kings, and the practice has

prevailed in other Oriental nations ; but we know of no
nation which took so much pains as the Persians to pre-

serve the memory of its exploits by written documents.
They have all perished, with the exception of the few ex-

tracts preserved in these books and in the older Greek
historians. The Persians do not appear, at this early

period, to have had any historical poets, such as they had
at a much later time, and still less any real historians.

Heeren seems to have well discriminated the character of

their history as being essentially connected with their

policy, and a necessary fruit of the despotism which
_;ned among them, i

ivhieh the kings were
E08

, of the

garded. All

with
; the king did or

said was deemed worthy of registration. He was usually

surrounded by scribes whose duty it was to take note of

his words and actions : they were rarely absent from him,

and always attended when he appeared in public. They
were present at his festivals, at his reviews of the army,

and attended him in the tumult of battle, and registered

whatever words fell from him on these occasions. They
were equally charged with the registration of edicts and

ordinances, which, according to the usage of the East,

were written in the king's presence, sealed with his ring,

and then despatched by couriers. Such were the sources

of the royal journals or chronicles of Persia, which were

deposited in the dilTereut capitals of the empire where the

king resided—at Babylon, Susa, and Ecbataiia, and formed

the archives of this people. But, properly speaking, they

must have formed rather the history of the court than of

the empire, and certainly appear to have embraced many
anecdotes of even the private life and sayings of the king.

From the incident in the text, it appears that the kings

sometimes had these journals read to them.

Many corroborative and illustrative anecdotes might ho
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ndduced, not only from the ancient accounts of Persia,

but from the usages of other Oriental nations. Two ur
three of the shortest will suffice for our present purpose.

Herodotus, in describing the review made by Xer.\es of

his vast army, states that he was attended by secretaries,

vho wrote down the answers which he received to the

va.ious questions which he put as he rode along the ranks
in k^ chariot (vii. 100). The same historian represents

this monarch as seated on Mount ^galeos, to view the

battle of Salamis ; and whenever he saw any one of his

own people displaying peculiar valour in the fight, he in-

quired about him, and the secretaries in attendance made
a note of the answer, which usually specified the name
and city of the person whose deed had attracted the royal

notice (viii. 90). There is no very distinct notice of the

attendance of secretaries at the royal feasts: they seem
rather to have been called when anything occurred for

them to record—at least at the private meals of the king
;

but it appears that they attended at public feasts. The
travellers of the middle age, in their ample descriptions

of the state of the Mongol emperor, tell us that when he

dined four secretaries were seated under his table to write

down his words

—

which he might never revoke (Rankings
Historical Researches, p. 75). As the king's word was
also an unalterable law among the Medes and Persians,

we may here infer a similar usage. These facts serve to

illustrate the mode in which materials were probably col-

lected. Perhaps the final preparation was not unlike that

iu Abyssinia, as described by Bruce :
' The king has near

his person an officer who is meant to be his historio-

grapher : he is also keeper of his seal, and is obliged to

make a journal of the king's actions, good and bad, with-

out comment of his own upon them. This, when the

king dies, or at least soon after, is delivered to the council,

who read it over, and erase everything false in it, whilst

they supply every material fact which may have been
omitted, whether purposely or not.' Bruce's editor (Ur.

A. Murray) observes that the 'complete chronicle of a

reign, written by the king's historiographer, contains all

the remarkable transactions at court during every day in

the mxjnth throughout the whole year ' (Bruce, iii. 409).

S. ' 77ie roi/al ajiparel .... which the king useth to

wear.'— In the notes to Gen. xli. 42, and 1 Sam. xviii. 4,

the reader will find adequate illustrations of the honour
conferred by the present of a dress from the king. We
take this opportunity of introducing a cut which exhibits

the ceremony of receiving such a dress, as described in

the former of the notes to which we refer. The person

who is to be invested has proceeded to the appointed place

to meet the bearer of the dress of honour, where a tent

has been pitched for the occasion. Standing opposite to

the favoured person, the king's commissioner commences
the ceremony by pressing to his forehead the royal order,

which he is about to read previously to the presentation

of the dress. The dresses presented by the ancieut kings
of Persia were such Median robes as they wore them-
selves, and which none might wear but those on whom
they conferred them. The privilege of wearing such a
dress, therefore, formed a permanent distinction of a very
high order. It was death for any one to wear the king's

0W71 robe ; and it is therefore an instance of the ambition

of Haman that, supposing these honours were intended

for himself, he should have made such a proposal. It

was an honour whicli, from its extraordinary character,

was, beyond all things, calculated to express the most
pre-eminent favour and distinction, and render it at once
visible to all the people.

— ' The horse that the king rideth vpon.'—ln 1 Kings
i. 3.3, we read that David directed that Solomon should be

set upon his own nmie, and conducted down to Gihon,
there to be anointed and proclaimed king. This indicates

the distinction implied in riding the animal the king was
accustomed to use. Indeed, the Hebrew writers say, that

it was most unlawful for any one to ride on the king's

horse, to sit on his throne, or use his sceptre. The pre-

sent direction is obviously on the same idea, which is a
very common one in the East. It is a part of that system

which is employed to render the royal person venerable,

that whatever has once been appropriated to the king's use

becomes his exclusively, so that no one dares to share its

use with him, or to succeed him in it when his own occa-

sion for it has ceased. Hence it was, if it be not still, the
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custom for no one to ride the horse of the Turkish sultan
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either during or after its short period of service. When
tliat expired, the happy animal was never again mounted,
and veas kept for the remainder of its life without any
kind of labour. Our wood-cut certainly represents the

horse of a Persian king; but at a period considerably

later than that to which the present history refers. It is

copied from part of a Persian sculpture on the face of a
rock near Shapor. It represents a horse, held in attend-

ance till the king comes forth to mount it, from the council

or levee which he is represented as holding in a higher

compartment of the same sculpture, which we have not

introduced. The figure is curious and interesting, though
we have no assurance that its furniture resembled that of

the king's horse in the time of Mordecai.
— * The crown royal which is set u])on his head*—

Some think that the horse's head is intended, the ' horse

'

being the immediate antecedent. Without disputing that

horses when paraded in state were, in a certain sort,

crowned, we rather suppose that the turban, cap, or crown
which the king wore, or such as he wore, is intended. It

was a capital crime to wear the same turban or crown that

the king had worn, as well as any other part of his dress.

Alexander adopted the Persian usages in this and other

respects, and Arrian tells a story how, when the king was
sailing on the Euphrates, his turban fell off among some
reeds. One of the watermen immediately jumped out and
swam to fetch it ; but, finding that he could not carry it

back in his hand without wetting it, he put it upon his

head and brought it safely to the boat. Alexander gave

him a talent of silver for his zeal, and then ordered his

head to be struck off, for irreverently setting the royal

diadem thereon.—That in all these particulars the mad
ambition of Haman aspired to one of tiie actual dresses of

the king—sacred and peculiar as this was—appears
evident from the fact that there could have been nothing

else of this sort for Haman to aspire to, since from his

high station he must already have enjoyed the Median
dress—which was that which the king himself wore, and
which constituted the dress of honour that he gave to his

favourites. Haman was however prudent enough to stop

here, and did not ask for the sceptre and the bow, which

were
These
lib. vi

the more peculiar distinctions of Persian royalty.

distinctions are thus enumerated by Statins ( Theb.

m.y-
\Vh<>n some youth of royal blood succeeds

T.i Ins pat.Tnal crown, and rules the Medes,
Mis sl.iul.r grasp, he fears, will ill conUin
riir «i ijility sceptre, and his bow sustain,

AiiJ Imnbliiifi takes the courser's reins in hand,

And liuye tiara, badge of high command.'

—

Lewis.

ancient writers with

and with sculptures

1 comparinp the description

iitimations in the present b(

UUO

at Persepolis, concerning the state crown of the Persian

kings, it seems difficult to make them coincide as separate

statements ; but, if we join them together as one statement,

we imagine that the result furnishes a crown of essentially

the same kind as those which are still worn by the kings

of Persia. We give two specimens : one from a portrait

of Nadir Shah, and the other from Sir K. K. Porter's

portrait of the late Futteh Ali Shah. Its basis seems to be

fashioned on the model of the Median cap which the king

wears in the Perscpolitan sculptures ; while at its top wc
recognize the rayed crown ; and, at the bottom, the richly-

jewelled border answers to the primitive diadem, or regal
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circlet. Without therefore contending that the high
turban and added wreath, or ci/dans of Xenophon, the
' huge tiara ' of Statius, and the ' great crown of gold

'

WJ
1. viii. 15, answer in every respect to the representa-

1 which our cuts afford ; we do thinls that the state

of ch.

tions which our cuts afford ; we do thinls that the state

crowns of modern Persia furnish the best attainable idea
of those worn by Cyrus and his successors. They are
certainly not at all like the crowns of Europe : nor must
the reader suppose that the ' crowns ' anywhere men-
tioned in the Bible bore resemblance to them. We do not
recognize any such crowns in ancient coins and sculptures

;

and Selden states that they did not come into use till about
the age of Constantine. The Oriental crown is usually a
cap more or less enriched with gems and gold, and some-
times bound about at the base with a rich shawl. We add
the description which Mr. Morier gives of the magnificent
crown of Futteh Ali Shah, as represented in our cut.

'The king was one blaze of jewels, which literally daz-
zled the sight on first looking at him A lofty tiara,

of three elevations, was on his head, which shape appears
to have been long peculiar to the crown of the great hinq.
It was entirely composed of thickly-set diamonds, pearls,
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rubies, and emeralds, so exquisitely disposed as to form a

mixture of the most beautiful colours, in the brilliant

light reflected from its surface. Several black feathers,

like the heron-plume, were intermixed with the splendid

aigrettes of this truly imperial diadem, whose bending

points were finished with pear-formed pearls of immense
size.' The king's usual head-dress is a plain black cap,

which bears probably about the same relation to this

Crown or Futteh Ali Shah, K

crown as the plain cap of the Persepolitan sculptures bore
to the ancient state crowns.

11. 'Vms shall it be done unto the man whom the king de-

lighteth to honour.'—The above events, strange as they
appear to us, are eminently characteristic of Persia; and
so enduring are the essential features of Oriental cha-

racter and usages, that there is scarcely a single circum-
stance in the narrative which might not in the same
country have occurred at the present day, without any
marked contrariety of modem and ancient manners. The
annexed engravings illustrate the modern incidents of

such a procession of honour as the text describes.

PaoczssiON OP UoNOUB. start.
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Peoi esm .n . [ Hon

CHAPTER VII.

1 JEsllier, enlertaining the kiny oiul Human, mnhelli

suit for her own life and her people's. 5 She ae-

cuseth Haman. 7 Tlie king in his anger, vnder-

standing of the gallows which Haman had madefor
Mordecai, causeth him to be hanged thereon.

So the king and Haman came 'to banquet

with Esther the queen.

2 And the king said again imto Esther on

the second day at the banquet of wine, What
is thy petition, queen Esther ? and it shall be

granted thee : and what is thy request ? and
it shall be performed, even to the half of the

kingdom.

3 Then Esther the queen answered and
said, If I have found favour in thy sight, O

I Heb. to dr'mh.

60b

king, and if it please the king, let my life be

given me at my petition, and my people at my
request

:

4 For we are sold, I and my people, 'to be

destroyed, to be slain, and to perish. But if

we had been sold for bondmen and bond-

women, I had held my tongue, although the

enemy could not countervail the king's da-

mage.

5 If Then the king Ahasuerus answered

and said unto Esther the queen, \\'Tio is he,

and where is he, ''that durst presume in his

heart to do so ?

G And Esther said, 'The adversary and

enemy is this wicked Ilaman. Then Haman
was afraid "before the king and the queen.

and cause to pcrtsh.
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7 H And the king arising from the ban-

quet of wine in his wrath iceiit into the palace

garden : and Haman stood up to make request

for his life to Esther the queen ; for he saw

that there was evil determined against him by

the king.

8 Then the king returned out of the

palace garden into the place of the banquet

of wine ; and Haman was fallen upon the

bed whereon Esther icas. Then said the

king, Will he force the queen also "before

me in the house ? As the word went out of
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the king's mouth, they covered llanian's

face.

9 And Harbonah, one of the chamberlains,

said before the king, Behold also, the 'gallows

fifty cubits high, which Haman had made for

Mordecai, who had spoken good for the king,

standeth in tiie house of Haman. Then the

king said, Hang him thereon.

10 So they hanged Haman on the gallows

that he had prepared for Mordecai. Then
was the king's wrath pacified.

Verse 7. ' He saw that there teas evil determined ar/ainst

liim bij the king.'—He saw not only tliat he had cause to

apprehend evil, but that evil was determined, and he saw
this by the king's rising abruptly and going out. At this

day it is a signal of death when the king rises abruptly

and withdraws : the offender knows then that evil—death

—is determined against him. Probably the eunuchs would
have seized Haman immediately, had he not at the instant

appealed to the queen.

S. ' Fallen upon the bed whereon Esther was.'—The
couch on which she reclined (see the note on ch. v. 11).

In the agony of his spirit he had probably fallen down to

embrace her knees in supplication. There may however
be something more in this than appears, for it was a capital

crime to sit on the royal seat. Quintus Curtius relates an
anecdote of Alexander, who, when sitting in his chair

warming himself by a fire in the open fields, saw a soldier

who had almost lost the use of his limbs and senses

through cold. The king instantly set the man in his own
seat, and exerted himself actively in recovering him.

When he came to himself, and saw where he was seated,

with the king standing near, he was greatly alarmed, hut

was cheered by the monarch, who observed, ' Had you
rested in the Persian king's chair, it would have cost you
your life ; but by rest in my chair it has been saved.'

' The// covered Haman s face.'—The meaning of this

impressive and even awful, action, seems to have been to

place him as a criminal before the king, whose face he
was no longer thought worthy to behold—and to receive

from him his doom. Criminals were anciently and are

still in some parts of the East brought to receive judg-

ment with their hands bound and faces covered. There
is a striking illustrative passage in Q. Curtius:—'Alex-

ander ordered Philotas to be brought before him. He
had his hands bound and his head covered with an old

veil. The assembly were moved with pity to see in that

lamentable guise one whom they had been wont to behold

with envy. The day before, they had seen him general

of the horse ; they knew that he had supped with the

king : and now, on the sudden, they saw him not only

accused but condemned and bound' {\. vi. 9).

CHAPTER VIII.

1 Mordecai is advanced. 3 Estlter tnaketh suit to

reverse Haman's letters. 7 Ahasuerus granteth to

the Jews to defend themselves. 15 Mordecai'

s

honour, and the Jews' joy

.

On that day did the king Ahasuerus give the

house of Haman the Jews' enemy unto Esther

the queen. And Mordecai came before the

king ; for Esther had told what he jots unto her.

2 And the king took off his ring, which he
had taken from Haman, and gave it unto
Mordecai. And Esther set Mordecai over

the house of Haman.
3 H And Esther spake yet again before

the king, and fell down at his feet, 'and be-

sought him with tears to put away the mis-

chief of Haman the Agagite, and his device

that he had devised against the Jews.

4 Then the king held out the golden scep-

tre toward Esther. So Esther arose, and
stood before the king,

5 And said, If it please the king, and if I

I Ilcb. axd ihc wept and besought him. i Heb. the dtvic

have found favour in his sight, and the thing

seem right befoi-e the king, and I he pleasing

in his eyes, let it be written to reverse "^the

letters devised by Haman the son of Ham-
medatha the Agagite, 'which he wrote to

destroy the Jews which are in all the king's

provinces

:

6 For how can I 'endure to see the evil

that shall come unto my people ? or how
can I endure to see the destruction of my
kindred ?

7 If Then the king Ahasuerus said unto
Esther the queen and to Mordecai the Jew,
Behold, I have given Esther the house of

Haman, and him they have hanged upon the

gallows, because he laid his hand upon the

Jews.

8 Write ye also for the Jews, as it liketh

you, in the king's name, and seal it with the

king's ring : for the writing which is written

in the king's name, and sealed with the king's

ring, 'may no man reverse.
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9 Then were the king's scribes called at

that time in the third month, that is, the

month Sivan, on the three and twentieth day

thereof; and it was written according to all

that Mordecai commanded unto the Jews,

and to the lieutenants, and the deputies and

rulers of the provinces which are from India

unto Ethiopia, an hundred twenty and seven

provinces, unto every province according to

the writing thereof, and unto every people

after their language, and to the Jews accord-

ing to their writing, and according to their

language.

10 And he wrote in the king Ahasuerus'

name, and sealed it with the king's ring,

and sent letters by posts on horseback, and

riders on mules, camels, and young drome-

daries :

11 Wherein the king granted the Jews

which icere in every city to gather themselves

together, and to stand for their life, to de-

stroy, to slay, and to cause to perish, all the

power of the people and province that would

assault them, both little ones and women, and

to take the spoil of them for a prey,

12 Upon one day in all the provinces of

[ER. [B.C. 510.

king Ahasuerus, namely, upon the thirteenth

day of the twelfth month, which is the month
Adar.

13 The copy of the writing for a com-
mandment to be given in every province icas

'published unto all people, and that the Jews
should be ready against that day to avenge
themselves on their enemies.

14 So the posts that rode upon mules and
camels went out, being hastened and pressed

on by the king's commandment. And the

decree was given at Shushan the palace.

15 If And Mordecai went out from the

presence of the king in royal apparel of 'blue

and white, and with a great crown of gold,

and with a garment of fine linen and purple :

and the city of Shushan rejoiced and was
glad.

16 The Jews had light, and gladness, and

joy, and honour.

17 And in every province, and in every

city, whithersoever the king's commandment
and his decree came, the Jews had joy and
gladness, a feast and a good day. And
many of the people of the land became Jews

;

for the fear of the Jews fell upon them.

Verse 10. ' Sent letters bi/ posts.'—This is one of many
intimations in tliis booli, calculated to engage the attention

of those who take interest in studying the progress of

society in the arts of convenience and civilization. The
testimony of the Greek writers coincides with this, in

directing our attention to Persia for the origin of posts

and couriers. It is said that when the empire became so

vast as in the time of Cyrus, that monarch thought of a
plan for facilitating the exchange of communications be-

tween the court and provincial governments. After having
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ascertained how far a good horse might go in a day, with
ease and expedition, he caused stables to be erected at the
determined distances throughout his dominions, and fur-

nished each with a suitable establishment of horses, and
with men to take care of them. There was also a post-

master at each of these stages, whose duty it was to receive

the packets as they arrived, and immediately despatch
them with fresh horses and couriers. Thus the posts tra-

velled night and day. without intermission ; and hence it

was proverbially said that tliey flew swifter than cranes.

The expedition with which the king was thus enabled
to obtain intelligence from, and forward edicts to, the

remotest parts of his empire, astonished the ancient world.
We learn from an interesting paper in the Jesuits

Mfinoires stir les Chinois, that in China the usage was
at least equally ancient. ' We see from the Tcheon-li that

there were great roads which went from the capital of a
kingdom to those of its provinces, and from the capital of
one kingdom to that of another. On these roads, at every
league, were found places for rest and refreshment ; and
about every three leagues, inns for sleeping ; and about
every five leagues, markets and caravanserais for the
couriers and other agents of the government. It was only

at these stations, five leagues apart, that the couriers of
the court and the public officers found relays of horses.
Confucius, whose expression Mong-tsee has copied, says
that the impressions of good example travelledfaster than
the couriers who carried the orders of' the court. The com-
mentators allege that this comparison of Confucius evi-
dently indicates the existence of posts. If so, posts were
established in China five hundred years at least before
Christ. But a regular system of posts cannot be traced
historically higher than to the year 2.30 B.C. The reason
is very simple and decisive : they were not necessary
when each vassal prince really governed his small states

;

but when Tsing-chi-hoang centralized all this dispersed
power, and brought all internal government under his
sceptre, continual posts became necessary, that the court
might have timely information of all events, and issue its

orders Uy. This famous operor gave
attention to the organization of the communications by
posts : and the new division of China made at that time
was regulated with reference to the post-roads.' The
system, therefore, which excited the strong admiration of
Marco Polo and other early travellers in China, being so
much more perfect than any thing they had ever heard of

in Europe, was already a thousand years old in that coun-
try, and coeval with the ancient Persian system which it

helps to illustrate.

15. ' /« roi/al apparel of blue and white.'—This was
doubtless the dress which Haraan had recommended the

king to give to the man he delighted to honour
;
and this

corroborates the conclusion that it was really the king's

own dress, and not merely the common Median dress of
honour, which was, as to its make, like the king's. This
mixture of blue (or purple) and white was peculiar to tlie

king, and for that reason is doubtless here noticed. It is

well to compare this description of Mordecai's appearance
on leaving the palace, with Xenophon's description of the

attire in which Cyrus himself appeared in public :
* Cyrus

himself then appeared, wearing a turban, which was raised

hiijh above his head, with a vest of a purple colour, half
mixed with white : and this mixture of white none else is

allowed to wear. On his legs he had yellow buskins ; his

outer robe was wholly of purple ; and about his turban was
a diadem or wreath ' ( Ct/rop. viii. 2,3). Every one of these

things occur in the description of Mordecai's royal attire,

except the yellow buskins. Xenophon however adds, that

the diademed turban was not peculiar to the king, but was
allowed to his relations. This doubtless answers to the
' great crown ' which Mordecai wore. The description

does not correspond with the appearance of the cap which
the king wears in the sculptures of Persepolis, as repre-

sented in the cuts to Neh. i. This difference, which has

perplexed antiquarians, is probably owing to the fact that

the sculptures represented the king as he usually appeared

in his palace ; whereas the description refers to his appear-

ance when he went abroad, or on occasions of high state

within doors.

CHAPTER IX.

I The Jews {the rulers, fnr fear of Mordecai, help-

ing them) slay their enemies, with the ten sons of
Haman. 1 2 Ahasuerus, at the request of Esther,
pranteth another day of slaughter, and Haman's
sons to he hanged. 20 The two days of Purim are
made festival.

Now in the twelfth month, that is, the month

Adar, on the thirteenth day of the same,

when the king's commandment and his decree

drew near to be put in execution, in the diiy

that the enemies of the Jews hoped to have

power over them, (though it was turned to the

contrary, that the Jews had rule over them

that hated them ;)

2 The Jews gathered themselves together
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in their cities throughout all the provinces of

the king Ahasuerus, to lay hand on such as

sought their hurt: and no man could with-

stand them ; for the fear of them fell upon

all people.

3 And all the rulers of the provinces, and

the lieutenants, and the deputies, and 'officers

of the king, helped the Jews ; because the

fear of Mordeeai fell upon them.

4 For Mordeeai was great in the king's

house, and his fame went out throughout all

the provinces : for this man Mordeeai waxed

greater and greater.

5 Thus the Jews smote all their enemies

with the stroke of the sword, and slaughter,

and destruction, and did Vhat they would

unto those that hated them.

6 And in Shushan the palace the Jews

slew and destroyed five hundred men.

7 And Parshandatha, and Dalphon, and

Aspatha,

8 And Poratha, and Adalia, and Ari-

datha,

9 And Parmashta, and Arisai, and Aridai,

and Vajezatha,

10 The ten sons of Ilaman the son of

Ilammedatha, the enemy of the Jews, slew

they ; but on the spoil laid they not their

hand.

11 On that day the number of those that

were slain in Shushan the palace 'was brought

before the king.

12 ^ And the king said unto Esther the

queen. The Jews have slain and destroyed

five hundred men in Shushan the palace, and
the ten sons of Haman ; what have they done

in the rest of the king's provinces ? now what
is thy petition ? and it shall be granted thee :

or what is thy request further ? and it shall

be done.

13 Then said Esther, If it please the king,

let it be granted to the Jews which are in

Shushan to do to morrow also according unto

this day's decree, and iet Ilaraan's ten sons

be hanged upon the gallows.

14 And the king commanded it so to be

done : and the decree was given at Shushan ;

and they hanged liaman's ten sons.

15 For the Jews that were in Shushan ga-
thered themselves together on the fourteenth

day also of the month Adar, and slew three

hundred men at Shushan ; but on the j)rcy

they laid not their hand.

l(j But the other Jews that tcere in the

king's provinces gathered themselves together,

1 Ilfh. tfiose which did eAtf business thnt belonged to the hinij.

' Hub. let men hang. > llt-b. in it. • ik-b.

coi;
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and stood for their lives, and had rest from

their enemies, and slew of their foes seventy

and five thousand, but they laid not their

hands on the prey,

17 On the thirteenth day of the month
Adar ; and on the fourteenth day 'of the same
rested they, and made it a day of feasting and
gladness.

18 But the Jews that icere at Shushan
assembled together on the thirteenth day
thereof, and on the fourteenth thereof; and

on the fifteenth day of the same they rested,

and made it a day of feasting and gladness.

19 Therefore the Jews of the villages, that

dwelt in the unwalled towns, made the four-

teenth day of the month Adar a day of glad-

ness and feasting, and a good day, and of

sending portions one to another.

20 If And Mordeeai wrote these things,

and sent letters unto all the Jews that were in

all the provinces of the king Ahasuerus, both

nigh and far,

21 To stablish this among them, that they

should keep the fourteenth day of the month
Adar, and the fifteenth day of the same,

yearly,

22 As the days wherein the Jews rested

from their enemies, and the month which was

turned unto them from sorrow to joy, and

from mourning into a good day : that they

should make them days of feasting and joy,

and of sending portions one to another, and

gifts to the poor.

23 And the Jews undertook to do as they

had begun, and as Mordeeai had written unto

them
;

24 Because Haman the son of Hammeda-
tha, the Agagite, the enemy of all the Jews,

had devised against the Jews to destroy them,

and had cast Pur, that is, the lot, to "consume

them, and to destroy them ;

25 But 'when Estlier came before the

king, be commanded by letters that his

wicked device, which he devised against the

Jews, should return upon his own head, and

that he and his sons should be hanged on the

gallows.

26 Wherefore they called these days

Purim after the name of "Pur. Therefore

for all the words of this letter, and of that

which they had seen concerning this matter,

and which had come unto them,

27 The Jews ordained, and took upon

them, and upon their seed, and upon all

such as joined themselves unto them, so as

s Ueb. nrrordinn to their wilt. ' Heb. etjme.
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it. should not 'fail, that they would keep

these two days according to their writing,

and according to their appointed time every

year ;

28 And that these days should be remem-
bered and kept throughout every generation,

every family, every province, and every city ;

and that these days of Purim should not '"fail

from among the Jews, nor the memorial of

them "perish from their seed.

29 Then Esther the queen, the daughter

of Abihall, and Mordecai the Jew, wrote with

"all authority, to confirm this second letter of

Purim.
9 Tleb. pass^ '0 Heb. pass, 1

1 Heb. I>e eii<iM

30 And he sent the letters unto all the

Jews, to the hundred twenty and seven pro-

vinces of the kingdom of Ahasuerus, icith

words of peace and truth,

31 To confirm these days of Purim in their

times appointed, according as Mordecai the

Jew and Esther the queen had enjoined them,

and as they had decreed ''for themselves and
for their seed, the matters of the fastings and
their cry.

32 And the decree of Esther confirmed

these matters of Purim ; and it was written

in the book.

12 \Uh. M strength. "3 Uvh. for tl,tir souls.

Verse 17. 'And made it a day offeasting and gladness.'

—The Jews, in the progress of time, instituted various festi-

vals and fasts in commemoration of remarliable occurrences

in their history, and for which, of course, the law of Moses
afforded no sanction. The authority for the establishment

of such additional celebrations would seem not to have

been at first admitted without dissenting voices ; and, if we
may believe the Rabbinical writers, not fewer than eighty-

five elders protested against the institution of the feast of

Purim as an unauthorized innovation (Liglitfoot's Exercit.

on John, xx. 22). The feast, however, has, to the present

day, continued to occupy a very conspicuous place in the

Hebrew calendar. The festival has been observed on the

fourteenth and fifteenth of the month Adar ; but when the

year happened to be an intercalary one, there are two cele-

brations—the first called the Little Purim, with compara-

tively little ceremony, in the month Adar, and the other,

in the usual manner, in the intercalated month of Ve-Adar.

On each day of the feast the book of Esther is read in the

synagogues from beginning to end, and all Jews, of every

sex and age, to whom attendance is not quite impracticable,

are required to be present, for the better preservation of the

memory of the important deliverance which it records.

The copy of Esther which is read on this occasion must

be written on vellum, as a single roll, by itself; and where
the names of Haman's ten sons occur (and indeed in other

copies of the book, manuscript and printed), they are dis-

posed in a peculiar order, intended, as is explained, to

suggest the idea of ten bodies hanging on a gibbet. The
reader pronounces all these names with great rapidity, as if

in one breath, to intimate that they were all hanged, and
expired in the same moment of time. Whenever the name
of Haman himself occurs, there is a terrible uproar raised

in the synagogue : the whole congregation clap with their

hands, and stamp with their feet, exclaiming, ' Let his

name be blotted out ; may the memory of the wicked rot
!'

The children at the same time are instructed to hiss, and

to strike the forms with wooden mallets provided for the

occasion. When the reading is finished, the whole con-

gregation exclaim, ' Cursed be Haman ! Blessed be Mor-
decai ! Cursed be Zeresh ! Blessed be Esther ! Cursed be

all idolaters ! Blessed be all the Israelites I And blessed

also be Harbonah, at whose instance Haman was hanged 1'

It is said to have been formerly customary to write Haman's
name upon a great stone, and, regarding it as his repre-

sentative, to batter it with other stones till the writing was

effaced or the stone broken, exclaiming, as before, ' Let his

name be blotted out,' etc.

The days of the festival have formed the carnival and

bacchanalia of the Jews, in which they give way to riotous

carousing, remarkable in a people so much distinguished

for general sobriety. The Talmud indeed seems to indi-

cate it as a matter of duty that a man should be so far gone

in liquor as to be unable to distinguish between ' Cursed

be Hainan !' and ' Blessed be Mordecai !' This direction

has been pretty well acted upon. Among other extrava-

gancies on this occasion, ' Some put on fools' coats, and

raked like pickled herrings about the streets, and danced

in the very synagogues while the book of Esther was read-

ing. Others disguised themselves in strange antick dresses

—men in the habit of women, and women dressed like men,

with their faces disguised' (Lewis's Origines, ii. 622). At
present, and particularly in England, the feast is celebrated

with great hilarity, but not with greater excess or riot than

with us usually attends the common festivities of Christmas.
' Alms are given to the poor ; relations and friends send

presents to each other ; and all furnish their tables with

every luxury they can command. The modern Jews think

it no sin then to indulge largely in their cups, some of

them, indeed, to intoxication, in memory of Esther's

banquet of wine, in which she succeeded in defeating the

sanguinary designs of Haman' (Allen's Modern Judaism,

p. 419). This carnival is preceded by a fast, in memory
of that of Esther (ch. iv.) ; it should last three days, but ia

usually confined to one.

CHAPTER X.

aid Moidccai's1 T/ie f/iealness of Ahasuerus,
advuncetneitt under him.

And the king Ahasuerus laid a tribute upon
the land, and upon the isles of the sea.

2 And all the acts of his power and of his

might, and the declaration of the greatness of

Mordecai, whereunto the king 'advanced him,

are they not written in the book of the chro-

nicles of the kings of Media and Persia ?

3 For Mordecai the Jew v;as next unto

king Ahasuerus, and great among the Jews,

and accepted of the multitude of his brethren,

seeking the wealth of his people, and speak-

ing peace to all his seed.
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We introduce a cut of the alleged tomb of Esther and

Mordecaj at Hamadau, the ancient Ecbatana (see the note

on Eira Ti. W The site is very likely to have been that

of the interment of one or both of those eminent personages.

E^cb-itana was one of the seats of the royal court to which

they were attached ; and the Jews, who always, from the

time of the captivity, have abounded in this region, have

distinguished the spot of their burial, and preserved the

memory of it by tradition. The existence of this honoured

sepulchre has rendered Hamadan a place of pilgrimage to

the Jews from time immemorial ; • and some of their num-
ber have always been resident there. Benjamin of Tudela

makes mention of it, and says that there were then fifty

thousand Jews in the town : but little confidence is to be

placed in his statements concerning the numbers of Jews
he found at different places. In the note referred to, we
have stated, on the authority of a resident Jew, the num-
ber now to be found there. Although the tomb now stand-

ing is more ancient than that of Ezra, it is on essentially

the same plan, both in its exterior and interior appearance,

with such differences as proceeded from the difference of

simation, one being in the midst of a town, and the other

on the borders of the desert. The present tomb is seen in

our cut without the enclosing wall, which conceals the

proportions of Ezra's tomb. The bell-shaped dome is also

in an older taste than that which the other tomb exhibits.

The stork's nest, by which it is surmounted, is such as

frequently appears upon the highest points of public build-

ings in that country. The tomb stands on ground some-

what more elevated than any in the immediate neighbour-

hood, and is in rather a decayed condition. The entrance

to the building is by a stone door of small dimensions, the

key of which is always kept by the chief rabbi. This door

conducts to the ante-chamber, which is small, and contains

the graves of several rabbis. A second door, of still more
coufined dimensions than the first, leads to the tomb-

chamber, which is larger than the outer apartment In

the midst of this stand the two sarcophagi of Mordeoai and

Esther, of dark and hard wood, like that of Ezra. They
are richly carved, and have a Hebrew inscription along the

upper ledge, taken from ch. ii. 5, and x. 3. The wood is

in good preservation, though evidently very old. The
present building is said to occupy the site of one more
magnificent, which was destroyed by Timur Beg, soon

after which this humble building was erected in its place,

at the expense of certain devout Jews ; and it is added,

that it was fully repaired about 160 years since by a rabbi

named Ismael. If this local statement be correct, some of

the inscriptions which now appear must, as the resident
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Jews state, have belonged to the preceding building, which
however could not have been the original mausoleum,
since one of these inscriptions describes it as having been
finished posterior to the Christian era. This inscription is

on the present dome, and has thus been translated by Sir

Gore Ouscley :
' Thursday, fifteenth of the month Adar, in

the year 4474 from the creation of the world, was finished

the building of this temple over the graves of Mordecai
and Esther, by the hands of the good-hearted brothers

Elias and Samuel, the sons of the deceased Ismael of

Kashan.' According to the vulgar Jewish a?ra, this would
have been not more than about eleven centuries ago ; but

the date is probably after the computation of the eastern

Jews, which would make the date answer to about
250 A.D.

Sir Robert Ker Porter has given copies, with the follow-

ing translations, of the other inscriptions, which are at least

curious.

From a marble slab in the Sepulchre.—' Mordecai, beloved

and honoured by a king, was great and good. His garments
were those of a sovereign. Ahasuems covered him with this

rich dress, and also placed a golden chain around his neck.

The city ofSusa rejoiced at his honours, and his high fortune

became the glory of the Jews.'

On the sarcophagus ofMordecai.— ' It is said by David,
" Preserve me, God ! I am now iu thy presence. I have

cried at the gate of heaven, that thou art my God ; and
what goodness I have received came from thee, O Lord ;

—

Those whose bodies are now beneath in this earth, when
animated by thy mercy, were great ; and whatever happi-

ness was bestowed upon them in this world came from thee,

God !—Their grief and sufferings were many ; but they

became happy, because they always called upon thy holy

name in thei'r afflictions. Thou liftedst me up, and I be-

came powerful. Thine enemies sought to destroy me, in

the early times of my life ; but the shadow of thy hand was

upon me. and covered me as a tent, from their wicked pur-

poses."

—

Mordecai.'
From the sarcophagus of Esther.— ' I praise thee. God,

that thou hast created me. I know that my sins merit

punishment, yet I hope for mercy at thy hands : for when-
ever I call upon thee thou art with me ; thy holy presence

secures me from all evil.—My heart is at ease, and my fear

of thee mcreases. My life became, at the last, through thy

goodness, full of peace.— God ! shut not my soul out from

thy divine presence. Those whom thou lovest never feel

the torments of hell. Lead me, O merciful Father, to the

life of life ; that I may be filled with the heavenly fruits of

Paradise '.—Esther.'

i _-fcj-^^L^

Tomb cf Muk



THE BOOK

JOB
There is perhaps no book of tlie Old Testament which has opened so large a field of controversy as

the book of Job, or concerning which interpreters have been so much divided. To attempt any
satisfactory report or analysis of so extensive a discussion would require more space than the limits

to which we are restricted will allow for all the notes to this book. We shall therefore confine our-

selves to a few preliminary considerations ujKin each of the />r!««pa/ points on which the controversy

has turned ; and shall also state some of the more instructive results of the discussion, in connec-

tion with the particular texts to which they refer or which they contribute to illustrate.

Is THE Book of .Job a heal history ?—A section of Jewish and Christian interpreters

contend that Job is a fictitious character, and that the narrative is an invention intended to instruct

tlirouirh the medium of parable. But the reality of .Job's existence and historj- has been the

standing belief of the Jewbh and Christian churches, and is supported by the great body of

commentators and critics of all countries and denominations. Hengstenberg indeed states

that the prevailing opinion is, that .Job is not a real history : but he must mean the prevailing

opinion at this day in Germany ; for the mass of living opinion among the critics of all

other countries, and the vast weight of all past and present opinion, is undoubtedly that the book

of Job b a true history. Indeed, the Scripture itself bears no equivocal testimony to its

reality ; and the internal evidence which the book affords to the same effect cannot easily be set

aside. The real existence of .Job is distinctly recognized by Ezekiel (xiv. 14), who names Xoah,
Daniel, and Job, together, in such a manner as to show that the last was not a less real personage

than Noah and Daniel. St. .James also (v. 11) refers to the patience of Job, and to the evidence

which his history afforded of the Lord's pity and tender mercy. The weight of this consideration

has been too little regarded by many continental critics ; but surely it is contrary to all probability

and to Scriptural usage, that the Holy Spirit should refer us to a feigned hbtory for an example of

patience, and of its ultimate reward, if the person proposed eis a model, his patience, and his recom-

pence, were alike unreal. Such a procedure would be unworthy of God and useless to man. Our
constant experience teaches that the mind of man is not easily impressed by ideal examples of virtue,

and that we should be but vainly urged to endurance by a view of the paticince of a person who
never existed. Justly relying upon this, the churches which celebrate the memories of the saints,

have indicated their conviction of .Job's real existence by including him in their commemorations. His
name is inscribed in the most ancient martyrologies : the Greek and Oriental churches devote the

sixth of Maj' to his honour, and the Latin church celebrates his festival on the tenth of the same
month. These tilings are of no weight of themselves, but they evince the antiquity and the preva-

lence of the opinion which seems the most probable in itself, and which appears to us not to have been

shaken by any arguments which have been as yet advanced. Then the book itself specifies these

minute particulars which a fictitious narrative commonly overlooks :—The number of .Job's sons

and daughters is stated ; the quantity and nature of his goods is mentioned, and discriminated in

such proportions as stili usually exist under the same circumstances ; and the residence of .Job and
his friends is described with all the geographical precision of true history. It must, however, be

carefully dbtinguished that the question of the divine authority of the book, and its title to a place

in the Canon, is by no means aflfected by the determination of the question as to its being a true

history or a parable. Thb point has been stated in the Introduction to 'Esther;' and tlie same
consideration applies here.

The time of Job.—This has been a question very largely debated. Diflferent writers place him
in almost every age from before the birth of Abraham till after the Babylonish Captivity. "We
must refer to other sources of information those who wbh to ascertain the arguments by which the
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various theories are supi/orted. Tlie result of a very careful consideration disposes us to concur witli

the great majority of interpreters in the opinion that the trial of Job took place before the Exode of

the Israelites from Kgypt : but how long before that, is another question, on wliicli opinion is divided.

Our Bi'jie chronology places it in 1520 b.c, being twenty-nine years previous to that event. This
determination seems to be founded on the principle of bringing the time as low as possible, con-

sistently with the necessity of fixing it earlier than the departure of tlie Israelites from Egypt. This
necessity arises from the internal evidence which the book offers ; particularly by its total silence

concerning the mighty signs and wonders that accompanied the Exode—such as the passage of the

Red Sea, the destruction of the Egyptians, the manna in the desert, etc.—all happening in or near
Jol)'s country, and all so apposite in the debate about the ways of Providence. But there seems to

be no very clear evidence that tlie event took place only just before the occurrence of those marvel-

lous transactions of which the history takes no notice. On the contrary, tlie positive evidence for an
earlier date seems to us at least as strong as the negative evidence for a date thus early. The
patriarchal period would seem the most probable—that is, not later than the time of Jacob on the

one hand, nor greatly anterior to the time of Abraham on the other. Dr. Hales fixes the date of

Job's trial at 184 years before Abraham's birth ; and, as the arguments used by him and others at

least demonstrate the preference due to the patriarchal period, we may here state them very briefly.

1. The absence of any notice concerning the destruction of Sodom and Gomorrah and other cities

of the plain, which were so near, and formed so suitable an illustration of the argument, leads to the

inference that the circumstances took place before Abraham's migration to Canaan. 2. The
longevity of Job necessarily places him in the patriarchal times. At the time of the history he had
children grown up and settled in their own houses a good while; he also speaks of his youth as of a

time past. Indeed no one supposes he was a young man. And yet he survived his calamities 140
years, whence we may infer that he was not much less, and possibly more than 200 years old when he
died. This is very conclusive for placing him not much sooner or later than the time of Isaac, who
died at the age of 180 years. 3. The manners and customs critically correspond to those of the

patriarchal period. Job acted as high-priest in his own family, according to primitive usage : his

riches are reckoned by cattle ; and it is important to observe that the cattle are precisely the same in

kind as those in the description of Abraham's wealth (Gen. xii. 16), with the same absence of horses

and mules : the most ancient kind of writing, by sculpture, is also mentioned by Job. 4. Anotiier
circumstance of great importance is, that the only species of idolatry alluded to in this book is Sa-

beanism, or the worship of the heavenly bodies, which is universally allowed to be the most ancient of
all idolatries ; and not only is this alone mentioned, but it seems to be noticed as a novelty then liable

to judicial punishment. 5. Another and more definite method of determining the date of the history

has been an astronomical one, by the precession of the equinoxes. " The cardinal constellations of

spring and autumn in Job's time were HD'S Chimah, and 7''p3 Chesil, or Taurus and Scorpio,

noticed ix. 9, and again xxxviii. 31, 32 ; of which the principal stars are Aldebaran, the Bull's Eye,
and Antares, the Scorpion's Heart. Knowing therefore the longitude of these stars at present, the

interval of time from thence to the assumed date of Job's trial will give the difference of their longi-

tudes, and ascertain their position then, with respect to the vernal and autumnal points of intersection

of the equinoctial and ecliptic ; according to tiie usual rate of the precession of the equinoxes, one
degree in 71^ years." (Hales, ii. 54.) On this datum, assisted by calculations furnished by that

eminent astronomer Dr. Brinkley, the late bishop of Cloyne, he finds that at the assumed date of

2337 B.C., or 184 years before the birth of Abraham, Taurus was the cardinal constellation of spring,

and Scorpio of Autumn. This interesting process was not first employed by Dr. Hales, as he thought,

he having been anticipated in the last century by two learned Frenchmen, Goguet and Ducoutant.
Their calculation, however, brings the date to 2136 B.C. : and we fear that the constellations denoted

by the Hebrew words are not known with so much certainty as to permit the question to rest firmly

on this calculation. Nor is this necessary ; as the other reasons seem sufficient to determine the

trial of Job to some time within that period in which Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob lived.

The Adthor.—The autliorship has been almost as much disputed as any other question connected

with the book of Job. In this country, Warburton, in his Divinr T.riiation of Moses, started the

notion that tlie book was composed during the Captivity, to coinfoii ilic lldirinvs in their affliction,

and to assure them of final restoration. Its basis may be, he aiimil-^, hi^iorical—foiuided on the tra-

ditional experience of a patriarch named Job, but roimded, eiiibellished, and wrought out into the

dramatic form it now bears, by the invention of the author. This notion found many eager advocates

both in this country and abroad ; and it must be admitted that the view was brought forth and sup-

ported with a degree of ability and ingenuity not in that age often witnessed in Biblical discussions.

But it was met — if not with equal brilliancy of talent—with more solid reasoning, by various learned

writers, among whom Peters, in his Critical Dissertation on the Booh of Job, is now the best known.
Dr. Garnett, in his Dissertation on the Book of Job, adopts substantially the same view as that ot

Warburton, but laboured with uncommon ingenuity and considerable research to show that the book
010
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was an allegorical representation of the history of the Jews in tlieir fall, their adversity, ;iiid their

restoration. The idea that the book was an allegory is ofsonie standing. It is hinted a( liy t'lnxxi-loiM

in one of his Homilies ; and it had lately been advocated by Worthington in his I)i^siriiitn.i, im

Job, but with him it was an allegory of the Fall and Restoration of Man. But tlu- alh -uiy .In, s iidt

answer to the history, and cannot tiierefore belong to it. Adam was tempted ljy liis uilr, and

yielded; Job was tempted by his wife, but reproved her. Adam's calamities came upon hini after

he had been tempted, whereas in tlie case of Job the suffering constitutes tiie temptation. In different

shades of signification the view that tlie book of Job was composed during or soon after the f 'apiivity,

has liardly any recent advocates in this country ; but in Germany it has the supjinit nf He rnsicin,

Gesenius, Umbreit, and De Wette. But that the book existed before the destniclmn (,r .Icriisihui

is shown by Ezekiel's reference to Noah, Daniel, o«rf Job, before that event ; by the cxiiUiit imitation

of Job's cursing the day of his birth (in ch. iii.), by Jeremiah (xx. 14), who uses not oidy the same

sentiments but the same words. It is true that it might be alleged that the author of Job imitated

Jeremiah—but tliis is met by the fact that the book of Job is quite original and independent of other

writings, whereas Jeremiah does habitually repeat the sentiments and expressions of earlier writers.

Compare also Lam. ii. 16, with Job xvi. 13; and Lam. iii. 7, 9, with Job xix. 8. Eeferences to the

book of Job may also be discovered in Isaiah ; thus the word N3V tzaba, usually means " warfiire;"

but in Job it occurs repeatedly (viL 1 ; x. 17 ; xiv. 14) in the sense of a period of hard service, of

calamity, or of affliction, in which peculiar sense it also ocetirs in Isa. xl. 2 ; and that this is not a

casual coincidence, but has a purposed reference to Job, is clear from the fact that the very savie

verse concludes with "for she hath received of the Lord's hands double for all her sins," which is a

manifest allusion to the double which Job is described as having received at the end of his history.

The strong point of those who give this late origin to the book, is connected with tlie introduction of

Satan in the first chapter, which is alleged to have been impossible earlier than the Exile. I'his is so

imiwrtant that we have made it the subject of a separate note under i. 6. Some who are against this

view, are equally averse to the opinion which would give the book a date earlier than the Exode.

Great attention has of late years been given to a notion which can be traced back to Gregory Nazi-

auzen, and which has been ably re-produced by Richter, in his essay De ^tate Jobi dfjiiiioida—
tiiat tlie book was produced in the age of Solomon. When closely examined, however, the arguments

advanced in support of this opinion are by no means conclusive. Thus, it is an arbitrary assumption,

disproved by modern researches, that the art of writing was unknown before the age of Moses. The
assertion too, that the marks of cultivation and refinement—of knowledge in science and art—which

tile book evinces, existed only in this later age, is completely disproved by our improved acquaintance

with the state of civilization and with the arts in ancient Egypt; and the allegation that the refined

poetical art, the regularity, and system which pervade the book could not have existed in an earlier

and ruder age, is purely gratuitous, and is not in unison with our experience. The master-pieces of

poesy, and especially of Eastern poesy, have been composed in ages, and under conditions of life, not

less rude nor materially different from those which prevailed in and before the age of the I^^xode ;

and it is also now capable of proof that in these early times more real refinement existed than has

been usually supposed. The argument deduced from the smoothness of the lan^^ua'j^e, is quietly

disposed of by llengstenberg, who admits that in no Semitic dialect is it pn-~il,lc in tnce the degree

of progressive improvement which it assumes ; and he also allows that the cm i' -iioinli nees between

this book and the Psalms and Proverbs by no means prove that they were written in the same age ;

and we may add, that they might be urged to prove that the book of Job previously existerl, and that

the writers of the Psalms in question and of the Proverbs were acquainted' with it. Yet llengsten-

berg himself, although he denies that there exist materials for fixing the book to the age of Soiiimoii,

is ofopinion that it could not have been written earlier than the time of Samuel and David, nor later

than that of Isaiah, who quotes it. The latter member of this conclusion is good—but for the first

we cannot find the shadow of a reason, except that the author of Job must have been acquainted with

Psalm xxxix., 'which is a text-book for the speeches of Job.' Is it not quite as probable that the

author of the Psalm was acquainted with the book of Job? We are very willing ourselves to admit

that if the book was not written before the Exode, it was not written before the age of Samuel and

David. Indeed, if the book does not belong to the time before the Exode, it matters little, as a

matter of Biblical interest, at what subsequent period it was written. Still the fact stands out, that

there is no allusion in the book to the peculiar rites, ceremonies, and institutions of the Jews, which

filled the mind of every pious Israelite, nor to those great events in Hebrew history following the

Exode, which amazed the neighbouring nations. Attempts were indeed formerly made to discover

such allusions ; but such attempts have now been wisely abandoned by those wlio contend for the

later date of the book, and instead of this the absence of such allusions is ascribed to the perfect skill

of the author in throwing his scenery and details back into the patriarchal period, and in avoiding

whatever might afford indication of a later origin. For the hypothesis which assigns a date to the

work later than the Exode, necessitates the consequence that the book is not a real history, but a

CU
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fiction, the scenery of wlilch is laid in the patriarchal age. On this point Noyes, who is one of tliose

who hold this opinion, says, " This argument (for the ante-Mosaic origin of the booli') would be more

satisfactory if the characters, as well as tiie aiitlior, had been Hebrews. But as they were Arabians,

who had nothing to do with tlie institutions of Moses, it is plain that a writer of genius would not

have been guilty of the absurdity of putting tlie sentiments of a Jew into the mouth of an Arabian,

at least so far as relates to such tangible matters as positive laws, ceremonies, and history. To me it

seems that the author has manifested abundant evidence of genius and siiill in the structure and

execution of the work, to account for his not having given to Arabians the obvious peculiarities of the

Hebrews who lived under the institutions of Moses, at whatever period it may have been written.

Even if tiie characters of the book had been Hebrews, the argument under consideration would not

have been perfectly conclusive ; for, from the nature of the subject, we might have expected as little

in it that was Levitical, or grossly Jewish, as in the book of Proverbs or Ecclesiastes. The argument

for tiie ante-Mosaic origin of the book seems therefore wholly destitute of weight." To this state-

ment, which is substantially that of Hengstenberg also, Barnes well replies, " This supposition

assumes that the work was written in a later age than that of Moses. It furnishes no evidence,

however, that it was so written. It can only furnish evidence that the author had genius so to throw

himself back into a distant age and into a foreign land, as completely to conceal his own peculiarity

of country or time, and to represent characters as living and acting in the supposed country and

period, without betraying his own. So far as the question about the author, and the time when tlie

work was composed, is concerned, the fact here admitted, that there are no allusions to events after

the Exode, is quite as strong certainly in favour of the supposition that it was composed before as

after that event. There are still some difficulties on the supposition that it was written by a Hebrew
of a later age, who designedly meant to give it an Arabic dress, and to make no allusion to anything

in the institutions and history of his own country that would betray its authorship. One is, the

intrinsic difficulty of doing this. It requires rare genius for an autiior so to throw himself into past

ages, as to leave nothing tliat shall betray his own times and country. We are never so betrayed

as to imagine that Shakspere lived in the time of Coriolanus or of Caesar ; that Johnson lived in the

time and country of Rasselas ; or that Scott lived in the time of the Crusaders. Instances have been

found, it is admitted, when the concealment has been effectual ; but they have been exceedingly rare.

Another objection to this view is, that such a work would have been peculiarly likely to betray his

time and country. The cast of the poem is highly philosophical. The argument is in many places

exceedingly abstruse. The appeal is to close and long observation ; to the recorded experience of

their ancestors ; to the observed effects of divine judgments on the world. A Hebrew in such cir-

cumstances would have appealed to the authority of God ; he would have referred to the terrible

sanctions of the law rather than to cold and abstract reasoning ; and he could hardly have refrained

from some allusion to the events of his whole history that bore so palpably on the case. It may be

doubted, also, whether any Hebrew ever had such versatility of genius and character as to divest

himself wholly of the proper costume of his country, and to appear throughout as an Arabian Emir,

and so as never in a long argument to express any thing but such as became the assumed character

of the foreigner."

It is also admitted that the language of the book is of a peculiarly antique cast, materially different

from that which prevailed in the time of Solomon and of the Captivity ; and even Hengstenberg allows

that this character of the language, and the peculiar capability of illustration from the Arabic,

might warrant our ascribing it to the remotest ages, when the separation of the Semitic dialect liad

begun but was not yet completed. But he adds, " tliis inference would be safe only if the book were

written in prose. It is solely from works of tiiis class that the general usage of the language, pre-

vailing at the time of the author, can be seen. On the contrary, the relation of obsolete and rare

words and forms, was, with the Hebrews, a peculiar feature of the poetical style, and served to dis-

tinguish it from the usual habitual way of writing. This peculiarity belongs to tliis book more than

to any other." We fear it would be difficult to substantiate tlie principle here laid down, in its

particular application. Professor Lee has well met this kind of argument. He says, " It has been

supposed, I know, that all this niiglit have been feigned, in order to give the whole an air of antiquity,

or for the purpose of placing the scene of action in some foreign country. It should not be forgotten

that how easy soever it might be to make sucii a supposition as this, particularly if we happen to

be disposed to give the whole the appearance of a fable ; it will, nevertheless, be no easy matter to

shew tiiat any writer of this age, country, or character, ever had recourse to any such expedient.

Nor of this kind is any thing to be found, even in the parables of Scripture ; nor yet, as fara.s my
information goes, in any author of tales among the Arabs, Persians, Syrians, Samaritans, Ciialdeaiis,

Ethiopians, or Jews. Aristophanes and the tragedians do, it may be observed in some of their pieces,

introduce people speaking the dialects of parts of Greece, different from that in which they were

brought up ; but in no case has he, or, perhaps, any Greek or Latin author, composed a whole work

in a dialect different from that of his own particular country or times, for the mere purpose of giving
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the whole an air of antiquity, or any other such thing. The supposition itself, therefore, is not only
foreign to the character of writers of tlie Oriental nations generally, but to that of every other nation

under heaven ; and, therefore, cannot be entertained." If we believe in the reality of tiie various

speeches, it is difficult to suppose that the book was written by any other than one of the persons

who took part in the discussion ; and as Job and Elihu appear to most advantage in it, they would
seem to have been the most probable persons to perform this work. But then a very difficult question

arises, when and wherefore a book relating entirely to the concerns of a stranger, and having no
connection with the aftairs of the Hebrews, was received by them into their sacred canon. This
brings us to the most general belief, which makes Moses the author of this book. If Job, or any of
his friends, lived so late as to have seen and conversed with Moses, or if the book be a fictitious

composition, there can be no difficulty in this conclusion ; but if otherwise, it seems to us to

account for the tradition which assigns the authorship to Moses, as well as for its introduction into

the Hebrew Canon, to suppose that Moses, during his long sojourn in Midian, becoming acquainted

with it, as transmitted from Job or his friends either by oral repetition or written documents ; and
conceiving it to be well suited to "justify the waj's of God to man," and to comfort his affiicted

brethren in Egypt ; wrote it out in its present form, and communicated it to them either on his return

to Egypt, or during their sojourn in the Desert, before they were allowed to enter the Promised
Land. Whether written before the time of Moses, or by him, witii or without previously existing

documents, during his stay in Midian, it will necessarily follow that the book of Job is the oldest

book in Scripture, and therefore the oldest in the world. This is indeed necessarily admitted by all

those who allow that it was written by any person or at any time prior to the Exode ; and so far were
the Syrians influenced by this sentiment that they placed the book at the beginning of their Bibles,

before the Pentateuch. Eegretting that our limits preclude us from entering into the other topics of

liigh interest which this book suggests, we must be content to refer the reader, in addition to the

works already named, to the respective Prolegomena and Introductions to tiiis book by Eichhorn,
Jahn, Hiivernick, Umbreit, tlie Bible de Ve/ice, Rosenmiiller, Ceillier, Ewald, Lee, Koyes, Barnes

;

and Hengstenberg's article Job in Kitto's Ci/clopccdia of Biblical Literature.

The versions of, and commentaries and treatises on, the book of Job, are far more numerous than of

any other separate book of Scripture. We cannot undertake here to enumerate even the titles of
above one hinidred and twenty works. The following list contains nearly all tliose in the English
language (besides those already named), and the principal of those in other languages :—Bugenhagius,
Adnott. in Jobwn, 1526; Calvin, Coticiones in Jobum, 1569; Mercer, Cotmnetit. in Jobum, 1573

;

Pineila, Comment, in Lib. Jobi, 1597 ; Rollock, Conmtent. iti Jobum, 1610; Sanctius, Comment, in

Jobum, 1625 ; Drusius, Nova Versio et Scholia in Jobum, 1636; Abbott, Exposition of the Book
of Job, 1640; Spanheim, Historia Jobi, 1672; Schmid, Comment, in Librum Jobi, 1070; Caryl,

Exposition of the Book of Job, 1669; Leigh, Annotations on Job, 1656; Hutcheson, Exposition of
the Book of Job, 1669 ;" Fenton, Annotations on the Book of Job, 1732; Wesley, Dissertatt. in

Jobum, 1736; Costard, Obseri-atious on the Book of Job, 1742; Schultens, Liber Jobi, 1737;
Cliappelow, Commentary on Job, 1752; Heath, New Version of the Book of Job, 1756; Scott,

Book of Job in Englisli Verse, 1773; Reiske, Conjecture in Jobum, 1779; Dathe in Jobum,
1789; Garden, Lnproved Version of the Book of Job, 1796; Eichhorn, Das Buck Hiob, 1800;
Koscnmuller, Johns Latine vertit, et Annotatione per]ictua illustrarit, 1806; Gaab, Das Buck
Hiob, 1809 ; P:iiza Smith, Book of Job, 1810 ; Good, Book ofJob, 1812 ; Bridel, Le Livre de Job,

1818; Melsheimer, Das Buck Hiob, 1823; Umbreit, Das Buck Hiob, 1824 (translated in the

Biblical Cabinet, vols, xvi., xix.) ; Hunt, the Book of Job, translated from the Hebrew, 1825;
Fry's Neiu Translation and Exposition of the Book of Job, 1827 ; Lange, Das Buck Hiob, 1831

;

Lyson, Conjectures concerning the Identity of the Patriarch Job, 1832; Knobel, Z>e Carminis Jobi,

1835; Ewald, Das Buck Hiob erklart, 1836; Fackens, Comment, de Jobeide, 1836; Arnheim,
Das Buck Hiob, 1836; Lee, Book of Job, 1837; Noyes, Neio Translation of the Book of Job,

Boston, 1838; Wemyss, Job and his Times, 1839; Holzhausen, Uebersetzung des Buches Hiob,

1839; Laurens, Job et des Pseaumes, 1839; Justi, Hiob. Neu ilbersetzt und erlautert, 1840;

Barnes, Notes on the Book of Job, New York, 1844. [Wolfson, Das Buck Hiob erlautert, 1844 ; Heiligstedt,

Dr Aug. Commentarius Orammat. Hist, Crit. in Jobum; Hahn, Cmnmentar iiher das Buck Hiob, 1850;

Magnus, Philologisch-historischer Kommentar zum Buche Hiob, 1 Buch, 1851 ; Hiob erklart, v. L. Hirtzel,

2 Aufl. V. J. Olshausen, 1852.]



Chap. I.]

CHAPTER I.

1 The holiness, riches, and religious care of Job for
his children. 6 Satan, appearing before God, by

calumniation obtainelk leave to tempt Job. 13 Un-

derstanding of the loss of his goods and children, in

his mourning he blesseth God.

HERE was a
man in the

land of Uz,
whose name
ivas Job ; and
that man was
'perfect and
ujM'ight, and
one that feared

; God, and es-

r '\ chewed evil.

f's ,^. .V. „ " ^ And there
''"-

\ 1 _ were born unto

--^^
. "..^Sr^C?^'

him seven sons

and three

daughters.

3 His ^substance also was seven thousand

sheep, and three • thousand camels, and five

hundred yoke of oxen, and five hundred she

asses, and a very great 'houshold ; so that

this man was the greatest of all the ^men of

the east.

4 And his sons ^ent and feasted in their

houses, every one his day ; and sent and

called for their three sisters to eat and to

drink with them.

5 And it was so, when the days of their

feasting were gone about, that Job sent and

sanctified them, and rose up early in the morn-

ing, and offered burnt offerings accordii^g to the

number of them all : for Job said. It may be

that my sons have sinned, and ^cursed God in

their hearts. Thus did Job ''continually.

6 IF Now there was a day when the sons

of God came to present themselves before

the Lord, and 'Satan came also "among them.

7 And the Lord said unto Satan, Whence
comcst thou? Then Satan answered the

Loud, and said. From "going to and fro in tlie

earth, and from walking up and down in it.

8 And the Lord said unto Satan, '"Hast

thou considered my servant Job, that there is

none like him in the earth, a perfect and an

upright man, one that feareth God, and

cschewetli evil ?

!• 'J'lieii Satan answered the Lord, and
said, Dutii Job fear God for nought?

I Cliap. 2. 3. » Or, catth. 8 Or, hushandry. * He!
7 Heb. (Ac adversary. « Ileb. in the midst of them.

II Or, cattle. i* Ueb. if he curse thee not to thy tnet.
1» Ilcb./iomasWc, &c. l? Or, ruiie. IB Eccli

B. [B.C. 1520.

10 Hast not thou made an hedge about

him, and about his house, and about all that

he hath on every side ? thou hast blessed the

work of his hands, and his "substance is in-

creased in the land.

11 But put forth thine hand now, and
touch all that he hath, '*and he will curse thee

to thy face.

12 And the Lord said unto Sataai, Behold,

all that he hath is in thy '"power; only upon
himself put not forth thine hand. So Satan

went forth from the presence of the Lord.
13 H And there was a day when his sons

and his daughters icere eating and drinking

wine in their eldest brother's house

:

14 And there came a messenger unto Job,

and said. The oxen were plowing, and the

asses feeding beside them :

15 And the Sabeans fell xipon them, and
took them away

; yea, they have slain the ser-

vants with the edge of the sword ; and I only

am escaped alone to tell thee.

16 While he teas yet speaking, there came
also another, and said, ''The fire of God is

fallen from heaven, and hath burned up the

sheep, and the servants, and consumed them
;

and I only am escaped alone to tell thee.

17 While he u-as yet speaking, there carae

also another, and said. The Chaldeans made
out three bands, and '^fell upon the camels,

and have carried them away, yea, and slain

the servants with the edge of the sword ; and
I only am escaped alone to tell thee.

18 While he icas yet speaking, there came
also another, and said, Thy sons and thy

daughters ivcre eating and drinking «ine in

their eldest brother's house :

19 And, behold, there came a gi-eat wind

'"from the wilderness, and smote the four cor-

ners of the house, and it fell uj)on the young
men, and they are dead ; and I only am es-

caped alone to tell thee.

20 Then Job arose, and rent his "mantle,

and shaved his head, and fell down upon the

ground, and worshipped,

21 And said, '"Naked came I out of my
mother's womb, and naked shall I return

thither : the Lord gave, and the Lord hath

taken away; blessed be the name of the

Lord.
22 In all this Job sinned not, nor '"charged

God foolishly.

'i» St',
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Verse 1. ' The land of Uz .•—In the book of Geuesis we
End three persons bearing the uame of Uz. Aram, the

Bou of Shem, had a son sc called (Gen. x. 23) ; the same
name was borne by a son of Nuhor, Abraham's brother

(Gen. xxii. 21); and by a grandson of that Seir the Ho-
rite, who gave his name to the region afterwards occupied
by the Edomites (Gen. xxxvi. 28). This descendant of

Seir is probably the person who gare to this region or a

part of it its later uame ; and this conclusion is corrobo-

rated by Lam. iv. 21—' Rejoice...O daughter of Edom,
that dwellest in the land of IJz.'—Whatever this text

proves, with the other, as to the origin of the name, it

certainly does prove that ' the land of Uz' comprehended,
or was contained in, or was identical with, tlie country
which was ultimately occupied by Esau and his descend-

ants, and called from them ' the land of Edom.'
' Job.'—Some attempt has been made to identify Job

with the Jobab mentioned in Gen. xxxvi. 3.3, as one of
' the kings that reigned in the land of Edom.' But, be-

sides other difficulties that attend this notion, the narnes

are different in the original, that of Job being spelt 3VN
and the other 331'. We are quite of opinion that all

attempt must fail to fix the precise sera of Job's existence

more nearly than to say than it was before the Exode of

the Israelites, and in the patriarchal period. There are

perhaps, however, some data which would shew that

it could not be earlier than the time of Jacob, while the

conclusions stated in the prefatory note would tend to

shew that it could not be much, if at all, later. One of

Job's friends is Bildad the Shuhite, and who was probably

therefore a descendant of Shuah, a son of Abraham by
Keturah, and who is the only person to whom we can

trace this denomination of ' Shuhite.' This would make
it impossible for the trial of Job to have been earlier

than the time of Isaac. Then another of Job's friends

was Eliphaz the Temanite. Now the Teman from whom
he took his denomination was the son of another Eliphaz,

who was the son of Esau (Gen. xxxvi. 11). The re-

markable connection of the names of Esau's son and
grandson in the designation ' Eliphaz the Temanite,'

renders it one of the most satisfactory conclusions in

the whole discussion, that Job's friend was a son or

grandson of Teman, the grandson of Esau, and took his

name from the ancestral Eliphaz. The resulting con-

clusion seems to be that the history here recorded

could not take place earlier than the time of Jacob ; and
as the scene is laid in a country occupied by Abraham's
descendants, in various lines, and as we seem to find his

descendants in some of Job's friends, it seems by no
means unlikely that Job himself was a descendant of

Abraham, though it be impossible to determine the line of

his descent.

3. ^ Five hundred ]ioke of oxen, and five hundred she

asses,' etc.—The inhabitants of the Hauran, beyond Jor-

dan, in or near which was the very country of Job, still

estimate the wealth of a person by the number of Fedhans,'

or pairs, of oxen or cows which he employs in the culti-

vation of his fields. If it be asked, whether such a one
has piastres (a common mode of speaking), the answer is,

' A great deal ; he drives six pairs of oxen.' A man with

two or three is esteemed wealthy ; and such a one has

probably two camels, perhaps a mare, or at least a gedisli

(gelding), or a couple of asses, and forty or fifty sheep or

goats. See Burckhardt's Si/ria, p. 29.5.

— ' The greatest of all the men of the east.'—Th\s state-

ment, concerning the quantity and character of the pro-

perty which constituted extreme wealth in those early

times, is very valuable. We have said something on this

subject in the note to Gen xiii. 2 ; from which it will

appear that the property, in cattle only, here assigned to

* The word Fedhan is applied both to the yoke of oxen
and to the quantity of land cultivated by them, which
varies according to circumstances. In some parts of Syria,

chiefly about Homs, the Fedhan el Roumy, or Greek
Fedhan, is used, which means two pair of oxen.

Job is immense, according to the present state of property

among the Arabian emirs, who seem to bear the nearest

resemblance to this patriarch in their condition of life.

As we are accustomed to estimate property in money, it

would be interesting to state the value in money of the

cattle here enumerated. From all the information we
possess, we should say that the average value in the same
country might now be between thirty and forty thousand

pounds—perhaps nearer to the latter sum than to the for-

mer. In this we estimate the camel at ten pounds, the

oxen at one pound each, and the sheep at three for one
pound—which are we believe about the averages prices in

Western Asia. About the asses the average is more difli-

cult to determine, as so much depends upon their breeds

and use. Their small number seems to intimate high
value, and they were probably used for riding, so that

perhaps we may suppose them to have been, on an ave-

rage, about the same value as the camels. But in this

calculation we must not overlook the fact that money is

of so much greater value in the East than in England,
that such a sum as we have named would seem incompa-
rably greater than with us—particularly in a condition of

life resembling the patriarchal ; so that a sheikh or emir
whose whole property may be worth five or six thousand
pounds will be considered a very rich man, and is such,

relatively to the circumstances of his people. These facts

may suggest some ideas as to the greatness of Job, whose
possessions were indeed princely. But, moreover, it ap-

pears that all his property did not consist of cattle. He
was not a nomade. He belonged to that condition of life

which fluctuated between that of the wandering shepherd
and that of a people settled in towns. That he resided,

or had a residence, in a town is obvious ; but his flocks

and herds were evidently pastured in the deserts, between
which and the town his own time was probably divided.

He differed from the Hebrew patriarchs chiefly in this, that

he did not so much wander about, ' without any certain

dwelling-place,' as they. Yet withal he was a cultivator,

as appears from his oxen being mentioned by 'yokes,' and
from their being occupied in ploughing (verse 14) when
the Sabeans fell upon them, as well as from various cir-

cumstances which come out in the discussion. This mixed
condition of life, which is still frequently exhibited in

Western Asia, will, we apprehend, account sufficiently

for the diversified character of the allusions and pictures

which the book contains—to the pastoral life, and the

scenes and products of the wilderness ; to the scenes and
circumstances of agriculture ; and to the arts and sciences

of settled life and advancing civilization.

5. ' Have sinned, and cursed God in their hearts.'—The
word translated 'curse' is '^'Q barah, which usually means

the reverse, namely, to bless. Yet no reader can fail to

perceive that it is far from having the meaning of blessing

here, where it is expressly denoted as a sin requiring

burnt offerings ; or in ii. 9 where Job's wife, using the

same word, urges him to ' curse God and die,' and is re-

proved for it; or in I Kings xxi. in, where it is trans-

lated ' blaspheme,' and used for an offence which the law

deemed worthy of death. As there is therefore no doubt

of the occasionally bad sense of a word, the general sig-

nification of which is not only good, but exactly the re-

verse of good, it is worth while to inquire by what pos-

sible process it could acquire this contrasted signification.

This has, we apprehend, been satisfactorily explained by
Dr. Garnett, in his Dissertation on Job, by the help of

Dr. Grey, when he says, ' the account the learned author

gives of this difficulty is the most plain and simple that

can be, at the same time that it is the most agreeable to

the idiom of the Hebrew tongue, and indeed to the ana-

logy of almost all languages ; by blessing, therefore, in a

more loose and popular sense of the word, " is meant
taking leave of or bidding adieu to either persons or things

which we choose to have no more concern with ; and when
this expression is applied, as it is here, to God, the mean-
ing is, that they have bid adieu to God, and given up all

regard to his service and worship—have shakm hands with

613
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tlie very God that made them, and taken leave of every

tiling serious and sacred." ' Dr. Garnett adds :
' I choose

to translate tlie learned author's -words [from the Latin]

by phrases of speech strictly similar in our own language,

that the reader may see that there is a figure of speech,

neither so very extraordinary nor yet so peculiar to the

eastern nations, as is generally imagined : indeed it is

common to most languages, the Greeks having their

xaipfiJ', and the Latins their Vale, as well as the Hebrew
its barac, and our own its God be with you I All these

expressions are equivocal, and used occasionally for either

cursing or blessing. As the words stand in the passage

under consideration they may be best perhaps explained

by the parallel expression in the same book :
" I have de-

nied the Lord" (Job xxxi. 28), and so be equivalent to

that suggestion of Agur's, " Lest I deny thee, and say

Who is the Lord ?" (Prov. xxx. 9). Compare also 2 Chron.

xxi. 6, "Your fathers have trespassed and done evil in

the sight of the Lord, and turned their faces away from

the habitation of the Lord, and turned their faces back-

ward."
'

6. 'Now there was a day when the sons nf God,' etc.—It

is agreed that the angels are here denoted by the term
' sons of God.' With regard to the whole scene here de-

scribed, we quote with approbation the following just re-

in irks from the valuable old Exposition of Joseph Caryl:
—'AH this is here set forth and described unto us after

the manner of men by an anthropopathy, which is, when
God expresses himself in his actions and dispensations

with and towards the world as if he were a man. So
God here ; he presents himself in the business after the

manner of some great king sitting upon his throne, having

his servants attending to him, and taking an account of

them what they had done, or giving instructions and
commissions to them what they are to do. This I say

God doth here after the manner of men; for otherwise we
are not to conceive that God doth make certain days of

session with his creatures, wherein he doth call the good
and bad angels together about the affairs of the world : we
must not have such gross conceits of God : for he needs

receive no information from them, neither doth he give

tliem or Satan any formal commission ; neither is Satan

admitted into the presence of God, to come so near God at

any time ; neither is God moved at all by the slanders of

Satan, or by his accusations, to deliver up his servants

and children into his hands for a moment. But only the

!-'cripture speaks thus, to teach us how God carries himself

in the affairs of the world, even as if he sate upon his

throne, and called every creature before him, and gave

each a direction, what and when and where to work, how
far and which way to move in every action. So that in

tliese six verses following, which contain the causes of

Job's affliction, are (as we may speak) the schente or draught

if Providence that may be the title of them. If a man
would delineate Providence, he might do it thus : suppose

God upon his throne, with angels good and bad, yea, all

creatures about him, and he directing, sending, ordering

every one, as a prince doth his subjects, or as a master

his servants, do you this, and do you that, etc. So all

is ordered' according to his dictate. Thus all things in

heaven and earth are disposed by the unerring wisdom,

and limited by the almighty power of God.'
— ' Satan.'—This occurrence of Satan's name, and his

appearance as the chief of man's spiritual enemies, in

accordance with views which appear clearly developed in

tlie later hooks of Scripture, has been urged as the chief

objection to the early origin of the book, and, indeed, as

rendering it impossible that it should havcbeeu composed
earlier than the Captivity, when, it is alleged, the distinct

knowledge of Satan which is here indicated was first

acquired by the Hebrews. If it were admitted that their

knowledge of the being and attributes of Satan was thus

late, the dilHculty woiiM bo fully as great as is stated.

.Mr. Harms, in his liiti .i,lii,ii,jii to his book on Job, says;
' A loiirtli lilij, riinii to iIh' Mi]ipi)Mti(m that the book was
conipns.^cl l,.a,i-.' th.' time of ili- Kxode is, that the name
Sutan wiiieh oc.-urs in the- liook was not known to the
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Hebrews at so early a date, and that in fact it occurs as a

proper name only at a later period of their history. See

Warburton's Divine Legation, v. 353, seq. In reply to

this it may be observed : ( 1 .) That the doctrine of the

existence of an evil spirit of the character ascribed in

this book to Satan was early known to the Hebrews. It

was known in the time of Ahab, when, it is said, the Lord
had put a lying spirit in the mouth of the prophets (1

Kings xxii. 22, 23), and the belief of such an evil spirit

must have been early prevalent to explain in any tolerable

way the history of the fall. On the meaning of the word,

see notes on ch. i. 6. (2.) The word Satan early occurs

in history in the sense of an adversary or accuser, and it

was natural to transfer this word to the great adversary

(See Num. xxxii. 22). In Zech. iii. 1, 2 it is used in the

same sense as in Job, to denote the great adversary of

God's appearing before him (see notes on ch. i. 6). Here
Satan is introduced as a being whose name and character

are well known. (3.) It is admitted by Warburton him-
self (,p. 355), that the notiou of an '• evil demon," or a
'• fury,' was a common opinion among the heathen, even in

early ages, though he says it was not admitted among the

Hebrews until a late period of their history. But if it

prevailed among the heathen, it is possible that the same
sentiment might have been understood in Arabia, and that

this might at a very early period have been incorporated

into the book of Job. (See this whole subject examined
in Peters' Critical Dissertation, pp. 80—92.) I confess,

however, that the answers which Peters and Magee (pp.

322, 323) give to this objection, are not perfectly satisfac-

tory ; and that the objection here urged against the com-
position of the book before the Exode, is the most forcible

of all those which I have seen. A more thorough inves-

tigation of the history of the opinions respecting a pre-

siding evil being than I have had access to, seems to be

necessary to a full removal of the difficulty. The real

difficulty is not, that no such being is elsewhere referred

to in the Scriptures, nor that his existence is improbable
or absurd, but it is, that while in the Scripture we have,

up to the time of the Exode, and indeed long after, only
obscure intimations of his existence and character, without
any particular designation of his attributes, and without

any name being given to him, in the book of Job he ap-

pears with a name apparently in common use; with a defi-

nitely formed character ; in the full maturity of his plans

—a being evidently as well-defined as the Satan in the

latest periods of Jewish history. I confess myself unable

to account for this, but still do not perceive that there is

any impossibility in supposing that this maturity of view
in regard to the evil principle might have prevailed in the

country of Job at this early period, though no occasion

occurred for its statement in the corresponding part of the

Jewish history. There may have been such a belief pre-

valent among the patriarchs, though in the brief records

of their opinions and lives no occasion occurred for a

record of their belief.' Now we perfectly agree that the

true solution of the difficulty is to be sought in the direc-

tion which this writer indicates, and a closer inspection of

early opinions will shew that whatever might be the know-
ledge on the subject which the Hebrew patriarchs pos-

sessed, the Hebrews in Egypt certainly had the means of

acquiring those notions concerning the evil being, which
it has been supposed that they first acquired from the

Chaldceans and Persians during the captivity. It is diffi-

cult to see what they could leam as to the character of

Satan from the Ahrimanes of the Magian theology, which
could not as well have been learned ages before from the

Typhon of the Egyptians. It is assumed that the danger
of their taking up the notion as it stood in the Magian
doctrine, the Satan of which was not merely an evil being,

but an evil principle—co-ordinate with though destined

eventually to be overcome by the good principle repre-

sented by Ormazd—was the reason that in later times it

became necessary that a more distinct revelation than

previously had been given of the true position and cha-

racter of Satan should be affiarded. Now, if this reason

existed during the Captivity, when the Hebrews had no
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tendency to idolatry, much more was it necessary wlieu

they were prone to tlie idolatries of Egypt, and were with
difficulty preserved from its grossest superstitions. They
could not but know the point of view in which the

Egyptians regarded the Satan of their system ; and if the

interpretation concerning the scapegoat which we have
offered—principally after Hengstenberg, under Lev. xvi.

8—be tenable, means were taken in the most effectual

manner possible, that is by a ceremonial institution of the

law, to correct any erroneous ideas they may have derived

from this source, and to teach them not only the existence

of Satan, but to assign to him his proper place in the

spiritual system. To comprehend this the reader will do
well to recur to the note to which we have just referred.

I3y this it will appear that the existence and character of

Satan was already known to the Hebrews as early as the

earliest date desired for the book of Job requires, and we
at once get rid of the greatest ubjectiuii to the early date
which has ever been produced.

Hengstenberg himself says, in Aegypien und die Bucher
Mosis, p. 169, sq. :

' The hypothesis that the knowledge of
Satan does not appear among the Israelites till after the

Exile, has been evidently called forth by a motive exter-

nal to the thing itself, by the feeling that this knowledge
is of heathen origin, and consequently able to cast a

shadow upon the truth of the account. But it is scarcely

possible to conceive how it can be believed that one, even
with this object iu view, is confined to Persian times.

Is it not unaccountable that it is not perceived that just

as much is accomplished by a reference to the Egyptian
Typhon as to the Persian Ahriman ? That this view is

so firmly adhered to appears to be explicable only on the

ground that, at the time when this interest first arose, the

Zundavesta was just in fashion, and that as this lost popu-
larity, the hypothesis already strengthened had become
historical tradition, which was received without argument.

' From a theological point of view, which according to

our belief is the true and only scientific one, it will, from
the nature of the case, be found almost impossible, that a
dogma, which in the later period of the revelation holds

so important a place, should not also at least be referred

to in the statemeut of the first principles of that revela-

tion. So far, therefore, from expelling it by force, where
it does exist,' we are rather inclined to search carefully

for the traces of its existence. Besides, our passage is not

the only one in the Pentateuch which contains intimations

of the doctrine of a Satan.' That such a doctrine is also

prominent in Genesis iii. is also shewn in recent times,

among others by Schott in his Theolog. Dogmat. ; by Ko-
senmiillcr, in his Scholia ; by Pye Smith, in his Scripture

Testima/ii/ tu tlie Messiah ; by Magee, On the Atonement

;

and by Hengstenberg himself, in his Christologie.

7. ' Going to and fro in the earth' etc.—It is here ob-

served by liosenmiiller, that in the life of Zoroaster (Zen-

davesta, by J. G. Kleuker, iii. U), the prince of the evil

demons, the angel of death, whose name is Eugremeniosch,
is represented as going to and fro in the world for the

purpose of injuring and opposing good men.

14. ' Asses:—The word here is the same (nbhX alo-

nolh), which is rendered ' she asses' in v. 1. Why it is not

so rendered here also is a question. There certainly ought
to be uniformity of translation. But after all, the word
with this feminine termination is different from any other

word denoting an ass generally, or an he ass in particular.

It is likely, therefore, that if the word does denote female

asses at all, they were females of a particularly valuable

breed, the males of which were less esteemed. There is,

for instance, the silver grey breed in North Africa, which
is of great beauty ; but being large and indocile, the fe-

males were anciently preferred for riding, and on tliat

account formed a valuable kind of property. But speak-

ing generally there is no ground whatever for the asser-

tions of various commentators—including even one so

« ell informed as Dr. Good, that the people of Western
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Asia prefer female asses on account of their milk, the

supply of which caused them to be preferred for travel-

ling ; and that only a few males were ivcpt for continuing

the breed. All this is incorrect. The people of Western
Asia do not generally value male less than female asses

;

they keep the former as finely as the latter, and they do
not drink asses' milk.

15. ' The Sabeans.'—That these were the Sabeans of
Arabia Felix, as some suppose, is not, on account of the

distance, very likely, if we can find any other Sabeans
nearer than these. "This we can do ; for Jokshan, one of

the sons, by Keturah, whom Abraham sent into ' the east

country,' had a son called Sheba, who probably gave name
to the people here mentioned. If so, this would corrobo-

rate the considerations under verse I, concerning the time

of Job. Their being in ' the east country,' while Job is

' the greatest of all the men of the east,' strongly favours

this conclusion. We need not add, that the inhabitants of
the desert are, as they always have been, notorious plun-

derers, and accustomed to incursions of this description

against their wealthy neighbours.

IG. ' The fire of Gorf.'—This is literally the meaning
of the Hebrew words. Bnt it is probable that the term
is used in the same way of forming a superlative expres-

sion, as in ' cedars of God' for lofty cedars, or ' mountains
of God' for very high mountains ; and so the margin gives

here ' a great fire.' In that case it would seem that, as it

is said to have come ' from heaven,' or the sky, a flash of

lightning or a thunderbolt is intended. That lightning

might destroy herds and men admits of no question

;

although the fact of their being actually consumed or
' burned up,' may have been an exaggeration of the ter-

rified messenger.— ' TIte se;yaH(s.'—Literally ' the young men." The
word used (IVJ naar), indeed, properly denotes a boy, and

is accordingly rendered roxis iraiSos by the Sept., and pueros,
' boys,' in the Vulgate. It is applied to infants new born

(P^xod. ii. 6 ; Judges xiii. 5-7), or to a youth (Gen. xxxiv.

19; xli. 12); and came at length to denote a slave or ser-

vant, like the Greek irais, as in Gen. xxxvii. 2 ; 2 Kings
V. 20 ; comp. Acts v. 6. In like manner the word boy, as

Barnes informs us, is often used in the southern states of

America to denote a slave of any age.

17. ' Tlie Chaldeans. . fell upon the camels.'—We may
take this opportunity of correcting what seems to be a
common impression of the cursory reader : that is, that

the oxen and asses, sheep, and camels, were at no great

distance from each other, and that the recorded calamities

simultaneously occurred. As the oxen were engaged in

ploughing, they were doubtless near home, and the asses

were by them ; whilst the flocks of sheep and herds of

camels may have gone far out into the desert for pasture,

in different directions. Therefore, although the messen-

gers came on the heels of each other, there may have
been an interval of several days between the occurrence of

the events of which they bore the tidings. Thus the

camels in the distant pastures were probably attacked con-

siderably earlier than the oxen and the asses, the messen-

ger having probably been travelling several days with the

news. So distant an excursion as even from Mesopotamia

to Job's neighbourhood, with so rich a prize as his camels

in view, is by no means of itself improbable ; but, in this

instance, it does seem more likely that the camels had

been sent out into the desert pastures towards the Eu-

phrates, which necessarily exposed them the more to the

hostile notice of the Chaldeans.

21. ' Mil/ mother's womb.'—Here the earth is indicated

as the common mother to whose bosom all mankind must

return. So Chaucer—

' Aud on the ground, which is my mo(

I knocke with my staff erlich and lat(

And say to her, " Leve, mother, let i

; gate,
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CHAPTER II.

1 Sninii appearing again before God obtainetIt further

leave to tempt Job. 7 He smiteth him with sore

boih. 9 Job reproveth his wife, moving him to curse

God. 11 His three friends condole with him in

silence.

Again there was a day when the sons of God
came to present themselves before tlie Lokd,
and Satan came also among them to present

himself before the Lord.
2 And the Lord said unto Satan, From

whence comest thou? And 'Satan answered
the Lord, and said, From going to and fro

in the earth, and from walking up and down
in it.

3 And the Lord said unto Satan, Hast
thou considered my servant Job, that there

is none like him in the earth, *a perfect and
an upright man, one that feareth God, and
eschewetli evil ? and still he holdeth fast his

integrity, although thou movedst me against

him, Ho destroy him without cause.

4 And Satan answered the Lord, and said.

Skin for skin, yea, all that a man hath will lie

give for his life.

5 But put forth thine hand now, and touch

his bone and his flesh, and he will curse thee

to thy face.

6 And the Lord said unto Satan, Behold,

he is in thine hand ; 'but save bis life.
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7 H So went Satan forth from the presence
of the Lord, and smote Job with sore boils

from the sole of his foot unto bis crown.

8 And he took iiim a potsherd to scrape

himself withal ; and he sat down among the

ashes.

9 H Then said his wife unto him. Dost
thou still retain thine integrity ? curse God,
and die.

10 But he said unto her, Tiiou speakest as

one of the foolish women speaketh. What?
shall we receive good at the isand of God, and
shall we not receive evil ? In all this did not

Job sin with bis lips.

11 T[ Now when Job's three friends beard

of all this evil that was come upon him, they

came every one from his own place ; Eliphaz

the Temanite, and Bildad the Shuhite, and
Zopbar the Naamathite : for they iiad made
an appointment together to come to mourn
with him and to comfort him.

12 And when they lifted up tlieir eyes afar

off, and knew him not, they lifted up their

voice, and wept ; and they rent every one bis

mantle, and sprinkled dust upon their heads

toward heaven.

13 So they sat down with bim upon the

ground seven days and seven nights, and none
spake a word unto him : for they saw that his

grief was very great.

3 Hfb, tu swallow him up, * Or, iiiily.

Verse 4.
—

' Shin for skin.'—This seems a proverbial ex-

pression, of which various explanations have been given.

The best seems to be that which refers its origin to the

time when trade was conducted by barter or exchange of

commodities, and when the sltins of animals, being a most
frequent and valuable commodity, were used in some sort

to represent property, as they still are in many parts of the

world. Tributes, ransoms, etc. also used often to be paid

in skins. It seems then that Satan, after this proverbial

allusion to the principle of exchange or barter, applies it

in the next clause— ' all that a man hath will he givefor
his life.' It may then apply to the necessity of submitting

to one great evil rather than incur a greater, answering
to the Turkish proverb—' We must give our beards to save

our heads.'

7. ' Smote Job with sore boils.'—Dr. John Mason Good
renders, 'with burning ulcerations.' That accomplished

scholar and able physician was better qualified than most
men to discriminate the characteristics of the disorder with

wiiicli Job was afflicted. We cannot therefore do better

than transcribe his note on the subject:—' Most probably,

as indeed is generally supposed, it was the elephas, ele-

phantiasis, or leprosy of the Arabians, which by them-
selves is denominatedjHrf/mro, or, as the word is pronounced
in India, ju:dm ; though the Indians, in vernacular speech,

call it khorah. This dreadful malady, which Paul of

jT-gina has accurately characterized as an universal xdcrr,

was named elephantiasis by the Greeks, from its rendering

the skin, like that of the elephant, scabrous and dark-
coloured, and furrowed all over with tubercles. It is

said to produce generally in the countenance of the affected

G18

a grim, distracted, and lion-like set of features ; on which
account it is also sometimes denominated, in tlie same
language, leonliasis: and the description seems to be cor-

rect; for the Arabians, like the Greeks, have not only

two terms by which to express this dreadful disorder, but

derive one of them from the very same idea, calling it, in

like manner, daiil a sad, which, in literal English, means
lion-bloat ; on which account we are cautioned in the Al-

coran, "Flee from a person affected with the judhum, as

you would flee from a lion." In our own tongue, we
have no word by which to distinguish this malady : we
therefore borrow one from the Latin physicians, and call

it black leprosij, OT leprosy of the Arabians, to discriminate

it from the more common leprosy, called the white le-

prosy/, or leprosy of the Greeks, an affection, however,

which the Greeks called Leuce, or whiteness alone : it is

the Beres or Baras of the Arabs.'

9. ' 'flien said his wife unto him.'—In the ancient ver-

sions some remarkable additions occur here, shewing pro-

bably that the words were not considered sufficiently

explanatory as they stand. The Chaldee inserts the name
of Dinah as that of the wife—' And Dinah his wife said

unto him.' From this it appears that the author of the

paraphrase supposed that Job lived in the time of Jacob,

and had married his daughter Dinah. Drusius affirms

that this was the opinion of the Jews, and cites to that

effect from the Gemara :
' Job lived in the days of Jacob,

and was here when the children of Israel went down into

Egypt, and when they departed thence he died. He lived

therefore 210 years—as long as they abode in Egypt.'

This, although of no authority in itself, is of use as shew-
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ing the old Jewish opinion as to the age in which Job
existed. The Septuagint has here an interpolation, trans-

ferred probably from the margin to the text, of which
the following is a translation :

' After much time had
passed, his wife said unto him, "How long wilt thou
persist, saying. Behold, I will wait a little longer, che-
rishing the hope that I may recover ? Behold the memo-
rial of thee hath disappeared from the earth—those sons
and daughters—the pangs and sorrows of my womb, for

whom 1 toiled labouring in vain. Even thou sittest

among loathsome worms, passing the night in the open
air, while I, a wanderer and a drudge, from place to

place and from house to house, watch the sun till his

going down, that I may rest from the toils and sorrows
that now oppress me. But speak some word towards the
Lord (ti l>iiiia us Kupioi') and die." ' This exists in seve-

ral versions, as copied from the Septuagint ; but there is

no ground for supposing that it ever existed in the Bible,

aud must be treated as an ingenious paraphrase.

11. 'Job's three friends.'—We have spoken of two of
these persons in the note to ch. i. 1. We have now only
to add, besides the considerations upon the paternity of
Eliphaz and Bildad, derived from the names ofTeman
and Shuah, that Teman, besides being the name of Esau's
grandson, was the name, doubtless derived from him, of a
town iu the land of Edom, as appears from Jer. xlix. 7-
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20;Ezek. XXV. 1.3; Amos i. 12. Zophar the Naamathite
was probably from Naamah, a town mentioned in Josh.
XV. (V. 41) in a list of the uttermost cities of Judah's lot,

' towards the coast of Edom southward' {v. 20) ; it is, fur-

ther, among that portion of those towns that lay ' in the
valley' {v. 33): which valley is the same that contained
Joktheel (v. 38), which we suppose to have been Petra
(see the note on 2 Kings xiv. 7). Naamah was probably
therefore iu or near the Ghor, or valley, which extends
from the Dead Sea to the Gulf of Akabah. These consi-

derations, in addition to those in the preceding chapter,
seem to establish the conclusion that the scene of this book
is laid in the land of Edom.

12. 'And knew him no*.'—They knew that the afflicted

being they saw before him must be Job, whose condition
had doubtless been described to them before they left

home; but so awfully was he disfigured that they could
not personally recognize him as the Job they had known
in prosperous times.

13. ' Seven days and seven nights.'—This was the usual
time of mourning for the dead.— 'none spake a word unto him ; for they saw that his

grief tuas very great.'—This is a touching instance of their

consideration and feeling. For this long silence, however,
they made amends by the volubility and bitterness of

their subsequent animadversions.

CHAPTER III.

1 Job ciirselh the day and services ofhis birth. 13 The
ease of death. 20 He complaineth of life, because of
his anijuish.

After this opened Job bis moutb, and cursed

bis day.

2 And Job 'spake, and said,

3 ''Let tbe day perish wherein I was born,

and tbe night in which it was said. There is a
man child conceived.

4 Let that day be darkness ; let not God
regard it from above ; neither let the light

shine upon it.

5 Let darkness and the shadow of death

'stain it ; let a cloud dwell upon it ; 'let tbe

blackness of tbe day terrify it.

6 As for that night, let darkness seize

upon it ; •"let it not be joined unto the days of

the year, let it not come into the number of

the months.

7 Lo, let that night be solitary, let no joy-

ful voice come therein.

8 Let them curse it that curse tbe day,

who are ready to raise up "their mourning.

9 Let the stars of the twilight thereof be
dark ; let it look for light, but have none

;

neither let it see 'the dawning of the day

:

10 Because it shut not up tbe doors of my
mother s womb, nor hid sorrow from mine eyes.

11 Why died I not from the womb? ti-h^/

did I 7iot give up tbe ghost when I came out

of the belly ?

t Heb. anm'ered. « Cliap. 10. IR, 19. Jer. 2f>. u, 3 Or, cliti

s Or, let it not rejmce amoni} the days. ^ Oi a leviatlian.

» Heb. wait. tl Chap. 19. 8. 11 Heb. bijhrc :

12 Why did the knees prevent me ? or

why the breasts that I should suck ?

13 For now should I have lain still and

been quiet, I should have slept : then bad I

been at rest,

14 With kings and counsellors of the

earth, which built desolate places for them-

selves ;

15 Or with princes that had gold, who
filled their houses with silver :

16 Or as an hidden untimely birth I bad

not been ; as infants ichich never saw light.

17 There tbe wicked ceasefrom troubling
;

and there the "weary be at rest.

18 There the prisonei'S rest together ; they

bear not the voice of the oppressor.

19 The small and great are there ; and the

servant is free from his master.

20 Wherefore is light given to him that

is in misery, and life unto the bitter i)i soul

;

21 Which "long for death, but it comcth

not ; and dig for it more than for hid treasures
;

22 Which rejoice exceedingly, and are

glad, when they can find the grave ?

23 JFhi/ is liffht ffiven to a man whose

way is bid, "and whom God hath hedged in ?

24 For my sighing coraeth "before I eat,

and my roarings are poured out like tbe waters.

25 For "'the thing which I greatly feared

is come upon me, and that which I was afraid

of is come unto me.

26 I was not in safety, neither bad I rest,

neither was I quiet ; yet trouble came.

? eyelidi of the

rify i

Heb. 1 /eared a fea
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Chap. III.—With this chapter begins the poem, to

which the two preceding chapters form an historical in-

troduction. It naturally divides itself into five parts, the

due notice of which will considerably assist the reader.

I. (Ch. iii.—xiv.) Consists of the first discussion be-

tween Job and his friends, raised by this chapter, in which
the sufferer curses the day of his birth. In the next

chapter (iv.) Eliphaz begins the controversy, and is fol-

lowed by Bildad and Zophar. Each of them is successively

answered by Job.

II. (Ch. XV.—.\xi.) This comprehends a second round
of discussion, begun, as before, by Eliphaz, followed by the

others in the same order, and each in his turn answered
by .lob.

III. (Ch. xxii.—xxxi.) This is the third discussion,

begun, as before, by Eliphaz. and followed, after Job has
replied, by Bildad, who is also answered. Zophar does

not speak, and Job having no occasion for an answer to

him, this discussion has two speeches less than the last

;

but the speeches are longer.

IV. (Ch. xxxii.—xxxvii.) Elihu appears for the first

time, and gives an opinion upon the preceding discussion.

V. (Ch. xxxviii.—xlii. 7.) The termination of the con-

troversy by the Lord's address out of the whirlwind, fol-

lowed by the submission of Job. The ten last verses are

in prose, and describe the Lord as accepting Job's submis-

sion, and restoring him to greater prosperity than he en-

joyed at the beginning.

Verse I .
' Cursed Ids daij.'—After the account of the

first calamities of Job, and the manner in which he re-

ceived them, it is said, ' In all this Job sinned not, nor

charged God foolishli/ ;' and after the second calamity, it

is again said, ' In all this did not Job sin with his lips'

These remarkable expressions, never afterwards repeated,

have always seemed to us carefully intended to distinguish

between the proper and improper part of his conduct, and
to intimate that after this, he did ' charge God foolishly,'

and did 'sin with his lips.' He certainly did so. At the
end, after the Lord's address, he becomes sensible of it,

and confesses— ' I uttered that I understood not .... 1

have heard of thee by the hearing of the ear; but now
mine eye seeth thee. Wherefore I abhor myself, and re-

pent in dust and ashes.' Can anything be more conclusive ?

and does not the book itself thus guardedly direct us to

the estimation in which we are to hold Job's reasonings
and complaints? Yet this has been too much overlooked,
and there has been too strong a disposition to regard Job
as triumphant in the controversy. Both parties seem to

be in the wrong ; and Job himself, his strong mind being
at last subdued, does frequently sin with his lips, and
charge God foolishly, until the speech of Elihu, followed
by one of similar import, but greater majesty, from the
Deity himself, draws from his revived heart that memo-
rable confession which we have quoted. Having stated

this general view, which repeated study of this book, in

the course of years, has led us but the more strongly to

entertain, we shall not follow the arguments, but confine

our attention to those matters which it falls more strictly

within our province to illustrate or explain.

3. ' Let the dai/ perish,' etc.— ' There is nothing,' says

Dr. Good of this passage, ' that I know of in ancient or

modern poetry equal to the entire burst, whether in the
wildness and horror of the imprecations, or in the terril)le

sulilimity of its imagery.' The reader may see it closely

imitated by Jeremiah (xx. 14-1 G). A remarkable parallel

to Job's commencing imprecation on the day of his birth

is found in the comparatively modern history of Palestine.

Malek el-Nasser Daoud was the prince or emir of some
tril)es in that country, from which, however, he had been
driven, and after sundry adverse fortunes, ended his days
at U.iniasoMs in the year 1258. When the Crusaders had
desolated liis country, ho deplored its misfortunes and his

own in a poem of which Abulfeda, in his Annals, has
preserved the following specimen :

—
' O that my mother

had remained unmarried all the days of her life; and
that God had appointed no lord or consort for her ! O that

when he had destined her to an excellent, mild, and wise
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prince, she bad been one of those that He had created

barren, and that she had never known the happy tidings

that she had borne a man or woman ! Or that, when she
had carried me under her heart, I had lost my life at my
birth ; and if I had been born au<l had seen the light, that,

when the congratulating people hastened upon their

camels, 1 had then been gathered to my fathers.' As
there is no likelihood that this prince had ever seen the

book of Job, the closeness of the resemblance is very re-

markable, but is still intelligible as being founded on
analogous usages and a corresponding range of ideas.

8. ' Let them curse it that curse the day, u-ho are ready
to raise up their mourning.'—This is an obscure and diffi-

cult verse, and has been variously understood in both its

clauses. In respect to the first, ' those who curse the day,'

appear to be either those who, overwhelmed by affliction,

shower curses upon the day of their birth, like Job and
Jeremiah ; or else it may indicate some well known class

of persons who were supposed to have the power of ren-

dering a propitious day unpropitious, or, in other words,
who had the power of divination or enchantment. A be-

lief in such a power existed early in the world, and has
prevailed in all savage and semi-barbarous nations, and
even in nations considerably advanced in civilization.

This power -was supposed to be achieved by a compact
with the beings of the invisible world, who, it was sup-

posed, could be induced to impart to such persons the

hidden knowledge they possessed, and bestow upon them
powers above nature. "The persons thus endowed claimed
to be the favourites of heaven, to be possessed of control

over the elements and over the destinies of man, and to

have the power to bless or to curse, and to render propitious

or calamitous. We hesitate to think that Job speaks of

these as recognizing the power they claimed ; and for

that reason should, between probabilities equal on other

grounds, choose the one first proposed.

Then, as to the other clause, it is evident that our trans-

lators were much embarrassed by it—they seem to have
supposed that it contained an allusion to hired mourners,
and that Job wishes that they might be employed to howl
over it as inauspicious. But the word rendered ' mourn-
ing' is • Leviathan,' as in the margin

; and there is not

much difficulty in seeing that the clause ought to be trans-

lated, ' Who are ready to stir up (or excite) Leviathan.'

Now it is admitted that the word Leviathan denotes the

fierce and terrible monsters of the deeps and morasses,

and in particular the crocodile, whose wrath was dread-
ful, and whom no one dared to rouse with impunity.
Now, how does this apply? The only intelligible expla-

nation we can deduce seems to be this, giving it by para-

phrase :
' Let those who in bitterness of soul curse the

day, curse this day
;
yea, let it be cursed by those who in

their desperateness would not shrink to stir up Leviathan
;'

that is, as we should say, ' to rush into the jaws of death.'

9. ' The dawning of the day,' or rather, as in the margin,
' the eyelids of the morning,'^ or still better, ' the eyelashes

of the morning.'—This involves a very beautiful image,
copied by Milton iu his Lycidas—

' Ere the high lawns appeared
Under the opening eyelids of the worn.

We drove afield.'

12. ' Prevent me.'—'Receive me 'is better. It cannot
be ascertained whether this refers to the nurse or the

mother, probably the latter.

13, U. ' 'Jlien had I been at rest,' etc.—Much of the
chapter is occupied with allusions to the peace and the
immunity from pain which Job thinks he should now have
enjoyed, in this time of his suffering and sorrow, had he
died in early life, before these troubles came upon him.
Here he says—

' Then should I have been at rest

With kings and counsellors of the earth

Wlio built up for themselves desolate places."

This is very beautiful, however understood, and is still

more beautiful when understood rightly. It would seem
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Tomb at Pktba.—From Laborde.
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as if Job had meant to say, ' who built up magnificent
palaces and monuments ;' but that the idea was arrested

or turned in his mind by the sudden recollection that

many of those fabrics, destined for immortality, had
already become desolate and ruined ; and from that re-

collection substitutes, with great force, ' desolate places,'

that is, ' places now desolate.' If this was the case in the

early times to which Job belonged, how much more now
that the ages have grown old, and when a thousand monu-
ments of human greatness—cities, palaces, and temples

—

have crumbled to ruins, or have utterly perished, leaving
no track behind

!

It is remarkable that the land of Edom, in which Job
is reasonably concluded to have lived, does at this day
continue to offer some of the most remarkable and mag-
nificent monuments of this description. Specimens, taken
from the more striking of the sepulchres excavated in the
cliffs of Wady Musa (Petra), are therefore introduced as
forming a very appropriate illustration of the subject.

They are indeed obviously of a date many ages posterior
to that of Job ; nor could the state of art in his time be
such as these sculptured sepulchres exhibit; but it is still

interesting to find such satisfactory illustrations of the
general idea in the very country where Job appears to
have lived.

21. ^ Dig for it more than for lad treasures'—This is

very emphatic. The persons in question seek death with
the eagerness and hope of one digging for hid treasures,
and they exult and rejoice when at length they ' find the
grave,' like him by whom the sought treasures have been
found.

This allusion to the digging for hid treasure is very in-

teresting, considering the early date usually assigned to

the book of Job. It shews that the same causes produced
in remotest times the same eflfects which are at this day
constantly witnessed in the East. The insecurity of life

and property, wars, revolutions, sudden journeys, and the
want of safe places of deposit, have in the course of ages
caused vast amounts of property to be buried underground,
to be built up in walls, and otherwise secured. The people
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know this, and their minds are occupied with the idea
that some fortunate chance, some slight indication, may
one day render them the possessors of some of these
hoards. Every man is constantly on the watch for any
little circumstance which may indicate to him one of those
hidiug-places. European travellers are seldom supposed
to have any other object than to discover such treasures

;

and as they are believed to possess superior means of de-
tecting the secret hoards, all their motions are eagerly
watched, from their supposed reference to that object.
Treasure-seeking is the lottery of the East ; and the ex-
tent to which it fills the Eastern mind may partly be esti-

mated from the prominence which the finding of hidden
treasure occupies in a large proportion of the Eastern
tales. We have among ourselves a few current stories
bearing on the subject, which used formerly to be related
to young people with earnestness, as matters of great in-

terest, but which have passed out of use since the security
of property, the cessation of civil wars, the discontinuance
of lotteries, and the increased sources of employment.
have diverted attention from the barren contmgen iof
gain from the possible accidents of life. Mr. Koberts,
speaking particularly of India, says: 'We are constantly
hearing of treasures which have been or are about to be
discovered. Sometimes you may see a large space of
ground which has been completely turned up, or an old
foundation or ruin entirely demolished in hopes of finding
the hidden gold. A man has found a small coin, or heard
a tradition, or has had a dream, and ofiF he goes to his
toil. Perhaps he has been seen on the spot, or he has con-
sulted a soothsayer ; the report gets out, and then come
the needy, the old, and the young, a motley group, all

full of anxiety to join in the spoil. Some have iron in-

struments, others have sticks, and some their fingers to

scratch up the ground. At last some of them begin to

look at each other with considerable suspicion, as if all

were not right, and each seems to wish that he had not
come on so foolish an errand, and then to steal oS a£
quietly as they can."
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CHAPTER IV.

1 ElipliazreprovelhJobforjcantofrelujion. 7 He
teaclietli God's judgments to be not for the righteous,

butJbr tlie wicked. 12 HisJ'eaiful vision, to hmiible

the excellencies of creatures before God.

Then EliphaztlieTemanite answered and said,

2 i/"we assay 'to commune with thee, wilt

tliou be grieved ? but *who can withhold him-

self from speaking?

3 Behold, thou hast instructed many, and

thou hast strengthened the weak hands.

4 Thy words have upholden him that was

falling, and thou hast strengthened 'the feeble

knees.

5 But now it is come upon thee, and thou

faintest ; it toucheth thee, and thou art

troubled.

G Is not this thy fear, thy confidence, thy

hope, and the uprightness of thy ways ?

7 Remember, 1 pray thee, who ever pe-

rished, being innocent J:* or where were the

righteous cut off?

8 Even as I have seen, Hhcy that plow

iniquity, and sow wickedness, reap the same.

y By the blast of God they perish, and 'by

the breath of his nostrils are they consumed.

10 The roaring of the lion, and the voice

of the fierce lion, and the teeth of the young
lions, are broken.

1 1 The old lion perisheth for lack of prey,

and the stout lion's whelps are scattered

abroad.

12 Now a thing was ^secretly brought to

me, and mine ear received a little thereof.

13 In thoughts from the visions of the

night, when deep sleep falletb on men,

14 Fear 'came upon me, and trembling,

which nicide "all my bones to shake.

15 Then a spirit passed before my face

;

the hair of my flesh stood up :

16 It stood still, but I could not discern the

form thereof : an image was before mine eyes,

^there teas silence, and I heard a voice, saying,

17 Shall mortal man be more just than God ?

shall a man be more pure than his maker?
18 Behold, he '"put no trust in his ser-

vants ; "and his angels he charged with folly :

19 IIow much less in them that dwell in

"houses of clay, whose foundation is in the

dust, iL^Iiich are crushed before the moth?
20 They are '^destroyed from morning to

evening : they perish for ever without any

regarding it.

21 Doth not their excellency wldcli is in

them go away? they die, even without wisdom.
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peculiar propriety in the figure as employed here, from
the probability that most of the houses in use at this early
period were built with clay or mud. Probably the earliest

immovable habitations that men built for themselves were
of mud. Pliny indeed thinks {Hist. Nat. lib. x. c. 34)
that the Oriental took the first idea of constructing a
house for himself and family from the swallow, and, in

imitation of his feathered iustructor, made his first at-

tempts with mud. Whether so or not, it is certain that
the dwellings of the mass of the population—that is, of
tile humbler classes—throughout Asia, are still, and al-

ways have been, of clay or mud. The dwellings which
come within this class are of three principal sorts—1. A
framework of hurdles of wicker, daubed thickly with
mud. 2. The walls composed of successive layers of
trodden mud or clay, each being left to dry (which it does
rapidly) before another layer is spread upon it. 3. Built
with sun-dried bricks,—that is, cakes of trodden clay or
mud, fashioned in a mould, and dried in the sun. Straw
is usually mixed with them, in order to strengthen them,
but the poor peasantry generally have no straw, or very
little, in the sun-dried bricks, or more properly, mud-
cakes, with which their humble dwellings are built. In

ancient times, structures of a far higher class were built

with the same materials. This is not the only passage in

the book which implies that the houses of the land ot Uz
were, in Job's time, and probably much later, built with
mud. In ch. xxiv. 16, persons with evil intentions are

described at night to ' dig throuijh houses which thej had
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marked for themselves in the day time." This is particu-
larly expressive when understood to apply to houses the
thick walls of which are built with mud ; but had they
been of stone, burnt brick, or wood, the expression would
lose much of its propriety ; and in that case also, ' digging
through ' would have been a less practicable method of
obtaining access to the interior of a building. In Devon-
.shire and Cornwall many comfortable cottages are built
of mud ; and inferior examples of the same kind of wall
may be seeu in the mud huts of the Irish cottier. On
Woking common, a little above twenty miles from London,
there are many examples of huts built with mud, and
thatched with turf from the common.— ' Crushed before the mo»i.'—Opinion is divided as to
the precise form of this idea. That which our version
would convey seems to be, to represent a thing so frail,
that even the feeble flutter of a moth against it may dash
It to pieces. In this view it may also mean that man's
life IS at the mercy of the smallest and feeblest creatures-
such as that sort of bug in Persia called the mulla, the
bite ot which is said to be often fatal. Another view is,

that the allusion is to the corrosion and destruction of a
garment by a moth. But the text will equally bear to be
rendered ' like,' or ' as the moth,' and it may then refer to
the fact, that the gentlest touch or slightest pressure suf-
fices to crush the moth to powder. We incline to prefer
this \ lew, as it seems better to agree with the following
verse 'Thty are destroyed from morning to evening;

ny regarding it.'
^hju, it/wut (

"m

CHAPTER V.

1 The harm of inconsiilerathn. 3 The end of the
wicked is misery. 6 Gud is to he regarded in afflic-
tion. 17 The hapjiy end of God's correction.

Call novi', if there be any that will answer
thee; and to which of the saints wilt thou
'turn ?

2 For wrath killeth the foolish man, and
'envy slayeth the silly one.

3 I have seen the foolish taking root : but
suddenly I cursed his habitation.

4 His children are far from safety, and
' Or, look. ! Or, indignation. 3 Or, iniquitu

' Chap. 0. 10. Ps.,1. IS. 18. Kom. 11. 33.

they are crushed in the gate, neither is there
any to deliver them.

5 Whose harvest the hungry eateth up,
and takcth it even out of the thorns, and the
robber swalloweth up their substance.

6 Although "affliction cometh not forth of
the dust, neither doth trouble spring out of
the ground

;

7 Yet man is born unto 'trouble, as 'tlie

sparks fly upward.

8 I would seek unto God, and unto God
would I commit my cause :

y 'Which doeth great things 'and un-

1 Or, l<,bmr. i Heb. Il,e s,m of the burning coal lift up t„fl,,.
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searchable ; marvellous things 'without num-
ber :

KJ Will) giveth rain upon tlie earth," and

sendeth waters upon the "tields :

11 '"To set up on high tliose that be low
;

that those which mourn may be exalted to

safety.

12 "He dlsappointeth the devices of the

crafty, so that tlicir liands '''cannot perform

their enterprise.

13 ""He taketh the wise in their own crafti-

ness : and the counsel of the froward is car-

]-ied headlong.

14 "They "meet with darkness in the day-

time, and grope in the noonday as in the night.

15 But he saveth the poor from the sword,

from their mouth, and from the hand of the

mighty.

16 '"So the poor hath hope, and iniquity

stoppeth her mouth.

17 "Behold, happy is the man whom God
correcteth : therefore despise not thou the

chastening of the Almighty :

18 '"For he maketh sore, and bindeth

up : he woundeth, and his hands make whole.

tmt-phtces. 10 1 Sara
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li) '"lie shall deliver thee in six troubles:

yea, in seven there shall no evil touch thee.

20 In famine he shall redeem thee from

death : and in war "from the power of tlie

sword.

21 Thou shalt be liid "from the scourge of

the tongue : neither shalt tliou be afraid of

destruction when it cometh.

22 At destruction and famine thou shalt

laugh : neither shalt tliou be afraid of the

beasts of the earth.

23 "For thou shalt be in league with tlie

stones of the field : and the beasts of the field

shall be at peace with thee.

24 And thou shalt know *'that thy taber-

nacle shall he in peace ; and thou shalt visit

thy habitation, and shalt not "sin.

25 Thou shalt know also that thy seed

sliall be "great, and thine offspring as the

grass of the earth.

26 Thou shalt come to thy grave in a full

age, like as a shock of corn ""cometh in in his

season.

27 Lo this, we have searched it, so it is

;

hear it, and know thou it '''for thy good.

14 Deut. 2M. yg.
18 Ueut. 3

7«« smurgeth. Si

Heb. ascendeth. "' Heb. for thyself.

Verse 4. ' Crushed in the tjate.'—This doubtless refers to

the gate as the place ofjudgment, where the children, sooner

or later, became answerable for the transgressions of their

father or their own. It may be that they were there com-
pelled to make restitution of their father's unjust gains.

5. ' Eaen out if the thorns'—Bishop Patrick, in his
' Paraphrase,' understands that the harvest was stolen, not-

withstanding the fence. He of course apprehended that the

fields were fenced with quickset hedges, which is not true

in the East Yet Gesenius, Hales, and others, are of the

same opinion. The word rendered ' thorns ' signifies also

' arms,' or ' armour,' particularly shields ; whence the

Targum understood, that the harvest should be token away
by armed men, by force. This is followed by the Vulgate

(ipsum rapiet armatus), and by Tyndale, who has, ' "The

weaponed man hath spoyled it.' Perhaps this view agrees

best with the context. Good has, ' to the very thorns.'

7. ' As the sparks fiij upward.'—The Hebrew phrase

rendered ' sparks ' is f|B''n '33 beni resheph, 'sons of flame.'

In the aiicif-nt translations it is rendered 'bird,' and the

Sip'^wpiv.t rrstricts it to the eagle. Thus understood, it

u 1.
1.

'.d 11 Mil, -as the birds' (or 'young eagles') 'for soaring

111 .It.' ( iisoiiiis thinks it may refer to arrows. However
iindursl 1, the sense is plainly, that man has the same
hi.ei ilic (l.>tiu;ition to trouble as ' the sons of flame ' have

thrirs to lly .ipward.

!i. ' U'/iiih ilueth great things and unsearchuhle ; mar-

vcU'ius ihinijs without number.'—The sense of this is that

there is no computing—the mind is unable to grasp—the

great and marvellous things which the universe contains.

If this were the case in the time of Eliphaz, whose im-

pressions were founded on things visible to the naked eye,

what shall be said now, when scientific research and astro-

nomical explorations, assisted by instruments of sight un-

heard of in those days, have so grea<ly enlarged our con-

ceptions of the universe? We can now see more than

02 G

Eliphaz imagined of marvellous ; and from what we see

can conceive an infinitude beyond, greater than even the

distance between our own experience and that of the men
who lived in the age of Job. Humboldt, in his recent work,

Cosmos, has some fine passages bearing on this subject :

—

' If we imagine, as in a vision of the fancy, the acuteuess of

our senses preternaturally sharpened, even to the extreme
limit of telescopic vision, and incidents compressed into a
day or an hour, which are separated by vast intervals of

time, everything like rest in spacial existence will forth-

with disappear. We shall find the innumerable host of tlie

fixed stars commoved in groups in different directions;

nebula; drawing hither and thither, like cosmic clouds
;

the milky way breaking up jn particular parts, and its

veil rent; motion in every point of the vault of heaven, as

on the surface of the earth, in the germinating, leaf-push-

ing, flower-unfolding organisms of its vegetable covering.

' The disruption of the milky way, to which I have
alluded above, seems to require a more particular explana-

tion in this place. William Herschel, our safe and admir-
able guide in these regions of space, discovered, by means
of his star-gaugings, that the telescopic breadth of the

milky way is six or seven degrees greater than it appears

upon our maps of the heavens, and than the star-glimmer

indicates it to the unassisted eye. The two brilliant nodes

in which both branches of the milky zone unite, in the

regions of Cepheus and Cassiopeia, as in those of Scorpio

and Sagittarius, appear to exercise a powerful attraction

upon the neighbouring stars ; betwixt 3 and y C) jriii,

however, in the most brilliant region, of 3.30,000 stars" tliat

lie in 5° of latitude, one-half draw towards one side, the

other half towards the opposite side. Here lltrsclul

suspecU that the stratum breaks up. The number of the

distinguishable telescopic stars of the milky way—stars

that are broken by no nebula;—has been estimated at

eighteen millions. In order, I will not say to give any
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idea of the magnitude of this number, but to contrast it

with something analogous, I will remind the reader, that

of stars between the first and sixth magnitude that are

visible to the naked eye, there are but some 8000 scat-

tered over the whole face of the heavens. In the barren
astonishment, excited by vastness of number and of space,

without reference to the spiritual nature or the faculty of

perception inherent iu man, extremes in respect of dimen-
sions of the things., that exist in space likewise meet and
contrast,—the heavenly bodies with the smallest forms of

animal life : a cubic inch of the tripoli of Bilin contains,

according to Ehrenberg, 40,000 millions of the siliceous

coverings of the Galionelte !

' Wherever the vault of heaven is searched with power-
ful space-peuetrating telescopes, stars, though perchance
telescopic only, and from the twentieth to the twenty-fourth

in order, or luminous nebute, are discovered. Numbers
of these nebute will probably resolve themselves into stars,

when they come to be examined with yet more powerful
instruments. Our retina receives the impression of single

or of thickly aggregated luminous points ; whence, as

.-Vrago has lately shewn, totally difierent photometrical
relations of the sensibility to light result. The cosmic,

nebulosity, formless or fashioned, generally diffused, pro-

ducing heat by condensation, probably modifies the trans-

parency of space, and lessens the equal intensity of lumi-

nousness which, according to Halley and others, must
result, were every point of the vault of heaven beset with
an endless succession of stars in the direction of its depth.

The assumption of any such continuous inlaying of stars

contradicts observation ; which, in fact, shews us vast star-

less regions

—

Openings in Heaven, as William Herschel
calls them—one in Scorpio, four degrees in breadth, and
another in the loin of Ophiucus ; in the vicinity of both of
which, and close to their edges, we discover resolvable

nebulae." That which is situated on the western edge of the

opening in Scorpio is one of the richest and most thickly-

set clusters of small stars that ornament the heavens.

Herschel himself ascribes the openings, the starless regions

in the sky, to the attraction and cluster-forming force of

B. [B.C. 1520.

these marginal groups. " They are portions of our star-

stratum," says he, in the fine liveliness of his style,

" which have sutfered great desolations from time." If we
picture to ourselves the telescopic stars that lie one behind

another, as forming a starry canopy investing the whole of

the visible vault of heaven, then, I believe, are those star-

less regions of the Scorpion and Serpent-bearer to be

regarded as tubes through which we see into the farthest

regions of space. The layers of the canopy are interrupted
;

other stars, indeed, mai/ lie within the gaps, but they are

unattainable to our instruments'— Cosmos, pp. 158—102.

18. ' He mahetti sore, and bindeth tip.'—This gives a

recent American translator of the book (Dr. Noyes) occa-

sion to remark upon the frequency with which the name
of the Most High is omitted in the book of Job, and the

pronoun substituted. ' This,' he remarks, ' corresponds to

a custom in Scotland, where they say " His will be done,"

without an antecedent to the pronoun.' So in Scott's

Black Dwarf, near the end of chapter seven :—
'
" my

child, before you run in danger, let me hear you say ' His
will be done !

' " Urge me not, mother, not now." He
was rushing out, when looking back, he observed his grand-

mother make a mute attitude of affliction : he returned

hastily, threw himself into her arms, and said, "Yes,
mother, I can say ' His will be done,' since it will comfort

you." " May He go forth—may He go forth with you, my
dear bairn ; and O, may He give you cause to say on your
return, ' His name be praised

!' "

'

23. ' The beasts of the field shall be at pence with thee.'—

This and the following verse evidently refer to the condi-

tion of a person on a journey. He shall travel in peace

and safety, and will feel confident that his house would
not be disturbed in his absence. The contrary so often

happens in the East, that this might well be mentioned as

a peculiar blessing. In those early ages, when men bad
not established those dense communities before which the

wild 'beasts of the field' disappear, the danger from them,

in travelling, must have been very great, as il still is in

many parts of Asia.

CHAPTER VI.

1 Job sheireth that his complaints are not causeless.

8 He tvisheth for death, wherein he is assured of
comfort. 14 He reproveth hisfriends of unkindness.

But Job answered and said,

2 Oh that my grief were throughly weighed,

and my cahimity 'laid in the balances toge-

ther!

3 For now it would be heavier than the

sand of the sea : therefore 'my words are

swallowed up.

4 ^For the arrows of the Almighty are

within me, the poison whereof drinketh up my
spirit : the terrors of God do set themselves
in array against me.

5 Doth the wild ass bray *when he hath

grass ? or loweth the ox over his fodder ?

G Can that which is unsavoury be eaten

without salt? or is there any taste in the

white of an egg?
7 The things that my soul refused to touch

are as my sorrowful meat.

' Ileb. lifted up. 2 That is, / want words to txpress my grief.

8 Oh that I might have my request; and

that God would grant vte 'the thing that I

long for

!

9 Even that it would please God to de-

stroy me ; that he would let loose his hand,

and cut me off!

10 Then should I yet have comfort ; yea,

I would harden myself in sorrow : let him not

spare ; for I have not concealed the words of

the Holy One.

11 What is my strength, that I should

hope? and what is mine end, that I should

prolong my life ?

12 Is my strength the strength of stones?

or is my flesh "of brass ?

13 Is not my help in me ? and is wisdom

driven quite from me ?

14 ^To him that is afflicted pity should be

shewed from his friend ; but he forsaketh the

fear of the Almighty.

15 My brediren have dealt deceitfully as

a brook, and as the stream of brooks tlicv

pass away

;

3 P.sal. 38. 9, > Ileb. at grass. '• Ileli. mi/ rrpcetution.
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16 Whicii are blackish by reason of the

ice, and wherein the snow is hid :

17 What time they wax warm, °they va-

nish : 'wlien it is hot, they are "consumed out

of their place.

18 The paths of their way are turned

aside ; they go to nothing, and perish.

19 The troops of Tema looked, the compa-
nies of Sheba waited for them.

20 They were confounded because they

had hoped ; they came thither, and were

ashamed.
21 "For now ye are "'nothing; ye see my

casting down, and are afraid.

22 Did I say, Bring unto me? or. Give a

reward for me of your substance ?

23 Or, Deliver me from the enemy's hand ?

or. Redeem me from the hand of the mighty ?

8 Ileb. ll:eiinre cut off. Heli. in the heat tin
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24 Teach me, and I will hold my tongue

:

and cause me to understand wherein I have

erred.

25 IIow forcible are right words ! but what
doth your arguing reprove ?

2G Do ye imagine to reprove words, and

the speeches of one that is desperate, w/iinh

are as wind ?

27 Yea, '^ye overwhelm the fatherless, and
ye dig a pit for your friend.

28 Now therefore be content, look upon

me ; for it is "evident unto you if 1 lie.

29 Return, 1 pray you, let it not be ini-

quity
;
yea, return again, my righteousness is

'

'in it.

30 Is there iniquity in my tongue ? cannot

'"my taste discern perverse things?

Verse 4. ' T/ie arrows of the Atmighti/ are within me,

the poison wlicrcofdrinketh up mt/ spirit/—This is au image
manifestly drawu from the use of poisoned arrows, the

effects from which are emphatically described by ' drink-

ing up the life.' The act of throwing a mortal poison into

the system by the slightest wound from a weapon prepared
with certain juices is happily unknown in modern Europe

;

but we have the present and many other testimonies of its

e.\istence in ancient times, and the practice still subsists in

the less civilized regions of Asia and Africa. lu those

quarters where the gun has superseded the arrow, it is

usually the dagger that is thus impregnated with the

deadly juices ; but where the arrow is in use, it is that

weapon which still receives the poison. In those countries

certain fluids are prepared and loaded with such powerful
infection, that the animal system shrinks under their effects

almost instantaneously, if once introduced deeper than the

skin. The vegetable and mineral poisons we are acquainted

with in Kurope, if administered in small portions, require

time to operate, and seldom produce immediate death.

13ut we find that in some parts of the world nature has
infused into the cells of some vegetables poisons so deadly,

that not even the wound of the most virulent serpent can
equal that of the arrow whose point is imbued with them

;

and those who practise this deadly art pretend that, by
compounding the liquor in which they dip their arrows,

with a greater or lesser proportion of the poisoning quality,

they can cause immediate death from a wound, or protract

the effect to a few days, a week, a fortnight, or even
longer.

'I'he poisoned arrows are much employed in hunting
wild beasts. In eastern Asia and in America, the arrows
charged with poison are different from those in ordinary

use ; being sticks of hard wood, pointed at the end, and so

light as to be blown through a tube, in the way we often

see boys blow peas and other substances in this country.

Great dexterity and precision are acquired in blowing these

arrows, wherever the custom prevails. Bancroft, in his

Historji of Guiana, says that tin.- |. i^ .' '\ ;)H"'.s are

blown 'by the Indians of that quart I :
i

' .' :md
unerring aim to the distance of thirl \ !

- i i ! I'lie

same is said of the natives of thr Ivi i iilm |.> iinsiUas

and Archipelago. Tavernier relates that his hrotlier had
witnessed a remarkable instance of the activity of the

poison thus used in the kingdom of Macassar. An English-

man had in his rage slain one of the natives. He was
pardoned by the king. But the European residents, fearing

to be marked out for private vengeance by the vindictive

people if the crime were suffered to go impunished,
implored the king to satisfy public justice upon the real

offender. The king reluctantly consented ; and not wish-

ing the criminal to be subjected to unnecessary pain, he
offered to inflict the death-stroke himself by a poisoned

arrow. He desired Taveruier's brother and other European
gentlemen to be present at the execution ; and when the

man was brought forth, the king asked him what part he
should wound ; upon which he named the great toe of the

right foot. The king then took au arrow, properly poisoned,

and having adapted it to the tube, blew it with incredible

exactness to the point. Two European surgeons, who were
on the spot, immediately exerted their skill ; but although
with the utmost dispatch they amputated the toe above tlie

wound, the man died in their hands.

15. ' My brethren have dealt deceitfutti/ as a brook,' etc.

—

The ensuing passage {vv. 15-20) is one of the most striking

in the whole book. It describes the delusive expectatiou

of water created in caravans by the appearance of a river-

bed, which proves when they come near it to be dry. As
the Authorized translation is not very intelligible, we give

that of Noyes, which is here much more distinct :

—

' But my brethren were faithless like a brook

;

They pass away like streams of the valley.

Which are turbid by reason of the melted ice,

And the snow which hides itself in them.

After a time they become narrow, they vanish.

And when the heat cometh they are dried up from
their place.

The caravans turn aside to them in their way

;

They go up into the desert and perish.

The caravans of Tema look for them
;

The companies of Sheba expect to see them :

They are ashamed that they have relied upon them

;

They come to their place, and are confounded.'

The idea conveyed in the first line is a strict Orientalism

:

' My brethren have acted (or played) the flood with me,'

is as common a proverb now among the Arabians as it

could be when the poem was composed. Dr. Good cites

the scholiast on the Moallakat, to this effect :
' A pool or

flood was called gadi/r, because travellers when they pass

by it find it full of water ; but on their return find nothing

at all there, and regard it as having acted treacherously

towards them.'

There are few perennial streams in 'Western Asia, and
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perhaps none in Arabia : most of those streams which figure

in the maps are merely the beds of winter-torrents. These
temporary streams are first formed by the autumnal rains

;

they are kept up by the occasional rains of winter, and in

spring are increased by the rains of that season and by the

melting of the snows in the mountains. They rush down
the valleys in a large body of turbid water, and assume
the appearance of deep rivers. Their increase, and still

more their decrease, is often sudden and rapid, beyond
anything of which we can in this country form a concep-

tion ; and in summer they become perfectly dry. It will

fiom this be seen that the description is not only exceed-

ingly beautiful, but is a description of a scene of nature in

the country where the residence of Job is placed. But its

principal beauty lies in the exact correspondence of all its

parts to the thing it is intended to represent. The fulness,

strength, and noise of these temporary streams in early

spring answer to the large professions made to Job in his

prosperity by his friends. The drying up of the waters at

the approach of summer resembles the failure of their

friendship in his afl3iction ; and the confusion of the

thirsty caravans in finding the streams vanished, strongly

illustrates his feelings, disappointed as he was of the relief

he expected in these men's friendly counsel.

CHAPTER VII.

1 Job exniselh his desire of death. 12 He com-
plaineth of his own restlessness, 17 and God's ivatctt-

Jhlness.

Is there not 'an appointed time to man. upon
earth ? are not his days also like the days of

an hireling ?

2 As a servant 'earnestly desireth the

shadow, and as an hireling looketh for the re-

wurd of his work :

3 So am I made to possess months of

vanity, and wearisome nights are appointed to

tne.

1 Or, n umfitre. « Hcl>. gKpctli a/lr.

4 When I lie down, I say, When shall I

arise, and ''the night be gone ? and I am full

of tossings to and fro unto the dawning of the

day.

5 My flesh is clothed with worms and clods

of dust ; my skin is broken, and become loath-

some.

6 'My days are swifter than a weaver's

shuttle, and are spent without hope.

7 O remember that my life is wind : mine

eye 'shall no more *see good.

8 The eye of him that hath seen me shall

see me no jnorc : thine eyes are upon me, and

'I am not.
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9 As the cloud is consumed and vanislietli

away : . so he that goeth down to the grave

shall come up no j7iore.

10 He shall return no more to his house,

neither shall his place know him any more.

11 Therefore I will not refrain my mouth ;

I will speak in the anguish of my spirit ; I

will complain in the bitterness of my soul.

12 Am I a sea, or a whale, that thou

settest a watch over me ?

13 ^Vlien I say. My bed shall comfort me,
my couch shall ease my complaint

;

14 Then thou scarest me with dreams, and
terrifiest me through visions :

15 So that my soul chooseth strangling,

and death rather "than my life.

16 I loathe it; I would not live alway : let

me alone ; for my days are vanity.

8 Heb. t/ian mij hijiics.
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17 "What is man. that thou shouldest

magnify him? and that thou shouldest set

thine heart upon him ?

18 And that thou shouldest visit him every
morning, and try him every moment ?

19 How long wilt thou not depart from
me, nor let me alone till I swallow down my
spittle ?

20 I have sinned ; what shall I do unto

thee, O thou preserver of men? why hast

thou set me as a mark against thee, so that I

am a burden to myself?

21 And why dost thou not pardon my
transgression, and take away mine iniquity ?

for now shall I sleep in the dust ; and thou

shalt seek me in the morning, but I sliall not

he.

. 3. Ileb. 2. S.

Verse 2. ' As a servant earnestli/ desireth the shadow.'—
This is one of the many passages of Scripture which indi-

cate how precious was the shade to one who in labour or

travel has borne the burden and heat of the day. We
think we can say that, next to water, the greatest and
deepest enjoyment we could ever realize in the hot cli-

mates of the East was, when, on a journey, any circum-
stance of the road brought us for a few minutes under
some shade. Its reviving influence upon the bodily frame,

and, consequently, upon the spirits, is inconceivable by
one who has not had some experience of the kind. Often

also—during the halt of a caravan in the open air, when
the writer has been enabled to secure a station for repose

under the shelter of a rock or an old wall—has his own
exultation and strong sense of luxurious enjoyment re-

minded him of this and other passages of Scripture, in

which shade is mentioned as a thing panted for with

intense desire. If this be so with a mere traveller, how
much more to a bond-slave, engaged under the hot sun in

the fatiguing labours of agriculture ?—how must he ' pant

after the shade ?'—It is possible, however, that the present

text refers to the shades of evening, which would bring

equally to the bond-slave and hireling a cessation of labour :

if so, these observations apply to the illustration of other

texts, in which the reference to a sheltering shade from
the sun's rays is more definitely expressed.

5. ' Myflesh is clothed with worms and clods of dust,'

etc.—or rather ' of dirt.' This, with the succeeding clause,
' My skin is broken, and become loathsome,' clearly corro-

borates the impression already conveyed, that Job's disease

was a species of leprosy, jiaundrell, in describing the

lepers he saw at Nabulus, the ancient Shechem, draws a
picture in entire conformity with Job's description of his

own case :
' The distemper, as I saw it, was very different

from what I have seen it in England, for it not only defiles

the whole surface of the body with a foul scurf, but it also

deforms the joints of the body, particularly those of the

wrists and ancles, making them swell with a gouty scro-

fulnus substance, very loathsome to look upon. I thought
lliclr K-fis resembled those of old battered horses, such as

an- ol'tir] sofii in drays in England.'
Jdb uiidouhtedly refers to his then diseased state. The

following is Dr. Good's translation of the verse, which is

important, as from the same person whose medical view of

Job's case we have already stated:

' Worms and the imprisoning dust already clothe my flesh

;

My skin is bicome stifl' and corrupt.'

6. ' Mij dai/s are swifter than a weaver's shuttle.'—This
is not now usually understood of the shuttle. Dr. Lee,

who understands it of the web, translates the verse thus :

' My days are filled up more speedily than the web, and
close without hope ;' and refers to ch. vi. 9, ' where Job's

cutting off is said to be like the cutting away of a web
from the loom, thread by thread. So here the filling up
of the number of his days is said to occupy less time than

that in which the web is completed by the operation of the

weaver.' Under this view the figure is illustrated liy that

in Isa. xxxviii. 12:

' My life is cut off as by the weaver.

He shall sever me from his loom
;

Within a day and a night thou shalt finish my web.'

Many, however, think that the allusion here is rather to

the slightness and tenuity, and consequent brittleness,

of the thread or yarn which the weaver employs; the au-

thorities for which interpretation may be seen in Poole's

Si/nopsis, and in Rosenmiiller's Scholia. So, Good,
Wemyss, and some other English translators, have

:

' Slighter than yarn are my days : they are finished like

the breaking of a thread.' These interpretations are

essentially the same, and are almost equally supported by

authorities and probabilities, so that it is not easy to say

which should be preferred.

Most commentators suppose that the fine allegory of the

thread of life being previously woveu by the Fates, and
tissued for every individual, was coeval with the author of

the present poem, and is alluded to in the present passage.

The allegory has all the marks of an Oriental origin ; and

similes of the kind are still frequent among the Oriental

poets and historians. Thus in the opening of the history

of Timur, ' Praise be to God ! who hath woven the web of

human affairs in the web of his will and of his wisdom,

and hath made the waves of times and of seasons flow fropi

the fountain of his providence into the ocean of his power.'

The present text will remind many readers of the fine

passage in Li/cidas :

' Fame is the spur that the clear spirit doth raise

(That last infirmity of noble minds)

To scorn delights and live laborious days

:

15ut the fair guerdon, when we hope to find.

And think to burst forth into sudden blaze,

Comes the blind Fury with the abhorred shears,

And slits the thin-spun life.'
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It-will not escape notice that Job, in describing the thread

of his life as being spun out with great rapidity and tenuity,

and about to be cat off, affords an interesting, although in-

cidental, illustration of early weaTing. Many persons hare
doubted whether the shuttle was of so early a date as the

era of Job ; and this may be another reason for declining

to recognise that instrument in the present text. The
Egyptians do not appear to have bad a shuttle, but to have
put in the thread by means of a rod with a hook at either

end. If the shuttle was not in use among a people so ad-

vanced in the mauufa-cture of cloth as the Egyptians, it

seems but little likely that it should be known to the people

among whom Job lived, or to the author of the book which
bears his name.

10. ' Neither shall /lis place know him an;/ more.'—The
Orientals are distinguished for embodying in the forms of

common language, that poetry which exists more or less

in ihefeelint/s of most people. Persons who return to a

scene from which they have long been absent, generally

experience strong emotions, and feel (not tliink) as if their

emotions were in some degree subject to the cognizance
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and reciprocation of those inanimate objects which called

them forth. Now this cognizance and reciprocation of

feeling the Oriental does not, as we do, hesitate to assign

in plain terms to inanimate objects. Hence, houses, fields,

gardens, trees, are said to k7tow their owner

—

toJorget him,

to be glad to see him—to be grateful or uxgratrful for his

care, and so on. This appropriation of consciousness to

inanimate objects, which we reserve for poetry, has a

pleasing and sometimes touching effect as used, orientally,

in the language of common life.

19. ' Let me alone till Iswallow down my spittle.'—ThzX
is, for a very short pause, the briefest interval. The ex-
pression answers to our ' twinkling of an eye,' or ' till

one can fetch one's breath.' In this sense the expression

is still proverbial in Arabia. Schultens adduces from
Arabian authors various examples of its continued use.

One of them (from Tehlebi) is contained in the following

repartee addressed to a person who, before he answered,
said to his companion, ' Allow me to swallow my spittle

:'

to which the other smartly replied, ' Ay—swallow the

Tigris and Euphrates, if you will.'

CHAPTEK VIII.

1 Bildad sheweth God's justice in dealing with men
according to their works. 8 He allegeth antiquity

to prove the certain destruction of the hypocrite.

20 He applieth God'sjust dealing to Job.

TuEN answered Bildad the Shuliite, and said,

2 How long wilt thou s])eak these tliinr/s ?

and how lovg shall the words of thy mouth he

like a strong wind ?

3 'Doth God pervert judgment? or doth

the Almighty pervert justice ?

4 If thy children have sinned against him,

and he have cast them away 'for their trans-

gression ;

5 "If thou wouldest seek unto God be-

times, and make thy supplication to the Al-

mighty ;

G If thou uxrt pure and upright ; sin-cly

now he would awake for thee, and make the

habitation of thy righteousness prosperous.

7 Though thy beginning was small, yet thy

latter end should greatly increase.

8 *For enquire, I pray thee, of the former

age, and prepare thyself to the search of their

fathers :

9 (For ''we are hut o/" yesterday, and know

"nothing, because our days upon earth are a

shadow :)

10 Shall not they teach thee, and tell thee,

and utter words out of their heart ?

11 Can the rush grow up without mire?
can the flag grow without water ?

12 'Whilst it is yet in his greenness, aiid

not cut down, it withereth before any other

herb.

13 So are the paths of all that forget God ;

and the "hypocrite's hope shall perish :

14 Whose hope shall be cut off, and whose
trust shall he °a spider's web.

15 He shall lean upon his house, but it

shall not stand : he shall hold it fast, but it

shall not endure.

16 He is green before the sun, and his

branch shooteth forth in his garden.

17 His roots are wrapped about the heap,

and seeth the place of stones.

18 If he destroy him from his place, then

it shall deny him, sayint/, I have not seen

thee.

It) Behold, 'this is the joy of his way, and
out of the earth shall others grow.

20 Behold, God will not cast away a

perfect man, neither will he '"help the evil

doers

:

21 Till he fill thy mouth with laughing,

and thy lips with "rejoicing.

22 They that hate thee shall be clothed

with shame ; and the dwelling place of the

wicked "shall come to nought.

Deut. 32. 4. 2 Cliron. 19. 7. Dan. 9. 14.

5 Gen. 47. 9. 1 Chron. 29. 15. Chap.

Chap. 11. 20, and • -
-....-...

! Heb. in the

7. G. Psal. 39. 5, ani

Psal. 112. 10." Prov. 10.28.
11 lleh. shouting for jt.<y.

Iiaitii of their transgress

* Heb. a spider

Hob.
! Cliap. 22. 23. 4 Pent. 4. 32.

' Psal. 129.(1. Jer. 17.6.
iO Heb. take the ungodly liy the liand.

Verse 1. 'Bildad the Shiihite.'—Thh part in the con-

troversy is thus discriminated by Jahn :—
• Bildad, less

discerning and less polished than Eliphaz, breaks out at

first into accusations against Job, and increases in vehe-

mence as he proceeds. In the end, however, he is reduced

to a mere repetition of his former arguments.* He cer-

tainly reproves Job with more acrimony and less disguise

than Eliphaz, and Dr. Hales properly characterizes the
C31
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present speech as ' unkind." This particularly appears iu
verse !, where, without any ceremony, he taiies it for

granted that Job's chililren were cut oif on account of
their sins. This must have touched the suffering patriarch
to the quick. The force of Bildad's meaning iu that verse
is weakened by the 'If,' with which it commences: it

should be ' As,' or ' Since '—assuming, not supposing,
that Job's children had been ' oast away for their trans-
gression.'

12. 'It tinthirelh before any other herb.'—' The applica-
tion of this beautiful similitude is easy, and its moral ex-
quisitely correct and pertinent. As the most succulent
plants are dependent upon foreign support for a continu-
ance of that succulence, and in the midst of their vigour
are sooner parched up than plants of less humidity ; so
the prosperous sinner does not derive his prosperity from
himself, and is often destroyed in the heighday of his en-
joyments, more signally and abruptly than those who are
less favoured, and appear to stand less securely.' Good.

14. 'Spider's avi.'— Literally, the 'spider's house,' or
' building,' which perhaps it would have been better to
retain, as giving more force to the application—' He shall
lean upon his huiise, but it shall not stand,' etc. Too

evident an allusion is expressed to the fragility of the
spider's web to allow us to suppose that it refers to the
houtes or nests of the mason-.spiders, whose ingenious con-
trivances are detailed in the volume of Irtsect Architecture

;

but the idea does evidently refer to the web, not merely,
or not at all, as a snare, but as the house of the spider,

;liat house being involved in the construction and fragility

of the web. The most expressive illustration would tliere-

fore be frcm the webs of some of those diadem spiders,

which besides extending their meshes to entrap unwary
insects, spread an awning or canopy of exquisite fineness

over their own heads, under which they remain, waiting
in patient ambush, to surprise their prey.

17. ' His roots are wrapped about the heap, andseeth the

place of stones.'—The word rendered heap is 73 gal, the

leading idea of which, from 773 ijalal, is that of things

rolled together. It has in some places the signification of
a heap, particularly a heap of stones, as in Josh. vii. 2()

;

but it more commonly refers to the ruins of walls or
cities, as in Jer. ix. 11 ; li. 37; Isa. xxv. '2. It also
means a fountain or spring, so called from the rolling or
welling up of the waters, as in Lam. iv. 12; Ps. xlii. 8;
Ixxxix. 10 ; cvii. 2.5, 29. The parallelism of the passage
however— that is the mention of 'stones' in the last
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clause—seems to require that the passage should bear the
primary signification of a heap of stones or ruins. Then
comes out the sense, that the prosperous wicked man, or
the hypocrite, is like a plaut which stands in the midst of
rocks, rubbish, or eld ruins, and not like one standing in
a fertile soil, where it may strike its roots deep. The re-
ference is therefore to the fact, that a tree or plant which
springs up among ruins, or upon rocks, or in the midst of
rocks, will send its roots afar for noui-ishment, or will
wrap them around the projecting points of the rocks or
ruins in order to obtain support. Travellers have noticed
signal instances of this among the ruins of Greece, as in
tlie instance of a plane-tree growing upon the high wall
of a ruin, which sent its root down along the wall to the
ground. Some examples of the same kind, although less
remarkable, have been seen in our own country, as in the
old walls of Silchester. As to examples occurring among
rocks, we remember to have seen many curious examples
among the passes of the Caucasus, but none so remark-
able as that which is described in Silliman's (American)
Journal of Science for January, 1840.

' About fifteen years ago, upon the top of an immense
boulder of limestone some ten or twelve feet in diameter,
a sapling was found growing. The stone was but slightly
embedded in the earth ; several of its sides were raised
from four to six feet above its surface ; but the top of the
rock was rough with crevices, and its surface, which was
sloping off' on one side to the earth, was covered with a
tliin mould. From this mould the tree had sprung up,
and having thrust its roots into the crevices of the rock, it

had succeeded in reaching the height of some twelve or
fifteen feet. But about this period the roots on one side
became loosened from their attachment, and the tree gr.v
dually declined to the opposite side, until its body was in

a parallel line with the earth. The roots on the opposite
side, having obtained a firmer hold, afl'orded sufficient

nourishment to sustain the plant, although they could not,

alone, retain it in its vertical position. In this condition
of things, the tree, as if " conscious of its wants," adopted
(if the term maybe used) au iugenious process, in order
to regain its former upright position. One of the most
vigorous of the detached roots sent out a branch from its

side, which, passing round a projection of tlie rock, again
united with the parent stalk, and thus formed a perfect
loop around this projection, which gave to the root an un-
niovable attachment.

' The tree now began to recover from its bent position.

Obeying the natural tendency of all plants to grow erect,
and sustained by this root, which increased with un-
wonted vigour, in a few years it had entirely regained its

vertical position, elevated, as no one could doubt who saw
it, by the aid of the root which had formed this singular
attachment. But this was not the only power exhibited
by this remarkable tree.

' After its elevation it flourished vigorously for several
years. Some of its roots had traced the sloping side of
the rock to the earth, and were buried in the soil below.
Others, having embedded themselves in its furrows, had
completely filled these crevices with vegetable matter.
The tree still continuing to grow, concentric layers of
vegetable matter were annually deposited between the
alburnum and liber, until, by the force of vegetable
growth alone, the rock was split from the top to the
bottom into three nearly equal divisions, and branches of
the roots were soon found extending down, through the
divisions, into the earth below. On visiting the tree a
few months since to take a drawing of it, we found that
it had attained an altitude of fifty feet, and was four feet

and a-half in circumference at its base."

18. ' His place shall deni/ him, saying, I have not

seen thee.'—Tins is a very striking and beautiful illustra-

tion of the remarks we offered under ch. vii. 10.
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CHAPTER IX.

1 Job, acknoiHcdyiiig God's justice, shewelh thei-e is no

contending mith him. 22 Man's inmcency is iwt to

be condemned by afflictioHS.

Then Job answered and said,

2 I knov/ it is so of a truth : but liow

should 'man be just 'with God ?

3 If he will contend with him, he cannot

answer him one of a thousand.

4 He is wise in heart, and mighty in

strength : who hath hardened himself against

him, and hath prospered ?

5 Which reraoveth the mountains, and they

know not : which overturneth them in his anger.

6 Which shaketh the earth out of her

place, and the pillars thereof tremble.

7 Which comraandeth the sun, and it

riseth not ; and sealeth up the stars.

8 ^Which alone spreadeth out the hea-

vens, and treadeth upon the "waves of the

sea.

9 'Which makctli Wrcturus, Orion, and
Pleiades, and the chambers of the south.

10 'Which doctli great things past finding

out ; yea, and wonders without number.

11 Lo, he goeth by me, and I see him not

:

he passeth on also, but I perceive him not.

12 ^Behold, he taketh away, 'who can hin-

der him ? who will say unto him. What doest

thou ?

13 // God will not withdraw his anger, the

'"proud helpers do stoop under him.

14 How much less shall I answer him, and
choose out my words to reason with him ?

15 Whom, though I were righteous, yet

would I not answer, but I would make suppli-

cation to my judge.

16 If I had called, and he had answered

me ; yet would I not believe that he had
hearkened unto ray voice.

17 For he breaketli me with a tempest,

and multiplieth my wounds without cause.

18 He will not sutler me to take my
breath, but filleth me with bitterness.

19 li I speak of strength, lo, he is strong :

and if of judgment, who shall set me a time

to plead ?

20 If I justify myself, mine own mouth
shall condemn me : if I say, I am perfect, it

shall also prove me perverse.

21 Though I tcere perfect, yet would I not

know my soul : I would despise my life.

22 This is one thing, therefore I said it.

He destroyeth the perfect and the wicked.

23 If the scourge slay suddenly, he will

laugh at the trial of the innocent.

24 The earth is given into the hand of the

wicked : he covereth the faces of the judges

thereof ; if not, where, and who is he ?

25 Now my days are swifter than a post

;

they flee away, they see no good.

26 They are passed away as the " "'swift

ships : as the eagle that hasteth to the prey.

27 If I say, I will forget my complaint, I

will leave oft" my heaviness, and comfort my-

self:

28 I am afraid of all my sorrows, I know
that thou wilt not hold me innocent.

29 If I be wicked, why then labour I in

vain ?

30 If I wash myself with snow water, and

make my hands never so clean
;

31 Yet shalt thou plunge me in the ditch,

and mine own clothes shall ''abhor me.

32 For he is not a man, as I am, that I

should answer him, and we should come to-

gether in judgment.

33 Neither is there "any 'Maysman be-

twixt us, that might lay his hand upon us

both.

34 Let hini take his rod away from me,

and let not his fear terrify me :

35 Then would I speak, and not fear him

;

'^but it is not so with me.
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untranslated, or considering it as a proper name. The
Chaldee understands, ' vessels bearing rich fruits,' which,

being perishable commodities, required expeditious trans-

port. This is nearly followcdi by the Vulgate and those

modem versions which bow to its authority. There are

other interpretations which we need not notice : but that

which we incline to prefer, with some good authorities,

English and foreign, is, that as n3X denotes the Egyptian

papyrus, we are to understand ' vessels of reed ' or
' papyrus,' of which boats and small vessels were con-

structed in very ancient times, and which are, even in

Scripture, celebrated for their swiftness (Isa. xviii. 2).

The great antiquity of these boats, and the little advance

that had probably been made in navigation in the time of

Job, are much in favour of this explanation.

30. ' J/ I wash myself with snow water.'—The white-

ness and purity of snow sugjrested the idea that its water
was better suited for purification than any other. For
this reason (as Gill states, after Petronius), snow water
was anciently preserved in vessels, for personal ablution.

It was conceived that it not only whitened the skin, but

tliat it also strengthened by contracting the fibres and pre-

venting perspiration.

33. ' Dai/sman betwixt vs, that mii/ht hy his hand upon

us both.'—An arbitrator, umpire, or elected judge, used to

be called (and we believe still is in some of the northern

counties) a dies-man or days-man. The laying the hand
may refer to some particular ceremony ; but it is sufiicient

to understand it to express the power of control which the

daysman exercised over both parties. Dr. Good renders,
' There is no umpire between us, who might lay his control

over us both.'

CHAPTER X.

1 Job, taking liberty of complaint, erpostulatcth with

God about his (iffliclions. 18 He complainelh rif

lije, and craveth a little case before death.

My soul is 'weary of my life ; I will leave my
complaint upon myself; I will speak in the

bitterness of my soul.

2 I will say unto God, Do not condemn
me ; shew me wherefore thou contendest with

me.

3 1.1 it good unto thee that thou shouldest

oppress, that thou shouldest despise Hhe work

of thine hands, and shine upon the counsel of

the wicked ?

4 Hast thou eyes of flesh ? or seest thou as

man seeth ?

5 Are thy days as tiie days of man ? arc

thy years as man's days,

6 That thou enquirct after mine iniciiiity,

and searchest after my sin ?

» Or, cvi ifr while Hive. S IIcli. ihc lihour nf ihine hands.

7 "Thou knowcst that I am not wicked
;

and there is none that can deliver out of thine

hand.

8 Thine hands 'have made me and fii-

shioncd me together roimd about ; yet thou

dost destroy me.

9 Remember, I beseech thee, :hat thou

hast made me as the clay ; and wilt thou bring

me into dust again ?

10 'Hast thou not poured me out as milk,

and curdled me like cheese ?

11 Thou hast clothed me with skin and

flesh, and hast "fenced me with bones and

sinews.

12 Thou hast granted me life and favour,

and thy visitation hath preserved my spirit.

13 And these thincis hast thou hid in thine

heart : I know that this is with thee.

It If I sin, then thou markest me, and

thou wilt not acquit me from mine iniquity.

15 1 f I be wicked, woe unto me ; and ;/

1

> Ilet). Utokyaini afcw«( mtf.
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be righteous, yet will I not lift up my head.

/ am full of confusion ; therefore see thou

mine affliction

;

l(i For it increaseth. Thou huntest me as

a fierce lion : and again thou shewest thyself

marvellous upon me.
17 Thou renewest 'thy witnesses against

me, and increasest thine indignation upon
jne ; changes and war are against me.

18 'Wherefore then hast thou brought me
forth out of the womb ? Oh that I had given

up the ghost, and no eye had seen me !

' Tli»t is, thtj phigues. » Uhap.

B. [B.C. 1520.

ly I should have been as though I had not

been ; I should have been carried from the

womb to the grave.

20 ^Are not my days few ? cease then, and
let me alone, that I may take comfort a
little,

21 Before I go whence I shall not return,

even to the land of darkness and the shadow
of death

;

22 A land of darkness, as darkness itself;

and of the shadow of death, without any or-

der, and ichere the light is as darkness.

Verse 10. ' Hast than not poured me out as milh, and
curdled me like cheese f—The whole passage, inchiding

the two following verses, is usually considered to furnish

an account, no less just than beautiful, of the origin and
growth of the human creature. Dr. Good, who trans-

lates, ' Didst thou not mingle me, as milk, and conso-

lidate me, as cheese ?' considers that it refers to milk as

the sustaining principle of man's existence. He says :

—

' The whole of the simile is highly correct and beautiful

;

and has not been neglected by the best poets of Greece
and Rome. From the well-tempered or mingled milk of

the chyle, every individual atom of every individual

organ in the animal frame, the most compact and conso-

lidated, as well as the soft and pliable, is perpetually sup-

plied and renewed, through the medium of a system of

lacteals or milk-vessels, as they are usually called in

anatomy, from the nature of this common chyle or milk
which they circulate. Into the delicate stomach of the
infant it is usually introduced in the form of milk ; but
even in the adult it must be reduced to some such form,
whatever be the substance he feed on, by the conjoint
action of the stomach and other chylifactive organs,
before it can become the basis of animal nutriment. It

then circulates through the system, and either continues
fluid, as milk in its simple state ; or is rendered solid, as
milk in its caseous or cheese state, according to the nature
of the organ which it supplies with its vital current.'

16. ' Thou huntest me as a fierce lion,' etc.—Good and
Boothroyd seem rightly to consider that the fine passage
in this and the following verse refers to the sport which
lions, and indeed all the feline tribe, exercise over their

prey before they finally devour it.

CHAPTER XI.

] Zophar reproveth Jobforjustifying himself. 6 God's
wisdom is wisearchoMe. 13 The assured blessing of
repentance.

Then answered Zophar the Naamathite, and

said,

2 Should not the multitude of words be

answered? and should 'a man full of talk be

justified?

3 Should thy ''lies make men hold their

peace ? and when thou meekest, shall no man
make thee ashamed ?

4 For thou hast said. My doctrine is pure,

and I am clean in thine eyes.

5 But oh that God would speak, and open

his lips against thee ;

6 And that he would shew thee the secrets

of wisdom, that they are double to that which

is ! Know therefore that God exacteth of thee

less than thine iniquity deserveth.

7 Canstthou by searching find out God? canst

thou find out the Almighty unto perfection ?

8 It is 'as high as heaven ; what canst thou

do ? deeper than hell ; what canst thou know ?

a,jf

9 The measure thereof is longer than the

earth, and broader than the sea.

10 If he 'cut off, and shut up, or gather

together, then 'who can hinder him ?

1

1

For he knoweth vain men : he seeth

wickedness also ; will he not then consider

it ?

12 For *vain man would be wise, though

man be born like a wild ass's colt.

13 If thou prepare thine heart, and stretch

out thine hands toward him ;

14 If iniquity be in thine hand, put it far

away, and let not wickedness dwell in thy ta-

bernacles.

15 For then shalt thou lift up thy face

without spot ;
yea, thou shalt be stedfast, and

shalt not fear

:

16 Because thou shalt forget thy misery,

and remember it as waters that pass away :

17 And thine age 'shall be clearer than the

noonday ; thou shalt shine forth, thoii shalt be

as the morning.

18 And ihou shalt be secure, because

there is hope ; yea, thou shalt dig aboiit thee,

and "thou shalt take thy rest in safety.

Heb. the heights of heaven. * Or, male n change.

7 Heb. shall arise ahme the noon-dnij. « Levit. 2C. 5.
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19 Also thou shalt lie down, and none

shall make thee afraid ;
yea, many shall 'make

suit unto thee.

B. [B.C. 1520.

20 But the eyes of the wicked shall fail,

and '"they shall not escape, and "their hope
sliall he as '"the giving up of the ghost.

Vorsc I. ' Znphar the Xaamatliite.'See the note nn

ell, ii. 1 1. Zopliar seems inferior even to Bildad iu dis-

cernment, temper, and charitable consideration. 'At
first,' says Jahn. ' his discourse is characterized by rusti-

city ; his second address adds but little to the first; and

in the third dialogue he has no reply to make.' Hales

characterizes this, his first speech, as ' taunting.' ' He,

without any reserve, taxes Job openly with loquacity,

arrogance, and iniquity, and as justly punished for his

sins ; and exhorts him to repentance, as the only means
of recovering his prosperity.'

12. ' Though man be born like a mild ass's colt.'—The
particle of comparison ' like ' does not exist in the ori-

ginal, and the boldness and effect of the figure are not seen

unless the interpolation be proved. We make the ass an
emblem of stupidity, for which no good reasons have ever

been alleged. The Hebrews made the ass, that is the

tame ass, a symbol of contented and patient labour (Gen.

xlix. 14, 15); but the wild ass of the desert, which is

here intended, was with them a symbol of extreme con-

tumacy and ferocity. ' A wild-ass colt,' ' A wild-ass man'
were proverbial expressions to this effect. It is thus

applied to Ishmael, and with remarkable appropriateness,

if understood of him as a progenitor of the Arabian tribes

(Gen. xvi. 12). The proverb still exists among the

Arabians to describe an obstinate, indocile, and contu-

macious person.

CIIx\.PTER XII.

1 Job maintaineth liimself against his friends that

reprove liiin. 7 He acknowleilgeth the general doc-

trine of God's omnipQtency.

And Job answered and said,

2 No doubt but ye are the people, and

wisdom shall die with you.

3 But I have 'understanding as well as

you ; ''I am not inferior to you : yea, 'who

knoweth not stich things as these ?

4 I am as one mocked of his neighbour,

who calleth upon God, and he answereth

him: the just upright man is laughed to

scorn.

5 He that is ready to slip with //is feet ?,<

as a lamp despised in the thought of him that

is at ease.

6 The tabernacles of robbers prosper, and

they that provoke God are secure ; into whose

hand God' bringeth ahiiiKlniitlii.

7 But ask now the i)easts, and they shall

teach thee ; and the fowls of the air, and they

shall tell thee :

8 Or speak to the earth, and it shall teach

thee : and the fishes of the sea shall declare

unto thee.

9 Who knoweth pot in all these that the

hand of the Lord hath wrought this ?

10 In whose hand is the ^soul of every

living thing, and the breath of 'all mankind.

11 "Doth not the ear try words? and the

'mouth taste his meat?
12 With the ancient is wisdom ; and in

h'ngth of days understanding.

1 Hell, nn /iidrt. t Weh. Ifall mt lower than tjmi. 8 Ilcb. !<

•> Wish, lilt llcsliiif man. » CImp. 34. 3. 7 Heb. palate

.

»

'
•• " •" llth. the lip of tlit faitlifni

13 "With him is wisdom and strength, he
hath counsel and understanding.

14 Behold, he breaketh down, and it can-

not be built again : he 'shutteth "up a man,
and there can be no opening.

15 Behold, he withholdeth the waters, and
they dry up : also he sendeth them out, and
they overturn the earth.

10 \Mth him is strength and wisdom : the

deceived and the deceiver are his.

17 lie leadeth counsellors away spoiled,

and uiaketh the judges fools.

18 He looseth the bond of kings, and
girdeth their loins with a girdle.

19 He leadeth princes away spoiled, and
overthroweth the mighty.

20 "He removeth away '"the speech of the

trusty, and taketh away the understanding of

the aged.

21 He poureth contempt upon princes, and
''weakenetli the strength of the mighty.

22 He diseoveretb deep things out of dark-

ness, and bringeth out to light the shadow of

death.

23 He increaseth the nations, and de-

stroyeth them : he enlargeth the nations, and
"straiteneth them at/aiii.

24 He taketh away the heart of the chief

of the peojjle of the earth, and causcth them
to wander in a wilderness where there is no

vay.

25 They grope in the dark without light,

uid he maketli them to "stagger like a

Inuiken via?/.

HpI). i.;«

C3G
Ilcb. leadeth in. i» Heb. wa„<lcr.
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Verse 2. ' Wisdom shall die with i/ou.'—The Orientals
have still many expressions of this kind by which they
rebuke or satirise unfounded pretensions. Hence when a
man insinuates offensively his superior -wisdom, know-
ledge, or experience, it is not unusual to hear such ob-
servations as—Alas ! when you die wisdom cannot live-
Wisdom will be buried with you—Where shall we seek
wisdom when you are dead ?—and so on. There is, how-
ever, a fine idea involved, which admits of very beautiful
applications, as, for instance, in the exquisite Idyl in

which Moschus laments the death of Bion:

—

' Bion, the swain, and all, with him, is dead

;

Sung lives no more, the Doric Muse is fled.'

3. ' Understandinq.'—The Ilebrei ; margi
' heart,' which, and not the head, or brain, is often
Scripture to express the mind, or understanding.

18. 'He looseth the bond of kings.'—Not the bonds
with which they are bound, but those which they impose.
The whole series of verses refers to the changes and
reverses which attend all conditions of life. In the pre-
sent verse this is beautifully expressed ; the bonds of
authority with which they bound others are unbound, and
their own loins are bound with a girdle—not a girdle of
royal dignity and ornament, but such a girdle as that with
which servants and travellers gird their loins, in the East,
for service or travel.

CHAPTER XIII.

1 Jdb reproveth his friends ofpartiality . H He prn-
fesseth his confidence in God: 20 and intreatrth to

know his own sins, and God's purpose in affiictiny

him.

Lo, mine eye liath seen all this, mine ear liatli

lieard and understood it.

2 What ye know, the same do I know also:

I am not inferior unto you.

3 Surely I would speak to the Almighty,
and I desire to reason with God.

4 But ye are forgers of lies, ye are all phy-
sicians of no value.

5 O that ye would altogether hold your
peace ! and it should be your wisdom.

(5 Hear now my reasoning, and hearken to

the pleadings of my lips.

7 Will ye speak wickedly for God ? and
talk deceitfully for him ?

8 Will ye accept his person? will ye con-

tend for God ?

9 Is it good that he should search you out?
or as one man mocketh another, do ye so mock
him ?

10 He will surely reprove you, if ye do se-

cretly accept persons.

11 Shall not his excellency make you
afraid? and his dread fall upon you?

12 Your remembrances are like unto
ashes, your bodies to bodies of clay.

13 'Hold your peace, let me alone, that I

may sj)eak, and let come on me what vnll.

14 Wherefore do I take my flesh in my
teeth, and put my life in mine hand ?

1 lleh. Be silent from me. 2 lliih. pruve, or, argue.

15 Though he slay me, yet will I trust in

him : but I will 'maintain mine own ways be-

fore him.

1(3 He also shall be my salvation : for an
hypocrite shall not come before him.

17 Hear diligently my speech, and my de-

claration with your' ears.

18 Behold now, I have ordered mi/ cause
;

I know that I shall be justified.

19 Who is he that vv'ill plead with me? for

now, if I hold my tongue, I shall give up the

ghost.

20 Only do not two thiiir/s unto me : then

will I not hide myself from thee.

21 ^Vithdraw thine hand far from me : and
let not thy dread make me afraid.

22 Then call thou, and I will answer : or

let me speak, and answer thou me.

23 How many are mine iniquities and
sins ? make me to know my transgression and
my sin.

24 Wherefore liidest thou thy face, and
boldest me for thine enemy ?

25 Wilt thou break a leaf driven to and
fro ? and wilt thou pursue the dry stubble ?

26 For thou writest bitter things against

me, and ""makest me to possess the iniquities

of my youth.

27 Thou puttest my feet also in the stocks,

and iookest narrowly unto all my paths

;

thou settest a print upon the 'heels of my
feet.

28 And he, as a rotten thing, consumeth,

as a garment that is moth eaten.

3 Psal. 25. 7. * Utb. t)hseyve:it. 5 Hob. routs.

Verse 14. ' Take my flesh in my teeth, and put my life

ill mine hand.'—Both these expressions appear to have
been proverbially applicable to a case apparently despe-
rate. Whence the former could be derived is not very
clear. Some think it may refer to some such fact as that
of a man's eating his own flesh in the rage and despair of
famine ; while others would refer it to the contest which
so frequently takes place between dogs and other carni-

virous quadrupeds, in consequence of one of them carrying
a piece of flesh in his mouth, which instantly becomes a
source of dispute and a prize to be fought for.

25. ' Wilt thou break a leafdriven to andfru?—The word
translated ' to break ' is very emphatic, signifying to break

terribly, or to beat a thing to powder: to break with

power, or to show much power in breaking. And shall

this great power of demolition be exerted against a leaf

—

weak even on the tree, and still more weak when separated

from it, dried up, and driven to and fro by the wind ?

27. ' Thou puttest myfeet also in the stocks.'—The whole
passage seems to describe the feet as so confined in a clog

or clogs as not to preclude the power of motion. It may
refer to the ancient custom of attaching a sort of clog to

C37
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the feet of runaway slaves, when found, with the owner's
name thereon, so that their flight might be retarded and
their course the more easily tracked, if they again at-

tempted to escape. Dr. Good conceives that the figure

may have been taken from the mode of treating the wild-

ass, an animal difficult to tame, and which it was neces-

sary to clog iu order to keep in subjection. In that case,

the last clause of the verse (' a print upon the heels of

my feet') may imply that some particular mark of owner-
ship or other quality was usually branded on the hoof, or

perhaps indented on the shoes. Stocks or clogs for the

feet of men were however certainly used in Scripture

times. The feet of Jeremiah were put in the stocks.

What kind of stocks were used it is difficult to conjecture

—whether they were encumbering clogs, or fetters that
did not absolutely prevent but only embarrassed motion,
or were fixed frames that kept the prisoner stationary.
Both kinds were in use very anciently. The fixed kinds,
properly called stocks, were of different sorts, being frames
of wood with holes either for the feet only, or for the feet,

the hands, and the neck at once. At Pompeii stocks have
been found so contrived that ten prisoners might be
chained by the leg, each leg separately, by the sliding of

a bar. Some of these forms of confinement—particularly

that which combined, in some sort, the pillory with the
stocks—were very painful, and are mentioned in the
accounts of the sufferings of the early Christian martyrs.
Our woodcut exhibits the sort of stocks used in Indi.".,

consisting of a frame, which confines the prisoner's hands
and feet, and obliges him to lie on the ground in a very
distressing posture, notwithstanding the freedom allowed
to the head. Of confinement for the head, such as our
pillory or the Chinese collar, we do not read in Scripture

;

but it is not improbable that the phrase ' thou settest a
print upon the heels of my feet ' may be illustrated from
the practice of the Chinese of putting a seal over the part

where the boards joined, so that it could not be opened
Mitliont detection during the period in which it is ap-
iLiM-tccl to he woru.

CHAPTER XIV.

1 Job intrenteth God for favour, hy the. shortness of
life, and certainty of death. 7 Tlioiiyh life once lost

be irrecoverable, yet he tvaitelh for his chanije. 16

By sin the creature is siiliject to corruption.

Man tliat i.i born of a woman is 'of few days,

and full of trouble.

2 "He conietli fortli like a flower, and is

cut down : he fleeth also as a shadow, and
continueth not.

3 And dost tiiou open thine eyes upon sucii

an one, and bringest me into judgment with

thee ?

4 ""Who 'can bring a clean t/iiiiff out of an
unclean ? not one.

^ Uoh. shorl 0/ dii'/s. " Oy.ip. S. 0. I'sal. 102. II. .-inil 10:

'^^m.

5 'Seeing his days ai-e determined, the

number of his months a)-e with thee, thou hast

appointed his bounds that he cannot pass ;

G Turn from iiim, that he may "rest, till

lie shall accomplish, as an hireling, his day.

7 For there is hope of a tree, if it be cut

down, that it will sprout again, and that the

tender branch thereof will not cease.

8 Though tiie root thereof wax old in the

earth, ;ind the stock thereof die in the ground ;

9 Vi't through the scent of water it will

bud, and bring forth boughs like a plant.

10 But man dieth, and 'wasteth away:
yea, man givcth up the ghost, and where is

he?
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1

1

As the waters fail from the sea, and the

flood decayeth and drieth up :

12 So man lieth down, and riseth not:

till the heavens be no more, they shall not

awake, nor be raised out of their sleep.

13 O that thou wouldest hide me in the

grave, that thou wouldest keep me secret,

until thy wrath be past, that thou wouldest

appoint me a set time, and remember me

!

14 If a man die, shall he live again'i all

the days of my appointed time will 1 wait, till

my change come.

15 Thou shalt call, and I will answer thee

:

thou wilt have a desire to the work of thine

hands.

16 "For now thou numberest my steps :

dost thou not watch over my sin ?

B. [B.C. 1520.

17 My transgression is sealed up in a bag,

and thou sewest up mine iniquity.

18 And surely the mountain falling

"cometh to nought, and the rock is removed

out of his place.

19 The waters wear the stones : thou

"wasliest away the things which grow out of

the dust of the earth ; and thou destroyest the

hope of man.

20 Thou prevailest for ever against him,

and he passeth : thou changest his coimte-

nance, and sendest him away.

21 His sons come to honour, and he

knoweth it not ; and they are brought low, but

he perceiveth it not of them.

22 But his flesh upon him shall have pain,

and his soul within him shall mourn.

\'erse 7. ' There h hope of a tree,' etc. to verse 10.—
Tliis very beautiful passage is a coutinuation of the com-
parison commenced in verse 2. A passage in the pathetic

elegy on Bion, by Moschus, maybe adduced as furnishing

a very striking parallel. The translation is Gisborne's.

* The meanest herb "we trample in the field,

Or in the garden nurture, when its leaf,

At Winter's touch, is blasted, and its place

Forgotten, soon its vernal bud renews.

And, from short slumber, wakes to life again.

Man wakes no more !—man, valiant, glorious, wise,

When death once chills him, sinks in sleep profound,

A long, unconscious, never-ending sleep.'

In the last line there is indeed a difference between Job

and the heathen poet. Job says, ' Man giveth up the

ghost, and where is he f Moschus says, he is in a ' never-

ending sleep.' Job also compares death to a sleep in

verse 12, which is the proper completion of the passage;

but he only says, ' till the heavens be no more, they shall

not awake.' It is indeed disputed whether he here means
to define a time when the dead would arise, or to deny it

by the strongest figure he could command. It would be

interesting to ascertain whether the patriarchs possessed

any intimation of that which the New Testament so dis-

'tinctly announces; and it is indeed the peculiar value of

the book of Job as a theological document, that it is the

only existing source from which a systematic account can

be derived of that old patriarchal religion which the law

and the gospel successively supersedeil.

ciiapti:r XV.

1 EUphaz reprovetli Job of impiety in jxtstifyiny him-
self. 17 He pioveth by tradition the unquielness of
iciclted men.

Then answei-cd Eli])haz the Temanite, and
said,

2 Should a wise man utter 'vain know-
ledge, and fill his belly with the east wind ?

3 Should he reason with unprofitable talk ?

or with speeches wherewith he can do no
good?

4 Yea, ''thou easiest off fear, and rcstrainest

'prayer before God.
5 For thy mouth 'uttereth thine iniquity,

and thou choosest the tongue of the crafty.

6 Thine own mouth condemneth thee, and
not I : yea, thine own lips testify against thee.

7 Art thou the first man that was born ? or

wast thou made before the hills ?

8 'Ilast thou heard the secret of God?
and dost thou restrain wisdom to thyself?

9 What knowest thou, that we know not ?

u-liat understandest thou, which is not in us ?

10 With us are both the grayheaded and

very aged men, much elder than thy father.

11 Are the consolations of God small with

thee ? is there any secret thing with thee ?

1

2

Why doth thine heart carry thee away ?

and what do thy eyes wink at,

13 That thou turnest thy spirit against

God, and lettest suck words go out of thy

mouth ?

14 "What is man, that he should be clean ?

and he tvhich is born of a woman, that he

should be righteous?

15 ^Behold, he putteth no trust in his

saints ; yea, the heavens are not clean in his

sight.

16 How much more abominable and
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filthy is man, which drinketh iniquity like

water ?

17 I will jhew tlieo, hear me ; and that

which I have seen I will declare ;

18 Which wise men have told from their

fathers, and have not hid it

:

19 Unto whom alone the earth was given,

and no stranger jjassed among them.

20 The wicked man travaileth with pain

all his days, and the numher of years is hid-

den to the oppressor.

21 °A dreadful sound is m his ears : in

prosperity the destroyer shall come apon

him.

22 He believeth not that he shall return

out of darkness, and he is waited for of the

sword.

23 He wandereth abroad for bread, sai/iiir/.

Where is it? he knoweth that the day of

darkness is ready at his hand.

24 Trouble and anguish shall make him

afraid ; they shall prevail against him, as a

king ready to the battle.

25 For he stretcheth out his hand against

God, and strengtheneth himself against the

Almighty.
6 Ueb. A sound „//. firs. » Or, cat off.

3. [B.C. 1520.

26 He runneth upon him, even on his neck,

upon the thick bosses of his bucklers :

27 Because he covereth his face with his

fatness, and maketh collops of fat on his

flanks.

28 And lie dwelleth in desolate cities, and
in houses which no man inhabiteth, which are

ready to become heaps.

2'J He shall not be rieh, neither shall his

substance continue, neitlier shall he prolong

the perfection thereof upon the earth.

30 He shall not depart out of darkness ;

the flame shall dry up his branches, and by

the breath of his mouth shall he go away.

31 Let not him that is deceived trust in

vanity : for vanity shall be his recompence.

32 It shall be "accomplished before his

time, and his branch shall not be green.

33 He shall shake off his unripe grape as

the vine, and shall cast off his flower as the

olive.

34 For the congregation of hypocrites shall

he desolate, and fire shall consume the taber-

nacles of bribery.

35 '"They conceive mischief, and bring

forth "vanity, and their belly prepareth deceit.

10 Ps.ll. 7. U. Isu. 59. 4. " Or, iniquitt/.

Verse 2. ' The east tcimi:—T\us wind is parlicularly

stormy and boibterous in the Levant, and is even ac-

counted noxious in Arabia. It is -what our mariners call

a Levanter ; and is the same, called in the Acts of the

Apostles Eurochjdon, by -n-hich St. Paul and his com-
panions were wrecked on the island of Melita.

10. ' Grayheaded very aged .... much elder than

till/father.'—One of the Targums makes these three dis-

criminatious apply respectively to Job's three friends

;

paraphrasing thus—' But Eliphaz who is grey, and Bildad

who is aged, are with us ; and Zophar who is greater iu

days than thy father.'

33. 'Jie shall shake off his unripe fruit as the vine.'—

One would think this should apply to the blasting of the

unripe fruit by natural causes, as understood by most
interpreters. But it seems to have escaped every one, that

in such a case the blasted grapes would not fall or be

shaken off, but would remain tenaciously upon the clusters

till withered up. For this reason, and not for any reason

that he himself assigns, we incline to agree with Harmer
that it may signify that the grapes were plundered from
the vine by the Arabs during that brief interval in which
alone they are liable to depredation— that is, while they

have become ripe enough to be eaten and used in various

preparations, but are left upon the vine to become more

fully ripe. In tliat brief space the depredations of birdi

and insects, and in the East of men, may render of no
avail to the master of the vineyard all the care ofthe past,

and all the nearly realized hope of the future.

— ' Aud shall cast nff his Jlower as the olive.'—And. if

the flower is cast there can be no fruit. A north or north-

east wind is known to prove frequently most injurious to

the olive crop in the Levant by de,stroying the blossoms.

Dr. Chandler, in his Travels in Greece, says, ' We are

under an olive-tree laden with pale yellow flowers: a

strong breeze from the sea scattered the bloom and incom-
moded us, but the spot afforded no shelter more eligible.'

In another place he observes, ' The olive groves are now,
as anciently, a principal source of the riches of Athens.

The mills for pressing and grinding the olives are in the

town : the oil is deposited in large earthen jars, sunk in

the ground, in the area before the houses. The crops had
failed five years successively, when we arrived; the cause
assigned was a northerly wind, caJled Greco-Tramontane,
which destroyed the flower. The fruit is set in about a
fortnight, when tlie apprehension from this unpropitious

quarter ceases. The bloom in the following year was
unhurt, and we had the pleasure of leaving the Athenians
happy in the prospect of a plentiful harvest."

CHAPTER XVI.

1 Job reproveth his friends of vnmercifulness. 7 He
shewetk the pilifnlness of his case. 17 He main-

taineth his

Then Job answered and said,

2 I have heard many such things :
' 'mise-

rable comforters are ye all.

3 Shall "vain words have an end ? or what

emboldeneth thee that thou answercst ?

4 I also could speak as ye do : if your

soul were in my soul's stead, I could heap up
^ Hub. words of wind.
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words against you, and shake mine head at

you.

5 Bat I would strengthen you with my
moutli, and the moving of my lips should

asswage ]/our (;rief.

6 Though I speak, my grief is not as-

swaged : and thouyh I forbear, 'what am I

eased ?

7 But now he liath made me weary : thou

hast made desolate all my company.

8 And thou hast filled me with wrinkles,

which is a witness arjainst me : and my lean-

ness rising up in me beareth witjiess to my
face.

9 He teareth me in his wrath, who hateth

me : he gnasheth ujjon me with his teeth

;

mine enemy sharpeneth his eyes upon me.

10 They have gaped upon me with their

mouth ; they have smitten me upon the cheek

reproachfully : they have gathered themselves

together against me.
11 God "hath delivered me to the un-

godly, and turned me over into the hands of

the wicked.

12 I was at ease, but he hath broken me

asunder : he hath also taken me by my neck,

and shaken me to pieces, and set me up for

his mark.

13 His archers compass me round about,

he cleavetli my reins asunder, and doth not

spare ; he poureth out my gall upon the

grountl.

14 He breaketh me with breach upon
breach, he runneth upon me like a giant.

15 I have sewed sackcloth upon my skin,

and defiled my horn in the dust.

16 My face is foul with weeping, and on

my eyelids is the shadow of death
;

17 Not for any injustice in mine hands

:

also my prayer is pure.

.

18 earth, cover not thou my blood, and
let my cry have no place.

19 Also now, behold, my witness is in hea-

ven, and my record is \in high.

20 My friends ^scorn me : hut mine eye

poureth out tears unto God.
21 O that one might plead for a man with

God, as a man pleadeth for his "neighbour !

22 When 'a few years are come, then I

shall go the way ichence I shall not return.

Verse 4. ' Shahe mine head at yon.'—This is one of the

actions which, from the universality of their nse, seem
almost natural. It is often mentioned in Scripture

;

where, as everywhere else, it expresses sorrow, dissatis-

faction, or scorn.

9. ' He gnasheth upon me with his teeth .... sharpeneth

his ei/es upon me.'—These also are general signs of natural

passion. Homer in like manner uses both together when
he describes Achilles as panting to avenge the death of

Patroclus :—
' He gnash'd his teeth, fire glimmer'd in his eyes,

Anguish intolerable wrung his heart

And fury against Troy, while he put on
His glorious arms.'

—

Iliad, xix. 365. Cowper.

The reference to the eyes, however,— ' sharpeneth his

eyes,' has a peculiar force which some translators have
injudiciously relinquished. It is quite an Oriental ex-
pression, and is still used in the East.

10. ' Thei/ hare smitten me upon the cheek reproach-

fully'—This seems a very abrupt change of figure, all

the rest in this and the preceding verse being drawn from
the assaults of wild beasts. The figure is sustained in

Dr. Good's version of this clause, which he supports by
weighty critical reasons :

—
' They rend my cheek to

tatters.'

13. ^ His archers compass me.'—This series of figures

appears to be taken from the proceedings of huntsmen.
First they surround the beast, then shoot him with their

arrows, his entrails are then taken out, and his body
broken up limb from limb.

CHAPTER XVII.

I Joh appealelhfrom men to God. 6 The unmerciful
dealing of men with the afflicted may astonish, but
not discourage the righteous. 1 1 His hope is not in

life, but in death.

My 'breath is corrupt, my days are extinct,

the graves ai-e ready for me.

2 Ai-e there not mockers with me? and
doth not mine eye "continue in their provoca-
tion ?

3 Lay down now, put me in a surety with
thee ; who is he tliat will strike hands with me ?

1 Or, jpiril IS spenX. t Hcb. Mge.

4 For thou hast hid their heart from un-

derstanding: therefore slialt thou not exalt

them.

5 He that speaketh flattery to his friends,

even the eyes of his children shall fail.

6 He hath made me also a byword of the

people ; and "aforetime I was as a tabret.

7 Mine eye also is dim by reason of sor-

row, and all 'my members are as a shadow.

8 Upright men shall be astonied at this,

and the innocent shall stir up himself against

the hypocrite.

9 The righteous also shall hold on his way,
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and he that liath clean hands 'shall be

stronger and stronger.

10 But as for you all, do ye return, and
come now : for I cannot find one wise juuh

among you.

11 My days are past, my purposes are

broken off, even 'the thoughts of my heart.

12 They change the night into day: the

light is 'short because of darkness.

13 If I wait, the grave is mine house : I

have made my bed in the darkness.

14 I have "said to corruption, Thou art

my father : to the worm, Thou art my mother,

and my sister.

15 And where is now my hope? as for my
hope, who shall see it ?

16 They shall go down to the bars of the

pit, when our rest together is in the dust.

Verse 6. ' Aforetime Twas as a tahret'—The word here
rendered ' tabret ' is flSn tupheth, which translators have

very differently understood. Our version derives it from
Sin, ' a tabret,' which is perhaps the least tenable alter-

native. Others look for its root in the Cbaldee word fllh,
' to spit out ' (as in abhorrence) ; whence Gesenius renders,
* 1 was an abhorrence before them.' But the large majo-
rity draw its meaning from nilD pathah, or from flD',

japhath, in which case it will signify a simpleton or dotard,

or one who is an object of astonishment or wonder. The
Vulgate sanctions this view, -which has been taken in

English versions before and since the present. Tyndale's

version of the whole verse is, ' He hath made me as it

were a bye-worde of the common people ; I am his

gestyiuge-stoche among them.' Heath has 'a prodigy;'

Boothroyd, • a gazing-stock ;' Good, ' a dotard ;' Lee, ' an
abomination;' Noyes, 'a by-word.' After this, we need
not add that the retrospective reference ' aforetime ' is

erroneous, the clause being applied to the then present

condition of Job.

10. ' Meturn, and come norv.'—This is not very intelli-

gible. The original certainly allows, and the sense re-

quires, something like the ' Get ye hence, and begone ' of

Good.

CHAPTER XVIII.

1 Bildad reproveth Job ofpresmnption and impatience.

5 The calamities of the wicked.

Then answered Bildad the Shuhite, and said,

2 How long will it be ere ye make an end
of words? mark, and afterwards we will

speak.

3 Wherefore are we counted as beasts, and
reputed vile in your sight ?

4 He teareth 'himself in his anger : shall

the earth be forsaken for thee ? and shall the

rock be removed out of his place ?

5 Yea, the light of the wicked shall be put

out, and the spark of his fire shall not shine.

6 The light shall be dark in his tabernacle,

and his 'candle shall be put out with him.

7 The steps of his strength shall be strait-

ened, and his own counsel shall cast him
down.

8 For he is cast into a net by his own feet,

and he walketh upon a snare.

9 The gin shall take /«>« by the heel, and
the robber shall prevail against him.

10 The snare is "laid for him in the

ground, and a trap for him in the way.

11 Terrors shall make him afraid on every

side, and shall 'drive him to his feet.

12 His strength shall be hungerbitten, and
destruction shall be ready at his side.

13 It shall devour the 'strength of his

skin : even the firstborn of death shall devour
his strength.

14 "His confidence shall be rooted out of

his tabernacle, and it shall bring him to the

king of terrors.

1

5

It shall dwell in his tabernacle, because
it is none of his : brimstone shall be scattered

upon his habitation.

16 His roots shall be dried up beneath,

and above shall his branch be cut off.

17 'His remembrance shall perish from

the earth, and he shall have no name in the

street.

18 "He shall be driven from light into

darkness, and chased out of the woi-ld.

19 He shall neither have son nor nephew
among his people, nor any remaining in his

dwellings.

20 They that come after him shall be

astonied at his day, as they that "went before

'"were affrighted.

21 Surely such are the dwellings of the

wicked, and this is the place of him that

knovveth not God.

8 Or, lamp.
0. I'.sal. II!
I Or, tin-d ii'i Hcb. laid hold on /
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Verse 8. ' He is cast into a net.'—In this and the two fol-

lowing verses there seems to be a distinct reference to the

modes in which wild beasts were taken by stratagem in

the time of Job, and which, so far as they can be distin-

guished, are much the same as those which are now and
ever have been practised in the East. But as there are
other passages of Scripture in which these usages seem to

be mentioued with greater distinctness, we withhold for
the present those statements which may furnish the illus-

tration they require.

13. ' Thefirstborn of death.'—This bold expression has
been variously understood. It seems clear that Death is

described as the parent of the calamities or diseases which
destroy life ; and the most grievous and awful is distin-

guished as the ' firstborn.' To what calamity or disease

this pre-eminence is assigned is not known. Some think
the famine ; others the pestilence, which was emphatically
called ' Death ' by the Hebrews. Examples of this strong
figure might be cited from eastern poetry. ' Death, the
mother of vultures,' occurs in an Arabian poem—the last

of the Moallakat. Professor Lee takes the expression to

,be a periphrasis for the worm ; and, as worms are very
soon generated in a dead body, he supposes the term ' first-

born ' here to allude to that circumstance.

15. 'Brimstone shall be scattered upon his habitation.'

—In the Introduction to this book, we intimated that the
supposed absence of any mention of the destruction of ' the

B. CB.C. 1.520.

cities of the plain ' had been used as an argument to prove
that the time of Job was prior to that event. We do not
believe that it was ; and therefore do not by any means
suppose it impossible that this passage may allude to that

awful judgment. The word ' brimstone ' is the same as

that used in Gen. xix. ; and the word rendered ' scattered

'

might as well be ' rained.' Other explanations may how-
ever be given. ' Some think,' says Gill, ' respect is had to
the lustration of houses with sulphur to drive away
diEmons, and remove impurity, to make them fit to dwell
iu : and others think it refers to the burning of sulphur in

houses at funerals, to testify and exaggerate mourning.'
These customs existed among the Greeks and Romans.
The first is mentioned by Homer (Od. xxii. 481). Brim-
stone was employed iu all sorts of purifications, even for

the persons of the culpable and impure.
17. 'He shall have no name in the street.'—A very good

illustration of this text is furnished by Mr. Roberts, from
the proverbial expressions of the Hindoos. ' What kind
of man is Ramar ?'—

' I will tell you : his name is in every
street;' which means, he is a person of great fame. ' Oh,
my lord, only grant me this favour, and your name shall

be in every street.' ' Who does not wish his name to be
in the streets ?

'
' Wretch, where is thy name ; what dog

of the street will acknowledge thee ?' ' From generation
to generation shall his name be in the streets.'

CHAPTER XIX.

1 Job, coinplaining of his friends' cruelty, sheicelh

there is misery enough in him to feed tlieir cruelty.

21, 2S He cravethpity. 25 He hetieveth the resur-

rection.

Then Job answered and said,

2 How long will ye vex my soul, and break

me in pieces with words ?

3 These ten times have ye reproached me :

ye are not ashamed that ye 'make yourselves

strange to me.

4 And be it indeed that I have erred, mine
error remaineth with myself.

5 If indeed ye will magnify yourselves

against me, and plead against me my re-

proach :

6 Know now that God hath overthrown
me, and hath compassed me with his net.

7 Behold, I cry out of %rong, but I am
not heard : I cry aloud, but there is no judg-
ment.

8 He hath fenced up my way that I can-

not pass, and he hath set darkness in my
paths.

9 lie hath stripped me of ray glory, and
taken the crown from my head.

10 He hath destroyed me on every side,

and I am gone : and mine hope hath he re-

moved like a tree.

11 He hath also kindled his wrath against

me, and he counteth me unto him as one of
his enemies.

12 His troops come together, and raise up

' Or, harden yourselves against me.
5 Psal. 41. y, and 56. 13, 14, 20. '

their way against me, and encamj) round
about my tabernacle.

13 He hath put my brethren far from ine,

and mine acquaintance are verily estranged
from me.

14 My kinsfolk have failed, and my fami-
liar friends have forgotten me.

15 They that dwell in mine house, and my
maids, count me for a stranger : I am an alien

in their sight.

16 I called my servant, and he gave me no
answer ; I intreated him with my mouth.

17 My breath is strange to my wife,

though I intreated for the cliildren's sake of
^mine own body.

1

8

Yea, ''young children despised me ; I

arose, and they spake against me.
19 'All 'my inward friends abhorred me

:

and they whom I loved are turned against
me.

20 My bone cleaveth to my skin ^and to

my flesh, and I am escaped with the skin of
my teeth.

21 Have pity upon me, have pity upon me,
O ye my friends ; for the hand of God hath
touched me.

22 Why do ye persecute me as God, and
are not satisfied with my flesh ?

23 "Oh that my words were now written I

oh that they were printed in a book !

24 That they were graven with an iron

pen and lead in the rock for ever

!

25 For I know that my redeemer liveth,
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and that he shall stand at the latter day upon
the earth :

26 "And though after my skin icorms de-

stroy this body, yet in my flesh shall I see God :

27 Whom I shall see for myself, and mine
eyes shall hehold, and not '"another ; though

my reins bo consumed "within me.

28 But ye should say, Why persecute we
him, "seeing the root of the matter is found in

me?
29 Be ye afraid of the sword : for wrath

bringeth the punishments of the sword, that ye
may know there is a judgment.

Verse fi. * God hath overthroivn vie, and hath compassed
me with his 7iet.'—It admits of a conjecture that this may
allude to a very ancient mode of combat, which was pre-

served by the Romans in their public shows, in which men
fought with each other. In this mode of combat, a gla-

diator, called a retiariiis, was matched with another, called

a seciitor. The latter was armed with a helmet, buckler,

and sword ; while the retiarius wore only a short coat or

tunic, and went bareheaded. He carried in his left hand
a three-pointed lance or trident, and in his right a net.

lie pursued his adversary, endeavouring to entangle his

head in the net, that he might the more easily despatch
him with his trident. But if he missed his aim, by either

throwing his net short of his mark or beyoud it, he tunied
round and fied, till he should be able to get his net ready
for a second thiow, but was meanwhile pursued by his

opponent (tbeiice called secutor, or follower), who endea-
voured to overtake and slay him before he could be ready
for his next attempt. Similar methods of entangling an
adversary were long before and often used in actual war-
fare, either as a regular practice or as a stratagem. There
is an instance in history, about si.x hundred years before

Christ, in a single combat between the commanders of the
Athenian and Mitylenean forces. The latter (Pittacus,

one of the famous seven sages) concealed behind his shield

anet, which throwingsuddeiily, he entangled the Athenian
general, and easily slew him

20. -i am escaped with the si in of n j teith —There is

scarcely,' says Good, ' any verse in the whole poem that

has more puzzled commentators, and excited a greater
variety of renderings, than this,' This is true, and we fear

that his own rendering only extends the range of uncer-
tainty. It is, ' In the skin of my teeth I am dissolved.'

It is undoubtedly a proverbial expression ; and we must
confess that we cannot understand it, unless it refers to the

gums, which might, in the Oriental style, not improperly
l)e called ' the skin of the teeth,' since they do enclose anil

cover the lower part of the teeth. And as it is one form
of Oriental oppression to knock out the teeth, and since the

teeth are lost through disease or age, the loss might well

be referred to proverbially, as expressing a last stage of

bodily desolation and decay, from whatever cause proceed-

ing. Under this view the text would signify, ' I am escaped

with my gums only,' forming a degree in the kind of com-
parison used by ourselves when we say tliat such a persou

escaped only with life. And further, as so many compa-
risons in this book are derived from the various conditions

of animal life, may there not be here a sort of reference to

the helpless hopeless condition of a beast of prey when
deprived of its teeth by accident or age ?

23. ' Oh that vii/ words . . . were printed in a book.'—

This is an interpretation well adapted to mislead the unin-

structed reader, printing being but a recent invention. It

niiaus inscribed in a register—written in some peiuianent

retold

.4 Graien with an inn p i anl lead m the rockfor

%. P
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ever.'—This and the preceding verse have been most un-
fortunately rendered in our own and many other versions,

so as not only to confound the sense, but to destroy the

force and beauty with which the ideas rise over each other

to the' marked climax with which they close. To avoid
critical details, we shall quote Dr. Good's translation of
both verses, as it preserves the meaning and force of the
original better than any other we have consulted, though
the Vulgate approaches it ;

—

' ! that my words were even now written down
;

O I that they were engraven upon a table
;

With a pen of iron upon lead !

—

That they were sculptured in a rock for ever !'

Of writing upon lead we have already written in the

general note under Di-'Ut. xxxi. . In the same note we have
also mentioned the pens of iron and other metals which
were used for inscribing the characters on lead, wax, and
other substances, of which the ancient writing-tablets were
formed. Some of the forms which they bore are repre-

sented in the cut we now give ; and which also represents

the mode in which they were employed, according to the

substances on which they operated.

Concerning the ancient custom of inscribing memorials
intended to be permanent on rocks and stones, we have also

spoken rather fully in the note to Exod. xxxii. 15.

Job's allusion to this mode of writing is the more inte-

resting when we become aware of the existence of rocks
so engraven in the very region which is supposed to have
been the scene of the poem. It is not necessary to argue
that these inscriptions were so old as the time of Job ; but
the text shews that the custom which these rocks evince
existed in his time. These sculptured rocks are found on
the routes which lead from Egypt to the Sinai mountains,
although the greatest number of them occur together in

the Wady Mokatteb. This is a valley, about seven miles
long, stretching out from the Wady Sheikh to the Sinai

mountains, the sides of which present for the most part

abrupt cliffs twenty or thirty feet high. These cliffs are
thickly covered with the inscriptions, which are continued
at intervals for the distance of at least five miles. Many
attempts have been made to decipher tliese inscriptions,

which are in an alphabetic character not, otherwise than
from them, known to palEeographists. They were first

mentioned by the traveller Cosmos in a.d. 53.5, and the

character was even then unknown. He supposed them the

work of the ancient Hebrews ; and says that certain Jews
who had read them explained them to him as noting *the
journey of such a one out of such a tribe, in such a year
and month,' much in the manner of modern travellers.

Further than this the most recent decipherer has hardly
advanced. When the attention of European scholars was
again turned to these inscriptions, almost a century since,

by Hishop Clayton, they were still supposed by him and
others to have been the work of the Hebrews on their

journey to Sinai. More recently they have been regarded
as the work of Christian pilgrims, on their way from
Egypt to Sinai, during the fourth century. But the con-

teuts of them were unknown in the time of Cosmos, and
no tradition seems to have then existed respecting their

origin. As to the character itself. Gesenius thought that

they belonged to that species of the Phoenician, or rather

Syrian, which in the first centuries of the Christian era

was extensively employed throughout Syria, and partly in

Egypt; having most affinity to the Palmyrene inscriptions.

But Professor Beer, of Leipzig, who has quite recently de-

ciphered these inscriptions for the first time, regards them
as exhibiting the onl'y remains of the language and cha-

racter once peculiar to the Nabathseans of Arabia Petrtpa;

and supposes that if, at any future time, stones with the

writing of the country should be found among the ruins

of Petra, the character would prove to be the same with
that of the inscriptions of Sinai. And this had already
proved to have been the fact, although he knew it not

;

for, in the then unpublished travels of Irby and Manfilcs,

is made of a tomb at Petra «ilh an oblong tablet
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containing an inscription ' in five long lines, and imme-
diately uuderneath a single figure,' on a large scale, pro-

bably the date. ' The characters were such as none of the

party had seen before, excepting Mr. Bankes, who, on
comparing them, stated them to be precisely similar to

those which he had seen scratched on the rocks in the

Wady Mokatteb, and about the foot of Sinai.' According
to this view, the inscriptions may not improbably turn out

to have been made by the native inhabitants of the moun-
tains. ' Still,' says Professor Robinson, ' it cannot but be
regarded as a most singular fact, that here, in these lone
mountains, an alphabet should be found upon the rocks,

which is shewn by the thousands of inscriptions to have
been once a very current one, but of which perhaps else-

where not a trace remains.'

The contents of the inscriptions, so far as Professor Beer

B. [B.C. 1520.

has proceeded, consists only of proper names, preceded
sometimes by a word signifying * peace,' but sometimes
' memoriaius sit,' and a few times ' blessed." Before the

names the word bar or ben, ' son,' sometimes occurs ; and
they are sometimes followed by one or two words at the

end—thus the word 'priest' occurs twice as a title. In

one or two instances the name is followed by a phrase or

sentence which has not yet been deciphered. Among the

names, none Jewish or Christian have been found ; and
the words which are not proper names seem to belong to

an Aramaan dialect. A language of this kind Professor

Beer supposes to have been spoken by the Nabathffians,

before the present Arabic language spread itself over those

parts ; and of that language and writing he regards these

as the only monuments now known to exist.

CHAPTER XX.

Zophar sheweth the state and portion of the wicked.

Then answered Zophar the Naamathite, and
said,

2 Therefore do my thoughts cause me to

answer, and for tids 'I make haste.

3 I have heard the check of my reproach,

and the spirit of my understanding eausetii

me to answer.

4 Knowest thou not this of old, since man
was placed upon earth,

5 'That the triumphing of the wicked is

'short, and the joy of the hypocrite but for a
moment ?

6 Though his excellency mount up to the

heavens, and his head reach unto tlie 'clouds

;

7 Yet he shall perish for ever like his own
dung: they which have seen him shall say,

Where is he ?

8 He shall fly away as a dream, and shall

not be found : yea, he shall be chased away as

a vision of the night.

9 The eye also v;hich saw him shall see him
no more ; neither shall his place any more be-

hold him.

10 'His children shall seek to please the

poor, and his hands shall restore their goods.

11 His bones are full of the sin of his

youth, v\liich shall lie down with him in the

dust.

12 Though wickedness be sweet in his

mouth, though he hide it under his tongue
;

13 Thoui/h he spare it, and forsake it not

;

but keep it still Vithin his mouth :

14 Vet his meat in his bowels is turned, if

is the gall of as])s within him.

15 He hath swallowed down riches, and he

shall vomit tiiem tip again : God sliall cast

them out of his belly.

S Psnl. 37. 35, 3(>. » Ueb
mn It

16 He shall suck the poison of asps : the

viper's tongue shcill slay him.

17 He shall not see the rivers, 'the floods,

the brooks of honey and butter.

18 That which he laboured for shall he

restore, and shall not swallow it down : "ac-

cording to his substance shall the restitution

be, and he shall not rejoice therein.

19 Because he hath "oppressed and hath

forsaken the poor ; bccmtse he hath violently

taken away an house which he builded not

;

20 '"Surely he shall not ''feel quietness in

his belly, he shall not save of that which he

desired.

21 "There shall none of his meat be left;

therefore shall no man look for his goods.

22 In the fulness of his sutHciency he shall

be in strfiits : every hand of the '^wicked shall

come upon him.

23 When he is about to fill his belly, God
shall cast the fury of his wrath upon him, and

shall rain it upon him while he is eating.

24 He shall flee from the iron weapon, and
the bow of steel shall strike him through.

25 It is drawn, and cometh out of the

body ; yea, the glittering sword cometh out of

his gall : terrors are upon him.

26 All darkness shall be hid in his secret

places : a fire not blown shall consume him ; it

shall go ill with him that is left in his taber-

nacle.

27 The heavens shall reveal his iniquity

;

and the earth shall rise up against him.

28 The increase of his house shall depart,

and his goods shall flow away in the day of his

wrath.

29 This is the portion of a wicked man
from God, and the heritage "appointed unto

him by God.

ir. * Uvh. cloud. » Or, tlie poor shall oppress his children.

$. 8 Ileb. according to thtt suhsuince of his exehanga,

. know. l« Or, thcru shall be none leji/or hit meat.
i« Ueb. ttfhis decree J'tom Ood.
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Verse 14. ' Asps.'—The word is )nS pethen, and very

probably denotes the famous aspic of antiquity. The ancient

writers however make mention of it in so loose and in-

definite a manner, that it is perhaps not easy to determine
the species with precision. We know something better of
the effect of its bite, which has been particularly described

by Dioscorides and others. The sight became dim imme-
diately after the wound ; a swelling took place, and pain was
felt in the stomach, followed by stupor, convulsions, and
death. The bite was generally allowed to be incurable, or

at least to admit of no other cure than the immediate exci-

sion of the wounded part. In name and description, the

snake that seems best to agree with the pet/ien of the He-
brews, if not with the aspic of profane antiquity, is the

baiaii of the Arabians, the Coluber (vipera) Lebatina of

Linnffius. It is briefly noticed by Forskal. It is about a
foot in length, and two inches in circumference ; its colour

being black and white. It is poisonous in the highest de-

gree : the body of the sufferer swells, and death almost

immediately ensues. The literati of Cyprus regarded it as

the ancient aspic; and, whether so or not, the probability

of its being the Hebrew pethen will be very considerable.

Besides the similarity of name, and other circumstances, it

is observable that the common people at Cyprus call this

snake kiifi (Koicpv) deaf and m Ps. Iviii, 4, we actually

find that rfeo/iffss IS ascril" 1 t tl ...v'../ This deafness.

3. [B.C. 1520.

however, is not want of hearing, but insensibility to the

musical notes of the serpent charmers. This is raiher a
strong circumstance.

16. 'Viper.'—The Hebrew word is nj/SX epheh; and

there is little reason to question that it denotes the same
serpent which the Arabians at the present day call by the

same name. There have been several descriptions of it,

which vary in some details, but agree on the whole. Our
cut is taken from that which is given in Jackson's Marocco
(p. 110), the substantial accuracy of which is attested by
Riley, as well as by its conformity to written descriptions.

It is one of the most common and venomous of the serpent
tribe in northern Africa and south-western Asia. It is

thns described by Jackson :
—

' El Effah is the name of the
other serpent remarkable for its quick and penetrating

poison. It is about two feet long ' (sometimes much less

or much more, according to others) ' and as thick as a
man's arm, beautifully spotted with yellow and brown, and
sprinkled over with blackish specks. They have a wide
mouth, by which they inhale a great quantity of air, and
when inflated therewith they eject it with such force as to

be heard to a considerable distance.' These mortal ene-

mies to mankind are described by him as abounding in

the desert of Suse, where their holes are so numerous that

it is difficult for a horse to pass without stumbling.

Captain Riley, in his Authentic Natrative (New York,

181 7), confirms this account in substance. He describes
the colour as ' the most beautiful in nature ;' and observes,
that he had seen Jackson's engraving, which was ' a very
correct resemblance." He adds, that these serpents often

attack and destroy both men and beasts, and that the poison
is so subtile as to occasion death in fifteen minutes. The
species is probably the same with the Vipera JEijyptiaca
of Latreille. The Ephah is also mentioned in Isa. xxx. 6

;

and it is the same which, in the New Testament, occurs
under the name of exiSrti or ' viper.' Acts xxviii. 3, as
well as the present text, illustrates the common belief of
antiquity, that the bite of one of these serpents was a
punishment directly inflicted by Heaven.

17. 'The rivers, the floods, the brooks of hone!/ and butter.'

—Moses uses similar expressions in describing the fertility

and abundance of Canaan, and Bishop Warburton thinks
it is here a proverbial speech taken from these descriptions.

This would be proving the book of Job later than the Pen-
tateuch ; and it is enough to observe that such expressions
are in the true spirit of Oriental description in intimating
the abundance of the things specified, and is still common
in Arabia, where honey, butter, and milk, are as much
esteemed as they were by the patriarchs of Scripture.

Mohammed describes his paradise after the same style

:

' Therein are rivers of incorruptible water ; and rivers of
milk, the taste whereof changeth not ; and rivers of wine

pleasant to those who drink ; and rivers of clarified honey :'

and, although this description is taken by many Moham-
medans to be real ; others, acquainted with the descriptive

hyperboles of the Arabians, believe it to be figurative

only.—' Rivers of butter,' seeming to imply its fluidity, is

rather a perplexing expression ; and as butter is only thus

described in the poetical Sjriptures, perhaps the word

(ilNpn chemah) in its poetical use acquires the meaning

of 37n chalab, ' milk ;' whence the Arabic version has in

this place, ' milk,' not ' butter.' But it is also true that the

word not only signifies butter, but thick milk, or cream

;

and may very well be so understood in the present text.

21. ' Tliere shall none nf his meat be left,' etc.—This is

reckoned among the difficult passages of the book of Job

;

and, accordingly, very different renderings and interpreta-

tions have been given. We think all the apparent diffi-

culty has arisen from the want of adequate reference to the

customs of the East. It is there usual for persons of con-

sideration, and certainly those who make any pretensions

to liberality, to maintain a table much beyond the wants of

their own household, and the superfluity of which goes to

feed a number of poor people and hungry expectants.

May not, therefore, this text mean, that the person described

was of so mean a di _
'

"

own needs, so that nothing was left 1
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racter would in the highest degree be disgraceful and ig-

nomiuious in Arabia.

24. ' Tlie bow of sleel.'—It is difficult to understand how
the word ' steel ' came here. It is certainly the common

[B.C. 1520.

word for ' brass ' (^t^'•1^3 nekhiishah), or rather

•.' We have on former occasions noticed the extent

h the metal was anciently employed in the fabrica-

CHAPTER XXI,

1 Job sheueth that even in thejudgment of man he hath

reason to be grieved. 7 Sometimes the wicked do so

pjosper, as the;/ despise God. 16 Sometimes their

destruction is manifest. 23 llie happy and unhappy
are alike in death. 27 2'he judgment of the wicked
is in another world.

But Job answered and said,

2 Hear diligently my speech, and let this

be your consolations.

3 S\ifter me that I may speak ; and after

that I have spoken, mock on.

4 As for me, is my complaint to man ? and
if it vcre so, why should not my spirit be

'troubled ?

5 "Mark me, and be astonished, and lay

1/our hand upon yoza- mouth.

6 Even when I remember I am afraid, and
trembling taketh hold on my flesh.

7 °\\'herefore do the wicked live, become
old, yea, are mighty in power?

8 Their seed is established in their sight

with them, and their offspring before their

eyes.

9 Their houses 'are safe from fear, neither

is the rod of God ujjon them.

10 Their bull gendereth, and faileth not;
their cow calveth, and casteth not her calf.

11 They send forth their little ones like a

flock, and their children dance.

12 They take the timbrel and harp, and
rejoice at the sound of the organ.

13 They spend their days ^in wealth, and
in a moment go down to the grave.

14 "Therefore they say unto God, Depart
from us ; for we desire not the knowledge of

thy ways.

15 What is the Afmighty, that we should

serve him ? and what profit should we have, if

we pray unto him ?

1() Lo, their good is not in their hand : the

counsel of the wicked is far from me.
17 How oft is the 'candle of the wicked put

i out? and how oft cometh their destruction
' upon them ? God distributeth sorrows in his

anger.

I

18 They are as stubble before the wind,

I

and as chaff that the storm ?carrieth away.

j

19 God layeth up "his iniquity for his

j

children : he rewardeth him, and he shall

know it.

20 His eyes shall see his destruction, and

he shall drink of the wrath of the Almighty.

i

21 For what pleasure hat/i he in his house

j

after him, when the number of his months is

i
cut off in the midst ?

22 Shall ail)/ teach God knowledge? see-

ing he judgeth those that are high.

23 One dieth '°in his full strength, being

wholly at ease and quiet.

24 His "breasts are full of milk, and his

bones are moistened with marrow.

25 And another dieth in the bitteraess of

his soul, and never eateth with pleasure.

26 They shall lie down alike in the dust,

and the worms shall cover them.

27 Behold, I know your thoughts, and the

devices ichich ye wrongfully imagine against

me.

28 For ye say. Where is the house of the

prince? and where are '"the dwelling places

of the wicked ?

29 Have ye not asked them that go by the

way ? and do ye not know their tokens,

30 "That the wicked is reserved to the day

of destruction ? they shall be brought forth to

"the day of wrath.

31 Who shall declare his way to his face ?

and who shall repay him what he hath done ?

32 Yet shall he be brought to the '''grave,

and shall "remain in the tomb.

33 The clods of the valley shall be sweet

unto him, and every man shall draw after

him, as t/iere are innumerable before him.

34 How then comfort ye me in vain, seeing

in your answers there renuiineth ' 'falsehood ?

1 irdi. shoriemd.
5 (

10 II<

inh. « Chap. »2. 17. ^ Or, /omp.
is ver\j per/ertian, or, in Vie strength of his ^(nject

. Ifi. 4. u Heb. (/u? rfwy o/«TaI/w. l^

73.3,15. Jer. 12. 1. Hab. 1. 16.

llcb. sirnlelh away. » That i

I Or, milk-pails. >8 Hftb. the te>

vcs. 16 Heb. tcatch in the heat

[!eb. are peace from fear,
tishment of his iniquitv.

tabernacles of the wicked.

Verse 24. ' Uis hreasis are full uf milk:—The word
rendered' breasts' (sing. fUl! a/i«)isapparentIyof foreign

orifrir ; and, as it does not anywhere else occur, it has been
su differently understood as to &tiew that its precise mean

ing is not known. It ha.s been understood of the sides, the

loins, the bowels, the milk vessels, a sleek skin, milk-pails,

pastures, etc. We do not think it necessary to examine thcs*

alternatives, as their variety seems enough to evince that
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the true meaning of the word is lost. That which the

Si'Ptuagint and Vulgate have chosen is ' howels ;
and they

also have * fat ' instead of ' milk.' Amidst all this variety

of interpretation it is, however, not difficult to conceive

that the general reference is to that fulness of those sus-

taining milky juices mentioned in the note to Jt. 10 ;
and

which denotes a prosperous state of health. Our trans-

lators may, however, be vindicated in adopting such an

unusual and seeming preposterous reading as ' breasts. It

seems to be well authenticated, that, under peculiar cir-

cumstances, there maybe even to the breast of man a

determination of those milky juices in which the healthy

human frame abounds. ' Our translators had probably read

anecdotes of such facts, and, having determined to read

dalab as 'milk' (see xx. 17), considered themselves war-

ranted in reading atin as 'breast,' not, perhaps, being

aware that there could be milk anywhere else. Purchas,

who was a contemporary of the translators, gives some in-

stances of the sort, after J. dos Sanctos. We will trans-

cribe the passage. -^ ,

' One Peter, a Christian Cafar, at Sofala, his wife dying

after travail of a daughter, nourished the same with the

milk of his own breasts, a whole year, at the end whereof

it died ; and then the milk dried up in his breasts. He

told me, that pity of the motherless crying infant, which

his poverty could not otherwise relieve, caused him to

seek to still it by laying it to his breast, and then gave it

somewhat to drink ; which having continued two or three

days, his breast began to yield milk. Persons of credit

in India told me the like of a poor Jew of Ormus, which

nourished his sonne with his brests, the mother dying

when it was young, in the castle. After my return to

Portugal, 1 heard, by eye witnesses, of a poor man in

Moura, which, being sixty years old, had as much milk

as a woman-nurse, and gave suck to two children. {Fil-

qrimuqe, ix. 12.2.) A similar and well-attested fact is

related by Humboldt, in his Personal Narrative. It is

perhaps not irrelevant to add here the fact, well known to

mothers, that the breasts of male as well as female chil-

dren, lately born, are frequently full of milk, which is

usually pressed out by the hand. But, although such facts

may be useful for illustrating the sense which our transla-

tion gives, it does not follow that this sense is the right

one. We hold it to be uncertain : but can still see much

probability in the opinion of Professor Lee, that the word

rendered 'breasts' really signifies that sort of leathern

bottle in which milk, wine, etc., are kept in the East.

This is certainly the simpler interpretation.

29. ' Have ye not asked them thai go bij the waij ?'—that

is, travellers. To subvert the position advanced in the

preceding chapter by Zophar, Job had been adducing in-

stances of impious men who pass their lives in ease and

prosperity, enjoy a comfortable old age, and descend with

honour to the grave. He then anticipates and refutes the

objections which might be taken to this assertion
;
but per-

ceiviu" by the looks of his friends that they did not agree,

he, with some warmth, appeals to the testimony of travel-

ler's, who mention instances of great oppressors who had

Greek or

even escaped in times of general ruin, and had eventually

dieil a peaceful death, had been buried with great pomp,

and had been-honoured with such splendid monuments that

they seemed to live and flourish again m their very

tombs

—

Even this man is borne with honours to his grave,

Yea, he still survives upon the tomb ; v. 32, etc.

Many illustrations of the sentiment involved in the whole

passage might be adduced. Dr. Good produces the follow-

ing from the second of the Golden Poems of the Mo-

allakat :

—

^ ,

'
I see no difference between the tomb of the anxious

miser gasping over his hoard, and the tomb of the liber-

tine lost in voluptuousness. Behold, the tombs of both of

them are raised on equal heaps of earth '. over wliich are

erected the massy columns of solid marble among the

thickening sepulchres.'

In reference to the whole passage the writer remarks,

that it is 's.xquisitely beautiful, and may challenge

finest outline of a magnificent sepulchre

Roman poetry.'
. ,

.33. ' The clods of the vallei/ shall he su-eet vnto him. —
This phrase involves a touching allusion to a feeling that

the person who is buried may in some degree partake of

the prosperous condition of the tomb which contains him.

This idea has its foundation in the root springs of our

nature; for who among ourselves is there, who, when

standing amidst the fresh, green, and sunny, though

somewhat shaded, solitude of an old village churchyard

where all voices save those of the rooks are distant, and

those not too near, but has associated the idea of perfect

peace, of pleasant rest after life's turmoils, with the refuge

of such a grave ? The craving—however religion or even

philosophy may strive to repress it—for a grave like this,

for ourselves or for those who are dear to us, involves the

supposition of consciousness in the dead, of which the

Hebrew poet here makes so happy a use. The same idea

seems to have been indulged by the Sultan Amurath the

Great, who died in 1450. ' Presently upon his death,' says

Knolles, in his Histor;! of the Turks, ' Mahomet his son,

for fear of some innovation to be made at home, raised

the siege and returned to Hadrianople : and afterwards

with great solemnity buried his dead body on the west

side of the city of Prusa,on the suburbs of the city, where

he now lieth, in a chapel without any roof, the grave

nothing differing from the manner of the common Turks
;

which, they say, he commanded to be done in his last will,

that the mercy and blessing of God (as he termed it)

might come unto him by the shining of the sun and

moon, and by the falling of the rain and the dew of

heaven upon his grave.'

— ' And every man shall draw after him,' etc.—This

verse, rightly understood, appears to refer to a funeral

procession, the number of persons attending which is,

in the East, usually in proportion to the honour in which

the deceased has been held.

CHAPTER XXII.

1 Eliphaz sheweth that man's goodness prqfitcth not

God.. 5 He accuseth Job of divers sins. 21 He
exhorteth him to lepentance, with promises ofmeny.

Then Eliphaz the Temanite answered and

said,
I

2 Can a man be profitable unto God, as

he that is wise may be profitable unto him-

self?

I Or, if he mny be proftable, dolli his good success depend t/iei

3 Is it any pleasure to the Almighty, that

thou art righteous? or is it gain to him, that

thou makest thy ways perfect ?
^ , .,

4 Will he reprove thee for fear ot thee ?

will he enter with thee into judgment ?

5 Is not thy wickedness great ? and thine

iniquities infinite ?

6 For thou hast taken a pledge from thy

brother fornought, and 'stripped the naked of

their clothing.
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7 Thou hast not given water to the weary

to drink, and thou hast withiiolden bread from

the hungry.

8 But as for "the mighty man, he had the

earth ; and the 'honourable man dwelt in it.

9 Thou hast sent widows away empty, and

the arms of the fatherless have been broken.

10 Therefore snares are round about thee,

and sudden fear troubleth thee ;

1

1

Or darkness, that thou canst not see ;

and abundance of waters cover thee.

12 Is not God in the height of heaven?

and behold "'the height of the stars, how high

they are

!

13 And thou sayest, "How doth God
know ? can he judge through the dark cloud ?

14 Thick clouds are a covering to him,

that he seeth not ; and he walketh in the cir-

cuit of heaven.

15 Hast thou marked the old way which

wicked men have trodden ?

IG Which were cut down out of time,

'whose foundation was overflown with a flood

:

17 "Which said unto God, Depart from

us : and what can the Almighty do "for

them ?

18 Yet he filled their houses with good

fhinffs : but '"the counsel of the wicked is far

from me.

19 "The righteous see it, and are glad:

and the innocent laugh them to scorn.

3 Heb. the man of arm, * Ileb. eminent^ or, accepted for
7 Jieh. aJlood was poured upon tftcir ft

20 Whereas our "substance is not cut
down, but "the remnant of them the fire con-
sumeth.

21 Acquaint now thyself "with him, and
be at peace : thereby good shall come unto

thee.

22 Receive, I pray thee, the law from his

mouth, and lay up his words in thine heart.

23 "If thou return to the Almighty, thou

shalt be built up, thou shalt put away iniquity

far from thy tabernacles.

24 Then shalt thou lay up gold '"as dust,

and the ffold of Ophir as the stones of the

brooks.

25 Yea, the Almighty shall be thy "de-
fence, and thou shalt have '"plenty of silver.

26 For then shalt thou have thy delight in

the Almighty, and shalt lift up thy face unto
God.

27 Thou shalt make thy prayer unto him,

and he shall hear thee, and thou shalt pay thy

vows.

28 Thou shalt also decree a thing, and it

shall be established unto thee : and the light

shall shine upon thy ways.

29 When men are cast down, then thou

shalt say. There is lifting up; and he shall

save "the humble person.

30 *°He shall deliver the island of the in-

nocent : and it is delivered by the pureness of

thine hands.

J Heb. the head of the start. ' Or, ff'hat.

unap. 21. 14. « Or.tothem. 10 Cll«p. 21. IB.

Or, their exceUency. " That \a,uiith Oiid. i» Chap. 8. 5, 6.

Or, g<ild. IS Ueh. silver of strenfjth, 19 llt^h. him that hath low byes.

t shall deliver tl^e island.

Verse 9. ' Tlie arms of thefatherless.'— So in the pre-

ceding verse the expression properly rendered ' the mighty
man,' is literally, 'man of arm' or 'arms.' In both cases

the word ' arm ' is evidently a figurative term expressing

power or strength. In this sense it is frequently used in

Scripture. Among the Arabians extent of arm is still

used to express power, while shortness of arm describes

impotence. The figure probably originated in the fact that

a man with long arms is able to reach many things

which are beyond the grasp of him whose arms are short.

16. ' If hose foundation was ..rnfh.wn with ajhmd:—
The whole passage with wliirli iln. i^ ,. t, I ;i|.ii ;irs

to us to refer to the Delir I'l ,i !

i
. , wr,

rather thinks that it descriL^ ii:
',

loin

and Gomorrah, and that the pi ^m iini^; • is Mi ml iV.mi

the overflowings of the Eupliniti's.

2.3. ' Jfthnu return to the Aliniyhty, thou shalt he built up.'

—Though building up may signify an increase of property,

and especially of children, which were considered the

chief riches among the Patriarchs, Israelites, and Asiatics

in general, and a promise of this kind must be very ac-

ceptable, yet, fortifiiing and prolecliny may be that which
650

is here principally intended. In all parts of Arabia
attacks upon the houses and property of individuals were
frequent, and to prevent suffering in this way, every house
was a sort of fortification, a wall being built round the

house too high to be easily scaled, and a very low door
in that wall, through which an Arab, who scarcely ever
dismounts from his horse, could not pass.

The monks of St. Catharine, who have a monastery on
the top of Mount Sinai, dare not even have a door in

their monastery, they are literally built up, and everything
that is received from below comes in a basket, let down
from the top of the wall by means of a rope and pulley.

Both persons and goods go and come in this way. To
this kind of ' building up' Eliphaz seems to refer.

24. ' Gold . . . .as the stones of the brooks.'—Here we
seem to have a very distinct reference to the source from
which the earliest supplies of precious metal were ob-

tained, namely, from the beds of the torrents which
brought down large or small particles of the precious

substances from the mountains. See the notes on Gen. ii.

11, and Exod. xxxi. 4.
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CHAPTER XXIII.

1 Job longeth to appear brfore God, 6 in confidence of
his mercy. 8 God, who is inridble, observith our
toni/s. 1 1 Job's innocence. 1 3 God's decree is im-
mtitable.

Then Job answered and said,

2 Even to day is my complaint bitter : 'my
stroke is hea\ier than my groaning.

3 Oh that I knew where I might find him !

that I might come even to his seat

!

4 I would order mij cause before him, and
fill my mouth with arguments.

5 I would know the words lohicli lie would

answer me, and understand what he would say

unto me.

6 Will he plead against me with his great

power ? No ; but he would put strength in me.

7 There the rigiiteous might dispute with

him ; so should I be delivered for ever from

my judge.

8 Behold, I go forward, but he is not

there; and backward, but I cannot perceive

him

:

y On the left hand, where he doth work.

but I cannot behold Mm : he hideth himself

on the right hand, that I cannot see him

:

10 But he knoweth Hhe way that I take

:

tvhen he hath tried me, I shall come forth as

gold.

11 My foot hath held his steps, his way
have I kept, and not declined.

12 Neither have I gone back from the

commandment of his lips ; "I have esteemed the

words of his mouth more than 'my necessary

food.

13 But he is in one mind, and who can

turn him ? and what 'his soul desireth, even

that he doeth.

14 For he performeth the thing that is ap-

pointed for me : and many such things are with

him.

15 Therefore am I troubled at his pre-

sence : when I consider, I am afraid of him.

16 For God maketh my heart soft, and the

Almighty troubleth me

:

17 Because I was not cut off before the

darkness, neither hath he covered the darkness

from my face.

Verse 11. • Myfoot halh held liis slms.'—The original

word rendered ' held ' is HinN ahhazah, the primary idea

of which is to seize, to lay fast hold of; and it greatly

improves the force of this passage to understand it not,

as we should naturally do, of simple treading ; but with

reference to that active grasping power which the Orientals

generally possess in their feet or rather toes. This we
have noticed under Judges i. 6 ; and shall therefore only

further observe, that an unshod Oriental, particularly an

Arab, in treading firmly, or in taking a determined stand,

does actually seem to lay hold of, seize, or grasp the ground
with his toes, giving a sort of fixedness in his position,

inconceivable to those the power of whose feet is cramped
by the habitual use of tight shoes, or indeed of any shoes.

This is what, as it appears to us. Job had in view in em-
ploying this forcible expression, the strength of which is

better preserved in Good's version than in any other we
have seen. It is, ' In his steps will I rivet my feet.'

CHAPTER XXIV.

1 Wickedness goeth often unpunished. 1 7 There is a

secret judi/mentJbr the wicked.

Why, seeing times are not hidden from the

Almighty, do they that know him not see his

days ?

2 Some remove the 'landmarks ; they vio-

lently take away flocks, and ""feed thereof.

3 They drive away the ass of the fatherless,

they take the widow's ox for a pledge.

4 They turn the needy out of the way : the

poor of the earth hide themselves together.

5 Behold, as wild asses in the desert, go

they forth to their work ; rising betimes for a

prey : the wilderness yieldeth food for them

and for their children.

6 They reap every one his ^corn in the

1 Deut. 19. 14, and 27. n. ! Or,/te(i them. a Ueb,

field; and "they gather the vintage of the

wicked.

7 They cause the naked to lodge without

clothing, that they have no covering in the

cold.

8 They are wet with the showers of the

mountains, and embrace the rock for want of

a shelter.

y They pluck the fatherless from the

breast, and take a pledge of the poor.

10 They cause him to go naked without

clothing, and they take away the sheaf from
the hungry

;

11 Ipliich make oil within their walls, and

tread tlieir winepresses, and sufl"er thirst.

12 Men groan from out of the city, and

the soul of the wounded crieth out : yet God
layeth not folly to them.

Inglcd I
! wicked gather the vintage.
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13 They are of tliose that rebel against the

light; they know not the ways thereof, nor
abide in the paths thereof.

14 Tiie murderer rising with the light

killeth the poor and needy, and in the night is

as a thief.

15 The eye also of the adulterer waiteth

for the twilight, saying, No eye shall see me :

and 'disguiseth his face.

16 In the dark they dig through houses,
lohick they had marked for themselves in the

daytime : they know not the light.

17 For the morning ts to them even as the
shadow of death : if one know t/iem, they are
ill the terrors of the shadow of death.

18 He is swift as the waters ; their portion

is cursed in the earth : he beholdeth not the

way of the vineyards.

It) Drought and heat 'consume the snow
s Heb. scitvth his /(ice in secret. fi Utb. v'wlcntli/ take. 7 Or, i

waters : so doth the grave those which iiave

sinned.

20 The womb shall forget him ; the worm
shall feed sweetly on him ; he shall be no more
remembered ; and wickedness shall be broken
as a tree.

21 He evil entreateth the barren that

beareth not : and doeth not good to the widow.
22 He draweth also the mighty with his

power : he riseth up, ^and no man is sure of life.

23 Though it be given him to he in safety,

whereon he resteth
; yet his eyes are upon

their ways.

24 They are exalted for a little while, but
"are gone and brought low ; they are 'taken
out of the way as all other, and cut off as the

tops of the ears of corn.

25 And if it he not so now, who will make
me a liar, and make my speecli nothing worth ?

trustet/i not his own li/e. B Heb. are nol. > Ileb. closed up.

Verse 8. ' Wet with the showers of the momlaim.'—This
scarcely exhibits the force of the original, which appears
rather to refer to torrents from the mountains, such as are
mentioned in ch.vi., than to showers of the mountains. We
would understand the whole verse to signify that they
were overtaken and drenched by the mountain torrent,

and, to save themselves, were obliged to cling to the naked
rocke. This is easily explained. As these streams owe
their origin and increase to the rains or melted snows of
distant mountains, the change from a dry bed, or a low
and sluggish driblet, to a deep, broad, and rapid stream, is

often amazingly sudden : and the volume of water, as it

sweeps down and fills the channel, carries before it, like

a whirlwind, whatever happens to be exposed to its fury.
This is by no means a rare circumstance, though some
torrents are more noted for their rapid changes than
others. We recollect in one instance to have crossed,
in Kurdistan, a deep and rapid stream, forded, on horse-
back, with far more danger and difficulty than any other
.full torrent we ever passed. This was about the time of
the autumnal rains; and we were informed that the
channel of this very stream had been the preceding day
almost a dry bed, and that the torrent had descended so
suddenly as to preclude the escape of three persons who
were crossing at the time and were swept away by the
current. Two of them were saved, indeed, by clinging to

the exposed roots of the bushes that grew on the banks,
when they happened to be driven near them ; but the third
was drowned. This torrent is noted for sudden changes,
and scarcely a year occurs in which several deaths do not
happen. As pathways sometimes lie along the dry beds
of these stieams, the danger is greater than merely cross-
ing their breadth would involve. In order to avoid a
longer route, we have sometimes spent almost half a day
in riding along the channel of a nearly exhausted torrent,
confined on either hand by tall cliffs, so that if the full

stream had descended, there could have been no escape
unless the rock could have been embraced for shelter.

10. ' Thei/ takeawai/ the sheaffrom the hungry.'—This is

a very faulty translation. The whole passage (u. 5-12) is

CHAPTER XXV.

liildad sheu-eth that man cannot be justified before Ood.

TuEN answered Bildad the Shuhite, and said,

2 Dominion and fear are with him, he

maketh peace in his high places.

3 Is there any number of his armies ? and
upon whom doth not his light arise?

a most graphic and painfully true picture of the condition
of the poor. Here it is said, that ' They carry the sheaf
hungry ;' and in the next verse ' They tread the winefat,
yet suffer thirst'—most touching intimations of the con-
dition of those whose toil produces the abundance in the
midst of which they sutler want. The passage suggests a
reminiscence of the following fine passage in Addison's
Letterfrom Itahj :—

' The poor inhabitant beholds in vain

The reddening orange and the swelling grain

;

Joyless to see the growing oils and wines.

And in the myrtles' fragrant shade repines

;

Starves, in the midst of Nature's beauty curst,

And in the loaded vineyard dies for thirst.'

24. ' Cut off as the tops of the ears of corn:—Th\s seems
very evidently to refer to a mode of reaping still common
in the East. According to this process the ears are cut off

near the top. the straw being left standing. We may
therefore take this to be the earliest mode of reaping men-
tioned in Scripture. But it does not follow that this was
the method used in latter times by the Hebrew nation. It

may have been so partially ; but in general the Hebrews
seem rather to have cut their corn low, so as to leave only
stubble in the ground, as we do. It is rather remarkable
that a process which implies the use of the sickle should
lie the first mentioned in the Bible. Men certainly gathered

harvests before they had sickles with which to cut the corn.

They then pulled up the corn by the roots ; and this pro-

cess appears to have been known to the Jews, as it was
kept up as an alternative after the sickle had been intro-

duced ; for, although more tedious, it was and is consi-

dered, in one respect, preferable, since it preserved the

whole of the straw, which is a very important considera-

tion in countries where no hay is produced. For the

same reason, the two methods of cutting and uprooting the
i

com still co-exist in the East, the hitter being exeetdingly
common, particularly in light soils and where the crop is

thin and short.
|
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4 'How tlien can man be justified with

God? or how can he be clean that is born of a
woman ?

5 Behold even to the moon, and it

shiiieth not
; yea, the stars are not pure in liis

siglit.

6 How much less man, that is 'a worm ?

and the son of man, tchich is a worm ?

CHAPTER XXVI.
1 Job, reproving tlie rmcharUahle spirit of Bildad,

5 achwuledgeth the power of God to be i'lifinite and
unsearcliable.

But Job answered and said,

2 How hast tliou helped him that is with-

out power ? how savest thou the arm that hath

no strength ?

3 How hast thou counselled him that hath

no wisdom ? and how hast thou plentifully de-

clared the thing as it is ?

4 To whom hast thou uttered words ? and
whose spirit came from thee ?

.5 Dead things are formed from under the

waters, 'and the inhabitants thereof

6 'Hell is naked before him, and destruc-

tion hath no covering.

7 He stretcheth out the north over the empty
place, and hangeth the earth upon nothing.

1 Or, with the inhaiitants. 2 lYoT. 15. 11. 3

8 He bindeth up the waters in his thick

clouds ; and the cloud is not rent under them.
y He holdeth back the face of his throne,

and spreadeth his cloud upon it.

10 He hath compassed the waters with

bounds, "until the day and night come to an
end.

11 Tlie pillars of heaven tremble and are

astonished at his reproof.

12 He divideth the sea with his power, and
by his vuiderstanding he smiteth through 'the

proud.

13 By liis spirit he hath garnished the hea-
vens ; his iiand hath formed the crooked ser-

pent.

14 Lo, these are parts of his ways : but

how little a portion is heard of him ? but the

thunder of his power who can understand ?

Ueh.uuti: the nd of light

Verse 7. ' He stretcheth out the north over the emptif

place' etc.—We must borrow Dr. J. M. Good's note on
this verse. ' In this couplet we liave one of the doctrines
of the earliest Idunieau or Arabian cosmology ; and which,
issuing perhaps from this quarter, was propagated in every
direction, and received as a popular tenet, in subsequent
ages, throughout Greece and Rome. The north, or north-

pole, is here usedsynecdochically for the heavens at large;

the inhabitants of Idumea knowing nothing of the south,

but believing it to be altogether uninhabited and uuin-
habitable; and in the language oi 0\\i, ponderibus librata

sius—" self-poised and balanced." By what means it was,
in their opinion, thus self-poised, and hung upon nothing
(as described in the text), we find amply e.\plained in

Lucretius, v. 535.

" That this mass terrene might hold unmoved
The world's mid regions, its excess of weiglit,

From its own centre downward, gradual ceased
;

And all below a different power assumed
From earliest birth, a nature more attuned
To the pure air, in which it safe reposed.

Hence earth to air no burden proves, nor deep
Grinds it with pressure; as the limbs no load

Feel to the body, to the neck no weight
Th' incumbent head, nor e'en the total form
Minutest labour to the feet below."

'

It vas, however, believed by the ancient Orientals, and
is still the doctrine of their descendants, that the northern
region of the world was an ' empty place '—dark and de-

solate, and uninhabited by any living thing. To this Job

may well be .supposed to refer in the first clause of the

8. ' He bindeth up the rooters in his thick clouds,' etc.^

—

that is, he collectelli the waters into the clouds, as it were,

in bottles or vessels, which do not let them fall till he
is pleased to send them drop by drop upon the earth.

9. ' The face of his throne.'—Here, by a noble figure,

the pure serene face of the heavens is called the face of

God's throne, which, by the interposition of clouds, he
withdraws or veils from the gaze of mortals.

10. * He hath compassed tlie waters with boujids.'—Noyes
translates the verse thus :

—

' He hath drawn a circular bound upon the waters,

To the confines of light and darkness.'

And in his note he makes the usual observation, which
seems to us applicable to the case, that the ancients seem
to have believed that only the northern hemisphere en-

joyed the light of the sun, and that all below the horizon

was in perpetual darkness. They also supposed that the

earth was surrounded by water, upon which the concave

of heaven seemed to rest, and hence the idea of a circular

bound, draivn, as it were, by compasses at the extreme
verge of the celestial hemisphere, -where the light was
supposed to end and the darkness to begin.

11. ' The pillars of heaven tremble.'—Some suppose that

the mountains of the earth upon which the sky seems to

rest are intended ; but it seems more probable that the

vault of heaven is represented as the roof of an immense
edifice, supported on lofty pillars, like the roof of a temple.
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CHAPTER XXVII.

I Job protesteth his sincerity. 8 The hypocrite is

withimt hope. 1 1 The blessings which the wicked
have are turned into curses.

Moreover Job 'continued his parable, and
said,

2 As God liveth, who hath taken away my
judgment ; and the Almighty, who hath 'vexed
my soul ;

3 All the while ray breath is in me, and
Hhe spirit of God is in my nostrils

;

4 My lips shall not speak wickedness, nor
my tongue utter deceit.

5 God forbid that I should justify you : till

I die I will not remove mine integrity from me.
6 My righteousness I hold fast, and will

not let it go : my heart shall not reproach me
'so long as I live.

7 Let mine enemy be as the wicked, and he
that riseth up against me as the unrighteous.

8 'For what is the hope of the hypocrite,

though he hath gained, when God taketh away
his soul ?

9 'Will God hear his cry when trouble

Cometh upon him ?

10 Will he delight himself in the Al-
mighty ? will he always call upon God ?

11 I will teach you 'by the hand of God

:

that which is with the Almighty will I not I

conceal. I

I Heb. added to take up. 2 Heb. made my sowi hiuer. 8

12 Behold, all ye yourselves have seeniV;
why then are ye thus altogether vain ?

13 This is the portion of a wicked man
with God, and the heritage of oppressors,

xcliich they shall receive of the Almighty.
14 If his children be multiplied, it is for

the sword : and his offspring shall not be sa-

tisfied with bread.

15 Those that remain of him shall be
buried in death : and "his widows shall not

weep.

li) Though he heap up silver as the dust,

and prepare raiment as the clay
;

17 He may prepare it, but the just shall

put it on, and the innocent shall divide the

silver.

18 He buildeth his house as a moth, and
as a booth that the keeper maketh.

19 The rich man shall lie down, but he

shall not be gathered : he openeth his eyes,

and he is not.

20 "Terrors take hold on him as waters, a
tempest stealeth him away in the night.

21 The east wind carrieth him away, and
he departeth : and as a storm hurleth him out

of his place.

22 For God shall cast upon him, and not

spare : '"he would fain flee out of his hand.

23 Men shall clap their hands at him, and
shall hiss him out of his place.

That is, the breath which Ood gave him. < Heb./ro
1 9. 31. James 4. 3. 7 Or, being in the .'latid, H

10 Heb. injleeivg he wouldjlce.

Verse 16. ^Prepare raiment as the clai/.'—'Lay up'
would be better than ' prepare.' That it was a custom in

tlie patriarchal age to accumulate dresses, is a circum-
stance which we should scarcely have conjectured, though
in strict conformity with existing usages in the East, If

the custom of giving dresses, in order to confer distinction

or testify esteem, existed so early, as it seems to have done
from the intimations in Genesis, it would be giving a
greater force to the passage to understand that this guilty

but prosperous man was held in such honour by his

superiors or equals as to have received his ample store of
raiment in the way of presents. D'Herbelot (as quoted by
Harmer, for ^ cannot find the passage in the edition of
i77C) mentions that the poet Bokhteri of Cufah, in the
ninth century, received so many presents of dresses in his

lifetime, that at his death he was found possessed of a
hundred complete suits, with two hundred shirts and five

hundred turbans. But even, without this supposition, the

Orientals have generally a sort of passion for collecting

great quantities of clothing, and of whatever belongs to

personal equipment: a custom wliich, as observed by
Chardin, is encouraged by the uncliangeable character of
eastern fashions, which precludes the apprehension that

tlie collected raiment will be unsuitable for wear at any
future time.

18. ' Buildeth his house as a moth.'— It is well known
tliat the genus J'halana, or moth, is divided into plant-

moths and cloth-moths. It is generally supposed that the

latter is here intended: but this is doubted by Dr. Good,
C54

who, however, observes, tlint the question

se luence. He sa^s 'The house or buildii

WiHTKK NiST OF BbOWN-TAI

is assuredly that provided by the insect i

caterpillar state, as a temporary resideuce (
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derful change from a chrysalis to a wiuged and perfect

insect. 'J"he slightnees of this habitation is well known

to every one who has attended to the cnrious operations

of the silkworm {Phalana mori), or the tribes indigenous

to the plants of our own country—as. Ph. pavonia, or
peror-moth ; PA. caja, tiger-moth ; I'h. vimila, poplai

willow-moth, etc. Of these, some construct a solitary
dwelling, while others, as Ph. fuscicauda, or brown-tail
moth, are gregarious, vast numbers residing together

under one common web, marshalled with the most exact
regularity. The web of the cloth-moth, the principal of
which is Ph. vestiaiiella, is formed of the very substance
of the cloth on which it reposes, devoured for this purpose,
and afterwards worked into a tubular case, with open ex-
tremities ; an<i generally approaching to the colour of the
cloth by which the moth-worm is nourished.' It appears
to us, however, that this view is too restricted ; and that
the expression should be understood to include the various
nests of silk or of compacted leaves, prepared by different

kinds of moths for their residence, and in which to undergo
their successive changes.
— * A booth that the keeper maheth*—The reference is

undoubtedly to those frail temporary sheds, constructed,
for shelter from the sun, by the men set to watch the
vineyards and orchards in the season when the fruits are
ripening, to preserve them from the depredations or in-

juries of men, beasts, or birds. These erections, being
intended only for the occasion, are of the very slightest

fabric, being in fact little cabins of boughs and reeds,

which, when the fruits are gathered, are either taken
down or left to fall to pieces, or to be blown or beaten
down during the winter. Hence the comparison of it to
the house of the moth, in which lies the point of the
allusion.

Niebuhr says that in the mountains of Yemen the
watcher has a kind of nest in the trees, and that in some
other places, where trees are scarce, a kind of light scaf-
folding is built for the purpose. Slight huts or sheds,
such as have been described, are however more usual, and
are commonly set upon a slight natural or artificial eleva-
tion, to give the watcher the command of the field.

Southey, in his Curse of Kehama, has a fine allusion to
these arrangements :

—

' Evening comes on : arising from the stream
Homeward the tall flamingo wings his flight;
And where he sails athwart the setting beam.
His scarlet plumage glows with deeper light.
The watchman, at the wished approach of night,
Gladly forsakes the field, where he, all day.
To scare the winged plunderers from their prey
With shout and sling, on yonder clay-built height

Hath borne the sultry day.'
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I The

CHAPTER XXVIII.

: a knowledge of natural things,

iscloiu is an excellent gift of God.

and aSurely tliore is 'a vein for the silver,

place for gold where tliey fine it.

2 Iron is taken out of the ''earth, and brass

is molten out of the stone.

3 He settetli an end to darkness, and

searcheth out all perfection: the stones of

darkness, and the shadow of death.

4 The flood breaketh out from the inha-

bitant ; even the wafers forgotten of the foot

:

they are dried up, they are gone away from

men.
- 5 Asfor the earth, out of it cometh bread :

and under it is turned up as it were fire.

6 The stones of it are the place of sap-

phires : and it hath 'dust of gold.

7 There is a \mi\i which no fowl knoweth,

and which the vulture's eye hath not seen :

8 The lion's whelps have not trodden it,

nor the fierce lion passed by it.

9 He putteth forth liis hand upon the

Vock ; he overturneth the mountains by the

roots.

10 He cutteth out rivers among the rocks ;

and his eye sectli every precious thing.

11 He bindetli the floods 'from overflow-

ing ; and the thing that is hid bringeth he forth

to light.

12 But where shall wisdom be found? and

where is the place of understanding ?

13 Man knoweth not the- price thereof;

neither is it found in the land of the living.

14 °Tlie depth saith. It is not in me : and
the sea saith. It is not with me.

15 'It "cannot be gotten for gold, neither

shall silver be weighed /or the price thereof.

IG It cannot be valued with the gold of

Ophir, with the precious onyx, or the sapphire.

17 The gold and the crystal cannot equal

it : and the exchange of it sliall not he for
'"jewels of fine gold.

18 No mention shall be made of '"coral, or

of pearls : for the price of wisdom is above

rubies.

19 The topaz of Ethiopia shall not equal

it, neither shall it be valued with pure gold.

20 "Whence then cometh wisdom? and
where is the place of understanding ?

21 Seeing it is hid from the eyes of all

living, and kept close from the fowls of the

'"air.

22 Destruction and death say. We have

heard the fame thereof with our ears.

23 God understandeth the way thereof,

and he knoweth the place thereof.

24 For he looketh to the ends of the earth,

and seeth under the whole heaven
;

25 To make the weight for the winds ; and
he weigheth the waters by measure.

26 XV'hen he made a decree for the rain,

and a way for the lightning of the thunder

:

27 Then did he see it, and "declare it;

he prepared it, yea, and searched it out.

28 And unto man he said. Behold, "the

fear of the Loud, that is wisdom ; and to de-

part from evil is understanding.

Fine gold shall n nfor i

Verse \. ' A vein for the silver.'—It is generally con-

ceived that the first portion of this chapter refers to the

processes of mining, as conducted in the time of Job. It

is interesting to know that there were then any such pro-

cesses ; but this almost necessarily follows from the very

nature of some of the metals mentioned, a tolerable supply

of which could only be obtained l)y mining or excavations

of some kind or other. Our version loses some of the

points on which the connection of this interesting descrip-

tion depends. We will therefore give the version of Dr.

Noyes, in which its general force more clearly appears.

Truly there is a vein for silver.

And a place for gold which men refine.

Iron is obtained from earth,

And stone is melted into copper.

Man putteth an end to darkness

;

He searcheth, to the lowest depths, •

For the store of darkness and the shadow of death

:

From the place where they dwell they open a shaft

;

Unsupported by the feet

They are suspended, they swing away from man.
The earth, out of which cometli bread,

Is torn up underneath, as it were by fire.

Her stones are the place of sapphires.

And she hath dust of gold for man;
The path thereto no bird knoweth,

And the vulture's eye hath not seen it

;

The fierce wild beast hath not trodden it;

The lion hath not passed over it.

Man layeth his hand upon the rock

;

He upturneth mountains from their roots:

He causuth streams to break out among tlie rocks,

And liis eye seeth every precious thing

;

He stoppeth the dropping of the streams,

And bringeth hidden things to light.

This version does not essentially differ from the Autho-

rized one, but it is more distinct and connected ; for which

reason wp have cited it here, without undertaking to say

tlint ./" it<
I

!i; r <; are such as we should have chosen.

'Ill,, ,
!\ Ir a question as to the reference which

til
I

in.l the information which it off^ers is

ill 111, mil I ,1 ; t, . interesting, and might form the nu-

cleus 111 ;i iiif^y dissertation. The passage, taken as a

whole, shews tiiat even at this early period a much greater

advance had been made in the mctallurgic arts than is

usually supposed: yet uot greater thau is intimated in
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various passages of the Pentateuch and in the inferences

which necessarily result from them. Yet here, in a con-

nected description, the effect seems greater than that fur-

nished by the brief intimations dispersed through the early

books of Scripture.

We cannot undertake a detailed illustration of this re-

markable text ; nor does such an explanation seem neces-

sary. We apprehend that the best illustration which this

most aucient Scriptural account can receive, will be from

the most ancient account which heathen writers have fur-

nished. This is the description which Agatharchides lias

given of the manner in which the gold mines of the Ked
Sea were worked by the ancient Egyptians. Agathar-

chides lived in the first century before Christ, and the

mines had then been worked as he describes at a very re-

mote period. The present text is well illustrated by some

parts of the description, the translation of which we give

from Long's Egijptian Antiquities, ii, ix.

' The kings of Kgypt compelled many poor people, toge-

ther with their wives and children, to labour in the mines,

wherein they underwent more suiTering than can well be

imagined. The hard rocks of the gold mountains being cleft

by heating them with burning wood, the workmen then

apply their iron implements. The young and active, with

iron hammers, break the rock in pieces, and form a num-
ber of narrow passages, not running in straight lines, but

following the direction of the vein of gold, which is as

irregular in its course as the roots of a tree. The work-

men have lights fastened on their forehead, by the aid of

which they cut their way through the rock,* always fol-

lowing the white veins of stone. To keep them to their

task, an overseer stands by, ready to inflict a blow on the

lazy. The material that is thus loosened is carried out of

the galleries by boys, and received at the mouth of the

mine by old men and the weaker labourers, who then carry

it to the epoptae or inspectors. These are young men,
under thirty years of age, strong and vigorous, who pound
the broken fragments in iron mortars with a stone pestle

till there is no piece larger than a pea. It is then placed

on grinding-stones, or a kind of mill-stones, and women,
three on each side, work at it till it is reduced to fine

powder The fine powder is then passed on to a set of

workmen called sellangeis {"S^jWayyf'is), who place it on a

fiuely-polished board, not lying in a flat position but slop-

ing a little. The sellangeus, after pouring some water on
the board, rubs it with his hand, at first gently, but after-

wards more vigorously, by which process the lighter earthy

particles slide off along the slope of the board, and the

heavier parts are left behind. He then takes soft sponges,

with which he presses on the board rather gently, which
causes the lighter particles to adhere to the sponge, while

the heavy shining grains still keep their place on the board,

owing to their weight. From the sellangeis the gold par-

ticles are transferred to the roasters {f^TJTa!), who measure
and weigh all that they receive, before putting it into an
earthen jar. With the gold particles they mix lead in a

certain proportion, lumps of salt, a. little tin, and barley

bran, and putting a cover on the jar that fits tight, and
smearing it all over, they burn it in a furnace for five days
and nights without intermission. On the sixth day they

cool the vessel and take out the gold, which they find

somewhat diminished in quantity : all the other substances

entirely disappear. These mines were worked under the

ancient kings of Egypt, but abandoned during the occupa-

tion of the country by the Ethiopians, and afterwards by
the Medes and Persians. Even at the present day we may
find copper chisels or implements in the galleries (the use

of iron not having been known at that time).t and innu-

merable skeletons of the wretched beings who lost their

lives in the passages of the mine. The excavations are of

great extent and reach down to the sea-coast.'

* Does this help to explain the allusion in v. 3 of the

following chapter? 'When his candle shined upon my
head, and when by his light I walked through darkness.'

t He therefore means copper in the early part of this

extract, though he uses a word that signifies iron.

VOL. n. 2 p

Beyond the immediate purpose for which we have quoted

this passage, it may be observed that probably all the gold

mentioned in Scripture underwent more or less such pro-

cesses as those here described; it being, however, only

necessary that the gold found in brooks and rivers should

be subjected to the later operations, or some like them. We
may add to this description of the misery of working in

these mines, that, after the final desolation of Judsea, great

numbers of the Jews were sent to work in the Egyptian
mines.

7. ' Vulture.'—We have concluded that the Sacham
(translated ' gier-eagle') of Lev. xi. 18, was the Vuttur

percnoplerus, so common in Egypt and Syria. 1'he

present word (njN ayyah) is ditterent, and is the same

which is rendered ' kite ' in Lev. xi. 14. So also, both the

Septuagint and the Vulgate translate the word indiflerently

into * kite * or ' vulture.' This shews that the ancient

translators did not well know which it meant ; and the

matter still remains doubtful. In the one case we should

be disposed to regard it as a general name for the hawk or

falcon tribe, and not of a particular species ; but, if a vul-

ture, of which the species are numerous, it is probably

represented by the i'ultur fuli-iis, or Griffon -Vulture.

¥:

m^,

This is a splendid bird, diffused over the south of Kurope,

Turkey, Syria, Arabia, Persia, and Africa. It feeds on
putrid flesli, like the rest of the family ; and makes its nest

Head of Griffon Vultube.

n the clefts of the rock, from whence it can survey the

Jistant plains, and mark the fallen prey. In length it is
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about three feet six inches, with an expanse of wiugs

reaching to eight or nine. The colour of the full-grown

bird is a deep rufous grey, becoming black on the quill-

feathers and tail. The head and neck are not entirely bare,

but are covered with a short close down, and the beautiful

ruff is of a pure white. The powers of wing possessed by

this bird are very great ; and it often soars so high as to

become invisible to human sight, notwithstanding its size.

Travellers, astonished at the extraordinary distance from
which these birds can descry a carcase, have debated whe-
ther they were guided by sight or by scent ; but the beau-

tiful and picturesque accuracy of the book of Job, on many
points of natural history, seems here to afford us its high

authority in ascribing it to the eye.

17. • Cri/stai:—The original word n*3-13I zehtkith, is

found only here. The notion that it means the crystal is

founded upon the fact that the word denotes purity, and
hence transparency. This quality is as applicable to the

diamond as to the crystal.

18. ' Corai.'—The word is niDXT ramoth, which is

rendered ' coral,' in conformity with tlie opinion of the

Hebrew interpreters and the renderings of the Oriental

versions ; and although certainty cannot be attained, we

COBAL.

are disposed to rest in the conclusion thus authorized. We
shall tlierefore take it to be represented by the coral of

commerce. This valuable substance is well known as a

marine production, bearing some resemblance to the stem

of a plant divided into branches. The bark is composed

of numerous minute creatures, closely united into one

family, so to speak. Each individual seems to consist of a

sac, serving for a stomach, and eight tentacula or arms

disposed around the orilice, or mouth, and which are

employed in conveying food to the mouth. They form,

together, a most perfect community, since that which is

associated is formed with them, until at last, with succeeding
generations of their countless multitudes, enormous musses
are formed, which, rising near the surface of the water, en-
danger navigation ; or, rising above it form islands, which
ultimately acquire soil and vegetable produce, and become
fit for the abode of men. But it is not correct to describe

these masses as formed bi/ the animals, since this substance

is no more their work than the shell is the work of the

oyster. The soft gelatinous polypus and its calcareous

dwelling are equally the result of "those plastic and unfold-

ing energies which the Creator has impressed upon this

department of nature. We have the rather mentioned
these particulars, because much of this was probably known
to Job, as the Red Sea abounds, in a remarkable degree,
with coral masses, reefs of which extend throughout, and
in some places rise ten fathoms above the water, as already
mentioned in the note to Exod. xiii. 18. One of the largest

islands in the Gulf, that of Kameran, is formed entirely

of coral rock, which rises, without any inequality of sur-

face, to the height of twenty feet above the level of the sea.

As the coral rock is soft, and easily cut, most of the houses
on the south-western coast of Arabia are built entirely

with it. The Gulf has indeed been in all ages celebrated

for its coral, which strengtheus the probability that it is

here intended by Job, as it could scarcely fail to have been
known to him. As this substance was anciently held in

very high esteem, we need not wonder to find it mentioned
along with the onyx and sapphire.

— 'Pearls.'—The word here is L'"33 gahiah, which

occurs nowhere else. It is more generally conceived that

this word denotes the crystal rather than the word so ren-

dered in V. 17 ; but our translators, having rendered zehu-

kith by 'crystal ' there, were obliged to choose something
here. The word gabish primarily denotes ' ice;' as does

the other word ITIip. Iterach, rendered ' crystal ' in Ezek.

i. 22 ; which strengthens the opinion that crystal is really

intended, as crystal was anciently held to be only pure
water, congealed by great length of time into ice harder

than the common ; and hence the Greek word for it,

Kpi<TTaKKos, in its more proper signification also means ice.

From this opinion it necessarily followed that crystal

could only be produced in the regions of perpetual ice, and

this also was the ancient belief, although we now know
that it is produced in the warmest regions. Theophrastus

reckons crystal among the pellucid stones used for engraved

seals. In common parlance we apply the term crystal, as

the ancients apparently did, to a glass-like transparent

stone, commonly of a hexagonal form, which, from being

found in rocks, is called by mineralogists ' rock crystal.'

It is a stone of the flint family, the most refined kind of

quartz.

— ' Bubies,' D'3'3S3 peninim.—The ruby is considered by

mineralogists as a variety of the sapphire. It is, with the

exception of the sapphire or blue variety, next to the dia-

mond in hardness. The oriental ruby is of a beautiful red

or crimson. The form in which the crystals often present

themselves is that of a six-sided pyramid or a six-sided

prism, with very acute angles ; these angles seem to be

alluded to in the Hebrew word peninim, which signifies

angles or corners.

CIIArTER XXIX.

Job bcmoanelh himself nf his former prosperity and
honuur.

Mdkeovek Job 'continued liis parable, and

said,

1 licit, added to take up.

2 Oh that I were as in months past, as in

the days irhen God preserved me ;

3 When liis 'candle shincd upon my head,

and rr/icH by his light I walked throuyh dark-

ne.'^s ;

4 As I was in the days of my youth,
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when the secret of God teas upon my ta-

bernacle ;

5 When the Almighty was yet with me,
icheri my children ivere about me ;

6 When I washed my steps with butter,

and the rock poured 'me out rivers of oil

;

7 When I wect out to the gate through the

city, ivheii I prepared my seat in the street

!

8 The young men saw me, and hid them-
selves : and the aged arose, and stood up.

9 The princes refrained talking, and laid

tkei?- hand on their mouth.
10 'The nobles held their peace, and their

tongue cleaved to the roof of their mouth.

1

1

When the ear heard me, then it blessed

me ; and when the eye saw jne, it gave witness

to me :

12 Because I delivered" the poor that cried,

and the fatherless, antl him that had none to

help him.

13 The blessing of him that was ready to

perish came upon me : and I caused the

widow's heart to sing for joy.

14 I put on righteousness, and it clothed

me : my judgment was as a robe and a dia-

dem.

B. [B.C. 1520.

15 I was eyes to the blind, and feet teas 1

to the lame.

16 I was a fetlier to the poor : and the

cause tvhich I knew not I searched out.

17 And I brake 'the jaws of the wicked,

and "plucked the spoil out of his teeth.

18 Then I said, I shall die in my nest, and
I shall multiply 7711/ days as the sand.

1!) My root teas 'spread out by the waters,

and the dew lay all night upon my branch.

20 My glory teas "fresh in me, and my
bow was "renewed in my hand.

21 Unto me me)i gave ear, and waited, and
kept silence at my counsel.

22 After my w^ords they spake not again
;

and my speech dropped upon them.

23 And they waited for me as for the rain
;

and they opened their mouth wide as for the

latter rain.

24 If' I laughed on them, they believed it

not; and the light of my countenance they
cast not down.

25 I chose out their way, and sat chief,

and dwelt as a king in the army, as one that

comforteth the mourners.

Verse 3. ' W/im liis candle sinned upon mij /ieud.'—The
houses in the towns of south-western Asia and of Egypt
are never without lights in the night-time, mostly ou a

kind of bracket, or in a recess high up the wall, and there-

fore over the head of a person sitting upon the floor or

upon a low seat. This custom, which is probably ancient,

sufficiently explains the present text. Scott, however,

thinks there is probably an allusion to the lamps which
liung from the ceiling in the banquetiug-rooms of the

wealthy Arabs, not unlike what Virgil mentions in the

palace of Dido

—

* Dependent lychni laquearibus aureis

lucensi.'

' From gilded roofs depending lamps display
Nocturnal beams that imitate the day.'

—

Dryden.

Ijanterns are fi-equeutly suspended not only from the
ceiling of banqueting rooms, but so as to throw theu- light
upon the bed of a person of rank, as shewn in the annexed
engraving ; and then certainly the lamps shine, in a very
literal sense, ' over the head ' of the person lying there.

7. ' / went out to the gate .... prepared my seat in the
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street!'—What follows describes Job as performing the

duties and receiving the honour due to a civil magistrate

or chief elder, or rather perhaps as emir or sheikh, of the

place where he lived : for it seems as if he was not merely

one of the principal persons, but the chief of them. The
picture thus offered to us is very interesting, and in strict

conformity with the existing usages of such a condition of

Oriental society as that which the book describes. For
the discharge of his public functions, he is described as

proceeding to the gate of the city, the usual seat of judi-

cature and public business, and at or near it ' preparing {or

taking) his seat.' Seats thus in the open air are usually

prepared by a servant placing a mat or carpet upon the

ground, in some shady spot, as under a tree or a wall ; or

else, at the spot where he usually resorts on such occasions,

a bench of masonry is prepared, on which the person sits

after the mat or carpet has been laid upon it. Whether
Job sat in either of these fashions cannot be known ; but

both are so simple and peculiarly Oriental as to suggest

the probability.

8. ' The young men saw me, and hid themselves.'—This
respect was paid by young men, and was therefore a respect

paid not merely to his station but to his age. This kind of

respect is still very strikingly manifest in the East. What
Savary says of Egypt applies elsewhere :

' The children

are educated in the women's apartment, and do not come
into the hall (the divan or public room), especially when
strangers are present. Young people are silent when in

this hall ; if men grown they are allowed to join in con-

versation ; but when the sheikh begins to speak they cease,

and attentively listen. If he enters an assembly, all rise
;

they give him way in public, and everywhere shew him
esteem and respect.'

—

Letters on Egypt, i. 142.
—

' Tlie aged arose, and stood.'—We have seen the young
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treat him with respect ; but now, stranger still, even the
aged, his seniors, themselves objects of reverence, evince
their respect for his rank and character. Lowth well re-

marks here,—'This is a most elegant description, and
exhibits most correctly the great reverence and respect
which was paid, even by the old and decrepit, to the holy
man in passing along the streets, or when he sat in public.
They not only rose, which in men so old and infirm was a
great mark of distinction, but they stood ; they continued
to do it, though the attempt was so difficult.'

9. ' Laid their hand on their moirf/i.'—This is evidently
mentioned as an act of high respect, and as expressing or
enjoining silent attention. As such it is in some sort used
among ourselves, and has been almost everywhere em-
ployed. But the employment of this action is very marked
in the East ; and chiefly to denote attention and unanswer-
ing deference. Mr. Roberts tells us that in India a person
listens to the address of a judge with his hand upon his

mouth. In some Persian sculptures, the persons attending
on the king have their hands held up in a manner which
significantly enjoins or expresses silent attention : and in

one of the sculptures which we have introduced under
Ezra i., the person before the king evidently has his

hand held to his mouth. This, as explained by ancient
writers, was done even while the person was speaking, in

order to prevent his breath from exhaling towards the
august personage before whom he stood. The usages of

the East abound in such conventional decorums ; some of
them being very significant and others simply humiliating.

24. ' If I laughed on them, they believed it not.'—That
is to say, the reverence in which he was held was so great,

that, if he laid aside his gravity and was familiar with them,
they could scarcely believe they were so highly honoured,
antl received even his smiles with awe.

CHAPTER XXX.

1 Job's honour is turned into extreme cmifenipt. 1

5

His prosperity into calamity.

But now t/iei/ that are 'younger than I have

me in derision, whose fathers I would liave

disdained to have set with tlie dogs of my flock.

2 Yea, whereto niiffht the strength of their

hands profit me, in whom old age was perished ?

3 For want and famine t/w>/ were "solitary ;

fleeing into the wilderness "in former time de-

solate and waste.

4 Who cut up mallows by the biushes, and
juniper roots /(« their meat.

5 They were driven forth from among men,

(they cried after them as after a thief;)

6 To dwell in the cliffs of the valleys, in

*caves of the earth, and in the rocks.

7 Among the bushes they brayed ; under
the nettles they were gathered together.

8 The)/ were children of fools, yea, children

of 'base men : they were viler than the earth.

9 'And now am I tiieir song, yea, I am
tlieir l)ywor(l.

10 They ablior iiin, they floe far from me,
'and spare not to spit in my face.

11 Because he hath loosed my cord, and

afflicted me, they have also let loose the bridle

before me.

12 Upon mi/ right hand rise the youth;,

they push away my feet, and they raise up
against me the ways of their destruction.

13 They mar my path, they set forward

my calamity, they have no helper.

14 They came upon me as a wide breaking

in of icaters: in the desolation they rolled

themselves upon me.

15 Terrors are turned upon me : they pur-

sue "my soul as the wind : and my welfare

passeth away as a cloud.

16 And now my soul is poured out upon

me ; the days of affliction have taken hold

upon me.

17 My bones are pierced in me in the night

season : and my sinews take no rest.

18 By the great force of my disease is my
garment changed : it bindeth me about as the

collar of my coat.

It) He hath cast me into the mire, and I

am become like dust and ashes.

20 I cry unto thee, and thou dost not

hear me : I stand up, and thou regardest me
not.

2

1

Thou art "become cruel to me : with
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'°thy strong hand thou opposest thyself against

me.

22 Thou liftest me up to the wind ; thou

causest me to ride upon it, and dissolvest my
"substance.

23 For I know that thou wilt bring me to

death, and to the house appointed for all

living.

24 Ilovvbeit he will not stretch out his hand

to the "grave, though they cry in his de-

struction.

25 ""Did not I weep '*for him that was in

trouble ? was not my soul grieved for the poor ?

2(3 When I looked for good, then evil came

unto me : and when I waited for light, there

came darkness.

27 My bowels boiled, and rested not : the

days of affliction prevented nie.

28 I went mourning without the sun : I

stood up, and I cried in the congregation.

29 '^I am a brother to dragons, and a

companion to '"owls.

30 My skin is black upon me, and my
bones are burned with heat.

31 My harp also is turned to mourning,

and my organ into the voice of them that

weep.

Verse 1. ' Younger than /.'—The veneration paid to the

aged by tlie youug in the East greatly quickens the sensi-

bility of the Orientals with respect to contempt and indig-

nities offered by the young. See the note on xxix. 8.

4. ' Mallows.'—The original -word nipD mulhiakh, is

found only here, and -we have therefore not the advantage

which usually results from the comparison of texts. The
particular plant is uncertain ; but as the word, both in

Hebrew, Chaldee, and Syriac, denotes a saline or brackish

tasted plant, we may infer that it was a species of salsola

or saltwort. The Septuagint sanctions this conjecture by

translating the word by fiAi/xa, the plural of the word
ctAi^o;-, by which Theophrastus indicates a plant of this

kind. The salsola, saltwort, or kali, is an extensive genus

of plants, comprising not fewer than twenty-two or twenty-

three different species, of which some are herbaceous and

others shrubby. Several of them are common to Asia, and

not a few indigenous to a dry sandy soil. They have all

a saline and bitter taste. Bochart {Hieios. 1. iii. 16) has

brought no small amount of his prodigious erudition to

bear on this subject. He shews that the Talmud describes

the Jews as in the habit of eating the plant called malluach

or malluch in times of need ; he cites Ibn Beitar as shewing

that the plant known by the same name among the Syrians

was ' a shrub not unlike the bramble, and with which fences

are made ; but it has no thorns. Its leaf is like that of the

olive, but wider. It grows near the seashore and in hedges.

Its tops are eaten when fresh.' This, he shews, applies

equally to the aXifioi/ of the Greek writers, which, accord-

ing to Athenccus, was plucked and eaten by the poorer

Pythagoreans, who abstained from animal food. These

references are supposed to meet in the Atriplex halimus

of botanists, or tall, shrubby Arache, commonly called

Spanish sea-purslain, having been introduced into this

country from Spain, and, according to Parkinson, was cul-

tivated here as a shrub in 1 640, and by some was formed

into hedges, and constantly sheared. The principal objec-

tion was, that the young shoots grew so prodigiously fast

that it was difficult to keep them in order. Now, these fast-

growing young shoots were the very parts which, accord-

ing to the preceding intimations, were in Syria, Arabia,

and Greece used for food. The present text also, rightly

understood, describes the tops of the shoots as being the

part used, the persons being indicated as those who ' crop

the salt shrub on the stem.* The Atriplex halimus grows
from four to six feet high, with many thick, woody, brittle

branches ; the leaves, which are scattered on long stalks,

are thick, succulent, thriving, and of a sourish taste. It

has small purple flowers, which grow at the ends of the

branches.

10. 'And spare not to spit in mi/ face.'—The Kev. Vere
Monro, when insulted by the people at Hebron, on account

of his Frank dress, found that spitting was among their

modes of insult, although none of them came near enough
to reach him. ' This mode of maligning,' he remarks, ' is

still common in the East, as it was eighteen (thirty) centu-

lies ago ; and I once witnessed it curiously applied. When
travelling in the Faioum, one of the dromedaries did some-

thing which displeased the Bedouin who had the care of

him, and instead of beating the offender he spat in his

Jace.'

11. ' //e hath loosed m;/ cord.'—This seems a proverbial

expression taken from desert life, and refers to the over-

whelming downfal which ensues when the cords of a tent

are cut or broken. This sense is supported by Jer. x. 20,
' My tabernacle (tent) is spoiled, and all my cords are

broken.'

22. ' Thou liftest me vp to the wind.'—Here Job repre-

sents his miseries under the image of a person caught up
into the air by a tempest, and driven about like stubble,

or like a cloud by the wind.

29. ' Dragons.'—The word here is Dijn tannim, and is

variously rendered, whales, dragons, sea-monsters, croco-

diles, serpents, jackals, wolves, etc. The first three signi-

fications are those usually given to it in our version. After

this we need not add that it is altogether uncertain what
animal is denoted ; and perhaps, from the indefinite and
uncertain ideas we attach to the word ' dragon," it becomes
the best that could be chosen to represent the Hebrew
tannim, which, after all, may be imagined not to denote

any particular animal, but to be a general word for any
strange or prodigious creature, answering perhaps to our

word '

CHAPTER XXXI.

Jub mahcth a solemn protestation nf his integrity in

several duties.

I MADE a covenant with mine eyes ; why then

should I think upon a maid ?

2 For what portion of God is there from

above ? and what inheritance of the Almighty

from on high ?

3 Is not destruction to the wicked ? and

a strange punishment to the workers of

iniquity ?
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4 'Doth not he see my ways, and count all

my steps ?

5 It' I have walked with vanity, or if my
foot hath hasted to deceit

;

6 'Let me be weighed in an even balance,

that God may know mine integrity.

7 If my step hath turned out of the way,

and mine heart walked after mine eyes, and

if any blot hath cleaved to mine hands
;

8 Then let me sow, and let another eat

;

yea, let my offspring be rooted out.

9 If mine heart have been deceived by a

woman, or if I have laid wait at my neigh-

bour's door

;

10 Then let my wife grind unto another,

and let others bow down upon her.

11 For this is an heinous crime
;
yea, it is

an iniquity to be punished hy the judges.

12 For it is a fire that consumeth to de-

struction, and would root out all mine in-

crease.

13 If I did despise the cause of my man-

servant or of my maidservant, when they con-

tended with me ;

14 What then shall I do when God riseth

up ? and when he visiteth, what shall I answer

him?
15 Did not he that made me in the womb

make him ? and "did not one fashion us in the

womb ?

16 If I have withheld the poor from their

desire, or have caused the eyes of the widow

to fail

;

17 Or have eaten my morsel myself alone,

and the fatherless hath not eaten thereof;

18 (For from my youth he was brought up

with me, as tdth a father, and 1 have guided

"her from my mother's womb ;)

19 If I have seen any perish for want of

clothing, or any poor without covering ;

20 If his loins have not blessed me, and if

he were iwt warmed with the fleece of my
sheep

;

21 If I have lifted uj) my iiand against the

fatherless, when I saw my help in the gate :

22 Then let mine arm fall from my shoul-

der blade, and mine arm be broken from 'the

bone.

23 For destruction from God loas a terror

to me, and by reason of his highness I could
not endure.

24 If I have made gold my hope, or have
said to the fine gold, Thoxi art my confidence ;

25 If I rejoiced because my wealth was
great, and because mine hand had "gotten

much ;

26 If I beheld 'the sun when it shined, or

the moon walking 'in brightness ;

27 And my heart hath been secretly en-

ticed, or 'my mouth hath kissed my hand :

28 This also u:ere an iniquity to be jmnished

hi the judge : for I should have denied the

God tliat is above.

29 If I rejoiced at the destruction of him
that hated me, or lifted up myself when evil

found him :

30 Neither have I suffered '"my mouth to

sin by wishing a curse to his soul.

31 If the men of my tabernacle said not,

Oh that we had of his flesh ! we cannot be sa-

tisfied.

32 The stranger did not lodge in the street

:

but I opened my doors "to the traveller.

33 If I covered my transgressions '*as

Adam, by hiding mine iniquity in my bosom :

34 Did I fear a great multitude, or did the

contempt of families terrify me, that I kept

silence, and went not out of the door ?

35 Oh that one would hear me! "behold,

my desire is, that the Almighty would answer

me, and that mine adversary had written a

book.

36 Surely I would take it upon my shoul-

der, and bind it as a crown to me.

37 I would declare unto him the number
of my steps ; as a prince would I go near unto

him.

38 If my land cry against me, or that the

furrows likewise thereof '''complain ;

39 If I have eaten "the fruits thereof with-

out money, or have '"caused the owners

thereof to lose their life

:

40 Let thistles grow instead of wheat, and
'"cockle instead of barley. The words of Job
are ended.

1 2 Chron. 16. !). Chap. 34. 21. Prov. 5. S

did he not fashion us in one wombf
' Ueh. the light. e Hcl: bright.

r.t,,th,wn„. tiOr.nrtcrlhemn

« Ueh. let him u-eigh me in balances ofjustice,
e tvidow. 5 Or, tlie channel-bone. * Hel). found much.
Heb. my hand hath kissed mt/ mouth. 10 Heb. my palate.

13 Or, behold my sign is that the Almighty u-ttl anstrer me.
' Heb. caused the soul of the owners thereof to expire', or, breathe out.

Verse 1 . * / made a covetimit tvith mine ei/es ; why then

$hmld Ilhink vpon a maid.'"—Throughout Wi-stem Asia,

when ladies appear in public they always envelop them-

selves so closely in their ample coverings (more or less

like sheets) that, even without their face-veils, their features

cannot he discovcied. But in the summer months, when

they retire to their country seats, they walk ahroad with

less caution ; though even then, on the approach of a
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stranger, they always drop their Teils, as Rebecca did ou

the approach of Isaac. But although they are so closely

wrapped up that those who look at them canuot even see

their hands, still less their face, yet it is reckoned indecent

in a man to fix his eyes upon them ; he must let them pass

without seeming at all to observe them. In allusion to

this rigorous custom, Job says, ' I made a covenant with

mine eyes ; why then should I look upon a maid ?' ' When
a lady of distinction,' says Hanway, ' travels on horseback,

she is not only veiled, but has generally a servant, who
runs or rides before her to clear the way ; and on such

occasions the men, even in the market-places, always turn

tlieir backs till the women are passed, it beiug thought the

highest ill manners to look at them."

17. ' Or have ealenmymorselmyself alone.'—lu the state

of Oriental society represented in this book no person of

consideration thinks of eating his meal alone. Besides

those who usually dine with him, any one who happens to

be present, any stranger that calls, sits down and partakes

as a matter of course, with very slight invitation or without

any ; and a person who should attempt to put any check

upon this custom would be universally despised as a selfish

churl. Any one who has satisfied his appetite withdraws

from the table, and his place is taken by a later comer so

long as there is anything left. Shaw relates, 'No sooner

was our food prepared, whether it was potted flesh, boiled

with rice, or leutd-soup, the red pottage, Gen. xxv. 30, or

unleavened cakes, served up with oil or honey, than one

of the Arabs, after having placed himself on the highest

spot of ground in the neighbourhood, called out thrice with

a loud voice to all their brethren, the sous of the faithful,

to come and partake of it, though none of them were iu

view or perhaps within a hundred miles of them.

26. ' //' / beheld the sun when it shined,' etc.—Here we
have a distinct and beautiful reference to the earliest form

of idolatry that was known iu the world ; and, from all

that appears, the only form of idolatry that existed in the

time of Job. It is not to be overlooked that the patriarch

refers, not only to the existence of this corruption, but to

the seducing character of those impressions iu which, par-

tially, it originated, and through which votaries were ob-

tained,— ' If I had beheld the sun when, it shined, or the

moon walking in briyhtness, and my heart had been secretli/

enticed,' etc., thus distinctly alluding to the force of the

temptation to render to these visible glories some act of

worship, due only to Him who created them to fill an ap-

pointed place and perform an appointed office in the

universe. It is from the great glory which God has given

to these objects, and the enticing influence of those pro-

found impressions made by their grandeur aud beauty, no
less than from the presiding part which they seem to bear

in that physical system to which man belongs, that we are

enabled to understand how it was that men first of all

turned themselves to worship the sun, the moon, and the

host of heaven, when they had begun to ' forget God,' aud
by forgetting Him had rendered their own minds vacant

and weak. There is no idolatry so intelligible as this;

and none that has been so uuiversal : for it may be said

that there is no nation, of the old world or the new. which
has not at some time or other paid to the sun and moon
religious homage.
Much has learnedly been written on the questions when

and where this earliest idolatry originated. As to tlie

former question, it is usually conceived that it commenced
in Chaldaea; because the Chaldseans were always much
addicted to astronomy, and were the first by whom astro-

nomical observations were made. This is probable

;

though not exactly on this grouud alone : for it does not

appear very evident that astronomy was required to enable

men to admire the seducing glory of the sun and beauty

of the moou. And as to the time of its origin, we are

content to find that it existed in the time of Job, as an
absolute idolatry, tantamount to a denial of ' the God that

is above.'

As all the idolatries of the ancient world, so often men-
tioned in Scripture, sprung from this, and were modifica-

tions and applications of it, we will endeavour to explain,

as briefly as we can, what appear to have been its leading

principles. It does not seem that, when men first became
idolaters, they had ' forgotten ' the existence of God ; but

had become unmindful of his character and attributes.

They were aware of his existence : but they saw him not,

and began to suspect tliat he was too high and too distant

to concern himself iu their aflairs, or iu the management of

the world in which they lived. They imagined that he
must have left these small matters to beings inferior,

greatly, to himself, but incomparably higher than man in

their nature and condition of existence. They sought for

these ; and naturally looked for them in the most glorious

objects of the universe—' the sun when it shined, and the

moou walking in brightness' ; to which, in process of time,

the planetary bodies were added. Witnessing their glory,

the regularity of their motions, and sensible of their bene-

ficent influence, they believed them to be animated by, or

at least to be the residence of, exalted intelligences, to

whom the most High God had intrusted the charge of the

world and its inhabitants. To these therefore, as the

regent-governors, who took an immediate interest in their

concerns, they turned in prayer : and, no longer practically

acknowledging ' the God that is above,' the knowledge
even of his existence faded from the popular mind. And
if some thoughtful men knew from tradition, or inferred

by reasoning, that there was one Great God, they knew it

obscurely and erroneously—they ceased not to be idola-

ters—and they retained the original error, believing him
too high to be honoured by adoration or to be moved by
prayer. And even that which they knew or suspected—
the bare fact of his existence—they disguised under the

mythus aud the fable, hard to be understood ; or taught it

only as a deep mystery, which only an elected and banded
few might learn.

At first the sun and moon were worshipped in the open
air, and their altirs blazed upon the mountains. But in

time, symbolical representations and statues were intro-

duced, as supplying their place when absent, temples were
erected, gods were multiplied, and the actual worship of
the heavenly bodies more or less ceased for still lower
depths of idolatry. But this not everywhere ; for the ob-

servations we have made are general, not universal. The
Persians, for instance, worshipped the sun, and also the

elemental fire ; yet they ever abhorred images as much as

the Jews could do ; and when at last they had temples, it

was merely to preserve the sacred fire from extinction.

Moreover, with this great simplicity of external worship,

the Persians seem to have departed considerably less than
other ancient nations from the original truths which had
been known concerning God, and to have possessed clearer

and less dishonouring ideas concerning his being and attri-

butes. It is indeed alleged that thi'y did not worship the

sun or the fire absolutely, but only worshipped God (so

far as they knew him) before these—the most glorious

visible symbols of his energies and perfections. This may
have been the regular doctrine: but a practice has more

6fi3
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effect tlian an abstract doctrine ; and so dangerous was
the adoption of any symbolical object of worship, that

probably the mass of the people forgot altogether 'the

God that is above,' or remembered him but faintly, ren-

dering absolute adoration to the sun and to the fire. Be
this as it may, the cut we have introduced is an interesting

illustration of the general subject. It is from the most
ancient sculptures in Persia, at Nakshi Rustam, supposed
to be not later than the age of Cyrus, and represents a

priest or king—most probably the latter—worshipping
towards the sun, having immediately before hini an altar,

on which the sacred fire is burning. It is altogether the

best illustration that can be obtained, inasmuch as the

Persians did not make representations of the sun for wor-
ship, and therefore the act represented is one of real wor-
ship of or towards that great body whose surpassing glory

first led astray the ancient mind, and brought it to honour
the creature more than the Creator.

21 .
' Or my mouth hath kissed mij hand.'—In the cut

the worshipper is represented with his right hand uplifted,

and may have been kissing it or about to kiss it. The
act mentioned was probably one of salutation previously to

adoration, being itself also, in this application, an act of
adoration. We find ti-aces of this ceremony in ancient

writers : Minutius Felix ridicules Cecilius, who had kissed

his hand as he passed the statue of Serapis; and, on the

other hand, Apuleius upbraids an impious person as having
no respect for the gods, since he went by their temples
without putting his hand to his mouth to salute them.

32. '/opened m;/ doors to the traveller.'—This is one
of many passages which illustrate the hospitality of those

ancient times. Job appears to have been the semi-Bedouin
sheikh of a village : and it may not be generally known
that it is still considered equally the privilege and duty of
such sheikhs, as well as of those who dwell in tents, to

entertain travellers. Buckingham, travelling beyond Jor-
dan, writes, ' A foot-passenger can make way at little or
no expense, as travellers and wayfarers of every descrip-

tion halt at the sheikh's dwelling, where, whatever may be
the rank or condition of the stranger, before any questions

are asked him as to where he comes from, or whither he
is going, coffee is served to him from a large pot always
on the fire, and a meal of bread, milk, oil, lioney, or
butter, is set before him, for which no payment is ever
demanded or even expected by the host, who, in this man-
ner, feeds at least twenty persons on an average, every day
in the year, from his own purse: at least I could not learn

that he was remunerated in any way for his expenditure,

though it is considered as a necessary consequence of his

situation as chief of a community, that he should maintain
this ancient practice of hospitality to strangers.'

35. ' And that mine adversary had written a book.'—
Professor Bush has a characteristic note here, which we
cannot but transcribe :

' The business of book-making, it is

to be presumed, had made but little progress in the time of

Job, and il is not easy to see how such a performance, on
the part of Job's adversary, as the writing a book, could
have afforded any particular gratification to the afflicted

man's feelings. In modern times, when such an enterprize

is of all others (he most hazardous, it might perliaps

be a very appropriate expression of ill-will to wish thai

an adversary had engaged in any public speculation. But
in the case of Job and his maligners, we must seek for a

different explication ; for even had the trade of authorship
been as common and as perilous in those days as it now is,

we cannot but consider Job too good a man to have given
vent to so bad a wish. From the context, we learn that

the pious sufferer was aggrieved by the vagueness of tlie

charges preferred against him by his harsh-judging com-
forters. They dealt in loose generalities, affording him
no opportunity to vindicate himself by answering to a
specific accusation. In the words cited, he utters an earnest

wish that a definite form were given to the injurious im-
putations of his false friends. He would fain be sum-
moned to a formal trial ; he would have the charges boohed

against him, that he might know what were the aspersions
wliich were to be wiped from his character. Such an

CGJ

accusation, thus definitely written, he would bear about
publicly and conspicuously confute it ; he would bear it as

an ornament, convinced it would, in the end, by his

triumphant disproval of it, redound *o the still higher
honour of his innocence. That the Hebrew sepher, book,

may without violence be thus interpreted, is clear from
Deut. xxiv. 1 : " Let him write a bill of divorcement

(sepher), and give it in her hand, and send her out of his

house." In the present connection it is tantamount to a
bill of indictment.'

36. ' / would—bind it as a crown to me.'—This seems an

allusion to some early custom of submissive reverence,

similar to those which are still shewn in the East to the

mandates of a sovereign. The account of Sir Thomas
lioe's Embassy to the Great Mogul describes one of the

most reverent and most illustrative of these customs:
' When the Mogul by letter sends his commands to any
of his governors, those papers are entertained with as much
respect as if he himself were present ; for the governor,

having intelligence that such letters are come near him,

himself with other inferior oflicers ride forth to meet the

messenger that brings them : and as soon as he sees those

letters, he alights from his horse, falls down on the earth,

then takes them from the messenger, and lays them on his

head whereon he binds themfast; then, returnuig to his place

of public meeting, he reads and answers them.'

39. ' If I have eaten thefruits thereof without money, or

caused the owners thereof to lose their life.'—It may be a

question who are here designated as ' owners' of what Job
in the preceding verse calls his own land. In point of fact,

the word so translated is the general one for not only owner-

ship, but mastership or presidence—usually translated
' lord,' that is to say, baal. In application to property it

means ownership when the context does not require it to

mean simple mastership, which must be its meaning here.

Thus in Josh. xxiv. 11 ; Jud. ix. 2; 2 Sam. xxi. 12, the

same word is used in the original to denote the inhabitants

of a city, the citizens. Job therefore being the proprietor,

it is clear that the persons here indicated were the tenants,

occupiers of the land. Great landowners in the east do not

generally cultivate their own fields : they employ men who
find all the labour, and have a certain part of the produce
for their remuneration. The cultivator, if defrauded, will

say, ' The furrows I have made bear w itness against him

:

they complain,' Job therefore means, if the fields could

complain for want of proper culture, or if he had afiiicted

the tiller, or eaten the produce without rewarding him for

his toils, then, let thistles grow instead of wheat, and
cockles instead of barley.

40. ' Thistle.'—The original word is Kin hhoach, which

is also in 2 Kings xiv. 9, translated ' thistle ;' but in Job
xli. 2, Prov. xxvi. 9, Isa. xxiv. 13, etc., by 'thorn.' All

these passages suggest that the choach must have been some
useless plant, a weed of a thorny nature. The Septuagint

translates it by &Km9a, which signifies thorny plants in

general, and also by kv/Jt; ' a nettle,' but it is difiicult,

in this as in other instances, to discover what particular

plant is intended, and hence the word has been variously

translated. Professor Boyle, ft-om the analogy of the

Arabic, in which the corresponding word hhookh is applied

to the peach, and bur hhookh, whence we have 'apricock,'

to the apricot, thinks the word may be a general term for

the plum tribe, some of which, as the sloe, are of a thorny

nature. But all these are perennial bushes, whereas the

choach is here described as growing among and instead of

corn, and therefore an annual plant, which is not the case

with any thorny bush, but answers well to thistles or nettles,

wliich are great pests of the farmer.

' CocA/c.'—nC'N^ baasha. Some offensive weed seems

to have been intended, as the word implies a bad smell

;

perhaps it was a species of poppy, which, like some of the

rest, had a disagreeable smell, and sprung up in such pro-

fusion as to disappoint the hopes of the cultivator. The
'cockle ' of this country is a pretty flower, gi-owing among
com, but never in such quantities as to prove in tlie least

detrimental to the crop.
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CHAPTER XXXII.
I Elilm is niiijri/ with Job nitd his tliree friends. 6

Ittea use u-iidoiii cometli not from aye, lie eiciiseth

the biildnrss of his youth. 1 1 Hereproveth themfor
not satisfying of Job. 16 His zeal to speak.

So these three men ceased 'to answer Joh,

because he was righteous in his own eyes.

2 Tlien was kindled the wrath of Elihu

the son of Barachel the Buzite, of the kindred

of Ram : against Joh was his wrath kindled,

because he justified "himself rather than God.

o Also against his three friends was his

wrath kindled, because they had found no an-

swer, and yet had condemned Job.

4 Novv Elihu had 'waited till Job had
spoken, because they icere *elder than he.

5 When Elihu saw that there ivas no an-

swer in the mouth of these three men, then his

wrath was kindled.

G And Elihu the son of Barachel the Buz-
ite answered and said, I am ''young, and ye
are very old ; wherefore I was afraid, and
'durst not shew you mine opinion.

7 I said. Days should speak, and multi-

tude of years should teach wisdom.

8 But titcre is a spirit in man : and 'the in-

spiration of the Almighty giveth them under-
standing.

9 Great men are not always wise : neither

do the aged understand judgment.
10 Therefore I said. Hearken to me ; I

also will shew mine opinion.

2 Hell, hi$ son/.

.feared. ? Chap. 38. 36. Prov. 2
'' Or, orrfererf his u'orrfs. li H«

lUh. the spirit of my belly. 1* Ueb.

1

1

Behold, I waited for your words ; I
gave ear to your "reasons, whilst ye searched
out °what to say.

12 Yea, I attended unto you, and, behold,
tltere ivas none of you that convinced Job, or
that answered his words :

13 Lest ye should say. We have found
out wisdom : God thrusteth him down, not
man.

14 Now he hath not '"directed his words
against me : neither will I answer him with
your speeches.

15 They were amazed, they answered no
more : "they left oft' speaking.

16 When I had waited, (for they spake
not, but stood still, atid answered no more ;)

17 I said, I will answer also my part, I also

will shew mine opinion.

18 For I am full of "matter,
'

'the spirit

within me constraineth me.
19 Behold, my belly is as wine wliich

'iuith no vent; it is ready to burst like new
bottles.

20 I will speak, "that I may be refreshed :

I will open my lips and answer.

21 Let me not, I pray you, accept any
man's person, neither let me give flattering

titles unto man.

22 For I know not to give flattering titles ;

ill so doing my maker would soon take me
away.

Ueb. expected Job in won
e. Eccles. 2. 26. Dan. 1.

I. t/iey removed speeches fro

Verse 2. ' Elihu.'—Tliere is something remarkable about

this persou. We have not hitherto been aware of his pre-

sence or existence. He comes before us abruptly, and dis-

appears with equal abruptness. It is indeed rather less

remarkable that he should not have been mentioned before,

than that his name should not re-occur in the concluding

chapter of the book, where Job and his three friends are

again mentioned in connection with their previous dis-

courses. This circumstance, with some others, has given

occasion to some strange opinions concerning the person of

Elihu, into which it is not necessary for us to enter. The
account of his parentage, given in verse 2, seems to supply

some information. His father Barachel we do not know
;

but he was a Buzite, a name probably derived from Buz,

the son of Nahor, Abraham's brother : there was also a
city called Buz iu the land of Edom, for Jeremiah (xx.

23) mentions it along with Dedan, which we know was in

that country. Wo suspect that the term Buzite denotes

an inhabitant of that city, whether or not its name were
derived from Nahor's son, and therefore that it merely
denotes the place of residence, the family being described
in the following clause— ' of the kindred of Ram.' Who
this Ram was is questioned. The Targum makes him to

be Abraham, or rather Khram ; and that the descent of
Klihu may have been from one of Abraham's sons by
Keturah is not impossible : but others take him to be the
same with Aram the son of Kemuel, a brother of Buz.

This is still more likely, as we may easily conceive the
family of the nephew residing in a town founded by the
uncle Buz. Be this as it may, it appears to ns that Elihu
had been no particular acquaintance with either Job or
his friends, but that he happened to beone of the bystanders
(of whom there may have been several), and, feeling in-

terested in the controversy, had paid attention to its pro-
gress. At last, finding that the discussion was exhausted,
leaving the question in dispute unsettled, he took the
opportunity to interpose, and, after apologizing for his

intrusion, began to deliver his opinion. What the rather
leads us to this opinion is the exact conformity of this

explanation with the existing manner of conducting such
controversies in Arabia. Every one that pleases attends

whenever a discussion is in progress. The bystanders do
not attempt to interpose till the parties with whom the

discussion originated have expressed their views ; but
then any one who thinks that erroneous opinions have beer
expressed, or that the question has not been clearly stated,

feels quite at liberty to declare his ideas on the subject,

and claims to be, and is, listened to with the same attention

which he had himself been giving. That he was not an
original party in the dispute, nor a particular friend of

either of the parties, seem to us sufficiently to explain how
it happens that he has not been before, and is not sub-

sequently noticed.

19. ' Heady to binsl like new bottles.'— IJere is a very

GGu
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clear reference to the cnstora of keeping and conveying

wine in skins, whicli is still so general in the East, and
indeed in some of the wine-countries of southern Europe.

The custom of con-vejing loaler in such skins has already

been noticed ; and those for containing wine are not in

general differently prepared. Goat-skins are commonly
employed; but those who have to store wine in large

quantities employ ox-skins. Stores of wine are in general

kept secret in Mohammedan countries, the liqnor being

unlawful. But at Tiflis, the capital of Georgia, where
the Christian religion is professed, and where this restraint

does not operate, the present writer seldom passed the open

wine-stores without pausing to look at the remarkable

display which they offered, and which called to mind the

various passages of Scripture in which a reference is con-

tained to wine-bottles of skin. The wine was generally

contained in large ox-skins, ranged around the store-room,

and quite distended with liquor. The larger skins seemed

to answer to casks, the smaller goat and kid-skins appear-

ing as barrels and kegs in the comparison, to be chiefly

used in conveying to customers the small quantities

they required. Individuals rarely keep large stocks of

wme in their houses, but get a small supply of a goat-skin

or two from the wine-store. This seems also to have been

the case amoog the ancient Jews ; for Nehemiah, although

holding the rank of governor, had no store of wine, for we
read that he had a fresh supply every ten days. (Neh.
V. 18.) The large skins, in the wine-stores we have
mentioned, are supported above the floor upon frames of

wood.
Skin-bottles were by no means confined to Asia. They

were employed by the Greeks and Romans. Homer men-
tions goat-skins

' Tumid with the vine's

All-cheering juice.'—//. iii. 247. Odijs. vi. 78.

From a story told by Herodotus {Euterpe, 121"), it seems
le was in Egypt conveyed

backs of asses. The paintings at Herculaneum and
Pompeii furnish some interesting illustrations of this cus-

tom as ,in use among the Romans. In one instance we
see a girl pouring wine from the skin of a kid into a cup

;

and we observe tliat the amphorae or earthen wine-vessels

were made very much in the form of the skin-bottles. In

another painting we have a very curious example of the

manner in which wine was conveyed to the consumer. A
large skin full of wine was mounted on a cart, well contrived

for the purpose, and drawn by horses to the door, where
the liquor was drawn off into the amphorse or earthen

pitchers, and conveyed into the house. The manner in

that bottles on the I in the East.

which the wme is drawn off through the neck or one of

the legs of the skin is exactly in the style in which wine,

other liquids are stUi drawn from such skins

CHAPTER XXXIII.

1 Elilm offereth himself instead of God, tvilh sincerity

and meekness, to reason with Job. 8 He exaiseth

God from giviwj man an account of his ways, by

his greatness. M God calleth man to repentance by

visions, 19 by afflictions, 23 and by his ministry.

31 He inciteth Job to attention.

WuEREFOKE, Jol), I prav thee, liear my
speeches, and hearken to all my wonls.

2 Behold, now I have opened my mouth,

my tongue hath spoken 'in my mouth.

3 My words shall be of the uprightness of

my heart : and my lips shall utter knowledge

clearly.

4 The Spirit of God hath made me, and

the breath of the Almighty hath given me life.

5 If thou canst answer me, set t/iy words

in order before me, stand up.
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6 "Behold, I am 'according to thy wish in

God's stead : I also am "formed out of the clay.

7 Behold, my terror shall not make thee

afraid, neither shall my hand be heavy upon
thee.

8 Surely thou hast spoken 'in mine hearing,

and I have heard the voice of tht/ words, saj/-

9 I am clean without transgression, I am
innocent ; neither is there iniquity in me.

10 Behold, he findeth occasions against me,
he counteth me for his enemy,

11 He putteth my feet in the stocks, he

marketh all my paths.

12 Behold, in this thou art not just: I will

answer thee, that God is greater than man.
13 Why dost thou strive against him ? for

'he giveth not account of any of his matters.

14 For God speaketh once, yea twice, yet

man perceiveth it not.

15 In a dream, in a vision of the night,

when deep sleep falleth upon men, in slum-

berings upon the bed ;

16 Then 'he openeth the ears of men, and
sealeth their instruction,

17 That he may withdraw m^n from his

'purpose, and hide pride from man.

18 He keepeth back his soul from the pit,

and his life 'from perishing by the sword.

19 He is chastened also with pain upon his

bed, and the multitude of his bones with

strong pain

:

20 '"So that his life abhorreth bread, and
his soul "dainty meat.

21 His flesh is consumed away, that it can-

not be seen ; and his bones that were not seen

stick out.

22 Yea, his soul draweth near unto the

gi-ave, and his life to the destroyers.

23 If there be a messenger with him, an
interpreter, one among a thousand, to shew
unto man his uprightness :

24 Then he is gracious unto him, and
saith. Deliver him from going down to the

pit : I have found '^a ransom.

25 His flesh shall be fresher ''than a

child's: he shall return to the days of his

youth

:

26 He shall pray unto God, and he will be

favourable unto him : and he shall see his face

with joy : for he will render unto man his

righteousness.

27 "He looketh upon men, and if any say,

I have sinned, and perverted tliat which ivas

right, and it profited me not

;

28 ' 'He will deliver his soul from going into

the pit, and his life shall see the light.

29 Lo, all these things worketh God '"of-

tentimes with man,
30 To bring back his soul from the pit, to

be enlightened with the light of the living.

31 Mark well, O Job, hearken unto me

:

hold thy peace, and I will speak.

32 If thou hast any thing to say, answer

me : speak, for I desire to justify thee.

33 If not, hearken unto me : hold thy

peace, and I shall teach thee wisdom.

« Oiap. 9. 35, and 13. 20, 21. 3 Heb. acctrrding to thy mouth. * Ileb. rut imt of the clai/.

6 Heb. Ae aistrereth nut. 7 Heh. he revealeth, or, uncoveiclh. 8 lleb. work. » Heb. from
;

10 Psal. 70. 18. 1
1 Heb. mf(il 0/ (fesr're. fi Ot. an atonement. 13 Heb. </i(i,

I* Or, he shall looh upon men, and say, I have sinned, &c. 15 Or, he hath delivered my soul, kc, and my life. l*

Verse 18. ' The pit.'—There are several allusions to the

pit in this book and in the Psalms ; and, as they do not
occur in connection with passages which take their figures

from hunting, it is probable that something different from
the pitfalls in which beasts of prey were caught is in-

tended. It is probable that it was customary to throw
criminals and oppressed persons into pits. Joseph was
' east into a pit' by his cruel brethren. In some countries.

particular classes of criminals, condemned to capital

punishment, have been thrown headlong into deep pits

prepared for the purpose. There was such a pit at Athens

—a deep and dark hole, the bottom of which was set with

iron spikes, on which those fell who were thrown in. The
mouth also had overhanging spikes to preclude the pos-

sibility of escape to those who might survive the fall.

CHAPTER XXXIV.

1 Elihu acciiseth Jobfor charging God with injustice.

10 God omnipotent cannot be unjust. 31 Man must
humble Uimself unto God. 34 Miihu reproveth Job.

Furthermore Elihu answered and said,

2 Hear my words, O ye wise men ; and
give ear unto me, ye that have knowledge.

1 Chap. 12. 11. « Meh.jidate.

3 'For the ear trieth words, as the 'mouth

tasteth meat.

4 Let us choose to us judgment : let us

know among ourselves what is good.

5 For Job hath said, I am righteous : and

God hath taken away my judgment.

6 Should I lie against my right? "my
wound is incurable without trans.gresslon.
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7 What man is like Job, loho drinketh up
scorning like water ?

8 Which goetli in company with the

workers of iniquity, and walketh with wicked

men.
9 For he hath said, It profiteth a man

nothing thathe shoulddelight himself with God.

10 Therefore hearken unto me, ye ''men

of understanding : 'far be it from God, that

he should do wickedness ; and from the Al-

mighty, that he should commit iniquity.

11 "For the work of a man shall he render

unto him, and cause every man to find accord-

ing to his ways.

12 Yea, surely God will not do wickedly,

neither will the Almighty pervert judgment.

13 Who hath given him a charge over the

earth? or who hath disposed 'the whole

world ?

14 "If he set his heart "upon man, if he

gather imto himself his spirit and his breath
;

15 '"All flesh shall perish together, and

man shall turn again unto dust.

IG If now thou hast understanding, hear

this : hearken to the voice of my words.

17 Shall even he that hateth right "go-

vern ? and wilt thou condemn him that is most

just?

IS Is it Jit to say to a king. Thou art

wicked ? and to princes. Ye are ungodly ?

19 How much less to him that "accepteth

not the persons of princes, nor regardeth the

rich more than the poor ? for they all are the

work of his hands.

20 In a moment shall they die, and the

people shall be troubled at midnight, and

pass away: and ""the mighty shall be taken

away without hand.

21 "For his eyes are upon the ways of

man, and he seeth all his goings.

22 The7-e is no darkness, nor shadow of

death, where the workers of iniquity may hide

themselves.

23 For he will not lay upon man more than

right; that he should "enter into judgment
with God.

24 He shall break in pieces mighty men
'^without number, and set others in their

stead.

25 Therefore he knoweth their works, and

he overturneth them in the night, so that they

are "destroyed.

26 He striketh them as wicked men "in

the open sight of others ;

27 Because they turned back "from him,

and would not consider any of his ways

:

28 So that they cause the cry of the poor

to come unto him, and lie heareth the cry of

the afflicted.

29 When he giveth quietness, who then

can make trouble? and when he hideth /ns

face, who then can behold him ? whether it

be done against a nation, or against a man
only

:

30 That the hypocrite reign not, lest the

people be ensnared.

31 Surely it is meet to be said unto God,

I have borne chastisement, I will not offend

any more

:

32 That lohich I see not teach thou me : if

I have done iniquity, I will do no more.

33 '"Should it he according to thy mind ?

he will recompense it, whether thou refuse, or

whether thou choose ; and not I : therefore

speak what thou knowest.

34 Let men "of undei-standing tell me,

and let a wise man hearken unto me.

35 Job hath spoken without knowledge,

and bis words ivere without wisdom.

3G "My desire is that Job may be tried

luito the end because of his answers for

wicked men.

37 For he addeth rebellion unto his sin,

he clappeth his hands among us, and multi-

plieth his words against God.
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5 Look unto the heavens, and see ; and
behold the clouds which are higher than thou.

6 If thou sinnest, what doest thou against

him ? or if thy transgressions be multiplied,

what doest thou unto him ?

7 "If thou be righteous, what givest thou

hlin ? or what receiveth he of thine hand ?

8 Thy wickedness may hurt a man as thou

art ; and thy righteousness may jn-ofit the son

of man.

9 By reason of the multitude of oppressions

they make tlie oppressed to cry : they cry out

by reason of the arm of the mighty.

10 But none saith, Where is God my
maker, who giveth songs in the night

;

3 Chap. 22. 3. Psal. Ifi. 2. Horn. U.jj. < Chap 27.

1

1

Who teacheth us more than the beasts

of the eartii, and maketh us wiser than the

fowls of heaven ?

12 There they cry, but none giveth answer,

because of the pride of evil men.
13 ^Surely God will not hear vanity, nei-

ther will the Almighty regard it.

14 Although thou sayest thou shalt not see

him, yet judgment is before him ; therefore

trust thou in him.

15 But now, because it is not so, 'he hath
visited in iiis anger ; yet 'he knoweth it not in

great extremity

:

16 Therefore doth Job open his mouth in

vain ; he multiplieth words without knowledge.
I'rov. 1.29. Isa. 1. 13. .ler. 11.11. 5 That is, Gurf.

CHAPTER XXXVI.

1 Elihusheweth how God is just in his ways. 16 How
Job's sins hinder God's b/essinris. 24 God's trorhs

are to be magnified.

Elihu also proceeded, and said,

2 Suffer me a little, and I will shew thee

'that I have yet to speak on God's behalf.

3 I will fetch my knowledge fi"om afar,

and will ascribe righteousness to my Maker.
4 For truly my words shall not be false : he

that is perfect in knowledge is with thee.

5 Behold, God is mighty, and despiseth

not any : he is mighty in strength and 'wis-

dom.

6 He preserveth not the life of the wicked :

but giveth right to the "poor.

7 'He withdraweth not his eyes from the

righteous: but with kings are they on the

throne
;
yea, he doth establish them for ever,

and they are exalted.

8 And if they be bound in fetters, and be

holden in cords of affliction ;

9 Then he sheweth them their work, and
their transgressions that they have exceeded.

10 He openeth also their ear to discipline,

and commandeth that they return from ini-

quity.

11 If they obey and serve him, they shall

'spend their days in prosperity, and their years

in pleasures.

12 But if they obey not, "they shall perish

by the sword, and they shall die without

knowledge.

13 But the hypocrites in heart heap up
wrath : they cry not when he bindeth them.

14 ^They die in youth, and their life is

among the "unclean.

15 He delivereth the "poor in his affliction,

and ojjeneth their ears in oppression.

16 Even so would he have removed thee

out of the strait into a broad place, where
there is no straitness ;'and '"that which should

be set on thy table should be full of fatness.

17 But thou hast fulfilled the judgment of

the wicked: "judgment and justice take hold

on thee-

18 Because there is wrath, beware lest he
take thee away with his stroke : then a great

ransom cannot "deliver thee.

19 Will he esteem thy riches? no, not

gold, nor all the forces of strength.

20 Desire not the night, when people are

cut off in their place.

21 Take heed, regard not iniquity : for this

hast thou chosen rather than affliction.

22 Behold, God exalteth by his power

:

who teacheth like him ?

23 Who hath enjoined him his way? or

who can say. Thou hast wrought iniquity ?

24 Remember that thou magnify his work,

which men behold.

25 Every man may see it ; man may behold

it afar off.

26 Behold, God is great, and we know him
not, neith(!r can the number of his years be

searched out.

27 For he maketh small the drops of wa
ter : they pour down rain according to the va-

pour thereof:

28 Which the clouds do drop and distil

upon man abundantly.

Heb. thtit there are yet words fm- God. 2 Heb. Iienrt.

6 Heb. theij s/util pans away by the sword, 7 Heb. thei\

10 Heh. the rest oj'tliij table. u Oi, judgment ar.d Justine should uphold Ihee
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29 Also can am/ understand the spreadings

of the clouds, or the noise of his tabernacle ?

30 Behold, he spreadeth his light upon it,

and covereth "the bottom of the sea.

31 For by them judgeth he the people ; he

giveth meat in abundance.
la Heb. the roots.

32 With clouds he covereth the light ; and
commandeth it 7iot to shine by the cloud that

Cometh betwixt.

33 Tlie noise thereof sheweth conceraing

it, the cattle also concerning "the vapour.

• * Heb. t)iat trhicfi goet/i up.

Verse 27. ' He maketh small the drops of water,' etc.—

The entire passage contained in the remainder of this

chapter, and the first portion of the following, form a

very accurate and picturesque delineatic

of vaporization, and the formation of :

tempests.

CHAPTER XXXVII.

1 God is to hefented because of Ids great works. 15

His wisdom is unsearchable in them.

At this also my heart trembleth, and is moved
out of his place.

2 'Hear attentively the noise of his voice,

and the sound that goeth out of his mouth.

3 He directeth it under the whole heaven,

and his 'lightning unto the "ends of the

earth.

4 After it a voice roareth : he thundereth

with the voice of his excellency ; and he will

not stay them when his voice is heard.

5 God thundereth marvellously with his

voice ; great things doeth he, which we can-

not comprehend.

6 For "lie saith to the snow. Be thou on

the earth ; 'likewise to the small rain, and to

the great rain of his strength.

7 He sealeth up the hand of every man

;

that all men may know his work.

8 Then the beasts go into dens, and remain

in their places.

9 "Out of the south cometh the whirlwind :

and cold out of the 'north.

10 By the breath of God frost is given

:

and the breadth of the waters is straitened.

11 Also by watering he wearieth the thick

cloud : he scattereth "his bright cloud :

12 And it is turned round about by his

counsels : that they may do whatsoever he

commandeth them upon the face of the world

in the earth.

13 He causeth it to come, whether for

'correction, or for his land, or for mercy.

14 Hearken unto this, O Job : stand still,

and consider the wondrous works of God.
15 Dost tiiou know when God disposed

them, and caused the light of kis cloud to

shine ?

16 Dost thou know the balancings of the

clouds, the wondrous works of him which is

perfect in knowledge ?

17 How thy garments are warm, when he

quieteth the earth by the south icind ?

18 Hast thou with him spread out the sky,

which is strong, and as a molten looking glass ?

19 Teach us what we shall say unto him
;

J'or we cannot order our speech by reason of

darkness.

20 Shall it be told him that I speak ? if a

man speak, surely he shall be swallowed up.

21 And now men see not the bright light

which is in the clouds : but the wind passeth,

and cleanseth them.

22 '"Fair weather cometh out of the north

:

with God is terrible majesty.

23 Touching the Almighty, we cannot find

him out: lie is excellent in power, and in

judgment, and in plenty ofjustice : he will not

afflict.

24 Men do therefore fear him : lie re-

specteth not any that are wise of heart.

8 Heb. light. 3

showers iifrain of his strength.

Verse 6. • HesniUi ralhcstiow, Bct/toiionthee.trtli.'—Some
readers, regarding Job and his friends as emirs of the re-

gion bordering on Palestine, will, from the ideas they form
of hot regions, be surprised at their familiarity with snow.
We collect the following notices from the History of the

Months, in the Introduction (forming the Natural History)
of our own Pictorial History of Palestine. Under January
it is stated,— ' The mountains of Lebanon are covered all the

winter with snow, which, when the winds arc easterly,
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affects the whole coast from Tripoli to Sidon with a more

piercing cold than is known even in this northern climate.

Hut the other maritime and inland places, whether to the

north or south of these mountains, enjoy a much milder

temperature, and a more regular change in the seasons.

Le Kruyn, travelling along the maritime coast in January,

iound the whole country around Tripoli covered with

deep snow. On the same coast, more to the south, be-

tween Tyre and Acre, on the 9th, Buckingham found the
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cold great, and the thermometer at 45° in the open air,

before sunrise. Brown takes notice of snow at Jaffa on

the 2-tth of this month. Major Skinner, who states that

he traversed the country in a season unusually severe,

speaks much of snow and cold. He mentions a village

under Mount Carmel, in which many houses had been

destroyed by the great quantities of snow which had
fallen. He spent a night in that village, and on the morn-
ing of the 28th found the court-yard full of snow, which
had fallen during the night. Snow was then resting on
the ridge of Mount Carmel. Penetrating to the interior

of the country, the same traveller reached Nazareth on the

30th. The heights around the town, and many of the

houses in it, were covered with snow, large heaps of which
were piled up in the court-yard of the convent. Many of

the smaller houses had been destroyed by it ; and, the

next day, he found that the deep snow in the streets ren-

dered it impossible to quit the city, and difiScult to move
about in it. A thaw had, however, commenced. The
snow falls thick and lies long on the mountains and high

intervening plains and valleys of Jebel Hauran, which
may be said to bound eastward the country beyond Jordan.

Mado.K found it so at the end of this month. The same
traveller, on the 13th, found Damascus covered with snow
as well as the mountains and plain around it. From its

peculiarly low level and enclosed situation, the plain of

Jericho, and indeed the whole valley of the Jordan, enjoys

a remarkably mild winter climate. Mariti adduces and
confirms the statement of Josephus, who reports that the

winter of the plain of Jericho resembled spring, and that

the inhabitants were clothed in linen garments at the same
time that it snowed in other parts of Juda;a. Correspond-

ingly, Burckhardt takes notice that snow is almost un-

known on the borders of the lake of Tiberias. It appears,

indeed, generally, that when the sun is not obscured the

day is often exceedingly warm when the night has been

frosty. The Scriptures allude to this, as do various tra-

vellers. La Roque was much incommoded by the heat of

the sun when travelling near Tyre on the 29th of this

month.'

In the same work it is stated, under February,—'At
the beginning of this month, dazzling snow on all sides

met the view of Major Skinner in departing from Nazareth.

He saw the snow firm on the sides of Mount Tabor. But
after his return to the coast, he takes no further notice of

snow, which had so much engaged his attention before he

departed for the interior of the country. Snow usually

falls this month in the southern parts of Palestine ; and
Shaw reports that it is an observation at and near Jeru-

salem that, provided a moderate quantity of snow falls in

the beginning of February, whereby the fountains are

made to overflow a little afterwards, there is the prospect

of a plentiful year ; and that the inhabitants on such occa-

sions make similar rejoicings to those of the Egj'ptians

on cutting the dikes of the Nile. Southward, in the higher

region of the Sinai mountains, Thevenot met with snow,

and even with ice which no stick could break, in the be-

ginning of February ; and even at Suez, his inability to

obtain admittance into the town gave him occasion to ex-

perience that the night air was severely cold.

' As might be expected, the cold is this month more
severe in the high country beyond Jordan, on the east,

than in the other parts of Palestine. As late as the 22Dd,

Buckingham found the snow lying on the high range of

hills at Gilead, called Jebel es-Szalt, which became thicker

the higher he ascended. On the summit the cold was ex-

cessive, and the snow, presenting one unbroken mass, was
hardened into solid ice. This is not surprising, if, as

he thinks, by a comparative estimate, the height was
5000 feet above the level of the sea. The same day he

reached the town of Szalt. The whole of the town was
filled with snow, the streets being in some places almost

impassable ; and the terraces of the houses, which, from

the steepness of the hill on which it stood, rose one above

another, like steps, presented a number of square and
snow-like masses, like sheets exposed on the ground to

dry. The inhabitants, including men, women, and chil-

dren, were clothed in sheep-skin jackets, with the skin,

looking like red leather, turned outside, and tlie wool
within : while the florid complexions and light-brown hair

of the people gave to the whole an appearance of a scene

in the north of Europe, rather than one in the southern

part of so hot a region as Syria, and bordering too upon
the parched deserts of Arabia-Petra-a. Buckingham was
detained at this place till the 28th by the weather, which
was reported to have caused great destruction among
the flocks and herds of the surrounding country ; and two
persons were reported to have died on the night of the 27th

from exposure to the cold at a short distance from the

town. In the country more to the east, about the moun-
tains which bound the Hauran plain, the weather in this

mouth must be severe, judging from the series of daily

observations which Mr. Madox has given. He was de-

tained no less than nine days (10th-19th) at el-Hait, on

the lower slope of the Hauran mountains, by snow and
bad weather. From an analysis of the observations made
by him in this quarter, and extending from near the be-

ginning towards the end of this month, it appears that

there are often heavy falls of snow, chiefly by night, but

sometimes by day. The snow occasionally lies several feet

deep on the ground in the morning. Sometimes, on the

same night, falls of snow alternate with showers of sleet

and rain. Frost frequent, and sometimes very severe.

Cold, sometimes intense, at night, when the north wind
blows. The winds often blow strongly and keenly at

night, generally abate as the day gi'ows, and sometimes

rise again in the afternoon. The higher mountains co-

vered with thick snow. Snow in the plain around the

mountains also, till about the 19th; but not so much.
Even on approaching Damascus (20th) this traveller had
often to make his way through water and ice. At the

same time the Lebanon mountains were impassable from
snow, and the post from Damascus to Beirut had been

obliged to return. It is right to add, that this winter

(1825) appears to have been more than usually severe for

snow and cold. Nevertheless in this month, and especially

in the latter half of it, the sun shines out brightly by day,

and the air is mild and genial, especially in the country

west of the Jordan.'

7. ' He sealelh up the hand of every man ; that all men

mail know,' etc.—We remember to have seen this pas-

sage presumptuously cited in old books, as affording a

sanction to the fooleries of chiromancy. The obvious

meaning is no more or less than this: that during the deep

snows and heavy rains, mentioned in the preceding verse,

the hand of man is restrained from the usual labours of

the field. The effect is the same if, with Schultens and
others, the restraint be understood to proceed from the

frosts of winter, rather than from rain. It is immediately

after said, that ' then the beasts go into dens, and remain

in their places ;' which well explains what is meant in the

present text, and that ' sealing up the hand ' means an in-

termission of customary pursuits. Beasts withdraw in this

manner when there are rain and snow, but not necessarily

in frosty weather: and this fact furnishes another expla-

nation, confirming the view already taken.

18. '^ molten looking-glass.'—See the note on Exod.

22. ' Fair weather cometh out of the north.'—This is an

explanation, not a translation. The original word, trans-

lated • fair -weather,' is DnT zahab, ' gold ;' which some,

as the Vulgate (ab aquilone atirum venit), understand

literally, but which is more generally understood to ex-

press poetically the ' golden splendour' of the firmament,

when the north wind has driven away the clouds and
humid vapours by which it had been obscured.
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chaptp:r XXXVIII.

1 God challengeth Job to answer. 4 God, hij kin

iiii<jhty ifor/cs, convincetit Job of ignorance, 31 atid

of imbecilili).

Then the Lord answered Job out of tlie

wliirKvind, and said,

2 Who is this that darkeneth counsel by

words without knowledge ?

3 Gird up now thy loins like a man ; for I

will demand of thee, and 'answer thou me.

4 'Where wast thou when I laid the

foundations of the earth ? declare, ^if thou

hast understanding.

5 Who hath laid the measures thereof, if

thou knowest ? or wlio hath stretched the line

upon it?

() Whereu))on are the 'foundations thereof

'fastened? or who laid the corner stone thereof;

7 When the morning stars sang together,

and all the sons of God shouted for joy ?

8 'Or iclw shut up the sea with doors,

when it brake forth, as if it had issued out of

the womb?
9 When I made the cloud the garment

thereof, and thick darkness a swaddling-band

for it,

10 And "brake up for it my decreed place,

and set bars and doors,

1

1

And said. Hitherto shalt thou come, but

no further: and here shall °thy proud waves

be stayed ?

12 Hast thou commanded the morning

since thy days ; and caused the dayspring to

know his place

;

13 That it might take hold of the "ends of

the earth, that the wicked might be shaken

out of it?

14 It is turned as clay to the seal ; and

they stand as a garment.

15 And from the wicked their light is with-

holdcn, and the high arm shall be broken.

16 Hast thou entered into the springs of

the sea ? or hast thou walked in the search of

the depth?

17 Have the gates of death been opened

unto thee ? or hast thou seen the doors of the

shadow of death ?

18 Hast thou perceived the breadth of the

earth ? declare if thou knowest it all.

19 Where is the way where light dwelleth ?

and as for darkness, where is the place

thereof,

20 That thou shouldest take it '"to the

1 Heb. ma!ic me know. t Psal. lOJ. 5. ProT. .30. <.

» Hob. mnde to sinh. *• Ps-il. 104. 9. 7 Or, established myn
10 Or, (i(. H Heb. ij toJicn. I2 0r, r/«H

15 Or, tilt: twelve iignt. '* Ihh. guide them.
1" llcb. tv/uj can eniuic to lie thifn. 20 Or, w/i^

ss Psal. 104,21. 83 Heb. the li
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bound thereof, and that thou shouldest know
the paths to the house thereof?

21 Knowest thou it, because thou wast then

born ? or because the number of thy days is

great?

22 Hast thou entered into the treasures of

the snow ? or hast thou seen the treasures of

the hail,

23 Which I have reserved against the time

of trouble, against the day of battle and war ?

24 By what way is the light parted, which

scattereth the east wind upon the earth ?

25 Wio hath divided a watercourse for the

overflowing of waters, or a way for the light-

ning of thunder

;

26 To cause it to rain on the earth, ivhere

no man is ; on tlie wilderness, wherein there is

no man
;

27 To satisfy the desolate and waste

r/rounrl ; and to cause the bud of the tender

herb to spring forth ?

28 Hath the rain a father? or who hath

begotten the drops of dew ?

29 Out of whose womb came the ice ? and

the hoary frost of heaven, who hath gendered

it?

30 The waters are hid as toith a stone, and

the face of the deep "is frozen.

31 Canst thou bind the sweet influences of
'^ 'Tleiades, or loose the bands of "Orion ?

32 Canst thou bring forth "Mazzaroth in

his season? or canst thou "guide Arcturus

with his sons ?

33 Knowest thou the ordinances of heaven ?

canst thou set the dominion thereof in the

earth ?

34 Canst thou lift up thy voice to the clouds,

that abundance of waters may cover thee ?

35 Canst thou send lightnings, that they

may go, and say unto thee, ' 'Here we are ?

36 '"Who hath put wisdom in the inward

parts? or who hath given understanding to the

heart ?

37 Who can ntlmber the clouds in wis-

dom? or '"who can stay the bottles of heaven,

38 "When the dust "groweth into hard-

ness, and the clods cleave fast together ?

39 "Wilt thou hunt the prey for the lion ?

or fill "the appetite of the young lions,

40 When they couch in their dens, and

abide in the covert to lie in wait?

41 " Who provideth for the raven his food?

when his young ones cry unto God, they wan-

der for lack of meat.

» Heb. ifthmi Innmest tindrrstandtng. * Heb. Kc'iCU.

rce upo„ il. 8 1 li-b. the pride of thy tcave). ' Heb. <n»gs.

•„ si„„ IS Heb. Cii«aA. » Heb. Cesit.

17 lll-b. Brhold m. '8 Cll>p. 32. 8. licclen. 2. 20.

it Paal. 117. k Matt. 6. 2r..
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Verse 14. ' It is turned as claij to the seal.'—Mr. Land-

seer, in his Sahican Researches, has some curious specula-

tions upon this passage. He understands that the seal

alluded to was one of such cylinders, revolving upon au

axis, which we have noticed under I Kings xxi. Then
he apprehends that the 'turning' applies to the revolu-

tion of the cylindrical seal upon the clay that received the

impression. Or, as the clay seems rather to be repre-

sented as turning to the seal, than the seal to the clay, he

observes, that the whole verse might be explained by 'the

operation of impressing one of these ancient cylindrical

signets on clay, which bends as the cylinder revolves in

delivering its impression, stands round it curvedly as a

garment (till you flatten it while in a moist state), and
renders conspicuous to view the dark contents of the in-

taglio engraving.' This last explanation we can by no

means admit, whatever be said of the other ; for there can

be no idea of any use for such impressions as it supposes.

It is a useful observation, made by him, however, that of

all the substances to which he had applied these cylin-

drical signets, he found clay to be the best adapted both

for receiving and retaining the impression. We think

the text certainly states that impressions were for some
purposes made by seals (of whatever kind) upon clay

;

and can by no means agree with Dr. Good, that the idea

is derived from the operations of the potter. Seals are

still applied to clay in the East, probably for the same
purposes as in the time of Job : this is for the sealing of

doors. We have often, in Eastern caravanserais, been

struck by observing this process as applied to apartments

in which valuable property has been deposited. In such

cases, the lock, which is easily picked, is considered au in-

adequate safeguard, a mass of clay is daubed over it, and

impressed with a wooden seal. This of course does not

prevent robberies ; but it serves at once to make the fact

known if any one has contrived or forced an entrance by
the door, through which alone access can be obtained.

As to the general signification of the verse, we incline to

understand that the word ';]9nnn tithhappeh (in conj.

Hithp. from '^an) denotes change rather than literal revo-

lution : and, consequently, that the passage compares the
change which the day-spring produces on the face of
nature, to that which the seal produced upon clay, im-
pressing its blank and disagreeable mass with character
and beauty. [Appekoix, No. 60.]

22. ' T/ie treasures of the snotv.'—This has not been
clearly understood, nor do we profess to understand it.

But the comparison of snow to ' treasure,' might suggest
a reference to the extremely diversified and very beautiful

forms of the crystals of which the flakes of snow are com-
posed. When the air is calm and the cold intense, as in

the Arctic regions, these crystals are observed in the most
extensive variety, and the most regular and beautiCul

forms ; and as the extreme north was considered as the

great storehouse, so to speak, of cold and of all the phe-
nomena which cold produces, one might venture to

suspect a reference to the polar regions as to the ' treasures

of the snow.' Captain Scoresby, who gave much attention

to this and other Arctic phenomena, has figured ninety-

six varieties of these crystals, and we have caused part of

his representation to be copied. He divides all the forms
into five principal classes, for the description of which we
may refer to his work. If we might venture to suppose
that the Almighty referred Job to such things as afibrding

evidence of His wisdom and power, we should perceive a

1"! |i

pl^ii
ifii ,iii«|
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peculiar beauty in such a reference, from the fact that the

examination of these crystals conveyed exactly this im-

pression to the mind of Captain Scoresby. He says,

' The extreme, beauty and endless variety of the micro-

scopic objects perceived in the animal and vegetable

kingdoms, are perhaps fully equalled if not surpassed, in

both particulars of beauty and variety, by the crystals of

snow. The principal configurations are the stelliform and
hexagonal ; though almost every variety of shape of

which the generating angle of 60° and 120° are susceptible,

may, in the course of a few years' observation, be dis-

covered. Some of the general varieties in the fifjures of

the crystals may be referred to the temperature of the air;

but the particular and endless modification of similar

classes of crystals can only be referred to the will and
pleasure of the First Great Cause, whose works, even the

most minute and evanescent, and in regions the most
remote from human observation, are altogether admirable.'

No objection to the possibility of the reference here

suggested can arise in this place from the consideration

that Job could not have had any knowledge of such phe-

nomena as these : for it will be observed that this, the

first series of questions, refers distinctly to matters which
he had not seen, did not know, could not understand ; and

then gradually proceeds to phenomena, objects, instincts,

and circumstances, the aspects of which he might see and
know externally, but the regulating principles of which
he could not comprehend.

28. 'Hath the rain a father 1 or who hath beyotten the

drops of dew '?'—Jablonski states that the Egyptians con-

sidered the moon to be the parent of dew, which, taken

in connection with the question asked in the text, may
suggest larger considerations than we have the means of

tracing. Moses also says in his song, ' My doctrine shall

drop as the rain, my speech shall distil as the dew.' The
same metaphor occurs again in the particular benediction

of the tribe of Joseph, and the collective one of Israel.

David, in his UOth Psalm, ascribes to the Messiah the dew
of a perpetual youth, which figure was retained by the

prophets, who styled the Divine Presence 'a cloud of dew
in the heat of harvest,' etc. From the extension of these

notions, the pagan Arabs addressed prayers to the source

of the clouds and the conqueror of the winds {Antar, iv.

124), which we may naturally refer to local circumstances.

In countries parched with a perpetual heat, the rain and

the dew ranked among the most eminent indications of

Divine favour : hence, in the more florid parts of their

prosaic compositions, and in the manifold imagery of

their poetic style, these became frequent sources of simile

and metaphor.

31. ' The PZeia*s.'—Considerable difficulty has been

at all times felt in determining the precise meaning of the

astronomical terms used in the book of Job and in other

parts of the Hebrew Scriptures. Our version, in the

present chapter, follows the Septuagint, both in giving the

synonyraes of the Hebrew words, and in producing the

original words where that ancient version did so, from

being unable to ofit-r such syuonymes. In the present

instance the Hebrew word is flD'a chimah, which is clearly

indicated as the constellation the heliacal rising of which
announced the return of spring. The word implies what-

ever is desirable, delightful, or lovely; and therefore

admirably corresponds with that season of which it formed

the cardinal constellation in the time of .lob. That it

denotes the Pleiades is generally agreed, and is probably

the least doubtful of the determinations of the Septuagint.

The PUiadis are well known to be a cluster of stars in

tbecorri 11 ri"!i Tiimis; and formed actually the leading

constL-ii •'
• ir at the time in which we l»ve

suppo-i 1
.<• 1 . Iiutwe should greatly err in at-

temptni:^ t.i;\ ;i
|

ii:i.iil;ir year on the data which _this

fact otlurs. It is well known that the ancients determined

the seasons by the rising and setting of certain constella-

tions. Now, according to calculations formed on the

usual rate of the precession of the equinoxes, the star

Taigette, the northernmost of this constellation, was prc-
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cisely in the colure of the vernal equinox 2136 years
before Christ. 'I'his was before the binh of Abraham, ac-

cording to the common chronology, and in his youth,
according to the chronology of Dr. Hales ; who, as we
have intimated in the Introduction to this book, employs
a similar process, with respect to the star Aldebarau, to

fix the trial of Job to the year 2.i37 B.C. INow the fault

of this process is, that it fixes the trial to the year in

which the constellation became the leader of the spring,

whereas it might, with more probability, be in some much
later year—the time of Jacob, for instance—in which it

continued to be such, and was well known to be such.

Goguet makes the same calculation, yet feels quite at

liberty under it to fix Job as a contemporary of Jacob.
In fact, the Pleiades might serve, in the same latitude,

for many centuries as the cardinal constellation of spring.

On this subject there is a good observation of Mr. Laud-
seer's :

' Before the colure of the verual equinox passed
into the Ram, and after it had quitted Aldebarau and the

Hyades, the Pleiades were for about seven or eight cen-
turies, or perhaps longer, esteemed to be the leading stars

of the Sabaean year. It is not meant that the vernal

colure continued to pass exactly through this cluster of
stars for the above space of time, but that there were no
other stars of thq zodaic, between the Hyades and the first

degree of Aries, sufficiently near to supersede them by be-

coming an asti'onomical mark.' (Sabaanliesearches, p. 1 1 5.)

— ' Orion.'—The word is 7*03 chesil, which denotes

' a fool ; but as this has no apparent application, we may
recur to the Arabic meaning, which is 'cold, inactivity,

torpor,'—a very significant name, for it is evidently the

name of a constellation, the appearance of vrhich denoted

the approach of winter, as contrasted with the chimah,

which announced the presence of spring. Most writers

now follow the opinion of Aben Ezra that the word chesil

designates the Scorpion—a constellation opposed to the

Pleiades by nearly the half of the heavens, and which
announces the approach of winter when the other brings

in the spring. The learned rabbi, indeed, fixes the deno-
mination particularly to the star Antares, or the Scorpion's

Heart, and in this also may be followed. The reader will

not fail to observe the beauty of the contrast evolved by
this explanation. Job is asked if he could hinder those

'sweet influences' to which nature yields when c/iiniaA

announces the approach of spring ; or whether he could

loosen or retard that rigidity which contracts and binds

up her fertile bosom, when the approach of winter is made
known by chesil.

32. ' Mazaaroth.'—The word is nn-TD which is doubt-

less the same, with the Syrian exchange of 1 for ?, as the

niVjD mazzaloth, of 2 Kings xxiii. 5. There are two

priucipal explanations. One of them makes the word to

denote Sirius, or the Dog-star ; while the other supposes

the signs of the zodiac to be intended. The former inter-

pretation has been very extensively received ; but the mass
of instructed opinion is doubtless in favour of the latter

alternative, in which we also concur. It seems to have
evidently that meaning in 2 Kings xxiii. 9 ; and here it

well agrees with the context. The word is plural ; and
to ' bring forth Mazzaroth (each) in its season ' more
clearly refers to the zodiacal signs, which appear succes-

sively above the horizon, than to anything else. It also

comes in naturally after having spoken of two seasons of

the year as announced by two difierent signs of the zodiac.

(See Goguet, Sur les Constellations de Job.) Dr. J. M.
Good supports this opinion by observing that ' To this

term the Alcoran makes frequeut allusions, hereby proving

that it is a proper Arabian image, and which has probably

never ceased to be common to their poets from the date of

the book of Job. Thus, among other places, Sura xv.—
" We have placed the twelve signs in the heavens, and

have set them out in various figures, for the observation

of beholders." ' We have of course understood the sular

zodiac; but an idea was promulgated by Dr. John Hill,

which has found support from Mr. Laudseer, that tlie
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lunar zodiac is intended. It is certain tliat such a zodiac
formed part of a very ancient system of Arabian astro-

nomy ; that is, as the sun was observed from month to

month to pass from one house or sign to another, so the

moon was also said to change her mansion every night.

13oth hypotheses imply the existence of the same con-

stellations; and we think either better than the alter-

native of the Dog-star. The same explanation will also

apply to both, namely, that Jehovah alone possessed the

power to ' bring forth Maziaroth in its season ;' that is to

say, so to regulate or carry round the moon (or the sun),

or its mansions, that, the mysterious cycle being com-
pleted, the pristine order of procession shall be renewed.
— ' Arcturiis with his sons.'—The Hebrew word trans-

lated Arcturus is t^]}) aish here, and C'll ash in chap. ix. 9.

The etymology is uncertain. There are two opinions

concerning what it denotes : one, that it is Arcturus, the

principal star in the constellation Bootes; and the other,

that it is the constellation Ursa Major, or the Great Bear.
The difference is not very serious, being but that between
the Bear and the Bear-keeper (Arcto-phylax), as Bootes,

from its position and proximity to the Bear, was some-
times called. The two explanations will easily coalesce if

we suppose that Arcturus, as representing the constellation

Bootes, represented also the Bear as associated therewith.

At any rate, that Ursa Major is intended may be well
believed. Aben Ezra, in his commentary on Job, is

clearly of this opinion. He says, ' Aish is a northern con-
stellation composed of seven stars.' Further on he ob.
serves, 'The number of the northern constellations is

twenty-one;' and afterwards, ' Aish and her sous are the
stars of the Great Bear.'

CHAPTER XXXIX.

1 Of the wild goats and hinds. 5 Of the wild ass.

9 The unicorn. IS I'he peacock, stork, and ostrich.

19 The horse. 26 The hawk. 27 The eagle.

Knowest thou the time when the wild goats

of the rock bring forth ? or canst thou mark
when 'the hinds do calve ?

2 Canst thou number the months tliat they

fulfil? or knowest thou the time when they

bring forth ?

3 They bow themselves, they bring forth

their young ones, they cast out their sorrows.

4 Their young ones are in good liking,

they grow up with corn ; they go forth, and
return not unto them.

5 Who hath sent out the wild ass free ? or

who hath loosed the bands of the wild ass ?

6 Whose house I have made the wilder-

ness, and the 'barren land his dwellings.

7 He scorneth the multitude of the city,

neither regardeth he the crying ""of the driver.

8 The range of the mountains is his pas-

ture, and he searcheth after evei-y green thing.

9 Will the unicorn be willing to serve

thee, or abide by thy crib ?

10 Canst thou bind the unicorn with his

b;ind in the furrow? or will he harrow the

valleys after thee ?

11 Wilt thou tru.st him, because his

strength is great ? or wilt thou leave thy la-

bour to him ?

12 Wilt thou believe him, that he will

bring home thy seed, and gather it into thy

barn?
13 Gavest thou the goodly wings unto the

peacocks ? or 'wings and feathers unto the

ostrich ?

14 Which leaveth her eggs in the earth,

and warmeth them in dust,

15 And forgetteth that the foot may crush
them, or that the wild beast may break them.

16 She is hardened against her young
ones, as though tliey were not her's : her la-

bour is in vain without fear

;

17 Because God hath deprived her of wis-

dom, neither hath he imparted to her under-
standing.

18 tVhat time she lifteth up herself on
high, she scorneth the horse and his rider.

19 Hast thou given the horse strength?
hast thou clothed his neck with thunder ?

20 Canst thou make him afraid as a grass-

hopper ? the glory of his nostrils is 'terrible.

21 'He paweth in the valley, and rejoiceth

in his strength : he goeth on to meet 'the

armed men.

22 He mocketh at fear, and is not af-

frighted ; neither turneth he back from tiie

sword.

23 The quiver rattleth against him, the

glittering spear and the shield.

24 He svvalloweth the ground with fierce-

ness and rage : neither believeth he that it is

the sound of the trumpet.

25 He saith among the trumpets, Ha, ha
;

and he smelleth the battle afar off, the thun-

der of the captains, and the shouting.

26 Doth the hawk fly by thy wisdom, and
stretch her wings toward the south ?

27 Doth the eagle mount up "at thy com-
mand, and make her nest on high ?

28 She dwelleth and abideth on the rock,

upon the crag of the rock, and the strong

place.

29 From thence she seekcth the prey, and
her eyes behold afar off.

30 Her young ones also suck up blood

:

and "where the slain are, there is she.

Luke 17. 37.
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Verse 5. ' W/io hath sent out the iciU ass free ? or who
hath loosed the bands of the wild ass i

'

— In this verse a

distinction is lost -which appears in the original, where dif-

ferent words stand where ' wild ass' equally appears in our
translation. And yet this is not altogether wrong, for it

would appear that only different kinds or species of the

wild ass are represented by the two different words.
Tyndale marked the distinction by rendering the last term
not by ' ass ' but by ' mule,' and in this has been followed
by Good, Lee, and others. The first of the two words
here is N"1S pere. It is the same which occurs in Gen.

xvi. 12, where it is rendered ' wild,' as an epithet applied
to Ishmael ; in Job xxiv. 5, where, as here, it is rendered
'wild ass,' as it is also in Isa. xxxii. 14; Jer. ii. 24; xiv.

6 ; Hos. viii. 9 ; most of which places indicate by the con-
text that the animal led a wild life in the wilderness. The

other word is injf orud, which apparently occurs only

here and in Dan. v. 2
1

; but is perhaps also intended

where we read "lyiy in Jer. xvii. 6 ; xlviii. 6, where, how-

ever, the translation is ' heath '—most erroneously, as no
heath exists in the wildernesses of Asia. We may take
names thus discriminated to denote two varieties in race of
the wild ass known in Asia ; for nothing is clearer than
that if the two words, as appears probable, denote different

varieties, both of them are described as being wild. But
the difficulty only here begins, as the subject of the wild
asses of Asia is involved in great obscurity from the vary-
ing accounts and names of travellers, so that it is not easy
to determine the differences ; and some incline to think
that all the wild asses under the different namesof Koulou
in Northern Asia, of Djiggetai in Central Asia, of Ghur or
Ghurkud in South-Western Asia, etc., all apply to the same
animal. Col. C. Hamilton Smith distinguishes them,
though he seems to think that the ancient, and some modern
writers, confounded the two former, if not all three, in their

descriptions. But he shews that the Djiggetai is distin-

guished from the Koulon by its neighing voice, and by the

deficiency of two teeth in the jaws, and that it is distin-

guished from the Ghur among other- distinctions by the
fact that it does not bray (Art. Ass, in Kitto's Biblical
Ci/clopadia). Now, if two varieties of the wild ass are
indicated in the present text, there can be little doubt they
are the Ghur and the Djiggetai, putting the Koulon out of

fiew. Then the question is, which of the two answers to

the PERE, and which to the orud. Col. C. Hamilton
Smith himself supposes that the word orud is derived from
the braying voice of the animal ; and as the Djiggetai does
nmt bray, he concludes that the Ghur is the obud, and the

Djiggetai the pere. The same line of inference would,
however, conduct us to the opposite conclusion. For, while
we are unable to find any reference to braying in the word
ORUD, itis clear, from Job vi. 5, that the pere was a braying
animal, for this is ' the wild ass' of that text, which indeed
is the only one in Scripture where the word ' bray ' occurs.

On this ground, therefore, the Ghur, and not the Djiggetai

—

which does not bray, should be the pere of Scripture.

'I'he text in question

—

' Doth the wild ass [pere] bray when he hath grass ?

or loweth the ox over his fodder';' '

—

shews that the pere brayed when he had no grass, as much
as the ox lowed when it had no fodder. Col. Smith's other

reason for his conclusion, that the orud is in the present

text described as untameablc; whereas the Djiggetai is

actually used at present as a domestic animal at Lucknow,
seems to us the less convincing as the description exhibits

the animal rather in an untamed condition than as abso-

lutely untameable ; and besides, Col. Smith himself holds

that the common labouring ass of Sonth-Western Asia is a
domesticated race of the Ghur, which he regards as the

orud. We therefore, with great submission to so high an
authority, feel disposed to invert his conclusion, and say
that the PKRE of Scripture, being the word most frequently

used, is tlie Ghur of South-Western Asia; and that the

more rare word orud represents tlie Djiggetai of Central

GTG

As the animals are of similar habits, and nothing in fact

is stated that is not common to both, the description is

probably intended for both, although the immediate ante-

cedent is the orud in the second line. Let us read the
whole in a somewhat improved version, thus :

—

' Who hath sent forth the pere free ?

Or the bands of the orud who hath loosed ?

Whose house I have made the wilderness,

And the barren land his dwelling.

He scorneth the multittide of the city
;

To the cry of the driver he attendeth not.

The range of the mountain is his pastm-e,

And he seeketh after every green thing.'

The Scriptural intimations respecting the pere, identi-

fied as the modern Ghur, should be regarded as materials

for its natural history. From the passage before us, it, as

well as the orud, appears to have been an animal of the
desert and the mountain—perhaps changing ft-om the one
to the other with the season, and bounding, as if in exulta-

tion at his freedom from the yoke man had imposed upon
his kind. It seems, also, that it was less an inmate of

Palestine than of the bordering plains and mountains. The
intense wildness of the animal is implied in nearly all the

allusions to it ; hence its adoption as the symbol of a per-

verse and incorrigible character in man, in which sense it

occurs several times, as in Job xi. 12: ' Vain man would
be wise, though he be born a wild ass's colt.' The Arabs
still describe as an ' ass of the desert ' an indocile and
contumacious person. The animal brayed not over his

grass, that is, when his food abounded (Job vi. 5) ; and in

times of excessive drought, and therefore of corresponding

TUE WllD Ass.

scarcity of food to man and beast, 'The wild asses did

stand in the high places, and snuffed up the wind like dra-

gons: their eyes did fail because there was no grass' (Jei-.
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xiv. 6). This is beautifully true to nature; for in its natural

state the ass never seeks the woodlanils, but upland pasture,

and mountains and rocky retreats ; and it is habituated to

stand upon the brink of precipices (a practice not entirely

obliterated in our own domestic races), whence, with pro-

truded ears, it surveys the scene below, blowing and at

last braying in extreme excitement.

We are also assured by an Apocryphal writer that the

wild ass {Onager) was the prey of the lion in the wilder-

ness (Ecclus. xiii. 9).

The Ghur or proper Wild Ass stands much higher on

its limbs than the common ass. Its legs are longer and
more slender, and it is altogether a more graceful and
symmetrical animal, with a greater predominance of equi-

nine forms and qualities than the domestic ass exhibits,

and having therefore less resemblance to' it than to a very

fine mule. The mane is composed of short erect hair, of a

dusky hue, and rather woolly texture. The colour of the

body is uniform silvery grey, with a broad coffee-coloured

stripe extending down the back from the mane to the tail,

and crossed on the shoulder by the same transverse band
which the domestic variety exhibits. The head of the

species west of the Euphrates is much finer than that of

Persia and Central Asia, and it is altogether a considerably

liaudsomer animal. Indeed, we are informed by Colonel

Smith (to whom we are indebted for the figure we give),

that not only is the Syrian wild ass larger and more hand-

some than the Ghurkhud of Persia (which is the same or

closely similar to the Djiggetai), but that the species im-

proves west of the Euphrates, and is very fine in the Bahar
el-Abiad, in Africa. These wild asses are often mentioned

by ancient writers. The notice of Xenophon, whose de-

scription refers to the same desert on the skirts of which
.lob resided, is particularly interesting from its correspond-

ence with the Scriptural intimations. After describing

llie march of the army of the younger Cyrus through Syria,

he proceeds :—' They then proceeded through Arabia,*

still keeping the Euphrates on their right hand ; and, in

five days, made, through a desert, a distance of thirty-five

parasangs. This country appeared to the eye a complete

flat, and as smooth as the sea. It abounded in absinthium
;

and whatever herb or shrub grew there had an aromatic

scent : but no trees whatever appeared. Of wild creatures,

the most numerous were, wild asses, with plenty of

ostriches, besides bustards and roe-deer, which afforded

sport to our horsemen. The wild ass, however, being

swifter of foot than our horses, would, on gaining ground

upon them, stand still and look around; and when their

pursuers got nearly up to them, they would start off, and
repeat the same trick ; so that there remained to the hunt-

ers no other method oftaking them, but by dividing them-

selves into dispersed parties which succeeded each other in

the chace. The flesh of the wild asses taken in this man-
ner was found to be like that of the red-deer, but more
ti-nder' {Anabasis, I. 1). This is a very correct account,

not only of the animal, but of the desert region it inhabits.

The method of hunting it is the same as here described

;

and the maimer in which it repeatedly stops to give the

pursuer an opportunity of approaching, and then starts off

again, is a striking indication of an exulting and even a

derisive consciousness of its own superior speed.

We know not on what authority it is usually afSrmed

that the wild ass has withdrawn beyond the Euphrates, and

no longer exists in Asia west or_south of that river. The
facts we have just stated evince the contrary. Rauwolff,

travelling from Tripoli to Aleppo, says, ' In these countries

are a great many wild asses, called Onagri' and pro-

ceeds to describe the use made of its skin in forming the

scabbards of swords and daggers; and Nau affirms that hi

saw gazelles and wild asses among ' ild animals in the

* They had crossed the Euphrates, and were therefore in

Mt'sopotamia ; but the desert part of this region is of pre-

cisely the same character as to the west of the river ; and
was, properly enough, considered part of Arabia Deserta

by the ancients.

plains of Sharon. Burckhardt declares that the wild a^ses

are ' found in great numbers' in Arabia Petra^a, near the

gulf of Akaba. ' The Sherarat Arabs hunt them, and eat

their flesh, but not before strangers. They sell their skins

and hoofs to the pedlars of Damascus, and to the people of

the Hauran. The hoofs furnish materials for rings,

which are worn by the peasants on their thumbs, or fast-

ened under the arm-pits, as amulets against rheumatism.'

In Persia the wild ass is a favourite olyect of chace, and its

flesh is esteemed much as we esteem venison ; and as such

is served up on high occasions at royal tables.

It is doubtful, however, which of the two species or

varieties is that which travellers in Persia and the Persian

historians notice, unless where they describe them; as it

seems that both the Ghur, already noticed, and anothei

called the Ghurkhud—which more approximates to, if it

be not the very same with the Djiggetai—are found in that

country, being, as it were, a common ground on the out-

skirts of the respective habitats of both. With respecl

to the Ghurkhud or Djiggetai, which we regard as the

Orud of the text, it would seem to have been dis-

tinguished from the other so early as the time of Job ; but

among the Greek writers they were confounded much later

under the general name of Onager or Wild Ass. Aristotle

seems to have been the first to distinguish them ; and from

that time the species or variety have, among the Greeks,

the name of Hermionos, or desert ass. Col. Hamilton
Smith describes it as ' little inferior to the wild horse; in

shape it resembles a mule, in gracefulness a horse, and in

colour it is silvery, with broad spaces of flaxen or bright

bay on the thigh, flank, shoulder, neck, and head ; the ears

are wide like the zebra's, and the neck is clothed with a

vertical dark mane, prolonged in a line to the tuft of the

tail. The company of this animal is liked by horses, and
when domesticated it is gentle ; it is now found wild from

the deserts of the Oxus and Jaxartes to China and Central

India. In Cutch it is never known to drink, and in whole

districts which it frequents water is not to be fbund ; and,

though the natives talk of the fine flavour of the flesh, and

the Ghur in Persia is the food of heroes, to an European

its smell is abominable.'

9. ' Unicorn.'—The original is here DH, usually DN"!,

BEEM, which the Septuagint has in this place and elsewhere

rendered by ^oy6K€pti}s, * one-horned '—equivalent to onr
' unicorn.' No one now seeks for it in the heraldic animal

that passes under the name, and which never had any but

an imaginary existence. There is nothing in the Hehrew
word to imply that the reem was o»c-horned ; it is indeed

mentioned as horned ; and on referring to the passages in

wliich the term is introduced, the only one which is quite

distinct on this point seems clearly to intimate that the

animal had two horns. That passage is Deut. xxxiii. 17 :

' His horns are like the horns of the " reem ;" ' the word

here is singular, not plural, and should have been ' unicorn,'

not ' unicorns,' as in our version ; but it would have been

inconsistent to have said ' the horns of the unicorn '—the

one-horned, and so the word was rendered in the plural.

The second passage is Ps. xxii. 21 :
' The horns of the

unicorns,' which affords no information. The third is Ps.

xcii. 10 ('3"li5 CS"]? D'lni vattarem Id-reem karni), lite-

rally, ' But thou wilt exalt, as the reem, my horn.' If

' horn ' be supplied in the parallel, as in our version—' as

the horn of the unicorn,' then there would be nearly the

same evidence for concluding the reein had one horn, as

the first-cited text affords for its having two ;
but we should

even then have to consider that it is usual, poetically or in

common discourse, to speak of ' the horn ' of an animal that

has actually two horns ; but never of the ' horns ' of a

creature that has but one. And as this text now stands,

requiring an addition to make the assigned sense distinct,

its authority for giving the animal one horn is not eciiial

to that of Deut. xxxiii. 17, for giving it two.

As we are thus exonerated from the necessity of finding

a one-horned animal to suit the Hebrew Keem, we may
with the more advantage read the highly-coloured and

C77
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_uly poetical description of the animal \ihich the present

text offers :—

' Will the UEEM submit to serve thee
;

Will he go to rest at thy stall

;

Canst thou make the harness bind him in thy furrow
;

Will he plough up the valleys after thee ?

Wilt thou rely upon him because his strength is great

;

Wilt thou leave thy labours to him?
Wilt thou trust to him to carry out thy seed

And to bring home thy threshed grain?'

Here the horn is not at all mentioned, and the attention

is chiefly directed to the wildness of the animal, to its

swiftness, and to its strength.

The notion which has seemed in most translations to

give the sanction of Holy Scripture to a known fable, ap-

pears to hare originated with the Septuagint, which renders

the Hebrew word by Monoceros (fioy6Keoas), whence the

Latm Unicornis, and thence the English Unicorn.

[B.C. 1520.

^<m''^z\
==^m^^

There has been a very general disposition to identify the
BEEM of Scripture with the rhinoceros, and obviously on the
ground that this is the only animal that has a single horn,
which, as we have seen, is by no means required for the
Hebrew rekm. Pennant, proceeding on this ground, is

very confident that the Indian rhinoceros {Rhinoceros In-
dicus) is ' the unicorn ' of Scripture, chiefly, as it appears,
because this species has but one horn, whereas that of
Africa has two. But since his time an African species has
been found with a horn much longer, and more tapering,
shapely, and erect than that of the Asiatic species, and
much resembling that which is popularly ascribed to the
unicorn. This species is called the Rhinoceros simus, and
belongs to Southern Africa. The species has become very
rare. A head was brought to this country by the Rev.
,Iohn Campbell, the missionary, and the whole animal has
since been described and figured with great exactness by
Dr. Smith.

There seems, however, an insuperable objection to identi-

fying any rhinoceros witli the Scriptural reem. whether the
fables of the unicorn dnl r .ni i,.; .i luinate with that
animal. It is very certim lii !- ncM-oes does not,

and never did, within lii- . ujliabit Western
Asia, and could not be li no , M t., ili, ^liptiiral writers so
familiarly as the rEem evi.lc iitly was. Sensible of this,

some writers have proposed to substitute the buffalo, which
is certainly known in Western Asia. Hut this animal, so
far from possessing the untameable wildness ascribed to the
reem, is, and has been immemorially, domesticated in all

the countries where it is known, anil trained to the very
labours for which the book of Job describes the reem as

The reem was manifestly a wild animal, and, of all the
wild animals known in the'liiblical region, it is difficult to

fix on any with so much of confidence and probability as on
the Ori/x leiirnryi, commonly called the wild ox, but very

erroneously, seeing that it belongs not to the bovine, but to

the antilopine family ef animals. Reem (high) seems to

be its poetical name, for there is reason to think that its

common name was Yachmur, translated, most erroneously,
' fallow-deer ' in Dent. xiv. 5, under which text a figure of

it is given ; and it is important to remark that rim or reem
is one of the names which the species bears in Arabic.

This animal is still found in the wilder regions of Syria

and Arabia ; and that it was so anciently, and was a

favourite object of the chace, is shewn by the paintings in

the Egyptian tombs. It is, for one of this genus, a large

and powerful animal, exceedingly swift in flight, and of an

unusually vicious and savage nature, and seems to answer
all the conditions required by the Hebrew reem. It may
recommend this explanation that, although we cannot allow

that the reem of Scripture has any necessary connection

with the notions about unicorns, it is highly probable that

these notions were founded upon this very animal, which
we are disposed to identify with the Hebrew reem : and, if

so, it is easily to be understood how the Seventy came to

ti anslate the word by monoceros, in which translation all the

1 iscussion about Biblical unicorns has originated. A slight

Kw of the figure of the oryx will indicate a striking

semblance to the fabled unicorn. From the form of its

I id, and from the manner in which the horns spring close

I each other from the middle of the forehead, it is clear that

t one of the horns were broken oft" near the root, and the

I iCtui e covered by the white hair which grows around it,

1 ist unscientific observers would suppose that they beheld
n\ animal naturally one-horned. It is indeed a curious

tact that this animal is usually so figured as to shew but
I. lie horn in the Egyptian monuments, but it is not agreed
"hether these figures intend to represent the animal as

from accident or design one-horned, or that the artist

merely proposed to intimate that the further horn was con-

cealed by the nearer in the profile view of the animal.

In speaking of its wildness, we must be understood with
some limitation, for, although the strength of the animal
could not be subdued to any useful service, it was so far

tamed by the Egyptians that large numbers of them were
kept in the preserves of their villas.

10. ' Will he harrow the vallei/s after thee ?'—It is interest-

ing to find anything like a harrow mentioned so early as

the patriarchal age of Job. It seems more than likely,

however, that the passage alludes to a practice mentioned
in the subjoined extract from Wilkinson's Ancient Egi/p-

tians (v. 39) ; and this probability is strengthened by the

mention of vallei/s as the scene of the operation :—
' When

the levels were low, and the water hail continued long

upon the land, they often dispensed with the plough, and
probably, like their successors, broke up the ground with
hoes, or simply dragyed the moist mud with bushes, after

the seed had been thrown upon the surface ; and then merely

drove a number of cattle, asses, pigs, sheep, or goals into

the field, to tread in the grain.' This simple process of

tillage without the plough is probably alluded to in Deut.

xi. 10, where the Israelites are reminded of the land of

Egypt, in which they sowed their seed as in ' a garden of

herbs.'

13. ' Gavest thou the qoodlij icinys' etc.—The words
'Gave.st thou ' are not in the original, which is so difficult

of construe li 11 i i tiii, n iinee, that the Greek translators

of the Srpi; 1,1,1 hive confessed their ignoraucf

by writing' ill Is in Greek characters, an ex-

pedient oft. n 1, -(,:!,
, I I , V.

I u-ii they were at a loss about the

meaning of the text. The following seems tocomenear to

their import. ' The wings of the ostrich vibrate and flutter,

but are they like the pinions of the stork and the hawk ?
'

The ostrich is remarkable for the shortness of its wings,

which, instead of fanning the air with that magnificent

sweep observed in the pennons of the hawk and the stork,

heat it in rapid flutter like the pulsations of a pounding-

board. And yet reared upon its tall legs it will oar itself

along with so much speed as to outstrip th6 fleetest grey-

hound, so easily can the Almighty compensate any real

or apparent defects, which seem the ground of the chal-

lenge here given. A jiassage iu Dr. Shaw's Traeels illus-



Irates the propriety of thus connecting the terms D*3^")

' ostrich," and nD7J[3 ' vibrating ' like a musical instru-

ment, or ' fluttering or clapping,' as the wings of a bird :

' I had several opportunities of amusing myself,' it is

said, ' with the actions and behaviour of the ostrich. It

was very diverting to observe with what dexterity and
equipoise of body it would play and frisk about on all

occasions. In the heat of the day, particularly, it would
strut along the sunny side of the house with great majesty.

It would be perpetually /anju'njr and priding itself with its

quiverinff wings ;'—
' even at ^other times it would continue

these vibrating motions.* We see, then, with what de-

scriptive accuracy a vibrating wing is, in the present text,

bestowed upon the ostrich.

— ' Peacock.'—The original is here the same which is

elsewhere rightly rendered the ' stork,' for a figure and
description of which see Lev. xi. 19.

— ' Ostrich.'—There are twonaniL-s by which this bird

is mentioned in Scripture—D'JJ") remmim, as in the present

text, and frequently by the poetical designation of n3Jr'_ n3
bath-i/aanah, ' ihe daughter of vociferation.' or of 'loud

moaiiing,' which has usually been rendered ' owl ' in our

version. This designation doubtless arose from the noises

made by the female ostrich in her native deserts, and which
have been particularly noticed by various travellers. The
bird is called in the Greek a-TpovdoKanTjXos, ' the camel-

bird ;' a name borrowed also by the Romans (Striithio

cameliis), and adopted by Linnaeus. It is to this day called

' the camel-bird ' in the East, owing this name, it would
seem, to the very considerable resemblance fo the camel

which its outline and structure exhibit. The history of

ght be desired ; but what has been ascertained tends

istrate the present description, which ought to be re-
: present

ceived as authority, deciding those points which other

sources of information leave doubtful.

There are two varieties, if not species, of the ostrich
;

one never attaining seven feet in height, and covered

chiefly with grey and dingy feathers; the other some-

times growing to more than ten feet, and of a glossy black

plumage ; the males in both having the great feathers of

the wings and tail white, but the females the tail only of

that colour. These dimensions render them both the

l.nrgest animals of the feathered creation now existing.

They appear promiscuously in Asia and Africa, but the

troops or coveys of each are alwaj s separate : the grey

is more common in the south of the equator, while the

black predominates to the north. The common-sized

ostrich weighs about eighty pounds, but examples much
heavier sometimes occur.

These birds are gregarious, from families consisting of

a male with one or several female birds, and perhaps a

brood or two of young, up to troops of near a hundred.

It is not yet finally decided whether the ostrich is poly-

gamous, though current testimony seems to leave no doubt

of the fact : there is, however, no uncertainty respecting

the nest, which is merely a circular basin scraped out of

the soil, with a slight elevation at the border, and suffi-

ciently large to contain a great number of eggs ; for from

twelve to sixty have been found in them, exclusive of a

certain number always observed to be outlying, or placed

beyond the raised border of the nest, and an

apparently to near one-third of the -•-••'- ''

, or piacea

imounting
These are
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supposed to feed the young brood irhen first hatched,

either in their fresh state or in a corrupted form, when
the substance in them has produced worms. These eggs

are of different periods of laying, like those within, and

the birds hatched form only a part of the contents of a

nest, until the breeding season closes. Tlie eggs are of

different sizes, some attaining to seven inches in their

longer diameter, and others less.

Beyond the tropics, one or more females usually sit

constantly, and the male bird takes the duty himself after

the sun is set. But within the tropics, the nests are kept

sufficiently warm in the daytime not to require incuba-

tion ; and this is so much the case in the Arabian plains,

which are subject to almost tropical heat in summer, that

the birds venture to leave the nest during part of the day,

a fact to whith there is here an evident allusion. The
fact was formerly disputed, but is now, well substantiated

liy more accurate observation ; and popular opinion would
on this ground suliji-ct the bird to a charge of carelessness

of its nest, wljicli brinps it into apparent contrast with the

stork, wliose very name in Hebrew means ' kindness,'

and which, having its nest in situations where the heat is

naturally less concentrated, is obliged to manifest more
uninterrupted attention to its nest. The strong assertions

of some naturalists, founded on partial observation, that

the ostrich never did leave its nest, gave much pain to

some expositors, who strove to elicit from the words of

the text a meaning in accordance with that assertion.

But the text is now, in this respect, corroborated not only

by more discriminating observation, but by the unvarying
testimony of the Arabian writers, who had ample oppor-

tunities of knowing the bird, and who scarcely ever men-
tion it without some allusion to its apparent indifference

to or neglect of its nest, to which large birds usually pay
the most sedulous attention.

The food of ostriches is chiefly seeds and vegetables

;

but!

; excepting even : It is also probable that they

devour lizards, snakes, and young birds that fall in their

way. This indiscriminate mode of feeding is probably the

reason that the law pronounces the fiesh of this bird to

be unclean (Lev. xi. 19 ; Deut. xiv. 15). Colonel Hamil-
ton Smith suggests that there may also have been an
intention ' to lay a restriction upon the Israelites tending

to wean them from a nomade life, which hunting in the

desert would have fostered. For ostriches must be sought

in the barren plains, where they are not accessible except

by stratagem.' The bird is to this day hunted by no one
except on horseback ; and such is its speed, that it easily
' scorneth the horse and its rider,' and is only at last over-

come by its disposition to take a winding route, which
gives the hunter an opportunity of crossing its track, and
of thus giving him a chance to hit her with his gun or

javelin. Ostriches do not exist in Palestine ; but they are

still found in the great Syrian desert, especially in the

plains extending from the Hauran towards the Jebel

Shammar and Nejed. Some are found in the Hauran,

and a few are taken almost every year within two dajs'

journey of Damascus. The A rabs here seldom hunt them,

but take them by stratagem. This being at the extreme

northward limit of their habitat, they do not at any time

leave their eggs, the warmth being there insufficient to

hatch them so early in the year ; hut that they do so an;/-

where is sufficient for the indication of the present text

The Arabs who inhabit this quarter reckon the eggs deli-

cious food, and sell them for about a shilling each to the

townspeople, who hang up the shells as ornaments in their

rooms. Ostrich feathers are sold by the Arabs at Aleppo

and Damascus, principally at the latter city. The Sher-

arat Arabs often sell the whole skin with the feathers on

for about two Spanish dollars, or 8s. 4rf. ; but the finest

feathers sell singly at one or two shillings each.

19. 'Hast thou given the horse strength f etc.— Here
we arrive at one of the most glorious descriptions in the

book of Job—a description which no translation has been

able to disfigure, and which in all translations has been

admired. It is imnecessary to explain the figures cm-
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ployed, the force and beauty of which will be felt by
every reader. There is a well-known description" of the
horse in Virgil, which is unquestiouably the finest in clas-

sical antiquity. It is exceedingly noble, but is not com-
parable to that which the sacred text offers. The following
is Sotheby's translation :

—

" Hut at the clash of arms, his ear afar

Drinks the deep sound and vibrates to the war

:

Flames from each nostril roll in gather'd stream
;

His quivering limbs with restless motion gleam
;

O'er his right shoulder, floating full and fair,

Sweeps his thick mane and spreads his pomp of hair :

Swift works his double spine ; and earth around
Kings to the solid hoof that wears the ground.'

To this we will add a few descriptive touches from
Antar, which will be particularly appropriate, because the

book of Job conducts us to Arabia or its vicinity, and be-

cause the Arabians do so passionately admire this noble

animal that they have exhausted all the wealth of their

fine language and rich imaginations in descriptions of its

beauty, spirit, and pride. The mare of Shedad, called

Jirwet, is thus mentioned:— ' Shedad's mare was called

Jirwet, whose like was unknown. Kings negotiated with

him for her, but he would not part with her, and would
accept no offer or bribe for her ; and thus he used to talk

of her in his verses :
" Seek not to purchase my horse, for

Jirwet is not to be bought or borrowed. I am a strong

castle on her back ; and in her bound are glory and great-

ness. I would not part with her were strings of camels to

come to me, with their drivers following them. She flies

with the wind without wings, and tears up the waste and
the desert. I will keep her for the day of calamities, and
she will rescue me when the battle dust rises." ' There
are many touches, in a similar spirit, in the history of the

horse Dahis, which was the occasion of a war among the
Arab tribes. At a great feast, where the

turned upon celebrated horses, one said of Dahis, ' He
startles every one that looks at him ; he is the antidote of
grief to every one that beholds him ; and he is a strong
tower to every one that mounts him.' Again, ' He is a

horse, when a night of dust sheds its obscurity, you may
see his hoofs like a firebrand:' and, finally, in a race be-

tween this and another,—' They started forth like light-

ning, when it blasts the sight with its flash ; or a gust of
wind, when it becomes a hurricane in its course.. . .When
they came to the mead, Dahis launched forth like a giant
when he stretches himself out, and he left his dust behind.
He appeared as if without legs or feet ; and in the twink-
ling of an eye he was ahead of Ghabra.'

•21. 'He goeih on to meet the armed men.'—Michaelis is

quite of opinion that none but a military man, who has
observed the war-horse in battle, can fully appreciate the
force of this part of the description. He says, ' I have
myself perhaps rode more than mauy who have become
authors and illustrators of the Bible ; but one part of the
description, namely, the behaviour of the horse on the
attack of a hostile army, I only understand rightly from
what old officers have related to me : and as to the proper
meaning of the two lines—" Hast thou clothed his neck
with ire?" ['• with thunder?" in our version, verse 19],
and "The grandeur of his neighing is terror" [" The
glory of his nostrils is terrible," verse 20]—it had escaped
me ; indeed the latter I had not understoo(J, until a person
who had had an opportunity of seeing several stallions

together instructed me ; and then I recollected that, in my
eighteenth year, 1 had seen their bristled-up necks, and
heard their fierce cries, when rushing to attack each
other.'

26. ' Doth the hawk ft/,' etc.— This is the
I*?

tietz,

mentioned in the note to Lev. xi. 16, where we have taken
the sparrow-hawk as its representative. It is probable,
however, that it is used generally to denote various species

Stho-Aribun W.<
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of the falcon family. Of these, many are birds of passage,

winging their way southward into warmer climates at the

approach of winter, and returning northward in the spring.

To this the present text distinctly alludes ; and the mean-
ing of the question clearly is, ' Is it by thy wisdom that

the hawk knoweth the due season for migrating to the

warm south ?' There are more precise references to the

migrations of birds in Jer. viii. 7, where the reader will

find such observations as this interesting subject requires.

27. ' The eac/le.'—See the notes on Deut. xxxii. 11 ; see

also Jer. xlix. IC. We shall now observe, with reference

to the 29th verse, which states that ' his eyes behold afar

off' when ' he seeketh his prey,' that the eagle has in all

ages been noted for its astonishing powers of vision, which
is believed to exceed that possessed by any other creatuie.

It has always been believed that, when mounted into tlie

air at a height which rendered it perfectly invisible to

human eye, it could discern the motions of very small

animals upon the surface of the earth. The ideas enter-

tained on this subject in the East may be estimated from
some of the statements of the Arabian writers, one of whom
(Damir, as quoted by Bochart) says that the eagle could

discover its prey at the distance of 400 parasangs—more
than a thousand miles 1 Homer is more moderate and
more correct. Speaking of Menelaus, he describes him as

' The field exploring, with an eye

Keen as the eagle's, keenest eyed of all

That wing the air, whom, though he soar aloft.

B. [B.C. 1520.

The lev'ret 'scapes not hid in thickest shades.

But down he swoops, and at a stroke she dies.'

//. xvii. 674. CowpEB.

Most poets in all nations have, in like manner, amplified

upon or drawn images from the power of the eagle's

C1IA1>TEII XL.

3 Job humlileth himself to God. 6 God stirreth him
up to shew his ricjhteousness, power, and wisdom.
15 Of the behemoth.

Moreover the Lord answered Job, and said,

2 Shall he that contendeth with the Al-
mighty instruct him ? he that reproveth God,
let him answer it.

3 If Then Job answered tiie Lori>, and
said,

4 Behold, I am vile ; what sliall I answer

thee? I will lay mine hand upon my mouth.

5 Once have I spoken ; but I will not

answer : yea, twice ; but I will proceed no

further.

.

6 H Then answered the Lord unto Job

out of the whirlwind, and said,

7 'Gird up thy loins now like a man : I

will demand of thee, and declare thou unto me.

8 'Wilt thou also disannul my judgment ?

wilt thou condemn me, that thou mayest be

righteous ?

9 Hast thou an arm like God ? or canst

thou thunder with a voice like him?
10 "Deck thyself now wif/i majesty and

excellency ; and array thyself with glory and
beauty.

11 Cast abroad the rage of thy wrath

:

and behold every one that is proud, and abase

him.

12 Look on every one that is proud, aiirl

bring him low ; and tread down the wicked in

their place.

13 Hide them in the dust together; and

bind their faces in secret.

1-4 Tiien will I also confess unto thee that

thine own right hand can save thee.

15 f Behold now 'behemoth, which I made
with thee ; he eateth grass as an ox.

16 Lo now, his strength is in his loins, and

his force is in the navel of his belly.

17 "He moveth his tail like a cedar: the

sinews of his stones are wrapped together.

18 His bones are as strong pieces of brass ;

his bones are like bars of iron.

I'J He is the chief of the ways of God : he

that made him can make his sword to approach

viifo him.

20 Surely the mountains bring him forth

food, where all the beasts of the field play.

2 1 He lieth under the siiady trees, in the

covert of the reed, and fens.

22 The shady trees cover him uith their

shadow ; the willows of the brook compass him

about.

23 Behold, 'he drinketh up a river, and

hasteth not : he trusteth that he can draw up
Jordan into his mouth.

24 'He taketh it with his eyes : his nose

pierceth through snares.
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Vc'ise 4. ' Behold lam vile ; what shall I answer thee?

I will till/ mine hand upon mij mutit/i.'—To lay the hand
upon the moulh is still in the Kast a token of submission,

silence, and respect. In this case the hand is laid upon
the mouth in a hne with the nose.

15. 'Behemoth,' n'lDn3.—Not the least remarkable

thing about the Behemoth is its name. The word is

plural, and yet denotes one animal, whereas the singular

of the same word (nan? behanuh) is a noun of multi-

^tude, properly rendered by ' cattle,' or ' beksts.' The
plural form is usually supposed to be here applied to one
animal to express its pre-eminence. What animal this is

has occasioned no small amount of discussion. All the

alternatives which have been suggested are limited to the

animals which Cuvier has put in one class, which he calls

pachydeimata, on account of the tliickness of their skins.

To this class equally belong the elephant, the hippopo-

tamus (or river-horse), and some extinct species of enor-

mous animals, as the mastodon or mammoth, and others.

Now in all these the Behemoth has been sought. And
the probability seems to be that the word in this plural

shape is to be taken as a poetical personification of the

great pachydermata generally. It is confessedly difficult

to make ali the details correspond to any one in particular,

but we can discover that the idea of the hippopotamus, or

river-horse, predominates in the description, although

there are details which answer better to the elephant.

This explanation solves the difficulty which Dr. J. M.
Good could only get over by supposing that the Behemoth
was some extinct species of mastodon, in which the cha-

racteristics of the elephant and of the hippopotamus were
united. That the characteristics of the latter predomi-
nate is explained by the fact that, although the elephant

may have been known to the ancients from report and
description, they were likely to be better acquainted with

the hippopotanms, which abounded in the river Nile.—
Let us trace the details.

— ' He eateth yiass as an ox.'—This is true of all the

pachydermata, but in respect to the hippopotamus it

would perhaps be a special matter of atteuiion that this

animal, living so much in the water, and being in fact an
aquatic creature, should yet eat grass as an ox.

16. ' His strength is in his loins, and his force is in the

navel of ins belly.'—This agrees with the hippopotamus,
and not with the elephant, in which the belly is the

weakest and most penetrable part. In the river-horse the

skin of the belly is as thick as in other parts, and is indeed
rendered in some degree callous by being dragged over

the rough stones at the bottom of the rivers.

17. 'He movelh his tail like a cedar.'—It is doubtful

that the word here used does mean the tail. Supposing
it does, it may be remarked that this appendage in all the

pachydermata is inconsiderable in proportion to the bulk
of the animal ; but it is thicker and firmer in the river-

horse than in the elephant, and therefore, in regard to

mere appearance, admits of a better comparison to the

cedar. 13ut the reference is rather to the action than to

the appearance of the tail; and it may be observed thut

the river-horse, no less than the elephant, has a perfect

command over it, moving and twisting it at pleasure,

which seems to be here mentioned as an evidence of

strength.

18. ' His bones,' etc.—This verse, with reference to the

bones, is applicable figuratively to all the pachydermata.

19. ' He that made him can make his sword to approach
unto Aim.'—This is obscure. ' He that made him gave
him his sword' is more in accordance.with the general

idea which interpreters have evolved from the text. The
sword of the animal is its weapon, and may apply to the

sharp-pointed and projecting tusks either of the river-horse

or the elephant, and does probably apply to both.

20. ' The mountains bring him forth food, where all the

beasts of the field play.'—Unless this applies by contrast

as singular attributes of an aquatic animal worthy of

special note, it would be more applicable to the elephant

than to the river-horse, which is never seen upon the

-^Vfij^/v^- ,^'h^jfi

-^*«^
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mountains. This by itself would sufficiently indicate tliat

the nver-liorse alone is not intended.

21. ' He lieth under the sliady trees, in the covert of the

reed, anrf/ens.'—This agrees well with either the elephant

01- the river-horse, but is more directly characteristic of

the latter, which sleeps and reposes on the shore, in reedy

places near the water. The same applies to the particulars

in the next verse, unless that they are less distinctive in

[B.C. 1520.

reference to the river-horse ; for the elephant delights in

water as much as any animal not aquatic can do, and is

often found under the shady trees and among the willows

of the great rivers.

23. ' Behold, he drinketh up a river,' etc.—That is, he
goes against a stream as if lie would drink up the river

with his enormous mouth—a character not applicable to a

land animal, but very proper to the hippopotamus The
whole sense of this verse is clearly that the animal is

amphibious.
— ' Jordan.'—Here the name Jordan is without the usual

definite article prefi.\ed. It is nut therefore the Jordan.
—

' He Ihinketh tliat be can draw up a Jordan with his

mouth '—that is, not necessarily the Jordan, but any large

river, such as the Jordan was at the time of its overflow

;

and therefore in this case the Nile might be denoted. It

is certainly not definitely the Jordan; and therefore the

objection urged against the claim of the river-horse, on the

ground that it is not found in the Jordan, has no weight.

24. ' His nose pierceth through snares.'— If this were a

correct translation it would seem more indicative of the

elephant's proboscis, with its extraordinary delicacy of

scent and touch, ever cautiously applied, than to the

obtuse perceptions of the river-horse. But the verse must,

we think, really be understood thus :
' Who can take him

before his eyes (i. e. openly), or pierce his nose with a

ring?' which indicates the impossibility of rendering his

vast strength useful, or of bringing him into a condition

of servitude. This is applicable to the river-horse, but

not to the elephant ; and upon a survey of the whole ot

these parallels the character of the river-horse so greatly

preponderates, that we should have little difficulty in un-

derstanding that animal to be exclusively intended, did

it not upon the whole appear preferable to regard it as a

collective term for the larger pachydermata, if not for

the more powerful herbivora in general.

With respect to the Behemoth, the rabbins have a sin-

gular and characteristic notion that it is a huge animal

which has subsisted since the creation without propagating

its kind, and which is reserved to be fattened for the

feast to be enjoyed by pious Jews in the days of the

Messiah. Every day he eats up all the grass of a thou-

sand hills, and at each draught he swallows as much
water as the Jordan yields in the course of six months.

Such is or has been their opinion.

CHAPTER XLT.

Of Gods great power in the leviathan.

Canst thou draw out 'leviathan with an

hook? or his tongue with a cord \oIiich thou

lettest down?
2 Canst thou put an hook into his nose ?

or bore his jaw through with a thorn ?

3 Will he make many supplications unto

thee ? will he speak soft words unto thee ?

4 Will he make a covenant with thee ? wilt

thou take him for a servant for ever ?

5 Wilt thou play with him as with a bird ?

or wilt thou bind him for thy maidens ?

6 Shall thy companions make a banquet of

iiim? shall they part him among the mer-

chants ?

7 Canst thou fill his skin with barbed

irons ? or his head with fish spears ?

8 Lay thine hand upon him, remember the

battle, do no more.

9 Behold, the hope of him i.« in vain : shall

not one be cast down even at the sight of

him ?

10 None ix so fierce that dare stir lum up:

who then is able to stand before me ?

1

1

Who hath prevented me, that I should

repay A'w? "ichaUoever is under the whole

heaven is mine.

12 I will not conceal his parts, nor his

power, nor his comely proportion.

13 Who can discover the face of his gar-

ment? or who can come to him 'with his

double bridle ?

14 Who can open the doors of his face?

his teeth are terrible round about.

15 His 'scales arc his pride, shut up toge-

ther as ipith a close seal.

16 One is so near to another, that no air

can come between them.

17 They are joined one to another, they

stick together, that they cannot be sundered.

18 By bis neesings a light doth shine, and

his eyes are like the eyelids of the morning.
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19 Out of his mouth go burning lamps,

and sparks of fire leap out.

20 Out of his nostrils goeth smoke, as out

of a seething pot or caldron.

21 His breath kindleth coals, and a flame

goeth out of his mouth.

22 In his neck remaineth strength, and
"sorrow is turned into joy before him.

23 'The flakes of his flesii are joined toge-

tlier : they are firm in themselves ; they can-

not be moved.
24 llis heart is as firm as a stone ; yea, as

hard as a piece of the nether miUstone.

25 When he raiseth up himself, the mighty
are afraid : by reason of breakings they purify

themselves.

20 The sword of him that layetli at him
cannot hold : the spear, the dart, nor the "ha-

bergeon.

27 He esteemeth iron as straw, and bi-ass

as rotten wood.

28 The arrow cannot make him flee : sling

stones are turned with him into stubl)le.

2'j Darts are counted as stubble : he

laugheth at the shaking of a spear.

30 "Sharp stones are uniler him : he

spreadeth sharp pointed things upon the

mire.

01 He maketh the deep to boil like a

jwt : he maketh the sea like a i>ot of oint-

ment.

02 He maketh a path to shine after him

;

one would think the deep to he hoary.

33 Upon earth there is not his like, '°wlio

is made without fear.

34 He beholdeth all high tliin/js : he is a

king over all the children of pride.

n Or, brmstplate. » \M^. Shmii jiieces uf)iulslierd.

Verse 1. ^ Leviathan.'—The Leviathan is often men-
tioned in the Scriptures : hut there has been much diver-

sity of opinion respecting the animal denoted Ivy it. Tlie
crocodile, the whale, or some great serpent, has in turn
heen identified as the Leviathan of the Bible. The mass
of opinion has been in favour of the crocodile, because the

present description cannot with propriety be applied to

any other animal ; but those who have reached this con-
clusion have been embarrassed by other texts which by
no means agree with it.

We now begin to see our way through these difficulties,

and to find that these different opinions may have been
all right, and that we have been needlessly troubling our-

selves through the unfounded notion that only one expla-
nation could he right, and that all others must be wrong.
Gesenius has done much to give currency to a more satis-

factory explanation. The word Leviathan, traced to its

etymological signification, denotes an animal wreathed, or
gathering itself up infutds. This general term is applied
to various animals -perhaps like our word ' Monster '

—
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txcept that the word Leviathan is restricted by the idea
of twisting or wreathing.

In Job iii. 8, and in Isa. xxvii. 1, it denotes some great
and monstrous serpent. Indeed in the latter text it is

twice expressly called such :

—

' Leviathan, the fleet serpent

;

Leviathan, the coiling serpent'

And as in this text the phrase appears to he applied sym-
bolically to a country (Habylon) greatly to the east of the
writer, it is far from unlikely that it may have .been
founded on some obscure accounts which had reached the
West respecting the boa-coustrictor of the regions still

farther east; for Babylon being the most eastern country
of which the Palestine Jews had any distinct knowledge,
they would naturally refer to it, "in loose symbolical
usage, any information which reached them concerning
the monsters of the far East. There is no necessity, in-

deed, for this reference ; but it arises out of the consider-
ation that the word Leviathan is habitually applied to

monstrous foreign animals.

In all other passages, it denotes a great sea-monster
particularly perhaps the whale, but not excluding any
other monstrous and imperfectly known forms inhabit-

ing the great deep. There can be little doubt that this

is the meaning of the word in, for instance, Ps. civ. 2H.

The word probably means a whale or other large fish in

the other passages in which it occurs, although, as it is in
most of these used as figuratively for a cruel enemy, the
particular application may be somewhat uncertain. It is

worthy of remark that the Jews themselves make the Le-
viathan a great fish ; and as everything great became very
great indeed when viewed through Rabbinical eyes, we
are not surprised to find it in their accounts so great that
one day it swallowed another fish which was nearly a
thousand miles long. There were two, it is said, of these
Leviathans at first, male and female ; but as. if they had
both lived and propagated, the world would have been
destroyed, the female was killed and laid up in salt for
the great feast of the Messiah in the latter days. The
existence of whales and other ' great fish' in tlie seas with
which the Hebrews weie acquainted is a matter we shall
have to consider under Jonah i. 17.

liut it is now all but universally agreed, as already in-
timated, that the Leviathan of the presnt text is the
Egyptian crocodile. This is so obvious, that no one could
ever have attempted to make anything else of it, but from
the necessity under which he might erroneously conceive
himself to be of making all the Scriptural allusions to the
Leviathan to centre in one and the same animal. In this

case it might be and has been contended, that, although
the present passage might agree best with the crocodile,
yet the balance of all the passages was in favour of the
whale ; and that, if any one passage more clearly indicated
a whale than Job xl. indicated a crocodile, then it was
necessary that we should find the whale in the latter also.
But when freed from the embarrassment produced by such
considerations, the reader will clearly recognise the croco-
dile in the passage now before us. Two points—the strong
armour of the animal described, and his formidable rpws
of teeth—are almost peculiar lo the crocodile among
water animals, and are wholly inapplicable to the whale,
which has neither scales nor teeth, and which is in fact
ordinarily taken with ' fish spears,' the very mode against
which the Leviathan is here said to be invulnerable :

—

• Do men in company lay snares for him ?

Do they divide him among the merchants ?

Canst thou fill his skin with barbed irons ?
Or his head with fish-spears T—{v. 6, 7.)

[B.C. 151^0.

Who will open the doors of his face?
The rows of his teeth, how terrible !

His glory is in his strong shields.

United with each other as with a close seal.'

-^v. 12, 14.)

As we write these lines an anecdote in the papers of the

day meets our view, which strikingly illustrates the
power of the crocodile's jaws and teeth, to which such
pointed allusion is here made. It describes a party of
naval officers as being assailed by an alligator while
elephant-hunting in Ceylon. One of the party in self-'

defence thrust his gun into the open mouth of the assailant,

and it was afterwards found that the barrel was completely
bitten in two in one place, and deeply indented by the
teeth of the animal in the other.

' With an hook.'—The particulars in the first two verses

Again

—

I will not be silent concerning his limbs
And his stn

- silent concerning nis li

ngth, and the beauty of his armou
ipnvor the surface of his garment ?

b his iaws?

Who can uncover the surface
Who will approach his jaws?

fiRft

evidently refer to the modes of taking the leviathan. None
of these processes are applicable to the whale on the one

hand, or to any land animal on the other; but all to the

crocodile. In the first place, they are sometimes caught

by means of powerful hooks, baited with the quarter of a

pig, or a piece of bacon, of which these animals are inor-

dinately fond. This process is mentioned by Herodotus.
' Ili.i tom/ue with a cord.'— Better, * Canst thou bind his

jaws with a cord (or noose);' and this is well explained

by the process of taking the crocodile which Thevenot has

described. Pitfalls are made, and covered over in tlie

usual manner, and. into these crocodiles fall when they

happen to pass over them. They are left in the cavities

for several days without food, when, being weakened and

subdued by hunger, ropes are let down with rmjuing
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nooses, wherewith they fasten their jaws and drag them
out

5. ' Wilt than plinj with him as with a bird'—H has, we
believe, been urged as one of the objections to the conclu-

sion concerning the crocodile, that the sacred writer seems
to describe the leviathan as untameable ; whereas the

crocodile might be, and has been, tamed. That the croco-

dile has been tamed is certain. At some cities, where
divine honours were paid to tliis animal, one was kept

tame and highly venerated : Strabo mentions one of these

tame crocodiles which he saw at Arsinoe. The animal
allowed the priests to open his mouth and cram it with

good things ; and when satisfied, it would retire into an

adjoining piece of water and swim about with great glee.

Others, who liated the crocodile, as they of Tentyra, be-

sides numbers they destroyed, had (according to the same
author) methods of taking them captive and rendering

them obedient. This seems t» be attested by one of the

marbles of the Townley Collection in the British Museum,
which is usually explained to represent an Egyptian tum-

bler exercising his feats, on the back of a tame crocodile.

The knowledge of these facts, however, ought not to make
us question the identity of the leviathan and crocodile

;

but rather to suppose either that the first part of the pas-

sage actually refers to the process of taking and taming a

crocodile, or else that the difficulty of doing this is stated

without the possibility being precluded. This is cer-

tainly a warranted explanation, for we have the authority

of an apostle for the fact that ' Every kind of beasts, and
of birds, and of serpents, and of things in the sea, is

tamed and hath been tamed of mankind' (Jam. iii. 7).

The Sieur Andre Briie (in Labat), speaking of the Rio
San Domingo (W. Africa), says, ' What is most remark-

able here is, that the caymans, or crocodiles, such formi-

dable animals elsewhere, are here so tame that they hurt

nobody. It is pertain that children play with them, riding

upon their backs, and sometimes beating them without

their showing the least resentment. This may be owing
to the care which the inhabitants take to feed and use them
well.' See also the observation in the general note above.

13. ' Who can come to him with his double bridle T—
Pliny admires a hold and dangerous undertaking which
the TentyritiT, and no others, dared to practise against the

crocodile. They contrived to get upon its back when in

the water, and when the astonished animal threw up its

head, with open mouth attempting to bite them, they
seized the opportunity of inserting a stake transversely

between its jaws, and taking hold of the opposite ends
with each hand, they held him, as it were, with a bit and
bridle, and thus brought him to land as a prisoner. In
this they were probably assisted by the dread which, as

the same author states, the incessant assaults of the Ten-
tyritse had inspired the crocodiles for the very voice and
smell of these people (' Hist. Nat.' viii. 25). The pro-

bability of this anecdote is strengthened by that which
we have given in the preceding note ; and it is perhaps
confirmed by the marble in the Townley Collection there

mentioned ; for, although generally supposed to represent

an Egyptian tumbler on the back of a tame crocodile, it

seems to us far more probable to commemorate this ha-

zardous feat of the people of Tentyra.

18. ' His ei/es are like the eyelids of the mornirtg'—The
ancient Egyptians employed the eye of the crocodile as

an hieroglyphic to denote the rising of the sun. Not that

the eyes of this creature are of remarkable size or bril-

liancy ; but because, as is stated, its eyes become first visible

when it rises above the water.

CHAPTER XLII.

\ Job submitteth himself viito Gud. 7 God, preferring

Job's cause, niaheth his friends submit themselves,

and accepteth him. 10 He magnifieth and blesseth

Job. 16 Job's age and death.

Then Job answered the Lokd, and said,

2 I know that thou canst do every thinrj, and

that 'no thought can be withholden from thee.

3 'Who is he that hideth counsel without

knowledge ? therefore have I uttered that I

understood not ; things too wonderful for me,

which I knew not.

4 Hear, I beseech thee, and I will speak : I

will demand of thee, and declare thou unto me.

5 I have heard of thee by the hearing of

the ear : but now mine eye seeth thee.

6 Wherefore I abhor myself, and repent in

dust and ashes.

7 II And it was so, that after the Lord had
spoken these words unto Job, the Lord said

to Eliphaz the Temanite, My wrath is kindled

against thee, and against thy two friends : for

ye have not spoken of me the thing that is

right, as my servant Job hath.

8 Therefore take unto you now seven bul-

locks and seven rams, and go to my servant

Job, and offer up for yourselves a burnt offer-

ing ; and my servant Job shall pray for you :

1 Or, no thuughi of thine can be ftitidtrcd. 2 Chan. 3S. 2.

for 'him will I accept : lest I deal with you

after 'your folly, in that ye have not spoken of

me the thing which is right, like my servant

Job.

9 IT So Eliphaz the Temanite and Bildad

the Shuhite and Zophar the Naamathite went,

and did according as the Lord commanded
them : the Lord also accepted *Job.

10 And the Lord turned the captivity of

Job, when he prayed for his friends : also the

Lord 'gave Job twice as much as he had be-

fore.

11 Then came there unto him all his

brethren, and all his sisters, and all they that

had been of his acquaintance before, and did

eat bread with him in his house : and they be-

moaned him, and comforted him over all the

evil that the Lord had brought upon him

:

every man also gave him a piece of money,

and every one an earring of gold.

12 So the Lord blessed the latter end of

Job more than his beginning: for he had
fourteen thousand sheep, and six thousand

camels, and a thousand yoke of oxen, and a

thousand she asses.

13 1[ He had also seven sons and three

daughters.

14 And he called the name of the first, Je-

llA.lhefaceofJub

687
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miina ; and the name of the second, Kezia

;

and the name of the third, Keren-happuch.

15 And in all the land were no women found

so fair as the daughters of Job : and their father

gave them inheritance among their brethren.

16 IT After this lived Job an hundred and
forty years, and saw his sons, and his sons"

sons, eve/i four generation's.

1 7 So Job died, being old and full of days.

Verse 11." 'flien came there unto himall hisbrelhren,' etc.—
Tlie practice involved iu this text appears to be well illus-

trated by an analogous custom among the Hindoos, for the

knowledge of which we are indebted to Mr. Roberts, who
spent fourteen years among them. When a man has suffered

a great loss, by an accident, by want of skill, or by the

roguery of another, he goes to his brothers and sisters, and
all his acquaintances, and describes his misfortunes. He
then mentions a day when he will give a feast, and invites

them all to partake of it. At tlte time appointed they
come, arrayed iu their best robes, each having money, ear-

rings, fiuger-riugs, or other gifts suited to the condition of

the person in distress. The individual himself meets them
at the gate, gives them a hearty welcome, the mu-sic strikes

up. and the guests are ushered into the apartment prepared

for the feast. When they have finished their repast and
are about to retire, they each approach the object of their

commiseration, and present their donations and best wishes

for future prosperity.

— * A piece of moneif'—The word is nD''C'i5 kesitak,

which most of the old versions render by ' lamb.' The
word is of very considerable importance from the inferences

deducible from its use. It occurs only in three places
;

first in Gen. xxxiii. 19, where it is said that Jacob gave a

hundred kesitah for the parcel of ground which he bought
of Hamor ; next in Josh. xxiv. 32, in a retrospective re-

ference to the same transaction ; and, lastly, in the present

text. That it does not elsewhere occur than iu reference

to the time of Jacob, supplies an argument of some force

in support of the opinion to which we have all along in-

clined, that the time of Job must be fixed in or about the

time of Jacob.

But the principal interest associated with the word arises

from its connection with the history of money. It is not,

however, as we have seen, invariably conceded that the

liesitah does mean money, but literally ' a lamb.' In the

jiresent text it might very well be understood of a lamb,

were it not that it is mentioned along with ' an ear-ring of

gold.' But iu Genesis the kesitah was clearly a measure
of value and a medium of exchange. Even so, a lamb
might still be intended; for we know that in the early

history of all nations, sales and purchases were effected by
exchanges—a person giving that which he could spare from
his own possessions for that which he wanted of another's.

Under this system certain common articles became measures

of value. A hunting people would speak of commodities
as being worth so many skins ; a pastoral people as being

worth so many sheep, and so on. Therefore Jacob, who
was rich in flocks and herds, might certainly have given a

hundred lambs for the land of Hamor, and that he did so

has been the opinion of many. However, he did not do so

;

for we are told in Acts vii. that he gave a ' sum of monei/,'

shewing that the liesitah was not alamb, though called such.

Then why was it called such ? and what were these pieces

of money ? We know that silver had become a medium
of exchange iu the time of Abraham ; and we know also

that, when the precious metals became the representatives

of value, they continued for a long time to be weighed.

So in Scripture, when Abraham bought the field of Mach-
pelah of Ephron the Hittite, he weighed out ' four hun-

dred shekels of silver, current money with the merchant.'

The last expression doubtless refers to the qualitij of the
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silver. Joseph's brethren also, when returning from Egypt
with corn, found their money in full weight, as they bad
taken it thither, in their sacks. Yet although thus, before

and after the time when the kesitah is first mentioned, we
find money delivered by weight, it is a very common
opinion that the hesitah was a coin bearing the figure of a
lamb, and thence deriving its name. This is probable or

improbable merely with respect to time ; for cattle having
been the usual representative of value, the first coins in

many nations bore the figures of animals by which values

had been estimated, and from which these coins took their

names. Thus the most ancient money of the Greeks and
Romans bore the figure of an ox. Yet it is certain that we
cannot in any nation trace the existence of coined money
higher than to a period long—very long— posterior to the

times of the patriarchs, nor are there any other intimations

iu the early books of Scripture of its existence : and we
cannot concur in the conclusion that the kesitah was a coin,

or that tlie patriarchs had any coins. Yet as, to save the

trouble of continual weighing, it was an obvious idea to

divide the metal into determinate portions of a certain

weight and assigned value ; and as numerical quantities of

metal are mentioned without weiyht being stated—as when
Abimelech gives Abraham a thousand {'pieces,' usually

supplied in our version) of silver,—we are disposed to re-

gard it a good medium alternative, to suppose that the

kesitah was a quantity of silver equal to the average value

of a lamb, and thence receiving its name. Although not

coined, it may have borne some mark to denote its value

and character. As such pieces could not claim the con-

fidence reposed in coined money, they werey probably
weighed in masses when large sums were in question ; and
this is a supposition which will obviate some of the diffi-

culties by which the subject has been perplexed.

14. ' Jemima .... Kezia .... Keren-happuch.'—These
names are very characteristic, and are exactly of the same
class as are at the present day given to women in the East.

The first name, Jemima, according to the Targum, meaus
' day ;' or may as probably have the signification of ' turtle

'

or ' dove,' which it bears in the Arabic language. The
second is cassia—the aromatic of that name. And the

third appears to be correctly rendered by the Vulgate,

curnn-stiliii—' the born or vessel of stibium,' that is, of
paint, such paint as the eyes were adorned with. All these

names are in exact conformity with the present usages, in

which the names of females are taken from whatever is

considered agreeable and beautiful—flowers, fruits, gums,
perfumes, precious stones, and the like. The last name is

the most singular. It is one of the characteristics of the

Orientals that they do not keep in the background the

materials and instruments of personal adornment, but ob-

trude them on every occasion, as objects calculated to sug-

gest agreeable ideas. Heuce the vessels containing paints,

unguents, and perfumes, give names to females, supply
images to poetry; and painted representations of them,
with their names inscribed upon them, occur equally with
representations of flowers, on the walls of palaces in the

East. It is also observable that this custom, of painting

the eyes, should have existed at so very early a period as

the name of Job's daughter intimates. Yet we know that

it existed in the time of the kings (see the note and cuts

under 2 Kings ix. 30) ; as also among the ancient Egyp-
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NOTE 21, p. 2.—The view taken by Dr Kitto of the

character and plan of the Book of Judges, requires some
modification ; and we propose to give in this note a brief

statement with regard to these pomts, as also some
remarks on the chronology, supplementary of those in

the text. The Book of Judges naturally divides itself

into three parts. The first part (chap, i.-ii. 6) contains

a brief statement of the results of the war between
the Israelites and the former inhabitants of Canaan,

carried on by the individual tribes after their dispersion

over the land. In this section we are informed, not so

much of what was accomplished, as of what remained
unaccomplished : we are told how far short the tribes fell

of the entire conquest of those possessions whose allot-

ment and boundaries are narrated in the Book of Joshua.

For this shortcoming, they were rebuked by God, who sent

his angel down to Bochim, to remonstrate with them for

faiUng to execute the Divine commands in regard to the

nations of Canaan (chap. ii. 1-^). Such are the contents

of the first part : it exhibits in detail the extent to which

each tribe failed in the performance of its duty, and
relates how God remonstrated with them on account of

their delinquency. The second part of the book extends

from chap. ii. 6 to the end of chap. xvi. The scope of

this part is to illustrate, by historical examples, the

operation of the principle so forcibly stated in the intro-

ductory section (chap. ii. ll-19)^namely, that so long as

Israel sought the Lord, they prospered ; and when they

forsook him, they fell into the hands of the oppressor.

It is important, however, to observe, that it is expressly

stated (chap. ii. 18, 19), that the periods of Israel's faith-

fulness to God were coincident with, and terminated by,

the lives of the judges who ruled them ; so that ' it came
to pass, when the judge was dead, that they returned, and
corrupted themselves more than theii- fathers.' It follows

from this circumstance, that there is no large gap in the

chronology of the period whose history is contained in the

second portion of the book. To shew what we mean, let

us consider the narrative of the first deliverance (chap. iii.

8-12). Israel served Chushan-rishathaim eight years—was
delivered by Othniel, the son of Kenaz, and enjoyed rest

(during his lifetime) for forty years. After his death,

' the children of Israel did evil again in the sight of the

Lord,' in consequence of which they became the subjects

of Eglon, king of Moab, and continued in this condition

for eighteen years. Now, we might not unnaturally sup-

pose, that between the forty years of rest and the eighteen

years of servitude, a considerable space of time intervened,

during which the people only gradually fell away from

God ; and, indeed, we might even suppose, that the good
example of their judges would sometimes operate on them

so salutarily, as to keep them comparatively free from

idolatry for many years. According to chap. ii. 18, 19,

this could not have been the fact. Of course, we are not

entitled to press that general and preliminary statement
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so far as to infer, that the relapse into idolatry, and conse-

quent subjection to foreign dominion, followed on the very

day, or even within the year, of the judge's death ; but we
are entitled to infer, that the change took place in a short

space of time—short absolutely, and short in comparison
with the periods of rest and servitude. It is, in fact,

doubtfiil whether we should not regard the transition

period as included in the numbers which represent the

duration of the periods of subjection. Be this as it may,
we conclude that, since the whole of the second part

consists of the narrative of a series of deliverances and
rests, alternating with periods of subjection to foreign

powers (see the end of each of the sections of this part),

the history is strictly continuous ; and the chronological

data, if they do not collectively represent the enlire duration

of the time of the Judges, are, at all events, not separated

from each other by any undetermined interval of import-

ance. A corroborative proof of the continuity of the

history may be found in the circumstance, that in the case

of five out of the twelve judges (Tola, Jair, see x. 2, 3

;

Ibzan, Elon, Abdon, see xn. 8-15), our information is

almost confined to the length of time during which each

ruled. If the object of the writer was merely to give illus-

trations of God's method of dealing with Israel, without

any ulterior regard to historical completeness, why should

he have introduced such notices as those referred to, which

have no value except what arises out of the- chronological

data which they contain ?

The third part of the book is generally viewed as forming

an appendix, supplementary of the preceding historical

sketch. It consists of two interesting narratives, which

throw great light upon the character of the time when they

were transacted, but which, being entirely unique in their

nature, could not well be incorporated with the history of

the judges, and were consequently appended by themselves

at the end of the history, without regard to chronological

order. The existence of such an appendix argues strongly

in favour of a regular plan pervading the Book of Judges

;

for he who has no method in writing, cannot be anxious to

preserve unity in his materials.

The idea, then, which pervades and gives unity to the

Bookof Judges, is the following:—God had commanded the

Israelites to drive out the Canaanites, and to take posses-

sion of the land, according to the boundaries defined in the

Book of Joshua ; to keep themselves separate from those

heathen nations, and remain faithful to the God of their

fathers. How far had they complied with these commands?

To answer this question is the grand object of our book

;

and the answer which it affords contains a continuous,

though very summary, history of the Israelitish common-

wealth throughout several centuries.

We come now to speak of the chronology of the Book of

Judges. It has been stated that the history contained in

our book is continuous; it remains to state that it is also

consecutive. In order to get rid of the difficulties attending

C89
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the adjustment of the chronology of the period, several

writers have had recourse to the expedient of making some
of the judges contemporaneous ; ruling not in succession

over all Israel, but at the same time over parts of the

nation. The judges certainly exercised their authority

and influence more particularly in individual tribes, and
only indirectly over the whole nation ; but it is decidedly

contrary to the meaning of the book, to represent any two
of tlie judges as ruling in different parts at the same time.

At the commencement of each new section, it is always the

nation collectively which is spohen of. (See, for examples,

chap. iii. 12; iv. 1 ; vi. 1 ; and more particularly chap.

X. 1-3, where Tola, a man of Issachar, is said to have
judged Israel 23 years, and Jair, a Gileadite, is also

said to have judged Israel for 22 years.) The history

being both continuous and successive, it would at first

sight appear as if all that was necessary, in order to fix

with tolerable accuracy the duration of the entire period

of the judges, were to sum up the various chronological

items. This done, there results 410 or 430 years (according

as Samson ruled 20 or 40 years), plus an unknown number
of years during which Shamgar ruled. But this result is

inconsistent with the datum of 1 ICings vi. 1, according to

which the whole period from the Exodus to the building of

the Temple was only 480 years. Tliis is the great difficulty

to be removed. Some, and amongst these Dr Ivitto, have
sought the solution in rendering suspicious the authority

of 1 Kings vi. 1 (see Dr Kitto's note at page 80), or hi

altering the number of yearSy so as to correspond with the

numbers in Judges. This method, however, must always

remain unsatisfactory. Accordingly, others have turned
their attention to the numbers in Judges, and have sought,

by arbitrary combinations, to force the two chronological

sources into agreement. Such a procedure, as already

stated, is out of the question ; but although nothing can
be gained by mere arbitrary combinations, the nature of

the numbers themselves suggests a probable solution. It is

certainly very remarkable, that the number 40 should

recur so often, not only in the Book of Judges, but also in

application to other periods of the history of Israel. We
find 40 years assigned as the period of the Wandering;
40 years for the rest under Othniel ; 80, or twice 40, for

the rest under Ehud; 40 for the peace under Deborah and
Barak ; 40 for the peace under Gidecm ; 40 years for the

servitude under the Philistines ; 40 years during which Eli

exercised the office of judge in Israel; and, finally, 40 years

for the respective reigns of Saul (see Acts xiii. 21),

David, and Solomon. This so frequent recurrence of
the number 40 suggests the thought, that the latter is not
employed to indicate a precise number of years, but some
nahcral period of time, which, on the whole, is fairly repre-

sented by the number 40. There cannot possibly be any
objection on principle to this view of the matter, for it is

a very generally received opinion amongst commentators,
that there are at least two distinct classes of cases m
which the numbers employed to indicate time are not to
be taken strictly and literally. We refer to the use of the
number 7 as the perfect or sacred number, and to the
prophetic practice of indicating a period of years by a
number of days. A^Tiaf natural period, then, may we suppose
40 year's fn rrprrrnt ' The duration of one generation of
men iiMtiii "

.
: n^ilf to one's thoughts. No doubt,

we ail' nr own time to reckon only 30
years t.. a ,. i -n n lui, that the Israelites did actually

assign -li) y.n^ -.i^ lin- naiural duration of a generation, we
know from the iiisLory of the Wandering in the Wilderne.«is.

The children of Israel were to wander, and actually did
wander, until all the generation that came out of Egypt
had perished ; and the time during which that took place is

stated as 40 years. It may be assumed, therefore, that in

the Book of Judges 40 years has been reckoned for periods
of time of considerable, or what might be called long
duration, whose continuance was not determinately known

;

the general reason for the adoption of this number being,
that it represented the period of a generation, and the
particular reason, in most cases, that the time in question
was co-cxtcnsivc mth the life of the judge who ruled

6[)0

during its course. The latter fact, that the period was
bounded by the life of the judge, suggested the idea of
a generation ; and the idea of a generation suggested th.it

of 40 years. This view of the ase of the number 40 is

confirmed by the consideration that, with one exception,

it is applied only in reference to the times of peace ; and
that, too, only in the case of those judges whose history is

given at length. The periods of oppression are evidently

strictly determined by the numbers 8, 18, 20, 7, 18 ; anil

the duration of the rule of the judges who are little

more than mentioned, Ijy the numbers 23, 22, 7, 10, 8.

According to the above view, the chronology of the
period of the Judges is in itself indetermuiate ; and it

must be fixed by reference to the historical number in

1 Kings vi. 1, in the following way :—From the Exodus to

the beginning of the period of the Judges, we must reckon
65 years—namely, 40 till the death of Moses, and 25 till

the death of Joshua. From the building of the Temple to

the anointing of Saul, we must reckon backwards 63 years

—

3 of Solomon's reign, 40 to David's reign, and 20 to Saul's.

Adding these two numbers together, we get 128, which
taken from 480, leaves 352 years for the time of the
Judges, including Samuel in that period. Again : the
statement made by Jephthah, contained in Judges xi. 26,

presents a chronological datum of some importance in

this inquiry. Reckoning backwards from Samuel to

Jephthah, and allowing 20 years for the time during which
the former ruled Israel, we obtain in all 111 years—G for

Jephthah, 7 for Ibzan, 10 for Elon, 8 for Abdon, 20 for

Samson, 40 for Eli, and, as already stated, 20 for Samuel.
Tliis number taken from 352, leaves 241 years as the
time intervening between the beginning of Jephthah's rule

and the death of Joshua. Now, the territory east of the
Jordan was in the possession of the Israelites before the
death of Moses, and therefore the whole period of their

occupation could not, at the time of Jephthah, be less than
266, or, in round numbers, 270 years. Jephthah stated it

as 300 years—sufficiently accurate for a general statement
of time, and especially so when we consider that it was
Jephthah's interest to exaggerate the length of time during
which the Israelites held the territory in question. If,

however, we take all the numbers before Jephthah literally,

we will have from the death of Moses to the end of the
oppression by Ammon at least 350 years, in which case it

is impossible to account for Jephthah's limiting it to 300
years, otherwise than by supposing that he really did not
know how long the time was, but spoke very much at

random. This suppositioUj of course, is inadmissible

;

and the statement made by Jephthah to the Ammonites
must be regarded as a confirmation of the views above
uidicated.

The other methods of treating the chronology of our
book recently propounded—for example, by Bertheau
{Das Buck der Rickter und Rat Erhldrt), Lepsius {Egypt,
Ethiopia, and Sinai), and Bunsen {EgypVs Place in Uni-
versal History)—need only be generally referred to. Ber-
theau ai)i)Iie3 the view that the number 40 is used to
represent a generation to 1 Kings vi. 1; and accounts for

the number 480, by supposing that it is founded on a
calculation of 12 generations, from the Exodus to the
building of the Temple. In order to make out 12 forties,

he is obliged to reckon the generation after Joshua (see

Judges ii. 10) as one of them (see on this point note 23,
below), and to reckon twice 20 years to Samson (see

chaps. XV. 20, and xvi. 31). Those who desire to see at

length Bertheau's ingenious, but somewhat forced calcula-

tion, are refeired to the above-mentioned commentary.
The invcrtigations of Lepsius and Bunsen, on the other
hand, are not confined to the data of Scripture; their

object being to correct the Scriptural chronology by
reference to that of Egypt—a very nncertain method
truly, as may be seen from the fact, that the former of
these illustrious men finds it necessary to allow 'only
about &0 years from the entrance of Jacob to the
exodus of Moses,' whilst the latter allows an interval of
1440 years I (See Egypt, Ethiopia, and Sinai, p. 475, and
tlie note there.)
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NOTE 22, p. 10.—We propose in this note to malte
some observations on several points connected with this

chapter which require explanation.

1. From the beginning of the 1st verse of the chapter:
' Now after the death of Joshua,' &c., it would seem to

follow, that all the transactions therein narrated took place

subsequently to the death of that distinguished servant of

the Lord. On examination, however, it is found that the

chapter contains several accoimts, which are found in

nearly identical terras in the Book of Joshua. The account
contained in Judges i. 10-15, is given also in Joshua xv.

14-19; the statement in v. 21 appears likewise in Joshua
XV. 63; that in vv. 27, 28, is substantially the same with

Joshua xvii. 12, 13 ; and v. 29, with Joshua xvi. 10. The
reader is here reminded also of the conquest of Leshera by
Dan, contained hi Judges xviii., and referred to in Joshua xix.

47. In order to account for the appearance of these sections

in both books, some have supposed that they were talten

out of the Book of Joshua by the author of the Book
of Judges; others, as Bertheau, Havernick, &c., have
uplield the reverse opinion ; whilst a third party have tried

to account for the phenomenon, by supposing the existence

of a third historical authority, which the authors of both

books consulted in common. All these are violent, and
therefore unsatisfactory expedients, and contrast unfavour-
ably with the simple view set forth by Keil (in the intro-

duction to his Commentar iiber das B. Josua). That view

regards the sections as independent of each other, although

referring to the same events, and represents these events

as having happened before eiiher booh was wriilen. From
this it follows, that the Book of Joshua cannot have had for

its author the individual from whom it received its name,
for, as already hinted, we must regard the entire contents

of the 1st chapter of Judges as referring to events which
happened after the death of Joshua. The author of Joshua,

however, was certainly a contemporary of the events which
he narrates, as appears from the occasional use of the

first personal pronoun (see, for example, Joshua v. 1, C)

;

and in all probability was one of those 'elders that

outlived Joshua, who had seen all the great works of the

Lord that he did for Israel,' Judges ii. 7. Regarding, then,

the incidents in question as having happened after Joshua's

death, but before the composition of the two historical

books in which they are narrated, everything becomes
immedi.itely clear. The sections in question were intro-

duced in the Book of Joshua, as it were, parenthetically,

because, though not strictly belonging to the general con-

nection of the narrative, they were of too much intrinsic

interest (enhanced by their recent occurrence) to be entirely

omitted. In Judges, these same incidents fell to be noticed,

not merely as interesting facts, but as foi-ming part of a

group of facts collected into one view for a special purpose.

2. After the death of Joshua, symptoms of renewed

hostility on the part of the enemies of Israel soon made
their appearance. The Canaanites—not the inhabitants

of Palestine in general, but those who dwelt ' by the sea,

and by the coast of Jordan' (see Numbers xiii. 29)—muster

their forces at Bezek, and the tribe of Judah is appointed

by God to lead the attack against them. Having defeated

the enemy there assembled, and taken captive then? king, the

Judahites next proceed southward to Jerusalem. (Verse 8

should be translated :
' And the children of Judah fought,'

&e., iu the imperfect and not pluperfect tense. The pre-

sent translation has arisen from the circumstance, that the

succeeding part of the narrative is contained in Joshua.)

They take Jerusalem, and thence proceed, still southward,

to complete the conquest of their own territory, by fighting
' against the Canaanites that dwelt in the mountain, and in

the south, and in the valley'—the three natural divisions

of the lot of the children of Judah (see Joshua xv. 21, &c.),

arranged in order from north to south. The course followed

liy the children of Judah in this expedition, shews that

Bezek was not a toivn in the territory of that tribe, and we
caimot do otherwise than identify it with the Bezek men-
tioned by Jerojne as lying seven miles from Shechem, on

the road to Neapolis (Bethshan). (See Kitto's note to

1 Sam. xi. 8.)

3. In verse 13, Othniel is called the son of Kenaz, and
younger brother of Caleb. An epithet similar to ' the son

of Kenaz,' is likewise applied to Caleb in Numbers xxxii.

12; Joshua xiv. 6, 14, where he is called the son of

Jephunneh the Kenezite. In Genesis xxxvi. 11, Kenaz is

mentioned as a descendant of Esau ; and therefore neither

he nor his posterity belonged to the children of Israel.

Caleb was thus, at the same time, the head of a tribe in

Israel, and somehow connected with a people who did not
belong to the Israelitish community. Doubtless, this

points to an intermixture of the fiimilies of Judah with

those of the Kenezites, of which, indeed, the narrative

before us presents an interesting example.
4. The clause, ' for thou hast given me a south land,' in

verse 15, would be more correctly rendered, 'for thou
hast given me away into the land of the south.' The
Kenezites dwelt in the southern country, about the boun-
daries of Judah. As this region was an unfruitful wilder-

ness, Achsah thought with regret of leaving her father's

fertile and well-watered territory for such a home as she
was about to go to, and urged her husband to ask 'the

field' (not a field) from her father. He refused to do so,

however; and therefore she asked this portion from her
father herself, and obtained from him the field with the

two springs, the upper and the nether.

NOTE 23,p.ll.—The passage, chap. ii. 11. to chap. iii. G,

has been generally regarded as a sort of introduction to

the second part of the Book of Judges. Bertheau, however,
maintains that the section in question refers to one parti-

cular generation—that, namely, referred to in verse 10:
' And there arose another generation after them, which
knew not the Lord, nor yet the works which he had done
for Israel.' It seems to favour this opinion, that verse 6

begins the history anew from the death of Joshua, and gives

a simple historical account of the latter event, and of the

religious condition of the contemporary and following

generations of the Israelites. But not to mention that,

on the supposition of Bertheau, Othniel would be made to

die at a greater age than he probably attained, see chap,

iii. 11, compared with chap. i. 13, the whole character of

the section militates against the idea of a special gene-
ration being described throughout it. "We must rather

understand the matter as follows :—The wi-iter does proceed,

in verse 10, to mention the generation after Joshua, and to

contrast it mth the generation which preceded it ; but in

characterising its degeneracy, he was conscious that he
was merely describing the first exhibition of a phenomenon
that was continually repeated in all its leading features

;

and, consequently, his account of that generation forthwith

mei-ges into a picture of the general character of the whole

period of the judges. This is clearly seen in verses 16-19,

which evidently depict tlie general facts underlying every

part of the succeeding history.

NOTE 24, p. 16.—These verses, taken in connection

with verses 3 and 21-23 of the preceding chapter, reveal

the various designs of God in permitting the Canaanites

still to remain in the land. 1. He wished to try Israel.

Had there been none of the former inhabitants of Palestine

left behind, it would have been put out of the power of the

Israelites to disobey God's injunction to keep themselves

from intercourse with these peoples, and to eschew their

idolatrous practices. 2. The presence of these nations

acted as a pumshment (chap. ii. 3) to Israel. Whenever
they turned their hearts from God, and were unfaithful,

they invariably were allowed to fall into the hands of their

enemies. 3. But God wished not only to make provision

for punishing disobedience. He desired also to have an

opportunity of doing Israel good when it turned its face

towards Him. This is shewn in chap. iii. 2, which we thus

render :
' Only that He [Jehovah] might know the children

of Israel [how they stood towards hhn—this is the first

design, trial], and might teach them war—that is, those

who before had not known them' [from experience]. The
them, which we have put instead of ' thereof,' as the original

requires, evidently refers to ' the wars of Canaan ' spokeu
G9I.
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of in the first verse. What wars were these ?— doubtless the

great wai'S, the celebrated wars of Joshua. God designed,

therefore, to cause the after-generations of Israel to know
these renowned wars. What does this mean ? It means

that God desired to have an opportunity of displaying His

power again in behalf of the people of Israel, as He had

done in times bygone in behalf of their fathers ; that He
might be to them, when they turned to Him unfeignedly,

the same poweiful deliverer, the same God of battles, as

He had been in the days of old.

NOTE 25, p. 34.—The Ophrah mentioned here (verse

1 1 ) and in other parts of Gideon's history, must be

distinguished from the Ophrah in Benjamin, enumerated
amongst the cities of that tribe in Joshua xviii. 23, and
mentioned in 1 Samuel xiii. 17 as situated in the land of

Shual ; which last is probably identical with ' the land of

Shalim,' spoken of in 1 Samuel ix. 4. The present Ophrah
was in the tribe of Manasseh, in the district which belonged

to the family of Abiezer (see Joshua xvii. 2), and was

called, by way of distinction, Ophrah of the Abi-ezrites, as

appears from chap. vi. 24, and viii. 32, and also Gideon's

city, as m chap. viii. 27. 'The exact position of both these

towns is unknown.
It is worthy of notice, that in verse 11, the original

Hebrew speaks not of an oak, but of the oak (n^sn),

which was in Ophrah. This implies that the oak was
still to be seen at that place in the days of the miter of

Judges, and in accordance with this, we find it ac-

tually stated respecting the altar which was built under

the oak, that ' unto this day it is yet in Ophi-ah of the

Abi-ezrites."

We note also on this verse, that at first the angel

appeared to Gideon as being only a wayfaring-man, with

a staff in his hand (verse 21), who had sat down under the

shadow of the oak to snatch some refreshment and repose.

He enters into conversation with Gideon on the topic that

is uppermost in the minds of all the people dwelling in that

part of the land—the gi-inding oppression of the plundering

Blidianites ; and urges him to exert his well-known valour

in the behalf of his country. Gideon, in reply (verse 13),

calls the angel 'jiS; which is equivalent to sir, or my

master. In verse 1 5, however, he addresses him as '<3is
;

which is generally applied only to God.

NOTE 26, p. 35.—The expression "^psn -3, need not

mean the bullock to whom the epithet ' second ' belonged

;

but merely a second bullock, in addition to the first men-
tioned. The foUowmg view of the matter gives the most
probable explanation of the various points requiring notice.

On the night of the same day on which the previously

related transaction took place, the Lord appeared again

unto Gideon, to give him more particular instructions in

regard to the commencement of the work of deliverance.

Idolatry was the cause of the people's sufferings ; that,

therefore, must first be publicly and signally denounced by
Gideon. His father had an altar consecrated to Baal,

with an Asherah attached, which at the same time served

as altar for the whole city (verses 28, 29), Joash- being the

head of the community. This altar, with the Asherah,
must be destroyed, and, raised on high so as to be in the

view of all, an altar must be erected to Jehovah on the

summit of the fortress of the city (verse 26).

The occasion chosen for the accomplishment of these

designs is one on which Joash is about to offer up a
sacrifice to Baal—doubtless in order to obtain from tliat

false divinity protection for the city against the impending
attack of the Midianitcs (verse 33). For that solemnity,

Joash has a bullock set apart—' thy father's young bullock ;'

and the materials necessary for the sacrifice are lying ready
at the altar, (nj'^'tti, in verse 26, refers to the prepared

materials; these Gideon was to take away, and with them
to build an altar to the Lord.) Gideon is instructed to
take a second bullock, in order to oft'er up a sacrifice to

(iod
;
probably because the bullock of his father was

692

regarded as defiled by being consecrated to Baal. Although,
however, the latter could not be used in sacrifice, it might
be used as a beast of burden, and was probably employed
to transport the materials from the place where the altar

of Baal stood to the spot where the new altar was about
to be erected.

NOTE 27, p. 52.—There is one argument, advanced
first by Hengstenberg, to prove that Jephthah did not take

away the life of his daughter, which we shall here state,

particularly as it refers to a subject on which, so far as we
know, Dr Kitto has made no remarks in his notes. Heng-
stenberg shews, irom several passages of Scripture, that there

existed among the Israelites an institution of holy women of

a strictly ascetic order, who had relinquished worldly cares,

and devoted themselves to the Lord. The first passage is

in Exodus xxxviii. 8 :
' And he made the laver of brass, and

the foot of it of brass, of the looking-glasses of the women
assembling, which assembled at the door of the tabernacle

of the congregation.' These services, according to the

ancient Jews, and the Alexandrian Septuagmt (which tran-

slates the Hebrew by tZv fimrrtvirxiruv, the mirrors of the

fasting women), were not of an external Idnd, but entirely

spiritual or devotional. That they were of an ascetic

character, is sheivn by the fact, that the freewill-offering

of these women consisted in the brazen mirrors which were
employed by females to direct them in the decoration of

their persons. The giving up these mirrors was an act of

similar significance to that of allowing the hair to grow on
the part of the Nazarite. Both indicated, by the neglect

of the personal appearance, a disregard of the means of

pleasing the world, and established a palpable separation

between the parties and the general community. This
institution is referred to again in 1 Samuel ii. 22, and a
third time in Luke ii. 37, where it is said of Anna that she

departed not from the temple, but served God \iith fastings

and prayers night and day. This last passage indicates

clearly the nature of the occupations of these female
servants of the Lord. Hengstenberg points out the existence

of a similar institution in Egypt, referring to Herodotus's

account of the founding of the two oracles in Egj'pt and
in Greece ; and the account, by the same author, of the

bed-chamber in the Temple of Belus, at Babylon, in which
a woman always slept, &c. (For further particulars on
this head, see Hengstenberg

—

Egypt and the Boohs of
Moses, section on the ' Institution of the Holy Women.')
Hengstenberg contends that Jephthah's daughter really

became a member of this order of sacred females. His
proofs, however, are very unsatisfactory ; and after what is

said in the text by Dr ICitto on the general subject, it will

be sufiicient here to remark, that the argument from the

use of a word meaning to celebrate, in regard to the yearly

commemoration of the virgin, is utterly futile, or rather,

indeed, tells in favour of the opinion that she was sacrificed.

It is evident that the Israelites were excessively prone,
throughout the whole period of the judges, to adopt the
idolatrous practices of their heathen neighbours. Now,
human sacrifices were actually performed by the latter,

and may, as readily as any other bad practice, have become
customary among the Israelites. In such a case, their

vii u I { ilii ii.ii- 1, li.in would be very different from ours;
aii'l I

I

,
\ 1 ,1 ;ht not certainly celebrate the death of

.1' I
: I lor its own .sake, or viewed by itself,

ii"\ nil hi I] \M II celebrate the praises of the virgin

heroine who had iVcely offered herself up as a thank-offering

for the deliverance of her country. We might well ask,
generally. Why so much ado about the matter?—why
relate it at such length, and commemorate it by an annual
festival, if all that took place was merely the trifling and
common-place occurrence of a virgin passing from the
ordinary occupations of the world into a religious retire-

ment? The whole tone ami contents of the narrative

—

the very fact of its liiiiu i:i.mi hi noriliy of such promi-
nence in the liistorv

;

-tihle conviction in

our mind that the vii i i i m i !i a sacrifice to the
blind and heathenish . il ii hi h.itally conscientious

parent.



NOTE 28, p. 72.—In these

made of four sacred things—

;

pesel, and teraphim. What were these? Hengstenberg
{Gemiineness of the Pentateuch, vol. ii.) makes the pesel

a graven image ; masselcah, its pedestal ; the ephod, its

clothing or covering ; and the teraphim, the substitute for

the twelve stones in the breastplate, occupying the same
place, and serving the same purpose. Except the first,

these interpretations are extremely doubtful, and the

grounds on which they are founded are far-fetched and
unsatisfactory. There is no reason why we should not

here, as in Exodus xxviii., regard the ephod as the I'rufiU,

or shoulder-garment, which was the high-priest's badge of

office. Instead of serving as a garment to cover Micah's

graven image, the ephod mentioned in these chapters was
doubtless the official garment of his household priest.

As for the massekah, it is to be observed that the same
word is applied to the golden calf in Exodus xxxii.

njosn V:y, and in Deuteronomy {raw simply). It is also

used in reference to ' the calves set up by Jeroboam, as in

1 Ivings xiv. 9; 2 Kings xvii. 16. Hence it may be

inferred, that massekah here denotes a molten image of

some creature ; but whether of a calf, as the symbol of God
(as Bertheau and others allege, founding on the passages

just cited), or of some other animal, must remain doubtful.

The pesel was evidently closely connected with the ephod,

as in chap, xviii. 18 it is spoken of as -i~is.'n VoBTS ; that

is, the graven image of the ephod. It may not improbably
have been a small image carved upon the surface of the

ephod, presenting to the eye a prominent object on the breast

of the priest, and serving an analogous purpose with the

image of the goddess Thinei, which was worn suspended

from the neck, by the persons who filled the office of chief

judge in ancient Egypt. In addition to what Dr Kitto has

written regarding the teraphim (see his note at Gen. xxxi.),

the following explanation of them, given by Bonomi
{Nineveh and its Palaces, Illustrated London Library, 1862),

may not be unacceptable. In a certain part of the ruins

of khorsabad—namely, the King's Court—in front of the

doors of a porch, were found holes in the pavement, the size

of one of the briclcs of which the latter is composed, and
about 14 inches in depth. ' These holes are lined with tiles,

and have a ledge round the inside, so that they might be

covered by one of the bricks of the pavement without

betraying the existence of the cavity. In these cavities,

Botta found small images of baked clay, of frightful aspect,

sometimes with lynx head and human body, and sometimes

with human head and lion's body;' and, in short, exhibiting

a variety of hideous shapes and attitudes.

The thresholds of the entrances, before which these holes

were found, consisted of single slabs of gypsum, covered

with long caneatic mscriptions. What purpose were these

cavities and inscriptions designed to subserve? Bonomi
suggests that they were designed for the protection of the

apartments mto which the entrances led. ' We find

the principal doorways guarded either by the symbolic

bulls, or by winged divuiities. We next find upon the

b\ills themselves, and on the pavement of the recesses of

the doors, long inscriptions, always the same [and containing

the same name], probably incantations or prayers ; and,

finally, these secret cavities, in which images ofa compound
character were Iiidden. Thus the sacred or royal precincts

were trebly guarded by divinities, inscriptions, and hidden

gods, from the approach of any subtle spu-it, or more
palpable enemy, that might have escaped the vigilance of

the king's body-guard,' p. 157. Bonomi further identifies

the clay unages with the teraphim, founding partly on the

meaning of the root of the latter word—to terrify, coupled

»vith the hideous aspect of the unages
;
partly on the plural

form of the word, in connection with then- compound form
;

also following a different etymology, on the signification of

the Arabic word 'tarf,' which means a boundary or

margin (if derived from this word, teraphim would be the

guardians of the thresholds); and, lastly, on the evident

identity of teraphim with telefin, the name by which the

modern Pei-sians call their talismans. Bonomi concludes

;

* If these analogies in themselves do not amount to actual

proof that the teraphim of Scripture ai-e identical with the

secreted idols of the Assyrian palace, they are, at all events,

curious and plausible ; but when supported by what we
know of the existing characteristics and supei-stitions of

Eastern nations—of the pertinacity with which all Orientals

adhere to ancient traditions and practices—of the strongly

implanted prejudices entertained in the court of Persia

respecting the going out and coming in of the shah to his

palace—and of the belief in unseen agencies, and the

influences of the Evil Eye, which has prevailed in all

countries, and stiU exists in some, more especially in those

of Asia and the south of Europe—our conjecture seems
to amount almost to certainty.'

—

Nineveh and its Palaces,

p. 158.

On the whole, then, we may reasonably conclude, that

the teraphim, so frequently mentioned in Scripture, were
tutelary gods of the household. This view, besides being
borne out and illustrated by the remarks just quoted from
Bonomi, suits very well the passages in which teraphim are

mentioned. We must not be surprised if we find these

images spoken of in the Bible as being used by those who
were worshippers of the one true and living God, for

substantially the same thing may be found among ourselves.

The influence which some persons attribute to charms, is

of the same kind as that which was supposed to reside in

tutelary images; and therefore, practically, he who bears

charms about his person may be said to believe in strange

gods.

NOTE 29, p. 107.—Sculptures representing this Dagon
god have been found amongst the ruins of Nineveh, both
at Khorsabad by M. Botta, and at Kouyunjik by Mr
Layard. The representation of this monster, which
appears among the sculptures of Khorsabad, is nearly

identical with that given by Dr Kitto in the text as

appearing on medals of Philistine towns. The sculptures

at Kouyunjik present a somewhat different appearance

:

at each of two entrances into one of the chambers of

the Kouyunjik palace, Mr Layard found two colossal bass-

reliefs of the so-called fish-god, of which the upper part
had been destroyed, so that what remained could only give

an idea of the form of the lower parts of the body. Means
of restoring the entire form, however, were fortunately

obtained by the discovei-y of an agate cylinder on which the
same form reappeared. The form of a fish was so combined
with that of a human being, that ' the head of the fish

formed a mitre above that of the man, while its scaly back
and fan-like tail fell as a cloak behmd, leaving the human
limbs and feet exposed. The figure wore a fringed tunic,

and bore the two sacred emblems—the basket and the cone.'

Mr Layard identifies this mythic form with the Oannes of

the Chaldeans, referred to in Dr Kitto's note. Certainly

the form on the cylinder, and on the broken slabs, corre-

sponds exactly with the description given in the fi'agment

of Berosus, according to wliich the monster had the entire

body of a fish ; but under the head of the fish, was that

of a man, and attached to the tail were human feet. In

the ruins at Nimroud, at the entrance to a small temple, Mr
Layard found sculptures of fish-gods, of a different form
from that of those above described. The fish's head here

also formed (part of) the cap of the figure, but the tail

reached no further than the waist of the man. This figure

also held in its left hand a basket, and in its right a cone.

With regard to the significance of these mythic forms, a

recent writer in the Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society

(vol. xvi., part 1, 1854) advances the view, that the fish-

god represented the constellation of Pisces. This view is

connected with a system of interpreting the symbolical

figures from Nineveh, according to which the Assyrian

mythology is made to rest upon an astronomical basis.

This system will be more fully explained in a subsequent

note on 2 Ivings xxi., and the reader is referred to that

note for some additional observations on the Dagon god.

NOTE 30, p. 110.—In this note we shall make a few

remarks on certain parts of this chapter which require



further notice. (1.) In verse 18, it is stated that the

number of golden mice was according to the number of all

the cities belonging to the five lords of the Philistmes

—

the cities including both walled towns and open villages.

The number of golden mice must, therefore, have been

great ; and we can readily imagine, that while the plague

was confined to the five chief cities, the mice were spread

over the whole country ; so that although only five emrods

one for each afflicted city—were sent, on the same

principle of representation a very much larger number of

golden mice would be necessary. The number of golden

mice in verse 4 is stated as five ; the word five, however,

must have been inserted by mistake of the copyist, and,

accordmgly, it does not appear m the Septuagint version

at all. As we have had occasion here to refer to the

Septuagint, we may briefly state the relation in which that

version stands to the Masoretic text, as regards the Books

of Samuel. The reader of Dr Kitto's notes on the Books
of Samuel will perceive that he has fi-equently substituted

the reading which is found in the Septuagint in preference

to that of the present (Masoretic) Hebrew text. It may be

well to state generally, that the discrepancies between the

two texts are, in the books referred to, uncommonly gi'eat,

and the critical student of the Word of God should not fail

to read them carefully together. We may here also men-
tion, what perhaps should have been stated in the intro-

duction to 1st Samuel, that the main value of the Commentar
by Thenius, there referred to, consists in the extraordinary

elaborateness with which the text has been subjected

to critical examination.

(2.) V. 19.—In the Vatican copy of the Septuagint, this

verse is given very differently. It stands there : Ka! om
tlfffjcUttfctv ot uUi l£;^flVi'oi; h toTs avS^airt »*t*A.—* And the

sons of Jechoniah did not rejoice amongst the men of

Bethshemesh when they saw the ark of the Lord, and he

smote among them (the sons of Jechoniah),' &c. According

to this version, which cannot well have originated from a

mere desire to simplify the text, the occasion of God's

anger being displayed was not that the Bethshemites looked

into (or upon) the ark, but that a certain family of them
had no feeling of regard for the ark of God, and did not

rejoice with the rest of the people when the ark came in

NOTE 31, p. 119.—The common text of the Septuagint

difiers m some particulars from the Hebrew, and, of course,

fiom our English version, in verses 25, 26. We read there

:

' And he went down from the high place into the city, and
they prepared a bed for Saul on the roof of the house.

V. 26, And he slept ; and it came to pass that Samuel
called for Saul (who was) on the top of the house,' &c.

The Hebrew word for ' and they prepared a bed,' is na";^i^

word for ' and he slept,'

NOTE 32, p. 121.—It is a peculiar feature in Saul's case,

that not only was he publicly anointed, in addition to the

private anointing by Samuel, but he was also chosen
publicly by lot, after he had already been recognised

by the prophet as the future king of Israel. This fact

shews tliat the first anointing was a strictly private,

and indued secret transaction, the knowledge of which
was ciiiiliiKcl to Samuel and Saul. Accordingly, in x. 16,

it is statid that when he went home after his search for

the asses, and was interrogated by his uncle about his

interview with the prophet, Saul took good care to say

nothing 'of the matter of the kingdom.' The design of

this private anointing was, therefore, solely to prepare Saul

for undertaking in a proper spirit the duties of a king ; and
it could in noway render unnecessary the election by lot,

which was God's way of making known to the people the

person who should be king. In' the case of David, the

method of procedure was altogether different, in consequence
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of the diversity of the circumstances. The lot was
employed in a private way merely to intimate to Samuel
which member of a certain family was the chosen one of

God, and, on the other hand, no formal Intimation by lot or

otherwise was given to the people, because such a proce-

dure would have been wrong while Saul was still reigning

;

and after his death, it was quite unnecessary, as the eyes

of all Israel had been gradually turned by the force of

cu-cumstances towards David as theh' future king.

NOTE 33, p. 122.—In verse 11 of this chapter we are

informed, that the circumstance of Saul's prophesying along

with the sons of the prophets gave rise to the proverb :

' Is Saul also among the prophets ? ' In chap. six. 24,

the origin of the proverb is ascribed to a distinct occasion,

and this has created difiiculty to some. The difficulty

disappears when we reflect on the meaning of the proverb.

The proverb is expressive of surprise occasioned by any

sudden change of conduct or occupation, or, in general, by
any action which stands in contrast to the usual character

of an individual. Now, such a marked contrast to his usual

conduct was presented by the behaviour of Saul on both

occasions. The passage in chap. xix. 24 does not require us

to suppose that the occasion there mentionedyTrrf gave rise

to the proverb ; its statements need not mean anything

further than that that occasion contributed to give the

proverb currency.

On the schools of the prophets, an additional notice will

be found in Note 42 in thi Appendix. We may here

remark, that instead of the difficult reading presented

in verse 12, m the clause, 'But who is their father,' the

Septuagmt has ' But who is his father '—(xii t/'s i irarnj

xuTnv)—referrmg to Saul the son of Kish.

NOTE 34, p. 127 The word translated ' garrison,' in

verse 3 (3"SS), is different from that which is translated

by the same word in chaps, xiii. 23; xiv. 1, 4, 6, 11,

12 (3Sa). The latter word must, from the context, signify

a garrison ; and therefore we might beforehand presume

that the first-mentioned word meant something different.

Literally, it means something set up or erected ; and in

this place it most probably denotes a pillar which the Phi-

listines liad set up on an elevated position near or in the

town of Gibeah, as a sign and memorial of their conquest

of the country ;
just as, according to Herodotus, Sesostris

erected in the same country pillars commemorative of his

victories over the SjTians, and which the historian himself

professes to have seen. This pillar, which we suppose

the Philistines to have erected, Jonathan destroyed, as it

would certainly be an offensive object to the eye of that

patriotic and noble-hearted man. The Philistines, we are

told, heard of the deed—a manner of speaking which it

is difficult to understand, if we suppose that one of their

garrisons had been smitten :—they would have got know-
ledge of that in a very different way from merely hearing

of it ; but quite natural if the fact was as has been above

stated, inasmuch as the destruction of the pillar might

be executed in comparative secrecy, and only become
known through the report of single individuals of the

camp who had happened to pass that way.

NOTE 35, p. 261.—The solution proposed by Dr Kitto

of the difficulty stated in his note on verse 19, is manifestly

inadmissible, as contrary to the evident meaning of the

text and context, which have for their object to give the

number and situation of the different districts into which

Israel was divided. The number is stated to be twelve

(verse 7) ; whereas, accordmg to Dr Kitto's view, they would

only be eleven. It is not, however, very difficult to distin-

guish the districts described in verses 13 and 19, so far as

at least to exhibit them as different, and to determine their

bouiiil.irii's in a general way. The two districts seem to be

i.l. iiih I ,
1h ( Mi , iIhv are both described as situated in the

l:iii 11 i 1 111 it must here be observed, that besides

ii, II . .
I ,11 '

I >.if;nification, ' Gilead' is frequently used

ill :i \ I
IIIml I. Ill way to denote tin whole land qfIsrael



east of the Jordan. The following list of passages contains

abundant examples of this usage :—Numb, xxxii. 39 ; Deut.
xxxiv. 1 ; Josh. xxli. 9, 13 ; Judg. v. 17 ; x. 4 ; xx. 1

;

2 Kings X. 33 ; 1 Chron. ii. 23. We shall here quote
Josh. xxii. 9, 13, as an mstance, leaving the reader to

consult the other passages at his leisure : ' And the

children of Reuben and the children of Gad and the half

tribe of Manasseh returned, and departed from the children

of Israel out of Shiloh, which is in the land of Canaan, to

go unto the country ofGUeadf to the land of their possession,

whereof they were possessed, according to the word of the

Lord by the hand of Moses And the children of

Israel sent unto the children of Reuben, and to the children

of Gad, and to the half tribe of Manasseh, into the land

of Gilead,' &c. Here the phrases, ' country of Gilead,'
* land of Gile.ad,' manifestly signify the possessions of the

two and a half tribes which dwelt on the east side of the

Jordan. Gilead, in the stricter sense, is mcorrectly

stated by Dr Kitto (see at Gen. xxxi. 25, and Josh.

xiii. 11) to be the district of country lying between the

Jarmuk and the Jabbok, although, perhaps, not quite

reaching the former river, and extending south of the latter.

The district in question comprised a region which lay, in

about equal parts, to the north and south of the Jabbok.
The northern part belonged to Og, king of Bashan,

and the southern to Sihon, king of the Amorites. Both
these statements are clearly deducible from Deut. iii.

12, 13, compared with Josh. xii. 2-5. From the former

passage it appears, that half of Gilead fell to the lot of

Gad, whilst the rest of Gilead (formerly the possession of

Og of Bashan) was given to Manasseh. From the latter

passage we find, that the southern part of Gilead was part

of Sihon's kingdom; but especially that the boundary
betwixt the two parts of Gilead (which are in these passages

called halves) was formed by the Jabbok. Turning now
to the texts at present under consideration, it will be seen,

fi-om the above remarks, that in any case they refer to

entirely distinct districts of country. In verse 13, Gilead

is used in the vague and loose sense which, as above shewn,

it frequently bears m the Old Testament ; whereas in the

19th verse, the word is used in the stricter sense, as denoting

a certain district north and south of the Jabbok, of which

the northern half was in the kingdom of Og, and the

southern in the kingdom of Sihon. The son of Geber,

or Ben-Geber, had for his province Bashan proper, with

only a small part of the half Gilead north of the

Jabbok, which, though part of Og's territories, did not

belong to the region called Bashan ; and the province

assigned to Geber, the son of Uri, was included in Gilead

proper, comprehending the parts both north and south of

the river Jabbok, with the exception of Ramoth-Gilead,

which belonged to Ben-Geber and Mahanaim, which was
Abinadab's province (v. 14), both these places being in

North Gilead. We have said that Ben-Geber had Bashan
proper and a small part of North Gilead. The correctness

of this statement with regard to Bashan, can only be

established by an examination of the question. Whether
Argob and Havoth Jair refer to the same or to different

regions? In Note 9, Appendix to Vol. I., it was simply

slated that they were different names for the same thing

;

and we shall now give very briefly the reasons on which the

statement rests. We remark, first, that the English version

of verse 13 produces the impression that the Havoth of

Jair and Argob are different regions, only because tlie

translation is inaccurate. In the original it stands :
' Ben-

Geber in Ramoth-Gilead ; to him the Havoth of Jair, the

son of Manasseh, which are in Gilead ; to him the region

of Argob,' &c. The absence of the i copulative suggests

that the latter clause is in apposition with the former.

This view is confirmed when we compare the present text

with Deut. iii. 4 ; also Deut. iii. 13, 14, and Josh. xiii.

30, 31. From the first passage it appears, that Argob,

with the sixty towns of Jair, constituted the kingdom
of Bashan. Again, fi-cm the 13th and 14th verses of the

same chapter, we find that Argob itself was equivalent to

Bashan ; for it is said :
' And the rest of Gilead and all

Bashan [wliich two made up] the kingdom of Og, gave I to

the half tribe of Manasseh; the whole territory of Argob,
even all Bashan' (l^ari-VsV). Still more decisive is

verse 14 :
' Jair, the son of Manasseh, took all the country

of Argob unto the coasts of the Geshurites and the
Maacathites, and called it—Bashan, namely [for such is the

literal meaning of the words, isan-rs]— Havoth Jair

till this day.' In this last verse Bashan is given, as it were,

parenthetically, as synonymous with Argob ; and it is

expressly stated, that the district received the new name
Havoth Jair. This name means simply, ' Jair's dwelling-
places ; ' and while it signified more particularly the cities

which Machir's descendants, Jair and Nobali, took, as ui

Joshua xiii. 30, it was also employed as the name of the whole
country of Bashan, from the circumstance that Jair (and
Nobah under him) conquered the latter. It follows, from
these various passages, that Argob, Bashan, and Havoth
Jair are all names of the same territory, only that the
last mentioned is used sometimes (as in Deut. iii. 4, and in

Josh. xiii. 30) more specifically to denote the towns which
belonged to the territory to which these various names
applied. The district of Ben-Geber then comprised the
region of Bashan, with the country about Ramoth-Gilead

;

and that of Geber, son of Uri, included the whole of Gilead,

with the exception of Ramoth-Gilead and Mahanaim.—(See

Keil's Commentar in loco ; also, Hengstenberg, Genuineness

of the Pentateuch.)

NOTE 36, p. 2G7.—In a note on chap. iv. C, Dr Kitto

represents Adoniram as being over those who collected the
taxes and tributes. This is in contradiction to chap. v.

13, 14, where Adoniram is plainly stated to be the officer

who was over the levy of labourers. He could not well be
both ; nor, in truth, is there the slightest reason to suppose
that he was, seeing that oa, which our translators have

rendered by * tribute ' in chap. iv. C, and by ' levy ' in chap.

V. 13, 14, never means tribute, whether in the sense of

contribntion in money or goods, or even compulsory
labour, but always those who perform such compulsory labour.

The word is exclusively used in application to persons,

except in the single case of Esther x. 1, where it undoubt-
edly signifies tribute, following the Chaldee use of the word
^froip which nothing can be mferred in regard to the use

of the word in pure Hebrew. Adoniram was, accordingly,

superintending officer of the 30,000 men who performed
compulsory labour (in German, Frdh?ier).

NOTE 37, p. 267.—The addition, 'and the Giblites

'

(in V. 18), seems to come in very awkwardly and super-

fluously, after the general statement that the stones for the

Temple were hewn by both Jewish and Tyrian builders.

The perception of this naturally suggests an inquiry as

to the state of the Hebrew text. One reading of the

Septuagint version gives in the part of the verse correspond-

ing to the word n'^bnim in our Hebrew text, xa] KuXov
avrous, which shews, at all events, that the translator had
a verb and not a noun in his text. Now, there is one verb
which is very little different m its appearance from the

above word, and which gives a very suitable meaning, as

we shall unmediately shew. We refer to the verb iaa, of

which the part used in verse 18 would be the future

conversive Hiphil, DlVaj;n; a word differing very little

from that in the Hebrew text. The meaning of the former

word is, ' and they provided them (the stones) with a
boundary'—that is, they bevelled them. That this is the

correct reading, is strongly confirmed by the interesting

fact, that the very peculiar method of hewing called

bevelling is seen in the gi-eat stones which are still found

at Jerusalem, and regarded with certainty as the remains

of the original wall of the Temple of Solomon. Dr
Robinson remarks (Biblical Researches in Palestine,

vol. i. p. 423, first ed.) that, ' It is not, however, the great

size of these stones alone which arrests the attention of

the beholder, but the manner in which they are hewn
gives them also a peculiar character. In common parlance,

thev are said to be bevelled; which here means, that after
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the whole face has first been hewn and squared, a narrow

strip along the edges is cut down a quarter or half an inch

lower than the rest of the surface. When these bevelled

stones are laid up in a wall, the face of it, of course,

exhibits lines or grooves, formed by these depressed edges

at their junction, marking more distinctly the elevation of

the different courses, as well as the length of the stones of

which they are composed. The face of the wall has then

the appearance of many panels.' Dr Robinson views it

as completely ascertained, that these stones belonged to the

original building ; and the proof of it will be found in his

work, at page 425, seq. Such being the case, it would be

strange if no mention of so peculiar a method of hewing

had been made in the account of the building of the

Temple ; and as the 18th verse was the proper place for

such a notice, the presumption is very strong that the

reading here proposed is the correct one (see Thenius in

loco, who first suggested this view).

NOTE 38, p. 277.—The statements in this verse, and in

2 Chron. ii. 14, regarding Hh-ara's parentage, may easily be

harmonised in either of two ways. If we regard ' Dan' in

the latter text as referring to the tribe of Dan, then we
may suppose that his mother belonged to that tribe by

birth, but was married to a Naphtalite, so that she belonged

as a widow to the tribe of Naphtali. Being afterwards

married to a Tyrian, by whom she had Hiram, she would

naturally be spoken of as a woman of N.iphtali when
reference was made to her origin. If, again, we regard

'Dan' as meaning the cHy Dan or Laisb, in the north of

Palestine, which the Danites seized (Judges xviii., &c.),

then the mother of Hiram might be said to be of the

daughters of Dan, because she belonged to tliat city, and

of the tribe of Naphtali, simply because she was so. The
two things might quite well consist, especially as the city

Dan lay within the territory which belonged to the tribe of

Naphtali.

NOTE 39, p. 288.—There has been a great variety of

interpretations of this passage, and without attempting to

state them all; we shall here present briefly the two views

which have been most recently propounded ; the one by

Gesenius, followed by Keil (Commentar, &c.),and the other

by Thenius (Commentar). The word on which the dispute

turns, as it stands in our present Hebrew text, is (without the

punctuation) mpu. This word may be pointed in two ways,

which afford entirely dift'erent meanings—namely, either

ri-ipts, which means a collection, an assemblage, a gather-

ing; or n-pip, which signifies^-om Koa. The former punc-

tuation is that which obtains in our present Hebrew text.

On the supposition that that reading is correct, Gesenius

gives to mihveh—whose general signification, as above

stated, is 'collection,' &c.—the special meaning of a caravan

of merchants in the first part of the verse, and of a troop

of horses in the second member. According to this view,

the verse would be translated ;
' With regard to the

bringing up of the horses which Solomon got fi'om Egypt,

caravans of the king's merchants brought a troop (or

brought them by troops) for a price.' The translation

which is given in the English version, also supposes the

correctness of the Hebrew text ; but gives an unheard-of

meaning to mihveh, which it translates ' linen yarn.' (Dr

Kitto states that they give this meaning to Koa ; but this

is incorrect, for then what becomes of the preposition yo) ?

The other method of punctuation has been adopted by the

A'^ulgate, whicli accordingly translates :
' JEt educebantur

equi Salomeni de ^gypto et de Coa' kr. This translation

might be very plausible if such a i.lin -. !: •
m i • known

to exist. The Septuagint, on the .i; i
, i 1. iitly

founded on a different reading of til. ;i has
it gives i^ "A/yywroy xa.) Ik 6i>tflt'i, ^lii li I'l' .j ''i^t'R in

the Hebrew text yipp*? = from TiUoa. We shall here

quote the words of Thenius, in which he expresses his own
opinion on tliis matter :

' The seventy found in both cases

in their (Hebrew) text, n-pps instead of nrptt ; the use
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of it in the second instance must have arisen from a

repetition of the first by mistake, while the present Hebrew
text, on the contrary, has erroneously put mihveh in the

first case as well as in the second, the eye of the trans-

criber having misled him, by a wandering glance at the

second.' Thenius, therefore, reads n^pps in the first

member, and P^pa in the second, according to which

the verse is to be read as follows :
—

' With regard to the

bringing up of the horses which Solomon used to get

fiom Egypt ; the merchants of the king brought them up

from Tekoa in troops, being bought witli a price.' Thenius

says, that the usual old way from Egypt to Palestine

through Beersheba and by Tekoa, was plainly the most
suitable for the purpose of this traffic ; and that the Egyp-
tians themselves brought the horses the length of Tekoa,

in order to make sure that they would not be ruined on the

way to Palestine.

NOTE 40, p. 293.—It is Interesting to trace the changes

in the relations existing between the tribes of Judah and
Benjamin at the different periods of their history.

Previous to the period of the kings, there is no evidence of

any peculiar intimacy existing between these tribes. The
passage in Judges i. 8, compared with verse 21, cannot with

propriety be adduced as proof, for that both Judah and

Benjamin are spoken of in connection with Jerusalem is to

be attributed to the peculiar situation of that city, as in a

manner common to both tribes. On the contrary, the sad

episode in the history of Benjamin related in the three last

chapters of Judges, shews that at least there was no such

connection subsisting between it and Judah, as to make the

latter be guided rather by private predilection for Benjamin

than by a sense of what was due to the community, much
less to identify itself with that tribe as having one interest

in common with it. Again, during that part of the reign

of Saul in which his chief employment was the incessant

persecution of David, a measure of hostility and party

feelmg seems to have arisen between the two tribes ; and

this alienation of feeling seems to have been much aug-

mented during the civil war which was carried on between

the partisans of David and those of Saul's son, Ishbosheth.

In 1 Samuel xxii. 7, 8, we are told that Saul said unto his

servants who stood about him :
' Hear now, ye Benjamiies ;

will the son of Jesse give every one of you fields and
vineyards, and make you all captains of thousands, and
captains of hundreds ; that all of you have conspired

against me, and there is none that shewcth me that my son

hath made a league with the son of Jesse, and there is none

of you that is sorry for me, or sbeweth unto me that ray son

hath stiiTcd up my servant against me, to lie in wait, as at this

day?' At first sight, these reproaches would seem to imply

the existence of a feeling of lukewarmness towards Saul

on the part of his servants, and of partiality towards David.

Not so, however : they imply no lack of zeal in the Benja-

mites for Saul ; they are merely the querulous utterances of

a weak man, madly bent on revenge. But a more certain

inference can be drawn from Saul's allusion to the giving of

fields and vineyards ; this allusion would have no effect on

the minds of the followers of Saul, in the way of quickening

their zeal, if it were not true that Saul had actually given

them fields and vineyards. Consequently, we take this passage

as containing an indication of partial conduct towards the

tribes on the part of the king ; he chose his body-guard

from the Benjamites, and, not content with this mark of

favour, bestowed on them grants of land and vineyards,

which could have come into his hands only by unjust

forfeiture of others' property. Perhaps we should find an

instance of this injustice and favcnn-itisin in the passage

2 Sam. iv. 2, 3, where it i^
i

n - ;,; i,, , ,, , , ;;,,i , , ] il, ,tBoeroth

also was reckoned to I ; >
r ,:rsflcdto

Gittaim, and were SDJniii :
'

.:.i, i .specially

as we know from 2 S:nii s-.i -j, ilin s,,.;l ;; ,i-s:u-rod the

Gibconites. It would thus apjioar that the liccrothitcs,

whose city Beeroth belonged to the Gibeouite republic (see

Joshua ix. 18), had time to escape to a foreign land (they

became GC-rim in Gittaim) ; and that Saul bestowed their



deserted city upon his favourite tribe of Benjamin. Be

this as it may, Saul's partiality towards Benjamin had its

desired efteet ; the Benjamites became firmly attached to

himself, and continued to be so to his family after his death.

Abundant evidence of their attachment to Saul's successor,

Ish-liosheth, is found in the brief history of the Qivil war

wliich followed, under the conduct of Joab and Abner;

particularly in 2 Sam. ii., see verses 15, 25, 31, where it

appears that Abner's soldiers were at least chiefly, if not

solely, composed of Benjamites. After the termination of

the civil war, and particularly after the transference of the

court ft-om Hebron to Jerusalem, a decided change of

sentiment took place between the two tribes. This change

arose, doubtless, partly from a gradually growing conviction

that the cavise of Saul's house was hopeless, as David was

ever waxing stronger, while the former became weaker and

weaker. The defection of Abner, and the murder of the

King Ish-boshetb, clenched this conviction ; and the Ben-

jamites, entertaining hope no longer of obtaining a king

belonging to their own tribe, turned their eyes towards

David, who was already a king at Hebron ; and doubtless

familiar with his glorious reputation for brave, and not less

for generous and noble-hearted deeds, and mindful of his

romantic attachment to Jonathan, so honourable to both,

they must have willingly acquiesced in the general will of

the people of Israel, and have become all the firmer friends

that they had been enemies heretofore. This good-will

was converted into intimacy, when Jerusalem became the

capital of the kingdom, and the two tribes gradually came

to be regarded and spoken of as one (see 1 Kings xi. 1.3

and xii. 20 ; as also 2 Sam. xix. 43). The fact stated in

2 Sam. xix. 16, 17, is significant as illustrating the working

of the partiality of the Benjamites for David, which did not

fail to shew itself even in the hour of adversity.

NOTE 41, p. 318.—The procedure of the ' son of the

prophets,' narrated in the section 35-43, appears at first

sight of a very eccentric and arbitrary character. In

particular, one is somewhat at a loss to know what was the

design which the prophet had m view in seeking to be

wounded ; and also why he should denounce destruction

on the man who refused to comply with his apparently mad
request. As regards the latter, we might be disposed

to perceive in it an instance of the abuse of supernatural

gifts, analogous to those which we find the, apostle Paul so

severely censuring in the 1st Epistle to the Corinthians

(chaps, xii., xiii., xlv.), were it not that it is expressly stated

in verse 35, that the prophet spoke in the word of the

Lord. We must, therefore, suppose that the man knew
that he was being addressed by a prophet, and that it was

his duty to obey his command. As for the design of the

prophet, it seems to have been as follows :—He desired to

communicate to Ahab an intimation of the fatal conse-

quences of having let go out of his hands a man whom God
designed to be utterly destroyed ; but he knew that the

direct and blunt annunciation of this unpalatable message

would be attended with danger, and therefore, like Nathan

in the case of David's great transgression (2 Sam. xii.),

he adopts a plan which would secure the same end in a

more circuitous way. That plan was, to go to the king as

one of those who had been engaged in battle, and to repre-

sent himself as having let escape a prisoner intrusted to his

care by his comrade. In order to make his story sure of

credit on the part of the king, the prophet took the most

effectual steps in getting himself wounded, for how otherwise

could he have come by these cuts on his body than by

having received them in battle ? In order to escape recog-

nition—no doubt he had met Ahab before—he disguised

his face by tying round it a head-band (for this, not ashes,

is the meaning of ips, which is = the Chaldee s'^^J'a^

and is translated by the Septuagint -riXx/^iiv). Under this

disguise, and with this story, he obtains a judgment on

the case from the king, and then intimates to the latter

that he has judged himself.

NOTE 42, p. 328.—In Note 14, Appei

le of the proofs that the Gilgal so often

<. Vi

Scripture is not always, nor even commonly, that east

of Jericho, was founded on the words in verse 2 of this

chapter :
' So they went down (from Gilgal) to Bethel.' We

now add, that the whole of this chapter, taken together,

leads incontestably to tKe same conclusion which was

come to in the note referred to. Observe the progress of

the journey of Elijah and Elisha. They set out from Gilgal,

and proceed to Bethel; from Bethel, they advance to

Jericho ; and, finally, from Jericho to Jordan. Does this

order of succession not put beyond doubt that Gilgal was

at the extreme west end of their journey, and that they

advanced in a continued easterly direction from thence to

the Jordan? Jordan lay east of Jericho j Jericho lay east

of Bethel ; does it not follow naturally that Bethel, in turn,

lay east of Gilgal? It may also be remarked here, in

passing, that Bethel, which, since Dr Kobinson's Researches

were published, has generally been identified with Beitin,

has recently been held to be represented by Sinjil, situated

midway between Jiljilia (Gilgal) and Seilfln (Shiloh)—for

example, by Thenius and Keil. It is certainly in favour

of this view, that in the vicinity of Sinjil is Turmus Aya,

which may be taken to represent the Ai mentioned in

Joshua as being near Bethel.

In his note on the schools of the prophets (1 Sara, x.),

Dr Kitto has collected all the particulars contained in the

sacred history concerning these institutions. It must be

observed, however, that we have no right to regard the

whole of these as forming features of these institutions

from the beginning. These schools of the prophets, in fact,

seem to have undergone a gradual development, from being

casual and temporary assemblages of spiritually minded

men collected into one place at Ramah, for the sake of the

instruction and spiritual guidance which Samuel was so

well qualified to impart, into regular and systematic associa-

tions, under the direction of a prophet ; and hence bearing

the title of Sons of the Prophets. This change in the

character of the 'schools' necessarily arose out of the

altered state of the times. It was indispensable that those

who remained true to God in an idolatrous and wicked

age, as was that of AJiab's reign, as well as of most of his

successors, should unite together, not only m order to be

able more effectively to resist the wickedness and idolatry

which prevailed, but even for the sake of personal safety.

In these unhappy times, accordingly, the spiritually minded

in Israel assembled together in various places (as Gilgal,

Bethel, Jericho), formed one fraternity, living under one

roof (2 Kings vi. 1), and eating at one table (2 Kings iv.

38, &c.), with exception of those who were married and

had houses of their own (2 Kings iv. 1, seg.). The control

of these fraternities resided in Elijah during his lifetime,

and after his death passed over to Elisha. Instances of

public prophetic services performed by these ' sons of the

prophets,' are scattered up and down the history of the

period (see, for example, 1 Kings xx. 35, &c.)

NOTE 43, p. 354.—This concluding summary of the

reign of Jehu gives us an opportunity of noticing an

important circumstance in it, not mentioned in the sacred

history, but the knowledge of which is obtained from the

Nineveh inscriptions. In the centre of the mound of

Nimroud, where, as is well known, Mr Layard carried on

his principal researches during his first expedition, that

indefatigable savant discovered an obelisk of black marble,

sculptured on the four sides, and bearing in all twenty small

bass-reliefs, with an inscription of 210 lines written above,

below, and between the sculptures. The whole was in the

best preservation, scarcely a character of the inscription

being wanting; and the figures were as sharp and well

defined aa if carved only a few days before.

The sculptures were at first sight conjectured to have

been designed to represent the presents brought as tribute

by subject nations to the king in whose honour the obelisk

was erected ; and the inscriptions were supposed to contain

a narrative .of his warlike exploits. These conjectures

have been fully verified by the important investigations

of Colonel Rawlinson and Dr Hincks, the coryphcei of

cuneatic literature. In his Commentary on the Cuneiform
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Inscriptions ofBabylonia ami Assyria, published first in tlie

Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society, and subsequently in

the form of a pamphlet (1850), the former of these scholars

communicated a translation of the obelisk inscription, of

which he states: 'Altliough considerable difficulty still

attaches to tlie pronunciation of the proper names, and

although the meaning of particular passages is still unknown
to me, I hold the accurate ascertainment of the general

purport of the legend to be no more subject to controversy

than my decipherment of the Persian inscription of Be-

histun ' (regarding the latter, see Kitto's note on Ezra, vi. 1).

We cannot here enter into the contents of this inscription,

and must rest satisfied with stating, that it gives the

military annals, for thirty-one years, of a certain Assyrian

king, whose name has been variously read—being at first

read by Rawlinson, Temen-bar, and subsequently {Outlines of
Assyrian History, 1852), Divanubara ; and more recently,

Shalmanubar, and by Dr Hincks, Divanubar. Besides

this historical inscription, there are on the obelisic, epi-

graphs engraved above the 6ve series of figures. In his

Commentary, Rawlinson notices the second line of gifts in

the following way :
—

' The second fine of offerings is said

to have been sent by Yahua, son of Hubiri, a prince of

whom there is no mention in the annals, and of whose

native country, therefore, I am ignorant.' Most likely, no

one of our readers would be able to conjecture, any more

than the learned author, who is referred to in the epigraph

just quoted. Well, it was ascertained about two years

after, by both Hincks and Rawlinson, independently of each

other—being, indeed, separated by a distance of thousands

of miles at the time when they made the discovery—that

the Yahua of the obelisk is none other than Jehu, liing of

Israel. The following are the words in wluch the learned

ofljcer communicated his discovery to the Alhenmim of

March 27, 1852:—'The tribute depicted in the second

compartment upon the obelisk comes from Israel ; it is

the tribute of Jehu. The names are Yahua, the son of

Khumriya, or Nin-', the son of 'lay. Jehu is usually

called in the Bible the son of Nimshi, although Jehos-

haphat was his actual father (2 Kings ix. 2); but the

Assyrians taking him for the legitimate successor to the

throne, named as his father (or rather ancestor) Omri, the

founder of the kingdom of Samaria; Omri's name being

written on the obeUsk as it is in the inscriptions of Shal-

maneser—where the kingdom of Israel is always

called the country of Beth Omri. If this identification of

name were the only argument in favour of Jehu, I should

not so much depend on it; but the king of Syria is also

named on the obelisk Khazail, which is exactly the bsmn,
(2 Chron. xxii. 6) Hazael of Scripture, who was the con-

temporary of Jehu ; and in the inscriptions of the obelisk

king's father there is also a notice of Ithbaal, king

of Sidon, who was the father of Jezebel, the wife of Ahab,

and a contemporary of Jehu.' Dr Hincks had announced

the same discovery previously—December 27, 1851—in the

Athenamm, in very similar, we might almost say identical

words. Such and so interesting is the first point of contact

between the history of Israel and tliat of Assyria, so

far, at least, as has hitherto been ascertained from the

monuments ; and it serves to shew how early the Israelitish

kingdom began to succumb before the superior power of

Assyria. It furnishes also a fixed point for Assyrian

chronology, which, till the discovery just mentioned was

made, was in a most indefinite and unsatisfactory con-

dition ; and, together with other discoveries already made
and to be made, will perhaps serve to settle the long-

agitated disputes occasioned by the classical discrepancies

regarding Assyrian history.

NOTE 44, p. 364.—A notice of the incursion of Pul

into the land of Israel, mentioned in verse 19, has been

discovered on the monuments of Nineveh. In the south-

west palace at Nimroud, a series of slabs was discovered,

which had been brought from the central palace—where
the black obelisk described in last note was got—containing

the annals of a king whose name could not be found.

Here we remark parenthetically, that it is quite ascertained

from the inscrii)tions, and the whole appearance of the

ruins, that the south-west palace, erected by the son of

Sennacherib, was built with materials taken fi-om all the

other palaces existing in the vicinity—the latter having

been erected by a prior dynasty, and in consequence
destroyed by that which succeeded it. As a proof of the

above assertion, it is enough to state, that the slabs have
the appearance of being taken at random ; the sculptures

and inscriptions were found turned inwards, in order to

be concealed ; and the stones lopped off or chiseled down,
to suit the dimensions of the rooms.

To return. Dr Hincks discovered amongst a list of kings

who paid tribute to the nameless king in the eighth year

of his reign, the name Mi.na.hh.i.im.mi Sd.mi.ri.n'd.ayi,

which is evidently Menahem of Samaria. This discovery,

taken in connection with sacred history, served to deter-

mine what had previously been unknown—the name of the

king whose annals were recorded on the tablets referred

to ; for according to verse 19, the Assyrian king to whom
Jlenahem paid tribute bore the name of Pul. It is a

singular circumstance that this king's name should have
been so completely obliterated as, till quite recently, to

bafide all attempts at identification. Dr Hincks, in the

letter to the Athenmum announcing the discovery of

Menahem's name (Jan. 3, 1852), accounted for the absence

of Pul's name in the inscriptions recording his annals by
observing that Pul was the predecessor of Sargon, and of
a different family ; and that Esar-haddon, the grandson of

the latter king, and builder of the south-west palace, had
defaced the name.

This view of Pul, as the terminal member of an old

dynasty, has been recently urged with much force by

Colonel Rawlinson (in the AtheruEum for March 18 and
AprU 15, 1854).

The letter of the former date, amongst other things,

contains a summary by the learned colonel of Assyrian

chronology, intended to bring into one view what had up
till then been accomplished in that department of inquiry.

As an opportunity will occur of briefly noticing this subject

elsewhere, we shall not here enter on it, further than to

remark, that according to Rawlinson, the higher of the two

dynasties into which the Assyrian kings are divided, was

terminated by a king whose name he reads Phal-luka. In

this view, two points remained doubtful : one, whether the

name of the king in question was correctly read Phal-luka

;

and the other, whether the king so designated really occu-

pied the position in the dynasty which the above view

a-ssigned to him. A subsequent discovery made by Raw-
linson, and announced in the letter of the second of the

above dates, settled conclusively the former of these

doubtful points. In that letter, the author proceeds to

say ; * The discovery which I have now to announce is, that

within the hist frw .l.iv^ thp wnvKiii.M, cm;,loved in the

service of till- r.i n-h Muimm Lh.^ ,iiHni,:i,c! innnthe
ruins of the si" li ' i' ..

'^
i '

n. >tatue

of the god Nili", .; i,-:,! ili 'i-i .
,
a K'-ciid

of twelve liUL'S, «liicl. .-i..u.-, il^.n ii,c li^uir m qLi-stion was

executed by a certain sculptor of Calah, and dedicated by

him to his lord, Phal-luka, king of Assyria, and to his lady,

Sammuranut, queen of the palace.' The way in which this

discovery is applied, we shall indicate in the learned writers

own words. ' Now, the immediate result of this new inscrip-

tion is the verification of the reading of the cuneiform

name of Phal-luka, and the determinate identification of the

king to whom the name belonged with the monarch whoso

title is written <px\ux by the Septuagint, and Belochus by

Eusebius; for as Belochus and Scmiramis are the only

sovereigns in the Greek-Assyrian lists who reign jointly,

so the union of Phal-luka and Sammuramit on the statue

of Nebo affords the only instance, in tlie whole range of the

cuneiform inscriptions, of a royal Assyrian lady being placed

on an equality with her hushand, or, indeed, of a queen of

Nineveh being nvt-r moiitinin^d hv nMimv'

The identity -! rhi' ':^'
'

•' ''-" "-r'' "it'' the

Pulof Scriptnir :
. 1 ! > ;

' ,.:-. '!,r names,

and proved 1>\ lii- '
'

"'•* die

second liin^' i„ s....... W,..,^ :. , »Uu-, the



APPENDIX.

contemporary of Jehu and Hazael ; and, consequently,reigned

just about the time of Pul—that is, was Pul himself. As
regards the position of Pul in the royal dynasty-kings, the

main fact going to prove that he was really the last of the

old dynasty is, that Tiglath-Pileser—who appears, from
Scripture, to have been Pul's successor

—

alone, of all the

kings Jirom the commencement of the royal line of Assyria,

jieglects in his inscriptions to record his genealogy. The
obvious inference from this fact is, that he did not belong

to the royal line, but was a usurper. It ought to be men-
tioned, as presenting a difficulty in the way of this view,

that on several inscriptions of Tiglath-Pileser, Rawlinson
found in a list of Syrian monarchs, subdued by that king in

the eighth year of his reign, the name of Menahem, king of

Samaria ; a fact which would seem to identify Tiglath-Pileser

with Pul. But the certain fact, that Tiglath-Pileser defeated

Rezin, and destroyed Damascus, in the Syrian campaign in

question, renders it very probable that the name Menahem
is used by mistake for Pekah, who was the contemporary
of Rezin, and intimately associated with him—a mistake
which finds a parallel in the substitution of Omrl for

Nimshi or Jehoshaphat on the Nimroud obejisk already

described.

NOTE id, p. 364—The relation between Tiglath-Pileser

—the king mentioned in v. 29—Shalmaneser, and Sargon,

has been the subject of much dispute amongst the learned,

especially since the discoveries at Nineveh. Colonel

Rawlinson, in his Outlines of Assyrian History, maintained

that the three names belonged to one individual ; regarding

Sargon as the proper name, and the others as titular

designations, Dr Hincks, on the other hand, does not

admit this process of identification, regarding Shalmaneser
as the son of the Sargon of Scripture, whilst he identifies

the latter with Tiglath-Pileser. Lastly, to dwell no longer

on these discrepancies, Dr Kitto, in his last note on 2 Kings
xix. 37, represents Esar-haddon, son of Sennacherib, as the

same with Sargon, who, m that case, could not possibly be

the same with either Shalmaneser or Tiglath-PUeser.

Quite recently (in the letters referred to in last note),

Colonel RawUnson has declared for the view according to

which the three names belong to three successive kings, the

order of succession beini^ Tiglath-Pileser, Shalmaneser,

Sargon; thus holding exactly the opposite of his former

opinion. On the whole, the considerations on which the

opinion most recently held by RawUnson is founded, seem
to justify acquiescence in it until the inscriptions throw

additional light on this obscure subject.

Respecting the expedition of Tiglath-Pileser mto Syria,

all that can be stated is, that Colonel Rawlinson has been
fortunate in discovering the annals of that king in the

centre of Nimroud Mound ; and that upon them he found

a list (alluded to in last note) of the Syrian monarchs
subdued by the king in his eighth year. The list contains

eighteen names, among which occur Rezin of Damascus,
Menahem of Samaria (see last note), and Hiram of Tyre

—

all knoivn from the Biblical annals. In the list of geo-
graphical references are the names Byblos, Carchemish,
Hamath, Melitene, Tubal, Zamzummi, and Arabs. Some
of these names had been found in previous inscriptions

;

but those found by Rawlinson promise to yield the most
valuable results, although, unfortunately, they are all much
mutilated. (See Athenceum, Feb. 18, 1854.)

NOTE 46, p. 3C8.—Only doubtful traces of this king

have been discovered on the monuments. Even so

recently as March 18 of last year (1854), Colonel Rawlin-
son could say :

' The name of his successor (Tiglath-

PUeser) has never yet been recovered;' while at the

same time he adds :
' But there are two inscriptions in the

British Museum series which almost certainly belong to

him ; for in the one we find a notice of an attack upon a

king of Samaria, whose name, although mutilated, I read as

Hoshea ; and in the other, there is an account of a cam-
paign against a son of Rezin, which latter king was, as we
know from Scripture, a contemporary of the predecessor of

Shalmaneser.'

The final subversion of the kingdom of Israel cannot be
ascribed, as is done by Dr Ivitto, to Shalmaneser, if the

latter be distinct from and earlier than Sargon, as would
seem to be probable ; for Sargon is certainly represented

on the inscriptions obtained ft'om Khorsabad as captui'ing

and plundering Samaria, and carrying the inhabitants

captive. See Note 63 in Appendix to vol. iii.

NOTE 47, p. 368.—The mention of So, king of Egypt,

in V. 4, is the first occasion on which Egypt is introduced

in Scripture as involved in the political relations of Assyria

and Israel ; and the subsequent history of Israel shews
plainly how critical was its position after Assyria and
Egypt had come fairly into contact with each other. A
curious and interesting evidence of intimate political inter-

course betwixt these two nations has been discovered at

Nineveh, which we mention here, as Sabaco is one of the

parties concerned. Amongst a collection of clay-seals,

discovered by Mr Layard in the palace at Kouyunjik (for

a notice of these see Note 60 of this Appendix), was one

with two impressions of a royal signet, which retained the

cartouch and the name of the king, so as to be perfectly

legible. One of the impressions had been made by an
Assyrian seal ; the other, by an Egyptian. The latter

exhibited, beyond a doubt, the well-known cartouch and
name of Sabaco the Ethiopian, of the twenty-fifth dynasty.

(See Layard, Nineveh and Babylon, p. 136.) The king to

whom the Assyrian seal belonged is not certainly known,
though it is probable that it was Sennacherib, as the se.ils

were discovered in the palace ascertained to have been
built by him. As Sabaco reigned fifty years, he may easily

have been a contemporary of Shalmaneser, Sargon, and
Sennacherib successively. Mr Layard accounts for the

presence of such a seal in an Assyrian palace, by supposing

that a peace had been concluded betwixt the Egyptian and
one of the Assyrian kings, and that both the royal signets

had been attached to the treaty, after which the latter

would of course be deposited among the archives of the

kingdom. The document itself perished, doubtless, ages

ago ; but the clay-seal has remained to testify of the

transaction.

NOTE 48, p. 370.—Whether Nergal was a cock or not

cannot be determined; but it is certain that a cock has

been more than once found represented on Babylonian
relics as the object of adoration. Mr Layard, during his

visit to Babylon, found an agate cone, upon the base of

which was engraved a winged priest, standing in an atti-

tude of prayer before a cock on an altar; and above the

group, the crescent-moon. Mr Layard mentions a cylinder

with similar subject in the British JIuseum, on which a
priest appears, wearing the sacrificial dress, and standing

at a table before a high tapermg altar, bearing a crescent,

and a smaller altar, on which stands a cock. The cock

would, therefore, appear to have been worshipped either in

Babylon, or by a neighbouring people.

NOTE 49, p. 372.—One of the most interesting con-

tributions made by the recent Assyrian discoveries to

the illustration of Scripture, is afforded in bass-reliefs

representing the siege of a to\vn, ascertained by the

inscription on the sculpture to be Lachish, and by a king,

whom the same inscription shews to be Sennacherib. The
inscription written over the head of the king was to the

following efi'ect :
—

' Sennacherib, the mighty king, king of

the country of Assyria, sitting on the throne of judgment
before the city of Lachish (Lakhisha). I give permission

for its slaughter.' The description given by Mr Layard of

the bass-reliefs is so full of interest, as furnishing certain

confirmation of the historical truth of the sacred narrative,

and also as affording an insight into the mode in which

the Assyrians conducted the siege of a town, that we
cannot do better than quote the entire passage :

' These
bass-reliefe represent the siege and capture by the Assyrians

of a city evidently of great extent and importance. It

appears to have been defended by double walls, with

battlements and towers, and by fortified outworks. The
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country around it was hilly and wooded, producing the fig;

and the vine. Tlie whole power of the great king seems to

have been called forth to take this stronghold. In no other

sculptures were so many armed warriors seen drawn up in

array before a besieged city. In the first rank were the

kneeling archers; those in the second were bending forward;

whilst those in the third discharged their arrows standing

upright, and were mingled with spearmen and slingers

—the whole forming a compact and organised phalanx.

The reserve consisted of large bodies of horsemen and
charioteers. Against the fortifications had been thrown up
as many as ten banks or mounts, compactly built of stones,

bricks, earth, and branches of trees ; and seven battering-

rams [see Note 69, Appendi.v, vol. iii.] had already been
rolled up to the walls. The besieged defended themselves
with great determination. Spearmen, archers, and slingers

thronged the battlements and towers, showering arrows,

javelins, stones, and blazing torches upon the assailants.

On the battering-rams were bowmen discharging their

arrows [see above reference], and men with large ladles

pouring water upon the flaming brands, which, hurled

from above, threatened to destroy the engines. Ladders,

probably used for escalade, were falling from the walls upon
the soldiers who mounted the inclined-ways to the assault.

Part of the city had, however, been taken. Beneath its

walls were seen Assyrian warriors impaling their prisoners;

and from the gateway of an advanced tower or fort, issued

a procession of captives, reaching to the presence of the

king, who, gorgeously arrayed, received them seated on
his throne. Amongst the spoil were fiirniture, arms,

shields, chariots, vases of metal of various forms, camels,

carts drawn by oxen, and laden with women and children,

and many objects the nature of which cannot be deter-

mined Several prisoners were already in the hands
of the torturers. Two were stretched naked on the ground,

to be flayed alive; others were being slain by the sword
before the throne of the king. The haughty monarch was
receiving the chiefs of the conquered nation, who crouched

and knelt humbly before him. They were brought into

the royal presence by the Tartan {Tartan is not a proper

name, as formerly supposed, but a name of office] of the

Assyrian forces, probably the Rab-shakeh [another official

name] himself, followed by his principal officers.'

—

Nineveh

and Babylon, p. 149, ff. There can be no doubt that

this series of bass-reliefs refers to the conquest of Lachish

by Sennacherib, for although the cuneiform writing of

Assyria is as yet but imperfectly understood, still the

knowledge of it already attained to is sufficient to enable

scholars to make out with tolerable certainty partial inter-

pretations. In such a case, the interpretation of the

inscriptions, and the accounts of history, whether sacred

or profane, mutually confirm each other ; the partial

knowledge of the former serving to establish the main
facts of the latter; and the details of the latter, thus

generally accredited, serving to advance the interpretation

of the former. That the inhabitants of the toivn thus

besieged and taken were of Jewish origin, appears, not

only from the inscription, but also from the physiognomy
of the captives, which is most decidedly Jewish.

NOTE 50, p. 375.—We propose to lay before the

reader in this note what appears to us to be the most
important contribution made by the Assyrian discoveries

to the illustration of Scripture. We refer to the account
contained in the annals of Sennacherib, the translation of

which into English is one of the many invaluable services

performed by Colonel Rawlinson and Dr Hincks to the

cause of Eastern discovery. We shall quote that part

of the annals of Sennacherib which refers directly to

Scripture, and specially to the important events of chapters

xviii. and xix., from the Outlines of the former of tliese

illustrious scholars. After relating a great number of

conquests in Palestine, the inscription goes on to say :

' In the autumn of the year, certain other cities, which had
refused to submit to my authority, I took and plundered.

The nobles and the people of Ekron, having expelled their

king, Haddiya, and the Assyrian troops who garrisoned the

town, attached themselves to Hezekiah of Judiea, and paid
their adorations to his god [the name is lost]. The kings
"f Egypt also sent horsemen and footmen, belonging to
the army of the king of Mirukha [Meroe or ..Ethiopia], of
which the numbers could not be counted. In the neigh-
bourhood of the city of AImIJi- ! I, i. ! i-li|, 1 joined battle
with them. The eaptaii i-.anil the young
men of the kings of El;;,

j

•

,
r

, mis of the cohorts
of the king of Meroe, I |Mit i-i il ^ v.,n\ in the country
of Lubana [Libnah]. Aftenv.inls I moved to the city of
Ekron, and the chiefs of the people having humbled them-
selves, I admitted them into my service ; but the young
men I carried into cajitivity, to inhabit the cities of
Assyria. Their goods :iii I

i. •:• ., i' -, I |.lundered to an
tmtold amount. Their 1.

1

n
| nn brought back

from the city of Jerusal. i

i
: m cd in authority

over them, imposing on }'.•!•, ti . n-uliinl tribute of the

empire; and because Hezcki.ili, king of Judaea, did not
submit to my yoke, forty-six of his strong fenced cities,

and innumerable smaller towns which depended on them,
I took and plundered; but I left to him Jerusalem, his

capital city, and some of the inferior towns around it.' [A
faulty passage, and of doubtful signification, here follows.]
' The cities which I had taken and plundered, I detained
from the government of Hezekiah, and distributed between
the kings of Ashdod and Ascalon, and Ekron and Gaza

;

and having thus invaded the territory of these chiefs, I

unposed on them a corresponding increase of tribute over

that to which they had formerly been subjected ; and
because Hezekiah still continued to refuse to pay me
homage, I attacked and carried ofi' the whole population,

fixed and nomade, which dwelled around Jerusalem, with

30 talents of gold and 800 talents of silver, the accumu-
lated wealth of the nobles of Hezekiah's court, and of their

daughters, with the ofiicers of his palace, men-slaves and
women-slaves. 1 returned to Nineveh, and I accounted
this spoil for the tribute which he refused to pay me.'

The remarks of the learned author on this account are

well worth quoting at length :
' Now, the value of this

notice can hardly be overstated. It gives us the Assyrian

version of one of the most important episodes of Scripture

history, and, coloured as we must expect to find it in favour

of the Assyrians, it still confirms the most important
features of the Scriptural account. Jerusalem alone, of

all the cities of Syria, did not fall under the arms of

Sennacherib. The Jewish and the Assyrian versions of

the campaign are, on the whole, indeed strildngly illustra-

tive of each other. Hezekiah, at an early period of his

reign, while Sargina was still upon the throne of Nineveh,

"had smote the Philistines even unto Gaza;" and it is

probably this event which is described in the inscription

as a defection of the Ekronites, for otherwise it is difficult

to account for the fugitive Assyrian governor being

found in Jerusalem. In the fourteenth year of Hezekiah's

reign, or 713 B.C., Sennacherib, Iiaving reduced the other

cities of the sea-coast, turns his arms against Ekron,

which was still li'^M by !).. kin" of .In. kill. He was inter-

rupted in his :h " I' 1'
I

M
, .

,,' i!,.. Egyptians and
^Ethiopians uiil ! i :. I o,-, and he turned

back accordi)!^!. i k. :.. .i :_i mhthem. Lachish

was undoubtedl.v ii,L " J-.u;.. u. L.u.,...t" of the Greeks,

which was on the sea-coast between Gaza and Rhinocolura,

and was afterwards so well known as the scene of Pompey's

death.' [Layard dissents from this opinion of Rawlinson,

holding that the LachLsh referred to was Lachish in the

hill-country of Judah (see last note).] Iiaving taken

Lachish, ' Sennacherib proceeded to Lubana [Libnah],

where he executed his Egyptian prisoners, and where he

was joined by Rab-shakeh, after the hitter's unsuccessful

mission to Jerusalem (2 Kings, xix. 8). Sennacherib must

have now made that foray upon the territory of Hezekiah

which is noticed in Scripture under the expression, " He
came up against all the fenced cities of Judah, and took

them " (2 Kings xviii. 13). Colonel Taylor's cylinder gives

an account of the prisoners and spoil which were taken in

this foray. The numbers of the male and female prisoners

are stated at 200,104, and it is very remarkable that



Demetrius tlie Jew, as he is quoted by Clemens of Alex-

andria, ascribes the great Assyrian captivity of the Jews
to this very king Sennacherib. Of the distribution of the

captured cities among the kings of the PhiUstines, we have

no account in Scripture ; but the cylinder gives the details

of the arrangement, and names the kings whose territories

were thus enlarged— Jlittinta of Ashdod, Haddiya of

Ekron, and Ismibel of Gaza. The reason assigned by
Sennacherib for leaving Hezekiah in possession of Jeru-

salem cannot, unfortunately, be made out in either of the

copies of the inscription. It is certain, however, that

Hezekiah still refused to submit, and as it is also evident,

from the close of the tenth chapter of Isaiah, that the

Assyrians must have approached very near to the city

(a strong argument being thus furnished in favour of the

truth of Sennacherib's statement, that he carried off the

whole population from around Jerusalem), the inference

seems to be inevitable, that the capital could only have

been saved by the miraculous interposition of the Almighty.

Sennacherib's annals do not, of course, allude to a discom-

fiture produced by pestilence and panic ; but the summary
way in which he closes his account of the campaign, merely

stating that he returned to Nineveh with his spoil, would
be alone sufficient to indicate some disaster to his army.

It is also important to add, that he was unable during the

following year, owing, apparently, to the severe check he
had sustained, to undertake any operations of magnitude

;

and that, so far as has been yet ascertained, he does not

appear at any subsequent period of his reign to have

ventured to lead his armies across the Euphrates into

Syria.
' The supposition that the murder of Sennacherib by

his sons took place immediately on his return to Nineveh,

merely rests on a passage in the apocryphal book of Tobit.

The statement in Kings, that he returned to Nineveh and
(hvelled there, indicates a prolonged reign ; and the question

is now set definitively at rest by our possession of his

annals for at least five years subsequent to the Jerusalem

catastrophe.
' The events of the fourth year of Sennacherib present

a marked contrast to the detailed and magniloquent

descriptions of the preceding periods ; they are confined to

a few meagre lines, and refer exclusively to an expedition

against the Chaldees, undertaken, perhaps, in order to

punish Merodach-Baladan for sending ambassadors to

Hezekiah, which Sennacherib does not seem even to have

conducted in person.'

NOTE 51, p. 37C.—A man with an eagle's head is one

of the principal and most frequently occurring symbolical

figures found on the bass-reliefs of the palaces at Nineveh.

On the first announcement of the discovery of this

figure, it was naturally thought that this must have been

the eagle-divinity supposed to be designated by the name
Nisroch. Subsequently, however, it was noticed that this

monster was more frequently represented in the attitude of

a worshipper than of the object of worship ; and it was

inferred that it could not possibly be the god of the king.

The divinity worshipped by Sennacherib as king must
have been the supreme god of Assyria. The name of that

god was Assur—the eponym of the country—or Assarac

;

and in all probability, the Hebrew word Nisroch is merely

a defective pronunciation of that name. There is nothing

more common than the defective literal representation in

one language of a word borrowed from another, especially

when the ear perceives a resemblance between it and
some word of the language into which the transference

takes place.

On the import of the eagle-headed monster, and other

symbolic figures, see Note 05 in this Appendix.

NOTE 52, p. .37C.—Esar-haddon was not the Sargon of

Isaiah xx., as it is certain, from the inscriptions, that

Sargon was the father of Sennacherib, and consequently

the grandfather of Esar-haddon (see Note on Isaiah xx., in

Appendix to vol. iii.). AVe have already stated that it

NOTE 55, p
bodies, or Sabaisni, is firs

fiict (in Deut. iv. 19 ; xvii
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i Esar-haddon who destroyed the old palaces of Nimroud,
j
probable that the Jews

and out of their materials erected a new one, which is

usually called the south-west palace. The same king built

a palace at Nebbi Yunus, one of the principal mounds
which are supposed to mark the site of ancient Nineveh
{see Note 79, in Appendix to vol. iii. on the site, &c., of

Nineveh).

Materials for acquiring a knowledge of the annals of

this king have been obtained in the shape of inscribed

cylmders and clay tablets ; but the mseriptions they bear

have not yet been fully translated. The portion of his

history most interestmg to the student of the Bible—that,

namely, which relates to the captivity of Manasseh and
the exchange of tribes between Assyria and Palestine, has
not yet, as far as we know, been deciphered. So far as

they have yet been interpreted, the accounts contained in

the inscriptions confirm the information derived from
profane history, of which a summary is given in Kitto's

note.

NOTE m, p. -370.—The Assyrian practice of destroying

the gods of a conquered people, alluded to in these verses,

is but scantily illustrated by the bass-reliefs. There is,

however, a bass-relief from Khorsabad, which seems to

represent the process of destroying an idol of wood.

There men appear on the sculpture engaged in chopping

off the lunbs of a wooden human image. The men are

dressed as warriors, having their helmets on their heads.

The image would appear to be an idol taken firom a
conquered country, which, according to the custom men-
tioned in Hezekiah's prayer, they are in the act of

destroying. In a bass-relief from the south-west palace

of Nimroud, discovered by Layard, there is represented a
procession of wS-riors carrying idols on their shoulders,

which has been supposed by some to exhibit the carrying

captive of foreign idols. But fi-om what will be found

stated in Note 65, Appendix to vol. iii., it would appear

rather to be a solemn procession of the native idols of

Assyria.

NOTE 54, p. 379.—Merodach-Baladan would appear,

from the inscriptions, to have been both a long-lived and
an obstinate enemy of Assyria. He was, in fact, in arms
against three successive kings of that country—Sargon,

Sennacherib, and Esar-haddon. The annals of the first

year of Sennacherib's reign contain an interesting account

of the defeat of the Babylonian by the Assyrian monarch.
The account thus commences :

' In the first year of my
reign, I fought a battle with Merodach-Baladan, king of

Kar-duniyas, and the troops of Susiana, who formed his

army, and I defeated them. ... He embarked on board

his ships, and fled across the sea, concealing himself in the

country of Guzumman ; to the river Agammi, and the parts

beyond it, he fled. His ships saved him. His standards,

his chariots, liis horses, and his mares—his cattle, his camels,

and his mules—which he abandoned on the field of battle,

all fell into my hands. I then marched to his palace, which

was near the city of Babylon ; I opened the royal treasure-

house, and rifled it of the gold and silver vessels, the hoards

of gold and silver .... altogether a vast booty ; his

idols [see last note], the women of his palace, all his chief

men, &c. &c. ; each and all I seized, and carried off into

captivity. By the grace of Assur, my lord, 79 of the

principal fortified cities of the Chaldeans, and 820 of the

smaller towns which depended on them, I took and plun-

dered. The nomade tribes of the Aramseans and Chal-

deans, who inhabited the Mesopotamian country, I subdued

and carried off into captivity ' (Rawlinson's Outlines, p. xxx.).

Our readers will easily comprehend, after this account, how
much it was for the interest of Merodaoh-Baladan to obtain

powerful alUes to help him against the Assyrians.

As the
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Assyrians, wliose supremacy they had now for a considerable

time aclcnowledged. That acknowledgment had not been

entirely compulsory, so as to produce such hostile senti-

ments on the part of the subject towards the dominant

state as would render a reciprocal adoption of customs

improbable ; but, on the contrary, Ahaz, king of Judah,

had voluntarily promised to pay allegiance to the Assyrian

king, Tiglath-Pileser, in order to secure the support of the

latter against an enemy nearer iwmi (2 Kings xvi. 7, &c.).

Thus, we may conceive that the extraordinary receptivity of

the Jews for foreign influence would in this case also be

operative, and we may see its fruit in the adoption of the

religious system of the old Chaldjeans. The monuments of

Nineveh have not as yet ftirnished very abundant means
of verifying the above presumption. The sun, moon, and

stars are, however, frequently represented on the most

ancient sculptures, on the embroidered garments of kings,

priests, eunuchs, &c., and also very fi'equently on engraved

cylinders, in connection with such accompanying figures as

would seem to connect them with religious worship. In the

bass-reliefs of the north-west palace at Nimroud (much the

oldest of the group), whose sculptures seemed to be mainly

confined to religious subjects, was found a representation

of the monarch having suspended from his neck five sacred

emblems—the sun, a star, a half-moon, a horned cap, and

a bident. Of these various representations, the astral signs

on the cylinders afl'ord the strongest and most satisfactory

evidence' of star-worship. The heavenly bodies on the

embroidered garments may have been mere ornament, and

the emblems on the king's neck are as yet of very obscure

significance; but the cylinders present such a group of

figures as renders the religious import of the engraving

unquestionable. The sun, moon, and stars are commonly
represented in connection with priests and winged figures,

who appear to be performing some religious ceremony
before them. On these cylinders, too, is sometimes seen

the so-called mystic-tree, which, as we shall immediately

shew, seems to have been essentially connected with the

Assyrian worship, although it would be very difficult to say

what were its precise meaning and place in that system.

The monuments, therefore, would seem to prove that the

heavenly bodies were somehow connected with the religion

of the Assyrians, though in what way remains to be deter-

mined. It ought to be mentioned here, as confirmatory of

this conclusion, that some of the inscriptions are said to

speak of temples to the Sun, Heavens, &c. (See Rawlinson's

Outlines.)

The sacred or mystic tree, as it is generally called, to

which we have already referred, should here be more parti-

cularly noticed, as it has been taken by many to represent

the Asherah so often mentioned in Scripture, whose

meaning has been so much a subject of dispute. The
'mythic-tree' does not certainly bear much resemblance

to any tree belonging to the kingdom of nature, although

it is unquestionably designed to represent one. It appears

under a great variety of forms. Common to all the varieties

is a trunk, which sends forth branches on either hand, at

right angles to its own length, from its various knots or

joints. At the extremities of these branches are fir-cones,

or sometimes five-leaved rosettes ; at other times, pome-
granates or acorns. The trees are sometimes double—that

is, there is first one row of leaves or fruit, and then, further

out from the trunk, another, sun-ounding the former.

Before these emblematic trees are represented beings both

of human and monstrous forms, sometimes presenting what

seems to be a fir-cone to the tree, and, at other times,

kneeling before it with hands spread out, as if in invoca-

A very different view of the matter is given by Mr Kaven-

shaw in the article in the Journal of the Royal Asiatic

Society, referred to in a former note. Mr Ravenshaw

regards all the symbolical figures from Nineveh as having
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an astronomical reference. Tlius, the four principal figures

are supposed to represent the equinoxes and solstices—tlic

colossal winged bull, with human head, being the symbol of
the sun in Taurus, or the vernal equinox ; the winged man,
of the autumnal equinox ; while the winged man-lion, and
the eagle-headed man, symbolise the sun in Leo and
Aquarius, or the summer and winter solstices respectively.

Regarding the sacred tree, the writer above mentioned
remarks, that ' it has evidently some astronomical meaning,
as the winged circle [the emblem of the Deity both in

Assyrian and Egyptian symbolism] is generally seen

hovering above ; or the new moon and some stars are

observed stationed around it. It seems probable that they

[the sacred trees] are orreries, shewing the month, or the

diiy, or the season, which is being celebrated by the winged
figures, who officiate as priests on the occ-ision. The
inner cu'cle may represent the months or lunar mansions

;

and the outer, the days of the solar months. It is to be
remarked, that the cones never exceed thirty.*

It will readily occur to the reader what significance is

to be attached, in this theory, to the man-fish, of which

we have spoken in a previous Note of this Appendix (Note

29, on 1 Sam. v. 1). This monster, ordinarily regarded

as representing the fish-god Dagon, will, of course, on the

above theory, symbolise the constellation of Pisces. That
the man-fish is not a god, would seem, indeed, to be shewn
by the fact, that on a cylinder, described by Layard
in his Second Expedition, p. 34.3, it is represented as

performing a religious ceremony before the sacred tree,

and looking up to a figure of the sun, 'in the shape of

the winged all-seeing eye of Bel or Ormazd.' * This,' says

Jlr Ravenshaw, ' is probably the celebration of the day on

which the sun entered the constellation of Pisces.' Of
this method of interpretation as applied to Assyrian

symbolism, we may mention as another instance, that the

figure of a man with a goat in his arms, which appears on

the sculptures and cylinders, is regarded as signifying the

constellation of Capricorn. (On the symbolic figures from

Nineveh, see Note 67, in Appendix to vol. ill.)

It is worthy of mention, in connection with the subject

of star -worship, that Colonel Rawlinson has at length

determined the long-agitated question regarding the Birs i

Nimrud (see Note 1, in Appendix to vol. i.), by the

discovery of commemorative cylinders amongst its ruins,

which designate the building by the name of the ' Temple
of the Planets of the Seven Spheres.' It is stated in the

inscriptions, that the temple had been first built 504 years

previously, but having fallen into decay, was rebuilt by

Nebuchadnezzar. (On this discovery, see Note 75, in

Appendix to vol. ill.) The intimate connection which

both ancient history and the monuments of Nineveh shew
to have existed between the neighbouring states of Assyria

and Babylon, would render it m the highest degree pro-

bable, even if we had no other evidence, that a people of

the same race, and speaking cognate languages (Shemitic

dialects), were also united by the tie of a common religion.

There is, therefore, every probabiUty in the view, according

to which the worship of the 'host of heaven' was introduced

amongst the Israelites through their connection with the

Assyrians. As regards the Asherah, the case is different

;

for the worship of it w:i-. i^;.
-..,'., v.'. ,i

, .n.'st the Jews long

before their connection \m !. \ i
; It is quite possible

Ihiit the Asherah and i\ I' rspnted the same
thing; but as there is im i-^. ii mi, 1 iu^i.Mical connection

between them, we must regard tliiir identity as an unproved,

though very natural supposition. As we have had occasion

in this note to discuss to some extent the religious system

of the Assyrians, it may be as well to remark here, that the
' monuments' afford evidence of a wide distinction between

tlie religion of the earliest and that of the latest Assyrians.

The primitive religion of that people seems to have

been pure Sabaism, ' in which the heavenly bodies were

worshipped as mere types of the power and attributes of

the Supreme Deity.' The bass-reliefs of Khorsabad and

Kouyunjik—the palaces at these places were of recent

origin when compared with the north-west palace of

Nimroud—afford abundant evidence of the prevalence of



Jire-wmship at a later period of Assyrian history. In a

bass-relief in the palace at Khorsaliad was represented a

fire-altar, in the sliape of that seen on Persian coins of

the Sassanian dynasty, which would seem to lead to the

conclusion, that the Persians borrowed not only their

religious system, but their ceremonial, from the Assyrians.

A sculpture from the same ruins shews two eunuchs before

an altar, on the top of which is a cone, which seems

to represent a flame; a presumption confirmed by the

circumstance of its having been painted red. Similar

ceremonies are represented on the ruins of Kouyunjik,

while cylinders of the same period exhibit emblems and
ceremonies very closely resembling those which afterwards

prevailed amongst the Persians. It would thus appear

that the religion of Assyria was at first pure Sabaism, as

above described, but was subsequently corrupted into the

worship of fire ; and there seems, moreover, good ground

for asserting, that it was from this source that the Persians

derived their system of fire-worship.

NOTE 56, p. 887.—We propose hero to state briefly

the principal chronological results of the recent inquiries

regarding Nineveh and Babylon, as they are exhibited

by Colonel Rawlinson, who has given the latest sum-
mary of Assyrian chronology (see Athenteum, March 18,

1854).

According to Rawlinson, then, authentic Babylonian
chronology dates from the latter half of the twenty-third

century before Christ; .' and,' he remarks, 'we are now
findmg, both in Chaldsea and Babylonia, relics of monarchs
who lived almost as early as 2000 b.c' He notices, as an
example, an inscription of the first year of Sennacherib at

Bavian (north of Nineveh, among the Kurdish mountams),
in which mention is made of a battle fought between the

king of Babylon and the king of Assyria 418 years

previously— that is, in 1120 B.C., Sennacherib having
ascended the throne in 702 b.c. Now, the Assyrian king

in question is named Tiglath-Pileser—of course he could

not be the king of that name of whom we read in Scripture

—whose annals have been lately found inscribed on two
cylinders from the ruins of Kalah Shergat (forty miles

below Nimroud, on the opposite side of the Tigris). But
on one of these cylinders, Tiglath-Pileser commemorates
his restoration of a temple, which had been taken down by
his third ancestor sixty years before, after having existed

G41 years from the time of the original founder. These
numbers, 1120, 60, 641, being added together, give

1821 B.C. as the date of the original builder of the

temple, whom Rawlmson calls Shamas-phal, son of Ismi-

dakan. Rawlinson had conjectured that these last-named
kings were' not Assyrian, but Babylonian rulers, from the
title- Patis assigned to them in the inscriptions, which, he
states, is an Arian title, inherited from their Median prede-
cessors, and applied to all the Babylonian monarchs down
to the time of Nebuchadnezzar, while it is never found in

a bona fide Assyrian royal record (see in Jeremiah 1. 23,

where Bcs is applied to Nebuchadnezzar, and is wrongly

translated hammer ; it should be ' lord ').

This conjecture was converted into a certainty by the

subsequent discovery of bricks at Urn Queer (Ur of the

Chaldees ?), belonging to the same king, Ismi-dakan, the
father of Shamas-phal, who built the temple at Alassar.

It thus follows, that in 1860 B. c, or even sooner, Ismi-dahan
reiyned over Chaldaa, Babylonia, and Assyria liheioise ; so

that, at that remote period, Assyria was not the dominant
state, bid only a subordinate member of the Babylonian
empire. About twenty names of these old Chaldtean
monarchs have been found on the bricks of Chaldsean

At length, however, Assyria became independent, and,

it would seem, gained supremacy over Babylonia. The
commencement of the independence of Assyria, Rawlinson
fixes at 1273 B.C. In a former note, we stated it as

more thaii probable that the first dynasty of (independent)

Assyrian kings terminated with Phal-luka, who reigned
about 750 B.C. Already the names of eighteen kings
beloujjiug to this dynasty have been deciphered on the

nKjnumcnts ; so that, supposing the list complete, which is

not likely, 1273 B.C. would not be much too nigh a date

for the commencement of the Ninus dynasty. Fourth
from the end of the list of kings of that dynasty occurs

the name of Sai-danapalus, or, as Rawlinson reads it,

Asshur-alth-pal, who built the north-west palace of

Nimroud, and who must not be confounded with the

Sardanapalus of Greek history. He was succeeded by his

son Shalmanubar, the -contemporary of Jeliu, and biulder

of the central palace at Nimroud. The new dynasty
commenced with Tiglath-Pileser II., and embraced in

succession, besides him—Shalmaneser; Sargon, also a
usurper, arid builder of IChorsabad palace ; Sennacherib,

his son, builder of the palace at Kouyunjik ; Esar-haddon,
son of Sennacherib, and builder of the south-west palace

at Nimroud ; Asshur-bani-pal (Sardanapalus ?), builder of

a palace quite recently discovered by Rawlinson, whose
sculptures he describes as far superior to any monuments
previously found in Assyria; and, lastly, a king mentioned
by Mr Layard, whom he supposes to have built tlte

south-east palace of Nimroud.
The fact that there were two dynasties—which, not to

interrupt the statement, we have assumed above—is clear

from what is stated in Note 44 about Tiglath-Pileser;

from the remarkable circumstance, that while the recent
palaces of Nineveh bear evident marks of being destroyed
by fire—doubtless at the destruction of the city—the
north-west and centre palaces of Nimroud liad plainly not

been exposed to a conflagration, which points to an earlier

destruction (see Note 78, in Appendix to vol. iii.) ; from
the difference in the sculptures of the two sets of palaces,

the change in costume, the altered form of the chariots,

the trappings of the horses, the helmet and armour of the
warriors, &c. ; the change in the subjects, the predominance
of religious emblems in the old palaces, and the traces of
fire-worship in the new ; and, lastly, from the difference in

the language of the inscriptions, the old dialect being
remote from, and the more recent, nearly connected with
the Chaldee of Babylonia.

NOTE 67, p. 404.—In verse 28, the sons of Samuel
are named—the first-born Vashni, and the second Abiah.
In 1 Samuel viii. 2, the first-born is called Joel, and he is

spoken of by this name in verse 33 of this chapter. It

would therefore seem, that through mistake in transcrip-

tion, which so easily arises in lists of names, the name of
the first-born has been omitted in verse 28, and that Vashni
is not a proper name at all, but should be translated, ' and
the second.' The conjunction before Abiah has been
supplied in the present Hebrew text, because Vashni
was supposed to be the name of the fii-st-bom son of
Samuel.

NOTE 58, p. 515.—The word translated fetters in this

verse, means, properly, two brazen chains. The condition in

which Manasseh and Zedekiah (2 Kings, xxv. 7 ; Jeremiah
xxxix. 7) were led away captive to Assyria and Babylon,
is well depicted on a tablet in the Khorsabad palace, on
which captives appear bound before the king. ' The slabs

'

—we quote from Mr Bonomi (Nineveh and its Palaces,

p. 166)—'on wliich these figures occur are very much
defaced ; but from what we are able to discern, we are
inclined to think the people represented are some of the
inhabitants of Palestine. Behind the prisoners stand four

persons, with inscriptions on the lower part of their tunics

;

the first two are bearded, and seem to be the accusers;
the remaining two are nearly defaced ; but behind the last

appears the eunuch, whose office it seems to be to usher
into the presence of the king those who are permitted to

appear before him. He is followed by another person of
the same race as those under punishment, but who is taller

in stature ; his hands are manacled, and on his ankles are
strong rings fastened together by a heavy bar.' That these

prisoners are natives of Palestine, and that the latter is

Manasseh, king of Judah, are fanciful conjectures ; but the
usual method of securing prisoners is m all probability-

exhibited on the above-mentioned tablet.
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NOTE 69, p. 540.—The recent discoveries at Nineveh

afcrd an interesting illustration of this verse. In tlie

Kouyunjik palace (built by Sennacherib), Sir Layard dis-

covered two small chambers, which, from the niins found

within them, he regarded as tl)e 'chambers of records.'

'The chambers I am describing,' Mr Layard ratnarlis,

'appear to have been a depository in the palace of

Nineveli for such doG\iments [of public affairs, written on

tablets and cylinders of baked clay]. To the heiglit of

a foot or more from the floor, they were entirely filled

with them ; some entire, but the greater part broken into

many fragments, .probably by the falling in of the upper

part of 'the building. They were of different sizes; the

largest tablets were flat, and measured about 9 inches by

6^ inches The' cuneiform characters on most

of them were singularly sharp and well defined, but so

minute in some instances as to be almost illegible without

a magnifying-glass.' The documents were of a various

character, including records of wars, royal decrees, stamped

with the name of a king, lists of the gods, with (probably)

a register of ofierings made in their temples, &c. Many
of the documents were sealed with seals ; and Mr Layard

believed that they might prove to be legal contracts, or

conveyances of land. . Of these documents, the author

remarks generally': 'We cannot oven-ate their value.

They furnish us with materials for the complete decipher-

ment of the cuneiform character, for restoring the language

and history of Assyria, and for inquiring into the customs,

sciences, and, we may perhaps even add, literature of its

people. The documents that have thus been discovered

at Nineveh, probably exceed a,ll that have yet been afforded

by the monuments of Egypt.' These sanguine expectations

would seem to be fully justified by the fact, that Dr Hincks

has succeeded in detecting amongst these remains a ' table

of the value of certain cuneiform letters, expressed by

different alphabetical signs, according to different modes

of using them; while on two others of the records, he

found what appeared to be a Ust of the sacred days of each

month, and a calendar. The last-mentioned discovery

gives rise to the hope, that amongst these ruins of the

' house of rolls ' there may yet be found the record of

astronomical observations made by the ancient ' wise men'

of the East. (See Layard, Nineveh and Babylon, p. 344, ff.)

W'e have stated parenthetically that the above records are

inscribed on tablets and cylmders of baked clay. This was

not the only, though certainly the most common, method

of keeping records in use amongst the Assyrians. In the

sculptures of the more recent palaces of Nineveh (at

Khorsabad, Kouyunjik, and the south-west palace at

Nimroud) there are frequent representations of eunuchs

on the bass-reliefs taking account of the number of

heads cut off in battle (see Kitto's" notes at Judges

vii. 25, and 2 Kings x. 8), the plunder of cities, &c.,

in which they are seen writing down the account oh

a flexible material which they hold in theu- left hand,

hanging like a strip of supple leather. As these bass-

reliefs are, on good grounds, believed to have been

executed within the period during which close inter-

course existed between Assyria and Egypt, it is pos-

sible that the material written on, as exhibited in the

above-mentioned bass-reliels, was papyrus from the latter

country.

For an additional notice on bricks with inscriptions, see

Note C8, in the Appendix to the Third Volume.

NOTE 60, p. 673.—It has been already stated in a

previous Note (47) of this Appendix, that a large collection

of seals on clay had been found by Mr Layard in the

Kouyunjik palace. These clay-seals of Assyria will enable

the reader to understand the meaning of the present text.

According to Mr Layard, there can be no doubt that tliese

clay-seals had been affixed, Uke modern official seals of wax,

to documents written on leather papyrus, or parchment.

In his note at 1 Kings xxi. 8, Dr Kitto has stated that all

seals that were not rings were hored, so that a string might

be inserted by which the seal was worn around the neck, or

attached to other parts of the body. It is, then, a remark-

able and interesting circumstance connected with these

pieces of impressed clay, that in them may still be seen
' the holes for the string, or strips of skin, by which the

seal was fa.stened;' while, more wonderful still, 'in some
instances, the ashes of the string itself remain with the

marks of the finger and the thumb.' The seals thus dis-

covered ai-e of different countries, the gre.iter part being

Assyrian; while some bear Egyptian, others Phoenician,

and others doubtful symbols and characters. ' The Assy-

rian devices are of various liinds ; the most common is that

of a liing plunging a dagger into the body of a rampant
lion. This appears to have been the royal, and, indeed,

the national seal or signet. It is frequently encircled by a

short inscription, which has not yet been deciphered, or by

a simple guilloche border. The same group, emblematic of

the superior power and wisdom of the king, as well as of his

sacred character, is found on Assyrian cylinders, gems, and

monuments. From the Assyrians, it was adopted by the

Persians, and appears upon the walls of Persepolis and on

the corns of Darius.'—Layard, Nineveh and Babylon, p. 154.

Most remarkable for beauty of design and skilful execution

are two seals with horsemen,' one riding at full speed, and

raising a spear, the other hunting a stag. According to Mr
Layard, they excel all other Assyrian relics ; and the excel-

lence of the impressions gives evidence of great perfection

on the part of the Assyrians in engraving on gems.

Round lumps or balls of clay, also impressed with a seal,

were found by JI. Botta in the ruins of Khorsabad. They
bore the same figure of a man stabbing a rampant lion,

of which Mr Layard speaks ; and, singularly enough, M.
Botta found in them a hole bored through, which still

retained fragments of carbonised string. According to

Botta, 'it is certain that these balls have been moulded

merely ip the hollow of the hand ; finger-marks may still be

seen on them, and even traces of the pores of the skin' [!].

—M. BotU's Discoveries at Nineveh. London. 1850.

These seals have been regarded as having been employed

to secure the inviolabiUty of doors, or any article of value,

in agreement with the observations made by Pr Kitto in

his note on the text. But besides these uses of clay, we

have to refer the reader to our note on Esther vi. 1, in Ap-
pendix, for a notice of another most important purpose to

which it was applied. 'We stated there that tablets of clay

were used for recording public transnctinns. and that many
such were found (ninti'ntril. iii-hr-l' i,i i!i>^ rhrimber of

records. Butwhat«r ^ ' ;:. that many

of these tablets wt-iv - 1 . -

'^
.
linre can be

little doubt but thai ili- , > nni, ; . , ili.se tablets

were stamped, were mliid umi tin- ^...inl.o, aud that there-

after the tablet was baked m the furnace ; and in this way

these tablets afford another striking illustration of our text,

in accordance with the view of Landscer quoted by Dr Kitto.

Edinburgh :

rrintcd by W. and K. Cbamber&
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